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Preface 

This second edition of Introduction to Classical Nahuatl is an improved and enlarged version 
of the first, which was published in 1975. The changes have come in response to students' 
questions, to my realization that certain topics needed a more detailed explanation, and to my 
better understanding of the peculiarities of Nahuatl. 

One of the guiding tenets behind the first edition was that the grammar should recognize the 
right of Nahuatl (like that of any language) to be looked at as a system operating from within 
its own structuring principles and rules. Previously, grammatical descriptions of the language 
had been made from a foreign, usually translationalist, perspective (e.g., prepositions or post- 
positions were foisted off on the language, although none in fact exist). In this edition I have 
attempted to give even more attention to Nahuatl's individuality; for example, I have created 
grammatical terms (e.g., "nuclear clause," "mainline object" versus "shuntline object," 
"destockal verbstem") and have discarded others that are not appropriate (e.g., "word"-except 
for the small class called "particles"). 

Other changes include the following: my invention of the square zero, "0," to indicate the 
presence of an irregular mute, or silent, morph (thereby cleansing the round zero, "0," of ambi- 
guity and giving it the power to distinguish a regular mute morph); the splitting of what were 
accepted before as portmanteau morphs into morphic dyads (e.g., ngch- = "first-person singular 
objective case" is now analyzed as n-&h-; i.e., n- = "fust-person singular" plus &h- = "objec- 
tive case," a combination that expresses the equivalent of the English verb object pronoun 
"me" or "tolfor me"); the division of certain lessons into two (e.g., particles have been sepa- 
rated from adverbs and placed in Lesson 3; personal names have been given a lesson of their 
own); the addition of new lessons (e.g., Lesson 1 now presents a few pertinent linguistic pre- 
liminaries); the reordering of lessons (e.g., lessons dealing with basic nominal nuclear clauses 
have been shifted forward to become Lessons 12-19 in order to juxtapose them with those of 
the basic verbal nuclear clauses and thus make more evident the similarity between them). 

As a result of the increase in the number of lessons (originally forty-eight, now fifty-eight) 
and the size of certain lessons, the text can no longer be dealt with in a two-semester course; 
consequently, unless course work is extended by at least one more semester, some of the les- 
sons will have to be left to individual preparation. 
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The lessons fall into groups: 1-4, preparatory; 5-1 1, basic verbal nuclear clauses; 12-19, 
basic nominal nuclear clauses; 20-27, derived verbstems; 28-34, formation of compound 
stems; 35-43, formation of nounstems from verbal sources; 44-50, adverbial matters; 51-58, 
conjunction, and so forth. Lessons 2-22 are the most essential and should be thoroughly mas- 
tered; Lessons 23-58 are of lesser importance for a basic knowledge, but once the basic level 
has been achieved they become essential, since they shift attention to stem-internal consider- 
ations. Certain lessons, because of their length and detail (e.g., Lessons 54 and 55 on verb- 
stem formation from nominal sources) should be looked upon mainly as a reference source 
after one has grasped their import in a general way. 

This brings up a matter pointed out in the Preface to the first edition: the peculiar nature of 
this grammar, which gives attention to both simple and less-than-simple grammatical points 
while remaining merely introductory. Unlike, say, a beginning grammar of Spanish or German, 
this grammar must attempt to prepare the student to go directly into the reading of difficult 
texts; there are no intermediate and advanced grammars that will offer increasing insights into 
how the language works and thus make the transition from beginner to proficient reader less 
abrupt. And while, when one starts reading texts, it is possible to take advantage of editions 
with accompanying translations, one should be aware that these are often misleading. In fact, 
the second most important reason to strive for a mastery of Nahuatl is to gain the ability to cor- 
rect cultural and ethnohstorical misinformation fostered by erroneous translation. As one small 
example, in Codex Chirnalpahin 1 (103), A. J. 0. Anderson and Susan Schroeder translated ma 
titlachtequicii as "let us fashion a ball court," a translation that ignores (1) that it is question- 
able a leader would ever propose that a ball court should be the first edifice erected at a new 
place of settlement; (2) that the land on the site is mostly waterlogged, with no stone available 
for such a construction; (3) that the verbstem -tequi- means "to cut"; (4) that in the very next 
line of the text we find tlachcuitectzintli, "it is a small thing made of cut sod"; and (5) that 
ths  small thing is there identified as an altar. This misguided translation results from not real- 
izing that the text contains a scribal error omitting the syllable -cub; the embed is not tlach- 
("ball game") but tlachcui- ("clump of sod/turf"). The corrected reading ma titlachcuitequicii 
should be rendered "let's cut sodturf" (i.e., with which an earthen altar can be built). Basic 
axiom: Never trust a text. If even experienced translators at times scrabble to invent a solution 
to a textual difficulty, it is obvious that unprepared students will face serious problems, often 
resorting to guesswork guided by rush-to-judgement hunches based on this or that hint rather 
than attempting a reasoned assessment that relies on grammatical and semantic knowledge (as 
well as contextual clues and environmental and cultural considerations). The result is frequently 
a wild plunge into nonsense. Unfortunately, the amount of detailed instruction needed to prepare 
one fully to deal with the task of reading the texts lies beyond the scope of a single grammar, and 
especially one of an introductory nature. If this grammar seems to overload information, it does 
so because it seeks to deal with the problem as best it can in the limited space allotted. 

Thls grammar is also unusual in its insistence on an unabashedly grammatical presentation. 
1 have deemed this necessary since Nahuatl is so foreign to English, Spanish, and other Indo- 
European languages. Grammatical analysis and explanation seem the only way to block, or at 
least temper, the urge to misconceive the foreign language from the entirely falsifying perspec- 
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tive of the student's own language. One procedure used in the book, unusual in an introductory 
grammar, is the analysis of a linguistic item into its component morphs (i.e., the bits of sound- 
/silence-carried information that a native speaker unconsciously processes to produce or under- 
stand an instance of language). To take an English example: "Sheepshearers' bickerings cease" 
(which, by its form, a native speaker recognizes as a newspaper article's title) has the follow- 
ing ten morphic carriers: sheep-shear-er-s-0 bicker-ing-s cease-0. The morphs are as follows: 

Information carrier = Information carried (partial listing): 

sheep- = nounstem signifying domesticated fleece-bearing animals (as an embed, stem implies 
generality) 

shear- = verbstem signifying action of using shears to cliplremove (fleecehair) 
-er- = derivational suffix (forming nounstem from verbstem) indicating agent of action 
-S- = inflectional suffix added to nounstem to form nounword, indicating here a plural num- 

ber of agents involved 
-0 = inflectional suffix added to nounword to indicate possession [Irregular mute variant of -S, 

a genitive-case suffix added either to nounword (e.g., John's cat) or to noun phrase (e.g., 
the boy's bat; the man on the corner's hat).] 

bicker- = verbstem indicating action of engaging in a petty quarrel [Notice that here er  is not 
separated from bick as -er above is separated from shear-.] 

-ing- = derivational suffix (forming nounstem from verbstem) meaning "action abstractly 
regarded" 

-S = inflectional suffix added to nounstem to form nounword, indicating here a plural number 
of occasions 

cease- = verbstem signifying action of coming to an end 
-0 = inflectional suffix added to verbstem to indicate present tense (in contrast to past-tense 

-d) [In order to contrapose English with Nahuatl, notice that an English verbword contains 
no morphic expression of a subject personal pronoun (the -S that occurs at the end of the 
third-person singular present-tense verbword is merely an agreement factor).] 

No native English speaker is aware of such morphic segmentation, the strict order of the 
morphs (i.e., the minimal segments), or the levels of relationship among them (not to mention 
the higher-level syntactical relationships between the words resulting from the unified blocks 
of segments). A native speaker's concern and attention in using hisher language lies in a dif- 
ferent area: the content of the speech event. The grammatical underpinnings have been so incul- 
cated, infixed, programmed into the mind from birth (perhaps the process even began in the 
womb) that they seem a given. But a foreign-language learner does not have the leisure to absorb 
this kind of ingrained, blithe knowledge, so it would seem that the fastest way for one to gain 
an awareness, recognition, and appreciation of these information-bearing segments is to focus 
attention on the language. What is unconscious or subconscious, even seemingly instinctive, in 
a native speaker must be acquired with determined, cognitive, conscious effort by a learner. 
Therefore, from the first, the student should give importance to every hyphen (and to every 
parenthesis serving as a hyphen surrogate) that segments every information-bit in a string of 
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such bits, although in general their meaning-bearing import (especially of stem-internal seg- 
ments) will not become clear until later in the course. When dealing with a Nahuatl compound 
stem, one should be aware of the meaning and interrelationship of its component stems, although 
undoubtedly a speaker of Nahuatl would have treated the whole stem as a simple one in the 
same way an English speaker usually treats an English compound. (For example, on saying or 
hearing "pocketbook," does one ever think of "a book that serves as a pocket"? One merely 
treats the whole in the same way as the simple stem "purse" is treated. Similarly, does an Eng- 
lish speaker ever pay attention to the meaning of "pin" in "rolling pin"or to that of "vacuum" 
in "vacuum cleaner"?) But being in conscious or unconscious control of the combinatorial pat- 
terns and the semantic scopes of informational bits in a language constitutes knowledge of that 
language. For an adult learner, this means first gaining a conscious awareness of them. 

The first edition of Introduction to Classical Nahuatl was the first grammar of Classical 
Nahuatl since that of Carochi in the seventeenth century to insist on the importance of glottal 
stops and vowel length. Frances Karttunen made a very valuable contribution to Nahuatl stud- 
ies in 1983 with An Analytical Dictionary of Nahuatl (reprinted 1992). In the dictionary she 
has brought together all the available attestations of these phonological facts, from Horacio 
Carochi, the Huehuetlatolli (Ms. M.M 458, Bancroft Library), and a number of modern dialects 
(e.g., that of Tetelcingo). I have relied heavily and gratefully on Karttunen's work. On occa- 
sion, however, since I have not considered myself to be constrained by the same criteria as 
those accepted by Karttunen, I have made my own appraisal of certain items based on mor- 
phological considerations; for example, I use the spelling huChuCtqueh, not huehuetqueh 
(since the clause comes from huehueti, the ultimate source for which is -hue-, as in huCi), 
huitztzilin, not huitzilin (since I continue to believe that the huitz- represents "thorn"--I do 
not consider the Bancroft Ms. to be any less open to error than Carochi, etc.), ehehcatl, not 
ehecatl (since the source of the reduplicated form is ehcatl, not Ccatl), and ohhuih, not ohuih. 
On other occasions I have kept a spelling that I question; for example, iztiic, whose vowel 
length (found both in Carochi and the Tetelcingo dialect) is unjustified by the source iztaya 
(contrast ihyiic, where the ii is warranted by the source ihyiiya). I have also kept Karttunen's 
postvowel causative ii in Class C verbstems, even though reluctantly, since it seems to me that 
Nahuatl has a general restriction against dropping a long vowel. 

Examples have been taken from Sahaghn, Molina, Rinch, Carochi, Paredes, Ruiz de Alar- 
c6n, Olmos, Arenas, and any other source that served to illustrate a grammatical point. At 
times I have altered the selected clause or sentence to focus more narrowly on the problem 
being discussed. 

I wish to express my gratitude to all the students who, by their interest and effort in learn- 
ing Nahuatl, have confirmed my study of the language. I am greatly obliged to Ross Hassig 
for his many helpful comments and especially for his advice regarding the revision of the 
appendix on day, month, and year names. I also wish to thank the College of Arts and Science 
of Vanderbilt University for the use of the facilities in its Microcomputer Laboratory and to 
express my sincere gratitude to the laboratory's director, William Longwell, and to the mem- 
bers of his staff, John Kilbourne, Lola Fitzpatrick, Richard Espenant, Nelum Romanos, and 
Kyle Brenton, for their inestimable and unstinting help. 



Abbreviations and Symbols Used in the Lessons 

abs = absolutive 
adjr = adjunctor 
ante = antecessive 
appl, applic = applicative 
caus = causative 
com = common number 
con = connective 
cuspres = customary present 
dir = direct 
direc = directive 
fut = future 
H = honorific 
imperf = imperfective 
impers = impersonal 
intr, intrans = intransitive 
metaph = metaphor/metaphorical 
ml = mainline 
modif = modification 
NNC = nominal nuclear clause 
nonan = nonanimate 
num = numeral 
obj = object 
O.S.  = oneself 
P = pejorative 
pass = passive 
pat = patient 
perf = perfective 
pres = present 

pers = personal 

plup = pluperfect 
pos, poss = possessive, possessor 
pred = predicate 
pres = present 
pret = preterit 
R = reverential 
recip = reciprocative 
reflex = reflexive 
sg = singular 
shl = shuntline 
S.O. = someone 
Span = Spanish 
srce = source 
st = state 
s.th. = something 
subj = subject 
suppl = supplementation 
tns = tense 
trans = transitive 
va = valence 
var = variant stedform 
VNC = verbal nuclear clause 
1st = first person 
2nd = second person 
3rd = third person 

pl = plural 



xiv Abbreviations and Sym boIs 

> = changes to; is represented as (See Lesson 2.) 
< = derives from 
0 = zero; morpheme or regular morph not phonologically represented; mute, or silently present 

morph 
0 = square zero, irregular morph not phonologically represented; mute, or silently present 

morph 
* = reconstructed, hypothetical, or unattested form 
l. . .l = phonemic representation of sounds 
[. . .] = phonic or phonetic representation of sounds' vowel length (phonernically or phoneti- 

cally represented) fore and aft stem boundaries 
#. . .# = fore and aft nuclear-clause boundaries 
# = point of attachment of affix outside nuclear-clause boundaries 
- = stem-internal and dyad-internal boundary 
+ = boundary between positions (or slots) outside stem; also, stem-internal boundary between 

a nuclear clause as embed and its matrix in compound stem 

Note: A hyphen is also used to indicate incomplete material when citing lexical items. For example, in present- 
ing a stem as a lexical item, a hyphen combines with a parenthesis in one of four ways: -(. . .) indicates a transitive 
verbstem and (. . .)- indicates a nounstem, while (- . . .) indicates a stem occurring only as a matrix and (. . . -), one 
occurring only as an embed. 

The combination of a hyphen and a parenthesis is NEVER used in analyzing nuclear clauses, since parentheses 
serve as replacements for hyphens as stem boundaries. 
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LESSON l 

Linguistic Preliminaries 

1. l. Aim. Due to spatial limitations, the following paragraphs are an extremely limited pres- 
entation of only some aspects of a very complex subject. Only a few general topics deemed 
pertinent to the following lessons are considered. Less general concepts are taken up later in 
relation to specific grammatical problems. 

1.2. Language Diflerence. One of the most obvious facts about languages is that they differ. 
Even those within the same language family vary widely (e.g., English, Russian, Irish, Span- 
ish, Rumanian, Hindi-all of which are members of the Indo-European family), so it is not at 
all surprising that even greater differences exist between languages in different families (e.g., 
English, Swahili, Tagalog, Arabic, Japanese, Turkish, Quechua, Nahuatl). This diversity is 
supported primarily by three properties of language: arbitrariness (the content dimension is 
not motivatedly linked to the medium dimension), creativity (every language can produce an 
indefinitely large number of sentences), and change (languages undergo continual change in 
pronunciation, grammar, and lexicon). 

Young children have no problem with language difference. They can acquire native com- 
petence in a foreign language apparently as easily as in their own. But this openness to lan- 
guage learning gradually diminishes and during the early teens becomes lost. Consequently, 
adults find foreignness a formidable difficulty. Having lost the flexibility and receptivity of 
children, they have circumscribed their minds by habits, presuppositions, and predispositions 
(i.e., automatic expectations and responses) inculcated in them during their formative years. 
As a result, learning a foreign language can be accomplished only by means of and in constant 
struggle against their own language. 

A native speaker's ease and confidence in handling the details of pronunciation and thought 
expression, usually minute and subtle, are the result of years of intimate, innocent familiarity- 
innocent because the mind is unaware of language-transference pressure. A foreign adult has 
neither that time nor that innocence. It is evident, therefore, that helshe must use an acquisi- 
tion strategy different from that of a child. First, one must tackle the disadvantage of lack of 
time by alert, thoughtful repetitive practice of basic patterns (learning a language is to a large 
extent like learning any skill-piano playing, tennis, etc.-in that familiarity and ease of 
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performance must be achieved through attentive repetition of the basics). Second, one must 
tackle the disadvantage of a lack of innocence by using the adult advantage of intellect: one 
must avail oneself of comparative reasoning and contrastive analysis. This means that the adult 
should accept the help of grammar, a reasoned description of the peculiarities in a language's 
elements and in the rules deploying the interrelationships between those elements. 

1.3. The Problem of Temzinology. One of the stumbling blocks in grammar is terminology; 
though necessary, it has the notorious effect of turning off a mind as completely as a light 
switch turns off a light. Given the nature of the learning problem to be undertaken (going 
beyond a superficial, make-do conversational knowledge), the learner must overcome this 
unfortunate antagonism to grammar and grammatical terminology. To offset the effect of trans- 
fer in language learning (i.e., the distortion imposed on a foreign language due to the influence 
of one's native language), an adult needs to reason; and grammatical terms, like any technical 
terms, are tools with which to think. 

It is naive to assume that one can enter into the alien system that generates a foreign lan- 
guage's structure (i.e., its morphological and syntactical peculiarity) without the help of gram- 
mar, that one can learn the language by just "studying the examples." Without the help of 
grammatical explanation, one will inevitably vitiate the foreign structure by "understanding" 
it under the distorting force of one's own language. The grammar of a translational equivalent 
insidiously takes over; for example, in a Spanish construction such as se leen 10s libros, "one 
reads the books," an uninformed student takes se as a subject (meaning "one") rather than as 
the direct object (meaning "themselves"). It is not that one cannot get by with such transla- 
tion-based misconstruals, but if one is interested in finding access to foreign mindways, 
progress will be blocked. It is, furthermore, remarkably difficult to retrain oneself away from 
translation-motivated misconceptions. 

Unfortunately, however, grammars are not always trustworthy guides. One reason for this 
is that many grammarians and linguists suffer from linguicentrism (or glottocentrism), the 
belief that one's own language is the measure of language. Consequently, they impose the 
grammar of their language on the foreign one. Some even describe the grammar of a transla- 
tion as if it were the grammar of the language itself. Others simply invent explanations to force 
the language into a semblance of compliance with their language. A few examples relevant to 
the study of Nahuatl should suffice to illustrate the practice. American linguists automatically, 
dogmatically, and with unthinking conviction consider what in fact are affixal subject pro- 
nouns in Spanish to be merely "markers," thereby refusing to accept them as pronouns. Sim- 
ilarly, they talk of "copy morphs" in languages such as Spanish; for example, -n on the Span- 
ish verbword of 10s nifios cantan, "the children sing," is called a "copy morph because it is 
said to "copy" the person-number of 10s niiios, but, in fact, the -n is the basic subject pronoun 
and 10s nifios is a supplementary subject (i.e., a subject brought in by a transformational 
process to supplement, clarify, etc., the information of the basic subject; see Lessons 17, 18, 
and 19 for structures of supplementation in Nahuatl). The "copy morph explanation falsifies 
Spanish (Nahuatl, etc.) structure, turning it inside out to make it conform to the inappropriate, 
distorting perspective of English. The -n is not there as a mere agreement device. 
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American linguists similarly talk of "pro drop" (i.e., "pronoun deletion") in languages such 
as Spanish; for example, the sentence cantan, "they sing," is said to have "dropped the pro- 
noun subject ellos, "they (rnasc.)," or ellas, "they (fern.)," because, judging Spanish from the 
point of view of English (which has a wordal subject pronoun in "they sing"), deletion appears 
to be what happens. But, in fact, Spanish has "dropped nothing. Cantan is absolutely as com- 
plete a sentence as "they sing"; both sentences consist of a subject and a predicate (they even 
agree on the lack of overt specification of the gender of the entities referred to by the subject 
pronouns, wordal in English, suffixal in Spanish). A linguist who espouses the pro-drop expla- 
nation is so deluded by the demands of English that helshe cannot accept the validity of a 
grammar that demands a different solution to the problem. Helshe is therefore blocked from 
seeing that if one uses a wordal personal pronoun in Spanish (creating either ellos cantan or 
ellas cantan), one is ADDING a supplementary subject for emphasis or clarification with regard 
to gender (adding vocal stress to "they" expresses the emphasis, but the information about 
gender requires some other solution in English). 

Other, equally Anglocentric analyses are quite common. Another example is found in the 
language-typology scheme based on the placement of S(ubject), V(erb), O(bject), resulting in 
SVO languages, SOV languages, etc. And, to mention only one more example, there is the 
much-touted formula "S = NP + V P  (i.e., "Rewrite Sentence as Noun Phrase plus Verb 
Phrase"). People who buy into such English-based explanations become blinded to language 
structures differing from that of English. 

The moral of these remarks is that, in dealing with a foreign language, one should try to face 
as open-rnindedly and permissively as one can the foreignness that is always there. To do oth- 
erwise may be comforting, but it is certainly not intelligent. Inappropriate analysis and termi- 
nology are not only a deterrent but a barrier to understanding. The grammatical terms used in 
the description of a language must be based on an intimate understanding of it from perspec- 
tives appreciative of its difference. 

This means that, when studying Nahuatl, one must approach terminology that has proved 
valid for English or another Indo-European language with a willingness to be tolerant. When 
applied to Nahuatl, standard linguisticlgrammatical terminology must be reassessed in a num- 
ber of ways: 

1. A term may be appropriate without change (e.g., "modification," "adjunction," "com- 
plementation," "causative," "predicate"). 

2. A term may serve if redefined (e.g., in describing Nahuatl, "noun," "verb," "adjective," 
and "adverb" are NOT to be understood as meaning "nounword," "verbword," etc., but ONLY 

"nominal lexical item" (i.e., noun stem), "verbal lexical item" (i.e., verb stem), etc.). Simi- 
larly, the term "vocable," while valid without change when referring to the syllabic whole of 
a particle (i.e., the only kind of Nahuatl word), must have its meaning expanded to refer to 
the syllabic whole corresponding to the morphosyntactical unit here called a nuclear clause. 
Even the term "transitive" is not serviceable in the meaning it has for English and must be 
redefined. 
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3. A term may have to be rejected (at times this may be difficult to accept); for example, 
the term "word" refers to a sentencefragment, and the ONLY use for it in discussing Nahuatl 
is to refer to particles (see Lesson 3). It should NEVER be used to refer to nuclear clauses (see 
Lesson 4), and a strong, sustained effort must be made from the beginning not to think of 
nuclear clauses as words. To give in to the temptation is to close the door on a real under- 
standing of the Nahuatl language system. 

Among the other terms that must be rejected, one should especially note "auxiliary verb," 
"modal auxiliary," "preposition," and "postposition." Seeking to satisfy English or Spanish 
expectations abetted by the "evidence" of translation (see 8 1.13), grammarians have falsified 
the facts of Nahuatl grammar by applying these terms and others in situations where there is 
nothing for them to refer to. 

4. In addition to the need of keeping, redefining, or discarding already existing terminology, 
it is also necessary at times to coin new terms to name things peculiar to Nahuatl (e.g., "main- 
line" and "shuntline" with regard to verb objects; "nuclear clause"; "basic subject/object/pos- 
sessor"; "supplementary subject/object/possessor"; "stock"; "destockal verbstem"). 

Remark: The fact that certain terminology is appropriate without change and other terminology can serve if rede- 
fined attests to the fact that while there are obvious, often wide differences between languages, there exists at some 
very deep, abstract level a universality behind them. While an acknowledgment of this deep-level universality is all 
to the good, one's enthusiasm for it should not be allowed to intrude on, distort, and detract from the concrete facts 
of a language's individuality. 

1.4. Language and Communication. The main use or function of language is communication. 
Linguistic communication involvespartvters (speaker, addressee), information (socio-culturally 
conditioned representations of a particular life-world in all its dimensions-real, imaginary, etc.), 
a medium ( s i m i n g  means and channels), and a system of shared rules for selecting and inte- 
grating these components. That is to say, a speaker, constrained by a communally established 
(cultural) system of rules, combines a sequence of culturally determined bits of information (clas- 
sifications, representations, concepts, beliefs, feelings, etc.-all the complexities involved in 
meaning, reference, and sense) by means of a sequence of culturally determined units of medium 
(sounds, letters, silence, signing, etc.) to communicate with an addressee. 

The coupling of information with the medium of its transmission is one of the defining 
properties of human language. This linguistic symbiosis, called duality or double articula- 
tion, is best understood by considering the nature of its symbionts: elements of the medium 
participate in a carrier system; those of information participate in a content system. The car- 
rier system has two quite different subsystems, onephonological, the other sigological. Also, 
in languages that have been reduced to writing, the phonological subsystem has spawned a 
derivative graphological subsystem. 

1 S. Levels of Analysis. In order to discuss the elements of the carrier and content systems, it 
will be helpful to set up an analytical framework of three levels: type, token, and instance. 

A type is an ideal, extremely abstract and generalizing kind of conceptual entity, compara- 
ble to a genus in biology. It is a hypothetical identificational grouping-a class. Linguistic ele- 
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ments at the type level are identified by labels formed with the suffix "-erne," which here 
means "a language-specific, systemically determined set of contrastively discriminated fea- 
tures." In discussions, a type-level item is identified as such by being placed between slashes: 
l /  (e.g., M). It is up to the analyst to choose the shape of the type-level element, usually in 
recognition of its explanatory power; frequency of occurrence of a certain shape is not an 
important factor in such a decision. 

A token exists on a less abstract level than a type, because it is a particularization of its type 
(compare a species in a botanical genus). A token represents its type and therefore conforms 
to the distinguishing function of the type; it may or may not add environmentally conditioned 
variations of its own. In discussions, a token-level item is identified as such by being placed 
between square brackets: [ ] (e.g., [k]). 

An instance is a concrete, actual, performed, specific, one-time-occurring realization of a 
token. An instance manifests (or realizes) its token. In discussions of a nontechnical nature, 
quotation marks can be used to identify an instance-level item. 

A type-level item can be represented by only a limited number of token-level items (at times 
by only one), but a token-level item can be manifested by an unlimited number of instance-level 
items. The type level and the token level have to do with mental constructs. They are hypo- 
thetical depurations based on the numerous similarities and differences, correspondences and 
contrasts, to be found in the myriad experiences of instances encountered in the objective 
world. In other words, the token level distills out a large number of irrelevant details encoun- 
tered on the instance level, after which the type level distills out all the irrelevant variety and 
irregularity that still exist on the token level. 

1.6. The Type-Level Linguistic Elements. An element is a basic unit (or segment) that cannot 
be analyzed into smaller linear units (or segments). An element need not be simple, however, 
since it may consist of a "bundle" of simultaneously present features that cooperate to give the 
element its particular, distinctive character. 

There are four kinds of basic type-level elements: phoneme, grapheme, sigeme, and 
sememe. The first three belong to the carrier system; the fourth belongs to the content system. 
The terms for these elements are derived from the Greek roots phon- ("sound), graph- ("writ- 
ing"), sig- ("silence"), and sem- ("sign"). 

1. Phonemes are members of a language's phonological subsystem. A phoneme is a 
theoretical segment of sound which, while itself devoid of meaning, serves to distinguish 
meanings; for example, in English pit and bit differ only in the contrast of the phonemic con- 
sonants /p/ and h/, while pit and pet differ only in the phonemic vowels /i/ and /e/. 

Phonemes W e r  from one another because of their (ideal) physical makeup as determined by 
(ideal) muscular movements in an (ideal) mouth and throat, involving features of voicing, place 
of articulation, and manner of articulation; for example, in English / ' l  is (ideally) physically 
distinctive by reason of being a "voiced bilabial stop" in contrast to /p/, which is a "voiceless 
bilabial stop." 
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But while a phoneme depends on a particular selection and interaction of distinctive fea- 
tures (i.e., its (ideal) physical makeup) for its identification, its identity as a phoneme (i.e., 
what establishes a sound as a phoneme) is a native speaker's enculturated perception of it as 
functionally distinctive; for example, what an English speaker perceives as the two distinct 
phonemes /p/ and /b/ may be perceived by the speaker of another language as a single phoneme 
due to an indifference to the feature of voicing. For another example, an English speaker is not 
aware that the It/ of tar and that of star are physically (articulatorily, acoustically) different 
(the former is aspirated, the latter is unaspirated). Heishe hears or pays attention only to the 
"t-ness," i.e., only to the English phoneme It/. A speaker of Hindi, however, would easily per- 
ceive and respond to the phonetic difference, because in that language there is an unaspirated 
It/ phoneme and an aspirated Ith/ phoneme. The nature, variety, and number of phonemes in a 
language's phonemic inventory are particular to that language. 

A phoneme is symbolized by a single alphabetic letter (one sound, one symbol). Conse- 
quently, special symbols may be required; for example, /E/ is the phonemic symbol for the 
sound spelled with the digraph ch as in church; K /  is the phonemic symbol for the sound spelled 
with the digraph sh in shot. For the phonemic symbols in Nahuatl, see $5  2.2-2.3. 

2. Graphemes are members of a language's graphological subsystem. They are subsidiary 
symbols invented for the purpose of giving visual representation to linguistic sounds in a writ- 
ten text. A grapheme is a set of identically valued alphabetic symbols or letters; it includes the 
entire range of possible shapes (script, print, upper or lower case, italic, boldface, etc.) that 
the symbolized value can assume and still be recognizable as such. 

Graphemes may have a one-to-one correspondence with phonemes (e.g., /pit/, pit), a 
two-to-one correspondence (e.g., /Sip/, ship, where sh is called a "digraph"), a three-to-one 
correspondence (e.g., /skoE/, scotch, where tch is called a "trigraph), etc. Furthermore, one 
grapheme may correspond to more than one phoneme (e.g., s can represent /S/ or /z/ in Eng- 
lish, and one phoneme may be represented in spelling in a number of ways (e.g., If/ is spelled 
f, ph, and gh in English). 

3. Most linguists speak of the "phonological system" rather than of the "carrier system," 
because they think that phonemes are the only elements to be considered as carriers of mean- 
ing. Here, however, the wider term "carrier system" has been chosen because-although not 
commonly acknowledged-meaning is carried as effectively by a soundless element (a sigeme) 
as by a sounded one (a phoneme). Of course, while a language can have a fairly large inven- 
tory of phonemes, it has only one sigeme (just as in the notation of the decimal-number system 
there are nine digits and only one zero). A sigeme is a single-membered set of meaning-bear- 
ing silence (see the comments on silence in 5 1.7). A sigeme is represented by 101 (an oval 
zero; the slash through the symbol keeps it from being confused with the vowel oj. 

4. The sememe is the only kind of content element. A sememe is a set of meaningfulness 
(sense, denotation, etc.) that is uniquely expressible by a unit of elements in the carrier sys- 
tem. It must be kept in mind that the semantic component of language goes beyond the con- 
tent system, since meaning is also generated by combination (morphology, morphosyntax, and 
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syntax) as well as by use (irony, metaphor, metonymy, idioms, intonation, tempo, etc.), etc. Our 
knowledge of the sememes of Nahuatl is extremely limited (see $ 1.13); consequently, one is 
forced to suggest a sememe's value by the inherently, fundamentally falsifying means of Eng- 
lish translation or glosses (thus further effacing the nature of Nahuatl sememic features). 

1.7. The Morpheme. Another type-level linguistic element-the most important-is the mor- 
pheme (from the Greek root morph-, "shape, form"). A morpheme is a composite entity, an 
amalgam resulting from a symbiotic relationship between elements of the carrier system and 
those of the content system. A morpheme comes into being when a sememe, or sememe clus- 
ter, is combined with a phoneme unit (a single phoneme or, more frequently, a sequence of 
phonemes) or with a sigeme. Such an amalgam lies at the heart of "duality" (see $ 1.4), since 
it is the smallest unit to manifest it. (In this description of the morpheme no mention has been 
made of graphemes, since the graphological subsystem is related only to the phonological sub- 
system, not to the full carrier system; it is, therefore, totally oblivious to sigemes; see $$ 
1 .%l. 10.) 

The notation used for representing morphemes should indicate their symbiotic nature. One 
possibility would be a "fraction format," with the carrier unit placed above the content unit, 
but in these lessons, for the purpose of saving space, the notation used is simply "/carrier/, 
'gloss."' Be warned, however, that frequently only the carrier part of the amalgam is given to 
represent a morpheme, leaving the content (or "gloss") part as taken for granted. Do not let 
this space-saving practice (morphemic-carrier representation in place of a full morpheme rep- 
resentation) mislead you into thinking that the carrier alone is the morpheme. 

When a morpheme contains a content cluster (i.e., two or more sememes so indivisibly 
joined that each cannot be analyzed as having a separate phonemic or sigemic carrier), it is 
called a "portmanteau morpheme" (for example, the pronominal morpheme carried by /n/ in 
Nahuatl contains the two sememes "first person" and "singular number"). 

Phonemes are phonemes, sigemes sigemes, and sememes sememes only by virtue of the 
fact that they cooperate in the formation of morphemes. The carrier system and the content sys- 
tem would not exist except for the fact that they (both cooperating) permit the existence of 
morphemes. 

From the point of view of symbiotic structure, there are three kinds of morphemes: 

1. sound + no (sememic) meaning = "connective or housekeeping morpheme"; e.g., the 
1-0-1 in English Ifon-o-loj-ik-aV, "phonological." While the morpheme lacks sememic mean- 
ing (i.e., it has no sememe), it does have grammatical meaning. 

2. sound + meaning (i.e., phoneme unit + sememe unit) = "ordinary morpheme." For exam- 
ple, in the English word "pits" there are two morphemes of this type: "/pit-/, 'pit-"' and "/-S/, 

'plural number. ' " 

3. no sound + meaning (i.e., sigeme + sememe unit) = "mute or silently present mor- 
pheme." For example, in the English word "pit" there are two morphemes: an ordinary one, 
"/pit-/, 'pit-, "' and a silently present one, "l-01, 'singular number. "' 
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Note: Languages make extensive use of silently present morphemes in response to the "principle of linguistic 
economy," which states that a speaker need not expend phonological energy in order to express information that 
hisher culture considers a default value (i.e., something assumed to be the case unless an explicit indication to the 
contrary is present); for example, English speakers assume that singular number on noun words is more basic than 
plural number and, therefore, express it with a sigeme as shown above. Similarly, they assume that present tense is 
more basic than past tense, so an expenditure of phonological energy is regularly needed only for the latter; contrast 
Aiyn-01 with Aiyn-d/ in "I lean" and "I leaned." 

1.8. The Token-Level Linguistic Elements. There are four kinds of token-level elements that 
represent the basic type-level ones. They are called phones, graphs, sigs, and semes. In 
addition there are token-level symbiotic elements called morphs that represent the type-level 
morphemes. 

1. A phone is a token-level nondistinctive (i.e., noncontrastive) representation of a 
phoneme occurring in a specifiable environment. For example, the aspirated [p] in tar and the 
unaspirated [t] in star mentioned in 1.6.1 are nondistinctive, because they occur in mutually 
exclusive environments and therefore cannot contrast: [t] occurs after [S] but [p] never does. 

A phoneme may have a phonic repertory of only one member (e.g., the English phoneme 
/b/ has [b] as its only phone). More commonly, however, a phoneme's phonic repertory has two 
or more members (for example, the English phoneme N has a repertory of two phones: [l], the 
"clear" sound as in lamp; and [+l, the "dark sound before consonants, as in old, and at the 
end of words, as in all or table). A phone may be regular (i.e., it contains only the distinctive 
features of the phoneme); for example, [S] as a phone of the Spanish phoneme /S/, as in [rnisto], 
"I mumble." Or it can be irregular. As such, it may display slight variations (for example, [z] 
is a slightly irregular phone of the Spanish /S/ in [rnizmo], mismo, "same," because it has the 
added feature of voice). Or it may be seriously or even totally different. When a phone is dif- 
ferent from its phoneme, it can even be identical to the regular phone of another phoneme; for 
example, in English /nl has the regular phone [n], as in indelicate, and the irregular phones 
[m], as in improper, [l], as in illegal, and [r], as in irregular, while [m], [l], and [r] are the reg- 
ular phones of /m/, N, and Irl respectively. In Nahuatl [n] is a regular phone of In/ and an irreg- 
ular phone of /m/; [E] is a regular phone of /E/ and an irregular phone of It/; [t] is a regular 
phone of /t/ and an irregular phone of /W; etc. (see Lesson 2). 

The representation of phones by symbols may be "loose," leaning toward the generality of 
the type, or "strict," leaning toward the particularity of an instance. 

2. Agraph is a token-level nondistinctive representation of a grapheme. It can differ from 
the other variants of its grapheme with regard to upper case, lower case, script, print, typeface 
style, typeface size, etc. 

3. Asig can be regular; as such it is a token-level representation of a sigeme. Aregular sig 
is represented by [B]; that is, a sigeme is a set that has only one token-level member. But there 
can also be an irregular sig. In this case the sig is an irregular representation of aphoneme 
unit. An irregular sig is represented by [U], a "square zero." 

4. A seme is a token-level representation of a sememe. 
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5. A morph is a token-level representation of a morpheme. A morph may be regular or 
irregular; that is, while the meaning remains constant, the phonic or sigic carrier of that 
meaning may vary. The notation representing a regular morph should follow that chosen for 
a morpheme (see 1.7), simply replacing the slashes with square brackets around the mor- 
phic carrier. For example, the plural-number morpheme on English nouns is "/-S/, 'more than 
one."' In its morphic repertory, in addition to the regular morphic carrier [-S] (as in "[pit-S], 
'pit-pl"'), we find the slightly irregular carriers [-z] (as in "[pig-z], 'pig-pl"') and [-iz], i.e., 
the carrier [z] with a supportive vowel (as in "[kis-iz], 'kiss-pl'") as well as the seriously irreg- 
ular carriers [-an] (as in "[3ks-an], 'ox-pl'") and [-U] (as in "[Gyp-U], 'sheep-pl'"; e.g., "these 
sheep are mine"; contrast this with the singular number form, "[Siyp-01, 'sheep-sg,'" as in "this 
sheep is mine"). There is, furthermore, the problem of plural morphs on borrowed items such 
as "data," "seraphim," and "amoebae." 

The slightly irregular morphs are said to be phonologically conditioned (i.e., contextual 
sounds trigger the variation); certain seriously irregular ones are said to be morphologically 
conditioned (i.e., the variation occurs only in response to a particular governing morpheme). 

1.9. The Instance-Level Linguistic Elements. The instance-level manifestations or realiza- 
tions of token-level elements are sounds, letters, and meanings. There are also instance-level 
realizations of morphs called forms. The level of instances contains entities that are too varied 
to be of use in discussions such as those in this work (it is said, for example, that a person 
never pronounces a phone exactly the same in any two instances). The instance level, of course, 
is the only witness to the existence of the abstract levels hypothesized as underlying it; these 
are arrived at by extrapolation and generalization-that is, by factoring out the "impurities" 
found in performance phenomena. 

It will be noticed that silence is not included among the instance-level elements mentioned 
above. This is because sigs have no instance-level representation, no instance-level presence. 
Their presence is implicit. The only silence a language user can ever be conscious of on the 
level of actual occurrence is the silence that comes before and after an utterance (or at points 
of interruption), and, because it is pronunciational (i.e., audible), it is a totally different kind 
of silence. Because of the tyranny of sound on the instance level, a speaker or listener normally 
has difficulty in recognizing the "linguistic reality" of morphological structure even in the case 
of sounded morphs, because (as will be explained in 8 1.11.2) meaningless phonic segments 
(i.e., syllables) are not necessarily cotenninous with morphic segments. If people have diffi- 
culty with phoneme-carried sememes, it is obvious that the very concept of sigeme-carried 
sememes can be difficult to grasp. Postulating a silently present morpheme or morph is justi- 
fied ONLY when, in a corresponding position in a similarly structured item, a sounded mor- 
pheme or morph expressing a related category is present; that is, CONTRAST justfies the hypoth- 
esis of a silent morpheme or morph in exactly the same way that it justifies the recognition of 
sounded ones. 

1.10. Summary. The following chart summarizes the levels and the elements found in them 
as described in $5 1 .%l .7. 
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I Instance Level 11 Sound I Letter I I Meaning I Form I 

1.11. Combining the Elements. The elements presented in $$ 1.6-1.10 can be combined into 
linear sequences (in speech, temporal ones; in writing, spatial ones). For a sequence to be lin- 
guistically valid it must be structured: parts must be patterned into wholes. The basic princi- 
ple of linguistic structure is "1 + 1 = 1 ." Constituents always enter into combinations as units 
and always result in a unit; i.e., a segment plus a segment forms a complex unit (or complex 
segment). 

The cohesive power of certain kinds of complex units is so strong that the constituent 
segments need not be juxtaposed; i.e., they can be discontinuous. This is seen, for example, 
in the Latin phrase magna cum laude, "with high praise," in which laude, "praise," is sep- 
arated from its modifier magna, "great," by the preposition cum, "with." Here the disconti- 
nuity is merely stylistic, but obligatorily discontinuous complexes are easy to find (see, for 
example, $ 4.4). 

It is also important to know that the logic of sets ("a set can consist of either a single mem- 
ber or more than one") applies to linguistic structural units, so a "complex" can consist of a 
single constituent or more than one (normally, of course, two or more constituents are 
involved). 

The combining process is recursive (i.e., the rules can be applied again and again). And 
since higher-ranked structural units can be built from lower-ranked ones, a hierarchy of units 
exists, with the units on different ranks (or levels) bearing distinct labels to identify their dis- 
tinct structural potentials. 

There are two fundamentally different hierarchies, one comprised of meaningless structural 
units and the other comprised of meaningful ones. 

Token Level 

Type Level 

1. Meaningless structural units. The meaningless units consist of phonemes or phones 
(or graphemes or graphs). Since meaning is not involved, sememes are absent and sigemes 
cannot participate. The basic hierarchical ranks of phonological and graphological units 
are: 

Phonological Graphological 

Phone 

Phoneme 

I Stress group I Punctuation group I 

Phonemelphone Graphemelgraph 

Graph 

Grapheme 

Sig 

Sigeme 

Seme 

Sememe 

Morph 

Morpheme 
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Comments: 

a. The units on a lower rank are normally the source for the formation of the units on a 
higher rank, but it is also possible for a lower-ranked unit to be upgraded to a higher rank (i.e., 
a vowel phonemelphone can serve as a syllable; a syllable can serve as a vocable; etc.). 

b. In Nahuatl (as in Spanish) a syllable has a vowel phonemelphone at its center; in Eng- 
lish syllabic consonants, /l m n 1-1, can also serve as center. Consonant phonemeslphones can 
appear in the fore and aft margins. The rules for syllable structure differ for each language (for 
Nahuatl syllable structure, see 2.6). Remember: Syllables are meaningless units. 

c. A vocable is a meaningless unit formed from syllables: "a word considered only as a 
sequence of sounds or letters rather than as a unit of meaning" (The American Heritage Dic- 
tionary). For example, the English syllables li-, -throt-, -ri-, -ty combine to form lithrotrity, 
whch probably exists as a vocable for most English speakers until a dictionary is consulted. 
But any word, when looked at in terms of its syllable structure, is being treated as a vocable. 

A vocable can, of course, be monosyllablic (i.e., a single syllable can be upgraded to the 
rank of a vocable). Normally, one of the syllables of a polysyllabic vocable is pronounced with 
more force than the others and is said to be stressed (for syllable stress in Nahuatl, see 8 2.7). 

d. The structure of vocables (like that of syllables) is determined by a language's phono- 
tactic rules (what sequences are possible, what changes occur on the token level when certain 
phonemes come into contact, etc.). 

e. The importance of syllables and vocables is that they establish the phonological surface 
constraints to which meaningful combinations must eventually conform on the instance level. 

2. Meaningful structural units. The meaningful units consist of morphemes or morphs. 
Morphemeslmorphs are totally different from syllables: (a) they are elements (not combina- 
tions or sequences); (b) they have meanings; (c) they can have a sigemelsig as the carrier of 
their meaning (see 1.7.3); (d) when they have a sounded carrier (see 1 J.1-2), they may 
be rnonophonemiclmonophonic with either a single consonant or a single vowel as the 
phonemelphone; (e) when they have a sounded carrier and are polyphonemic, they may con- 
sist of consonants alone or of a combination of consonants and vowels. (Of course, it is pos- 
sible for a morphemelmorph to be coterminous with a syllable (e.g., syllable ifand morpheme 
"/if/, 'if"'), but remember that while, for example, the VOCABLE nest consists of a single syl- 
lable, the WORD nest consists of two morphemes: "/nest-01, 'nest-sg. '") 

With regard to combinatorial possibilities, morphemes/morphs fall into two types: (a) major 
morpherneslmorphs and (b) minor morphemeslmorphs. 

a. Major morpherneslmorphs are the locus of representational information and occur at 
the organization center of the units named in the ranks of the structural hierarchy. 

b. Minor morpherneslmorphs are affixal. An affix may be a prefix, an infix, or a suffix. 
A prefix occurs at the beginning of a sequence, an infix in the middle, and a suffix at the end. 
Affixes are either derivational or inflectional. The difference between these two kinds of minor 
morphemeslmorphs is extremely important-the two should NEVER be rnisidentified. 
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i. A derivational a n x  is the locus of stem-internal modifying andlor category-alter- 
ing information; compare duck-ling- (a nounstem becomes a different nounstem) to sing-er- 
(a verbstem changes to a nounstem). A derivational affix occurs only INSIDE the boundaries of 
a stem which it participates in building. 

ii. An inflectional affix is the locus of syntactical information. It can be only a pre- 
fix or a suffix since it is added OUTSIDE the boundaries of a stem and thus participates in the 
creation of a paradigmatic unit. A paradigm is a set of all the inflectionally variant forms built 
on a common stem of a given class; e.g., the verb paradigm write, writes, and wrote (the par- 
ticiples writing and written are always included in the list although they are really the result 
of category-altering derivation by means of the derivational suffixes -ing and -en). As will be 
seen below, the paradigmatic units of Nahuatl are not "words" but "nuclear clauses." 

At times inflectional affixes occur in inseparable sequences, creating a morphemiclmor- 
phic dyad (e.g., the suffixal subject-pronominal morphemes of person and number in Span- 
ish-as in mos, "we," where -mo- expresses "first person" and -S "plural"). Morphemiclmor- 
phic dyads play a very important role in Nahuatl (see, for example, 5 4.5). As will be seen, 
conversional and derivational processes can demote inflectional affixes from an original 
stem-external position to a stem-internal one (see, for example, Lesson 35). 

Having differentiated major and minor morphemes/morphs, we can now take up the ques- 
tion of the hierarchy of the meaningful structural units. Both an EnglishISpanish hierarchy and 
a Nahuatl one will be given to highlight the peculiarity of Nahuatl in this regard. The ascend- 
ing ranks in the hierarchies are grouped into stages marked in the following schemes by hor- 
izontal lines. Nothing can exist at a higher rank without having passed through a requisite 
lower stage (e.g., a word cannot come into existence without having been made possible by 
its source on the stem rank). 

English/Spanish Nahuatl 

Sentepce 
I 

Sentence 
I 

I I 

I I 

Claus~  group G r o ~ p  

Nuclear clause/particle 
I 
I 

stem 1 
I 
I 
I 

Root 1 
I 

r - - 
I --- 
I 

- - - , r emstock L,,--- 
Root 

I 

Morphemelmorph 
I 

Morphemelmorph 
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Comments: 

a. It is essential to realize that while normally a unit at a lower rank serves as the source 
for the unit at the next higher rank, it is also possible in certain instances for a unit at a lower 
rank to be upgraded to that at a higher rank (e.g., a root can serve as a stem). On the other 
hand, a unit at a higher rank can he downgraded to that of a lower rank (e.g., in Nahuatl a 
nuclear clause can be downgraded to the rank of a stem). 

b. In both hierarchies a root is a single major morphemelmorph. 

c. In English/Spanish a stem can be a root alone (e.g., duck-; friend-) or a root plus one 
or more derivational affixes (e.g., duck-ling-; friend-ly, un-friend-ly, un-friend-li-ness-). In 
Nahuatl a stem can be a root alone (e.g., itz-), a root plus a derivational affix (e.g., itz-ti-), a 
stem plus a derivational affix (e.g., itz-ti-hua-). A special kind of Nahuatl stem can also be 
created by a two-step process by way of a stock (which is created from a root plus a deriva- 
tional suffix; see 24.4). Furthermore, both English and Nahuatl can create compound stems 
by combining one stem with another. 

Stems are so important that whle the lower-rank morphological units have sememes as the 
meaning component, the meaning component of a stem is called a lexeme (another type-level 
entity; its token-level representative is a lex). Stem-rank units are lexical items, which are 
listed in a lexicon (vocabulary, glossary). Since roots can be upgraded to serve as stems (see 
comment a above), their sememes are also upgraded to lexemes. The meaning component of 
idioms is also a lexeme. 

d. In both hierarchies there is an important dividing line between the stem rank and the 
next-higher rank. The distance between the two ranks is much greater in Nahuatl than in Eng- 
lish/Spanish. But in both hierarchies the stem rank marks the upper end of the possible 
involvement of derivation and other stem-forming processes. The next-higher rank is the 
domain of inflection. 

In English/Spanish the structural unit in the rank above this transition zone is called a 
"word." WORDS ARE SENTENCE FRAGMENTS. It is true, of course, that on occasion a simple 
English word can occur as a sentence: "Hush!" "Now!" "Here." "Ouch!" But these are not the 
rule and normally imply at least one unspoken word ("You hush!" "Do it now!" "Put it here." 
or "I'm here."). English/Spanish words are either paradigmatic (variable because of the pres- 
ence of inflectional suffixes; e.g., nounwords, dog-g? dog-z; verbwords, pick-@ pick-0-s; pick-t) 
or nonparadigmatic (nonvariable, because they do not accept inflection; e.g., "and," "if," "for," 
"slowly," "older," "oldest"-some mistakenly consider the last two as instances of inflection, 
but the variation is derivational, as can easily be seen by comparing English with its sister lan- 
guage German, in which each comparative and superlative stem has an inflectional paradigm 
proper to stems of the adjective class). This means that when a stem gives rise to a nonpara- 
digmatic word, the stem and the word are coextensive (but even a nonparadigmatic word 
should not be thought to have sprung into existence without having passed through the stem 
rank of the hierarchy). 

In Nahuatl the situation is entirely different. The language does have a number of monomor- 
phemic, nonparadigmatic (i.e., invariant) sentence-fragment units calledparticles (see Lesson 
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3). But, except for these few words, all of the structural units at this rank are nuclear clauses 
(see Lesson 4). Since nuclear clauses obligatorily contain a subject and a predicate, they are 
under the control of the rules of morphosyntax (i.e., syntax that employs only morphological 
devices-stems and inflectional affixes). EnglishISpanish words remain, of course, under the 
control of the rules of morphology (to be more precise, inflectional morphology). 

e. In the EnglisWSpanish hierarchy the word-group rank marks the beginning of the 
domain of syntax. A word group is any complex unit that does not contain a conjugated verb- 
word (e.g., the prepositional word group "on the table," where the modified-noun word group 
"the table" functions as the object of the preposition "on"), while a clause group is any com- 
plex unit that does contain a conjugated verbword (e.g., the prepositional clause group "before 
I left," where the clause "I left" functions as the object of the preposition "before"). 

In the Nahuatl hierarchy, on the other hand, the domain of syntax begins at the group rank. 
A group can consist of only particles (see 5 3.4), of one or more particles and a nuclear clause 
(see 5 15.3), or of more than one nuclear clause (see Lesson 17). 

5 Both hierarchies continue on up with units above the sentence rank: paragraph, sec- 
tion, chapter, etc. 

1.12. More on Structure. Morphological, morphosyntactical, and syntactical structure all 
share the same two facets of structure: (1) a static facet (i.e., a structure is a complex unit result- 
ing from the combination of less complex or lower-ranked units); (2) a dynamic facet (i.e., a 
structure is a complex unit resulting from the interaction and interrelation of parts). This means 
that a linguistic structure is the result of the cooperation of at least two structuring principles: 
concatenation and interaction. 

l .  Concatenation (i.e., "a linking or chaining together7') creates a structure according to an 
additive structuring principle whereby two or more constituents are meaningfully combined. 
In 5 1.11 this was the "1 + l  = 1" principle. Concatenation can be shown in English syntax by 
the following combinations: noun + noun = nominal group (e.g., "town" + "house" = "town 
house"); adjective + nominal group = nominal group (e.g., "new" + "town house" = "new 
town house"); adjective + nominal group = nominal group (e.g., "my" + "new town house" = 
"my new town house"); preposition + nominal group = prepositional group (e.g., "of' + "my 
new town house" = "of my new town house"); etc. 

2. Interaction establishes the justification for any given instance of concatenation. Behind 
the mere linear succession present in concatenated unity stands the fact that constituents form- 
ing such unity interact or interassociate. This interaction is guided by the structuring princi- 
ples of governance, which sets up two general types of structure: (a) an adjunctive one, and 
(b) a conjunctive one. These general types are individuated into specific subtypes determined 
by the coupling of distinctive function units, i.e., grammatical roles that are constitutive of par- 
ticular kinds of structures. 

a. In adjunctive structure one function unit is more powerful (or important, essential) 
and governs the other. The following are a few examples. In a "structure of sentence formation" 
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apredicate governs a subject (e.g., "he laughed," where "laughed is the predicate. A "struc- 
ture of predicate formation" has three varieties: copulative (copular + subject complement as 
adjunct; e.g., "is Mary"); intransitive @redicator + nothmg; i.e., the predicator alone is the 
entire predicate; e.g., "laughed); the transitive (predicator + direct object as adjunct; e.g., 
"makes an arrow"). In a "structure of relation" arelator governs a terminus (e.g., "on the roof," 
where "on" is the relator). In a "structure of modification" a head governs a modifier (e.g., 
"white roses," where "roses" is the head). The examples show that function-unit positions (or 
"slots") can be filled with form-class items (e.g., adjective "white" + noun "roses") or with 
other structures (e.g., verb "makes" + structure of modification "an arrow"). Each language 
deals with function units in its own way (choice of; order of; fillers of; etc.). In adjunctive struc- 
tures the adjunct (i.e., the subordinate function unit) can be introduced by an adjunctor; for 
example, in English, "that" in "I know that you are right" (for Nahuatl adjunctors, see 3.2.1). 

As will be seen, several grammatical devices are associated with adjunctive governance. 
One is agreement (e.g., correspondence in number, "this arrow" but "these arrows"; corre- 
spondence in person and number, "I am" but "we are"). Another device is case (e.g., "I see 
him" but "he sees me"). (For further discussion of adjunction, see, for example, $3 17.1,42.1, 
49.1, and 51.1.) 

b. In conjunctive structure two or more function units (called "conjuncts") interact as 
equals, with neither (or none) being subordinate to another (e.g., in the structure of conjunc- 
tion "He and the old man who owned the canoe paddled across the lake," the two conjuncts 
"he" and "the old man who owned the canoe" are units with equal grammatical status). In a 
structure of conjunction, the function units (the conjuncts) can be (and in English and Span- 
ish usually are) linked by means of a conjunctor; in Nahuatl they are normally conjunctorless. 
(For further discussion of conjunction, see Lesson 52.) 

3. In Nahuatl some structures can occur only or mainly on the morphosyntactical level 
(e.g., basic sentence formation), others only on the syntactical level (e.g., supplementation); 
others can occur on both the morphological and the syntactical levels (e.g., modification). 

In addition to the grammatical function units, there is another kind of unit which has to do 
with participants, events, and relations. To mention only participant roles there can be, for 
example, agent, patient, goal, and instrument in relation to entitive-type function units. The fol- 
lowing examples illustrate the nature of the problem: "Paul broke the window" (subject = 
agent); "The window got broken" (subject = patient); "A rock broke the window" (subject = 
instrument); etc. 

Note: Function units, form classes, lexical items, and participant roles exist on different conceptual planes (i.e., 
they are different kinds of things). They should not, therefore, be intermingled as if they were conceptual mates (as 
happens, for example, in the frequently used expression "subject of the verb," in which a function unit is yoked with 
a form class. It is another of those English-fostered confusions mentioned in 5 1.3, but even when used to describe 
English it shows slovenly thinking; when used in relation to Spanish or Nahuatl, it is simply nonsensical-subjects 
never cooperate with verbs but, rather, with predicates or predicators). 

1.13. Translational Mirage. When one reads a translation, one has the illusion that helshe is 
getting in touch with the source text. This translational mirage is perhaps even more misleading 
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than the optical one of an illusory lake in a desert. Readers who do not know the foreign lan- 
guage cannot even know whether or not a translation is grossly incorrect. For example, in John 
Bierhorst's translation of the Cantares Mexicanos one ignorant of Nahuatl has no way of know- 
ing that in his version the constant mention of "swans" (and especially "red swans") is a forced, 
false, totally unjustified rendering. The same occurs with other cases of forced misreadings in 
his work. But even when a translator has the requisite tact, sensitivity, and common sense not 
to impose his willful illogic and preconception upon a text, the reader has no way of knowing 
whether the translator has or has not made felicitous choices in threading his way through the 
options that arise at every step in the translating process. Felicity is difficult to achieve due to 
the fact that a translator does not translate a text but an interpretation of a text, and an inter- 
pretation is always circumscribed by the interpreter's time, his society's culture, and his indi- 
vidual personality as well as by his own language (both its particularity and his mastery of it) 
and his knowledge of the source text's language. 

Translation is an attempt to convert something alien into something familiar. A foreign 
phonological system, grammatical system, and semantic system are reinterpreted into totally 
different, parallel systems. While it is true that all human languages are mutally translatable 
and that every utterance in one has an analogue in another, translation biases the analogue by 
focusing it from the perspective of the target language (the language into which the transla- 
tion is made). The quality of meaning that the original utterance has for a native speaker of the 
source language is necessarily lost. At times a translation is obvious because of the clarity of 
the analogue; for example, "I have become a widower" easily translates the Nahuatl 6nici- 
huiimic. But how does an Indo-European mind grasp the meaning of that utterance which "lit- 
erally" says "already I woman-died" ("I have died in the form of (my) wife," or "I have died 
in regard to (my) wife," or "I have died by means of (my) wife," or "I have died because of 
(my) wife," or "I have died in relation to (my) wife," etc.--or perhaps none of these; see 8 
30.13.1 for a description of the construction). The meaning of the English utterance "I have 
become a widower," which can in part be rendered as "I have entered into the condition of 
having become a male counterpart of a woman who has lost her husband (a meaning that 
involves the cultural implication that it is usually the husband who dies before the wife) has 
nothing in common with the meaning of the Nahuatl utterance 6nicihu8mic beyond the low- 
est common denominator of the analogous event. The particularity of the culturally controlled 
native-speaker experience as encapsulated in the linguistic expression is discarded and ignored. 
Nuances, connotations, implications, and suppositions-unconsciously understood and felt 
dimensions of the source texts (the entire range of the "unsaid that every native speaker of any 
language unwittingly employs in producinglinterpreting the "said"-are unavoidably replaced 
by other, different ones. Translational mirage hides all of this from a reader of a translation. 

Even such an evident translation as "green bean" for the Nahuatl ex6tl is a misrepre- 
sentation of the meaning, which might be rendered as "it is a green thing in the form of a 
bean" (the translation "green bean" is also a misrepresentation of the grammar; in Nahuatl 
it is a full clause, not a phrase consisting of words). The reversal of the weighting of the cat- 
egories of quality and entity distorts the Nahuatl speaker's language-supported perception 
of such relationships. 
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Almost all such foreign thought-ways get lost in a translation; since the aim of transla- 
tion is not to take us over into foreignness but to convert foreignness into us, the target lan- 
guage dominates. Textbooks on translation admonish would-be translators to make the trans- 
lation sound as if it were originally written in the target language and, furthermore, to keep 
in mind the nature and interests of the readers for whom the translation is intended and to 
tailor the translation so that it respects them. This admonition is usually accompanied by 
the contrary one that the translation must communicate the "same meaning" (as nearly as 
possible) that was understood by the source-language speakers. The failure to recognize the 
difference between these two audiences (that of the original text and that of the translation) 
rests on a naive faith in "equivalence" which holds that meaning and thought are universal 
(or nearly so)-which is true if one means by "meaning" and "thought" the high-generality 
concepts, the common-denominator abstractions shared by every language-using Homo 
sapiens from the origen of the species to the present, from the frozen arctic to the steaming 
tropics, from lush forests to arid deserts. But such universals as do exist leave out the detailed 
meaning of lived experience that is captured at least in part by language difference. Trans- 
lation processes out the digerentia-dimension of meaning. The reader of a translation is 
oblivious to the loss. 

While a translation can never be loyal to the source because of this endemic and unavoid- 
able dislocation of meaning, it is often traitorous because of the unfortunate and avoidable one 
due to mistranslation. Translational mirage exerts its power to conceal and convince as effec- 
tively on the one as on the other. For example, A. J. 0. Anderson and Charles Dibble render 
the sentences Tle ticmomachitia, tle ticmatcatzintli (Florentine Codex [FC] VI, 184) as "Be 
of good cheer. Rest in peace." An old man is speaking to a young woman recently delivered 
of a baby. No English reader ignorant of Nahuatl could possibly doubt the exactness of the 
translation. It sounds right; it is, after all, exactly what one would expect an old man to say in 
English in the circumstances. But this is not an English speaker; he is a Nahuatl one, and what 
he has to say in the speech that follows these sentences is a solemn admonition, not just con- 
gratulatory rhetoric. So he starts by saying Tleh ticmomachitia? Tleh-ticmatciitzintli? "What 
is it that you (H) know? What is it that you (H) are a knower of?" Rather than being a com- 
forting wish for good cheer and rest, it is a challenge, a wake-up call-two rhetorical questions 
the obvious answer to which is "nothing:" A vague English equivalent to the sentences would 
be, "Young woman, you know nothing. You are ignorant [so therefore pay attention to what I 
have to say]." Just because she has avoided death in the birthing, she is not out of danger; both 
she and the child face an uncertain future. He speaks to her with respect (the " H  included in 
the translation stands for "honored one"), because she has, after all, just recently fought and 
won a battle against death. He is not pampering her or being indulgent with her as the Ander- 
son and Dibble translation might lead a reader to believe. He ends his speech by returning to 
the question, Tleh-ticmatciitzintli, tlazohtitliicatl6, toti2ucy66? He does not say "Rest in 
peace, 0 precious person, 0 our Lady," as Anderson and Dibble say (VI, 185), but "[Remem- 
ber] you (H) are ignorant, [so think carefully about what I have said,] 0 valued person, 0 our 
lady." In other words, not "Take thmgs easy" but just the opposite, "Be prepared for a possi- 
ble disaster." The example illustrates one aspect of the insidiousness of translational mirage: 
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comfortableness with one's own culturally ingrained mind-set lends apparent reasonableness 
to an inadequate translation. 

The following example is different in that it captures the general thrust of the source but not 
the particular affect. Anderson and Dibble render A ca in axcan, tehoatzin tirnaceoalti, tijc- 
nopilti in at1 in tepetl (FC VI, 57) as "Now thou hast merited, thou has deserved the city." The 
speaker of this sentence is trying to congratulate and flatter the newly chosen king, and the 
translation does convey that general purpose. But it is rendering forms not in the text, namely 
momahcehualti, mocnlipilti, "it is your merit, it is your boon," instead of timahcehualti, 
ticnlipilti, "you are its merit, you are its boon." The translation should read "Now you are the 
one (or "it is you who are the one") whom the city has merited and deserved." Anderson and 
Dibble's version reverses the implications of the praise. It pushes the reader further away from 
the Nahuatl ethos to that extent. 

Translation and foreign-language acquisition move in opposite directions. Translation 
brings the foreign over into the reader by accommodating it to himher. Language acquisition 
carries the learner over into the foreign by a process of reorientation. Learning a foreign lan- 
guage should not be, as it almost always is, a mere pragmatic search for equivalences ("how 
does one say . . . ?"); it should be an anthropological quest for foreign meaning. That is, the 
goal should be meaning, not translation. 

The irony is that the language learner must use the superficiality and treachery of transla- 
tional equivalence to try to get beyond it into the fullness of foreign meaning. This is a difi- 
cult enterprise at best (often less successful than the learner realizes, because of the deceptive 
force of translational mirage). As Dorothy Lee, writing of her experience with the Wintu Indi- 
ans, puts it, "If The Wintu offers me an English word in translation for a Wintu one, I rarely 
have any way of knowing what exactly the word means to him" (Freedom and Culture, [Wave- 
land Press: Prospect heights, Ill.; 19871, 126). In the case of Classical Nahuatl just getting to 
a translational "equivalence" is difficult, let alone getting to meaning. There are no living 
speakers, no informants from whom to seek information. One must resort to the inherently 
unsatisfactory recourse to foreign-language dictionaries-unsatisfactory precisely because of 
the ever-present deficiency of translation. A foreign-language dictionary does not give the 
meaning of a lexical item; it gives only prejudiced equivalences that are biased in favor of the 
compiler's interests and his culture's worldview (so an entry's renderings should not be thought 
of as definitions, as they are often called). 

Dictionaries for Classical Nahuatl are particularly disappointing. The premier dictionary is 
Alonso de Molina's Vocabulario (Mexico, 1555-71), consisting of two sections: Spanish- 
Nahuatl and Nahuatl-Spanish. Intended as a tool in the task of subduing the Nahuatl-speaking 
population (with sermon replacing battle), the Vocabulario is especially prejudiced; it sifts 
Nahuatl through Spanish sieves. Very often it is an attempt to clothe Spanish importations 
(things, ideas, etc.) in a Nahuatl garb (for things, consider the following two examples, "clavi- 
chord" is rendered by petlacalmecahu~hu~tl, which is literally "it is an upright drum with 
strings that has the form of a wickerwork coffer"; "sail" is translated by iicalcuQchpiimitl, 
which is literally "it is a banner in the shape of a large cotton blanket for a dugout/boat"). Such 
entries probably were native creations for newly encountered European items, but the point is 
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that Molina gives preference to them over items of strictly native value, especially over those 
connected to cultural lifeways the Spanish enterprise was trying to obliterate (he even has the 
entries Mahomacalli and Mahomatlatlatlauhtilizcalli, both translated as "Moorish mosque"). 
There is another drawback. Given his purpose, one would think he always would have indi- 
cated vowel length and glottal stops in h s  entries, since they are so important to proper com- 
munication (see 8 2.2 and 8 2.3.3), but he never indicates vowel length and only rarely indicates 
a glottal stop (which is by means of an h, a practice adopted in these lessons). 

In using the Vocabulario, a Spanish-speaker must deal with the superimposition of a Span- 
ish semantic universe on the Nahuatl one. An English-speaking user is at a greater disadvan- 
tage, since an English semantic universe must be imposed on the Spanish one. Rkmi Simkon, 
in his Dictionnaire de la Langue Nahuatl (Paris, 1885), translated Molina's work into a Na- 
huatl-French version with additional entries from other texts. An English-spealung user of this 
work must impose hislher English semantic universe on the French one that Simkon imposed 
on the Spanish one. Simkon's work has been translated into Spanish (Mexico City, 1977). An 
English-speaking user of this work must impose hisker English semantic universe on the 
Spanish, etc. Every superimposition entails the possibility of rnisreadings. For example, in 
Molina's Vocabulario the entry imaxtli (i.e., imiixtli) is translated as "pendejo o barba infe- 
rior" (i.e., "a pubic hair or a nether beard" (i.e., "a pubic hair or pubes")). Simeon, with an 
opacity uncharacteristic of the French in such matters, rendered it as "barbe, poil follet" (i.e., 
"beard, down" (i.e., "first growth of human beard)). And the Spanish translation of this French 
is "barba, bozo" (i.e., "beard, fuzz (on upper lip)"). The Nahuatl compound verbstem equiv- 
alent to "to pluck out pubic hairs" and the one equivalent to "to shave off the pubic patch are 
rendered by both Simeon and his Spanish translators as simply "to shave." Knowledge of the 
Nahuatl grammatical category of common number ("one" or "more than one") would have 
made clear what Molina understood by his translation; namely, "pendejo ("one pubic hair") o 
barba inferior ("or many pubic hairs, a patch of pubic hairs")." 

Thls example points to another problem: Molina's dictionary was published in its totality 
in 157 1, so the Spanish is that of the sixteenth century. A modern user must therefore contend 
with the problem of unfamiliar usage (such as "barba inferior") and semantic change. For 
example, Molina lists caltechtli with the translation "pared. S. la hazera della." Basing her 
entry on this, Karttunen gives "wall of a house; walkway along the side of a house." But 
Molina's translation should be rendered "wall (i.e., the facing of it)," since the Nahuatl item 
is a compound whose stem is rendered literally "house side-surface." The problem is that 
Molina's hazera is not the modern acera, "sidewalk," but a derivative of haz, "face, surface," 
not unusual in his time. 

The imposition of Spanish semantic values on Nahuatl lexical items can also be seen in 
such entries as quauhtla (i.e., cuauhtlah), which Molina translates as "montafia, arboleda o 
bosque" (i.e., "mountain, grove, or forest"). In order to discount the gloss "mountain" as a 
possibility, one must know that the Spanish word "montafia" represents a failure of Spanish 
speakers to keep the notion of "mountain" separate from that of "forest" (due to the fact that 
deforestation in the Iberian Peninsula had become so severe that forests no longer existed sig- 
nificantly anywhere but in the mountains). Molina has imposed the Spanish lexical failure 
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onto Nahuatl. Cuauhtlah is to be translated as "it is a place of abundant trees," i.e., "it is a for- 
esda grove" (and also, when the subject pronoun is understood as referring to a plurality, "they 
are forestslgroves"). 

Other problems are created by Molina's earlier mentioned disregard for vowel length and 
glottal stops. Because of his failure to recognize vowel length, he at times gives a single entry 
for two totally different stems; e.g., he lists "tlatia. nino. esconderse o quemarse" ("to hide or 
to bum oneself '). This should have been split into two entries: m-o-(tlii-ti-a), "to hide one- 
self," and m-o-(tla-ti-a), "to burn oneself." His practice can even lead to an erroneous entry 
such as "xima. nite. afeitar . . . , o labrarpiedras" ("to shave someone . . . , or to work stone"). 
But tp-(xima), "to shave someone," is a simple transitive stem, and (te-xima), "to work stone," 
is a compound intransitive one in which (te)-tl-, "stone, rock," is embedded as an incorporated 
object. Molina should have listed it as "texima. ni." just as he did for "quauhxima. ni. carpin- 
tear, labrar madera" ("to do carpenter's work, to work wood). An even stranger example 
involving te is Molina's listing of xolouia. nitetla, "majar con man0 de mortero alguna cosa" 
(i.e., "to pound s.th. with a pestle"). That is, he again interpreted the stem te-, "rock," as the 
verb-object pronoun te, "someone," placing it outside of the stem. It is true, however, that he 
also listed the correct formation elsewhere as texolouia. nitla, "majar algo con majadero de 
piedra" (i.e., "to pound s.th. with a stone pestle." The stem (te-xii1b)-tl-, "stone servant," is 
equivalent to "stone pestle"). 

The untrustworthiness of the dictionaries goes beyond the previous kinds of problems. 
There is also the possibility that a translation is wrong. For example, Simkon says Chi- 
malpopoca means "bouclier qui fume," i.e., "Smoking Shield"; it does not, however (see 
56.2. l .b). Another error can occur when the entry head is wrong. For example, Simkon lists 
"ACHI QUIN. Voy. (= "see") Achi." And included under that entry we find "achi quin, je ne 
sais, on ne sait quand ("I don't know, it is not known when"). The source of this blunder is 
the Molina entry: "Achiquin. nose quando. S. acaecio esso." (= "I don't know when (namely, 
that happened)"). How Simkon failed to know that this is ach iquin is not clear, since he lists 
ach as "a particle ordinarily indicating doubt and sometimes equivalent to a negation: ach 
aquin, 'I don't know who it is."' But it is clear that he had difficulty keeping achi ("some- 
what, a little") and ach ("I don't know") apart, since under the entry ACH he included ach iuh 
or iuhqui ("almost like that, somewhat like that"), failing to see that this is simply achi iuh or 
iuhqui with liaison, and this despite the fact that under the entry ACHI he includes achi yuhqui, 
"almost that way; it is similar" (they is simply a spelling variant of i). Another error can result 
from grammatical mistakes. For example, under the entry CUICA, "to sing," Sirnkon includes 
as an example of usage Molina's entry "amix amonacaz xiccuican, sed auisados prudentes y 
sabios" (i.e., "be (pl) cautious, prudent, and wise"). Simkon overlooks the key word avisados, 
but otherwise correctly translates this as "soyez prudents et sages" (i.e., "be (pl) prudent and 
wise"), but then he adds a literal translation of his own: "chantez B votre face, B vos oreilles" 
(i.e., "sing (pl) to your face(s) and your ears"). He could arrive at this absurdity only by vio- 
lating basic rules, violations that prevented him from seeing that Molina's entry can serve as 
an example of usage only under the entry CU1,"to takeluse," since its literal meaning is "use 
(pl) your eyes and your ears." 
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Limitations of space preclude further examples (of which there are many), but the ones 
given should be sufficient to suggest how untrustworthy the dictionaries are (Molina is much 
more reliable than Simbon). Incidentally, one should always question the source "roots" 
Simkon gives for an entry. They frequently show abysmal ignorance of Nahuatl morphology 
(e.g., he says that tla-tzatzanatza is the frequentative form of tzatzi, whch is as ridiculous as 
saying that "ratchet" comes from "rat." Not only is tla-tzatzanatza transitive and tzatzi intran- 
sitive, the tzatz . . . of the former is not the tzahtz . . . of the latter (where h in the respelled ver- 
sion represents a glottal stop)). 

In general, foreign-language dictionaries are treacherous in that they give the impression 
that there are rather clear-cut equivalences between the source language and the target lan- 
guage, when in fact in the vast majority of instances there are only ill-fitting, limitedly over- 
lapping correspondencies. For example, the nounstem (ca1)-li- is normally translated as 
"house," but that this is only a sometime equivalence can be seen in a sample of its uses: 
(cal-p6l)-li-, besides being translated "big house," also is translated "town quarter"; (8-ca1)-li-, 
"water-X," is translated "dugout canoe, boat"; (chi-nsn-ca1)-li-, "hedge-X," is translated 
"enclosure formed by a hedge" ("cercado de seto"); (tzon-ca1)-li-, "hair-X," is translated "hair 
on the scalp, wig"; etc. In view of these and other problems related to the semantic component 
of Nahuatl, it becomes all the more important to master the grammatical component (mor- 
phology, morphosyntax, and syntax), not that grammar will make up for the limitations dic- 
tionaries impose on us, but because it will allow us to take the fullest possible advantage of 
what we do have. 

Since Classical Nahuatl is the language of a disappeared civilization, the major reason for 
studying it is to gain an understanding of that civilization. It should be obvious that any descrip- 
tion or interpretation of that civilization based on a faulty reading of the available texts will 
be mere fiction. It is therefore essential that one interested in that culture be willing to dedi- 
cate the necessary time and energy toward mastering the language (which has not always been 
the case in the past). In the process one must constantly fight against aversion to grammar as 
well as against linguicentrism, translational mirage, ethnocentrism, and the lack of tact that 
forces one's personal interpretation upon a text in an effort to advance a baseless figment of 
one's imagination. 



LESSON 2 

Pronunciation. Orthography 

2.1. The Phonemes and Their Graphic Representations. Nahuatl has twenty-three segmental 
phonemes. Eight are vowels: /a a: e e: i i: o o:/ (the symbol l:/ indicates full length). Fifteen 
are consonants A n m S 3 y W p t k kW h U. (There is also one sigeme in the carrier system, 
but since it is not pronounced, nothing further need be said about it until later.) 

In this text the spelling conventions used to represent these Nahuatl sounds employ the fol- 
lowing letters: a, c, e, h, i, 1, m, n, o, p, q, t, U, X, y, z. Several of these are used in digraphs 
(two letters to represent one sound): ch, cu - uc, hu - uh, qu, tz, tl. The letter U does not rep- 
resent a vowel. It occurs only in a consonantal digraph. In cu - uc it represents the labial 
"release" feature of /W (see 5 2.3.3); in hu - uh it represents the /W/ sound (while the h is 
merely the empty letter from Spanish used to show that the U is not a vowel); in qu it repre- 
sents nothing at all (the qu is a Spanish convention, used to spell lW before /e/ and /U, foisted 
off onto Nahuatl; see 5 2.4). 

Generally, spelling represents phonemes, but at times, due to the phonological environment 
or to morphological pressure, it reflects an irregular phone (compare English "inactive" but 
"improper"). There is also a problem in the fact that the graphological representations for the 
Nahuatl phonological elements were a Spanish imposition that created difficulties at those 
points where Nahuatl sounds did not exist in Spanish (e.g., long vowels, glottal stops) or were 
used in environments different from those in Spanish (e.g., syllable-final /W, syllable-final 
/W/); see Appendix F for further comment. 

In the following two sections, the abbreviation PR stands for "Phonic Repertory." For the 
most part, the phones in a phoneme's phonic repertory are merely listed without mention of 
the phonological or morphological conditions that govern their selection. Those not mentioned 
will be pointed out later. Some of the irregular phones in a phoneme's repertory are optional 
(and, in some instances, rare) while others are obligatory (see $5 2.10-2.13 for the justifica- 
tion for some of these irregular phones; that for some others is found in Lesson 20). As stated 
in 5 1.8.1, at times an irregular phone in a phoneme's phonic repertory will be identical to the 
regular phone in that of another phoneme. In all such instances, the proper assignment of a 
phone to a phoneme is kept clear by its relationship with a regular phone in a morphemic 
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source; for example, in [ahwaEhi] the phone [E] can be shown to belong to the phoneme /G/ 
because it has /a3 we$i/ as its source. 

Note: An exact knowledge of the sounds of Classical Nahuatl is not possible. One must rely on the scant infor- 
mation provided by the early Spanish-speaking grammarians of the language. Unfortunately, they were not trained 
in phonology, and their descriptions are always inadequate and frequently puzzling (for example, Horacio Carochi, 
in Arte de la Lengua Mexicans, makes a distinction between an utterance-final glottal stop and all others, saying that 
"se pronuncia con fuerza, como quien va a pronunciar la aspiration h, aunque no es aspiracih; la cud no se puede 
dar a entender por escrito, sino que es menester oirla pronunciar a 10s indios" ["'it is pronounced forcefully, as if one 
were going to pronounce the aspiration h, although it is not an aspiration; the sound cannot be explained in writing 
but must be heard pronounced by the Indians"]; my description in 8 2.3.3 is admittedly a guess at what he means). 
A complicating factor in this problem lies in the differences of the various dialects of Classical Nahuatl (this, inci- 
dentally, applies also to syntax and lexicon). 

2.2. Vowels. The eight Nahuatl vowel phonemes are divided into four pairs by the feature of 
length: four short vowels are matched by four long vowels. These vowels are "pure"; they do 
not have the off-glide that characterizes English vowels. They are also unlike English vowels 
in that when unstressed they have the same quality as when stressed. In regard to production, 
a long vowel is simply a prolonged version of a short one. 

Both the long and the short vowels have at least two phones in their phonic repertories, a 
regular one that is "full" and an irregular one that is "reduced." A reduced-long vowel has a 
length that is intermediate between the full long and the full short. A reduced-short vowel has 
an extremely short duration, because immediately after onset it becomes devoiced (unvoiced). 
In addition to a full phone and a reduced one, most vowel phonemes have other phones in 
their phonic repertories. 

The full phone of both short- and long-vowel phonemes occurs in vocable-initial and voca- 
ble-medial positions. The full-long phone occasionally and the reduced-short phone always 
occur in vocable-final position. The reduced-long phone occurs in several environments, a 
few of which will be pointed out later. The problem of quantity is related to that of pitch. Full- 
long vowels in utterance-final position are low pitched; otherwise, they are high. Full-short 
vowels, even when stressed, have an even, middle pitch. (Due to lack of information, further 
commentary is at present unfeasible.) 

As a rule, a full-long vowel occurs in vocable-final position only when, as the result of a 
morphological operation, a final (ephemeral) vowel of the source stem has been deleted; con- 
trast the reduced-long final vowel of notenyo (from (t@n-y6)-tl-) with the full-long final vowel 
of noms (from (mBi)-tl-). Adverbialized nominal nuclear clauses ending in -c2 (see 44.7) 
make an important exception. There are also a few monosyllabic vocables that end with a full- 
long vowel; e.g., ce, tls, mB, zii, and n6. 

A full-long vowel automatically becomes short when, as the result of a grammatical process, 
a glottal stop (see 5 2.3.3) occurs after it. 

A reduced-long vowel phone is symbolized by the upper dot [ S ]  of the full-long symbol [:l; 
a reduced-short phone is represented by a breve over the vowel symbol. 

a /  a :  Excepting the feature of length, pronounced like the a-sound in father. 
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PR: /a/ > [a] - [ii] - [e] - [E] 
PR: /a:/ > [a:] - [a.] - [a] - [e:] - [e.] - [e] 

The raised variants [e], [e:], etc., are optional and occur only in certain stems (e.g., tla-(meme) 
is a variant form of tla-(miimii)). The short variants [a] and [e] of /a:/ occur only before a glot- 
tal stop (e.g., btlarniimah). 

1 ,  1 :  Excepting the feature of length, pronounced like the e-sound that is the first compo- 
nent of the English diphthong /ey/ in paid /peyd/. 

PR: /e/ > [e] - [E] - [i] - [a] 
PR: /e:l> [e:] - [e.] - [e] - [i:] 

The raised variants [i] of /e/ and [i:] of /e:l are optional and occur only in certain stems (e.g., 
(cen)-tli- - (cin)-tli-; (eucxoii) - (iucxoii); (tern-a-l)-li- - (tim-a-l)&). The lowered variant 
[a] of /e/ is rare (e.g., (eucxoii) - (aucxoii); ye - ya (but ya occurs only in aya)). 

1 ,  l :  Excepting the feature of length, pronounced like the i-sound that is the first compo- 
nent of the English diphthong /iy/ in seek /siyM. 

PR: /i/ > [i] - [i] 
PR: /i:/ > [i:] - [is] - [i] 

l / ,  l : /  Excepting the feature of length, pronounced like the o-sound that is the first com- 
ponent of the English diphthong low/ in bowl /bowl/. 

PR: 101 > [o] - [G] - [U] 
PR: /o:l > [o:] - [o.] - [o] - [U:] - [U] 

The raised short and long variants [U] and [U:] have a sound similar to, but less tense than, the 
first component of the English diphthong /uwl in moon Imuwnl. They usually occur before 
consonant clusters, before vocable-final /h/, before the voiceless phone [W] as part of the sin- 
gular/common number dyad on possessive-state nominal nuclear clauses, and before contin- 
uants in general (/G E s S m n l yl) as well as in certain other instances (e.g., before /p/ in the 
environments /(t . . . p/ and /S . . . p/). As a rule, prefixes do not permit the [U] - [U:] variant. 
Examples: lteo: W is pronounced [teu:&] ; Inoteo: W/, [noteu: W] ; /So: ha/, [Su: ha]; and /(topi/, 
[(tupi]. A discussion of this problem is found in Hansjakob Seller and Gunter Zirnrnerman's 
"Studies in the Phonology and Morphology of Classical Nahuatl: I, Orthographic Variation 
O/U; Its Phonological and Morphological Implications," International Journal of American 
Linguistics 28 (October 1962: 243-50). 

Spelling: The vowels are spelled with the letters a, e, i, o. Length is represented by a macron: 
ii, e, i, b. Reduced-long vowels are spelled without a macron, as if they were short. In tradi- 
tional texts vowel length is indicated in only a few exceptional instances. 

/aEhi/ > achtli = it is a seed /a:Ehi/ > iichtli = he is an elder brother 
/Siwih/ > xihuitl = it is a year l5i:wiW > xihuitl = it is a comet 
/me(thi/ > metztli = it is a thigh lme:(thil> metztli = it is the moon 
[kitokii] > quitoca = he follows it [kito:k5] > quitbca = he buries him 
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2.3. Consonants. The fifteen consonant phonemes are divided into sonorants, fi-icatives, stops, 
and affricates. 

Certain voiced-consonant phonemes have a devoiced phone in their phonic repertories. A 
devoiced phone is symbolized by a small circle beneath the consonant symbol (e.g., [y;]). 

1. Sonorants 
N Basically like the English Ill in leave (the "clear I"). This consonant never occurs in 

vocable-initial position. It is never pronounced like the English N in dull (the "dark l"). 
PR: /V > [l] - [l] 

The irregular phone, which is voiceless, occurs in syllable-final position. 

In/ Like English In/ in nine. 
PR: In/ > [n] - [g] - [g] - [m] 

The irregular phone [g], which is the velar sound in English sing, occurs before /k/ and /W. 
The voiceless variant [p] occurs in utterance-final position (and at times in vocable-final posi- 
tion even before the end of an utterance) as well as before /W/ and /y/. At times the voice of 
the preceding vowel spreads over onto the [p] before its voicelessness takes over, so the pre- 
ceding vowel seems to have a slightly nasalized quality. (See $9 2.11 and 2.12.) 

/m/ Like English /m/. 
PR: /m/ > [m] - [n] - [g] - [g] 

The regular phone [m] never occurs in vocable-final position. It occurs before vowels and 
before /p/ and /m/. For the other phones, see 5 5 2.1 1 and 2.12. 

Spelling: The phoneme /V is spelled with the letter 1: /i:li:h/ > ilitl; /piltic/ > piltic; /nokal/ 
> nocal. 

The phoneme In/ is spelled with the letter n except when it is manifested by the phone [m], 
when it is spelled m; /nika:nl> nicsn; /tepe:$inkol> tepetzinco; 1nina:nd > niniina; /wen- 
mand > [wemmana] > huemrnana. 

The phoneme /m/ is spelled with the letter m only when it is manifested by its regular 
phone [m]; otherwise it is spelled n: 1masa:W > maziitl; 1a:maU > iimatl; 1noko:ml > [noko:n] 
> noclin. 

2. Fricatives 
/S/ Like the English S-sound in say, but lamina1 instead of apical. 

PR: /S/ > [S] - [g] 
Concerning [S], see 25.2.2. 

/S/ Like the sh-sound in shell, but lamina1 instead of apical. 
PR: /S/ > [S] 

/y/ Like the English lyl in yes. 
PR: /y/ > [y] - [S] - [S] - [l] 

The regular phone [y] never occurs in vocable-final position, where [S] or [S] occurs instead 
(see 2.13.3).For [l],see 5 2.10.2. 
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/W/ Like an English /W/. 

PR: /W/ > [wl - [wl - [PI - E01 - [m1 - [PI 
The phones [W] and [v] are used by male speakers. Both are pronounced with the lips rounded 
([y] is voiceless and therefore similar to the whispered-whistling sound represented by the 
digraph wh in English whale, which, and when). The phones [P] and [@l are used by female 
speakers. Both are pronounced with the lips spread ([P] is a bilabial v-sound similar to the 
intervocalic /bl in Spanish; [@] is a bilabialf-sound; although neither of these sounds exists in 
English, both are easy to pronounce). The voiced phones [W] and [P] occur in syllable-initial 
position. The voiceless phones [W] and [@] occur in syllable-final position. For the use of the 
phones [m] and [p], see 3 2.11.3. 

Spelling: The sound /S/ is spelled with z before the vowels a and o and at the end of a syl- 
lable: /sokih/ > zoquitl; /sakahl> zacatl; /iski/> izqui; /Eo:kas/ > chbcaz. Before the vowels 
e and i, /S/ is spelled c: /selik/ > celic; lsi3hil > cihtli. 

The sound /S/ is spelled with the letter X: 1Sa:yakaW > xiiyacatl; lSo:hal> xbtla; lSi:khil> 
xictli; /i:i:gko/ > iixco. 

The phones [W] and [P] (the voiced variants that occur in syllable-initial position) are 
spelled with the digraph hu: [i:wa:q] > ihuiin; [wehkii] > huehca. In the combination [owii] 
the [W] is frequently not represented: [haso:wii], properly spelled tlazbhua, frequently 
appears as tlazoa, which misleadingly makes it look like a Class C verb (see 3 7.3). At 
times, criteria for choosing between Iowa/ and /oa/ are lacking; for example, there is no 
way to decide whether "it is a snake" is [ko:wa:h], cbhuiitl, or [ko:a:h], cbiitl. The phones 
[y]  and [@] (the voiceless variants that occur in syllable-final position) are spelled with the 
digraph uh (compare English wh): [nay]  > niiuh; [iyki] > iuhqui. The h of the digraphs 
hu and uh should not be confused with the letter h, representing the glottal stop; the U is 
not a vowel. 

The sound /y/ is spelled with the letter y: /yehwa:h/ > yehhuiitl. In the combinations /iyd 
and Iayil the /y/ is seldom written: IhaEiyal, properly spelled tlachiya, usually appears as 
tlachia, which misleadlingly makes it look like a Class C verb (see 7.3); lhaa:yil, properly 
spelled tlaiiyi, always appears as tlaai. 

3. Stops 

/p/ An unaspirated (not followed by a puff of air) p-sound like that in spot. It is not like 
the aspirated /p/ of pot. 

PR: /p/ > [p] 

It/ An unaspirated t-sound like the one in style, except that it is pronounced with the tongue 
touching the upper-front teeth rather than the alveolar ridge. It is not like the aspirated It/ of 
tile. 

PR: It/ > [t] - [E] - [h] 
The irregular phone [E] comes into play through morphological processes; see, for example, 
3 20.4. For [h], see 3 11.3.2. 
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/M An unaspirated k-sound like that of skid or school. It is not like the aspirated /k/ of kid 
or cool. 

PR: /k/ > [k] - [h] 
For the use of the irregular phone [h], see 2.11, note. 

/F/ An unaspirated kW-sound (labiovelar stop) like that in squid or squash. It is not like 
the aspirated /W of quid or quash. 

PR: /W > [kW] - [ky] - [k] - [h] 
This sound combines a /k/ onset and a /W/ release. The release feature has the same voiced 
and voiceless variants (["l and [y]) as the phoneme /W/; therefore, the regular phone [kW], with 
a voiced release feature, occurs only in syllable-initial position (like [W]). The irregular phone 
[ky] has a voiceless release feature and occurs only in syllable-final position (like [v]). The 
irregular phone [k] is an optional subvariant created by dropping the voiceless release feature 
of [ky]; it occurs only in syllable-final position. For the use of the irregular phone [h], see 5 
2.11, note. 

13/ A glottal stop. The sound is produced by completely closing the vocal cords and then 
opening them suddenly to release the breath banked up behind them (as in a "dry" cough). The 
sound occurs only after short vowels (so, when followed by the sound, a long vowel becomes 
short). Although a glottal stop never occurs at the beginning of a Nahuatl vocable as a phoneme 
(i.e., significantly), the sound may occur nonsignificantly in an utterance-initial situation just as 
it may in English (e.g., "Is he really?"). In certain dialects (such as those of Tlaxcala and 
Cholula), a glottal fricative (similar to English /h/ in hat) instead of the glottal stop is used. 

PR: 13/ > C3] - [h] - [y] 
The regular phone occurs ONLY in utterance-final position. It is a definitive cutting off of 
the breath similar to the sound in an exaggerated Cockney pronunciation of butter. The irreg- 
ular phone [h], which is the more frequent sound (since it occurs in utterance-internal posi- 
tions), is similar to the brief interruption or catch indicated by the hyphen in English re-edit 
and CO-occur (except that in Nahuatl it can occur not just between vowels but also between a 
vowel and a consonant). For the irregular phone [y], see 2.13.1. 

Spelling: The sounds /p/ and It/ are spelled with the letters p and t: /po:khi/ > pbctli; /ephi/ 
> eptli; /te:pan/ > tepan; /at/ > at. 

The sound /k/ is spelled with c before the vowels a and o and in syllable-final position: 
/ka3/ > cah; /a:k/ > iic; /koko:k/ > cocbc. It is spelled with the digraph qu before the vowels e 
and i: /ke:n/ > quen; /kin/ > quin. 

The phone [kW] (with the voiced release) is spelled with the digraph cu (it occurs only before 
vowels): [kwa:ih] > cuiiitl; [nokwi:k] > nocuic; [kwepli] > cueptli. The phone [ky] (with the 
voiceless release) is spelled uc (it occurs in syllable-final position): [te:kyX] > teuctli; [ikysI] 
> iucci; [ek%oa] > eucxoa; [o:$aky] > btzauc; [niky] > niuc. The delabialized phone [k] is 
represented by c: [te:ikyka:y] > [te:ikka:w] > teicciiuh; [tote:ky] > [tote:k] > tot&. (See 
Appendix F for traditional spellings of /W.) 

The phoneme 13/ is spelled with the letter h: /nota3/ > notah; /ye3wa:h! > yehhuiitl. 
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4. Affricates 
/W This sound combines a Nahuatl It/ onset and a Nahuatl N release. In other words, the 

It/ is released at the side of the tongue rather than at the center. The sound is not that of the Eng- 
lish cluster It11 in little, where the It/ is alveolar and the N is "dark." 

PR: /W > [h] - [h] - [t] - [E] - [l] 
Since the phoneme N has a voiced phone, [l], and a voiceless one, [l], the release feature of /h/ 
has the same variants. The regular phone [h] has a voiced [l] release feature and occurs in syl- 
lable-initial position. The irregular phone [h] has a voiceless [!] release feature and occurs in syl- 
lable-final position. The delateralized phone [t] results from morphological processes (see, for 
example, 26.7). The irregular phone [C] probably presupposes an underlying [t] (see [C] as an 
irregular phone of It/ in subsection 3 above), but in items displaying the /h/ > [C] relationship 
such a It/ is rarely extant: e.g., *peti > tlapetla > tlapechtli, but on the other hand xapoti > 
tlaxapotla > tlaxapochtli (see 25.2.3). Concerning the irregular phone [l], see 5 2.10.1. 

$ 1  Like the English ts-sound in hats, but while the English Its/ is a sequence of two 
phonemes, the Nahuatl /$l is a single phoneme. It consists, however, of a It/ onset pronounced 
laminally (i.e., with the blade of the tongue), because that is how the release feature Is/ is pro- 
nounced (see the phoneme /S/ in subsection 2 above). 

PR: /$l > [$l - [C] 
The irregular phone [E] is accounted for in part by 2.11.2, but there are also occurrences that 
are based on other factors (e.g., tlaquetza > quechtli; ahhuetzi > ahhuachtli). 

/E/ Like the English eh-sound in church. The Nahuatl sound, however, is lamina1 since 
its [t] onset is pronounced at the place of the release feature l"./ (see the phoneme 151 in sub- 
section 2 above). 

PR: /E/ > [C] - [$l - [p] 
The irregular phone [G] is accounted for in part by 2.11.2, but there are other occurrences 
based on other factors (e.g., the irregularity of -itz- instead of -&h- for the objective-case 
morph for the second person singular; see 6.4.2.b). For the seriously irregular phone [p], see 

2.1 1, Remark. 

Spelling: The sound /W is spelled with the digraph tl: 1ha:kaW > tlacatl; [&ha&] ahtlatl; 
[$ik3Li] > tzictli. 

The sound /$l is spelled with the digraph tz: [$ah$i] > tzahtzi; /te:no:$/> ten6tz. 
The sound /C/ is spelled with the digraph ch: /Eo:ka/ > ch6ca; /mac/ > mach. In the sequence 

-chu-, since U is not a vowel, the letters represent the phoneme sequence Ikwl (not to be con- 
fused with the single phoneme /kW/), where the c (i.e., k/) is the final consonant of one sylla- 
ble and the digraph hu (i.e., /W/) begins the next syllable; e.g., cachuah represents Ikakwa91. 

2.4. Spelling Changes. Because of the imposition of the peculiarities of the Spanish spelling 
conventions (see Appendix F), the consonants /W and /S/ are spelled in one of two ways, the 
choice depending on the environment of the sound. The difference in spelling has nothing to 
do with pronunciation. 
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/k/: ca CO que qui; ac oc ec ic 
/S/: za zo ce ci; az oz ez iz 

Two other consonants are spelled in two ways when there is a difference in pronunciation. 
This depends on whether the sounds are syllable-final or not. 

[W]: hua hue hui; [y]: auh euh iuh ouh 
[kW]: cua cue cui; [ky]: auc euc iuc ouc 

2.5. Spelling at Points of Internal Open Transition. When two stems are joined by com- 
pounding (see primarily Lessons 30 and 31), their boundaries, as a rule, are preserved by open 
transition; that is, a slight but audible space is left between the adjacent sounds. This has sev- 
eral consequences: (1) an initial supportive [i] (see 2.6, note) is frequently kept (e.g., [tekoma 
+ ikG&]); (2) a stem-final consonant has the sound it would have in vocable-final position (e.g., 
[kwaw + e:wah], where the /W/ of [kway] is voiceless). Written texts recognize open transition 
by spelling a stem-final consonant in such a context as if it were vocable-final: cuauhehuatl 
(not cuahuehuatl); tepozicpatl (not tepocicpatl). There are exceptions to this rule. Stem-final 
/k/ before stem-initial /e/ or /if is spelled qu; therefore, teyequihtoa (not teyecihtoa). Stem- 
final /W retains voice on its release feature before a vowel and is usually spelled cu: necuiitl 
(instead of neuciitl). At times stem-final [y] before a vowel is spelled hu: cuiicuahueh (for 
cuiicuauheh). 

2.6. Syllable Structure. A vocable in Nahuatl has as many syllables as it has vowels (there are 
no diphthongs). A syllable may have one of four shapes (in the display below, a and b are 
"open syllables"; c and d are "closed syllables"): 

a. vowel [e.g., a, e, o] 
b. consonant + vowel [e.g., nG, chi, tlii] 
C. vowel + consonant [e.g., oh, euc, iitl, ic] 
d. consonant + vowel + consonant [e.g., pan, ziitl, cuech] 

These shapes exist under the following constraints: 

1. Any consonant sound between two vowels forms a syllable with the second vowel; e.g., 
ciina is divided cii-na, and niihui is divided nii-hui. 

2. Any two vowels in sequence belong to separate syllables; e.g., te6tl is divided te-6tl. 
(Special care should be taken with the symbol U; in these lessons it is never a vowel letter 
but only a part of a digraph; therefore, quitzacuia is divided qui-tza-cui-a, niiuh is a sin- 
gle syllable, iucci is divided iuc-ci, nocuauh is divided no-cuauh, and cachuah is divided 
cac-huah.) 

3. No more than two consonant sounds can be juxtaposed, and such a juxtaposition is never 
permitted in initial or final positions. The two juxtaposed consonants are always members of 
separate syllables; e.g., 6mpa is divided Gm-pa, calli is divided cal-li, and iztatl is divided iz- 
tatl. Care should be taken with digraphs, since they represent a single consonant sound; e.g., 
atzan is divided a-tzan and t6chtli is divided tiSch-tli. 
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Note l :  The vowel phone [i] has an important supportive function in Nahuatl: any type-level consonant sequence 
that is illegal at the token level is lifted into a pronounceable sequence by the introduction of an [i], either (a) before, 
(b) between, or (c) after the consonants, depending on the morphosyntactical elements involved. 

a. /Sha:walo:/ > [iSha:walo:] 
b. lkkakil> ljcikaki] 
c. /okiEh/ > [okiEhi]; /no3w/ > [nohwq; lnhapiykl> [nihapiSki] 

Under certain conditions, an initial supportive [i] (and only rarely a final one) ceases to be needed and is dropped. 
These situations will be pointed out later. It should be remarked here, however, that there are instances in which a 
stem-initial [i] may be treated as "real" in some situations and as "supportive" in others; for example: 

(ihti)-tl-: 
tlahtic [After tla- the [i] is treated as merely supportive and is rejected.] 
nohtic - nihtic [After the possessive pronouns no-, mo-, to-, and amo- the [i] is sometimes rejected and 

sometimes kept; in the latter case it forces out the 101.1 
tla-(iht-0-3): 

tlahtoa [After tla- the [i] is rejected.] 
mihtoa [After the reflexive-verb object pronouns no-, mo-, to-, and amo- the [i] is kept and the lol forced out.] 
nehtolli [After ne- the [i] is rejected.] 

Note 2: It should be remembered that syllables belong to the phonological system. One should never confuse syl- 
lable division in a vocable with the morphological analysis of a particle or nuclear clause. Even if a morpheme or 
morph should happen to be coextensive with a syllable the difference between syllables and morphemes/morphs 
should he kept clearly in mind 

2.7 Vocable Stress. Stress in Nahuatl vocables falls on the penultimate (next-to-the-last) syl- 
lable. In the following examples the stressed syllable is italicized: 

tlasyi = tla-6-yi 
cueit1 = cuZ-it1 
y36tl= ya-6tl 
noteuh = no-teuh 
pbchbtl = pc-chbtl 
choloa = cho-10-a 
ninihiybtia = ni-ni-hi-yb-ti-a 
notebuh = no-te-6uh 
ohtli = oh-tli 
cbtzcotl = c5tz-cot1 
cachuah = cac-huah 
molpia = mol-pi-a 
Syllable stress helps indicate the presence of a vocable-final (reduced) short vowel. Con- 

trast calaqui (= ca-Za-qui) with calac (= ca-lac). 
There is only one exception to the above rule for stress, which occurs when a nominal 

nuclear clause is associated with the vocative particle #C. This "suffix," whch is merely an 
interjection pronounced as if it were part of the nominal nuclear clause, is always stressed (and 
high pitched) and in these lessons is spelled with an accent: nopiltzinC (see 18.11). 

In Nahuatl as in English, the sequence of vocables in a sentence is syntactically sorted into 
stress groups in connected speech (see 1.11.1). The unity of such a stress group in Nahuatl 
is such that syllable division operates across vocable boundaries within the group; e.g., in bmpa 
is pronounced as if it were i-n5m-pa. It also at times permits elision to occur (see 2.14). In 
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texts with traditional spelling the members of a stress group are frequently written solid; i.e., 
ini (for in in, which, in accord with the stress-group principle, has the syllables i-nin, with 
stress on the first syllable despite the fact that in is syntactically more important). Two more 
examples are iyehuatl (for in yehhuiitl) and iquin (for ic in; notice the use of the digraph qu). 

2.8. Consonantal Length. When two identical consonants come together as a result of gram- 
matical construction, they create a long consonant. This may occur either between vocables 
or within a vocable. It is similar to English phrases such as this size, these zones, eight times, 
deep pool, cash shortage, rich child or compounds such as penknife, where there is not a sep- 
arate pronunciation for each of the juxtaposed consonants but rather a single pronunciation 
that bridges the two; for example, in this size the /S/ sound is merely prolonged; in eight times 
there is a single implosion and explosion for the It/ sound, but the time between these events 
is lengthened. The length of a long consonant is not to be exaggerated, however. Often it 
amounts to nothing more than a slightly more energetic pronunciation of the consonant. In 
the case of /$$l and /EE/ the release feature of the first consonant is lost, so that l$$/ is pro- 
nounced [t$] and /CC/ is pronounced [tE] (the [t] is, of course, unreleased in both instances). 
In rapid speech most of the long consonants tend to be synthesized into short ones. When a 
long consonant occurs within a vocable, it is usually spelled with a double letter or a double 
digraph: 

/Peppan/ > cueppan 
[kite:nna:miki] > quiti5nniimiqui 
/tepossa:loa/ > tepozziiloa 
/o:ne:CEiS/ > Bni5chchix 
[nicmattika3] > nicmatticah 
lsemma: W > cemrniitl 
lhai: SSi:mal> tlaixxima 
[mi$$ak"a] > mitztzacua 

When reading traditional texts, one should, however, be alert to the possibility of a long con- 
sonant spelled as a short one (a frequent occurrence with /E /  and /$$/) or, vice versa, a short 
consonant spelled as a long one (a frequent occurrence with AI); see Appendix F. 

2.9. Assimilation. When, as a result of grammatical construction, certain unlike consonants 
are juxtaposed, one of the two undergoes a process of assimilation (one sound becomes either 
partially or totally similar to the other sound). When there is total assimilation, a situation par- 
allel to the juxtaposition of identical consonants is created and the dominant, or assimilating, 
sound becomes long. 

The assimilation may be progressive (the second sound imitates the dominant first) or 
regressive (the first sound anticipates the dominant second). 

2.10. Progressive Assimilation. The following rules deal with the most frequent cases of pro- 
gressive assimilation (the first consonant dominates the second): 
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1. Ill + /W > [Ill: mil- + -tlah > millah 
2. Ill + /y/ > [ll]: pil- + -yiitl> pilllit1 
3. /S/ + /y/ > [SS] : ch6quiz- + -yoh > ch6quizzoh 
4. /S/ + lyl > [SS]: mix- + -yoh > mixxoh 
5. /$/ + /y/ > [$$l: huitz- + -yoh > huitztzoh 
6. /C/ + /y/ > [CC]: oquich- + -yGtl> oquichch6tl 

Rules 1 and 2 above are the only ways in which the [l11 sequence can occur, therefore, 
scholars show their ignorance of Nahuatl when they write 11 where these rules do not apply. 
For example, ollin is incorrect; it cannot be the day-name component meaning "it is a 
quake," because this is din (see Appendix E), nor can it mean "it is latex," because this is 
Blli (where the [Ill is required by rule 1 but no final n is possible). Traditional spelling is 
prone to writing 11 for [l] (one also finds the opposite vice of spelling 1 for [Ill; see Appen- 
dix F). 

2.1 1. Regressive Assimilation. The following rules deal with the most frequent cases of regres- 
sive assimilation (the second consonant dominates the first): 

1. /nasal/ + /sibilant/ > [long sibilant] 
niquirn- + -centliilia > niquizcentliilia 
tiquim- + -xbx > tiquixx6x 

Frequently, the spelling does not indicate the pronunciation: 
m6ncihtli = [mo:ssihhi] 
chicGnxihuitl= [Ciko: SSiwih] 
zan ci? = [sasse:] (also spelled zaz ci?) 
in cihtli = [issihhi] 

2. In a combination of any two unlike consonants of the group Is S $ C/, the second sound 
totally assimilates the first and is lengthened. Of the twelve possibilities the following are com- 
mon: /C/ + /$/ > [$$]; /Cl + /S/ > [ss]; /$/ + /C/ > [CC]; and /C/ + /S/ > [SS]. Spelling frequently 
does not indicate the sound. As pointed out earlier, [$$l is pronounced [t$] and [CC] is pro- 
nounced [tE], with the [t] unreleased in both instances. 

itechtzinco = [i:te$$inkG] (also spelled itetztzinco, itettzinco, and itetzinco) 
quinetechziiloa = [kinetessa:loZi] (also spelled quineteziiloa) 
nimitzchiya = [nimiCCiyZi] (also spelled nimitchiya and nimichiya or nirnitchia and 

nimichia) 
n&hxGxa = [ne: ;So: Ss] (also spelled ni?xxGxa) 

3. /W/ + /bilabial/ > [long bilabial] 
cuauh- + miiitl> cuammiiitl 
niiuh- + -pa > niippa 

4. /m/ + In/ > [nn] 
Gm- + nohpalli > Gnnohpalli 
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5. When /m/ is followed by It/, /W, l$/, /E/, /k/, or /l?/, it undergoes partial assimilation, 
resulting in [nt], [nh], [n$], [nE], [gk], or [gkW] respectively. The [n] and [g] here are always 
spelled n. 

chic6m- + tepec > chic6ntepec c6m- + -tlah > c6ntlah 
c6m- + -chihua > cbnchihua c6m- + -tziilan > c6ntzPlan 
tenam- + -CO > teniinco cem- + cuemitl > cencuemitl 

6. In /  + /m/ > [mm] 
on- + mopiqui > ommopiqui 
zan moy6llo = [samrnoyo:llo] (also spelled zam moy6lo) 

7. When In/ is followed by /p/, it undergoes partial assimilation, resulting in [mp]. 
on- + pehua > ompehua 
in pani = [impan?] 

Remark: As has been suggested, other, less frequently encountered assimilation is possible; for example, 121 + 
/p/ > [PP]. 

tzintliiltech- + -pachihui > tzintliilteppachihui (also spelled tzintl8ltechpachihui) 
These low-frequency examples of assimilation may be dialectal or colloquial variants. 

Note: There is another process called dissimilation, in which a sound changes to become different from an iden- 
tical or closely related sound. In Nahuatl it occurs optionally (as regressive dissimilation) when the first kl of the 
sequence /kk/ is represented by the irregular phone [h]; i.e., /kk/ > [hk]. 

Mexic- -+ -CO > Mexihco 
Regressive dissimilation is also possible in the sequence /kwW after the (optional) delabialization of the /kW/ to B] 
(see 8 2.13.4); i.e., /kW/ + kl > B] > [hk]. 

iuc- + -ciiuhtli > iucciiuhtli > icciiuhtli > ihciiuhtli [All three vocables occur in free variation.] 

2.12. Consonant Loss. In certain consonant sequences one of the consonants becomes imper- 
ceptible. This is a subvariety of assimilation; the lost consonant may be either the first or the 
second one. 

1. /$l + /W/ > [$l. This is an optional rule. 
mitz- + -huiilmomaquilia > mitzPlmomaquilia 

2. /E/ + /W/ > [E]. This is an optional rule. 
tech- + -huiiln6tza > tPchiiln6tza 

3. /?l + /y/ > [h]. This is an optional rule. 
tlahyelli > tlahelli [Also tlahilli, in which the /e/ is raised to [i]; see 2.2.1 
tlayeh- + -yecoa > tlayehecoa [This is an instance of reduplication; see 27.1 .] 

There is another rule that produces the opposite result (i.e., the first consonmt is lost): l?/ + /y/ 
> *[yy] > [y]. Concerning /?l > /y/, see 5 2.13.1. Since [yy] is impossible, it is simplified to 
[y]. This rule cannot operate when the /?l is due to reduplication. 

ah- + ye > *ayye > aye > aya [In this item the lel is lowered to [a].] 

Note: A stem-initial /y/ is sometimes omitted for no apparent reason: ye > e. On the other hand an initial [y] is 
sometimes added for no apparent reason: eyi > yeyi; eh > yeh. 

Also, at times, a /y/ between the two long vowels /a:/ and /o:/ (in either order) is lost: 
cuicijylnoa > cuicbHnoa; iiyiilhuiiztli > iidhuiiztli 
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4. /nasal/ + /y/ > [y]. The nasal, which is voiceless in syllable-final position, seems to fade 
even further, although it does tend to leave a trace of itself in a slight nasalization of the pre- 
ceding vowel. Spelling frequently does not reflect the pronunciation. An /m/ before /y/, if it is 
represented in writing, is spelled with the letter n (which is not pronounced). 

telp6chpiltGn- + -ybtl > Wlp6chpilt6ny6tl [te:! po:Cpik t6:yo:&] (also spelled 
telpochpiltoyotl) 

am- + -yiizqueh > anyiizqueh [iiya:ske3] (also spelled ayiizqueh) 
in yehhuatl = [iyehwaA] (in older texts frequently spelled iyehuatl) 

5. /nasal/ + /W/ > [W]. As in Rule 4, the unpronounced nasal tends to leave a trace of itself 
in a slight nasalization of the preceding vowel. Spelling frequently does not reflect the pro- 
nunciation. An /m/ before /W/, if it is represented in writing, is spelled with the letter n (which 
is not pronounced). 

toniinhuiin = [ton%:wa:~] (also spelled toniihuiin) 
am- + -huiilliizqueh > anhuiilliizqueh [iiwa:lla:ske9] (also spelled ahuiilliizqueh) 
in huehueh = [iwe:we3] 

6. /W/ + /W/ > [W]. The first /W/, which is voiceless, is lost. 
cuiiuh- + -huah > cuiihuah 

2.13. Consonant-Phone Shift Other Than Assimilation. In addition to consonant-phone shift 
produced by assimilation (where the regular consonant phone is replaced by an irregular vari- 
ant because of the influence of an adjacent consonant phone), a shlft may occur when, as a 
result of grammatical construction, a consonant phone is followed by a vowel or appears in 
vocable-final position. 

1. 13/ + /vowel/ > [y] + [vowel]. This is an optional change. When intervocalic, the result- 
ant [y] may disappear. 

ah- + oc > ayoc (also ahoc and aoc) 
ah- + ic > ayic (usually spelled aic, since the [y] is inaudible in pronunciation) 
tleh + in > tleyin [Unfortunately always written tlein; see 16.4. l.] 

This rule may explain what happens in ochpiintli, "it is a swept thing in the form of a road," 
i.e., "it is a wide, well-kept road," which results from the compounding of oh- ("road) and 
-ichpiintli ("a swept thing"). The steps in the formation would be: *oh-ichpiintli > *oy-ich- 
pantli > *o-ichpiintli > o-chpiintli (the supportive [i] is not needed once the [y] disappears). 

2. /m/ > [Q] when left exposed at the end of a syllable or vocable. 
to- + piimi- > topiin [See 14.7.2.b.ii.l 
motoma > moton [See 7.4.2.1 

An [Q] phone resulting from this change reverts to the original /m/ sound when the following 
vocable of the stress group begins with a vowel. For example, in i i p a n  is pronounced [irn 
i:i:gpa~] (and in some texts is written im iixpan). If the vocable-final [Q] is a phone of In/, it 
is pronounced in this environment as [n] : 
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on- + ahci > onahci (pronounced [onahsi]) 
zan iz (pronounced [sank] and at times written zaniz) 

3. /y/ > [S] when left exposed at the end of a syllable or vocable. 
tetiya > tetix [See 7.4.2.1 
tlabcoya > tlabcox [See 5 7.4.2.1 

When the vocable contains a prior S-sound, /y/ > [S] when left exposed in this manner. 
celiya > celiz [See 5 7.4.2.1 

4. Occasionally, /kW/ > [k] (i.e., it becomes delabialized by dropping its labial release fea- 
ture) when left exposed at the end of a syllable or vocable. 

teuc- + ciztli > tecciztli (teucciztli is also used.) 
cahcocui > cahcoc [See 1 1.3.1 .] 

5. Occasionally, It/ > [h] when the It/ is forced into a vocable-final position: 
tlamati > tlarnah [See 5 1 1.3.2.1 
*cati > cah [See 5 11.5.1 .] 

On extremely rare occasions the shift can go in the opposite direction: non-final 17/ > non- 
final [t]. 

tahtli > tateh 

2.14. Vowel Elision. An initial or final short vowel of certain vocables can be elided (i.e., omit- 
ted) in free variation from a number of set stress-group combinations. A long vowel tends not 
to undergo elision. The following are a few typical examples (written solid, as is traditional): 

z2 oc > z2c 
z8 zo ic in > z2ciquin 
m2 zo ihui > m2cihui 
m2 zo in ahmb > m2cinahmb 

Notice that if elision is indicated in writing, a spelling change is often necessary. 
When the omitted vowel is a supportive [i], it is not, properly speaking, elision since the 

vowel affected is not phonemic, although such an omission does occur normally only in cer- 
tain combinations. 

mahtl2ctli ombme > mahtl8ctlombme [See 8 34.8.1 

2.15. Long Vowel to Short Vowel Plus Glottal Stop. At times certain morphemes with a long 
fmal vowel have in their morphic repertory an irregular morph that has a short vowel plus a glot- 
tal stop in addition to the regular morph with a long vowel (e.g., the morpheme "/a:/, 'water'" 
has morphs carried by [a:] and [ah]). Only a small number of morphemes permit this. Further- 
more, the morph with the glottal stop must occupy the embed subposition of a compound stem, 
its choice being determined by the morpheme in the matrix subposition. For example: 

hue- + -c2uh > huehcauh 
teb- + -calli > teohcalli 
m2i- + -pilli > mahpilli [The /i/ of m2i- is an ephemeral vowel; see 14.7.2.1 
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2.16. Prosodic Contours. Classical Nahuatl sentences, of course, had prosodic contours (i.e., 
typical stress and intonation patterns, as when, for example, a question sounds different from 
a statement). However, while rules for stress are known for nuclear clauses and stress groups 
(next-to-last syllable is always stressed, except when the vocative particle #C is involved) and 
something is known of intonation on certain nuclear clauses (a long final vowel has low pitch), 
practically nothing is known of the language's sentential prosodic features. The matter must 
be left undiscussed for lack of information. 
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Particles 

3.1. Particles. As mentioned in 1.1 l ,  Nahuatl has a minor kind of lexical item, called a 
particle, that is always monomorphemic (i.e., consists of only one morpheme) and is non- 
paradigmatic (i.e., is invariant). A particle therefore has no internal morphological struc- 
ture. Normally a particle has only a single syllable, but a few two-syllabled particles do 
exist. 

Some particles are clitic-like in that they must always occur in close dependence on a 
nuclear clause, as in the case of the adjunctor in or, even more strikingly, the antecessive 6, 
whch is always joined in writing to the following item (i.e., the item that it modifies adver- 
bially). There is also one, the vocative particle C, that is always written suffixed to a preced- 
ing nominal nuclear clause. But even the most dependent type of particle is very unclitic-lrke 
in that it can be stressed; in the case of C it is always stressed, thus creating the anomalous sit- 
uation in Nahuatl of a stress group with stress on the last syllable. 

In certain instances it is not clear that a lexical item here accepted as a particle was such 
originally. For example, oc, "still, yet," may possibly contain the morpheme "/om/, 'plus,'" 
found in numeral combinations. Also, auh and Puh look suspiciously like frozen nuclear 
clauses (compare the adverbialized verbal nuclear clause iuh, "thus," from the verbstem 
(ihui), "to be thus"; see 8 44.3.5); however, the source verbstems *(ahui) and *(iihui) are 
not attested. 

Even if a given particle is a degenerate nuclear clause, it will here be treated as a particle 
since no clear proof to contradict that interpretation is available (the single exception is m6, 
which is presented in 44.5.4). 

3.2. Functional Classes of Particles. With certain exceptions, particles are not used as inde- 
pendent utterances. Also, again with certain exceptions, they do not serve as the principal 
clause of a sentence. They rarely (some never) serve as the embed of a compound stem. Among 
those that do serve as such an embed is the negative particle ah#, which occasionally appears 
inside a stem to negate it like the prefix un- negates an English stem. Particles never serve as 
a matrix stem. 
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Particles typically function as adverbial modifiers or as exclamations. In a number of 
instances, the adverbial function has been specialized into a different one; consequently, the 
following functional classes can be recognized. 

1. Clause introducers: 

ca = indeed, in fact [Introducer for principal clause. Ca is NOT, as Molina says, a con- 
junction and is NEVER equivalent to "because" or "for" (see § 50.11). Since a unit 
consisting of a principal clause plus an adjunct clause can undergo an adjoining trans- 
formation, the ca (like the other clause introducers) can be preceded by the adjunc- 
tor in (see subsection 2 below).] 

cuix? = perhaps? perchance? [interrogative] 
tlii = if, in the event that, in case; provided that 
mii = if only, would that 
6 = here is, here are, here you have, behold [Contrast 6# in subsection 4.1 

2. Adjunctors (adjoined-clause introducers): 

in = the, dan, who, that, when, if, etc. [The adjunctor par excellence. The translation 
into English is whatever the English context requires. The use of in to indicate an 
adjoined unit is almost always optional; adjunction (or subordination) rarely has to be 
explicitly indicated in Nahuatl. The in may indicate that only a single item is subor- 
dinate or that a multi-itemed sequence is. 

It is important to note that the particle in is an adjunctor, NOT a determiner. Erro- 
neously regarding Nahuatl nominal nuclear clauses as nounwords and under the hyp- 
notic power of translational mirage, some grammarians have considered in a definite 
article. But the problem of determination (definite or indefinite) belongs to English 
and Spanish grammar; the distinction (at least in regard to nounstems) is absent in 
Nahuatl. Determiners associate with words, but Nahuatl grammar is based not on 
words but on nuclear clauses (see 8 1.1 1.2, et al.). The equivalent of an English noun 
word is a Nahuatl nounstem, and since a stem is a hypothetical construct (see 1.11.2), 
none can ever occur in a Nahuatl utterance without being actualized in a nominal 
nuclear clause or as an embed. That actualization includes no place inside the clause 
or the compound for a determiner. A Nahuatl nominal nuclear clause can be exem- 
plified by "I man" or "we men" (compare Russian and Arabic, which also lack a link- 
ing verb). Since these expressions are unacceptable in English, a translation must 
change them to "I am a man," "I am the man," "we are men" (notice lack of indefinite 
determiner . . . or rather the presence of a silent one) and "we are the men." If the sub- 
ject pronoun is third person, a more likely translation discards the clausal structure 
obligatorily present in Nahuatl and produces the phrases "a man," "the man," "men," 
and "the men." Incidentally, the nominal nuclear clause CS, which is frequently trans- 
lated as an indefinite determiner when appearing in front of a nominal nuclear clause, 
means "it is one in number." Nahuatl is fundamentally different from English, and 
English translations violently distort it. Do not naively believe in the mirage that trans- 
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lation so deceptively conjures up before you. Given the overwhelming use of in as an 
adjunctor with no hint of its being a definite determiner in so many constructions, it 
makes no sense to see it suddenly as a determiner when it performs the task of adjoin- 
ing a nominal nuclear clause. Adjunction in Nahuatl can be marked or not (the use of 
in is normally optional). An English translation inserts either "the" or "alan" or nei- 
ther before a nounword translating the stem of a Nahuatl nominal nuclear clause 
depending on the needs of English, whether that clause is adjoined by in or not.] 

anca = therefore; if that is the case then; it is for ths  reason that; for that reason; conse- 
quently; hence; in view of the fact that; judging from that; according to that; appar- 
ently, evidently 

mah = as though; such that [See 58.4-6.1 

3. Clause and sentence conjunctor: 

auh = and; but 

4. Adverbial modifiers: 

mec - nec = then 
t d  = nevertheless, despite that, in spite of everything; aside from that; otherwise, in other 

respects, other than that 
oc = still, yet; for a little while 
zan = only (unqualified); just; nothing else but 
zii = only (as a diminution from a prior situation), now only 
ye = already; with future tense, soon 
S = already [The antecessive order particle; it is obligatorily bound in pronunciation and 

in writing to a following item. It can occur only (immediately or not) before a past-tense 
form and frequently invites the use of a perfect-tense form in the English translation 
(e.g., "he went" becomes "he has gone"); otherwise, it should be left untranslated. The 
# symbol indicates that the point of attachment is to the right (see 8.3).] 

n6 = also 
zo = surely [The meaning of this particle is not certain. In the non-negative form it occurs 

after m2, "if only," and tlacah, "that is to say; I mean." In particle collocations (see 
3.4), the 101 is frequently a victim of elision (see 2.14).] 

quin = with past tense, just now; with future tense, presently 
ach = possibly, indeterminably; I don't know 
at  = perhaps, maybe [There is a variant, ac; do not confuse it with the interrogative pro- 

noun iic, "who is helshe?" (see § 16.4.4).] 

5. Interjections (most can occur alone as an utterance (see 8 58.3) ): 

o = huh? really? is that a fact? [indicates surprise at something unexpected]; oh! ouch! 
[expresses pain]; I say there! hey! [initiates a vocative] 

#C = 0 . . . ; Hey . . . [The vocative (or direct-address) particle; it is used only by men to 
address someone. It is obligatorily bound in pronunciation and in writing to a preceding 
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nominal nuclear clause and is exceptional in that it attracts the stress to itself; it is 
therefore the only item in Nahuatl that should be written with a stress accent. The 
symbol # indicates the obligation of attachment to the preceding item. See 8 18.10.1 

a = alas! 
ax = alas! ouch! ow! [This particle is normally doubled: ax ax. It can be tripled: ax ax 

=.l 
hue - hueya = alas! [Also yahua.] 
ihyo = woe! alas! [Expresses depression or dejectedness. The glottal stop is attested in 

S ahag6n.I 
n6 = woe! alas! [used by women] 
iiuh = good! [conveys approval]; so! [surprise, resignation, indignation, etc.] 
hui = wow! holy smoke! gracious! 
elele - elele ay ay ay! = ow! ouch! oh! 
ahcua = ouch! oh! 
ye ye - ih i - yeya = aha! [catching someone in a dishonest or improper act] 
xi = psst! sh-h-h! 
xiuh = shoo! [to frighten away dogs, birds, etc.] 
iye = yes ! 

3.3. Negativizing Particles. Nahuatl has two negative particles: ah# and ca#, both meaning 
"not." They are prefixal adverbs and therefore modify the item that is attached to their right 
(the symbol # indicates the obligation of attachment to the following item). Among other uses, 
these prefixes can be attached to other particles. Ah# and ca# are in complementary distribu- 
tion: ca# occurs only after the particles rnii and tlii in wish and command sentences (see 8 9.6) 
and after the particle mah (see 8 58.4); ah# occurs everywhere else, even after mii in admo- 
nition sentences (see 8 10.4). 

The following are a few examples of particles negativized by these prefixes. 
ahzo = perhaps [This combination can occur alone as an utterance.] 
mii cazo = if only perhaps; since, inasmuch as 
ahtel? = is it not clear/obvious? it cannot be otherwise 
aya = not yet [For the change of *ahye to aya, see 8 2.12.3.1 
m2 caye = if only not yet [also, mii caya] 
ahoc - ayoc - aoc = no longer, not any more, not another [See 5 2.13.1.1 
mii caoc = if only no longer [In some texts ca# before a vowel becomes cay#, so one may 

find the variant sequence rnii cayoc.] 
ahn6 = not also, neither, not either, nor 
mii can6 = if only not also, if only neither 

Since the negative prefix ca# is obligatorily preceded by the particles mii, tlii, and mah, it has 
traditionally been written solid with them (as macazo, maca oc, maca ye, etc.). This violates 
its prefixal nature and misrepresents the grammatical relations at work in Nahuatl sentences. 
In these lessons ca# is treated as the prefix it is. 
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Note: Do not confuse the clause-introducing particle ca, "indeed," in subsection 1 above with the prefixal neg- 
ative particle ca#, "not." 

3.4. Particle Collocations. Very frequently two or more particles are combined in sequence. 
Normally they occur in a fixed order. At times these collocations have become a com- 
pound-like unit that has taken on a lexicalized meaning unjustified by the meaning of the mem- 
bers when occurring separately. The unity of such collocations is also seen in the fact that they 
normally constitute a stress group. Because of this, they have traditionally been written solid. 
In these lessons the members of particle collocations are written separately. For some unun- 
derstood reason nb, "also," when occurring as a nonfinal member of a particle collocation, 
apparently loses the length on the vowel (see Karttunen, 172). 

The following are a few examples of particle collocations. The adjunctor in is frequently 
the first member (its use is always optional here). It indicates that the material it introduces is 
subordinate to another part (or other parts) of a sentence. 

in tlii = if 
in tlii ca# = if not [This is traditionally written intlaca or in tlaca, with the negative prefix 

ca# joined to the tlii; this violates its prefixal nature, which requires it to be free to the 
left, not to the right (see 3.3).] 

in tlB zan = and if, if only/just [No morph here expresses "and."] 
in tlZi zii = and if, and if still; but if now only [No morph here expresses "and  or "but."] 
in aya = before [See 5 3.3.1 
in tlii no zo = and if perhaps, by chance, maybe; but if [Traditionally written intlanozo. The 

entry intlanazo in Molina is a misprint. Simkon docilely copies it (see 1.13 on dic- 
tionary error) .] 

no zo = either [traditionally written nozo] 
ahno zo = neither [traditionally written anozo] 
mB cano zo = if only neither 
no zan = still; up until now 
zB zo = -ever; no matter, any- 
ahzii zo = perhaps, maybe 
ahzii zo oc = perhaps still, perhaps another [traditionally written azazoc, with elision] 
m2 zii zo = be that as it may, regardless 
zii zan = any which way; foolishly, nonsensically [Traditionally written zazan, it is a struc- 

ture of conjunction, literally "now only and just."] 
zan nb = likewise, by the same token, similarly 
zan ye nb = likewise, by the same token, similarly 
ahzo zii = perhaps, maybe, possibly 
ahzo zan = perhaps, maybe, possibly 
ahzo ah# = perhaps . . . not 
ahzo m 3  = perhaps? 
oc nB = and moreover, and also; similarly [No morph expresses "and."] 
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zii oc nb = even more so, furthermore [This is traditionally written zacno, with elision of 
the 101 of oc (see 5 2.14).] 

auh in tlii = and if 
auh in tlB ca# = and i f .  . . not 
m5 tel= let it nevertheless be . . . ; maybe it will be for the best . . . [said after a choice in 

the face of a dilemma] 
mii zo = even if, even though, although 
mii zo tel= supposing that . . . , let's assume that. . . 
ihyo mii . . . ! = Oh if only! [exclamatory collocation] 
ihyo iyahua! = Oh woe! [exclamatory collocation] 

Note: There is another ca not previously mentioned that apparently is equivalent to zB. It occurs only in collo- 
cations with ah# and zo. 

ahca zo = perhaps, maybe [equivalent to ahzB zo] 
ahzo ca = perhaps, maybe [equivalent to ahzo zB] 
ahca zo ah# = perhaps . . . not, maybe . . . not [equivalent to ahzB zo ah#] 
ahzo ca ah# = perhaps . . . not; maybe . . . not [equivalent to ahzo zB ah#] 

3.5. Honorijicized Particles. Honorific expressions play an important role in Nahuatl. The 
affective-matrix nounstem (tzin)-tli-, "honorable, esteemed, valued, respected entity," is the 
device by which honorific nounstems are created (see 8 32.3). It can also be attached to a sin- 
gle particle or to the final member of a particle collocation. In the latter instance the entire col- 
location is made honorific. There is no way to capture the honorific quality of these honorifi- 
cized particles in English translation. 

btzin = behold 
Buhtzin = good, good! 
ca no zotzin = thus it is 
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Nuclear Clauses 

4.1. Nuclear Clauses. With the exception of particles, all the other vocables in Nahuatl rep- 
resent morphosyntactic constructs called "nuclear clauses." Unlike morphological words in 
English, nuclear clauses are syntactically complete entities that OBLIGATORILY contain a sub- 
ject and apredicate. English speakers have an overwhelming urge to look upon nuclear clauses 
as words. There are three reasons for this: (1) English has nothing like nuclear clauses; (2) 
although syntactical constructs, they are formed with morphological means (i.e., they consist 
of a stem and inflectional aflxes arranged in a rigid structure); and (3) they are usually trans- 
lated into English as words. 

The peculiarity of the morphosyntactic items here called nuclear clauses has not gone unno- 
ticed. They are not exclusive to Nahuatl, being found in many other Native American languages. 
They have often been called "sentence-words" (that is, words used as a complete syntactical 
unit), but this term has the unfortunate drawback of imposing an English perspective on very 
un-English entities, forcing one to see them as words rather than clauses. A more accurate ter- 
minology than "sentence-words" would be "wordal sentences" or "wordal clauses," but even 
these terms fail to convey the essential nature of nuclear clauses. While obligatorily contain- 
ing all the functions necessary to a full clause, the entitive functions (subject, object, posses- 
sor) are expressed only by means of personal pronouns, which are always affixal constituents. 
That is, the clauses are limited to a basic, nuclear expression of these functions. In order to 
focus attention on this distinctive fact, the term "nuclear clause" has been chosen for use here. 

A nuclear clause can serve: (1) as a complete simple sentence; (2) as either a main or a 
dependent clause in a complex sentence; or (3) as a conjoined clause in a compound sentence. 

4.2. Kinds of Nuclear Clauses. There are two kinds of nuclear clauses: ( l )  verbal nuclear 
clauses and (2) nominal nuclear clauses. These correspond respectively to English clauses that 
contain either (1) an intransitive or transitive verbword as a predicator (e.g., "she smiled," "he 
hit me") or (2) a copulative verbword followed by a substantive or adjective as a subject com- 
plement or by an adverb (e.g., "he is an enemy," "she is happy," "it is golden," "it is of gold," 
"it is here," "it is at night"). 
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4.3. Fomulas for Nuclear Clauses (Stage l). Because a Nahuatl nuclear clause consists of 
rigidly sequenced constituents (anxes around a stem), its structure can easily and conveniently 
be represented in a formula. 

In dealing with formulas, one must know two tlungs: (1) what the positions (or slots) rep- 
resent with regard to informational categories (such as person, number, tense) and (2) what 
morphemic or morphic fillers can occupy the positions. 

The most general statement of a nuclear-clause formula is linearly expressed as Subject + 
Predicate or diagrammatically expressed as the fraction: 

Subject 
Predicate 

4.4. Fomulas for Nuclear Clauses (Stage 2). Both verbal and nominal nuclear clauses agree in 
that the subject function splits its constituent informational categories of Person and Number into 
a circumfii; i.e., Person (lst, 2nd, 3rd) is represented by a prefix and Number (singular, plural) by 
a suffix. This means that the Subject personal pronoun in Nahuatl is a discontinuous constituent, 
formulaically represented as #person + . . . + number# ("V = the fore and aft boundaries of the 
nuclear clause; "+" = the boundary between two positions; ". . ." = nonsubject constituents). 

The formulas of a verbal nuclear clause (VNC) and a nominal nuclear clause (NNC) differ 
only in the ways they develop the Predicate function of the general formula. 

In an NNC the Predicate consists of a State position and a Stem position. State has to do 
with the absence or presence of a possessor in the Predicate (e.g., ". . . is a dog" has no pos- 
sessor and is in the absolutive state; ". . . is my dog" has a possessor and is in thepossessive 
state). In a linear format the NNC formula therefore reads: #person+state(STEM)number# 
(parentheses replace + symbols at the fore and aft boundaries of the stem because of the need 
to identify its dimensions clearly). In a diagrammatic format, the formula reads: 

#person+. . .)number I Subject 
+state(STEM) l Predicate 

In a VNC the Predicate is more complicated than in an NNC because of the presence of a 
tense-indicating constituent. The verbal Predicate consists of a Valence position, a Stem posi- 
tion, and a Tense position. Valence has to do with the absence or presence of an object in the 
predicate (e.g., ". . . laughs" has no object and is an example of intransitive valence; ". . . sees 
me" has an object and is an example of transitive valence). The Valence and Stem positions 
cooperate to form the Core of the Predicate. The formula in a linear format reads: 

#person+valence(STEM)tense+number#. 
In a diagrammatic format it reads: 

#person+ . . . +number# l Subject 
+valence(STEM) 

)tense+ 
1 z:ze} Predicate 
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Note: The advantage of the diagrammatic format over the linear one for both the NNC and the VNC formulas 
is that it makes one aware of the internal relationships of the constituents in the formula, an awareness that one must 
cultivate in order to deal successfully with Nahuatl. 

The diagrammatic format also makes more evident the fact that nuclear clauses have a hierarchic structure, with 
the stem always serving as the foundation. 

An NNC has three layers or levels of organization: 

1. nounstem 

2. nouncore = predicate (= state + stem) 

3. NNC = subject + predicate 

A VNC has four organizational layers: 

1. verbstem 

2. verbcore = valence + stem 

3. predicate = verbcore + tense 

4. VNC = subject + predicate 

4.5. Formulas for Nuclear Clauses (Stage 3). While the formulas developed in Stage Two 
have provided the requisite positions, they are still not detailed enough to take care of the 
morphemic distinctions that are expressed in NNCs and VNCs. The problem resides in the 
fact that the Person and Number positions are always dyadic (i.e., they consist of two sub- 
positions each); the Tense position is always monadic (i.e., it consists solely of the position 
itself); the State and Valence positions are either dyadic, monadic, or simply vacant; and the 
Stem position is either monadic or polyadic (i.e., it may consist of any number of subposi- 
tions). The problem of the stem will be taken up in Lesson 7 (for VNCs) and in Lesson 14 
(for NNCs). 

In order to deal with these complexities within a reasonable space, the positions outside the 
stem will be identified by abbreviations (pers = person, num = number, tns = tense, va = 
valence, st = state). Subpositions will be identified by a superscript 1 or 2. A boundary between 
subpositions is indicated by a hyphen. 

There are three versions of the VNC formula and three of the NNC formula, depending on 
what happens in the Valence and State positions. When valence and state are present only 
implicitly, they should, strictly speaking, be represented in the formulas by a position that is 
filled by a silently present morpheme, but t h s  treatment entails complicated representations 
in later derivational processes. It is simpler for an introductory work like this one to allow their 
vacancy to be symbolized by an absence of their positions. 

VNC Formulas: 

1. #persl-pers2+va1-va2(STEM)tns+num1-num2# [Valence is dyadic.] 

2. #persl-pers2+va(STEM)tns+num1-num2# [Valence is monadic.] 

3. #persl-pers2(STEM)tns+num1-num2# [Valence is vacant.] 
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NNC Formulas: 

1. #persl-pers2+st1-st2(STEM)num1-n-# [State is dyadic.] 

2. #persl-pers2+st(STEM)num1-num2# [State is monadic.] 

3. #persl-pers2(STEM)num1-num2# [State is vacant.] 

These six formulas are used throughout the rest of this text. The diagrammatic versions are 
given later. The explanation of the VNC formulas is given in Lessons 5 through l l ,  the expla- 
nation of the NNC formulas in Lessons 12 through 16. 

4.6. Personal Pronouns. As is clear from the remarks in 8 4.1 and 8 4.4, the personal pro- 
nouns in Nahuatl are quite different from those in English. While there are NNCs that can be 
translated as English personal pronouns (see 8 16.3), it is obvious that these are in fact com- 
plete clauses, not mere sentence fragments as are words such as "I," "me," "he," "him," etc. 
in English. The true personal pronouns in Nahuatl are ALWAYS affixal and occur ONLY in the 
positions established in the nuclear-clause formulas of 8 4.5. They always consist of more than 
one morpheme and always serve as the locus for at least five informational categories: person, 
animacy, humanness, number, and case. Gender distinctions (i.e., differences based on sex) 
are totally absent from Nahuatl pronouns (as a consequence, when translating a third-person 
singular pronoun into English, one must choose between masculine, feminine, and neuter as 
required by the context). 

The category of person has three features: first (= the speaker), second (= the addressee), 
and third (= the other). 

The category of animacy has two features: animate and nonanimate. Animate refers to ani- 
mate entities; Nahuatl culture classified as animate certain entities (e.g., hill, heaven, star) that 
we classify as nonanimate. Nonanimate refers to nonanimate entities. For more on the cate- 
gory of animacy, see 5 12.6. 

The category of humanness is a subcategory of animacy. It has two features: human and 
nonhuman. While human always implies animate, nonhuman may be either animate or nonan- 
imate. Human is innately present in the first and second persons. The third person is ambigu- 
ous, being either human or nonhuman. The ambiguity is resolved by context. 

The category of number has two features defined by animacy: animate number distin- 
guishes singular (= one) from plural (= more than one); nonanimate number has only one fea- 
ture, common (= one or more than one indiscriminately). The first and second persons and all 
plural pronouns show animate number. A third-person singular pronoun is ambiguous, per- 
mitting either animate or nonanimate reference. A common-number (third-person) pronoun 
has exactly the same shape as a singular-number one. Common-number personal pronouns 
must be translated into English as either singular or plural according to the demands of the 
context. 

The category of case identifies the syntactic function of the personal pronoun and has three 
features: nominative (= subject function), objective (= verb object function), and possessive 
(= possessor function). The nominative-case pronouns occur in both VNCs and NNCs. The 
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objective-case pronouns occur only in the predicate of VNCs. The possessive-case pronouns 
occur only in the predicate of NNCs. Distinctions of case are limited to the personal-pronoun 
affixes in Nahuatl. 

The personal pronouns in Nahuatl are different from those in English not only in being 
exclusively afTixal in form but also in being the only referring elements in the language. They 
are like those in English, however, in that their reference is variable, shifting in accord with 
every turn in a given conversational transaction. This means that Nahuatl personal pronouns 
(like those in all languages) are deictic andor anaphoric or cataphoric. 

Deixis points OUTSIDE a stretch of language to the situation in which it is being used. The 
speaker role (indicated by a first-person pronoun) serves as the deictic center from which rela- 
tionships in the communicational field are established. The addressee role (the second-person 
pronoun) is automatically identified as its counterpart. But a third-person pronoun must be 
accompanied by an actual or virtual pointing gesture to identify its intended entity. 

Anaphora and cataphora point INSIDE language to the context in which a personal pronoun 
is used. Anaphora establishes the meaning of a third-person personal pronoun by referring 
back to a previously identified item, its "antecedent" (e.g., "If Jim had stayed, he could have 
helped."). Cataphora does the same by referring forward to a later identified item (e.g., "If he 
had stayed, Jim could have helped."). 

While deixis and anaphordcataphora are essential to personal pronouns, they are also 
needed elsewhere. Deixis is involved in demonstratives when accompanied by actual or vir- 
tual pointing (e.g., "this," "that"), in certain temporal adverbs (e.g., "now," "tomorrow"), in cer- 
tain tenses in verbs (e.g., "I am," "I was"), and in certain locational adverbs (e.g., "here," 
"there"). Anaphora or cataphora is brought into play by certain entitival phrases (e.g., "the 
early ones," "the latter"), by certain temporal phrases (e.g., "on the next day"), and by certain 
locational phrases (e.g., "in the other place"). 
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The Intransitive VNC Formula* 
Subject Pronouns. Tense Morphs 

(Refer to Appendix A for full VNC forms.) 

5.1. The Intransitive VNC Formula. The simplest V N C  formula is the intransitive, which is 
the third one listed in 5 4.5. It is as follows: 

Linear format: #persl-pers2(STEM)tns+num1-num2# 
Diagrammatic format: 

#per1-pers2(. . . +numl-num2# I Subject 

The implicit presence of a position for valence in the Core is what defines this as an intransi- 
tive formula. 

5.2. The Subject Positions. The intransitive formula of 5 5.1 does not specify the actual 
way in which the features of the informational categories (person, number, case, animacy, 
and humanness) are distributed in the subpositions of a subject personal pronoun. Since 
animacy and humanness are intertwined with the other categories, no separate locus is allot- 
ted to their features. The question of feature distribution is, therefore, concerned only with 
the location of the features of person, case, and number. This problem is discussed in 5 5.3 
and 5 5.4. 

5.3. The Morphic Fillers Expressing the Subject Personal Pronouns. The bits of sememic 
information named by the categorial features of the personal pronouns given in 5 4.6 are com- 
bined in various ways and encapsulated into phonemiclsigemic sequences to form the con- 
stituent morphemes of the subject personal pronouns. These morphemes serve as the fillers 
for the subpositions that cooperate to express a subject personal pronoun. In the following 
presentation of these fillers, the morphs are represented by only the morphic carriers (i.e., the 
phonic and sigic segments), but one must always keep in mind the fundamental fact that 
morphs are amalgams of carrier units and content units (see 5 1.7 ). 
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From this point on in the text, in analyzed items morphs are no longer enclosed in brack- 
ets and their phonic carriers are given in a standardized spelling; any sigic carrier is, of course, 
represented by 0 or 0. When two or more morphs are listed in a morphic repertory, the first 
indicates the variant with regular shape. Although this use of standardized spelling makes it 
easier for a student not interested in technical niceties, it does have the drawback that in cer- 
tain instances items presented as morphic variants are in fact only spelling variants (and there- 
fore not true variants). For example, the spellings teuc- and tecu- represent a single morphic 
variant, [te:kw-1; contrast these mere spelling variants with the real morphic variant tee-, where 
the /W is manifested by the delabialized phonic variant [k]. The illusory morphic distinctions 
created by spelling are the result of the faulty match between the graphological subsystem and 
the phonological system pointed out in 5 2.1. In a listing of morphs, spelling variants are sep- 
arated by a slash and real morphic variants by a "W". 

1. Thepersl subposition is primarily the locus for information concerning person. The pos- 
sible type-level carrier-plus-content fillers are: 

0 = 3rd person 
t - ti; X - xi = 2nd person singular 
am - an (etc.); X - xi = 2nd person plural 
n - ni = 1st person singular 
t - ti = l st person plural 

The variants X and xi for the second person (either singular or plural) occur only in optative 
(nonpast and past) VNCs (see Lesson 8). 

Except for the third-person morph and the second-person morphs X and xi, thepersl sub- 
position is impure; the morphs indicate not only person but also number. However, because 
of the homophony of the second-person singular and first-person plural morphs t and ti, the 
efficiency of the filler with regard to number is annulled; the subject pronoun's number suf- 
fix (subposition num2) is required to resolve the ambiguity. 

The [i] in ti, xi, and ni is a supportive vowel, required when there is a following consonant 
sound. The [m] of the second-person plural morph am occurs only before a following vowel, 
an [m], or a [p]; although only one other variant morph is shown in the listing (namely, an), 
the "etc." indicates that all the nasal assimilations of $5 2.11.1, 2.12.4, and 2.12.5 are possi- 
ble: i.e., az, ax, etc. 

2. Subpositionpers2 is the locus for information concerning case. The case feature asso- 
ciated with the subject function is that of the nominative. The morph representing it is carried 
by 0. (This is a clear example of the principle of linguistic economy mentioned in 5 1 S ,  note; 
the silently-present morph recognizes that the nominative case is the most obvious, neutral, 
taken-for-granted case.) 

3. Subposition numl is the locus of a "number-connector morph." While being a constituent 
of the subject personal pronoun, it mediates between the predicate and the num2 subposition. 
This linking function is shown by the fact that there are four morphic variants that can fill the 
subposition, each associated with one or more tenses (see 5 5.5.2). 
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0 [This morphic carrier occurs after the tense morphs signifying the present, customary 
present, imperfect, and distant past tenses of the indicative mode as well as the past 
tense of the optative mode.] 

d q u  - qui - 0 [These morphic variants represent the morpheme M ,  which follows a 
tense position filled by either the preterit indicative morph or the future indicative 
morph z. The c and qu variants are merely different spellings of the regular morph [k]; 
the irregular morph [h], spelled qui, has a supportive [i]. 

a. The qu variant fills the numl subposition when the num2 subposition is filled by the 
plural morph eh. 

b. The variants c and qui occur in complementary distribution as the filler of the numl 
subposition when the num2 subposition is filled by the singular-number morph 0: c occurs 
after a vowel and qui after a consonant. This means that c occurs ONLY after a preterit-tense 
predicate formed on a Class A verbstem (see 5 7.3). Although c is therefore an automatic indi- 
cation that a VNC (with a singular subject) has a preterit predicate, one should strenuously 
reject thinking of it as a tense morph. To fail to see it as part of the subject's number dyad is 
to skew the basic neatness of the Nahuatl tense-suffix system (see 5 5.5.2) and to destroy the 
simplicity of certain derivational processes. 

c. The irregular morph 0 is a subvariant of qui, which it has replaced except in instances 
of archaic style, in certain set expressions (such as iz catqui, "here it is," i.e., "behold," and 
6tlaciiuhqui in iydlo, "his heart has released things," i.e., "he has given his consent"), and in 
the preterit- and future-agentive NNCs built on Class B, C, and D verbstems (see 5 35.3). In 
certain irregular VNCs, replaces qu  (see Lesson 11). 

c - 0 [The morphic carriers again represent the morpheme M ,  which now follows 
the tense morph of the nonpast optative. The c variant is followed by a plural-num- 
ber morph in subposition num2, and the variant is followed by a singular-num- 
ber morph.] 

t - [The morphic carriers represent the morpheme It/, which follows the tense morph 
of the nonpast admonitive. The t variant is followed by a plural-number morph in 
subposition num2, and the variant is followed by a singular-number morph.] 

4. Subposition num2 is the definitive locus for the number category. 

a. Singular/comrnon number is ALWAYS represented by 0. 

b. Plural number is represented by one of four variant morphs: h - eh - iin - in. These 
are correlated with the morph in subposition numl (and, consequently, with the morph in the 
tense position). 

h [This variant morphic carrier occurs when the tense morph signifies either the 
present, customary-present, imperfect, or distant-past indicative or the past 
optative.] 

eh [This variant morphic carrier occurs when the tense morph signifies the future or 
present indicative.] 
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an [This variant morphic carrier occurs when the tense morph signifies the nonpast 
optative.] 

in [This variant morphic carrier occurs when the tense morph signifies the nonpast 
admonitive. This variant has ih as a subvariant.] 

5.4. Summary of Personal Pronouns in the VNC Subject Function. The top line of the dia- 
grammatic format of the VNC formula in 8 5. l can now be illustrated by all the possible mor- 
phic-filler sequences. These are automatic equivalences to the English wordal subject personal 
pronouns. There are four possible paradigms, determined by what happens in the subpositions 
numl and num2 (in correlation with tense distinctions in the predicate). 

1. For VNCs expressing the present, customary-present, imperfect, or distant-past indica- 
tive ["con" = number-connector morph.] 

h-O(. . . +0-0#, "#lsg-nom(. . . +con-sg#" = I 
M-0(, . . +0-h#, "#lpl-nom(. . . +con-pl#" = we 
%-g(. . . +B-0#, "#2sg-nom(. . . +con-sg#" = you (sg) 
#am-@(. . . +0-h#, "#2pl-nom(. . . +con-pl#" = you (pl) 
#0-O(. . . +0-0#, "#3-nom(. . . +con-sg#" = helshelit (animate); it/they (nonanimate) 
#@-B(. . . +@-h#, "#3-nom(. . . +con-pl#" = they (animate) 

The same paradigm serves for the past optative except that the second-person VNCs use X - 
xi in the persl subposition: 

#X-0(...+0-0# = you (sg) 
#X-PI(...+@-h# = you (pl) 

2. For VNCs expressing the future or preterit indicative (Only the first-person forms are 
given, since the others are obvious. Only the morphic carriers are given, since the glosses of 
the morphs are the same as in section 1 above.): 

h-O(. . . +c-0# - #n-O(. . . +qui-0# = I 
WO(. . . +qu-eh# = we 

When the qui morph is replaced by 0 (see 8 5.2.3), the subject pronoun for the first-person sin- 
gular reads: #n-0(. . . +I-0#. Only singular-number pronouns permit this replacement. 

3. For VNCs expressing the nonpast optative. 

#n-0(, . . +U-0# = I 
# t-O(. . . +c-Pn# = we 
#X-O(. . . +U-@# = you (sg) 
#X-O(. . . +c-Pn# = you ( p1 ) 
#@-a(. . . +U-0# = helshelit; it, they 
#0-O(. . . +c-an# = they (animate) 

4. For VNCs expressing the nonpast admonitive (Only the first-person forms are listed; 
the f is t  two subpositions have the same fillers as in the main paradigm of subsection l above.): 
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5.5. The Predicate Position. The stem is the organizing center of the predicate, but until the 
problem of verbstem classification is dealt with in Lesson 7, a full description of the predicate 
is not possible. At present, however, the general nature of the stem can be explained and the 
fillers for the Tense position can be described. 

1. The STEM position is the locus for lexical meaning (and consequently the determinant 
of intransitive or transitive valence) as well as the locus for the categories of voice and aspect. 

The category of voice has two features: active and nonactive. Active voice is the shape of 
the verbstem that shows a specific agent is in control of the action, event, process, or state 
referred to. Nonactive voice is the shape of the verbstem that shows a nonspecific agent is in 
control. A stem in the active voice is used to create an active VNC. A stem in the nonactive 
voice is used to create either a passive VNC (see Lesson 21) or an impersonal one (see Les- 
son 22). The active stem is the underlying or basic stem; that is, it serves as the source for the 
derivation of the nonactive stem (see Lesson 20). 

The category of aspect has two features: imperfective and perfective. Imperfective aspect 
catches an action, event, etc., during its career, as an ongoing happening, without regard to its 
beginning or end. Perfective aspect catches the event at the moment of either its beginning or 
its end. The imperfective verbstem is the underlying or basic stem; that is, it serves as the 
source for the formation of the perfective stem. Since, in the majority, of instances this for- 
mation is not predictable, it is necessary to learn both the imperfective and the perfective stem 
of each verb (see Lesson 7). 

The three categories found in the verbstem (aspect, valence, voice) create eight contrasting 
stem kinds, schematized as follows: 

imperfective ] { intransitive 1 [ active 1 
stem 

perfective transitive nonactive 

These will be discussed in detail in later lessons. 

2. The tns slot is the locus for the combined categories of mood and tense. 
The category of mood has to do with the speaker's attitude toward what is being said. In 

Nahuatl it has three features: indicative (for reporting facts), optative (for expressing wishes), 
and admonitive (for issuing admonitions). 

The category of tense is the grammatical means of correlating the time-of-the-occur- 
rence-being-reported with the time-of-utterance. Tense basically has three features, past, pres- 
ent, and future, but these interact with the categories of mood and aspect in such a way that 
Nahuatl has the following tense distinctions. 

Indicative mood: 
On imperfective stem: present, customary-present, imperfect, and future tenses 
On perfective stem: preterit and distant-past tenses 
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Optative mood: 
On imperfective stem: nonpast and past tenses 

Admonitive mood: 
On perfective stem: nonpast tense 

To express these distinctions, tense and mood are fused into a single position, the Tense posi- 
tion, which is filled by the following morphs: 

Indicative: present = 0; customary present = ni; imperfect = yii - ya [The morpheme is 
1ya:I.l; future = z; preterit = 0; distant past = c% - ca [The morpheme is /ka:/.] 

Optative: nonpast = 0; past = ni 
Admonitive: nonpast = h [for Class A verbs]; 0 [for all other classes] 

The explanation of how these tense morphs cooperate with the verbstem classes is given in 
Lesson 7. 

Note: The indicative tenses in Nahuatl have the following translation values in English: 
Present: simple present (e.g., "he sings"); present progressive (e.g., "he is singing"); emphatic (e.g., "he does 

sing") 
Customary present: general present (e.g., "he sings"); customary present (e.g., "he customarily/habitu- 

ally/usually sings") 
Imperfect: customary past (e.g., "he customarily/habitually sang, he used to sing"); past progressive (e.g., 

"he was singing") 
Future: future (e.g., "he will sing"); future-in-the-past (e.g., "he would sing7'-as in "he said he would sing") 
Preterit: simple past (e.g., "he sang"); emphatic past (e.g., "he did sing"); present perfect (e.g., "he has sung"); 

future perfect (e.g., "he will have sung") 
Distant past: simple past (e.g., "he sang3'-with the implication of occurrence prior to a later event); past per- 

fect (e.g., "he had sung9'-also called the pluperfect). 
As suggested earlier, there is a difference between tense (a grammatical category) and time (an existential cate- 

gory); tense belongs to language, where as time occurs out in the world. In certain contexts a present-tense VNC may, 
for example, refer to past time. Other shifts are possible. The most important of these special usages are pointed out 
in 5 57.1. 

Remark: Keep in mind the ambiguity of the subject personal-pronoun singular-number dyad +U-0. It can occur 
in a preterit- or future-tense VNC as a variant of +qui-0, in a nonpast optative-tense VNC (compare the plural-num- 
ber dyad +c-iin), and in a nonpast admonitive-tense VNC (compare the plural-number dyad +bin). 
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The Transitive VNC Formula. Object Pronouns 
(Refer to Appendix A for full VNC forms.) 

6.1. The Transitive VNC Formulas. The two transitive formulas given in 4.5 differ from the 
intransitive formula only in the Valence position; therefore, only this position need now be 
discussed in order to deal with the transitive formulas. 

The Valence position is another personal-pronoun position and therefore must involve the 
categories of person, number, animacy, humanness, and case (see 4.6). The case category 
here exploits the feature objective. This necessitates the presence of three categorial distinc- 
tions in personal pronouns that were not pertinent in the nominative-case forms: trajectory, 
specificity, and prominence. 

The category of trajectory has three features: projective, reflexive, reciprocative. When 
there is projective trajectory, the action referred to by the verbstem affects some entity other 
than the one referred to by the subject (e.g., "I saw him"). In reflexive trajectory the affected 
entity is the same as that referred to by the subject (e.g., "I saw myself '). Reciprocative tra- 
jectory occurs when two or more entities referred to by the objective-case pronoun are the 
same as those referred to by the nominative-case pronoun and mutual interaction takes place 
between these referents (e.g., "We saw one another"). 

The category of specificity has two features: specific and nonspecific. A specific pronoun 
refers to one or more specific entities (e.g., "I saw him"; "I saw them"). Such a pronoun is a 
personal pronoun. A nonspecific pronoun refers to an unidentified or general entity (e.g., "I 
saw someone," "I saw everyone"). A nonspecific pronoun is not, therefore, a personal pronoun 
but an indejkite one (however, the indefinite objective-case forms are matched in the nomi- 
native case by third-person personal pronouns in cooperation with a nonactive verbstem; see 
Lesson 22). 

The category of prominence has two features: mainline and shuntline. The contrast is 
brought into play as the result of morphosyntactic processes. An objective-case form has main- 
line prominence either originally or as the result of a causative or applicative derivation. When 
a new object is added to an already transitive stem, however, an earlier object is demoted to 
shuntline prominence, i.e., it becomes shunted into the background. This is discussed in detail 
in Lessons 21 to 26. 
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6.2. The Transitive VNC Formula with the Monadic Valence Position. The second VNC for- 
mula in § 4.5 is the simpler of the two transitive formulas, since it has a Valence position that 
is monadic. It is as follows: 

Linear format: #per+-pers2+va(STEM)tns+num1-mm2# 
Diagrammatic format: 

#persl-pers2+. . .+numl-num2# I Subject 

The Valence position in this formula concentrates the pronominal categories into one of three 
possible morphs: 

l. a shuntline reflexive/reciprocative-object morph: ne The use of this personal-pronoun 
morph is discussed in Lessons 21 to 26. 

2. a nonspecijk third-person projective-object morph, contrasting human and nonhuman: 

a. te = someone; anyone; people (in general); everyone; all 

b. tla = something; anything; things (in general); everything 

These are indemite pronouns, not personal ones (see 6.1). The gloss "something" refers to 
either nonanimate OR animate entities; that is, the contrast between these two pronominal pre- 
fixes does not reside in anirnateness but in humanness (compare 12.5). The following scheme 
explains the relationship. 

Human ' te ) Animate 
Nonhuman [ 

tla ) Nonanimate 

The mainline and shuntline forms are the same. 

Note: There are times when tla is used to refer to people in general, with the translation value of "everyone," or 
"people (in general)." 

6.3. The Transitive VNC Formula with the Dyadic Valence Position. When the personal 
pronoun in the objective case is mainline and has specific reference, four bits of infor- 
mation become important: trajectory, person, number, and case (i.e., objective case). All 
of these are combined into the dyadic subpositions va* and va2. The VNC formula is as 
follows: 

Linear format: #persl-pers2+va1-va2(STEM)tns+num1-num2#. 
Diagrammatic format: 



#per1-pers2+. . .+numl-num2# I Subject 
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6.4. The Projective Personal-Pronoun Objects. When the valence position is dyadic, the cat- 
egories of person, number, and case are combined differently in vaz and va2 depending on 
whether the projective-object personal pronouns are 3rd person or not. 

1. Subposition vaz always manifests the category of person, but it is NEVER present as the 
only information in the subposition. 

a. For the 3rd person, person is combined with objective case in the vaz subposition. The 
morphic filler has the variants cfqu - qui. The first two are merely spelling variants. The [i] on 
the third is a supportive vowel. If a VNC-internal vowel stands on either side of the morph, its 
shape is c or qu according to the rules for spelling [k] given in Lesson 2. For example: 

con. . 
ca . . [The [a] is part of the stem.] 
nichu81. . . [Concerning the combination chu, see 5 2.3.4.1 
tiqui . . . [The second [i] is part of the stem.] 
que . . . [The [e] is part of the stem.] 

The qui morph is used before a consonant when the VNC's subject pronoun has 0-0 as the 
filler of thepersz-pers2 dyad. For example: 

quihu8l . . . 
quimo . . . 

b. For the l st and 2nd persons, person is combined with number in the val subposition. 
The morphic fillers are: 

m = 2nd singular 
am = 2nd plural 
n = 1st singular 
t = 1st plural 

With the exception of the second-singular morph, these vaz morphs are identical to the 
persz morphs (see 5.3.1). But unlike the morphs in persz, these vaz morphs allow no ambi- 
guity-necessarily so, since here no disambiguating device exists elsewhere in the VNC. 

2. Subposition va2 makes up for the category not contained in vaz. This is accomplished as 
follows. 

a. For the 3rd person, the va2 subposition manifests number: 

0 = singular 
irn - in . . . = plural 
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The plural morph im occurs only before [m], [p], or a vowel. Although only one other variant 
morph is shown (namely, in), the suspension points indicate that all the nasal assimilations of 

2.11.1, 2.12.4, and 2.12.5 are possible: iz, ix, etc. 

b. For the non-3rd persons the va2 subposition expresses objective case, which is man- 
ifested by the morpheme /e:E/. This has two morphic variants: 

&h [for 2nd plural, 1st singular, and 1st plural] 
itz [For 2nd singular. The phone [g] is a frequent variant for the phoneme /E/ (see 

2.3.4).] 

Both of these morphs are subject to assimilation (see 2.10.5, 2.10.6, and 2.11.2); ech may 
therefore appear in a text spelled as etz, et, ez, or ex, and itz may appear as ich, it, i, iz, or ix. 

6.5. Summary of Personal Pronouns in the Specific Projective-Object Function. The morphic 
dyads in the following paradigm are automatic equivalents to the English object personal 
pronouns. 

+n-&h( = "+l sg-obj (" = me 
+t-ech( = "+lpl-obj(" = us 
+m-itz( = "+2sg-obj(" = you (sg) 
+am-Gch( = "+2pl-obj(" = you (pl) 
+c-0( 1 +qu-0( - +qui-0( = "+3obj-sg(" = hirnlherlit (animate); it/them (nonanimate) 
+qu-im( = "+3obj-pl(" = them (animate) 

The variants created by assimilation (see 6.4) are, of course, to be included in this listing. 

6.6. The Mainline Reflexive Personal-Pronoun Objects. The valence position has the fol- 
lowing subposition-and-categorial-feature alignments when the personal-pronoun object is 
mainline reflexive. When plural, the reflexive object may have a reciprocative meaning 
instead of a reflexive one. A mainline reflexive/reciprocative verb object reflects the person 
and number information of the subject. There is, then, no need for the object to repeat this 
information, and Nahuatl does not do so except in the first person. 

1. Subposition val is the locus of the categories of person and number. 

n = l st singular 
t = 1 st piural 
m = nonfirst common 

2. Subposition va2 is the locus of the objective-case feature, which is manifested by the 
morph o. When the verbstem begins with a vowel, however, the o morph is replaced by the 
irregular morph 0 (but see 7.8.4, note). 

6.7. Summary of Personal Pronouns in the Mainline Reflexive-Object Function. The morphic 
dyads in the following paradigm are automatic equivalents to the English translations indicated. 
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+n-o( - +mu( = "+l sg-reflexobjr = myself 
+t-o( - +t-U( = "+lpl-reflexobj(" = ourselves; one another 
+m-o( - +mu( = "+nonfirst-reflexobjr = yourself; himself/herself/itsel~ yourselves, one 

another; themselves, one another 
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Verbstem Classes 

7.1. Morphemic Structure of Verbstems. As stated in 5.5.1, a verbstem is the locus for the 
lexical meaning expressed by a VNC. The verbstem may be monomorphemic (i.e., consist of 
a single morpheme): 

(ye) = to be 
(miqui) = to die 
(chbca) = to cry 
(tern@ = to descend 

A much greater number of verbstems, however, are polymorphemic (i.e., consist of more than 
one morpheme). When this is the case, an analyzed stem shows its constituent morphs iso- 
lated by hyphens (as with all position-internal constituents). Be advised, however, that the 
morphs of an analyzed stem will not be glossed individually; the translation given will be of 
the stem as a unified whole. 

(chol-0-2) = lit., to use hooves; i.e., to bound away, to jump, to flee [formed from (cho1)-li-, 
"hoof '1 

(tzin-ti) = lit., to have buttocks; i.e., to have a foundation, to have a beginning [< (tzin)-tli-, 
"anus, buttock"] 

(izta-ya) = lit., to become like salt; i.e., to be(come) white [< (izta)-tl-, "salt"] 
(chip-2-hua) = to become clean 
(patl-2-ni) = to fly 

In a given instance the meaning of a stem-internal morpheme may not be known, even if its 
existence is absolutely established by morphological analysis. The morphs (chip-) and (patl-) 
in the last two verbstems above are examples of this. In the instance of (patl-), its existence is 
verified by its participation in the verbstem (patl-2-hua), "to become extended, to become 
spread out, to become wide" as well as by the fact that -2-ni occurs in a large number of sim- 
ilarly formed intransitive verbstems; thus, while we can surmise that (patl-3-ni) contains the 
notion of widespread wings, the exact meaning of (patl-) remains uncertain. As for (chip-), 
its meaning is even less ascertainable, although its existence as a morph is equally justifiable. 
In certain verbstems the hyphenation indicating morphic boundaries may seem excessive, as, 
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for example, in (5-l-ti-S), "to bathe," but each constituent morph can be justified by contrastive 
analysis. 

7.2. The Citation Form of Verbstems. If Nahuatl were like English or Spanish, one could cite 
a verbstem without mentioning its valence or, in problematic instances, use notations such as 
tr: (transitive), intr: (intransitive), etc. Nahuatl, however, is quite unlike English or Spanish. 
Knowing the valence of a verbstem is essential, since Nahuatl is extremely strict about express- 
ing it in almost every instance of a verbcore. It is, therefore, important not to cite the verbstem 
but, rather, the verbcore (i.e., the valence-plus-stem unit). This was a fact that Molina, in his 
dictionary, understood very well, and he always gave the verb-object pronouns that the verb- 
stem required for each entry. Subsequent lexicographers and grammarians have ignored the 
need for including this information. 

In recognition of the importance of the verbcore, every verbstem in these lessons will be 
cited with the verb object appropriate to it, with the verb-object prefixes te and tla represent- 
ing any human or nonhuman projective-object pronoun, the morphic dyad m-o (or m-0) rep- 
resenting any mainline reflexive-object pronoun, and the first-person plural morphic dyad t-o 
(or t-0) representing any mainline human reciprocative-object pronoun. The following are 
examples of the way in which citation forms for verbs will be treated: 

(chbca) = to cry [intransitive] 
tP-(nbtza) = to call s.0. [projective transitive, human object] 
tla-(chihua) = to make s.th. [projective transitive, nonhuman object] 
m-o-(zbmii) = to frown in anger [reflexive transitive with consonant-initial or supportive 

[il-initial stem] 
m-0-(P-hu-a) = to get up [reflexive transitive with "real" vowel-initial stem] 
t-o-(tla-zo-h-tla) = to love one another [human reciprocative transitive with consonant- 

initial or supportive [i]-initial stem] 
t-0-(ix-nSrniqui) = to contend with one another [human reciprocative-transitive with "real" 

vowel-initial stem] 

7.3. Verbstern Classes. Verbstems belong to one of four classes, depending on the nature of 
their perfective stems. These may have morphic-carrier shapes either identical to or different 
from those of the basic shape of their imperfective-stem counterparts. Difference depends on 
what happens to the stem-final vowel of the imperfective stem. 

1. The perfective stem and verbstem classes. 

Class A: There are two subclasses in Class A.When the imperfective stem's final vowel is 
short, the imperfective stem and the perfective stem have the same morphic-carrier shape: e.g., 
(ch6ca) > (chbca); (ihza) > (ihza). This is Class A-l. 

When the imperfective stem's final vowel is a long /o:/ or /L/, there are two perfective 
stem shapes, one of which is identical to the imperfective stem and the other of which ends 
in a short vowel: e.g., (temb) > (temb) - (temo); (ehcb) > (ehcb) - (ehco). This is Class A-2. 
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Class B: There are two kinds of Class B stems, depending or whether the vowel of the 
imperfective stem's final "CV" (consonant + vowel) syllable (which is always preceded 
by a vowel) is merely part of a morpheme or is a morpheme in its own right. In the first 
kind, the final vowel simply disappears in the perfective stem: e.g., (ybli) > (ybl); 
tla-(chihua) - tla-(chiuh). In the second kind, the final vowel is the causative morpheme 
/a/ (see, for example, 24.3), which in the perfective stem is represented by the irregular 
(silently present) morphic carrier [U]: e.g., tla-(tom-a) > tla-(ton-n). Notice that a perfec- 
tive stem with a disappeared vowel and one with a silently-present morph can be phono- 
logically identical: e.g., (tomi) > (ton) and tla-(tom-a) > tla-(ton-0). The absence or pres- 
ence of the verb-object pronoun distinguishes the two perfective stems. In the analyzed 
forms given in these lessons, the silently-present causative morph will not be indicated 
(i.e., the second kind of class B perfective stem will be analyzed as if it were the first kind). 
This is done in order to simplify the analysis of complicated stems to be presented in later 
lessons. 

Class C: The imperfective stem of Class C verbs always ends in a final /a:/ preceded by 
either 101 or /i/. The perfective stem replaces the /a:/ with a glottal stop: e.g., (chol-0-2) > 
(chol-o-h); t&@-l-ti-ii) > t&(ii-l-ti-h). 

Class D: The imperfective stem of Class D verbs always ends in a syllable consisting of a 
consonant and /a:/. The perfective stem adds a glottal stop after the /a:/. This vowel is thereby 
obligatorily shortened: e.g., (yii) > (yah). 

2. The imperfective stem and verbstem classes. While aperfective stem has only one shape 
(except for that of Class A-2 verbs), an imperfective stem may have one, two, or four differ- 
ent shapes depending on its verbstem class. 

Class A imperfective stem: If the final vowel is short, there is only one shape: e.g., (chbca). 
If the final vowel is long, there are two shapes: e.g., (temb) - (temo). 

Class B imperfective stem: only one shape: e.g., (ybli); tla-(tom-a). 
Class C imperfective stem: four shapes: e.g., (chol-0-3) - (chol-o-a) - (chol-6) - (chol-0); 

te-(ii-1-ti-3) - t&(ii-1-ti-a) - ti5-(2-1-ti) - t&(ii-I-ti). 
Class D imperfective stem, two shapes: e.g., (yii) - (ya). 

In the instance of Class C and Class D verbs, the shape of the imperfective stem is corre- 
lated with the tense morphs as demonstrated in 7.7. In these two classes the stems with short 
vowels occur only when vocable final or when followed by the plural number dyad 0-h. This 
means, for example, that the truncated Class C imperfective stem with a short final vowel 
occurs only in the three singular forms of the nonpast optative; see 8 7.7. The imperfective 
stem of Class A verbs with a long stem-final vowel has a short vowel in the same circum- 
stances, but also in all forms of the nonpast admonitive. 

Note: The final /a:/ of Class C verbs is the carrier of a derivational morph, and therefore the two "truncated" 
shapes of the imperfective stem (e.g., (chol-6) and (chol-0)) should be represented with a silently present variant (e.g., 
(chol-6-1) and (chol-0-1)). In a more technical presentation this variant would always be indicated in analyzed 
forms, but in these lessons, because of morphological complexities to be presented later, the irregular sigic carrier 
will not be represented. 
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7.4. Changes in Class B Per$ective Stems. With Class B perfective stems, the loss or silenc- 
ing of the final vowel of the imperfective stem entails spelling changes in certain instances; in 
other instances, it entails phonological changes, as demonstrated in the following examples: 

1. Spelling changes (see 5 2.4): 

2. Phonological changes (see Lesson 2): 

/W/ > [y] : (ce-hui) > (ce-uh) 
/kV: tla-(tzacu-a) > tla-(tzauc) 
/m/ > [Q] : (nerni) > (nen) 
/y/ > [S]: (tla6co-ya) > (tla6co-X) 

Or, if the root of a ya-stem contains an /S/ sound, frequently the change is: 

/y/ > [S]: (cel-i-ya) > (cel-i-z); (izta-ya) > (izta-z). 

Remark: The failure of traditional spelling to represent an intervocalic /W/ in the sequence Iowa/ and an inter- 
vocalic /y/ in the sequences /iya/, /iye/, /eya/, and /ayit in the imperfective stem obscures the operation of these 
phonological changes. For example: 

tla-(z6hua) [traditionally spelled tla-(zoa)] > tla-(z6uh) 
tP-(chiya) [traditionally spelled te-(chia)] > tP-(chix) 
tP-(chiye) [traditionally spelled te-(chie)] > tP-(chix) 
(ce-ya) [traditionally spelled (cea) and (cia)] > (ce-ya) - (ce-z) 
tla-(iiyi) [traditionally spelled tla-(ai)] > tla-(a) 

Furthermore, the traditional spellings oa and ia mislead one into thinking that the verb belongs to Class C. 

7.5. Variable Class Membership. Certain verbs, the majority of which have an intransitive 
valence, may be nondistinctively either Class A or Class B; i.e., they have alternative forrna- 
tions for the perfective stem: 

(yec-ti-ya) > (yec-ti-ya) - (yet-ti-X) 
(cel-i-ya) > (cel-i-ya) - (cel-i-z) 
(e-hua) > (e-hua) - (e-uh) 

7.6. Guidelines for Determining Verbstem-Class Membership. Although, as has been stated, 
the perfective stem cannot be predicted in the majority of cases, there are, nevertheless, rules 
that govern the formation in certain instances. 

1. Monosyllabic verbstems ending in long /a:/ belong to Class D (see 5 7.6.8 and 5 11 S.2); 
otherwise, monosyllabic verbstems belong to Class A. 

tla-(pi) > tla-(pi) 
tla-(i) > tla-(I) 
(0) > (0) 

tla-(cui) > tla-(cui) 
m-o-(z6) > m-o-(z6) 
*(S) > (S) [See 5 11.4.4; this is an exception.] 

2. Verbstems whose final vowel is preceded by two consonants or by a long consonant 
belong to Class A: 
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(tzin-ti) > (tzin-ti) 
(pil-ca) > (pil-ca) 
tla-(itqui) > tla-(itqui) 
(ix-hui) > (ix-hui) 

(iuc-ci) > (iuc-ci) 
(chihcha) > (chihcha) 
(tzahtzi) > (tzahtzi) 
te-(itt-a) > te-(itt-a) 

3. Verbstems whose final syllable is /ka/ belong to Class A: 

(po-p6-ca) > (po-p6-ca) te-(toca) > t&(toca) 

But tla-(piica) may also belong to Class B: 

tla-(piica) > tla-(piica) - tla-(piic) 

4. Verbstems whose final syllable is /ha/ belong to Class A: 

(tla-tla) > (tla-tla) tla-(m6tla) > tla-(m6tla) 

5. Intransitive Verbstems that end in /wa/ and signify change belong to Class A: 

(tom-ii-hua) > (tom-3-hua) = to become plump 
(chip-2-hua) > (chip-ii-hua) = to become clean 

6. Verbstems whose final syllable is /ya/ belong to Class B. The /y/ changes to [S] (see 5 7.4.2): 

But verbstems ending in /ya/ with a root that contains an /S/ sound change the /y/ to [S] (see 5 
7.4.2): 

(izta-ya) > (izta-z) (cel-i-ya) > (cel-i-z) 

Intransitive verbstems ending in /ya/ usually have the option of also belonging to Class A: 

(izta-ya) > (izta-ya) - (izta-z) 
(chichi-ya) > (chichi-ya) - (chichi-X) 

7. Verbs ending in 101 or /o:/ belong to Class A: 

(0) > (0) (tlehc6) > (tlehc6) 

8. The following eight verbstems belong to Class D: 

tla-(cuii) > tla-(cuah) = to eat s.th. 
tla-(m@ > tla-(mah) = to hunt s.th., to capture s.th. 
tla-(pii) > tla-(pah) = to dye s.th. 
tla-(ihuii) >tla-(ihuah) = to send s.th. (i.e., a message) 
tla-(miimii) > tla-(miimah) = to carry s.th. on one's back [There is a variant stem 

tla-(meme) > tla-(memeh).] 
tla-(niihuii) > tla-(niihuah) = to embrace s.th. 
(yii) > (yah) = to go [See 5 11.5.2.1 
m-o-(z6mii) > m-o-(z6mah) = to frown in anger 

7.7. Summary of the Core-and-Tense Constituents in the Formation of a VNC Predicate. The 
following charts of VNC predicates illustrate the variation in the shape of the Stem in reaction 
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to the Tense morphs (see 5.4.2). The stem variants are shown on different lines. The total 
number of stem shapes (imperfective and perfective together) is stated for each stem class. 
It is essential to study these predicate formations with care, becoming thoroughly acquainted 
with them. They cooperate with the subject pronouns presented in 5.4 to form VNCs. 

In the charts the predicates to the left of the double-line division show indicative tenses, 
those to the right either optative or admonitive tenses. These predicates are displayed in the par- 
adigms of VNCs in Appendix A. 

Class A Verbal Predicates. When the stem-final vowel is short, only one stem shape is used. 
[(chika), "to cry." This is a Class A-l stem.] 

1. On the imperfective stem: 

I Indicative I( Optative I 

2. On the perfective stem: 

present 

(chbca)B+ 

When the stem-final vowel is a long /o:/ or a long h:/, two stem shapes are used. The two occur 
in both the imperfective and the perfective aspects. [(tern@, "to descend." This is a Class A-2 

cust.pres. 

(chGca)ca+ 

stem.] 

Admonitive 

nonpast 

(chaca)h+ 

Indicative 

l .  On the imperfective stem: 

imperfect 

(chbca)ya+ 

preterit 

(ch6ca)B+ 

dist.past 

(chika)ca+ 

2. On the perfective stem: 

future 

(chiica)z+ 

Indicative Optative 

nonpast 

(tern@@+ (temG)ni+ --P- 

nonpast 

(chbca)B+ 

present 

(temo)B+ 

past 

(ch6ca)ni+ 

imperfect 

(temG)ya+ 

cust.pres. 

(temb)ni+ 

Class B Verbal Predicates. Two stem shapes are used. [(ydi), "to live"] 

1. On the imperfective stem: 

future 

(temG)z+ 

Admonitive 

nonpast 

(temo)h 

Indicative 

preterit 

(ternG)B+ 

dist.past 

(tem6)ca+ 
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2. On the perfective stem: 

Indicative 

Class C Verbal Predicates. Five stem shapes are used. [(chol-o-a), "to flee"] 

1. On the imperfective stem: 

Optative 

I Indicative 

nonpast 

(yGli)@+ 

future 

(yGli)z+ 

present 

(yGli)8+ 

Admonitive 

nonpast 

(yG1)8+ 

Indicative 

past 

(yGli)ni+ 

preterit 

(yGl)fl+ 

2. On the perfective stem: 

cust.pres. 

(yGli)ni+ 

dist.past 

(yGl)ca+ 

present 

(chol-0-a)0+ 

Optative I 

imperfect 

(yGli)ya+ 

I Indicative I( Admonitive I 

(chol-G)z+ 

cust.pres. 

(chol-o-ii)ni+ 

Class D Verbal Predicates. Three stem shapes are used. [tla-(cua), "to eat s.th."] 

1. On the imperfective stem: 

imperfect 

(chol-o-ii)ya+ 

future 

nonpast 

(chol-o-h)0+ 

preterit 

(chol-o-h)0+ 

2. On the perfective stem: 

dist.past 

(chol-o-h)ca+ 

Indicative Optative 

future 

+tla(cuii)z+ 

nonpast 

+tla(culi)0+ 

+tla(cua)0+ 

present 

+tla(cua)0+ 

Admonitive 

nonpast 

+tla(cuah)0+ 

Indicative 

past 

+tla(cuP)ni+ 

preterit 

+tla(cuah)0+ 

cust.pres. 

+tla(cuii)ni+ 

dist.past 

+tla(cuah)ca+ 

imperfect 

+tla(cuii)ya+ 
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7.8. Analysis and Translation of VNCs. Now that all the components of VNCs have been pre- 
sented, examples of complete forms can finally be given. In order to demonstrate the impor- 
tance of the subject-plus-predicate structure OBLIGATORILY occurring in all VNCs, the first 
example in each verbstem class includes an analysis according to the diagrammatic format. 
This format effectively forces one to recognize the absolute division between the subject and 
predicate constituents. All examples are in the indicative mode (optative and admonitive VNCs 
are presented in Lessons 9 and 10). 

In the linear format the morphic-carrier analysis is followed by the morphic-content 
analysis, which is followed by the translation. (The constituent morphic carriers of a stem 
are not glossed individually; instead, the unified translation value of the stem as a whole is 
given.) In the diagrammatic format the morphic-carrier analysis is followed by a func- 
tion-unit analysis, which is followed by a translational equivalent. In the latter format the 
morphic-carrier segments are only representatives of morphs since the morphic-content seg- 
ments are not given. 

1. VNCs formed on Class A verbstems: 

tichiciihuaz = #ti-0(chic-ii-hua)z+W#, "#2sg-nom(become-strong)fut+con-sg#= you 
(sg) will become strong 

(chic-a-hua) = become strong Predicate 
= in the future 

Other examples: 

titembqueh = #ti-0(tem6)0+qu-eh#, "#lpl-nom(descend)pret+con-pl#" = we descended 

quimittacah = #0-0+qu-im(itt-a)ca+0-h#, "3-nom+3obj-pl(see)distpast+con-pl#" = 

they saw them; they had seen them 

nam&htlazohtla = #n-@+am-i?ch(tla-zo-h-tla)0+0-B#, "#lsg-nom+2pl-obj(love)pres+ 

con-sg#" = I love you (pl) 

2. VNCs formed on Class B verbstems: 

ancochiyah = #an-0(cochi)ya+0-h#, "#2pl-nom(sleep)imperf+con-pl#" = you (pl) used 
to sleep, you (pl) were sleeping 

#an-O(. . . +@-h# I Subject 11 = YOU (PI) 
(cochi) 1 ] 11 = deep -------------- Predicate 

)ya+ = customarily in the past 

Other examples: 

miccah = #0-0(mic)ca+0-h#, "#3-nom(die)distpast+con-pl#" = they had died 
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niquiz = hi-8(quiz)8+[1-B#, "#kg-nom(exit)pret+con-sg#" = I went out [Occasionally 

ambiguous VNCs occur, i.e., two phonologically identical vocables can have differ- 
ent morphological structure: niquiz can also represent #ni-0+qu-0(i)z+U-B#, 
"#lsg-nom+3obj-sg(drink)fut+con-sg#" = "I shall drink it."] 

tiquizaz = #ti-B(quiza)z+n-0#, "#2sg-nom(exit)fut+con-sg# = you will go out 

3. VNCs formed on class C verbstems: 

titdohqueh = #ti-0(t6l-o-h)0+qu-eh#, "#lpl-nom(nod-the-head)pret+con-pl#," we nod- 
ded our heads, we bowed our heads 

Other examples: 

titit6nizqueh = #ti-8+t-n(i-tbn-i)z+qu-eh#, "#lpl-nom+lpl-reflexobj(cause-become- 
sweaty)fut+con-pl#" = we shall sweat 

nictliiliiini = #ni-@+c-O(tlii1-i-ii)ni+0-0#, "#lsg-nom+3obj-sg(set-down)custpres+con- 
sg#" = I customarily set idthem down 

quicelihca = #0-0+qui-0(ce-lih)ca+0-0#, "#3-nom+3obj-sg(receive)distpast+con-sg#" 
= helshe received idthem (long ago); helshe had received idthem 

#ti-O(. . . +qu-eh# 
(td-0-h) 

---------------------------------.-------p----- 

)g+ 

4. VNCs formed on class D verbstems: 

amechmahcah = #0-0+am-Gch(mah)ca+O-h#, #3-nom+2pl-obj(capture)distpast+ 
con-pl#" = they captured you (pl) (long ago); they had captured you (pl) 

#0-O+. . .+0-h# I Subject 11 = they 

Subject 

Predicate 
Tns 1 

+am-ech(mah) Core 
-------------- 

= capture you (pl) Predicate 
)ca+ 1 1 11 = at a past prior to another event 

=we  
= nod the head 

- 

= at a past moment 

Other examples: 

nitlacuiini = #ni-B+tIa(cuii)ni+O-0#, "#lsg-nom+s.th.(eat)custpres+con-sg#" = I cus- 
tomarily eat things, I customarily eat 

anquipah = #an-B+qui-0(pa)0+0-h#, "#2pl-nom+3obj-sg(dye)pres+con-pl#" = you (pl) 
are dyeing idthem 

ticmiimiiya = #ti-0+~-0(mi%rnii)ya+0-0#, "#2sg-nom+3obj-sg(carry-on-the-back)cust- 
past+con-sg#" = you (sg) used to carry idthem on your back; you (sg) were carrying 
it/them on your back 
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Note 1: When the mainline reflexive object is prefixed to a verbstem whose initial vowel is merely a supportive 
[i], the [i] is no longer needed and is omitted. (In order to save space, from this point on the analyzed versions of 
VNCs will represent morphs by the morphic-carrier segments alone. The student should constantly be conscious of 
the matching morphic-content segments needed for a full morphic analysis and should supply them as in the above 
examples.) 

ninotta = #ni-0+n-o(tt-a)0+0-W = I see myself 
Contrast this situation with one in which the initial vowel of the stem is real: 

nininiiya = #ni-0+n-O(iniiya)0+0-0# = I hide myself; I hide 
Those verbstems that have a supportive [i] for an initial vowel lose it after the nonspecific nonhuman projective 
object tla: 

nitlatqui = #ni-0+tla(tqui)0+0-0# = I carry s.th., I carry things 
This does not happen after the nonspecific human projective object te: 

niteitta = #ni-0+te(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see s.o., I see people [Contrast nitlatta = #ni-0+tla(tt-a)0+0-W = "I 
see s.th., I see things."] 

The matter is not always as clear-cut as the foregoing remarks imply. Some verbstems are inconsistent (especially 
those beginning with ih-); the stem-initial i is now a supportive [i] (e.g., it disappears after tla) and now a real /i/ (e.g., 
it remains after the reflexive object pronoun and forces its va2 morphic carrier o to shift to its variant 0): 

tla-(iht-0-2) > tlahtoa = he says s.th. 
but: m-0-(iht-0-3) > mihtoa = it says itself; i.e., it is said 
tla-(zlchiqui) > tlahchiqui = he scrapes s.th. (e.g., the heart of the maguey plant) 
but: m-0-(ihchiqui) > ninihchiqui = I scratch my back (against a wall, a post, etc.) 

Some stems are downright ambivalent: 
tla-(ihcequi) > tlahcequi 

= he toasts S-th. (maize kernels, peas, etc.) on a comal 
tla-(ihcequi) > tlaihcequi 

It is possible that this kind of amb<valence is due to dialectal difference. 

Note 2: Although morphologically different, the first-person plural present indicative and the second-person sin- 
gular preterit VNCs built on a Class D verbstem are phonologically identical, as are the third-person plural present 
indicative and the third-person singular preterit indicative VNCs built on Class D verbstems. 

titlacuah = #ti-0+tla(cua)0+0-h# = we eat, we are eating 
titlacuah = #ti-0+tla(cuah)0+0-0# = you (sg) ate 
tlacuah = M-0+tla(cua)0+0-h# = they eat, they are eating 
tlacuah = #0-0+tla(cuah)0+[1-0# = helshe ate 

In a text that does not indicate glottal stops (see Appendix F), care must be taken to avoid confusing the singular 
VNCs in the present tense and the preterit tense when the verbstem belongs to Class D. Without the distinguishing 
presence of the antecessive order prefix (which is optional; see 5 3.2.4 and 5 8.3), a VNC such as nitlacua in such 
a text may represent the preterit as easily as the present, thus offering the two translational possibilities, "I ate" and 
"I am eating." 

7.9. Summary: The Relationship of Indefinite and Personal-Pronoun Objects. The indefi- 
nite pronouns te and tla have the following relationships with the specific reflexive and pro- 
jective personal pronouns. As the translation of the indefinites shows, "indefinite" ranges 
from nonspecific or vague to total (and the totality can be absolute or limited to a particu- 
lar group). 

1. The human object specified: 

a. niteitta = M-0+te(itt-a)@+@-@# = I see s.o./people/everyone 

b. ninotta = M-0+n-o(tt-a)@+@-# = I see myself 

nirnitzitta = #ni-@+m-itz(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see you (sg) 
niquitta = M-0+qu-@(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see hidher 
nitechitta = M-0+t-ech(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see us 
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namechitta = #n-0+am-ech(itt-a)0+0-B# = I see you (pl) 
niquimitta = #ni-0+qu-im(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see them 

If the VNC in item a had been titeitta ("you (sg) see s.o."), the specific-object VNCs in item 
b would have been tinechitta ("you see me"), timotta ("you see yourself '), etc. If the subject 
in item a had been plural, e.g., titeittah ("we see s.o."), the reflexive plural VNC in item b 
would have included the possibility of a reciprocative meaning: titottah = "we see ourselves" 
or "we see one another." 

2. The nonhuman object specified: 

a. nitlatta = hi-0+tla(tt-a)@+@-0# = I see s.th./things/everything 

b. niquitta = #ni-0+qu-0(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see it (animate or nonanimate); I see them 
(nonanimate) 

niquimitta = #ni-0+qu-im(itt-a)0+0-0# = I see them (animate) 

7.10. Tla Fusion. The nonspecific-object pronoun tla can in certain instances be fused so 
tightly to the transitive stem that a process of derivation takes place and the two elements (tla 
and the transitive stem) are no longer two separate items but rather one single unit. The result 
of this tla fusion is a new verbstem, an intransitive one. For example, nitlachiya ("I am look- 
ing") is not analyzed as #ni-0+tla(chiya)0+0-0# but rather as #ni-0(tla-chiya)0+0-O#. Since 
tla fusion is a derivational process, the meaning of the derived stem is different from that of 
the source stem (translation may have difficulty showing this). 

tla-(piica) = to wash s.th. > (tla-piica) = to do the laundry 
tla-(mama) = to set s.th. down flat > (tla-man-a) = to make an oblation 
tla-(icza) = to step on s.th. > (tla-cza) = to speed along 

It is sometimes difficult to know whether ths  fusion has taken place, that is, whether one is 
dealing with a transitive stem or a derived intransitive one. Fortunately, the decision is fre- 
quently of no great consequence: 

tla-(iht-0-2) = to say s.th. > (tla-ht-0-3) = to speak 

Context may serve as a guide. One clear test is the position of an incorporated adverb; because 
it is bound to the front of a verbstem, it indicates the leftmost boundary of the compound stem 
(see 5 30.5); therefore, if an adverb precedes tla in the VNC, the tla is part of the verbstem. 
Contrast the following: 

Nitlahuelmati. = #ni-0+tla(huel-mati)0+0-0# = I enjoy s.th. 
Nihuellamati. = #ni-0(huel-la-mati)0+0-0# = I am contented. [/V + /h/ > [ll]; see 5 2.10. 

For hue1 see 5 44.5.2.1 
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Further Remarks on VNCs. Basic Sentences 

8.1. The Expanded VNC. The basic VNC, which consists entirely of obligatory constituents, 
can be expanded by the addition of three kinds of (optional) prefixal constituents. The first 
kind creates the only true expansion, since it occurs inside the boundaries of a VNC. The other 
two result in only seeming expansions, since they occur outside a VNC's boundaries. All three 
are adverbial modifiers. One deals with direction or location, another with temporal prece- 
dence, and another with negation. 

1. The directionaMocative prefix. When a verbstem reports movement, a prefix can be 
added inside the VNC to specify direction toward or away from the speaker; when no move- 
ment is involved, the prefix can specify location of the action, event, etc., near to or distant 
from the speaker. 

There are two possible morphic fillers, one representing the notion of DISTANCE, the other 
that of PROXIMITY. 

on = (distance) thither, in that direction, away; there 
hual= (proximity) hither, in this direction; here 

Other possible translations are: "go and . . . ," "come and . . . ," "go (in order) to . . . ," "come 
(in order) to . . . " (see 8 29.7). At times English does not translate these prefixes literally, but 
their presence often changes the translation value of the stem: hu21 changes the notion of going 
into that of coming; on intensifies the notion of movement onward, away. 

The prefix functions as an adverbial modifier of the predicate and is therefore positioned 
inside it, forming part of the core. 

In an intransitive VNC, the prefix is placed in front of the stem: the formula for the verb- 
core is . . .kD(STEM). . . . [& = a morphic boundary indicating that the following constituent 
is optionally present; D = directionalllocative prefix.] 

hualcholoa = #0-0+huiil(chol-o-a)@+@-0# = it is fleeing hither, it is bounding in this 
direction 

tonpanijzqueh = #t-0+on(panij)z+qu-eh# = we will cross over thither [Also spelled 
tsmpanijzqueh, as it is pronounced.] 
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nonmati = h-0+on(mati)0+0-0# = I am knowledgeable thither; i.e., I know how to get 
there, I know the way there [Also spelled nommati, as it is pronounced.] 

In a transitive VNC, the prefix is placed in front of a monadic valence position filled with 
te or tla or a dyadic position filled with a mainline reflexive/reciprocative pronoun: the for- 
mula for the verbcore is . . .+D+va(STEM) . . . or . . .&D+val-va2(STEM). . . . [In the latter, 
val-va2 must be filled by a reflexive/reciprocative pronoun.] 

nihusllattac = hi-0+huBl+la(tt-a)0+c-0# = I came and saw (things) [Ill + /h/ > [Ill; 
see 2.10.1 

onteahciz = #0-0+on+te(ahci)z+0-0# = he will go and overtake S.O. 
amonmSltihcah = #am+on+m-O(2-l-ti-h)ca+n-h-# = you had bathed (yourselves) there 

[The nm is frequently spelled mm as it is pronounced.] 

If the transitive VNC has a dyadic valence position filled with a specific projective pro- 
noun, the direction prefix is placed afer the valence position: . . .+val-va2&D(STEM). . . . 

tiquimonittayah = #ti-0+qu-im+on(itt-a)ya+0-h# = we used to go to see them 

The supportive vowel [i] on apersl morph is replaced by [o] when followed by the val-va2 
dyadic filler c-0 when this is followed by the directional prefix on; that is to say: 

For example: 

noconitta = #no-@+c-0+on(itt-a)@+@-0# = I am going to see himherlit [Or if the object 
is nonanimate: "it/them."] 

toconihuiinih = #to-0+c-0+on(ihuii)ni+0-h# = we customarily send him thither as 
a messenger 

With the verb tG- - tla-(itt-a), "to see s.o./s.th.," nocon-, tocon-, and xocon- have the option 
of deleting the In/ of on. The resulting noco-, toco-, and xoco- entail the dismissal of the sup- 
portive [i] of the verbstem; e.g., nocotta = #no-0+c-0+o(tt-a)@+@-0# = "I am going to see 
himherlit." The formation is rare. 

Two verbstems are exceptional in that they have fused the directionaVlocative prefix to the 
front of the stem due to the high frequency of their association with it: 

(0) > (0) = to lie, to be recumbent, to recline > (on-o) > (on-o) = to lie there, to be lying 
there, to be recumbent there (see 11.4.2). The strength of the fusion can be seen in 
such compound stems as (chiin-on-o), "to reside at home." 

(yii) > (yah) = to go > (huP1-18) > (huB1-lah) = to come [/l/ + /y/ [Ill; see 2.10. Both 
the source stem and the derived stem are irregular; see $8 11 S.2 and 11 S.3.1 

Note l: At times even with a nonstative verbstem, a locative translation sounds better in English. 
arnGchhuSlliilih = M-0+am-&h+hu~@Sl-i-h)0+0-8# = he placed you (pl) here [tG-(tlS1-i-S), "to placelestab- 

lish S.O."] 
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Note 2: Some grammarians (including Carochi) have said that on is used at times merely as an embellishment. 
Such a statement reflects translational mirage; i.e., since Spanish and English at times have no need to translate on, 
it is easy to believe that in these instances it contributes none of its usual meaning to the VNC. For example, one 
translates both naqui and nonaqui as "I fit in" and both tlami and ontlami as "it becomes finished," "it ends," but 
this does not mean that the on is merely "decorative" in these and similar instances. Its directionaYlocative mean- 
ing, as much as that of huPl (against which this charge is not leveled) is too distinctive to fade away into meaning- 
less embellishment. To bring translation in as a witness to this alleged meaninglessness is mere lenguicentric folly. 
The prefix on obviously conveys a meaning to a native speaker that is lacking in a W C  without it. Untranslatable 
meaning does not mean absence of meaning. 

Remark: Certain Nahuatl verbs of motion may have a bidirectionality not shared by their English glosses. For 
example, (huetzi) is usually translated as "to fall," but that it is not limited to a downward motion is seen in the fact 
that huiil-(huetzi), besides meaning "to fall from a height," can also mean "to float upward." Nor is falling involved 
in the compound verbstem huP1-(pan-huetzi), "to rise to the surface," or on-(pan-huetzi), "to climb to the top/to 
reach the top." As these examples suggest, a directional prefix can resolve the question of bidirectionality (at times, 
the context must give additional information). But huPl or on can help only if the direction is on an axis toward or 
away from the speaker. Otherwise, some other means of deciding (e.g., logic, context) must be relied on. For exam- 
ple, the compound verbstem m-o-(icxi-toca), "to follow O.S. by means of foot(prints)," can mean only "to retrace 
one's steps," and metaphorically "to examine one's conscience or past actions," while te-(icxi-toca), "to follow S.O. 

by means of foot(prints)," usually means "to track s.o./to go in pursuit of s.o.," but with tla-(icxi-toca) the direction 
of movement depends on the meaning of the object pronoun. If tla has an animate referent, the verbstem is usually 
translated "to go in pursuit of s.th.," but if it refers to a piece of writing or a painting, the verbstem has the metaphor- 
ical meaning "to go back over s.th.," i.e., "to proofreadfscrutinize s-th." and, possibly, "to correct s-th." @?or com- 
pound verbstems, see Lesson 30.1 

2. The antecessive-order prefix. The antecessive-order particle d# (see 5 3.2.4) is a pre- 
fixal constituent that stands outside the leftward boundary of a VNC or one of the VNC7s fore- 
lying clausemates, so it is quite different from the prefixes in subsection 1 in that it is not an 
adverbial modifier of the predicate of a VNC but of the entire VNC or even of the group con- 
stituted by a VNC plus one or more of its adverbial modifiers. 

The prefixal particle 6# associates only with VNCs that manifest a past tense. When the 
VNC is in the indicative mood, the tense is therefore either preterit, distant past, or (less fre- 
quently) imperfect. The particle shows that the action, process, or state reported by the verb- 
stem has taken place prior to another event. Its basic meaning is similar to "already," but it 
is never actually translated as such (the more widely usable particle ye is the one translated 
"already"). The use of d# is always optional with an indicative-mood tense, but when it does 
occur, it is frequently appropriate to translate the VNC into English by a perfect-tense form. 

6quiz = M-0(quiz)0+O-8# = he exited, he has exited, he will have exited 
6miccah = M-0(mic)ca+0-h# = they had died 
6oncholoQya = S0-0+on(chol-o-Q)ya+0-0# = he was bounding awaylfleeing, he has 

been fleeing 

Since the particle lies outside the boundary of the VNC formula, it has no impact on the 
shape or spelling of the third-person objective-case morph in the val subposition. 

6cahhuaqueh = d#0-0+~-8(ahhua)0+qu-eh# = they scoldecUhave scolded himher 
6quic = d#lb-B+qu-0(i)Pl+c-8# = helshe drank it, helshe has drunk it 
6quip6uh = 6#0-0+qui-0(p6uh)0+~-8# = helshe counted idthem, helshe has counted 

idthem 
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While the antecessive-order prefix is normally attached to a fore-lying clausemate of a 
past-tense VNC, it can be prefixed to the VNC itself. English cannot capture the difference 
between these two arrangements. 

6huel mic - huel iimic = he has effectively died; i.e., he is completely dead [For huel, 
"well, effectively, successfully," see 44.5.2.1 

3. The negative prefix. The negative particle ah#, "not" (see 5 3.3), is a prefixal constituent 
that, like S, stands outside the leftward boundary of a VNC or one of the VNC's fore-lying 
clausemates. It therefore adverbially modifies the entire VNC or the entire group constituted 
by a VNC plus one or more of its adverbial modifiers. The English translation may not reveal 
this because of differences between the two languages. 

ahnichika = ah#ni-0(ch7ica)0+0-0# = I am not crying 
ahonyiiz = ah#0-0+on(yl)z+m-0# = hefshe will not go thither 

As the above statement implies, in Nahuatl negativity is attracted away from a VNC to a mod- 
ifier. Therefore, if the VNC has the antecessive-order particle %, the negative particle is pre- 
fixed to it instead of to the VNC. 

ahGnich6cac = ah#6hi-0(ch6ca)0+c-8# = I didn't cry, I haven't cried 
ahiimicqueh = ah#%0-0(mic)0+qu-eh# = they didn't die, they haven't died 
ah6anquihuiilllzqueh = ah#6#an-0+qui-0+hu~I(1lz)0+qu-eh# = you (pl) have not 

thrown it hither [< tla-(tliiza), "to throw s.th."] 

The negative-prefix particle ca# (see $j 3.3) acts according to the same rules as ah# except that 
its presence is triggered by m% (see 9.6) or tlii. 

8.2. Basic Sentences and Transform Sentences. A sentence is a grammatically self-con- 
tained unit. In speech it is distinguished by a distinctive intonation pattern and a final pause. 
In writing it normally begins with a capital letter and ends with a sentence-final punctua- 
tion mark. Sentences may express an assertion, a question, a wish, a request, a command, 
an exhortation, an admonition, or an exclamation. All of these may be either affirmative or 
negative. 

These sentence types can be divided into two groups: basic sentences and transform sen- 
tences. A basic sentence is a simple affirmative assertion; a transform sentence is any of the 
other kinds and is the result of applying certain operations to either a single basic sentence 
(single-base transformations) or more than one of such sentences (double-base transforma- 
tions). A single-base transformation alters the shape of a basic sentence by adding, replacing, 
rearranging, or deleting sentence elements. 

8.3. Simple Afimuztive Assertion Sentences. A simple affiiative assertion sentence in Nahu- 
at1 consists of a single nuclear clause, either alone or accompanied by one or more particles. 
If it is a verbal nuclear clause, it must be in the indicative mode. This means that the VNCs in 
Lesson 7 and in 8 8.1 can be rewritten as sentences. The following are examples: 
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Tichiciihuaz. = You will become strong. 
Titeittazqueh. = We shall see people. 
~niquimmahca. = I had captured them. 

The following are examples involving particles as adverbial modifiers. 

Zan chbca. = Helshe just cries. Helshe doesn't do anything but cry. 
Oc ybliyah. = They were still living. They were still alive. 
Ye Gtoconihuahqueh. = We have already sent him thither as a messenger 

8.4. Simple Negative-Assertion Sentences. An affirmative assertion can be converted into a 
negative assertion by adding the negative prefix ah#, "not," to the VNC (see 8.1.3) or to one 
of its modifiers. 

Ahbchbcaqueh. = They did not cry. They have not cried. 
Ahniceya. = I am unwilling. I refuse. 
Ahquihuiilmiimiiz. = He will not carryhear it hither on his back. 
Aya temo. = It does not yet descend. It is not being digested. 
Ahzo cochih. = Perhaps they are sleeping. 
Ahoc bniquittac. = I have still not seen itfhimlher. 

8.5. Emphatic Assertion Sentences. An affirmative assertion can be converted into an emphat- 
ically affirmative one by the use of the emphatic particle ca, "indeed," at the beginning of the 
sentence. This particle also serves as a main clause introducer (see 3.2.1). 

Ca cochi. = He is indeed asleep. 
Ca Gniquittac. = I indeed saw him. I have indeed seen him. 
Ca ye bmic. = He has indeed already died. 

A negative assertion can be made emphatically negative by inserting ca before the negative 
element. 

Ca ahbmic. = He indeed did not die. He has indeed not died. 
Ca ahonyiiz. = I will indeed not go there. 
Ca aya bhuiilquiz. = He has indeed not yet come out. 

8.6. YesmTo Question Sentences. A simple assertion sentence (affirmative or negative) can be 
transfonned into a question of the yes/no type (i.e., a question that anticipates a reply of yes 
or no) by one of two ways: 

1. By changing the intonation pattern; this is indicated in writing by replacing a period 
with a question mark. 

Cochih? = Are they sleeping? 
Ahzo cochi? = Is he perhaps asleep? 
Ahchbca? = Isn't she crying? 
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2. By inserting the interrogative particle cuix? "perhaps? perchance?" at the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Cuix btichbcac? = Did you cry? 
Cuix ahcochi? = Isn't he sleeping? 
Cuix bmitzmictih? = Did he kill you? I.e., Did he try to kill you? Did he fight you? Did 

he attack you? [The verbstem t&(mic-tiii), "to kill s.o.," can be used with a conative 
meaning of "to try to kill s.o." and therefore can be translated "to fight with s.o.," "to 
hurt s.o."] 



LESSON 9 

The Optative Mood. Wish Sentences* 
Command/Exhortation Sentences 

9.1. The Optative Mood. The optative mood is characteristically used to express wishes or 
hopes. As explained in Lessons 5 and 7, VNCs manifesting this mood have only two distinc- 
tive tenses, the nonpast and the past. The latter could be called the general past, since it 
expresses the entire range of anteriority covered by the imperfect, preterit, and distant-past 
indicative tenses. There are also so-called future optative and preterit optative VNCs. 

9.2. Preterit and Future Optative VNCs. A preterit or future optative VNC is identified by 
use, not by form. Both are borrowed from the indicative mood and are identical in every respect 
to preterit and future indicative VNCs, with the single exception that the antecessive-order 
particle, which is prefixed only optionally to a preterit indicative VNC, is obligatorily attached 
to a preterit optative VNC. The future optative VNC is used to insist on the futurity of the 
event wished for. The preterit optative VNC serves as an alternative to the general past opta- 
tive when regret or disillusionment is expressed about a definitely past event. 

9.3. Nonpast and Past Optative VNCs. The morphic fillers of the subject-personal pronoun 
subpositions for optative VNCs have already been presented in 5 5.4. 

As explained in 5 5.5.2, both nonpast and past optative VNCs are formed on the imper- 
fective stem. As illustrated in 5 7.7, thepredicate of a past optative VNC is always phono- 
logically identical to that of a customary-present indicative VNC. Also, when built on Class 
A or Class B verbstems, the predicate forming a nonpast optative VNC is phonologically 
identical to that in a present indicative VNC, as also happens when a VNC with a singular 
subject is built on a Class D verbstem. The result is that certain members of an optative par- 
adigm are superficially (i.e., phonologically) identical to corresponding ones in an indica- 
tive paradigm. 

The optative VNCs having a distinctively optative shape owe their distinctiveness to the 
following points: 

1. All nonpast and past optative VNCs use the morphs X or xi as second-person fillers in 
the subject'spersl subposition (see 5 5.3.1). 
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2. All nonpast optative VNCs use the morphic dyad c-Pn in the subject's numl-num2 sub- 
positions when the subject personal pronoun is plural (see $ 5.4.3). 

3. All nonpast optative VNCs built on Class C verbstems use truncated stem morphs that 
lack the final /a:/ of the base imperfective stem. The resultant final vowel (101 or 114 of the 
truncated stem is short when followed only by silent morphs and long when followed by at 
least one sounded morph; e.g., (chol-6)- - (chol-0)-; (g-141)- - (P-l-ti)-. 

4. All nonpast optative VNCs built on Class D verbstems use a stem morph with a short 
vowel when followed only by silent morphs and a long vowel when followed by at least one 
sounded morph; e.g., i9a-(euiij- - tPa-(cua)-. 

Note: For complete paradigms of optative VNCs, see Appendix A. 

9.4. Comparison of Optative and Indicative VNCs. Using the four distinguishing character- 
istics in $ 9.3, it becomes clear that in comparing nonpast optative and present indicative 
VNCs formed on Class A, B, and D verbstems, there is a s u ~ a c e  identity only in those of the 
first- or third-person singulizr subjects (this apparent identity is, of course, hiding a real mor- 
phic difference, since the subject's number dyad is filled by the morphs 0-0 in the present 
indicative VNCs and by 0-0 in the nonpast optative VNCs). 

The following can be either nonpast optative or present indicative VNCs: 

Class A: nicuica; cuica 
Class B: nitlap6hua; tlap6hua 
Class D: nitlacua: tlacua 

The second-person singular forms of nonpast optative VNCs on Class A, B, and D verbstems 
are distinctive because of the distinctive morphs in thepersl subposition: 
P 

Class A: 

With VNCs on Class C verbstems, the nonpast optative and present indicative differ in all per- 
sons because of the difference in stem shape (the second-person singular VNCs are further 

Class B: 

Class D: 

distinguished by the morph in thepersl subposition): 

P P 

Nonpast Optative VNC 

xicuica = #xi-lb(cuica)PI+n-0# 

p p p p P p 

Present Indicative VNC 

ticuica = #ti-0(cuica)0+0-0# 

xitlap6hua = #xi-0+tla(p6hu3)0+n-0# 

xitlacua = #xi-0+tla(cua)0+n-0# 

I I xicholo = #xi-0(chol-0)0+0-B# I ticholoa = ti-0(chol-o-a)@+@-W 

titlap6hua = #ti-0+tla(p6huH)0+0-PI# 

titlacua = #ti-0+tla(cua)0+0-0# 

Class C: 

Nonpast Optative VNC 

nicholo = #ni-0(chol-o)0+0-0# 

cholo = #0-0(chol-o)O+n-0# 

Present Indicative VNC 

nicholoa = #ni-0(chol-o-a)0+0-0# 

choloa = #0-0(chol-o-a)0+0-0# 
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All nonpast optative VNCs with a plural subject are distinctive because of the morphic 
fillers in subpositions numl and num2: namely, c-iin. 

Turning to a comparison of past optative VNCs and customary-present indicative VNCs 
formed on verbstems of any class, one finds an identity in all those with a first- or third-per- 
son subject (singular or plural). 

The following can be either past optative or customary-present VNCs: 

Class A: nicuicani, ticuicanih; cuicani, cuicanih 
Class B: nitlapiihuani, titlapiihuanih; tlapiihuani, tlapiihuanih 
Class C: nicholoiini, ticholoiinih; choloiini, cholosnih 
Class D: nitlacuiini, titlacuiinih; tlacuiini, tlacuiinih 

The second-person (singular and plural) subject forms ofpast optative VNCs are distinguished 
from customary-present indicative VNCs by the distinctive morphs in subpositionpersl: 

Class A: 

I Class D: I xitlacuiini; xitlacuilnih I titlacuiini; antlacuiinih I 

Class B: 

Class C: 

When optative and indicative VNCs have the same shape, the optative can be distinguished 
from the indicative by syntactical criteria, since a first- or third-person optative VNC never 
appears without certain introductory particles (see 9.5). 

Nonpast Optative VNC 

xicuicani; xicuicanih 

9.5. Afirmative Wish Sentences. By substituting an optative VNC for an indicative one and 
inserting the introductory particle m%, "if only" (see 3.2. l), an affirmative assertion is con- 
verted into a sentence expressing a wish or hope. The introductory particle tlii, "if (the case is 
such that)" (see 5 3.2.1) may be used instead of m%. It expresses a tone of deference not pres- 
ent in mii, since it introduces a conditional clause (see 50.7). 

Assertion: Nicochi. = #ni-0(cochi)0+0-0# = I am sleeping. I am falling asleep. 
Wish: M5 nicochi. = #ni-0(cochi)8+0-0# = If only I may sleep. Would that I sleep. I hope 

I can sleep. 

Present Indicative VNC 

ticuicani; ancuicanih 

xitlapiihuani; xitlapiihuanih 

xicholoiini; xicholoiinih 

A nonpast-optative VNC is used to express an open wish, desire, or hope, i.e., one realiz- 
able or possibly fulfillable in the speaker's present time or at some future time (e.g., "Long may 
he live!," "May all be well with you," "I wish he would stop," "I hope they will not fight," "I 
hope we win," "If only he were to like it," "Would that he stay!," etc.). 

titlapahuani; antlapiihuanih 

ticholoiini; ancholoiinih 

Mii tlapiica. = I hope she does the laundry. 
Mii xictecpiinaciin. = I wish you (pl) would arrange it/them in order. 
Tlii iz xictliili. = I wish you would set itlthem here. [For the adverb iz, "here," see 

44.3.8.1 
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A past-optative VNC can express a wish that the speaker knows is impossible because it is 
contrary to what is occurring at hislher present time, to what can occur in the future, or to what 
has occurred at some past time (e.g., "I wish he were here now" (but he is not), "I wish I could 
leave tomorrow" (but I can't), "I wish it hadn't rained (but it did), etc. As is obvious, a sen- 
tence containing a past optative VNC frequently implies an attitude of discomforture or regret. 

Mii xipiiquini. = I wish you were happy (but you aren't). 
Mii tbnani. = I wish the sun were shining (but it isn't). 
Mii ticochinih. = I wish we had slept (but we didn't). 
Mii niccbhuani. = I wish I had bought it (but I didn't). 

If the antecessive order prefix d# is used, the past optative VNC is concerned only with a past 
event. 

Mii bquipbhuani. = S0-B+qui-B(pbhuii)ni+B-B# = If only he had counted them (but he 
didn't). [Also, Mii quipbhuani.] 

A wish sentence can be made more urgent by inserting the adverbial expressions cue], 
"quickly," ye cue], "very quickly," cue1 eh, "quickly," or ye cud eh, "ever so quickly," after 
mii or tlii (the last two adverbial collocations are traditionally written cuele and yecuele; for 
eh (which may also be yeh) see 16.3.1; for cue1 see 44.5.5). 

Mii cue1 mocuiltbno! = May he soon be wealthy and happy! 
Mii ye cud xiccaquiciin! = I really hope you (pl) hear it! 
Mii no zo eh ye cud nelti! = Would that it might soon become true! [The collocation no 

zo eh is traditionally written solid as noce.] 
Mii cue1 eh ticcuiciin! = If only we can get it! 
Tlii cue1 xihuetzi! = If you would soon fall. I.e., If you would please sit down! 

A fervent wish can be expressed by placing the particle ihyo, "alas" (see 3.2.5) in front 
of mii, tlii, or in tlB. 

Ihyo m2 mociihua! = Oh, if only he stays! God grant that he stay! 
Ihyo tlii oc nemini! = Oh, how I wish he were still alive! Would to God that he were still alive! 
Ihyo in tlii onyiini! = Oh, would that he had gone away! 

The particle ye, "already," also serves to intensify tlii. 

Ye tlii xiccaqui! = Oh, would that you (sg) hear it! 

9.6. Negative Wish Sentences. A negative assertion can be transformed into a negative wish 
sentence by replacing the indicative VNC with an optative VNC, inserting the introductory 
particle m2 or tlii, and changing the negative prefix from ah# to ca# (see 3.3). 

Assertion: Ahcochih. = ahM-0(cochi)0+0-h# = They are not asleep. 
Wish: Mii cacochiciin = ca#0-0(cochi)0+c-an# = I hope they are not asleep. 

Assertion: Ahijnicoch. = ah#b#ni-0(coch)0+0-0# = I did not fall asleep. 
Ahnicochiya. = ah#ni-0(cochi)ya+0-PI# = I was not sleeping. 
Ahbnicochca. = ah#ij#ni-0(coch)ca+0-0# = I had not slept. 
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Wish: Mii caihicochini. = ca#6hi-0(cochi)ni+0-0# = If only I had not fallen asleep. If 
only I had not slept. I wish I had not been sleeping. [Also, Mii canicochini.] 

Note: The above way of writing negative wish sentences is totally untraditional, since the ca#, being prefixal, is 
here attached to the VNC and not (as is usual in all other texts) to m8 (see 5 3.3). The mS is necessary for the pres- 
ence of the negative prefix ca#, but this does not constitute a justification for denying the prefix status of ca#. The 
ca# need not, of course, be attached to the VNC (see 5 3.3 and 5 8.1.3). 

MS cazan ye n6 xiquihto. = I wish you (sg) would just not say it again. 

9.7. Afirmative Command!Exhortation Sentences. Nahuatl has no imperative mood. To 
express a command sentence or an exhortation sentence, one uses a wish sentence containing 
a nonpast-optative VNC or a future-indicative-as-optative VNC. 

A wish sentence with a second-person subject may express a direct command, one with a 
third-person subject an indirect command (i.e., a command to be relayed to a third person), and 
one with a first-person subject an exhortation. Obviously, these sentences are created by the 
same transformation that creates wish sentences; of course, however, the source VNC can be 
in only the present or the future indicative. 

The particle mii or tlii is obligatory if the nonpast-optative VNC has a fist- or third-person 
subject. When the subject is second person, however, the particle may be omitted, since the 
persl filler X or xi is distinctly optative mood. The omission in this situation, however, creates 
a brusque command or a command addressed to an inferior. 

While mii creates a polite command, an even more courteous one is created by replacing it 
with tlii. 

A command or exhortation that seeks compliance in the more-or-less near future 
expressed by a nonpast-optative VNC. 

1. Direct commands: 

Mii xihcihui. = Please hurry. 
Tlii xihcihui. = Please hurry, if you will. 
Xihcihui. = Hurry. 
Mii xihcihuiciin. = Please hurry (pl). 
Xihcihuiciin. = Hurry (pl). 
Tlii oc xitlachiya. = M-0(tla-chiya)0+0-0# = Please still look; i.e., Please pay attenti 

for a moment. 

2. Indirect commands: 

Mii ihcihui. = Have him hurry. Let him hurry. ["Let" here does not mean "allow."] 
Tlii huiilahci. = #0-0+huiil(ahci)0+0-0# = Have him reach hither; i.e., Have h 

approach. 

3. Exhortations: 

Mii nihcihui. = Let me hurry. [Not in the sense of "allow"; this is an expression of 
self-incitement or self-encouragement.] 

Mii tihcihuiciin. = Let's hurry. 
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Mii oc toniihuiyaciin. = #t-0+on(iihui-ya)0+c-an# = Let's have fun for yet a while. 
Let's enjoy ourselves a little longer. 

Placed after mii, the particle td, "nevertheless, however," adds the connotation of encour- 
agement against doubt or difficulty in a decision or a resolve. 

Mii tel nihcihui. = Let me nevertheless hurry; i.e., I might just as well go on and hurry 
(what else can I do!). 

9.8. Future Command Sentences. A command seeking compliance at a time beyond the near 
future uses a future-indicative-as-optative VNC. In this instance, since a future-optative VNC 
and a future-indicative VNC are identical in every respect, the command is created by mereiy 
inserting m3 or tlii in front of the source sentence. In this construction mii is frequently fol- 
lowed by the particle quin, "later, afterwards." 

Mii titequitiz. = Please work (later). 
Mii quin titequitiz. = Please work later. 
Mii antequitizqueh. = Please work (pl) (later). 

9.9. Negative CommandCExhortation Sentences. A negative command sentence or a negative 
exhortation sentence is simply a negative wish sentence. It may be formed with either a non- 
past-optative VNC or a future-optative VNC. 

Assertion: Ahancuicah. = ah#an-0(cuica)0+0-h# = You (pl) are not singing. 
Command: Mii caxicuicaciin. = ca#xi-0(cuica)0+c-iin# = Don't sing (pl). 

Assertion: Ahticcuiiz. = ah#ti-0+c-B(cuii)z+C1-8# = You will not eat it. 
Command: Mii caticcuiiz. = ca#ti-0+~-0(cuii)z+~-0# = Don't eat it (later). 

Assertion: Ahtitequitih. = ah#ti-0(tequi-ti)0+0-h# = We are not working. 
Exhortation: Mii catitequiticiin. = ca#ti-0(tequi-ti)0+c-iin# = Let's not work. 

Note: As pointed out in 3 9.7, an a f f i a t ive  command that is ungracious or is given to an inferior lacks the intro- 
ductory m%. In the negative version of such a command, since the m% that is the prerequisite for the negative pre- 
fix ca# is absent, the negative prefix ah# must be used. 

Xicchihua. = Make it. 
Ahxicchihua. = Don't make it. [This is normally found in the slightly more emphatic form Ahm6 xicchlhua; 

for m6, see 5 44.5.4.1 
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The Admonitive Mood. Admonition Sentences 

10.1. The Admonitive Mood. The admonitive mood is used to express warnings or admoni- 
tions and to give advice. Traditionally, the admonitive has been called the "vetitive" (from Latin 
vetiturn, "a prohibition"), a term that should be rejected since it is a "translationalist" term, 
chosen because translators frequently render a VNC in this mood incorrectly as "don't. . . ." 
A VNC in the admonitive mood does NOT prohibit or forbid. It is NOT negative either in shape 
or meaning. It is rather a positive form and has an inherently cautionary meaning, not a pro- 
hibitory one. 

Remark: The persistent belief that the admonitive is negative brings back into focus the facts that the meaning 
of a linguistic unit in one language is different from its translation into another and that the grammar supporting the 
latter is not to be confused with that supporting the former. It is easy to find examples of the translation of a posi- 
tive into a negative and vice versa. For example, the positive Spanish sentence Parece mentira can be rendered "It 
doesn't seem possible," and the negative sentence No se mueva usted can be rendered "Stand still." While this fre- 
quently available option of positive-to-negative and vice versa is obviously involved in the admonitive problem, 
there is another aspect to it. An incompatibility of lifeways is also involved. To oversimplrfv a somewhat compli- 
cated situation, we can say that Nahuatl speakers have a culturally focused concern with warning and precaution- 
ing (their language provides them with an admonitive mood-but not an imperative one); Indo-European speakers 
have a culturally focused concern with commanding (their languages have an imperative mood-but not an admoni- 
tive one). It is not, therefore, surprising that Indo-European translators and grammarians are predisposed to hear 
negative commands rather that positive admonitions: "Beware of' or "Be careful about" or "Let me warn you about" 
erroneously becomes "Don't." Notice, incidentally, that English is so poorly endowed with the expression of posi- 
tive admonitions that it tends to couch them in the imperative: "beware," "be," etc. Clearly, what can be expressed 
directly in one language may have to be expressed by circumlocution in another. 

10.2. Formation of the Nonpast Admonitive VNC. While logic dictates that there can only be 
a nonpast tense in the adrnonitive mood, surprisingly, VNCs manifesting it are formed on a per- 
fective stem. As is illustrated in $7.7, the nonpast admonitive predicate is distinguished from 
the preterit indicative predicate only in Class A verbs, where the tense morph is h instead of 
0 as in the three other classes. 

As shown in $8 5.3.3 and 5.4.4, the subject of a nonpast admonitive VNC has It/ as the 
morphemic filler in subposition numz. The morpheme's regular morph occurs only in coop- 
eration with a plural morph in num2; when cooperating with a singular morph in num2, the 
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numl morph is 0. The morphs in num2 are 0 for singular and either in or ih for plural (dyad: 
sg = 0-0; p1 = t-in - t-ih). 

Since admonitive VNCs outside a sentence context have no translation values, examples are 
given in 8 10.3. 

Note: For complete paradigms of admonitive VNCs, see Appendix A. 

10.3. The Afimzative Admonition Sentence. By substituting an adrnonitive VNC for a present 
indicative VNC and inserting the introductory particle mii, an affirmative assertion sentence is 
converted into a sentence expressing a warning or admonition. The particle m3 is obligatory. 
It may optionally be strengthened by the adverbialized NNC nen, "in vain, uselessly" (see 
44.5.3); mii and nen, which are here written separately, are traditionally written solid: manen. 

The admonition sentence with a second-person subject is like a direct command ("Beware 
o f .  . ."); with a third-person subject it is like an indirect command ("Have him/her/them 
beware of.  . ."); and with a first-person subject it is like an exhortation ("Let menet's beware 
of. . ."). Of course, the translations need not be limited to the ones in these examples; any ren- 
dering that conveys a sense of warning is valid (but a translation of a positive admonition 
beginning with "Don't . . ." is not acceptable; "Don't'' presupposes a negative command, which 
is expressed by the construction in 9.9; nor is "May . . . not" valid, since admonitions are not 
wishes as in 9.6). 

The following examples are presented according to verbstem class. 

1. Class A verbstem: 

Assertion: Nitzahtzi. = I am shouting. [Pret.: Gnitzahtzic = @hi-0(tzahtzi)0+c-0#.] 
Admonition: Mii nitzahtzih. = #ni-pl(tzahtzi)h+U-0# = Let me beware of shouting. I 

must be careful not to shout. I mustn't shout. I'd better not shout. It's not a good idea 
for me to shout. 

Assertion: Tzahtzih. = #0-0(tzahtzi)0+0-h#. = They are shouting. [Pret.: tzahtziqueh 
= #0-0(tzahtzi)pl+qu-eh#.] 

Admonition: M2 tzahtzihtin. = M-0(tzahtzi)h+t-in# = Let them beware of shouting. 
They must be careful not to shout. Etc. 

2. Class B verbstem: 

Assertion: Tihuetzi. = You are falling. [Pret.: tihuetz = #ti-0(huetz)0+0-O#; here is a 
morphic variant of /k/.] 

Admonition: MP tihuetz. = #ti-0(huetz)0+u-0# = Beware of falling. Be careful of 
falling. Take care lest you fall. Watch out lest you fall. Watch out you don't fall. Etc. 
[Here the 0 is a morphic variant of It/.] 

Assertion: Tihuetzih. = We are falling. [Pret.: tihuetzqueh.] 
Admonition: M3 tihuetztin. = #ti-0(huetz)B+t-in# = Let's beware of falling. We must 

be careful not to fall. 
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3. Class C verbstem: 

Assertion: Choloa. = He is fleeing. [Pret.: choloh = #0-0(chol-o-h)0+0-0#; here is a 
morphic variant of Ad.] 

Admonition: Mii choloh. = #0-0(chol-o-h)0+O-0# = Let him beware of fleeing. He must 
be careful not to flee. He mustn't flee. Etc. [Here is a morphic variant of It/.] 

Assertion: Ancholoah. = You (pl) are fleeing. [Pret.: ancholohqueh.] 
Admonition: Mii ancholohtin. = #an-0(chol-o-h)0+t-in# = Beware (pl) of fleeing. Be 

(pl) careful not to flee. Etc. 

4. Class D verbstem: 

Assertion: Nitlacua. = I am eating. [Pret.: nitlacuah = #ni-0+tla(cuah)0+0-O#; here 
is a morphic variant of Ad.] 

Admonition: M3 nitlacuah. = #ni-0+tla(cuah)0+O-0# = Let me beware of eating. Etc. 
[Here 0 is a morphic variant of It/.] 

Assertion: Titlacuah. = #ti-0+tla(cua)0+0-h# = We are eating. [Pret.: titlacuahqueh.] 
Admonition: Mii titlacuahtin. = #ti-0+tla(cuah)0+t-in# = Let's beware of eating. 

Remark: All of the admonition sentences above could have begun with m3 nen instead of simply mS. 

Note: The formulas for translating indirect admonition sentences with an animate subject ("Let . . . beware of.  . . ," 
"Let . . . take care lest. . . . etc.) are not appropriate in English when the subject is nonanimate. An admonition such 
as MS iz moy6cox might be translated as "It (e.g., war) should/ought not be made here" or "It would be undesirable 
if it be made here." It is not to be translated "May it not be made here." Again, an admonition is not a wish; it is a 
judgment expressed as advice. 

10.4. The Negative Admonition Sentence. A sentence expressing a negative admonition 
(traditionally called by the unfortunate term "positive vetative") results from a transforma- 
tion of a negative assertion containing a present indicative VNC. The negative prefix ah# 
is affixed to the admonitive VNC, and the collocation m3 nen obligatorily introduces the 
sentence. 

The negative admonition sentence expresses a cancellation of a warning. It is a recom- 
mendation to reject caution. 

Assertion: Ahnitemo. = I am not descending. [Pret.: ahnitem6c = ah#ni-0(tem6)0+c-g#.] 
Admonition: Mii nen ahnitemoh. = Let me not beware of descending; i.e., Let me be sure 

to descend. 

Assertion: Ahtiquiza. = You are not leaving. [Pret.: ahtiquiz = ah#ti-0(quiz)0+0-O#; here 
is a morph of the morpheme lkI.1 

Admonition: M3 nen ahtiquiz. = ah#ti-0(quiz)0+0-0# = Don't beware of leaving; i.e., Be 
sure to leave. Be careful you leave. [O is a variant of It/.] 

Assertion: Ahtiiltiah. = We are not taking a bath. [Pret.: ahtiiltihqueh.] 
Admonition: Mii nen ahtiiltihtin. = Let's not beware of taking a bath. Let's be sure to take 

a bath. 
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Assertion: Ahquimiima. = He is not carrying it. [Pret.: ahquimiimah = ah#0-0+qui-0 
(miimah)g+U-O#; here 1 is a morph of the morpheme Ad.] 

Admonition: Mii nen ahquimiimah. = ah#0-0+qui-0(miimah)0+[1-B# = Let him not 
beware of carrying it; i.e., Let him be sure to cany it. He should by all means carry it. 
Etc. [The 0 is a morph of the morpheme It/.] 

10.5. Summary of VNC Contrasts. To bring into focus the similarities shared by certain VNCs, 
the following paradigms summarize the contrasts between the admonitive, the nonpast opta- 
tive, the present indicative, and the preterit indicative VNCs. 

The pen1 morphs X and xi always distinguish a second-person optative VNC from an 
admonitive VNC. 

The VNCs with plural subjects are always distinctive. 

1. Class A verbs: 

Indicative 
Preterit 

nitzahtzic 
titzahtzic 
tzahtzic 
titzahtziqueh 
antzahtziqueh 
tzahtziqueh 

Admonitive 
(Nonpas t) 

rnii nitzahtzih 
rnii titzahtzih 
rnii tzahtzih 
rnii titzahtzihtin 
mii antzahtzihtin 
rnii tzahtzihtin 

Optative 
Nonpast 

mii nitzahtzi 
rnii xitzahtzi 
rnii tzahtzi 
rnii titzahtziciin 
rnii xitzahtziciin 
rnii tzahtziciin 

Indicative 
Present 

nitzahtzi 
titzahtzi 
tzahtzi 
titzahtzih 
antzahtzih 
tzahtzih 

Remarks: The admonitive VNCs and the nonpast optative VNCs are distinctive in all forms. In texts that do not 
represent the glottal stop, however, one must take care, since they are indistinguishable in the first- and third-per- 
son singular forms; thus, for example, when translating ma tzatzi in such a text, one must choose between the oppo- 
site notions "let him shout" and "let him beware of shouting." 

The first- and third-person singular VNCs of the nonpast optative are identical to the corresponding present- 
indicative VNCs but are distinguished from them by the presence of m%. 

The first- and third-person plural VNCs of the present indicative are superficially identical to the second- and 
third-person singular VNCs of the admonitive, but the latter are distinguished by the presence of mB. Note that the 
similarity of the VNCs is only apparent, not real: the h suffix is a tense morph in the admonitive and a numl filler 
in the present indicative. 

Admonitive: titzahtzih = #ti-0(tzahtzi)h+0-0# = beware of shouting 
Indicative: titzahtzih = #ti-0(tzahtzi)0+0-h# = we are shouting 

2. Class B verbs: 

Indicative Admonitive Optative Indicative 
Preterit (Nonpast) Nonpast Present 

nihuetz mii nihuetz mii nihuetzi nihuetzi 
tihuetz mii tihuetz mii xihuetzi tihuetzi 
huetz mii huetz mii huetzi huetzi 
tihuetzqueh mii tihuetztin m2 tihuetziciin tihuetzih 
anhuetzqueh mii anhuetztin mii xihuetziciin anhuetzih 
huetzqueh mii huetztin mii huetziciin huetzih 
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Remarks: The admonitive is clearly distinguished from the optative in all VNCs. 
The admonitive, although identical in the singular VNCs to the singular preterit indicative VNCs, is distinguished 

by the particle m%. If the preterit indicative VNC has the antecessive-order particle prefixed, that is also distinctive, 
since that particle cannot occur with the admonitive (as it is a nonpast tense). 

The first- and third-person singular VNCs of the present indicative and the nonpast optative are identical, but the 
latter are distinguished by the presence of mB. 

The preterit optative VNCs are distinguished from the admonitive VNCs by the absence of the antecessive-order 
particle prefixed to the latter VNCs: 

Admonitive Preterit Optative 
mB nihuetz m2 bnihuetz 
mB tihuetz m2 btihuetz 
m2 huetz m2 bhuetz 

3. Class C verbs: 

Indicative 
Preterit 

nicholoh 
ticholoh 
choloh 
ticholohqueh 
ancholohqueh 
cholohqueh 

Admonitive 
(Nonpast) 

mii nicholoh 
mii ticholoh 
mii choloh 
mii ticholohtin 
mii ancholohtin 
m2 cholohtin 

Optative 
Nonpast 

mii nicholo 
m2 xicholo 
m3 cholo 
m2 tichol6ciin 
mii xichol6ciin 
mii chol6ciin 

Indicative 
Present 

nicholoa 
ticholoa 
choloa 
ticholoah 
ancholoah 
choloah 

Remarks: The admonitive and the nonpast optative are distinctive in all VNCs. In texts that do not represent the 
glottal stop, however, one must take care, since they are indistinguishable in the first- and third-person singular 
VNCs; thus, for example, when translating ma nicholo in such a text, one must choose between the opposite notions 
"let me flee': and "let me beware of fleeing." 

In the singular VNCs, the admonitive is identical to the preterit indicative but is distinguished by the presence 
of m2. If a preterit indicative VNC has the antecessive-order particle prefixed, that is also distinctive, since that par- 
ticle cannot occur with the admonitive VNCs. 

The preterit optative VNCs are distinguished from the admonitive VNCs by the lack of the antecessive-order 
prefix in the latter VNCs. 

Admonitive Preterit Optative 
mB nicholoh m2 bnicholoh 
m2 ticholoh m5 bticholoh 
m5 choloh m5 bcholoh 

4. Class D verbs: 

Indicative 
Preterit 

nitlacuah 
titlacuah 
tlacuah 
titlacuahqueh 
antlacuahqueh 
tlacuahqueh 

Admonitive 
(Nonpas t) 

nitlacuah 
mii titlacuah 
m2 tlacuah 
mii titlacuahtin 
mii antlacuahtin 
m2 tlacuahtin 

Optative 
Nonpast 

m2 nitlacua 
m2 xitlacua 
m2 tlacua 
mii titlacuiic2n 
m2 xitlacuiiciin 
mii tlacuiiciin 

Indicative 
Present 

nitlacua 
titlacua 
tlacua 
titlacuah 
antlacuah 
tlacuah 

Remarks: The plural VNCs are always distinctive with regard to other plural VNCs. 
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The singular VNCs of the admonitive and the nonpast optative are distinguished by the glottal stop in the admoni- 
tive VNCs. The second-person VNCs are further distinguished by the second-person filler in thepers' subposition. 
In texts that do not represent the glottal stop, however, care must be taken, since the first- and third-person VNCs 
are indistinguishable; thus, for example, when translating ma nitlacua in such a text, one must choose between the 
opposite meanings "let me beware of eating" and "let me eat." 



LESSON 1 1  

Irregular VNCs 

11.1. The Nature of Irregular VNCs. Irregularity in Nahuatl VNCs appears primarily ( l)  in 
the formation of the perfective stem and (2) in the dislocation of tense forms in regard to tense 
meanings. There may infrequently be an irregularity in the shape of tense or number morphs. 

11.2. Irregular Pe$ective Stems. In these lessons, irregularity in the formation of the perfec- 
tive stem is judged by the criterion of speech, not spelling. A perfective stem formed accord- 
ing to the rules for sound change (see $ 2.4 and $ 7.4) is not considered irregular. Irregulari- 
ties in Class B verbstems of the type (ce-ya) > (ce-z), i.e., Iyl > [S] instead of lyl > [S], have 
already been presented in $ 7.4. 

11.3. Two Kinds of Irregularity in Perfective Sterns. Instances of irregularity within the bound- 
aries of a perfective stem are extremely rare. Two kinds can be mentioned. 

1. As a rule, a compound verbstem (see Lessons 28 and 30) belongs to the same class as 
its matrix stem. Not to do so constitutes an irregularity: 

tla-(cui) > tla-(cui) = to take s.th. 
tla-(ahco-cui) > tla-(ahco-uc) - tla-(ahco-c) = to lift s.th. [Concerning k W /  > [k], see $ 

2.13.4. The verbstem tla-(ahco-uc) is usually misspelled tla-(ahco-cu).] 
(ce-cui) > (ce-uc) = pers, to be cold [The perfective stem is usually misspelled (ce-cu).] 

In these examples the Class A membership of the simple stem has shifted to Class B mem- 
bership in the compound stem. 

2. Certain Class B verbstems that end in ti have alternate perfective stems, one of which 
is regular and the other irregular in that it replaces the stem-final It/ of the regular perfective 
stem with a glottal stop. 

(mati) > (mat) - (mah) = to be knowledgeable 
tla-(mati) > tla-(mat) - tla-(mah) = to know s.th. 
m-o-(mati) > m-o-(mat) - m-o-(mah) = to dither, to think with puzzlement or doubt, 

to wonder, to be uncertain about what to think 
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The irregular stem occurs only in VNCs with a singular-number subject when the predicate 
shows either the preterit tense or the adrnonitive mood (i.e., only when silently present morphs 
follow the stem). 

Gnitlamah = W-0+tla(mah)0+O-0# = I knew S-th.; I found s.th. out 
m2 ticmah = #ti-0+c-0(mah)0+0-0# = beware of knowing it 

The preterit indicative VNCs and admonitive VNCs with a plural subject and all the dis- 
tant-past indicative VNCs use the regular perfective stem: 

Gtitlamatqueh = Mi-0+tla(mat)0+qu-eh# = we knew s.th.; we found s.th. out 
m2 quimattin = #0-0+qui-0(mat)0+t-in# = let them beware of knowing it 
Gnitlamatca = W-B+tla(mat)ca+B-PE# = I had known s.th.; I had found s.th. out 

The regular perfective stem may be used in a preterit singular VNC, but the irregular forma- 
tion is preferable. 

This It/ > [h] irregularity occurs in the perfective stem of certain intransitive verbs created 
by means of the derivational suffix ti (see 54.2.1), such as *(ca-ti) > (ca-t) - (ca-h) (see 
1 1 -5.1); (hue-hue-ti) > (hue-hue-t) - (hue-hue-h), "to become an old man" (notice the short- 
ening of the /e:/ before the glottal stop; see § 35.8.2); and (ilama-ti) > (ilama-t) - (ilama-h), 
"to become an old woman" (see 35.8.1). 

11.4. Irregular Form-Meaning Alignments. Irregularities due to the dislocation of form and 
meaning produce a "preterit-as-present tense" (vaguely similar to English past-as-present tense 
forms will, shall, can, etc.) and a "distant-past-as-past tense." In the preterit-as-present tense, 
preterit-tense VNCs are used with apresent indicative tense value (the antecessive-order par- 
ticle G## can never occur with VNCs manifesting this tense). The distant-past-as-past tense uses 
distant-past-tense VNCs in a generalpast indicative meaning; that is, its meaning covers the 
area of the imperfect, preterit, and distant-past indicative tenses. 

Verbs having this irregularity do not permit VNCs with a present-indicative tense morph. 
Those with a distant-past-as-past tense usually permit VNCs with the imperfect-tense morph 
ya as an alternate means of expressing the imperfect-tense notion. The majority of verbs show- 
ing the idiosyncrasy of form-and-meaning dislocation are Class A verbs: 

1. (ih-ca) > (ih-ca) = to be standing 

a. Preterit-as-present tense: 

nihcac = #n-0(ih-ca)0+c-0# = I am standing 
ihcaqueh = M-0(ih-ca)0+qu-eh# = they are standing 

b. Distant-past-as-past tense: 

Gnihcaca = ii#n-0(ih-ca)ca+0-0# = I used to stand; I stood; I had been standing; I 
had stood; I will have stood 

The other tense forms are regular. 

2. (on-o) > (on-o) = to be lying down. Except when occurring in connective-t compound 
verbstems as a matrix (see 28.6.9), the stem (0) always has the directionalllocative prefix on 
fused to it (but in a locative meaning only); see 8.1.1. 
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a. Preterit-as-present tense: 

nonoc = #n-0(on-o)0+c-8# = I am lying down, I am recumbent 
tonoqueh = #t-0(on-o)B+qu-eh# = we are lying down, we are recumbent 

b. Distant-past-as-past tense: 

bnonoca = b#n-0(on-o)ca+0-0# = I used to be recumbentnying down; I was recum- 
bentnying down; I had been recumbentnying down 

The other tense forms are regular. 

3. (pil-ca) > (pil-ca) = to be hanging 

a. Preterit-as-present tense: 

pilcac = #0-0(pil-ca)0+c-0# = it is hanging 
ampilcaqueh = #am-0(pil-ca)0+qu-eh# = you (pl) are hanging 

b. Distant-past-as-past tense: 

bpilcaca = 843-0(pil-ca)ca+0-PI# = it used to be hanging; it hung; it had been hanging 

The other tense forms are regular. 

4. *(a) > (a) = to be present. This is a defective Class A verb. It lacks an imperfective 
stem; furthermore, its perfective stem is used to form VNCs in only the preterit-as-present 
tense. There are no VNCs with other tense morphs. The negative VNCs are translated "to 
be absent." 

a. Affirmative: 

niic = #n-B(ii)O+c-0# = I am present 
iic = #g-IBl(ii)B+c-0# = helshe is present 
tiiqueh = #t-0(ii)B+qu-eh# = we are present 

b. Negative (using the negative prefix ah# - ay#): 

ahtiic = ah#t-0(ii)0+c-0# = you are absent 
ayiic = ay#@-@(%)@+c-0# = helshe is absent [Also, ahiic] 
ahamiiqueh = ah#am-0(%)0+qu-eh# = you (pl) are absent 

Notice also the expression ayoc iic, "he is no longer here." [Traditionally spelled solid: ayocac.] 

5. *(itzi) > (itz) = to comelgo. This is a defective Class B verb. It does not use the imper- 
fective stem, and its perfective stem is used in only two tenses, the preterit-as-present tense and 
the distant-past-as-past tense. It has a further irregularity: a /M sound in a tense morph or a 
m m 1  morph is deleted after the stem. 

This verb never occurs in a simple-stemmed VNC. In three instances it serves as the matrix 
stem in an archaic compound formation in which two verbstems combine directly without a 
connective morph between them (see 5 28.6.5). 

(hui-tz) = to come [For the verbstem (hui), see 5 1 1.5.2.1 
tla-(itqui-tz) = to golcome carrying s.th. 
tla-(huica-tz) = to golcome carrying s.th. 
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a. Preterit-as-present tense (in a VNC with a plural subject pronoun, the numl mor- 
pheme M is represented by its silently present morph [I]; the morphic dyad qu-eh therefore 
appears as U-eh). 

nihuitz = hi-0(hui-tz)8+[-0# = I come 
tihuitzeh = #ti-0(hui-tz)0+1-eh# = we come 
tiquitquitz = #ti-0+qu-0(itqui-tz)0+U00# = you (sg) comelgo carrying idthem 
anquitquitzeh = #an-0+qu-0(itqui-tz)0+~-eh# = you (pl) comelgo carrying it/them 
quihuicatz = #0-0+qui-0(huica-tz)0+0-B# = helshe comeslgoes carrying idthem 
quihuicatzeh = #0-0+qui-0(huica-tz)0+~-eh# = they comelgo carrying idthem 

b. Distant-past-as-past tense (the distant-past tense morph ca is reduced to a). 

Gtihuitza = b#ti-0(hui-tz)a+0-0# = you (sg) camekave come, etc. 
Ganhuitzah = d#an-0(hui-tz)a+0-h# = you (pl) camelhave come, etc. 
Gtlatquitza = G#@-0+tla(tqui-tz)a+0-0# = helshe came/went/has comelgone, etc., 

carrying s.th. 
Gtlatquitzah = a0-0+tla(tqui-tz)a+0-h# = they camelwenthave comelgone, etc., 

carrying s.th. 
Gnichuicatza = G#ni-0+~-0(huica-tz)a+0-8# = I camelwenthave come/gone, etc., 

carrying it/them 
Gtichuicatzah = 6#ti-0+c-0(huica-tz)a+0-h# = we came/went/have comelgone, etc., 

carrying idthem 

Note I :  Since (hui-tz) has no optative form, the preterit-as-present indicative VNC with a second-person sub- 
ject pronoun can be used to express a command. 

Zan iz tihuitz. = Come (sg) quickly. [For h, "here," see 44.3.8.1 

Note 2: There is a homophonous irregular verbstem (itz), "to be alert/observant/to look" (see 9 26.1.2), also lim- 
ited to the perfective stem. Both of these homophonous stems can appear in the embed subposition of a connective-t 
compound verbstem and are easily confused (see 28.7.4, note). 

6. *(am-i-8) > (am-i-h) = to exist. This is a defective Class C verb. The imperfective stem 
is not used. Furthermore, its perfective stem is used only to form VNCs with the 
preterit-as-present tense morph. It has yet another peculiarity: it is used only in special con- 
structions with the interrogative adverb qu&, "how?'(see § 44.5.7). 

quPn amih? = #0-@(am-i-h)0+I-0# = what is it like? how is it? [traditionally written 
quenami] 

quPn mach namih! = #n-@(am-i-h)0+0-0# = how fortunate I am! [QuPn mach is tra- 
ditionally written solid as quPrnmach. Concerning mach, see 44.5.6.1 

quPn mach tamihqueh! = #t-0(am-i-h)0+qu-eh# = how fortunate we are! 
The quen can be incorporated to create a compound verbstem: 

ahmG zan tiquenamih = #ti-0(quP-n-am-i-h)0+0-B# = you are not just anyhow, i.e., 
you are marvelous [Concerning ahmG, see 44.5.4.1 

7. *(0-i-8) > (0-i-h) = to exist. This is a defective Class C verb. The imperfective stem is 
not used, and the perfective stem is used only to form VNCs with a preterit-as-present tense 
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meaning. Moreover, these VNCs are used only in cooperation with certain pronominal NNCs 
(see 5 16.3). The stem is unusual in that its root is 0. 

ihqueh = #0-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = they exist 
amihqueh = #am-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = you (pl) exist [There is no possibility of confu- 

sion between this VNC and the homophonous one formed on the stem (am-i-h) 
above: amihqueh = #0-@(am-i-h)0+queh# = "they are." The structure and usage of 
the two forms is totally different.] 

8. (mani) > (man) = to extend, to be. VNCs built on these stems are regular in all tenses 
except that preterit-tense predicates are not built on the perfective stem. There is a distant-past- 
as-past tense. The verb is used for wide or flat things such as books, plates, basins, houses; it 
is also used for masses or crowds of men or animals. It is not ordinarily used for individual ani- 
mate beings. 

mani = #0-0(mani)0+0-0# = it extendslis (over an area)/sitslrests/lies/stands 
6manca = 6#0-0(man)ca+0-0# = it used to be; it was; it had been; etc. 

9. (nerni) > (nen) = to live. VNCs built on these stems are regular in all tenses. However, 
despite the fact that there are normal preterit tense and distant-past tense VNCs, one occa- 
sionally finds VNCs with a distant-past tense used with a distant-past-as-past meaning; for 
example: 

nenca = #0-0(nen)ca+0-0# = he had lived, he used to live, he lived 

11 S .  Irregularity Due to Suppletion. Three verbs show more complicated irregularity in that 
they fill out their paradigm by means of a suppletive stem. (Suppletion is the process whereby 
one form is used to replace a missing form in a defective paradigm; e.g., went serves as the past 
tense of go.) 

1. (ye) > (ye) - (ca-t) - (ca-h) = to belexist; to be found in a place 
This irregularity is the result of a falling together of two verbs whose imperfective and per- 
fective stems can be hypothetically reconstructed as: 

(ye) > (ye) 
*(ca-ti) > (ca-t) - (ca-h) [c *(ca)-tl-, "an entity" (see 5 3 1.6), plus the derivational suf- 

fix ti (see 5 54.2.1). See 5 11.3.2 for [t] versus [h].] 
When the perfective stem (ye) ceased to be used in all but the nonpast admonitive and as 
the embed in certain compound verbstems (see 5 28 S .  1) and the imperfective stem *(ca-ti) 
disappeared, the remaining stems became realigned in a single paradigm. The perfective 
stem (ca-t) - (ca-h) appears in VNCs with the preterit-as-present and distant-past-as-past 
tense morphs. The imperfective stem (ye) does not permit the formation of a present indica- 
tive VNC but has VNCs showing all the other tenses that may be built on an imperfective 
stem. 

a. The following tenses are formed on the imperfective stem (ye). Traditional spelling 
obscures the dimensions of the stem after thepersl morphs ni, ti, and xi, since the y is usually 
not written after i. 
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i. Customary-present tense: 

tiyeni = #ti-0(ye)ni+0-0# = you usually are 
tiyenih = #ti-0(ye)ni+0-h# = we usually are 

ii. Imperfect tense: 

yeya = M-0(ye)ya+0-0# = he used to be 
yeyah = #0-0(ye)ya+0-h# = they used to be 

iii. Future tense: 

niyez = hi-0(ye)z+n-0# = I shall be 
anyezqueh = #an-0(ye)z+qu-eh# = you (pl) will be [Frequently spelled ayezqueh, 

as it is pronounced. See 8 2.12.4.1 

iv. Nonpast optative (the VNCs are shown in wish and cornmand/exhort.tion sentences): 

Mii xiye. = #xi-@(ye)0+[1-8# = If only you (sg) were! Be! 
M2 yecsn. = #0-0(ye)0+c-&n# = If only they were! Let them be. 
M2 tiyeciin. = #ti-0(ye)0+c-2n# = If only we were! Let's be. 

v. Past optative (the VNCs are shown in wish sentences): 

Mii xiyeni. = #xi-0(ye)ni+0-0# = If only you (sg) had been! 
M2 tiyenih. = #ti-0(ye)ni+0-h# = If only we had been! 

b. The only use of the perfective stem (ye) in a simple-stemmed VNC occurs in VNCs 
showing the admonitive mode. After thepersl morphs ni and ti, the dimensions of the stem 
are obscured in traditional spelling, since y is usually not written after i. The VNCs are shown 
in admonition sentences. 

Mii tiyeh. = #ti-0(ye)h+u-0# = Beware (sg) of being. 
Mii tiyehtin. = # ti-0(ye)h+t-in# = Let's beware of being. 

c. The following tenses are formed on the perfective stem (ca-t) and (ca-h). The irregu- 
lar stem (ca-h) occurs only in preterit-as-present-tense VNCs with a singular subject pronoun. 

i. Preterit-as-present tense. In a VNC with a plural subject, the numl morphic car- 
rier qu is replaced by the silent variant 0; the morphic dyad qu-eh therefore appears as 0-eh). 

nicah = W-B(ca-h)0+O-0# = I am 
ticah = #ti-0(ca-h)0+0-0# = you are 
cah = #0-0(ca-h)0+[1-0# = helshelit is 
ticateh = #ti-0(ca-t)0+0-eh# = we are 
ancateh = #an-0(ca-t)0+0-eh# = you (pl) are 
cateh = #0-0(ca-t)0+0-eh# = they are 

One finds antiquated forms of VNCs built on (ca-t) with the preterit-as-present tense in which 
the subject personal pronoun's singular number dyad is qui-0 (i.e., the post-stem /k/ sound is 
kept) . 

nicatqui = #ni-0(ca-t)0+qui-0# = I am 
ticatqui = #ti-0(ca-t)0+qui-0# = you are 
catqui = #0-0(ca-t)0+qui-0# = helshelit is 
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VNCs with the first- or second-person subject pronouns are rare, but a VNC with a third-per- 
son common-number subject is fairly frequent, since it often appears in the collocation iz 
catqui, which means "here it is," "here they are," but should usually be translated as "behold 
or "here one sees." Iz cah may be translated in the same way if the context warrants it. In tra- 
ditional texts the VNC and the adverb iz, "here" (see 44.3.8) are frequently written solid: 
izcatqui and izca. 

ii. Distant-past-as-past tense (the /kf of the tense morph is not deleted): 

6nicatca = W-0(ca-t)ca+0-0# = I was, I used to be, I had been 
6ticatcah = Mi-0(ca-t)ca+0-h# = we were, we used to be, we had been 

Note l :  The clirectionalAocative prefix on, in a locative meaning, cooperates with these imperfective and per- 
fective stems to produce VNCs with a translation value of "there to be": 

Onyez. = IwThey will be there; i.e., There will be onehome. 
Oncah. = It is/They are there; i.e., There is one. There are some. 
Oncateh. = They (animate) are there; i.e., There are some. 
Ahm6 oncatca. = It was not there; i.e., There was none. There wasn't any. There weren't any. [Concerning 

ahrn6, see 8 44.5.4.1 

Note 2: Since Nahuatl verbs have traditionally been listed in dictionaries under the stem used in the singular 
VNCs having a present indicative meaning, the verb (ye) is known as the verb (ca-h). 

2. (yH) - (ya-uh) - (hui) > (yah) - (hui) = to go. To form its VNCs, this verb uses 
three imperfective stems and two perfective ones. Of these the dominant stem is (yH), 
which, since it has the perfective stem (yah), is a Class D verb. Traditional spelling 
obscures the dimensions of the stems beginning with /y/ when the subject of the VNC has 
ni, ti, or xi as fillers in thepersl subposition, since the sequence Iiyal is usually written 
ia. Tense and numl morphs that have an initial /kl sound lose it when joined to the (hui) 
stem. 

a. VNCs with the following tenses are formed on the stems (ya-uh) and (hui); these 
two imperfective stems are unlike any other verbstems in the language, since VNCs in the 
present indicative and the nonpast optative show redundant distinctions for number, once in 
the subject and again in the stem; (ya-uh) is used in singular/cornmon-number VNCs and (hui) 
in plural-number VNCs. 

i. Present-indicative tense: 

niyauh = #ni-0(ya-uh)0+0-0# = I am going 
tiyauh = #ti-0(ya-uh)0+0-0# = you (sg) are going 
yauh = #0-0(ya-uh)0+0-8# = helshelit is going 
tihuih = #ti-0(hui)0+0-h# = we are going 
anhuih = #an-0(hui)0+0-h# = you (pl) are going 
huih = #0-0(hui)0+0-h# = they are going 

ii. Nonpast optative tense. Since the stem (hui) does not permit the suffixing of a 
/k/ sound, in a plural VNC the numl morph is replaced by 0; i.e., the morphic dyad c-Hn is 
replaced by U-fin. 
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Mii niyauh. = hi-0(ya-uh)0+0-0# = If only I could go! 
Mii xiyauh. = #xi-0(ya-uh)0+u-0# = Go (sg). 
Mii yauh. = #0-0(ya-uh)0+n-0# = May helshelit go. 
Mii tihuiiin. = #ti-B(hui)B+O-iin# = Let's go. 
MP xihuiiin. = #xi-0(hui)0+0-iin# = Go (pl). 
Mii huiiin = #0-0(hui)0+n-iin# = May they go! 

iii. Distant-past-as-past indicative tense. Since the perfective stem (hui), like its 
imperfective counterpart, does not permit a suffix with an initial /k/ sound, the distant-past-as- 
past morph ca is reduced to a (compare 11.4.5.b). Since in traditional spelling the sequence 
ia can represent a stem-final /i/ plus the imperfect-tense morph Iyal, one must be careful not 
to misunderstand this distant-past . . . i)a+ structure as an imperfect-tense . . . i)ya+ structure. 
The problem is further complicated by the fact that one of the translation values of the dis- 
tant-past-as-past tense is that of an imperfect-tense VNC. The fact is, however, that the stem 
(hui) does not combine with the imperfect-tense morph ya. 

6nihuia = M-0(hui)a+0-0# = I went, I had gone, I used to go 
6anhuiah = 6#an-0(hui)a+0-h# = you (pl) went, you had gone, you used to go 

b. The following tenses are formed on the imperfective stem (yii); the only irregularity of 
this stem is that it does not permit the formation of VNCs with the present indicative and non- 
past optative tense morphs. AU the other tense morphs possible to an imperfective stem occur. 

i. Customary-present tense: 

niyiini = #ni-0(yii)ni+O-0# = I usually go 
yiinih = #0-0(yii)ni+0-h# = they usually go 

ii. Imperfect tense. VNCs formed with this tense morph are considered less elegant 
than the distant-past-as-past tense VNCs formed on (hui) as a means of expressing the imper- 
fect-tense meaning. 

tiyiiya = #ti-0(yii)ya+0-0# = you (sg) were going, you (sg) used to go 
anyiiyah = #an-0(yii)ya+0-h# = you (pl) were going, you (pl) used to go [Fre- 

quently spelled ayayah as it is pronounced (but with the second a long).] 

iii. Future tense: 

niyiiz = hi-0(yii)z+0-0# = I shall go 
yiizqueh = #0-B(yii)z+qu-eh# = they will go 

iv. Past optative (the forms are shown in wish sentences): 

Mii niyiini. = #ni-0(yii)ni+0-O#. = If only I had gone. 
Mii xiyiinih. = #xi-0(yii)ni+0-h. = If only you (pl) had gone. 

c. The perfective stem (yah) is fully regular. VNCs showing a preterit-tense morph or 
a distant-past tense morph are simply variant means of expressing the preterit or distant-past 
tense meaning expressed by a distant-past-as-past tense VNC formed on (hui). 
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i .  Preterit tense: 

bniyah = 6#ni-0(yah)0+0-0# = I went 
byah = 6#0-8(yah)8+0-0# = helshe went 
btiyahqueh = 6#ti-0(yah)B+qu-eh# = we went 

ii. Distant-past tense: 

Gtiyahca = Ski-B(yah)ca+B-PI# = you (sg) had gone 
byahcah = bM-0(yah)ca+0-h# = they had gone 

iii. Adrnonitive mood (the VNCs are shown in admonition sentences): 

Mii tiyah. = #ti-0(yah)0+0-0# = Beware (sg) of going. 
Mii tiyahtin. = #ti-0(yah)0+t-in# = Let's beware of going. 

Note: The stem (ya-uh) is a variant of (ya-hui), a compound verbstem resulting from the same archaic com- 
pounding procedure that produced (hui-tz), etc., in !.j 11.4.5, but here (hui) is the matrix stem while there it is the 
embed stem. Originally the stems (yii) and (hui) were apparently more or less synonymous. The explanation for the 
loss of the /it from (ya-uh) is lost in prehistory. There exist dialectal variants for the present indicative VNCs with 
plural-number subjects built on the stem (ya-hui) instead of (hui); i.e., tiyahuih (in traditional spelling tiahui), 
anyahuih, and yahuih. These are not, however, considered good usage. 

The stem (hui) also occurs in the stem (cen-hui), "to go as one," i.e., "to go along together"; as the meaning 
makes clear, VNCs built on it have a plural subject: ticenhuih, "we go along together." 

Note: Since Nahuatl verbs have traditionally been listed in dictionaries under the stem used in the singular-num- 
ber VNC having a present indicative meaning, the verb (y8) - (ya-uh) - (hui) is known as the verb (ya-uh). 

3. (huiil-1%) - (huiil-la-uh) - (huiil-hui) > (huiil-lah) - (huiil-hui) = to come. This verb 
consists of the directional prefix huiil and the verbstem (yii) - (ya-uh) - (hui). The directional 
prefix is fused to the stem. Since /l/ + /y/ > [Ill, the stem (yii) is pronounced and spelled (13) 
and the stem (ya-uh) becomes (Pa-uh). Compare the following VNCs with those of (yii) - 
(ya-uh) - (hui) above: 

tihuiillauh = #ti-B(huii1-la-uh)0+0-0# = you (sg) are coming 
anhuiilhuih = #an-B(huii1-hui)0+0-h# = you (pl) are coming 
Mii xihuiilhuiiin. = #xi-O(huii1-hui)B+O-an# = Come (pl). 
6nihuTilhuia = W-0(huiil-hui)a+0-0# = I used to come; I came; I had come 
huiilliini = M-0(huiil-lii)ni+0-0# = he usually comes 
btihuiillahqueh = ij#ti-Ib(huiil-lah)0+qu-eh# = we came 
btihuiillahca = b#ti-0(huii1-lah)ca+0-0# = you (sg) had come 
Mii tihuiillah. = #ti-B(huii1-lah)0+O-PI# = Beware (sg) of coming. 

Note: The verb (hu81-18) - (huiil-la-uh) - (huiil-hui) is traditionally known as the verb (hu81-la-uh). 

11.6. Irregular VNCs in Idioms. Irregular VNCs are frequently used in idiomatic expressions. 
The following are a few examples: 

Quen tonyezqueh? = How shall we be there? I.e., How shall we act? [Also spelled 
toyezqueh, as it is pronounced. For quen, see 44.6.7.1 

Ahquen nicmati. = By no means do I know it, i.e., I know nothing about it. I am not dis- 
turbed about it. 
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Ahquen nocornmati. = In no way do I know about it. I don't know anything about it. I am 
not worried about it. 

Zan huitz. = He is a foreigner. It is exotic. 
Quin yez. = It will be presently. It is a thing in the future. 
Nihuiillamati. = I frequent the place. 
M3 arnmomattin. = Beware (pl) of dithering. 
Oc onyauh. = It is still going forward. 



LESSON 12 

The Absolutive-State NNC Formula. 
Subject Pronouns 

(Refer to Appendix B for full NNC forms.) 

12.1. The NNC Formula Contrasted with the VNC Formula. As explained in Lesson 4, the dif- 
ference between the NNC formulas and the VNC formulas is that in the NNC there is a State 
position instead of a Valence position and there is no Tense position. State is somewhat like 
Valence in that it is the means by which a participant other than the subject can be involved in 
a nuclear clause. This new participant is always included in the predicate and is always rep- 
resented by a personal pronoun. While Valence brings in a personal pronoun in an object func- 
tion, State brings in a personal pronoun in a possessor function. There are other differences that 
need not be discussed at this point. 

12.2. The Absolutive-State NNC. As is clear in the three NNC formulas presented in 5 4.5, 
the one in which the State position is not explicitly included because it is vacant is the sim- 
plest. It is the Absolutive-State NNC formula, which is as follows: 

Linear format: #persl-pers2(STEM)num1-num2# 
Diagrammatic format: 

#persl-pers2(. . .)numl-num2# 1 Subject 

(STEM) I Predicate 

12.3. The Subject Positions in the Absolutive-State NNC. The categories of the subject in 
an NNC are exactly the same as those described for the VNC in 5 5.2. The morphs that occupy 
the subject's four subpositions are as follows: 

l. The subject'spersl andpers2 subpositions have exactly the same morphic fillers as those 
in a VNC, except that for the second person, thepersl morphic carriers X and xi do not occur. 

2. Just as in a VNC, in an NNC the subject pronoun's numl subposition is the locus for a 
"number-connector" morph. Although the morphic filler for this numl subposition has a shape 
that is distinctive (usually) to the NNC's absolutive or possessive state, one should STRENU- 

OUSLY AVOID thinking of it as a state position. State is a category that belongs to thepredicate; 
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the number-connector morph belongs to the subject. Just as the numl subposition in a VNC is 
sensitive to the nature of the tense morph without itself belonging to the predicate (see 5 5.3.3), 
so too in an NNC it is sensitive to the nature of the predicate's state. 

a. When an W C ' s  predicate is in the absolutive state (i.e., when no possessor pronoun 
occurs) and the N W ' s  subject pronoun shows singular/common number, one of four morphic 
fillers can appear in the subject's numl subposition (the choice depends on the nounstem's 
class; see 5 14.2). These four morphs are: tl - tli (or li) - in - 0. The [i] in tli (or li) and in is 
merely a supportive vowel. The tl morph and the tli (or li) morph are in complementary dis- 
tribution: tl occurs after a vowel; tli (or li) occurs only after a consonant. Both in and 0 are sup- 
pletive morphs. The in occurs only after a consonant, but the 0 can occur after either a vowel 
or a consonant. The [h] of the tli variant undergoes assimilation after a nounstem-final N, 
since-as explained in 5 2.10-N + /h/ > [ll]. The li morph is, therefore, merely a subvariant 
of the tli morph. 

When one of the above morphs occupies the subject pronoun's numl subposition, that pro- 
noun's num2 subposition is filled by 0, which represents singular/comrnon number (as in a 
VNC). 

b. If the NNC's predicate is in the absolutive state and its subject pronoun shows plural 
number (the subject pronoun must, of course, be animate; see 5 4.6), the numl subposition is 
filled by one of three number-connector morphs: t - m - 0. Both m and 0 are suppletive 
morphs. These numl morphs occurring in plural-number subjects are obviously related to those 
occurring in singular-number subjects: t = tl - tli (or li); m = in; 0 = 0. The language does not, 
however, exploit this correlation (see Lesson 14). 

When one of the above morphs occupies the numl subposition, the num2 subgosition is 
filled by either in, eh, or h. Compare the h, eh, and in filler morphs in the num2 subposition 
in VNCs in 8 5.3.4. 

c.  The dyadic fillers for the subject pronoun's Number position can be summarized as 
follows: 

Singular/comrnon: tl-0; tli-0 - li-0; in-0; 0-0 [There is also an irregular variant 0-0, 
which will be discussed later.] 

Plural: t-in; m-eh; 0-in [There is also a totally irregular variant 0-0, which will be dis- 
cussed later.] 

12.4. Summary of Subject Personal Pronouns in the Absolutive-State NNC. The top line of the 
diagrammatic format of the absolutive-state NNC can now be illustrated by all the possible 
morphic fillers in the four subpositions. These are automatic equivalents to the English sub- 
ject personal pronouns. Each of the persons has four variant personal-pronoun shapes for the 
singular number and three for the plural number. The parentheses around the suspension points 
indicate the stem boundaries. The personal pronouns given here can occur as subject only on 
absolutive-state NNCs (contrast the shape of these subject personal pronouns with those in 8 
13.3) ["con" = number-connector morph]. 
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1 "#lpl-nom(. . .)con-pl#" = we 

"2sg-nom(. . .)con-sg# = you (sg) 

1 "#2pl-nom(. . .)con-pl#" = you (pl) 

"#3-nom(. . .)con-sg#" = he/she/it;it/they 
b 

1 "#3-nom(. . .)con-pl#" = they 

Persl morphs with supportive [i] and those with assimilations for /m/ are also understood as 
included in the above summary. 

12.5. The Predicate Position in Absolutive-State NNCs. When the State position is vacant, 
signaling an absolutive-state formation, the nounstem alone functions in these lessons as the 
predicate of the NNC (although in a more technical presentation a silently present morph 
should be shown). Since this predicate does not contain a tense morph, an NNC must rely on 
discourse context to assign its time reference. A Nahuatl NNC is equivalent to an English 
sentence with the copular verb "to be," and therefore when translating one must choose a 
tense for it in accord with the needs of English. (When necessary, Nahuatl does have a means 
of assigning tense to a construction that can be translated as a copular sentence in English; 
see 51.3.) 

Nahuatl nounstems are the locus of lexical meaning. In their role as predicate, they either 
identify, describe, or locate the subject. It is this compulsory predicative function that sets them 
apart from their English counterparts, noun words. Lacking independence, nounstems seem to 
accede referentiality to the subject pronoun (see 5 4.6). 
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The Nahuatl nominal predicate also lacks any indication of definiteness or indefiniteness, 
so in translating one must supply a definite or indefinite article according to the needs of Eng- 
lish in view of the NNC's context (in this regard, see the remarks on the adjunctor in in 8 
3.2.2). 

12.6. Animacy in Nounstems. Since the Nahuatl nounstem is a labeling device, it implicitly 
carries a culturally established animacy classification of entity types. Because cultural factors 
are involved, a nounstem may have an animacy at variance with an English speaker's expec- 
tations; for example, Nahuatl nounstems translated by "hill" (or "mountain"), "heaven," and 
"star" are animate. 

The animacy classification of a nounstem normally correlates with, and at times reveals, the 
animate or nonanimate reference of the subject personal pronoun. The deciding factor, how- 
ever, is ultimately this reference. By referring to an animate or nonanimate being by means of 
the subject pronoun, a speaker can contradict the animacy implications of the nounstem. The 
result is frequently a metaphorical construction; for example, "shield can be used with a sub- 
ject referring to a man and thus be treated as an animate nounstem. 

As pointed out in 4.6, animacy also engages the category of number. While the nounstem 
itself is, strictly speaking, not involved in indicating number, it does enter into the considera- 
tion of number distinctions because of the difference in NNCs formed on animate stems and 
those formed on nonanimate ones. 

NNCs formed on animate nounstems invite the subject pronoun to specify singular or plu- 
ral number. The third-person singular-number subject personal pronouns in such NNCs are 
frequently generic in reference (as, for example, when we say " the duck is an aquatic b i r d  
in the sense that "ducks (in general) are aquatic birds"). 

NNCs formed on nonanimate stems permit only common number (unless metaphorical use 
deliberately violates the expected nonanimate nature of the subject pronoun). As pointed out 
in 4.6, common number refers indiscriminately to one or to more than one entity in nonlin- 
guistic reality. Also, since Nahuatl lacks the distinction made in English of count nouns ver- 
sus mass nouns, an NNC with a third-person comrnon-number subject may be translated as 
either count or mass according to the demands of the context. Common-number subject mor- 
phic fillers in NNCs built on a nonanimate nounstem always have the same shape as their 
third-person singular-number counterparts in NNCs built on an animate nounstem. NNCs 
showing cornrnon-number subjects are translated into English by singular or plural noun words 
as required by context (see 4.6). 

A nounstem selects the shape of the morphs filling the Number subpositions that must coop- 
erate with it in forming an NNC. This is a matter of nounstem classes (see Lesson 14). 

Warning: The Number position on an NNC (i.e., the subpositions numl and num2) has NO 

direct relationship with the nounstem. It is a constituent of the subject personal pronoun. In an 
English nounword a number suffix is an inflection on the nounstem, but in Nahuatl the num- 
ber position belongs to the NNC and has ONLY to do with the subject. As has been made clear 
earlier, a nuclear clause is not the same kind of linguistic entity as a morphological word. This 
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is most obvious when the nounstem of an NNC identifies an entity that clearly has a singular 
meaning, while the subject of the NNC is plural; for example: 

ancemihtimeh = #an-0(cem-ihti)m-eh# = you (pl) are (members of) a single belly (i.e., 
womb), i.e., you are siblings 

ticernithualtin = #ti-0(cem-it-hua-1)t-in# = we are (members of) a single courtyard, i.e., 
we are a family 

cemiitzacualtin = #0-0(cem-2-tzacu-a-1)t-in# = they are (members of) one neighborhood 

In these examples the morph cem-, "one," clearly proves that the plural-number suffixes can- 
not be inflections affecting the nounstem. A morphosyntactic analysis using the diagrammatic 
format of the NNC formula illustrates this separation of subject constituents from predicate 
constituents: 

#ti-O(. . .)m-eh# I Subject 11 = we 

(cem-ihti) I Predicate 11 = one belly 

The same airtight compartmentalization of subject and predicate that exists in VNCs (where, 
as in English, the number of the subject has nothing to do with the number of occasions an 
action is performed) also exists in NNCs. 

12.7. State and the Nounstem. The logical relationship of State to nounstem is totally differ- 
ent from that of Valence to verbstem. Unlike the verbstem, which chooses its transitive or 
intransitive Valence, the nounstem has very little power over the choice of absolutive or pos- 
sessive state. It is true that there are certain stems that insist on either an absolutive or a pos- 
sessive predicate because of the nature of the entity they name (e.g., in Nahuatl one does not 
possess the sun or rain, but on the other hand one tends always to possess certain familial enti- 
ties such as father or mother; see 8 15.2). However, the vast majority of nounstems participate 
freely in either state. 
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The Possessive-State NNC Formula. 
Subject and Possessor Pronouns 

(Refer to Appendix B for full NNC Forms.) 

13.1. The Possessive-State NNC. As pointed out in 4.5, a possessive-state NNC can be built 
on one of two formulas, one whose predicate contains a monadic state position and the other 
whose predicate contains a dyadic one. The formulas are repeated here for convenience, along 
with a diagrammatic version: 

1. Monadic state-position formula: 

Linear format: #persl-pers2+st(STEM)num1-num2 
Diagrammatic format: 

2. Dyadic state-position formula: 

Linear format: #persl-pers2+st1-st2(STEM)num1-num2# 
Diagrammatic format: 

#persl-pers2+. . .)numl-num2# 
+st(STEM) 

Subject 
Predicate 

13.2. The Subject Positions in the Possessive-State Formulas. The fillers for the subject per- 
sonal-pronoun positions in both possessive-state formulas are the same: 

#persl-pers2+. . .)numl-num2# 
+stl-st2(STEM) 

1. The subject pronoun's persl and pers2 morphs are identical to those in the 
absolutive-state formula in 8 12.3.1. 

Subject 
Predicate 

2. The subject's numl subposition is filled by one of four number-connector morphic vari- 
ants: uhlhu - hui - 0. The morphs uh, hui, and 0 occur only when the singular/common morph 
is occupying the num2 subposition. The uh and hui morphs are in complementary distribution: 
uh occurs after a vowel, hui after a consonant (the [i] is a supportive vowel). Besides this 
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phonological conditioning, the choice of the hui variant is also morphologically conditioned; 
its use is extremely rare (see 5 14.7. l .b). The choice between uh and 0 is morphologically con- 
ditioned. The uh and hu morphs are merely spelling variants: uh is followed by a silent morph, 
hu by a sounded one (this means that hu occurs only when the subject pronoun is plural). 

3. The num2 subposition has two morphs: 

Singuladcommon: 0 
Plural: iin [Compare iin as the num2 morphic filler in VNCs in 3 5.3.4.1 

13.3. Summary of Subject Personal Pronouns in the Possessive-State NNC. Paradigms of 
personal pronouns in the nominative case that serve as fillers in the subpositions on the top 
line of the possessive-state formula's diagrammatic format can now be given. The transla- 
tions are automatic equivalents to the Nahuatl. These personal pronouns can occur as a sub- 
ject only on possessive-state NNCs (contrast the shape of these subject pronouns with those 

l "#lsg-nom+. . .)con-sg#" = I 

) "#lpl-nom+. . .)con-pl# = we 

1 "#2sg-nom+. . .)con-sg# = you (sg) 

} "#2pl-nom+. . .)con-pl#" = you (pl) 

l "#3-nom+. . .)con-sg#" = they 

} "#3-nom+. . .)con-plW7 = they 

13.4. The Predicate in the Monadic Possessive-State NNC Formula. The problem of the stem 
is discussed in Lesson 14. The only other constituent in the predicate is the State position. As 
a position that is filled by a prefixal pronoun, it must express the categories of person, num- 
ber, and case (see $j 4.6). The case here is possessive. 

When the State position is monadic, the categories are concentrated in a single morph. There 
are three possible fillers, having the same shape as the corresponding objective-case morphs 
in the monadic Valence position in $j 6.2. 
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1. The reciprocative possessor morph: ne, "one another's," "each other's." As can be seen, 
the meaning of this morph is more restricted than the ne that is the shuntline reflexivelrecip- 
rocal-object morph in 8 6.2.1. Furthermore, it is restricted to the third person and is highly 
infrequent. 

2. The nonspecific possessor morph (like the nonspecific object morphs in 5 6.2.2, these 
are indefinite pronouns): 

t6! = (human) someone's, anyone's, everyone's 
tla = (nonhuman) something's, anything's, everything's 

Whde the use of t@ is very frequent, that of tla occurs primarily in NNCs built on relational 
nounstems (see Lessons 45,46, and 47), but see 5 15.1.6. 

13.5. The Predicate in the Dyadic Possessive-State NNC Formula. The problem of the stem 
is discussed in Lesson 14. 

When the State position is dyadic, the categories of person, number, and case are combined 
differently in the predicate's stl and st2 subpositions depending on whether the possessor pro- 
noun is third person or not. 

1. Subposition stl always manifests the category of person; however: 

a. For the third person,person is combined with thepossessive case. The sole morphic 
filler is: 

i = 3rd possessive 

b. For the first and second persons, person is combined with number. There are four 
morphic fillers. They are the same as those in subposition val see 6.4. l .b). 

m = 2nd singular 
am = 2nd plural 
n = 1st singular 
t = l st plural 

2. Subposition st2 makes up for the category not contained in stl. 

a. For the third person, it manifests number (the morphic fillers recall those in va2; see 
5 6.4.2.a): 

0 = singular 
m - n . . . = plural [Concerning the suspension points, see $8 2.11.1, 2.11 S ,  and 

2.12.4-5).] 

b. For the first and second persons, it manifests possessive case. The morphic filler is 
o, but whenever the nounstem begins with a vowel, the o morph is replaced by 0, its irregular 
morphic-inventory mate. 

13.6. Summary of the Specijic Possessor Personal Pronouns in the Possessive-State NNC. The 
following is a list of the specific personal pronouns in the role of possessor. The translations are 
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automatic equivalents to the English possessive adjectives, [abbreviation: poss = possessive 
case]. 

n-o - n-0 = lsg-poss = my 
t-o - t-0 = lpl-poss = our 
m-o - m-0 = 2sg-poss = your (sg) 
am-0 - am-0 = 2pl-poss = your (pl) 
i-0 = 3poss-sg = hislherlits [also: 3poss-com = itsltheir] 
i-m - i-n . . . = 3poss-pl = their 
The plural possessor pronouns also have the possibility of being translated "of one of uslof 

one of youlof one of them," "belonging to one of us," etc. The translation of the first-person 
plural can then be made even broader, as the general notion of "someone's." 

Note: Texts using traditional spelling often use double consonants for single ones and single consonants for dou- 
ble ones. In such a text one must be very careful with ammo . . . and amo. . . . In a text with standard spelling, the 
former occurs in a W C  with second-person plural subject and reflexive object [#am-0+m-o(. . .] and the latter in 
an NNC with third-person subject and second-person plural possessor [M-0+am-o(. . .l, 

For spelling involving i-0, see 14.8, note. 



LESSON 14 

Nounstem Classes 

14.1. "Use " Stem Kinds. Every nominal lexical item in Nahuatl, at least theoretically, has two 
"use" stems: a restricted-use stem and a general-use stem. Only certain nouns show a differ- 
ence in shape between the two. The restricted-use stem regularly is the citation form (i.e., the 
form cited in isolation, for purposes of discussion or as an entry in a vocabulary list). It is used 
in forming absolutive-state NNCs. The general-use stem is derived from the restricted-use stem 
and is used in fonning possessive-state NNCs and as the filler of the embed subposition in com- 
pound stems (see Lessons 30 et seq.). 

14.2. Nounstem Classes. Nouns fall into four stem classes. For convenience, these classes 
are named by the morphic filler in the number-connector subposition (i.e., the subject's numl 
subposition) in absolutive singular/common NNCs (see 5 12.3.2). They are the tl class, the tli 
class, the in class, and the 0 class. For example: 

tl class: (S)-tl- = water 
tli class: (pah)-tli- = medicine 

(ca1)-li- = house 
in class: (rnich)-in- = fish 
0 class: (chichi)-0- = dog 

The hyphen before the numz morph insists that the citation form is a mere abstraction and that the 
numz morph is intended only as a means of identGing the stem class. The hyphen after it insists 
that in any absolutive-state NNC formed on the cited stem a num2 morph necessarily follows. 

The following points should be noted: 

1. Membership in a class is not predictable and must be learned for each stem. 

2. A tl stem always ends in a vowel. Both tli and in stems always end in a consonant. A 0 
stem may end in a vowel or a consonant. 

3. Stems that take li as a filler in an absolutive-state NNC do not constitute a separate class. 
They belong to the tli class (see 5 l2.3.2.a). 
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4. The difference between tl and tli class membership is merely the result of phonologi- 
cal conditioning, while the difference between stems in these two classes and stems belong- 
ing to the in and 0 classes is morphologically conditioned. Nevertheless, the main division in 
stem classes lies between tl stems and all the others. 

5. Members in the in and 0 classes are not very numerous. 

6. Certain nounstems permit alternative class membership with no change in meaning; for 
example: 

(tb-ch)-in- - (tb-ch)-tli- = rabbit 
(temo1)-in- - (temo1)-li- = horsefly 

7. A nounstem that in the citation form begins with a supportive vowel has variants (in 
both use stems) in which this vowel is lacking. 

8. Depending on their class and their usage, general-use nounstems may appear in one of 
three shapes: 

a. base shape. The general-use stem is identical to the restricted-use stem. 

b. truncated shape. The general-use stem lacks an ephemeral vowel that appears as the 
final vowel of the restricted-use stem (see 5 14.7.2.b). 

c. glottalized shape. The general-use stem has a short vowel plus a glottal stop where the 
restricted-use stem has a long final vowel. A glottalized stem is rare; it occurs only on 
certain tl stems when they fill the embed subposition of a compound stem (see 
Lessons 30 and 31). 

14.3. The Category of Number and Nounstems. As has been previously stated (especially in 
5 12.6), the category of number is strictly limited to personal pronouns in Nahuatl. Number 
information is no more imparted by the predicate of an NNC than it is by that of a VNC. 

This having been flrrnly established, it must, however, be pointed out that the nounstem 
can be derivationally altered to signify collectivity or varietyldistribution. That these are not 
number notions per se is evident in the fact that the subject of such a stem may have common 
number. They are, rather, relationship notions, related to the question of whether the members 
within a nonlinguistic plurality are being viewed jointly or separately. Nahuatl relies on deriva- 
tional prefixes (i.e., prefixes inside the stem) to deal with this question. There are two kinds 
of these derived nounstems: affinity stems and distributive/varietal stems (compare these 
derived nounstems with the derived verbstems of Lesson 27). The animate-versus-nonanimate 
distinction is still maintained in the derived nounstems. 

1. Affinity nounstems. When there is a need to point to a special cohesiveness, brother- 
hood, or affinity among the members of a group of two or more (an affinity justified by blood 
relation; by common purpose, background or characteristics; or by shared predilections, etc.), 
a reduplicative prefix (i.e., a prefix that foretokens the initial consonant, if there is one, and the 
vowel of the stem) with a long vowel is attached to the plain source stem. For example: 
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(tah)-tli- = father > (tG-tab)-t- = fathers of a single line [The -t- is the appropriate numl 
morph for a plural subject pronoun in an NNC built on this stem (see 14.5).] 

(cal)-li- = house > (cG-ca1)-li- = houses of a single village 

Note: Affective nounstems use a reduplicative prefix with a short vowel attached to the matrix stem (see Les- 
son 32). 

2. Distributivelvarietal nounstems. When the members of a group of two or more are con- 
sidered separately, are located in separate places, or are of various kinds, a reduplicative pre- 
fix with a glottal stop is attached to the plain stem that serves as a source stem. For example: 

(tah)-tli- = father > (tah-tah)-t- = fathers of different lines 
(ca1)-li- = house > (cah-ca1)-li- = separately located houses, various lunds of houses 
(te)-tl- = rock, stone; egg > (teh-te)-tl- = various kinds of rocks; various kinds of eggs 
(iihui-l)-li- = frivolity > (ah-iihui-l)-li- = frivolities (of different kinds) 

If a nounstem begins with a supportive [i], that vowel is treated as a real vowel and the redu- 
plicated [i] is a supportive vowel. 

(icxi)-tl- = foot > (ih-id)-tl- = various feet 
(izte)-tl- = fingernailhoenail > (ih-izte)-tl- = various fingernails or toenails 

At times the derived nounstem can have a translation value different from that of the source 
stem: 

(ca1)-li- = house > (cah-ca1)-li- = settlementhillage 

Occasionally the derived stem names an entity that is an intensified version of the source stem: 

(eh-ca)-tl- = breeze > (eh-eh-ca)-tl- = wind [The glottal stop in the source stem is abun- 
dantly attested in the FC (see also the Teteltzingo NNC yejcamalacaatl, "dust devil," 
where yejca- is the stem (eh-ca)-tl-). But Carochi gives the derived stem with vowel 
length in the second syllable instead of a glottal stop (Teteltzingo also has yejyecatl, 
i.e., a long vowel, not a glottal stop). Since there is no rule for changing the shape of 
a source stem when a reduplicative prefix is added, however, in this text the glottal 
stop is kept.] 

Note: Certain pronominal NNCs are the exception to the rule about number in that they have pluralized stems 
(see $ 6  16.3 and 16.9). 

Remark: The various distinctions involved in nounstems as presented in $$ 14.1-14.3 are summarized in the 
following chart: 

Use-stem shape Plural-referent-of-subject stem types 

Restricted-use stem 
a. base shape Plain stem 

General-use stem Affinity stem 
a. base shape Distributive/varietal stem 
b. truncated shape 
c. glottalized shape 

Comments: 
1. When it is a matter of a restricted-use stem, the base shape must be used. 
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2. When it is a matter of a general-use stem, one uses a base shape, a truncated shape, or a glottalized shape. 
3. When the subject pronoun refers to more than one entity, one uses a plain stem, an affinity stem, or a distribu- 
tivelvarietal stem. 

14.4. The Nounstem in Absolutive-State NNCs with a Singular/Common Subject. Only the 
base shape of a nounstem is used in an absolutive-state NNC when the subject pronoun shows 
singular/common number. The following are examples from each of the four nounstem classes. 

met1 = #0-0(me)tl-B# = it is maguey - they are magueys 
ticihuiitl = #ti-0(cihuii)tl-0# = you are a woman 
pahtli = #0-0(pah)tli-0# = it is medicine - it is a medicine - they are medicines 
noquichtli = #n-0(oquich)tli-0# = I am a man 
rnichin = #0-0(mich)in-0# = it is a fish 
chichi = #0-0(chichi)0-0# = it is a dog 

If the common-number subject refers to a nonlinguistic plurality and the stem indicates dis- 
tribution or variety, the formation of an absolutive-state NNC follows the general principle 
illustrated above (with the base shape of the derived nounstem being used): 

tehtetl = #0-0(teh-te)tl-0# = they are various kinds of rocks 
cahcalli = #0-0(cah-ca1)li-0# = they are separate houses, they are houses here and there 

14.5. The Nounstem in Absolutive-State NNCs with a Plural-Number Subject. An absolu- 
tive-state NNC with a plural-number subject (i.e., an animate subject) may be built on the base 
shape of a plain stem or on the base shape of a derived stem having either an affinity or dis- 
tributivefvarietal formation. 

1. The plain stem. The choice of the morphic filler for the subject's numl subposition is 
loosely correlated with the stem's class. 

a. With a tl-class stem, the numl filler is usually m but occasionally 0. The choice of 
one or the other for a given nounstem must be learned, but stems that use 0 as the numl filler 
for the most part name people, including gentilic-name nounstems (see 5 48.9) and nounstems 
signifying a profession (related to gentilic-name nounstems; see 5 48.13). 

tepemeh = #0-0(tepi?)m-eh# = they are mountains [< (tepi?)-tl-, "hill, mountain"] 
temeh = #0-0(te)m-eh# = they are rocks [< (te)-tl-, "rock." Molina lists this plural- 

subject form, which implies it has an animate stem.] 
tocameh = #0-0(toca)m-eh# = they are spiders [< (toca)-tl-, "spider"] 
azcihuah = #az-0(cihua)0-h# = you are women [Notice the assimilation: /m/ + /S/ > 

[ss]; < (cihu2)-tl-, "woman."] 
titliicah = #ti-0(tl%ca)0-h# = we are persons [< (tl8ca)-tl-, "person"] 

b. With a stem belonging to a tli, in, or 0 class, the numl filler is either t or m, but gen- 
erally speaking t favors stems ending in a consonant and m those ending in a vowel. Again, 
the choice for a given stem must be learned. 

i. Examples with tli stems: 
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cihtin = #0-0(cih)t-in# = they are grandmothers [< (cih)-tli-, "grandmother"; com- 
pare (c&)-tli-, "jackrabbit/hare," in 2.b below.] 

tic6ltin = #ti-0(c6l)t-in# = we are grandfathers [< (c61)-li-, grandfather"] 
chicuahrneh = #0-0(chicuah)m-eh# = they are barn owls [< (chicuah)-tli-, "barn 

owl"] 

ii. Examples with in stems: 

ocuiltin = M-0(ocuil)t=in# = they are worms [< (ocui1)-in-, "worm"] 
t6tolmeh = #8-fl(t6tol)m-eh# = they are turkey hens [< (t6tol)-in-, "turkey hen"; 

in postconquest times, extended to "(chicken) hen"] 

iii. Examples with 0 stems: 

texcantin = #a-fl(ti5xcan)t-in# = they are bedbugs [< (ti2xcan)-PI-, "bedbug"] 
chichimeh = #B-0(chichi)m-eh# = they are dogs [< (chichi)-0-, "dog"] 

2. The affinity stem. The use of the affinity nounstem is obligatory when certain nominal 
lexical items occur in absolutive-state NNCs with a plural subject. The justification for this is 
not always clear from our cultural perspective, a fact that is of no consequence whatsoever 
except that it warns us once again that the Nahuatl world view is alien to our own. The choice 
of the filler for the numl subposition is as follows: 

a. If the source stem belongs to the tl class, the affinity stem uses 0 or, infrequently, m. 

teteoh = #0-0(t&teo)0-h# = they are gods [< (te6)-tl-, "god] 
c6c6ah = #8-0(c6-c6a)0-h# = they are snakes [< (~6%)-tl-, "snake"] 
cbcoyoh = M-0(c6-coy-o)0-h# = they are coyotes [< (coy-@-M-, "coyote"] 
tetepeh = M-0(t&tepe)0-h# = they are mountains [< (tepi5)-tl-, "hill, mountain ." See 

also l .a above.] 
antiticih = #an-0(ti-tici)0-h# = you are doctors [< (tici)-tl-, "doctor, midwife, 

shamanistic healer"] 
huihuil6meh = M-0(hui-huil6)m-eh# = they are doves [< (hui16)-tl-, "dove"] 
tzitzipimeh = #0-B(tzi-tzipi)m-eh# = they are sickly babies [< (tzipi)-tl-, "a baby 

that is sickly because of bad milk] 

b. If the source stem belongs to the tli or in class, the affinity stem uses t. 

i. Examples with tli stems: 

cicihtin = #0-0(ci-cih)t-in# = they are jackrabbitslhares [< (cih)-tli-, "jackrab- 
bithare"; compare (cih)-tli-, "grandmother," in l .b above.] 

teteuctin = #B-0(t&t&c)t-in# = they are lords [< (ti5uc)-tli-, "lord] 
tipipiltin = #ti-B(pi-pi1)t-in# = we are noblemen [< (pi1)-li-, "child (of a clan, 

nation, etc.)"; i.e., "nobleman"; see 5 32.6.1 

ii. Examples with in stems: 

cicitlaltin = #0-0(ci-cit1al)t-in# = they are stars [< (citla1)-in-, "star"] 
t6t6chtin = #8-0(t6-tb-ch)t-in# = they are rabbits [< (t6-ch)-in-, "rabbit"] 
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3. The distributivelvarietal stem. When the subject pronoun is plural, the formation of an 
NNC on a distributivelvarietal stem is the same as that on the source stem. 

tahtahtin = M-0(tah-tah)t-in# = they are fathers of separate lines 

4. The formation of plural-subject absolutive-state NNCs that has been outlined above is 
complicated by the fact that certain lexical items may be either fickle or steadfast in their selec- 
tion of a plain stem or an affinity stem as well as in the selection of a morphic filler for the sub- 
ject pronoun's numl subposition. A given nounstem may allow three formations or two or may 
insist on only one, for example: 

a .  Three possibilities; source stem (quirnich)-in-, "mouse": 

quimichtin = #0-0(quimich)t-in# = they are mice 
quimichimeh = M-0(quimichi)m-eh# = they are mice [The [i] at the end of the stem 

is an irregularity.] 
quiquimichtin = #0-0(qui-quimich)t-in# = they are mice 

b .  Two possibilities; source stem (oquich)-tli-, "man, male being": 

amoquichtin = #am-B(oquich)t-in# = you are men 
amoquichmeh = #am-0(oquich)m-eh# = you are men 

Another example; source stem (c6ii)-tl-, "snake": 

cbiimeh = #0-0(cbii)m-eh# = they are snakes 
cbcbah = #0-0(cb-cba)0-h# = they are snakes 

c .  Only one possibility; source stem (tbtb)-tl-, "bird: 

tbtbmeh = #g-g(tbt6)m-eh# = they are birds 

d. Even when a given stem permits alternative formations, it may prefer one over the 
other(s). For example, the stem (miz)-tli-, "puma," has two possible plural-subject absolu- 
tive-state formations: 

rniztin = #B-0(miz)t-in# = they are pumas 
mimiztin = M-0(mi-miz)t-in# = they are pumas [This is the preferred formation.] 

14.6. The Nounstem in Possessive-State NNCs with a Plural-Number Subject. If there is a 
special need to indicate affinity between the members of a group of animate beings, the affin- 
ity stem can be used along with a plural subject pronoun to form a possessive-state NNC: 

icbcblhuiin = #0-0+i-0(cb-cb1)hu-W# = they are his ancestral line of grandfathers, they 
are his forebears 

Similarly, if there is a need to stress distribution or variety, a distributivelvarietal stem can be 
used: 

incohcblhu-iin = #B-0+i-n(coh-cb1)hu-W# = they are their various lines of grandfathers, 
they are their forebears 

Normally, however, the plain stem is used to form a possessive-state NNC with a plural-num- 
ber subject. 
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ticihuiihuiin = #t-0+i-0(cihuii)hu-iin# = we are his wives [< (&U%)-tl-, "woman, wife"] 
noconeh- = M-0+n-o(coni?)hu-Fin# = they are my children (said by a woman) [< (cone)-tl-, 

"child (of a woman)"] 
itehuiin = M-0+i-0(te)hu-iin# = they are its eggs (i.e., eggs of a fish or frog) [< (te)-tl-, "egg; 

fishffrog egg" [An exceptional formation. Normally the nounstem (te)-tl-, "rocMegg," per- 
mits only a common-number personal-pronoun subject; but see § 14.5.l.a.l 

antocihhuiin = #an-0+t-o(cih)hu-Fin# = you are our grandmothers [< (cih)-tli-, "grandmother"] 
toquichhuiin = #0-0+t-O(oquich)hu-iin# = they are our men, they are our husbands [< 

(oquich)-tli-, "man, husband] 
int6tolhuiin = #0-0+i-n(t6tol)hu-iin# = they are their turkey hens [< (t6tol)-in-, "turkey 

hen"] 
imichhuiin = #0-0+i-0(mich)hu-iin# = they are his fish [< (mich)-in-, "fish"] 
techichihuiin = #0-@+te(chichi)hu-h# = they are someone's dogs [< (chichi)-@-, "dog"] 

14.7. The Nounstem in Possessive-State NNCs with a Singular/Common-Number Subject. 
The nounstem used in a possessive-state NNC with a singular/cornmon-number subject has 
either a base shape or a truncated shape. 

1. The tli, in, and 0 nounstem classes. The base shape is used for stems of the tli, in, and 0 
classes. 

a. The in and 0 class nounstems. The morphic filler for the subject's numl subposition 
is always 0. 

it61 = M-0+i-0(t61)0-0# = it is his rush - they are his rushes [< (t61)-in-, "rush] 
nomich = #0-0+n-o(mich)B-0# = it is my fish [< (delta)-in-, "fish] 
mochichi = #a-@+m-o(chichi)B-0# = it is your dog [< (chichi)-0-, "dog"] 
intlatzcan = #B-0+i-n(tlatzcan)0-0# = it is their cypress - they are their cypresses [< 

(t1atzcan)-0-, "cypress"] 

b. The tli class nounstem. The morphic filler for the subject's numl subposition is either 
0 or hui. The difference creates two subclasses. 

i. Subclass 1 of the tli stems uses 0 in the numz subposition. Almost all tli stems 
belong to this subclass. 

monacaz = #0-0+m-o(nacaz)0-0# = it is your ear - they are your ears [< 

(nacaz)- tli-, "ear"] 
icomal = #0-0+i-0(comal)0-0# = it is her griddle - they are her griddles [< 

(coma1)-li-, "griddle"] 
tocih = #0-0+t-o(cih)0-0# = she is our grandmother [< (cih)-tli-, "grandmother"] 

ii. Subclass 2 of tli stems uses hui in the numl subposition. Only a very limited num- 
ber of nounstems belong to this subclass. 

nohhui = #g-0+n-O(oh)hui-0# = it is my path - they are my paths [< (oh)-tli-, 
"path, trail, road] 
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ihuezhui = #g-0+i-0(huez)hui-0# = she is her sister-in-law [< *(huez)-tli-, 
"sister-in-law (of a woman)." The asterisk indicates that this stem does not occur 
in an absolutive-state NNC; there the compound stem (huez-huah)-tli- is used 
instead (see 32.5).] 

amochhui = #0-0+am-o(ch)hui-0 = it is your (pl) maguey fiber - they are your 
(pl) maguey fibers [< (ich)-tli-, "maguey fiber." The [i] of the restricted-use 
stem is a supportive vowel and disappears in the general-use stem after a pre- 
ceding vowel.] 

In this subclass there is also a very limited number of stems that occur in an alternative form 
of a possessive NNC in which the numl morphic filler is 0 instead of hui. 

amichhui = #0-0+am-U(ich)hui-0# 
amich = #0-0+am-O(ich)n-0# 

imitzhui = #0-0+i-m(itz)hui-0# 
imitz = #0-@+I-m(itz)O-0# l 
nioquichhui = #n-0+i-0(oquich)hui-0# 
nioquich = #n-0+i-B(oquich)~-0# 

= it is your (pl) maguey fiber - 
they are your maguey fibers 
[< (ich)-tli-, "maguey fiber." 
Here the /i/ of the stem is a 
"real" vowel and the o morph 
in st2 is replaced by its silent 
repertory mate 0.1 

= it is their obsidian [< (itz)-tli-, 
"obsidian, piece of obsidian, 
knife, razor, etc."] 

= I am her husband [< (oquich)- 
tli,"male being, man, 
husband"] 

2. The tl nounstem class. There are two subclasses of tl nounstems. They are determined 
by the shape of the general-use stem. In Subclass 1 a base stem is used; in Subclass 2 a trun- 
cated stem is used. Each of these subclasses has further subclasses. 

a. Subclass 1 of tl nounstems has two subclasses. They are determined by the selection 
of the morphic filler in the subject's numl subposition. The selection is not predictable and 
must be learned for each stem. 

i. Subclass l-A uses uh as the morphic filler for the numl subposition: 

nimocihui3uh = #ni-0+m-o(cihu8)uh-0# = I am your womanlwife 
nauh = #g-0+n-O(g)uh-0# = it is my water [< (8)-tl-, "water"] 
inte6uh = #0-0+i-n(te6)uh-0# = he is their god [< (te6)-tl-, "god] 
imiuh = #0-0+i-0(mi)uh-0# = it is his arrow - they are his arrows [< (mi)-tl-, 

"arrow"] 
iilhuiuh = #g-0+i-B(i1hui)uh-0# = it is his festival [< (i1hui)-tl-, "day, festival"] 

Note: Occasionally a tli-class general-use stem ends in a voiceless [y] and takes a 0 filler in the numl subposi- 
tion of a singular/common-number possessive-state NNC: 
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nocniuh = #0-0+n-o(cn-iuh)0-0# = he is my friend [< (icn-iuh)-tli-, "friend"] 
The uh in such instances should not be confused with the uh filler in the numl subposition. Ambiguous NNCs are 
possible: 

noteuh = (1) M-0+n-o(teuh)0-0# = it is my dust [< (teuh)-tli-, "dust"] 
(2) M-0+n-o(te)uh-0# = it is my rock [< (te)-tl-, b'rock"] 

ii. Subclass l-B uses 0 as the morphic filler for numl: 

tiahui = #t-0+i-0(ahui)0-0# = you are his aunt [< (ahui)-tl-, "aunt"] 
nihti = #0-0+n-0(ihti)0-0# = it is my stomach [< (ihti)-tl-, "stomach] 
teizte = M-0+tP(izte)0-0# = it is someone's fingernail - they are someone's fin- 

gernails [< (izte)-tl-, "fingernail, toenail"] 
toxo = #B-0+t-o(xo)0-0# = they are our feet; it is the foot of one of us (i.e., it is a 

foot); they are the feet of one of us (i.e., they are feet) (See 13.6.) [< (xo)-tl-, 
"foot"] 

mocxi = #0-0+m-o(cxi)0-0# = it is your leg - they are your legs [< (icxi)-tl-, "leg, 
foot"] 

b. Subclass 2 of tl nounstems has three subclasses. All of them use a truncated gen- 
eral-use stem, created by deleting the stem-final ephemeral vowel (an ephemeral vowel is a 
short /a/ or /i/ that is deleted due to morphological factors; contrast this with a supportive 
vowel, which is added due to phonological factors). The morphic filler for the subject's numl 
subposition is always B. 

i. Subclass 2-A has a limited-use stem that ends in an ephemeral short /V preceded 
by a long /a:/ or /e:/. The truncated general-use stem consequently ends in a long vowel. 

tom3 = #0-0+t-o(mii)0-0# = they are our hands; it is the hand of one of us (i.e., it 
is a hand); they are the hands of one of us (i.e., they are hands) (See 5 13.6.) [< 
(miii)-tl-, "hand] 

mot6c3 = #B-@+m-o(t6cii)O-0# = it is your name [< (t6ciii)-tl-, "name"] 
icue = #0-0+i-0(cuG)0-0# = it is her skirt - they are her sku-ts [< (cuei)-tl-, "skirt"] 

ii. Subclass 2-B has a limited-use stem that ends in an ephemeral short /a/ or short /il 
preceded by a single consonant. The truncated general-use stem consequently ends in a con- 
sonant. The subclass contains numerous members. When the ephemeral vowel is short /a/, the 
truncated stem ends in /k/, /W, / S / ,  or /m/ (with /M being the most frequent). An /m/ has the 
phone [p] before silent morphs (see 5 2.13.2). 

monac = M-@+m-o(nac)0-0# = it is your meat [< (naca)-tl-, "meat (that is obtained 
by purchase, hunting, etc.)"] 

ipetl = #0-0+i-O(pet1)B-0# = it is his mat - they are his mats [< (pet1a)-tl-, "mat." 
Obviously a tl at the end of an NNC must be assessed with care. At the end of 
a possessive-state NNC, it is the final consonant of the general-use stem. At the 
end of an absolutive-state NNC, it is a filler in the numl subposition.] 

nomiix = #0-0+n-o(miix)0-0# = it is my crotch [< (miixa)-tl-, "crotch"] 
intecon = #0-0+i-n(tecon)0-0# = it is their pot - they are their pots [< (te-coma)- 

tl-, "pot"] 
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When the ephemeral vowel is short /i/, the truncated stem ends in [l 1, [g], [y], or [G] (with the 
last two being the most frequent). The [p] comes from /m/ (see 2.13.2). Since the [y] is 
voiceless (see 5 2.3.2), it is spelled uh. This stem-final uh should not be confused with the uh 
filler in the numl subposition. 

tocuauh = M-0+t-o(cuauh)0-PI# = it is our tree - they are our trees [< (cuahui)-tl-, 
"tree; wood, piece of wood] 

ic6n = #8-fl+i-0(c6n)0-0# = it is her pot - they are her pots [< (c6mi)-tl-, "pot"] 
nocax = #0-0+n-o(cax)0-0# = it is my bowl - they are my bowls [< (taxi)-M-, 

"bowl, cup, vessel"] 
ti!quil = M-0+ti!(quil)0-0# = it is someone's leafy vegetable - they are someone's 

leafy vegetables [< (qui1i)-tl-, "leafy vegetable"] 

iii. Subclass 2-C has a limited-use stem that ends in an ephemeral short /a/ preceded 
by two consonants. The deletion of the ephemeral /a/ leaves an illegal consonant 
cluster; consequently, a supportive [i] is added at the end to legalize it. The con- 
sonant immediately before this supportive [i] is either /h/ or k/. The stems are few 
in number, and all of them are compound stems (see Lesson 32). 

nomiixtli = M-0+n-o(miix-tli)0-0# = it is my loincloth - they are my loincloths [< 
(miix-t1a)-tl-, "loincloth, breechcloth; literally, "strip of cloth for the crotch"] 

ic6zqui = #0-0+i-Pl(c6z-qui)0-0# = it is her jewel - they are her jewels [< (cbz- 
ca)-tl-, "jewel." When this nounstem is used metaphorically to mean "child," 
it can belong to tl Subclass l-A; e.g., M-0+i-0(~6z-ca)uh-0# = helshe is hislher 
child."] 

Note: It is important at this point to reiterate the warning in 8 12.3.2: the numl subposition belongs to the SUB- 

JECT, not the predicate. Although, except for 0-0, the morphic dyads filling the personal-pronoun subject's number 
position are distinctive for the one and the other state due mainly to the shape of the numl subposition's filler, one 
should avoid calling uh and hu "possessive suffixes" as strenuously as one should avoid calling tli, li, and in "abso- 
lutive suffixes." The state position is in front of the nounstem, not after it. 

14.8. Dificulties in Constituent Analysis. Two difficulties in analyzing the constituents in 
NNCs have already been mentioned: uh and tl. Are they a stem-final consonant or a numz 
filler? (See 14.7.2.b.i, note, and 8 14.7.2.b.ii.) The same question arises with tli (as in 
nomiixtli), though it is rare as a stem-final element. 

Problems also arise in connection with the front part of an NNC. For example, is the o after 
an initial n, t, or am part of the stem or the st2 filler? 

nomiuh = M-0+n-o(mi)uh-0# = it is my arrow - they are my arrows [< (mi)-tl-, "arrow"] 
nomiuh = M-0+n-[l(omi)uh-0# = it is my bone - they are my bones [< (omi)-tl-, "bone 

(that is purchased, found, etc.)"] 

If the o is long, the problem does not exist (unless one is dealing with a text in which length 
is not marked and one does not know the stem). Long 6 has to belong to the stem. 

n6zt6uh = #0-0+n-n(6zt6)uh-0# = it is my cave - they are my caves [< (bzt6)-tl-, 
"cave"] 
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A similar problem exists with the m after a long i that is a stl filler. Is it part of the stem or 
the st2 filler? 

imich = #B-B+i-B(mich)B-B# = it is his fish [< (mich)-in-, "fish] 
- h c h  = M-B+i-m(ich)0-0# = it is their maguey fiber [< (ich)-tli-, "maguey fiber"] 

To solve such problems one must be aware of the options (which comes with knowing the 
filler morphs, the vocabulary, and the sound changes) and must avoid "tunnel vision" (i.e., 
one must keep one's mind open to alternative solutions). 

Note: Other problems are created by inadequate orthography. One example is the problem of amo mentioned in 
Q 13.6, note. Another occurs when a tl stem ends in to:/ and takes a voiceless [y] as the numl filler of a singularkom- 
mon-number possessive-state NNC. In this context to:/ is pronounced [U:] (see 9 2.2). Because of this, some texts 
fail to spell the to:/ of the stem; for example, they represent noteiiuh, "he is my god," as noteuh (which in fact 
means "it is my rock") or noyiiiiuh, "he is my enemy," as noyauh. At the same time that it falsifies the dimensions 
of the stem, such a spelling misrepresents the location of the stress. (In the examples given, the stress should fall on 
the syllables -te- and -ya-, not on the syllable no-.) 

Also, when a nounstem begins with a long 1i:l and the possessor pronoun is I-0, traditional spelling ignores the 
existence of the 1i:i:l sequence; i.e., iix is misleadingly spelled ix ("it is hisker face"; "they are hisker eyes"). 

The possessor pronoun i-0 involves other spelling problems. When the nounstem begins with an lil followed by 
a glottal stop, the pronoun loses the length on the i because of the glottal stop (see Q 2.3.3). 

iihiyo = M-0+i-0(ih-i-yo)0-0# = it is hiskerlits breath [Traditionally written with only one i as ihio. The source 
stem is (ih-I-y6)-tl-, "breath."] 

iihte = #0-0+i-0(ihte)0-0# = it is hiskerlits stomach [Traditionally spelled ite. The source stem is (ihte)-tl-, 
"stomach."] 

If the nounstem begins with a supportive [i], it is dropped after 1-0. 
icxi = M-0+i-0(cxi)0-0# = it is hiskerlits foot - they are hiskerlits feet [< (icxi)-tl-, "foot"] 
ihyel = M-0+i-0(hye-1)0-0# = it is hisher flatulence [< (aye-l)-li-, "flatulence"] 
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Further Remarks on NNCs 

15.1. Peculiarities in the Formation of Possessive-State NNCs. Certain points not covered in 
the discussion in Lesson 14 should be noted. 

1. Because of the /W/ in the number dyad hu-iin, the final sound of the general-use stem is 
subject to assimilation in two instances: 

a. When a nounstem ends in a voiceless [y], this sound is totally assimilated to the /W/ 
sound of the possessive-state plural dyad hu-iin and is lost (see 5 2.12.6). 

(cuiiuh)-tli- > (cuiiuh)-0- = eagle 
nocuiihuiin = #0-0+n-o(cu8)hu-Qn# = they are my eagles 

(icn-iuh)-tli- > (icn-iuh)-0- = friend 
timocnihuiin = #ti-@+m-o(cn-i)hu-iin# = we are your friends 

b. When a nounstem ends in [n], the preceding vowel is somewhat nasalized and the 
[n] is assimilated to the /W/ sound of the possessive-state N W ' s  plural-number dyad and is lost 
(see 8 2.12.5): 

(nib)-tli- > (niin)-0- = mother 
toniihuiin = #B-0+t-o(n3)hu-iin# = they are our mothers [Also written toniinhuiin.] 

2. Certain nouns use a suppletive stem to form a possessive-state NNC: 

a. (t1iicoh)-tli- > (tl8ca)-uh- = slave [The stem (t1iicoh)-tli- is replaced by the stem 
(t1iica)-tl-, "person."] 

nimotliicauh = #ni-0+m-o(t1iica)uh-0# = I am your slave 
titliicahuiin = #t-0+i-O(t1iica)hu-iin# = we are hislher slaves 

Contrast these possessive-state NNCs with their absolutive-state counterparts: nitliicohtli, "I 
am a slave"; titliitliicohtin, "we are slaves." 

b. (pi1)-li- > (pil-16)-tl- = nobleman [The stem (pi1)-li- is replaced by the compound 
stem (pil-16)-tl-, "nobility" (see 5 39.3. l).] 
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nirnopillo = I am your nobleman 
annopillijhuiin = you are my noblemen 

Contrast these possessive-state NNCs with their absolutive-state counterparts: nipilli, "I 
am a nobleman"; ampipiltin, "you are noblemen." Concerning the stem (pi1)-li-, see 8 
32.6. 

c. (teuc)-tli- > (teuc-yo)-0- = lord [The stem (teuc)-tli- is replaced by the compound 
stem (teuc-y6)-tl-, "lordship" (see 39.3. l).] 

nimoteucyo = I am your lord; i.e., I am your master 
tirnoteucyijhuiin = we are your lords; i.e., we are your courtiers [Notice the contrast 

in meaning with the singular-number subject NNC .] 

Contrast these possessive-state NNCs with their absolutive-state counterparts: niteuctli, "I 
am a lord"; titeteuctin, "we are lords." 

There is also a special possessive-state NNC, Tot&, "he is our lord," formed on the gen- 
eral-use stem (tee)-0- (concerning the delabialization of l k ~ l ,  see 5 2.13.4). It is used as a title 
and a personal name, e.g., Xipe Totec, "Xipe, Our Lord." 

Note: In Nahuatl written by Spanish priests, one finds the possessive-state NNC totecuiyo, "he is our lord." It 
even occurs in Molina (e.g., in the entry itlacatilitzin totecuiyo Jesu christo, "the birth of Our Lord, Jesus Christ"). 
What is more surprising, Carochi did not escape the spurious usage. He uses it profusely in his Arte despite saying 
(book IV, chap. 4) that notecuiyo is derived from tGucy6tl. Without the pressure of priestly convention, he would 
undoubtedly have recognized the impossibility of this derivation. At least, however, his statement proves that there 
was no *(tPcu-i-y6)-tl- (and no source stem *(tPcu-i)-tl-). It would seem that totPcuiyo, notPcuiyo, etc., was a 
priest-invented form that possibly began as a misreading of the spelling totecuio for /tote:kwyo/. Since Spanish has 
no syllable-final kW sound, Spaniards had trouble spelling Nahuatl fkwl at the end of a syllable (see Appendix F). One 
of the digraphs they resorted to was cu. At the same time, they did not write a Nahuatl /y/ between two vowels. Con- 
sequently, the spelling cuio was ambiguous; it could be understood as either /kwyo/ or /kwiyo/. Possibly fueling the 
second reading in this particular instance was a desire on the priests' part to see a distinction between a native 
totPucyo, "he is our lord," and a Christian ToTPcuiyo, "he is Our Lord (Jesus Christ)." The priests' NNC creates a 
syllable out of a single-consonant phoneme and then gives that syllable vocable stress. 

3. A possessive-state NNC may be formed on a distributivelvarietal or an affinity nonani- 
mate stem (see 5 14.3). In such instances the number dyad reports common number, It is trans- 
lated as a plural in English: 

inchiin = it is their home; they are their homes 
inchahchiin = they are their separate homes 

itlahtd = it is his word; they are his words 
itl8tlahtijl= they are his prolix words 

4. Occasionally, plurality in a possessive-state NNC is indicated (at times redundantly) by 
a reduplication of the possessor pronoun: 

nonopilhuan = #0-0+n-o-n-o(pi1)hu-iin# = they are my children [See 5 32.7.1 

5. Certain nouns permit the formation of a secondary general-use stem for the creation of 
possessive-state NNCs; that is, the possessor pronoun ti? fuses with a general-use stem so that 
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what was a possessive-state predicate is downgraded to the rank of a general-use stem from 
which a possessive-state NNC is formed: 

(tab)-tli- > (tah)-0- = father 
intahhusn = #0-0+i-n(tah)hu-an# = they are their fathers 
tetahhuiin = #0-0+te(tah)hu-%n# = they are people's fathers 

intetahhuiin = #0-0+i-n(te-tah)hu-%n# = they are their fathers 
tPtetahhu8n = #0-Pl+te(te-tah)hu-%n# = they are people's fathers 

(ic-c%uh)-tli- > (ic-ciiuh)-0- = younger brother [for (iuc-c%uh)-tli-] 
nicciiuh = #0-0+n-n(ic-c%uh)0-0# = he is my younger brother 
tGicciiuh = M-0+te(ic-c2uh)0-0# = he is s.o.'s younger brother; he is a younger brother 

noti5cciiuh = #0-0+n-o(te-ic-c%uh)0-0# = he is my younger brother 
tPtSicciiuh = #0-0+te(ti?-ic-ciiuh)0-0# = he is s.o.'s younger brother; he is a 

younger brother 

(Sch-c%uh)-tli- > (iich-c%uh)-0- = older brother 
niichciiuh = W-0+n-n(iich-ciiuh)0-0# = he is my older brother 
teichciiuh = W-0+tE$ich-c2uh)0-0# = he is s.o.'s older brother; he is an older brother 

notG8chciiuh = #a-0+n-o(ti2-iich-ciiuh)0-0# = he is my older brother 
tSte8chciiuh = #0-0+te(tP-%ch-ciiuh)0-0# = he is s.o.'s older brother; he is an 

older brother 

The possessive-state nature of such an NNC occasionally becomes disguised by the blurring 
of the te to ti or even to t; e.g., tiiichc%uh, tachciiuh (the latter is commonly used in the sense 
of "it is a prime thing," "it is a foremost thing," "it is an excellent thing"). 

ti%chciiuh = #0-0+ti(%ch-ciiuh)0-0# = he is s.o.'s older brother, he is an older brother; 
by extension, he is outstanding, he is excellent; it is outstanding, it is excellent [Com- 
pare $ 35.6, note 3.1 

tetiiichcZihuiin = W-0+te(ti-iich-c2)hu-iin# = they are people's older brothers; by exten- 
sion, they are directors of youths, they are leaders of youths 

6. Certain nounstems derive analogical ones from a possessive-state predicate in which tla, 
"something's," serves as the possessor pronoun. The possessive-state predicate is downgraded 
to the rank of a restricted-use stem (which can then have a general-use stem). 

(m%i)-tl- > (m%)-@- = hand, arm 
tlamii = #0-0+tla(m%)0-0# = it is s.th.'s arm 

(tla-miii)-tl- > (tla-m%)-0- = sleeve 
tlam%itl= #0-0(tla-m%i)tl-0# = it is a sleeve - they are sleeves 
notlama = #0-0+n-o(t1a-m%)@-0# = it is my sleeve - they are my sleeves 

Other examples of the formation are: 

(ix-cu%i)-tl- = forehead > (tla-ix-cuiii)-tl- = front part, forepart 
(nacaz)-tli- = ear > (tla-nacaz)-tli- = corner of a building 
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At times the derived stem has replaced the source stem in the formation of an absolutive-state 
NNC : 

(nel-hua)-tl- = root > (tla-nel-hua)-tl- = root [The general-use stem of the source stem 
occurs as the embed of a compound stem; e.g., (nel-hua-yo-h-@)& "a thing having 
roots"; (nel-hua-y6)-tl-, "base, foundation; genealogical origin."] 

7. A Subclass 2-A stem of the tl class may be reclassified as a Subclass l-A stem by loss 
of the ephemeral /V. Sometimes there is a shift in meaning: 

(miii)-tl- = hand, arm > (m@-tl- = fathom [as in the compound stem (cem-m@-tl-, "one 
fathom"] 

At other times no change of meaning is present and the reclassification seems merely stylistic: 

itlemiiuh = #0-#+I-0(tle-mii)uh-0# = it is his fire-hand, i.e., it is his incense ladle 
[This NNC is formed on the compound stem (tle-m%)-tl-, i.e., a Subclass l-A tl 
stem.] 

intlehtlemii# = M-0+i-n(t1eh-tle-m%)0-0# = they are their separate incense ladles [This 
NNC is formed on the regular Subclass 2-A tl stem (tle-m%)-tl-, "fire-hand; i.e., 
"incense ladle."] 

8. Since Nahuatl has supplementary possessors (see 5 17.3.3), it is necessary to identify 
the pronominal possessor in the NNC as the nuclear or basic possessor. 

Note: The full paradigms of possessive-state NNCs are given in Appendix B. 

15.2. Naturally Possessed Nounstems. Some nounstems occur usually or always in posses- 
sive-state NNCs. The entity referred to by such a stem is considered naturally associated with 
another entity and as a rule cannot be mentioned, even in a general way, without an acknowl- 
edgment of that association. When such stems are listed in dictionaries with an absolutive-state 
numl suffix, it is merely done for the purpose of identifying the stem class. 

1. Nounstems denoting certain types of property. 

(ch2n)-tli- > (ch2n)-0- = home, homeland 
techiin = it is s.o.'s home, it is a home 
nochiin = it is my home 

(2xciii)-tl- > (iixc8)-0- = property, possession 
teiixcii = it is s.o.'s property; they are s.o.'s possessions; it is property; they are pos- 

sessions; it is s.o.'s, they are s.o.'s 
nsxcii = it is my property; they are my possessions; it is mine, they are mine 

Since Nahuatl does not have possessor personal or indefinite pronouns except in the form of 
possessive-state pronominal prefixes, a possessive-state NNC built on (iixc2i)-tl- supplies the 
Nahuatl equivalent to an English possessive pronoun. 

2. Nounstems denoting kinship and certain other human relations: 
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(pi1)-li- > (pi])-0- = child [See 8 32.6.1 
tGpilhuiin = they are s.o.'s children, they are children 
nopilhuiin = they are my children 

(niin)-tli- > (niin)-0-= mother 
teniin = she is s.o.'s mother; she is a mother 
nimoniin = I am your mother 

(yii6)-tl- > (yii6)-uh- = enemy 
teyiibuh = he is s.o.'s enemy; he is an enemy 
antoyiibhuiin = you are our enemies 

(poh)-tli- > (poh)-0- = companion, match, equal, peer 
tepoh = he is like s.0. 
nimopoh = I am like you 

3. Stems denoting parts of the body: 

(yaca)-tl- > (yac)-0- = nose 
toyac = it is our nose; i.e., it is the nose of one of us; it is a nose; they are our noses 

[See 8 13.6.1 
noyac = it is my nose 

(miii)-tl- > (m@-0- = hand 
tomii = it is our hand; i.e., it is the hand of one of us, it is a hand; they are our hands; 

they are the hands of one of us, they are hands [See 5 13.6.1 
nomii = it is my hand, they are my hands 

Note l: For nounstems that refer to body parts that must distinguish organic, integral possession, see 39.3.4. 

Note 2: In contrast to naturally possessed stems, there are other nounstems that never occur in a possessive-state 
NNC; e.g., (mix)-tli-, "cloud; (quiy-a-hui)-tl-, "rain." Of course, metaphorical usage can override this restriction: 

notihatiuh = hetshe is my sun; i.e., hetshe is my shining light, orpossibly, hetshe is my godlgoddess [See 5 36.7.1 

15.3. NNCs and Sentence Structure. Just like VNCs, NNCs can constitute simple sentences 
or participate in complex and compound sentences. This means that all the NNCs in Lesson 
14 and in 5 8 15.1 and 15.2 can be rewritten as equational sentences; that is, sentences in which 
the predicate either identifies or classzj?es the subject (an equative sentence), characterizes it 
(an attributive sentence; see Lesson 40), or locates it with regard to time, duration, place, or 
manner (an adverbial sentence; see Lesson 44). 

Equative sentences may express simple affirmative assertions, negative assertions, emphatic 
assertions, yeslno questions, and wish sentences. 

Titeteuctin. = We are lords. 
Antocnihuan. = You are our friends. 
Ahniticitl. = I am not a doctor. 
Titicitl? = Are you a doctor? 
Cuix titicitl? = Are you a doctor? 
Ca nocniuh. = He is indeed my friend. Indeed he is my friend. 
Ca ahrnocal = It is indeed not your house. Indeed it is not your house. 
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MP titicitl. = If only you were a doctor. I hope you are a doctor. 
MP canitz. = If only it were not my obsidian. I wish it were not my obsidian. [< (itz)-tli-, 

"obsidian"] 

The following are a few examples with adverbial modifiers: 

Zan quirnichin. = It is only a mouse. 
Oc timicniuh? = Are you still their friend? 
Ahzo ticitl? = Is he perhaps a doctor? 
Aya nipoh. = I am not yet his equal. 

At times a sentence consisting of a possessive-state NNC should be translated into English as 
a statement of "having"; for example: 

fcac. = They are his sandals. = He has sandals. 

Note: The predicate of an NNC is ambiguous with regard to definiteness and indefiniteness (see 3 3.2.2 and 5 
18.3). 

Calli. = It is a house. It is the house. They are houses. They are the houses. 
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Pronominal NNCs 

16.1. Pronominal NNCs. There is a special kind of NNC which is built on stems that have a 
general entitive or quantitive meaning. These stems therefore occur only in absolutive-state 
NNCs. They are usually translated into English by pronoun words. Being structured as NNCs, 
the Nahuatl forms are entirely different from their English translational equivalents. 

Besides being of two semantic kinds (entitive and quantitive), the pronominal NNCs are also 
of two structural types, those that have plurals formed on plain stems and those that have them 
formed on pluralized stems. Pronominal stems are pluralized by including the plural-number 
morph n as a den'vational suff i  inside the stem. A pronominal NNC formed on a pluralized 
stem has its subject's plural-number dyad fiued with either t-in or the silent variant 0-0. 

16.2. Entitive Pronominal M W .  There are four subtypes of entitive pronominal W C s :  pes- 
sonal, interrogative, indefinite, and demonstrative. Nahuatl has no relative pronouns. 

16.3. Personal-pronominal NNCs. The only real personal pronouns in Nahuatl are the affixal 
ones found in VNCs and NNCs, those showing nominative, objective, and possessive case 
(see 5 4.6). There are, however, two nounstems-ne simple, (eh)-B-, and one compound, (eh- 
hug)-tl- -that are used as the predicates of NNCs that seem to have no other purpose than to 
refer to entities in the three person areas. The NNCs they form can be called personal-pronom- 
inal NNCs. The meaning of both nounstems seems to be "(adthe) existent one" or possibly 
"(adthe) active one" or "(adthe) identifiable one." Molina translates them as "that one," but 
perhaps "(adthe) entity" might be closer to the Nahuatl meaning, and that is the translation that 
is used here. 

1. The simple stem has two variant shapes: (eh)-@- and (yeh)-0-. The latter is used in 
third-person NNCs. 

neh = #n-0(eh)0-0# = I am an entity 
teh = #t-0(eh)0-0# = you are an entity 
yeh = #B-0(yeh)0-B# = he/she/it is an entity [If the referent of the subject is nonanimate: 

"it is an entity - they are entities."] 
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tehmeh = #t-0(eh)m-eh# = we are entities 
arnehmeh = #am-0(eh)m-eh# = you are entities 
yehmeh = #0-0(yeh)m-eh# = they are entities 

These NNCs have a limited use (see 5 18.2). Although the singular-subject NNCs are fairly 
frequent, plural-subject NNCs are extremely rare. 

The regular variant (eh)-0- also occurs in an NNC with a third-person common-number 
subject, expecially when that subject has an abstract referent. 

eh = #0-0(eh)0-0# = it is an entity 

This NNC is frequently found as the final member in adverbial collocations. The NNC yeh 
may also be used in this way, but eh seems preferable. In the following examples, traditional 
spelling is given in brackets. For further examples, see 5 44.5 and 5 44.6. 

mii oc eh [maoque] - mii oc yeh = let it be soon 
quen oc eh [quenoque] - quen oc yeh [quenocye] = how much more so, all the more 

so [For quen, see 5 44.5.7.1 
quen zan eh - quen zan yeh = how much more, all the more so, even more so 
cuix ahzo eh [cuix ace (because of elision)] - cuix ahzo yeh = who knows whether? 
no zo eh [noce (because of elision)] = also maybe 

2. The compound stem also has two shapes: (eh-hug)-tl- and (yeh-hug)-tl-, with the lat- 
ter used in NNCs with a third-person subject pronoun. NNCs formed on these stems are pecu- 
liar in that when the subject is plural, the predicate is pluralized by adding the plural morph n 
derivationally to the end of the stem. 

Also peculiar is the fact that there are two variants for each NNC, one in which the subject 
pronoun's numl subposition is filled by a sounded morph and another in which the silent vari- 
ant 0 is used. 

a. The following illustrate the sounded filler in numl. 

nehhuiitl= #n-0(eh-huii)tl-0# = I am adthe entity 
tehhuiitl = #t-0(eh-huS)tl-0# = you are adthe entity 
yehhuiitl= #B-0(yeh-hu2)tl-0# = helshelit is adthe entity [If the referent of the sub- 

ject pronoun is nonanimate: "it is adthe entity - they are entitieslthe entities."] 
tehhuiintin = #t-@(eh-huii-n)t-in# = we are entitieslthe entities 
amehhuantin = #am-0(eh-hug-n)t-in# = you are entitieslthe entities 
yehhuiintin = #0-0(yeh-hug-n)t-in# = they are entitieslthe entities 

There is also an NNC built on the stem (eh-hug)-tl- with a third-person common-number sub- 
ject that refers to an abstract entity. 

ehhuiitl = M-0(eh-huii)tl-0# = it is adthe entity 

An NNC with a common-number subject can be formed on a distributivelvarietal stem created 
by means of a reduplicative prefix (see 5 14.3.2). English translates the subject as plural. 

yehyehhhuiitl = #B-0(yeh-yeh-hu8)tl-0# l = they are various lunds of entities 
ehehhuiitl= #B-0(eh-eh-hu8)tl-0# 
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b. When 1 is the morphic filler in subposition numl, an NNC with a plural subject 
pronoun has its num2 subposition also filled with 0. The translation is the same as in sub- 
section a. 

nehhua = #n-@(eh-hua)0-0# = I am adthe entity 
tehhua = #t-@(eh-hua)n-B# = you are adthe entity 
yehhua = #B-0(yeh-hua)O-0# = helshelit is adthe entity [If the referent of the sub- 

ject pronoun is nonanimate: "it is adthe entityv-"they are entitieslthe entities."] 
tehhuiin =#t-@(eh-bus-n)n-I#= we are entitieslthe entities 
amehhuiin = #am-0(eh-huii-n)O-O# = you are entitieslthe entities 
yehhuiin = #0-0(yeh-huii-n)n-[l# = they are entitieslthe entities 

c. The following sentences exemplify these personal-pronominal NNCs as modified by 
adverbial particles and adverbialized NNCs (for the latter, see Lesson 44). 

Zan nehhuiitl. = It is only I. - I am the only one. 
Zan n6 yehhuiitl. = HeISheAt is the same one. 
Zan ye nB yehhuiin. = They are the very same ones. 
Cuix tehhuiitl? = Is it you? -- Are you the one? 
Hue1 nehhuiitl. = I am the very one. - It is I myself. - It is I in person. 
Tlacuiiuh yehhuiitl. = He is especially the one. - He especially is the one. 
Oc cencah yehhuiitl. = He is even more the one. - He is very much the one. - He is 

especially the one. 

These personal-pronominal NNCs occur in an idiomatic construction with quen mach (usu- 
ally written solid, quemmach) plus the adverbialized NNC huel (for quen, mach, and huel, 
see Lesson 44). The construction is synonymous with the one presented in 11.4.6. 

Quen mach huel nehhuiitl! = How fortunate I am! 
Quen mach huel yehhuiintin! = How fortunate they are! 

d. A personal-pronominal NNC with a first-person plural subject pronoun (but not one 
with a second- or third-person one) can occur in a strange formation in which thepersl sub- 
position is filled with a doubled first-person plural morph. 

titehhuiintin = Hi-t-0(eh-huii-n)t-in# 
titehhuiin = Hi-t-0(eh-huii-n)O-n# 

The meaning of these NNCs is totally unexpected, as can be seen in the following two sen- 
tences, which can be translated as "He is one of our peopleltribelnatiodetc."; "They are of our 
peopleletc."; "You (sg) are one of our peopleletc."; "You (pl) are of our peopleletc." 

Ca zan titehhuiintin - titehhuiin. 
Zan n6 titehhuiintin - titehhuiin. 

To say something such as "They are of your people," one would use an NNC built on the com- 
pound nounstem (huiim-poh)-tli- (see 3 1.11). 

Ca zan amohuiimpohhuiin. = They are your people. - They are of your people. 
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Note: The personal-pronominal NNCs nehhehhuiitl, etc., very frequently function as "supplements" to the basic 
(i.e., affixal) personal pronouns in other NNCs or in VNCs. Since they merely repeat the information given in the 
affixal pronouns, they are translated into English as emphatic (wordal) personal pronouns; e.g., "~/"II&'/"~~J'~; etc. 
(where the underline represents emphasis). See Lessons 17 and 18. 

16.4. Identificational Interrogative Pronominal NNCs. An NNC can express an information 
question that asks about identity, number, quantity, place, time, manner, etc. The present section 
concerns only those pronominal NNCs whose predicate seeks information about the identity of 
its affiial subject. There are four pronominal nounstems that can serve as such a predicate. 

1. (tl-eh)-0-, "what entity?, what?'This stem is a combination of the stem (eh)-@- pre- 
sented in 16.3.1 and (tl-)-0-, which is related to the nonhuman nonspecific verb-object pro- 
noun tla, "something" (see § 6.2.2). While an NNC built on this stem usually has a third-per- 
son singular subject, any person in either number is possible. 

tleh? = #0-B(t1-eh)0-0# = what is helshelit? - what is it? what are they? 
titlehmeh? = #ti-0(tl-eh)m-eh# = what are we? 

Like the interrogative adverbial NNCs ciin (see 46.3.2.a) and ic (see 45.4), the pronominal 
NNC tleh can occur as a principal clause whose adjunct clause is introduced by in (the combi- 
nation tleh in is translated as "what is it that . . .?"; see 19.1). The usage is so frequent that 
fusion can take place, resulting in tlein (also spelled tlei; concerning the change of the glottal stop 
to a neglected [y], see 2.13.1; dialectically, tlein can be further reduced to tlen). Nahuatl speak- 
ers have become so inured to this fusion that they permit the following plural-subject NNCs: 

titleimeh? = #ti-0(tl-e-i)m-eh# 
= what are we? [for titleinmeh and titleintin] 

titleitin? = #ti-0(tl-e-i)t-in# 

Whenever tleh is followed by a subordinate clause adjoined by in, the two constituents should 
be written separately as tleh in (this contradicts traditional practice, which always writes tlein, 
a spelling that hides the fact that tleh is the principal clause in such constructions). 

Like all interrogatives, an NNC built on (tl-eh)-@- loses its interrogative quality when it is 
negative or is not in the first position in a clause group: 

Za zo tlein. = It is anything whatsoever. [Notice that the subordinate clause that in leads 
one to expect is left unsaid.] 

Ahtleh. = ah#0-0(tl-eh)0-0# = It is nothing. 
Ahtitlehmeh. = We are nothing. 
Ahoc tleh. = It is no longer anything; i.e., There isn't any more. 
Ca zan titlein. = You are only a worthless thing. 
Ach tlein. = I don't know what. [As a reply; see 3.2.4.1 

2. (tl-eh-hug)-& what entity? what? [Compare 16.3.2.1 

tlehhugtl? = #0-0(tl-eh-hua)tl-0# = what is it? 

3. (CS)-tl-, "which entity? which one?'This interrogative pronominal stem occurs in sev- 
eral constructions that will be presented later (see 18.2 and 19.2, note). The stem can also 
be embedded in a compound stem whose matrix is (tl-eh)-@-, (tl-e-in)-@-, or (tl-eh-hug)-tl-. 
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ciitleh? = #0-0(cii-tl-eh)@-0# = which one is it? [Compare g 18.2.1 
ciitlein? = which one is it? [Also spelled catlei.] 
ciitleimeh? = which ones are they? 
ciitlehhuiitl? = which one is it? 

Note: Do not confuse the above pronominal NNCs with catleh, etc., in the collocations m% catleh, etc., "if only 
it is nothing," and in tl2 catleh, etc., "if it be nothing," where the ca# (with no length on the /a./) is the negative pre- 
fixal particle (compare ahtleh in subsection 1 above). 

4. (ii-@)-c-, "what person? who?'The structure of this stem is discussed in 5 35.3, note 
(see also g 11.4.4). An interrogative pronominal NNC built on it has only one shape, iic, which 
always has a third-person singular subject pronoun but has either a singular-number or plu- 
ral-number meaning (for expressly plural constructions involving this NNC, see g 19.2.2). 

Pc? = #0-B@-@)c-0# = who is helshelit? - who are they? 

This has a negative, noninterrogative counterpart: 

ayiic = ay#0-0(ii-0)c-0# = it is no one, it is nobody [For the shift of the glottal stop to 
[y], see 3 2.13.1.1 

ahoc iic = it is no longer anyone, there is (still) no one [Frequently written aocac.] 
ahzo ayiic = perhaps it is no one [Usually written solid and with elision as ahzayac or 

azayac.] 
ahca za ay& = perhaps he is no one, perhaps there is no one [See 8 3.4, note. Tradi- 

tionally written solid and with elision as acazayac.] 

As is the case with tleh, the NNC iic occurs frequently as a principal clause whose adjunct 
clause is introduced by the adjunctor in (the combination iic in means "who is it who . . .?"; 
see g 19.1). The combination is so frequent that the adjunctor has become fused to iic, creat- 
ing the variant NNC iiquin (also spelled aqui). Nahuatl speakers have so lost awareness of the 
nature of iiquin as iic in that the dependent clause which should follow the in may be omit- 
ted. It seems more proper, however, to write the two items separately as iic in if a dependent 
clause does in fact follow. The traditional practice of writing them as aquin hides the fact that 
iic is the principal clause. 

When not initial in a clause group, iic - iiquin loses its interrogative quality. 

Zii zo iiquin. = It is anyone whosoever. Botice the ellipsis of the expected adjoined clause.] 
Ach iiquin. = I don't know who. [As a reply; see g 3.2.4.1 

16.5. Demonstrative Pronominal NNCs. There are two demonstrative pronominal NNCs. 
Both can also function as demonstrative adjectival NNCs (since Nahuatl does not formally 
distinguish substantival and adjectival NNCs; see 5 40.1). As both of these NNCs are invari- 
ant, they could be looked upon as pronominal particles. It seems preferable, however, to treat 
them as NNCs that, like %c, are limited to a third-person subject. Because of what happens in 
the honorific forms (see g 32.3.1), the subject's number is to be understood as either singu- 
lar/common or plural. When plural, the number dyad is filled with 0-0 (see g 16.3.2, with the 
difference, however, that the stem is not pluralized; see g 18.5). 
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in = #0-0(in)0-0# = it is this one 
in = #0-0(in)&n # = they are these 
6n = #g-0(6n)0-0# = it is that one 
6n = #0-0(6n)0-0# = they are those 

The stem-final [n] is frequently not written: i, o (see 5 2.3.1). 
These demonstrative NNCs are frequently preceded by the adjunctor in: in in; in 6n. The 

adjunctor and the NNC are traditionally written solid: inin; inon (and, therefore, also ini and 
ino). The uses of in and 6n will be discussed later. 

16.6. Indefinite Pronominal NNCs. There are two indefinite pronominal nounstems, both 
formed as compound stems on the matrix stem (-ah)-0-, "undetermined, unspecified, or 
unknown entity; some-." This matrix stem also occurs in the substantival adverbial NNCs 
icah, "sometime," and canah, "somewhere" (see 5 45.4.4.d and 5 46.3.2.a), which embed the 
adverbial interrogative NNCs ic?, "when?," and csn?, "where?." In all instances of (-&)-PI- 
as matrix stem, length on the vowel of the embed is lost in the compound stem. 

l. (a-c-ah)-0- = someone [< %c?, "who is it?" (see 5 16.4.4).] 

acah = #0-0(a-c-ah)0-0# = he/she is someone 
tacahrneh = #t-@(a-c-ah)m-eh# = we are some people 

2. (itl-ah)-0- = something [The embedded constituent (itl-)-g- is related to the nonhuman 
nonspecific verb-object pronoun tla, "somethng" (see 5 6.2.2) and the (tl-)-0- of (tl-eh)-@- 
(see 5 16.4. l).] 

itlah = #0-B(it1-ah)0-0# = it is something 
Mach itlah. = It is nothing at all. [as a reply] 
Ahza zo oc itlah? = Is there perhaps something else besides this? [Traditionally spelled 

solid and with elision: azazoquitla.] 

As is obvious from the meaning, the stem would only be used to form an NNC with a human 
subject in special situations. 

Ahtitlah. = ah#t-0(itl-ah)0-0# = You are nothing. 
Ahtitlahmeh = ah#t-0(itl-&)m-eh# = We are nothing. 
Mach titlahtin. = #t-0(itl-ah)t-in# = We are nothing at all. 

Note: The indefinite pronominal stems (a-c-ah)-0- and (itl-ah)-0- have a more circumscribed, less general mean- 
ing of "someone" and "something" than the indefinite pronominal prefixes te and tla. 

16.7. Quantitive Pronominal NNCs. Quantitive pronominal NNCs can also function as quan- 
titive adjectival NNCs (see 5 40.1). The stems for these absolutive-state NNCs are compound 
ones whose matrix stem is either (-chi)-0- - (-ch)-0- or (-qui)-0- - (-c)-@-, or the combination 
(-qui-ch)-0-. 

These matrix stems mean "amount, quantity, number." Serving as embeds for the matrices 
are the stems (iz-)-, "equal," (ix-)-,  "total," (miya-)- - (miye-)-, "abundant" [also spelled 
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(mia-)- and (fie-)-], (mo-)-, "full," (a-)-, "small." Some of these morphs occur in other stem 
formations; e.g., (ix-hui), "to become fulllsatiated; (miy8-hua)-tl-, "maize tassel" [the /a1 is 
[a:] before /wall; (mo-ca), "to be full." 

Note: The morphemes of the matrix stems (-chi)-0- and (-qui)-0- have a long /i:/. Both morphemes have four 
morphs each: 

/Ei:/ > [Ei:] - [Eih] - [Ei] - [E] 
/ki:/ > [ki:] - [kih] - [ki] - B] 
Concerning the variation of a long vowel with a short vowel plus a glottal stop, see 8 2.15. The morphs with the 

long vowel, [Ei:] and [ki:], are used before a following pluralizing [n] (see 3 16.9). The morphs with the glottal stop, 
[Eih] and [kih], occur before the affective matrix nounstems (see Lesson 32) and in certain other situations. The 
morphs with a short vowel, [Ei] and [ki], occur in situations other than those previously mentioned (for example, 
short-vowelled @] occurs in the combination @-E]). The morphs without a vowel, [E] and [k], are idiosyncratic. 

The deployment of the morphs of /Ei:/ and h:/ is not as predictable as is normal for morphic variants in Nahuatl. 
One would expect [Ei:] and [ki:] to show up anytime these morphs are protected by a sounded morph to their right 
(except, of course, when [Eih] and m ]  are required). For some unknown reason, this does not happen; e.g., one finds 
compound-stemmed NNCs such as mochipa, izquipa, quezquican, and quezquitetl, all without [i:]. 

16.8. Quantitive Pronominal NNCs Formed on Compound Stems Ending in (-qui-ch)-l%. 
There are two quantitive pronominal compound stems formed on the combination (-qui-ch)-0- 
as matrix. 

1. (ix-qui-ch)-0- = a total amount or quantity; all 

ixquich = #0-0(ix-qui-ch)0-0# = it is all; they are all 
tixquichtin = #t-0(ix-qui-ch)t-in# = we are all 

The NNCs are frequently modified by adverbs. 

Ahm6 ixquich. = It is not all. It is incomplete. [For ahm6, see 44.5.4.1 
Ahm6 cencah ixqaaich. = It is not entirely all. It is not quite all. [For cencah, see 

44.3.1 .] 
Ye ixquich. = It is already a full amount. It is enough. No more is needed. No more need 

be said. 
Huel ixquich. = It is quite complete. It is quite a full amount. [For huel, see 44.5.2.1 
Huel cemixquich. = #0-0(cem-ix-qui-ch)0-0# = It is total like a unity; i.e., It is fully 

complete. It is absolutely all. [(cem)-B-, "one"; see 34.3.1 
Zan cue1 tixquich. = In a short time you will be all; i.e., In a short time your life will be 

over. [For cud, see 44.5.5.1 

2. (que-x-qui-ch)-0- = how large a total amount or quantity?, how much?, how many (in 
general)? [The morph (qu&)- is also found in the interrogative adverb quen? "how?"; see 
44.5.7.1 

quexquich = M-0(quP-x-qui-ch)0-W = how much is it?, how much is there?, how many 
are they? how many are there? 

tiquexquichtin = #ti-0(que-x-qui-ch)t-in# = how many are we? how many are there of 
us? 

There is also a distributivelvarietal stem with reduplication on the (ix-)-: (quC-x-ix-qui-ch)-0- 
= how muchlmany? (in separate places or of different kinds, sizes, shapes, etc.). 
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quCxixquich = #0-0(quZ-X-ix-qui-ch)0-0# = how many are there of the different kinds? 
anquii?xixquichtin = #an-0(quC-X-ix-qui-ch)t-in# = how many are there of you diverse 

people? 

When not sentence-initial, NNCs formed on (quG-X-qui-ch)-0- lose their interrogative qual- 
ity (like all interrogative NNCs). 

Ach quexquich. = I don't know how much. [As a reply; see 3.2.4.1 
Oc achi quexquich. = It is a little more. There is a little more. [For achi, see 5 16.9.6.1 
Zan quexquich. = It is a small amount. They are just a few. 
Zan quexquichtin. = They are few. There are just a few of them. 

For quexquich in an adverbial function, see 44.6. 

16.9. Quantitive Pronominal NNCs Formed on Compound Stems Ending in (-qui)-l% or 
(-chi)-B. When (-qui)-0- (or its variant (-c)-B-) or (-chi)-0- (or its variant (-ch)-0-) serves as 
the matrix of a compound nounstem, the stem normally has the peculiarity of being pluralized 
by derivationally including the plural sufix n if the subject of the NNC is plural. The morphic 
dyad in the plural subject pronoun's number position may be t-in or 0-0 (compare 16.3.2). 

1. (miya-qui)-0- - (miya-c)-@- - (miye-qui)-0- - (miye-c)-@- = an abundant amount or 
quantity; much, many [These stems are usually spelled without the /y/.] 

miyec = #0-0(miye-c)0-0# = it is much, it is a lot; they are many 
tirniyequintin = #ti-0(miye-qui-n)t-in# = we are many 
timiyequin = #ti-0(miye-qui-n)O-O# = we are many 
timiyectin = #ti-0(miye-c)t-in# = we are many [a variant formation] 

The NNCs are frequently modified by adverbs: 

Ahm6 miyec. = It is not much. There is little. 
Cencah miyec. = It is quite a lot. There is quite a lot. 
Ahm6 cencah miyequin = They are not very many. 

2. (ce-qui)-0- - (ce-c)-0- = onela certain amount or number; one, some, part [The stem 
(ce-c)-@- occurs only as an embed of a compound stem; e.g., cecni, "idat one place, idat a cer- 
tain place, idat a separate place; cecciin, "idat one place, idat a certain place," cectlapal, "at 
a certain side, at one side" [These adverbial NNCs are presented in Lessons 44 and 46.1: 

cequi = #0-0(ce-qui)0-0# = it is a part (of s.th.) 
ticequintin = #t.-B(ce-qui-n)t-in# = we are some (of a group) 
ticequin = #ti-0(ce-qui-n)o-O# = we are some (of a group) 
azcequin = #az-0(ce-qui-n)O-O# = you (pl) are some [Notice the assimilation: /nasal/ + 

/S/ > [SS] .] 

The NNCs can be modified by adverbs: 

Oc cequi. = It is some more. They are some more. It is another one. 
Oc cequintin. = They are some more. They are some others. They are others. 
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3. (iz-qui)-0- = an equal amount or number; as much, as many; so much, so many [Com- 
pare (iz-qui-ch)-0- in 8 16.8.1 .] 

izqui = #0-0(iz-qui)0-0# = it is as much, they are as many 
tizquintin = #t-0(iz-qui-n)t-in# = we are equal in number 
tizquin = #t-0(iz-qui-n)n-n# = we are equal in number 
tizquimeh = #t-0(iz-qui)m-eh# = we are equal in number [a variant formation] 

The NNCs are frequently modified by adverbs: 

Hue1 izqui. = They are an exactly equal amount. They are exactly equal in quantity. 
Oc n6 izquintin. = They are as many again. 
Zan n6 izquintin. = They are just as many. 

4. (que-z-qui)-0- = how large or full a number? how many (specifically)? how large a 
sum? [Compare 8 16.8.2.1 

quezqui? = M-0(qui+z-qui)0-0# = how many are they? what is their sum? how many 
of them are there? 

tiquezquintin? = #ti-0(qu&z-qui-n)t-in# = how many are we? 
tiquezquimeh? = #ti-0(qu&z-qui)m-eh# = how many are we? [A variant formation 

but rarely used.] 

When not sentence initial, an NNC formed on (que-z-qui)-0- loses its interrogative quality. 

Ach quezqui. = I don't know how many. [as a reply] 
Zan quezqui. = They are only a few. 
Ahm6 zan quezqui. = They are not just a few. They are a lot. 
A b 6  zan quezquintin. = They are a crowd. They are a multitude. 

There is also a distributivelvarietal stem with reduplication on the (iz-)-. 

(que-c-iz-qui)-0-, "how many each? what sum each?" 
Zan quecizqui. = There are only so many each. [not interrogative here, because not sen- 

tence initial] 

5. (a-qui)-0- = a small amount or number; a few 

aqui = #0-0(a-qui)0-0# = it is a little; they are a few 

6. (a-chi)-0- = a small amount or quantity, a little 

achi = #0-0(a-chi)0-0# = it is a small amount [For achi in an adverbial function, see 
8 44.6.1 

7. (mo-chi)-0- - (mo-ch)-0- = a full amount or number, all 

mochi = #0-0(mo-chi)0-0# = it is all, they are all 
tirnochintin = #ti-0(mo-chi-n)t-in# = we are all 
timochin = #ti-0(mo-chi-n)0-0# = we are all 
timochtin = Hi-0(mo-ch)t-in# = we are all [a variant formation] 

The NNCs formed on this stem can be modified adverbially. 
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Achi mochi. = It is almost all. They are almost all. [Notice the adverbial function of 
achi.] 

Achi mochintin. = They are almost all. 
The shortened stem (mo-eh)-@-, besides appearing as the predicate of a simple-stemmed NNC, 
can also be the embed in a compound stem with (eh-hug)-tl- as matrix. 

mochehhuiitl = #0-0(mo-ch-eh-huii)tl-0# = it is all of that entity; they are all of those 
entities 

mochehhuiintin = #a-0(mo-ch-eh-huii-n)t-in# = they are all of those entities 

8. (ix-a-chi)-0- = a very large amount or number; much; many 
ixachi = #B-@(h-a-chi)@-0# = it is a very large quantity; it is a lot; there is a great deal 

of itfthem 
tixachintin = #t-@(ix-a-chi-n)t-in = we are a great many 
tixachin = #t-@(h-a-chi-n)n-D# = we are a great many 
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Supplementation (Part One) 

17.1. Multiple-Nucleus Combinations. Until now the only lund of syntactical group dealt 
with has manifested a structure of adverbial modification in which particles have been com- 
bined with a single nuclear clause (see § 8.3). It is now time to consider concatenate struc- 
tures created by combining two or more nuclear clauses. Only one type of this kind of syn- 
tactical group will be discussed at the present-the one called a structure of supplementation. 

17.2. Supplementation. Supplementation is a type of apposition in which the head is always 
a personal pronoun. As was pointed out in 5 4.6, personal pronouns are inherently deictic 
andor anaphoric or cataphoric. The focus in supplementation is on anaphora and cataphora. 

Anaphoric and cataphoric reference can be supplied either OUTSIDE the boundaries of a 
given sentence (e.g., "I saw your friend Jack yesterday. He told me that his wife bought a new 
car," where "your friend Jack" is an (anaphoric) antecedent explaining the meaning of both 
"he" and "his" in the next sentence) or INSIDE a sentence's boundaries (e.g., "Yourfriend Jack, 
what's he do?'or "What's he do, your friend Jack?," where "your friend J a c k  is explaining 
the meaning of "he" within a single sentence). 

The second arrangement (sentence-internal anaphora and cataphora) is the result of the kind 
of transformation that creates a structure of supplementation. 

In English supplementation is of small importance. It occurs mainly in the expletive con- 
structions, where the pronoun "it" occupies the subject position and its supplementary unit is 
placed at the end; this supplement may be a phrase (e.g., "It was necessary to fight") or an 
entire sentence downgraded to the rank of an adjoined clause (e.g., "It is true that they had 
invented the wheel"). Supplementation in English is also found in colloquial speech (as in the 
example about Jack above) or in writing, to achieve a desired tonal effect, as in "Little trotty 
wagtail, he went in the rain. . . . And then he flew away ere his feathers they were dry" (from 
the poem "Little Trotty Wagtail" by John Clare [1793-18641. The supplementary subjects in 
the two sentences have been italicized here). As can be seen, in English the item being sup- 
plemented is a wordal pronoun, so it is merely a stylistic option. 

In Nahuatl, on the other hand, supplementation is an extremely frequent, indispensable syn- 
tactical device. This is necessarily so, since Nahuatl syntax is based on nuclear clauses and 
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not on words, requiring that its personal pronouns be affixal rather than wordal. Affixes can- 
not be given vocal stress for emphasis (as an English wordal personal pronoun can), nor can 
they be replaced by wordal equivalents for the purpose of clarification of meaning (contrast 
this with English; since "she" in "she ran" is wordal, a speakerlwriter can just as easily replace 
it with a more explicit expression such as "Jane," "the frightened girl," etc., depending on what 
information the addressee is deemed to need). One should be aware, however, that English 
grammarians look upon this problem differently from the description given here; they reverse 
the values. For example, the "it" in a sentence such as "It was necessary to fight" is called an 
"anticipatory subject" and the noun subject is called the "real subject" (or the "logical sub- 
ject"). This explanation is also considered valid for such sentences as "She is a very bright 
girl, that cousin of yours," where "she" is considered to be an "anticipatory subject." In Na- 
huatl, however, the basic (affixal) subject in a nuclear clause is the "real subject," and the 
nuclear clause filling out the information about it is the "supplementary (added-on) subject." 

Supplementation in Nahuatl is constantly relied on to expand (for the sake of emphasis, 
contrast, clarity, or added information) any nuclear function in an NNC or VNC that is rep- 
resented by personal-pronominal affixes: the subject, the object, and the possessor. Conse- 
quently, the nuclear subject, the nuclear object, or the nuclear possessor in a principal clause 
may function as the head of a structure of supplementation. The supplement (an adjoined 
nuclear clause or a group consisting of concatenated nuclear clauses) is called (depending on 
the nature of its head) the supplementary subject, the supplementary object, or the supple- 
mentary possessor. 

There are two kinds of structures of supplementation: (1) shared-referent supplementation, 
and (2) included-referent supplementation. The discussion of the latter begins in 19.3. All 
three kinds of nuclear personal pronouns (subject, object, and possessor) permit both kinds of 
supplementation. 

17.3. Shared-Referent Supplementation. In shared-referent supplementation a relevant per- 
sonal pronoun in the adjoined clause that functions as the supplement and the personal pronoun 
that is its head in the principal nuclear clause point to the same referent (the identity is usually 
made evident by the person-number agreement between the personal pronouns in the two con- 
catenated nuclear clauses). 

The simplest type of shared-referent supplementation is that in which an NNC manifesting 
the equational sentence (see 5 15.3) performs the function of supplement. Even without the 
adjunctor in (see 3.2.2) to make evident the adjoined status, an NNC, when combined with 
a VNC, tends to serve as an adjunct unless there are indications to the contrary. (In the fol- 
lowing examples, hyphens connect the literally translated elements of the concatenated clauses; 
the translation of the principal clause is italicized.) 

1. Supplementary subject: the personal-pronoun subject of the adjunct refers to the same 
entity as the personal-pronoun subject of the principal. 

Principal: Nicuica. = I sing. 
Adjunct: NiPetoloh. = I am Peter. 
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Transform: Nicuica niPetoloh. = I-sing I-am-Peter; i.e., I, Peter, sing. [ni-O(. . .)0-0 of 
the supplement = its head, ni-O(. . .)B-0 in the principal. The adjunct, functioning as sup- 
plementary subject, stands in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of the principal.] 

Principal: onicuicac. = I sang. 
Adjunct: Nehhuiitl. = I am an entity. 
Transform: ~nicuicac  nehhuiitl. = I-sang I-am-an-entity; i.e., I sang. [The pronominal 

NNC functioning as supplementary subject here emphasizes the nuclear subject of 
the VNC. English indicates this by vocal stress on its pronominal word.] 

Principal: Ca ahtleh. = It is indeed nothing. 
Adjunct:  CP. = It is his name. 
Transform: Ca ahtleh itGc2. = Indeed it-is-nothing it-is-his-name; i.e., His name is 

nothing. He has no name. [0-O+. . .)g-0 of the supplement = its head, 0-O(. . .)PI-@, in 
the principal. The supplement stands in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of the 
principal.] 

Principal: TitihtGtizqueh. = We shall dance. 
Adjunct: TOtomih. = We are Otomis. 
Transform: TitihtGtizqueh tOtomih. = We Otomis shall dance. [t-O(. . .)0-h of the 

supplement = its head, Ti-B+. . .+qu-eh, in the principal. The adjunct, functioning 
as supplementary subject, stands in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of the 
principal.] 

Principal: Ahcualli. = He is not good. He is bad. 
Adjunct: fmGntah. = He is her father-in-law. 
Transform: Ahcualli imGntah. = Her father-in-law is bad. 

Principal: Cuix tlanamacanih? = Do they customarily sell things? 
Adjunct: PGchti2cah. = They are merchants. 
Transform: Cuix tlanamacanih pGchtecah? = Do merchants customarily sell things? 

[B-O(. . .)@-h of the supplement = its head, 0-O+. . .+@-h, in the principal. The sup- 
plement stands in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of the principal.] 

Before the conquest Nahuatl had no verb equivalent to "to have" (after the conquest the 
verb tla-(piya), "to guard s.th.," was conscripted for the purpose). One of the ways the notion 
was expressed was to use the verbstem (ca-h), "to be," with the locative prefix on, in a VNC 
serving as principal (e.g., oncah, oncateh) plus a possessive-state NNC serving as supple- 
mentary subject. 

Oncah Mixal. = His hernia is there; i.e., He has a hernia. 
Oc oncah itah. = His father is still there; i.e., He still has a father. His father is still alive. 
Onyez notenyo. = My fame will be there; i.e., I shall have fame. 

2. Supplementary object: the personal-pronoun subject of the adjunct refers to the same 
entity as the personal-pronoun object of the principal. 
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Principal: NEchitta. = He sees me. 
Adjunct: NiPetoloh. = I am Peter. 
Transform: NEchitta nipetoloh. = He-sees-me I-am-Peter; i.e., He sees me, Peter. 

[ni-O(. . . )0-0 of the supplement = its head, n-Ech, in the principal. NiPetoloh stands 
in cross-reference to the nuclear object of nEchitta.1 

3. Supplementary possessor: the personal-pronoun subject of the adjunct refers to the same 
entity as the personal-pronoun possessor of the principal. 

Principal: Nocal. = It is my house. They are my houses. 
Adjunct: NiPetoloh. = I am Peter. 
Transform: Nocal niPetoloh. = It-is-my-house I-am-Peter. They-are-my-houses I-am- 

Peter; i.e., It is my house (and I am Peter). They are my houses (and I am Peter). 
[ni-O(. . .)0-0 of the supplement = its head, n-o, in the principal. The adjunct niPetoloh 
stands in cross-reference to the nuclear possessor of nocal.] 

As a consequence of NNC structure, Nahuatl does not permit the direct possessor-as-modifier 
structure found in English, where a nounword signifying a possessed entity is modified by a 
noun phrase signdying the possessor ( e.g., "Bill's hat," "the man on the corner's hat"). Nahuatl 
must rely on this supplementary-possessor construction. The following are a few more examples: 

ftlac cuahuitl. = It-is-its-trunk it-is-a-tree. They-are-their-trunks they-are-trees; i.e., It is 
the trunk of a tree. They are the trunks of trees. 

Nomil nehhuiitl. = It-is-my-field I-am-an-entity ; They-are-my-jields I-am-an-entity; i.e., 
It is my field. They are my fields. [The supplementary possessor merely adds empha- 
sis to its head, n-0.1 

I ~ i i n  nocnihuiin. = She-is-their-mother they-are-my-friends; i.e., She is my friends' 
mother. [0-O(. . .)hu-an of the supplement = its head, i-n in the principal.] 

17.4. Further Particulars on Shared-Referent Supplementation. The following further remarks 
can be made concerning the constructions in 5 17.3. 

1. An adjunctive transformation is recursive; that is, it may be carried out again and again, 
so that an adjunct can serve as a principal to an adjunct, which can in turn serve as a principal 
to an adjunct, etc. The result is a hierarchy of layers of adjoined constructions: 

fcal icniuh Petoloh. = It-is-his-house he-is-his-friend he-is-Peter; i.e., It is Peter's 
friend's house. 

0niccuah iteuh t6tolin. = I-ate-it/them it-islthey-are-its-eggleggs it-is-a-turkey-hen; 
i.e., I ate the turkey's eggleggs. 

Oncah iitzhui mocniuh itah? = Is-it-there it-is-his-obsidian he-is-your-friend he-is-his- 
father?; i.e., Is your friend's father's obsidian there? I.e., Does your friend's father 
have obsidian? 

f chichi imicniuh nopilhuiin nehhuiitl. = It-is-his-dog he-is-their-friend they-are-my- 
children I-am-an-entity; i.e., It is my children's friend's dog. [The italics on "my" indi- 
cates vocal emphasis.] 
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Oniquittac ichichi arnocniuh ann6pilhuiin. = I-saw-it it-is-his-dog he-is-your(p1)-friend 
you-are-my-children; i.e., I saw the dog of the friend of you who are my children. 

2. Since the point of contact between a supplement and its head lies in the identity of per- 
sonal-pronoun-referents and not in the stems, an indefinite pronominal NNC may appear in 
cross-reference to a specific nuclear personal pronoun. 

Quichiuh itlah. = He-did-it it-is-something; i.e., He did something. 

3. The demonstrative pronominal NNCs in and bn may function as supplementary elements. 

Yehhuiitl in. = Thls is the one; i.e., It is this one. [Also written yehhuiitlin and yeh- 
huatli. The pronoun in is the supplementary subject.] 

Yehhuiintin bn. = Those are the ones; i.e., They are those. [Also written yehhuiintinbn 
and yehhuantino.] 

Ca yehhuiitl 6n. = That is indeed the one; i.e., It is indeed that one. 
Yeh 6n. = That is the one. [Also written yeh6n and yeho.] 
Cuix bticchiuh in? = Perchance you did this? I.e., Did you do this? 

4. Since the shared-referent contact between two nuclear clauses may be made either 
through a subject personal pronoun or through an object personal pronoun, transitive VNCs 
involving only third-person singular or only third-person plural personal pronouns are 
ambiguous if the verbstem permits an animate referent in both the subject role and the object 
role. 

Oquittac Petoloh. = (a) Peter saw him. Peter saw her. (b) He saw Peter. She saw Peter. 
Oquirnittaqueh yehhuiintin. = (a) They saw them. (b) They saw them. 

17.5. The Topicalization Transformation. Supplements have no fixed position within a 
sentence. Previous examples have shown them placed after the principal. When transposed 
to a position before the principal, the supplement (subject, object, or possessor) becomes 
a sentence topic. It announces what is going to be talked about. What is said about the topic 
(i.e., what follows it) is called the comment. (A topic, by definition, must be an adjunct 
and must stand before the principal; if the principal stands first, there is no topic-comment 
construction.) 

The connection between the topic and the comment is relatively "loose"; that is, a slight hia- 
tus is heard between adjunct and principal. In writing, this may even be represented by a 
comma, especially if the topic consists of several constituents. 

At times English points out the topic with an introductory phrase, such as "As for ...," "With 
regard to . . .," etc.: 

Yehhuiitl m2 miqui. = He-is-an-entity if only he-may-die; i.e., As for him, let him die. 
[Yehhuiitl is the topic functioning as the supplementary subject of the nuclear subject 
of miqui.] 

More frequently, no special attention is given the topic in English translations of the Nahuatl 
structure. (Contrast the following sentences with those in 8 17.3.) 
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NiPetoloh nicuica. = I, Peter, sing. [NiPetoloh is the topic; nicuica is the comment. The 
topic here functions as a supplementary subject standing in cross-reference to the nuclear 
subject of nicuica.] 

NiPetoloh nechitta. = He sees me, Peter. [NiPetoloh is the topic; ni?chitta is the comment; 
the topic here functions as a supplementary object standing in cross-reference to the 
nuclear object of nechitta.] 

NiPetoloh nocd. = It is my house (and I am Peter). [NiPetoloh is the topic; nocaI is the 
comment. The topic here functions as a supplementary possessor standing in cross- 
reference to the nuclear possessor of nocal.] 

The comment is frequently introduced by the emphatic particle ca: 

Nehhuiitl ca nixolopihtli. = I am indeed a fool. [Nehhuiitl is the topic and ca nixolopihtli 
is the comment.] 

The comment may, of course, contain supplements: 

NiPetoloh niccGhuaz incen. = I, Peter, will buy their dried ears of maize. [NiPetoloh is the 
topic; niccbhuaz incen is the comment.] 

It is possible for a sentence to have a number of topics: 

NiYohyGntzin noyGllo quimati. = I-am-Yohyontzin it-is-my-heart it-knows-it; i.e., My 
heart knows it (and I am Yohyontzin). I, Yohyontzin, suppose it. [NiYohybntzin is the 
primary topic and noybllo quimati is the comment made about it; noyGllo is the sec- 
ondary topic and quimati is the comment made about it. The primary topic is a supple- 
mentary possessor; the secondary topic is a supplementary subject.] 

Since order of elements does not, as a rule, signal syntactical function, it is possible to have 
ambiguous combinations of nuclear clauses. One example of ambiguity involves the combi- 
nation of two equative-noun NNCs: 

Yehhuiitl notahtzin. = (a) My father is that one. [This translation takes yehhuiitl to be the 
principal, with notahtzin functioning as the supplementary subject.] 

(b) He is my father. [Ths translation takes notahzin to be the prin- 
cipal, with yehhuiitl as a topic functioning as a supplementary subject.] 

This type of ambiguity can be resolved either by the adjunctor (see 5 18.3) or by placing the 
emphatic particle ca before the principal: Ca yehhuiitl notahtzin, "My father is (indeed) that 
one," Ca notahtzin yehhuiitl, "He is (indeed) my father," Yehhuiitl ca notahtzin, "As for 
him, he is (indeed) my father,"etc. 

17.6. Information Questions by Means of Supplements. Information questions concerning 
entities result from a transformation that replaces a supplement in ayedno question with an 
interrogative pronominal NNC. The interrogative NNC must be placed at the beginning of the 
sentence. 

Source: Cuix tiquihtoh in? = Did you say this? 
Transform: Tleh tiquihtoh? = What did you say? 
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Source: Cuix ipatiuh zan tepitzin? = Is its price only a small amount? 
Transform: Quexquich ipatiuh? = What amount is its price? What does it cost? How much 

does it cost? 

Source: Cuix yehhuiitl motahtzin? = Is he your father? Is your father that one? 
Transform 1: Ac yehhuiitl? = Who is he? [This transform takes yehhuiitl to be the adjunct 

of the source sentence. Ac is the principal of the transform.] 
Transform 2: &c motahtzin? = Who is your father? [This transform takes motahtzin to be 

the adjunct of the source sentence. Ac is the principal of the transform.] 

Source: Cuix iiixcii mocniuh? = Is it your friend's (property)? 
Transform: Ac iiixcii? = Whose (property) is it? 
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Supplementation (Part Two) 

18.1. The Integrated Supplement. When a supplementary subject or object is placed before 
a VNC that contains its head and that VNC is modified by the antecessive-order particle S, 
the o# can be prefixed to the supplement instead of to the W C .  The result is a feeling that sup- 
plement and principal have been integrated into a single syntactical unit, since the anteces- 
sive-order morph is logically more concerned with the W C  than with the NNC. The differ- 
ence in the Nahuatl structure cannot be translated into English. 

Nihiyo 6niciin. = M-0+n-u(ih-i-yo)0-8# W-0+~-0(iin)B+~-B#. = I caught my breath. I got 
my breath back. 

0nihiyo nican. = *B-0+n-u(ih-i-yo)0-0# #ni-0+~-0(iin)0+~-B#. = I caught my breath. I 
got my breath back. 

18.2. Supplementation and the Short Personal-Pronominal NNCs. The pronominal NNCs 
neh, teh, etc. cannot stand alone as utterances. They occur ordinarily as supplements; they 
may, however, serve as a principal that adjoins other constituents in the sentence. 

Ac 6quichiuh in? -NehhuStl. = Who did this? -I did. [Neh cannot be used in this 
manner.] 

Ac 6quichiuh in? -Neh 6nicchiuh. = Who did h s ?  -I did it. 
Teh tiniich. = You are my older brother. 
Hue1 teh titlahtoa? = Are you able to talk? [For huel, see 8 44.5.2.1 
Ca n6 teh tiyez! = Indeed also you will be! [Also possible: 8 5 1.3.1 .] 
Yeh bni2chrn6tlac. = He threw a rock at me. 
Ca ahm6 teh mocd. = It is not your house. [For ahm6, see 5 44.5.4.1 
Ciitl yeh? - Ciitl eh? = Which one of those is it? [Ciitl eh? may also be written ciitleh, in 

which case it is indistinguishable from the ciitleh of 8 16.4.3; the latter has the variant 
form ciitlein, while the former has the variant form cat1 ehhuiitl.] 

18.3. Marked Supplementation. The supplements exemplified thus far have been unmarked. 
As has been noted, however, unmarked adjunction is frequently open to ambiguity. To avoid 
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or lessen this ambiguity or simply to insist on the subordinate nature of an adjunct, the adjunc- 
tor in (see 3.2.2) is used. 

The purpose of in is to adjoin a lower-level unit to a higher-level one. Whether the adjoined 
unit is a nuclear clause or a sentence, in subordinates it as a whole. This means that when in 
is placed in front of an NNC, it does not affect the deterrninacy of its predicate (concerning 
the definiteness or indefiniteness of the predicate of an NNC, see 15.3, note). Compare the 
following two sentences: 

Quittaqueh iicalli. 
Quittaqueh in iicalli. 

They both have the same four possible translations: (1) "They saw a boat," (2) "They saw 
the boat," (3) "They saw boats," (4) "They saw the boats." Context provides the criteria for 
decisions about which of these translations is the most appropriate in any given instance 
(see 3.2.2). 

The following are a few examples [in literally translated examples, adjr = adjunctor]: 

Yehhuiitl in notahtzin. = He-is-that-one adjr he-is-my-father; i.e., My father is that one. 
[See 43.1.3 for another translation of this sentence. The adjunct is here taken to be a 
supplementary subject.] 

Ca toyaauh in Otomitl. = The/An Otomi is indeed our enemy. [The adjunct is a supple- 
mentary subject.] 

Nacatl in itlacual cuauhtli. = It-is-meat adjr it-is-its-food it-is-an-eagle; i.e., An eagle's 
food is meat. [The adjunct is a supplementary subject; being itself a structure of sup- 
plementation, it has the adjunct cuiiuhtli as a supplementary possessor.] 

Ye yauh in amoyiiiSuh. = Your enemy is already going. [The adjunct is a supplementary 
subject.] 

Quimmiimah immaziihuiin. = Their deer (i.e., their horses) are bearing them on their 
backs. [The adjunct is a supplementary subject.] 

Quihualliizah in mitl = They shoot arrows hither. [The adjunct is a supplementary object.] 

The following examples show the marked supplement functioning as a topic: 

In iicalli quicuepa. = As for boats, she upsets them. She upsets boats. As for the boat, she 
upsets it. She upsets the boat. Etc. [The topic is a supplementary object.] 

In tliitliicohtin miquiyah. = Slaves used to die. The slaves used to die. [I.e., "be sacri- 
ficed." The topic is a supplementary subject.] 

In yehhuiintin, mii huiilquiztin. = As for them, let them beware of coming out. Let them 
beware of coming out. [The topic is a supplementary subject.] 

The demonstrative pronominal NNCs in and 6n may be adjoined to a principal clause by the 
adjunctor in: 

In in mii miqui. = As for this one, let him die. 
In 6n mochintin quipiyah. = As for that one, many guard him. 

In traditional spelling the adjunctor is usually written solid with the pronornlnal NNC: inin - 
ini; inon - ino. 
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18.4. The Discontinuous Structure of Supplementation. It frequently happens that the sup- 
plement in a structure of supplementation (especially in one of possessor supplementation) is 
placed at a distance from its head. The discontinuous structure usually results from a trans- 
formation that moves either the nuclear clause containing the head or the nuclear clause rep- 
resenting the supplement into or out of a topic position (compare § 43.3). 

In cocoxqui Bhuetz in itozqui. = Adjr he-is-afthe-sick-one it-fell adjr it-is-his-voice; i.e., 
As for the sick man, h s  voice failed; i.e., The sick man's voice failed. The sick man lost 
his voice. [The discontinuous structure of supplementation is in cocoxqui . . . in itozqui. 
The possessor pronoun i-0 of M-@+I-0(toz-qui)0-0# is the head, and in cocoxqui is the 
supplementary possessor. This structure of supplementation itself acts as a supplemen- 
tary subject of the basic subject #0-O(. . .+I-@# of Bhuetz.] 

OinyBllo ompachiuh in pipiltin. = Already-it-is-their-heart it-became-satisfied-thither adjr 
they-are-nobles, i.e., The nobles' hearts became satisfied there; i.e., The nobles became 
satisfied. [Besides being an integrated supplement (see 18.1) with regard to ompachiuh, 
the NNC InyBllo contains the possessor pronoun I-n, which serves as the head for the 
supplementary possessor contained in pipiltin.] 

18.5. Possible Lack of Agreement between a Supplement and Its Head. With certain NNCs 
whose subject personal pronoun is apparently singular in form but plural in reference (collec- 
tive NNCs, such as moch), there may be a lack of grammatical agreement between the sup- 
plement and its head (compare § 42.8.5). 

Moch rnicqueh. = All died. 

It may be, however, that the presumed analysis, #0-0(mo-ch)0-0#, is wrong, with the analy- 
sis being in fact #0-0(mo-ch)0-I#, where 0-0 is an irregular plural-number dyad as in 16.5. 
This is suggested by a sentence such as: 

Timoch tehuah. = We all arise together; i.e., We are all of the same nation (clan, family, 
etc.). [The subject pronoun of timoch cannot possibly be second-person singular, thereby 
forcing the analysis of #ti-0(mo-ch)0-0#, where 0-0 is the plural-number dyad, a for- 
mation that is completely unexpected.] 

18.6. The "Named-Partner" Supplement. When a supplement refers to a plural number that 
includes a known entity and a third-person entity newly identified in the utterance by an NNC 
(e.g., "the man and I," "the man and you," "the man and she"), as a rule only the named 
third-person entity is mentioned in a supplement (see also 43.9). 

Cuix ye Gantlacuahqueh in mocniuh? = Perchance already you(p2)-ate-something adjr 
he-is-your-friend? I.e., Have you and your friend already eaten? 

Ca ceppa 6titomictihqueh nocihuiiuh. = Indeed once we-killed-one-another she-is-my- 
woman; i.e., Once my wife and I did have a fight. [Otitomictihqueh, "we killed one 
another," is used in the conative sense of "we tried to kill one another," an exaggeration 
for "we fought." For ceppa, see 46.11. For Btitomictihqueh, see 25.3.1 
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18.7. The "Male-Bonding " Supplement. When an NNC containing the nounstem (oquich)- 
tli- is adjoined as a supplement, a special construction is possible in which the general restric- 
tion concerning shared referents is not respected. Whenever a man uses an NNC built on this 
stem to speak of men in general or of one or more men of a group (nation, tribe, clan, family, 
etc.) of which he himself is a member, he uses a first-person plural subject, although the nuclear 
pronoun serving as its head may be in the third person (compare 43.8): 

Ca quihtoah in toquichtin, "Ahzo itlah tomahci5hual." = Indeed we men say, "Perhaps 
our merit is something." [I.e., "We will merit something." The first-person plural subject 
of toquichtin is standing in cross-reference to its head, the third-person plural subject of 
quihtoah.] 

Iuhqui in intlahtB1 mochihuaya toquichtin. = It was thus that our men's words used to 
be made. [I.e., "spoken." For iuhqui, see 5 35.3. The NNC toquichtin has a first-per- 
son plural subject that is standing in cross-reference to the third-person plural posses- 
sor I-n.] 

In toquichtin quinhuicatzeh incihcihuiihuiin. = The men go accompanying their women. 
[The first-person plural subject of toquichtin is the supplementary subject of the 
third-person plural subject of quinhuicatzeh and also the supplementary possessor in 
cross-reference to the third-person plural nuclear possessor i-n of IncihcihuiihuFin.] 

If a man not associated with the men involved in the action had said these sentences, or if a 
woman had said them, they would have been: 

Ca quihtoah in oquichtin, "Ahzo itlah tomahcehual.)' 
Iuhqui in intlahtBl mochihuaya oquichtin. 
In squichtin quinhuicatzeh in incihcihuiihuiin. 

18.8. The Verb tla-(iiyi) and the Silent Presence of the Specific Object Pronoun. The transi- 
tive verb tla-(iiyi), "to do s.th.," is exceptional in that, although a VNC built on it must have 
the nonspecific-object pronoun tla to represent an unspecified patient, if the patient is spe- 
cific, the object-pronoun dyad is 0-0 (i.e., as pronounced or written, the VNC appears to be 
intransitive, but the verbstem is so strongly transitive that an object pronoun is "felt" to be 
present). This means that when an NNC is adjoined as a supplementary object, it stands in 
apposition to this silently present nuclear object-pronoun; i.e., the supplementary object (which 
is built almost exclusively on pronominal nounstems such as (tl-eh)-B-, (itl-ah)-a-, and 
(mo-chi)-0-) seems to have no head, although-as will be made evident later-it in fact has 
a silently present one. (The verbstem belongs to class B, so the perfective stem is tla-(iix). 
VNCs built on the imperfective stem are traditionally written without the y.) 

Nitlaiiyi. = hi-B+tla(iiyi)0+0-0# = I am doing somethinglthings. 
Itlah niiyi. = #n-0+0-0(iiyi)0+0-0# = I am doing something. 
Mochi huel iiyi. = #B-0+0-8(iiyi)B+n-W = He does everything well. He can do everything. 

[For huel, see 5 44.5.2.1 
Ahoc tleh huel iixqueh. = M-@+U-0(Fix)0+qu-eh#. = They could do no more. 
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Note: The verb (ich-tequi), "to steal" (literally, "to cut maguey fiber") is the opposite of tla-(iiyi) in that a VNC 
built on it does not permit a nonspecific object but, on the other hand, requires a specific one (see 3 24.2): 

nichtequi = I steal 
niquichtequi = I steal it/them 

18.9. Deletion of the Principal. Under certain conditions a VNC that serves as a principal 
clause to both an adverbial modifier and a supplementary subject can be deleted. As a result 
the adverbial adjunct is upgraded to the rank of a proxy principal. Since the head of the sup- 
plementary subject is no longer present, what was the supplementary subject becomes merely 
a subject. In the surface grammar it has no visible relationship to the proxy principal. One 
common example of this transformation has a source sentence with a principal VNC built on 
the verbstem (ca-h). 

Source: Ciimpa cah mochiin? = Where it-exists it-is-your-home; i.e., Where is your home? 
[Mochiin is a supplementary subject standing in apposition to the nuclear subject of cah. 
For ciimpa, see 5 46.10.1 

Transform: Ciimpa mochiin? = Where it-is-your-home? I.e., Where is your home? 

Source: Onciin cah bn. = There it-exists it-is-that-one; i.e., That one is there. [For onciin, 
see 5 46.3.2.b.I 

Transform: Onciin bn. = There it-is-that-one; i.e., That one is there. 

18.10. A So-Called Vocative Construction. A second-person supplementary subject whose 
head is in an optative VNC has been called a vocative because it is translated as such into 
Spanish and English, since these languages find it strange to include a subject in a command 
(although it is possible in English to say, for example, "You children be quiet now"). The real 
vocative constructions are presented in 5 18.11. 

Xihuiillauh in ticihuiitl. = Come adjr you-are-a-woman; i.e., Come, woman. 
Xihuiilhuiiin in azcihuah. = Come adjr y ou-are-women; i.e., Come, women. 
In antocnihuiin mii xichbcaciin. = Adjr you-are-our-friends o n l y  you-may-weep; i.e., 

Friends, weep. 
In amixquichtin xonhuiiin. = Adjr you-are-all go; i.e., All of you, go. 

18.11. The Real Vocative Constructions. The real vocative differs from the so-called vocative 
of 5 18.10 in a number of ways: ( l)  the NNC's personal-pronominal subject is third person; 
(2) there are separate formations for male and female speakers; and (3) the accompanying 
clause need not express a command or an admonition. 

The vocative NNC used by a male speaker is followed by the exclamatory, attention-get- 
ting particle #6. In writing, this particle is always joined as a suffix to the NNC and, as stated 
in 5 2.7, is the sole exception to the rule for stress. In these lessons it is spelled with an 
accent: 

Xihuiillauh, cihuiitl6. = Come, (0) woman. 
Xihuiilhuiiin, nocihuiihuiin6. = Come, (0) my wives. 
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TeteohC, ca nehhuiitl niyez. = (0) gods, I shall indeed be the one. [The intervocalic glot- 
tal stop is sometimes changed to [y]: teteBy6 (see 2.13).] 

If the NNC ends in a supportive [i], the 6 absorbs it: 

pill6 = (0) noble [< pilli] 
nocBzqu6 = (0) my jewel; i.e., (0) my child [c nocBzqui] 
nocn6 = (0) my buddy! (used sarcastically). Hey, rogue! [< nocni, from (id)-tl-,  "buddy, 

fellow," attested only in a vocative construction. One also finds tocn6.1 

At times the num2 plural morph in occurring in an absolutive-state NNC can be replaced 
by a silently present variant before the vocative particle (i.e., the dyad t-in appears as t-D; see 
5 48.8 for another usage). 

t&icpipilt6 = #0-0(tec-pi-pi1)t-0#6 = 0 nobles [also t&icpipiltin6] 
cuiiuht6 = #0-0(cuBuh)t-U#C = 0 eagle warriors [also cuiiuhtin61 

Women speakers do not use the vocative particle #6. Instead, they pronounce the final syl- 
lable of an NNC with a third-person subject with a hgher tone and an affected stress; again, 
an exclamatory statement is used instead of an address: 

Xihuaauh, oquichtli. = Come, man. 

18.12. Sentence-Constituent Order. In Nahuatl the order of sentence constituents is quite free. 
Supplements, like the various other elements that expand the principal clause, stand rather loosely 
around that governing core. They are frequently placed at a distance from the item that they are 
supplementing. Moreover, there are no markers to distinguish the function of one supplement 
from that of another. There are no obligatory markers even to distinguish the principal from a sup- 
plement. There may also be more than one supplement in the same function. And finally, since 
the adjunctive transformation is recursive, a supplement may itself have supplements. 

The freedom of order, combined with the absence of syntactical markers, tends to create a 
seeming chaos for those whose expectations have been trained by more regimented grammars. 
In addition to relying on the context of the sentence and the logic of the meaning of the nuclear 
clauses, one must remain constantly attentive to the nature of the principal clause that serves 
as the organizing center of the transform sentence. 

Remark: The freedom of position of supplementary elements in Nahuatl has its logic and its defense in the fact 
that the elements involved, except for particles, are complete sentences. It is only when they are thought of in terms 
of their Indo-European wordal translations that their function becomes obscure. From the Indo-European point of 
view, nouns and pronouns are only sentence fragments that (normally) do not have major-sentence status. Since 
Nahuatl frequently seems to employ its nuclear clauses in larger sentence contexts in the way that English uses its 
sentence partials, one faces the almost overwhelming temptation of thinking of an NNC or pronominal NNC in 
Nahuatl as if it were a noun or pronoun in English. This temptation must be resisted. Chichi, for example, is not the 
equivalent of the word "dog" but of the assertion "It is a dog"; nehhuiitl is not the equivalent of the word "I" but of 
the assertion "I am an entity." When adjoined as part of a larger sentence, neither ceases to be a fully constituted 
clause in its own right, even though in concatenate constructions the one is frequently translated as "dog" and the 
other as "I." These translations are traitors to the native structure. A failure to recognize this essential, fundamental 
fact of Nahuatl structure will from time to time produce faulty comprehension, since the reader will be unable to deal 
competently with the problem of ambiguity. 
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Supplementation (Part Three) 

19.1. VNCs as Supplements. The two preceding lessons were limited to a presentation of the 
equational sentence in the various supplementary functions. It is not, however, the only sen- 
tence type that may perform in this manner. The intransitive and transitive types may also 
occur as supplements. In ths  role VNCs are usually marked by means of an adjunctor. (It is, 
however, almost always optional.) As will be seen, using VNCs in this way makes supple- 
mentation a very powerful syntactic device, allowing Nahuatl to express easily ideas that can 
be expressed in English only in roundabout ways. The following sentences exemplify the con- 
struction. 

1. Supplementary subject: 

Huiilquizah in mihtbtizqueh. = They-come-out adjr they-will-dance; i.e., The ones who 
will dance come out. [@-B+. . .+qu-eh of the supplement = its head, 0-O+. . .+g-h, in 
the principal. The VNC rnihtbtizqueh functions as a supplementary subject.] 

~quirni t tac  in tlapiya. = He-saw-them adjr he-guards-things; i.e., The guard saw them. 
[0-O+. . .+g-0 of the supplement = its head, 0-O+. . .+c-0, in the principal. The VNC 
tlapiya is a supplementary subject.] 

In bnechittaqueh btzahtziqueh. = Adjr they-saw-me they-shouted; i.e., The ones who 
saw me shouted. [0-O+. . .+qu-eh of the supplement = its head, 0-O+. . .+qu-eh, in the 
principal.The VNC bnechittaqueh functions as the supplementary subject.] 

In bngchittaqueh nehhuiitl. = Adjr they-saw-me I-am-the-entity; i.e., The one whom 
they saw was I. [N-&h in the supplement = its head, &B(. . .)tl-0, in the principal. 
The VNC is functioning as the supplementary subject for its pronominal head in the 
NNC .] 

Tleh in bmochiuh? = What-is-it adjr it-made-itself? I.e., What was it that was done? 
What was done? [The nuclear subject 0-a+. . .+U-@ of the VNC Gmochiuh (which 
functions as supplementary subject) has the same referent as its head, the nuclear sub- 
ject 0-O(. . .)@-0 of the principal clause tleh. The sequence tleh in is traditionally writ- 
ten tlein, obscuring the facts that tleh is the principal and that the adjunctor in belongs 
to the adjunct clause. See 8 21.4 for the use of the reflexive object in this situation.] 
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Ac in miquiz? = Who-is-hehhe adjr helshe-will-die? Le., Who will be the one who will 
die? Who will die? [The subject pronoun of the supplementary subject miquiz has 
the same referent as its head, the basic subject pronoun in the principal clause iic. The 
sequence iic in is traditionally written aquin, obscuring the facts that iic is the prin- 
cipal and that the adjunctor in belongs to the adjunct clause.] 

Tleh in anquinequih? = What-is-it adjr you(p1)-want-it? I.e., What is it that you (pl) 
want? What do you (pl) want? [The object pronoun qui-0 of the supplementary sub- 
ject anquinequih has the same referent as its head, the nuclear subject pronoun in 
tleh. Concerning the unfortunate traditional spelling tlein, see above.] 

Ac in Gtiquittac? = Who-is-he/she adjr you(sg)-saw-himher? I.e., Who was helshe 
whom you saw? Whom did you see? [The object pronoun qu-0 of the supplementary 
subject Gtiquittac has the same referent as its head, the nuclear subject pronoun in iic. 
Concerning the unfortunate traditional spelling aquin, see above.] 

Since the adjunctive transformation is recursive (see 5 17.4. l), the adjoined VNC may have 
supplements of its own. 

Motliitiiiya in quiya octli. = He-used-to-hide-himself adjr he-used-to-drink-it it-is- 
pulque; i.e., The one who drank pulque used to hide. [Quiya, i.e., #0-0+qu-0(i)ya+0- 
0#, is an adjunct clause with octli as a supplementary object to its qu-0.1 

Nahuatl frequently uses as the principal that which in English would be a subordinate clause 
(i.e., the two languages disagree on the question of rhetorical weighting). 

Centzontli in mic. = He-is-four-hundred-in-number adjr he-died; i.e., The ones who 
died were four hundred in number. [English prefers "Four hundred died." The singu- 
lar-number subject with a plural referent acts here as a common number, an instance 
of nonanimation. For numeral NNCs see Lesson 34.1 

Cikenmeh in huih = They-are-one-and-one adjr they-go; i.e., Those who go are by 
ones. [English prefers "They go one at a time."] 

Nelli in quihtoa. = It-is-the-truth adjr he-says-it; i.e., What he says is the truth. [Quih- 
toa is the supplementary subject of nelli, but the adjunction is made possible by the fact 
that the object pronoun qu-0 and the nuclear subject of nelli have the same referent.] 

2. Supplementary object: 

Ye Gticcuic in ticnequiya? =Already you-got-it adjr you-were-wanting-it? I.e., Did you 
get that which you wanted? [The nuclear object c-0 of the supplementary object tic- 
nequiya has the same referent as the nuclear object c-0 that is its head in the princi- 
pal Gticcuic.] 

Oniquittac in tlapiya. = I-saw-him adjr he-guards-things; i.e., I saw the guard. [a-@+. . . 
+0-0 of the supplementary object = its head, qu-0, in the principal.] 

3. Supplementary possessor: 

Cuahuitl Tt6cii in xoxGhuixtihcac. = It-is-a-tree it-is-its-name adjr it-stands-having- 
become-green; i.e., The name of that whch stands green is "tree." [The subject pro- 
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noun 0-O+. . .+c-@ of the supplementary possessor = its head, i-O,in it6cii. Concern- 
ing the structure of xox6huixtihcac, see $ 28.6.8.1 

Ompa nemi ic61 in ticmoniimictiznequi. = There he-lives he-is-her-grandfather adjr 
you-want-to-marry-her; i.e., The grandfather of the one whom you want to marry 
lives there. [The adjoined clause ticmoniimictiznequi is the supplementary posses- 
sor in cross-reference to the nuclear possessor of i-0 of ic6l. The possessive pronoun 
i-0 of icM and the object pronoun c-0 of ticmoniimictiznequi refer to the same entity. 
For the formation of ticmoniimictiznequi, see $ 25.3 and $ 28.11.1 .] 

19.2. The Plural of in, Gn, and a. The demonstrative pronominal NNCs in and 6n and the 
interrogative pronominal NNC iic have, in addition to the plural meaning inherently possible 
to them, special plural formations built up by means of the supplementary construction. The 
principal in the combination is a VNC formed on the intransitive perfective stem (0-i-h), "to 
exist" (see 11.4.7). The subject of the VNC is third-person plural and its predicate is 
preterit-as-present tense. 

1. The pluralization of the demonstrative pronominal NNCs in and 6n: 

ihqueh in = #0-0(0-i-h)B+qu-eh# #0-0(in)n-m# = they-exist they-are-these = these [g-0 
(. . .)I-[ of the supplement = 0-O(. . .+qu-eh in the principal] 

ihqueh 6n = #0-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# #0-0(6n)n-I# = they-exist they-are-those = those 

These structures are normally adjoined as supplements and are therefore frequently preceded 
by the adjunctor in. Traditionally, the resultant collocations are spelled either partially or totally 
solid: inique in, iniquein; inique on, iniqueon. The final n is frequently not written. 

In ihqueh in, in incihuiihniin zan quinhuicah" = Adjr they-exist they-are-these adjr 
they-are-their-women only they-carry-them; i.e., These just take their women with 
them. [The adjoined sentence ihqueh in is the primary topic serving as the supple- 
mentary subject in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of the principal quinhuicah 
and also serving as the supplementary possessor of the adjoined sentence inci- 
huiihuiin; the latter sentence is the secondary topic and serves as the supplementary 
object in cross-reference to the nuclear object qu-in of quinhuicah.] 

In ihqueh in quitquih in tlahuitdli. = Adjr they-exist they-are-those they-carry-it adjr 
it-is-the-bow; i.e., Those carry the bow. Those carry bows. 

2. The pluralization of the interrogative pronominal NNC iic. This NNC is a preterit-as- 
present-agentive NNC (see $ 35.3, note) that has become frozen in the third-person singular 
(see $ 16.4.4). 

tihqueh? = %c #t-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = Who we-exist? Le., Who are we? [The clause 
iic is the supplementary subject in cross-reference to the nuclear subject of tihqueh. 
There is a lack of person and number agreement between the supplement and its head.] 
h amihqueh? = Pc #am-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = Who you(p1)-exist? Le., Who are you (pl)? 
Ac ihqueh? = Hc #0-0(0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = Who they-exist? Le., Who are they? [Tradi- 

tionally, the NNC and VNC are written solid: aquique.] 
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These three questions could have been expressed by %c tehhuiintin?, Pc amehhuiintin?, 
and iic yehhuiintin?, respectively (with the same lack of person and number agreement 
between the supplement and its head). 

The supplementary subject %c does not have to be contiguous to the principal ihqueh: 

Ac mach ihqueh? = Who ever are they? 

The supplementary constructions with iic take part in larger structures of supplementation: 

&c ihqueh ih~chtemohqueh? = Who they-exist they-looked-for-me? Le., Who (pl) looked 
for me? [This question could also have been expressed by Ac 6n&htemohqueh?] 

Ac ihqueh yehhuiintin? = Who they-exist they-are-those? Le., Who are they? [This 
question could also have been expressed by Ac yehhuiintin?] 

There is a variant formation that has a VNC constructed on a compound stem: 

Amiiquihqueh? = #am-0(ii-qu-0-i-h)0+q~-eh# = Who are you (pl)? 

The plural of the negative counterpart of iic, the pronominal NNC ahiic (or ayiic), "he is 
nobody," is merely the preterit plural form (see $ 11.4.4.b): 

ahtiiqueh = ah#t-0(ii)B+qu-eh# = we are nobody 
ahamiiqueh = ah#am-0(ii)0+qu-eh# = you (pl) are nobody 
ahiiqueh = ah#0-0(ii)0+qu-eh = they are nobody [also spelled ayiiqueh] 

Note: In addition to the plural forms for tleh and catleh given in 8 16.4, there are also plural VNCs formed on 
a compound stem: 

Titleihqueh? = #ti-0(tl-e-0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = What are we? 
Ciitleihqueh? = M-0(cP-tl-e-0-i-h)0+qu-eh# = Which ones are they? 

The perfective stem (0-i-h) also incorporates the stem (c%)-tl- to form a compound stem that is used in both singu- 
lar- and plural-subject VNCs: 

Ciitlih? = #0-0(cP-tl-0-i-h)0+O-W = Which one is it? [This may also mean "Where is he?' "What has become 
of him?' "Hasn't he returned yet?'] 

Ciitlih yeh? - Catlih yehhultl? = Which one of them is it? 
Ticiitlih? = #ti-0(ca-tl-0-i-h)0+0-0# = Where are you? What has become of you? 
Ciitlihqueh? = #0-0(cii-tl-0-i-h)0+q~-eh# = Which ones are they? 

19.3. Included-Referent Supplementation. The structures of supplementation presented in the 
preceding paragraphs and in Lessons 17 and 18 have been governed by the restriction men- 
tioned in $ 17.3; namely, that the referent of a personal pronoun in the supplementary adjunct 
must be identical to the referent of the personal pronoun that serves as its head in the principal. 

This restriction concerning a shared referent establishes only one type of supplementation. 
There is another type, called included-referent supplementation, in which pronominal-referent 
identity does not occur. In constructions exhibiting this type of supplementation, the supplement 
is an adjoined clause or sentence that is itself, as a whole, the referent of the pronominal head in 
the principal. Since such an adjoined clause or sentence, taken as a syntactical unit, is always 
assessed as being third-person singular, the pronoun serving as its head in the principal is nec- 
essarily third-person singular. 

The principal clause can be an NNC (with the adjunct functioning as a supplementary sub- 
ject or a supplementary possessor) or a VNC (with the adjunct functioning as a supplementary 
subject or a supplementary object). 
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1. With an NNC as principal clause. 

Nelli in bniquihtoh. = It-is-the-truth adjr I-said-it; i.e., It is true that I said it. m e  adjunct 
clause bniquihtoh (the supplementary subject) is the referent of the personal-pronom- 
inal subject 0-O(. . .)B-0 of nelli. But this sentence is ambiguous. It can be understood 
as a structure of shared-referent supplementation, translated "It is the truth that I said," 
i.e., "I spoke the truth," with the nuclear-object pronoun qu-0 of the supplementary 
subject having the same referent as its head, the nuclear-subject pronoun of nelli. 
Compare Nelli in quihtoa in 8 19.1.1. 

Cuix nelli in ticniuh? = Perchance it-is-the-truth adjr you-are-his-friend? I.e., Is it true 
that you are his friend? [The adjunct clause ticniuh (the supplementary subject) is 
the referent of the nuclear subject pronoun of nelli.] 

Ca iinelli titocuilt6nohqueh. = Indeed already-it-is-the-truth we-became-rich; i.e., It is 
true that we have become rich. [The adjunct clause 6-. . .titocuiltbnohqueh (the sup- 
plementary subject) is the referent of the personal-pronominal subject of nelli. Here 
the antecessive-order particle has jumped out of the adjunct clause and become pre- 
fixed to the principal clause. A more expected form of this sentence would be Ca nelli 
btitocuiltbnohqueh.] 

htequiuh in momanaz tiiinquiztli. = It-is-their-work adjr it-will-establish-itself it-is- 
a-market; i.e., It is their obligation that a market be established. It is their obligation 
to establish a market. [The adjoined sentence momanaz tiiinquiztli (the supplemen- 
tary subject) is the referent of the personal-pronominal subject 0-O+. . .+uh-0 of the 
principal clause intequiuh. The supplementary-subject sentence itself contains a 
structure of shared-referent supplementation, with the subject personal pronoun of 
tiiinquhtli having the same referent as its head, the subject pronoun of momanaz. For 
the use of the reflexive object pronoun, see 5 21.4.1 

Among the NNCs that frequently serve as the principal in a structure of included-referent 
supplementation are those built on "adjectival" stems; see Lesson 42. 

Included-referent supplementation in which the adjunct is a supplementary possessor occurs 
primarily in cooperation with adverbialized NNCs functioning as principal; see Lessons 45-47. 

2. With an intransitive VNC as principal clause: 

Oneltic in impan poztec in cuahuitl. = It-became-the-truth adjr it-is-on-their-surface 
it-broke adjr it-is-the-tree; i.e., It came to pass that the tree broke upon them. [The 
adjoined sentence impan poztec in cuahuitl (the supplementary subject) is the ref- 
erent of the personal-pronominal subject 0-0(. . .+c4 of bneltic. This adjoined sen- 
tence contains a structure of shared-referent supplementation, with the subject pro- 
noun 0-O(. . .)tl-0 of cuahuitl having the same referent as its head, the subject pronoun 
0-O(. . .+I-0. Concerning impan, see 8 48.3.1 

Neci ca ancualiinih. = It-appears indeed you(p1)-are-angry; i.e., It seems that you (pl) 
are angry. [The adjoined sentence ca ancualiinih (the supplementary subject) is the 
referent of the nuclear subject of neci. The particle ca occurs in a now downgraded 
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principal (i.e., ca continues to play the same role as clause introducer that it had in the 
source before its clause was transformed into a supplement). To indicate its clause's 
role as adjunct the ca could be preceded by the adjunctor in.] 

3. With a transitive VNC as principal. It is convenient to separate the verbstems occurring 
in the principal clause into semantic groups because of peculiarities of usage. The following 
listing does not by any means exhaust the possibilities. 

a. Verbstems of saying, questioning, etc. The adjoined sentence can represent either direct 
or indirect speech. With direct speech the exact expressions spoken, written, etc., are repeated 
verbatim (e.g., "He said, 'This pleases me."'). In indirect speech a person reports the speech 
from hdher perspective (e.g., "He said that that pleased him."). Both direct and indirect speech 
can handle statements, questions, instructions (commands, exhortations), and exclamations. 
Unlike English, which generally backshifts the tense of indirect speech to distance it from the 
time of the reporting, Nahuatl normally keeps the same tense. Since direct and indirect speech 
stand in an equally subordinate relation to a principal clause, the adjunctor in has an equal priv- 
ilege of (optional) occurrence before either (i.e., the Nahuatl adjunctor in acts quite differently 
from the English subordinator "that," which never adjoins direct-speech constructions). 

Conihtoh in "Ca nehhuiitl in namocniuh." = He-said-it adjr "Indeed I-am-the-entity 
adjr I-am-your(p1)-friend; i.e., He said, "I am indeed your friend." [The adjoined 
quote (the supplementary object) is the referent of the object pronoun c-0 in the prin- 
cipal conihtoh. Within the supplement, the adjoined clause namocniuh is a 
shared-referent supplementary subject to its head, the nuclear subject n-O(. . .)tl-0 of 
the subordinate principal nehhugtl. The English translation "I am indeed your (pl) 
fi-iend" therefore reverses the syntactical relationship between the constituent NNCs.] 

Conihtoh in ca yehhuiitl in imicniuh. = He-said-it adjr indeed he-is-an-entity adjr 
he-is-their-friend; i.e., He said that he was their friend. [In one reading of this, it is 
the indirect speech version of the previous example; in both the Nahuatl and its 
English translation, however, the speaker may be referring to someone other than 
himself in the reported speech.] 

Mihtoiiya, "Ye miquiz." = It-used-to-say-its "Already he-will-die"; i.e., It was 
said, "Soon he will die." [The adjoined quote (the supplementary subject) is the ref- 
erent of the nuclear subject B-@+. . .+0-0 of mihtoiiya. For h s  use of the reflex- 
ive pronoun, see § 21.4.1 

Mihtoiiya ye miquiz. = It-used-to-say-itseyalready he-will-die; i.e., It was said that 
he would soon die. [This is the indirect-speech version of the previous example. It 
should be remembered that one translation value of the Nahuatl future tense is the 
English future-in-the-past (see 5 5.5.2, note).] 

When a question is reported in indirect or direct speech, verbstems such as tla-(iht-o-g) are 
translated as "to ask s.th." 

oquihtoh amps ijhuiillahqueh. = He asked where they had come from. For cihnpa, 
see 46.10.1 
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0nikhilhuih in cuix oc ceppa ninoniimictih. = He asked me whether I had been 
married once before. [Concerning i%-&hilhuih, whch has a silently present object 
pronoun, see 26.9.1. For ceppa, "it is on one occasion," see 46.11 .l 

When a command is reported in indirect speech, verbstems such as tla-(iht-0-2) are trans- 
lated as "to telllorder (s.o. to do s.th.)." 

Quihtoh in rnii zan tehhuiintin tiyiizqueh. = He told us just to go away. [What would 
have been a nonpast optative in the source version of the command has become a 
future indicative.] 

Xiquilhui rnii oc huiilrnocuepa. = Tell him to come back. 

b. Verbstems of causing 

Ca iixciin tlathui quimochihuilia. = Indeed it-is-now there-is-dawning he-rnakes-it- 
for-himseg i.e., He (H) is now causing it to dawn. [The VNC quimochihuilia has 
an honorific formation (which is why the "H," signifying "honored/honorable 
one," appears in the translation); see 33.4. The tla of tlathui is an impersonal 
tla; see fj 22.6.1 

Ahmb xinikhchihualti nicchixtoz. = Not cause-me-to-do-it I-shall-sit-awaiting-it; 
i.e., Don't cause me to wait for it. Don't keep me waiting for it. [This is a negative 
command to an inferior; see 9.9, note. Concerning the verbstem ti?+tla-(chihua- 
l-tiii), "to cause S.O. to do s.th.," see 25.4. The VNC here has a silently present 
object pronoun. Concerning nicchixtoz, see 28.6.9.1 

The verbstem tla-(ih-tlani), "to requestlask forlsolicit s.th.," can be included here since it 
expresses the notion of urging the fulfillment of a desire. See its source verbstem, tla-(tlani), 
in 39.7. 

Niquihtlani in mii xicchihuaciin. = I-request-it adjr if-only you(p1)-may-make-it; 
i.e., I request that you (pl) make it. 

c. Verbstems of wanting, desiring, needing. If the wish, etc., is realizable, the adjoined 
clause functioning as an included-referent supplement has its VNC in the future indicative or 
in the nonpast or future optative. 

Cuix quinequi tiyiizqueh? = Perchance he-wants-it we-shall-go? I.e., Does he want 
us to go? [The adjoined clause tiyiizqueh is the referent of the direct-object pro- 
noun qui-0 of quinequi.] 

Nicnequi in mii xocontlahpalo. = I-want-it adjr if-only you-may-greet-him-thither; 
i.e., I want you to go and visit him. [The wish sentence rnii xocontlahpalo is the 
referent of the direct-object pronoun c-0 of nicnequi.] 

QuWhuia in mii mocuepaciin. = She-yearns-for-it adjr if-only they-may-return; 
i.e., She yearns for them to return. [The wish sentence rnii mocuepaciin is the ref- 
erent of the object pronoun qu-0 of quWhuia. For the structure of the stem 
tla-(@l-i2-hu-is), see 26.2.) 

Niqui!l@huia in rnii mahuizzfihua. = I-yearn-for-it adjr if-only he-may-become- 
filled-with-honor; i.e., I yearn for him to attain honor. 
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Quelehuiiiyah in rnii huehciiuhtica nemi. = They-were-yearning-for-it adjr if-only 
it-is-for-a-long-time he-may-live; i.e., They wished that he would live a long life. 
[The adjoined clause has a nonpast optative VNC, because the wish was fulfill- 
able at the time it was made (the principal clause has an imperfect indicative VNC). 
For huehciiuhtica, see $ 47.2.1 .] 

The verbstem m-o-(nequi), "to want itself," is translated as "to be needed, to be necessary." 
The adjoined clause functions as a supplementary subject (for this use of the reflexive pro- 
noun, see $21.4). 

Monequi in tipixcazqueh. = It-wants-itselfadjr we-shall-bring-in-the-harvest; i.e., It 
is necessary for us to bring in the harvest. 

Monequi in rnii niman xiquihcuilo. = It-wants-itselfadjr if-only immediately you-may- 
write-it; i.e., It is necessary for you to write it immediately. [For niman, see $ 446.1 

If the wish is unrealizable because it does not accord with present facts or future possibil- 
ity, the past optative is used in the adjoined clause. 

Nicnequi in rnii oc ceppa titottanih. = I-want-it adjr if-only still it-is-on-one-occa- 
sion we-might-see-one-another; i.e., I wish that we could see one another again 
(but it is not possible). 

If the wish is unfulfillable because it is contrary to a past reality, the past optative (usually 
preceded by the antecessive-order particle) is used. The sentence expresses regret about a past 
that is found wanting. 

Nicnequi in rnii Gtiquimpoloiinih. = I-want-it adjr if-only we-might-have-conquered- 
them; i.e., I wish that we had conquered them. 

d. Verbstems of perception. The VNC in the adjoined clause is normally in the present 
tense. 

Xiquitta ahzo ye huitz. = See-it perhaps already he-comes; i.e., See if he is coming. 
AhmG tiquitta in ca nehhuiitl nicmati in quen Gmochiuh? = Not you-see-it adjr 

indeed I-am-the-entity I-know-it adjr how it-has-made-itself? I.e., Don't you real- 
ize that I know how it happened? [The adjoined clause quen Gmochiuh is the 
included-referent direct-object supplement of the object pronoun c-0 of nicmati, 
and the adjoined sentence ca nehhuiitl nicmati in quen Gmochiuh is the included- 
referent supplementary object of qu-0 of tiquitta.] 

~quittaqueh in ye tlatla. = They-saw-it adjr already it-is-burning; i.e., They saw that 
it was burning. [The adjoined sentence ye tlatla (the supplementary object) is the 
referent of the nuclear object qu-0 of Gquittaqueh. The present-tense VNC tlatla 
may be explained by $ 57.1 .] 

0niccac in cuicah in tGtGmeh. = Already-I-heard-it adjr they-sing adjr they-are- 
birds; i.e., I heard birds singing. 

e. Verbstems of knowing, remembering, forgetting, etc. 

NoniintzinC, ca cencah nicmati oncah moquichtiuh. = 0 she-is-my-honorable- 
mother, indeed very I-how-it he-is-there he-is-your-older-brother; i.e., 0 Mother 
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(H), I am quite aware that you have an older brother. [The adjoined clause oncah 
moquichtiuh (the supplementary object) is the referent of the direct-object pro- 
noun c-0 of nicmati. Concerning the construction with oncah, see $ 17.3.1. For 
cencah, see $ 44.3.1 .] 

Ahticmatih cuix tiyiizqueh. = Not-we-how-it perchance we-shall-go; i.e., We do 
not know whether we shall go. [The adjoined sentence cuix tiyiizqueh (the sup- 
plementary object) is the referent of the nuclear object of ahticmatih.] 

Ahoc quimah in quen in nen = No-longer he-hew-it adjr how adjr he-lived; i.e., 
He no longer knew how he acted. He no longer knew what he was doing. [The 
adjoined sentence quen in nen (the supplementary object) is the referent of the 
nuclear object qui-0 of quimah.] 

Cuix tiquilniimiqui in cuix oc quipiyaya? = Perchance you-remember-it adjr per- 
chance still he-used-to-guard-it? I.e., Do you remember whether he still kept it? 
[The adjoined sentence cuix oc quipiyaya (the supplementary object) is the ref- 
erent of the nuclear object qu-0 of tiquilniimiqui.] 

Tiquilnilmiquiz in ciimpa tiyiiz. = You-will-reJZect-on-it adjr where you-will-go; i.e., 
You will consider where you will go. [For ciimpa, "where?," see $ 46.10.1 

Ye tiniquilciiuh in ciimpa Gtocontliilih. = Already already-I-forgot-it adjr where 
already-you-put-it-thither ; i.e., I have already forgotten where you put it away. 
[The adjoined sentence cPmpa titocontliilih (the supplementary object) is the ref- 
erent of the nuclear object qu-0 of tiniquilcQuh.1 

f. Verbstems of affect with the included-referent supplement serving as the supplemen- 
tary subject 

~n~chtlaticoltih cencah quirnictiiiya in icihuiiuh. = Already-it-caused-me-to-be-sad 
fully he-used-to-kill-her adjr she-was-his-woman; i.e., It has saddened me that he 
used to badly mistreat his wife. [The verbstem t&(mic-tiii), "to lull s.o.," is here used 
in a conative meaning, "to try to kill s.o.," i.e., "to beat S.O. up, to mistreathurt s.o."] 

Tikhpiiquiltia in titocottac. = It-makes-us-happy adjr you-saw-him-thither; i.e., It 
makes us happy that you went to see him. 

Cuix mitzmauhtia in momana huei cocoliztli? = Perchance it-causes-you-to-be- 
afraid adjr it-spreads-itself it-is-a-big-one it-is-a-sickness? Le., Does it frighten 
you that a great sickness is spreading? [Concerning the adjectival NNC huei, see 
8 40.2.1 

19.4. "To Know How to)" "To Remember to," Etc. When a structure of included-referent sup- 
plementation has (1) a principal clause with a VNC built on the verbstems tla-(mati), "to know 
s.th.," tla-(a-niimiqui), "to remember S. h.," tla-(il-ciihua), "to forget s.th.," and tla-(nequi), 
"to want s.th."; (2) an adjoined clause with a VNC having afiture tense morph; and (3) both 
clauses with subject pronouns having the same referent, the English translation renders the 
adjoined clause by means of an infinitive. The mentioned verbstems are therefore translated 
"to know how to," "to remember to," "to forget to," and "to want/desire/hope to," respectively. 
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Nicmati n2map6huaz. = I-know-it I-shall-paper-read; i.e., I know how to read. [For the 
structure of namapiihuaz, see 30.3.1 

Cuix 5quilnii1nic quitzacuaz in petlacalli. = Perchance already- he-remembered-it he-will- 
close-it adjr it-is-a-wickerwork-chest? I.e., Did he remember to close the chest? 

Mii caxiquilciihua ticcbhuaz in etl. = If-only not-you-may-forget-it you-will-buy-them 
adjr they-are-beans; i.e., Don't forget to buy beans. 

Cuix ticnequi tiyiiz? = Perchance you-want-it you-will-go; i.e., Do you want to go? 

It would seem from these translations that the four verbstems form VNCs that operate 
according to the same principle. In fact, however, tla-(nequi) is quite different from the oth- 
ers. Of the four, it alone can transform a two-clause construction into a single-clause one built 
on an incorporated-object compound-stemmed VNC; for example, Nicnequi nicochiz, 
"I-want-it I-shall-sleep," i.e., "I want to sleep," can be rephrased as Nicochiznequi (see 5 28-11 
for future-embed compound verbstems). 

Also, as shown in subsection c above, a principal VNC built on tla-(nequi) can have the 
supplementary object in the form of a wish sentence, a construction not possible to the other 
three verbstems; for example: 

Nicnequi in m2 nin2lti. = I-want-it adjr if-only I-may-take-a-bath; i.e., I want to take a 
bath. [See also 8 28.11.2, note.] 

Nicnequi in m2 caic nit~mictiz. = I-want-it adjr if-only not-at-that-time I-shall-kill-s.0; 
i.e., I want never to kill anyone. [The adjoined wish sentence has a future optative VNC. 
For caic, "at no timelnever," see 45.4.4.d.l 

19.5. The Indirect-Speech Construction of Rumored Report. The VNC q d  is used as the 
principal clause in a special indirect-speech construction in which the reporter takes no 
responsibility for the information reported. Quil is translated "It is said that . . . ," "It is 
reported that. . . ." Frequently, the adjoined clause is introduced by the adverbialized NNC 
mach, "notably" (see 8 44.5.6). Often quil and mach are written solid in traditional texts: 
quilmach. 

Quil is a unique form, here assumed to be a preterit-tense VNC with a third-person singu- 
lar subject formed on an obsolete transitive stem: quil = #8-0+qu-B(il)0+n-0# = "he said it." 
No other tense morph can appear, and no other subject personal pronoun is used. However, the 
applicative stem ti?+tla-(il-huig), "to say s.th. to s.o.," is apparently derived from the same 
obsolete stem (see 26.9.1). 

Quil in ozomahtin quihualihnecuih in p6ctli. = It-is-said adjr they-are-monkeys they- 
smell-it-hither adjr it-is-smoke; i.e., It is said that monkeys come to smell the smoke. 

Quil mach m6 yahqueh. = It-is-said notably it-is-(not)-quite-likely they-went; i.e., It is 
said they did not go. [For m6, see 8 44.5.4. Its negative sense here seems due to irony.] 

The collocation quil mach may also occur in the following construction: 

Ahm6 zan quil mach in tleh in Sxciin tilhuiloh. = That which we are now told is not just 
hearsay. [Concerning tilhuiloh, see 5 21.2.4.1 
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19.6. The Deleted Principal Clause of "Saying." With VNCs expressing a speech action (such 
as "to command," "to answer," etc.), a following included-referent supplementary-clause con- 
struction may delete a principal clause of "saying" and leave its supplementary clause juxtaposed 
to another principal clause with which it has no direct grammatical relation; for example: 

Constituent 1 : Niquinniinquilia. = #ni-0+qu-in(niin-qui-lia)0+0-0# = I answer them. [The 
VNC has only a single object, which is third-person plural.) 

Constituent 2: Niquimilhuia, "Ca nehhuiitl niyez." = I say to them, "I shall indeed be the 
one." [The quoted sentence (the supplementary object) serves as the referent of the 
silently present object of the principal clause. Concerning silently present nuclear object 
pronouns, see Lesson 23.1 

Transform 1: Niquinniinquilia; niquimilhuia, "Ca nehhuiitl niyez." = I answer them; I 
say to them, "I shall indeed be the one"; i.e., I answer them, saying, "I shall indeed be 
the one." 

Transform 2: Niquinniinquilia, "Ca nehhuiitl niyez." = I answer them [saying], "I shall 
indeed be the one." 

The following are a few other examples: 

QuinhuiilnBtzqueh in Espaiioles, "h amihqueh?" = The Spaniards called them [say- 
ing], "Who are you?' [The source for this deletion transformation is QuinhuiilnBtzqueh 
in Espaiioles; quimilhuihqueh, ''Ac amihqueh?"] 

QuinBnbtzah, "Toti%cyb6, mii xitGchmotlahtliitili!" = They advise him [saying], "Our 
Lord, kill (H) us!" [The source is Quinbnbtzah; quilhuiah, "Toti5ucyB6, mii xitikhmo- 
tlahtliitili!" The "H" in the translation means "honored one." Concerning the honorific 
nature of xitikhmotlahtliitili, see 33.4. The reduplicative prefix on the verbstem indi- 
cates distributive action: "hide each one of us"; i.e., "kill each one of us"; see 27.2. l.] 

The following examples involving indirect speech with a deleted principal clause of saying 
produce an even more disjointed-seeming result: 

Quinnbn6tzacoh in teuctli in ca ahciin quittah in imbn. = They have come to inform the 
lord, [saying] that they do not see his son-in-law anywhere. [The source behind this dele- 
tion transformation is Quinbnbtzacoh in teuctli; quilhuicoh in ca ahciin quittah in 
imBn. See g 29.4.1 concerning the VNCs quinbnBtzacoh and quilhuicoh.] 

Xitlahtlani ahzo oncah tlablli. = Ask s.th. [saying] perhaps there is dried maize; i.e., Ask 
whether there is any dried maize. 

In the following example, the deletion of the verb of saying leaves only an adverb in the 
principal: 

MS cencah "Tleh ticmati?" = If-only very "What is it that you know?" I.e., Firmly [say to 
yourselfj, "Take heed!" [The source for this transformation is Mii cencah xicmilhui, 
"Tleh ticmati?," "Ask yourself f i y ,  'What do you know?"' The question Tleh tic- 
mati? "What do you know?" is rhetorical. Its implicit answer is always "Nothing." In 
other words, it is equivalent to the statement "You are ignorant," which is a very common 
way to say "Take h e e d  or "Pay attention!" (i.e., you need to hear what I have to say).] 



LESSON 20 

The Nonactive Verbstem 

20.1. Derivation of the Nonactive Verbstem. The nonactive verbstem is created by derivation, 
a process whereby new stems are created from already existing ones or from roots (see 9 
1.11.2). In this instance the derived stem is created by means of one of three suffixes, 6, 16, and 
hua, or by their combinations o-hua, lo-hua, and hua-16. (The o-hua and lo-hua combina- 
tions are usually misleadingly written oa and loa.) The base to which these nonactive suffixes 
are attached is always an imperfective active stem. 

As with the perfective active stem, the perfective nonactive stem is formed from its imper- 
fective counterpart; therefore, attention is here first turned to the formation of the imperfec- 
tive nonactive stem. The perfective stem is presented in 0 20.8. 

The use of nonactive stems in the formation of VNCs is discussed in Lessons 21 and 22. 

Note: The 16 is actually a compound suffix, consisting of the connective morpheme N and the morpheme /o:/. 
The two morphemes are written solid in these lessons for convenience. Although the conditions for use are differ- 
ent, the N may be the same connective N in the applicative suffix /l-ia:/ (see Q 26.3). If the /w/ of hua is also the 
same connective morpheme as the /w/ of the applicative suffix /w-ia:/ (see Q 26.3), it does not act the same as the N 
of /l-ia:/ (see Q 25.1). 

20.2. 7he Zo' Sufix. The lb suffix is the most frequent nonactive formative. It associates mainly 
with transitive verbstems ending in /a/. Among the intransitive stems using the lb suffix are 
those belonging to Class C. 

Except for Class D verbs, the nonactive suffix 16 is attached to that imperfective active stem 
whose shape occurs in future-tense VNCs (see 8 7.7). In the following presentation the cita- 
tion form of the active stem is given in the left-hand column, that of the nonactive stem in the 
right-hand column. 

1. Class A source: 

(chihcha) = to spit (chihcha-16) 
tla-(pii-tz-ca) = to squeeze liquid from s.th (pii-tz-ca-16) 
tla-(pa-tla) = to exchange s.th. (pa-tla-16) 
tla-(mbtla) = to throw rocks at s.th. (mijtla-16) 
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2. Class B source: 

(mayiina) = to be hungry 
tla-(pitza) = to blow on s.th. 
tla-(quetza) = to stand s.th. erect 
tla-(p6hu-a) = to count s.th. 
tla-(chihua) = to make s.th 
tla-(piya) = to guard s.th. 
(tla-chiya) = to look [Tla fusion.] 

Certain Class B verbs that are "root-plus-ya" verbs drop the ya before adding 16. 

(coco-ya) = to be sick (coco-16) 
tla-(y6co-ya) = to createlinvent S. th. (y6co-16) 

3. Class C source (Base-final phonemes 101 and /i/ become long.): 

(chol-0-2) = to bound away 
(pa-t-0-2) = to gamble 
tla-(pol-0-2) = to destroy s.th. 
tla-(iht-o-ii) = to say s.th. 
tla-(ce-liii) = to receive s.th. 
tla-(ihcuani-a)= to move s.th. 
tla-(tla-ti-ii) = to burn s.th. 

(chol-6-16) 
(pa-t-6-16) 
(pol-6-16) 
(iht-6-16) 
(ce-li-16) 
(ihcuani-16) [Also (ihcuani-hua) .] 
(tla-ti-16) 

There are exceptional instances in which a long vowel in the antepenultimate syllable (the 
third syllable from the end) discourages length on the /i/ or 101 before the 16. 

t&(icn-&l-5) = to feel compassion for S.O. (h-i51-i-16) 
tla-(tlii-ti-2) = to hide s.th. (tlii- ti-16) 

4. Class D source. The formation is exceptional in that the stem-final /a:/ has a reduced-long 
pronunciation before the nonactive sufflx 16. It is therefore written without a macron (see 2.2). 

tla-(m@ = to capture s.th. (ma-16) 
tla-(miimii) = to carry s.th. on one's back (miima-16) 

20.3. The 10-hua Sufixal Combination. The combination 10-hua is suffixed to only a small 
number of verbstems, among which are a few irregular intransitive verbs. The nonactive stem 
of these is formed on one of their suppletive stems. 

(ca-h) = to be 
(ya-uh) = to go 
(huiil-la-uh) = to come 

In the instance of (hui-tz), tla-(itqui-tz), and tla-(huica-tz) (see 11.43, the 10-hua is 
attached to the first member of the compound stem: 

(hui-tz) = to come 
tla-(itqui-tz) = to carry s.th. 
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tla-(huica-tz) = to bring s.th. (huica-10-hua-tz) [also (huic-o-hua-tz) 
according to 20.51 

20.4. The 5 Sufix. Normally the 6 nonactive suffix is used only when the active source ends 
in /a/ or /i/ preceded by M ,  1111, or /S/ or in /i/ preceded by /W. The final vowel of the source 
stem is deleted before the addition of the nonactive suffix. In many instances this truncated 
stem is identical to the perfective stem of the source verb but is in fact a replacive imperfec- 
tive stem. After the deletion of the final vowel, Is1 changes to /S /  and k W /  changes to M. Stems 
ending in /na/, hi/, and /sal may have a variant nonactive stem formed with the 16 suffix 
according to 20.2. 

-ca > -c-6 tla-(piica) = to wash s.th. 
t&(toca) = to follow S.O. 
tla-(t6ca) = to plant s.th. 

(e.g., a seed) in the soil 
tla-(tequi) = to cut s.th. 
tla-(caqui) = to hear s.th. 
tla-(nequi) = to want s.th. 
tla-(itqui) = to carry s.th. 

tla-(iina) = to take hold of s.th 
tla-(peh-pena) = to choose s.th. 
tla-(titlani) = to send s.th. 
tla-(ih-tlani) = to request S-th. 

tla-(tliiza) = to hurl s.th. 
tla-(icza) = to tread on s.th. 
t&(imacaci) = to fear S.O. 

tla-(ihnecui) = to smell s.th. 

(tec-6) 
(cac-6) 
(nec-6) 
(itc-6) [also (itqui-hua)] 

(an-6) [also (ana-l@] 
(peh-pen-6) [also (peh-pena-E)] 
(titlan-6) [also (titlani-lb)] 
(ih-tlan-6) [also (ih-tlani-l@] 

(tliix-6) [also (tliiza-h)] 
(icx-6) [also (icza-l@] 
(imacax-6) 

(ihnec-6) [also (ihnecu-G)] 

A transitive verb ending in /ta/ may have its nonactive stem end in It-o:/, and certain verbs 
ending in a vowel plus ltil have the nonactive stem ending in /E-o:/. 

tla-(itt-a) = to see s.th. 
tla-(mati) = to know s.th. 

(itt-o) [also (itt-a-lo)] 
(mach-6) 

While the source verb taking the 6 nonactive suffix is usually transitive, certain intransi- 
tive verbs permit the formation. Among them are the following: 

(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh 
(cuica) = to sing 
(tiiimiqui) = to do business 
(il6-ti) = to return 

(hue-tz-c-o) 
(cuic-6) 
(tiiimic-6) 
(il6-ch-6) 

20.5. The o-hua Sufixal Combination. The suffixal combination o-hua derives nonactive 
stems from an active intransitive source that ends in /i/ or /a/ preceded by M ,  /S/, or /W/ or 
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from one that ends in /i/ preceded by /W/, /m/, or /G/ .  The suffixal combination is always added 
to a replacive imperfective stem that deletes the final vowel. A remaining base-final /W/ is also 
deleted, but the o of the suffixal combination is lengthened in compensation. Base-final /S/ 
and /G/ change to 151 and /C/ respectively. 

(choca) = to cry 
(ihca) = to stand 
(miqui) = to die 
(hug-qui) = to become dry 

(nemi) = to live 

(quiza) = to leave, emerge 
(ihza) = to become awake 
(neci) = to appear 

(huetzi) = to fall 

(e-hua) = to get up 
(teo-hci-hui) = to be hungry 
(ciya-hui) = to become tired 

Certain stems do not follow these rules; for example: 

-ca > -c-6 (cuica) = to sing 
-qui > -c-6 (tigmiqui) = to do business 
-mi > -mi-hua (temi) = to become brimming full 
-ci > -ci-hua (teci) = to grind (grain) 
-ci > -xi-hua (ahci) = to arrive 
-tzi > -tzi-hua (tzahtzi) = to shout 
-hua > -hua-10 (pin-2-hua) = to be ashamed 

(ch6c-o-hua) 
(ihc-o-hua) 
(mic-o-hua) 
(hu2-c-o-hua) 

(nem-o-hua) 

(quix-o-hua) 
(ihx-o-hua) 
(nsx-o-hua) 

(huech-o-hua) 

(cuic-6) 
(tiamic-6) 
(temi-hua) 
(teci-ha) 
(ahxi-hua) 
(tzahtzi-hua) 
(pin-2-hua-16) 

Occasionally, an active intransitive stem ending in ni may have its nonactive counterpart 
optionally in -n-o-hua: 

(mani) = to extend, to be (man-o-hua) [also (mani-hua)] 

Occasionally, a transitive verbstem serves as the source for a nonactive stem formed with 
o-hua. 

tla-(mamali) = to drill s.th. (marnali-0-hua) 

20.6. The hua Sufix. The suffix hua derives nonactive stems from active ones that end in /i/ 
or 101. Source intransitive stems that end in -qui are exceptions (see 20.4), while those that 
end in -mi, -ci, -tzi, and -hui also tend to be exceptions (see 5 20.5). When the source stem 
ends in 101, the suffix hua is often misleadingly spelled a. Although hua is mainly associated 
with intransitive stems, certain transitive ones use it. They are usually of one syllable, although 
long transitive stems with final /i/ do occur with the suffix. Rarely, a transitive Class C verb 
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ending in ha:/ permits the hua formation. Before the hua, phonemically long li:l and /o:/ keep 
their length, and, as a rule, a short /i/ is lengthened. 

(y6li) = to live 
(cochi) = to sleep 
(tequi-ti) = to work 

tla-(i) = to drink s.th. 
tla-(pi) = to pluck s.th. 
tla-(cui) = to take s.th. 
tla-(iiyi) = to make s.th. 
tla-(quemi) = to wear s.th. 
te-(ihcali) = to fight S.O. 

( y 611- hua) 
(cochi-hua) 
(tequi-ti-hua) 

(i-hua) 
(pi-hua) 
(cui-hua) 
(iiyi-hua) 
(quemi-hua) 
(ihcali-hua) [also (ihcali-h)] 

(on-o) = to be lying down (on-o-hua) 
(tem6) = to descend (tem6-hua) 
(pan6) = to cross over, to cross a river (pan6-hua) [also (panb-lb)] 
(tlehc6) = to ascend (tlehcb-hua) 
te-(z6) = to bleed S.O. (z6-hua) [also (zb-16)] 

tla-(ihcuani-3) = to move s.th. (ihcuani-hua) [also (ihcuani-l6)] 

Certain verbs ending in -ci replace that syllable with -xi before taking hua: 

(ahci) = to arrive (ahxi-hua) 

20.7. The hua-15 Suflxal Combination. The suffixal combination hua-l6 is not as frequent as 
the other nonactive suffixes. The stems formed with it are free variants of those formed with 
hua. 

tla-(mamali) = to drill s.th. 
tla-(cui) = to take s.th. 

20.8. Class Membership of the Nonactive Stem. Regardless of the verbstem class of the active 
source, the nonactive stem always belongs to Class A. The final /o:/ of 16, 6, and hua-l6 is 
always long, except when followed by silent morphs throughout the rest of the VNC or when 
followed by a glottal stop. This means that both the imperfective and the perfective stems have 
two variants; e.g.: 

Imperfective stem: (chihua-16) - (chihua-10) 
Perfective stem: (chihuit-16) - (chihua-10) 

Nonactive stems therefore participate in the same core-and-tense formations as a Class A verb- 
stem with a phonetically long final /o:/ (see § 7.7); that is, they belong to Class A-2. 
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The Passive-Voice VNC 

21.1. The Passive Voice. Voice is a grammatical property having to do with the focusing of 
eventive and entitive relations (for example, compare the active-voice sentence "He saw her" 
with its passive-voice counterpart "She was seen by him"). The shift in focus from one voice 
to another is a matter of transformation. In Nahuatl the passive transformation operates upon 
an active-voice VNC that has at least one spec@ object pronoun. It is accomplished by (1) 
the deletion of the active subject, (2) the replacement of the active stem by its nonactive coun- 
terpart, and (3) the reassignment of a specific object to the subject function (i.e., the "objec- 
tive" case feature is replaced by a "nominative" one). 

The deletion of the subject of the source VNC means that, unlike an English passive con- 
struction, there can be no mention of an agent in the Nahuatl passive sentence, because in 
Nahuatl the agent of a passively focused action must be impersonal. An English passive sen- 
tence such as "It was sent by me" must be rendered in the active voice in Nahuatl: "I sent it." 

The third requirement mentioned above means that a Nahuatl passive VNC cannot be gen- 
erated from an active intransitive VNC, because such a source cannot provide a specific pro- 
noun to act as the subject of the passive transform. While English has a similar prohibition 
regarding an intransitive source, the object of a transitive source can be either specific or non- 
specific. Thus it can change "He saw someone" into "Someone was seen (by him)." Such a 
transformation is not possible to the Nahuatl passive transformation; it must resort instead to 
the impersonal-voice transformation (see Lesson 22), which is designed to handle the prob- 
lem of nonspecific subject pronouns as well as that of intransitive sources. 

21.2. Generation of Passive-Voice VNCs. The formula of a passive-voice VNC may be either 
intransitive or transitive depending upon the nature (single object, double object) of the tran- 
sitive source (double-object VNCs are presented in Lesson 23; problems such as mainline and 
shuntline objects, the sequence of objects, and the use of silently present object pronouns 
touched on in this lesson will be dealt with in that lesson). 

The following rules govern the generation of passive VNCs. (It should be remembered 
that the subject pronoun of the active VNC never participates in the passive transform; it is 
discarded.) 
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1. If the active VNC has a single specificprojective object, the passive VNC is constructed 
according to the intransitive VNC formula. The shift from objective case to nominative case 
requires the pronominal information carried by val and va2 to be relocated into the discontin- 
uous positions of a subject pronoun (dyadic person position and dyadic number position) in 
the passive transform. 

Active VNC: bniquimiin = W-0+qu-im(iin)0+0-0# = I seized them 
Passive VNC: GZinbqueh = b+0-0(iin-b)0+qu-eh# = they-were seized; S.O. seized them [The 

object pronoun qu-im of the active VNC has become the subject pronoun 0-O(. . .+qu- 
eh of the passive W C .  Since the subject pronoun of the source has no representation in 
the transform, this passive VNC could have come equally well from btiquimiin, 
bquimiinqueh, etc.] 

Active VNC: annechiinazqueh = #an-0+n-Cch(iina)z+qu-eh# = you (pl) will seize 
me 

Passive VNC: niin6z = #n-@(iin-b)z+~-0# = I shall be seized; S.O. will seize me [The 
object pronoun n-ech of the active VNC has become the subject pronoun n-O(. . .[I-@ 
of the passive VNC. Niin6z may also be a passive transform of tinechiinaz, nechii- 
naz, or nechiinazqueh. 

Active VNC: biixqueh = 6#0-0+0-0(iix)0+qu-eh# = they did it 
Passive VNC: biiyihuac = b+0-0(iiyi-hua)0+c-0# = it was done [The silently-present 

object pronoun 0-0 in the active source generates the personal-pronoun subject 0- 
0(. . .+c-@ in the passive VNC in exactly the same way that a sounded third-person 
singular/common-number object pronoun does. This justifies the claim in 8 18.8 that 
the silent object is really present in the active voice VNC.] 

2. If the active VNC has a single specific reflexive object, the passive transform is con- 
structed according to the transitive VNC formula. At the same time that the object of the 
source shifts to the subject of the passive transform, a representative of the reflexive nature 
of that object pronoun shows up in the shape of the shuntline reflexive-object morph ne. 
Speaking figuratively, one could say that the ne in the passive transform is like an afterim- 
age persisting after the direct presence of the mainline-object pronoun has been converted 
into the subject pronoun. 

Active VNC: bninozbc = b#ni-8+n-o(zb)fl+c-0# = I bled myself 
Passive VNC: bninezbhuac = W-0+ne(zb-hua)0+c-0# = I was self-bled [The reflex- 

ive-object pronoun n-o of the active source has become the subject pronoun ni-O+. . . 
+c-@ of the passive transform and has also left a witness of its reflexivity in the shunt- 
line morph ne.] 

3. If the active source has two objects, one reflexive and the other a specific projective 
object, the passive transform is constructed on the transitive VNC formula. The shift from 
objective case to nominative case requires the pronominal information carried by val and va2 
of the projective object to be relocated into the discontinuous positions of a subject pronoun. 
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The mainline reflexive-object pronoun of the source is converted into the shuntline reflexive- 
object pronoun ne in the passive VNC. 

Active VNC: 6nicnotequitilya = 8hi-0+c-0+n-~(tequi-ti-a)ya+0-0# = I used to take 
charge of it 

Passive W C :  Gnetequitikya = M-0+ne(tequi-ti-l6)ya+0-0# = it used to be taken charge 
of; s.0. used to take charge of it [The projective-object pronoun c-0 of the active-voice 
VNC has become the subject pronoun 0-O+. . .+0-0 in the passive-voice VNC; the 
reflexive-object n-o of the active VNC has been converted into ne in the passive VNC.] 

4. If the active source has two specific projective-object pronouns, the passive transform 
is constructed on the transitive formula. Since this is not apparent (except as explained below), 
a correct assessment of the passive VNC (i.e., seeing it as built on the transitive formula) 
demands a firm knowledge of the active source, since the passive transform is faithful to the 
mainline-versus-shuntline distinction required by the CO-occurrence of two or three specific 
projective-object pronouns (see 8 23.3). It is the pronominal information that is carried by the 
dyad val-va2 of the mainline object pronoun of the active source that is relocated into the dis- 
continuous positions of the subject pronoun in the passive transform. The dyad val-va2 of the 
shuntline object pronoun remains as it is in the source if it is filled with 0-0 or 0-0 (see 8 23.4); 
that is, the mutual incompatibility of specific projective objects in the active VNC holds valid 
for the passive VNC. 

Active VNC: 6nPchmacaqueh = d#0-0+n-Pch+O-0(maca)0+qu-eh# = they gave it to 
me [The shuntline object is manifested by silence, 0-0. The gloss assumes it refers to 
a third-person singular/comrnon-number entity. If the pronoun is read as having com- 
mon number, it can also be glossed as "them."] 

Passive VNC: 6nirnac6c = ij#ni-8+0-8(mac-6)0+~-8# = I was given it; I was given them; 
s.0. gave it to me; s.0. gave them to me [The mainline object pronoun n-ech of the 
active source has become the subject pronoun ni-O+. . .+c-0 of the passive VNC. The 
silently present shuntline object of the active-voice VNC continues present and silent 
in the passive-voice VNC.] 

Active VNC: tiMdhuiz = #8-0+t-0ch+0-0(il-hui)z+O-0# = he will say it to us [The 
shuntline third-person object pronoun is silently present, as symbolized by 0-0.1 

Passive VNC: tilhuikzqueh = #t-0+0-0(il-hui-l6)z+qu-eh# = we will be told it [The 
mainline object pronoun t-ech of the active-voice VNC has become the subject pro- 
noun t-@+. . .+qu-eh of the passive-voice VNC. The silently present shuntline object 
pronoun continues to be silently present.] 

If the shuntline object pronoun's val-va2 dyad is filled with a third-person plural (animate) 
pronoun manifested by 0-im (see 5 23.4), it shows up in the passive transform as qu-im (i.e., 
the morph filling subposition val regains its sounded shape). 

Active VNC: 6tinPchimmacac = 6#ti-0+n-~ch+~-im(maca)0+c-0# = you (sg) gave 
them (e.g., turkeys) to me 
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Passive VNC: 6niquimmac6c = ij#ni-0+qu-im(mac-b)0+~-8# = I was given them; S.O. 
gave them to me [The mainline object pronoun n-Gch of the active-voice VNC has 
become the subject pronoun ni-O+. . .+c-@ of the passive transform. The shuntline object 
pronoun 0-im of the active source has been changed to qu-im in the passive-voice VNC.] 

5. If the active source has two projective objects, only one of which is specific, the passive 
transform is constructed according to the transitive VNC formula. The pronominal inforrna- 
tion carried by the val-va2 dyad of the active source's specific object pronoun is relocated into 
the discontinuous positions of the subject pronoun in the passive transform. The nonspecific 
object of the source remains in the transform. 

Active VNC: quitemacaz = #0-0+qui-0+tG(maca)z+n-0# = he will give it to so.; he will 
give them to S.O. [The gloss assumes qui-0 to be the shuntline object, but it need not 
be (i.e., "people to him" or "s.0. to him" is a possible, although unlikely, translation). 
The distinction between shuntline and mainline is of no importance in this present 
instance since there is only one specific object.] 

Passive VNC: tGmac6z = #0-0+tG(mac-b)z+O-8# = it will be given to s.0.; they will be 
given to s.0. [The object pronoun qui-0 of the active source has become the subject 
pronoun @-B+. . of the passive transform. The nonspecific object pronoun tG 
remains unchanged in the transform.] 

Active VNC: rnitztlamacazqueh = #0-0+m-itz+tla(maca)z+qu-eh# = they will give 
you s.th. 

Passive VNC: titlamac6z = #ti-0+tla(mac-6)z+0-0# = you will be given s.th.; s.0. will 
give you s.th. [The object pronoun m-itz of the active source has become the subject 
pronoun ti-0+. . .+U-@ in the passive transform. The nonspecific object pronoun tla 
remains unchanged in the transform. In the previous example, the shuntline object 
pronoun was converted into a subject; in this example, it is the mainline object pro- 
noun that has undergone the change. It is therefore obvious that when there is only one 
specific object in the source, it must become the subject of the transform.] 

6. If the active source has three object pronouns (see 5 23.4), the passive transform is con- 
structed according to the principles set out in subsections 1-5 above. 

21.3. f ie  Passive VNC in the Optative andAdmonitive Moods. Assertions in the passive voice 
may be converted into wish, command/exhortation, or admonition sentences. 

Assertion: Chihualo. = It is being made. 
Wish: M% chihualo. = If only it would be made. 

Assertion: Nihuicbya. = I was being accompanied. 
Wish: M% nihuic6ni. = If only I had been accompanied. 

Assertion: Ahmb tihuico. = You are not accompanied. [For m6, see 5 44.5.4.1 
Command: M2 cam6 xihuico. = Don't be accompanied. 
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Assertion: Titlazohtlaloh. = We are loved. 
Exhortation: Mii titlazohtlalijciin. = Let's be loved. 

Assertion: Amittoh. = You (pl) are being watched. 
Admonition: Ma nen amittohtin. = Beware (pl) of being watched. 

21.4. The Passive Notion Expressed by an Active-Voice VNC. In addition to using a VNC in 
the passive voice to express the notion of an action performed by an unknown agent on a spe- 
cific entity, Nahuatl makes a limited use of an active-voice VNC with a reflexive object pro- 
noun. The construction normally presents the grammatical fiction of an entity performing upon 
itself some action that, in nonlinguistic fact, it does not perform. English has a similar but very 
little-used construction. In such sentences as This situation will straighten itselfout late6 His 
intentions soon revealed themselves, and This product has proved itself in test afer test, the 
subject in fact represents not the agent that performs the action but rather a patient that under- 
goes it; some unknown, unacknowledged, or general agent will straighten out the situation, 
etc. English prefers to use an "agentless passive" to express such notions; instead of "It painted 
itself," "It was painted"; instead of "It (e.g., the food) ate itself," "It was eaten"; etc. 

Mochihuaz. = It will make itself; i.e, It will be made. It will be done. It will happen. 
Mihtoh. = It said itself; i.e., It was said. 
Niciin mopijhua. = Here it recounts itself; i.e., Here it is recounted. Here it is told. [For 

niciin, see 46.3.2.b.l 
0mihuah. = It has sent itself; i.e., It has been sent. 
Monequi. = It wants itself; i.e., It is wanted. It is needed. 
Mocua = It eats itself; i.e., It is eaten. 

While one expects the subject of such VNCs to be nonanimate, an animate one is possible. 
When this occurs, one must realize that the subject entity is in the role of patient, not that of 
agent; for example: 

Monemitia in piltzintli. = The child is caused to live; i.e., The chld is given sustenance. 
[NOT "The child causes itself to live." In this sentence piltzintli has the feeling of a 
generic noun; that is, the translation could also read "Children are given sustenance."] 

~motijpilmacac don Esteva de Cozma. = Don Esteban de Guzmfin was given the staff of 
office. [Not "he gave himself the staff of office"; one must be appointed to the post. The 
active source VNC would be quitijpilmacaqueh, "they (specific individuals) gave the 
staff of office to him"; the reflexive formation permits one to avoid claiming knowledge 
about or interest in who specifically performed the action. For this type of compound 
verbstem, see Lesson 30.1 
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Impersonal VNCs 

22.1. Inherently Impersonal VNCs. The VNCs presented in these lessons have, until now, 
had subjects that refer to actual entities. The morphic dyads (person dyad plus number dyad) 
that manifest the subject pronoun have had nonlinguistic referents (a man, a boy; a woman, a 
girl; a baby; a dog; an insect; a tree, a flower; a book, a word; an idea; a quality; etc.; or a 
group of men, or boys, etc.). The referent (physical, mental, spiritual; concrete, abstract) of 
the subject pronoun could be pointed out (at least theoretically) and named; therefore, it could 
be supplemented. There are, however, VNCs that have subjects that are linguistic fictions- 
grammatical contrivances that in fact have no specifiable referent in the nonlinguistic world. 
Such a referentially empty subject can only be third-person singular (i.e., expressed by the 
morphs 0-0 in the person dyad and a number dyad filled by singular-number morphs). A VNC 
that has such a nonspecific, general subject with a nonexistent referent is called an impersonal 
VNC. There are a number of verbs whose stems can participate only in impersonal VNCs; 
they are called impersonal verbs. Many of them express meteorological events or conditions. 

T6na. = #0-0(tha)0+0-0# = It is hot. It is sunny. The sun in shining. 
Quiyahuiz. = #0-0(quiy-a-hui)z+O-B# = It will rain. 
Tecihuiya. = #0-0(te-c-i-hui)ya+0-0# = It was hailing. 
Ayahui. = #0-0(iiy-a-hui)0+0-0# = It is foggy. It is misty. 
Oonyohuac. = S0-0+on(yohua)0+c-0# = It became night. Night fell. 

The phenomena described by these VNCs are events that take place without the intervention 
of any specifiable, definite, particular agent. They are, in fact, agentless. They are not subject- 
less, however, since grammar normalizes such expressions to other eventive expressions and 
assigns them a fictitious subject that represents a nonexistent agent. 

22.2. Distinction between Nonanimate and Impersonal VNCs. Incidentally, one should not 
confuse impersonal VNCs with nonanimate VNCs. Both are limited to third-person singular 
VNCs: an impersonal VNC because its grammatical subject has no specifiable referent in the 
nonlinguistic world (and therefore can never be supplemented); and a nonanimate VNC because 
the referent of its grammatical subject is one or more specifiable nonanimate entities, and in 



Nahuatl such entities have no grammatically represented plural (the "singular-number" VNC 
in this instance is really a common-number one). Therefore, the basic (affixal) subject can be 
supplemented. 

For example, the intransitive verbstem (chip-P-hua) associates with a nonanimate subject. 
It is translated "(for a liquid) to become clearlpure." 

0chipPhuac. = It (e.g., the water) became clear. They (e.g., the streams) became clear. 

The third-person reflexive construction (the substitute for the passive) in 8 21.4 tends to be a 
nonanimate one. The subject is always a specific, nameable, identifiable entity (i.e., the nuclear- 
subject pronoun can be supplemented). 

22.3. The Impersonal Voice. The inherently impersonal constructions of 5 22.1 do not exhaust 
the range of impersonal expressions; any event can be presented as taking place in an imper- 
sonal manner. Grammatically speaking, this means that a personal sentence can be transformed 
into an impersonal one. There is, however, a difference in the inherent and transformed vari- 
eties of impersonal expressions: the agent of the former is nonexistent, while that of the latter 
is existent but faceless. (The difference between the two types is such that perhaps the inher- 
ent type should be called "nonpersonal," thereby leaving the term "impersonal" to refer to the 
transformed type.) 

In English one way of generating an impersonal expression is to replace a specific, per- 
sonal, particular agent by any of several nonspecific, impersonal, general ones. Ths  is one of 
the tasks of indefinite pronouns. 

Personal: He often gets sick. 
Impersonal: One often gets sick. Someone often gets sick. People often get sick. Everybody 

often gets sick. All often get sick. [Notice that the notion of generality includes the notion 
of totality.] 

In Nahuatl this transformation is accomplished by converting a VNC in the active voice 
into one in the impersonal voice. This involves (1) the replacement of the active (personal) 
subject by an impersonal one and (2) the replacement of the active stem by its nonactive coun- 
terpart. Just as in the inherently impersonal VNC of 8 22.1 the impersonal nature of the sub- 
ject pronoun is made evident only by the meaning of the verbstem, so also in this transforma- 
tionally created impersonal VNC it is the nonactive shape of the stem that identifies the subject 
pronoun as being impersonal, indefinite. 

Unlike the passive transformation, the impersonal one may be carried out upon VNCs with 
either an intransitive or a transitive valence. But if the VNC is transitive, the transformation 
can take place only if the active VNC that serves as source does not contain a specific pro- 
jective-object pronoun. (Notice that a specific reflexive object in the source escapes this 
restriction, since by definition a reflexive object merely reflects the nature of the subject; an 
impersonalization of the subject automatically entails an impersonalization of the reflexive 
object.) This restriction is based on the fact that in Nahuatl an event can be expressed imper- 
sonally only when it is not related to specifically identified personal entities (either as agents 
or as patients). 
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In its use of the nonactive stem for both the passive and the impersonal voices, Nahuatl 
shows excellent linguistic economy. Confusion between the two voices is prevented by the 
mutually exclusive restriction on impersonal VNCs and passive VNCs. The two voices dove- 
tail in their differences. The agent of the action in both is impersonal (unidentified: unac- 
knowledged or unknown). But while the impersonal-voice VNC is an impersonal construction 
(in that it has a faceless, third-person singular, impersonal subject), the passive-voice VNC is 
a personal one, since a specifically identified patient of the action (a specific projective or 
reflexive object pronoun of the active-voice VNC that is the source) appropriates the subject 
function for itself. 

22.4. The Impersonal-Voice VNC. An impersonal VNC formed on a nonactive stem is con- 
structed on the same formula used by its active source: an intransitive active source has an 
intransitive impersonal counterpart; a transitive active source has a transitive impersonal coun- 
terpart. The subject pronoun (person dyad plus number dyad) of an impersonal transform is 
always an indefinite pronoun and is always third-person singular. It is not generated from any- 
thing in the active VNC (the importation of the impersonal subject from the outside to replace 
the discarded personal subject of the source is part of the transformational process). This imper- 
sonal subject pronoun has no nameable referent in nonlinguistic reality. The discarded subject 
pronoun of the source is unrecoverable from the surface of the impersonal transform. 

1. The following examples show the relationship between an intransitive active-voice VNC 
as source and its impersonal-voice transform: 

Active VNC: mayanah = they (a specific group of people) are hungry 
Impersonal VNC: rnayiinals = #0-0(maySna-lo)0+0-0# = people (in general) are hun- 

gry; all are hungry; there is a famine 

Active VNC: bamahcicah = you (pl) had arrived 
Impersonal VNC: bahxihuaca = b#0-0(ahxi-hua)ca+0-0# = people (in general) had 

arrived 

Active VNC: bhuetzcaqueh = they (specific individuals) laughed 
Impersonal VNC: bhuetzcbc = i#0-0(hue-tz-c-b)0+~-0# = people (in general) laughed; 

everybody laughed 

Active VNC: yahuih = they (specific people) go 
Impersonal VNC: huilbhua = #0-0(hui-16-hua)0+0-0# = people go; all go 

The nonactive stems derived from irregular verbs that create VNCs showing dislocation of 
form and meaning (see 5 11.4) create impersonal-voice VNCs with the same dislocation: 

Active VNC: ticateh = #ti-0(ca-t)0+0-eh# = we are [preterit-as-present tense] 
Impersonal VNC: yelohuac = #0-@(ye-10-hua)0+c-0# = people are; everyone is; all are 

[preterit-as-present tense] 

Active VNC: anhuitzah = #an-0(hui-tz)a+0-h# = you (pl) came [distant-past-as-past 
tense] 
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Impersonal VNC: huilohuatza =#0-0(hui-10-hua-tz)a+0-0# = people came; everybody 
came; all came [distant-past-as-past tense] 

2. The following examples show the relationship between a transitive active-voice VNC 
with a projective-object pronoun and its impersonal-voice transform. The nonspecific-pro- 
jective-object pronouns te and tla appearing on the active source appear unchanged on the 
impersonal transform: 

Active VNC: tetlazohtlah = they (specific individuals) love s.0.; they love people 
Impersonal VNC: tetlazohtlalo = #0-0+te(tla-zo-h-tla-lo)0+0-0# = people love people; 

everybody loves s.0.; everybody loves everybody; all are loved 

Active VNC: 6titlapolohqueh = we lost s.th. 
Impersonal VNC: 6tlapol616c = 6#0-0+tla(pol-6-16)0+~-0# = people lost thmgs; every- 

body lost s.th.; s.th. was lost; things got lost 

Active VNC: bnitetlamacac = I gave s.th. to s.0. 
Impersonal VNC: 6tetlamac6c = 6#0-O+te+tla(mac-6)0+c-0# = someone gave s.th. to 

s.0.; s.0. was given S. th. ; s.th. was given to s.0.; people were given things; thngs were 
given to people 

3. When generated from an active-voice transitive source that has a reflexive-object pro- 
noun, the impersonal-voice transform takes the shuntline reflexive-object pronoun ne: 

Active VNC: ninozahua = I am fasting 
Impersonal VNC: nezahualo = #0-0+ne(zahua-lo)0+0-0# = people fast; S.O. fasts; 

everybody fasts 

Active VNC: Gtimotlatequitih = you took charge of s.th.; you took charge 
Impersonal VNC: 6netlatequitil6c = M-0+ne+tla(tequi-ti-16)0+c-0# = s.0. took charge 

of s.th.; s.0. took charge of things; people took charge of things 

22.5. The Impersonal- Voice VNC in the Optative and Admonitive Moods. An assertion in the 
impersonal voice may be converted into a wish, an exhortation/command, or an admonition 
sentence: 

Assertion: Cuico. = People sing. 
Wish/Cornmand: Mii cuico. = If only people would sing. Let people sing. Have people 

sing. 

Assertion: Ahhuechohua. = People do not fall. 
Wish: Mii cahuechohua. = May it be that people do not fall. I hope that people do not fall. 

Assertion: Ahm6 mayiinalo. = There is no famine. [For m6, see 5 44.5.4.1 
Wish: Mii cam6 mayiinalo. = If only there were no famine. 

Assertion: Quixohuaya. = Everyone was leaving. 
Wish: Mii quixohuani. = If only everyone werehad been leaving. 
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Assertion: Huetzco. = People laugh. 
Admonition: M2 nPn huetzcoh. = #B-0(hue-tz-c-o)h+n-0# = Let people beware of 

laughng . 

22.6. The th-Impersonal VNC. In addition to the impersonal-voiceVN6: built on a nonactive 
stem, Nahuatl has another means of creating an impersonal expression. By prefixing the deriva- 
tional morpheme tla to an active intransitive verbstem, one can shift a specific subject pronoun 
on a VNC to an impersonal one. The source verbstem usually has an inceptive (or inchoative) 
meaning or a stative meaning. The impersonalizing tla prefix should not be confused with the 
nonspecific projective-object pronoun; it is a derivational morpheme, not an inflectional one, 
and is thus a constituent inside the derived verbstem. The following are a few examples of the 
derivation. 

(hu2-qui) = nonan, to become dry > (tla-hu2-qui) = impers, for there to be a drought 
(pol-i-hui) = nonan, to become lostldestroyed > (tla-pol-i-hui) = impers, for things in gen- 

eral to become lostldestroyed 
(cel-i-ya) = nonan, to become freshly green > (tla-cel-i-ya) = impers, for things in general 

to become freshly green 
(ihy2-ya) = nonan, to stink > (tla-ihy2-ya) = impers, for a stench to pervade an area 
(cah-ca-h) = nonan, to belexist severallylseparately > (tla-cah-ca-h) = impers, for things 

in general to belexist here and there [Concerning the reduplicative prefix on (ca-h), see 
g 27.2.1 

(on-o) = nonan, to bellielsit therelin place > (tla-on-o) = impers, for everything to be ready 
(for a banquet, etc.) 

(chic-2-hua) = nonan, to become strong; to ripen > (tla-chic-2-hua) = impers, for fruits1 
vegetables in general to become ripe 

(hue-i-ya) = nonan, to become big > (tla-hue-i-ya) = impers, for there to be space enough 

At times only the tla-impersonal stem is attested: 

*(it-hui) = nonan, to become perceptible > (tla-t-hui) = impers, for things in general to 
become perceptible; i.e., for dawn to break [The source stem is related to *(itzi) and 
tla-(itt-a); see 26.1.2.1 

At times the tla-impersonal stem expresses that which in English would be considered a 
meteorological verb (see 22.1). 

(petl-2-ni) = nonan, to glisten/shine/sparkle > (tla-petl-2-ni) = impers, to lightning, for 
lightning to flash 

(tlatz-i-ni) = nonan, to make an explosive sound > (tla-tlatz-I-ni) = impers, to thunder, for 
there to be a thunderclap 

(poy-2-hua) = nonan, to turn dark > (tla-poy-2-hua) = impers, to become dark, for night 
to fall 

(neci) = nonan, to appear > (tla-nPci) = impers, for things in general to appear; i.e., for 
dawn to break 

(ce-ce-ya) = nonan, to become cold > (tla-ce-ce-ya) = impers, for the weather to turn cold 
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Occasionally, the impersonalizing tla is prefixed to an inherently impersonal stem (see 5 
22.1). The derived stem has the same translation value as the source stem: 

(yohua) = impers, to grow dark (at the approach of night) > (tla-yohua) = to become dark 
(at nightfall) 

In an extremely limited number of instances, the impersonal subject can refer to animate 
beings (in general). The impersonal subject of a VNC built on such a stem does not, of course, 
show plurality but generality. 

(ih-cahu-a-ca) = (for birds) to twitter/warble/chatter noisily; (for people) to talk noisily > 
(tla-h-cahu-a-ca) = impers, for people in general to talk noisily, for people to create a 
general hubbub; for the enemy to yell their war cries [Concerning the formation of the 
source stem, see 5 30.13.1 

(cue-cuech-ca) = to tremble (from fear) > (tla-cue-cuech-ca) = impers, for people in gen- 
eral to tremble (from fear) [Concerning the formation of the source stem, see 5 27.5.1 .] 

The following examples show VNCs built on the tla-impersonal stem contrasted with those 
built on the source stem: 

Active VNC: Gnez = it (a specific thing) became bright 
Impersonal VNC: iitlanez = it (nothing nameable) became bright; everything (in general) 

became bright; i.e., it dawned 

Active VNC: huiiquiz = it (a specific thing) will become dry; they (specific things) will 
become dry 

Impersonal VNC: tlahuiiquiz = things (in general) will become dry; there will be a drought 

Active VNC: Gtlatzin = it (a specific thing) made an explosive sound; they (specific things) 
made an explosive sound 

Impersonal VNC: Gtlatlatzin = there was a thunderclap 

Active VNC: ye iztaya = it (a specific thing) is already becoming white 
Impersonal VNC: ye tlaztaya = they (things in general) are already becoming white; i.e., 

dawn is already breaking 
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More on Verb Objects 

23.1. Kinds of Verb Objects. Unlike English, in which the term "transitive" designates a kind 
of verb that requires a direct object to complete its meaning, "transitive" in Nahuatl is a cover 
term used to designate a verbcore containing any verb object. The cover term is needed (as a 
counter to "intransitive") since there are three kinds of verbstems with transitive valence: (1) 
directive, (2) causative, and (3) applicative. A directive verbstem is inherently (or originally) 
transitive; it requires a direct object. Causative and applicative verbstems are transitive thanks 
to a derivational process that adds a causative or applicative suffix to an intransitive or a tran- 
sitive stem (be it directive or-since the derivational process is recursive-causative or 
applicative). They require a causative or an applicative object. 

In the discussion of the objective-case pronouns in Lesson 6,  no mention was made of these 
three kinds of objects because the pronouns show no formal (i.e., morphological) distinctions 
to express the difference in function. This situation (which is another instance of linguistic 
economy) presents no problem to a native speaker, but a foreign learner of the language finds 
it is burdensome. One must be constantly alert to the kind of object being dealt with, because 
the functional difference encountered entails a difference in meaning. The three kinds of 
objects are illustrated in the following single-object VNCs: 

Direct object: niccaqui = #ni-@+c-0(caqui)0+0-0# = I hear himherlit [Or 'Wthem" if the 
object is nonanimate.] 

Causative object: niccudoa = #ni-0+~-0(cui?l-o-a)0+0-0# = I cause itlthem to become 
folded [The a is the causative suffix.] 

Applicative object: niccuicatia = #ni-0+c-O(cuica-t-ia)0+0-0# = I sing to himher [The ia 
is the applicative suffix.] 

A direct object refers to the entity that directly undergoes or suffers the action (cf., "I hit the 
ball," "I saw a bird," "I called Bill," "I cut myself '). A causative object is a two-roled object, 
being at one and the same time the patient of the causing and the agent of the caused event (cf., 
"I cause Bill to fall," "he makes me leave," "I make myselflook). An applicative object refers 
to an entity involved only indirectly in an event, so that it is somehow applied to it; this may 
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be to its benefit or its harm (cf., "it happened to me," "I wrote Mary," "Bill stole itfrom Jack," 
"she gave it to June," "I bought it for myself'). In English a causative object frequently looks 
like a direct object (e.g., "I felled the tree," "I lengthened my journey," "I killed the bug"); 
even an applicative object may seem so (e.g., "I wrote Mary"). In Nahuatl this is normally not 
the case because of the morphological structure of the verbstem. It may happen, however, that 
because of our lack of knowledge about the derivational history of certain Nahuatl verbstems, 
the distinction between a direct object and a causative object may not be clear. Also, transla- 
tion may need to obscure the real nature of an object (e.g., "I cause it to become uttered" should 
usually be translated as "I say it"). 

While a direct object inherently belongs to a (directive) verbstem, a causative or applica- 
tive object belongs to a causative or applicative sufJix; that is, the causative object plus the 
causative suffix and the applicative object plus the applicative suffix constitute discontinuous 
units. This means that a causative or applicative object cannot occur in a VNC without the 
justifying presence of a derivational sufix on the stem, and conversely a causative or applica- 
tive suffix cannot normally occur on a stem without the supporting presence of a personal- 
pronominal verb object appearing in a Valence position of a VNC. 

Since Nahuatl is so totally different from English in these matters, one must pay special 
attention to them. They are a constant source of misunderstanding. 

Remark: One should realize that, even given the stringency of the Nahuatl system, certain anomalies do occur. 
For example, the causative stem tP-(g-l-ti-g), "to cause S.O. to have water," i.e., "to bathe s.o.," with a projective 
object, always follows the rule perfectly (a causative suffix obligatorily entails a causative object). When the action 
is reflexive, however, the stem may have a reflexive object, as expected, m-0-(g-l-ti-H), "to cause O.S. to have water," 
that is, "to bathe o.s., to bathe, to take a bath;  on the other hand, it may be inexplicably intransitive: (H-l-ti-g), "to 
bathe, to take a bath." 

23.2. Multiple Valence Positions. Because verb objects can be brought into a verbal core by 
means of derivational suffixes, a VNC may have more than one Valence position. No core, 
however, can have more than three. This means that in addition to the single-object VNCs 
exemplified in 8 23.1 (whose structure was explained in Lesson 6), there can be double-object 
and triple-object VNCs. 

There are two possible schemas for derivational histories of the verbcore, depending on 
whether the original source is intransitive or directive. In the following outline of these two 
schemas, BASE = intransitive stem as base; DBASE = directive stem as base; SUF = deriva- 
tional suffix, either causative or applicative. Every occurrence of va represents, as the plus 
marks indicate, a full Valence position. 

1. Intransitive source: 

a. (STEM) 
b. +va(IBASE-SUF) 
c. +va+va(IBASE-SUF-SUF) 
d. +va+va+va(IBASE-SUF-SUF-SW) 
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2. Directive source: 

a. +va(STEM) 
b. +va+va(DBASE-SUF) 
c. +va+va+va(DBASE-SUF-SUF) 

The histories outlined above are repeated in the following chart to show the possible types 
of object pronouns (direct, causative, applicative; m a d h e ,  shuntline) that can appear in a verb- 
core at each derivational stage. As can be seen, a mainline object is shunted to a lower rank 
(i.e., it becomes a shuntline object) by the creation of a causative or applicative stem based 
on a previously existing stem. When there are two shuntline objects, they are distinguished as 
being "first level" (or "earlier level") and "second level" (or "later level"). [M1 = mainline; 
Shl = shuntline; I = "or."] 

Options of occurrence of pronoun objects in the two derivational histories are as follows: 

1. Intransitive source: 

a. Intransitive core No object 
b. l-obj causlappl core M1 causlappl obj 
c. 2-obj causlappl core Shl causlappl obj + M1 causlappl obj 
d. 3-obj causlappl core 1st-level Shl causlappl obj + 2nd-level Shl causlappl obj 

+ M1 causlappl obj 

2. Directive source: 

a. l -obj Directive core M1 dir obj 
b. 2-obj causlappl core Shl dir obj + M1 causlappl obj 
c. 3-obj causlappl core 1st-level Shl dir obj + 2nd-level Shl causlappl obj + M1 

causlappl obj 

While the above chart gives the types of object pronouns present at the successive stages of a deriva- 
tional history, it says nothing about the linear order in which they appear in a VNC (see 8 23.3). 

The meaning of the source stem is, of course, a deciding factor in which of the above options 
is allowed in any given instance. The possibility of the causative occuring in stage l .d or 2.c 
is extremely limited. 

23.3. Rules Governing Valence Positions. The following restrictions control the way in which 
multiple valence positions can be filled. 

l .  The same rule that is fundamental to the single-object transitive formula of Lesson 6 
holds here: every position and subposition in the formula is obligatorily present and must be 
filled, even if it is with a silent morph. 

2. Only one reflexive object pronoun can have amainline shape (i.e., n-o, t-o, m-0). Except 
for rare anomalous circumstances (see 8 25. l l. l .b and 25.1 1.3.b), this mainline object must 
be brought into a VNC under the control of the verbstem's last-added derivational suffix. It 
may be the only object of a nonderived transitive stem (i.e., a directive stem), as in m-o-(zGmS), 
"to frown in anger." 
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3. The derived verbstem may be built of only causative suffixes, only applicative ones, or 
a combination of the two. As a rule, in a combination causative suffixes are added before 
applicative ones (there may be occasional exceptions). 

4. While the rightward sequence of stem suffixes rigidly reflects the derivational history 
of the stem as a whole, the leftward sequence of Valence positions does not mirror the order 
of the stem suffixes in either a parallel or a reverse order. The sequence of verb object pronouns 
is governed by the ordering priorities, as explained in 23.5. 

5. Specific projective object pronouns are incompatible with one another; therefore, only 
one can be represented by sounded morphs, as explained in 23.4. It should be remembered 
that unsounded morphs are as real as sounded ones. 

23.4. The Multiple-Valence Transitive VNC Formula. Giving a formula for each of the mul- 
tiple-valence possibilities would take up too much space; consequently, one with core 2.c of 

23.2, with one suffix causative and the other applicative, will be used as a representative 
example (each va represents a full position capable of having two subpositions each). [Srce = 
source; direc = directive.] 

Linear format: #pers~-pers2+va+va+va(DBASE-CAUS-APPLIC)tns+num1-num2# 
Diagrammatic format: 

l #persl-pers2+. . .+numl-num2 I Subject 

As the diagram shows, the last line of the core (here line 4) is the mainline constituent; that is, 
it establishes the final nature of the core. Earlier lines inside the core (lines 3 and 2) are shunt- 
line elements; that is, elements relegated to a lower status in the core by the addition of subse- 
quent elements. The mainline object pronoun (the object last added in the derivational history) 
is the privileged object. If a shuntline Valence position is already filled with a specific projec- 
tive-object pronoun, only the mainline specific projective-object pronoun has a sounded repre- 
sentation. This means that in the presence of a mainline specific projective object-pronoun, if 
n-&h, m-itz, t-ech, or am-&h is already present in the derivational history, it is obligatorily 
replaced by the ambiguous silent variant dyad 0-0. When the shuntline Valence position is rep- 
resented by a third-person pronoun, however, only the val subposition morph is replaced by 0; 
that is, c-0Iqu-0 - qui-0 is replaced by 0-0 and qu-im by 0-im (except that when there is a 
mainline third-person plural object pronoun, the shuntline variant of qu-im is 0-0). 

This incompatibility of mainline and shuntline objects occurs only when the mainline object 
pronoun is specific projective. If the mainline object pronoun is nonspecific or reflexive, no 
changes take place in the shape of a specific projective-shuntline-object pronoun. Also, the 

2 +va(DBASE- 

3 +va.. . -CAUS- 
4 +va.. . -APPLIC) 
5 ) tns+ 

direc srce 
caus srce 

a s  1 1 applic core 
applic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l Predicate 

tense 
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shuntline morphs for the nonspecific projective-object pronouns are the same te  and tla morphs 
as when they are mainline. The shuntline morph for a reflexive/reciprocative pronoun object 
is ne (see 6.2.1). 

The representation of verb object pronouns by silence is strange to an English speaker, 
because it seems equivalent to reducing a sentence such as "I cause him to sell it to her" to "I 
cause sell to her." (It should be remembered, however, that on rare occasions English itself 
permits the silencing of the direct object in a sentence such as "I wrote to her" or "I wrote her," 
instead of "I wrote it to her" or "I wrote her it."). 

23.5. Sequences of Objects in Multiple-Valence VNCs. As pointed out in 5 23.3.4, the 
sequence of verb-object pronoun morphs does not reflect the history of the addition of deriva- 
tional suffixes. The order of verb-object pronouns in a VNC is established by four rules. 

1. Specific projective before reflexive. 

2. Specific projective before nonspecific projective. 

3. Reflexive before nonspecific projective. 

4. Human before nonhuman (i.e., ti2 before tla). 

The thirteen lines in the following chart show the thirteen three-pronoun combinations made 
possible by these rules. From these examples of the normal fullest possible combinations, it 
is easy to pick out the possible two-pronoun combinations (e.g., two from Column V, one from 
Column IV, one from Column V, etc., always keeping the sequence on a given line). In the 
chart the third-person singular pronoun object c-0 has been chosen as a representative dyad 
standing for any specific projective-object pronoun, and the nonfirst-person reflexive object 
m-o has been chosen as a representative dyad standing for any reflexive- or reciprocative- 
object pronoun with a mainline shape. 

The position of the directionaVlocative prefix (column 11) in the sequence of object pro- 
nouns is determined by the rules given in § 8.1. 
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12 c-0 0-0 m-0 

13 C-0 0-0 0-0 

Object-pronoun sequences are as follows: 

Remark I :  The combinations in lines 1 and 7 are extremely rare. 

Remark 2: The chart does not mention the shuntline-reflexive ne, which must replace m-o (or n-o or t-o) if it is 
not the last-added object. It is also possible to shunt a reflexive object to the background by adding a reflexive object; 
the sequence would be m-o+ne. The ne at times occurs in Column III and at times in what would be Column VI. 

Remark 3: Because of the shuntline-silent morphs in lines 10 through 13, one must absolutely know (and keep 
firmly in mind) the object requirements of the stem (double object or triple object); otherwise, a misunderstanding 
of the text is inevitable. 

Remark 4: In the rules for Valence-position sequence, absolutely no mention is made of the three kinds of objects 
presented in 5 23.1. In sequencing verb-object pronouns, Nahuatl is totally indifferent to which morph in a sequence 
is direct, causative, or applicative object. Form, not function, is the criterion for placement; consequently the corre- 
lation of object pronoun to stem constituent is a matter of ambiguity which, one always hopes, the VNC's context 
will clear up. For example, the three-membered sequence nPchtetla, i.e., +n-ech+tG+tla, "me S.O. s.th.," may have 
n-Cch as causative object or applicative object, with tC being either applicative or causative depending on how n-i2ch 
is taken. Other examples are given in subsequent lessons. 

Note: See Appendix C for verb-object combinations. 



LESSON 24 

Causative Verbstems (First Tpe).  
Destockal Verbstems 

24.1. Valence and the Stem-Final Vowel. A Nahuatl verbstem may end in /U, /a/, or 101. (A 
few, all of which are variants of those ending in /a/, may end in /e/.) The relation between the 
final vowel and the stem's valence is not predictable. There are a few intransitive stems that 
end in 101 or /o:/; for example: 

(ehcb) = to arrive 
(on-o) = to be recumbent 

(tlehcb) = to ascend 
(panb) = to cross a river 

Nonactive stems ending in /o:/ (see 20.2, 20.4, and 20.7) may be either intransitive or tran- 
sitive (see Lessons 21 and 22). 

Many intransitive verbstems end in /a/ and many directive stems end in /U: 

Intrans.: (quiza) = to leave (chiica) = to cry 
Direc.: tla-(itqui) = to carry s.th. tla-(ih-tlani) = to request s.th. 

Nonactive stems ending in /wa/ (see 20.3, 20.5, and 20.6) may be either intransitive or 
transitive (see Lessons 21 and 22). 

In the majority of instances, however, intransitive stems end in /U and directive stems end 
in /a/: 

Intrans.: (nemi) = to live (miqui) = to die 
Direc.: tla-(chihua) = to make s.th. t&(nbtza) = to call S.O. 

Of these directives ending in /a/, a few have variant stems ending in /e/; for example: 

tla-(piya) - tla-(piye) = to keep s.th. 
tla-(msms) - tla-(meme) = to carry s.th. on one's back 

24.2. Valence-Neutral Verbstems. Coincident with the occasional randomness of 
stem-final /i/ and /a/ with regard to a stem's choice of valence is the rather surprising fact 
that a few Nahuatl verbstems can be valence neutral; that is, they can be either intransitive 
or transitive. This is a violation of the valence principle of 23.1, since in these stems no 
derivational (i.e., stem-internal) suffix determines the shift from intransitive to transitive 
valence. 
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Since the intransitive stem of one of the valence-neutral pairs sufficiently expresses a non- 
specific-goal action, the transitive stem normally occurs only in VNCs that have a specific 
object pronoun (although in citation forms the stems are shown with the nonspecific tla or te). 

1. When the stem-final vowel of a valence-neutral stem ends in /a/, the transitive stem nor- 
mally has an applicative meaning: 

(pix-ca) = to harvest > tla-(pix-ca) = to harvest s.th. 
(t6ca) = to plant > tla-(t8ca) = to plant s.th. 
(mayiina) = to be hungry > tla-(mayiina) = to be hungry for s.th. 

Certain stems ending in /a/ seem to be valence neutral but in fact are not (see $ 24.6). 

2. When the stem-final vowel of a valence-neutral stem is /i/, the transitive also usually 
has an applicative meaning: 

(teci) = to make floudmeal by grinding > tla-(teci) = to grind s.th. into floudmeal 
(ahci) = to arrive > te-(ahci) = to overtakelcatch up to s.0. 
(mati) = to be knowledgeable/cognizant > tla-(mati) = to be cognizant of s.th., to know 

s.th. 
(temiqui) = to dream > tla-(temiqui) = to dream about s.th. 
(ciya-hi) = to become tired > tla-(ciya-hui) = to become tired because of s.th.; i.e., to 

attain s.th. by labor 
(piiqui) = to become happy > tla-(piiqui) = to become happy because oflabout s.th. 

In a few exceptional instances, however, the transitive stem has a causative meaning: 

(hui-tequi) = to become beaten > te- - tla-(hui-tequi) = to beat s.0. or s.th. 
(poz-tequi) = (for sticks, bones, etc.) to become broken > tla-(poz-tequi) = to break 

s.th. (e.g., a stick, a bone) [Compare English "it breaks" and "he breaks it."] 

Note: Valence-neutral variants are reflected in their nonactive stems; e.g., 
tecih = they (specific people) produce meal by grinding > tecihua = impers., people (in general) produce meal 

by grinding 
quitecih = they grind it (i.e., maize) into meal > texo - texohua =pass., it (i.e., maize) is being ground into meal 

24.3. Causative Verbstems (First Type). There are three types of causative-verbstem for- 
mations. The first two types are created by means of derivation, the thud by compounding. 
Type two is presented in Lesson 25 and type three in $ 39.7.2.b. The first type is presented 
here. 

Regardless of the situations presented in $9 24.1-2, the contrast between stem-final /i/ as 
intransitive and stem-final /a/ as transitive is used in Nahuatl to create, by means of derivation, 
an intransitiveltransitive pair of verbstems differing only in these final vowels. The causative 
suffix a converts an intransitive verbstem ending in /i/ into a causative verbstem. It can also 
create a causative stem from an intransitive stem ending in /a/ (the /a/ of the intransitive stem, 
like the stem-final /U, is only a constituent sound of a stemal or suffixal morpheme; the 
causative /a/, on the other hand, is a morpheme in its own right). The causative a is short after 
consonants and long after vowels. 
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1. When the intransitive stem ends in /U, the derivation takes place either by replacement 
or by addition. 

a. When derivation takes place by replacement, the causative a is added to a base that 
is an imperfective stem lacking its final /U. 

(mani) = to extend/be/rest/lie/stand covering an area (said of a thing, a number of 
things, or a group of people or herd of animals) > tla-(man-a) = to put/place/set 
s.th. flat upon the floor [With tla-fusion, (tla-man-a) means "to make an oblation."] 

(zahui) = to abstain from food > m-o-(zahu-a) = to enjoin O.S. to abstain from eating; 
i.e., to fast [Since the transitive stem expresses a self-imposed action, it is far more 
frequent than the intransitive stem.] 

(cuepi) = to comelgo back, to return > tla-(cuep-a) = to return s.th. 
(tzacui) = to become closed/shut > tla-(tzacu-a) = to close/shut s.th. 
(tomi) = nonan, to becomehe loose > tla-(tom-a) = to looseduntie s.th., to open s.th. 

(e.g., a letter) 
(ix-tla-hui) = nonan, to be given back > tla-(ix-tla-hu-a) = to pay s.th. [For the struc- 

ture of (ix-tla-hui), see 5 54.2.2.1 

Occasionally, in addition to the loss of the final /i/, the base stem replaces its final consonant 
before adding the causative a: 

(hus-qui) = nonan, to become dry > tla-(hua-tz-a) = to dry s.th. out [This pair is 
probably involved in the intransitive /W versus transitive /#l contrast pointed out 
in 5 27.4.1 

Occasionally, there is a shift in meaning: 

(tsmi) = to become brimming full [Cf., (ten)-tli-, "lip/rim/brim."] > tla-(tern-a) = to 
cause s.th. (e.g., seeds, dirt) to fill a container; to put s.th. somewhere; by extension, 
to bake s.th. in a small oven 

(pbhui) = to be of accountlbe taken account of; to be counted inhelong > m-o-(pbhu- 
a) = to be overproud/arrogant/haughty 

Both the intransitive stem and the derived causative stem of this kind of verb belong to 
Class B: (tomi) >pe& (ton); tla-(tom-a) >pe& tla-(ton). [It should be remembered that this 
is a simplified presentation of Class B forms; see 5 7.3.1 for the class difference that exists 
between intransitive source stems and type-one causative stems derived from them.] 

b. When derivation takes place by addition, the causative a is added to the full intran- 
sitive stem and is lengthened to /a:/. 

(ilpi) = to become tied > tla-(ilpi-2) = to cause s.th. to become tied; i.e., to tie s.th. 
(aqui) = to entedfit into > tla-(aqui-2) = to put s.th. in a hole; to (trans)plant s.th. 
(pah-ti) = to have (good) medicine; to convalesce/get well > ts-(pah-ti-a) = to cause 

S.O. to have (good) medicine; to cure S.O. 

The derived causative stem of this kind of verb belongs to Class C: tla-(ilpi-a) > p e d  
tla-(ilpi-h). 
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2. When the intransitive stem ends in /a/, the type-one causative derivation takes place only 
by replacement. 

a. Certain intransitive verbstems ending in an /a/ that is not part of the /ya/ morpheme 
replace this /a/ with the causative a. While there is no phonological contrast in the imperfec- 
tive stems of the pair, the contrast is morphologically real in that the perfective stems are dif- 
ferent: the intransitive stem belongs to Class A, and the causative stem belongs to Class B. 
See 5 24.6 for the structure of this kind of verb. 

(e-hua) > per3', (C-hua) = to ariseldepart; (for a bird) to lift off in flight > tla-(e-hu- 
a) > per3', tla-(e-uh) = to lift s.th.; to cany s.th. heavy; to sing s.th. (i.e., a song) 
[Compare English "to lift one's voice in song."] 

b. Certain intransitive verbstems end in an /a/ that is part of the derivational suffix ya 
(see 54.2). This kind of stem normally replaces the /ya/ morpheme with the causative a, 
which is lengthened to /a:/ because of the preceding vowel. 

(coco-ya) = to become sick > te-(coco-P) = to cause S.O. to become sick, to hurt s.0. 
(tlap-i-hui-ya) = nonan, to increase in number, to multiply > tla-(tlap-i-hui-P) = to 

cause s.th. to increase in number 

The intransitive stem of such verbs belongs to Class A or Class B: e.g., (coco-ya) > peg, 
(coco-X); (tlap-I-hui-ya) > per3', (tlap-i-hui-ya) > (tlap-i-hui-X). The causative stem belongs 
to Class C: e.g., te-(coco-P) > per3', te-(coco-h); tla-(tlap-i-hui-P) > pe& tla-(tlap-i-hui-h). 

Note: Occasionally, there are exceptions to the "intransitive ya > causative a" formation in that the causative 
stem is formed according to subsection 2.a above; for example: 

(y8co-ya) > perS, (y6co-X) = to become comely/well-formed > causative, tla-(y8co-y-a) >per$ tla-(y8co-X) = 
to cause s.th. to become well-formed; i.e., to form/invent/create s.th. [The intransitive stem is rare except as 
the source for its preterit-agentive nounstem.] 

24.4. Destockal Verbsterns. A large number of verbstems are created by a two-step deriva- 
tional process by means of a stock and are therefore called destockal verbstems. A stock is a 
peculiar derivational unit one rank above a root and one rank below a stem (see 5 1.11.2.b.ii). 
While certain verbroots can be upgraded to the rank of a verbstem (e.g., (miqui), "to die," 
(nemi), "to live"), no verbstock has this privilege. A stock is formed from certain verbroots by 
means of a derivational suffix (called a "stock formative"). After this first step, another deriva- 
tional suffix (called a "stem formative" or a "theme") is added to create an intransitive verb- 
stem. This two-step process can be illustrated as follows: 

Step 1 : root + stock formative = stock: pat1 + P = patl-P- 
Step 2: stock + stem formative = stem: patl-P- + ni = (patl-P-ni), "to fly" 

Like the verbs discussed in 5 24.3, destockal verbs occur in intransitive-and-transitive pairs, 
with the transitive member being the result of a type-one causative derivation using the 
causative suffix a. 

There are three types of destockal verbs, each distinguished by the nature of the destockal 
stem formative (or destockal theme). 
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Note: In morphology a "theme" (or more exactly a "thematic morpheme") is a morpheme attached to a mor- 
phological unit to create a stem (either a verbstem or a nounstem); i.e., it is a stem-formutive morpheme (or stem 
formative for short). 

The derivational suffix ya mentioned in $ 24.3.2.b is another example of a theme or stem formative, but it is 
normally added either to a root (e.g., (coco-ya)) or to a verbstem (e.g., (te-ti-ya); see $ 54.2). 

24.5. The Destockal Stem Fomuztives ni and hui. The stem formative on the intransitive stem 
of the first kind of destockal verbstem may be either ni or hui. While ni is highly productive, 
hui is of only limited use. The stock formative is a long vowel that is normally in harmony with 
the short vowel of the root: /a:/ echoes /a/, /i:/ echoes /i/, /o:/ echoes 101; but /o:/ also responds 
to /e/ (although with hui as theme, /e:/ can also echo /e/). There may be exceptions. The fol- 
lowing examples illustrate the formation of the intransitive stem. 

1. Stock formative 8 (with short /a/ as the vowel in the root): 

(cal-8-ni) = (for metal) to jinglelring 
(cual-8-ni) = to become angry 
(chal-8-ni) = (for pottery, etc.) to become cracked; (for a musical instrument or a voice) 

to be out of tune 
(chap-8-ni) = (for dough, wet clay, etc.) to become soaking wet/make a plopping sound 

on hitting a surface 
(tlap-84) = to breaklbecome broken 
(xam-2-ni) = to become broken, to crack 
(patl-84) = to fly 
(cax-8-ni) = (for s.th. tied) to become untied 
(chacu-84) = (for clothes, etc.) to soak 
(xahu-8-ni) = (for water) to gush forth 
(tzay-84) = to become rippedltorn 
(chay-24) = (for maize, etc.) to spill out over the ground 
(chay-2-hui) = (for maize, etc.) to spill out over the ground 

Exception: 

(tlatz-i-ni) = to make a bursting/explosive noise 

2. Stock formative i (with short /i/ as the vowel in the root): 

(chip-i-ni) = to drip 
(pitz-i-ni) = (for an egg) to become broken open; (for a fruit) to become bruised; (for a 

swelling) to burst 
(tzil-i-ni) = (for metal) to jinglelring 
(tzicu-I-ni) = (for a liquid) to splashlsplatter 
(it-I-ni) = (for a wall, a mountain, etc.) to collapse; (for people) to become dispersed 

Exception: 

(chit-64) = (for a button) to pop off; (for chips, a bead, sparks of a fire) to fly up 

3. Stock formative 6 (with short /o/ as the vowel in the root): 
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(com-64) = nonan, to flareblaze 
(tom-64) = nonan, to swell slightly into a bump or lump 
(tzom-64) = nonan, to break; anim, to burst forth 
(m6y-64) = to swarm [Notice the long 1o:I of the root.] 
(tzoy-64) = to become fried 
(coy-64) = nonan, to become hollowed out; to become a cavity/holekollow 
(molb-ni) = (for a spring) to flow from an opening; (for clouds) to build up; (for a 

featherlfeathers/perfume/etc.) to float on a breeze 
(pol-64) = to mumble/stutterls t a m e r  
(zol-6-ni) = (for a river) to flow noisily with great force 
(tzop-6-ni) = to become punctured 
(cox-6-ni) = (for water in a container) to make a sloshing sound 
(poz-64) = (for the sea or water in a pot) to boilheethe 
(cot-o-ni) = (for ropelcord/thread) to become broken 
(pot-64) = to stink 

Exceptions: 

(61-i-ni) = to move; to move along a path; to tremblelquake [Notice the long vowel of the root.] 
(tzop-i-ni) = to become punctured [same as (tzop-6-ni)] 
(poch-I-ni) = (for strands of cotton fiber,etc.) to become disentangled/separated 
(tzotl-P-ni) = to become shiny with a glaze or varnish 
(t6y-P-hui) = (for a liquid) to spill forth [Notice the long vowel of the root.] 
(c6z-P-hui) = to becomelturn yellow [Notice the long vowel of the root.] 

4. Stock formative 6 (with Iel as the vowel in the root): 

(pet-64) = (for a bone, etc.) to become dislocated; (for a corbel, etc.) to become separated 
(pex-64) = (for a liquid) to overflow; (for a container) to become filled to overflowing 
(pey -6-ni) = to glimrner/glow 
(cuey-64) = to sparkle; (for fleas/lice/ants on an anthilllpeople in a markeufish in a 

pond) to swarmlteem 
(cuep-6-ni) = (for an egg/chestnut/etc.) to burst/poplcrackle when roasted; (for flowers) 

to blossom; to shinelgleam/glisten 
(quey-6-ni) = to itch 
(quel-64) = (for a bone) to become dislocated 

Exceptions: 

(tecu-I-ni) = (for a fire) to flame uplflare up; (for a heart) to beat 
(te-1-ni) = to shatter with pieces flying out 
(petl-a-ni) = (for a liquid) to pour outlspill; (for a surface) to become polished; to 

sparklelshine 
(cuetl-P-ni) = (for the wind) to calm downldiminish; (for an illness) to abate; (for a fire) 

to flare 
(cuetl-5-hui) = to become wilted/limp/withered 
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5. Root formative S (with lel as the vowel in the root): 

(tep-S-hui) = (for leaves, seeds, etc.) to fall scatteringly 

6. Intransitive destockal ni and hui verbstems belong to Class B: (pey-6-ni) > p e 6  
(pey-6-n); (chay-2-hui) > pe$ (chay-2-uh). 

7. In order to form the first-type causative-stem intransitive destockal verbstems, use either 
procedure described in 9 24.3; some prefer addition and others replacement. 

a. The majority of the ni destockal stems prefer to add the causative a suffix to the end 
of the intransitive stem; for example: 

(chacu-2-ni) = to become wet > t&(chacu-2-ni-2) = to cause s.0. to get wet 
(61-i-ni) = to move > m-0-(61-i-ni-2) = to cause 0.s. to move; i.e., to get a move on 
(tzoy-64) = to become fried > tla-(tzoy-6-ni-2) = to fry s.th. 

Of the ni stems listed in subsections 1 through 4, only the three that follow prefer to replace 
the stem-final i with the causative a: 

(tlap-2-ni) = to breaklbecome broken > tla-(tlap-2-n-a) = to cause s.th. to break; to 
break s.th 

(tzay-2-ni) = to become rippedtom > tla-(tzay-2-n-a) = to ripltear s.th. 
(cot-6-ni) = (for ropelcordthread) to become broken > tla-(cot-6-n-a) = to breaklcut 

s.th. (e.g., ropelcordthread); to pick s.th. (i.e., fruit) from a tree 

There are, of course, others in addition to those listed; for example: 

tla-(chich-i-n-a) = to suckklraw in s.th. (e.g., smoke while smoking); (for a sponge, etc.) 
to soak up s.th. (i.e., a liquid); (for a clay vessel) to leaklooze s.th. (i.e., a liquid) 

b. The majority of hui destockal stems prefer to replace the stem-final i with the 
causative a: 

(chay-2-hui) = (for grain) to spill out on the ground > tla-(chay-2-hu-a) = to pour 
s.th. (e.g., grain) out on the ground 

(t6y-2-hui) = (for a liquid) to spill out > tla-(t6y-2-hu-a) = to pour s.th. (i.e., a liquid) out 

Only a few hui stems prefer to add the causative a to the end of the intransitive stem: 

(tlap-I-hui) = nonan, to increase in number > tla-(tlap-I-hui-2) = to cause s.th. to 
increase in number 

8. Causative destockal verbstems of the n-a and hu-a kind belong to Class B: tla-(cot-6- 
n-a) > per3', tla-(cot-6-n); tla-(chay-2-hu-a) > per$ tla-(chay-Fuh). Those of the ni-2 and 
hui-8 kind belong to Class C: tla-(chip-i-ni-l) > per$ tla-(chip-i-ni-h); tla-(tlap-i-hui-2) > 
pe& tla-(tlap-i-hui-h). 

9. There are a few irregular destockal verbstems of the ni and hui type in which the 
two-step derivational process is no longer perceptible. In these stems the root ends in a vowel 
that is identical to the one that serves as the stock formative; as a consequence these two vow- 
els have coalesced into a single vowel in the surface stock; for example: 
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*(mi-I-ni) > (mi-ni) = to become arrow pierced > causative, tla-(mi-n-a) = to pierce 
s.th. with an arrow [Cf., (mi)-tl-, "arrow."] 

*(xi-i-ni) > (xi-ni) = (for a wall) to collapse; (for a mountainside) to slide, collapse > 
causative, tla-(xi-ni-2) = to ravel s.th.; to rip out s.th. (i.e., stitches) 

*(ce-e-hui) > (ce-hui) = to become cold; (for a fire) to go out ) > causative, tla- 
(ce-hui-3) = to cause s.th. to become cold, to chill s.th.; to extinguish s.th. (i.e., a 
firelcandle flameletc.) [ < (ce)-tl-, "ice/icicle." See also the remark about (ce-hua) 
in 5 24.6.2.1 

Among the destockal verbstems with ni as the stem formative are two that are no longer extant 
but serve as the source for derived stems (see 5 27.4.3): 

*(po+ni) > *(PG-ni) = to emit smoke 
*(to-6-ni) > *(t6-ni) = to run 

24.6. The Destockal Stem Formative hua. The second kind of intransitive destockal verbstem 
is characterized by the stem-formative hua. There are two stock formatives, /a:/ and /e:/. 

(cax-2-hua) = to become emaciated; (for a river or sea) to ebb; (for a plague) to abate 
(cham-2-hua) = to grow in size 
(huap-3-hua) = to become stiff 
(tlacu-3-hua) = to become hard 
(patz-3-hua) = to shrivellshrink 
(patl-2-hua) = (for s.th. having unconfined side-to-side extent, as in the instance of a 

board, a road, a piece of cloth, a mat, etc.) to be broad [Contrast (coy-2-hua) below.] 
(chip-5-hua) = to become clean 
(chic-3-hua) = to become strong 
(chiy-3-hua) = to become greasylgrease stained 
(pitz-3-hua) = to become thin 
(pin-3-hua) = to become ashamed [Notice the long vowel in the root.] 
(tom-2-hua) = to become plump 
(coy-2-hua) = (for s.th. having confined side-to-side extent, as in the instance of an aper- 

ture, a hole, a window, a room, the inside of a tube, etc.) to be wide [Contrast (patl-2-hua) 
above.] 

(zotl-3-hua) = to faint 
(tox-3-hua) = to become strewdtossed about 
(petl-3-hua) = to become naked, to undress 
(tetz-2-hua) = to thicken/congeallcoagulate 

From time to time the roots of these hua stems and those of the ni stems of 5 24.5 are the 
same; for example, (coy-6-ni), "to become a hole," and (coy-2-hua), "to become wide with 
regard to inside dimensions (as of a hole)"; (patl-8-ni), "to fly," and (patl-2-hua), "to be broad 
(as of outstretched wings)"; and (petl-3-ni), "to become polished, to shine," and (petl-2-hua), 
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"to become naked." Translation of the stems frequently obscures the shared meaning of the 
roots. 

Destockal S-hua verbstems normally belong to Class A: (chip-2-hua) >per$ (chip-S-hua). 
In certain instances, however, they may belong to either Class A or Class B: (pin-2-hua) > 
perJ (pin-3-hua) - (pin-S-uh). 

2. S tock-formative 1e:I: 

(t6n-i2-hua) = to suffer pain [Notice the long vowel in the root.] 
(z6n-e-hua) = (for a bed, etc.) to be soft; (for a river) to overflow; (for the water of a 

stream or river) to rise; anim, to become restless [Notice the long vowel in the root.] 
(pin-e-hua) = to become pale from cold 

As in 24.5.9, there are a few irregular destockal verbstems of the hua type in which the 
two-step derivational process is obscured by the coalescence of a root-final vowel and the 
stock-formative vowel: 

*(ce-e-hua) > (ce-hua) = (for the weather) to be(come) cold [Cf. (ce-hui) in 24.5.9.1 
*(e-e-hua) > (e-hua) = to ariseldepart; (for a bird) to take off in flight 

There are many intransitive destockal verbstems formed on the stock-formative-plus-stem- 
formative sequence i2-hua that have a nounstem downgraded to the role of nounroot. The trans- 
lation "to be(come)" changes to "to be(come) like" or "to resemble" (in color/textureletc.). 

(tlil-G-hua) = to resemble ink in color; i.e., to be blackish [ < (tli1)-li-, "black paintlink] 
(nex-e-hua) = to resemble ashes in color; i.e., to be ashen [ < (nex)-tli-, "ashlashes"] 

These verbstems are judged to be destockal (rather than compound stems formed on the 
matrix stem (P-hua), such as (oquich-e-hua), "to attack valiantly") because they share with 
other destockal hua verbstems the right to form a particular lund of deverbal nounstem (see 

39.4.2). 

3. In certain instances a hua destockal verbstem (with either ii or i? as the stock formative) 
can be synonymous with a destockal hui stem of 24.5. 

(tep-i2-hua) = (tep-i2-hui) = to become scattered over the ground 
(t6y-S-hua) = (tsy-S-hui) = (for a liquid) to pour forth; (for a pile of flour/limeletc.) to 

collapse 

4. Destockal G-hua verbstems normally belong to Class A: (pin-5-hua) > pe& (pin+- 
hua). But in certain instances they may belong to either Class A or Class B: (t6n-G-hua) > 
per$ (tbn-C-hua) - (ten-e-uh); (e-hua) >perJ (e-hua) - (C!-uh). 

5. The type-one causative verbstem for both 2-hua and P-hua destockal verbstems is 
always by means of the replacement procedure of 24.3.1. In other words, there is no phono- 
logical contrast to make evident the morphological contrast: hua becomes hu-a. 

(chip-S-hua) = to be(come) cleanlclear > tla-(chip-2-hu-a), "to clean s.th.; to refine s.th. 
(t6n-i2-hua) = to suffer pain > tG-(t6n-G-hu-a) = to cause S.O. pain, to inflict pain on s.o., 

to afflict s.0. 
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At times one finds only the causative member listed in a dictionary, but the intransitive mem- 
ber is easily presupposed and probably existed. 

tla-(ciy-2-hu-a) = to irrigate s.th. (i.e., a field), to water s.th. (i.e., a plant) 
tP-(top-P-hu-a) = to push s.0. with sudden force, to give S.O. a shove 

6. Causative destockal verbstems of the 2-hu-a and P-hu-a kind belong to Class B: 
tla-(chip-8-hu-a) > p e g  tla-(chip-2-uh); t&(t6n-P-hu-a) > p e g  t&(t6n-P-uh); m-0-(P-hu-a) 
> p e g  m-[I-(P-uh). 

24.7. The Destockal i-hui/a-hui Stem. The third kind of intransitive destockal verbstem is 
characterized by the stem-formative hui preceded by a stock formative that is either /i/ or /a/. 

The choice of which of these short vowels occurs is determined by the vowel in the root: /e/ 
or /a/ takes the stock formative /g; /i/ or 101 takes /a/. This is the opposite of the regular 
stock-formative selection in 24.5 (in the irregular intransitive stem formations of 8 24.5 in 
which vowel choices coincide with those of these stems, the difference is both in the length 
on the stock-formative vowel and in the type of derivations the stems permit). 

(petz-i-hui) = to become smooth and shiny 
(patz-i-hui) = to become dented; (for an inflamed swelling) to go down 
(pach-i-hui) = (for a building, etc.) to settle/collapse 
(iht-a-hui) = to become uttered 
(tzic-a-hui) = to become stucklbonded 
(pix-a-hui) = to drizzle 
(poy-a-hui) = (for clouds) to become thin or fade away 

After a root-final /V, however, the stock formative is always /U, even if the vowel of the root 
is /i/ or 101: 

(mi-mil-i-hui) = (for a bud or a pregnant woman's belly) to become filled out, to swell 
(pil-i-hui) = to become wrinkledlwilted; (for hairs) to become stuck to one other 
(pol-i-hui) = to become lost, to perish 
(cuel-i-hui) = (for a twig, etc.) to become bent [Notice the length on the vowel of the 

root.] 
(nol-i-hui) = to become twistedhent 
(c6l-i-hui) = to become bent/curved/hook-shaped; (for a wall) to sag [Notice the long vowel 

in the root.] 

The i-hui or a-hui intransitive destockal verbstems derive their causative stems by replac- 
ing these stock-formative-plus-stem-formative sequences with the sequence 0-2. That is, the 
stock forrnatives /il and /a/ are replaced by the stock formative 101; consequently the deriva- 
tion is more complicated than in the other causitive destockal-stem formations. 

(pol-i-hui) = to become lost, to perish > tla-(pol-0-2) = to lose s.th., to destroy s.th. 
(tlal-i-hui) = to be(come) hasty, to make haste > m-o-(tlal-0-2) = to cause 0.s. to make 

haste; i.e., to runlspeed along 
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(pix-a-hui) = to drizzle > tla-(pix-04) = to sow s.th. by scattering the seeds; to broadcast 
s.th. (i.e., seeds) 

Intransitive destockal verbstems of the i-hui/a-hui kind belong to Class B: (pol-i-hui) > 
perj( (pol-i-uh); (pix-a-hui) >per3', (pix-a-uh). Causative destockal verbstems of the 0-2 kind 
belong to Class C: tla-(pol-0-2) > perj( tla-(pol-o-h). 

Note l :  There are a few intransitive destockal stems of the third kind that have an /of as stock formative before 
the stem-formative hui. The causative stem of this kind of destockal verbstem is formed by replacing the hui with 
the causative suffix 9. 

(tlap-o-hui) = to be(come) open > tla-(tlap-0-2) = to cause s.th. to become open; to open s.th. 

Note 2: At times there are gaps in the correlation of intransitive i-huila-hui stems and causative o-il stems. Con- 
sider, for example, the following: 

(pil-i-hui) = to become wrinkled,wilted [This stem does not have an 0-9 causative stem. It has a synonymous 
intransitive destockal ni stem (pil-I-ni) that serves as the source for an a-hui > 0-3 pair by way of a dever- 
bal nounstem; see 5 55.6.1 

(pil-ca) = to hanghe hanging > tla-(pil-0-2) = to cause s.th. to hang; i.e., to hang s.th. up [This is a totally irreg- 
ular relation. The causative 0-3 stem has no i-hda-hui source stem.] 

Note 3: Remember that intransitive i-hui/a-hui stems differ from the intransitive hui stems in 9 24.5 in that the 
latter are always preceded by a long vowel as stock formative (in addition, of course, to having totally different 
causative-stem formations). 

Note 4: For further discussion of i-huila-hui > 0-3 stem formations, see 55.6. 

24.8. Generation of the Causative VNC. A single-object causative VNC may be generated 
from two sources: (1) an active-voice intransitive VNC (which gives rise to a specific per- 
sonal-pronoun causative object-projective or reflexive-in the causative transform) and (2) 
an impersonal intransitive VNC (which gives rise to a nonspecific (indefinite pronoun) 
causative object in the causative transform). The subject pronoun of the source VNC is trans- 
formed into the object pronoun of the causative VNC; that is, the nominative-case feature in 
the pronoun is changed to that of the objective case in the transform. The subject pronoun of 
the causative VNC is imported from outside the source VNC. 

1. Generating a specific projective object in the causative VNC. 

a. Source: tomi = it becomes untied - they become untied: 

Line 2 is mainline. 

b. Transform: nictoma = I cause itfthem to become untied; i.e., I untie it/them: 

it/they 
become untied 
at present 

1 I #ni-O+. . .+BB# I Subject 11 I 

Subject 
Intr core l Predicate 
Tense 

1 
2 
3 

#0-O(. . .+@-B# 
(tomi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
)0+ 
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Source subject 0-0( ...+ 0-0 becomes causative object c-0. Line 3 is mainline. 

2. Generating a reflexive object in the causative VNC. 

a. Source: nitorni = I become untied: 

Line 2 is mainline. 

b. Transform: ninotoma = I untie myself: 

l 
2 
3 

Source subject ni-g(.. .+B-0 becomes causative object n-o. Line 3 is mainline. 
A VNC formed from an intransitive stem and one with a reflexive object formed from its 

type-one causative stem may have the same translation value. 

nicocoya = I am sick 
ninococoa = I cause myself be to sick; i.e., I am sick 

#ni-O(. . .+0-0# 
(tomi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
)g+ 

As in this example, translation does not always capture the difference in meaning between 
such pairs. The causative-stemmed VNC implies that the subject is responsible in some way 
for the action, that he allows himself to participate in it. It is, therefore, best to try to let the 
translation show the difference if possible (as with nitomi and ninotoma above): 

nehua = I rise /I get up 
ninehua = I cause myself to rise; i.e., I bestir myself to get up 

Subject 
Intr core Predicate 
Tense 

3. Generating a nonspecific projective object in the causative VNC. 

I 
become untied 
at present 

a. Source: tomohua = s.th. becomes untied: 

Line 2 is mainline. 

b. Transform: nitlatoma = I untie S-th.: 

s.th. 
become untied 
at present 

1 
2 
3 

#0-O(. . .+0-0# 
(tom-o-hua) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
)0+ 

Subject 
Impers core Predicate 
Tense 
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Subject 11 I 

ImperS 'Ore } Caus core 1 11 become untied 
Caus Predicate cause s.th. 

----- , , ----J,, , , , - , , , ,  - - - - - - - - - m - - - -  

Tense 1 It at present 

Source subject @-B(. . . +0-0 becomes causative object tla. [The source subject is impersonal- 
ized by the stem of its VNC; the nonspecific nature of that pronoun shows up in the nonspe- 
cific tla in the transform.] Line 3 is mainline. 

24.9. More About the Causative a. The diagrams of the causative VNCs in $24.8 are limited 
to showing only the transformation of subject pronoun into object pronoun. They do not show 
that the causative suffix a controls not only the subject of the source but its core as well. The 
power of a is such that there is reason to consider it not a derivational suffix but a matrix stem 
in a compound-stem construction (see 28.2) because it seems to embed the subject and core 
of the source VNC to serve as its incorporated object; i.e., it is as if there is a verbstem *tla-(-a), 
"to cause s.th." This would create a compound by incorporating parts of another VNC as an 
incorporated replacement for its nuclear direct object (compare the compound verbstem in 5 
24.8). The objectivization of the source VNC's subject that is illustrated in $ 24.8 is a conse- 
quence of this incorporation process (compare English "she blushed" > "I made her blush," 
where "she" changes to "her" when the source sentence becomes the direct object of "made"). 
To understand better what is being suggested here, compare the type-three causative stem built 
on tla-(tlani) in $ 39.7.2. 
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Causative Verbstems (Second Type) 

25.1. Type-Two Causative Verbstems. The second type of causative stem formations is more 
powerful than the fllrst type since, in addition to creating single-object causative verbstems, it 
can also create double-object and triple-object ones. It does this by means of the causative suf- 
fixal cluster ti2, which consists of a semantically empty connective morpheme /ti/ and the 
causative morpheme of Lesson 24 (but with length, /a:/, because it follows a vowel; see 5 24.3). 
In these lessons the two morphemes are written solid to distinguish them from a first-type 
causative stem formation in which the causative /a:/ follows a meaningful morpheme, either "/ti/, 
'to become"' (see 5 54.2.1) or "/til, 'to have"' (see 5 54.5); an example of the latter, t&(pah-ti-S), 
"to cause S.O. to have (good) medicine," has already been mentioned in 24.3.1. As one can eas- 
ily guess, there are times when it is difficult to differentiate tiii from ti-2 (see 54.5.3). 

The type-two causative ti3 suffixal unit is attached to bases from nonactive stems charac- 
terized by the suffixes hua, 6, o-hua, and 16 after the deletion of the hu2 and the 6 (conse- 
quently, -1- is the only part of a nonactive suffix still audible in the causative stem). Th~s pro- 
cedure is complicated by the fact that frequently the nonactive stem used for the derivation is 
unexpected and unattested outside its participation in a causative stem. It is probable that, in 
these instances, the causative stem merely preserves an otherwise obsolete nonactive stem. 

Another complication is that some verbs permit only one derivation, while others permit 
several. 

In certain exceptional instances, the tiii suffixal cluster is rejected and the causative stem 
is formed by means of liii (see 5 25.5) or huiii (see 25.6). 

In some cases the causative stem is used only to form an honorific VNC (see Lesson 33). 
The following paragraphs present guidelines for the various ways of forming type-two 

causative stems. 

Note: The two irregular verbs (ya-uh), "to go," and (hu81-la-uh), "to come," do not permit causative stems to 
be derived from them. Instead, they use as suppletive stems ti2-(huica), "to carrylaccompany s.o.," thus "to cause 
s.0. to go," and hu8l+tP-(huica), "to bringlcome accompanying s.o.," thus "to cause S.O. to come." 

25.2. The hua Nonactive Stem as Source. The tiii replaces the hua of the nonactive stem. 
The formation is usually distinguished by a long base-final i before tiii. 
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(cochi) = to sleep > (cochi-hua) > te-(cochi-tiii) = to cause s.0. to sleep 
tla-(i) = to drink s.th. > (i-hua) > te+tla-(i-tiii) = to cause s.0. to drink s.th., to give s.0. 

s.th. to drink 

Frequently, when two consonants appear before the i, it becomes shortened. 

tla-(itqui) = to carry s.th. > (itqui-hua) > te+tla-(itqui-tiii) = to have s.0. carry s.th. 

Among the unexpected formations one finds the following: 

1. The active source stem ends in /ki/ or /ka/. Since hua is incompatible with a preceding 
/a/, this vowel is replaced by [i] in the nonactive stem. The expected nonactive stem would end 
in /k-o:l or /k-o-wa/. 

tla-(caqui) = to hear s.th. > *(caqui-hua) > te+tla-(caqui-tiii) = to cause s.0. to hear 
s.th.; i.e., to inform S.O. of s.th. 

(chdca) = to cry > *(chdqui-hua) > te-(chdqui-tiii) = to cause s.0. to cry 

2. The active source stem ends in I d  or Isd. The /a/ is replaced with [i] as in item 1 above. 
The Is1 changes to [g]. 

(neci) = to appear > *(nexi-hua) > tla-(nexi-tiii) = to cause s.th. to appear 
(iuc-ci) = to become ripelcooked > *(iuc-xi-hua) > tla-(iuc-xi-tiii) = to cause s.th. to 

become cooked; to cook s.th. [Notice the short i after two consonants. The initial [i] 
of the stem is a supportive vowel, as can be seen in a VNC such as tlaucxitia, "helshe 
cooks s.th."] 

(ihza) = to become awake > *(ihxi-hua) > te-(ihxi-tiii) = to wake s.0. [Notice the short 
i aftei two consonants.] 

3. The active source stem ends in Itil or Itd. The /a/ is replaced with [i] as in item l above. 
In certain instances, when Itil is postvocalic, it changes to [Ei]. 

tla-(itt-a) = to look atlsee s.th. > *(itt-i-hua) > te+tla-(itt-i-tiii) = to cause s.0. to see s.th. 
(by showing the object); to show s.th. to s.0. [The long i after tt is presumably due to 
the fact that the apparently geminate tt manifests the single phone [tt]; see 5 26.1.2. 
Contrast the meaning of this causative stem with that of the stem in 5 25.4; there it is 
the perceiver who is being manipulated.] 

tla-(mati) = to know s.th. > *(machi-hua) > te+tla-(machi-tiii) = to cause s.0. to know 
s.th.; to notify s.0. of s.th. 

4. Certain destockal i-huila-hui intransitive verbstems can form a type-two causative stem 
with tiii, either instead of the expected type-one 0-2 causative stem or as a synonym with it. 

t&(mix-i-hui-tiii) =to cause s.0. to give birth; i.e., to serve as a midwife to s.0. [< 
(mix-i-hui), "to bearbring forth young; to give birth." The 0-3 stem is not attested.] 

m-o-(tlatz-i-hui-tiii) = to allow 0.s. to be lazy; i.e., to become apatheticlindifferentlinirn- 
ical [< (tlatz-i-hui), "to become lazy." The o-ii stem is not attested.] 

m-o-(pol-i-hui-tiii) = to cause 0.s. to become lost; i.e., to become losthuined [< (pol-i- 
hui), "to perish/disappear/become lost/become destroyed." The causative stem m- 
o-(pol-0-2) is also used.] 
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te-(pach-i-hui-ti2) = to satiate s.o., to satisfy s.o.'s hunger [< (pach-i-hui), "to become 
full/satiated/satisfied." The causative stems te-(pach-o-S), "to govern/control/pres- 
sure S-o.," and tla-(pach-o-S), "to govern/control/pressure s.th.; (for a hen) to sit on 
eggs," relate to a different meaning of (pach-i-hui), namely, "(for s.th.) to become 
pressed down upon; (for a grave, fill, etc.) to become sunken in; (for a building) to set- 
tle; (for s.th. made of metal) to become dented."] 

te- - tla-(ihc-i-hui-ti2) = to cause S.O. or s.th. to hurry [< (ihc-i-hui), "to hurry." The 
causative stem *t& - tla-(ihz-0-2) does not exist.] 

Note: At times a type-two causative stem may seem to be ambiguously a one-object or a two-object stem, but 
the valence is in fact determined by the intransitive or transitive nature of the source (see 3 24.2): 

te-(hue-tz-qui-ti8) = to make S.O. laugh (by telling a joke, etc.) [c (hue-tz-ca),"to laugh] 
te+tla-(hue-tz-qui-tiH) = to make S.O. laugh at s.th. E< tla-(hue-tz-ca), "to laugh at s.th."] 

25.3. The 5 and o-hua Nonactive Stems as Source. The ti2 replaces the b or o-hua of the 
nonactive stem. The formation is distinguished by the presence of a consonant before tiQ (but 
if the consonant is /l/, the formation is that of 25.4). If the active source stem has two con- 
sonants before the final vowel, this formation is impossible. 

(chbca) = to cry > (chbc-o-hua) > te-(chGc-ti2) = to cause s.0. to cry 
(miqui) = to die > (rnic-o-hua) > te-(rnic-ti2) = to cause S.O. to die; i.e., to lull s.0. 
(quiza) = to leave > (quix-o-hua) > te-(quix-ti2) = to cause s.0. to leave 
(neci) = to appear > (nex-o-hua) > tla-(nex-tiS) = to cause s.th. to appear 
(cud-2-ni) = to become angry > (cud-2-n-6) > te-(cual-2-n-ti2) = to anger s.0. [The source 

is a destockal verb; compare 24.5.7. See also 54.5.3.b.l 
(mati) = to be cognizant > (mach-6) > tP-(mach-ti2) = to teach s.0. > m-o-(mach-tiS) = 

to studyAeam 
tla-(mati) = to be cognizant of s.th., to know s.th. > (mach-b) > te+tla-(mach-tia) = to 

cause s.0. to know s.th., to teach s.th. to so.; m-o+tla-(mach-tiS) = to cause 0.s. to know 
S-th., to studyflearn s.th. [These causative stems are peculiar in that they occur only in 
VNCs that have specijk projective nonhuman object pronouns (i.e., the nonspecific tla 
is avoided). Compare tP+tla-(machi-tiS) in 25.2.3.1 Notice the following peculiarities 
of te+tla-(mach-ti2). 

The reflexive object pronoun may have a reflexive or a reciprocative value. 

Tictomachtiah in cuicatl. = We are studyingAearning the songs. We are teaching 
one another the songs. 

Quirnomachtizqueh in cuicatl. = They will studyAearn the songs. They will teach 
one another the songs. 

AVNC with a specific projective object pronoun as causative object may be ambiguous. 

Techrnachtia. = (1) He causes us to be cognizant; i.e., He teaches us. [From the 
intransitive stem (mati).] 

(2) He causes us to know it; i.e., He teaches it to us. [From the 
transitive stem tla-(mati), where the applicative object is unjustified by the stem 
shape (see 24.2.2). This object is silently present here.] 
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A supplementary object removes the ambiguity: 

Techrnachtia in nehrnatciinemiliztli. = He teaches us prudent living. [The silently 
present object pronoun 0-8 serves as the head for the supplement.] 

A further curiosity is that when the causative object pronoun is nonspecific, a spe- 
cific shuntline object pronoun is present only silently. 

Temachtia in nehmatciinemiliztli. = He teaches people prudent living. [As with 
tla-(Syi), "to do s.th.," in 5 18.8, the supplementary object is supplementing a 
silently present nuclear object pronoun.] 

Certain writers ignore this general practice and use a sounded specific shuntline object 
pronoun along with the nonspecific causative one. 

Quitemachtiiiya in te6cuicatl. = He used to teach people the sacred songs. 

Among the unexpected causative stem formations from 6 or o-hua are the following: 

1. The active source stem ends in Iwil: 

(mahui) = to be afraid > *(mahu-o-hua) > te-(mauh-tiii) = to frighten S.O. 

2. The active source is a transitive stem ending in I d :  

tla-(quemi) = to wear s.th. > *(quem-o-hua) > te+tla-(quen-tiii) = to dress S.O. in s.th. 
[ I d  + It/ > nt]] 

25.4. The 26 Nonactive Stem as Source. The ti8 replaces the 1o:l of the nonactive stem. The 
formation is distinguished by the presence of an N before the tiii. 

tla-(itt-a) = to look adsee s.th. > (itt-a-16) > tG+tla-(itt-a-l-tiii) = to cause S.O. to see s.th. 
(by moving the person into position) [Contrast te+tla-(itt-l-tiii) in 8 25.3.3.1 

tla-(chihua) = to make s.th. > (chihua-16) > te+tla-(chihua-l-tis) = to cause S.O. to make s.th. 
tla-(quemi) = to wear s.th. > (quemi-16) > te+tla-(qui3n.i-l-ti2) = to dress S.O. in s.th. 

Class C and D verbs make their causative stems by this procedure: 

(chol-0-2) = to bound awaylflee > (chol-0-16) > t&(chol-o-l-tig) = to cause S.O. to flee 
tla-(tlii-ti-2) = to hide s.th. > (tlii-ti-16) > t&?+tla-(tl2-ti-l-tiii) = to cause S.O. to hide s.th. 
tla-(cuii) = to eat s.th. > (cua-16) > te+tla-(cua-145) = to cause S.O. to eat s.th. 

There are many unexpected formations. The following represent common types: 

1. The active source stem ends in /kd or /W. The /ka/ may appear as [ka] or change to [h]. 
One would expect /k-o:l or /k-o-wd: 

(ch6ca) = to cry 

a. *(ch6ca-16) > te-(ch6ca-l-tiii) 
= to cause S.O. to cry 

b. *(chbqui-16) > t&(ch6qui-l-tiii) 

te+tla-(maca) = to give s.th. to s.0. > *(maqui-16) > te+te+tla-(maqui-l-tiii) = to cause 
S.O. to give s.th. to S.O. 
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tla-(caqui) = to hear s.th. > *(caqui-16) > te+tla-(caqui-l-tiB) = to cause S.O. to hear 
S.&.; to inform S.O. of s.th. 

2. The active source stem ends in / d .  The /ni/ may appear as [nil or change to [na]. One 
would expect In-o:l or In-o-bud: 

(cual-34) = to become angry [This is an intransitive destockal verb, so the formation 
in b is especially curious.] 

a. *(cud-B-ni-10) > t&(cual-B-ni-l-tiB) l = to anger S.O. 
b. *(cud-a-na-16) > t&(cual-B-na-146) 

3. The active source stem ends in /Fa/. The /a/ changes to [i]: 

tla-(tzacu-a) = to close s.th. > *(tzacu-i-16) > te+tla-(tzacu-i-l-tiB) = to cause S.O. to 
close s.th. 

4. The active source stem ends in /si/; the /S/ changes to [S]: 

t&(imacaci) = to fear S.O. > *(imacaxi-16) > te+tP-(imacaxi-l-tiB) = to cause S.O. to fear 
S.O. 

Occasionally a final /sal of the active source stem changes to [G]. 

(ihza) = to wake up > *(ihxi-16) > te-(ihxi-l-tiB) = to wake S.O. up 

5. The active source stem ends in /wa/. This may appear as [wa] or change to [wi]: 

tla-(ix-tlB-hu-a) = to pay s.th. (i.e., money) 

a. *(ix-tlP-hu-a-16) > te+tla-(ix-tlB-hu-a-l-tis) 
= to fine S.O. 

b. *(ix-tl8-hu-i-16) > te+tla-(ix-tl3-hu-i-l-ti3) 

6. The active source stem ends in a vowel plus /ti/. In certain instances ths  postvocalic /ti/ 
changes to [Ei] : 

tla-(mati) = to know s.th. > *(machi-16) > t@+tla-(machi-l-ti8) = to cause S.O. to know 
s.th.; i.e., to inform S.O. of s.th. [Compare te+tla-(machi-tiB) in 5 25.2.3; contrast 
t&(mach-ti3) in 5 25.3 .] 

7. The verb tla-(itt-a), "to seeflook at s.th.," in addition to having the causative stems 
te+tla-(itt-i-tiB) (see 5 25.2.3) and te+tla-(itt-a-l-tiB) (see main paragraph above), also has a 
single-object causative stem built on an intransitive stem *(itz-ti) derived from the nounstem 
(itz)-tli-, "an aledobservant entity (i.e., one that results from being alert)" (from the verbstem 
*(itzi); see 5 26.1.2 for the relationship with tla-(itt-a)) plus the verbstem-forming suffix ti, 
"to become" (see 3 54.2.1). 

*(itz-ti) = to become observant, to direct one's gaze, to look 
*(itz-ti-16) > te-(itz-ti-l-tiii) = to cause S.O. to direct hisher gaze, to cause S.O. to look 

8. The active source stem is an intransitive "root + ya" verb (see 5 54.2.3). The ya is deleted 
and the 16 is attached to the root (see 5 25.5.2 for the expected formation). 
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(tlaiko-ya) = to be sad > (tlaiko-13) > tiS(tla6co-l-tiii) = to cause s.0. to be sad; to sad- 
den S.O. 

(iihui-ya) = to be happy, to have a good time > (iihui-16) > tG-(iihui-l-tiii) = to give S.O. 
pleasure, to make S.O. happy [There is a variant stem with the same meaning, formed 
according to the main section above: te-(iihui-ya-l-tiii).] 

25.5. The liii Causative Stem. Some intransitive verbs whose active stem ends in lil or /a/ 
form causative stems with liii instead of tiii. This causative stem-forming liii is phonologically 
identical to the applicative suffixal cluster described in Lesson 26. 

1. Those verbstems ending in /il that take liii are denominal ones formed by means of the 
verbstem-forming suffix ti, "to become" (see 5 54.2.1). 

(tliica-ti) = to become a person; i.e., to be born > tG- - tla-(tliica-ti-liii) = to cause S.O. 
or s.th. to be born; to engender s.o., to give form to s.th. 

(nel-ti) = to become the truth, to turn out to be true, to be true > tla-(nel-ti-liii) = to cause 
s.th. to become true; i.e., to verify s.th. 

(mazii-ti) = to become like a deer; i.e., to become like an animal > tG-(mazii-ti-liii) = to 
make s.0. become like an animal, to render S.O. brutishlbrutal 

2. Those verbstems ending in /a/ that take liii consist of a root plus ya (see 5 54.2.3). The 
ya is deleted and liii is attached to the root. 

(ahhuiii-ya) = to be fragrant > tla-(ahhuiii-liii) = to cause s.th. to be fragrant; to spray 
s.th. with perfume 

(ce-ce-ya) = to become cold > tla-(ce-ce-liii) = to cause s.th. to become cold; to chill 
s.th. 

(xoco-ya) = to become tarthourlacid > tla-(xoco-liii) = to cause s.th. to become tarthour, 
to acidulate s.th. 

(chichi-ya) = to become bitter > tla-(chichi-liii) = to cause s.th. to become bitter 

Deverbal verbstems formed by suffixing ya to intransitive ti or hui verbstems (see 5 54.2.3.b) 
use this causative formation. 

(te-ti-ya) = to become petrified, to become hard like a rock tla-(te-ti-liii) = to cause s.th. 
to become hard like a rock 

(xo-x6-hui-ya) = to become green > tla-(xo-x6-hui-liii) = to cause S-th. to become green 

For exceptions to the "root plus liii" causative derivation, see 25.4.8. 

25.6. The huiii Causative Stem. When an intransitive active stem ends in /o:/ and forms its 
nonactive stem with hua, the causative stem may be created by means of the suffixal cluster 
huiii. This causative stem-forming unit is identical to the applicative one described in 5 26.10 
and therefore may create ambiguous stems. 

At times the huiii is added directly to the active stem. 

(tem6) = to descend > tla-(temo-huiii) = to cause s.th. to descend, to lower s.th., to carry 
s.th. down, to digest s.th. 
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At other times huiii is added to a replacive active stem in which the final to:/ changes to [a]: 

(tlehcb) = to ascend > tla-(tlehca-huiii) = to cause s.th. to ascend, to carry s.th. up, to lift 
s.th., to raise s.th. 

(pan6) = to cross a river > tG-(pana-huiii) = to carry S.O. across a river, etc. 

It is possible, however, for an intransitive stem ending in /o:/ or 101 to presuppose a nonactive 
stem formed with 16 and thereby form a causative stem with tiii according to 5 25.4. 

(tlehc6) = to ascend > *(tlehc6-16) > tla-(tlehc6-l-tiii) = to carry s.th. up 
(pan6) = to cross a river > *(pan6-16) > tla-(pan6-l-tiii) = to convey to the other side (of 

a river, etc.) 
(on-o) = to be lying down > *(on-0-16) > te-(on-o-l-tiii) = to have S.O. lie down 

25.7. Class Membership of the Type-Two Causative Stem. Causative stems, whether formed 
with tiii, liii, or huiii, belong to Class C. 

25.8. Causative-One and Causative-Two Sternsfrom the Same Source. The fact that an intran- 
sitive stem has a causative stem derived by means of the type-one causative formation (see Les- 
son 24) does not prevent it from serving as the source for a type-two causative stem. The mean- 
ing of the two derived stems may be the same: 

(huii-qui) = to become dry 

a. tla-(huii-tz-a) l = to dry s.th. 
b. tla-(huii-qui-l-tiii) 

At times, however, the derived stems show a difference in meaning: 

(temi) = to become brimming full 

a. tla-(tern-a) = to put s.th. into a receptacle; to put s.th. somewhere 
b. tla-(temi-tiii) = to cause s.th. to become full, to fill s.th. 

(pin-ii-hua) = to be ashamed [See 5 24.6.1 

a. &(pin-ii-hu-a) = to be ashamed in front of people [Although having a causative for- 
mation, the stem is applicative in meaning.] 

b. te-(pin-ii-uh-tiii) = to cause S.O. to be ashamed 

25.9. The Causative Transformation. A causative VNC formed on a type-two causative stem 
is the result of a transformation that is the same as that used for one formed on a type-one 
causative stem (see 5 24.8), except that it is somewhat more complicated when transitive source 
VNCs are involved. Basically, a source VNC is compacted into the causative predicate and a 
new subject pronoun is assigned; i.e., (1) the source stem is replaced with a causative one; (2) 
the subject pronoun of the source VNC is changed to a causative object; and (3) a new subject 
is imported from outside the source VNC. Step 2 creates an object-subject pronoun; that is, a 
pronoun that is an object in form but a subject in function (compare English: "I fell" changes 
to "me fall" in the causative sentence "He made me fall."). 
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The specificity of the causative object pronoun is determined by the active, passive, or 
impersonal voice of the source VNC. This is demonstrated in the following three sections. 

25.10. Generation of the Single-Object Causative VNC. The source for a single-object 
causative VNC formed on a type-two causative stem (be it with tiii, liii, or huiii) is an intransi- 
tive VNC created from either an active-voice or an impersonal-voice stem (this is the same as 
in 24.8). 

1. Generation of a specific projective-object pronoun in the causative VNC: 

Active intrans source: quiza = #0-0(quiza)0+0-0# = he leaves 
Causative transform: ticquixtia = Hi-@+c-0(quix-tia)0+0-B# = you persuade him to 

leave, you dismiss him [The subject pronoun M ( .  . . +0-0 of the source VNC has 
become the specific projective causative object pronoun c-0 of the transform VNC.] 

2. Generation of a reflexive-object pronoun in the causative VNC: 

Active intrans source: niquiza = #ni-0(quiza)0+0-0# = I leave 
Causative transform: ninoquixtia = #ni-0+n-o(quix-tia)0+0-0# = I cause myself to 

leave; i.e., I excuse myself, I withdrawlretire [The subject pronoun ni-O(. . . +0-0 of 
the source VNC has become the reflexive causative object pronoun n-o of the trans- 
form VNC.] 

As in 24.8.2, certain causative VNCs with a reflexive object pronoun can have the same 
translation value as their intransitive source VNCs. Remember: translation is not the same as 
meaning. 

nimahui = I am afraid 
ninomauhtia = I let myself become afraid; i.e., I am afraid 

nihza = I wake up 
ninihxitia = I cause myself to wake up; i.e., I wake up 

Just as with VNCs formed on causative-one stems, one should attempt to capture the differ- 
ence in meaning between such pairs if possible (as with niquiza and ninoquixtia above). 

3. Generation of a nonspecific object pronoun in the causative VNC: 

Impersonal intrans source: quixohua = #0-0(quix-o-hua)0+0-0# = S.O. leaves; people 
leave 

Causative transform: titequixtia = Hi-0+te(quix-tia)0+0-0# = you persuade S.O. to 
leave; you persuade people to leave; you dismiss S.O. [The impersonal subject pronoun 
0-O(. . . +0+0 of the source VNC has become the nonspecific causative object pronoun 
te in the transform W C . ]  

25.1 1. Generation of the Double-Object Causative VNC. A double-object causative VNC may 
be generated from one of three sources: (1) an active single-object transitive VNC, (2) a pas- 
sive intransitive VNC, or (3) a single-object impersonal VNC. The causative object becomes 
the mainline object. 
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1. Generation of a specific projective causative object in the causative VNC: 

a. With a shuntline specific projective object: 

Active source: nicchihua = #ni-0+c-0(chihua)0+0-0# = I make it 
Causative transform: tinechchihualtia = #ti-0+n-ech+U-0(chihua-l-tia)0+0-B# = 

you persuade me to make it [The subject pronoun ni-0+ . . . +0-0 of the source 
VNC has become the specific projective causative object pronoun n-ech in the 
transform. The specific projective object c-0 of the source has become the shunt- 
line silent variant 0-0 in the transform VNC because of the incompatibility of two 
sounded specific projective object pronouns (see 23.4). It is extremely impor- 
tant in all such instances that one recognize the real, effective (i.e., meaning pro- 
ducing) presence of the silently manifested pronoun.] 

Active source: niquinn6tza = #ni-0+qu-in(n6tza)0+BBB# = I call them 
Causative transform: tinPchinn6tzaltia = #ti-0+n-ech+0-in(n6tza-l-tia)0+0-0# = 

you have me call them [The specific projective object qu-in of the source has 
become the shuntline variant 1-in in the transform.] 

Active source: quinniitzah = #0-0+qu-in(n6tza)0+0-h# = they call them 
Causative transform: tiquimatzaltia = #ti-0+qu-in+n-O(n6tza-l-tia)0+0-0# = you 

have them call them [The subject pronoun 0-O+. . .+B-h of the source VNC has 
become the specific projective causative object pronoun qu-in in the transform. 
The specific projective object qu-in of the source has become the shuntline vari- 
ant 0-0 in the transform VNC because the subject of the source is a third-person 
plural pronoun.] 

b. With a shuntline reflexivelreciprocative object: 

Active source: motlazohtlah = M-0+m-o(t1a-zo-h-tla)0+0-h# = they love one another 
Causative transform: tiquinnetlazohtlaltia = #ti-0+qu-in-tne(tla-zo-h-tla-l-tia)0+0-0# 

= you cause them to love one another; you reconcile them [The subject pronoun 
0-O+. . .+g-h of the source VNC has become the specific projective causative object 
pronoun qu-in in the transform. The reciprocative object m-o of the source has 
become the shuntline variant ne in the transform.] 

Active source: ninopetliihua = #ni-0+n-o(pet1-2-hu-a)0+0-0# = I undress myself 
Causative transform: tinechnepetlihualtia = #ti-0+n-&h+ne(petl-ii-hu-a-l-tia)0+0- 

0# = you cause me to undress myself; you have me get undressed [The subject 
pronoun ni-O+. . .+B-0 of the source VNC has become the specific projective 
causative object pronoun n-ech in the transform. The reflexive object n-o of the 
source VNC has become the shuntline variant ne in the transform.] 

There is one situation in which the shuntline reflexivelreciprocative object pronoun is pre- 
vented from taking on a shuntline shape. This occurs when the imported subject of the 
causative transform has the same referent as the specific projective object of the source VNC 
(i.e., projective > reflexive). 
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Active source: nechitta = #0-0+n-ech(itt-a)0+0-0# = he sees me 
Causative transform: nicnottitia = #ni-0+c-0+n-o(tt-i-tia)0+0-0# = I cause him to 

see me; i.e., I reveal myself to him, I show myself to him [The subject pronoun 
0-O+. . .+0-0 of the source has become the specific projective causative object pro- 
noun c-0 in the transform. The specific projective object n-ech of the source has 
become a shuntline reflexive object, but because of its coreference with the sub- 
ject of the causative transform, it takes the shape n-o. While this avoids ambigu- 
ity in one respect-nicneittitia would mean "I cause him to see himself"-at the 
same time it creates ambiguity with the possibly homonymous construction pre- 
sented in section 2.a below. 

Active source: mitznequi = #0-@+m-itz(nequi)0+0-0# = she wants you 
Causative transform: ticmonectia = #ti-0+c-@+m-o(nec-tia)0+0-0# = you try to cause 

her to want you; i.e., you try to attract her to yourself; you court/woo her [Notice 
the conative meaning.] 

c. With a shuntline nonspecific projective object: 

Active source: nitlaciihua = #ni-0+tla(ciihua)0+0-0# = I abandon s.th. 
Causative transform: tinechtlaciihualtia = Hi-0+n-&h+tla(ciihua-l-tia)0+0-0# = 

you cause me to abandon s.th., you make me abstain from s.th., you dissuade me 
from doing s.th. [The subject pronoun ni-0+ . . . +0-0 of the source VNC has 
become the specific projective causative object pronoun n-Pch in the transform. 
The nonspecific projective object tla remains unchanged in its shuntline function 
in the transform.] 

2. Generation of a mainline reflexive causative object pronoun in the causative VNC: 

a. With a shuntline specific projective object: 

Active source: nicciihua = #ni-0+c-0(ciihua)0+0-0# = I abandon it 
Causative transform: nicnociihualtia = #ni-0+c-0+n-~(ciihua-l-tia)0+0-0# = I cause 

myself to abandon it; i.e., I abstain from it [Because of the importation of a coref- 
erential subject pronoun in the transform VNC, the subject pronoun n-0+ . . . +0-0 
of the source VNC has become the reflexive object pronoun n-o in the transform. 
The specific projective object pronoun c-0 of the source VNC remains unchanged 
in its shuntline function in the transform VNC.] 

b. With a shuntline nonspecific object: 

Active source: titlachihua = Hi-0+tla(chihua)0+0-0# = you make s.th. 
Causative transform: timotlachihualtia = Hi-0+m-o+tla(chihua-I-tia)0+0-0# = you 

cause yourself to make s.th. [The subject pronoun ti-0+ . . . +0-0 of the source 
VNC has become the reflexive object pronoun m-o in the transform. The nonspe- 
cific projective object tla remains unchanged in its shuntline function in the trans- 
form.] 

3. Generation of a nonspecific causative object pronoun in the causative VNC: 
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a. With a shuntline specific projective object: 

Passive source: chihualo = #0-0(chihua-lo)0+0-0# = it is being made; they are being 
made; i.e., s.0. makes it/them 

Causative transform: tictechihualtia = Mi-0+c-0+te(chihua-I-tia)0+0-0# = you per- 
suade s.0. to make it/them [The impersonal agent implied in the passive source 
VNC is made explicit as the nonspecific causative object pronoun te in the trans- 
form. The subject pronoun 0-O+. . . +0-0 of the source becomes the shuntline spe- 
cific projective object of the transform VNC.] 

Passive source: nin6tzalo = hi-O(n6tza-lo)0+0-0# = I am being summoned; so .  is 
summoning me 

Causative transform: annechten6tzaltiah = #an-0+n-Gch+te(nbtza-l-tia)0+0-h# = 
you (pl) persuade s.0. to summon me [The formation is similar to that in the pre- 
ceding example.] 

b. With a shuntline reflexive/reciprocative object: 

Impersonal source: netlazohtlalo = #0-0+ne(tla-zo-h-tla-10)0+0-0# = people love 
one another 

Causative transform: titenetlazohtlaltia = Mi-0+te+ne(tla-zo-h-tla-l-tia)0+0-0# = 
you cause people to love one another, you reconcile people [The subject pronoun 
0-0+ . . . +0-0 of the impersonal source has become the nonspecific projective 
causative object pronoun te in the causative transform. The shuntline reflexive 
object pronoun ne remains unchanged in the transform.] 

There is one situation in which the shuntline reflexive/reciprocative object pronoun is pre- 
vented from taking a shuntline shape. This occurs when the imported subject of the causative 
transform has the same referent as the subject of the passive source VNC (i.e., passive subject 
> reflexive object). 

Passive source: nipiyalo = hi-0(piya-lo)0+0-0# = I am guarded; s.0. guards me 
Causative transform: ninotepiyaltia = #ni-0+n-o+te(piya-l-tia)0+0-0# = I cause s.0. 

to guard me; i.e., I put myself in s.o.'s safekeeping, I entrust myself to s.0. [The 
impersonal agent implied in the source VNC becomes the nonspecific projective 
causative object pronoun te in the transform VNC. The subject pronoun ni-O(. . . 
+0-0 of the source becomes a shuntline reflexive object but, because of its coref- 
erence with the subject of the causative transform, it takes the shape n-0.1 

c. With a shuntline nonspecific projective object: 

Impersonal source: tlachihualo = #0-0+tla(chihua-lo)0+0-0# = S.O. makes s.th.; peo- 
ple make things 

Causative transform: titetlachihualtia = #ti-0+tC+tla(chihua-l-tia)0+0-0# = you per- 
suade s.0. to make s.th.; you persuade people to make things [The impersonal- 
pronoun subject 0-0+ . . . +0-0 of the source VNC has become the nonspecific 
causative object pronoun tC in the transform. The nonspecific projective object tla 
remains unchanged in its shuntline function in the transform.] 
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25.12. The Triple-Object Causative VNC. A triple-object causative VNC contains a mainline 
causative object, a second-level shuntline object, which may be a causative or an applicative 
object (the latter is not frequent), and a first-level shuntline object, which may be a direct, a 
causative, or (in rare instances) an applicative object. Since one or both of the shuntline object 
pronouns may be silently present, careful attention should be paid to the nature of the verb- 
stem, first, to ascertain how many object pronouns are present and, second, to identify which 
shuntline object is in which of the functions required by the stem, since the proper assessment 
of object-pronoun function is necessary for a correct translation. In the following examples 
the task is simplified, since the double-object VNC source is given (but see 5 25.13). 

No attempt has been made to show all possible triple-object combinations (see 5 23.5); the 
purpose of the display is to exemplify the principles involved. The double-object causative 
VNCs that serve as the source for the triple-object VNC transforms are generated according 
to g 25.11. 

1. Generation of a mainline specific projective causative-object pronoun in the triple-object 
VNC from an active source: 

2-obj active source: nimitzcaquitia = #ni-@+m-itz+0-0(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause you 
to hear it; i.e., I inform you of it [Mainline = m-itz; shuntline = 0-0 (= qui-0).] 

3-obj transform: nechcaquitiltia = #B-0+n-~ch+O-O+O-0(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = he 
causes me to cause you to hear it; i.e., he persuades me to inform you of it [Mainline 
= n4ch; 2nd-level shuntline = 0-0 (= m-itz); 1st-level shuntline = 0-0 (= qui-a).] 

2-obj active source: niquincaquitia = hi-0+qu-in+0-0(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause 
them to hear it; i.e., I inform them of it [Mainline = qu-in; shuntline = 0-0 (= qui-0).] 

3-obj transform: tinechincaquitiltia = #ti-0+n-&h+[-in+O-0(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = 
you cause me to cause them to hear it; i.e., you persuade me to inform them of it 
[Mainline = n-&h; 2nd-level shuntline = 0-in (= qu-in); 1st-level shuntline = 0-0 (= 

qui-@).l 

2-obj active source: nictlacaquitia = #ni-0+c-0+tla(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause him to 
hear s.th.; i.e., I inform him of s.th. [Mainline = c-0; shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: tinCchtlacaquitiltia = #ti-0+n-&h+[-0+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0 = 
you cause me to cause him to hear s.th.; i.e., you persuade me to inform him of s.th. 
[Mainline = n-Pch; 2nd-level shuntline = 0-0 (= c-0); 1st-level shuntline = tla.] 

2-obj active source: nictCcaquitia = #ni-@+c-O+tP(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause s.0. to 
hear it; i.e., I inform s.0. of it [Mainline = te; shuntline = c-@.] 

3-obj transform: tinechtPcaquitiltia = #ti-0+n-Pch+0-0+tP(eaqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = you 
cause me to cause s.0. to hear it; i.e., you persuade me to inform s.0. of it [Mainline 
= n-&h; 2nd-level shuntline = tP; 1st-level shuntline = 0-0 (= c-@).] 

2-obj active source: quirnocaquitiah = #0-0+qui-0+m-~(caqui-tia)0+0-h# = they cause 
one another to hear it; i.e., they inform one another of it Mainline = m-o; shuntline = 
qui-0.1 
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3-obj transform: niquinnecaquitiltia = #ni-0+qu-in+0-B+ne(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-B# = 
I cause them to cause one another to hear it; i.e., I cause them to inform one another 
of it [Mainline = qu-in; 2nd-level shuntline = ne; 1st-level shuntline = 0-0 (= 

qui-0).] 

There is a special situation in which the shuntline reflexive-object pronoun does not take the 
shuntline shape. This occurs when a mainline projective object of the source is coreferential 
with the imported subject of the triple-object VNC (compare 8 25.11. l .b). 

2-obj active source: nechtlacaquitia = #0-0+n-ech+tla(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = he causes 
me to hear s.th.; i.e., he informs me of s.th. [Mainline = n-&h; shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: nicnotlacaquitiltia = #ni-0+c-0+n-o+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-a# = I 
cause him to cause me to hear s.th.; i.e., I persuade him to inform me of s.th. [Main- 
line = c-0; 2nd-level shuntline = n-o; 1st-level shuntline = tla.] 

2. Generation of a mainline reflexive causative-object pronoun in the triple-object VNC: 

2-obj active source: nimitzcaquitia = #ni-@+m-itz+n-0(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause you 
to hear it; i.e., I inform you of it [Mainline = m-itz; shuntline = 0-0 (= qui-g).] 

3-obj transform: nimitznocaquitiltia = #ni-0+m-itz+n-0+n-~(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = 
I cause myself to cause you to hear it; i.e., I persuade myself to inform you of it [Main- 
line = n-o; 2nd-level shuntline = m-itz; 1st-level shuntline = 0-0 (= qui-0).] 

2-obj active source: nictecaquitia = #ni-0+c-0+te(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause s.0. to 
hear it; i.e., I inform s.0. of it [Mainline = te; shuntline = c-0.1 

3-obj transform: nicnot&aquitiltia = #ni-0+c-0+n-o+te(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = I cause 
myself to cause S.O. to hear it; i.e., I persuade myself to inform s.0. of it [Mainline = 
n-o; 2nd-level shuntline = te; 1st-level shuntline = c-0.1 

2-obj active source: niquintlacaquitia = #ni-0+qu-in+tla(caqui-tia)0+0-B# = I cause 
them to hear s.th.; i.e., I inform them of s.th. [Mainline = qu-in; shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: niquinnotlacaquitiltia = #ni-0+qu-in+n-o+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# 
= I cause myself to cause them to hear s.th.; i.e., I persuade myself to inform them of 
s.th. [Mainline = n-o; 2nd-level shuntline = qu-in; 1st-level shuntline = tla.] 

2-obj active source: nitetlacaquitia = #ni-B+te+tla(caqui-tia)0+0-0# = I cause s.0. to 
hear s.th.; i.e., I inform s.0. of s.th. [Mainline = te; shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: ninotCtlacaquitiltia = #ni-0+n-o+te+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-B# = I 
cause myself to cause s.0. to hear s.th.; i.e., I persuade myself to inform s.0. of s.th. 
[Mainline = n-o; 2nd-level shuntline = te; 1st-level shuntline = tla.] 

3. Generation of a mainline projective causative-object pronoun in the triple-object VNC 
from a passive or impersonal source: 

l -obj passive source: nicaquitilo = M-0+0-0(caqui-ti-lo)0+0-W. = I am caused to hear 
it; i.e., I am informed of it; s.0. informs me of it [Shuntline = 0-0 (= 0-0 in active 
source, where it represents qui-0).] 
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3-obj transform: tinechtikaquitiltia = #ti-0+n-i2ch+O-O+ti2(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0# = you 
cause s.0. to cause me to hear it; i.e., you cause me to be informed of it [Mainline = 
te; 2nd-level shuntline n-ech; 1st-level shuntline = 1-0.1 

l-obj passive source: nitlacaquitilo = #ni-B+tla(caqui-ti-lo)0+0-0# = I am caused to 
hear s.th.; i.e., I am informed of s.th. [Shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: tinCchtC4lacaquitiltia = #ti-0+n-Pch+te+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-0 = 
you cause S.O. to cause me to hear s.th.; i.e., you persuade s.0. to inform me of s.th. 
[Mainline = te; 2nd-level shuntline = n-ech; 1st level shuntline = tla.] 

2-obj impersonal source: tPtlacaquitilo = #B-B+te+tla(caqui-ti-lo)0+0-0# = S.O. causes 
S.O. to hear s.th.; i.e., s.0. informs s.0. of s.th. [Mainline = te; shuntline = tla.] 

3-obj transform: titetetlacaquitiltia = #ti-O+tP+te+tla(caqui-ti-l-tia)0+0-8# = you 
cause s.0. to cause s.0. to hear s.th.; i.e., you persuade S.O. to inform s.0. of s.th. [Main- 
line = te; 2nd-level shuntline = te; 1st-level shuntline = tla.] 

25.13. Ambiguity in Causative Transforms. Because of the fixed order of object prefixes and 
their nondiscrimination of function by shape (a single shape serves the three functions of direct 
object, mainline causative object and shuntline causative object), combinations of two or three 
object pronouns in a VNC are frequently ambiguous. The presentation in 5 25.11 and 5 25.12 
disregards this problem, since the transforms are shown as being generated from identified 
sources. When reading a Nahuatl text, however, one is faced with only the transforms and 
must be prepared to postulate possible multiple sources from which to choose the translation 
that fits the context. For example, tinechtecaquitiltia may be generated either by 
nictecaquitia, "I inform s.0. of it," or by nicaquitilo, "I am informed of it," and therefore may 
be translated as "you have me inform s.0. of it" or "you have s.0. inform me of it." Similarly, 
tin&htenGtzaltia can be generated by either nitenijtza, "I call s.o.," or ninijtzalo, "I am 
called," and therefore may be translated as "you have me call s.o." or "you have s.0. call me." 
In all likelihood the general context will decide the choice that should be made, but the reader 
must train him-/herself to be aware of the possibilities in order to take proper advantage of 
that contextual aid. For an understanding of the complexity of the problem (see Appendix C). 

Since ambiguity is so prevalent in multiple-object situations, one should learn to recognize 
those mechanisms that reduce or eliminate it. One such instance involves the rule concerning 
incompatibility of specific-object pronouns. Thus, tini%hnijtzaltia may be ambiguous about 
the identity of the entity referred to by the object pronoun 0-0 (a man? a woman? a dog? etc.), 
but at least the n-ech is clearly functioning as the mainline causative object: "you persuade me 
to call him/her/it." Similarly helpful is the rule concerning the replacement of a source main- 
line reflexive pronoun with the shuntline variant ne; thus, tiquinnetlazohtlaltiah can mean 
only "we persuade them to love one another," never "we persuade one another to love them," 
which is tiquintotlazohtlaltiah. 

25.14. The Causative VNC in the Optative and Admonitive Moods. VNCs formed on causative 
verbstems may be used in wish, comrnand/exhortation, and admonition sentences: 
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Assertion: Nictlachihualtia. = I persuade him to make somethmg. 
Wish: Mii nictlachihualti. = If only I could persuade him to make something. 

Assertion: Anquitlachihualtiah. = You (pl) persuade him to make something. 
Command: Mii xictlachihualticiin. = Persuade (pl) him to make something. 

Assertion: Ticchihualtiah. = We persuade him to make idthem. 
Exhortation: Mii ticchihualticiin. = Let's persuade him to make it/them. 

Assertion: QuichBctiah. = They make her cry. 
Admonition: Mii quichtictihtin. = Let them beware of making her cry. They must be care- 

ful not to make her cry. 

25.15. The Causative VNC in the Passive and Impersonal Voices. VNCs formed on causative 
verbstems may undergo the passive and impersonal transformations: 

Active: TPchtlachihualtiah. = They persuade us to make something. 
Passive: Titlachihualtiloh. = Mi-0+tla(chihua-l-ti-lo)0+0-h# = We are persuaded to make 

something. 

Active: TPchchihualtiah. = #0-0+t-Pch+n-0(chihua-l-tia)0+0-h#. = They persuade us to 
make idthem. 

Passive: Tichihualtiloh. = #ti-0+n-0(chihua-l-ti-lo)0+0-h# = We are persuaded to make 
itlthem. 

Active: TimitzinnBtzaltiah. = We force you to call them. 
Passive: Tiquinntitzaltilo. = #ti-0+qu-in(niitza-l-ti-lo)0+0-0# = You are forced to call them. 

Active: Nicnocuitih. = hi-0+c-0+n-o(cui-tih)0+[-0# = I caused myself to take it; i.e., I 
recognizedadmittedconfessed that I did it. 

Passive: Necuitiltic. = #B-0 + ne(cui-ti-lb)0+c-0# = It was admittedconfessed. 

Active: TitPtlachihualtiah. = We have someone make something. 
Impersonal: TPtlachihualtilo. = #0-0+tP+tla(chihua-l-ti-lo)0+0-0# = Someone has some- 

one make something. Someone is forced to make something. 

25.16. Supplementation of the Silently Present Verb-Object Pronoun. Since the silently pres- 
ent verb-object pronoun is as fully real as a sounded one, it has the same privileges. It can, 
therefore, take a supplementary object. 

Principal: Quimmiimaltiah. = #0-0+qu-im+n-0(miima-l-tia)0+0-h# = They have them 
carry it on their backs. 

Adjunct: Cintli. = It is maize. 
Transform: In cintli quimmiimaltiah. = They have them carry the maize on their backs. 

[The subject pronoun 0-O(. . .)0-0 of the supplement = its head, the direct-object pronoun 
0-0 in the principal. The adjunct, functioning as supplementary direct object, stands in 
cross reference with the nuclear direct object of the principal.] 
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Principal: Techitizqueh. = #0-0+t-ech+O-0(i-ti)z+qu-eh# = They will make us drink it. 
Adjunct: At~lli. = It is maize-flour gruel. 
Transform: Techitizqueh in gtdli. = They will make us drink maize-flour gruel; i.e., They 

will give us maize-flour gruel to drink. [The subject pronoun 0-B(. . .)B-0 of the supple- 
ment = its head, the direct-object pronoun 0-0, in the principal.] 

Principal: Nechcaquitiltihqueh = #0-0+n-~ch+~-[k~-0(caqui-ti-l-tih)0+qu-eh# = They 
persuaded me to inform you (sg) of it. [The pronoun 0-0, here translated "you (sg),"could 
also represent "us" or "you(p1)" or be 0-0 for "himher" if the context requires it.] 

Adjunct: Tinocniuh. = #ti-0+n-o(cn-iuh)+0-B# = You are my friend. 
Transform: Nechcaquitiltihqueh in tinocniuh. = They forced me to inform you, my friend, 

of it. [The subject pronoun ti-0+ . . .)B-0 of the supplement = its head, the shuntline 
causative object pronoun 0-0, in the principal. In an instance such as this the subject pro- 
noun of supplement clears up the ambiguity of the person and number of the silently 
present object pronoun.] 
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Applicative Verbstems 

26.1. The Nature of the Applicative Verbstem. As pointed out in 23.1, an applicative verb- 
stem is a derived stem that applies an action, process, etc., to a participant that is tangentially 
involved in, or associated with, it. "Applicative" embraces notions of advantage, disadvan- 
tage, interest, possession, bestowal, deprival, etc.-notions that English expresses by prepo- 
sitions or prepositional units such as "to," "for," "from," "about," "belonging to," "in the com- 
pany of," "in relation to," "on behalf of," "for the sake of," etc. 

An applicative verbstem, like a causative one, is distinguished by its mainline (i.e., last- 
added) constituents (suffix plus its obligatorily concomitant object pronoun). There may, there- 
fore, be single-object applicatives (derived from intransitive stems), double-object applica- 
tives (derived from single-object transitive stems), and triple-object applicatives (derived from 
double-object transitive stems). 

In certain instances the applicative stem is used only to form an honorific VNC (see Lesson 33). 
Before discussing the normal applicative-stem formations, certain verbs that do not fit the 

norm need to be presented: 

1. The double-object stem te+tla-(maca), "to give s.th. to s.o.," is said to be "inherently" 
applicative. The verbstem violates the valence principal of 23.1, since the applicative object 
is unjustified by an applicative suffix inside the stem. Thus, although a transitive stem is 
involved, the formation resembles that of the valence-neutral stems in subsection 3 below. 
That the verbstem is basically a single-object one is apparently supported by the future-agen- 
tive nounstem (tla-maca-z)-qui-, "one who will give," i.e., "an offering priest" (see 36.8), 
where only a direct object is present. But if we can judge by certain of Nahuatl's "sister" lan- 
guages, the verbstem's double object valence is very old; for example, Hopi has the verbstem 
maqa, which also takes two objects, as in Nu' pumuy sikwi-t maqa, "I to-him the-meat gave," 
i.e., "I gave the meat to him" (note that Hopi is totally unlike Nahuatl in that it has words rather 
than nuclear clauses). 

2. Judging by its translation of "to see s.0. or s.th.," one might think that the single-object 
stem te- - tla-(itt-a) is a simple directive stem. This is not the case, however. Its geminate [tt] 
is unique, not justified by normal morphological processes (such as, for example, the one that 
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produces the [tt] in (11-6-t-0-ti-nemi), "to go for a walk"; see 8 28.6). It is the result of a strange 
phonological shift. The stem's source is the defective intransitive stem *(itzi), "to be alert/ 
observant." The sibilant-release feature Is/ of this stem's phoneme /g/ (see 5 2.3.4) is replaced 
by the stop-release feature It/, producing the phone [tt], which is manifested as tt. 

In addition to the irregular base itt-, the derived stem is further irregular in that the a suffix 
attached to it is applicative, not causative as would be expected. This analysis is based on the 
fact that the source stem is valence neutral, since there is a single-object applicative mate, *t& 
- tla-(itzi), "to be alert/observant with regard to s.0. - s.th.," i.e., "to see s.0. - s.th." (formed 
according to 8 24.2.2). It is this more basic applicative stem that must be used, instead oft& - 
tla-(itt-a), as the embed in connective-t compounds (see 8 28.7.4). On the other hand, neither 
*(itzi) nor *t& - tla-(itzi) can appear in simple-stemmed VNCs as te- - tla-(itt-a) can. 

3. As pointed out in 8 24.2, certain verbstems violate the valence principle of 8 23.1 in that 
they belong to a valence-neutral pair. Usually, the transitive member has an applicative mean- 
ing; for example: 

(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh > ti5- - tla-(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh about/at s.0. or s.th. 
(mayiina) = to be hungry > tla-(mayiina) = to be hungry for s.th. 
(2-miqui) = to die because of [lack of] water; i.e., to be thirsty > te- - tla-(g-miqui) = 

to thirst for S.O. or s.th. 
(temiqui) = to dream > te- - tla-(temiqui) = to dream about s.0. or s.th. 
(teo-hc-i-hui) = to be hungry > te- - tla-(teo-hc-i-hui) = to hunger for s.0. or s.th. 
(nene-hc-i-hui) = to panthe winded > te- - tla-(nene-hc-i-hui) = to pant for S.O. or s.th. 

26.2. Applicative Verbsterns (First Type). The basic type of applicative verbstems is derived 
from a nonapplicative stem by adding the morpheme carrier ha:/ to a replacive imperfective 
stem that lacks the final vowel of the source verbstem. If that stem-final vowel is a causative 
morpheme carried by /a/ or /a:/, the resultant applicative stem should be analyzed as having 
an irregular sig-carried variant, but in these lessons that causative morph is not indicated; e.g., 
m-o+tla-(ix-tlii-hu-0-is) will be represented as m-o+tla-(ix-tlii-hu-is); compare the treatment 
of stems with /a/- and /a:/-carried morphemes in 5 7.3.1 and 8 7.3.2, note. 

(pin-ii-hua) = to be ashamed > t&(pin-ii-hu-iii) = to feel shame for s.0.; by extension, to 
find fault with S.O. [The source is a destockal intransitive stem. By a further extension, 
the derived stem takes on a causative translation value, "to shame s.o."] 

tla-(ix-tlii-hu-a) = to pay s.th. (i.e., money) > te+tla-(ix-tlii-hu-is) to pay s.th. to s.0. [See 
8 54.2.2.1 

tla-(ihtzoma) = to sew s.th. > m-o+tla- - te+tla-(ihtzom-iii) = to sew s.th. for oneself or 
for s.0. 

tla-(chihua) = to dolmake s.th. > t&(tla-chihu-iii) = to do s.th. to s.0.; i.e., to bewitch s.o., 
to cast a spell on s.0. [The source stem has undergone tla fusion.] 

tla-(c6hua) = to buy s.th. > m-o+tla- - te+tla-(c6hu-iii) = to buy s.th. for oneself or for S.O. 
tla-(ixca) = to bakelroast s.th. > m-o+tla- - ti?+tla-(ixqu-iii) = to bakelroast s.th. for one- 

self or for s . ~ .  
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(oh-quetza) = to erect a path; i.e., to open a path > ti5-(oh-quech-iii) = to open a path for 
s.o.;figurative, to set a good example for S.O. [Notice the /$l to [E] shift. The source stem 
is a compound stem; see 5 30.2.1 

At times the source stem is not attested. The following examples have a compound stem as 
source (see 30.2). 

*@l-i5-hu-a) = to cause the liver (i.e., the heart) to rise > tla-(d-e-hu-iii) = to lift the heart 
with regard to s.th.; i.e., to fervently desire s.th., to yearn forlcovet s.th. 

*(pal-i5-hu-a) = to cause a favor to rise > &(pal-i?-hu-is) = to do a favor for s.o., to help 
S.O. [The nounstem (pal)-li-, "favor, sake," does not occur in absolutive-state NNCs; see 
g 45.4.3.1 

The rule of adding iii after the deletion of the stem-final vowel is valid even when the source 
stem ends in /i/. Since this deleted li/ of the stem is replaced by the /i/ of the suffix, the nature 
of the derived stem may not be apparent at first glance; i.e., it may not be clear whether the 
derived stem is applicative (a replacive stem plus the applicative suffix is) or causative (a base 
stem plus the causative a; see g 24.3.1). The difficulty is real, however, only in those instances 
in which the source stem is intransitive, since causative a is not attached to transitive stems. 

(quiy-a-hui) = to rain > t&(quiy-a-hu-is) = to rain on S.O. 
tla-(ih-tlani) = to request s.th. > ti5+tla-(ih-tlan-ia) = to ask s.th. oflfrom S.O. 

tla-(cui) = to take s.th. > m-o+tla-(cu-is) = to take s.th. for o.s.; i.e., to borrow s.th., to 
appropriate s.th. 

Special care must be taken when the source verbstem ends in ti, since the resultant t-ia may 
look like a causative. If a nounstem precedes the t, the type-two causative tiii is not possible. 

(cuica-ti) = to have a song > ti?-(cuica-t-is) = to have a song for s.o.; i.e., to sing to S.O. [ 
< (cuica)-tl-, "song."] 

(nahua-ti) = to have a clear sound, i.e. to be clearly audible > t@-(niihua-t-ia) = to be clearly 
audible to s.o.; i.e., to give commands to S.O. 

But it is very frequently the case that a nounstem precedes a ti followed by a type-one causative 
(i.e., ti-2). Thus, it is possible that the te-(cuica-t-is) above is ti?-(cuica-ti-ii), "to cause S.O. to 
have a song," but the applicative reading seems preferable. More frequently a difference in 
structure entails a difference in meaning; for example: 

tla-(yaca-ti-a) = to cause s.th. to have a noselpoint; i.e., ( l)  to release s.th. (i.e., water) that 
has been dammed up or impounded (since the resultant flow has a pointlike shape in 
front); (2) to sharpen s.th. (e.g., a stake) to a point [ < (yaca)-tl-, "noselpoint."] 

tla-(yaca-t-ia) = to be a point in relation to s.th.; i.e., to be the person out in front of a group 
on the move; to be the first person in a line 

The possibility for ambiguity between a type-one causative stem and a type-one applicative 
stem is not limited to source stems ending in ti; for example, the verbstem (ilpi), "to become 
tied," can produce: 

tla-(ilpi-2) = caus., to cause s.th. to become tied, to tie s.th. [See 5 24.3.1 .b.] 
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m-o-(ilp-iii) = applic., to become tied to one another [This stem is found, for example, in 
the expression toxiuh molpih (also spelled toxim molpih, as it can be pronounced), 
"our years have become tied to one another," frequently translated as "the Binding of the 
Years." The expression is the name for the end of a fifty-two-year period (see Appendix 
E.3). A type-two applicative formation is also possible: m-o-(ilpi-liii) yields toxiuh 
molpilih.] 

The use of the first type of applicative stem formation is unpredictable, and each verbstem 
must be learned as a separate lexical item. 

26.3. Applicative Verbstems (Second Type). Another, more frequent, type of applicative stem 
is formed by means of the suffixal units liii and huiii. Both of these units are suffixal combi- 
nations containing the applicative morpheme carried by ha:/ and the semantically empty mor- 
phemes N and /W/ (concerning other uses of these connective morphemes, see 5 20.1, note, 
for N and 5 35.9 and 5 58.1 for /W/). They will, however, be written solid in these lessons in 
order to help distinguish first- and second-type applicative stem formations. 

The derivation using these suffixal units is fairly predictable, since it depends primarily on 
the ending of the source stem. The unit huiii is used with transitive Class C verbs ending in 
0-2 (see 5 26.9) or with intransitive Class A stems ending in /o:/ (see 5 26.10). The suffixal unit 
liii is used in most other situations (see $8 26.4-8). 

Intransitive verbs that derive causative stems by means of liii (see 3 25.5) have no applica- 
tive derivation, although at times such a stem formed with liii may be ambiguously causative 
or applicative (see 5 26.10). 

If a reflexive object pronoun occurs in a source VNC, it must become the shuntline reflex- 
ive pronoun ne in the applicative transform. Contrast the following formations: 

nitlaihyiina = I hide s.th. > ninotlaihyiinilia = I hide s.th. for myself [The reflexive pro- 
noun n-o is mainline, since it is brought in under the control of liii.] 

ninihyiina = I hide (myself); I take shelter from the rain > nicneihyiinilia = I hide from 
himher [The ne is shuntline, since c-0 is brought in as the mainline object pronoun under 
the control of liii.] 

26.4. Applicative StemsJi-om Source Stems Ending in h/. Both transitive and intransitive verbs 
whose imperfective stems end in li/ form an applicative stem by attaching the suffixal unit liii 
to the imperfective stem: 

(nemi) = to live > tla-(nemi-liii) = to think about s.th., to consider S-th. [Applicative stems 
derived from intransitive verbs frequently have a meaning that shifts idiomatically away 
from that of the source. In the present example, the shift in meaning resembles that occur- 
ring in the English word "dwell": "to dwell" > "to dwell upon s.th."] 

(tlatz-i-hui) = to be lazy > tla-(tlatz-i-hui-liii) = to be lazy toward s.th., to feel apathy for 
s.th., to feel aversion toward S.&. [There is also an irregular formation: tla-(tlatz-i-l-huiii); 
this stem should be a double-object one, presupposing a transitive stem ending in 0-2 (see 
5 26.9.2).] 
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tla-(caqui) = to hear s.th. > te+tla-(caqui-liii) = to hear s.th. from s.0. [If the source has tla 
fusion, the resultant stem, te-(tla-caqui-liii), means "to listedgive a hearing to s.o.," "to 
grant s.o.'s petition."] 

tla-(itqui) = to carry s.th. > tP+tla-(itqui-liii) = to carry s.th. tolfor s.0. 
tla-(2yi) = to do s.th. > te+tla-(iiyi-liii) = to do s.th. for s.0. [The restriction on the use of a 

sounded direct object with tla-(iiyi) (see 5 18.8) continues in force in the applicative 
stem; e.g., niteiiyilia, #ni-0+te+0-0(iiyi-lia)0+0-W, "I do it for s.o." If the source has tla 
fusion, the resultant stem, t&(tla-iiyi-liii), means "to work for s.o."] 

At times the final vowel of the source stem is lengthened: 

tla-(cui) = to take s.th. > te+tla-(cui-li2) = to take s.th. from s.0. 

If the source stem ends in hi/, this changes to [G] in the applicative stem: 

tla-(pii-hua-ci) = to stew s.th. > te+tla-(p2-hua-xi-liii) = to stew s.th. for s.0. 
tla-(ahci) = to overtake s.th., to capture s.th. > te+tla-(ahxi-liii) = to capture s.th. for s.0. 

If the source stem ends in /$i/, the derived stem may replace it with [Ci]: 

(huetzi) = to fall > m-o-(huechi-li2) [This formation occurs in the honorific compound 
stem m-o+tla-(cui-0-ti-huechi-liii); see 5 33.10.1 

te- - tla-(ce-huechi-lia) = impers; for freezing to happen to s.o./s.th., i.e., for s.o./s.th. to 
freeze [See compound verbstem in 5 30.1 1 .] 

If the source verbstem ends in /ti/ preceded by a vowel, the derived stem may replace the It/ 
with [C]. 

tla-(mati) = to know s.th. > ti?+tla-(machi-li2) = to know s.th. (e.g., defects, virtues, a secret) 
about s.0. 

26.5. Applicative Stems from Source Stems Ending in /d. When the imperfective stem of 
a verb ends in /a/, the derivation of the applicative stem depends mainly upon the nature of 
the sound that precedes it; therefore, the following discussion is divided into three parts, 
according to whether the preceding sound is an /i/ (see 5 26.6), a consonant (see 8 26.7), or 
an /o/ (see 5 26.9). As in first-type applicative stems (see 5 26.2), if the final a of the source 
stem is the causative suffix, the analysis of the applicative stem in these lessons will not 
indicate its irregular sig-carried variant; e.g., te+tla-(tl2-ti-0-IiP) will be represented as 
te+tla-(tlii-ti-E). 

26.6. Applicative Stemsfrom Source Stems Ending in /ia:/. If the source stem ends in /a:/ pre- 
ceded by /U, the applicative stem is formed by attaching li2 to a replacive imperfective stem 
that lacks the final /a:/. 

The causative verbstems in Lessons 24 and 25 in which an /i/ precedes the /a:/ derive 
applicative stems according to this rule: 

tla-(tlami-2) = to finish a.th. > te+tla-(tlami-liii) = to finish s.th. for s.0. 
m-o-(tlii-ti-a) = to hide oneself > te+ne-(tl2-ti-liP) = to hide from s.0. [The reflexive object 

pronoun of the source has been replaced by its shuntline variant in the derived stem.] 
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te+tla-(piica-l-tiii) = to have S.O. wash s.th. > te+te+tla-(piica-l-ti-liii) = to have S.O. wash 
s.th. for S.O. 

This rule also derives applicative stems from other applicative stems. The type-one applica- 
tive suffix iii is reduced to i and the type-two suffix liii to li: 

tla-(tzitz-qu-iii) = to grip s.th. in the hand > te+tla-(tzitz-qu-i-lia) = to grip s.th. forhelong- 
ing to S.O. 

te+tla-(ix-tlii-hu-iii) = to pay s.th. to S.O. > ti?+tla+tla-(ix-tlii-hu-i-liii) = to pay s.th. to S.O. 
for S-th. 

tla-(ce-liii) = to be willing with regard to S-th.; i.e., to receive s.th. > te+tla-(ce-li-liii) = to 
receive s.th. from S.O. > ti5+te+tla-(ce-li-li-liii) = to receive s.th. from S.O. for S.O. [See 

26.8.3.1 

26.7. Applicative Stemsfrom Source Stems Ending in a Consonant Followed by /a/. As a gen- 
eral rule, when the sound preceding a stem-final /a/ is a consonant, the applicative stem is 
formed on a replacive imperfective stem in which the /a/ is replaced by [i]: 

tla-(iina) = to take hold of s.th. > te+tla-(iini-li8) = to take hold of s.th. for S.O. 
tla-(inaya) = to hide s.th. > te+tla-(iniiyi-liii) = to conceal s.th. from S.O. [The -ayi- is tradi- 

tionally spelled -ai-.] 
tla-(6ya) = to shell s.th. (i.e., maize, peas, etc.) > te+tla-(6yi-liii) = to shell s.th. for S.O. 

[The -6yi- is traditionally spelled -oi-.] 
(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh > t&(hue-tz-qui-lia) = to laugh at/with S.O. 
tla-(pii-tz-ca) = to squeeze liquid from s.th. > te+tla-(pii-tz-qui-liii) = to squeeze liquid 

from s.th. for S.O. 

In certain instances the source stem is no longer extant: 

*(niin-ca) = to act in the manner of a mother > te-(niin-qui-liii) = to respond to s.o., to 
answer S.O. 

After replacing the stem-final /a/ with [i], verbs ending in /sal further change the /S/ to [g]. 
The applicative stem thus ends in xi-liii: 

tla-(tliiza) = to throw s.th. > te+tla-(tliixi-liii) = to throw s.th. from s.o.; i.e., to bring about 
an abortion 

After replacing the /a/ with /if, verbs ending in tla or tza further change the final consonant to 
[E]. The applicative stem thus ends in chi-lia: 

te- - tla-(m6tla) = to throw rocks at S.O. or s.th. > tG+tt!- - ti5+tla-(mbchi-liii) = to throw 
rocks at S.O. or s.th. belonging to S.O. 

t&(n6tza) = to call S.O. > ti?+t&(nGchi-liii) = to call S.O. for S.O. 
tla-(il-pitza) = to blow on s.th. (e.g., coals) > ti?+tla-(il-pichi-1s) = to blow on s.th. for S.O. 

[The source stem is a compound stem with the nounstem *(il)-li- as embed; see 8 30.13. 
The [i] of this nounstem is a supportive vowel.] 

tla-(quetza) = to stand s.th. erect > te-(tla-quechi-liii) = to tell stories or tales to S.O. [The 
derived stem shows tla fusion.] 
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But occasionally, instead of changing to ch, the tl as the last consonant of the source stem 
changes to t (for the structure of these stem-final tla verbs, see 5 55.2): 

t&(tla-zo-h-tla) = to consider S.O. dear; i.e., to love S.O. > te+ti?-(tla-zo-h-ti-1%) = to love 
S.O. belonging to s.o.; to love S.O. for the sake of S.O. 

tla-(pa-tla) = to change s.th., to exchange s.th. > te+tla-(pa-ti-lil) = to change s.th. with 
S.O. 

Note: These double-object applicative stems ending in ti-li8 may have homophonous single-object causative 
stems derived (according to 5 25.5.1) from intransitive verbstems ending in ti (see 5 54.2.1): tla-(tla-zo-h-ti-li8) = 
"to value s.th., to have a high opinion of s.th." [< (tla-zo-h-ti) = "to be valuable"]. Therefore, a VNC such as nict- 
lazohtilia is ambiguous, being either #hi-0+c-0+0-0(tla-zo-h-ti-lia)0+0-W, "I love himher for hisher sake," or 
hi-0+c-0(tla-zo-h-ti-lia)0+0-W, "I value it." 

26.8. Exceptions. There are four exceptions to the general rule of 26.7: (1) Class D verbs, 
(2) transitive Class B stems that end in Iiyal, (3) intransitive Class B stems that end in Ieyal, 
and (4) stems that end in loyal. 

1. Class D stems form the applicative stem by adding l i l  to the imperfective stem. This 
means that the final vowel of the source stem is long: 

tla-(p%) = to dye s.th. > te+tla-(p%-li8) = to dye s.th. for S.O. 
tla-(m8mii) = to carry s.th. on one's back > te+tla-(mlmii-lil) = to carry s.th. on one's 

back for S.O. 

2. Transitive Class B stems that end in Iiyd form the applicative stem by adding l i l  to the 
imperfective stem: 

tla-(piya) = to keep s.th. > te+tla-(piya-lil) = to keep s.th. for S.O. 
(tla-chiya) = to look > te-(tla-chiya-lil) = to look concerning s.o.; to be on the lookout 

against S.O. [The source stem is the result of tla fusion.] 

3. Intransitive Class B stems that in end in Ieyal form the applicative stem by deleting the 
ya and adding lil to the root. 

(ce-ya) = to be willing, to consent > tla-(ce-lil) = to be willing with regard to s.th.; i.e., 
to receive s.th. 

4. Verbstems that end in loyal may be intransitive or transitive. The intransitive stems 
belong to the type of "root + ya" verb that forms the causative according to 5 25.4.8. They 
create the applicative stem by deleting the ya and attaching the l i l  to the root: 

(tlabco-ya) = to be sad > te-(tlabco-lil) = to be sad in relation to s.o.; i.e., to feel pity 
for S.O. 

(coco-ya) = to be sick > t&(coco-li8) = to be sick in relation to s.o.; to hate S.O. 

If a transitive stem ending in loyal belongs to a valence-neutral pair (see 26.1.3) then it acts like 
a "root + ya" intransitive stem; i.e., the applicative is formed on the root (i.e., the stem minus ya): 

tla-(ybco-ya) = to createlinvent s.th. [Cf., (ybco-ya), "to be well-formed."] > te+tla- 
(ybco-liii) = to create s.th. for S.O. 
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Others ending in loyal use the formation in exception 2 above: they add li2 to the imperfec- 
tive stem: 

tla-(n2moy2) = to steal s.th. > tC+tla-(n2rnoy2-liQ) = to steal s.th. from S.O. 

26.9. Applicative Stems from Source Stems Ending in /oa:/. A causative stem formed by 
means of 0-2 (see 24.7) derives its applicative stem by means of hui2. (Contrast this applica- 
tive use of huiS with the causative use in 8 25.6.) A number of formations are possible, but all 
are constructed on a replacive stem. 

1. When 0-2 participates in a causative destockal verbstem whose root ends in 111, the 
applicative suffix hui2 is added to that root: 

tla-(nspal-0-2) = to carry s.th. in the arms > tC+tla-(napal-hui2) = to carry s.th. in the 
arms for S.O. 

tla-(pol-0-2) = to lose s.th. > tC+tla-(pol-huil) = to lose s.th. belonging to S.O. 
tla-(xel-0-2) = to dividelsplit s.th. > tP+tla-(xel-hui2) = to dividelsplit s.th. with S.O. 
tla-(ihcuil-0-2) = to write s.th. > tC+tla-(ihcuil-huiS) = to write s.th. to S.O. 

As pointed out in 24.7, note 2, tla-(pil-0-2) has no intransitive destockal source, but never- 
theless its applicative stem is tC+tla-(pil-huis), "to hang s.th. up for s.0" 

The source stem may no longer be extant: 

*tla-(il-0-2) > tP+tla-(il-huiS) = to say s.th. to S.O. [This derived stem serves as a sup- 
pletive applicative stem for tla-(iht-o-S), "to say s.th." (since this latter stem's own 
applicative is used in a different sense; see section 2 below). The source stem is obvi- 
ously somehow related to the expression quil presented in 19.5.1 

An intransitive denominal verbstem created by 0-2 (see 55.3.1) can form a single-object 
applicative verbstem by the same procedure (see 55.3.2.a): 

(chol-0-2) = intrans, to use hoofs; i.e., to bound/jumplflee > tla-(chol-hui2) = to use hoofs 
in relation to s.th.; i.e., to bound/jump/leap over s.th. (e.g., a stream) [< (cho1)-li-, "hoof '1 

2. When the 0-2 participates in a causative destockal verbstem whose root ends in a con- 
sonant other than 1, the hui2 is added to a base that consists of the root plus a-l or i-l. The a-l 
is used when the intransitive destockal stem behind the causative stem ends in a-hui; the i-l is 
used when it ends in i-hui (see 24.7): 

tla-(iht-0-2) = to say s.th. > tC+tla-(iht-a-l-huil) = to say s.th. about s.o., to say s.th. for 
s.o., to speak for S.O. [Cf. (iht-a-hui).] 

tla-(pach-0-2) = to press down on s.th. > tC+tla-(pach-i-l-hui2) = to press down on s.th. 
for S.O. [Cf. (pach-i-hui).] 

Certain intransitive denominal verbstems created by 0-2 (see 55.3.1) can form a single- 
object applicative stem on analogy with this formation by inventing a hypothetical i-huila-hui 
stem (see 55.3.2.b, note 2): 

(Syacach-0-2) = to shake a gourd rattle > tP-(Syacach-i-l-hui2) = to shake a gourd rat- 
tle for s . ~ .  [< (2yacach)-tli-, "gourd rattle"] 
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If the root of the destockal verbstem ends in /o/, so that the intransitive suff’vr is only hui and the 
causative one is only a (see 8 24.7, note I ) ,  the applicative huiii is added to the root plus /U: 

tla-(tlap-0-3) = to open s.th.; to uncover s.th. > t5+tla-(tlap-o-l-huiii) = to open s.th. for 
S.O. [Cf. (tlap-o-hui) in 8 24.7, note 1 .] 

(zaca-mo-ii) = to clear away weeds, to clear ground for cultivation > te-(zaca-mo-l- 
huiii) = to clear ground for cultivation for S.O. [The source is a compound stem with 
(zaca)-tl-, “grasdweed,” as the embed and the unattested verbstem *tla-(mo-2) as 
the matrix (for compound stems, see 0 30.3).] 

3. If the causative stem serving as the source has been created by adding a to the root of 
an intransitive “root + ya” stem, the applicative suffix huiii is added to a replacive stem con- 
sisting of the root plus /U: 

tla-(coco-a) > to hurt s.th. > ti2+tla-(coco-l-huiii) = to hurt s.th. belonging to s.o.; to mis- 
treat s.th. belonging to s . ~ .  [Cf. (coco-ya), “to become sick,” in s 54.2.3.1 

4. In exceptional instances a verb ending in 0-9 uses the suffixal unit 1 5  instead of huiii 
to form its applicative stem. The liii is added to a replacive imperfective stem that lacks the 
final a: 

tla-(ti!m-o-8) = to seek s.th. > te+tla-(tem-o-liii) = to seek s.th. for s.o.; to seek infor- 
mation about S.O.  

26.10. Applicative Stems from Intransitive Stems Ending in /o:/. The same verbstem forma- 
tion that in 8 25.6 adds huiii to intransitive stems ending in /o:/ to create causative stems also 
creates applicative stems. Only context of usage can resolve the resultant ambiguity. Compare 
the translation values of the following examples with those in 0 25.6. 

(tem6) = to descend > tla-(temij-huiii) = to descend in relation to s.th.; i.e., to descend s.th. 

(tlehc6) = to ascend > tla-(tlehca-huia) =‘to ascend in relation to s.th.; i.e., to ascend s.th. 
(pan6) = to cross to the other side > tla-(pana-huia) = to go beyond s.th., to exceedsurpass 

(e.g., mountain, tree, stairs) 

s.th. 

26.11. The Sufixal Unit tiii as an Applicative Formative. In rare, exceptional instances the 
suffixal unit tiii is used to form an applicative stem. The formation should not be mistaken for 
a causative. 

tla-(namaca) = to sell s.th. > *(namaqui-10) > ti2+tla-(namaqui-l-tiii) =to sell s.th. to S.O.  

tla-(nequi) = to want s.th. > (nec-6) > m-o+tla-(nec-tiii) = to wantfcovet s.th. for O.S.  [Com- 
pare ti?+tla-(nec-tiii) in 8 26.23.1 

26.12. Applicative-I and Applicative-2 Stems fiom the Same Source. The fact that a verb per- 
mits the applicative derivation by means of the suffix in (see $26.2) does not prevent it from 
deriving an applicative stem by means of liii. 
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tla-(cbhua) = to buy s.th. > te+tla-(cbhu-is) - te+tla-(cbhui-liii) = to buy s.th. for S.O. 

It is possible for the two stems to have different meanings, although in the following example 
the difference seems to result from tla fusion in the type-one stem. 

te-(tla-chihu-5) = to bewitch S.O. 

te+tla-(chihui-lis) = to dolmake s.th. for S.O. 

26.13. Class Membership of the Applicative Stem. An applicative stem created by either the 
fust type or the second-type stem formation always belongs to verbstem Class C. 

26.14. The Applicative Transformation. A VNC is transformed into its applicative counter- 
part by (1) replacing the source stem with an applicative one and (2) importing an applicative 
object pronoun from outside the source VNC. The last-added applicative object pronoun of an 
applicative VNC is the mainline object. If there are two objects, the one of the source becomes 
a shuntline object. If there are three objects, the one of the source becomes a first-level shunt- 
line object and the one surpassing it becomes a second-level shuntline object. 

26.15. The Single-Object Applicative Transform. When the source is an intransitive VNC, 
the applicative transform is a single-object VNC: 

Intransitive source: nitlabcoya = I am sad 
Applicative transform: 

a. nitetlabcolia = W-0+t2(tlabco-lia)0+0-0# = I am sad in regard to s.o.; i.e., I feel 
pity for S.O. 

b. nirnitztlabcolia = #ni-@+m-itz(t1abco-lia)0+0-0# = I feel pity for you 
c. ninotlabcolia = W-0+n-~(tlabco-lia)0+0-0# = I feel sad in regard to myself; i.e., I 

feel self-pity 

The intransitive source stem may be the result of tla fusion (see 7.10). The applicative 
transform, as above, is a single-object VNC, though this may not be apparent: 

Intransitive source: bnitlahtoh = W-0(tla-ht-o-h)0+0-0# = I spoke 
Applicative transform: bnimitztlahtalhuih = b#ni-0+m-itz(t1a-ht-a-l-huih)0+0-0# = I 

spoke about you 

If the stem resulting from tla fusion has an adverbial embed (see Lesson 30), the number of 
objects is obvious (i.e., the fusion of the tla is unquestionable): 

Intransitive source: centlahtohqueh = #0-0(cen-tla-ht-o-h)0+qu-eh# = they spoke as one 
[The embed (cen)-B-, "one in number," is adverbial here: "as one."] 

Applicative transform: t&entlahtalhuihqueh = #0-0+te(cen-tla-ht-a-l-huih)0+qu-eh# = 
they spoke together with people; i.e., they conferred with people 

26.16. The Double-Object Applicative Transform. When the source is a single-object VNC, 
the applicative transform is a double-object VNC. 

1. If there is no incompatibility between the objects, both are overt: 
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Single-object source: nitlapiica = I wash s.th. 
Applicative transform: 

a. nitetlapiiquilia = I wash s.th. for s.0. 
b. nictlapiiquilia = I wash s.th. for him 
c. ninotlapiiquilia = I wash s.th. for myself 

Single-object source: nicpiica = I wash it/them 
Applicative transform: 

a. nictepiiquilia = I wash idthem for s.0. 
b. nicnopiiquilia = I wash it/them for myself 

Single-object source: quimiimoya = he kidnaps them 
Applicative transform: mitzinniimoyiilia = he kidnaps them from you [Here the incom- 

patibility is only partial; only the val subposition of qu-in has become silent, i.e., the 
pronoun is represented by 0-in.] 

In contrast to transforms that import the reflexive-object pronoun as the mainline applica- 
tive object, such as ninotlapiiquilia and nicnopiiquilia, if the source VNC has a reflexive 
object, the applicative transform has the shuntline reflexive-object pronoun ne: 

Single-object source: ninotliitia = I hide myself; i.e., I hide 
Applicative transform: nimitznetliitilia = I hide from you 

In rare, exceptional instances, however, this rule is violated. For example, ninotenextilia may 
mean either, unexpectedly, "I reveal myself to s.0." (derived from ninonextia, "I reveal myself') 
or, expectedly, "I discover s.0. for myself' (derived from nitenextia, "I discover s.0."). 

2. Mutual incompatibility of specific projective-object pronouns permits only the main- 
line applicative object to be overt: 

Single-object source: nicxeloa = I divide idthem 
Applicative transform: nimitzxelhuia = hi-0+m-itz+0-0(xel-huia)0+0-0# = I divide 

it/them with you 

Single-object source: niquinniimoya = I kidnap them 
Applicative transform: niquimiimoyiilia = hi-0+qu-in+n-o(niimoyii-lia)0+0-0# = I 

kidnap them from them 

As pointed out in 8 25.16, a supplementary element may stand in cross-reference to a silently 
present specific object pronoun. 

Principal: Onechcuilih. = S0-0+n-ech+n-0(cui-lih)0+0-0# = He took it/them from me. 
Adjunct: Niimox. = #B-0+n-0(iimox)0-0# = It is my book. They are my books. 
Transform: Onlnechcu-%h niimox. = He took my book/books from me. [The subject pro- 

noun 0-0+ . . .)@-0 of the adjunct = its head, the direct-object pronoun 0-0, in the prin- 
cipal. The supplementary object stands in cross-reference to the silently present object 
pronoun of the principal.] 

Note: See Appendix C.2 for the range of possible double-object pronoun combinations. 
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26.17. The Triple-Object Applicative Transform. When the source VNC is a double-object 
VNC, the applicative transform has three object pronouns. 

1. If there is no incompatibility among the objects, all three are overt: 

Double-object source: tetlapiicaltia = he has s.0. wash s.th. 
Applicative transform: 

a.  ti?tPtlapScaltilia = he has s.0. wash s.th. for s.0. 
b. ni5chti%lapiicaltilia = he has s.0. wash s.th. for me 
c.  mot8tlapiicaltilia = he has s.0. wash s.th. for himself 

Double-object source: nimitztlapiicaltia = I have you wash s.th. 
Applicative transform: 

a. nimitztetlapacaltilia = I have you wash s.th. for s.0. 
b. nimitznotlapiicaltilia = I have you wash s.th. for me 

Double-object source: nicti5piicaltia = I have s.0. wash idthem 
Applicative transform: 

a. nictGti2piicaltilia = I have s.0. wash idthem for s.0. 
b. nicnoti?pScaltilia = I have s.0. wash idthem for me 

2. Mutual incompatibility of specific projective-object pronouns may permit only two 
objects to be overt: 

Double-object source: mitztlapiicaltia = he has you wash s.th. 
Applicative transform: nikhtlapiicaltilia = #0-0+n-~ch+n-n+tla(piica-l-ti-lia)0+0-0# 

= he has you wash s.th. for me [Because of the incompatibility between the causative 
object m-itz and the applicative object n-&h, the former is represented by its variant 
0-0 because it is a shuntline-object pronoun (the second-level shuntline object). The 
direct-object pronoun tla, the first-level shuntline object, is unaffected.] 

Double-object source: quitepiicaltia = he has s.0. wash idthem 
Applicative transform: ni!chti?pHcaltilia = #0-0+n-~ch+~-0+t~(p~ca-l-ti-lia)0+0-0# = 

he has S.O. wash idthem for me [Because of the incompatibility between the direct- 
object pronoun qui-0 (which moves from being the shuntline object in the double- 
object source to the first-level shuntline object in the transform) and the mainline- 
object pronoun n-ech, the qui-0 is represented by its variant 0-0. The second-level 
shuntline object tG remains as it was when it was the mainline object of the double- 
object source.] 

Double-object source: mitzpiicaltia = #0-0+m-itz+u-0(piica-I-tia)0+0-0# = he has you 
wash idthem 

Applicative transform: 

a. mitztepiicaltilia = #0-0+rn-itz+~-0+t~(piica-l-ti-lia)0+0-0# 
= he has you wash idthem for s.0. 
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b. mitzmopiicaltilia = M-0+m-itz+O-@+m-~(piica-l-ti-lia)0+0- 
0# = he has you wash idthem for himself 

3. Mutual incompatibility of specific projective-object pronouns may permit only one 
object pronoun to be overt: 

Double-object source: mitzpiicaltia = #0-@+m-itz+0-B(piica-l-tia)0+0-0# = he has you 
wash idthem 

Applicative transform: nechpacaltilia = M-0+n-i?ch+O-O+O-B(piica-l-ti-lia)0+0-0# = 

he has you wash idthem for me [Only the mainline projective-object pronoun n-&h 
can be manifested by sounded morphs; both the second- and first-level shuntline pro- 
jective-object pronouns are manifested by silent morphs: the m-itz of the source has 
become 0-0 and the 0-0 (the silent variant of qui-0) has remained as it was.] 

See Appendix C.3 for the range of possible triple-object pronoun combinations. 

Note: The examples in subsections 2 and 3 above and in 9 26.16.2 should make even more evident the already 
mentioned need to know how many valence positions a given verbstem requires. Without such knowledge one is 
unable to recognize and translate contrasts such as that between nicxeloa ("I divide itlthem") and nicxelhuia ("I 
divide it/them with him"). 

26.18. Ambiguity in the Applicative Transform. The problem of ambiguity in multiple-object 
applicative VNCs is similar to that in causative VNCs (see 25.13). The presentation in 
26.16 and 26.17 avoids the problem, because the transforms are shown generated from an 
identified source. Many of those VNCs, however, might have been generated from a different 
source, with the consequence that they would have a different meaning. One must, then, be pre- 
pared to recognize the alternative source possibilities underlying an applicative VNC. 

The problem of ambiguity can be illustrated by examining examples of two situations that 
are prominently ambiguous: (1) a specific projective-object pronoun followed by te+tla, and (2) 
a specific projective-object pronoun followed by a silently present object followed by te. In such 
sequences one must decide which pronoun is mainline, which is second-level shuntline, and 
which is first-level shuntline; that is, which pronoun correlates with which part of the verbstem. 

1. A VNC such as tinikhtetlapiicaltilia has two possible interpretations: (a) "you have 
S.O. wash s.th. for me" or (b) "you have me wash s.th. for s.o." The first takes the applicative 
transform to be related to the underlying VNC titetlapiicaltia, into which n-ech has been 
imported as mainline (applicative) object under the sponsorship of liii. The second takes the 
applicative transform to be related to the underlying VNC tinechtlapiicaltia, into which te 
has been imported as mainline (applicative) object under the sponsorship of liii. 

2. A VNC such as nechtepiicaltilia has two possible interpretations: (a) "he has S.O. wash 
itlthem for me" or (b) "he has me wash idthem for s.o." The first takes the applicative transform 
to be related to the VNC quitPpiicaltia, into which n-&h has been imported as mainline 
(applicative) object under the sponsorship of liii. The second takes the applicative transform to 
be related to the underlying VNC nechpiicaltia, into which te  has been imported as mainline 
(applicative) object under the sponsorship of liii. 
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A study of Appendix C with these examples in mind will help one deal effectively with the 
problem of ambiguity in applicative VNCs. 

26.19. The Applicative VNC in the Optative andAdmonitive Moods. Applicative VNCs may 
be used in wish, cornrnancUexhortation, and admonition sentences: 

Assertion: Nechciihuilia. = He buys idthem for me. 
Wish: Mii nechciihuili. = If only he would buy it/them for me. 

Assertion: NoconnotlBxilia. = I cast it off from myself. 
Wish: Mii cugl yeh noconnotlBxili. = If only I could quickly cast it off from myself. 

Assertion: Ahtictlamilia. = ah#ti-0+~-0+C)-0(tlami-lia)0+0-0# = You don't finish idthem 
for himher. 

Command: Mii caxictlamili. = ca#xi-0+~-0+U-0(tlami-li)0+U-0# = Don't finish idthem 
for himher. 

Assertion: Tiquinchihuiliah. = We make idthem for them. 
Exhortation: Mii tiquinchihuiliciin. = #ti-0+qu-in+~-0(chihui-li)0+c-iin# = Let's make 

it/them for them. 

Assertion: Antechihtlacalhuiah. = You (pl) are spoiling it that belongs to us. You are spoil- 
ing them that belong to us; i.e., You are spoiling ours. 

Admonition: Mii nen anti?chihtlacalhuihtin. = #an-O+t-i3ch+O-B(ihtlac-a-l-huih)0+t-in# 
= Beware (pl) of spoiling ours. 

26.20. The Applicative VNC in the Passive and Impersonal Voices. Applicative VNCs may 
undergo the passive and impersonal transformations: 

Active VNC: Techquiyahuiz. = #0-0+t-ech(quiy-a-hui)z+u-0# = It will rain on us. [< 

t&(quiy-a-hu-is), a type-one applicative.] 
Passive VNC: Tiquiyahuilbzqueh. = #ti-0(quiy-a-hu-i-lii)z+qu-eh# = We shall be rained 

on. 

Active VNC: Nechtlacuiliah. = They take sometlung from me. 
Passive VNC: Nitlacuililo. = I am being deprived of something. Something is being taken 

from me. 

Active VNC: Mitzcuilihqueh. = They took idthem from you. 
Passive VNC: Ticuililiic. = #ti-0+[l-0(cui-li-l6)0+~-0# = You were deprived of idthem. It 

was taken from you. They were taken from you. 

Active VNC: Quimilhuiquixtiliiiyah. = They used to cause a festival day to come oudpass 
for them; i.e., They used to celebratelobserve a festival day for them. [The verbstem 
t&(ilhui-quix-ti-liii), "to cause a festival day to come oudpass for s.o.," is a compound 
verbstem with the causative object (i1hui)-tl-, "festival day" (the object of the tiii) 
included inside the verbstem. For compound verbstems of ths  type, see 30.2.1 
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Passive VNC: Ilhuiquixtililiiyah. = #0-0(ilhui-quix-ti-li-16)ya+0-h# = They used to be 
festival celebrated for; i.e., A festival used to be celebrated for them. [English at 
times has difficulty getting across a literal version of Nahuatl passive-applicative 
VNCs.] 

Active VNC: Tetlaxelhuiiiyah. = They used to divide things with people. 
Impersonal VNC: TCtlaxelhuiliiya. = #0-0+te+tla(xel-hui-lii)ya+0-0# = People used to 

divide things with people. Things used to be divided with people. Things used to be 
parceled out to people. 

Note: As can be seen in the second and third examples above, English frequently cannot directly translate a pas- 
sive subject pronoun that results from a Nahuatl active applicative VNC7s shuntline-object pronoun; for example, it 
rejects sentences such as "I am taken something from" or "I was bought it for," although it pennits "I was given some- 
thing." If one wants to keep the focus on the passive subject, a different English verb can often be chosen, as in these 
examples. At times it is best not even to try; for example: 

Active VNC: niquilhuiquixtilia = #ni-0+qu-0(ilhui-quix-ti-lia)0+0-0# = I cause a festival day to come to pass 
for him; i.e., I celebrate a festival day for him 

Passive VNC: ilhuiquixtililo = #0-0(ilhui-quix-ti-li-lo)0+0-0# = he is caused a festival day to come to pass for; 
i.e., a festival day is celebrated for him - his festival day is celebrated 

26.21. Alternative Object Pronouns. Some single-object transitive VNCs have a direct-object 
pronoun that may represent a human entity or a nonhuman one. The English translation may 
use different verbs. 

l. Human direct-object pronoun: 

quitlszah = they throw him out of office 
niteniimoya = I kidnap S.O. 

2. Nonhuman direct-object pronoun: 

quitliizah = they (i.e., hens) lay them (i.e., eggs) 
nitlaniimoya = I steal s.th. 

Other single-object VNCs, being applicatives, take an applicative object pronoun that may 
represent a human entity or a nonhuman one. 

1. Human applicative-object pronoun: 

niteniihuatia = I give an order to s.o., I command S.O. 
niteniinquilia = I reply to s.o., I answer S.O. 

2. Nonhuman applicative-obj ect pronoun: 

nitlaniihuatia = I give orders concerning s.th., I give orders 
nitlaniinquilia = I reply with regard to s.th., I answer s.th. (i.e., a question) 

Translation frequently disguises the applicative nature of such VNCs. 

Note: At times a verbstem that takes a nonhuman direct-object pronoun changes to an applicative translation 
value (without a change in shape) when associating with a human object pronoun. 

tla-(tlgni) = to win s.th. in a game of chance 
tP-(tlgni) = to win from s.0. in a game of chance 
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tla-(n6-n6tza) = to relatelrecount s.th. 
te-(n6-n6tza) = to give advice to s.o., to adviselcorrect/reproach S.O. 

Obviously, in dealing with a VNC built on such a stem, if there is a third-person singularlcomrnon specific pro- 
jective-object pronoun, one must ascertain its human or nonhuman nature before translating it. 

26.22. Deceptive VNCs. At times the surface appearance of a VNC may conceal morpho- 
syntactical distinctions that need to be dealt with. 

For example, the applicative VNC n&htlachihuilih can be translated "he made s.th. for 
me" because of the analysis #0-0+n-&h+tla(chihui-lih)O+O-B#, from the transitive source 
tla-(chihua), "to make s.th." This VNC can, however, also be translated "he cast a spell on 
himher for me," which results from the analysis #0-0+n-~ch+[l-0(tla-chihu-i-lih)0+~-0#. 
Or, if the VNC is understood to contain a-0 instead of 0-0, it can be translated "he cast a spell 
on you (sg. or pl.) for me." These double-object translations require the source to be the sin- 
gle-object applicative stem te-(tla-chihu-is), "to cast a spell on s . ~ . "  (see $ 26.2 and $ 
26.12). 

One should be constantly awake to the morphosyntactical options. 

26.23. The Unit Formed by the Applicative Su@x and Its Object Pronoun. As in the case of 
the causative suffi  a and the causative object pronoun (see $ 24.9), the applicative suffi i s  (or 
142 or hu-iii) is so tightly (although discontinuously) bound to the applicative-object pronoun 
that what has above been described as stem-creation by derivation might, from another per- 
spective, be looked upon as stem creation by composition, with the verbstem *S(-is) [or 
*tla-(-is) or *m-o-(-iii)] serving as the matrix of a compound applicative verbstem. The follow- 
ing analysis, using a diagrammatic format, illustrates this point with the VNC nimitztlacbhuilia, 
"I buy s.th. for you." 

The diagram here is truer to the structure of the resultant applicative core than is that of the 
structure of the causative VNC diagrammed in $ 24.8, since the applicative suffix does not 
incorporate the source VNC into its scope to function as its object. 

From an English speaker's point of view, the compounding process described here may not 
"feel" as convincing as that suggested for the causative verbstem in $ 24.9, but nonnative "feel- 
ing" cannot be a legitimate criterion. Possibly, the native speaker of Nahuatl is conditioned by 
the structure of the VNC core to experience the applicative and causative constructions as 
much more similar than their English glosses permit us to imagine. The ease with which the 
Nahuatl speaker processes triple-object causatives and applicatives in contrast to the mental 
acrobatics we English speakers must perform in dealing with them should convince us once 
again of how profoundly foreign the two languages are to one another. 
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As an index of the apparently small difference between the causative and applicative notions 
in Nahuatl, consider the fact that certain verbstems can have both causative and applicative 
meanings : 

te+tla-(nec-tiii) - te+tla-(nequi-l-tiii) = (1) caus, to make s.0. want s.th.; (2) applic, to 
want s.th. for S.O. 

tla-(temo-huiii) = (1) caus, to cause s.th. to ascend (see 25.6); (2) applic, to ascend/climb 
s.th. (see 26.10) 

Or a stem with a causative form can simply have an applicative meaning: 

te+tla-(namaqui-l-tiii) = to sell s.th. to s.0. (see 26.11) 
t& - tla-(hua-hua-1-04) = to bark at s.o./s.th. [with tla fusion: (tla-hua-hua-1-04), "to 

bark" (see 5 27.5. l).] 

One must be careful in assessing causatives as applicatives, however, since occasionally trans- 
lation may give a false impression. 

t&(iht-o-ii) = to cause s.0. to become uttered; i.e., to cause s.o.'s name to become uttered; 
usual translation, to talk about s.0. [Notice also m-0-(iht-o-ii), "to volunteer."] 

t&(ihcuil-0-2) = to cause s.0. to become inscribed; i.e., to cause s.o.'s name to become 
written; usual translation, to write to S.O. 
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Frequentative Verbstems 

27.1. Frequentative Verbstems. Nahuatl has special derived verbstems that signify (1) repe- 
tition, continuity, or intensity of an action or (2) multiplicity of agents, patients, occasions, or 
places separately involved in an action, event, process, etc. These frequentative verbstems are 
derived by means of the addition of a reduplicative prem (see $ 14.3). The prefix may have 
one of three shapes: (1) (consonant) + short vowel + glottal stop; (2) (consonant) + long vowel; 
(3) (consonant) + short vowel. (The parentheses around the consonant element in these for- 
mulas mean that it is optional, depending upon its presence or absence in the initial syllable 
of the source stem.) 

There are several different types of frequentative verbstems. 

27.2. "Ordinary" Frequentative Verbstems. The most general type of frequentative verbstem 
consists of merely the addition of a reduplicative prefix in one of the three shapes. There are, 
however, no strict rules for deciding which of the shapes will cooperate with any particular 
stem. The following remarks merely outline the possibilities: 

1. Reduplicative prefix = (consonant) + short vowel + glottal stop. Generally speaking, 
this formation signifies intensity, with the -implication of multiple, separately executed 
performances of the action. The emphasis is on singly defined reiteration and thus fre- 
quently involves separate individuals, occasions, or places, often connoting a certain 
abruptness or unevenness in the performance. (Compare the distributivelvarietal noun- 
stem in $ 14.3.) 

(piiqui) = to be glad > (pah-piiqui) = to be very glad (on various occasions) 
te-(itt-a) = to see S.O. > te-(ih-itt-a) = to watch S.O. intently 
tla-(tequi) = to cut s.th. > tla-(teh-tequi) = to hack s.th. to pieces 
te+tla-(maca) = to give s.th. to S.O. > te+tla-(mah-maca) = to give S-th. to each of a 

number of people, to give a variety of things to S.O. 
te+tla-(tlal-6-ch-tiii) = to snatch s.th. from S.O. and run away with it > tG+tla-(tlah-tlal- 

6-ch-tiii) = to snatch various things from S.O. and run away with them 
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te-(cahu-a) = to leave or abandon s.o., to get ahead of S.O. (i.e., to leave S.O. behnd) > 
t-o-(cah-cghu-a) = to take leave of one another on numerous occasions; for people 
on a path to meet one another and pass on 

(tlap-2-ni) = nonan, to get broken to pieces > (tlah-tlap-2-ni) = nonan, to get shattered 
to pieces 

tla-(tzay-2-n-a) = to tear s.th. > tla-(tzah-tzay-3-n-a) = to tear s.th. to pieces 
(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh > (hueh-hue-tz-ca) = to smile [The meaning goes against the 

pattern.] 

At times a frequentative stem has an idiomatic translation: 

te-(nbtza) = to call s.0. > t&(noh-nbtza) = to converse with S.O. 
(nemi) = to live > (neh-nemi) = to walk 
tla-(nequi) = to want s.th. > tla-(neh-nequi) = to desire s.th. capriciously, to take a fancy 

to s.th. 
te+tla-(pol-hui2) = to lose s.th. belonging to S.O. > te+tla-(poh-pol-hui2) = to pardon 

s.0. for s.th. 
m-o-(chihua) = to create 0.s. > m-o-(chih-chihua) = to make 0.s. up, to adomedeck 

O.S. 

At times the source stem is no longer extant: 

*tla-(tzona) > tla-(tzoh-tzona) = to beat s.th. (e.g., a drum) repeatedly 
*tla-(pena) > tla-(peh-pena) = to choose/select s.th. 

The frequentative stem can undergo tla- fusion. 

tla-(neh-nequi) = to desire s.th. capriciously > (tla-neh-nequi) = to be tyrannical 

Tla-impersonal stems permit two formations: (1) the reduplication can be on the source 
stem or (2) on the impersonal tla, since it is part of the derived stem. (See 27.3.1 .) 

(tla-petl-2-ni) = to lightning > (tla-peh-petl-2-ni) = to lightning fitfully 
(tla-yohua) = to become night > (tlah-tla-yohua) = to become intensely dark 

2. Reduplicative prefix = (consonant) + long vowel. Generally speaking, this formation 
signifies intensity, with the implication of smooth continuity in repeated performance of an 
action, event, process, etc. The emphasis is on interconnectedness or uniformity, involving a 
single entity, occasion, or place in related or continuous repetitions or else several entities in 
similar performances. (Compare the affinity nounstem in 8 14.3.) 

(chbca) = to cry > (chb-chbca) = to cry regularly (e.g., an owl in the same place night 
after night) 

(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh > (hue-hue-tz-ca) = to laugh heartily 
tla-(xel-0-2) = to divide s.th. > tla-(xe-xel-0-2) = to divide s.th. neatly into many parts 
tla-(tequi) = to cut s.th. > tla-(te-tequi) = to slice s.th. up 
t&(nbtza) = to call S.O. > te-(n6-nbtza) = to give s.0. advice 

3. Reduplicative prefix = (consonant) + short vowel. This formation is less used than the 
first two. 
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(hue-tz-ca) = to laugh > (hue-hue-tz-ca) = to laugh a lot 
tla-(cu2) = to eat s.th. > tla-(cua-cuii) = to chew s.th. 
t&(xic-0-2) = to deceive s.0. > t&(xi-xic-0-2) = to deceive s.0. repeatedly 

The source may not be extant: 

*tla-(tzona) > tla-(tzo-tzona) = to beat s.th. (e.g., a drum), to drum one's fingers on 
s.th., to play s.th. (i.e., a musical instrument) 

Note 1: If the source stem begins with a supportive [i] followed by two consonants, the reduplicative prefix is 
ordinarily formed on the second consonant and its following vowel. The supportive vowel [i] disappears: 

tla-(ihcuil-04) = to paint s.th. > tla-(cui-hcuil-o-P) = to paint s.th. with dots, to stipple s.th. 
tP-(ihxili) = to stablspear S.O. > tP-(xi-hxili) = to stablspear S.O. repeatedly 
tP-(ihcali) = to fight a skirmish with S.O. > tP-(ca-hcali) = to skirmish repeatedly with S.O. 

The source stem may no longer be extant: 
*@l-ihc-i-hui) > @l-ci-hc-i-hui) = to sigh [This is a compound verbstem, with (P1)-li-, "liver" (i.e., the seat 

of emotions), serving as adverbial embed; see 3 30.5. The reduplication is on the matrix stem.] 
There may be exceptional formations in which the supportive [i] of the source stem is treated as if it were real: 

tla-(zlcuil-0-2) = to write s.th. > tla-(ih-ihcuil-0-3) = to rewrite s.th. a number of times 

Note 2: The frequentative formation is recursive; insistent or emphatic repetition may be expressed by multiple 
reduplication. 

(neh-neh-nemi) = to walk continually 
(ch6-ch6-ch6ca) = to cry and cry and cry 
tla-(cuah-cua-CUP) = to chew on s.th. tough 

27.3. Frequentative Verbstems Involving Reduplication of an Object Pronoun. A subtype of 
the formation in 8 27.2.1 has reduplication of a verb-object pronoun rather than of the initial 
syllable of the source verbstem. This may occur in two situations. 

1. In instances of tla fusion (see 7.10) the nonspecific object pronoun tla becomes sus- 
ceptible to reduplication since it has become an integral part of the resultant intransitive stem; 
consequently, tla can be reduplicated as tlah-tla or tlii-tla. 

tla-(piica) = to wash s.th. > (tla-p2ca) = to do the laundry > (tlah-tla-piica) = to do the 
laundry in various places 

tla-(mii) = to hunt s.th. > (tla-mii) = to go hunting > (tlah-tla-m%) = to fish [The derived 
stem, like its source, belongs to Class D.] 

tla-(iiyi) = to do s.th. > (tla-2yi) = to work > (tlah-tla-2yi) = to work frequently 
tla-(iht-04) = to say s.th. > (tla-ht-0-2) = to speak > (tlah-tla-ht-0-2) = to pratehe 

loquacious; (for a bird) to warbleltrill 
tla-(itt-a) = to see s.th. > (tla-tt-a) = to look > (tlah-tla-tt-a) = to watch spectacles, 

games, sport events 

The reduplicated tla can be fused to a reduplicated verbstem: 

tla-(c6hua) = to buy s.th. > tla-(coh-c6hua) = to buy a variety of things > (tla-coh- 
c6hua) = to shop for a variety of things > (tlah-tla-coh-c6hua) = to shop for a vari- 
ety of things on numerous occasions 

2. The mainline reflexive-object pronoun may undergo partial reduplication (partial 
because the initial consonant only occurs once); that is, m-o becomes m-oh-o, n-o becomes 
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n-oh-o, and t-o becomes t-oh-o. This can occur only before verbstems with an initial sup- 
portive [i] (which is deleted when preceded by m-o, n-o, or t-0). It is as if the 101 of the reflex- 
ive pronoun has become the initial vowel of the stem and this new initial vowel, rather than 
the entire pronoun, is reduplicated. 

m-o-(ilpi-3) = to gird oneself; to tie oneself up; to be tied up 
molpia = #0-@+m-o(1pi-a)0+0-0# = he girds himself 
moholpiah = #0-0+m-oh-o(1pi-a)0+0-h# = they each gird themselves 

Gninolpih = 6#ni-0+n-o(1pi-h)0+0-0# = I was tied up 
Gninoholpih = 6#ni-0+n-oh-o(1pi-h)0+n-0# = I was tied hand and foot 

m-o+tla-(itt-i-lis) = to consider s.th. 
quimohottilihqueh = #0-0+qui-@+m-oh-o(tt-i-lih)0+qu-eh# = they considered it 

thoroughly 

27.4. Frequentative Verbstems from Destockal Verbsterns. In addition to deriving a frequen- 
tative verbstem according to 27.2, the first kind of destockal verbs (those having the intran- 
sitive theme suffixes ni and hui, with their causative counterparts n-a or ni-3 and hu-a; see 5 
24.5) permit a special frequentative derivation. 

1. Intransitive destockal stems change the theme suffix ni (and sometimes the suffix hui) 
to ca and add a reduplicative prefix that has a short vowel (as in 27.2.3). The long vowel that 
serves as the stock formative is pronounced as a reduced long and is not, therefore, marked with 
a macron (see 9 2.2, note). 

(patl-34) = to fly > (pa-patl-a-ca) = to hover, to flutter 
(chip-i-ni) = nonan, to drip > (chi-chip-i-ca) = to drip continually 
(tlap-24) = nonan, to break open, to break up > (tla-tlap-a-ca) = to shatter to pieces 
(cal-2-ni) = to jingle, to rattle > (ca-cal-a-ca) = (for jingle bells) to make a repetitive 

jingling sound; (for pebbles shaken in a clay vessel) to make a repetitive rattling sound 
(chal-S-ni) = (for a clay or copper pot or s.th. similar) to crack; (for a voice or an instru- 

ment) to be out of tune > (cha-chal-a-ca) = to chatter, to clatter 
(pol-64) = to mumble, to stutter > (po-pol-o-ca) = to stutter badly; to speak one's lan- 

guage badly; to speak a foreign or unintelligible language 

A stem formed with ths  special frequentative often has a slightly different meaning from one 
formed according to 27.2.1. 

(te-i-ni) = (for a glass or delicate clay object) to shatter 

a. (teh-te-i-ni) = (for various such objects) to shatter 
b. (te-te-i-ca) = (for one or more such objects) to shatter into many pieces 

The reduplication can be recursive. 

(cha-cha-chal-a-ca) = to chatter loudly 

These frequentative intransitive destockal verbstems form nonactive stems by changing ca 
to c-6 or c-o-hua. They are, of course, used only in impersonal voice VNCs. 
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(chi-chin-a-c-6) - (chi-chin-a-c-o-hua) = for people in general to suffer affliction [< 

(chi-chin-a-ca), "to suffer affliction"] 

The frequentative intransitive stems can also be made impersonal by prefixing the imper- 
sonal tla. 

(tla-cua-cual-a-ca) = to thunder 
(tla-tzi-tzil-i-ca) = for there to be a general ringing of bells 

The tla can receive reduplication for further intensification. 

(tlah-tla-cua-cual-a-ca) = to thunder rumblingly (or in various places) 

Frequentative intransitive destockal verbstems having the theme suffix ca belong to Class 
A: (pa-patl-a-ca) > p e d  (pa-patl-a-ca). 

2. Frequentative causative destockal verbstems are formed by keeping the causative suf- 
fix a of n-a - ni-3 - hu-a and changing the destockal stem formatives n, ni, and hu to tz; then, 
to the stem created by this tz-a, one adds a reduplicative prefix that has a short vowel. The 
long vowel that serves as the stock formative is pronounced as a reduced long and therefore 
is not marked with a macron. 

tla-(chay-3-hu-a) = to spill s.th. (grain) on the ground > tla-(cha-chay-a-tz-a) = to scat- 
ter s.th. (grain) on the ground 

tla-(chip-I-ni-3) = to sprinkle s.th. (i.e., a liquid) > tla-(chi-chip-i-tz-a) = to sprinkle 
s.th. (i.e., a liquid) profusely; to distil1 s.th. 

tla-(tlap-3-n-a) = to break s.th. to pieces > tla-(tla-tlap-a-tz-a) = to shatter s.th. to pieces 
tla-(chit-6-ni-3) = to make chips fly, to make sparks fly > tla-(chi-chit-o-tz-a) = to make 

chips fly thick and fast; to make sparks fly furiously 
tla-(poz-6-ni-3) = to cause s.th. to boil > tla-(po-poz-o-tz-a) = to cause s.th. to boil noisily 

Frequentative causative destockal verbstems formed with tz-a belong to Class B: tla-(cha- 
chay-a-tz-a) > p e d  tla-(cha-chay-a-tz). 

3. At times the original destockal verbstem is no longer used, and only the derived fre- 
quentative stems occur: 

(chi-chin-a-ca) = to be in pain 
t&(chi-chin-a-tz-a) = to torment s.o., to cause s.0. pain 

(qui-quin-a-ca) = (for a pig) to squeal; (for a dog) to growl 
t&(qui-quin-a-tz-a) = to growl at S.O. [applicative !] 

There are irregular frequentative stem formations based on the destockal stems described 
in 24.5.9 (where the root vowel and the stock-formative vowel have become fused). In the 
frequentative stem this fused vowel remains long. 

(po-p6-ca) = to emit smoke [< *(PG-ni) < *(PO-6-ni)] 
tla-(po-p6-tz-a) = to make s.th. emit smoke 

(to-t6-ca) = to run [< *(t6-ni) < *(to-6-ni)] 
te- - tla-(to-t6-tz-a) = to spur s.0. or s.th. on 
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(pi-pi-ca) = to dribble [< * ( p h i )  < *(pi-I-ni)] 
tla-(pi-pi-tz-a) = to cause s.th. to dribble 

4. At times the tz-a suffixal unit (which obviously contains the causative suffix a) can have 
an applicative meaning (an example has already been given in subsection 3 above). In these 
instances the stem is ambiguously a causative or applicative version of the frequentative intran- 
sitive stem formed with ca. The interpretation one chooses depends on the context (see 5 26.23). 

t&(po-pol-o-tz-a) = to speak to S.O. in a barbarous tongue 

5. The frequentative causative destockal stem creates its applicative stem by changing tz-a 
to ch-i and then adding the applicative ending li3: 

tla-(CO-cot-o-tz-a) = to cut s.th. up, to cut s.th. to pieces > te+tla-(CO-cot-o-ch-i-liii) = 
to cut s.th. to pieces for s.0. 

tla-(ca-cal-a-tz-a) = to cause s.th. to make repetitive rattling sounds > ti?+tla-(ca-cal- 
a-ch-i-liii) = to cause s.th. to make repetitive rattling sounds for s.0. 

tla-(ca-cay-a-tz-a) = to crumble s.th., to break s.th. into tiny pieces > ti?+tla-(ca-cay-a- 
ch-i-liii) = to break s.th. into tiny pieces for s.0. 

tla-(to-t6-tz-a) = to make s.th. hurry > te+tla-(to-t6-ch-i-li2) = to cause s.th. belonging 
to s.0. to hurry [Molina translates this applicative stem as an intensified causative and 
ignores the presence of the object pronoun tla: "dar mucha priessa a otros" (i.e., "to 
really hurry people"). He also lists t&(tla-to-t6-ch-i-liii), as if there were tla fusion, 
with a translation that lacks the intensity of the other one: "acuciar o dar priessa a 
otros" (i.e., "to urge on or hurry people"). Neither the translations nor the tla fusion 
can be justified.] 

6. It is possible, although not frequent, for an frequentative intransitive destockal stem to 
have a type-two causative stem formation. 

(chi-chin-a-ca) = to suffer pain > te-(chi-chin-a-qui-l-tiii) = to cause s.0. pain, to tor- 
mentftorture s . ~ .  

27.5. Frequentative Verbsterns of Uncertain Derivation. There are several types of frequen- 
tative verbstems the details of whose derivation are not clear. Most of them have meanings 
having to do with auditory or visual effects. In some the root is obviously onomatopoeic. 

1. One type involves the use of the intransitive suffix ca that is added to a root with a redu- 
plicative prefix. The resultant stem can have a causative counterpart formed by means of the 
causative frequentative unit tz-a (although, again, it may have an applicative force). 

(cha-chal-ca) = to speak with a loud angry voice; (for geese) to gaggle [Compare 
(cha-chal-a-ca) in 27.4.1 .] 

(tzi-tzil-ca) = to shiver (because of coldness) 
(na-na-l-ca) = (for geese) to gaggle; (for dogs) to growllsnarl; (for pigs) to grunt [There 

is also an applicative stem: tla-(na-na-l-tz-a), "to bark at s.th."; compare the stem 
(na-na-tz-ca) under type 2 below.] 
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(hua-hua-l-ca) = (for a boiling liquid) to burble [There is also an applicative stem: t& 
- tla-(hua-hua-l-tz-a), "(for a dog) to growl at s.0. or s.th." The tla object pronoun 
is usually fused to the stem, creating the intransitive (tla-hua-hua-l-tz-a), "(for a dog) 
to bark." See the related applicative (!) stem te- - tla-(hua-hua-l-o-S), "to bark at 
s .o. or S. th. ," in 8 26.23. Compare another onomatopoeic verbstem, tla-(CO-CO-l-o-S), 
(for a turkey cock) to gobble at s.th.," which suggests the existence of the intransitive 
stem *(CO-CO-l-ca), "(for a turkey cock) to gobble."] 

This type of verbstem formation may also explain the structure of the following: 

(pa-pach-ca) = to curdle [This has the causative stem tla-(pa-pach-tz-a), "to cause s.th. 
to curdle (when cooking it)." Because of the assimilation of /E$/ to [$$l (see 8 2.11.2), 
this stem is traditionally spelled tla-(papatza).] 

(hui-huix-ca) = to tremblelshiver [There is another frequentative intransitive stem, 
(hui-huiy-o-ca), with the same meaning from the unattested destockal stem (huiy-6- 
ni), as well as a related causative stem, tla-(hui-huix-o-S), "to shake s.th. (e.g., a tree)," 
which presupposes the unattested destockal stem (hui-huix-a-hui).] 

2. Another type of frequentative intransitive verbstem involves replacing a final syllable 
with tz-ca and then adding a reduplicative prefix: 

(tla-tla) = to burn, to be on fire > (tla-tla-tz-ca) = (for a fire) to flare up, sending up sparks 
(cui-ca) = to sing > (cui-cui-tz-ca) = (for a bird) to twitter 

This type of verbstem formation may also explain the structure of the following: 

(na-na-tz-ca) = nonan, to creaklsqueak [Compare (na-na-l-ca) under type 1 above.] 
(pi-pi-tz-ca) = (for a mouse) to squeak; (for a horse) to whinny; (for a deer) to bark 

[There is a causative stem formed according to 8 25.4: t&(pi-pi-tz-qui-l-tis), "to 
make s.0. screamlshriek."] 

(mo-mo-tz-ca) = (for a broth, etc.) to have a greasy surface; (for grease in a pot) to 
shinelglis ten 

(pe-pe-tz-ca) = (for rich feathers, silk, etc.) to have a sheen [Compare (pe-petl-a-ca), "to 
shinelglitter" < (petl-3-ni), "to shinelsparkle." Also compare (petz-i-hui), "to become 
burnished."] 

Note: This tz-ca is found on stems without reduplication; for example, (hue-tz-ca), "to laugh." 
Transitive stems with tz-ca seem to imply a different formation: 

tla-@a-tz-ca) = to squeeze liquid from s.th.; to wring liquid from s.th. [The (p& is a relic stem meaning "liq- 
uidwater," and occurs in such verbstems as tla-(p8-tla), "to turn S.&. into liquidwater, i.e., "to dissolve s.th.," 
and in the nounstem (pah)-tli-, "medicine," in which vowel length has been replaced by a glottal stop.] 

27.6. Frequentative Nonactive Verbstems. Nonactive verbstems can undergo the frequentative 
derivation. An impersonal VNC formed on such a stem indicates a multiplicity of individual 
acts within a collective action. 

huihhuilohua = #0-0(huih-hui-10-hua)0+0-0# = all separately depart, they each go, peo- 
ple go their separate ways 

dcihci6huaya = #0-0(i5l-ci-hc-i-6-hua)ya+0-0# = people were sighing 



LESSON 28 

Compound Verbstems: Verbal Embed 

28.1. Compounding. Compounding is a transformational process that combines two or more 
nuclear clauses to form a new nuclear clause; this fusion process downgrades syntactical-level 
relationships to morphological-level ones. 

Three basic combinations are possible, represented in the following formulas: 

1. VNC + VNC = compound VNC 
2. NNC + VNC = compound VNC 
3. NNC + NNC = compound NNC 

When more than two nuclear clauses are combined, they always appear in a binary arrange- 
ment; for example, formula 3 can be expanded as [NNC + NNC] + NNC = NNC, or NNC + 
[NNC + NNC] = NNC, or [NNC + NNC] + [NNC + NNC] = NNC, or [NNC + [NNC + 
NNC]] + NNC = NNC, etc. As can be seen, the resources of compounding available to 
Nahuatl are very rich-much richer than those available to English, which eschews such 
recursiveness. 

Just as in the instance of simple nuclear clauses, a stem can be abstracted out from a com- 
pound nuclear clause. But this compound stem, like a simple stem, is merely for convenience- 
useful, for example, for listing a lexical item as an entry in a dictionary. When one is analyz- 
ing a compound nuclear clause, it is important to be aware of the transformation process behind 
the creation of the compound stem. The underlying nuclear clauses that serve as the sources 
of the compound justify the structure being dealt with, because the constituent predicates are 
more important than the stems they contain. 

28.2. The Compound Stem. The stems combined in a compound stem continue to reflect the 
interrelationships their nuclear clause sources had when these clauses were in a concatenate 
construction (see 17.1). 

In a conjunctive compound the constituent nounstems occupy two conjunct subpositions; 
they stand in a balanced relationship to one another (see 3 1.7). 

In an adjunctive compound the constituent stems are in an unbalanced relationship: a stem 
in a matrix subposition governs a subordinate stem in an embed subposition. The filler in the 
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matrix subposition represents the principal clause of the concatenate source; that in the embed 
subposition represents the adjunct clause. 

1. Matrix subposition. In a compound stem the matrix subposition ALWAYS comes after the 
embed subposition. This is exactly the same internal arrangement found in English compounds 
(contrast "boathouse," a kind of house, and "houseboat," a kind of boat). This rule of 
embed-before-matrix is absolutely inviolable. Translators, however, have frequently ignored 
this inviolability and have ineptly reversed embed and matrix, thereby creating at times ludi- 
crous renderings. The problem is complicated by the fact that the Nahuatl-speaking culture's 
perspective on the world is often quite different from ours. Not surprisingly, a Nahuatl com- 
pound stem frequently chooses as matrix that which English downplays as embed and vice 
versa. Translation may therefore require an adjustment to capture the English version of the 
concept being expressed. For this reason one must analyze a Nahuatl compound stem cor- 
rectly to understand the Nahuatl organization of meaning. 

As is obvious from the formulas in 5 28.1, the matrix subposition determines the verbal or 
nominal nature of the compound stem. 

If the filler is verbal the matrix subposition is normally occupied by a stem, but in one type 
of compound verbstem (see 28.9) a verbcore serves as filler. If there is a nominal filler the 
matrix subposition is almost always occupied by a stem, but at times a possessive-state pred- 
icate (especially if it is a matter of a secondary general-use stem; see 15.1 .S) can serve as 
filler. 

The subject pronoun in the compound nuclear clause is always the one that filled the sub- 
ject position of the principal clause that was the source for the matrix stem. 

2. Embed subposition. As can be seen in the compound formulas in 28.1, the embed sub- 
position of a compound verbstem can come from either an NNC or a VNC, but that of a com- 
pound nounstem comes only from an NNC. 

When a nuclear clause is incorporated into a compound as an embed, its subject pronoun 
is deleted (except in very special constructions; see 42.10). The deleted subject pronoun 
(whose presence continues to be "felt" in the compound) may or may not share reference with 
the subject pronoun of the compound nuclear clause. 

Depending on the type of compound, the incorporated clause (the embed clause) can be rep- 
resented by a predicate or a stem. When a VNC is incorporated into a VNC, the incorporated 
predicate is kept intact; consequently, the valence of the verbstem in the embed subposition 
determines the valence of the compound verbstem. 

The nuclear clause whose stem occupies the embed subposition of a compound stem can 
perform one of four functions in relation to the stem in the matrix subposition: ( l )  incorporated 
object, (2) incorporated possessor, (3) incorporated modifier (adjectival or adverbial), and (4) 
incorporated complement. It can NEVER function as an incorporated subject; there is no such 
thing. Subject and predicate are antipodal, mutually exclusive functions, and the embed sub- 
position is part of the predicate of a compound-stemmed nuclear clause. See § 30.18 for further 
discussion. 

Information concerning more specialized instances of embed formation will be given later. 
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28.3. Cohesiveness between Embed and Matrix in a Compound Stem. Depending on the rela- 
tionship between embed and matrix, a compound stem may be one of two types: (1) linked or 
(2) integrated. 

In linked compounding, which is the simpler of the two types, the matrix stands somewhat 
aloof from the embed. There is something of a compartmentalization of embed and matrix. 
This compartmentalization can be accomplished either overtly, by means of a connective 
morph, or covertly, by simple juxtaposition. Stems of the former kind are called "connective- 
t compounds," those of the latter kind "connectiveless compounds." 

In integrated compounding, the matrix takes over, or enslaves, the embed, making it per- 
form some function in its service, so the embed and matrix are intimately interlocked. 

Compound stems derived from both the VNC + VNC = VNC and NNC + NNC = NNC 
formulas may be structured according to either the linked or the integrated stem type. A com- 
pound stem formed on the NNC + VNC = VNC formula is restricted to the integrated stem type 
(see Lesson 30). 

Compound nounstems are discussed in Lesson 3 1. Compound verbstems are discussed in 
the rest of this lesson and in Lessons 29 and 30. 

28.4. The Compound Verbstem with Verbal Embed. When the predicate of a VNC is incor- 
porated into a VNC, both the embed and the matrix can have either intransitive or transitive 
valence. There are, then, four possible combinations in a compound verbstem (ISTEM = 
intransitive stem; TSTEM = transitive stem): 

1. ISTEM + ISTEM 3. ISTEM + TSTEM 
2. TSTEM + ISTEM 4. TSTEM + TSTEM 

The choice of an intransitive or a transitive stem in the embed subposition is entirely free. The 
choice of stem in the matrix subposition is extremely limited. 

The embed subposition determines the valence of the compound verbstem, but the matrix 
subposition determines the type (linked or integrated) of the compound verbstem. There are 
five possible patterns. Four of these are discussed in the remaining paragraphs of this lesson; 
the fifth is discussed in Lesson 29. 

28.5. The Connective-t Compound Verbstem. Three of the compound verbstem patterns 
belong overtly to the linked type, since they are formed with the connective morpheme It/. 
This morpheme has two morphs, [t] and [ti]; the former occurs before vowels, the latter 
before consonants (the [i] is a supportive vowel). As has been suggested in $28.3, this con- 
nective morpheme always functions as a separator as much as it does as a connector; that 
is, it keeps the matrix subposition from interfering with the embed subposition, as if every- 
thing in front of it belonged to one nuclear clause and everything after it belonged to 
another. This is not what happens, however, since (as has been remarked) the persl-pers2 
dyad of the compound-stemmed VNC belongs to the matrix subposition while that origi- 
nally belonging to the VNC serving as the source of the filler of the embed subposition has 
been deleted. 
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The three compound verbstem patterns involving the connective t are: (1) the intransitive- 
matrix compound, (2) the intransitivized-reflexive-matrix compound, and (3) the shared-object 
compound. In all of these connective-t compounds, the verbal predicate serving as embed is 
in the preterit tense (i.e., there is ALWAYS a perfective stem followed by the 0 preterit-tense 
morph directly in front of the connective t). There is, therefore, an implied difference in the 
time of the occurrence of the actions reported by the two stems, with the action, process, etc., 
of the incorporated VNC understood as having begun before that of the matrix VNC, while the 
latter indicates the continuance of the action, etc., of the embed in a certain stance. This can 
be easily seen in a VNC such as nitzahtzitehua, #ni-0(tzahtzi-0-t-&hua)0+0-0#, "I depart 
after having shouted," i.e., "I have shouted and now leave" (or "I depart after having begun to 
shout," i.e., "I leave shouting"). Here the embed is generated from the preterit-tense VNC 
nitzahtzic, "I shouted," and the matrix from the present-tense VNC nehua, "I depart, I leave." 

Note: When dealing with VNC + VNC compound formations, some grammarians have called the embed the 
"main verb" and the matrix the "auxiliary verb." Nothing but confusion is gained by foisting off onto Nahuatl a 
grammatical structure that is alien to it and a terminology that falsifies morphosyntactical relationships. To speak of 
"auxiliary verbs" in Nahuatl is to succumb to translational mirage. As has been pointed out (see 5 1.13), translation 
cannot serve as a basis for grammatical description. 

28.6. The Intransitive-Matrix Compound Verbstem. When a connective-t compound verb- 
stem has an intransitive matrix, this matrix is frequently translated into English as either (1) 
an auxiliary verb of a progressive-tense construction or (2) an adverb. Both of these transla- 
tions reverse the weight of the constituents of the Nahuatl compound stem, in which the incor- 
porated verbal predicate stands in a subordinate relation to the matrix predicate (so it is the 
embed, not the matrix, that functions adverbially). 

The incorporated predicate can be built on either an active or a nonactive stem (see 
28.7.6-7 for the latter usage). 

In the intransitive-matrix compound stem, the matrix subposition is filled by a small num- 
ber of intransitive verbstems. The following are those that occur most frequently. Notice that 
at times a stem may have an unexpected translation value when serving as the filler of the 
matrix subposition. 

1. (ca-h) = to be in the act of (doing S.&.). Traditional spelling rarely represents the /y/ of 
the variant stem (ye) after the connective t (which here has the shape ti), since it is not audible. 

Principal: Cateh. = They are. [source of the matrix stem] 
Adjunct: Tlacuahqueh. = They have begun to eat. [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Tlacuahticateh. = #0-0+tla(cuah-0-ti-ca-t)0+n-eh# = They have started 

eating and are still engaged in the act; i.e., They are (in the act of) eating. 

The process may be abstractly represented in terms of a compound verbstem. 

(cuica-0-ti-ca-h) = to be (in the act of) singing 
M3 c u d  eh cuicatiye. = If only she were (in the act of) singing. [Nonpast optative 

VNC: #0-0+(cuica-0-ti-ye)0+0-B#.] 
(coh-coch-0-ti-ca-h) = to doze, to nod dozing [Reduplication for repetition.] 
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Ticohcochticatca. = You were dozing. [Distant-past-as-past indicative VNC: 
#ti-0(coh-coch-0-ti-ca-t)ca+0-g#.] 

(cop-0-ti-ca-h) = to be blinking; to be with one's eyes closed 
MS zan ticoptiyeh. = Beware of being with your eyes closed; i.e., Beware of going 

to sleep. [Admonitive VNC: #ti-0(cop-0-ti-ye)h+U-O#. This admonition can also 
be expressed as MH zan ticochtiyeh.] 

tla-(chiuh-0-ti-ca-h) = to be (in the act of) malung S-th. 
MS nGn ticchiuhtiyeh. = Beware of being engaged in making it. [Admonitive VNC: 

#ti-0+~-0(chiuh-0-ti-ye)h+O-0#.] 

When used as the embed of a compound with (ca-h) as matrix, the verbstem (G-hua), "to 
riseldepart; (for a bird) to lift off in flight" (see 8 24.6), has the idiomatic meaning of "to sit, 
to be at one's ease." 

(e-hua-0-ti-ca-h) = to be sitting, to be seated; to be taking one's ease 
Zan tehuaticah. = You don't do anything but sit around. [Preterit-as-present indica- 

tive VNC: #t-0(&hua-0-ti-ca-h)0+0-B#.] 

2. (nemi) = to go along (doing s.th.); to spend the time (doing s.th.); to continue (doing 
s.th.): 

(cual-S-n-0-ti-nemi) = to go along being angry 
Onicual~ntinen. = I went along in an angry mood. [Preterit indicative VNC: 
G#ni-0(cual-H-n-0-ti-nen)0+0-g#.] 

t&(huica-0-ti-nemi) = to go along accompanying S.O. 
Cuix tiquinhuicatinemizqueh? = Shall we go along accompanying them? [Future 

indicative VNC: #ti-0+qu-in(huica-0-ti-nemi)z+qu-eh#.] 

3. (ya-uh) = to go away (doing s.th.), to go (doing s.th.). In a present indicative VNC with 
a singular subject, the stem (ya-uh) is replaced by the stem (uh) (see 5 1 1.5.2, note). In tradi- 
tional texts, the /y/ of the stem (yH) is not spelled after the connective ti. 

(cuica-0-ti-uh) = to go away singing 
Nicuicatiuh. = I go away singing. [Present indicative VNC: #ni-0(cuica-0-ti-uh) 

0+0-g#.] 
Ticuicatihuih. = We go away singing. [Present indicative VNC: #ti-0(cuica-0- 

ti-hui)0+0-h#.] 
tla-(p6uh-0-ti-uh) = to go away counting s.th. 

OtlapGuhtiyah. = He went away counting things. [Preterit indicative VNC: G#0- 
0+tla(p6uh-0-ti-yah)0+0-B#.] 

Another possible translation for a compound stem built on this matrix is "to (do s.th.) and 
leave," "to (do s.th.) and go away." 

tla-(man-0-ti-uh) = to set s.th. down and go away 
Nicmantiyiiz. = I shall set it down and go away. [Future indicative VNC: #ni-@+c- 

@(man-0-ti-yH)z+O-W.] 
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Note l: When the matrix verbstem has the shape (yii), the sequence ti-yii has the option of appearing in the syn- 
copated form t-ii. 

tla-(cuah-04-3) = to eat before going; to go along eating 
Nitlacuahaz. = I shall eat before going. I shall go along eating [Future indicative VNC: M-0+tla(cuah-0- 

t-ii)z+0-W.] 
Ohuiillacuahtah = He ate before coming. He came along eating. [Preterit indicative VNC: s 0 - 0 +  

huiil+la(cuah-0-t-ah)0+~-W.] 
(tla-cal-2-n-0-t-2) = impers, (for the weather) to remain clear (after a storm) [c (tla-cal-ii-ni), impers, "(for the 

weather) to clear up"] 
Otlacaliintah. = The weather has remained clear (after the storm). [Preterit indicative VNC: 6#0-0(tla- 

cal-3-n-0-t-ah)0+0-W.] 

Note 2: In texts with a traditional spelling, a preterit-tense connective-t VNC with a second- or third-person sin- 
gular subject pronoun may be confused with a present-tense causative VNC with a first- or third-person plural sub- 
ject pronoun. The ending spelled tia in such texts may represent either /tiyah/, . . .-ti-yah)0+0-W (i.e., a preterit-tense 
connective-t situation) or /tiah/, . . . -tia)0+0-h# (i.e., a present-tense causative situation). Only a fm knowledge of 
the formation of connective-t and causative VNCs enables one to recognize the overt distinctions usually present else- 
where in the spelling of such forms. Thus, mauhtia is a connective-t VNC (i.e., mauhtiyah, "he went being afraid) 
and temauhtia is a causative VNC (i.e., temauhtiah, "they frighten people"; but it is also possibly temauhtia, i.e., 
with a singular subject pronoun, "he frightens people"). There are occasional instances when no overt distinctions 
are present in the traditionally spelled form: 

Connective-t VNC: quiquentia = quiquentiyah = #0-0+qui-B(qu~n-0-ti-yah)0+0-W = he went wearing it 
Causative VNC: quiquentia = quiquentiah = #0-B+qui-0+0-0(qu~n-tia)0+0-h# = they have him wear it [The 

traditional spelling can also represent a causative VNC with a singular subject pronoun: quiquentia = #ti- 
0+qui-0+0-0(qu~n-tia)0+0-0# = he has him wear it.] 

Similarly, an imperfect-indicative VNC spelled with a final tiaya in traditional texts may represent either an 
imperfect-tense connective-t VNC ending in /tiya:yal (with a singular subject pronoun) or /tiya:yah/ (with a plural 
subject pronoun) or an imperfect-tense causative VNC ending in /tia:ya/ (with a singular subject pronoun) or /tia:yah/ 
(with a plural subject pronoun). All three persons of the subject are involved. Only occasionally, however, are dif- 
ferentiating factors lacking, as in: 

Connective-t W C :  nicnectiaya = nicnectiyiiya = #ni-0+~-0(nec-0-ti-yii)ya+0-0# = I used to go wanting it/them 
Causative VNC: nicnectiaya = nicnectiiiya = M-@+c-0+0-0(nec-tiii)ya+0-0# = I used to cause him to want 

it/thea 
A similar possible confusion exists in customary-present indicative and past-optative VNCs with a singular or 

plural subject pronoun. The traditionally-spelled ending tiani may represent the connective-t /tiya:ni/ and /tiya:nih/ 
or the causative /tia:ni/ and /tia:nih/. 

4. (hual-la-uh) = to come (doing s.th.). The directional prefix is kept as part of the matrix; 
contrast this formation with that of (on-o) below: 

(tzahtzi-0-ti-hual-la-uh) = to come along shouting 
Tzahtzitihuiillah. = He came along shouting. [Preterit indicative VNC: #0-0(tzah- 

tla-(mamah-0-ti-huiil-la-uh) = to come along carrying s.th. on one's back 
Mii xicmiimahtihuFilhuii3n. = Come (pl) along carrying it (on your backs). [Nonpast 

optative VNC: #xi-0+~-0(miirnah-0-ti-hu81-hui)0+0-%n#.] 

5. (hui-tz) = to come (doing s.th.): 

(cual-a-n-0-ti-hui-tz) = to come being angry, to come angrily 
~cual~ntihuitza. = He came angrily. [Distant-past-as-past indicative VNC: G#@- 

O(cua1-a-n-0-ti-hui-tz)a+0-g#.] 
tla-(cuah-0-ti-hui-tz) = to come eating s.th. 
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Tlacuahtihuitzeh. = They come eating. [Preterit-as-present indicative VNC: #0- 
0+tla(cuah-0-ti-hui-t~)0+~-eh#.] 

Two verbs, tla-(huica), "to carry s.th.," and tla-(itqui), "to carry s.th.," cannot occur in the 
embed subposition when (hui-tz) is the matrix stem of a connective-t compound. Instead, 
they use an old formation in which the perfective stem (itz) occurs as the matrix (without a 
connective morph); i.e., they use the same (obsolete) compound formation as (hui-tz) itself. 
VNCs built on these stems have the same tense formation as those built on (hui-tz) (see 
l 1.4.5): 

tla-(huica-tz) = to come carrying s.th. 
Tlahuicatzeh. = They come carrying things. [Preterit-as-present indicative VNC: 

#0-B+tla(huica-tz)0+1-eh#.] 
tla-(itqui-tz) = to go carrying s.th. 

~n i t l a t~u i tza .  = I went carrying things. [Distant-past-as-past VNC: M-0+tla(tqui- 
tz)a+0-W.] 

6. (ahci) = to arrive (doing s.th.) [see also 28.7.5.1: 

(tlabco-X-0-t-ahci) = to arrive feeling sad 
~nitlabcoxtahcic. = I arrived feeling sad. [Preterit indicative VNC: W-0(tlabco- 

X-0-t-ahci)0+c-W.] 
tla-(miimah-0-t-ahci) = to arrive carrying s.th. on the back 

TicmBmahtahciz. = You will arrive carrying it. [Future indicative VNC: #ti-@+c-@ 
(miimah-0-t-ahci)z+[M#.] 

7. (mani) = to go along (happening), (to happen) all around over an area, to extend around 
over an area (in a certain state); (for a group) to stand (doing s.th.): 

(ten-0-ti-mani) = to stand having become full, to be full 
~tentimanca. = It was full. Distant-past-as-past VNC: 6M-@(ten-0-ti-man)ca+0-W.] 

(tla-chix-0-ti-mani) = to be standing (as a group) looking 
Tlachixtimanih. = They are standing looking. [Present indicative VNC: #0-0(tla- 

chix-0-ti-mani)0+0-h#.] 

8. (ihca) = to stand (doing s.th. or being in a certain state): 

m-o-(quetz-0-t-ihca) = to stand after having stood up, i.e., to be standing 
Ye ninoquetztihcac. = I am already standing. [Preterit-as-present tense VNC: hi-  

0+n-~(quetz-0-t-ihca)0+c-@#.] 
(chbca-0-t-ihca) = to stand crying 

~tichbcatihcacah. = We had stood crying. [Distant-past-as-past tense VNC: b#ti- 
B(chbca-0-t-ihca)ca+0-h#.] 

9. (0) = to lie stretched out (doing s.th. or in a certain state). The locative prefix on, which 
is ordinarily attached to this stem (see 5 8.1), is not used when the verb occurs as the matrix 
of a connective-t compound. 
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(tlap-2-n-04-0) = to lie after having become broken, i.e., to lie broken 
Zan tlapiintoc. = It just lies broken. [Preterit-as-present tenseVNC: M-B(tlap-ii-n-0- 

t-o)0+c-0#.] 
m-o-(tliiz-04-0) = to be recumbent after having thrown oneself down, i.e., to be 

recumbent 
Titotliiztoqueh. = We are recumbent. [Preterit-as-present tense VNC: #ti-0+t-o(t1iiz- 

0-t-o)0+qu-eh#.] 

10. (e-hua) = to move or start into (an action), to begin (to do s.th.); (to do s.th.) quickly. 
When functioning as the matrix of a compound stem, (e-hua) may have either a Class A or a 
Class B perfective stem: (e-hua) - (Puh). 

m-0(e-uh-0-t-e-hua) = to get up quickly from a bed 
OninPuhtehuac. = I got up quickly. [Preterit indicative VNC: ij#ni-0+n-n(~-uh-B 

t-P-hua)0+c-g#.] 
tla-(ciiuh-0-t-e-hua) = to leave s.th. and go away 

Ticciiuhtehuazqueh. = We shall leave it and depart. [Future indicative VNC: 
#ti-8+~-0(ciiuh-0-t-&hua)z+qu-eh#.] 

(cual-P-n-0-t-P-hua) = to get up and go away angrily 
OcualiintPuh. = He got up and went away angrily. [Preterit indicative VNC: 6#0- 

0(cual-3-n-0-t-P-uh)0+0-0#.] 

11. (quiza) = (to do s.th.) quickly, (to do s.th.) abruptly [The connotation of speed inher- 
ent in "to exit" is exploited: "to burst forthlerupt."]: 

(quiz-0- ti-quiza) = to leave abruptly 
Oniquiztiquiz. = I left abruptly. [Preterit indicative VNC: 6#ni-0(quiz-0-ti-quiz) 

0+0-0#.] 
tla-(cui-0-ti-quiza) = to snatch s.th. 

Quicuitiquizaz. = He will snatch ithem. [Future indicative VNC: M-0+qui-0(cui-0- 
ti-quiza)z+U-0#.] 

12. (huetzi) = (to do s.th.) quickly, (to do s.th.) abruptly [The connotation of speed inher- 
ent in "to fall" is exploited: "to plunge/plumrnet."]: 

(huetz-0-ti-huetzi) = to fall abruptly 
~huetztihuetzqueh. = They fell abruptly. [Preterit indicative VNC: *B-0(huetz-0- 

ti-huetz)0+qu-eh#.] 
tla-(cui-0-ti-huetzi) = to snatch s.th. 

Niccuitihuetziz. = I shall snatch idthem. [Future indicative VNC: hi-@+c-0(cui-0- 
ti-huetzi)z+0-a#.] 

The matrix stem (huetzi) can also have its basic meaning "to fall": 

(mic-0-ti-huetzi) = (1) to die and fall; (2) to fall and die, to die from a fall [The order of 
events has been reversed; compare 5 28.7.5.1; (3) to die suddenly [Compare English 
"to drop dead."] 
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~mictihuetz.  = He died and fell. He fell to his death. He died suddenly. [Preterit 
indicative VNC: GM-0(mic-0-ti-huetz)B+O-B#.] 

13. (tlehc6) = to ascend: 

m-o-(tlal-o-h-0-ti-tlehc6) = to climb up at a run 
Motlalohtitlehco. = He climbs up at a run. [Present indicativeVNC: M-@+m-o(tla1- 

o-h-0-ti-tlehco)0+0-B#.] 

14. (cal-aqui) = to house-enter; i.e., to enter [This is a compound verbstem formed accord- 
ing to § 30.8.1: 

m-o-(tlal-o-h-0-ti-cal-aqui) = to enter at a run, to enter swiftly 
Otitotlalohticalacqueh. = We entered swiftly. [Preterit indicative VNC: 6#ti-0+t- 

o(t1al-o-h-0-ti-cal-ac)0+qu-eh#.] 

15. (pil-ca) = to hang, to be suspended: 

(coch-0-ti-pil-ca) = to sleep with one's head hanging down 
Cochtipilcaca. = He was sleeping with his head hanging down. [Distant-past-as-past 

VNC: #0-0(coch-0-ti-pil-ca)ca+0-B#.] 

28.7. Special Formations. The following special formations are to be noted. 

1. The verb (ca-h), when occurring as the embed of a connective-t compound stem, uses 
the perfective stem (ye) (see 8 11 S .  1) to form the preterit predicate that serves as embed. This 
is an unexpected formation, since it is the stem (ca-h) that regularly associates with the 
preterit-tense morph (but resulting in a preterit-as-present tense VNC). 

(ye-0-ti-ca-h) = to be (in the act of) being 
Otiyeticatca. = You were getting along fine. [Distant-past-as-past tense VNC: 

6#ti-0(ye-0-ti-ca-t)ca+0-0#. Traditionally spelled Otieticatca.] 
(ye-0-ti-uh) = to go away being 

Oniyetiyah. = I went along. [Preterit-tense VNC: 6#ni-@(ye-0-ti-yah)0+0-B#. Tra- 
ditionally spelled Onietia.] 

2. The verb (ya-uh) uses a preterit predicate formed on (yah) when occupying the embed 
subposition of a connective-t compound. This is a regular formation. 

(yah-0-ti-ca-h) = to be (in the act of) going 
Tiyahticateh. = We are going. [Preterit-as-present tense VNC: #ti-0(yah-0-ti-ca-t) 

@+D-eh#. Traditionally spelled Tiaticate.] 
(y3-yah-0-ti-nemi) = to stroll along, to go for a walk [Reduplicative prefix for smoothly 

continuous action.] 
M3 tiyiiyahtinemiciin. = Let's go for a stroll. [Nonpast optative VNC: #ti-0(yii-yah- 

0-ti-nemi)0+c-811#. Traditionally spelled tiayatinemican.] 

3. The intransitive perfective stem (cac) appears in a preterit predicate functioning as the 
embed of a connective-t compound, which is this verb's only use. It has the meaning of "to be 
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quiet," "to be calm," "to be alone," "to be deserted." A subject pronoun on a VNC containing 
it can refer only to nonanimate entities. 

(cac-0-t-ihca) = nonan, to stand abandoned (said of a building) 
Cactihcac. = It stands abandoned. They stand abandoned. 

(cac-04-0) = nonan, to lie silent (said of a building, the countryside, etc.) 
Cactoc in calli. = The house lies silent. The houses lie silent. 

(cac-0-ti-huetzi) = nonan, to fall silent; to be empty; impers, to become fair weather 
(after a storm) 
~cactihuetz. = It became fair weather. 
Cahcactihuetz in calli. = The houses each fell vacant. [Reduplication for distributive 

location of subject entities.] 

4. As already mentioned in 26.1, the verbstem te- - tla-(itt-a), "to be observant/alert in 
relation to s.0. or s.th.," i.e., "to see s.0. or s.th.," cannot appear as the embed in a connective- 
t compound stem. The [tt] reverts to its original Its/ (see $26.1); that is, the perfective stem ti2- 
- tla-(itz) is used instead. 

ti2-(itz-04-0) = to sithemain looking at s.0. 
Quimonitztoqueh. = #0-0+qu-im+on(itz-0-t-o)0+qu-eh# = They remain looking at 

them. 
tla-(itz-0-ti-uh) = to go seeing s.th. 

Mochi quitztihuih. = #0-0+qu-0(itz-0-ti-hui)0+0-h# = They go seeing everything. 
One also finds the perfective stem of the intransitive source (itz), "to be observantlalert, to 
look," occupying the embed subposition in a connective-t compound. 

(itz-0-ti-mani) = (for a group of people) to stand looking 
~itztimancah. = G+@-0(itz-0-ti-man)ca+0-h# = They stood looking. 

(itz-0-ti-uh) = to go looking 
Nijhuiyiin nonitztiyiiz. = #n-0+0n(itz-0-ti-y3)~+0-0# = I shall go looking every- 

where. I shall examine (things) carefully. [For niihuiyiin, see § 46.4.1, note.] 
(itz-0-ti-ca-h) = to be looking; to be awake 

~nitzticatca. = 6#11-0(itz-0-ti-ca-t)ca+0-0# = I was awake 

Note: One should not confuse the intransitive embed stem (itz), "to look," with the homophonous intransitive 
stem (itz), "to comelgo" (see 5 11.43, when used as the embed of a connective-t compound. 

(itz-0-ti-uh) = to go going; i.e., to go along 
Ciin titztiuh? = #t-0(itz-0-ti-uh)0+0-W = Where are you going? For  cgn, see 5 46.3.2.1 

(itz-0-t-e hua) = to get up and go away [See hysteron proteron in subsection 5 below.] 
Otitzt~uhqueh. = M-0(itz-0-t-P-uh)B+qu-eh# = We got up and left. 

5. Occasionally, the relative order of events represented by the embed and the matrix is the 
reverse of that indicated in 28.3. The result is a Nahuatl version of the rhetorical figure hys- 
teron proteron, in which the temporal order of events is reversed (cf. Virgil, "Let us die and 
rush into battle"). 

(tlap-3-n-0-ti-huetzi) = to fall and break [The action of breaking occurs after that of 
falling. Notice also the (huetzi) has its normal translation value (see 5 28.6.12).] 
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otlapiintihuetz. = b#0-0(tlap-ii-n-8-ti-huetz)B+~-0# = It fell and broke. 

The stem (ahci) in the matrix subposition frequently permits this reversal of the sequence of 
events: 

(tequi-ti-0-t-ahci) = to work upon arriving, to arrive and start working 
~nitequititahcic. = bhi-0(tequi-ti-0-t-ahci)B+c-0# = I set to work when I arrived. 

tla-(cuah-0-t-ahci) = to eat s.th. upon arriving 
Titlacuahtahcizqueh. = #ti-0+tla(cuah-0-t-ahci)z+qu-eh# = We shall eat upon 

arriving. 

6. Connective-t compound stems may have two passive formations. Either the embed sub- 
position or both it and the matrix subposition may be filled with a nonactive stem. 

huicbtinemi = #0-0(huic-6-0-ti-nemi)0+0-0# - huicbtinemohua = #0-0(huic-6-0-ti- 
nem-o-hua)0+0-0# [This has the variant formation huicbtinemo = #0-0(huic-6-0- 
ti-nem-o)0+0-0#.] = he goes along being accompanied 

tocbtinemih = #0-0(toc-6-0-ti-nemi)0+0-h# = they go along being followed 
bnicBhualbtiquizca = 6#ni-O(ciihua-16-0-ti-quiz)ca+O-0# = I had been abruptly 

abandoned 

7. Connective-t compound stems may have three impersonal formations. The embed, the 
matrix, or both may be irnpersonalized.The following three VNCs are translated "people arrive 
and eat": 

tlacuahtahxihua = #0-0+tla(cuah-0-t-ahxi-hua)0+0-0# 
tlacualbtahci = #0-0+tla(cua-16-0-t-ahci)0+0-0# 
tlacualijtahxihua = #0-O+tla(cua-16-0-t-ahxi-hua)0+0-0# 

If the matrix stem is a stative verb, however, the impersonalization tends to appear only in 
the embed: 

tlacualijtimani = #0-0+tla(cua-lb-0-ti-mani)0+0-0# = all are standing eating 
huiillachiyelbtoc = M-O+huiil(la-chiye-16-0-t-o)0+c-0# = people remain on the lookout 
huilbhuatihcac = #0-0(hui-16-hua-0-t-ih-ca)O+c-0# = people stand going, people con- 

tinue to go 

But even here both stems can be impersonalized: 

huilohuatimanohua = #0-0(hui-10-hua-0-ti-man-o-hua)0+0-0# = people stand en 
masse going, people continue going en masse 

In the impersonal tla formation (see 5 22.6), the tla must appear on the embed: 

tlaneztimani = #0-0(tla-nez-0-ti-mani)0+0-0# = it (the weather) is bright and clear 
tlayamiinixtoc = #0-0(tla-yam-ii-ni-X-0-t-o)O+c-0# = it (the weather) is serene and 

temperate 

28.8. The Idiom of "Accompanying Possession." To express the notion of having something 
in one's personal possession at a given time, one uses a possessive-state NNC whose stem sig- 
nifies an implement, a utensil, clothing, food, etc., adjoined as a supplementary subject to a 
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VNC formed on a connective-t compound stem whose embed is the preterit predicate (ye)@+ 
(see 8 28.7.1). English translates the construction as "to have s.th. along with one (or on one)." 
(See also 5 47.3.1 .a.) 

Nochimal yetinemi. = My shield goes along being; i.e., I carry my shield with me. [The 
topic nochimal functions as the supplementary subject of yetinemi.] 

fmihtac yetiuh. = Their victuals go along being; i.e., They have their victuals with them. 
They carry their provisions with them. [The topic imihtac functions as the supplemen- 
tary subject of yetiuh.] 

Mochintin imrniixtlatzon yetiyah. = The headbands of all went along being; i.e., All had 
their headbands on them. All were wearing their headbands. [The primary topic 
mochintin functions as the supplementary possessor of the secondary topic immHx- 
tlatzon, which in turn functions as the supplementary subject of yetiyah.] 

ftepozmHcuauh yetihcac. = His iron sword stands being; i.e., He has his iron sword with 
him. [The topic itepozmHcuauh functions as the supplementary subject of yetihcac.] 

28.9. The "Intransitivized-Reflexive-Matrix" Compound Verbstem. This is a special variety 
of the connective-t compound stem. The matrix subposition is filled by a reflexive core whose 
stem discharges its transitivity onto a reflexive-object pronoun fused to it. Within the com- 
pound stem, the reflexive-object-plus-reflexive-stem thus becomes structurally equivalent to 
the intransitive stems of 8 28.6. In accomplishing this purpose of, so to speak, grounding the 
transitive energy, the m-o does not change shape in response to the person of the subject. 

As in the compound stems of 8 28.6, the embed may be either transitive or intransitive. 
Five verbs commonly occur as the matrix in this formation. They are listed below with the 

translations particular to their function in the reflexive-matrix compound. 

1. (m-o-cshua) = to stop (doing S-th.); to leave (s.th. in some condition); to remain (in 
some state): 

(tlap-o-uh-0-ti-m-o-cshua) = nonan, to stay open 
OtlapouhtimocHuh. = ~0-0(tlap-o-uh-0-ti-m-o-cHuh)0+~-0# = It remained open. 

It has remained open. 

2. (m-o-teca) = to settle down to (doing s.th.); to begin (to do s.th.); to become (some con- 
dition); to lie stretched out (in a certain state): 

(mic-0-ti-m-o-teca) = to lie stretched out dead 
Tlslli mictimot&ac. = M-0(mic-0-ti-m-o-teca)@+c-0# = The land lay stretched out 

dead. 
m-o-(ilhu-i-h-0-ti-m-o-teca) = (for wind, rain, sickness, etc.) to begin to exert itself 

more, to start getting worse, to intensify 
Molhuihtimoteca. = #0-0+m-o(lhu-i-h-0-ti-m-o-teca)0+0-0# = It is starting to get 

worse. It is getting worse. 
te-(yahual-o-h-0-ti-m-o-teca) = to surround people (i.e., one's enemies); to lay siege to 

people 
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Otiquinyahualohtimot&aqueh. = d#ti-0+qu-in(yahual-o-h-0-ti-m-o-t~ca)0+qu-eh# 
= We laid siege to them. 

3. (m-o-tlP1-i-2) = to sit (in a certain state), to settle down to (doing s.th.), to become (some 
condition); to begin (to do s.th.): 

(td-o-h-0-ti-m-o-tliil-i-P) = to sit with bowed head 
0hu3lt6lohtimotlPlihca. = 6#B-fl+huHl(t61-0-h-0-ti-m-o-tlHI-i-h)ca+0-0# = He had 

sat with bowed head. 
(tla-mat-0-ti-m-o-tl81-i-P) = to settle down to being prudent; i.e., to become calm, to 

get control of oneself 
0nitlamattimotlPlih. = W-B(t1a-mat-0-ti-m-o-tliil-i-h)0+0-B# = I became calm. 

I got control of myself. 

4. (m-o-man-a) = to (do s.th.) gradually; to become (some condition) gradually; to begin 
(to do s.th.); to gethe in a standing position to (do s.th.): 

(1131-t6na-0-ti-m-o-man-a) = to begin to shine throughout 
Oniilt6natimoman. = ~0-0(nPl-t6na-8-ti-m-o-man)0+~-0# = It began to to shine 

throughout. 
(tla-yohua-0-ti-m-o-man-a) = impers, to become gradually dark [The embed is a tla 

impersonal; see 8 22.6.1 
~tlayohuatirnomanca. = M-0(tla-yohua-0-ti-m-o-man)ca+0-0# = It had gradually 

become dark. 

The (m-o-man-a) matrix cannot be used of individual animate beings, only of groups, and 
therefore if the subject personal pronoun has an animate reference it must be plural. 

Quixniimictimomanqueh in tlecuilli. = They placed themselves in a standing position 
facing the fire pit. [The embed here, tla-(h-niimiqui), "to face s.th.," is an incorpo- 
rated-adverb compound verbstem of the type described in 30.8.1 

5. (m-o-quetza) = to (do s.th.) gradually, to become (some condition) gradually: 

(chip-Fi-hua-0-ti-m-o-quetza) = nonan, to become clean gradually 
~chiphuaatimo~uetz. = M-0(chip-ii-hua-8-ti-m-o-quetz)0+~-0# = It gradually became 

clean. It has gradually become clean. 

28.10. The "Shared-Object" Compound Stem. The final type of connective-t compound stem 
is the only one in which the t does not keep the embed and matrix completely separate (see 8 
28.5). Both the matrix and the embed come from transitive VNCs whose object pronouns have 
the same referent. When combined into a compound VNC, the coreferential object pronouns 
share a single manifestation, which occurs on the embed. This object pronoun may be reflex- 
ive or projective. 

There are six verbs that commonly occur as the matrix in this formation. They are listed 
below. 
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1. m-o- - te- - tla-(tliil-i-2) = to place oneself, s.o., or s.th. in a sitting position: 

m-[- - te-(C-hu-a-0-ti-tlaI-i-H) = to sit up (from a recumbent position); to raise s.0. (e.g., 
a sick person) into a sitting position [As the embed here, the perfective stem of m-0- 
- tC-(C-hu-a) belongs to Class A instead of Class B.] 
~ninehuatitliilih. = 6hi-0+n-0(C-hu-a-0-ti-tl2l-i-h)0+0-0# = I sat up. 
Quehuatitliilizqueh. = #0-0+qu-0(C-hu-a-0-ti-tl81-r)z+qu-eh# = They will get him 

up into a sitting position. 

2. m-o- - t&- - tla-(quetza) = to place oneself, s.o., or s.th. in a standing position: 

tC- - tla-(C-hu-a-0-ti-quetza) = to stand s.0. (e.g., a sick person) on on his feet; to stand 
s.th. upright 
Oniquehuatiquetz. = 5#ni-0+qu-0(~-hu-a-0-ti-quet~)0+~-0# = I stood him on his 

feet. I stood it/them upright. 

3. m-o- - te- - tla-(tCca) = to stretch oneself, s.o., or s.th. out; to place oneself, s.o., or 
s.th. in a stretched-out position: 

ti5-(tlii-pach-o-h-0-ti-ti?ca) = to put s.0. to bed under a cover [For the tla-, see 5 30.7.1 
Oniquintl~pachohtit~cac. = 5#ni-0+qu-in(tlH-pach-o-h-0-ti-t~ca)0+c-0# = I put 

them to bed and covered them. 

4. m-o- - tC- - tla-(cahua) = to leave oneself, S-o., or s.th. (in a certain condition): 

tla-(tlap-o-h-0-ti-cahua) = to leave s.th. (e.g., a door) open 
Cuix 5tictlapohticiiuh? = 5#ti-0+~-0(tlap-o-h-0-ti-ciiuh)0+~-0# = Did you leave it 

open? 

5. m-o- - t& - tla-(quix-tia) = to cause oneself, s.o.,or s.th. to exit (in a certain condition 
or manner): 

t&(huil-3-n-0-ti-quix-ti8) = to push or drag s.0. out of a place 
~quihuil~ntiquixtihqueh. = i5#0-0+qui-0(huil-H-n-0-ti-quix-tih)0+qu-eh# = They 

dragged him out. 

6. m-o- - tC- - tla-(may-a-hui) = to push oneself, so., or s.th. down (in a certain condition): 

te-(ten-0-ti-may-a-hui) = to push s.0. down flat on the ground 
TCchtehtentirnayauhqueh. = #0-0+t-~ch(teh-tCn-0-ti-miiy-a-uh)0+qu-eh# = They 

knocked us each flat on the ground. [Reduplication indicating distributive action 
on entities referred to by the object pronoun.] 

28.1 1. The "Future-Embed" Compound Stem. This type of VNC + VNC compound is entirely 
different from those of the connective-t type. It is created by the integrated-compound trans- 
formation (see 5 28.3). The source is a concatenate sentence in which an adjoined future-tense 
VNC functions as a supplementary object (see 5 19.4). This future-tense VNC allows its pred- 
icate to become an incorporated (or embedded) object replacing the object pronoun that served 
as the supplement's head in the principal clause. The incorporated future-tense predicate can be 
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either intransitive or transitive, and its valence becomes that of the compound stem (see 5 
28.4). The future-tense morph on the embed indicates that the action it speaks of occurs sub- 
sequent to the time of the action signified by the matrix (indicated by the tense morph on the 
compound VNC). 

There are only two verbstems that can occur in the matrix subposition. 

1. tla-(nequi) = to want s.th., to desire s.th.: 

Principal: Nicnequi. = I want it. [source of the matrix stem] 
Adjunct: Nicochiz. = I shall sleep. [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Nicochiznequi. = #ni-0(cochi-z-nequi)0+0-0# = I want to sleep. [The spe- 

cific-object pronoun c-0 of nicnequi has been replaced by the future-tense intransi- 
tive predicate. . . (cochi)z+ . . . inside the stem.] 

The following is an example of a transitive embed: 

tla-(c6hua-z-nequi) = to want to buy s.th. 
Cuix ticc6huaznequiz? = #ti-0+~-0(~6hua-z-nequi)z+~-0# = Will you want to buy 

it? [The future-tense transitive predicate . . . +c-0(c6hua)z+ . . . has replaced the 
specific-object pronoun c-0 of the matrix-source VNC ticnequiz.] 

A VNC built on a compound stem with tla-(nequi) in the matrix subposition manifests the 
passive or impersonal voice in the embed: 

Passive: Titlazohtlal6znequiyah. = W-0(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-nequi)ya+0-h# = We wanted 
to be loved. 

Impersonal: T~tlazohtlal6mequiya. = M-0-te(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-nequi)ya+0-0 = Every- 
one wanted to love (people). 

Netlazohtlal6mequiya. = #0-0+ne(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-nequi)ya+0-W= Every- 
one wanted to love one another. 

2. *tla-(qui) = to have a volition for s.th., to will s.th., to intend s.th. This verb is an anom- 
aly. It occurs only in the matrix subposition of a "future-embed compound stem and is, fur- 
thermore, limited to the imperfect tense. Compound VNCs created with it have been tradi- 
tionally called "conditional-tense forms," because they are used to state a conditional result (the 
condition may be merely implied). This is another instance of translation fomenting a rnisun- 
derstanding of Nahuatl grammar. 

Principal: "Nicquiya. = #ni-0+c-0(qui)ya+0-0# = I used to will it. [source of the matrix 
stem] 

Adjunct: Nicochiz. = #ni-0(cochi)z+[-0# = I shall sleep. [source of the embed] 
Transform: Nicochizquiya. = #ni-0(cochi-z-qui)ya+0-0# = I would sleep. I would have 

slept. 

The following is an example with a transitive embed: 

tla-(c6hua-z-qui) = to will to buy s.th. 
Ticcbhuazquiyah. = #ti-0+c-O(c6hua-z-qui)ya+0-0# = We would buy it. We would 

have bought it. 
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Since the VNC has an imperfect-tense morph, the antecessive-order particle may occur: 

Oconihtbzquiya. = 6#0-0+c-B+on(iht-6-z-qui)ya+8-8# = He would say it. He would 
have said it. 

A VNC built on a compound stem with *tla-(qui) in the matrix subposition manifests the pas- 
sive or impersonal voice in the embed: 

Passive: Titlazohtlal6zquiyah. = #ti-0(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-qui)ya+0-h# We would have 
been loved. 

Impersonal: TPtlazohtlaliizquiya. = #0-0+te(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-qui)ya+0-0# = Every- 
one would have loved (people). 

Netlazohtlalbzquiya. = #a-g+ne(tla-zo-h-tla-16-z-qui)ya+0-0# = Every- 
one would have loved one another. 

Note: A VNC formed on *tla-(qui) as the stem's matrix is most frequently found as the principal clause in a con- 
ditional sentence (see § 50.7). Notice also its usage in the included-referent supplementation construction of the 
''wantIdesire/hope to" kind (see 8 19.4)' in which the adjoined clause contains a past-optative VNC. 

Nicnequizquiya in m2 caic 6nicchihuani. = I-would-want-it adjr if-only never I-might-have-done-it; i.e., I 
should like never to have done it. 

28.12. Recursion in Compounding. As suggested in 8 28.1, compounding is recursive. The 
following examples demonstrate how a compound stem can itself become a component 
(embed or matrix) of a compound stem. 

tla-(cuah-0-t-ahci-0-ti-uh) = to go along eating upon arrival 
Nitlacuahtahcitiyiiz. = I shall go along eating upon arrival. 

tla-(cuah-0-t-ahci-0-ti-yii-z-nequi) = to want to go along eating upon arrival 
Cuix antlacuahtahcitiyiiznequizqueh? = Will you (pl) want to go along eating upon 

arrival? 
(coch-0-ti-pil-ca-04-0) = to remain asleep with one's head hanging down 

Onicochtipilcatoca. = I had remained asleep with my head hanging down. 
te-(cui-0-ti-huetzi-z-nequi) = to want to rush upon S.O. 

Niquincuitihuetziznec. = I got the desire to rush upon them. 
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Purposive VNCs 

29.1. Purposive Verbstems. Compound verbstems that signify movement toward the speaker 
or away from him for the purpose of carrying out an action are future-embed stems but of a 
radically different kind from that in 28.11. Instead of having an integrated structure, these 
stems have a linked one. The structure is, however, of the connectiveless type (see 28.2), so 
these stems are also different from the connective-t compound stems of Lesson 28. The fol- 
lowing points outline the peculiarities of the formation. 

1. Embed subposition. The filler in the embed subposition is a future-tense predicate in 
which the future-tense morph z is replaced with a silent variant, 0. The imperfective stem has 
the same shape it would have if the sounded variant of the tense morph were used (i.e., Class 
C verbs delete the final /a:/and lengthen the remaining /i/ or 101; Class D verbs have the final 
/a:/ long). The appropriateness of having a future-tense predicate as embed in the compound 
is evident in the fact that the movement signified by the matrix stem occurs prior to the action, 
process, etc., signified by the embedded future-tense predicate. 

Note: Occasionally, in texts not noted for stylistic quality, one can find VNCs such as quimomachtizquihui (i.e., 
quimomachtizquihuih), "they will come in order to learn it," where the embed has the sounded future-tense morph 
[S] instead of the silent one [U]. 

2. Matrix subposition. The verbstem occurring in the matrix subposition is intransitive (as 
contrasted with the transitive stem in 28.11). It consists of a directional prefix fused to a 
stem; thus, the matrix stem is formed on the same principle as the verbstem (hugl-la-uh) (see 

11.5.3). 

a. Directional prefixes: 

t = thither [Compare on in 8.1. This directional t is a prefix inside the matrix sub- 
position, while the connective t of Lesson 28 stands outside it. The two are totally 
different.] 

clqu = hither [Compare hual in 8.1. The two shapes of the prefix are merely 
spelling variants; the morpheme Ik/ has only one morph, [k], in its morphic 
inventory.] 
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These directional prefixes are archaic survivals, found now only in purposive verbstems. 
The variant future tense morph ALWAYS precedes them. It should be remembered that these 
compound-stem internal prefixes are not mere connectives like the connective t but are an 
integral part of the matrix stem. 

b. The base stem. The base stem to which the directional prefix is fused is manifested 
by two quite different-looking morphs, because the perfective shape is suppletive. The mean- 
ing of the base stem is "to move purposefully." 

The imperfective base stem is (I), which has a compound variant (i-uh) - (i-hui). The (uh) 
and (hui) are the same stems that participate as the second component in the compound verb- 
stem (ya-uh) - (ya-hui) (see § 11.5.2). Here as there, (uh) associates with a singularlcom- 
mon-number dyad and (hui) with a plural one. 

The perfective base stem is (0). It should not be confused with the (0) of (on-o) (see 
11 -4.2). 

29.2. Purposive VNCs. Because of the presence of the directional prefix inside the matrix 
subposition, there are two sets of purposive VNCs: one for inbound movement (or movement 
toward the speaker); the other for outbound movement (or movement away from the speaker). 
Both sets occur in VNCs in the indicative and optative moods. The indicative mood has only 
two tenses (the outbound forms show a pasthonpast tense contrast; the inbound forms show 
a futurelnonfuture tense contrast). The optative mood has only one tense, the nonpast. 

Contrasts in stem shapes establish the differences in moods and tenses. The tense morph for 
all tenses is 0. The number dyad for the singular/common is 0-0 and for the plural, 0-h. 

29.3. Outbound Purposive VNCs. The matrix of a compound-stemmed VNC signifying out- 
bound purposive action is distinguished by its t directional morph. The VNCs have only non- 
past and past tense distinctions. 

1. The nonpast indicative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a nonpast indicative meaning when 
it cooperates with the imperfective stem (-t-i-uh) - (-t-i-hui). Nonpast covers the meaning 
areas of the present and the future tenses. 

Class A verbs in the embed subposition: 

nicuicatiuh = #ni-0(cuica-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = I am going in order to sing; I shall go in 
order to sing 

ticuicatihuih = #ti-0(cuica-0-t-i-hui)0+0-h# = we are going in order to sing; we shall 
go in order to sing 

Class B verbs in the embed subposition: 

titPn6tzatiuh = #ti-0+te(n6tza-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = you are going in order to call s.0.; 
you will go in order to call S.O. 

anten6tzatihuih = #an-0+te(n6tza-n-t-i-hui)O+B-h# = you (pl) are going in order to 
call s.0. ; you (pl) will go in order to call s.0. 

Class C verbs in the embed subposition: 
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tlahcuilijtiuh = #0-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = he is going in order to write S th.; 
he will go in order to write s.th. 

tlahcuilbtihuih = M-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-t-i-hui)0+0-h# = they are going in order to write 
s.th.; they will go in order to write s.th. 

Class D verbs in the embed subposition: 

nitlacuiitiuh = #ni-0+tla(cuii-0-t-I-uh)0+0-0# = I am going in order to eat; I shall go in 
order to eat 

antlacuiitihuih = #an-0+tla(cu8-0-t-i-hui)0+0-h# = you (pl) are going in order to eat; 
you (pl) will go in order to eat 

Master the difference in meaning between the purposive VNC (e.g., nitlapijhuatiuh, "I go 
in order to count things") and the progressive VNC with (ya-uh) as matrix (e.g., nitlapijuhtiuh, 
"I go counting things7'). In the purposive, the action of counting is to begin after the action of 
going has been completed (the action of going will end up in the action of counting, a fact indi- 
cated by the use of the future-tense predicate in the embed). In the progressive with (ya-uh), 
the action of counting has already begun (a fact indicated by the use of the preterit-tense pred- 
icate in the embed) and is continuing while the action of going is taking place. In the purposive 
VNC, the t is a directional prefix fused to the base stem and is therefore inside the matrix sub- 
position. In the progressive VNC, the ti is merely a connective morph that stands apart from the 
matrix stem and therefore outside of the matrix subposition. 

When a Class A verb occurs in the embed subposition, traditional spelling does not distin- 
guish a present-tense progressive VNC from a nonpast purposive VNC. Pronunciation makes 
their structural (and semantic) difference evident by the length of the i after the t. 

Progressive VNC: nicuicatiuh = #ni-0(cuica-0-ti-uh)0+0-0# = I go singing 
Purposive VNC: nicuicatiuh = #ni-0(cuica-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = I go in order to sing, I 

shall go in order to sing 

When Class C and Class D verbs occupy the embed subposition, the progressive VNC (which 
has a glottal stop before ti) is distinguished from the purposive VNC (which has length on the 
vowel before t-i) : 

Progressive VNC: nitlahtohtiuh = #ni-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-ti-uh)0+0-0# = I go speaking 
Purposive VNC: nitlahtijtiuh = #ni-0(tla-ht-6-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = I go in order to speak, 

I shall go in order to speak 

Progressive VNC: nitlacuahtiuh = #ni-0+tla(cuah-0-ti-uh)0+0-0# = I go eating 
Purposive VNC: nitlacuiitiuh = #ni-0+tla(cuii-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = I go in order to eat, I 

shall go in order to eat 

In texts that do not indicate glottal stops or vowel length, these distinctions are blurred and 
one must decide which kind of VNC is being used. 

With a Class B verb in the embed subposition there is never any difficulty in distinguish- 
ing progressive and purposive VNCs, because they are so different. 

Progressive VNC: nitenijtztiuh = #ni-0+te(nijtz-0-ti-uh)0+0-B# = I go along calling 
people 
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Purposive VNC: nitenGtzatiuh = #ni-0+t~(nGtza-0-t-i-uh)0+0-0# = I go in order to call 
people, I shall go in order to call people 

2. The past indicative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a past indicative meaning when it coop- 
erates with the perfective stem (4-0). The VNC is optionally accompanied by the anteces- 
sive-order particle ij#. The tense meaning covers the area of the preterit, imperfect, and dis- 
tant-past indicative tenses. 

Class A verbs in the embed subposition: 

Gticuicato = 6#ti-0(cuica-0-t-o)0+0-0# = you went in order to sing, you used to go in 
order to sing, you had gone in order to sing 

Gancuicatoh = San-0(cuica-0-t-o)0+0-h# = you (pl) went in order to sing, etc. 

Class B verbs in the embed subposition: 

GtenGtzato = b#0-0+te(nbtza-0-t-o)0+0-0# = he went in order to call s.o., etc. 
GtenGtzatoh = G#B-B+t~(n6tza-O-t-o)0+0-h# = they went in order to call s.o., etc. 

Class C verbs in the embed subposition: 

GnitlahcuilGto = b#ni-0+tla(hcuil-G-0-t-o)0+0-0# = I went in order to write s.th., etc. 
GtitlahcuilGtoh = i#fti-0+tla(hcuil-G-0-t-o)0+0-h # = we went in order to write s.th., etc. 

Class D verbs in the embed subposition: 

Gtitlacuiito = GMi-0+tla(cuii-0-t-o)0+0-0# = you went in order to eat, etc. 
Gtitlacuiitoh = i#fti-0+tla(cuii-0-t-o)0+0-h# = we went in order to eat, etc. 

Note: A VNC with a first- or third-person subject formed on a past-indicative outbound purposive stem that has 
a Class A verb as embed looks like an ordinary optative VNC built on a connective t compound stem with (on-o) as 
the matrix. Both end in to. 

nicuicato = M-0(cuica-0-t-o)0+0-0# = I went in order to sing, etc. 
m% nicuicato = M-0(cuica-0-t-o)0+[1-0# = I hope I may lielsithe singing 

In texts that do not indicate glottal stops, the problem also occurs in Class C and D verbs. The presence of the 
particle mB is the distinguishing factor, since it never precedes a past-indicative outbound purposive VNC. 

3. The nonpast optative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a nonpast optative meaning when it 
cooperates with the imperfective stem (-M), the vowel of which is reduced long when fol- 
lowed by silent morphs and short when the VNC ends with h in the num2 subposition. (The 
examples show the VNCs in comrnand/exhortation sentences.) 

Class A verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii cuicati. = #0-0(cuica-0-t-i)0+0-0# = If only he would go in order to sing. Let him 
go in order to sing. [Not in the sense of "allow."] May he go in order to sing. 

Mii cuicatih. = #0-0(cuica-0-t-i)0+0-h# = Let them go in order to sing. May they go in 
order to sing. 

Class B verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii nitenGtzati. = #ni-0+te(nGtza-0-t-i)0+0-0# = Let me go in order to call. [Not in the 
sense of "allow"; this is an expression of self-encouragement or self-suggestion.] 

Mii titenMzatih. = Mi-8+te(nbtza-n-t-i)0+0-h# = Let's go in order to call. 
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Class C verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii xitlahcuiliiti. = #xi-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-t-i)0+0-0## = Go in order to write. 
Mii xitlahcuiliitih. = #xi-0+tla(hcuil-ii-0-t-i)0+0-h# = Go (pl) in order to write. 

Class D verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii tlacuiiti. = #0-0+tla(cuii-0-t-i)0+0-0# = Let him go in order to eat. May he go in 
order to eat. 

Mii titlacuiitih. = Hi-0+tla(cuii-0-t-i)0+0-h# = Let's go in order to eat. 

For a nonpast optative VNC, there is an irregular plural-number morph n that may be used as 
a free variant of the regular one shown above: 

Mii xitenbtzatin. = #xi-O+te(niitza-O-t-i)0+0-n. = Go (pl) in order to call people. 

Care must be taken not to confuse the purposive plural ending (-t-i)0+0-h# and its variant 
(-t-i)0+0-n# with the admonitive plural dyad t-ih and its variant t-in (see 5 10.2). In the fol- 
lowing contrasting VNCs study the difference between the purposive optative ("let's go in 
order to shout/fall/flee/eat s.th.") and the admonitive ("let's beware of shoutinglfallinglflee- 
ingleating s.th."). 

Purposive optative Admonitive 

Class A verb: m2 titzahtzitih m2 titzahtzihtih 
Class B verb: m2 tihuetzitih mii tihuetztih 
Class C verb: m2 ticholiitih m2 ticholohtih 
Class D verb: m2 titlacuiitih mii titlacuahtih 

Class A verb: m2 titzahtzitin mii titzahtzihtin 
Class B verb: m2 tihuetzitin mii tihuetztin 
Class C verb: mii ticholiitin mii ticholohtin 
Class D verb: mii titlacuiitin mii titlacuahtin 

The difference in the morphological structure of the two kinds of VNCs should be kept in 
mind; for example: 

Purposive optative: Hi-0(tzahtzi-0-t-i)0+0-h# 
Admonitive: Hi-0(tzahtzi)h+t-ih# 

Remarks: The length on the /i/ before the n is distinctive. 
The second-person subject of the purposive optative VNC is distinguished by the persl morph X or xi: xitzah- 

tzitih, xitzahtzitin, etc. 
Another point of distinction is that the admonitive plural dyad t-ih or t-in is attached to the perfective stem bear- 

ing the tense morph h (for Class A verbs) or 0 (for verbs of the other classes), while the purposive optative VNC end- 
ing (-t-i)0+0-h or (-t-i)0+0-n is the matrix of the compound stem followed by tense and number morphs and embeds 
the future-tense predicate in which the future-tense morph is 0 (so the imperfective stem of the embed has a long 
vowel in Class C and Class D verbs). 

In texts that indicate neither the glottal stop nor vowel length, the only distinguishing marks occur in thepersl 
morph of the VNCs with a second-person subject and in the contrast between the perfective stem and the imperfective 
embed in Class B verbs. All other WC-pair members built on verbs of other stem classes are identical; so, in trans- 
lating from such a text a collocation such as ma titzatzitin, one must choose between the two possibilities "let's 
beware of shouting" and "let's go in order to shout." 
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Note: Certain early Spanish grammarians of Nahuatl recommended a variant singular form for the present opta- 
tive outbound purposive VNC, the stem of which ends in a glottal stop instead of t-i; e.g., mB nitlap6huah, "I wish 
to go in order to count s.th." How or why such an aberrant form came into being is not known; the implications of 
its morphological structure are a puzzle. The singular VNCs with t-i (like their plural counterparts) have a venera- 
ble heritage and are justified by all the other members of the paradigms of purposive VNCs. 

29.4. Inbound Purposive VNCs. The matrix of a compound-stemmed VNC signifying 
inbound purposive action is distinguished by the directional prefix /M (spelled c or qu) as 
the introductory part of the matrix stem. The VNCs have only nonfuture and future tense 
distinctions. 

1. The nonfuture indicative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a nonfuture indicative meaning 
when it cooperates with the perfective stem (-c-0). The tense meaning covers the area of the 
present, preterit, imperfect, and distant-past indicative tenses. The antecessive-order particle 
ij# optionally accompanies the VNC even if a present-tense meaning is intended, since the 
particle refers not to the intended/proposed action but to the act of purposing, which, no mat- 
ter how recent, lies in the past at the moment of speaking (the present). 

Class A verbs in the embed subposition: 

nicuicaco = #ni-0(cuica-[l-c-o)0+0-0# = I come in order to sing, I have come in order 
to sing, I came in order to sing, I used to come in order to sing, I had come in order 
to sing 

ticuicacoh = #ti-0(cuica-0-c-o)0+0-h# = we come in order to sing, etc. 

Class B verbs in the embed subposition: 

titPnbtzaco = #ti-0+tG(nijtza-O-c-o)0+0-fl# = you come in order to call s.o., you came 
in order to call s.o., etc. 

antGnijtzacoh = #an-0+tG(nijtza-0-~-0)0+0-h# = you (pl) come in order to call s.o., you 
(pl) came in order to call s.o., etc. 

Class C verbs in the embed subposition: 

tlahcuilijco = #0-0+tla(hcuil-6-[l-c-o)0+0-0# = he comes in order to write, he is com- 
ing in order to write, he came in order to write, etc. 

tlahcuilBcoh = #0-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-c-o)0+0-h# = they come in order to write, they are 
coming in order to write, they came in order to write, etc. 

Class D verbs in the embed subposition: 

nitlacuiico = #ni-0+tla(cuP-m-c-0)0+0-0# = I come in order to eat, I came in order to eat, 
etc. 

tlacuiicoh = #0-0+tla(cui-0-c-o)0+0-h# = they come in order to eat, they are coming 
in order to eat, they came in order to eat, etc. 

2. The future indicative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a future indicative meaning when it 
cooperates with the imperfective stem (-qu-i-uh) (when the subject pronoun of the VNC has 
singular/common number) or (-qu-I-hui) (when the subject pronoun has plural number). 
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Class A verbs in the embed subposition: 

ticuicaquiuh = #ti-0(cuica-0-qu-i-uh)0+0-0# = you will come in order to sing 
ancuicaquihuih = #an-0(cuica-0-qu-i-hui)0+0-h# = you (pl) will come in order to sing 

Class B verbstems in the embed subposition: 

ten6tzaquiuh = #0-8+t~(n6tza-0-qu-i-uh)0+0-0# = he will come in order ro call S.O. 
ti2n6tzaquihuih = #0-0+ti2(n6tza-[-qu-i-hui)0+0-h# = they will come in order to call 

S.O. 

Class C verbstems in the embed subposition: 

nitlahcuil6quiuh = #ni-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-qu-I-uh)0+0-0# = I shall come in order to write 
s.th. 

titlahcuil6quihuih = #ti-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-qu-i-hui)0+0-h# = we shall come in order to 
write s.th. 

Class D verbstems in the embed subposition: 

tlacuiiquiuh = #0-0+tla(cuii-0-qu-i-uh)0+0-0# = he will come in order to eat 
antlacuiiquihuih = #an-0+tla(cuii-0-qu-I-hui)0+0-h# = you (pl) will come in order to 

eat 

3. The nonpast optative VNC. The tense morph 0 has a nonpast optative meaning when it 
cooperates with the imperfective stem (-qu-i), the vowel of which is reduced long when fol- 
lowed by silent morphs and short when the VNC ends with h in the m m 2  subposition. (The 
examples show the VNCs in comrnand/exhortation sentences.) 

Class A verbstems in the embed subposition: 

Mii xicuicaqui. = M-0(cuica-0-qu-i)0+0-0# = Come in order to sing. 
Mii xicuicaquih. = #xi-0(cuica-0-qu-i)0+0-h# = Come (pl) in order to sing. 

Class B verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii niten6tzaqui. = #ni-fl+ti2(nbtza-0-qu-i)0+0-8# = Let me come in order to call s.0. 
[Not in the sense of 6 6 a l l ~ ~ ' 7 ;  this is an expression of self-encouragement or self- 
suggestion.] 

Mii titGn6tzaquih. = #ti-0+ti2(116tza-U-qu-i)0+0-h# = Let's come in order to call some- 
one. 

Class C verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii tlahcuil6qui. = #0-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-qu-i)0+0-0# = Let him come in order to write 
s.th. If only he would come in order to write s.th. 

Mii tlahcuil6quih. = M-0+tla(hcuil-6-0-qu-i)0+0-h# = Let them come in order to write. 
If only they would come in order to write s.th. 

Class D verbs in the embed subposition: 

Mii xitlacuiiqui. = #xi-0+tla(cu~-0-qu-i)0+0-0# = Come in order to eat. 
Mii titlacuiiquih. = #ti-0+tla(cuii-0-qu-i)0+0-h# = Let's come in order to eat. 
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29.5. Purposive VNCs in the Passive and Impersonal Voices. A future-tense predicate built 
on a nonactive stem may occupy the embed subposition of a purposive VNC. It will be in 
either the passive or the impersonal voice. (Compare the "future-embed compound stem in 

28.11.) 

0tiP6hual6toh. = Hi-0(p6hua-16-0-t-o)0+0-h# = We went in order to be counted. 
Mii iinal6qui. = #8-0(iina-lbO-qu-i)0+0-0# = If only it would come to be grasped. 
Mii cac6qui. = #8-8(cac-6-0-qu-i)8+0-0# = May it come in order to be heard. 
Ahcuihual6co. = ah#0-0(cui-hua-16-0-c-o)0+0-0# = It did not come in order to be taken. 
Mii cahuechohuati. = caM-0(huech-o-hua-0-t-i)0+0-0# = May it not go and fall. 

29.6. Purposive VNCs with a Compound-Stemmed Embed. The embed of a purposive VNC 
can be a compound-stemmed predicate. (Compare the "future-embed compound stem in 
28.11 .) 

ahcitihuetzico = #B-0(ahci-0-ti-huetzi-0-c-6)0+0-0# = he came in order to arrive abruptly 
quin6n6tzuettoh = ~-0+qui-0(n6-n6tz-0-ti-huetzi-~-t-o)0+0-h# = they went in order 

to advise him quickly 
titotliiztotoh = #ti-0+t-o(tliiz-0-t-o-0-t-o)0+0-h# = we went in order to lie having thrown 

ourselves down, i.e., we went in order to lie recumbent 
6ahcitimoquetzato = M-0(ahci-0-ti-m-o-quetza-0-t-o)0+0-0# = it has gone to stand after 

having arrived 

29.7. The Directional Prejixes huiil and on and the Purposive Notion. VNCs containing the 
stem-external directional morphs huiil and on can be used in situations where a purposive 
VNC would appear in a more formal expression (see 8.1). 

nichuiilniimiqui = #ni-0+c-0+huiil(niimiqui)0+0-0# = I come in order to meet s.0. [= nic- 
niimiquico = #ni-0+c-0(niimiqui-0-c-o)0+0-B#.] 

nonteihitta = h-0+on+te(ih-itt-a)0+0-0# = I go in order to seelvisit s.0. frequently [= 
niteihittatiuh = #ni-0+te(ih-itt-a-0-t-i-uh)0+0-B#.] 

A stem-external directional morph can also occur on a purposive VNC, continuing or intensi- 
fying the movement expressed by the stem-internal directional morph. 

noniitlacuitiuh = h-0+on(ii-tla-cui-0-t-I-uh)0+0-0# = I shall go in order to fetch water 
[For (2-tla-cui), "to fetch water," see 30.4.1 

nihuiillachiyaco = #ni-0+huiil(la-chiya-0-c-o)0+0-PI# = I comelhave come in order to look 

Since the action of the embed and that of the matrix are in fact separate actions, it is also pos- 
sible for the stem-external directional morph (which affects the embed) and the stem-internal 
directional morph (which affects the matrix) to disagree (compare English "he came in order 
to continue on"). 

btonquizaco = 6#t-0+on(quiza-0-~-0)0+0-0# = you have come in order to emergelexit 
thither 

6ontlamico = 6#0-0+on(tlami-0-c-o)0+0-0# = it came in order to conclude there 
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6contlatehti?quilico = M-@+c-0+on+tla(teh-tequi-li-0-c-o)0+0-0# = he came in order to 
set down (in order) various things for him there 

6quimonihcalico = M-0+qu-im+on(ihcali-1-C-o)0+0-W = he came in order to go and 
fight against them 

6quihuPlihuPtoh = 6#0-0+qui-0+hu~l(ihu~-t-o)0+0-h# = they went in order to send 
him hither 

Note: A purposive VNC can shift the normal meaning of purposeful action ("to golcome in order that . . .") to 
one of fulfilled purpose ("to golcome with the result that . . ."). The notion of movement may be metaphorical and 
the notion of intention or purpose may be muted. 

Miquito = He went and died. [Also possible: He up and died.] 
Momanaco cocoliztli. = Sickness became prevalent here. [Literally, Sickness came in order to set itself down 

flat.] 
In 6tlalhuacc~quizacoh, niman hu8llameliiuhqueh in MPxihco. = When they had come out [literally, had 

come in order to come out] upon dry land, immediately they made straight hither to Mexico. 



LESSON 30 

Compound Verbstems: Nominal Embed 

30.1. The NNC + VNC Compound VNC. When a compound verbstem results from embed- 
ding or, more strictly speaking, incorporating the predicate of an NNC into a VNC, the rela- 
tion of the embed subposition to the matrix subposition in the compound stem always exhibits 
integrated structure (see 28.3). 

Whether the source for the nominal embed is the predicate of an absolutive-state NNC or 
of a possessive-state NNC, the filler in the embed subposition of a compound verbstem is the 
general-use nounstem (see 14.1). There are exceptions, however; for example, nounstems of 
subclass 2-B of the tl nounstem class with an ephemeral stem-final /a/ (see 14.7.2.b) retain 
the /a/ when occupying the embed subposition. But even this exception has exceptions; for 
example, although (cuica)-tl-, "song," normally uses (cuica)- when in the embed subposition 
(e.g., (cuica-iht-o-a), "to start a song"), it unexpectedly has the shape (cuic)- in tla-(cuiqu-G- 
hu-a), "to lift s.th. in song," "to sing about s.th." 

The subordination of the nounstem embed to the verbstem matrix may operate in one of 
three radically different manners. There are, then, three types of incorporated-NNC compound 
verbstems: (1) the incorporated-object type, (2) the incorporated-adverb type, and (3) the incor- 
porated-complement type. 

30.2. The Incorporated-Object Compound Verbstem. This formation is possible only when a 
transitive VNC serves as the matrix. The NNC predicate occupying the embed subposition 
qualifies the action signified by the verbstem occupying the matrix subposition by indicating 
a general patient area upon which that action discharges its transitivity, so that an action hav- 
ing a wide range of possible patients (e.g., "to watch") becomes restricted to a single kind 
(e.g., "to bird-watch). 

Since in the transformation process a valence position in a VNC functioning as the princi- 
pal clause in the multiple-clause source is replaced inside the compound stem by what was a 
supplementary object, the compound VNC loses that valence position. That is, a VNC formed 
on an incorporated-object compound verbstem has a "lower" valence than one formed on the 
source verbstem; consequently, when the source of the matrix stem is a single-object VNC, the 
compound VNC will have intransitive valence (i.e., no object pronoun is permitted); when the 
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source of the matrix stem is a double-object VNC, the compound VNC will have only one 
valence position; when the source of the matrix stem is a triple-object VNC, the compound 
VNC will have two valence positions. (An incorporated object is not to be confused with a 
nuclear object [see 17.21 ; the latter is an objective-case pronoun that fills a valence position 
outside the stem in a VNC; the former is the predicate of a downgraded NNC that has become 
part of the compound verbstem.) 

30.3. The Incorporated-Object VNC. The following examples demonstrate the formation of 
incorporated-object VNCs. 

1. Single-object VNC > intransitive VNC: 

Double-nucleus source: Nictemoa x6chitl. = I seek althe flower. I seek flowerslthe 
flowers. 

Principal: Nictemoa. = #ni-0+c-0(tem-o-a)0+0-0# = I seek i them. [source of the matrix 
stem] 

Adjunct: Xbchitl. = It is a/the flower. They are flowerslthe flowers. [source of the embed 
stem] 

Transform: Nix6chitemoa. = #ni-0(x6-chi-tem-o-a)0+0-0# = I flower-seek; i.e., I seek 
flowers. 

The following are further examples: 

nipatiy6tlalia = #ni-0(pa-ti-y6-tl81-i-a)0+0-0# = I price-set; i.e., I set prices [< 
(pa-ti-y6)-tl-, "exchange value, price" + tla-(tliil-i-S), "to set s.th. down."] 

ahquetza = M-0(ah-quetza)0+0-0# = he head-erects; i.e., he raises his head [< (S)-tl-, 
"crown of the head" + tla-(quetza), "to erect s.th." The nounstem has the glottalized 
embed shape (ah)-; see 14.1.8.1 

nitlilhuiina = #ni-0(tliihu-iina)0+0-0# = I red-ochre-take; i.e., I get tipsy [< (tl2hui)-tl-, 
"red ochre" + tla-(iina), " to take s.th." Compare English slang "to get a glow on," 
i.e., "to be in a state of moderate intoxication."] 

tichtequi = #t-0(ich-tequi)0+0-0# = you maguey-fiber-cut; i.e., you steal [< (ich)-tli-, 
"maguey fiber" + tla-(tequi), "to cut s.th."] 

cuicaihtlacoa = #0-0(cuica-ihtlac-o-a)0+0-0# = he song-damages; i.e., he is singing 
off-key [< (cuica)-tl-, "song" + tla-(ihtlac-o-a), "to cause s.th. to become damaged, 
to damage s.th., to ruin s.th."] 

netliiza = #n-0(e-tliiza)0+0-0# = I bean-throw; i.e., I plant beans [< (e)-tl-, "bean" + 
tla-(tliiza), "to throw S. th."] 

Note: The compound verbstem (3-tl-I), "to drink water," is irregular in that the incorporated object consists of 
the nounstem plus the numl filler associated with the absolutive state: (3)-tl- = water + tla-(I) = to drink s.th. 

n3tli = #n-0(3-tl-i)0+0-0# = I water-drink; i.e., I drink water 
Contrast this with the following incorporated-object compound stem: (necu-3)-tl- = honey-water; i.e., unfer- 

mented maguey juice [A compound nounstem; see 3 1 S. 1 .] + tla-(I) = to drink s.th. 
ninecu3i = #ni-0(necu-3-i)0+0-0# = I drink unfermented maguey juice 

2. Double-object VNC > single-object VNC: 
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Double-nucleus source: Nimitztemolia xbchitl. = I seek dthe flower for you. I seek 
flowerslthe flowers for you. 

Principal: Nimitztemolia. = #ni-0+m-itz+U-@(tern-o-lia)0+0-0# = I seek itlthem for 
you. [Source of the matrix stem. The shuntline object pronoun is silently present.] 

Adjunct: Xbchitl. = It is dthe flower. They are flowerslthe flowers. [source of the embed 
stem] 

Transform: Nimitzxbchit~molia. = #ni-@+m-itz(xb-chi-tern-o-lia)0+0-B# = I flower- 
seek for you; i.e., I seek flowers for you. 

The following are further examples: 

nechihiybc8hualtia = #0-0+n-ech(ih-i-y6-ciihua-l-tia)0+0-0# = he breath-abandon- 
causes me; i.e., he is suffocating me [< (ih-i-yb)-tl-, "breath + te+tla-(ciihua-l-tiii), 
"to cause s.0. to abandon s.th."] 

niquincuicamaca = #ni-0+qu-in(cuica-maca)0+0-B# = I song-give-to them; I set the 
pitch for them, I lead them in song [< (cuica)-tl-, "song" + te+tla-(rnaca), "to give 
s.th. to s.o."] 

quitlequechia = M-0+qui-0(tle-quech-ia)0+0-0# = he fire-erects-to it; i.e., he sets fire 
to it [< (t1e)-tl-, "fire" + tla+tla-(quech-iii), "to erect s.th. in relation to s.th.," a type- 
one applicative from tla-(quetza), "to erect s.th."] 

3. Triple-object VNC > double-object VNC: 

Double-nucleus source: Nimitztemoltilia xtichitl. = I have h m  seek dthe flower for 
you. I have him seek flowerslthe flowers for you 

Principal: Nimitztemoltilia. = #ni-@+m-itz+0-0+0-0(tem-o-l-ti-lia)0+0-0 = I cause 
him to seek itlthem for you. [Source of the matrix stem. Both the second-level and the 
first-level shuntline object pronouns are silently present.] 

Adjunct: Xbchitl. = It is dthe flower. They are flowerslthe flowers. [source of the embed 
stem] 

Transform: Nimitzxbchit~moltilia. = #ni-8+rn-itz+~-8(~6-chi-t~m-o-l-ti-lia)8. = I 
have him seek flowers for you. [The incorporated object is replacing the silently present 
f~st-level shuntline object pronoun. This VNC is also spelled Nimixxbchiti5moltilia.] 

Note: Obviously, the formation of a single-object or double-object VNC with an incorporated object is not lim- 
ited to the operations presented in subsections 2 and 3 above. Causative and applicative stems can be derived from 
already-existing incorporated-object stems, as can be seen in the following two examples: 

nictPPlPhuiltia = #ni-0+c-0+tP(P1-P-hu-i-l-tia)0+0-0# = I cause s.0. to cause the liver to rise for it/them, i.e., I 
cause s.0. to yearn for itlthem [This VNC is built on a causative stem that comes from the applicative stem 
tla-(8-P-hu-is), "to yearn for s.th." (see 9 26.2), which is itself derived from the causative incorporated-object 
compound stem *@l-P-hu-a), "to cause the liver to rise." The incorporated-object nounstem is (P)-li-, "liver."] 

nirnitzPlPhuilia = #ni-0+m-itz+0-0(&il-P-hu-i-lia)0+0-0# = I cause the liver to rise for it/them on your behalf, 
i.e., I yearn for i them for you [This VNC is built on an applicative stem that comes from the applicative stem 
tla-(&l-P-hu-is). The lower-level applicative object pronoun has become a shuntline object and is therefore 
represented by 0-0.1 

30.4. An Exceptional Formation. In certain incorporated-NNC compound verbstems, what 
should presumably be the object seems to be incorporated into an intransitive stem created by 
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tla fusion. Since the tla should represent a fused object pronoun, the only role left for the 
incorporated-NNC predicate is that of an adverbial modifier (to be translated "in the form 
of," "having the nature of," "resembling," etc.; see 30.1 1). It is not, however, clear why 
such a roundabout expression would be desirable. 

Principal: Nitlacui. = #ni-0(tla-cui)0+0-0# = I make an acquisition. [source of the matrix stem] 
Adjunct: iitl. = It is water. [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Niitlacui. = h-@(S-tla-cui)0+0-8# = I make an acquisition in the form of water; 

i.e., I fetch water. 

The following is another example of the construction: 

Nohtlatoca. = h-0(oh-tla-toca)0+0-0# = I follow s.th. in the form of a road; i.e., I follow 
a road. [This VNC is ambiguous. It may be formed according to 30.7 with the mean- 
ing "I go in pursuit along the road."] 

30.5. The Incorporated-Adverb W C .  An incorporated-adverb VNC can result from two very 
different transformations. In the less common of these a supplementary subject or a supple- 
mentary object in the concatenate source is transformed into an adverbial embed (see § 30.14). 
The more common type simply incorporates an adverbial NNC as an adverb into the VNC 
whose stem serves as the matrix of the compound stem. On the surface, transform VNCs result- 
ing from these two transformations look the same. In both, the matrix verbstem may be either 
intransitive or transitive and the valence of the compound verbstem remains the same as that 
of the matrix stem (although by different routes). The incorporated adverb is frequently trans- 
lated by an adverbial prepositional phrase in English. An incorporated-adverb compound verb- 
stem frequently has an idiomatic translation value. 

30.6. The Incorporated-Adverb Compound Verbstem. Even the simpler transformational 
process that creates an incorporated-adverb verbstem is more complicated than one for creat- 
ing an incorporated-object verbstem. There are a number of ways to form an adverbial expres- 
sion in Nahuatl (these are presented in Lessons 44 to 50) and consequently a number of trans- 
formational routes for an NNC to enter a compound VNC as an adverb. 

In the following presentation of the varieties of incorporated-adverb VNCs, the complexi- 
ties of the transformation creating them are overlooked. Instead of giving the adjunct clause 
(whch may or may not be a single-clause construction) that serves as the source of the incor- 
porated adverb, only the pertinent nounstem in the adverbial adjunct is given. 

30.7. Incorporated Adverbs of Means or Instrument. The incorporated NNC may represent 
the means or instrument by which the action is performed: 

Principal: T6na. = It is sun-shining. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem in the adverbial adjunct: (mGtz)-tli- = moon [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Metzt6na. = #8-8(mi3z-t6na)8+8-8# = It is sun-shining by means of the moon; 

i.e., There is moonlight. The moon is out. The moon is shining. [Warning! The embed 
is not functioning as a subject-it is an adverbial modifier. See 30.18.1 
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The following are further examples: 

nitlatlehuiitza = #ni-0+tla(tle-hug-tz-a)0+0-0# = I fire-dry s.th.; i.e., I roast s.th. [ c  
(t1e)-tl-, "fire" + tla-(huii-tz-a), "to cause s.th. to become dry; to dry s.th."] 

niccuiquehua = #ni-0+c-0(cuiqu-Shu-a)0+0-0# = I song-lift him; I lift him by means of 
a song; i.e., I sing a song in his praise [c  (cuica)-tl-, "song" + tG-(e-hu-a), "to lift s.0." 
Concerning the form of the embed here, see 30.1 .] 

tiimatlahcuiloa = #t-0(iima-tla-hcuil-o-a)0+0-0# = you paper-write; you write by 
means of paper; i.e., you write a letter [ c  (iima)-tl-, "paper" + (tla-hcuil-o-ii), "to 
write." The matrix is an intransitive stem created by tla fusion; compare this with the 
situation in 30.4.1 

niteuhpachihui = hi-0(teuh-pach-i-hui)0+0-0# = I dust-become-pressed-down; i.e., I 
become covered with dust [ c  (teuh)-tli-, "dust" + (pach-i-hui), "to become pressed 
down"; the compound stem is also spelled (tep-pach-i-hui).] 

nictliipachoa = #ni-0+c-0(tlii-pach-o-a)0+0-0# = I with-a-covering-press-down-on-it; i.e., 
I cover it [The tlii is written in traditional texts as tla, thereby misleading readers into 
thinking that it is the object pronoun tla, but this would create an overload of verb 
objects. It is, rather, the nounstem (t1ii)-tl-, "a covering," serving as an adverbial embed. 
The matrix stem is tla-(pach-o-ii), "to press down on s.th."] 

Frequently, the adverb of means or instrument in the concatenate source sentence contains 
a nounstem signifying a body part. When incorporated into a compound the possessive pro- 
noun that would cooperate with such a stem has no representation in the compound VNC, 
because it is coreferential with a personal pronoun (subject or object) working with the matrix 
stem. 

ticmiineloa = #ti-0+c-0(mii-nel-o-a)0+0-0# = you hand-stir it; i.e., you stir it by hand [c  
(m%)-tl-, "hand + tla-(nel-o-ii), "to stir s.th."] 

titlamiineloa = #ti-0(tla-mii-nel-o-a)0+0-0# = you arm-stir s.th.; i.e., you swim [Here 
(miii)-tl- means "arm and hand." Notice also tla fusion.] 

tlamahtemoa = M-0+tla(mah-tern-o-a)0+0-0# = he hand-seeks s.th.; i.e., he is groping for 
s.th. [ c  (miii)-tl-, "hand + tla-(tern-o-ii), "to seek s.th." When incorporated in a com- 
pound stem, (miii)-tl- frequently has the glottalized shape (mah)-; see 14.2.8.1 

nixhuetzca = h-0(ix-hue-tz-ca)0+0-0# = I face-laugh; I laugh by means of my face; i.e., 
I smile [c  (ix)-tli-, "face" + (hue-tz-ca), "to laugh] 

tiquiximati = #ti-0+qu-0(ixi-mati)0+0-0# = you face-know him; you know him by his 
face; i.e., you recognize him, you are acquainted with him [< (h)-tli-, "face" + t&(mati), 
"to know s.o." The incorporated nounstem is irregular in that it has an added [i], as if the 
stem were *(ixi)-tl-.] 

techyaciina = #0-0+t-Gch(yac-iina)0+0-0# = he nose-takes us; he takes us by the nose; 
i.e., he guides us, he leads us [c  (yaca)-tl-, "nose" + tG-(iina), "to take s.o." It looks as 
if (yaca)-tl- is using its general-use stem counter to the rule in 30.1 (since it is a stem 
of Subclass 2-B of the tl class), but it is probable that its final /a/ has fused with the ini- 
tial /a:/ of (iina).] 
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icxipano = #0-0(icxi-pano)0+0-0# = he foot-crosses-the-stream, he crosses the stream on 
foot; i.e., he fords the stream [< (icxi)-tl-, "foot" + (pan@, "to cross over to the other 
side"] 

nitzinquiza = #ni-0(tzin-quiza)0+0-0# = I buttocks-exit; I exit by my buttocks, i.e., I back 
up, I back away, I retreat [< (tzin)-tli-, "buttocks" + (quiza), "to leavelexit"] 

30.8. Incorporated Adverbs of Place. The incorporated NNC may represent the place where 
or upon which an action is performed: 

Principal: Nitlehco. = I ascend. I go up. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem of the adverbial adjunct: (cuahui)-tl- = tree [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Nicuauhtlehco. = #ni-0(cuauh-tlehco)0+0-B# = I tree-ascend; I ascend upon 

a tree; i.e., I climb trees. [Compare this with the double-nucleus version Cuahuitl nictleh- 
cahuia, "I ascend with regard to a tree," i.e., "I climb a tree," where the NNC cuahuitl 
is a supplementary applicative object! (see 26.10). Contrast 30.14.2, note 2.1 

The following are further examples: 

nicalaqui = #ni-0(cal-aqui)0+0-0# = I house-enter; I enter a house; i.e., I enter [< (ca1)-li- 
"house, enclosed area" + (aqui), "to enter." The compound is more frequent than the 
source verbstem. As shown in 28.6.14, it may occur as the matrix for a connective-t 
compound verbstem: nitepetlaticalaqui = #ni-0+ti5(petla-0-ti-cal-aqui)0+0-0# = "I 
charge into a crowd of people." The embed verbstem is tP-(petla), "to make one's way 
intolamong people."] 

ticiicaltema = #ti-0+c-0(ii-cal-ti5m-a)0+0-0# = you water-house-load itlthem; you load 
itlthem on a boat [< (S-ca1)-li-, "dugout/boat" + tla-(Em-a), "to fill s.th." The embed is 
a compound nounstem; see 3 1.3 .] 

As in the formation in 8 30.7, a stem signifying a body part can appear in the embed subposi- 
tion, having been generated from an adverbial modifier in the concatenate source sentence. 
Again, the possessor pronoun in the source is deleted in the transformation. 

nicxipetliiuhtinemi = #n-0(icxi-petl-2-uh-0-ti-nemi)0+0-0# = I walk having become 
naked at the feet; i.e., I walk barefoot, I go around barefoot [< (icxi)-tl-, "foot" + (petl- 
2-uh-0-ti-nemi), "to walk about naked"] 

tiyblrniqui = #ti-0(y6l-miqui)0+0-0# = you heart-die; you die in the heart; i.e., you are ter- 
rified [< (y6l)-li-, "lively thing" + (miqui), "to die." Here (~61)-li- stands for (ybl-16)-tl-, 
"heart" (see 39.9).] 

ninotlancuiiquetza = #ni-0+n-o(t1an-cuii-quetza)0+0-0# = I knee-erect myself; I erect 
myself on my knees; i.e., I kneel [< (tlan-cuiii)-tl-, "knee" + m-o-(quetza), "to erect 
oneself." The embed is a compound nounstem; see 3 1.4.1 

nitlamiiciihua = #ni-0+tla(m2-ciihua)0+0-B# = I hand-abandon s.th.; I abandon S-th. from 
my hand; i.e., I drop s.th. [< (miii)-tl-, "hand" + tla-(ciihua), "to abandon s.th."] 

tictenehua = #ti-0+c-fl(ti?n-@-hu-a)0+0-0# = you lip-raise it; you cause it to depart from 
your lips; i.e., you utter it, you mention it [< (ten)-tli-, "lip" + tla-(i5-hu-a), "to cause s.th. 
to rise, to raise s.th.; to cause s.th. to depart."] 
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30.9. IncorporatedAdverbs of Erne or Duration. The incorporated NNC may signify the time 
of an action: 

Principal: Niccaqui. = I hear it. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem of the adverbial adjunct: (yohua-1)-li- = night [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Nicyohualcaqui. = #ni-0+c-0(ybhua-l-caqui)0+0-B# = I hear it in the night. I 

hear it at night. 

The incorporated NNC may also signify duration of an action: 

Principal: Mozauhqueh. = They fasted. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem of the adverbial adjunct: (cen-xihui)-tl- = one year [The embed is a compound stem. 

See 5 34.3. Because of assimilation (In/ + /S/ > [SS]), this is traditionally spelled without 
the n (see 5 2.11. l).] 

Transform: Mocenxiuhzauhqueh. = #0-@+m-o(cen-xiuh-zauh)0+qu-eh# = They fasted 
for one year. 

30.10. Incorporated Adverbs of Cause or Purpose. The incorporated NNC may represent the 
cause or purpose of the action: 

Principal: Nimiqui. = I die. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem of the adverbial adjunct: (S)-tl- = water [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Niimiqui. = #n-B(%-miqui)0+0-0# = I am dying because of (lack of) water. I am 

dying for water; i.e., I am dying of thirst. I am thirsty. 

The following are further examples of the construction: 

tlaiitlatla = #0-0(tla-ii-tla-tla)0+0-0# = everything is burning up because of (lack of) water 
[< (a)-tl-, "water" + (tla-tla), "to burn," here, "to become damaged as if by fire"; the tla 
is the impersonal tla of 5 22.6.1 

nicochmiqui = #ni-0(coch-miqui)0+0-0# = I die because of (lack of) sleep; I am extremely 
sleepy [< (coch)-tli-, "sleep" + (miqui), "to die"] 

niciauhmiqui = #ni-0(ci-a-uh-miqui)0+0-0# = I die because of fatigue; I am dead tired, I 
am exhausted [< (ci-a-hui)-tl-, "fatigue." Spelled traditionally, the VNC would be nici- 
amrniqui, with the /W/ assimilated to the following /m/; see 5 2.1 1.3.1 

nitlemiqui = #ni-0(tle-miqui)0+0-Ib# = I die because of fire; I am extremely hot [< (t1e)-tl-, 
"fire." Compare the English hyperbole, "I am burning up."] 

nit6nalmiqui = #ni-0(tiina-l-miqui)0+0-0# = I die because of sunheat; i.e., I can hardly 
stand this hot weather; the sun is almost too much to bear [< (tbna-l)&, "sunheat"] 

nicecmiqui = #ni-0(ce-c-miqui)0+0-0# = I die because of cold; i.e., I am freezing to death 
[< (ce-c)-tli-, "cold": see 5 39.6.2.1 

niixixmiqui = #n-@(S-xk-miqui)0+0-0# = I die because of urine; i.e., I have an urgent need 
to urinate [< (ii-xix)-tli-, "urine"] 

motequipachoa = #0-0+m-~(tequi-pach-o-a)0+0-0# = he presses himself down with 
work; i.e., he is troubled, he is worried [< (tequi)-tl-, "work, effort, duty" + m-o-(pach- 
o-ii), "to press oneself down, to bend over"] 
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tiy86tzahtzih = #ti-0(y86-tzahtzi)0+8-h# = we war-shout; we shout for the purpose of 
war; i.e., we give a call to arms [< (y86)-tl-, "enemy" + (tzahtzi), "to shout." When serv- 
ing as the filler of an embed subposition, the stem (y86)-tl- frequently represents the 
compound stem (y86-y6)-tl-, "war"; see 39.9.1 

30.11. Incorporated Adverbs of Manner. The incorporated NNC may represent the manner 
in which an action is performed, with either subject or object focus. 

Principal: Nihuetzca. = I laugh. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem of the adverbial adjunct: (tequi)-tl- = work [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Nitequihuetzca. = #ni-0(tequi-hue-tz-ca)0+0-0# = I laugh with effort; is., I 

laugh heartily. I laugh a lot. I laugh often. 

The following is another example of the formation: 

motlahui5litzticatcah = #0+0+m-o(t1ahu-Gl-itz-0-ti-ca-t)ca+0-h = they were looking at 
each other with hatred; i.e., they continually hated one another [< (tlahu-d)-li-, "hatred 
+ t-o-(itz-0-ti-ca-h), "to be looking at one another"] 

A related concept is that of "in the form of," "in the style of." 

nenepilquiza = M-0(nene-pil-quiza)0+0-0# = it comes out in the form of a tongue; it (i.e., 
the maize ear) begins to emerge [< (nene-pi1)-li-, "tongue" + (quiza), "to come out." 
The embed is a compound nounstem; see 5 3 1.4.1 

tlequiyahui = #0-0(tle-quiy-a-hui)0+0-0# = it rains in the form of fire, i.e., it rains fire [< 

(t1e)- tl-, "fire" + (quiy -a-hui), "to rain"] 
quiyauhtlahtlanih = M-0(quiy-a-uh-tla-h-tlani)0+0-0# = they request s.th. in the form of 

rain; i.e., they pray for rain [< (quiy-a-hui)-tl-, "rain" + (tla-h-tlani), "to request s.th., 
to make a request." Despite the tla fusion, the modifier is still focussed on the object. 
Contrast this formation with that of 30.4.1 

ahhuetzi = M-0(ah-huetzi)0+0-0# = impers., it falls in the form of water, i.e., dew forms 
cehuetzi = #0-0(ce-huetzi)0+0-0 = impers., it falls in the form of ice, i.e., freezing occurs 

30.12. Incorporated Adverbs of Compared Manner. The incorporated NNC may represent 
a compared manner of action. The formation establishes a comparison between some pro- 
noun in the matrix VNC and an entity that "normally" acts as agent or patient of the matrix 
action. 

l .  If the matrix verbstem is intransitive, the incorporated NNC is subject oriented; that is, 
the comparison is established with the subject pronoun of the compound-stemmed VNC: 

Principal: Ancuep6nih. = You (pl) bud. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem in the adverbial adjunct: (x6-chi)-tl- = flower [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Anx6chicuep6nih. = #an-0(x6-chi-cuep-6-ni)0+0-h# = You (pl) bud like 

flowers. You (pl) bud the way flowers do. 

The following are other examples of the formation: 
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nimiici5huallahtoa = #ni-0(mii-ci5-hua-l-la-ht-o-a)0+0-0# = I speak like a peasant; my 
manner of speaking is unpolished [< (mii-c@-hu-a-l)-%, "peasant, commoner" + 
(tla-ht-o-ii), "to speak"] 

nitbtbtlapitza = #ni-0(tbtb-tla-pitza)0+0-PI# = I blow a sound like a bird; i.e., I imitate 
a birdcall [< (tbt6)-tl-, "bird + (tla-pitza), "to blow a musical instrument (whistle, 
flute, etc.)"; this is another instance of tla fusion. This example may belong in 30.10, 
since it is also translated "I blow a sound for the purpose of (luring) birds," i.e., "I 
lure birds by means of a birdcall."] 

nicoybchbca = #ni-@(coy-6-chbca)0+0-0# = I cry like a coyote; i.e., I howl like a coy- 
ote [< (coy-6)-tl-, "coyote" + (chbca), "to cry"] 

2. If the matrix stem is transitive, there are two possibilities. 

a. The comparison may be established with the subject pronoun of the compound VNC 
(as above): 

Principal: Quinequih. = They want itlthem. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem in the adverbial adjunct: (pitzo)-tl- = pig [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Quipitzonequih. = #0-0+qui-0(pitzo-nequi)0+0-h# = They want idthem 

like pigs; i.e., They lust for itjthem greedily. 

The following is another example of the formation: 

tictlohpiya = #ti-0+c-0(tloh-piya)0+0-B# = you guard it like a hawk [< (t1oh)-tli-, 
"hawk + tla-(piya), "to guard s.th."] 

b. The comparison may be established with the object pronoun of the compound VNC: 

Principal: Nicpehpena. = I choose it/them. [source of the matrix stem] 
Stem in the adverbial adjunct: (xb-chi)-tl- = flower [source of the embed stem] 
Transform: Nicxbchipehpena. = #ni-0+c-0(xb-chi-peh-pena)0+0-B# = I choose 

it/them like a flowerlflowers. 

The following is another example of the formation: 

nicmiitlachihua = #ni-0+c-0(mii-tla-chihua)0+0-0# = I make it similar to a net [< 
(mii-t1a)-tl-, "net" + tla-(chihua), "to make s.th." The embed is a compound noun- 
stem; see § 31.5.3.1 

Note: One of the most frequent incorporated-adverb-of-compared-manner compound verbstems is formed with 
the preterit-agentive nounstem as embed (see 5 44.7). 

30.13. Unique Embed Nounstems in Compound Verbstems. In certain instances the nounstem 
serving as an incorporated adverb is no longer used to form simple-stemmed NNCs and occurs 
only as an embed in compound stem formations. Examples of such nounstems are (a-)-, (tel-)-, 
(pol-)-, (poz-)-, and (ih-)-. The meaning of these stems and of others like them is not certain. 

tla-(a-ciihua) = to forget s.th. [< tla-(ciihua), "to abandon s.th." The i is a supportive vowel; 
e.g., nitlalciihua, "I forget s.th."] 

tla-(il-niimiqui) = to think abouthecall s.th. [< tla-(niimiqui), "to encounter s.th."] 
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tla-(zl-pitza) = to inflate s.th. [< tla-(pitza), "to blow on s.th. (e.g., a wind instrumentla fue)"] 
tla-(il-tequi) = to siplsuck s.th. [< tla-(tequi), "to cut s.th."] 
tP- - tla-(tel-chihua) = to despise S.O. or s.th. [< t&(chihua), "to engender s.o."; tla- 

(chihua), "to make s.th."] 
t& - tla-(tel-icza) = to kick S.O. or s.th. [< te- - tla-(icza), "to step onltread on S.O. or s.th."] 
m-o- - t&(tel-quetza) = to stop oneself or S.O. in amazement [< m-o-(quetza), "to stand 

up from a seated position"; te-(quetza), "to make S.O. stand up; to make S.O. who is walk- 
ing stop"] 

(pol-aqui) = to become submerged in water, to plunge into water [< (aqui), "to enter." The 
causative stem is te- - tla-(pol-ac-tia), "to submerge S.O. or s.th. under water; to plunge 
S.O. or s.th. into water."] 

tla-(poz-tequi) = to break s.th. (e.g., a stickla leg) [< tla-(tequi), "to cut s.th."] 
tla-(ih-mati) = to be skilled/clever at s.th.; to be astute in preparingldealing witldmanag- 

ing s.th. [< tla-(mati), "to know s.th."] 
tla-(ih-tlani) = to requesvask for s.th. [< *tla-(tlani), "to request/order/desire s.th."; used 

only as the matrix of a compound verbstem; see 8 39.7.1 

The nounstem *(ih-)- also occurs as an incorporated adverb in frequentative-like compound 
verbstems that end in intransitive ca or causative tz-a like the derived destockal verbstems in 8 
27.4. It is likely that *(ih-)- is a glottalized variant (see 8 14.2.8) of *(i)-tl-, "breatldspirit" (a 
nounstem that has been supplanted by its compound (ih-I-y6)-tl-; see 8 39.3), so the adverbially 
functioning *(ih-)- would mean something like "spiritedly." This is often not evident in the trans- 
lation value of the resultant stems, which frequently have unexpected meanings. [At times the i 
of *(ih-)- is treated like a supportive [i] after tla, which can also happen with tla-(ih-mati), etc.] 

(ih-pot-o-ca) = to give off a noxious vapor [< (pot-6-ni), "to stink"] 
(ih-cahu-a-ca) = (for birds) to twitter noisily; (for people) to make a murmuring sound > 

tP-(ih-cahu-a-tz-a) = to cause S.O. to make a murmuring sound [< (cahu-a-ni), "to 
become distinguishedlnoticedlmemorable." The connection in meaning between the 
compound stem and the source destockal stem is not clear.] 

(ih-zan-a-ca) = (for dry leaves, etc.) to make a rustling noise > tla-(ih-zan-a-tz-a) = to 
cause s.th. to make a rustling sound [< *(zan-P-ni)] 

(ih-zahu-a-ca) = to be hoarse; to make a rustling sound [< *(zahu-3-ni)] 
(ih-cot-o-ca) = to snore [< (cot-6-ni), "(for thread, cord, etc.) to break] 
(ih-coy-o-ca) = (for wind, waves, rushing water, fire, etc.) to roar [< (coy-6-ni), "to make 

a yammering sound." Dictionaries list this source stem as meaning only "to become a 
hole" (see 8 24.5.3), but that it also has to do with making a sound is evident both in this 
compound stem and in the nounstem (coy-6)-tl-, "coyote" (see §39.4.4).] 

A two-syllabled destockal verbstem (see 8 24.5.9) can also form this kind of compound 
stem (compare 8 27.4.3). 

(ih-p6-ca) = to emit fumes > m-[l-(ih-p6-tz-a) = to cause O.S. to emit fumes; i.e., to belch 
[< *(PG-ni) < *(PO-6-ni)] 

(ih-ci-ca) = to pant [ < *(cl-ni) < *(ci-i-ni)] 
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(ih-xi-ca) = (for a pot) to exude/leak/drip > tla-(ih-xi-tz-a) = to cause s.th. to drip; i.e., to 
distil1 s.th. [< *(xi-@ < *(xi-i-ni)] 

The adverbial embed can occur on destockal frequentative verbstems formed with the redu- 
plicative prefix. 

(ih-ca-cahu-a-ca) = to twitter shrilly 

Or it can itself be reduplicated (the i is treated as a real vowel). 

(ih-ih-cahu-a-ca) = (for birds) to warble 

Like the formation in $ 27.4.1 the compound stem can have an impersonal tla (the i is 
treated as a supportive vowel). 

(tla-h-cahu-a-ca) = for there to be a hue and cry, for there to be an outburst of war cries 

30.14. The Other Kind of Incorporated-Adverb VNC. The incorporated-adverb VNCs of $ $ 
30.6-30.13 are built on a compound verbstem whose adverbial embed is generated from an 
adverbial adjunct in the concatenate source sentence. The other kind of incorporated-adverb 
VNC mentioned in $ 30.5 has a compound stem whose adverbial embed results from the 
transformation of a supplement (subject or object) in the source sentence. This kind of com- 
pound-stemmed VNC is especially to be contrasted with those in $30.7 and $ 30.8 that have 
compound stems which embed nounstems signifying body parts. There a possessor pronoun 
was taken for granted; here it is explicitly recognized but transformed. Furthermore, here the 
embedded nounstem can signify not only body parts but also clothing and familial relations. 

The following discussion presents first the adverbial embed resulting from a supplementary 
subject in the source and then that resulting from a supplementary object. 

1. An intransitive VNC as principal clause in the source sentence can supply its supple- 
mentary subject as a candidate for the adverbial transformation if that adjunct NNC is in the 
possessive state. The predicate of this NNC, unlike those in $ 30.7 and $ 30.8, does not lose 
its possessor pronoun when its stem is embedded as an adverbial modifier inside a compound 
verbstem. 

Since, however, a possessor pronoun cannot (normally) appear in a VNC, it replaces its 
possessive-case feature with a nominative-case feature and becomes the subject pronoun of 
the compound VNC. The following example illustrates the transformation: 

Double-nucleus source: Nomii cepbhuac. = My hand became numb. 
Principal: cepbhuac = it became numb [< (ce-pbhua), "to become numb from cold or 

from pressure on a nerve"] 
Adjunct: nomii = it is my hand [< (miii)-tl-, "hand, arm." The NNC functions as a sup- 

plementary subject in the source sentence.] 
Transform: nimiicepbhuac = hi-0(mS-ce-pbhua)0+c-0# = I became numb at my hand, 

i.e., my hand became numb 

While on the surface the subject pronoun of the transform interacts with the matrix stem and 
the predicate as a whole, beneath the surface (i.e., semantically) its ties are with the embed, 
since it was its possessor pronoun. 
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The following are further examples: 

nitzoniztaya = hi-0(tzon-izta-ya)0+0-0# = I become white at the hair, i.e., my hair is 
turning white [Source sentence: notzon iztaya, "my hair is becoming whte."] 

nitenihza = #ni-@(ten-ihza)0+0-0# = I become awake at the lips; i.e., I eat breakfast 
[Source sentence: noten ihza, "my lips become awake."] 

bnitlanhuetz = ij#ni-0(tlan-huetz)0+0-]B# = I tooth-fell, i.e., I lost a tooth [Source sen- 
tence: 6notlan huetz, "my tooth fell." The antecessive particle t# frequently occurs in 
front of a supplementary subject; see the integrated-supplement construction in 5 1 8.1 .] 

tlanixhua = #B-0(tlan-ix-hua)0+0-0# = he tooth-sprouts, i.e., he is cutting a tooth, he 
is teething, he is growing a tooth [Source sentence: itlan ixhua, "his tooth sprouts."] 

btixichuetz = b#ti-0(xi-c-huetz)0+[]-B# = you navel-fell, i.e., you have lost honor and 
esteem [Source sentence: bmoxic huetz, "your navel has fallen." The navel repre- 
sented something like the symbolic center of selfhood and for another person to be 
treat it with disrespect was an insult.] 

niy6llohtbnehua = #ni-0(ybl-loh-t6n-G-hua)0+0-0# = I heart-suffer; i.e., I have acute 
pain in my heart [Source sentence: noybllo tbnehua "my heart hurts acutely."] 

nixcocoya = #n-0(ix-coco-ya)0+0-0# = I am-eye-sick, i.e., my eyes are hurting, my eyes 
are infected [Source sentence: nix cocoya, "my eyes are sick." Here nix is M-0+n- 
(ix)0-0#, "they are my eyes."] 

tihticocomoca = #t-0(ihti-CO-com-o-ca)0+0-0# = you stomach-crackle, i.e., your bow- 
els have the gripes [Source sentence: mihti cocomoca, "your stomach crackles."] 

ellelahci = #0-0@1-le-l-ahci)0+0-0# = he affliction-arrives, i.e., he is greatly troubled 
[Source sentence: iGlel ahci, "his affliction arrives." For (Gl-le-l)-li-, "affliction, pain," 
see 5 31.6.1 

The following examples incorporate stems signifying personal relations: 

nitahrniqui = #ni-0(tah-miqui)0+0-0# = I father-die, i.e., I survive my father, my father 
is dead [Source sentence: notah miqui, "my father dies."] 

ticihuiimiqui = #ti-0(cihuii-miqui)0+0-0# = you wife-die, i.e., you become a widower, 
you are a widower [Source sentence: mocihuiiuh miqui, "your wife dies, you become 
a widower."] 

oquichmiqui = #0-0(oquich-miqui)0+0-0# = she husband-dies, i.e., she becomes a 
widow [Source sentence: ioquichhui miqui, "her husband dies, she becomes a 
widow." If the subject pronoun of this compound VNC refers to a man, the VNC 
means "he dies like a man" according to 5 30.12.1 

tlahtohciimicohua = M-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-c&-mic-o-hua)0+0-W# = people king-die; i.e., 
people survive their king, someone's lung is dead [Source sentence: tetlahtohciiuh 
rniqui, "someone's lung dies." The nonspecific possessor tG becomes the impersonal 
subject of the impersonal-matrixed compound VNC. For the structure of tetlahtoh- 
ciiuh, see 5 35.6.1 

2. A transitive VNC as principal clause in the source sentence can supply its supplementury 
object as a candidate for the adverbial transformation if that adjunct NNC is in the possessive 
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state. The possessor pronoun replaces its possessive-case feature with an objective-case fea- 
ture and becomes the object pronoun in the compound-stemmed VNC. The following exam- 
ple illustrates the transformation: 

Double-nucleus source: Nictohtoma in mocac. = I undo your sandalslshoes. 
Principal: nictohtoma = #ni-0+c-0(toh-tom-a)0+0-0# = I cause them to become undone, 

I undo them [< tla-(tom-a), "to cause s.th. to become undone." The reduplicative pre- 
fix indicates distributive action upon the entities referred to by the object pronoun.] 

Adjunct: mocac = they are your sandalslshoes [The NNC functions as supplementary 
object.] 

Transform: nimitzcactohtoma = #ni-0+m-itz(cac-toh-tom-a)0+0-W = I undo you at the 
sandalslshoes; i.e., I undo your sandalslshoes [The pronoun m-itz is the causative 
object.] 

While on the surface the object pronoun interacts with the matrix stem, and thus with the com- 
pound stem as a whole, beneath the surface (i.e., semantically) its ties are with the embed, 
since it was its possessor pronoun. 

There also exists a double-nucleus sentence with an applicative verbstem that is derived 
from the stem of the VNC in the sentence that serves as the source for the above com- 
pound-stemmed VNC: Nimitztohtomilia in mocac. = "I undo your sandalslshoes for you." 
[Notice the difference in the translation.] Strange though it may seem, a sentence with this 
kind of applicative principal clause with a supplementary object whose stem names a body 
part or clothing cannot serve as the source for a compound-stemmed VNC transformation. 

The following are further examples of the compound formation: 

quimahpilcotijn = #0-0+qui-0(mah-pil-cot-6-n)0+0-0# = he finger-cut-off him, i.e., 
he cut him off at the finger; i.e., he cut off his finger [Source sentence: quicotijn in 
imahpil, "he-cut-it-ofladjr it-is-his-finger"; i.e., "he cut off his finger." The supple- 
mentary object is a compound NNC; see § 3 1.1 .] 

tint!chtihtzonxima = #ti-0+n-ech(ten-tzon-xima)0+0=0# = you beard-shave me, i.e., 
you shave my beard, you shave me [Source sentence: ticxima in notentzon, "you- 
shave-it adjr it-is-my-beard," i.e., "you shave my beard." The supplementary object 
is a compound NNC; see 5 3 1 S. 1 .] 

nechcu8tlapSn = #0-0+n-~ch(cuii-tlap-S-n)0+0-0# = he head-broke-open me, i.e., he 
broke open my head, he gave me a concussion [Source sentence: quitlapan in nocuii, 
"he-broke-open-it adjr it-is-my-head," i.e., "he broke open my head," "he gave me a 
concussion."] 

quicijtzcuah = #0-0+qui-0(cijtz-cuah)0+D-O# = he calf-ate her, i.e., he bit her on the 
calf of her leg, i.e., he bewitched her, he cast a spell over her [Source sentence: 
quicuah in icGtz, "he-ate-it adjr it-is-her-calf," i.e., "he bit her calf."] 

timotahmictih = #ti-@+m-o(tah-mic-tih)0+0-0# = you caused yourself to father-die, 
you father-killed yourself, i.e., you committed patricide [Source sentence: ticmictih 
in motah, "you-caused-him-to-die adjr he-is-your-father," i.e., "you killed your 
father."] 
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ninoxomalina = #ni-0+n-o(xo-mal-i-n-a)0+0-0# = I leg-entwine myself, i.e., I cross 
my legs [Source sentence: nicmalina in noxo, "I-entwine-them adjr they-are-my- 
legs," i.e., "I cross my legs."] 

ninotlahtblhuelitta = #ni-0+n-o(t1a-ht-6-l-huel-itt-a)0+0-0# = I words-well-see myself, 
i.e., I look with approval upon my words, I like what I have said [Source sentence: 
nichuelitta in notlahtbl, "I-see-well-them adjr they-are-my-words," i.e., "I like my 
words." For huel, which is an incorporated adverb here, see 9 44.5.2.1 

Note I: In many instances the concatenate source sentence is rare, since the compound-stemmed VNC is the 
normal way to express the concept. 

At times careful attention is needed to distinguish the "adverbial-NNC-to-incorporated- 
adverb" transform from the "supplementary-NNC-to-incorporated-adverb" transform. Com- 
pare, for example, the following compound VNCs that appear to be the same on the surface 
but have different meanings because of the difference of their sources: 

niquicxitohtoca = #ni-0+qu-O(icxi-toh-toca)0+0-0# = I feet-chase idthem, i.e., I chase 
itlthem by means of my feet, i.e., I grope for itlthem with my feet [The source sen- 
tence contains an adverbial expression involving the possessive-state predicate 
+n-o(cxi)-; the possessor pronoun of this predicate is deleted because of coreference 
with the subject pronoun of the principal clause. This compound-stemmed VNC is 
formed according to 5 30.7.1 

niquicxitohtoca = #ni-0+qu-O(icxi-toh-toca)0+0-0# = I feet-follow him, i.e., I follow 
his feet, i.e., I follow his footprints, I track him [The source sentence is nictohtoca 
in icxi, "I-follow-them adjr they-are-his-feet; i.e., "I follow his feet (i.e., his foot 
prints)." The compound VNC is formed according to the present subsection.] 

Note 2: The formation presented in this section is further complicated by the possibility that certain possessive- 
state NNCs signifying possessions not so intimately possessed as body-parts, clothing, and family relations can 
undergo a transformation that imitates it. For example: 

nitemilchihua = #ni-0+ti2(mil-chihua)0+0-~ = I field-make s.o., i.e., I cultivate s.o.'s fieldlfields [Source sen- 
tence: nicchihua in temil, "I-make-it adjr it-is-s.o.'s-field, I-make-them adjr they-are-s.o.'s-fields," i.e., "I cul- 
tivate s.o.'s fieldfields."] 

mitzcallatiz = #0-0+m-itz(ca1-la-ti)z+n-0# = he will-house-burn you, i.e., he will burn your house [Source sen- 
tence: quitlatiz in mocal, "he-will-burn-it adjr it is-your-house," i.e., "he will burn your house."] 

tiquinquimilpatlaz = #ti-0+qu-in(quimi1-patla)z+n-0# = you will bundle-exchange them; i.e., you will take 
over their bundlehundles [Source sentence: ticpatlaz in inquimil, "you-will-exchange-it adjr it-is-their-bun- 
dle," i.e., "you will take over their bundlehundles." The possessor pronoun I-n becomes the object pronoun 
qu-in in the transformed sentence.] 

What sets these formations apart from those in the main text is the fact that they do permit a compound-stemmed 
VNC built on an applicative stem. 

niti2milchihuilia = #ni-B+tP(mil-chihui-lia)0+0-B# = I cultivate fields for s.0. [This is merely an incorpo- 
rated-object compound VNC formed according to 3 30.2. The source sentence is nictechihuilia in milli, 
"I-make-it-for-S.O. adjr it-is-thela-field," i.e., "I cultivate the field/fields for s.0." Notice the difference in 
translation between this and niti2milchihua.] 

3. The supplementary subject of an active-voice transitive VNC is obligatorily converted 
into an adverb when it undergoes passivization. In the passive transformation the basic sub- 
ject (the pronominal subject) of the source active sentence is discarded (see $ 21.1); conse- 
quently, having lost its function, a supplementary subject cannot survive passage through the 
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active-passive barrier unless it undergoes adverbialization. The resultant adverb, normally 
meaning "by way of," "with," "through the agency of," "due to," "by means of," etc., may be 
incorporated into the nonactive verbstem. 

Active: MP mitzmintin xicohtin. = Beware lest the bumblebees sting you (sg). 
Passive: Mii tixicohminaloh. = #ti-0(xicoh-mi-n-a-lo)h+n-0# = Beware lest you be 

stung by way of bumblebees. 

The adverbialization may also be accomplished by means of an adverbialized NNC (see 5 
49. l .  l): 

Active: Oquicehuih tahahpild. = Our water jars extinguished it. 
Passive: ~cehuilbc tahahpilbl. = It was extinguished by means of our water jars. 

30.15. The Incorporated-Complement Compound VNC. In Nahuatl a complement is an 
adjunct-like function that, unlike an adjunct (e.g., a supplement), is a necessary addition to a 
VNC to complete something said about a personal pronoun in it (creating a subject comple- 
ment or an object complement) or about its stem (creating an adverbial complement). Only the 
subject complement and the object complement are of importance to the present discussion. 
The complement may be added outside the governing VNC (see Lesson 5 1 for double-nucleus 
structures of complementation) or inside it in the form of an incorporated complement. The 
result is an "NNC + VNC"-type compound VNC similar to the incorporated-adverb compound 
VNC in that the compound verbstem has the same valence as the verbstem serving as the 
source for the matrix. But it is unlike it in that the subject pronoun of the source NNC shares 
reference with the subject or object pronoun of the source VNC. This coreferential subject is 
deleted when the predicate of the NNC is incorporated into the compound VNC. 

The following paragraphs illustrate the kinds of incorporated-complement compound VNCs 
(compare Lesson 5 1). 

1. The compound VNC with an incorporated subject complement: 

Matrix source: Neci. = He appears. 
Embed source: Tdp6chtli. = He is a youth. 
Transform: Tdpbchni5ci. = M-0(ti%pb-ch-ni5ci)0+0-0# = He seems a youth. He seems 

young. 

2. The compound VNC with an incorporated object complement. The most common vari- 
eties of this construction involve notions of considering an entity to be such and such and 
changing an entity into such and such. 

a. "Considering": 

Matrix source: Quimrnah. = He knew them. 
Embed source: Teteoh. = They are gods. 
Transform: Quintebmah. = He knew them to be gods. He thought they were gods. 

He considered them gods. 

The following is another example of the construction: 
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Ahoc quitetziiuhmatiyah. = #0-0+qui-0(tetz-ii-uh-mati)ya+0-h# = They no 
longer considered it an evil omen. They no longer considered them evil omens. 
[< (tetz-ii-hui)-tl-, "evil omen" + tla-(mati), "to know s.th." The compound 
stem is usually written tla-(tetz-a-m-mati) because of the assimilation: /W/ + 
/m/ > [mm] .] 

In addition to m-o-(mati) and te-(mati), other verbstems among those frequently used in the 
matrix subposition are: m-o-(nequi), m-o-(neh-nequi), m-o-(toca), m-o-(tla-piqu-iii), all 
being translated as "to pretend to be . . . ," "to feign to be . . . ," and t&(nequi), te-(neh-nequi), 
t&(toca), te-(tla-piqu-iii), translated as "to consider without foundation that someone is . . .," 
"to claim unjustly that someone is. . . ." 

quite6tocah = #0-0+qui-0(te6-toca)0+0-h# = they without foundation consider it a 
god; i.e., they worship an idol [< (te6)-tl-, "god + tla-(toca)] 

ninoteucnehnequi = #ni-0+n-o(tGuc-neh-nequi)0+0-0# = I pretend to be a lord [< 
(teuc)-tli-, "lord] 

Gmoquichnehnec = 6#0-@+m-&oquich-neh-nec)0+0-0# = he pretended to be a 
(real) man [< (oquich)-tli-, "man"] 

Note: There may be some question about the precise function of the embed in certain instances. For example, 
with tla- - tP-(toca), the complement function is complicated with the notion of "as if ': 

nicneltoca = #ni-0+c-0(nel-toca)0+0-B# = I follow it as if it were the truth, i.e., I believe it [c (ne1)-li-, "truth"] 

b. "Changing": 

Matrix source: Nimitzcuepa. = I turn you aside. 
Embed source: Titliicohtli. = You are a slave. 
Transform: Nimitztliicohcuepa. = #ni-0+m-itz(t1iicoh-cuepa)0+0-0# = I turn you 

into a slave. I make a slave of you. 

Other examples of the construction are the following: 

motechihuaz = #0-0+m-o(te-chihua)z+n-0# = it will make itself stone; i.e., it will 
turn into stone. 

ninoteiichihua = #ni-0+n-o(te&chihua)0+0-0# = I make myself god, I make myself 
become imbued with god, i.e., I pray, I perform a religious ceremony 

titlateikhihua = #ti-0+tla(ted-chihua)0+0-0# = you make s.th. god, i.e., you bless s.th. 

30.16. Reduplication in the Embed of Compound VNCs. The compound verbstem containing 
an incorporated predicate of an NNC can have a reduplicative prefix on the embed. 

cohozomahtzitzquiah = #0-@+c-@(oh-ozomah-tzitz-qu-ia)0+0-h# = they seize itlthem 
again and again like monkeys; they each seize itlthem l~ke  monkeys [< (ozomah)-tli-, 
"monkey" + tla-(tzitz-qu-iii), "to seize S-th."] 

nahnacaztlachixtihuih = #0-0(nah-nacaz-tla-chix-0-ti-hui)0+0-h# = they go looking 
toward one ear and the other; i.e., they go looking from side to side [< (nacaz)-tli-, "ear" 
+ (tla-chix-0-ti-uh), "to go looking"] 

timopipilihtoa = #ti-0+m-o(pi-pil-iht-o-a)0+0-0# = you say you are like a child; i.e., you 
claim to be younger than you are [< (pi1)-li-, "child" + m-0-(iht-o-ii), "to be obliginglto 
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volunteer," but here it has the translation "to allege about oneself." The reduplication on 
(pill-li- here expresses the notion of similarity (see 5 53.1. l).] 

The matrix verbstem may, of course, be reduplicated; see nimitzcactohtoma in 30.13.2. It 
is also possible to have reduplication on both the embed stem and the matrix stem: 

nimahmiinehnemi = #ni-0(mah-mii-neh-nemi )0+0-0# = I walk on my hands and feet, 
i.e., I walk on all fours [< (miii)-&,"hand + (neh-nemi), "to walk"] 

30.17. The Incorporated-NNC Compound VNC in the Passive and Impersonal Voices. Anon- 
active stem can be formed from any of the incorporated-NNC compound verbstems and used 
to create a passive VNC (if the source VNC is transitive with a specific object pronoun) or an 
impersonal VNC (if the source VNC is intransitive or if it is transitive with only nonspecific 
object pronouns). 

l. Incorporated-object VNCs. 

Active: Mitzxbchimacah. = They (specific individuals) are giving you flowers. [In tra- 
ditional spelling, mixxochimaca or rnixochimaca] 

Passive: Tixbchimaco. = You are being given flowers. People are giving you flowers. 
Flowers are being given to you. 

Active: Texbchimacah. = They (specific individuals) are giving someone flowers. 
Impersonal: Texbchimaco. = People are giving flowers to someone. Someone is giving 

flowers to someone. Someone is being given flowers. Flowers are being given to 
someone. 

Since it is intransitive, an incorporated-object compound verbstem formed from a single-object 
verbstem cannot create a passive-voice VNC, only an impersonal one. 

Active: XGchiti?moah. = They (specific individuals) seek flowers. 
Impersonal: XGchitemblo. = Someone is seeking flowers. People are seeking flowers. 

Flowers are being sought. 

Active: Tbtbpatliinaltiiiyah. = They (specific individuals) used to cause birds to fly. 
Impersonal: Tbtijpatliinaltilbya. = People used to cause birds to fly. Birds used to be 

caused to fly. 

2. Incorporated-adverb VNCs: 

Active: ~~uitlehuiitzqueh. = They (specific individuals) roasted it. 
Passive: ~tlehuiitzalbc. = It (a specific thing) was roasted. 

Active: Otlatlehuiitzqueh. = They (specific individuals) roasted something 
Impersonal: ~tlatlehuiitzalijc. = People roasted something. Something was roasted. 

Active: Cahcalaquih. = They (specific individuals) separately entered. 
Impersonal: Cahcalacohuac. = People separately entered. All separately entered. 
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Active: X6chicuep6ni. = It (a specific thing) buds like a flower. They (specific things) 
bud like flowers. 

Impersonal: Tlax6chicuep6ni. = Something buds like flowers. Things (in general) bud 
like flowers. [A tla impersonal; see 5 22.6.1 

3. Incorporated-complement VNCs: 

Active: N65chtliicamati. = He considers me a master; i.e., He obeys me. 
Passive: Nitliicamacho. = I am considered a master; i.e., I am obeyed. 

Active: T65chniMWa. = He considers us useless. He considers us as nothing. 
Passive: Tinentocoh. = We are considered useless. We are despised. 

Active: Tetliicohcuepah. = They (specific individuals) make people slaves. 
Impersonal: T65tliicohcuepalo. = People are made slaves. 

30.18. Caveats concerning the Embed of Incoqoorated-NNC Compound VNCs. Special care 
must be taken on one point: the embed does NOT represent the agent of an action. For exam- 
ple, coy6ch6ca can never mean that a coyote is performing the action of howling, but rather 
that precisely some entity other than a coyote is doing so: "he (or it) is howling like a coyote." 
Proof of this lies in the fact that the subject personal pronoun 0-O(. . . +0-0 can be replaced by 
any other subject pronoun: 6nicoy6ch6cac, ticoy6chikazqueh, etc. Whenever a VNC has an 
embed nounstem that names an entity capable of performing the action named by the matrix 
verbstem and the VNC has a third-person subject, an Indo-European reader is likely to mis- 
understand the meaning of the Nahuatl. T h s  is even more so when the only reasonable trans- 
lation serves to corroborate such a misunderstanding. For instance, the preferred translation 
for huexiuhtliihuiinah is "fellow-parents-in-law become tipsy," which is how an English wit- 
ness to the event would characterize it. Grammatically, however, (huexiuh)-tli-, "parent-in- 
law of one's child," is not being said to perform the action of the matrix (tliiuh-iina), "to 
become tipsy." The performers of the action, represented by 0-O(. . . +0-h, "they," are said to 
be acting in the capacity of fellow parents-in-law; that is, Nahuatl encodes the event from a 
perspective at odds with the English perspective. To the degree that the language learner is 
interested in entering into the thought-ways of Nahuatl speakers, this is important. When the 
VNC has a first- or second-person subject, the translation still skews the meaning of the Na- 
huatl: tihuexiuhtliihuiinah, "we fellow parents-in-law become tipsy." 

The sentence Nehcatoco, "I am carried away by the wind" (or more strictly, "I am fol- 
lowed by the wind") poses a somewhat different problem. It is constructed as a passive VNC 
in which the embedded stem (eh-ca)-tl-, "breeze," is the means or instrument by which the 
action is carried out, not the agent. As is stated in 5 21.1, the agent of a passive action cannot 
be mentioned (further discussion of this problem can be found in 5 58.7). 

Another, somewhat related, point is that the embed does NOT function as the subject of the 
VNC. The problem exists for Indo-European speakers because of the persistent and insidious 
belief that the grammar found in a translation mirrors the grammar found in the original. This 
is seldom true, even though in certain instances it may chance to happen. For example, the 
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sentence X6chitGmSlo may be translated as "Flowers are sought," but this translation is struc- 
tured according to the demands and principles of English grammar and says nothing about the 
Nahuatl structure. The sentence in Nahuatl is impersonal and its subject is 0-O(. . . +0-0 (a 
third-person singular nominative-case personal pronoun), representing a faceless (either 
unknown or unacknowledged) agent. An English sentence whose grammar is closer to that of 
the Nahuatl is "Someone seeks flowers." 



LESSON 3 1 

Compound Nounstems 

3 1.1. Types of Compound Nounstems. A compound nounstem results from the NNC + NNC 
= NNC formula of 28.1. Like compound verbstems, compound nounstems organize the rela- 
tions between embed and matrix according to either a linked structure (connective4 or con- 
nectiveless) or an integrated structure. In both kinds of structure the embed subposition pre- 
cedes the matrix subposition (see 5 28.2). The matrix, of course, governs the compound, 
thereby establishing the nounstem class of the compound stem. 

The stem occupying the embed subposition in a compound nounstem usually has the gen- 
eral-use shape (see 5 14. l), but a nounstem of Subclass 2-B of the tl class (see 5 14.7.2.b) 
retains a stemfinal /a/, just as it does when incorporated into a verbstem (see 30.1). 

3 1.2. The Meaning of the Embed in Compound Nounstems. The embed in a compound NNC 
may be derived either from a supplement or from a modifier in the concatenate source. What- 
ever the source, the embed stem performs a modifier function within the compound stem. As 
a modifier of the matrix it has a wide variety of possible meaning roles: source, material, pur- 
pose, form, appearance, manner, pertinence, possession, association, production, carrier, sex, 
instrument, means, character, etc. 

31.3. Possessor Orientation. In dealing with compound-stemmed NNCs one encounters the 
question of possessor orientation, that is, whether the possessor pronoun on a possessive-state 
compound-stemmed NNC is oriented toward the matrix or the embed. As pointed out in 5 
28.2, a matrix stem always governs a compound. Normally, therefore, a possessor pronoun is 
oriented toward that matrix (and the compound stem as a whole). This happens because only 
the stem of an adjoined clause becomes embedded in the compound. It is possible, however, 
for the possessive-state predicate of an adjoined clause to become an embed. As a conse- 
quence, the possessor pronoun on the compound comes from the embedding transformation 
and maintains its orientation toward the embed (compare 30.14, where the transformation 
is more drastic and the possessor pronoun belonging to the predicate of a supplementary NNC 
has to replace its possessive-case feature with either a nominative-case one or an objective-case 
one during the embedding transformation). 
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A compound-stemmed NNC built on a linked structure is always embed oriented. One 
having an integrated structure may be either matrix oriented or embed oriented. Compound 
nounstems built on the linked pattern are presented in Lessons 45 through 47. Attention at 
present is focussed on stems formed on the integrated pattern. Such stems normally are matrix 
oriented. 

The situation with a matrix-oriented compound stem built on the integrated pattern can be 
exemplified by (8-ca1)-li-, "water-house," i.e., "dugout canoe, boat." [Actually "house" is a very 
unsatisfactory translation of (ca1)-li-; the stem signifies something like "an area or structure 
inclosed by sides." See 5 1.13.1 

8calli = #0-0(8-ca1)li-0# = it is a canoe - they are canoes 
n8cal= #0-0+n-U(%-cal)0-0# = it is my canoe - they are my canoes 

In the possessive-state NNC it is obvious that the possessor pronoun has no direct relation- 
ship with the embed stem (2)-tl-, "water," but rather indicates the possessor of the matrix stem 
(ca1)-li-, "house," as qualified by the embed. 

There are, however, instances in which the compound nounstem built on an integrated pat- 
tern is embed oriented. Consider, for example, the stem (mii-cpa-l-y61-16-h)-tli-, "hand-seat- 
heart," i.e., "center of the palm." 

m8cpalydlohtli = #0-0(m8-cpa-l-y61-1o-h)tli-O# = it is the center of the palm 
nom8cpaly6lloh = #0-0+n-o(m8-cpa-yi%lo-h)0-0# = it is the center of my palm 

Here the possessor pronoun of the possessive-state NNC relates to the embed (m%-cpa-l)&, 
"palm," and has no direct relation with the matrix stem, while the incorporated possessive-state 
predicate +n-o(ma-cpa-l)- functions as a possessive modifier of the matrix. The double- 
nucleus source is nom2cpal iydloh, "it is my palm's center." 

Frequently the orientation is unimportant; for example, it matters little whether nocalix, 
#0-0+n-o(ca1-ix)0-0#, is embed oriented ("it is my house's faqade") or matrix oriented ("it is 
my house fa~ade"). The question of embed orientation is, however, of importance in NNCs 
built on a linked structure. 

3 1.4. The Importance of the Matrix Stem. The matrix stem in a Nahuatl compound nounstem 
is as important as it is in an English one. The difference that an English speaker recognizes 
between compounds such as "house fire" (which is a kind of fire) and "firehouse" (which is a 
kind of house) is just as strongly present in Nahuatl compounds. For example, (2-t6y-a- 
mich)-in-, "river fish," i.e., "catfish," is not at all the same thing as (mich-8-t6y-a)-& "fish 
river," i.e., "river characterized by fish, river abundant with fish." 

It is understandable that Spanish translators of Nahuatl have difficulty in grasping the prin- 
ciples of compound-stem structure (since Spanish does not have this type of compounding), 
but many English translators have trouble, too. For example, the compound-stemmed NNC 
malte6tl is mistranslated in the Florentine Codex (11, 60) as "god-captive," when both the 
structure of the compound and the context of its use show that the correct translation is "it is 
a god made out of a captive" (since the idol in this instance is fashioned from the thighbone 
of a captive). 
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It is not enough to look up the constituent stems in a dictionary and put them together with- 
out regard to their structural interrelationships. One must pay attention to compound-stem 
structure. There are, however, two problems that should be mentioned. First, there is the impor- 
tant fact that Nahuatl frequently classifies or represents reality in a way totally different from 
English. For example: 

Matrix stem: (xb)-tl- = a green thing 
Embed stem: (e)-tl- = a bean 
Compound stem: (e-xb)-tl- = a green thing in the form or a bean, i.e., a green bean, a string 

bean 

In such instances the English translation completely falsifies the structure of the Nahuatl by 
reversing embed and matrix. Even though in translating one must obviously cater to the 
requirements of English, one must not allow these requirements to corrupt one's understand- 
ing of Nahuatl structure or to mislead one into believing that there is no structure. 

Admittedly, there are times when the structure seems to violate all logic; for example: (cal)- 
li-, "house" + (ocuil)-in-, "worm" = (cal-ocui1)-in-, "a house-worm," i.e., "a worm (encased) in 
a house," but translated "cocoon of a silkworm." [Molina: "capullo de gusano de seda"; it is pos- 
sible that Molina was in error here, since the meaning would seem to require the translation "pupa," 
with the unattested "(ocuil-ca1)-li-, "house containing a worm," being translated "cocoon." It is 
also possible that this apparently defective compound was invented by a Spanish speaker, since 
silkworms and the silk industry were alien impositions brought in by Spanish colonists.] 

Much more frequently, however, what seems illogical from an English perspective is sim- 
ply the result of an alien vision. Nahuatl compound nounstems thus often offer an intriguing 
glimpse into the Nahuatl speakers' way of seeing the world. For example: 

(nene)-tl-, "doll, figurine" + (pi1)-li-, "dependent entity, appendage" = (nene-pi1)-li- 
"appendage in the form of a doll," i.e., "tongue" 

(te)-tl-, "rock" + (mCtz)-tli-, "moon7' = (te-mCtz)-tli-, "the moon in the form of a rock," i.e., 
"lead" [The matrix stem mentions the perceptual quality (dull gray color), and the embed 
stem points to the substance quality (hardness).] 

(t1an)-0-, "low down area" [See 8 47.3.2.1 + (cu3i)-tl-, "head = (tlan-cu3i)-tl-, "head in 
a low part," i.e., "knee" [The meaning becomes more available if one looks at the knee 
of someone squatting bare legged.] 

(m3x-t1a)-tl-, "breechcloth" [A compound nounstem; see 8 31 S.3.1 + (tzon)-tli-, "hair" = 
(ma-tla-tzon)-tli-, "hair in the form of a breechcloth," i.e., "headband [This may strike 
an English speaker as whimsical or ridiculous, but in fact it is quite descriptive: by being 
wrapped around the head, the breechcloth (or a strip of cloth or leather that resembles a 
breechcloth) is covering the area where one would otherwise see hair; i.e., the headband 
is taking the place of hair. It is therefore reasonable to choose (tzon)-tli- as the matrix 
stem. The choice of the embed might argue that breechcloths predated headbands, or, 
on the other hand, this may merely be an instance of native humor.] 

As these few examples suggest, one should not be content to learn mere translational equiv- 
alence~ for Nahuatl compound stems (either nounstems or verbstems). Translation stops at 
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analogy, at what is similar or shared by two languages. It thus bars access to the understand- 
ing of meaning, which operates from within the particularity, the peculiarity, of a language. 

The second problem to be faced in dealing with compound nounstems is more troublesome, 
but it is also much more rare. In certain infrequent instances a compound nounstem seems 
indifferent to the selection of matrix and embed. 

Matridembed source: (mPi)-tl- = hand 
Embedmatrix source: (6pbch)-tli- = left side 
Compound stem: (1) (6p6ch-miii)-tl- = hand on the left side; i.e., left hand 

(2) (m&6p6ch)-tli- = left-side thing in the form of a hand; i.e., left hand 

Although the English translation is unable to capture the semantic difference between such 
compounds, it is probable that a difference does in fact exist. 

3 1.5. Examples of Compound Nounstems. The following examples of compound nounstems 
exhibit the various classes of nounstems as embeds (the stem in the matrix subposition never 
causes problems). 

1. The embed subposition is filled with a tli, in, or 0 stem: 

(ten)-tli-, "lip, edge, rim" + (tzon)-tli-, "hair" = (ten-tzon)-tli-, "mustache, beard" 
(neuc)-tli-, "honey" + (P)-tl-, "water" = (necu-P)-tl-, "unfermented juice of the maguey" 

[Concerning the spelling, see 5 2.5.1 
(t6tol)-in-, "turkey hen" + (te)-tl-, "rock; egg" = (t6tol-te)-tl-, "turkey egg" [postcon- 

quest: "chicken egg"] 
(z61)-in-, "quail" + (ez)-tli-, "blood = (z6l-ez)-tli-, "quail blood 
(t1atzcan)-0-, "cypress" + (copal)-li-, "gum (from trees); incense" = (tlatzcan-copal)-li-, 

"cypress gum" 
(chichi)-@-, "dog" + (C-hua)-tl-, "skin, pelt, (raw)hideV = (chichi-P-hua)-tl-, "dog hide" 

2. The embed subposition is filled with a tl stem of Subclass 1 : 

(te6)-tl-, "god + (cuit1a)-tl-, "excrement" = (te6-cuit1a)-tl-, "noble metal" 
(c6P)-tl-, "snake" + (e-hu-a)-& "skin, pelt" = (c6P-&hu-a)-& "snakeskin" 
(icxi)-tl-, "foot" + (oh)-tli-, "path, trail, road = (icxi-oh)-tli-, "footpath" 

3. The embed subposition is filled with a tl stem of Subclass 2: 

(pet1a)-tl-, "mat" + (ca1)-li-, "house" = (petla-ca1)-li-, "hamper, wickerwork chest" [The 
embed stem's ephemeral /a/ is kept; see 5 3 1.1 .] 

(mPxa)-tl-, "crotch, bifurcation" + (t1a)-tl-, "strip of cloth/leather" = (mPx-t1a)-tl-, 
"breechcloth" [The loss of the embed stem's ephemeral /a/ is irregular. Compare 
(miixa-c)-tli- in 5 46.7.1 

(qui1i)-tl-, "green leafy vegetable" + (mi1)-li-, "cultivated field = (quil-mi1)-li-, "veg- 
etable garden" 

(cuahui)-tl-, "tree, wood" + (C!-hu-a)-& "skin, pelt, hide" = (cuauh-P-hu-a)-& "bark" 
[For the spelling of the /W/, see 5 2.5.1 
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(cu8i)-tl-, "head + (cuahui)-tl-, "tree" = (cu8-cuahui)-tl-, "antlerlhorn" 
(t6ciii)-tl-, "name" + (iima)-tl-, "paper" = (t6c8-iima)-tl-, "register" 
(m8i)-tl-, "hand, arm" + (quech)-tli-, "neck" = (m8-quech)-tli-, "wrist" 
(m8i)-tl-, "hand + (t1a)-tl-, "strip(s) of clotMeather" = (mii-t1a)-tl-, "net" 

Nounstems of the tl class (of either subclass) that end in a stem-final long vowel in their gen- 
eral-use stem at times replace the long vowel with a short vowel plus a glottal stop (see 
14.2.8): 

(te6)-tl-, "god" + (ca1)-li-, "house" = (teoh-ca1)-li-, "temple, church" 
(miii)-tl-, "hand + (t1iic)-tli-, "torso, upper body" = (mah-tl8c)-tli-, "ten digits," i.e., 

"ten in number" [See 34.6.1 

Note l: In addition to negating a nuclear clause, the negative prefix ah# can negate a stem by serving as an adver- 
bial embed (in which case it is equivalent to the English prefixes "non-," "in-," and "un-"). 

(ah-tla)-tl- > poss, (ah-t1a)-uh- = nonsling, i.e., spear-thrower, throwing slat; atlatl [c (t1a)-tl-, "strip of clothlhide; 
sling"] 

(ah-tl8ca)-tl- = nonperson, i.e., inhuman person, evil person [c (tl8ca)-tl-, "person, human being"] 

Note 2: Unexpected formations occasionally occur. For example: 
(xB-chi)-tl-, "flower" + (cua-l)-li-, "edible thing" = (xB-ch-ih-cua-l)-li- = "fruit" [The embed subposition is 

filled with the otherwise unused variant stem (x6-ch-ih)-tli-.] 
(mich)-in-, "fish" + (hu8uh)-tli-, "amaranth = (michi-huHuh)-tli-, "fish amaranth [The additional [i] on 

(rnich)-in- here is reminiscent of that on (ix)-tli- in te-(ixi-mati) in 5 30.7.1 
If the embed stem has the glottalized shape (see 5 14.2.8.c) and the matrix stem begins with a vowel, the embed 
stem's final [h] can show up as [y] (see 5 2.13.1). 

(mHi)- tl-, "hand" + (e-hu-a)-&, "skin, pelt" = (mHy-8-hu-a)-&, "glove" 

31.6. Unique Nounstems as Fillers in the Embed or Matrix Subpositions. Occasionally, a 
nounstem that does not occur as the stem in a simple-stemmed NNC is found as a filler in a 
subposition of a compound stem (compare 30.13). 

*(chi)-tl- + *(niimi)-tl- = (chi-niimi)-tl-, "hedge, cane fence" 
(te)-tl-, "rock + *(niimi)-tl- = (te-n8mi)-tl-, "rock wall" 
*(cuez)-tli- + (coma)-tl-, "container, receptacle" = (cuez-coma)-tl-, "granary" 
*(H)-li- + (p6-ch)-tli-, "incense smoke" = (El-p6-ch)-tli-, "a youth, young man" 
*(ma)-tl- + *(il-aca)-tl- = (ma-l-aca)-tl-, "spindle" [The stem *(il-aca)-tl- itself consists 

of the unique stems *(il)- and *(aca)-tl-. Although it is unattested, it is the source for 
(il-aca-ch)-tli-, "vortex," and (il-aca-tz)-tli-, found in t&(il-aca-tz-cot-6-n-a), "to pinch 
S.O. with a twisting motion," and also in the intransitive destockal verbstem (il-aca-tz-i- 
hui), "to revolve or spiral around a center," and its causative counterpart tla-(il-aca-tz- 
o-g), "to roll s.th. into a tube shape."] 

(te)-tl-, "rock" + *(poz)-tli- = (te-poz)-tli-, "hard metal, copper, iron" [The nounstem 
*(poz)-tli- appears as an adverbial embed in the compound verbstem tla-(poz-tequi), 
"to break s.th. long (such as a bone, stick, or pole)"; see 30.13.1 

@l)-li-, "liver" + *(tle-l)-&, "fiery sensation" (?) = @l-le-l)-li-, "affliction, pain" [While 
*(tle-l)-li- is not attested, it is derived from (t1e)-tl-, "fire," in the same way that (te-l)&, 
"pile of rocks, rock mound, mound," is derived from (te)-, "rock." See 57.7.1 
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There are two nounstems of this type that are exceptionally prolific as fillers of the matrix 
subposition. 

1. *(ca)-tl-, "being, entity." This stem has already been encountered in the irregular verb- 
stem *(ca-ti) > (ca-t) - (ca-h), "to become a being," i.e., "to be" (see § 11.5; the verbstem 
suffix -ti is presented in 5 54.2). As a matrix nounstem, (-ca)-tl- means "entity associated 
withlcharacterized bylmade of (the entity named by the embed nounstem)." 

(3)-tl-, "water7' + (-ca)-tl-, "being" = (S-ca)-tl-, "reed 
(ich)-tli-, "maguey fiber" + (-ca)-tl- = (ich-ca)-tl-, "cotton" [postconquest: "wool"; by 

extension, "sheep"] 
(tez)-tli-, "abraded thing" + (-ca)-tl- = (tez-ca)-tl-, "mirror" 
(i1hui)-tl-, "day" + (-ca)-tl- = (ilhui-ca)-tl-, "sky" 
(me)-&, "maguey" + (-ca)-tl- = (me-ca)-tl-, "rope, cord" 
(ca1)-li-, "house" + (-ca)-tl- = (cal-ca)-tl-, "dweller" 
(x6-chi)-tl-, "flower" + (-ca)-tl- = (xb-chi-ca)-tl-, "little green frog that breeds among 

the grass" 
(yb1)-li-, "lively thing" + (-ca)-tl- = (ybl-ca)-tl-, "bug, insect" 
(2hua)-tl-, "oak + (-ca)-tl- = (iihua-ca)-tl-, "avocado; testicle" [The connection 

between avocados and oaks is not clear.] 

At times the meaning of the embed is hypothetical or unknown. 

*(iiz)-tli-, "implement, tool" (?) + (-ca)-tl- = (iiz-ca)-tl-, "ant" [See 58.1 .] 
*(tzi)-tl-, "stinging sensation" (?) + (-a)-tl- = (tzi-ca)-tl-, "large ant with a poisonous bite" 
*(c6z)-tli-, "yellow color" (?) + (-ca)-tl- = (cbz-ca)-tl-, "jewel, bead; necklace" 
*(pina)-tl-, ? + (-ca)-tl- = (pina-ca)-tl-, "large red flightless beetle" 
*(tlii)-tl-, "covering" (?) + (-ca)-tl- = (tlii-ca)-tl-, "person, human being; lord" 
*(tapal)-li-, ? + (-ca)-tl- = (tapal-ca)-tl-, "potsherd, broken tile" 
*(yb)-tl-, ? + (-ca)-tl- = (yb-ca)-tl-, "property" 
*(cocb)-tl-, ? + (-ca)-tl- = (coc6-ca)-tl-, "property" 

The above are only a few examples of compound nounstems formed on (-ca)-tl-. This stem is 
also used as the matsix for the associated-entity nounstem (see 8 47.4), the gentilic-name noun- 
stem (see $48.9), and the nounstem of profession (see § 48.13). 

Compound nounstems formed on (-ca)-tl- usually belong to tl Subclass l-A or, less com- 
monly, Subclass 2-C. 

niicauh = #0-0+n-n(ii-ca)uh-0# = it is my reed - they are my reeds [< (8-ca)-tl-] 
nocijzqui = #0-0+n-o(c6z-qui)0-0# = it is my necklace [< (c6z-ca)-tl-] 

Not included in this kind of compound nounstem are those nounstems that end in /ka/ but 
belong to Subclass 2-B of the tl class. For example: 

(naca)-tl- = meat, flesh (ciyaca)- tl- = armpit 
(yaca)-tl- = nose (cuica)-tl- = song 
(ma-l-aca)-tl- = spindle (ihtaca)-tl- = victuals; travel provisions 
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2. (-y6)-tl-, "a thing abundantly owning . . ."; i.e., "a thinglstatelcondition/quality that per- 
tains to or is characteristic of. . . ." This is a deverbal nounstem whose derivation is described 
in $ 39.3. It is frequently translated by the English abstract suffixes "-ness" and "-ity." 

(3)-tl-, "water" + (-y6)-tl- = (2-y6)-tl-, "turtle, tortoise" [There is another meaning for 
this compound stem in which the derived nature of (-y6)-tl- is more obvious: "a 
watery thing"; see 5 39.3.1 

(y6l)-li-, "a lively thing" + (-y6)-tl- = (y6l-16)-tl-, "heart" [There is another stem (y6l- 
10-h)-tli- with the same meaning but formed according to $ 39.1.1 

*(X@-tl-, "face, surface" + (-y6)-tl- = (x3-y6)-tl-, "dregs, grounds, lees, sediment" 

A number of compound stems formed on (-y6)-tl- participate in an unusual formation: the 
embed is a possessive-state predicate containing the nonspecific possessor pronoun tla (see 5 
15.1.6). At times one fmds both this stem and another one formed on an absolutive-state predicate 
as embed. The two stems have related but different meanings, as in the following four examples: 

(ix-xb)-tl- = a thing having the quality of a surface, a covering > (tla-ix-x6)-tl- = grease 
floating on the surface (e.g., in a cooking utensil) [ < (ix)-tli-, "face, surface"; notice 
the assimilation of /S/ + lyl > [E].] 

(pa-ti-y6)-tl- = payment > (tla-pa-ti-y6)-tl- = s e h g  price, cost [< "(pa-ti)-tl-, "exchanged 
item" < tla-(pa-tla), "to exchange s.th."; see $ 39.3.3.1 

(ix-xip-tla-y6)-tl- = image, likeness > (tla-k-xip-tla-y6)-tl- = painted image, portrait 
[< (ix-xip-t1a)-tl-, "representative, impersonator"; traditionally spelled (ixipt1a)-tl-.] 

(me-ca-y6)-tl- = metaphor, ancestry, descent, lineage > (tla-me-ca-y6)-tl- = safety cord 
or strap (to keep one from dropping an implement, etc.) [< (me-ca)-tl-, "cord, rope."] 

At times only the stem with the possessive-state embed is attested: 

(tla-ch-ca-y6)-tl- = down, fluff, soft feather [< (ich-ca)-tl-, "cotton"] 
(tla-ix-pan-y6)-tl- = the front, visible part [< (B-pan)-U-, "face-surface"; see $ 47.3.3.1 

There are a number of special usages of (-y6)-tl- as a matrix stem, among which are the noun- 
stems of pertinency (see $ 47.9, of gentilic collectivity (see $ 48.12), and of characteristic 
properties (see 5 39.3). 

31.7. Conjunctive Compound Nounstems. Certain compound nounstems are exceptional in 
that the two constituent nounstems are related not through adjunction but through conjunction 
(see Lesson 52). As pointed out in $ 28.2, instead of having an "embed + matrix" structure 
(i.e., a governed element followed by a governing element), they have a "conjunct + conjunct" 
one (i.e., an equal cooperating with an equal). The filler of the first conjunct subposition retains 
a vestige of the source NW's  numl filler morph tl or tli. 

(8)-tl-, "water7' + (tepi3)-tl-, "hill" = (S-l-tepi3)-tl-, "water-and-hill," i.e., "town, city" [The 
possessive-state stem is (3-l-tepi3)-uh-, as in t2ltepeuh = #0-0+t-(3-l-tepi3)uh-0# = "it 
is our town."] 

(cuahui)-tl-, "stick" + (te)-tl-, "stone" = (cuahui-l-te)-tl-, "sticks-and-stones," i.e., 
"punishment" 
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(cuIuh)-tli-, "eagle" + (6cClb)-tl-, "jaguar" = (cuauh-tl-bcC1b)-tl-, "eagle-and-jaguar," i.e., 
"an eagle-jaguar warrior" 

Such combinations frequently break up into separate conjoined NNCs in the possessive state; 
see $ 52.6 for double-nucleus constructions. 

3 1.8. Multiple-Stemmed Fillers in the Compound Nounstem's Subpositions. Since com- 
pounding is recursive (see $28. l), both the embed and the matrix subpositions of a compound 
nounstem can be filled by compound nounstems. 

1. Compound stem in the embed subposition: 

(I-l-tepC)-tl-, "town" + (tla-tqui)-tl-, "equipment" = (I-l-tepC-tla-tqui)-tl-, "public 
property" 

(teb-cuit1a)-tl-, "gold + (nacoch)-tli-, "ear pendant, ear hoop" = (teb-cuitla-nacoch)-tli-, 
"gold ear pendant" 

(xo-pi1)-li-, "foot appendage," i.e., "toe" + (izti)- "nail" = (xo-pil-izti)-tl-, "toenail" 
(te-nex)-tli-, "rock ash," i.e., "lime" + (te)-tl-, "rock = (te-nex-te)-tl-, "limestone" 

2. Compound stem in the matrix subposition: 

(tzon)-tli-, "hair" + (te-coma)-tl-, "jar" = (tzon-te-coma)-tl-, "head 
(cuit1a)-tl-, "excrement" + (te-coma)-tl-, "jar" = (cuitla-te-coma)-tl-, "belly" 
(xb-chi)-tl-, "flower" + (chi-n8n-ca1)-li- "fenced-in area" = (xb-chi-chi-n8n-ca1)-li-, 

"flower garden" [ < (chi-n8mi)-tl-, "hedge; cane fence"; see 5 3 1.6.1 

3. Compound stems in both the embed and matrix subpositions: 

(te-poz)-tli-, "hard metal" + (petla-ca1)-li-, "wickerwork chest" = (te-poz-petla-ca1)-li-, 
"iron or copper box or chest" 

(teb-cuit1a)-tl-, "gold" + (cbz-ca)-tl-, "jewel, bead; necklace" = (teb-cuitla-cbz-ca)-tl-, 
"gold ornament, gold bauble" 

At times possibly ambiguous combinations occur. For example, (chil-mbl-c&)-tl- could come 
from either (chi1)-li-, "chili pepper," plus (mbl-caxi)-tl-, "sauce bowl," or (chil-mb1)-li-, 
"chili-pepper sauce," plus (taxi)-tl-, "bowl." 

3 1.9. Compound Nounstems Expressing Sex Distinction. A matrix nounstem signifying an 
animate entity can incorporate either (oquich)-tli-, "man, male being," or (cihu8)-tl-, "woman, 
female being" to form a compound nounstem indicating the sex of that entity. 

(oquich-maz8)-tl- = male deer, buck [< (mazI)-tl-, "deer"] 
(cihus-maz8)-tl- = female deer, doe 

Ordinarily, nounstems signifying humans are neutral with regard to sex, but if sex needs to be 
specified, a compound nounstem built on this pattern can be used. 

(cihu8-tl8coh)-tli- = female slave 

In the case of (tCuc)-tli-, "lord," and (pi1)-li-, "nobleman," it is customary to use (cihu8)-tl- 
when a woman is being spoken of: 
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(cihuii-ti?uc)-tli- = female lord; i.e., lady of high rank 
(cihuii-pil)-li- = female noble, noblewoman 

3 1.10. Compound Nounstems Expressing the Notion of Progeny. The stem (cone)-tl-, "child, 
offspring," may serve as a matrix incorporating a nounstem signifying an animal to create a 
compound nounstem signifying that animal's progeny: 

(canauh-cone)-tl- = duck child; i.e., duckling [< (canauh)-tli-, "duck] 
(miz-cone)-tl- = puma child; i.e., puma cub [< (miz)-tli-, "puma"] 
(oquich-ich-ca-cone)-tl- = male sheep child; i.e., male lamb [< (ich-ca)-tl-, "sheep"] 
(te-cuii-n-c6ii-coni2)-tl- = man-eating snake child; i.e., young poisonous snake 

At times the stem (pil-t6n)-tli-, "child (see 32.6.1 .b), is used as the matrix: 

(te-cuS-m-pil-t6n)-tli- = man-eater child; i.e., fierce-animal cub [This is a synonym for 
(te-cuii-n-cone)-tl-.] 

(huil6-pil-t6n)-tli- = dove child; i.e., young dove 

Note: In speaking of humans, the stem (conP)-tl- specifies that the child (son or daughter) is of a woman. For 
the stem signifying "child (son or daughter) of either a man or a woman," see 8 32.6.1 .] 

3 1.1 1. Compound Nounstems Expressing the Notion of Fellowship. The stem (poh)-tli-, "com- 
panion, match, equal, peer," which was presented in 15.2.2 as always occurring in a posses- 
sive-state NNC, can serve as the matrix stem of a compound-stemmed possessive-state NNC: 

nirnot6ciipoh = #ni-0+m-o(t6cii-poh)0-0# = I have a name like yours, I am your namesake 
[< (t6ciii)-t1-, "name"] 

tinocihuiipoh = #ti-0+n-~(cihuii-poh)0-0# = you are a woman like me; you are my 
(female) companion; you are my kinswoman 

nihuiimpoh = #n-0+i-0(huiim-poh)0-0# = I am his fellow man, I am his kinsman [The 
nounstem (huiin)-tli-, "associate, fellowship, company," does not occur in a simple- 
stemmed absolutive-state NNC; see § 45.4.1 .] 

tamohuiimpohhuiin = #t-0+am-~(huiim-poh)hu-h# = we are your (pl) fellow men, we 
are your kinsmen 

3 1.12. Afinity-Stem Formation in Compound Nounstems. When the subject pronoun is plu- 
ral, an absolutive-state NNC may use an affinity stem (see g 14.3.1) in which the reduplica- 
tion occurs on the embed stem: 

(ich-ca)-tl- = sheep 
iichcameh = #0-0(i-ich-ca)m-eh# = they are sheep 

(tlii-ca-tecol-6)-t1- = owl in the shape of a human being; i.e., evil sorcerer 
tliitliicatecoloh = #0-0(tlii-tlii-ca-tecol-o)0-h# = they are evil sorcerers 

At times, however, the notion of affinity is expressed by reduplication on the matrix stem. 

(cihuii-tea)-tl- = goddess 
cihuiiteteoh = #0-B(cihuii-tP-teo)0-h# = they are goddesses 
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(miz-cone)-tl- = puma cub 
mizc6coneh = #0-0(miz-c6-cone)0-h# = they are puma cubs 

At times this reduplication on the matrix is optional, but there are instances in which it is oblig- 
atory; for example: 

(tel-p6-ch)-tli- = a youth, young man 
titelp6pochtin = #ti-Pl(tGl-pb-p6-ch)t-in# = we are youths 

(ich-p6-ch)-tli- = maiden, young woman 
amichp6p6chtin = #am-O(ich-p6-p6-ch)t-in# = you are maidens 

A given nounstem in the matrix subposition may allow reduplication now on the matrix and 
now on the embed; for example: 

(61-te6)-tl- = god(figure) made out of rubber 
Glteteoh = #0-0(Gl-ti5-teo)(b-h# = they are gods made out of rubber 

(cin-te6)-tl- = god (figure) made out of a dried ear of maize 
cicinteoh = #0-0(ci-cin-teo)0-h# = they are gods made out of dried ears of maize 

At times affinity is expressed on both the embed stem and the matrix stem: 

cicinteteoh = #0-0(ci-cin-te-teo)h = they are gods made of dried ears of maize 

The matrix stem of a possessive-state NNC may show reduplication: 

iiichc6c6lhuiin = #0-0+i-0(iich-c6-~61)hu-&n# = they are his familial succession of great- 
grandfathers, i.e., they are his forebears 

3 1.13. DistributiveN&ietaI-Stern Formation in Compound Nounsterns. In compound noun- 
stems, the notions of distribution and variety (see $ 14.3.2) are expressed on the embed stem: 

(m61-taxi)-tl- = sauce bowl 
mohrn6lcaxitl= #0-0(moh-mtil-caxi)tl-0# = they are different kinds of sauce bowls 

(cuez-coma)-tl- = granary 
cuehcuezcomatl = #0-0(cueh-cuez-coma)tl-0# = they are granaries located in various 

places 

Notice the difference in the following compound-stem formations, one built on an affinity 
stem as matrix and the other on a distributive/varietal stem: 

telp6pZichtin = #0-0(ti%pti-p6-ch)t-in# = they are youths 
tehtdp6chcalli = #0-0(teh-tC1-p6-ch-ca1)li-0# = they are different kinds of young-men 

houses 
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Affective NNCs 

32.1. Aflective NNCs. A speaker of Nahuatl can express a valuing or a disparaging attitude 
toward the referent of the subject of an NNC either in the nounstem or in the subject pronoun. 
The first method uses a compound aflective nounstem, the second amwed subject. The for- 
mer, being the more important, is discussed first; the latter is presented in § 32.8. 

A compound affective nounstem has its matrix subposition filled by an affective-matrik 
nounstem. Like the nounstems mentioned in 8 3 1.6, (-ca)-tl- and (-y6)-tl-, these affective- 
matrix nounstems are not capable of forming simple-stemmed NNCs (although it would seem 
that they were originally able to do so). 

Affective-matrix nounstems may be divided into three groups according to the stem class 
of the compound stem in relation to the stem class of the nounstem in the embed subposition. 

32.2. The Aflective-Matrix Nounstems (-pi2)-8- and (-p5l)-H-. Two affective-matrix noun- 
stems always form compound affective stems that belong to the 0 class regardless of the class 
of the embedded stem. 

1. The matrix nounstem (-pi1)-0- expresses smallness with affection: 

(t6t6)-tl- = bird > (t6t6-pi1)-0- = (dear) little bird, birdie 
(icn-iuh)-tli- = friend > (icn-iuh-pi1)-0- = (dear) little friend 
(a-chi)-0- = small amount [See 16.9.6.1 > (a-chih-pi1)-0- = a very small amount, a tiny 

amount [Concerning the glottal stop, see 16.7, note.] 

2. The nounstem (-p6l)-0- expresses largeness with disparagement or contempt: 

(ich-ca)-tl- = sheep > (ich-ca-p6l)-0- = big ugly sheep 
(oquich)-tli- = man > (oquich-p6l)-0- = hulking man 
(quimich)-in- = mouse > (quimich-p61)-0- = big old mouse 
(eh-hu8)-tl- = anlthe entity [See 16.3.2.1 > (eh-hug-p6l)-0- = althe worthless entity 

[For example: nehhugp61, "I am a worthless person"; "worthless Yme."] 
(ix-a-chi)-0- = a large amounthumber [See 8 16.9.8.1 > (ix-a-chih-p6l)-0- = an awk- 

ward or unsatisfying amount/number [Concerning the glottal stop, see 8 16.7, note.] 
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(tl-e-in)-0- = what thing? [See 16.4.1 .] > (tl-e-im-p61)-0- = what miserable thing? [Notice 
the noninterrogative use in Ca zan titleimp61, "You are only a good-for-nothing."] 

If the compound affective nounstem becomes lexicalized in a special meaning, the stem-class 
membershp of the compound stem changes to the tli class. 

(cal-p6l)-li- = big house; lexicalized as city district, precinct, town quarter, enclave, ward 
calp6lli = #0-0(cal-p6l)li-0# = it is a city district 
cahcalp6lli = #0-0(cah-cal-p6l)li-0# = they are variouslseparate city districts 
ticalpidtin = #ti-0(cal-p6l)t-in# = we are (members of) a city district 

32.3. The Afective-Matrix Nounstems (-tzin)-tli- and (-tt7n)-tli-. Two affective-matrix noun- 
stems allow the embedded nounstem to determine the stem class of the compound stem. If the 
embedded stem belongs to the 0 class, the compound affective stem also belongs to that class. 
If the embedded stem belongs to one of the other classes, the compound affective stem belongs 
to the tli class. 

1. The nounstem (-tzin)-tli- basically conveys the notion of special regard, ranging in 
meaning from deference and esteem (i.e., it expresses the honorific), through compassion or 
affection to cherished smallness. 

(chichi)-0- = dog > (chichi-tzin)-0- = dear dog 
(tepi)-0- = small thing > (tepi-tzin)-0- = a tiny thing 
(~61)-li- = grandfather > (c6l-tzin)-tli- = honored grandfather 
(te-coma)-tl- = jar > (te-con-tzin)-tli- = a valuable jar [This is an irregular formation; 

although the stem-final /a/ is deleted in a possessive-state NNC, it is normally kept 
when the stem is incorporated in a compound stem (see 8 3 1. l).] 

(eh-hug)-[- = adthe entity [See 5 16.3.2.1 > (eh-hu8-tzin)-0- = adthe honorable entity 
[For example, tehhuiitzin, "you are an honorable person"; "honorable you"; "you, 
Sir. "1 

(tl-e-in)-0- = what thing? [See 16.4.1 .] > (tl-e-in-tzin)-0- - (tl-e-i-tzin)-0- = what wor- 
thy thing? [These are variants for (tl-eh-tzin)-@-.l 

(a-qui)-0- = a small amounthumber [See 9 16.9.5.1 > (a-quih-tzin)-0- = a nicely small 
amounthumber [Concerning the glottal stop, see 16.7, note.] 

The honorific forms of the demonstrative pronominal NNCs in and 6n (see 5 16.5) have com- 
pound stems according to the general rule: 

intzin = #0-0(in-tzin)0-0# = helshelit is this honorable one 
6ntzin = #0-0(6n-tzin)0-0 = helshelit is that honorable one 

When these demonstrative NNCs are marked by the adjunctor in (i.e., in intzin, in bntzin), 
the adjunctor and the NNC are usually written solid in traditional texts (i.e., inintzin, inontzin). 

The affective-matrix nounstem (-tzin)-tli- may also embed nounstems that signify masslike 
entities. The resultant compound affective nounstem usually has the meaning of a portion, 
part, or delimited amount: 

(3)-tl- = water > (8-tzin)-tli- = water in domestic use; water in a well or tank 
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In a vocative construction containing the vocative particle #C (see 18.1 l), the stem of the 

NNC involved may have as its matrix either the full stem (-tzin)-tli- or its abbreviated version 
(-tz)-tli-. The vocative unit containing the NNC with the abbreviated stem is less formal or rit- 
ualistic than the one with the full stem. 

nocniuhtzinC = #0-0+n-o(cn-iuh-tzin)0-0#C = (0) my dear friend 
nocniuhtzC = #0-0+n-o(cn-iuh-tz)0-WC = (0) my dear buddy 

Personal names borrowed from Spanish use the abbreviated stem; e.g., PetolohtzC, "(0) Peter." 
The nounstem *(il)-li- is attested only in a vocative #C construction. When embedded into 

the abbreviated matrix stem (-tz)-tli-, it has a derogatory quality. 

niltzC = #0-0+n-M(i1-tz)0-0#C = hey, you there! 

For it to have a truly honorific/affective value, its compound affective stem (il-tzin)-tli- must be 
embedded in the full matrix stem (-tzin)-tli- (compare the honorific tinopiltzintzin in 5 32.6.2). 

niltzintzink = #0-0+n-[(il-tzin-tzin)0-0#6 = (0) Sir!; (0) my friend! 

This is not an instance of reduplication. 

2. The nounstem (-t6n)-tli- expresses smallness but without the connotation of admiration 
or affection found in (-tzin)-tli-. 

(chichi)-@- = dog > (chichi-t6n)-0- = small dog 
(tepi)-0- = small thing > (tepi-t6n)-0- = tiny little thing [This compound affective stem 

frequently becomes the matrix stem for a larger compound affective stem: e.g., 
(t6t6-tepi-t6n)-0-, "little bird, tiny bird."] 

(t6tol)-in- = turkey hen > (t6tol-t6n)-tli- = puny turkey hen 
(quimich)-in- = mouse > (quimich-t6n)-0- = small mouse [The 0 class membership is 

an exception to the rule.] 
(cihu8)-tl- = woman > (cihu8-t6n)-tli- = insignificant woman 
(id)-tl- = footAower leg > (icxi-tan)-tli- = small foot; thinlspindly lower leg 
(te-coma)-tl- =jar > (te-con-t6n)-tli- = small jar [As with (te-con-tzin)-tli- in subsec- 

tion 1 above, the formation is irregular.] 
(itl-ah)-0- = something [See 5 16.6.1 > (itl-ah-t6n)-0- = a little something 
(~UP-X-qui-ch)-0- = how large an amount or quantity? [See 5 16.8.2.1 > (quP-X-qui-ch- 

t6n)-0- = how small an amount or quantity? 
(a-chi)-0- = a small amount or quantity [See 5 16.9.6.1 > (a-chih-t6n)-0- = a meaged 

scanty amount or quantity [Concerning the glottal stop, see 5 16.7, note.] 

32.4. The Agective-Matrix Nounstern (-201)-li-. One affective-matrix nounstem always forms 
compound affective stems that belong to the tli class regardless of the class of the nounstem 
filling the embed subposition. This stem, (-zo1)-li-, "an old, worn-out thing," embeds only 
nonanimate nounstems . 

(ca1)-li- = house > (cal-zo1)-li- = old, tumble-down house 
(cac)-tli- = sandayshoe > (cac-zo1)-li- = old sandayshoe 
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(taxi)-tl- = bowl > (cax-zo1)-li- = old bowl 
(c6m)-tl- = pot > (c6n-zo1)-li- = old pot; also, cradle 
(t1atzcan)-0- = cypress > (tlatzcan-zo1)-li- = time-battered cypress 

The compound affective stem can occur as an embed in a larger compound stem: 

(petla-zol-c62)-tl- = frayed-mat snake, i.e., centipede (whose many legs along its sides look 
like the frayed edge of a mat) [< (petla-zo1)-li-, "old, frayed mat" < (pet1a)-tl-, "mat"] 

(tilmah-zol-t6n)-tli- = small worn-out blanket [< (tilmah-zo1)-li-, "worn-out blanket" < 
(ti1mah)-tli-, "blanket." Here a compound affective nounstem occupies the embed sub- 
position in a compound affective nounstem; (-zo1)-li- is the only affective matrix noun- 
stem that permits this freely (a stem such as (pil-tzin-tzin)-tli- in § 32.6.2 is an anomaly) .] 

The nounstem (-zo1)-li- can serve as the source of a denominal verbstem (see 55.6): 

(zol-i-hui) = to become worn-out and frayed from use 
(tla-(zol-0-2) = to cause s.th. to become worn-out and frayed from use 

The affective-matrix nounstems (-tzin)-tli- and (-p6l)-0- can do this too, but the resultant verb- 
stems are restricted to serving as matrices in honorific and pejorative verbstem formations (see 

33.7 and 33.9). 

32.5. The Afinity Shape of Compound Afective Nounstems. Compound affective nounstems 
have a special affiity shape when occurring in NNCs with a plural subject pronoun. The affec- 
tive-matrix stem takes a reduplicated prefix without length on the vowel (contrast this with 
the affinity stems in 3 1.12, where the reduplicative prefix, either on the matrix or the embed, 
requires length on the vowel). 

1. Absolutive-state NNCs. The absolutive-state NNC built on an a%nity-shaped compound 
affective nounstem has the number position of the subject pronoun filled by the plural dyad 
t-in or by its silent variant 0-0. The sounded variant is used when the corresponding singu- 
lar-number subject would have a sounded filler in the numl subposition in an absolutive-state 
NNC. The silent variant is used when the corresponding singular-number subject would have 
a silent filler in the numl subposition. 

(ich-ca-t6n)-tli- = small sheep 
ichcatot6ntin = #0-0(ich-ca-to-t6n)t-in# = they are small sheep 

(tGtG-pil)-0- = (dear) little bird 
tbt6pipil= #0-0(t6t6-pi-pi1)0-0# = they are (dear) little birds 

(ti%p6-ch-pi1)-0- = young boy 
tdpbchpipil = #0-0(tel-p6-ch-pi-pil)O-0# = they are young boys 

(chichi-tzin)-0- = (dear) dog 
chichitzitzin = #0-0(chichi-tzi-tzin)O-O# = they are (dear) dogs 

(ich-ca-p6l)-0- = big sheep 
ichcapop61= #0-0(ich-ca-po-p61)0-0# = they are big sheep 
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The honorific stems of the demonstrative pronominal NNCs (see $ 32.3.1) use this forma- 
tion (the symbol "(H)" = honorific): 

intzitzin = #0-@(in-tzi-tzin)U-I# = they are these honorable ones; these (H) 
6ntzitzin = #a-0(6n-tzi-tzin)I-I# = they are those honorable ones; those (H) 

These NNCs can appear in plural collocations as the supplementary subject to the subject pro- 
noun of the VNC ihqueh (see $ 19.2.1): 

ihqueh intzitzin = they-exist they-are-these-honorable-ones; i.e., these (H) 
ihqueh 6ntzitzin = they-exist they-are-those-honorable-ones; i.e., those (H) 

The VNC and its supplementary subject are traditionally written solid: iqueintzitzin, 
iqueontzitzin. 

In the instance of some nounstems, both the embedded stem and the affective-matrix stem 
have an affinity shape. The formation may be optional: 

tCdp6p6chpipil= #8-0(t~I-p6-p6-ch-pi-pil)n-O# = they are small boys 

Or it may be obligatory: 

ampipiltzitzintin = #am-0(pi-pil-tzi-tzin)t-in# = you are children [See $ 32.7.1 

2. The possessive-state NNC with a plural subject is formed by adding either the sounded 
plural-number dyad hu-iin or its silent variant 0-0 to the affinity shape of the affective com- 
pound stem. The formation with hu-iin tends to be more frequent. 

(ich-ca-pi1)-0- = (dear) little sheep 
nochcapipilhuiin = #0-0+n-o(ch-ca-pi-pi1)hu-Pn# - nochcapipil = #0-0+n-o(ch- 

ca-pi-pi1)u-0# = they are my little sheep 

(t6tol-pal)-& = big turkey hen 
mot6tolpop6lhuiin = #0-0+m-o(t6tol-po-p6l)h~-2n# - mot6tolpop61= #0-0+m- 

o(t6tol-po-pM)[1-I# = they are your big turkey hens 

(cbl-tzin)-tli- = honorable grandfather 
amic6ltzitzinhuiin = #am-0+i-Pl(c61-tzi-tzin)huW# - amic6ltzitzin = #am-PI+i-0(~61- 

tzi-tzin)n-I# = you are his grandfathers [The stem-final In1 of. . . tzinhuiin is fre- 
quently not written.] 

(chichi-t6n)-8- = little dog 
nochichitot6nhuiin = #0-0+n-o(chichi-to-tbn)hu-2n# - nochichitot6n = #0-0+n- 

 chichi hi-to-t6n)0-0# = they are my little dogs [The stem-final I d  of. . . t6nhuiin 
is frequently not written.] 

Note: In his Arte Antonio del Rinc6n says that, unlike tzitzin and tot6n, pipil and popM cannot take huf n (i.e., 
for him the possessive-state plural-number dyad follows the same rule as the absolutive-state plural-number dyad). 
His only example is noti2lp6chpipil. On the other hand An&& de Olmos gives the examples noquichpipilhuiin 
and nocihufpop6lhufn. Carochi says nothing about the problem, but Paredes gives nochcapipil or nochca- 
pipilhuiin as well as nochcapopd or nochcapop6lhufn. 

32.6. The Nounstem (pi1)-li-. The basic meaning of the nounstem (pi1)-li- is "a pendant1 
dependent thing; an appendage." This is seen, for example, in the intransitive verbstem (pil-ca), 
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"to act in the manner of a pendent thing," i.e., "to hang down" (see 8 11.4.3), and in the 
causative verbstem tla-(pil-o-ii), "to cause s.th. to hang down, to hang s.th. up" (see 5 24.7, 
note). The meaning is also obvious in certain compound nounstems; e.g., (mah-pi1)-li-, 
"hand-appendage," i.e., "finger," (xo-pi1)-li-, "foot-appendage," i.e., "toe," (cuitla-pi1)-li-, 
"rump-appendage," i.e., "tail," and (nene-pi1)-li-, "doll(1ike)-appendage," i.e., "tongue." 

When, however, the nounstem is used in simple-stemmed and affective-stemmed NNCs, the 
basic meaning is no longer apparent in the English translation values. There are two of these: 
(1) a primary one, "a child (of a family)" or "a child (of a man or woman)" (contrast this with 
(cone)-tl-, "child (of a woman)"; see 8 31.10), and (2) a secondary or extended value, "child 
(of a clan, tribe, etc.)," hence "a special-privilege child," i.e., "nobleman/noble lady." For the 
most part, NNCs built on the stem attempt to distinguish between the difference in usage 
behind these two translation values, but ambiguous NNCs exist. 

1. "Child 

a. The simple stem of (pi1)-li- is used primarily in possessive-state NNCs with a plural 
subject pronoun. 

amopilhuiin = #an-@+n-o(pi1)hu-an# = you are my children 

Such a plural-subject NNC can be involved in a very irregular affective formation in which the 
affinity-shaped affective-matrix stem *(tzi-tzin)-t- embeds the entire possessive-state NNC. 
This strange formation is totally unique in the language and seems to be a relic of a time when 
what is now only a matrix stem was capable of forming a simple-stemmed NNC that stood 
apart from another NNC in a structure of modification. In the resultant NNC the subject pro- 
noun's plural-number dyad is normally filled by 0-0, but hu-iin is also possible: 

nopilhuiintzitzinhuiin = M-0+n-o(pil-hu-iin-tzi-tzin)hu-Fin# - nopilhuiintzitzin = 
M-0+n-o(pi1-hu-iin-tzi-tzin)0-0# = they are my dear children 

A distributivelvarietal formation of this irregular affective NNC is possible: 

impihpilhuiintzitzin = #0-0+i-m(pih-pil-hu-Hn-tzi-tzin)0-[3# = they are the dear 
children of each of them 

The affinity stem of (pi1)-li- is also used for absolutive-state NNCs with a plural subject 
pronoun. The NNCs are ambiguous (see subsection 2 below): 

pipiltin = #0-0(pi-pi1)t-in# = they are children 

A gender-specific stem can be used: 

oquichpipiltin = #0-0(oquich-pi-pi1)t-in# = they are boys 
cihuiipipiltin = #0-O(cihu3-pi-pi1)t-in# = they are girls [This formation is ambigu- 

ous; see subsection 2 below.] 

b. All the other NNCs involving (pi1)-li- in the meaning of "child" are formed on 
affective-matrix stems. The following are examples of absolutive-state NNCs with a singular- 
number subject pronoun: 

tipiltzintli = #ti-0(pil-tzin)tli-0# = you are a child [The affective meaning is weak.] 
piltiSntli = #0-0(pil-t6n)tli-0# = helshe is a child [The affective meaning is weak.] 
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pilpil = #0-0(pil-pil)0-0# = helshe is a darling child 
pap61 = M-0(pil-p61)0-0# = helshe is a brat 

The affinity stem formation is used on both the embed and the matrix stems when the subject 
pronoun of an absolutive-state NNC is plural: 

ampipiltzitzintin = #am-@(pi-pil-tzi-tzin)t-in# = you are children 
pipiltot6ntin = #0-@(pi-pil-to-t6n)t-in# = they are little children 
pipilpipil = #0-0(pi-pil-pi-pi1)U-U# = they are darling children 

The following example is of a possessive-state NNC with a singular-number subject pronoun: 

tinopiltzin = #ti-0+n-o(pi1-tzin)0-0# = you are my child 

This formation can appear in the vocative collocation with the expected meaning: 

nopiltzinC = #0-0+n-o(pi1-tzin)0-0#C = (0) my child 

But if the affective-matrix stem is abbreviated to (-tz)-tli- (see 5 32.3. l), the translation value 
of the NNC changes: 

nopiltzC = #0-0+n-o(pi1-tz)0-0#6 = hey, you there! [Compare niltzC in 5 32.3.1 .] 

But notice the following: 

notlazohpiltz6 = #0-0+n-o(t1a-zo-h-pil-tz)0-W6 = (0) my beloved child [For (tla-zo- 
h)-&, see 5 39.1.2.1 

2. "Noble" 

a. The simple stem of (pi1)-li- is used in an absolutive-state NNC with either a singular 
or a plural subject pronoun. 

nipilli = hi-0(pil)li-0# = I am a noblemanla noble lady 
tipipiltin = #ti-@(pi-pi1)t-in# = we are nobles [This kind of NNC is ambiguous; see 

subsection 1 above.] 

The nounstem is used of both men and women, but it is customary to use a gender-specific 
stem when speaking of a woman (see 5 3 1.9): 

cihuiipilli = #0-0(cihuii-pi1)li-W = she is a lady 
cihuiipipiltin = #0-B(cihu2-pi-pi1)t-in# = they are ladies [This formation is ambigu- 

ous; see subsection 1 above.] 

b. To form a possessive-state NNC, the stem (pi1)-li- is embedded in the matrix stem 
(-y6)-tl-: (pil-16)-tl-, "nobility" (see 5 15.1.2). [The absolutive-state NNC pill6t1, with a 
third-person common-number subject pronoun, is ambiguous, meaning either "it is nobility" 
or "it is childishness" (see 5 39.3).] 

tinopillo = #ti-0+n-o(pil-lo)0-0# = you are my noble 
annopill6hu2n = #an-0+n-o(pil-l6)h~-Sn# = you are my nobles 

c. A very strange honorific NNC with a singular-number subject pronoun is used in the 
vocative collocation. The stem (pil-tzin)-tli-, which one would expect to mean "child," is 
embedded in the affective-matrix stem (-tzin)-tli-. 
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nopiltzintzin6 = #0-0+n-o(pi1-tzin-tzin)0-0#6 = (0) Sir [There is no affinity-stem 
formation here; the subject pronoun is singular. Compare niltzintzin6 in 32.3.1 .] 

32.7. Nonanimate Compound Affective Nounstems and Afinity. A special, rather strange sit- 
uation arises with certain compound affective nounstems whose embed is a nonanimate stem. 
When given an affinity shape (i.e., with reduplication on the affective-matrix stem), the result- 
ant nonanimate stem can be used to form an absolutive-state NNC with aplural-number 
third-person subject pronoun; that is, the nonanimate subject pronoun's number position is 
filled by the plural-number dyad t-in. 

m6lcaxtot6ntin = #O-O(m6l-cax-to-t6n)t-in# = they are small sauce bowls 
zoquitecontot6ntin = #0-0(zoqui-te-con-to-t6n)t-in# = they are small clay pots 

What is even more strange is that these ostensibly plural NNCs are treated as if they have com- 
mon number when they function as supplements. This means that there is a discrepancy in 
number agreement between the plural-number supplement and the common-number pronoun 
that is its head. 

Xbchitotfintin quittayah. = They were seeing small flowers. [The plural-number subject 
pronoun 0-O(. . .)t-in on the supplement is in cross-reference to the common-number 
object pronoun qu-0 that is its head.] 

More frequently, an NNC formed on an affective stem takes common-number fillers in the 
subject pronoun's number position. 

icxitot6n = #0-0+i-0(cxi-to-t6n)0-0# = they are her small feet 

But even these normal-looking NNCs with common-number subject pronouns present a prob- 
lem. While the reduplicative prefix has an affinity meaning when appearing on animate stems 
(as witnessed by the fact that in doubly marked affinity stems such as pipiltotihtin, the affin- 
ity prefix on the embed requires the reduplicative prefix on the matrix to match it in meaning), 
it has an ambiguous meaning on nonanimate stems, being either an affinity prefix or a dis- 
tributivelvarietal one. The distributivelvarietal meaning is obvious in an example such as: 

Zan quezquihtotGn, zan quecizquihpipil quihilpiah. = They bind together the very few 
of the various kinds, the very few of each kind. [Both the reduplicative prefix with a glot- 
tal stop on the verbstem and the distributivelvarietal nature of quecizqui (see 16.9.4) 
require the two supplementary-object NNCs to have a distributivelvarietal meaning.] 

32.8. "Flawed-Subject" NNCs. Besides indicating an attitude toward a subject's referent by 
means of affective nounstems, one may also, with certain stems, use a "flawed-subject" NNC. 
In this kind of NNC one replaces the sounded numl morphs tl, tli, and in with the irregular 
silent variant to express ridicule, disparagement, or scorn toward entities suffering from the 
abnormality or defect named by the nounstem. It is as if, by flawing the linguistic signifier 
(the pronoun), one can register the sentiment elicited by the perception of the flaw in the sig- 
nified (the entity in the real world). The flawing occurs only in absolutive-state NNCs with a 
singularlcommon subject pronoun. 
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nacaztzatzatl = #0-O(nacaz-tzatza)tl-0# = he is a deaf person 
nacaztzatza = #B-0(nacaz-tzatza)n-0# = he is a deaf person [Speaking disparagingly.] 

tzapatl = #0-B(tzapa)tl-0# = he is a dwarf 
tzapa = #8-0(tzapa)a-0# = he is a dwarf [Speaking disparagingly.] 

When a nounstem that signifies an abnormal or defective entity is embedded in the affec- 
tive matrix stem (tzin)-tli- or (tbn)-tli-, the resultant compound affective NNC always has a 
flawed subject pronoun even though the source NNC may not have one. 

ixpopoybtl = #0-8(ix-po-poy-b)tl-B# = he is clouded at the eyes; i.e., he is blind 
ixpopoyijtzin = #a-0(h-po-poy-b-tzin)O-0# = he is a blind man [speaking with pity] 

Note l :  Frequently the nounstem signifying a defective entity also signifies the defect itself or the source of the 
defect: 

(ix-cuit1a)-tl- = eye excrement, i.e., bleariness 
nixcuitl = M-0+n-[I(ix-cuitl)0-0# = it is my bleariness 
nixcuitla = #n-0(ix-cuit1a)O-0# = I am a blear-eyed person [These two examples illustrate the importance of 

stem shape in assessing pronominal case (possessive versus nominative).] 

(ix-te-coh-coy-o-c)&- = eye sockets [c (ix-te)-tl-, "eyeball"; the reduplicative prefix coh- indicates that both 
eyes are involved.] 
nixtecohcoyoc = #a-0+n-n(ix-te-coh-coy-o-c)0-0# = they are my eye sockets [This is a nonanimate NNC.] 
nixtecohcoyoc = hi-0(ix-te-coh-coy-o-c)n-0# = I am a person with sunken eyes [This is an animate NNC 

with a flawed-subject formation. It can have the plural subject counterpart tixtecohcoyoctin, #ti- 
0(ix-te-coh-coy-o-c)t-in#, "we have sunken eyes"; with its plural subject this NNC, of course, does not 
have the flawed-subject formation.] 

Note 2: Certain stems are used only in a flawed-subject NNC. It seems best simply to assign these stems to the 
0 stem class: 

tepi = it is a small thing, they are small things 
tepit6n = it is a very small thing, they are very small things 
tepitzin = it is a quite small thing, they are quite small things 
Other nounstems, for example those signifying repugnant or disagreeable insects, can participate in NNCs that 

have a flawed subject or not. Unless there seems to be an obvious difference of attitude expressed by the two forms, 
it seems reasonable to set up an alternative pair of stems (see 8 14.2.6), one of which belongs to the 0 stem class: 
(tecpin)-tli- - (tecpin)-0- = flea 

Note 3: Nahuatl frequently uses its morphosyntactical devices for more than one purpose. For instance the use 
of an irregular silent morph as a filler for the numl subposition is not restricted to "flawed-subject" NNCs. It is also 
found in adverbialization (see 9 44.4.2) and in one type of personal-name NNCs (see 8 57.3). Flawing of the sub- 
ject, adverbialization, and personal-name formation are three totally different, completely unrelated procedures. The 
meaning-effect accomplished by the silencing of the numl subposition's filler in each of its uses is controlled by the 
meaning of the stem involved as well as by the context of the NNC in which the silencing occurs. 

Note 4: It is interesting that the singular-subject absolutive-state NNC meaning "it is a chicken" has a flawed-sub- 
ject formation. 

(cuii-naca)-tl- = flesh on the head, i.e., a chicken's comb 
cuiinacatl = #0-0(cuS-naca)tl-0# = it is a chicken's comb 
cusnaca = #0-0(cuii-naca)0-0# = it is a chicken/rooster/hen [Usually used only for the rooster, since 

(t6tol)-in-, "turkey hen," was extended to mean "hen" after the Spaniards introduced chickens.] 
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Honorific VNCs. Pejorative VNCs 

33.1. Honorific VNCs. An honorific VNC indicates an attitude of respect or high esteem 
toward another entity (person or thing). Obviously, to avoid the odium of presumption, one 
should not use an honorific to speak of oneself. 

The honorific VNC is created by transforming a neutral VNC into a causative or 
applicative one in which a reflexive pronoun is used as a mainline object. If, however, the 
neutral VNC has a mainline reflexive object, a special compound stem must be used (see 
8 33.7). 

It is frequently difficult to capture the respectful nature of an honorific VNC in the English 
translation; therefore, in the examples in the following paragraphs, the symbol H is used to 
indicate an honorific source for an English gloss. 

33.2. The Honorzjic-via-Causative Transfomuztion for Intransitive Sources. As a general rule, 
an intransitive verb creates an honorific VNC by involving its causative stem in a reflexive 
construction. The honored entity is presented as causing itself to perform an action; by a flat- 
tering fiction the agent is presented as solely responsible for hisher action, as if helshe were 
autonomous. 

The intransitive verbstem (cal-aqui) forms an honorific VNC by means of its type-one 
causative stem: 

Neutral: Calaqui. = He enters. 
Honorific: Mocalaquia. = #0-0+m-o(ca1-aqui-a)0+0-0# = He causes himself to enter; i.e., 

He (H) enters. 

Also, the inchoative verbstem (tla-t-hui-l-ti), "to have a dawn" (formed from the imper- 
sonal-tla verbstem (tla-t-hui), "for things in general to become visible," i.e., "to dawn") uses 
the type-one causative stem m-o-(tla-t-hui-l-ti-S), "to cause O.S. to have a dawn" [compare 
(tla-t-hui-l)-li-, "dawn," with (tla-yohua-l)-li-, "darkness, night," in 5 38.l.al: 

Source: Ye tlathui. = Dawn is already coming. 
Neutral: Quen Gtitlathuiltic? = How have you dawned? I.e., Good morning. [Compare 

Spanish Co'rno amaneciste?] 
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Honorific: Quen iitimotlathuiltih, nozcaciiuhtzinC? = How have you caused yourself to 
dawn, 0 my honored Father? I.e., Good morning (H), Father (H). [< (izca-ciiuh)-tli-, 
"father, male parent"] 

Most intransitive verbstems use type-two causative stems: 

Neutral: Cuix tonehua? = Are you leaving? 
Honorific: Cuix tonmi2huitia? = #t-0+on+m-O(&hui-tia)0+0-PI# = Are you causing yourself 

to leave? I.e., Are you (H) leaving? [Also, tonrnGhualtia, #t-0+on+m-(G-hua-l-tia)0+0-H.] 

Neutral: Mii xihuetziciin. = Fall (pl); i.e., Sit (pl) down. 
Honorific: Mii xirnohuetziticiin. = #xi-@+m-~(huetzi-ti)0+c-a# = Cause yourselves to 

fall; i.e., Sit down (H, pl). 

Those intransitive verbs that form their causative stem with the suffix liii (see $25.5) fol- 
low the general rule by using this stem for their honorific VNC: 

Neutral: Tlahtohciiti. = He governs. 
Honorific: Motlahtohciitilia. = #0-0+m-o(t1a-ht-o-h-0-cii-ti-lia)0+0-0# = He is causing 

himself to govern; i.e., He (H) is governing. 

Several of the irregular intransitive verbs of Lesson l l form their honorific VNCs on a 
causative stem: 

Neutral: Tihcac? = Are you standing? 
Honorific: Timihquiltia? = #ti-0+m-O(ihqui-l-tia)0+0-0# = Are you causing yourself to 

stand? I.e., Are you (H) standing? [Ths has the variant Timihcatiltia, built on the anom- 
alous stem m-0-(ihca-t-i-l-tiii).] 

Neutral: Onoc. = He is lying down. 
Honorific: Monoltia. = #B-0+m-0(on-o-l-tia)0+0-0# = He is causing himself to lie down; 

i.e., He (H) is lying down. 

Neutral: Pilcac. = It is hanging. 
Honorific: Mopilquitia. = #0-@+m-o(pi1-qui-tia)0+0-0# = It is causing itself to hang; i.e., 

It (H) is hanging. 

Neutral: Ca niciin ancateh. = Here you (pl) are. 
Honorific: Ca niciin ammoyetztiah. = #am-0+m-o(ye-tz-ti-a)0+0-0# = You are causing 

yourselves to be here; i.e., Here you (H, pl) are; i.e., Welcome. [The stem formation is 
strange. A possible derivational history is as follows: (ye), "to be" > *(ye)-tl-, "a being" 
> *(ye-tz)-tli-, "an honored being" > *(ye-tz-ti), "to become an honored being" > m- 
o-(ye-tz-ti-S), "to cause 0.s. to become an honored being," i.e., "to be (H)" (this is a 
type-one causative stem formation; see 8 54.5.1.b). The VNC is also spelled arnmoetz- 
tiah. For niciin, see $ 46.3.2.b.l 

Usually, however, all four of these irregular verbs prefer honorific VNCs built on a connec- 
tive-t compound stem (see $ 28.6) in which-with the exception of (pil-ca)-the matrix stem 
is the same as the neutral stem that is the source for the causative embed: 
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Mopilquitihtihcac. = M-0+m-o(pi1-qui-tih-0-t-ihca)0+c-0# = It is standing causing itself 
to hang; i.e., It (H) is hanging. 

Timihquiltihtihcac. = #ti-0+m-~(ihqui-l-tih-0-t-ihca)0+~-8# = You (sg) are standing caus- 
ing yourself to stand; i.e., You (H, sg) are standing. 

Monoltihtoc. = #0-0+m-~(on-o-l-tih-0-t-0)0+~-0# = Helshe is recumbent causing him- 
selflherself to be recumbent; i.e., Helshe (H) is lying down. 

Ca nicln ammoyetzticateh. = #am+m-o(ye-tz-0-ti-ca-t)0+n-eh# = You (H, pl) are here; 
i.e., Welcome. [The embedded verbcore is ill formed. If *(ye-tzi) were a valid verbstem 
(which it is not), it would be intransitive, and this would leave the presence of the reflex- 
ive object pronoun unrnotivated. Molina and the others who have given VNCs built on 
*m-o-(ye-tz-0-ti-ca-h) have been unaware that the embed stem has to be m-o-(ye-tz-ti-S), 
the causative stem used in the honorific VNC in the earlier example. Therefore, the cor- 
rect form of this connective-t compound-stemmed VNC would be arnmoyetztihticateh, 
#am-0+m-o(ye-tz-ti-h-0-ti-ca-t)0+n-eh#. Besides listing the moyetzticah (and its 
spelling variant moetzticah), Molina also lists moyetzinohticah (he translates both 
VNCs as "he (H) is at home"). In the latter, the embed stem is m-o-(ye-tzin-o-l), in 
which the causative ii justifies the presence of the reflexive causative object pronoun. But 
this is a unique formation, having a structure completely different from the stems in the 
honorific VNCs with reflexive object pronouns presented in 5 33.7.1 

The irregular intransitive verbs (ya-uh) and (hull-la-uh) form their honorific VNCs with 
m-o-(huica), "to carry o.s.," and hull+m-o-(huica), "to bring O.S. ." 

Neutral: Tiyauh? = Are you going? 
Honorific: Timohuica? = Are you carrying yourself? I.e., Are you (H) going? 

Neutral: Cuix huiillauh? = Is he coming? 
Honorific: Cuix hullmohuica? = Is he bringing himself? I.e., Is he (H) coming? 

The verb (hui-tz) forms honorific VNCs with the compound stem m-o-(huica-tz), "to come 
bringing o.s." (see 5 11.4.5). 

Neutral: Anhuitzeh? = #an-0(hui-tz)0+n-eh# = Are you (pl) coming? 
Honorific: Ammohuicatzeh? = #am-0+m-o(huica-tz)0+~-eh# = Are you (pl) bringing 

yourselves? I.e., Are you (H, pl) coming? 

Neutral: ~ t ihu i t za .  = Sti-0(hui-tz)a+0-0# = You (sg) have come. 
Honorific: ~t imohuicatza.  = Wi-0+m-~(huica-tz)a+0-0# = You (sg) have brought your- 

self. I.e., You (H, sg) have come. 

Because optative-mood VNCs cannot be formed on the verbstem m-o-(huica-tz), indicative- 
mood VNCs are used in command sentences: 

Mii nicln tirnohuicatz. = Bring yourself here; i.e., Welcome (H, sg). 
Mii nicln amrnohuicatzeh. = Bring yourselves here; i.e., Welcome (H, pl). 

33.3. The HonoriJic-via-Applicative Transformation for Intransitive Sources. Certain intran- 
sitive verbs create honorific VNCs by using their applicative stem in a reflexive construction. 
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The honored subject-entity is presented as performing an action for hisher own sake or in 
hisher own interest: 

Neutral: Miqui. = He is dying. 
Honorific: Momiquilia. = #0-0+m-~(miqui-lia)0+0-0# = He is dying for his own sake; 

i.e., He (H) is dying. [The applicative stem m-o-(miqui-lis) can occur only in honorific 
VNCs.] 

Neutral: Cuix tichika? = Are you crying? 
Honorific: Cuix timoch6quilia? = #ti-@+m-o(ch6qui-lia)0+0-0# = Are you crying for your 

own sake? Le., Are you (H) crying? 

Note: The description of the formations in 8 33.2 and 33.3 should be expanded by pointing out that while certain 
intransitive verbs choose either a causative or an applicative formation for their honorific VNCs, others are more indul- 
gent and permit both; for example, the verb (chbca), while apparently preferring the applicative stem m-o-(chbqui-15) 
shown above, can also use the causative stems m-o-(chbc-tiii), m-o-(chbqui-l-tiii), and m-o-(chbqui-tiii). 

33.4. The Honorijc-via-Applicative Transformation for Projective-Object Sources. As a gen- 
eral rule, a VNC with a projective-object pronoun creates an honorific counterpart by using an 
applicative stem in a reflexive construction. 

From the point of view of meaning, the construction is not as neat as honorific VNCs 
formed from intransitive verbstems. Not just the subject-entity but an object-entity also, by 
hisher honored status, may justify the use of the construction. When the latter is the case (i.e., 
when respect for an object-entity motivates the honorific transformation), it is as if the sub- 
ject-entity becomes imbued with honor, since the VNC still presents himher as the one act- 
ing for hisher own sake or benefit. In addition to this "logical" difficulty, the VNC is at least 
potentially a source of ambiguity, since no signal is present to indicate whch of the entities 
involved is the honored one. 

Neutral: Quihuica. = He carries it. 
Honorific: Quimohuiquilia. = #g-0+qui-@+m-~(huiqui-lia)0+0-0# = He carries it for his 

own benefit; i.e., He (H) carries it. He carries it (H). 

Neutral: ~n~chmacac.  = 6#0-0+n-t!ch+~-0(maca)0+~-0# = He has given it to me. He has 
given them to me. 

Honorific: Ont!chmomaquilih. = 6#0-0+n-t!ch+~-0+m-o(maqui-lih)0+~-0# = He has 
given it/them to me for his own sake; i.e., He (H) has given it/them to me. He has given 
it (H) to me. He has given them (H) to me. 

With projective verbs, the honorific VNC may occur even when the subject is a first-person 
pronoun. In this instance, however, the entity being honored must be the patient. 

Neutral: Niquihcuiloa. = I write it. 
Honorific: Nicnohcuilhuia. = #ni-0+c-0+n-o(hcui1-huia)0+0-0# = I write it for my own 

sake; i.e., I write it (H). 

33.5. HonoriJic W C s  for Causative andApplicative WCs .  Causative and applicative VNCs cre- 
ate their honorific VNCs according to the general rule for VNCs with projective-object pronouns. 
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Neutral causative VNC: Nechtlachihualtia. = He has me make something. 
Honorific VNC: NPchmotlachihualtilia. = M-0+n-Pch+m-o+tla(chihua-l-ti-lia)0+0-0# = 

He has me make something for h s  own sake; i.e., He (H) has me make something. He 
has me make things (H). 

Neutral applicative VNC: NPchtlacelilia. = He receives something from me. 
Honorific VNC: N~chmotlacelililia. = #0-0+n-ech+m-o+tla(ce-li-li-lia)0+0-0# = He 

receives something from me for his own benefit; i.e., He (H) receives something from 
me. He receives something (H) from me. 

33.6. The Honorific-via-Causative Transformation for Projective-Object Sources. Certain 
transitive VNCs that have projective-object pronouns create honorific VNCs by involving 
a causative stem in a reflexive construction. The resultant VNCs are potentially ambigu- 
ous, since the honored status of either the patient or the agent may justify the honorific trans- 
form (as in 33.4); i.e., regardless of which entity motivates the honorific transformation, 
the honorific VNC presents the agent as causing him-/herself to perform the action. 

Neutral: Quicaqui. = He hears it. 
Honorific: Quimocaquitia. = He causes himself to hear it; i.e., He (H) hears it. He hears it 

(H). [Quimocaquiltia is an alternative form.] 

Neutral: Nicnequi. = I want it. 
Honorific: Nicnonequiltia. = I cause myself to want it; i.e., I want it (H). 

Note: The description of the formations in 5 33.4, 5 33.5, and 8 33.6 should be expanded by pointing out that 
while certain projective-object verbs choose either an applicative or a causative formation for their honorific, oth- 
ers are more permissive and allow both; for example, the verbstem tla-(cuep-a), "to turn s.th., to return s.th.," allows 
both the applicative stem m-o+tla-(cuep-i-li8) and the causative stem m-o+tla-(cuep-i-l-tiii). 

33.7. Honorijic VNCsfrom Reflexive-Object Sources. VNCs with a mainline reflexive-object 
pronoun create their honorific counterparts by means of a "preterit-embed compound verb- 
stem. This is a stem built on the "integrated-compound" pattern and is therefore like the future- 
embed compound stem of § 28.11 except that the embed is a preterit predicate rather than a 
future predicate. 

The matrix VNC is built on the causative stem *tla-(tzin-o-S), "to cause s.th. to become 
honored." This stem is created according to the stem-forming rule of fj 55.6 on the affec- 
tive-matrix nounstem (tzin)-tli- of 5 32.3. Since the preterit predicate functions as an incor- 
porated object replacing the specific projective object of the matrix VNC, the verb object 
pronouns on the honorific transform VNC are the same as those on the source VNC. 

The transformational process that creates this preterit-embed compound is similar to the 
one that creates the future-embed compound. The description given in 28.11 is therefore 
valid here, except that a perfective stem and the preterit-tense morph 0 instead of an imper- 
fective stem and the future-tense morph z are used. 

Principal: *Tictzinoa. = You cause it to become honored. 
Adjunct: Timotliilih. = You seated yourself. 
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Transform: Timotliilihtzinoa. = #ti-0+m-o(tlii1-i-h-0-tzin-o-a)0+0-0# = You cause your 
act of having seated yourself to become honored; i.e., You (H) seat yourself. [The spe- 
cific object c-0 of *tictzinoa has been replaced by the preterit-tense reflexive predicate 
. . . +m-o-(tliil-i-h)@+. . . .] 

The following examples illustrate a neutral VNC formed on a stem from each of the verbstem 
classes followed by its honorific counterpart. 

Class A verbstem source: 

Neutral: Amrnopiitlayah. = You (pl) were becoming tired of waiting. 
Honorific: Arnrnopiitlatzinolyah. = #am-@+m-o(plt1a-0-tzin-o-ii)ya+0-h# = You (H, pl) 

were becoming tired of waiting. 

Class B verbstem source: 

Neutral: Moxima. = He shaves. He cuts his (own) hair. 
Honorific: Moxintzinoa. = #0-@+m-o(xin-0-tzin-o-a)0+0-0# = He (H) shaves. He (H) cuts 

his (own) hair. 

Class C verbstem source: 

Neutral: Motlaloa. = He runs. 
Honorific: Motlalohtzinoa. = #0-0+m-o(tla1-o-h-0-tzin-o-a)0+0-0# = He (H) runs. 

Neutral: ~timiiltih. = You bathed. 
Honorific: ~timiiltihtzinoh. = 6#ti-0+rn-O(~-l-ti-h-0-tzin-o-h)0+0-0# = You (H) bathed. 

Class D verbstem source: 

Neutral: Moz6miiz. = He will frown in anger. 
Honorific: Mozijmahtzinijz. = #BBcm-o(zijmah-0-t~-6)~+0-8# = He (H) will fiown in anger. 

Note: Study the difference between the following honorific formations, one from a shuntline reflexive source, 
the other from a mainline reflexive source. 

Timoteneihyiinilia. = You (H) hide (yourself) from S.O. [< titeneihysnilia, "you hide (yourself) from s.0." 
< timihyiina, "you hide (yourself)"] 

TimotIainySnilihtzinoa. = You (H) hide s.th: for yourself. [< timotIaihyBnilia, "you hide s.th. for yourself" 
< titlainhyiina, "you hide s.th."] 

33.8. Reverential VNCs. A reverential VNC is a subtype of the honorific VNC. The expres- 
sion of respect is heightened to the point of reverence by doubling the honorific construction. 
Since an honorific VNC from an intransitive or a projective-object VNC is a reflexive-object 
VNC, the preterit predicate of this honorific VNC is incorporated as the object of a 
preterit-embed compound VNC with *tla-(tzin-0-2) as matrix (the symbol R indicates a rev- 
erential form in the following examples): 

Neutral: Ticiyahui. = You are tired. 
Honorific: Timociyahuitia. = #ti-@+m-o(ciya-hui-tia)0+0-0# = You cause yourself to 

become tired; i.e., You (H) are tired. 
Reverential: Timociyahuitihtzinoa. = #ti-@+m-o(ciya-hui-tih-0-tzin-o-a)0+0-0# = You 

(H) cause yourself to become tired; i.e., You (R) are tired. 
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Neutral: Quicuih. = They take idthem. 
Honorific: Quirnocuiltiah. = #a-0+qui-@+m-o(cui-l-tia)0+0-h# = They cause themselves 

to take idthem. They (H) take idthem. They take it (H). They take them (H). 
Reverential: Quirnocuiltihtzinoah. = #0-0+qui-0+m-o(cui-l-tih-0-tzin-o-a)0+0-h# = They 

(R) take idthem. They take it (R). They take them (R). 

33.9. Pejorative VNCs. Just as there are special VNCs a speaker can use to express respect 
towards the entity to which or about which he is speaking, there are also special VNCs he can 
use to express his contempt or scorn. These pejorative VNCs are constructed according to 
the preterit-embed compound formation described in 33.7, except that here the matrix that 
incorporates the preterit predicate is the causative stem *tla-(pbl-o-g), "to cause s.th. to 
become disparaged." This matrix stem, which is used only in this construction, is created 
(according to the rule of $ 54.10) on the affective-matrix nounstem (-p6l)-0- of 32.2. The 
formation of the compound VNC is the same as for the honorific VNC on *tla-(tzin-o-S), 
but the incorporated predicate can be formed on an intransitive stem or projective-object stem 
as well as on a reflexive-object stem. Also different is the fact that while one should not praise 
oneself, one can easily disparage oneself (the symbol P indicates a pejorative form in the fol- 
lowing examples): 

Principal: *NicpGloa. = I cause it to become disparaged. 
Adjunct: Nicchiuh. = I made it. 
Transform: Nicchiuhpdoa. = #ni-0+~-0(chiuh-0-p61-0-a)0+0-0# = I cause my act of 

having made it to become disparaged; i.e., I (P) am making it. I am making it (P). 
[The specific object pronoun c-0 of the matrix VNC *nicpsloa has been replaced by 
the preterit predicate . . . +c-0(chiuh)0+ . . ., which has become the incorporated 
object.] 

The following examples illustrate a neutral VNC formed on a stem from each of the verbstem 
classes followed by its pejorative counterpart. 

Class A verbstem source: 

Neutral: ~nihuetzcac. = I laughed. 
Pejorative: 0nihuetzcap61oh. = Sni-0(hue-tz-ca-0-p6l-o-h)0+0-0# = I (P) laughed. 

Class B verbstem source: 

Neutral: Xiquiza. = Leave. Go away. 
Pejorative: XiquizpBlo. = #xi-0(quiz-0-p61-0)0+~-0# = Go (P) away. Get out of here. 

Class C verbstem source: 

Neutral: Timotlalijz. = You will run. 
Pejorative: Timotlalohp~l6z. = #ti-0+rn-o(tlal-o-h-0-p61-6)~+~-0# = You (P) will run. 

Neutral: Quihcuaniah. = They are moving idthem. 
Pejorative: Quihcuanihpdoah. = #0-0+qu-0(ihcuani-h-0-p6l-o-a)0+0-h# = They (P) are 

moving it/them. They are moving it (P). They are moving them (P). 
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Class D verbstem source: 

Neutral: Tlacuahca. = He had eaten. 
Pejorative: Tlacuahpiilohca. = M-0+tla(cuah-0-piil-o-h)ca+0-0# = He (P) had eaten. He 

had eaten something (P). 

33.10. Honorijic and Pejorative VNCs Involving Compound Verbstems. VNCs built on com- 
pound verbstems can undergo honorific and pejorative transformations. 

In the instance of an intransitive matrix connective-t compound VNC (see 8 28.6), it is the 
embed that normally undergoes the transformation: 

Neutral: Cuix tichiicatoc? = #ti-0(chiica-0-t-o)0+c-0# = Are you lying there crying? 
Honorific: Cuix timochiiquilihtoc? = #ti-0+rn-o(chiiqui-lih-0-t-o)0+~-0# = Are you (H) 

lying there crying? 
Neutral: Tzahtzitehua. = #0-0(tzahtzi-0-t-&hua)0+0-0# = He shouts and runs away. 
Pejorative: Tzahtzipdohti5hua. = #~-8(tzahtzi-8-piil-o-h-0-t-P-hua)0+0-0# = He (P) 

shouts and runs away. 
Neutral: Quicuitihuetz. = #0-0+qui-0(cui-0-ti-huetz)0+n-0# = He took it quickly. He took 

them quickly. 
Honorific: Quimocuilihtihuetz. = #0-0+qui-0+m-o(cui-lih-0-ti-huetz)0+~-0# = He (H) 

took idthem quickly. He took it (H) quickly. He took them (H) quickly. 

For the honorific stem of *te- - tla-(itzi) in a connective-t compound verbstem (see 28.7.4), 
the applicative stem m-o+t& - m-o+tla-(itz-ti-li8) is used. This stem presupposes the unat- 
tested causative stem *t& - tla-(itz-tiii), formed according to the rule of 25.3, not the intran- 
sitive stem (itz-ti) of 25.4.7. 

Neutral: Niquitzticah. = #ni-0+qu-0(itz-0-ti-ca-h)0+[1-0# = I am seeing him. 
Honorific: Nicnotztilihticah. = #ni-8+~-0+n-o(tz-ti-lih-0-ti-ca-h)0+[1-0# = I am seeing 

him (H). 

If a compound stem has taken on an idiomatic meaning (i.e., if the combined elements have 
fused into a fixed, lexicalized unity) the transformation works upon the matrix stem. 

Neutral: oquincuitihuetz. = 6#0-0+qu-in(cui-0-ti-huetz)0+[1-B# = He attacked them. 
Honorific: Oquimmocuitihuechilih. = ~8-0+qu-im+m-o(cui-0-ti-huechi-lih)~+~-0# = 

He (H) attacked them. He attacked them (H). 

In the instance of a shared-object compound VNC (see 28.10), the honorific or pejorative 
is formed on the matrix stem, which proves that this kind of connective-t compound is more 
tightly bound together as a unit than the other types (see 28.10). 

Neutral: NiquehuatitlHliz. = #ni-B+qu-0(~-hu-a-0-ti-tliil-i)~+~# = I will raise him into 
a sitting position. 

Honorific: Nicn~huatitliililiz. = #ni-0+~-0+n-~(~-hu-a-0-ti-tlP1-i-li)z+-0# = I will raise 
him (H) into a sitting position. 

The neutral counterparts of the following honorific VNCs are found in 28.10. 
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0nicni5huatiquechilih. = b#ni-0+~-0+n-fl(i5-hu-a-0-ti-quechi-lih)~+~-~# = I stood him 
(H) on his feet. I stood it (H)/them (H) upright. 

0niq~innotlS~achohtit~~uilih. = ~-0+qu-in+n-o(tlS-pach-o-h-0-ti-t~qui-lih)0+fl-0# 
= I put them (H) to bed and covered them (H). 

Cuix bticmotlapohticShuilih? = ~i-0+c-0+m-o(tlap-o-h-0-ti-cShui-lih)0+~-0# = Did 
you (H) leave itfthem open? Did you leave it (H) open? Did you leave them (H) open? 

OquimohuilSntiquixtilihqueh. = ~0-0+qui-0+m-o(huil-Hn-0-ti-quix-ti-lih)~+q~-eh# = 
They (H) dragged him out. They dragged him (H) out. 



LESSON 34 

Cardinal-Numeral NNCs 

34.1. The Nahuatl Number System. The numerical system of Nahuatl is vigesimal; that is, the 
base of the system is twenty. The successive orders are, therefore, one, twenty, four hundred and 
eight thousand. 

A cardinal numeral in Nahuatl is structured on the absolutive-state NNC formula. Like 
pronominal NNCs, cardinal-numeral NNCs do not occur in the possessive state. Like noun- 
stems, cardinal-numeral stems may be embedded in compound-stemmed NNCs and VNCs. 

There are five sets of numeral NNCs, each set related to certain kinds of entities, although 
certain entities may be classed in more than one set. These five sets consist of a basic set and 
four derived sets. The latter are made up of compound nounstems that employ the numeral 
stems of the basic set as embeds. 

Numeral stems (both those of the basic set and those of the derived sets) that count "two" 
or more may (1) refer simply to the count as such or (2) speclfy that it represents an aggregate, 
total, complete, or gross count. Gross-count numeral stems are distinguished from simple-count 
stems by being compound stems built on the matrix stem (ix)-, "total, totality" (see 5 16.7). 
This nounstem occurs as an embed in the quantitive pronominal stems (ix-qui-ch)-B-, "a total 
amount" (5 16.8.1), (que-X-qui-ch)-a-, "how large a (total) amount?" (5 16.8.2), and (ix-a- 
chi)-0-, "a very large amount" ( 5  16.9.8). 

An NNC built on a gross-count stem can occur only with a plural subject pronoun regard- 
less of whether the pronoun's referent is animate or nonanimate. This is a violation of the rule 
that nonanimate entities are represented by common-number pronouns. An NNC built on an 
ordinary-count stem follows the normal rule: the subject pronoun is singular or plural number 
for animate reference and common number for nonanimate reference. 

34.2. The Basic Set of Numeral Stems. NNCs built on the basic set of numeral stems are used 
to count animate entities, flat things (such as boards, heavens, blankets, mats, hides, paper, 
tortillas, dried chili peppers, etc.), and more or less long, cylindrical things (such as dugout 
canoes, boats, knives, candles, ropes, etc.). 

The basic set consists of only eleven stems and a connective morph and is therefore 
extremely simple to learn. The twelve elements are presented in 5 5 34.3-34.8. Being based on 
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the twenty digits (fingers and toes), the twenty-count distinguishes four stages (one hand; two 
hands; two hands and one foot; two hands and two feet) and the first four units (one digit, two 
digits, three digits, four digits) within these stages. 

34.3. One. The stem (cem)-0-, meaning "one," is a nounstem. The /m/ is subject to the rules 
of assimilation (see Q 2.11). When not occurring as the embed of a compound stem, (cem)-0- 
loses its final /m/ and acquires compensatory length: (c@-@-. An NNC with a plural subject 
uses the plural dyad m-eh. 

ce = #0-0(ce)0-0# = it is one in number 
ticemmeh = #ti-0(cem)m-eh# = we are one in number, we are a unit 
azcemmeh = #az-0(cem)m-eh# = you (pl) are one in number [/nasal/ + /S/ > [ss]] 

The following examples show the numeral stem as an embed in compound-stemmed 
NNCs: 

cemmahpilli = it is one finger length [< (mah-pi1)-li-, "finger"] 
cemilhuitl = it is one whole day [< (i1hui)-tl-, "day"] 
cenxihuitl = it is one whole year [< (xihui)-tl-, "year." Usually spelled cexihuitl : /m/ + 

/S/> [SS], but the long consonant is seldom spelled as such.] 
mocenxiuhzauhqueh = they fasted for one year [Usually spelled mocexiuhzauhqueh.] 

In an incorporated-adverb compound stem (see Q 30.5), (cem)-0- may be translated as "com- 
pletely," "entirely," "together," or "forever." 

ticenyiizqueh = we will go together [Usually spelled ticeyiizqueh, since /m/ + /y/ > [y].] 
nitecemitta = I look at s.0. completely; i.e., I stare at s.0. 
nicempolihui = I perish forever 
nitlacemiina = #ni-0+tla(cem-iina)0+0-0# = I take s.th. to completion, I continue, I 

persevere 
Mocernrnana in quiyahuitl = #0-@+m-o(cem-man-a)0+0-0# = The rain spreads itself out 

as one; i.e., It rains continuously. It rains without stopping. 
~niccernilciiuh. = d#ni-0+~-0(cern-il-ciiuh)0+C]-B# = I have forgotten it as one; i.e., I have 

completely forgotten it. 

34.4. Two, Three, Four. The stems @me)-& (eyi)-H-, and (niihui)-0-, meaning "two," 
"three," and "four" respectively, are pronominal stems. An NNC built on the ordinary-count 
stem has that stem pluralized by n; its subject pronoun's number position is filled by the mor- 
phic dyad t-in or 0-0 (see Q 16.1). The stem @g)-0- sometimes occurs with an initial [y] when 
the NNC has the person position filled with 0-0. The stem is also spelled (Ci)-a-, (yeyi)-B-, 
and (yei)-B-. The stems @me)-@-, @g)-a-, and (niihui)-0- usually lose the final vowel when 
occurring as the embed of a compound stem. Furthermore, as an embed @g)-0- either loses 
its /y/ or changes it to [S]. 

1. @me)-& - (Gm)-& = two. The /m/ of (Gm)-0-, which is used only as an embed, is sub- 
ject to the rules of assimilation (see Q 2.11). The (time)-0- variant may also appear as an embed, 
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especially in a compound verbstem, where it is frequently a substitute for @me-y6)-tl-, 
"twoness/duality." 

6me = #0-0(6me)0-0# = nonan, they are two in number 
t6mentin - t6men = #t-0(6me-n)t-in# - #t-@@me-n)O-C]# = we are two in number 
amextin = #0-0(6me=x)t-in# = anidnonan, they are (all) two, they are a total of two 

[This can be translated "the two of them," "both of them."] 
t6mextin = #t-0(6me-x)t-in# = we are (all) two [This can be translated "the two of us," 

"both of us."] 

The following examples show the ordinary-count stem as an embed in compound stems: 

6milhuitl= they are two days 
6nxihuitl= they are two years [Also spelled 6xihuitl.I 
nitlaijmetema = I double s.th. 
nitla6meteca = I place two things together 

2. @g)-@- - (yeyi)-0- - (@-g- - (yei)-0- - (e)-0- - (ye)-0- = three. The (e)-0- and (ye)-0- 
variants are used only as an embed. The stem (ex)-@- is also found as an embed (concerning 
/y/ > [S], see 2.13.3). 

eyi - yeyi = #0-0(eyi)0-0# - #0-0(yeyi)0-0# = nonan, they are three in number [Also 
spelled Ci and yei.] 

teintin - tein = #t-a(&-n)t-in# - #t-Pl(ei-n)O-C]# = we are three in number 
eixtin = #0-0(e-ix)t-in# = anidnonan, they are (all) three 
teixtin = #t-0(e-ix)t-in# = we are (all) three 

The following examples show the ordinary-count stem as an embed in compound stems: 

eilhuitl= they are three days 
exihuitl = they are three years 
excan = it is in three places [This is an adverbialized NNC. See 46.3.2.b.l 

3.  (niihui)-0- - (niihu)-0- - (niiuh)-0- = four. The (niihu)-0- and (niiuh)-0- variants are 
used only as embeds, the former before vowels, the latter before consonants. 

niihui = #0-0(niihui)0-0# = nonan, they are four in number 
tiniihuintin - tinauin = #ti-0(naui-n)t-in# - #ti-0(n&ui-n)O-o# = we are four in number 
niihuixtin = #0-O(niihu-ix)t-in# = anidnonan, they are (all) four 
tiniihuixtin = #ti-0(nPhu-ix)t-in# = we are (all) four 

The following examples show the ordinary-count stem as an embed in compound stems: 

niihuilhuitl = #0-0(niihu-i1hui)tl-0# = they are four days 
niiuhxihuitl = they are four years 

34.5. Five. There are two nounstems that mean "five." 

1. The stem (mii-cu-I-l)-& is a compound nounstem derived as a passive patientive stem 
(see 37.9.1) from the applicative verbstem tla-(mii-cu-is), "to take a hand in comparison to 
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s.th.," from the incorporated-object compound verbstem (mii-cui), "to take a hand [< 

(m%i)-tl-, "hand + tla-(cui), "to take s.th."]. Therefore, (ms-cu-i-l)-li- means "s.th. taken as 
corresponding to a hand," i.e., "s.th. having five members (like a hand)." 

A plural subject of an NNC built on the stem has the number position filled with the dyad 
t-in. 

miicuilli = M-0(mii-cu-i-1)li-0# = nonan, they are five in number 
timacuiltin = #ti-0(mii-cu-i-1)t-in# = we are five in number 
miicuilixtin = M-0(mii-cu-i-l-ix)t-in# = anidnonan, they are five as the total number, 

they are (all) five 
timiicuilixtin = M-0(mii-cu-i-l-ix)t-in# = we are (all) five 
m8cuilti%quiztli = it is the market held once every five days [< (tiiinqui-z)-tli-, "market"] 
m8cuiloctli = it is "five pulque" (a kind of pulque that priests drank during certain cer- 

emonies) [< (oc)-tli-, "pulque"] 

2. The nounstem (chicua-)- - (chiuc-)- IEiW - (chic-)- occurs only as the embed of a com- 
pound number stem whose matrix is (cem)-a-, @me)-a-, (eyi)-B-, or (nahui)-0-. This embed- 
only nounstem is a special form of the adverbialized nounstem (chico)-I-, "to one side" (see 
9 44.6). The compound stem therefore means something like "the count on one hand (indicated 
by the matrix stem) with the addition of the full count of five already made on the other hand," 
i.e., "five plus X" (where "X" can be only "one," "two," "three," or "four"). 

chicuacC= #B-0(chicua-@)B-0# = nonan, they are 5 + 1 (six) in number 
tichicuacemintin = #ti-0(chicua-cem-in)t-in# = we are 5 + 1 (six) in number 
tichicuacemixtin = #ti-0(chicua-cem-ix)t-in# = we are (all) 5 + 1 (six) in number 
chicbme = #0-0(chic-bme)0-0# = nonan, they are 5 + 2 (seven) in number 
tichicbmentin = #ti-0(chic-bme-n)t-in# = we are 5 + 2 (seven) in number 
tichicbmextin = #ti-0(chic-bme-x)t-in# = we are (all) seven 
chicuei = M-0(chicu-i5i)0-0# = nonan, they are 5 + 3 (eight) in number 
tichicueintin = #ti-B(chicu-ei-n)t-in# = we are 5 + 3 (eight) in number 
tichicui3xtin = #tilO(chicu-e-ix)t-in# = we are (all) eight 
chiucniihui = M-0(chiuc-niihui)0-0# = they are 5 + 4 (nine) in number 
tichiucniihuintin = #ti-0(chiuc-niihui-n)t-in# = we are 5 + 4 (nine) in number 
tichiucniihuixtin = #ti-0(chiuc-niihu-ix)t-in# = we are (all) nine 

34.6. Ten. Fifteen. The stems (mah-t1sc)-tli-, "ten," and (cm-tb1)-li-, "fifteen," are noun- 
stems. The stem (mah-t1iic)-tli- is a compound stem consisting of the embed (m8i)-tl-, "hand 
(in its glottalized shape) and the matrix (t1iic)-tli-, "torso, upper part of the body." The com- 
pound stem therefore refers to the fingers of both hands taken together. When the subject pro- 
noun is animate, an NNC built on (mah-tliic)-tli- or (cm-tb1)-li- has its number position filled 
with the plural dyad t-in. 

mahtlsctli = #0-0(mah-t1iic)tli-0# = nonan, they are ten in number 
tirnahtliictin = #ti-0(mah-t1ac)t-in# = we are ten in number 
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mahtliiquixtin = #0-0(mah-tliiqu-k)t-in# = animhonan, they are (all) ten 
timahtliiquixtin = Hi-0(mah-tliiqu-ix)t-in# = we are (all) ten 
caxt6lli = #0-0(cax-t6l)li-0# = nonan, they are fifteen in number 
ticaxt6ltin = #ti-0(cax-t6l)t-in = we are fifteen in number 
caxt6ktin = M-@(cm-t6l-ix)t-in# = anidnonan, they are (all) fifteen 
ticaxt6ktin = #ti-0(cax-t6I-ix)t-in# = we are (all) fifteen 

Note: Besides appearing in an absolutive-state NNC, gross-count numeral stems can also appear in a strange 
possessive-state formation in which the subject personal pronoun's number dyad is the same t-in as that in the abso- 
lutive state NNCs. An animate possessor pronoun must be plural, and the common number of a nonanimate possessor 
pronoun must have a plural referent. 

tonshuixtin = M-0+t-o(niihu-ix)t-in# = there are all four of us 
amomahtliiquixtin = M-@+am-o(mah-tliiqu-ix)t-in# = there are all ten of you 
im6mextin = M-8+i-m(6me-x)t-in# = there are both of them 
ichiucniihuixtin = #8-0+i-8(chiuc-niihu-ix)t-in# = there are all nine of them [nonanimate possessor] 

When the possessor is nonanimate, some write the subject pronoun's number dyad as ti (i.e., ti-0) instead of as 
tin (but this is problematic, since a vocable final In/ was frequently not written): 

imahtliiquixti = M-0+i-0(mah-tliiqu-ix)ti-a# = there are all ten of them (e.g., boards, mats, etc.) 
ibmexti = #0-0+i-lif(6me-x)ti-a# = there are both of them 

34.7. Multiples of Twenty, Four Hundred, and Eight Thousand. Multiples of twenty, four hun- 
dred, and eight thousand are expressed by compound nounstems whose embed is a numeral 
stem having a value from one through nineteen. 

1. Multiples of twenty are expressed by compound nounstems whose matrix is the stem 
(pahu-a-l)-%, which is derived from tla-(p6hu-a), "to count s.th.," and means "something 
counted." It refers to the digits of both hands and both feet taken together, i.e., "twentyla score." 

cemp6hualli = M-0(cem-p6hu-a-l)li-8# = nonan, they are one score (1 X 20 = 20) in 
number 

ticemp6hualtin = #ti-0(cem-p6hu-a-1)t-in# = we are twenty in number 
cempbhualixtin = M-0(cem-p6hu-a-l-ix)t-in# = anidnonan, they are twenty as a full 

count, they are (all) twenty 
ticempahualixtin = Hi-0(cem-p6hu-a-l-ix)t-in# = we are (all) twenty 
6mp6hualli = #8-0(6m-p6hu-a-l)li-0# = nonan, they are two score (2 X 20 = 40) in 

number 
chiucn8uhp6hualli = #0-0(chiuc-niiuh-p6hu-a-1)li-8# = nonan, they are 5 + 4 (nine) 

score (9 X 20 = 180) in number 

2. Multiples of four hundred (400 = 20 X 20) are expressed by compound nounstems whose 
matrix subposition is filled by the stem (tzon)-tli-, which means "hair" and possibly refers to 
the barbs on a feather taken as a set (the symbol was a feather). In regard to numbering, 
(tzon)-tli- originally designated an unspecified multitude and can still on occasion be found 
with the translation value "many." 

centzontli = M-0(cen-tzon)tli-0# = it is one set of feather barbs (1 X 400 = 400) in num- 
ber [The compound stem (cen-tzon)-tli- also serves as a general term for any large 
number; from this one arrives at the secondary meaning of the NNC centzontli, "it 
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is a mockingbird," a shorthand way of saying centzontlahtbleh, "it is an owner of 
four hundred (i.e., many) songs."] 

etzontli = #B-O(&tzon)tli-0# = they are three sets of feather barbs (3 X 400 = 1,200) in 
number 

mahtliictzontli = #0-0(mah-tlac-tzon)tli-0# = they are ten sets of feather barbs (10 X 

400 = 4,000) in number 

3. Multiples of eight thousand (8,000 = 20 X 20 X 20) are expressed by compound noun- 
stems whose matrix subposition is filled by the stem (xiqu-ipi1)-li-, "enclosed stacklpile," i.e., 
"sacldbag," here possibly a bagful of cacao beans (the symbol was a bag or sack). 

cenxiquipilli = #0-0(cen-xiqu-ipi1)li-0# = it is one bagful (l X 8,000 = 8,000) in num- 
ber [Also written cexiquipilli.] 

n2uhxiquipilli = #0-0(niiuh-xiqu-ipi1)li-0# = they are four bagfuls (4 X 8,000 = 32,000) 
in number 

34.8. Conjoined Numeral NNCs. In order to link the digits one through four to the number ten 
(to create the equivalent of eleven through fourteen) and to the number fifteen (to create the 
equivalent of sixteen through nineteen) and to link the digits one through nineteen to the scores 
(twenty, forty, etc.), Nahuatl uses a conjunctorless structure of conjunction (its favorite kind of 
conjunction; see 8 52.2) in which the first conjunct is a higher numeral NNC and the second con- 
junct is a lower numeral NNC. Since conjunction is recursive, the second conjunct can itself be 
a structure of conjunction, with its second conjunct being a still lower-numeral NNC. 

1. The stem of the NNC that functions as a second conjunct must embed the adverbial 
morph (om-)-, an embed-only nounstem that can be loosely translated "as an additional num- 
ber." (When followed by a consonant other than /m/ or /p/, it is subject to the rules of regres- 
sive assimilation presented in 8 2.11 and therefore at times is spelled on- or oz-.) One should 
not confuse (om-)- with (Gm-)-; the two stems are distinguished by vowel length (as well as 
by distribution). 

mahtliictli once = #0-0(mah-tl2c)tli-0# #0-0(on-40-0# = nonan, they are ten in num- 
ber (and) it is one as an additional number; i.e., they are eleven in number 

mahtliictin om6men = #0-0(mah-tl2c)t-in# #0-0(om-6rne-n)n-n# = anim, they ten in 
number (and) they are two as an additional number; i.e., they are twelve in number 

caxt6lli omsi = #0-0(cax-t61)li-0# #0-Ofom-i5i)0-0# = nonan, they are fifteen in num- 
ber (and) they are three as an additional number; i.e., they are eighteen in number 

ticaxt6ltin tonniihuin = #ti-0(cax-t6l)t-in# #t-0(on-n2hui-n)-# = anim, we are fifteen 
in number (and) we are four as an additional number; i.e., we are nineteen in number 

cempbhualli ommiicu-m = M-0(cem-p6hu-a-1)li-0# #B-fl(om-m2-cu-i-l)li-0# = nonan, 
they are twenty in number (and) they are five as an additional number; i.e., they are 
twenty-five in number 

cemp6hualli ommahtliictli om6me = #0-0(cem-p6hu-a-1)li-0# #0-0(om-mah-tl2c)tli- 
0# #0-0(om-6me)O-0# = nonan, they are twenty in number (and) they are ten as an 
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additional number (and) they are two as an additional number; i.e., they are thu-ty-two 
in number 

t6mp6hualtin toncaxt6ltin tonniihuin = #t-g(bm-p6hu-a-l)t-in# #t-0(on-cax-t6l)t-in# 
#t-@(on-niihui-n)O-U# = anim, we are forty in number (and) we are fifteen as an addi- 
tional number (and) we are four as an additional number; i.e., we are fifty-nine 

2. In addition to linking numeral NNCs by means of a structure of conjunction with NNCs 
as conjuncts, it is also possible for the conjunction to be achieved by means of a conjunctive-com- 
pound stem (see 5 3 1.7). The following compound-stemmed NNCs illustrate the formation: 

mahtliictlozce = #0-0(mah-tliic-tl-oz-cG)0-0# = nonan, they are eleven in number 
[Notice /ml> [S] .] 

mahtliictlom6me = #0-0(mah-tliic-tl-om-6me)0-0# = nonan, they are twelve in number 
mahtliictlomi2intin = M-0(mah-tliic-tl-om-ei-n)t-in# = anim, they are thirteen in number 
timahtliictlonniihuintin = #ti-0(mah-tliic-tl-on-niihui-n)t-in# = we are fourteen in 

number 

3. In order to obey the rule about numeral embeds stated in 34.7, a structure of conjunc- 
tion involving numerals can be downgraded to the rank of a stem and and then embedded to 
create a compound numeral stem in which the matrix stem is (p6hu-a-1)-li-, (tzon)-tli-, or 
(xiqu-ipi1)-li-. The downgrading of the structure of conjunction is accomplished by deleting 
the number position on the rightmost conjunct in the source. Notice that the relationship 
between the embed and matrix is exactly the same as when the embed is a simple numeral 
stem (in the analyzed examples a plus mark is placed between the conjoined NNCs serving as 
the embed stem). 

Source: caxt6lli om6me = they are 15 + 2 in number; i.e., they are seventeen in number 
Outcome: caxt6lli om6mp6hualli = #0-0(0-0-cax-t6l-li-0+0-0-om-6m-p6hua-l)li-0# 

= they are (15 + 2) X 20 in number; i.e., they are 340 in number 

Source: mahtliictli onniihui = they are 10 + 4 in number; i.e., they are fourteen in 
number 

Outcome: mahtliictli onniiuhtzontli = M-0(0-0-mah-tlk-tli-0+0-0-on-niiuh4zon)tli-0## 
= they are (10 + 4) X 400 in number) i.e., they are 5,600 in number 

This ability to downgrade an entire concatenate structure to the rank of an embed stem attests 
to the power and versatility of Nahuatl's compounding resources. The ability is not limited to 
numerical expressions; see, for example, 35.14. 

Note l :  In traditional texts one can find conjoined NNCs, such as caxtoltin omei, that look as if the first con- 
junct has a plural subject pronoun (i.e., animate) and the second a singular/common one (i.e., nonanimate). Such items 
are the result of the failure to write a final n. Properly spelled, the exemplified unit is caxtdtin omPin, "they (ani- 
mate) are fifteen in number (and) they are three as an additional number"; i.e., "they are eighteen in number." 

Note 2: The possessive-state NNCs ihuiin, "in company with it," and ipan, "on top of it," link the higher orders 
(the four hundreds and the eight thousands) to the lower orders (the digits and the scores). Both can be loosely trans- 
lated as "with the addition of. . . ." They are presented in 5 45.4.1 and 5 47.3.3. 

Note 3: In the Primeros Memoriales (82, n.12), the annotator says that in the text matlacpohualli omei (cor- 
rectly translated by Sahagtin as 203) "should be read matlacpohualli omeipohualli, 260." This shows a serious 
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misunderstanding of numerical expressions in Nahuatl. Numeral NNCs with the same matrix stem cannot be con- 
joined (if they could, according to the foregoing grammatical presentation, the annotator's reading would be not 260 
but "((10 X 20) + 3) X 20", i.e., 4,060, the correct expression for which is mahtliictzontli ipan Gpiihualli, i.e., "(10 
X 400) + (3 X 20)"). The Nahuatl equivalent to 260 is mahtlactli omGpiihualli, "(10 + 3) X 20." Notice also that Gi 
cannot be a scribal error for *Gipiihualli; (e-)- is the required embed form of (Gi)-0- in this context (see 3 34.4.2). 
In the FC (11,207) we find the same erroneous translation of "260 with no annotation attempting to justify it. 

34.9. f ie  "Rock" Set. The set of numeral stems used in counting round, plump things (such 
as hens, fruit, eggs, loaves, berries, beans, melons, squash, turnips, nuts, rocks, jugs, hills, etc.) 
and also books is formed by embedding the stems of the basic set into a compound nounstem 
whose matrix subposition is filled by the stem (te)-tl-, "rock." 

centetl = M-0(cen-te)tl-0# = it is one-rock; i.e., it is one in number 
chicuetetl= M-B(chicu-8-te)tl-0# = they are 5 + 3 rocks; i.e., they are eight in number 
yepbhualtetl= #0-@(ye-pb-hu-a-l-te)tl-0# = they are 3 X 20 rocks; i.e., they are sixty in 

number 

When there is a structure of conjunction, the stem of an NNC serving as a rightward conjunct 
does not have (te)-tl- in the matrix subposition. 

caxtbltetl omiime = #0-B(cax-tbl-te)tl-8# #0-0(om-6me)0-0# = they are fifteen rocks in 
number (and) they are two as an additional number; i.e., they are seventeen in number 

A plural subject pronoun of an NNC built on an ordinary-count stem has its number position 
filled with the plural dyad m-eh. 

bntemeh = #B-0(bn-te)m-eh# = anim, they are two rocks in number; i.e., they are two in 
number 

The plural subject pronoun on a gross-count stem refers to nonanimate as well as animate 
entities. 

bnteixtin = #8-0(bn-te-ix)t-in# = they are two rocks as a total count; i.e., they are (all) two 

The ordinary-count compound stem may itself participate as the embed of a compound stem. 

centemilli = #0-0(cen-te-mil)li-0# = it is a one-rock cultivated field; i.e., it is one culti- 
vated field 

centeconetl= M-0(cen-te-cone)tl-Bt# = helshe is a one-rock child; i.e., helshe is a single 
child 

mbntetbcii = #B-8+rn-0(bn-te-tbcii)0+0-0# = it is your two-rock name; i.e., it is your sec- 
ond name, it is your nickname 

bntemani = #B-8(6n-te-mani)0+0-8# = it lies as two-rocks; i.e., it is in two sections (or parts) 

Note: The gross-count NNC can also be built on a possessive-state predicate (see 8 34.6, note). 
i6nteixti = nonan, they are all two; they are both of them 
inniiuhteixtin = anim, they are all four of them 
-miicuilixti = nonan, they are all five of them 

34.10. The "Row" Set. The set of numeral stems used for counting rows of things or people 
is formed by embedding the stems of the basic set into a compound stem with the stem 
(pan)-tli- "row," Filling the matrix subposition. 
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cempiintli = M-0(cem-piin)tli-0# = it is one-row; i.e., it is one in number 
niippilntli = #0-0(niip-piin)tli-0# = they are four rows; i.e., they are four in number 

[because of assimilation /W/+ /p/ > [pp]] 

When there is a structure of conjunction, the stem of an NNC serving as a rightward conjunct 
does not have (piin)-tli- in the matrix subposition. 

mahtliicpiintli once = #0-0(mah-tliic-piin)tli-0# M-0(on-ce)8-0# = they are ten rows in 
number (and) it is one as an additional number; i.e, they are eleven in number 

34.11. The "Thing" Set. The set of numeral stems used in counting things that can be folded 
one over another or stacked (such as pairs of sandals, plates, bowls, conversations, sermons, 
heavens, etc.) is formed by embedding the stems of the basic set into a compound stem hav- 
ing (tla-man)-tli-, "a thing that has been set down," i.e., "thing," "object," "part," occupying 
the matrix subposition. 

centlamantli = M-0(cen-tla-man)tli0# = it is one thing; i.e., it is one in number 
centlamantin = M-0(cen-tla-man)t-in# = anim, they are the (members of) one thing; i.e., 

they are one herd; they are one flock; they are one yoke (of oxen); they are one team; they 
are one squad; i.e., they are one in number 

caxtdlamantli = M-0(cax-t61-la-man)tli-8# = nonan, they are fifteen things; i.e., they are 
fifteen in number 

The gross-count stem occurs, as expected, only in NNCs with a plural subject. 

miicuillamanixtin = M-0(mii-cu-I-l-la-man-ix)t-in# = anim/.nonan, they are a total count 
of five things; i.e., they are (all) five 

When there is a structure of conjunction, the stem of an NNC serving as a rightward conjunct 
does not have (tla-man)-tli- in the matrix subposition. 

mahtliictlamantli omei = #0-@(m&-tliic-tla-man)tli0# #0-0(om-Gi)0-0# = they are ten 
things (and) they are three as an additional number; i.e, they are thirteen in number 

Note: The gross-count NNC can also be built on a possesive-state predicate (see 34.6, note). 
i6ntlamanixti = nonan, there are all two of them 

34.12. The "Maize Cob" Set. The set of numeral stems used in counting things that are 
roundish or oblong-shaped (such as ears of maize, bananas, cacao pods, pinecones, oblong 
rolls, tarnales, etc.) is formed by using the stem (616)-tl-, "maize cob," as the filler in the matrix 
subposition. The set is used to count only through nineteen. 

cem616tl= M-0(cem-til6)tl-0# = it is one maize cob; i.e., it is one in number 
mahtliic616tl = #H-B(mah-tliic-616)tl-8# = they are ten maize cobs; i.e., they are ten in 

number 

When there is a structure of conjunction, the stem of an NNC serving as a rightward conjunct 
does not have (616)-tl- in the matrix subposition. 

caxtij1616tl o-ui = #8-0(cax-~I-~l6)tl-0# M-0(on-niihui)0-0# = they are f i k n  maize cobs 
in number (and) they are four as an additional number; i.e., they are nineteen in number 
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To continue the count beyond nineteen and on through thirty-nine, the NNC tlamic, "it is 
a finished thmg," i.e., "a completed count of twenty," is used. Tlamic is a preterit-agentive 
NNC (see 35.2) formed from the verbstem (tlami), "to come to an end, to become finished," 
used as a Class A stem (although it is regularly a Class B stem). 

tlamic = it is a finished thing; i.e., they are twenty in number 
tlamic once = they are twenty-one in number 
tlamic ommahtliictli = they are thu-ty in number 
tlamic oncaxtblli = they are thuty-five in number 

To continue the count beyond tlurty-nine, the stems of the basic set are used. 

bmpbhualli = they are forty in number 

Remark: Such elements as (te)-tl-, (M6)-tl-, etc., are called classifiers or numeral coefSicients; cf. English "ten 
head of cattle." Their usage in Nahuatl is not extremely rigid, and variant usages are possible; for example: 

6me metztli - 6ntetl metztli = they are two moons (i.e., months) 

34.13. Special Sets for Counting by Twenties. In addition to the unit sets, there are special 
sets to count certain entities by groups of twenty. 

1. When counting people, animals, houses, and rocks, the stem (tecp8n)-tli-, "a group set 
in order, a group arranged in a row," is used as a filler in the matrix subposition. 

centecpiintli = #0-0(cen-tecpiin)tli-0# = nonan, they are one lined-up set; i.e., they are 
twenty in number 

centecpiintin = M-B(cen-tecpiin)t-in# = anirn, they are (members of) one line-arranged 
set; i.e., they are twenty in number 

etecpiintli = #0-0(e-tecp2n)tli-0# = nonan, they are three lined-up groups; i.e., they are 
sixty in number 

bntecpiintli omrnahtliictli omei = nonan, they are two lined-up sets (and) they are ten 
as an additional number (and) they are three as an additional number; i.e., they are 
fifty-three (40 + 10 + 3) in number 

2. When counting blankets, paper, tortillas, or hides, the nounstem (ipi1)-li-, "pile," fills 
the matrix subposition. 

cemipilli = #0-0(cem-ipi1)li-0# = nonan, they are one pile; i.e., they are twenty in 
number 

bmipilli = #0-0(bm-ipi1)li-0# = nonan, they are two piles; i.e., they are forty in number 
chicuPipilli = #B-0(chicu-e-ipi1)li-0# = nonan, they are eight piles; i.e., they are one 

hundred sixty in number 

3. When counting just blankets, the stem (quimi1)-li-, "bundle," fills the matrix subposition. 

cenquimilli = #0-0(cen-quimi1)li-0# = they are one bundle; i.e., they are twenty in 
number 

yequimilli = #0-@(ye-quimi1)li-0# = they are three bundles; i.e., they are sixty in 
number 
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34.14. Reduplication in Numeral Stems. Numeral stems make the same distinctions of affin- 
ity and distribution/variety as other nounstems (see 8 14.3). Since affinity expresses the notion 
of continuity or relatedness, affinity numeral stems (reduplication with vowel length) are trans- 
lated on the pattern of "one by one," "one after another," "by twos," "two and two," "two fol- 
lowed by two more," etc. On the other hand, since distributisn/variety expresses the notion of 
separateness, dispersion, and fragmentation, the distributivelvarietal numeral stems (redupli- 
cation with glottal stop) are translated on the pattern of "one apiece," "one here and one there," 
"one for each," "in twolthreeletc. separate lots," etc. 

Except for (mah-t1iic)-tli-, reduplication always responds to the first part of the stem: 

cecen - cecentetl - cecentlamantli = nonan, they are one by one, they are one after another 
cehcen - cehcentetl - cehcentlamantli = nonan, they are one apiece [Notice the [n] on 

cecen and cehcen as freestanding NNCs.] 
ticecentin - ticecemmeh = anim, we are one after another 
cecentlamantin = anim, they are one herd after another 

miimiicuilli - miimiicuiltetl - miimiicuillamantli = nonan, they are by fives 
mahmiicuilli - mahmiicuiltetl - mahmiicuillamantli = nonan, they are five apiece 

chichicuace - chichicuacentetl - chichicuacentlamantli = nonan, they are by sixes 
chihchicuace, etc. = nonan, they are six apiece 
chichicuacemintin = anim, they are by sixes 

But with "seven," "eight," and "nine," reduplication occurs both on the embed and on the 
basic-numeral matrix: 

chichiucniiniihui - chichiucniiniiuhtetl - chichiucniiniiuhtlamantli = nonan, they are 
by nines 

chihchiucnahniihui, etc. = nonan, they are nine apiece 
tichichiucniiniihuintin = anim, we are by nines 

With (mah-t1iic)-tli-, reduplication occurs on the matrix stem: 

mahtliitliictli - mahtliitliictetl - mahtliitliictlamantli = nonan, they are by tens 
mahtlahtliictli, etc. = they are ten apiece 
timahtliitliictin = anim, we are by tens 

When there is a structure of conjunction, the reduplication occurs on all conjuncts: 

ciicaxtblli omeei - ciicaxtiiltetl orneei - ciicaxt~llamantli orneei = nonan, they are by 
eighteens 

cahcaxtblli omehei, etc. = nonan, they are eighteen apiece 

34.15. "Approximately " and "More." When canah, "somewhere," quen, "in a manner," or 
ahzo quen, "perhaps in a manner," is placed before a numeral NNC, it has the meaning of 
"more or less," "around," or "approximately": 

Canah mahtliictli. = They are approximately ten in number. 
Ahzo quen miicuilli. = They are around five in number. 
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When oc, "still," is placed before a number NNC, it has the meaning of "another" or "more": 

Oc CP. = It is another. It is one more. 
Oc time = They are another two. They are two more. 

As a supplementary subject, the sentence oc ce, "helshe is another one," can be equivalent 
to the English collocations "who else," "someone/anyone else," and "no one else." 

Quihtohqueh in teteoh, ".&c in oc ce?" = The gods said, "Who is the one who is another 
one?'I.e., The gods said, "Who else is there?" 

Ayiic oc ce. = He who is another one is no one; i.e., There is no one else. 

34.16. Measures. A compound-stemmed NNC whose stem contains a numeral stem in the 
embed subposition can express a measure or amount. 

cencarnatl = it is one mouthful; also, it is one word [< (cams)-tl-, "mouth] 
cenxomahtli = it is one spoonful [< (xomah)-tli-, "a clay spoon"] 
cencuahuitl = it is one branchful, i.e., it is a cluster (of grapes, etc.) [< (cuahui)-tl-, "tree, 

stick, branch"] 
centexcalli = it is one ovenfulloven load [< (te-xca-l)-&, "oven"] 
cenrnspichtli = it is one gripful (of a sheaf or fagot) [< (mIi-pich)-tli-, "fist, clenched hand] 
centlamiipictli = it is one fistful (of beans, sand, etc.) [< (tla-mIi-pic)-tli-, "a thing enclosed 

in a fist"] 

A similar formation can express a measure of length. 

cemiztetl - cemiztitl = it is one fingernail length (i.e., the distance from the end of the 
thumbnail to the end of the forefinger nail when both are spread wide apart) [< (izte)-tl- 
- (izti)-tl-, "fingernail"] 

cemmolicpitl = it is one elbow length (i.e., the distance from the elbow to the end of the 
middle finger) [c (molic-pi)-tl-, "elbow"] 

cenciyacatl = it is one armpit length (i.e., the distance from the armpit to the end of the 
hand) [< (ciyaca)- tl-, "armpit"] 

cemmecatl = it is one rope length (i.e., the distance over a plot of ground separated by land- 
marks) [< (me-ca)-tl-, "rope, cord"] 

cenydlohtli = it is one heart length (i.e., the distance from the middle of the chest to the 
tip of the middle finger) [< (y6l-10-h)-tli-, "heart"] 

Measure NNCs are combined with NNCs denoting the thing measured by serving as the 
principal clause in a structure of adjectival modification (see Lesson 42); for example: 

Quirnacah centlamiimalli in tlacualli. = They give him one load that is food; i.e., They 
give him a load of food. [< (tla-m-a-l)&, "a thing carried on the back"; here, "a native 
carrier's load] 

Quen iimixtli conitiah in tlacuiitl icuitlapil. = They make her drink approximately two 
knuckles, which is the tail of an opossum; i.e., They have her drink an infusion of 
ground-up opossum tail, about as much as would reach up to the second finger joint in a 
cup. [< (h)-tli-, "node," which is here used for (mah-pil-a)-tli-, "knuckle, fmger joint"] 
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Nominalization of VNCs (Part One) 

35.1. Nominalization. Nominalization is a conversion process whereby a VNC takes on char- 
acteristics of an NNC. Since supplementation is one of the "natural" functions of an NNC, the 
VNCs participating as supplements in the sentence constructions in 19.1 illustratefunctional 
nominalization. At this point, however, the focus is on structural nominalization, that is, on 
the process that converts the structure of a VNC into that of an NNC. 

There are eight kinds of nominalized VNCs. One is discussed in this lesson; the remaining 
seven are dealt with in Lesson 36. 

35.2. The Preterit-Agentive NNC. The stem of any kind of agentive NNC names the agent of 
an action (compare the English agentives "preacher," i.e., one who preaches, "president," i.e., 
one who presides). The most common kind of agentive NNC is the preterit-agentive NNC. 
Although the mechanics of the transformation are entirely different, the logic behind the Na- 
huatl preterit-agentive NNC is similar to that behind certain English agentive nouns; for exam- 
ple, a person who has killed once is deemed a killer (contrast § 36.1). 

Like all nounstems, a preterit-agentive nounstem has two shapes-restricted use and gen- 
eral use. The restricted-use stem is simply the predicate of a preterit-tense VNC. The gen- 
eral-use stem is a compound that uses the restricted-use stem as its embed. The restricted-use 
stem is used in absolutive-state NNCs. The general-use stem is used everywhere else. The 
restricted-use stem is discussed first. 

35.3. The Absolutive-State Preterit-Agentive NNC. A preterit-tense VNC is converted into an 
absolutive-state preterit-agentive NNC simply by reanalyzing the constituents filling its for- 
mulaic structure into those of an NNC formula. The VNC predicate becomes a nounstem. A 
projective object is represented by t e  or tla; a mainline reflexive object by n-o, t-o, or m-o 
(since it continues to respond to the person-number of the subject pronoun, although it is now 
judged to be inside the nounstem). The preterit-tense morph 0 is ALWAYS the final constituent 
of the restricted-use nounstem. The dyadic number morphs of the VNC's subject pronoun continue 
unchanged except that, since preterit-agentive NNCs are more conservative than preterit-tense 
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VNCs, they frequently keep qui-0 instead of using the silent variant 0-0 (see 35.4 for fur- 
ther comments). 

The following examples show the relation of intransitive Class A preterit-tense VNCs to 
their converted preterit-agentive NNCs: 

Pret-tns VNC: nipixcac = #ni-0(pix-ca)0+c-0# = I harvested 
Pret-agen NNC: nipixcac = #ni-0(pix-ca-0)c-0# = I am one who has harvested; i.e., I am 

a harvester 

Pret-tns VNC: pixcaqueh = #0-@(p&-ca)0+qu-eh# = they harvested 
Pret-agen NNC: pixcaqueh = #0-0(pix-ca-0)qu-eh# = they are ones who have harvested; 

i.e., they are harvesters 

The only thing that has happened is that the preterit predicate has been reanalyzed as a noun- 
stem. Phonologically there is no difference in the source VNC and the resultant NNC. The dif- 
ference is a morphosyntactical one; the VNC and NNC are structured differently. Obviously, 
if the source VNC were represented as having the antecessive order particle prefixed to it (e.g., 
Gnipixcac), in that case there would in addition be a phonological difference, since the parti- 
cle does not appear on the NNC. (In these lessons, since the intransitive valence position and 
the absolutive state position are not represented in their respective formulas, the former does not 
show up inside the resultant nounstem and the latter does not show up outside it; see 4.5.) 

Monomorphemic intransitive Class A verbstems tend not to participate in this VNC-into- 
NNC reanalysis, using the customary-present agentive NNC in 36.1 instead. The following 
preterit-agentive NNCs are formed on dimorphemic Class A intransitive verbstems: 

ehuac = #0-0(&hua-0)c-0# = he is one who has left [< (G-hua), "to depart"] 
ixhuic = M-0(ix-hui-@)c-8# = he is one who has become satiated [< (m-hui), "to become full"] 
iuccic = #0-0(iuc-ci-0)c-0# = it is a thing that has become ripelcooked [< (iuc-ci), "to 

become ripe, to become cooked] 

As can be seen, English frequently does not have a one-word agentive noun with which to 
translate the Nahuatl agentive nounstem. 

The following are examples of preterit-agentive NNCs resulting from the conversion of 
VNCs formed on a Class B verbstem: 

Pret-tns VNC: mauh = #0-0(mauh)0+O-0# = he became afraid [< (mahui), "to become 
afraid"] 

Pret-agen NNC: mauhqui = #0-0(mauh-0)qui-0# = he is one who has become afraid; i.e., 
he is a coward 

Pret-tns VNC: timauhqueh = #ti-0(mauh)0+qu-eh# = we became afraid 
Pret-agen NNC: timauhqueh = #ti-0(mauh-0)qu-eh# = we are ones who have become 

afraid; i.e., we are cowards 

Preterit-tense VNCs formed on monomorphemic Class B and D stems are easily converted 
into preterit-agentive NNCs. The following are a few examples: 

nenqui = #0-0(nen-0)qui-0# = helshe is a dweller [< (nerni), "to dwell"] 
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y6lqui = #0-O(y61-0)qui-0# = he/she is a living being [< (ydi), "to live"] 
tlanqui = #0-0(tlan-0)qui-0 = it is a thmg that has become finished [< (tlami), nonan, "to 

become finished"] 
cochqui = #0-0(coch-0)qui-0# = he is a sleeper [< (cochi), "to sleep"] 
yahqui = #0-0(yah-0)qui-0# = he is a goer [< (ya-nh), "to go"] 
iuhqui = #0-0(iuh-0)qui-0# = he/she/it is one who has become thus-and-so, he/she/it is that 

way/thus/such/of that lund/sirnilar [< (ihui), "to become such-and-solthuslthat waylof 
that lund] 

The following examples illustrate preterit-agentive NNCs formed from VNCs built on single- 
object verbstems. There is one example each from the four verbstem classes: 

nitlanamacac = #ni-0(tla-namaca-0)c-0# = I am one who has sold things; i.e., I am a 
vender [< tla-(namaca), "to sell s.th."] 

tgchixqui = #0-0(t&chix-0)qui-0# = he is one who has waited for people; i.e., he is an 
innkeeper [< t&(chiya), "to wait for s.o."] 

titomachtihqueh = #ti-0(t-o-mach-tih-0)qu-eh# = we are ones who have caused ourselves 
to become knowledgeable; i.e., we are students [< m-o-(mach-tiii), "to teach oneself, to 
study"] 

tlahtlarnahqui = M-0(tlah-tla-mah-0)qui-0# = he is one who has caught things repeatedly; 
i.e., he is a fisherman [< (tlah-tla-mii), "to fish." The verbstem shows tla fusion with 
reduplication.] 

Certain absolutive-state preterit-agentive NNCs use an affinity stem (see 14.3 and 
14.5.2) when the subject pronoun is plural. The use of the affinity stem may be obligatory or 
optional. 

Sg-subj.: micqui = #0-0(mic-0)qui-0# = helshe is one who has died; i.e., helshe is a dead 
person [< (miqui), "to die"] 

P1-subj.: mimicqueh = #0-0(mi-mic-0)qu-eh# = they are dead people [The affinity stem 
is obligatory.] 

Sg-subj.: tlattac = M-0(tla-tt-a-@)c-@# = he is one who has seen s.th.; i.e., he is an onlooker 
[< tla-(itt-a), "to see s.th."] 

P1-subj .: tlattaqueh = #0-0(tla-tt-a-0)qu-eh# = they are onlookers 
tliitlattaqueh = #0-B(t1ii-tla-tt-a-0)qu-eh# = they are onlookers 

Sg-subj.: tlahtohqui = M-0(tla-ht-o-h-0)qui-O# = he is one who has spoken; i.e., he is a 
kinglruler [< (tla-ht-o-ii), "to speak." The verbstem shows tla fusion. Its preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem is not commonly used to form NNCs with a singular subject pronoun; the 
customary-present-agentive NNC is used instead (see 36. l).] 

P1-subj.: tlatohqueh = #0-0(tla-ht-o-h-0)qu-eh# = they are kingslrulers 
tliitlahtohqueh = #0-0(tlii-tla-ht-o-h-0)qu-eh# = they are kingslrulers 

Note l: Since a preterit-as-present-tense VNC has a predicate with the preterit-tense morph 0, there can also be 
absolutive-state preterit-as-present-agentive NNCs. An important instance of this is an NNC built on the Class A verb- 
stem (g), "to be present" (see § 11.4.4). 
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BC = M-0(8-0)c-W = he is one who is present, i.e., he is someone 
This preterit-as-present-agentive NNC has become frozen in the third-person singular form and is most often 

used interrogatively: Ac?, "Who is it?' This clause is frequently translated into English as the interrogative pronoun 
"who?' (see 8 16.4.4). Ayiic, "he is not present," as an NNC is rendered as "he is no one." 

Note 2: A preterit-patientive NNC can be formed from a passive-voice W C .  The formation is not frequent. 
nitlahueliliic = #ni-0(tlahu-i51-i-16-0)c-W = I am one who has been hated and despised; i.e., I am a villaid 

knavelroguelruffian [e ti5-(tlahu-i51-i-S), "to hate and despise s.o., to abhor s.o." From an active-voice 
VNC comes the preterit-agentive nounstem (ti5-tlahu-i5l-i-h-0)-qui-, "one who hates and despises s.o."] 

cecual6c = M-0(ce-cua-16-&-W = he is one who has been eaten by means of ice; i.e., he is one who has 
frozen to death [ c K-(ce-cuii), "to eat S.O. by means of ice"] 

cehuechililiic = M-0(ce-huechi-li-16-B)~-W = he is one in relation to whom it (i.e., the weather) has fallen 
in the form of ice; i.e., he is one who has frozen to death; also, it is a plant that has become frozen [e te- - tla-(ce-huechi-liii), impers. applic. stem, "for freezing to happen to S.O. or s.th." e (ce-huetzi), impers, 
"to fall in the form of ice," i.e., "for the weather to be freezing cold] 

Note 3: It is, of course, easy for a preterit-agentive NNC to be built on a compound stem. The last two examples 
in the preceding note show a source that has an incorporated adverb. The following example is built on an incorpo- 
rated-object compound stem. 

huetzquiztomac = M-0(hue-tz-qui-z-tom-a-@)c-W = he is one who has untied the act of laughing; i.e., he 
is one who laughs [e (hue-tz-qui-z)-tli-, "act of laughing" (see 8 37.2), in the embed subposition plus 
tla-(tom-a), "to untie s.th.," in the matrix subposition.] 

te6pixqui = M-0(te6-pix-0)qui-W = helshe is a god-guarder, i.e., he is a priest, she is a priestess [c (te6)- 
tl-, "god" + t&(piya), "to guard s.o."] 

35.4. Further Comments on the Number Position in Absolutive-State Preterit-Agentive NNCs. 
When built on Class B, C, or D verbstems, a preterit-agentive NNC's subject pronoun's num- 
ber position is normally filled by qui-0 when that pronoun is singular/common (see 35.3). 
There are, however, instances in which 0-0 occurs instead. At times the 0-0 is either expected 
(see, for example, 35.9) or the one in common use. 

pain = M-0(pSin-0)O-0# = he is one who has run fast; i.e., he is a fast runner [< (paina), 
"to run fast"] 

nitlahcuiloh = #ni-0(tla-hcuil-o-h-0)o-B# = I am one who has paintedlwritten things; i.e., 
I am a painter, I am a writerlscribe [< tla-(z%cuil-o-S), "to paint s.th., to write s.th."] 

tlamemeh = #0-0(tla-memeh-0)u-0# = he is one who has carried things on his back; i.e., 
he is a carrier [< tla-(meme), "to carry S-th. on the back"] 

At times only the qui-0 is used; for example: 

tlapixqui = M-0(tla-pix-0)qui-0# = he is one who has guarded s.th.; i.e., he is a guard [< 
tla-(piya), "to guard s.th."] 

techiuhqui = M-0(te-chiuh-0)qui-0# = he is one who has made people; i.e., he is a gov- 
emorldirector [< te-(chihua), "to make s.o., to engender s.0. "1 

At times either form is used: 

teniimicqui = #0-8(t~-n8mic-B)qui-0# = tenamic = #0-0(t~-nWc-0)O-0# = he is one 
who has encountered s.0.; i.e., he is a competitor, he is an opponent [< te-(niimiqui), 
"to encounter s.o., to meet with s.o., to have a confrontation with s.o." This t8niimic 
should not be confused with a homonym: teniimic = M-0+te(niimic)B-0# = "he is s.o.'s 
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husband, she is s.o.'s wife," a possessive-state NNC from the nounstem (n%mic)-tli-, "a 
matched one," i.e., "a spouse" (see 5 37.9. l .b). A plural of the preterit-agentive NNC is 
tCnMcqueh = M-0(ti+nlmic-B)qu-eh# = "they are competitors/opponents~'; a plural 
of the possessive-state NNC is ti?nSmichuiin = #B-Pl+te(niimic)hu-iin#, "they are peo- 
ple's spouses."] 

At times when both qui-0 and 0-0 are possible, there may be a difference in meaning. This dif- 
ference may be related to the fact that verbstems can be classified according to the type of sub- 
ject they permit in VNCs formed on them. Some permit only animate subjects, some only nonan- 
h a t e  ones; some permit either (compare animate and nonanimate subject pronouns in NNCs). 
The meaning of a norninalized VNC depends on the WC's  subject type. The stem of the agen- 
tive NNC may name an animate entity ("a person who," "an animal that") or a nonanimate one 
("a thing that"). In the latter case, the notion of agent merges with the notion of agency or means. 

There is a tendency for a preterit-agentive NNC whose number dyad is filled by 0-0 to have 
a nonanimate subject. 

temiiuh = M-0(t&miiuh-0)0-0# = it is a thing that infects people; i.e., it is an infectious 
thing [< t&(miihua), "to infect s.o."] 

But, as is obvious from previous examples, this is not a rule, only a tendency. Many preterit- 
agentive NNCs with 0-0 permit both the animate and the nonanimate meanings. 

t edc t ih  = #0-0(ti+mic-tih-0)~-0# = (1) he is a killer; (2) it is a lethal thing 

Nevertheless, because of this tendency, if the preterit-agentive NNC permits the alternative of 
qui-0 or 0-0 as fillers of the subject pronoun's number dyad in the singular/common absolu- 
tive-state NNC, there may be a difference in meaning in the two forms, so that the one with 
qui-0 will name an animate being and that with D-0 a nonanimate one. 

teizcalihqui = #0-0(ti?-izcal-i-h-0)qui-0# = he is a coach, a trainer [< t&(izcal-i-S), "to 
nurture s.o., to revive s.o."] 

t&malih = M-0(te-izcal-i-h-0)0-8# = they are words that coach or train; i.e., they are train- 
ing instructions 

tGch6ctihqui = #8-8(t&chbc-tih-8)qui-8# = he is a lamentable person [C tP-(ch6c-tiii), 
"to cause S.O. to cry"] 

tech6ctih = #8-0(t~-ch6c-tih-0)~-0# = it is a lamentable thing 

Note: It is possible for a nonspecific projective object pronoun in an absolutive-state preterit-agentive nounstem 
to become activated, escape the confines of the nounstem, and assume specific projective object status, especially 
if there is a need for a supplementary object. The result is a verbal-plus-nominal NNC hybrid. 

nicnocuitihqui = #ni-8+~-8+n-o(cuI-tih-B)qui-W = I am one who has admitted guilt; I am one who has con- 
fessed [< m-wtla-(cui-tia), "to cause O.S. to take s.th.," i.e., "to admit gudt about s.th." The preterit-agen- 
tive NNC can also have the number dyad 0-0: quimocuitih = "helshe is one who has confessed"] 

ahquimahmatqui = ah#8-8+qui-0(mab-mat-0)qui-W = he is an ignorant/stupidklumsy person [< tla-(mah- 
mati), "to know about various things"] 

tlayohualli quimoniihualtih = H-hqui-&m-o(naua-l-tih-0)O-W = he is one who has embraced darkness, 
i.e., he is a person hidden in the shadows [< m-o+tla-(naua-l-tiii), "to cause O.S. to embrace s.th." < 
tla-(nHhuii), "to embrace s.th." For (tla-yohua-l)&, "darkness," see 5 38.1. l .a.] 
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35 S .  The General- Use Preterit-Agentive Stem. While the restricted-use preterit-agentive 
nounstem is merely a verbal predicate that has been reanalyzed, the general-use preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem is strictly a nounstem. It is a compound one in which the embed subposition is 
filled with the preterit predicate (acting like a nominalized stem) and the matrix subposition 
is filled by the nounstem (c@-tL, "entity, person, thing." (Since this stem keeps its long /a:/ 
even when followed by NNC-final silent morphs, it was evidently originally a Subclass 2-A 
tl nounstem, (ciii)-tl-, but now belongs to Subclass l-A (see 8 14.7.2; compare (miii)-tl-, "hand, 
arm," and (m%)-tl-, "fathom.") 

In addition to occurring in possessive-state NNCs, the general-use form of the preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem occurs in adverbialized NNCs (see Lesson 44) and as an embed in nominal and 
verbal compound stems. 

Since the nominalized preterit-predicate-as-nounstem that was described in 5 35.3 becomes 
demoted to the rank of an embed in the general-use preterit-agentive nounstem, if its source 
stem is reflexive, the reflexive-object morph has the shuntline shape ne. 

The preterit-tense morph 0, being an integral part of the embedded nounstem, ALWAYS 

occurs immediately to the left of (c@-tl-. 

Note: The general-use form of the preterit-agentive nounstem even has the potential to occur in an absolutive-state 
N W ,  but it does so only in extremely rare instances. In archaic texts (usually of a poetic nature), one finds absolu- 
tive-state preterit-agentive NNCs with the nounstem (qu5)-tl- rather than (c%)-tl- filling the matrix subposition (con- 
cerning the raising of /a:/ to /e:/, see § 2.2). 

yahquetl = #0-0(yah-0-qu5)tl-0# = he is a person who has gone; i.e., he is a goer; i.e., he is a warrior [ c 
(ya-uh), "to go"] 

micqu5tl= #0-0(mic-0-quP)tl-0# = he is a person who has died, i.e., he is a dead man, helit is a corpse [c 
(miqui), "to die"] 

temGquPtl= #0-B(tem6-0-que)tl-0# = he is a person who has descended; i.e., he is a descender [c (tem6), 
"to descend"] 

moquetzquCtl = #0-0(m-o-quetz-0-qui2)tl-0# = it is a thing that has erected itself; i.e., it is an upstanding 
(banner) [< m-o-(quetza), "to erect itself." Notice the unexpected use of the mainline reflexive object in 
the derived nounstem.] 

nicuicatlamatqui?tl = #ni-0(cuica-tla-mat-0-qui5)tl-0#/ = I am a person who has become knowledgeable 
about songs; i.e., I am a skillful singer [c (mica)-tl-, "song" + (tla-mati), "to be knowledgeable," a 
tla-fusion version of tla-(mati), "to know s.th.1 

35.6. The Possessive-State Preterit-Agentive NNC. Since the general-use preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem belongs to Subclass l-A of the tl stem class, a possessive-state NNC built 
on it has its subject pronoun's number position filled with the morphic dyad uh-0 if that 
pronoun is singular. If it is plural, the morphic dyad is hu-Pn. The following are a few 
examples: 

tomiccPuh = #0-0+t-o(mic-0-cP)uh-0# = he is our person who has died; i.e., he is one of 
our dead, he is our dead body [< (miqui), "to die"] 

notemachtihciiuh = #0-0+n-o(te-mach-tih-0-c8)uh-0# = he is my person who has taught 
people; i.e., he is my teacher [< t&(mach-tiP), "to teach s.o."] 

nitlamiimahciiuh = #n-0+i-0(tla-miimah-0-cii)uh-0# = I am his person who has carried 
things on the back; i.e., I am his carrier, i.e., I am a carrier in his employ [< tla-(miimii), 
"to carry s.th. on the back"] 
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tamot~izcalihciihuiin = #t-@+am-o(tC-izcal-i-h-0-cii)hu-ln# = we are your (pl) persons 
who have trained people; i.e., we are your (pl) trainerslcoaches [< tG-(izcal-i-ii), "to train 
s.o.~'] 

intlanamacaciiuh = #0-0+i-n(t1a-namaca-0-cii)uh-0# = he is their person who has sold 
things; i.e., he is their vender, i.e., he is a vender in their employ [< tla-(nmaca), "to 
sell s.th."] 

timonemachtihciihuiin = #ti-0+m-o(ne-mach-tih-0-c~)hu-iin# = we are your persons 
who have taught themselves; i.e., we are your students [< m-o-(mach-tiii), "to teach 
oneself, to study"] 

nit&lapixciiuh = hi-0+te(tla-pix-0-cii)uh-0# = I am someone's person who has guarded 
things; i.e., I am someone's guard, i.e., I am a guard in someone's employ [< tla-(piya), 
"to guard s.th."] 

notGtlazohtlac2uh = #0-0+n-o(tG-tla-zo-h-tla-0-cii)uh-0# = helshe is my person who has 
loved people; i.e., helshe is my lover; i.e., helshe is the one who loves me [< te-(tla-zo- 
h-tla), "to love s.o."] 

Note l :  Just as there are irregular possessive-state NNCs of the ordinary kind built on compound stems with 
*(y6)-tl- as matrix (e.g., ipilliihuiin = #0-0+i-0(pil-1ii)hu-a# = "they are his nobles"; see 15.1), there are pos- 
sessive-state preterit-agentive NNCs with the same irregularity; e.g.: itlahtohciiyiihuiin = #0-0+i-0(tla-ht-o-h-0- 
cii-y6)hu-an# = "they are his kings." 

Note 2: The absolutive-state preterit-patientive NNC (see 35.3, note 2) can have a possessive-state counterpart: 
motlahuPld6ciiuh = W-0+m-o(t1ahu-Pl-i-16-0-cii)uh-8# = he is your one who has been hated and despised; 

i.e., he is your villain/knave/rogue. 

Note 3: The irregular verb @a-uh) has the preterit agentive nounstem (yah-0)-qui- > (yah-0-c%)-uh-, "a goer" (lit- 
erally, "one who has gone"). When the possessor pronoun tP enters into a predicate with the general-use stem, it is 
blurred to ti, forming the possessive-state predicate. . . +ti(yah-0-CS) . . ., which is translated as "a brave, a warrior." 

tiyahciiuh = he is people's goer, i.e., he is a brave 
tiyahciihuiin = they are people's goers, i.e., they are braves 
antiyahciihuiin = you are people's goers, i.e., you are braves 

This possessive-state predicate can be downgraded to the rank of a stem in a secondary possessive-state NNC 
formation (see 15.1 S): 

itiyahciihuiin = #0-0+i-0(ti-yah-0-cii)hu-iin# = they are his braves, they are his warriors 
The te- > ti- shift that occurs in this stem is also found, for example, in (ti-iich-ciiuh)-0-, "elder brother"; see 
15.1.5. 

35.7. Preterit-Agentive Nounstems as Embeds in Compound-Stemmed NNCs and VNCs. The 
general-use preterit-agentive nounstem is used as the embed in compound stem formations. 

1. Ordinary compound-stemmed NNCs and VNCs: 

nitlahcuilohciipoh = #n-0+1-0(tla-hcuil-o-h-0-cii-poh)0-0# = I am a writer like him [< 
(tla-hcuil-o-h-@)-I-, "writer/scribe/painter"] 

notlahtlamahciipoh = #0-0+n-o(t1ah-tla-mah-0-c%-poh)0-0# = he is a fisherman like 
me [< (tlah-tla-mah-@)-I-, "fisherman." The source is the Class D verbstem (tlah- 
tla-m%), "to fish," which is a frequentative form of a tla-fusion verbstem from tla- 
(m@, "to huntlcapture s.th."] 
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teGpixciitilmahtli = M-0(teG-pix-0-c&-ti1mah)tli-B# = it is a nun's dressla monk's robe 
[< (teG-pix-0)-qui-, "priest/nun/monk"] 

mihmatciitliicatl = #0-0(m-0-ih-mat-0-cii-t1iica)tl-0# = he is a prudent person [The 
mainline reflexive pronoun is unexpected.] 

micciiquktihqaneh = M-Cia(dc-8-cP-quk-t&)Cia+quUeh# = they caused a dead person to 
emerge; i.e., they exhumed a corpse I]< (mic-0)-qui-, "dead one"] 

teiipixciitliilia = #0-0(teG-pix-0-cii-tl81-i-a)0+0-0# = he establishes a priest; i.e., he 
ordains a priest [< (teii-pix-0)-qui-, "priest"] 

2. Compound-affective preterit-agentive NNCs: 

tlahcuilohciipG1 = #0-0(tla-hcuil-o-h-0-cii-pGl)0-0# = he is a lousy writerlpainter [< 
(tla-hcuil-o-h-@)& "writerlpainter"] 

tlahtohciitepitGn = #0-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-tepi-tGn)0-0# = he is a small king [< (tla-ht- 
o-h-0)-qui-, "king"] 

tlahtohciitontli = #0-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-tGn)tli-B# = he is a petty king 
temachtihciitzintli = #0-0(te-mach-tih-0-cii-tzin)tli-0# = he (H) is a teacher [< (tg- 

mach-tih-0)-qui-, "teacher"] 
momachtihciipipiltin = M-0(m-o-mach-tih-0-a-pi-pil)t-h# = they are dear little pupils 

[< (m-o-mach-tih-0)-qui-, "pupil/student"] 
ayoc iiciitzintli = #0-0(ii-0-cii-tzin)tli-0# = he is one who is no longer a worthy present 

one; i.e., he is no longer anyone worthy [The nonaffective form is ayoc iic, "he is no 
longer anyone."] 

Note: The verbal-and-nominal NNC hybrid of the type presented in 8 35.4, note (in which a nonspecific object 
pronoun inside the nounstem escapes to become a specific one outside of it) also occurs in compound affective 
NNCs. The hybrid nature of the formation is even more striking. 

Tleh ticmatciitzintli? = #ti-0+~-0(mat-0-~8-tzin)tli-B# = What are you (H) the knower of? [Tleh functions 
as supplementary object. The question is rhetorical, with the expected answer being "Nothing." It is there- 
fore equivalent to the statement, "You are ignorant (on this matter)," and this is equivalent to the com- 
mand, "Pay attention (to what I have to say)." This preterit-agentive NNC construction is matched by an 
honorific VNC construction: Tleh ticmomachitia? "What do you cause yourself to know?' I.e., "What 
do you (H) know?," I.e., "Pay attention (to my words)." The source for the hybrid NNC is the 
preterit-agentive nounstem (tla-mat-0)-qui-, "one who has known s.th.," i.e., "a knower."] 

35.8. "Old Woman" and "Old Man." To express the notions of "old woman" and "old man," 
Nahuatl usually takes recourse to preterit-agentive NNCs. In the absolutive-state NNC for 
both, the singular subject pronoun's number position is filled with 0-0. (For the verbstem-form- 
ing suffix ti, see 5 54.2.1 .) 

1. "Old woman": source verbstem, (ilama-ti) > p e ~  (ilama-t) - (ilama-h) = to become 
an old woman (see 1 1.3.2): 

nilamah = #n-0(ilama-h-0)u-0# = I am one who has become an old woman; i.e., I am 
an old woman 

tilamatqueh = #t-0(ilama-t-0)qu-eh# = we are old women 
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nimilamatciiuh = M-0+m-0(ilama-t-BBa)uh-0# = I am your person who has become 
an old woman; i.e., I am your old woman 

tarnilamatciihuiin = #t-B+am-[l(iIama-t-0-cli)hu-iin# = we are your (pl) old women 

The general-use stem fills the embed subposition in a compound affective nounstem: 

ilarnatciitzintli = M-0(ilama-t-0-a-tzin)tli-B# = she is an honorable old woman, she 
is a dear old woman 

ilamatciitzitzintin = M-0(ilama-t-8-a-tzi-tzin)t-h# = they are honorable old women 
tinilamatciitzin = M-B+n-~G1ama-t-O-d-tzin)B-B# = you are my dear old woman 
antilamatatzitzinhuiin = #an-B+t-C](ilama-t-B-a-tzi-~)hu-~# = you are our dear 

old women 

The general-use stem can also be used as embed in a compound stem with (-y6)-tl- (see 9 
39.3) as matrix: 

ilamatciiy6tl= #8-0(ilama-t-8-&-y6)tl-0# = it is old-womanhood 

The verbstem given above as the source stem is derived fiom the nounstem (i1ama)-tl-, 
"old woman." [There is also a variant tli class stem (ilan)-tli-.l This stem is found in simple- 
stemmed NNCs and as an embed. 

tilamatl = #t-8(ilama)tl-0# = you are an old woman 
ilamayGtl= #8-8(ilama-y6)tl-0# = it is old-womanhood 
ilamapil = #B-B(i1ama-pil)8-0# = she is a tiny old woman 
ilamatWtl= M-8(ilama-tlitii)tl-0# = it is an old-woman bird; i.e., it is a brown towhee 

2. "Old man": source verbstem, (hu&hu&ti) >pe& (hui5hui5t) - @W-hue-h) = to become 
an old man (see 9 1 1.3.2) [see 9 2.3.3 on vowel-length loss]: 

nihuehueh = M-0(hui5-hue-h-8)0-0# = I am one who has become an old man; i.e., I 
am an old man 

tihuChuetqueh = #ti-0(hu&huii!-t-0)qu-eh# = we are old men 
nimohuehu&iiuh = #ni-0+rn-o@uC-hu~-t-B-d)uh-8# = I am your person who has 

become an old man; i.e., I am your old man 
tarnohuehuetciihuiin = #t-0+am-o@u~-hu~-t-0-cli)hu-W = we are your (pl) old men 

The general-use stem fills the embed subposition in a compound affective nounstem: 

huehuetciitzintli = M-0@ue-hue-t-0-CS-tzin)tli-8# = he is an honorable old man 
hui?hui%ciitzitzintin = #8-0@u~-hu~-t-0-~-tzi-tzin)t-in# = they are honorable old men 
tinohuehuetciitzin = #ti-0+n-o(huP-hue-t-0-cii-tzin)0-8# = you are my dear old man 
antohui?huetciitzitzinhuiin = #an-0+t-o(hue-hui5-t-0-~-tzi-tzin)hu-~# = you are our 

dear old men 

The general-use stem can also be used as embed in a compound stem with (-y6)-tl- (see 5 
39.3) as matrix: 

huehuetay6tl= #PI-B@u~-hu~-t-0-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is old-manhood 
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The verbstem given above as the source stem is derived from a reduplicated form of the 
no-longer-extant nounstem *(hue)-tl-, "big entity" (see the adjectival nounstem (hue-i)-B-, 
"big one," in 40.2. l), creating the nounstem (hue-hue)-tl-, "old man," which has a metaphor- 
ically extended meaning of "upright drum." This reduplicative nounstem is used in simple- 
stemmed NNCs only in this metaphorical sense: 

huehuetl= #B-B(hue-huP)tl-B# = it is an upright drum, they are upright drums 
nohuehueuh = #B-B+n-o(hue-hue)uh-B# = it is my upright drum, they are my upright 

drums 

In this metaphorical sense it can also be used as an embed: 

(hue-hue-chiuh-0)-qui- = one who has made a drum; i.e., a drum maker 
(hue-hui2-tzac-B)-qui- = one who has closed a drum; i.e., a drum maker 
(hue-hue-tzo-tzona) = to beat a drum, to play a drum 

Or as a matrix: 

(te-hue-hue)-tl- = stone drum; butte, steep-walled mesa 
(2-hue-hue)-tl- = upright drum in water; i.e., cypress 

When (hue-hue)-&, in its basic meaning of "old man," occurs as an embed, the final long 
vowel of the stem is always replaced by a short vowel plus as glottal stop: (hue-hueh-)-. DO 

NOT confuse this with the homophonous preterit-agentive nounstem (hue-hue-h-B)-, which 
differs in both morphological structure and distribution. With regard to the variants e and eh 
in (hue-hue)-tl- and (hue-hueh-)-, compare 6 and oh in (te6)-tl- and its glottalized stem vari- 
ant (teoh-)-, the latter likewise being used only as an embed. The source stem *(hue)-tl- as 
such now occurs only as an embed and only with this shift of vowel length to glottal stop; e.g., 
(hueh-p2mi)-tl-, "big hewn beam"; (hueh-ca)-U-, "at a distance, far away" (see 46.9); 
(hueh-~616)-tl, "turkey cock;  etc. 

The following examples illustrate the use of the reduplicative embed stem (hue-hueh-)-: 

(hue-hueh-tla-ht-6-I)-li- = words of old men 
(hue-hueh-y6)-tl- = old-manhood 
(hue-hueh-poh)-tli- = old-man match, fellow old man [As in nihuehuehpoh = #n- 

0+i-0(hu&hueh-poh)B-0# = I am his old-man match; i.e., I am an old man like 
him.] 

(hue-hueh-p6l)-B- = a decrepit old man 
(hue-hueh-pi1)-0- = a fragile old man 

Compare the two following examples, one with a double-nucleus construction and the other 
with a single-nucleus construction: 

huehueh te6tl= #B-@(hue-hue-h-0)n-B# #B-B(te6)tl-B# = he is an old man who is a 
god, he is a god who is an old man [Here huehueh is a preterit-agentive NNC, func- 
tioning either as head or as adjectival modifier (see Lesson 42).] 

huehuehte6tl= #B-B(hue-hueh-te6)tl-0# = he is a god in the form of an old man [Here 
(hue-hueh-)- is merely the embed form of (hui2-hue)-tI-.] 
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There is also a variant stem that ends in In / :  (hue-hue-n)-tli-. This stem is used in the com- 
pound affective stem (hue-hue-n-t6n)-I-. The -0- as a filler in the numl subposition indicates 
an attitude of disparagement (see the flawed-subject formation in $ 32.8). 

35.9. The Preterit-Agentive NNC of Ownerhood. The preterit-agentive NNC formation has 
an even more important role in the language than that so far described. It is used to create 
preterit-agentive NNCs of ownerhood. In this kind of NNC the preterit-agentive nounstem 
signifies the owner of an entity. This is so important in Nahuatl because the language has no 
single-stemmed VNC built on a verbstem that means "to possess, to have." (After the con- 
quest the verbstem tla-(piya), "to guard s.th.," was made to serve as a translation of the Span- 
ish verb tener, "to hold, to possess, to have.") 

The restricted-use preterit-agentive nounstem is created by carrying out the nominal- 
ized-preterit transformation upon an incorporated-object compound (see $35.3, note 3) whose 
matrix subposition is filled by the Class D verbstem *tla-(G), "to own/possess s.th." This stem 
has the variant shape *tla-(-hu-P), in whch the vowel /e:/ has been lowered to [a:] after the 
connective morpheme /W/ (for other uses of this /W/, see the applicative morphemic carriers 
ha:/ and /W-ia:/ in $ 26.3 and $$ 26.9-10 as well as the instrumentive morphemic carriers /a:s/ 
and /W-a:s/ in $ 58.1). From this point on *tla-(-hu-P) will be written solid as *tla-(-hua). The 
choice of *tla-(-G) or *tla-(-hug) is determined primarily by the fore-lying sound (see below). 
Neither of these variant verbstems can occur in any but this incorporated-object compound 
verbstem formation. (Because of ths, grammarians have disregarded their essential verbal 
nature and have relegated them to the status of suffixes. In doing so they have rendered them- 
selves unable to explain the various regularly formed derivations created from compound 
stems built on these verbstems.) 

VNCs can no longer be formed on compound verbstems using *tla-(-G) or *tla-(-hua) as 
a matrix, except when they are used as embeds in a connective-t compound verbstem (see $ 
28.5): 

nicaquehtinerni = #ni-0(caqu-eh-0-ti-nemi)0+0-0# = I go around owning sandals; i.e., I 
go around wearing sandals 

tilmahhuahtoc = #0-0(tilmah-huah-0-t-o)0+c-0# = he lies there owning a blanket); i.e., 
he lies there with a blanket 

Since these incorporated-object compound verbstems can occur only in the connective-t for- 
mation and as the source for preterit-agentive NNCs of ownerhood, it is evident that the 
preterit-tense morph is the only one with which *tla-(-G) and *tla-(-hug) can associate. 

The subject pronoun's number position in an absolutive-state preterit-agentive NNC of 
ownerhood is normally filled by 0-0 when that pronoun is singular/cornmon, although qui-0 
is possible. 

As a rule *tla-(-G) and *tla-(hua) embed different kinds of nounstems as their incorporated 
object. (The incorporated nounstem has the general-use shape.) 

l .  *Tla-(4) incorporates the following kinds of nounstems: 
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a. Nounstems of the tli class (except those ending in /W/ or /?l). (The general-use stem 
of the resultant preterit-agentive compound nounstem of ownerhood is formed according to the 
rule given in 35.5. It is illustrated only for the first example of each subsection, all other 
examples of which have the same formation.) 

(chiin-eh-0)-0- > (chPn-eh-0-CS)-uh- = one who has a home [< (chiin)-tli-] 
(nacac-eh-0)-0- = one who has ears [< (nacaz)-tli-; notice spelling change.] 
(caqu-eh-0)-0- = one who has sandals/shoes [< (cac)-tli-] 
(cem-i21-eh-PI)-O- = one who has a liver that is one (i.e., entirelwhole); i.e., a contented, 

tranquil person [The negative stem (ah-cem-el-eh-0)-1- means "an unhappy, trou- 
bled person," and the compound stem (ah-tliica-cem-el-eh-0)-0- means "a person 
who is happy as an inhumane person," i.e., "a cruel-heated, sadistic person" (the 
embed stem is (ah-tl8ca)-tl-, "an inhumane, vicious person"). All of these stems 
are commonly written with U, a practice that is patently wrong, since it violates the 
rules generating m]; see 2.10.1 

(mil-eh-B)-[- = one who has a field [< (mil)-li-] 
(cuitla-pil-eh-@)-I- = one that has a tail [< (cuitla-pil)-li-] 

But the stem (pil)-li-, "child," is incorporated only into the *tla-(-hu8) matrix: 

(pil-huah-8)-0- > (pil-huah-0-c8)-uh- = one who has a child 

Occasionally, a tli stem permits a variant formation with *tla-(-hug): 

( ~ ~ ~ - ~ h - 0 ) - 0 -  - (Wox-huah-@-I- = one who has books [< (amox)-tli-] 

b. Subclass 2-B of tl stems (see 14.7.2): 

(c6m-eh-@)-I- = one who has a pot [< (c6mi)-tl- > (c6n)-0-1 
(yaqu-eh-0)-0- = one who has a nose [< (yaca)-tl- > (yac)-0-1 
(cuahu-eh-0)-0- = one who has trees [< (cuahui)-tl- > (cuauh)-0-1 

Frequently, such stems permit a variant formation with *tla-(-hu8): 

(cax-eh-O)-O- - (m-huah-g)-[- = one who has a bowl [< (c&)-tl- > (tax)-8-1 

c. Subclass 2-C of tl stems that have an ephemeral vowel after a consonant cluster (see 
14.7.2) omit the supportive [i] of the general-use stem: 

(m--tl-eh-@)-I- = one who has a breechcloth [< (ma-t1a)-tl- > (ma-tli)-0-1 
(c6z-qu-eh-0)-0- = one who has a necklace [< (c6z-ca)-tl- > (c6z-qui)-0-1 

d. Subclass 2-A of tl stems that can use a glottalized shape as embed frequently replace 
the stem-final [h3 with [y] (see 2.13.1; compare 31.5, note): 

(mfy-eh-@)-D- = one who has hands [< (mZ)-tl- > (m%)-@- > (m&-)-. One can also 
find (m8-eh-0)-0-1 

(cu~~-eh-0)-0- = one who has a skirt [< (cui3)-tl- > (cue)-@- > (cueh-)-l 
(h-cu8y-eh-@)-U- = one who has a forehead; i.e., one who has a high or prominent 

forehead [< (ix-cuZ)-tl- > (ix-cuiI)-8- > (h-cuah-)-l 

But the stem (%&@-tl-, general-use stem (%c@-&, is incorporated only into the tla-(-h@ matrix: 

(bc8-huah-B)-[- = one who has property 
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2. The *tla-(-huii) matrix incorporates the following kinds of nounstems: 

a. Subclass 1 of tl stems (see 14.7.2): 

(2-huah-@-I- > (H-huah-0-CH)-&- = one who has water [< (S)-tl- > (2)-uh-] 
(6ztij-huah-8)-0- = one who has a cave; i.e., a fox [< (6zt6)-tl-] 
(iihui-huah-g)-[- = one who has an aunt [< (iihui)-tl-] 
(tla-tqui-huah-0)-0- = one who has equipment [< (tla-tqui)-tl-] 
(izte-huah-@-U- = one who has fingernails [< (izte)-tl-] 

But the following Subclass l-B of tl stems are incorporated into *tla-(-e) after the deletion of 
the stem-final /i/: 

(izt-eh-@)-I- = one who has fingernails [< (izti)-tl-. Contrast this formation with that 
of the variant stem (izte)-tl- above.] 

(iht-eh-@)-I- = one who has a stomach [< (ihti)-tl-] 
(icx-eh-@)-[l- = one who has feet [< (icxi)-tl-] 

Also, the stem (cama)-tl-, general-use stem either (cams)-0- or (can)-0-, is incorporated only 
into the *tla-(45) matrix: 

(cama-eh-0)-[l- = one who has a mouth [One also finds (camay-eh-0)-U-, as if the 
stem were (carniii)-tl-, but without length on the /a/; see l .d above.] 

Since the general-use stem of preterit-agentive NNCs (including preterit-agentive NNCs 
of ownerhood) belongs to Subclass 1 (Subclass l-A, specifically) of tl nounstems (see 35.6), 
it is incorporated into the *tla-(-huii) matrix to create a preterit-agentive NNC of ownerhood. 

(tea-pk-0-CH-huah-0)-0- > (te6-pix-B-cFhuah-0-cH)-uh- = one who has a priest [C 
(te6-pix-0)-qui- > (te6-pk-0-cl)-uh-, "a god-guarder; a priest")] 

(t&yac-Hn-0-cii-huah-0)-O- > (tP-yac-iin-0-cii-huah-0-c~)-uh- = one who has a 
guide [< (te-yac-iin-0)-qui- > (te-yac-iin-@-c%)-&-, "one who has taken people 
by the nose; i.e., a guide, a leader"] 

(tla-quetz-0-ciI-huah-B)-O- > (tla-quetz-0-cii-huah-pI-cii)-uh- = one who has a story- 
teller [< (tla-quetz-0)-qui- > (tla-quetz-0-CS)-&-, "one who has erected things; 
i.e., one who has told stories; i.e., a storyteller"] 

The following stems show recursiveness in preterit-agentive NNCs of ownerhood: 

(mich-huah-0-c%-huah-@)-I- > (mi~h-huah-0-cii-huah-0-cii)-uh- = one who has 
owned one who has owned fish; i.e., a master of fishermen [C (mich-huah-@)-I- > 
(mich-huah-0-a)-uh-, "one who owns fish; i.e., a fisherman"] 

(cu8-cuahu-eh-0-cii-huah-0- > (cu2-cuahu-eh-0-cii-huah-8-cH)-&- = one who 
owns a horn owner; i.e., a cattle owner [< (cuii-cuahu-eh-0)-0- > (cuii-cuahu-eh- 
0-c%)-&-, "one that owns trees on the head; i.e., a cow or bull" (see 5 31.5.3).] 

b. tli stems that end in /W/ or 13/: 

(tah-huah-@)-I- = one who has a father [< (M)-tli-. One also finds (tat-eh-B)& 
where [t] represents l?/, the opposite of 11.3.2.1 

(tilrnah-huah-@-[l- = one who has a blanketkape [< (tilmah)-tli-, "blanket"] 
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If the incorporated stem ends in /W/, this sound is assimilated to the /W/ of *tla-(-hu2) and dis- 
appears according to the rule /W/ + /W/ > [W] : 

(ixhui-huah-0)-0- = one who has a grandchild [< (ixhuiuh)-tli-] 

Occasionally, when the incorporated stem ends in /W/, an alternate formation with *tla-(-P) is 
possible: 

(huexi-huah-@)-U- - (huexihu-eh-@)-D- = one who has a CO-parent-in-law [< 

(huexiuh)-tli-] 

c. in stems: 

(mich-huah-B)-[- = one who has fish [< (rnich)-in-] 

Frequently such stems permit a variant formation with *tla-(-P): 

(~8-~6l-huah-0)-0- - (z2-y6l-eh-0)-1- = one who has a fly [< (z2-y6l)-in-] 

d.  0 stems: 

(chichi-huah-B)-[- = one who has a dog [< (chichi)-0-1 

If the stem ends in a consonant, it may have a variant formation with *tla-(-E): 

(tlatzcan-huah-@)-D- - (tlatzcan-eh-@)-[- = one who owns a cypress [< (t1atzcan)-8-1 

35.10. The Preterit-Agentive NNC of Abundant Ownerhood. Another preterit-agentive NNC 
of ownerhood similar to those in 8 35.9 is created by nominalizing a preterit-tense VNC built 
on an incorporated-object compound stem whose matrix subposition is filled by the Class C 
verbstem *tla-(-yo-2). Unlike *tla-(-P) and *tla-(-huG), however, *tla-(-yo-2) means "to own 
abundantly," "to own characteristically," "to possess in every part." But like them, the com- 
pound verbstem it creates can occur only with a preterit-tense morph and the preterit-tense 
predicate is limited to two constructions. First, it can occur as the embed of a connective-t 
compound VNC: 

teuhyohticah = #0-0(teuh-yo-h-0-ti-ca-h)0+0-B# = it is owning dust in every part; i.e., it 
is covered with dust 

titeuhyohtiuh = #ti-0(teuh-yo-h-0-ti-uh)0+0-0# = you go owning dust in every part; i.e., 
you go covered with dust 

tizoquiyohtihuitzeh = #ti-0(zoqui-yo-h-0-ti-hui-t~)0+[-eh# = we come owning mud in 
every part; i.e., we come covered with mud 

Second, it can undergo the nominalizing transformation and appear as a nounstem in a 
preterit-agentive NNC. (As with *tla-(-C) and *tla-(-bus), grammarians have obscured the 
formation by failing to recognize *tla-(-yo-l) as a matrix verbstem and reducing it to the sta- 
tus of a mere suffix.) 

The general-use stem of the resultant preterit-agentive nounstem is shown only in the first 
example: 

(2-yo-h-@)-[- > (2-yo-h-0-c@-uh- = a thing that has abundant water; i.e., a watery thing [< 

(2) 41-1 
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(tilmah-yo-h-0)-0- = one who has a blanket on every part; i.e., one who is covered by a 
blanket, one who is clothed [< (ti1mah)-tli-] 

The stem-initial Iyl undergoes assimilation according to the rules given in 5 2.10. Frequently, 
the resultant long consonant is written as a short one (see 2.8): 

(xiil-10-h-0)-0- = one that is covered with sand [< (xii1)-li-] 
(te-poz-zo-h-g)-[- = one that is covered with iron [< (te-poz)-tli-] 
(mix-xo-h-@)-[l- = a thing that is covered with clouds [< (mix)-tli-] 
(cuich-cho-h-@)-U- = one that is covered with soot [< (cuich)-tli-] 
(huitz-tzo-h-@)-[l- = a thing that is covered with thorns [< (huitz)-tli-] 

As in the case of *tla-(-h@, *tla-(-yo-5) can incorporate a preterit-agentive nounstem as its 
object (see 35.8): 

(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-yo-h-0)-[l- = one who has owned kings [< (tla-ht-o-h-0)-qui- > (tla-ht- 
o-h-0-cii)-uh-] 

35.11. Analysis and Translation of Preterit-Agentive NNCs of Ownerhood. The following 
examples demonstrate the use of the stems described in $9 35.9-35.10 in NNCs: 

atemeh = #0-0(atem-eh-0)o-0# = he is a louse owner; i.e., there is a louse on him; he has 
lice [ < (atemi)-tl-] 

atenyoh = #0-0(aten-yo-h-0)o-0# = he is an owner of abundant lice; i.e., he is covered with 
lice [Literally, "he has owned lice in abundance."] 

niz2y6leh = #ni-0(zii-y61-eh-0)1-0# = I am a fly owner; i.e., there is a fly on me [Literally, 
"I have owned a fly."] 

nitlatzcanhuahciiuh = #n-0+i-0(tlatzcan-huah-8-cii)uh-0# = I am his cypress owner 
timilehqueh = #ti-0(mil-eh-0)qu-eh# = we are cultivated-field owners 
cuiicuauht6neh = #0-0(cuii-cuauh-t6n-eh-0)o-0# = it is an owner of small horns; i.e., it 

has small horns [Literally, "it has owned small horns."] 
mahrniieh = #0-0(mah-m%-eh-@)U-0# = it has armslhands [The incorporated object has a 

distributive/varietal prefix.] 
timomihuahciihuiin = #ti-0+m-o(mi-huah-0-c8)hu-iin# = we are your arrow owners 
niixciihuah = #n-0(iixcii-huah-0)o-0# = I am a property owner 
%c iixciihuah? = #0-0(8-0)c-0# #0-0(2xcii-huah-0)U-0# = who is he who is the one who 

has owned property? i.e., who is the owner of this? [Both constituents of the sentence are 
preterit-agentive NNCs, the second one being a preterit-agentive NNC of ownerhood.] 

nicihuiihuah = #ni-O(cihu3-huah-0)1-0# = I am a woman owner; i.e., I am married 
nicuiicuahuehciihuah = #ni-0(cuii-cuahu-eh-0-cii-huah-0)O-0# = I am an owner of a horn 

owner; i.e., I am a cattle owner; I am a cattleman 
nixiilloh = #ni-0(x%1-10-h-0)n-0# = I am a sand owner in every part; i.e., I am covered with 

sand 
tixiillohqueh = #ti-0(xiil-10-h-0)qu-eh# = we are covered with sand 
tlahtohciiyohqueh = #0-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-yo-h-0)qu-eh# = they are possessors of kings, 

they have kings [Literally, "they have had kings in abundance."] 
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At times an NNC formed on *tla-(-yolii) and one formed on *tla-(4) can have subject pro- 
nouns with a difference in animacy, resulting in quite different translation values. 

M y o h  = #B-$(W-yo-h-B)0-8# = it (e.g., a document) is an owner of abundant names; 
i.e., it is a document (etc.) with many signatures [< (tijcZ)-tl-, "name"] 

m y e h  = #B-$(Wy-eh-B)I-8# = he is an owner of a name; i.e., he is a famouslrenowned 
person For  the y, see 8 35.9.1 .d.] 

The following examples show preterit-agentive nounstems of ownerhood used as embeds 
in compound affective-stemmed NNCs. 

chiinehciltzintli = M-0(ckn-eh-0-a-tzin)tli-8# = he (H) is a home owner [c (chiin-eh- 
$)-I-, "one who has owned a home," i.e., "a home owner"] 

atenyohcZip61= M-B(aten-yo-h-0-cIi-p61)0-B# = he is a miserable lice-infested person [< 

(aten-yo-h-$)-I-, "one covered with lice"] 
rnoc~cuahueh~huahc~tzitzinhuiin = #0-0+m-o(cuii-cuahu-eh-0-cii=huah-0-cii-tzi- 

tzin)hu-iin# = they are your honorable ones who have owned the ones that have owned 
horns; i.e., they (H) are your cattlemen; they are your (H) cattlemen [< (cuii-cuahu-eh- 
0-cZi-huah-$)-I-, "owners of horn owners," i.e., "cattle owners, cattlemen"] 

35.12. Further Comments on the Preterit-Agentive Nounstem as Embed in VNCs. The use of 
a preterit-agentive nounstem as an embed in a VNC was presented briefly in 5 35.7.1. The 
examples given there showed a preterit-agentive nounstem functioning as an incorporated 
object. The following are three more examples: 

niyH6quizcIiyac3na = #ni-8Qii6-quiz-8-a-yac-Wa)0+0-0# = I take soldiers by the nose; 
i.e., I leadcommand soldiers [< (yii6-quiz-fl)-qui-, "one who has gone out to war," i.e., 
"a soldier." The stem (yiiij)-tl-, "enemy," is here being used in place of (yii6-y6)-tl-, 
"enmityIwar/battle"; see 5 39.9.1 

ti~cuauht@ntzonehcPhuah = #ti-B(cuii-cuauh-ten-tzon-eh-0-cii-huah-0) = you 
are an owner of a head-tree lip-hair owner, i.e., you are the owner of a goatJgoats, you 
are a goat owner [< (cuii-cuauh-t45n-tzon-eh-0)-O-, "head-tree-lip-hair owner, horn-and- 
beard owner,"i.e., "goat"] 

mitztlahu@liIijcIimaca = M-0+m-itz(t1ahu-@l-i-16-0-a-maca)0+0-B# = he is giving you 
perversity; i.e., he is perverting/cormpting you [The preterit-patientive stem (tlahu-el- 
i-16-$)-c-, "a wickedpernicious entity" (see 5 35.3, note 2) stands here for (tlahu-el-i- 
l&$-di-y6)-tl-, "what is characteristic of a pervertedwicked person," i.e., "perversity1 
wickedness" (see 5 39.9).The matrix is the double-object verbstem te+tla-(rnaca), "to 
give s.th. to s.o."] 

A far more frequent use of an embedded preterit-agentive nounstem is, however, as an incor- 
porated adverb of manner. As pointed out in 5 30.11 and 5 30.12, the adverbial modification 
can be focused toward either the subject or an object. The following are a few examples: 

nihciuhciiyauh = #n-0(ihc-i-uh-0-CH-ya-uh)0+0-B# = I am going in the manner of one 
who has hurried; i.e., I am going in a hurry [< (ihc-i-uh-0)-qui-, "one who has hurried"] 
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6ticmeliihuaciicac = ~i-0+c-0(mel-ii-hua-0-cii-cac)0+~-0# = you heard it in the man- 
ner of a thing that has become straight; i.e., you heard it correctly, you understood it cor- 
rectly [< (mel-ii-hua-0)+, "a thing that has become straight"] 

6tictlameliiuhciicac = ~-0+c-0(tla-mel-ii-uh-0-cii-cac)0+fl-0# = you heard it in the man- 
ner of a thing that has caused s-th. to become straight; i.e., you heard it correctly, you 
understood it correctly [< (tla-mel-ii-uh-0)-qui-, "a thing that has caused s.th. to become 
straight." At times an incorporated adverb from an intransitive source, as in the preced- 
ing example, and one from a causative source, as in this one, may create compound stems 
with such a subtle difference in meaning that an English translation may not be able to 
capture it.] 

nitlahtohciitlahtoa = #ni-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-tla-ht-o-a)0+0-0# = I speak in the manner of 
one who has spoken; i.e., I speak as a king would 

The mainline or shuntline shape of the reflexive object depends on the valence of the matrix 
verbstem. 

ninochixciicah = #ni-0(n-o-chix-0-~-ca-h)0+~-0# = I am in the manner of one who awaits 
himself; i.e., I am self-confident and hopeful [< m-o-(chiya), "to await oneself." Since the 
verbstem in the matrix subposition is intransitive, the reflexive object in the preterit-agen- 
tive predicate in the embed subposition is mainline. Even though it is part of the stem, the 
reflexive pronoun still responds to the person and number of the subject pronoun.] 

ninozcalihciinemi = #ni-0(n-o-zcal-i-h-0-cii-nemi)0+0-B# = I am living prudently and dis- 
creetly [< m-o-(izcal-i-S), "to cause oneself to revive"; by extension, "to be prudent and 
discreet." The matrix verbstem is intransitive; the reflexive object on the embed stem is 
mainline.] 

nicnezcalihciiittaya = #ni-@+c-0(ne-zcal-i-h-0-cii-itt-a)ya+0-0# = I was looking at it pru- 
dently and discreetly [Since the matrix verbstem is transitive, the reflexive object on the 
embed stem is shuntline.] 

6ninihmatciitlahtoh = 6#ni-0(n-0-ih-mat-0-cii-tla-ht-o-h)0+O-B# = I spoke prudently 
[The matrix verbstem is intransitive because of tla fusion.] 

nicnehrnatciiti?moa = #ni-0+~-0(ne-h-mat-0-cii-ti5m-o-a)0+0-0# = I look for it prudently, 
carefully [The matrix stem is transitive.] 

If the preterit-agentive nounstem has become fully lexicalized, the reflexive object keeps its 
mainline shape and, furthermore, escapes the required response to the person-number of the 
subject pronoun, always being in the non-first-person form. 

nicmahciciicaqui = #ni-0+~-0(m-~-ahci-0-cii-caqui)0+0-0# = I hear it in the manner of 
a thing that has reached itself; i.e., I understand it cornpletely/perfectly [The embed is 
the preterit-agentive nounstem (m-0-ahci-B)+, "a thing that has reached itself; i.e., a 
thing that is complete, entire." The stem's meaning suggests the forming of a circle, as 
when the leader in a line of dancers circles around to catch up with the last member of 
the line.] 

nitlamahciciicaqui = hi-0+tla(m-1-ahci-0-cii-caqui)0+0-PI# = I understand S-th. com- 
pletely/perfectly 
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Another important use of the preterit-agentive nounstem as embed in a VNC is as an incor- 
porated complement. 

nictijpilehci'itliilia = #ni-0+c-0(tijpil-eh-0-ci'i-tliil-i-a)0+8-0# = I establish him as a staff 
holder; i.e., I make him a constable [< (tibpil-eh-@)& "one who has owned a staff," i.e., 
"a constable7'] 

ticiixciihuahciiciihuah = #ti-0+c-0(iixci'i-huah-0-cii-ci'ihua)0+0-0# = we leave him as a 
propertied person [< (i'ixcii-huah-0)-I-, "a property owner." The matrix verbstem is 
ti5-(ciihua), "to leavelabandon s.o."] 

quiti5yacSnciipehpenah = #0-0+qui-O(t4!-yac-iin-0-cii-peh-pena)0+0-h# = they choose/ 
select him for a guide [< (te-yac-iin-@a-, "one who has taken people by the nose," i.e., 
"a guidelleader"] 

moxoxijuhciii = #0-@+m-o(xo-xb-uh-0-cii-i)0+0-0# = it drinks itself as an uncooked thing; 
i.e., it is drunk uncooked [See 5 21.4. The reflexive object is mainline because it belongs 
to the matrix stem; the source of the embed stem is intransitive.] 

The matrix stem of an incorporated-complement VNC may be one of the verbstems listed 
in 5 30.15. 

nictlahui5lilijciimati = #ni-@+c-0(tlahu-Gl-i-16-0-cii-mati)0+0-# = I consider him a 
scoundrel [< (tlahu-i+i-l6-0)-c-, "one who has been despised"] 

ninopiicciitlapiquiiiya = #ni-0+n-o(piic-0-cii-tla-piqu-iii)ya+0-0# = I was pretending to 
be a happy person; I was pretending to be happy [< (piic-0)-qui-, "one who has become 

happy"] 
ninocochciinehnequiya = #ni-0+n-o(coch-0-cii-neh-nequi)ya+0-0# = I was pretending 

to be asleep [< (coch-0)-qui-, "one who has slept, one who has fallen asleep"] 
mococoxciitoca = #0-0+m-o(coco-X-0-cii-toca)0+0-0# = he is pretending to be a sick per- 

son, he is pretending to be sick [< (coco-X-0)-qui-, "one who has become sick] 

When m-o- - t&(toca) is used as the filler in the matrix subposition, the nounstem (ye)-tl-, 
"being," may optionally serve as a matrix for the general-use shape of the preterit-agentive 
nounstem (see 39.7). The combination -cii-ye- creates a tautological sequence meaning "a 
being who is a being who." 

ijnimitzmicciiyetocac = W-@+m-itz(mic-0-cii-ye-toca)0+0-0# = I thought you were dead 
[< (mic-0)-qui-, "one who has died"] 

momicci'iyetoca = #0-@+m-o(mic-0-cii-ye-toca)0+0-0# = he is pretending to be dead 

Note: In all the examples of the incorporated-complement VNC given above, the compound verbstem is a sin- 
gle-object stem. If, however, the matrix verbstem has a reflexive-object pronoun and the source of the preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem serving as an incorporated complement is a projective-object verbstem, the verbal force latent in the 
preterit-agentive embed can become activated so its nonspecific object pronoun is enabled to escape the confines of 
the compound stem to become a specific object filling a Valence position (compare 5 35.4, note and 8 35.7.2, note). 
As a result the compound-stemmed VNC becomes a double-object formation. This violates the valence principle of 
5 23.1, since no suffix is present to justify the object pronoun. 

ahtictocacciinehnequih = ah#ti-0+~-0+t-o(cac-0-cii-neh-nequi)0+0-h# = we pretend we do not hear him 
[< (tC-cac-0)-qui-, "one who has heard s.o." The ah# is modifying the embed!] 

niquimiximatciinehnequi = hi-0+qu-in+n-n(ixi-mat-0-cii-neh-nequi) = I pretend I know them 
[< (tC-ixi-mat-0)-qui-, "one who has recognized s.o., one who has known s.o."] 
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35.13. The Vocative Particle and the Preterit-Agentive NNC. When the vocative particle #C 
(see 18.11) is used with a preterit-agentive NNC, the spelling in a traditionally written text 
may present difficulties, since que may be read either as quC (a /k/ sound plus the vocative par- 
ticle) or as queh (the plural number dyad qu-eh). 

1. When the NNC's subject pronoun has the singular-number dyad c-01 (i.e., when the 
source verbstem belongs to verbstem Class A), the /k/ is spelled qu when the vocative parti- 
cle is attached to the NNC. 

tlattaquk = #0-0(tla-tt-a-0)qu-WC = 0 onlooker! [Traditionally written tlattaque.] 
tlanamacaquC = #0-0(tla-namaca-0)qu-O#C = 0 vender! [Traditionally written 

tlanamacaque.] 

2. When the NNC's subject pronoun has the singular-number dyad qui-0, the supportive 
[i] is dropped when the vocative particle is present. 

tlapixquk = #0-0(tla-pix-0)qu-0#C = 0 guard! [Traditionally written tlapixque.] 

3. When the source verbstem belongs to Class B and has a perfective stem ending in a /k/ 
sound and the preterit-agentive NNC's subject pronoun has the singular-number dyad 0-0, the 
stem-final /k/ sound is spelled qu when the vocative particle is present. 

t&%miquC = #0-0(t&nihiqu-0)0-0#C = 0 competitor! [Traditionally written tenarnique.] 

A problem would occur here only in the instance of a nonvocative NNC with a plural subject 
pronoun. For example, ti?nSmicqueh, #0-0(t&n2mic-0)qu-eh#, "they are competitors," might 
be spelled tenamique in a traditionally written text in which /kk/ is written qu instead of cqu. 

4. Although it should cause no problem, one should remember that an intervocalic [h] can 
occasionally be replaced by [y] (see 5 2.13.1): 

tladeh6 = #0-0(tla-6-1-eh-0)U-0#6 = 0 shelled-maize owner! [This has tlableyk as a 
possible variant.] 

pilhuahquehC = #0-0(pil-huah-0)qu-eh#C = 0 parents! [This has pilhuahqueyC as a 
possible variant.] 

35.14. The Compound NNC with a Double-Nucleus Embed. Certain verbstems and noun- 
stems can serve as a matrix stem that has the power to create a compound stem by incorpo- 
rating an entire double-nucleus structure. 

The verbstems of ownerhood, *tla-(-P), *tla-(-h@, and *tla-(-yo-S), are among this kind 
of matrix stems. This means that a preterit-agentive NNC can have a structure that is more com- 
plicated than that presented in 35.9 and $35.10. Normally, the incorporated structure is a lex- 
icalized unit and therefore has a fixed-order sequence in its constituent nuclear clauses. For 
example, the structure of possessor supplementation rnichin iix, #0-0(mich)in-0# #0-0+i- 
0(ix)0-0#, "it is an eye of a f i sh  - "they are the eyes of a fish," can be accepted as a set expres- 
sion with the metaphorical meaning "it is a wart" - "they are warts." Using the verbstem *tla- 
(-yo-2) as the matrix, one can create a preterit-agentive NNC with this expression serving as an 
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incorporated object. The following example has a first-person singular subject pronoun. (In the 
analyzed example a plus-sign inside the stem indicates the boundary between the NNCs serv- 
ing as the embed, while all the other boundaries within the stem are represented by hyphens.) 

nimichiniiiioh = #ni-0(0-0-mich-in-0+0-0-i-0-~-xo-h-0)~-~ = I am one who has pos- 
sessed warts in abundance, i.e., I have a lot of warts 

As can be seen, the compound stem is matrix oriented, and therefore the NNC's subject pro- 
noun has no association with the stem of the downgraded supplementary-possessor NNC 
michin. In fact this stem is protected from that pronoun by the continued presence of the mor- 
phic fillers in the person position of its own subject pronoun. The downgraded principal clause 
iii has lost its number position just like any other NNC upon being incorporated in a com- 
pound stem; unlike them, however, it keeps its person position intact. 



LESSON 36 

Nominalization of VNCs (Part Two) 

36.1. Customary-Present Agentive NNCs. The second most frequent type of agentive NNC 
results from the nominalization of the active-voice customary-present VNC. The predicate of 
the VNC becomes a nounstem. The logic behind the transformation is similar to that behind 
certain English agentive nouns, one who habitually paints is a painter: 

A customary-present VNC permits two degrees of nominalization: one creates an NNC by 
conversion (or reanalysis); the other creates a fully nominal NNC by a more thoroughgoing 
transformation. 

36.2. The Customary-Present Agentive NNC by Reanalysis. As is the case with the absolu- 
tive-state preterit-agentive NNCs in Lesson 35, an absolutive-state customary-present agen- 
tive NNC can be created by reanalyzing the constituents of the source VNC into the formula 
of an NNC. When a transitive predicate is thereby downgraded to the rank of a nounstem, any 
valence position in the source ends up inside the nounstem. If projective, it is filled with ti! or 
tla; if reflexive, with n-o, t-o, or m-o (since the reflexive object pronoun still responds to the 
subject pronoun even though it is inside the stem). The last constituent of the nounstem is 
ALWAYS the customary-present tense morph ni. The resultant absolutive-state NNC has its sub- 
ject pronoun's number position filled with the VNC-associated number dyads (singular/com- 
mon, 0-0; plural, 0-h). 

The following examples show the VNC source and the absolutive-state NNC result: 

VNC: titlahtoiini = #ti-B(t1a-ht-o-ii)ni+B-0# = you customarily speak [An example of tla 
fusion; see 7.10.1 

Cus-pres agen NNC: titlahtoiini = #ti-0(tla-ht-o-S-ni)B-0# = you are one who customar- 
ily speaks; i.e., you are a speaker, you are a kinglruler 

VNC: antlahtoiinih = #an-B(t1a-ht-o-ii)ni+0-h# = you (pl) customarily speak 
Cus-pres agen NNC: antlahtoiinih = #an-0(tla-ht-o-ii-ni)0-h# = you (pl) are ones who 

customarily speak; i.e., you are speakers, you are kings/rulers 

As a rule only absolutive-state NNCs are formed by this reanalysis procedure. To fill out the 
paradigm, the possessive-state preterit-agentive NNC described in 8 35.6 is used. 
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Abs sg: tlaneltiliiini = #0-0(tla-nel-ti-liii-ni)B-0# = he is one who customarily attests to 
s.th.; i.e., he is a testifier [< tla-(nel-ti-E), "to cause s.th. to be the truth; i.e., to verify 
s.th., to attest to s.th. as a witness"] 

Abs pl: tlaneltiliiinih = M-0(tla-nel-ti-liii-ni)0-h# = they are ones who customarily attest 
to s.th.; i.e., they are testifiers 

Pos sg: ti5tlaneltilihciiuh = #g-B+ti?(tla-nel-ti-lih-0-cii)uh-0# = he is s.o.'s one who has 
attested to s.th.; i.e., he is s.o.'s testifier 

Pos pl: motlaneltilihciihuiin = M-@+m-o(t1a-nel-ti-1ih-O-cii)hu-h# = they are your ones 
who have attested to s.th.; i.e., they are your testifiers 

At times there is a difference in translational value between the absolutive-state and posses- 
sive-state formations. 

Abs sg: nitlacuiini = #ni-0(tla-cuii-ni)0-0# = I am one who customarily eats things; i.e., I 
am a glutton [< tla-(cuii), "to eat s.th."] 

Abs pl: titlacuiinih = #ti-0(tla-cuii-ni)0-h# = we are gluttons 
Pos sg: niti5tlacuahciiuh = #ni-0+te(tla-cuah-0-cii)uh-0# = I am s.o.'s one who has eaten 

things; i.e., I am a person indebted to s.o., I am grateful to S.O. 
Pos pl: timotlacuahciihuan = #ti-0+m-o(t1a-cuah-0-cii)hu-ln# = we are people indebted 

to you, we are grateful to you 

In rare instances, however, it is possible for a possessive-state NNC to be built on a reana- 
lyzed stem. What is strange about this is that VNC-associated fillers of the subject pronoun's 
number position (singular/comrnon, 0-0; plural, 0-h) continue to be used even though the 
NNC's state position is filled by a possessive pronoun. 

VNC: ti5ySbchihuani = M-Pl+ti5(yiib-chihua)ni+0-0# = he customarily makes war against 
people 

Pos sg cus-pres agen NNC: iteyiibchihuani = #0-0+i-0(ti5-yiib-chihua-ni)0-0# = he is his 
one who customarily makes war against people; i.e., he is his warrior 

VNC: ti5yiibchihuiinih = #0-0+te(ySb-chihua)ni+0-h# = they customarily make war 
against people 

Pos p1 cus-pres agen NNC: itey26chihuanih = #0-0+i-0(ti5-yiib-chihua-ni)0-h# = they are 
his warriors 

The final /i/ of the customary-present tense morph may be dropped in a singular-subject pos- 
sessive-state NNC formed using this procedure: 

iti5cuiin = #0-0+i-0(tC-CUB-n)0-0# = it is his one that customarily eats people; i.e., it is his 
wild beast 

36.3. The Fully Nominalized Customary-Present Agentive NNC. A fully nominal NNC can 
be built on a customary-present-predicate-as-nounstem by simply changing the fillers of the 
subject pronoun's number position from WC-associated ones to those that occur in NNCs 
built on Subclass l-A stems of the tl nounstem class. 

The result is demonstrated in the following paradigm of customary-present NNCs. 
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Abs sg: tlamatinitl = #0-0(tla-mati-ni)tl-0# = he is one who customarily knows things; 
i.e., he is a wise man, he is a sage 

Pos sg: intlamatiniuh = #0-0+i-n(t1a-mati-ni)uh-0# = he is their wise man 
Abs pl: antlamatinimeh = #an-0(tla-mati-ni)m-eh# = you are wise men 
Pos pl: amintlamatinihuiin = #am-0+1-n(t1a-mati-ni)hu-iin# = you are their wise men 

The absolutive state NNC with the dyadic singular-number filler tl-0 in the subject pronoun's 
number position is uncommon except in archaizing or poetic texts; for example: 

nicuicanitl = #ni-0(cuica-ni)tl-0# = I am one who customarily sings; i.e., I am a singer 
t&uiinitl= #0-0(t&cuii-ni)tl-0# = he is one who customarily eats people; i.e., he is a can- 

nibal [Also: "it is a wild beast."] 

In normal usage, however, the numl subposition filler tl is replaced by its variant, 0. The mor- 
phosyntactical difference with the merely reanalyzed kind of customary-present agentive NNC 
is real, even though it is not phonologically evident (the difference between 0-0 and 0-0 can 
only be intuited). 

tlamatini = #0-0(tla-mati-ni)n-0# = he is a wise man 

While the phonological identity prevents one from really knowing which formation (8 36.2 or 
8 36.3) is being used in the case of an absolutive-state NNC with a singular subject pronoun, 
one thing is certain: it is the NNC with 0-0 (or tl-0) that stands behind the other members of 
the paradigm. The formation of 8 36.2 cannot possibly justify the presence of the fillers that 
belong to Subclass l-A of tl nounstems. Also, only the fully nominalized NNC of the present 
paragraph can fill the embed subposition of a compound stem. 

iihuiyanitl = #0-g(2hui-ya-ni)tl-0# - iihuiyani = #0-0(2hui-ya-ni)O-0# = she is one who 
customarily has fun; i.e., she is a prostitute [< (iihui-ya), "to have fun, to be content"] 

iihuiyanicalli = #a-0(2hui-ya-ni-ca1)li-0# = it is a house of prostitutes; i.e., it is a brothel 

The following are further examples that presuppose a totally nominalized stem in the embed 
subposition of the compound stem. 

cuicanit6tGtl= #0-0(cuica-ni-t6tb)t1-0# = it is a songbird 
ninotlahtlacoiinitoca = #ni-0+n-o(t1a-htlac-o-8-ni-toca)0+0-B# = I consider myself a sin- 

ner [< (tla-htlac-o-H), "to sin," an instance of tla fusion derived from tla-(ihtlac-o-ii), 
"to cause s.th. to become ruined] 

ninotlahtlacoiiniyetoca = #ni-0+n-o(t1a-htlac-o-g-ni-ye-toca)B+0-0# = I consider myself 
to be a sinner [Concerning the nounstem (ye)-tl-, "a being," as the matrix of an embedded 
compound nounstem that serves as the embed to a larger compound stem, see 35.12.1 

Ordinarily, the customary-present agentive nounstem is not used as an embed in compound 
affective NNCs. The stem of the preterit-agentive NNC is used instead (see 8 35.11). Many 
exceptions, however, can be found. 

tlahtlaco2nip61= #0-0(tla-htlac-o-ii-ni-p61)0-0# = he is a big sinner 
tlahtoiinit6n = #0-0(tla-ht-0-2-ni-t611)0-0# = he is a petty king (an insignificant king) 
temiiqu-ktiiinitzitzin = #a8(t~-mii-quh-tiii-ni-tzi-tzin)~-~# = they are saviors/rescuers (H) 
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In certain instances the lil of the tense morph ni may be dropped when the customary-present 
agentive nounstem is in the embed subposition: 

ti?cuiintocatl = M-0(ti?-cuii-n-toca)tl-0# = it is a man-eating spider; i.e., it is a poisonous 
spider 

tPcuiimpilt6ntli = #g-0(ti?-cuii-m-pil-t6n)tli-8# = it is a fierce animal's cub [The loss of 
the lil makes the In1 vulnerable to assimilation.] 

onti?cuiincual6zqueh = M-B+on(ti?-cuii-n-cuii-l6)z+qu-eh# = they will go and be eaten 
by wild beasts [The translation falsifies the Nahuatl; the embed is functioning as an 
adverb of means: "by means of wild beasts"; see 5 30.18.1 

Note I: Since the Iil of the customary-present-tense morph ni is not a supportive vowel but a "real" one, its loss 
in a nounstem such as (te-cuii-n)-0- is not expected. A similarly unexpected loss of the lil can occur before the voca- 
tive particle #d (see 8 18. l l). The regular construction is: 

tlahtoiinid = M-0(tla-ht-o-3-ni)0-WC = 0 King! 
temachtiiinid = M-0(te-mach-tiP-ni)0-WC = 0 Teacher! 

It is possible, however, for the irregular loss to occur: 
temachtiiind = M-0(te-mach-tiii-n)0-WC = 0 Teacher! 

Note 2: Like preterit-agentive NNCs, customary-present-agentive NNCs can shift a nonspecific projective object 
pronoun from inside the nounstem into a specific one outside it, thus creating a verbal-and-nominal NNC hybrid (see 
8 35.4, note, and 8 35.7.2, note). 

quimiimiini = #8-0+qui-0(miimii-ni)0-W = he is one who customarily carries it on his back, i.e., he is one who 
governsldirects [< tla-(miimii), "to carry s.th. on the back"] 

mochi iiyini = M-0+0-0(iiyi-ni)0-0# = he is one who customarily does everything, i.e., he is one who is prac- 
ticed in business [< tla-(iiyi), "to do s.th." For the peculiarity of the silently present specific object pronoun 
on a VNC built on tla-(iiyi), see 8 18.8.1 

cualli yectli quimotGmaquiliiini = M-0+qui-0+m-o+tP(maqui-liii-ni)0-B# = he is one who gives good things 
and consummatelgood things habitually to people for himself, i.e., he (H) is a giver of good things [< m- 
o+te+tla-(maqui-liii), "to give s.th. to S.O. for one's own sake." This is an applicative honorific verbstem 
with m-o serving as the mainline applicative object, te as the 2nd-level shuntline (applicative) object, and tla 
as the 1st-level shuntline (directive) object. The combination of cualli, "it is a good thing," and yectli, "it is 
a consummate/good thing," constitutes a structure of conjunction; see 5 52.2.1 

If the source of the verbal-and-nominal NNC hybrid is an incorporated-complement compound, the procedure of 8 
35.12, note, comes into play. 

moch nicnothuitocani = #ni-0+c-0+n-o(t-hui-toca-ni)0-0# = I am one who pretends to see everything [< 
(tla-t-hui)-tl-, "a seen thing," an impersonal patientive nounstem (see 8 38.1.3.c) derived from the causative 
verbstem tla-(it-hu-a), "to see s.th."] 

moch quimothuiciiyetocani = #0-0+qui-0+m-o(t-hui-0-cii-ye-toca-ni)0-0# = he is one who pretends to see 
everything [The embed is a compound nounstem whose embed is a patientive nounstem and whose matrix 
is (ye)-&; see 3 35.12.1 

36.4. Contrast of Preterit-Agentive NNCs and Customary-Present Agentive NNCs. The notion 
of habitual action implicit in the customary-present tense morph is not necessarily recognized 
by the agentive NNC. 

timotahmictiiini = #ti-0(m-o-tah-mic-tiii-ni)0-0# = you are one who customarily causes 
yourself to survive your father; i.e., you are a patricide [The act of patricide is, from an 
English speaker's perspective, a punctual event, and the perpetrator would more expect- 
edly be named by a preterit-agentive nounstem. To be sure, the Nahuatl speaker may not 
be focusing on the event but on the patricide's relation to it.] 
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Instances such as this and the fact that the customary-present NNC of 8 36.2 uses the posses- 
sive-state preterit-agentive NNC to fill out its paradigm might lead one to think that there is 
no clear difference in meaning between these two kinds of agentive NNCs. The many instances 
where the two NNCs have the same translation seem to confirm this impression: 

rniht6tiiini 
miht6tihqui 

temachtiiini 
temachtihqui 

tlaminani 
tlaminqui 

ihcihuini 
ihciuhqui 

tequitini 
tequitqui 

} = he is a dancer [< m=B-(iht6tia, "to dance."] 

1 = he is a teacher [c t&(mach-tiii), "to teach s.o."] 

} = he is an archer [< tla-(mi-na), "to pierce s.th with an arrow77] 

l = he is one who hurries [< (ihc-i-hui), "to hurry"] 

1 = he is a worker; he is a tribute payer [c (tequi-ti), "to worldpay tribute"] 

It may be, however, that the synonymy in items such as these is a translational mirage. There 
are other pairs in which the meaning of the stem does seem to be affected by the meaning dif- 
ference inherent in the customary-present tense morph ni and the preterit-tense morph 0. For 
example: 

cochini = he is a sleepy-head [< (cochi), "to sleep"] 
cochqui = he is one who has fallen asleep 

huetzcani = he is a merry person [c (hue-tz-ca), "to laugh"] 
huetzcac = he is a laugher 

yPni = he is a pilgrim, he is a traveler [< (ya-uh), "to go."] 
yahqui = he is a goer (i.e., one who goes when called upon, or one who goes to a particu- 

lar place) 

@mini = he is an overeater; it is s.th. that is usually full 
tenqui = he is full; it is full [< (temi), "to become full"] 

pilichahuini = it is a thing that usually wilts or becomes wrinkled 
pilichauhqui = it is a wilted thing, it is a wrinkled thing [< (pil-i-ch-a-hui), "to wilt, to 

become wrinkled"] 

quimocuitih = he is one who confesses/admits what he has done or said amiss 
quimocuitiani = he is one who is embarrassed/ashamed about what he had done or 

said 

Given the existence of distinctions such as these, one should be alert to the possible nonsyn- 
onymous meanings of the two kinds of agentive NNCs. 
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36.5. The Customary-Present Patientive NNC. Nominalization also creates a customary- 
present patientive NNC (i.e., an NNC in which the nounstem names the patient or undergoer 
of an action). A passive-voice VNC with a customary-present tense morph is converted into 
an NNC by converting the VNC's predicate into a nounstem with the meaning, "an entity cus- 
tomarily treated in such and such a way." Following the logic that customary treatment implies 
justified treatment, this meaning is extended to "an entity worthy of being so treated" or "an 
entity fit to be so treated." The converted nounstem is thus similar to certain English adjectives 
ending in "-able" (except that the Nahuatl stem names an entity). At times it is equivalent in 
meaning to the potential-patient nounstem presented in 5 37.5.2. The formation should not be 
confused with that of the instrumentive nounstem of 5 36.6 (which is formed from a VNC in 
the impersonal voice). Since this customary-present patientive NNC is simply a reanalyzed 
VNC with apassive-voice predicate, it does not take a projective-object pronoun if the origi- 
nal active-voice VNC source is a single-object projective verb. A reflexive object is repre- 
sented by the shuntline reflexive object pronoun ne. The customary-present patientive noun- 
stem cannot occur in a possessive-state NNC. (The /o:/ of the passive suffix is long, since it is 
protected on the right by the customary-present tense morph.) 

The following examples show the customary-present passive-voice VNC source and the 
customary-present patientive NNC result: 

VNC: tlazohtlal6ni = #0-0(tla-zo-h-tla-l6)ni+0-0# = he is customarily loved [< te-(tla- 
zo-h-tla), "to love S .o."] 

NNC: tlazohtlal6ni = #0-0(tla-zo-h-tla-16-ni)0-0# = he is a lovable person 

VNC: tinecuitlahuil6ni = #ti-0+ne(cuitla-hui-16)ni+0-0# = you are habitually taken care 
of [< m-o+te-(cuitla-huiii), "to take care of s.o."] 

NNC: tinecuitlahui16ni = #ti-0(ne-cuitla-hui-16-ni)0-0# = you are a person worthy of 
being taken care of 

VNC: piihuax6ni = #0-0(pii-hua-X-6)ni+0-0# = it is customarily cooked in a pot [< 

tla-(pii-hua-ci), "to cook s.th. in a pot"] 
NNC: piihuax6ni = #0-0(p8-hua-X-6-ni)0-0# = it is a thing that can be cooked in a pot 

VNC: ihuani = #0-0(i-hua)ni+0-0# = it is customarily drunk [< tla-(i), "to drink s.th."] 
NNC: ihuani = #0-0(i-hua-ni)0-0# = it is a thing fit to be drunk, it is a potable thing 

Some verbstems permit variant formations, since they have variant passive stems. For exam- 
ple, all of the three following NNCs are translatable as: "it is a thing that can be seen; it is a 
visible thing": 

If the source verbstem takes two projective objects, the passive-voice VNC will have either te 
or tla (see 5 21.2.5). Consequently, if te appears in the nounstem of the patientive NNC, that 
stem will name a nonanimate entity; if tla appears, the nounstem will name an animate entity. 
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tSpohpolhuil6ni = M-0(ti?-poh-pol-hui-16-ni)0-B# = it is a thing worthy of being pardoned 
(of s.0.); it is a pardonable thing [The source VNC is translated as "it is habitually par- 
doned of s .o." < tS+tla-(poh-p61-huiii) .] 

tlapohpolhui16ni = #0-0(tla-poh-pol-hui-lb-ni)0-0# = he is a person worthy of being par- 
doned (for s.th.); he is a pardonable person [The source VNC is translated as "he is habit- 
ually pardoned for s.th."] 

If the subject of the NNC is plural, the number position is filled with the morphic dyad m-eh. 
This automatically implies that the nounstem belongs to Subclass l -A of the tl nounstem class 
and that it is the result of a "full" nominalization (as in 8 36.3), not that of a mere reanalysis 
(as in 5 36.2). 

Abs sg: *nitlazohtlalbnitl = *#ni-8(tla-zo-h-tla-16-ni)tl-8# = I am one who is worthy of 
being loved 

Variant abs sg: nitlazohtlal6ni = #ni-0(tla-zo-h-tla-l6-ni)O00# = I am one worthy of being 
loved 

Abs pl: titlazohtlal6nirneh = #ti-0(tla-zo-h-tla-lb-ni)m-eh# = we are ones worthy of being 
loved 

As in 5 36.3, because of the phonological identity, there is no way of knowing when an NNC 
with a singular subject pronoun contains 0-0 or 0-0; but the plural NNC with m-eh always 
presupposes an NNC whose singular subject pronoun has 0-8 in its number position. 

36.6. The Instrumentive NNCs. The nominalization of a VNC also can create an instrumen- 
tive NNC; that is, an NNC whose nounstem serves as the name for an instrument, faculty, or 
means. The paradigm of an instrumentive NNC requires two different stems, each the result 
of a different nominalization. 

The absolutive-state instrumentive NNC results from the nominalization of a customary- 
present impersonal-voice NNC (do not confuse the result with the customary-present pati- 
entive NNC in 5 36.5). The customary-present predicate becomes the nounstem, and the sub- 
ject pronoun of the VNC becomes the subject pronoun of the NNC. The lack of a specific 
participant in the impersonal source means that one is not available for transformation into a 
possessor pronoun; consequently, a possessive-state NNC on this newly created nounstem is 
not possible. 

The #ossessive-state instrumentive NNC results from the nominalization of an imper- 
fect-indicative-tense active-voice VNC. The predicate of the VNC becomes the nounstem of 
the instrumentive NNC, and the subject pronoun of the source VNC becomes transformed into 
the possessor pronoun of the instrumentive NNC. If the source VNC has a mainline reflexive 
object, it is converted into a shuntline one. A nonanimate subject pronoun is imported from out- 
side the source VNC; its common-number dyad is filled by 8-0 (the instrumentive nounstem 
belongs to tl Class l-B). 

As can be seen, both instrumentive nounstems are nominalizations of verbal predicates that 
express the notion of customary or habitual action. One contains the customary-present tense 
morph, the other the imperfect (i.e., the customary-past) tense morph. 
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The following examples show the relationship of the source VNC and the resultant instru- 
mentive NNC: 

1. "cutting instrument": source verbstem, tla-(tequi), "to cut s.th.": 

VNC: tlatecbni = #g-g+tla(tec-b)ni+0-B# = people customarily cut things 
Abs-state NNC: tlatecbni = #0-0(tla-tec-b-ni)0-0#= it is a thing with which people cus- 

tomarily cut things; i.e., it is an instrument (such as a knife, an axe, etc.) by which 
s.th. is cut 

VNC: nitlatequiya = #ni-0+tla(tequi)ya+0-0# = I used to cut things 
Pos-state NNC: notlatequiya = #0-0+n-o(t1a-tequi-ya)0-0# = it is my thing with which 

(I) used to cut things; i.e., it is my instrument for cutting s.th. 

2. "means for sleeping": source verbstem, (cochi), "to sleep": 

VNC: cochihuani = #0-0(cochi-hua)ni+0-0# = people customarily go to sleep 
Abs-state NNC: cochihuani = #0-0(cochi-hua-ni)0-0# = it is a means by which one 

goes to sleep (such as a sleeping pill) 

VNC: nicochiya = #ni-0(cochi)ya+0-0# = I used to sleep 
Pos-state NNC: nocochiya = #0-0+n-~(cochi-ya)0-0# = it is my means of sleeping; 

i.e., they are my eyelashes [While the absolutive-state NNC and the possessive-state 
NNC agree in their basic meaning, they are surprisingly different in their pragmatic 
meaning.] 

3. "means for curing": source stem, m-o-(pah-&S), "to cure oneself ': 

VNC: nepahtilbni = M-0+ne(pah-ti-lb)ni+0-0# = people customarily cure themselves 
Abs-state NNC: nepahtilbni = #0-0(ne-pah-ti-16-ni)0-0# = it is a means by which one 

is cured; it is a curative 

VNC: ninopahtiaya = #ni-0+n-o(pah-ti-S)ya+0-0# = I was curing myself 
Pos-state NNC: nonepahtiiiya = #g-0+n-o(ne-pah-ti-2-ya)0-B# = it is my means for 

curing myself; i.e., it is my remedy 

Since the nonactive stem in hua has hua-lb as a variant, there may be variant nounstems 
for the absolutive-state instrumentive NNC: 

tlamamalihuani = #0-0(tla-mamali-hua-ni)0-0# - tlamamalihualbni = #0-0(tla- 
mamali-hua-16-ni)0-0# = it is an instrument for boring holes; i.e., it is a drill [< 
tla-(mamali), "to bore a hole"] 

Source verbstems that begin with a supportive [i] lose that vowel not only after the pro- 
noun tla but also frequently after ne: 

tlachpiinbni = #0-0(tla-chpiin-6-ni)0-0# = it is an instrument for sweeping; i.e., it is a 
broom [< tla-(ichpiin-a), "to sweep s.th."] 

nettbni = #0-0(ne-tt-8-ni)B-a# = it is an instrument for looking at oneself; i.e., it is a 
mirror [< m-o-(itt-a), "to see oneself '1 
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The following set of NNCs again shows the possible difference in meaning of absolutive- 
state and possessive-state NNCs: 

Abs-state NNC: tlalniimicbni = #0-0(tla-l-niimic-6-ni)0-0# = it is an instrument for 
remembering; i.e., it is a notebook, it is a memorandum book [< tla-(il-niimiqui), "to 
remember S. h."] 

Pos-state N W :  notlalniimiquiya = #0-0+n-o(t1a-l-niimiqui-ya)0-0# = it is my instru- 
ment for remembering; i.e., it is my memory, it is my faculty for remembering 

Note l :  When it occurs as a simple stem or as the matrix of a compound stem in a possessive-state instrumen- 
tive NNC (as illustrated above), the nominalized imperfect-tense active-voice predicate is basically a 
customary-action nounstem that becomes lexicalized in the meaning of instrument or means (compare the 
active-action nounstem in 36.11, which also frequently names a means or source for an action). When, however, 
the nounstem created from an imperfect-tense predicate serves as an embed in a compound-stemmed NNC, its mean- 
ing reverts to that of naming an action (see, for example, $46.4). 

Note 2: While, as shown above, a nominalized customary-present impersonal-voice predicate normally creates 
only an absolutive-state NNC, it is nevertheless possible to find one forming a possessive-state instrumentive NNC; 
e.g., tinetlaxhiuh, #t-0+i-0(ne-tlax-8-ni)uh-W, "you are his apparatus for throwing himself down"; i.e., "you are 
his backrest" (a metaphor; FC VI, 50). This presupposes the fully norninalized tl Class l-A stem (ne-tlax-bni)-tl-. 
Incidentally, the usage does not have to be metaphorical: inetliix6niuh, "it is his back rest." 

Similarly, while one expects to see only a possessive-state NNC formed from the nominalized imperfect-tense 
active-voice predicate, in Molina we find the following absolutive-state NNCs: 

cochiyatl= it is an eyelash 
tlaczayiitl= it is the meanslinstrument for treading on S.&.; i.e., it is the sole of the foot wolina also has an entry 

for the expected form, totlaczaya, "it is the sole of the foot of one of us," i.e., "it is the sole of a foot."] 

Remark: Instrumentive NNCs afford one an opportunity to become aware of one of the differences that exist between 
Indo-European and Nahuatl manners of classifying items of experience. In English, for example, the instrumentive 
noun "washer" (in the sense of "washing machine") signifies a particular type of device used for washing clothes. In 
Nahuatl the stem of the instrumentive NNC tlap8cih.i sigmfies any one of the entire range of devices or means that 
enter into the process of washing: washerwoman's beetle, rubbing cloth, scrub brush, dishcloth, bucket, tub, soap, scrub 
board, etc. The stems of instrumentive NNCs in Nahuatl consistei~tly name set-defined entities. English may frequently 
accomplish a similar generality in such phrases as "farm implement" or "household gadget" (phrases such as "flshing 
tackle" and "diving gear" are not to the point here, since they name sets as sets). This high-generality naming occurs 
in other types of derived nounstems in Nahuatl. While English derivation occasionally produces a high-generality word 
(e.g., "clothing"), Nahuatl derivation habitually produces a high-generality nounstem, although usage may later idiomat- 
ically restrict the range of meaning so that the derivation has not a set definition but an item definition. 

36.7. The Present-Agentive NNC. Much less important than the customary-present agentive 
NNC but nevertheless of some consequence is the present-agentive NNC. It is formed by con- 
verting the predicate of a present-indicative VNC into a nounstem. This present-agentive noun- 
stem is used only to form absolutive-state NNCs. 

The following examples show the present-indicative VNC source and the absolutive-state 
present-agentive NNC: 

VNC: mihmati = #B-@+m-n(ih-mati)0+0-W = he is convalescing; he is prudent and shrewd 
[< m-0-(ih-mati), "to convalesce; to be prudent and shrewd] 

NNC: mihmati = #0-0(m-0-ih-mati-0)0-0# = he is one who is recovering from sickness; 
i.e., he is a convalescent [With a nonanimate subject pronoun, this NNC means "it is an 
ingenious thing."] 
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VNC: motoliniah = #0-0+m-o(to1-i-ni-a)@+@-h# = they are poor [< m-o-(tol-I-ni-g), "to 
cause oneself to suffer distress, to be poor"] 

NNC: motoliniah = M-@(m-o-tol-i-ni-2-0)0-h# = they are poor people 

VNC: teimacaci = #0-0+tG(imaca-ci)0+0-0# = he fears so. ;  he feels awe for s.0. [< 

tG-(imaca-ci), "to fear so., to hold s.0. in awe"] 
NNC: tGimacaci = #0-0(te--macs-ci-0)0-B# = he is one who fears people; i.e., he is a timid 

person 

VNC: t&?tlahtla%yilia = #0-0+tG(tlah-tla-%yi-lia)0+0-0# = he does various things for s.0. 
[< tG+tla-(iiyi-lia), "to do s.th. for s.0." The VNC shows reduplication after tla fusion.] 

NNC: tetlahtlalyilia = M-0(tC-tlah-tla-%yi-lia-0)0-H = he is one who does various things 
for people; i.e., he is an odd-job man 

VNC: moquichnehnequi = M-0+m-n(oquich-neh-nequi)0+0-0# = he is pretending to be 
a (real) man [The verbstem is an incorporated-complement stem.] 

NNC: moquichnehnequi = #0-@(m-0-oquich-neh-nequi-0)0-0# = he is one who pretends 
to be a (real) man 

VNC: tijnatiuh = M-0(tGna-0-ti-uh)0+0-0# = it goes along producing heat [< (tGna), "(for 
the sun) to produce heat, to be warm, to shine." This is a connective-t compound VNC 
with (ya-uh), "to go," serving as the matrix verbstem.] 

NNC: t6natiuh = #0-0(tGna-0-ti-uh-0)0-0# = it is one that goes along producing heat; i.e., 
it is the sun 

The NNC in the last example was lexicalized as the name of the Sun-god. It is found, for exam- 
ple, in the vocative: TGnatihuC, #0-O(T6na-0-ti-hu-0)0-@#C, "0 Sun!" The nounstem can also 
be used metaphorically in the meaning of "husband/wife," in which case it can appear in a 
possessive-state NNC: notihatiuh, #0-0+n-o(t6na-0-ti-uh-0)0-0#, "helshe is my sun (i.e., 
my husband/my wife)." The nounstem can also mean "image or design of the sun," as in the 
preterit-agentive-NNC-of-abundant-ownerhood, tihatiuhyoh, #0-0(tijna-0-ti-uh-0-yo-h-0)0- 
0#, "it is a thing that has owned abundant suns"; i.e., "it is a thing decorated with sun-designs." 
The stem can also mean "an age of the world," in which meaning the present-agentive noun- 
stem can serve as the matrix nounstem in a compound nounstem, as, for example, in the NNC 
StGnatiuh, M-B(%-ti?ma-0-ti-uh-0)0-0#, "it is the Water Sun" (the name of the first age of the 
world, which came to an end by a flood). 

36.8. The Future-Agentive NNC. The nominalization of a future-tense VNC to create a 
future-agentive NNC is rare. It resembles the preterit-agentive NNC in that its restricted-use 
stem is simply the VNC's predicate, while the general-use stem embeds that stem in a com- 
pound nounstem whose matrix is- the nounstem (c%)-tl- (see $ 35.5). 

1. The restricted-use nounstem found in the absolutive-state future-agentive NNC is char- 
acterized by the future-tense morph z, which is always the nounstem's final constituent. 
When the subject pronoun is plural, its number position is filled by the dyad qu-eh. When 
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it is singular, however, its number position is filled by the original dyad qui-0, not by 0-0 as 
is usual in future-tense VNCs. 

VNC: titetlamacaz = #ti-0+tii+tla(maca)z+[-0# = you will give things to people [< 
te+tla-(maca), "to give s.th. to s.o."] 

NNC: titlamacazqui = #ti-0(tla-maca-z)qui-0# = you are one who will give things (to 
a god); i.e., you are an offering priest [Concerning the lack of the applicative object 
on this nounstem, see fj 26.1.1 .] 

VNC: titiitlamacazqueh = W-0+te+tla(maca)z+qu-eh# = we will give things to people 
NNC: titlamacazqueh = #ti-0(tla-maca-z)qu-eh# = we are offering priests 

2. The general-use stem is a fully nominal stem that belongs to Subclass l-A of the tl noun- 
stem class. In creating possessive-state NNCs, as in the case of preterit-agentive NNCs, the 
possessor pronoun is imported from outside the source VNC. 

titotlamacazciiuh = #ti-0+t-o(t1a-maca-z-c2)uh-0# = you are our offering priest 
amintlamacazc%huHn = #am-@+I-n(t1a-maca-z-cii)hu-iin# = you are their offering priests 

The general-use future-agentive nounstem also occurs as an embed in compound stems: 

tlamacazcHt6ntli = #0-0(tla-maca-z-c2-tijn)tli-0# = he is a minor priest 
tlamacazcHtepitzitzin = #0-0(tla-maca-z-CH-tepi-tzi-tzin)[-[# = they are novice offer- 

ing priests 
tlamacazciiyahqueh = #0-0(tla-maca-z-CH-yah-0)qu-eh# = they are goers in the form 

of priests; i.e., they are priest warriors (who have taken a captive in battle) [The matrix 
stem is the preterit-agentive nounstem (yah-0)-qui-, "a goer, i.e., a warrior."] 

The restricted-use stem apparently became so lexicalized that it could appear as an embed 
stem; that is, it is as if it were accepted as being *(tla-maca-z)-tli-: 

tlamacaztijntli = #0-0(tla-maca-z-t6n)tli-0# = he is a minor priest 
tlamacazt~icciihuiin = #0-0(tla-maca-z-te-ic-cii)hu-iin# = they are s.o.'s younger 

brothers in the form of offering priests; i.e., they are novice offering priests [The 
matrix nounstem is a secondary general-use stem in which the possessive-pronoun 
te has been taken inside the nounstem; i.e., . . . +te(ic-c2uh) . . . has become . . . 
(te-ic-ciiuh) . . . , SO that "someone's younger brother" has become "a younger 
brother" (see fj 15.1 S ;  also notice that the /W/ + /W/ > /W/ rule is in effect). The NNC 
is traditionally spelled tlamacazteicahuan. The NNC has a [k] that is a delabialized 
variant of the phoneme /l?/; consequently, tlamacazt~iucciihuiin is another repre- 
sentation of the NNC.] 

36.9. Action NNCs Created by Norninalization. The nominalization process also produces 
"action" NNCs whose stem names an action, process, event, resultant state, etc. The term "action 
NNC" is not entirely satisfactory, however, since these stems can also name a thing that is an 
instance or a result of an action. (Compare English "action" words such as "reflection," which 
is defined as "the act or state of being reflected as well as "something reflected, such as light, 
sound, image, etc.") 
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There are two kinds of action NNCs, those of passive action and of active action. As with 
certain other NNCs resulting from nominalization, the restricted-use stem is different from the 
general-use stem, but with action NNCs it is the restricted-use stem that is formed by com- 
pounding, not the general-use one. 

36.10. Passive-Action NNCs. The stem of a passive-action NNC names an action, etc., from 
the point of view of the passive voice. 

1. The possessive-state passive-action NNC. The general-use stem that occurs in a pos- 
sessive-state passive-action NNC results from the downgrading of the predicate of a distant- 
past-tensepassive-voice VNC into a nounstem. The last constituent of the nounstem is, there- 
fore, the distant-past-tense morph ca. The presence of object pronouns inside the nounstem is 
determined by the passive-voice source VNC. The possessive pronoun in the NNC predicate 
results from the transformation of the subject pronoun of the source. The nonanimate subject 
pronoun (which is imported from outside the source VNC) has its number position filled with 
the morphic dyad 0-0 (for common number, the only number possible). The stem belongs to 
the l-B Subclass of the tl class. 

The following examples show the distant-past passive-voice VNC source and the resultant 
possessive-state passive-action NNC: 

VNC: nitlazohtlalbca = hi-0(tla-zo-h-tla-lb)ca+0-0# = I had been loved [< tP-(tla-zo- 
h-tla), "to love s.o."] 

NNC: notlazahtlalbca = #0-0+n-o(t1a-zo-h-tla-16-ca)0-0# = it is my having been loved; 
i.e., it is the love with which I am loved, it is the love felt toward me 

VNC: necocolilbca = #0-0+ne(coco-li-lb)ca+0-0# = he had been self-hated [< m-o- 
(coco-E), "to hate oneself '1 

NNC: inecocolilbca = #0-0+i-0(ne-coco-1i-16-ca)0-0# = it is the hatred with which he 
hates himself; i.e., it is his self-hatred 

VNC: tiln8micbca = #t-0(il-nsmic-b)ca+0-0# = you had been remembered [< tP-(il- 
nsmiqui), "to remember s.o."] 

NNC: moiln8micbca = #0-0+m-o(il-n8mic-b-ca)0-0# = it is the memory with which 
you are remembered; i.e., it is the memory of you, it is your memory (in the minds of 
others) [Notice that both the 101 of the possessive pronoun and the initial [i] of the 
stem are retained.] 

The following examples are from a double-object verbstem. A close translation of such for- 
mations into English sometimes poses a challenge. 

VNC: nitlatzacuiltilbca = #ni-~+tla(tzacui-l-ti-lb)ca+0-pI# = I had been made to pay the 
penalty for s.th.; i.e., I had been punished for s.th. [< t@+tla-(tzacui-l-tiii), "to make 
S.O. pay the penalty for s.th.," i.e., "to punish/penalize S.O. for s.th." The source verb- 
stem tla-(tzacu-a) is translated basically as "to cause s.th. to become closed/enclosed," 
but it can also be rendered as "to pay the penalty imposed by the law."] 
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NNC: notlatzacuiltil6ca = #0-0+n-o(t1a-tzacui-1-ti-16-ca)0-0# = it is my punishment 
for s.th. (i.e., the punishment meted out to me) 

VNC: t8tzacuiltiltica = M-B+t~(tzacui-l-ti-16)ca+0-0# = it (e.g., a theft) had been been 
punished 

NNC: itt5tzacuiltil6ca = #0-0+i-0(t~-tzacui-l-ti-l6-ca)~-0# = it is its (e.g., a theft's) pun- 
ishment (i.e., it is the punishment meted out to s . ~ .  for it) 

2. The absolutive-state passive-action NNC. The restricted-use stem found in an absolu- 
tive-statepassive-action NNC is a compound stem in which the general-use stem of section 
1 above occupies the embed subposition and the matrix subposition is filled by the nounstem 
*(y6)-tl-, "a thing that is characterized by" or "a thing that is characteristic of'  (see 39.3.6). 
Here the distant-past tense morph has its regular shape cii (see 5 5.5.2 concerning the mor- 
pheme /ka:/), since it is protected by *(-y6)-tl-. Again, only NNCs with a common-number 
subject are possible. 

The following examples are the absolutive-state versions of the examples given in section 
1 above: 

tlazohtlal6ciiy6tl= #0-0(tla-zo-h-tla-16-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of hav- 
ing been loved; i.e., it is the act of being loved, it is the state of being loved, it is the 
love by which a given person is loved 

necocolil6ciiy6tl= M-0(ne-coco-E-16-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having 
been self-hated; i.e., it is the act of being self-hated, it is the hatred by which a given 
person hates himself, it is self-hatred 

ilniimic6ciiybtl = #0-0(il-niimic-6-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having 
been remembered 

The compound nounstem in these absolutive-state passive-action NNCs can also be used in a 
possessive-state formation. This possessive-state NNC is synonymous in meaning with the 
possessive-state NNCs in section 1 above. The compound stem belongs to Subclass l-B of 
the tl nounstem class, and therefore the morphic dyad in the subject pronoun's number posi- 
tion is 0-0. 

notlazohtlal6c&yo = #0-0+n-o(t1a-zo-h-tla-16-c&-yo)0-0# = it is what is characteristic 
of my having been loved, i.e., it is the love with which I am loved 

inecocolil6ciiyo = #0-0+i-0(ne-coco-1i-16-cii-yo)0-0# = it is what is characteristic of his 
having hated himself; i.e., it is the hatred with which he hates himself 

moilniimic6ciiyo = #0-@+m-o(i1-niimic-6-c%-yo)0-0# = it is what is characteristic of 
your having been remembered, i.e., it is the memory with which you have been 
remembered, it is the memory of you 

36.11. Active-Action NNCs (First Type). Nahuatl has two types of active-action NNCs, one 
created by norninalization and the other created by derivation (the latter type is discussed in 8 
37.1). The active-action NNC created by nominalization is merely an active voice counterpart 
to the passive-action NNC of 36.10. The passive-action NNC deals with transitive sources; 
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the active-action NNC deals with intransitive ones and with a few transitive ones having a 
reflexive-object pronoun. 

1. The possessive-state active-action NNC. The general-use stem that is used in a posses- 
sive-state active-action NNC results from the downgrading of the predicate of a distant-past 
active-voice NNC to the rank of a nounstem. The last constituent of the nounstem (as in 
36.10.1) is the distant-past-tense morph ca. A mainline reflexive-object pronoun in the source 
VNC must be represented by its shuntline variant inside the nounstem. The possessive pronoun 
on the NNC results from the transformation of the subject pronoun of the source VNC. The 
nonanimate subject pronoun, which is imported from outside the source VNC, has its number 
position filled by the morphic dyad 0-0 (for common number). The stem belongs to Subclass 
l-B of the tl nounstem class. 

The following examples show the distant-past-tense VNC and the resultant possessive-state 
active-action NNC: 

VNC: ninocuepca = #ni-0+n-o(cuep)ca+O-0# = I had returned, I had retreated [< m-o- 
(cuep-a), "to return, to retreat"] 

NNC: nonecuepca = M-0+n-o(ne-cuep-ca)0-0# = it is my action of returning or retreat- 
ing; i.e., it is my return, it is my retreat 

Frequently, the meaning of the nominalized stem may undergo an idiomatic shift. Instead of 
naming an action, it may name a means of or source for an action: 

noneeuhca = #0-0+n-o(ne-e-uh-ca)0-0# = it is the means of my getting up; it is my 
breakfast [The source is iinineuhca, &/hi-0+n-[l@-uh)ca+0-0#, "I had gotten up."] 

nonecauhca = M-0+n-o(ne-auh-ca)0-0# = it is the means by which I remain behind; i.e., 
it is a relic of me [The source is 6ninocZiuhca, "I had remained behind." This nominal- 
ized stem may be used metaphorically to refer to human beings, in which case the NNC 
formed on it may have a plural subject pronoun: aminneciiuhciihuiin = #am-0+i-n(ne- 
cauh-a)hu-iin# = "you are their relics"; i.e., "you are their present-day descendants." 
Notice the long [a:] on the distant-past tense morph, because it is protected on the right.] 

While an active-action NNC can have its source in certain VNCs with a reflexive object pro- 
noun as shown above, it is for the most part limited to source VNCs built on intransitive verb- 
stems (i.e., to VNCs that do not permit the passive transformation): 

VNC: peuhca = #0-0(peuh)ca+B-0# = it had begun [< (pehua), "to begin"] 
NNC: ipguhca = #0-0+i-0(peuh-ca)0-0# = it is its beginning, it is its origin 

VNC: nimicca = hi-0(mic)ca+0-0# = I had died [< (miqui), "to die"] 
NNC: nomicca = #0-0+n-o(mic-ca)0-0# = it is the source of my dying, it is the thing for 

which I am condemned to die 

VNC: ngzcah = #0-0(nez)ca+0-h# = they had appeared [< (neci), "to appear"] 
NNC: innezca = #0-0+i-n(nGz-ca)0-0# = it is the means by which they (continue to) 

appear, it is what has been left of their appearance; i.e., it is their trace, it is the trace 
of them, they are their traces 
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VNC: 6nixquimiliuhca = 6#n-0(h-quirnil-i-uh)ca+0-0# = I had become enwrapped at 
the eyeleyes; i.e., I had closed my eyeleyes [This is an incorporated-adverb compound 
formed according to 30.14.1 from the structure of supplementation nix 6quimili- 
uhca, #0-0+n-[1(ix)0-0# 6#0-0(quimil-i-uh)ca+0-0#, "my eyeleyes had become 
enwrapped."] 

NNC: nixquimiliuhca = #0-0+n-[(ix-quimil-i-uh-ca)0-0#, '%/they islare the means of 
my becoming enwrapped at the eyeleyes; i.e., it is my eyelid, they are my eyelids 

VNC: 6ilpica = 6#0-0(ilpi)ca+0-0# = it had become tied [< (ilpi), "to become tied] 
NNC: itzcuintli ilpica = #0-0+i-0(lpi-ca)0-0# = it is the dog's means of becoming tied, 

i.e., it is the dog's leash 

Frequently, the meaning of an active-action NNC is that of a result or consequence or of a 
resultant state or condition: 

VNC: tichipiihuaca = #ti-@(chip-ii-hua)ca+0-0# = you had become clean [< (chip-ii- 
hua), "to become clean"] 

NNC: mochipiihuaca = #0-0+m-o(chip-a-hua-ca)0-0# = it is your resultant state of 
cleanliness, it is your cleanliness 

VNC: pepetlacaca = #0-0(pe-petl-a-ca)ca+0-0# = it had sparkled [< (pe-petl-a-ca), "to 
sparkle," a frequentative verbstem from (petl-a-ni), "to shine" (see 27.4).] 

NNC: ipepetlacaca = #0-0+i-0(pe-petl-a-ca-ca)0-0# = it is its resultant state of shini- 
ness, it is its shininess, it is its gloss, it is its luster, it is its glaze 

Certain intransitive verbstems that consist of a root plus ya use an obsolete distant-past 
VNC in forming an active-action NNC. The predicate that is downgraded to the rank of noun- 
stem in this instance is made up of the root plus the distant-past-tense morph (compare the 
use of these roots in the adjectival NNCs in 40.9). 

VNC: iztayaca = #0-0(izta-ya)ca+0-0# = it had become white [obsolete form: *iztaca 
= #0-0(izta)ca+0-B#] 

NNC: iiztaca = #0-0+i-0(izta-ca)0-0# = it is its resultant state of whiteness; i.e., it is its 
whiteness 

VNC: celiyaca = #0-0(cel-i-ya)ca+0-0# = it had sprouted [obsolete form: *celica = 
#0-0(cel-i)ca+0-0#] 

NNC: icelica = #B-0+i-0(cel-i-ca)0-0# = it is its consequence of having sprouted; it 
is its resultant freshness, it is its freshness, it is its (recently sprouted kind of) 
greenness 

2. The absolutive-state active-action NNC. The restricted-use stem that occurs in an abso- 
lutive-state active-action NNC is formed exactly like that of the passive-action NNC counter- 
part in § 36.10.2: the general-use stem of section 1 above becomes the embed of a compound 
nounstem that has *(-y6)-tl- (see 8 39.3.6) as matrix. 

The following examples are the absolutive-state versions of the examples in section 1 
above: 
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necuepciiybtl = M-0(ne-cuep-cZi-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having returned; 
i.e., it is the act of returning, it is the act of retreating; it is the state resulting from a 
return or a retreat 

neWhciiybtl= #0-0(ne-e-uh-c8-yb)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having gotten 
up; it is the act of breakfasting, it is breakfast 

neciiuhciiybtl = #0-0(ne-ciiuh-cii-yb)tl-B# = it is what is characteristic of having 
remained behind; it is a relic 

pCuhciiybt1 = #B-0(pEuh-cii-yb)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having begun; it is 
a beginning; it is the base (of a pedestal, column, etc.) 

micciiybtl = #0-0(mic-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having died; it is 
deathliness 

ngzciiybtl= #0-0(nez-c8-yb)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having appeared; it is 
a marklsignltoken 

chipiihuaciiybtl = #0-0(chip-8-hua-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having 
become clean; it is cleanliness 

pepetlacaciiybtl = #0-0(pe-petl-a-ca-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having 
sparkled; i.e, it is shininess 

iztaciiybtl = #0-0(izta-cii-yb)tl-PHf = it is what is characteristic of having become white; 
i.e., it is whiteness 

celiciiybtl = #0-0(cel-i-cii-yb)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having sprouted; i.e., 
it is freshness, it is fresh greenness 

Here again, as in 8 36.10.2, the compound nounstem in these absolutive-state active-action 
NNCs can also be used in a possessive-state formation that is synonymous with the possessive- 
state NNCs in section 1 above. The compound stem belongs to Subclass l-B of the tl noun- 
stem class, and therefore the morphic dyad in the subject pronoun's number position is 0-0. 

mochipiihuaciiyo = #0-0+m-o(chip-ii-hua-cii-yo)0-0# = it is your cleanliness 
iiztaciiyo = M-0+i-0(izta-cii-yo)0-0# = it is its whiteness 

36.12. The Possessive-State Active-Action NNC Compared to the Possessive-State Preterit- 
Agentive NW.  The stem of the possessive-state active-action NNCs of § 36.11 should not be 
confused with that of possessive-state preterit-agentive NNCs of 8 35.6. They are different in 
structure and meaning. The possible phonological identity of the two stems in certain forma- 
tions should not obscure the fact that in the morphosyntactical domain they are quite different. 

Study the following contrastive pair built on the verbstem (catz-ii-hua), "to become 
dirty." In the active-action NNC the stem contains the distant-past tense morph c%. In the 
preterit-agentive NNC the stem contains the preterit-tense morph 0 as well as the matrix 
nounstem (c%)-tl-. The stem of the active-action NNC belongs to Subclass l-B of the tl 
nounstem class, while that of the preterit-agentive NNC belongs to Subclass l-A. The stem 
of the active-action NNC signifies an action or the result of an action; that of the 
preterit-agentive NNC signifies a person or a thing that does an action or that enters or has 
entered a state or condition. 
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Active-action NNC: nocatzlhuaca = #B-0+n-o(catz-l-hua-ca)0-0# = it is my having 
become dirty; it is my state of being dirty, it is my dirtiness [The subject pronoun of the 
source VNC, nicatziihuaca, namely ni-O(. . . -0-0, has become the possessor pronoun 
of the transform NNC, n-0.1 

Preterit-agentive NNC: nocatzlhuaciiuh = #0-0+n-o(catz-l-hua-0-cs)uh-B# = it is my 
thmg that has become dirty, it is my drrty thing; helshe is my person who has become 
dirty, helshe is my dirty person (e.g., a child) [The subject pronoun of the source VNC, 
catziihuac, namely 0-B(. . . +c-@, has remained the subject of the transform NNC but of 
course has changed its shape to 0-0+ . . .)uh-0. The possessive pronoun n-o has been 
imported from outside the source VNC.] 

Note: The difference between a possessive-state preterit-patientive NNC (see 4 35.6, note 2) and a possessive-state 
passive-action NNC (see 4 36.10.1) may also present difficulties, but because of the infrequency of the preterit-pati- 
entive NNC, they pose no real problem. The stem of the preterit-patientive NNC signifies a person or thing that has 
undergone an action; the passive-action NNC signifies an action or condition resulting from an action. 

Passive-action NNC: notlazohtlalbca = #0-@+n-o(t1a-zo-h-tla-l&ca)0-0# = it is my having been loved; i.e., it 
is the love felt for me 

Preterit-patientive NNC: nocehuechili16cPuh = #0-0+n-o(ce-huechi-li-16-0-cH)uh-0# = it is my thing (e.g., 
plant) that has become frozen; it is my frozen plant, they are my frozen plants 
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Deverbal Nounstems (Part One) 

37.1. Deverbal Nounstems. A deverbal nounstem is a nounstem that is derived from a VNC 
core. It is not formed from a VNC predicate like the norninalized verbstems of Lessons 35 and 
36. In other words, no member of the paradigm of NNCs formed on a deverbal nounstem is 
the result of a mere functional (or reanalytical) change; no NNC in the paradigm contains 
merely relabeled (reclassified) VNC constituents. 

37.2. Active-Action NNCs (Second Type). Deverbal active-action nounstems are more versa- 
tile than the nominalized ones presented in $36.1 1, since both absolutive- and possessive-state 
NNCs are formed on the same stem. There are two subtypes of the derivation, one formed 
with the suffix z, the other with the suffixal unit liz. Both z and liz have the same basic mean- 
ing of "action" or "process" (or a result thereof) or of "state" or "condition" (or a thing so con- 
ditioned); compare -ion in English; e.g., rejection, (1) "the act or process of rejecting," (2) "the 
condition of being rejected," (3) "something rejected." 

Both the z and the liz subtypes of active-action nounstems belong to the tli class. Since 
NNCs formed on the stems have nonanimate subject pronouns, only common-number forms 
are possible. In the possessive-state NNC the possessor pronoun indicates the one responsible 
for the action or process (i.e., it represents the transformation of the subject of the source VNC). 

The z derivation is discussed first; the presentation of liz begins in 37.3. 
The active-action suffix z is added to the core of a future-tense VNC (but the derivational, 

nounstem-forming morph z should not be confused with the inflectional, future-tense morph 
z). As a rule, the active-action z is compatible only with a preceding [i]: 

(cochi-z)-tli- = an act of sleeping; sleep [< (cochi), "to sleep"] 
cochiztli = #0-0(cochi-z)tli-0# = it is sleep 
nocochiz = #0-0+n-~(cochi-z)0-0# = it is my sleep 

(tzahtzi-z)-tli- = act of shouting; a shout [< (tzahtzi), "to shout"] 
(tlatz-i-hui-z)-tli- = laziness [< (tlatz-i-hui), "to be lazy"] 

When a verbstem that permits this formation ends in /a/, it adds the z to a replacive irnperfec- 
tive stem that changes the /a/ to [i] (e.g., hua changes to hui, ca to qui): 
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(chiy-2-hui-z)-tli- = body fluid [< (chiy-2-hua), "to become greasy"] 
(pin-a-hui-z)-tli- = shame; by extension, a type of beetle that was believed to be an omen 

of a shameful experience [< (pin-2-hua), "to be(come) ashamed] 
(ch6qui-z)-tli- = an act of weeping [< (chbca), "to weep"] 
(cuiqui-z)-tli- = an act of singing [< (cuica), "to sing"] 
(hue-tz-qui-z)-tli- = an act of laughing [< (hue-tz-ca), "to laugh] 

Intransitive frequentative destockal verbstems ending in Ikal follow this rule: 

(cha-chal-a-qui-z)-tli- = noise of people tallung or murmuring [< (cha-chal-a-ca), "to 
chatter"] 

(chi-chin-a-qui-z)-tli- = sufferinglpain [< (chi-chin-a-ca), "to be in pain, to suffer"] 

Only a few transitive verbstems permit the active-action nounstem derivation with z; for 
example: 

(te-ihxili-z)-tli- = act of stabbing S.O. [< t&(ihxili), "to stab s.o."] 
(ne-ihcali-z)-tli- = act of fighting; a fight [< t-1-(ihcali), "to fight one another"] 

There are a few verbstems that are exceptions to the general rule, permitting z to follow a 
vowel other than [i]: 

(toz-6-z)-tli- = vigil [< (toz-o-S), "to keep vigilhemain awake." The stem (toz-6-liz)-tli-, 
formed according to 37.3, also exists.] 

(P-tem6-z)-tli- = descent in the form of water [< (S-temij), "to descend in the form of 
water." See Appendix E for usage of the nounstem. Compare (temb-liz)-tli- in 8 37.3.1 

37.3. i%e Active-Action Nounstem Derivation with liz The derivation of an active-action noun- 
stem by means of liz is not hampered by the restrictions imposed on that with z. Although writ- 
ten solid in these lessons, liz is a compound sufflx in which the active-action morph [S] of § 37.2 
is introduced by the connective morph [l], with a supportive [i] making their union possible. 

The following examples show nounstems derived from each of the verbstem classes. Since 
liz is suffixed to the future-tense verbcore, Class C verbstems delete the final /a:/ of the imper- 
fective stem and lengthen the remaining /il or 101; Class D verbstems keep the length on their 
final /a:/; and those Class A verbstems ending in /o:/ keep that long vowel in the nounstem. 

Class A: (miqui-liz)-tli- = act of dying; death [< (miqui), "to die"]: 

miquiliztli = #0-0(miqui-liz)tli-0# = it is deatWa death 
norniquiliz = #0-0+n-~(rniqui-liz)0-0# = it is my death 

(tem6-1iz)-tli- = act of descending; descent [< (temb),"to descend] 
tem61iztli = #0-pl(tem6-1iz)tli-0# = it is a descending 
notem6liz = #0-0+n-o(tem6-liz)0-0# = it is my descent 

Class B: (huetzi-liz)-tli- = act of falling, a fall [< (huetzi), "to fall"]: 

huetziliztli = #B-0(huetzi-1iz)tli-0# = it is a fall 
nohuetziliz = #0-0+n-~(huetzi-liz)0-0# = it is my fall 
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Class C: (chol-6-1iz)-tli- = act of bounding awaylfleeing [< (chol-o-g), "to bound away1 flee"]: 

cholbliztli = #B-0(chol-b-liz)tli-0# = it is a jump/leaphoundlflight (i.e., a running away) 
nocholbliz = M-0+n-o(cho1-6-liz)0-0# = it is my leaplrunning away 

Class D: (yii-1iz)-tli- = act of going; departure from someplace [< (ya-uh), "to go"]: 

yiiliztli = #0-0(yii-liz)tli-0# = it is an act of going 
noyiiliz = M-0+n-o(yii-liz)0-0# = it is my going 

Active-action nounstems that are derived from a transitive verbcore use the nonspecific 
projective-object pronouns te and tla and the shuntline reflexive object pronoun ne. 

(te-tequi-1iz)-tli- = act of cutting s.o.; surgery [< te-(tequi), "to cut s.o."] 
(tla-mati-1iz)-tli- = act of knowing s.th.; knowledge [< tla-(mati), "to know s.th."] 
(te-tla-l-hui-1iz)-tli- = act of saying s.th. to s.o.; act of inviting S.O. [< te+tla-(il-huiii), "to 

say s.th. to s.o."] 
(ne-chip-2-hu-a-liz)-tli- = act of causing O.S. to be clean; cleanliness [< m-o-(chip-2-hu-a), 

"to make O.S. clean"] 

Source transitive verbstems that begin with a supportive [i] always lose that vowel after the 
pronoun tla and may lose it after ne: 

(tla-l-niimiqui-liz)-tli- = act of remembering s.th.; act of thinking [< tla-(il-niimiqui), "to 
remember S. th. "1 

(ne-h-mati-1iz)-tli- = prudence [< m-[l-(ih-mati), "to be prudent." The stem (ne-ih-mati- 
liz)-tli- is also possible.] 

Certain verbs add the liz suffixal unit to a verbcore with a replacive imperfective stem. 

1. A verbstem ending in /ka/ has a replacive imperfective stem that changes the /a/ to [i] 
(-ca changes to -qui): 

(chbqui-liz)-tli- = act of crying [< (chbca), "to crylweep"] 
(cuiqui-liz)-tli- = act of singing [< (cuica), "to sing"] 

Some intransitive frequentative destockal verbstems make the change, while others do not. 

(chi-chin-a-qui-liz)-tli- = paidsuffering [< (chi-chin-a-ca), "to sufferhe in pain"] 
(cha-chal-a-ca-liz)-tli- = the noise of people talkinglmurmuring [< (cha-chal-a-ca), "to 

chatter"] 

2. A verbstem ending in Iwal may use the base stem or a replacive stem that changes the 
final /a/ to [i]: 

(ne-ahhua-1iz)-tli- - (ne-ahhui-liz)-tli- = quarrelldispute [< t-[l-(ahhua), "to quarrel 
with one another"] 

Some prefer to keep the /a/: 

(tla-pbhu-a-1iz)-tli- = act of countinglreading s.th. [< tla-(pbhu-a), "to counthead s.th."] 

Among these are the intransitive destockal verbstems of 5 24.6: 

(chic-a-hua-KZ)-tli- = strength/fortitude/vigor [< (chic-3-hua), "to become strong"] 
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3. A verbstem ending in I d  has a replacive imperfective stem that changes the Is1 to 
changes to xi): 

(te-ahxi-h)-tli- = act of overtaking S.O. [< t&(ahci), " to overtake s.o."] 
(huel-nexi-1iz)-tli- = beautylelegance [< (huel-neci), "to be evident; to have a 

appearance"] 

And a verbstem ending in Itil may optionally change the /tl to [E] (ti may become chi). 

[ S ]  (ci 

L good 

(tla-te6-mati-h)-tli- - (tla-te6-machi-liz)-tli- = act of devotion; ecclesiastical ceremony 

4. Certain intransitive verbstems that consist of a root plus ya (see 8 54.2.3.a) delete the 
ya and suffix liz to the root (this is a relic formation from an archaic stage of the language): 

(ahhuif-1iz)-tli- = aroma [< (ahhuif -ya), "to have a pleasant odor"] 
(coco-1iz)-tli- = sickness/pestilence [< (coco-ya), "to be sick] 
(yancui-1iz)-tli- = newness [< (yancui-ya), "to be new"] 

Certain verbstems of this "root plus ya" kind use the stem, however, rather than the root: 

(hue-i-ya-1iz)-tli- = growthlincrease [< (hue-i-ya), "to become big"] 
(tla6co-ya-liz)-tli- = sadness [< (tla6co-ya), "to be sad"] 

Verbstems derived by means of ya from denorninal verbstems formed with ti or hui (see 
54.2.3.b) delete the ya before adding liz (but it is also possible for such a verbstem ending in 
hui-ya to keep the ya). 

(te-ti-1iz)-tli- = hardness [< (te-ti-ya), "to become like a rock"] 
(xo-x6-hui-1iz)-tli- - (xo-x6-hui-ya-liz)-tli- = greennesslsickly pallorlsickly greenish 

cast to the skin/discoloration of a welt [< (xo-x6-hui-ya), "to become green; (for a sick 
person) to have a greenish or bluish cast to the skin"] 

37.4. Another Translation Value for the liz Nounstem. Occasionally, an active-action noun- 
stem derived by means of liz may be translated as "the way of -ing": 

iyeliz = it is his way of being, it is the way he is, it is his nature, it is his statelcondition [< 
(ca-h), "to be." See 5 11 S .  1 .] 

itlachiyeliz = it is its way of looking, it is the way it looks, it is its appearance [< (tla-chiya), 
"to look." It is curious that English and Nahuatl agree in combining the contrary notions 
of "action of looking" and "aspect/appearance" in a single semantic item.] 

37.5. Further Particulars on Active-Action Nounstems. Further remarks may be made con- 
cerning deverbal nounstems formed with the suffixes liz and z. 

1. An active-action nounstem can be derived from a compound verbstem: 

(3-miqui-1iz)-tli- = death due to (lack of) water; i.e., a terrific thirst [< (3-miqui), "to die 
of thirst; to have a strong thirst"] 

(cal-aqui-h)-tli = act of entering [< (cal-aqui), "to enter a structure; to enter"] 
(oh-tzacu-a-1iz)-tli- = act of obstructing a road [< (oh-tzacu-a), "to closelobstruct a road"] 
(ybl-0-ti-nemi-liz)-tli- = life [< (y61-0-ti-nemi), "to continue livinghe alive"] 
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(huetz-0-t-o-liz)-tli- = the act of remaining seated [< (huetz-0-t-o), "to lie after having 
fallen," i.e., "to remain seated." This is a connective-t compound with (on-o), "to be 
recumbent," as matrix. The embed stem, (huetzi), "to fall," has the extended mean- 
ing of "to sit down."] 

(cual-2-n-0-ti-huetzi-1iz)-tli- = outburst of anger [< (cual-2-n-0-ti-huetzi), "to 
become abruptly angry." The action nounstem can also have the shape (cual-3-n- 
0-ti-huechi-1iz)-tli-.] 

(ne-cauh-0-t-e-hua-1iz)-tli- = act of stopping somewhere as a visitor; the act of making 
a will or testament [< m-o-(c%uh-0-t-e-hua), "to arise leaving OS.," i.e., "to stop over 
somewhere as a visitor; to write a will or testament"] 

(tla-mat-0-c%-ye-1iz)-tli- = the serenity of a peaceful life [< (tla-mat-0-ca-ca-h), "to be 
like one who knows things," i.e., "to be calm and serene"] 

(ne-chix-0-c%-ye-1iz)-tli- = self-confident hope [< (m-o-chix-0-c%-ca-h), "to be in the 
manner of one who awaits himself," i.e., "to be self-confident and hopeful" 

(tla-tzon-quiz-0-c%-nequi-liz)-tli- = final desirenast will [< tla-(tzon-quiz-0-c%-nequi), 
"to want s.th. in the manner of a final thing"] 

(ne-mic-0-ca-nequi-1iz)-tli- 
(ne-mic-0-ca-tla-piqu-i-1iz)-tli- = act of pretending to be dead; pretense of being dead 
(ne-rnic-0-c%-ye-toqui-liz)-tli- I 

2. A deverbal nounstem derived by either z or liz may mean "an entity that is capable of 
being -+d." An NNC built on such a potential-patient nounstem is not limited to a third- 
person common-number subject pronoun as NNCs built on active-action nounstems are. 

a. If the source verbstem is intransitive, these potential-patient nounstems and the 
active-action nounstems of 5 37.2 and 8 37.3 are homophonous: 

(mahui-z)-tli- = a person who is capable of being feared; i.e., a person worthy of 
respect, an honorable person 

(mahui-z)-tli- = an act of fearing; fear 

An NNC with a third-person singular-number subject pronoun built on such stems is ambiguous: 

mahuiztli = #0-0(mahui-z)tli-0# = (1) he is an honorable person; (2) it is fear 

There is no ambiguity when the subject pronoun shows any other person and number: 

timahuiztli = #ti-0(mahui-z)tli-0# = you are an honorable person 

b. If the source verbstem is transitive, the potential-patient nounstem is distinguished 
from the active-action nounstem by the lack of the object pronoun: 

(chihua-liz)-tli- = a thing that is capable of being done; i.e., a practicable thing, a fea- 
sible thing 

(tla-chihua-KZ)-tli- = act of doing s.th.; accomplishment 

(caqui-z)-tli- = a thing that can be heard, i.e., a sound; also, a person worthy of being 
heard, i.e., a reputable person 

(tla-caqui-1iz)-tli- = act of hearinglunderstanding; ability; good judgment 
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Note: Certain double-object verbstems with m-o+tla- create a nounstem with liz that lacks the projective object, 
but the result is an active-action nounstem, not a potential-patient nounstem. 

(ne-cui-ti-1iz)-tli- = confession or awareness of what one has done or said; embarrassment of one who is 
embarrassed by something said to him [< m-o+tla-(cui-tiii), "to be aware of one's own misdeed"] 

(ne-chihua-l-toca-KZ)-tli- = unjustified self-praise [< m-o+tla-(chihua-l-toca), "to praise 0.s. unjustifiably 
about having done s.th."] 

3. The suffixal unit liz can be added to an impersonal-voice verbcore to create a nounstem 
indicating a general action; i.e., an action performed by everyone involved. 

a. The source impersonal verbstem may be created by a nonactive suffix: 

(hui-10-hua-liz)-tli- = act of everyone leaving to go somewhere; general or wholesale 
departure [< huilohua, "everyone goes." The active-action NNC is frequently mis- 
spelled huiloaliztli.] 

(ahxi-hua-1iz)-tli- = act of everyone arriving from somewhere; general or wholesale 
arrival [< ahxihua, "everyone arrives"] 

b. The source impersonal verbstem may be created by the impersonal tla: 

(tla-yohui-1iz)-tli- = process of becoming night; shade, shadow [< (tla-yohua), "to 
become night"] 

(tla-cua-cual-a-ca-liz)-tli- = act of thundering [< (tla-cua-cud-a-ca), "to thunder"] 
(tla-tlatz-i-ni-1iz)-tli- = act of thundering, thunderclap [< (tla-tlatz-i-ni), "to thun- 

der, for a thunderclap to occur"] 

4. An active-action nounstem can be used as the embed in a compound stem. 

a. With a verbstem filling the matrix subposition: 

bnicocolizcuic = dhi-0(coco-liz-cui)0+c-0# = I took sick, I became sick 
ch~quiliztzahtzi = #0-0(chbqui-liz-tzahtzi)0+0-W = she shouts while weeping [Also 

spelled chbquilitztzahtzi or chtiquilitzahtzi because of the assimilation of the /S/ 
to the /$l creating l$$/.] 

b. With a nounstem filling the matrix subposition: 

tlanamaquilizcalli = #0-0(tla-namaqui-liz-cal)li-0# = it is a mercantile building [< 
(tla-namaqui-1iz)-tli-, "act of selling s.th."] 

tPtlapolb1tizpaht = #0-0(tP-tla-pol-6-l-ti-liz-pah)tli0# = it is a deranging potion 
[< (tP-tla-pol-6-l-ti-liz)-tli-, "act of causing s.0. to lose things (i.e., hisker good 
sense), act of deranging s.o."] 

piniihuiliznemiliztli = #0-0(pin-3-hui-liz-nemi-1iz)tli-0# = it is a shameful life [< 
(pin-3-hui-KZ)-tli-, "act of feeling shame" + (nemi-KZ)-&, "act of living, life"] 

nezahualizmicciitlatquihuah = # ~ - ~ ( n e - z a h u a - l i z - m i c - 0 - c ~ - t l a - t q u i - h u ~  
= he is an owner of mourning clothes; i.e., he is dressed in mourning [< (ne-zahua- 
1iz)-tli-, "act of fasting" + (mic-0)-qui-, "one who has died" + (tla-tqui)-tl-, 
"equipment" + *tla-(-huii), "to own S. th."] 

iztlacatiliztbntli = #8-0(iztlaca-ti-liz-tbn)tli-D# = it is a little act of lying, it is a little 
lie [< (iztlaca-ti-1iz)-tli-, "an act of lying"] 
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5. When a nounstem created with liz or z is embedded in a compound stem with the affec- 
tive matrix stem (tzin)-tli- as matrix, the Is1 is assimilated to the l$/, thereby producing /$$l. 
This is usually not represented as such in spelling (see 2.11). 

motlanequiliztzin = it is your will (H)ldesire (H) [Usually spelled motlanequilitzin.] 
imiquiztzin = it is his death (H) [Usually spelled imiquitzin.] 

37.6. Contrast between Active-Action NNCs and Passive-Action NNCs. Nahuatl makes a for- 
mal distinction between passive-action NNCs (see § 36.10.1) and active-action NNCs that is 
not ordinarily made in Indo-European languages. Study the difference between the members 
of the following pairs of possessive-state NNCs. In the ones derived from the active voice, the 
possessor pronoun represents the agent of the action. In the NNCs derived from the passive 
voice, the possessor pronoun represents the patient of the action: 

Active: noti?tlahpalbliz = it is my action of greeting S.O. 
Passive: notlahpalblbca = it is the action of my being greeted 

Active: notlattaliz = it is my action of seeing s.th. 
Passive: nottalbca = it is the action of my being seen 

Active: itlanbtzaliz = it is hisher action of summoninglinvoking s.th. 
Passive: inbtzalbca = it is the action of its being summoned/invoked; it is its invocation 

Active: notPtlatzacuiltiliz = it is my action of punishing S.O. for s.th. 
Passive: notlatzacuiltilbca = it is the action of my being punished for S-th. 

37.7. Active-Action NNCs in a Multiple-Nucleus Construction. The role of supplement may 
be performed either by a VNC or an active-action NNC. The following sentences exemplify 
this in a supplementary-object construction: 

VNC as adjunct: Nicmati nitlahcuilbz. 
NNC as adjunct: Nicmati in tlahcuilbliztli. 

Both sentences are translated as "I know how to writelpaint." [See 19.4.1 

37.8. Patientive Nounstems. In addition to the preterit-patientive NNCs created by nominal- 
ization (See $35.3, note 2), Nahuatl has patientive NNCs of a much more prolific type: NNCs 
built on deverbal patientive nounstems. While the stem of the nominalized kind signifies only 
the patient of an action (i.e., the entity that suffers or undergoes the action), the stem of this 
deverbal kind has a wider meaning; also, contrary to what the term suggests, a patientive noun- 
stem may be derived (immediately or ultimately) from an intransitive core as well as from a tran- 
sitive one. The nounstem may be translated as "an entity that can be - e d , "  "an entity that has 
been - e d , "  or "an entity that has become. . . ." In these two latter senses it frequently has the 
meaning of product or result (especially if the source is an intransitive verbstem) and can be ren- 
dered as "a thing that results from . . ." (e.g.,"a thing that results from sleeping" is "sleep"; "a 
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thing that results from becoming angry" is "anger"). Patientive nounstems offer another exam- 
ple of high-generality naming (see § 36.6, remark). 

There are five basic kinds of patientive nounstems, each determined by the nature of the 
source VNC core. This source may be (1) a passive core, (2) an impersonal core, (3) a perfec- 
tive active core, (4) an imperfective active core, or (5) a verb root or stock. "Passive core" and 
"impersonal core" refer to cores built on nonactive verbstems and distinguished by the non- 
specific object pronoun(s) appropriate to passive and impersonal VNCs (see Lessons 21 and 22). 

In serving as a source for a nounstem, the nonactive stem in the passive or impersonal core 
is truncated in one way or another. When the nonactive suffix is 16, the nounstem is created 
by deleting the final /o:/. An /i/ or 101 preceding the /V is always long; an /a/ preceding the /I/ 
has a reduced-long pronunciation and is spelled without a macron. If the nonactive suffix is 
10-hua, both the hua and the o are deleted. When the nonactive suffix is 6 or o-hua, the derived 
nounstem deletes the entire suffix. In all these instances the derived nounstem belongs to the 
tli class. When the nonactive suffix is hua, the patientive nounstem is created by deleting the 
hua. Such a nounstem belongs to the tl class. 

Due to the many idiosyncrasies in the formation of patientive nounstems, no exact rules 
can be given. The following description (in 37.9 and in Lessons 38 and 39) merely outlines 
some of the possibilities. 

37.9. The Passive Patientive Nounstem. The passive patientive nounstem has the core of a 
passive VNC as its source. Since a passive VNC cannot be derived from an intransitive active 
verbstem, there is no passive patientive nounstem with an intransitive VNC as its ultimate 
source (this is the only exception to the general rule mentioned in 8 37.8). The nounstem 
includes any nonspecific projective object pronoun or the shuntline reflexive object pronoun 
associated with the passive source; see $ 21.2). 

1. If the core of the passive-voice VNC source has no object pronouns, the patientive noun- 
stem will have none (i.e., the ultimate source is an active-voice VNC built on a single-object 
projective verbstem; see $ 21.2.1). 

a. Derivation fiom a passive-voice VNC whose stem is formed with the suffix 16: 

(ma-l)-& = a person who has been captured; i.e., a captive [< passive stem: (ma-lb), 
"to be captured." The passive stem is derived from the active-voice core +qui- 
0(ma)-, from the verbstem t&(mii).] 
nimalli = I am one who has been captured, i.e., I am a captive 
nimomal = I am your captive 
timaltin - timiimaltin = we are captives 
timomalhuiin = we are your captives 

(mal-i-n-a-l)& = a thing that can be twisted (or rolled) on one's thigh; i.e., grass [< 
passive stem: (mal-i-n-a-lb), "to be twisted (or rolled) on the thigh." The passive 
stem is derived from the active-voice core +qui-0(mal-I-n-a)-, from the verbstem 
tla-(mal-i-n-a).] 
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malinalli = it is grass 
nomalinal = it is my grass 

Occasionally, the meaning of the derived nounstem has been lexicalized in a particular mean- 
ing or the nounstem has taken on a figurative meaning: 

(cua-l)-& = a good entity (originally, "an entity that can be eaten") [Contrast the 
idiomatic meaning of this passive patientive nounstem with that of the correspon- 
ding impersonal patientive nounstem of 8 38.1.3.a. The original meaning of the 
nounstem can, however, be found in nounstems derived from compound verb- 
stems; e.g., (te-cuii-n-cua-l)-li-, "one who is eaten by (means of) a wild beast," a 
passive-patientive nounstem derived from the passive verbstem (te-cu8-n-cua-E), 
"to be eaten by (means of) a man-eating animal"; for (te-cua-ni)-tl-, see 8 36.3.1 

(quetza-l)-& = a highly valued long green feather (originally, "a thing that can be 
stood upright7') [Contrast this passive patientive nounstem with the corresponding 
impersonal patientive nounstem of 8 38.1.3.a.l 

(tern-a-l)-li- = puslputrid matter (originally, "a thing that has been put in a container"; 
see 5 24.3.1 .a) [There is a frequently found variant in which the 1e:l is heightened 
to h:/: (tim-a-l)-%, but usually in the sense of. "that which swells s.0. up," i.e., 
"vanity"; see 8 2.2.1 

The following are further examples of passive patientive nounstems derived from a l6 source: 

(nahua-t-i-l)-li- = a thing that has been commanded; i.e., a law; a dutylobligation [< 

tla-(nshua-t-iii), "to be clear regarding s.th."] 
(iht-6-l)-li- = a thing that is said; e.g., a word/utterance/phrase [< tla-(iht-o-S), "to 

say s.th."] 
(piya-l)-& - (piye-l)-li- = a thing that is keptlguarded; i.e., a cacheldeposit [< 

tla-(piya) - tla-piy ye), "to guard S .th."] 
(it-hu-a-l)-li- = an open inner courtyard, a patio [< tla-(it-hu-a), "to see s.th."] 

b. Derivation from a passive VNC whose stem is formed with the nonactive suffix 6: 

(n8mic)-tli- = a person who has been met and received (on an equal basis), a matched 
one; i.e., a spouse [< passive stem: (niimic-G), "to be met and received." The pas- 
sive stem is derived from the active-voice verbcore +qui-lb(n8miqui)-, from the 
verbstem te-(niimiqui), "to encounter S .o."] 
niniimictli = I am a married person 
ninamic = I am herlhis spouse 
niinamictin = they are married people 
ti5niimichuiin = they are people's spouses; they are married people 

The following are further examples of passive patientive nounstems derived from a source 
with the nonactive suffix 6: 

(tit1an)-tli- = a person who has been sent with a message; i.e., a messenger [< pas- 
sive stem (titlan-6) < active stem te-(titlani), "to send s . ~ .  with a message"] 
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(tex)-tli- = a thing that has been ground; i.e., flour, meal [< passive stem (tex-6) < 
active stem tla-(teci), "to grind s.th. (e.g., maize)"] 

(quech)-tli- = a thing that has been stood upright; i.e., a neck [< passive stem 
(quech-6) < active stem tla-(quetza), "to stand s.th. upright." For the /$/ > [E] 
shift, see 5 2.3.4.1 

c.  Derivation from a passive VNC whose stem is formed with the nonactive suffix hua 
([i:] becomes [i] when hua is deleted): 

(z6)-tl- = a piece of quilting [< passive stem (z6-hua) < active stem tla-(z6), "to pierce 
ssh."] 

The following are further examples of passive patientive nounstems derived from a hua source: 

(moh-m6chi)-tl- = a thing that has been repeatedly thrown; i.e., popcorn [< passive 
stem (moh-machi-hua) < active stem tla-(moh-m6tla), a reduplicated stem from 
tla-(m6tla), "to throw s.th." For the /W > [E] shift, see 5 2.3.4.1 

(icxi)-tl- = a thing that has been trod upon, i.e., a foot [ < passive stem (icxi-hua) < 
active stem tla-(icza), "to step on s.th." For the /S/ > [S] shift, see 5 25.2.2. The ini- 
tial [i] is a supportive vowel, as can be seen in the possessive-state NNC nocxi, "it 
is my foot, they are my feet."] 

(ohxi)-tl- = a thing that can be rubbed on as a salve, i.e., a salve [< passive stem 
(ohxi-hua) < active stem te-(ohza), "to rub salve on s.o."] 

Note: As the last three examples show, the nonactive stem that serves as the source for a patientive nounstem is 
frequently unexpected or irregular. 

Also, in the area of semantics Nahuatl cultural perspectives may be at odds with our own. For example, as illus- 
trated here by (icxi)-tl-, an active sense would at times seem more appropriate than a passive one. While a foot is in 
a certain sense something that is trod on, from our point of view it would seem more reasonable for it to be some- 
thing that treads on. Similarly, in subsection b (quech)-tli- might, from our point of view, be something that stands 
upright. Other examples can be found later. Since Nahuatl does not give such items an agentive formulation, they 
offer another opportunity to glimpse the peculiarity of the Nahuatl speakers7 view of the world. 

2. If the passive VNC source is reflexive, the shuntline reflexive pronoun ne occurs in the 
derived nounstem: 

(ne-ht-6-l)-li- = a thing that has been self-said; i.e., a promise, a vow [< passive stem: 
ne-(iht-o-16), from the verbstem m-0-(iht-o-S), "to say one's own name," i.e., "to 
volunteer" ; see 5 26.23.1 

3. If the passive VNC source is derived from a VNC having two projective objects, only 
one object pronoun will appear in the deverbal nounstem according to the object pronoun pres- 
ent in the source: 

(tla-quen-ti-l)-& = a person who has been clothed in s.th. [< passive stem: tla-(quen- 
ti-l6), from the verbstem te+tla-(quen-tiS), "to cause S.O. to wear s.th.; to clothe S.O. 
in s.th."] 
nitlaquentilli = I am a clothed person 
nimotlaquentil= I am a person clothed by you (or for you) 
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titlaquentiltin = we are clothed people 
tirnotlaqu~ntilhuiin = we are people clothed by you (or for you) 

(te-mac)-tli- = a thing given to others [< passive stem t&(mac-6) < active verbstem 
te+tla-(maca), "to give s.th. to s.o."] 
temactli = it is a thing given to S.O. 
notemac = it is a thing given by me to S.O. 

When the object pronoun on the passive VNC source is te, it may be deleted in the derived 
nounstem: 

(te-tlan-e-uh-ti-l)-& - (tlan-e-uh-ti-l)-li- = a thing that has been loaned to s.o.; i.e., a 
loan [< passive stem te-(tlan-e-uh-ti-16) < active verbstem te+tla-(tlan-e-uh-tiii), 
"to lend s.th. to s.o."] 
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38.1. The Impersonal Patientive Nounstem. The impersonal patientive nounstem has the core 
of an impersonal VNC as its source. The formation is the same as with the passive patientive 
nounstem except for the difference between a passive VNC and an impersonal VNC; that is, 
the inclusion of a nonspecific projective-object pronoun or a shuntline reflexive-object pronoun 
in the nounstem depends on the nature of the impersonal-voice source. There are certain pecu- 
liarities, however. The following remarks illustrate some of the properties of the derived stem. 

1. Intransitive active source. At times it is difficult to capture through translation the mean- 
ing difference between an agentive nounstem and a patientive one when the source is an intran- 
sitive verbstem, although the difference in meaning is clear, since the former names a doer of 
an action and the latter a result of an action. The difference between them is vaguely similar 
to that between English present and past participles (one should remember, among other things, 
that participles are adjective words, while Nahuatl agentive and patientive nounstems signify 
entities and occur in NNCs). 

a. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is formed with 
the nonactive suffix 16: 

(tziihua-l)-li- = a thing that results from spinning; i.e., a spiderweb [< impersonal 
stem (tziihua-16) < (tziihua), "to spin." Molina lists (ziihua-l)&, with l$/ unex- 
pectedly reduced to /S/. Sahagiin has the expected form.] 
tziihualli = it is a spiderweb 
notziihual= it is my spiderweb 

In some instances the source is doubly impersonal (i.e., an inherently impersonal verbstem 
has been given a nonactive suffix): 

(t6na-l)-li- = a thing that is sun warmed, i.e., heat of the sun; dry season (fall and win- 
ter); by extension, "day," "day sign," "birthright" [< (tGna), "to become sun-warmed, 
for the sun to shine"] 

(ce-hua-l)-li- = a thing that is cooled; i.e., a shadow [< (CS-hua), "to become cool" 
(see 8 24.6.2).] 
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(yohua-l)-li- = a thing that results from the onset of darkness; i.e., night [< (yohua), 
"to become dark, to become night"] 

(tla-yohua-l)-li- = thing that results from night; i.e., darkness [< (tla-yohua), which 
is a tla impersonal verbstem from the impersonal verbstem (yohua) (see 5 22.6). 
This doubly impersonal stem has been made triply impersonal by the addition of 
the suffix 16.1 

Certain intransitive verbstems consisting of a root plus ya form this type of impersonal pati- 
entive nounstem on the root instead of the stem (compare 5 25.4.8): 

(coco-l)-li- = ailment, ache [< (coco-ya), "to be sick." Compare the stem (coc6-l)&, 
"irritation, anger, dispute," derived as a passive patientive nounstem from the 
causative verbstem tla-(coco-S).] 

(tla6co-l)-li- = sadness, affliction [< (tla6co-ya), "to be s a d ]  
(Shui-l)-li- = frivolity, pleasure, lewdness [< (Phui-ya), "to be happy"] 
(izta-l)-li- = a white thing [< (izta-ya), "to become like salt, i.e., to become white"] 
(ihye-l)-li- = flatulence [< (ihyP-ya), "to smell foullstink." The /a:/ of the verbstem 

has been raised to [e] in the nounstem.] 
(tla-hye-l)-li- = a stench; bloody diarrhea [< (tla-hyP-ya), "for there to be a foul 

odorla stench," a tla impersonal verbstem, which has been made doubly imper- 
sonal by the addition of the nonactive suffix 16.1 

b. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is formed with 
the nonactive suffix 6 or o-hua: 

(ti3nic)-tli- = a thing that is dreamed; i.e., a dream [< (temiqui), to dream"] 
temictli = it is a dream 
notemic = it is my dream 

The following stems are other examples of the formation: 

(cual-P-n)-tli- = a thing that results from becoming angry; i.e., anger [< (cual-S-ni), 
"to become angry"] 

(mic)-tli- = a thing that results from death; i.e., a corpselcadaver [< (miqui), "to die"] 
(ti8mic)-tli- = a thing that can be marketed; i.e., merchandise [< (tigmiqui), "to 

engage in marketing"] 
(coch)-tli- = a thing that results from sleeping; i.e., sleep [< (cochi), "to sleep"] 
(huach)-tli- = a thing that has fallen; i.e., a seed [< impersonal stem (huech-o-hua), 

from active stem (huetzi), "to fall." Notice the shift from /e/ to [a]. Also notice the 
l$/ to / E /  shift.] 

(tlac6-ch)-tli- = a thing that has become like a stick; i.e., an arrow [< impersonal stem 
(tlac6-ch-G), from active stem (tlacMi), "to become like a stick." Notice the /ti/ 
to lel shift.] 

(tla-c6l-6-ch)-tli- = a thing that results from detouring; i.e., a detour [< *(tla-c6l-6- 
ch-o), the doubly impersonal verbstem from the tla impersonal stem *(tla-c61-6-ti). 
See 5 54.5.1, note 2.1 
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(tla-nex)-tli- = light [< (tla-nex-G), the doubly impersonal stem from the tla-imper- 
sonal stem (tla-neci), "for everything to appear," i.e., "for dawn to break" (see 
22.6). Notice the /S/ to / S /  shift.] 

c. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is built on the 
nonactive suffix hua ([i:] become [i] when hua is deleted): 

(pix-qui)-tl- = a thing that is harvested; i.e., a harvest [< (pix-qui-hua) < (pix-ca), "to 
bring in the harvest, to gatherlreap"] 

(chihchi)-tl- = a thing that is spit; i.e., salivdspit [< (chihchi-hua) < (chihcha), "to 
spit." Compare (chihcha-l)-li-, "salivdspit," formed according to 38.1. l .a.] 

(x6-chi)-tl- = a thmg that has blossomed [< (x6-chi-hua) < (x6-tla), "to bloom/blos- 
som." For the /W to [E] shift, see 2.3.4. Compare (moh-m6chi)-tl- in 37.9.1 .C.] 

d. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is built on the 
nonactive suffix hua-10: 

(chichi-hua-l)-li- = a thing that can become suckled, i.e., a breast/teat/nipple [< 

(chichi-hua-16) < (chichi), "(for a baby) to suckle"] 

2. Transitive active source with reflexive object pronoun. Unless a projective object pro- 
noun (te or tla) is present, it is difficult to distinguish the impersonal patientive from a pas- 
sive patientive (see § 37.9.2). 

(ne-nbtza-l)-li- = a thing that has been agreed on; i.e., a compact or agreement made in 
assembly [< t-o-(nGtza), reciprocative, "to come to a mutual agreement"] 

(ne-te-il-hui-l)-li- = a thing said to S.O. in favor of oneself; i.e., a complaint/appeal/accu- 
sation [< m-o+te-(il-huiii), "to take a complaint to court"] 

(ne-tla-cu-i-l)-li- = a thing that has been borrowed; i.e., a debt, a borrowed thing [< m- 
o-(tla-cu-is), "to borrow s.th."] 

3. Transitive active source with projective object pronoun(s) tla or te+tla. The direct-object 
pronoun of the source must not refer to a human being and is therefore represented in the pati- 
entive nounstem by a mainline tla or a shuntline tla (in te+tla). 

a. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is formed with 
the nonactive suffix 16: 

(tla-pitza-l)-li- = a thing that is blown; i.e., a flute [< tla-(pitza), "to blow on s.th."] 
tlapitzalli = it is a flute; they are flutes 
notlapitzal = it is my flute; they are my flutes 

(te-tla-tqui-ti-l)-li- = a thing that is sent by means of S.O. [< te+tla-(itqui-tis), "to 
have S.O. carry s.th."] 
tPtlatquitilli = it is a thing sent by means of S.O. 
notetlatquitil= it is my thing sent by means of S.O. 

In rare instances a transitive verbstem that ends in ya deletes the ya before adding the 16 suf- 
fix (compare (coco-l)-li- in subsection l .a above): 
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(tla-6-l)-li- = a thing that is shelled; specifically, shelled maize [< tla-(6-ya), "to shell 
s.th. (e.g., maize, peas)." There is also an impersonal patientive nounstem formed 
on the full verbstem: (tla-6-ya-l)-&, with a general meaning of "anything shelled 
(including maize)."] 

The following deverbal nounstems are further examples of the impatientive stem formed 
from a 16 source: 

(tla-quetza-l)-li- = a thing that has been set upright, i.e., a column/pillar; a thing that 
has been recounted, i.e., a fablelstory [< tla-(quetza), "to stand S-th. upright." Con- 
trast the passive patientive nounstems in § 37.9.1 .a and b.] 

(tla-cua-l)-&- = a thing that is eaten; i.e., food [< tla-(cuii), "to eat s.th." Contrast the 
passive patientive nounstem in 5 37.9.1 .a.] 

(tla-i-l)-li- = a thing that is drunk; i.e., a drinkheverage [< tla-(i), "to drink s.th."] 
(tla-ht-6-l)-li- = a thing that is said; e.g., a word/utterance/speecManguage [< 

tla-(iht-o-ii), "to say s.th."] 

b. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is formed with 
the nonactive suffix 6: 

(tla-mal-i-n)-tli- = a thing that has been twisted on the thigh; i.e., cord/twine/string [< 
tla-(mal-i-n-a), "to twist s.th. on the thigh." Contrast (mal-i-n-a-l)-li- in 5 37.9.1 .a.] 
tlamalintli = it is twine;it is a cord; they are cords 
notlamalin = it is my twinelmy cord; they are my cords 

(te-tla-mac)-tli- = a thing that is administered to S.O. [< te+tla-(maca), "to give s.th. 
to s.o." Contrast (t&mac)-tli- in 5 37.9.3.1 
tetlamactli = it is an administered thing 
noti5tlamac = it is a thing administered to S.O. tolfor me 

The following deverbal nounstems are further examples of this derivation: 

(tla-man)-tli- = a thing placed on the floorlground; i.e., a thing [< tla-(man-a), "to 
set s.th. on the floor or some other flat surface"] 

(tla-tex)-tli- = a thing ground up into powder [< tla-(teci), "to grind s.th. up." Com- 
pare (tex)-tli- in § 37.9.1.b.l 

(tla-huic)-tli- = a thing that is transported [< tla-(huica), "to carry s.th." The passive 
patientive nounstem that matches this impersonal one, (huic)-tli-, "a thing that is 
carried," has taken on the specialized meaning of "a digging stick."] 

(tla-h-mach)-tli- = a thing done with skill; skill in doing s.th.; also, skilled needle- 
work, embroidery [< tla-(ih-mati), " to do s.th. with slull and deftness"] 

(tla-chp-P-n)-tli- = a thing that has been swept [< tla-(ichp-ii-n-a), "to sweep S-th."] 

c. Nounstem derived from an impersonal-voice VNC's core whose stem is formed with 
the nonactive suffix hua. Unless the vowel in front of hua represents a phonemically long 
vowel in the active-voice verbstem, it becomes short when the hua is deleted. 

(ciihui)-tl- = a thing that results from lasting; i.e., time [< (ciihui), "to lasdabidelper- 
sisdremain"] 
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(tla-I)-tl- = a thing that is drunk; i.e., a drink [< tla-(I), "to drink s.th." Compare (tla- 
I-l)-li- in subsection a above.] 

(tla-cui)-tl- = a thing that is taken [< tla-(cui), "to take s.th."] 
(tla-tqui)-tl- = a thing that is carried; i.e., property, belongings, equipment [< tla- 

(itqui), "to carry s.th."] 
(tla-ahxi)-tl- = a thing that is reached and taken [< tla-(ahci), "to overtake s.th., to 

seize s.th."] 

A final /a/ in the active-voice verbstem is replaced by [i]. 

(tla-chcui)-tl- = a thing dug out as a chunk; i.e., a clod, a piece of sod, a piece of turf 
[< tla-(ichcua), "to dig out s.th. as a chunk (e.g., a clod, sod, turf)" 

(tla-xqui)-tl- = a thing that is roasted in hot coals [< tla-(ixca), "to roast s.th. on or 
in hot coals, to bake s.th." The other impersonal patientive nounstem from this 
source, (tla-xca-l)-li-, usually has the specialized meaning of "maize tortilla" and 
has been extended to mean "bread in general.] 

(tla-pP-tz-qui)-tl- = a thing that is squeezed out; i.e., milk, juice [< tla-(PS-tz-ca), 
"to squeeze liquid from s.th."] 

(tla-t-hui)-tl- = one who has been perceivedheen [< ti+ - tla-(it-hu-a), "to perceive1 
see s.o.ls.th." See the homonymous nounstem in 39.2.2.1 

4. Projective active source with te. When the active-voice source is a single-object VNC 
whose valence position is filled by the nonspecific human object pronoun te, the impersonal 
patientive nounstem does not contain ti?. Instead, it has the impersonal tla prefix (see 5 22.6); 
that is, the impersonal source is not an impersonalized active but an impersonalized passive. 

a. Nounstem derived from a nonactive verbstem formed by 16: 

(tla-pach-6-l)-& = a person who is governed; i.e., a subject [The ultimate source is 
the active causative stem te-(pach-o-g), "to cause S.O. to be pressed down," i.e., 
"to govern s.o." The derivational sequence is: +qui-0(pach-o-S)- = active verb 
core meaning "govern a specific person" > passive verbstem (pach-6-16) > imper- 
sonalized passive verbstem *(tla-pach-6-16) > impersonal patientive nounstem 
(tla-pach-6-l)-li-] 
nitlapach6lli = I am a subject 
nimotlapachiil = I am your subject 
titlapach6ltin = we are subjects 
annotlapach6lhugn = you are my subjects 

The nounstem (tla-pach-6-l)-li- has a homonym derived (according to subsection 3.a above) 
from the active verbstem tla-(pach-o-S), "to press down on s.th." This homonym means "a 
thing that is thickly packed (like a canebrake, a thatched roof, a blanket weave, etc.) and is 
limited to NNCs with a common-number subject pronoun. 

The following deverbal nounstems are further examples of this impersonal formation. Some 
of these stems may have homonyms derived ultimately from active-voice VNCs with non- 
human patients according to subsection 3.a above. 
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(tla-cud-2-ni-l)& = a person who is provoked to anger [< te-(cud-2-ni-S), "to cause 
S.O. to become angry"] 

(tla-quix-ti-l)-li- = a person who is freed [< t&(quix-tiii), "to cause s.0. to leave"] 
(tla-pan-a-hui-l)-li- = a person who has been surpassed or overtaken [< @(pan-a- 

huiii), "to surpass or overtake s.0."; an applicative stem. There is a homonym 
derived from the causative stem tla-(pan-a-huiii), "to transport s.th. to the other 
side," with the meaning "a thing transported across."] 

(tla-coco-1i-l)-& = a person who is hated [< t&(coco-liii), "to be sick with regard to 
s.o."; i.e., "to hate s.o."] 

(tla-pal-e-hu-i-l)-li- = a person who is helped [< t&(pal-e-hu-is), "to lift a favor 
with regard to s.0."; i.e., "to do s.0. a favor, to help s.0."; see 5 26.2.1 

(tla-el-e-hu-i-l)-li- = a person who is coveted [< tG-(el-e-hu-is), "to lift the liver (i.e., 
heart) with regard to s.0."; i.e., "to covet so."; see 5 26.2. This impersonal patientive 
nounstem has a homonym formed according to subsection 3 above from the verb- 
stem tla-(el-65-hu-iii), "to covet s.&.,'' with the meaning "a thing that is coveted."] 

b. Nounstem derived from a nonactive verbstem formed by the suffix 6: 

(tla-tit1an)-tli- = a person who is sent with a message: i.e., a messenger [The ulti- 
mate source is the active stem t&(titlani), "to send s.0. with a message." The 
derivational sequence is: +qui-O(tit1an.i)-, an active verbcore meaning "to send a 
specific person with a message" > passive stem (titlan-6) > impersonalized pas- 
sive stem *(tla-titlan-6) > impersonal patientive nounstem (tla-tit1an)-tli-. Com- 
pare the passive patientive (tit1an)-tli-, "messenger/ambassador."] 
nitlatitlantli = I am a messenger 
nimotlatitlan = I am your messenger 
titlatitlantin = we are messengers 
amotlatitlanhuiin = you are my messengers 

c. Nounstem derived from a nonactive verbstem formed by the suffix hua ([i:] becomes 
[i] when hua is deleted): 

(tla-M)-tl- = a person who is overtaken; i.e., a prisoner [The ultimate source is the 
active stem te-(ahci), "to overtake s .o." The derivational sequence is: +qui-0(ahci)-, 
an active verbcore meaning "to overtake a specific person" > passive stem (ahxi- 
hua), "to be overtaken" > impersonalized passive stem *tla-(ahxi-hua) > imper- 
sonal patientive nounstem (t la-M)-& Contrast this nounstem with the homonym 
derived (according to subsection 3.c above) from the active verbstem tla-(ahci), 
"to reach for and take s.th."] 
nitlaahxitl = I am a prisoner 
nimotlaahxiuh = I am your prisoner 
titlaahximeh = we are prisoners 
amotlaahxihuan = you are my prisoners 

Another example of the formation is: 
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(tla-ohxi)-tl- = one who has been rubbed with ointment [The ultimate source is the 
active stem te-(ohza), "to rub S.O. with ointment." The impersonal patientive noun- 
stem (tla-ohza-l)-li- (formed according to subsection a above) has the same mean- 
ing. Contrast the passive patientive nounstem (ohxi)-tl-, "a thing that can be rubbed 
on," i.e., "ointment," in 5 37.9.1.c.l 

Note: On rare occasions a writer may contradict his own general usage or that of others by creating an excep- 
tional impersonal patientive nounstem with t e  that names a human being: 

(tP-huica-l)-& = servantkompanion [The usual nounstem is (tla-huica-l)&, a stem that has a homonym 
formed according to subsection 3.a above and has the meaning of "a thing carried somewhere."] 

(tP-ilpi-l)-li- = a person who has been tied up; i.e., a prisoner [The stem is found as an embed in Molina's entry 
(te-ilpi-l-cal-la-pix-8)-qui-, "one who has guarded things (i.e., people) at the prisoner-house"; i.e., "a prison 
wardenlguard."The source is the causative stem te-(ilpi-S), "to cause S.O. to become tied, i.e., to tie S.O. up."] 

5. Impersonal patientive nounstems with human versus nonhuman contrast. Occasionally, 
an applicative verbstem that permits either human or nonhuman object pronouns (see 5 26.21) 
has one patientive nounstem with tla signifying a human entity and another with te signify- 
ing a nonhuman one. Those with tla are formed according to subsection 4 above. Those with 
t e  are anomalous formations. 

(tla-niihua-t-i-l)-li- = a person who is commanded s.th.; i.e., an agentla deputy [< te- 
(niihua-t-iP), "to give orders to s.o."] 

(tG-niihua-t-i-l)-li- = a thing that is commanded to s.o.; i.e., a law/decree [ c tla-(niihua- 
t-iii), "to give orders about s.th."] 

But the contrast may be due to other factors. For example, both patientive nounstems can 
come from the same verbcore source. The nounstems with te are anomalous. 

(tla-cn-el-i-l)-li- = a person who has been privileged to receive a favor [C ti2-(icn-i?l-i-3), 
"to do a favor to s.o."; see 5 54.13.2.1 

(te-icn-i5l-i-l)-li- = a benefitlfavor [c  te-(icn-el-i-S)] 

(tla-tlPuh-ti-l)-& = a person who has received a giftfboon [< t&(tliiuh-&P), "to give a 
gifthoon to s.o."; see 5 54.5.1 .a. Molina translates this as "a gift or present to s.o.," 
an apparently erroneous rendering.] 

(t&tliiuh-ti-l)-li- = a gift/present/boon to S.O. [< te-(tliiuh-ti-ii)] 

(tla-n6-n6tza-l)-& = a person who has been reproached/reprimanded/scolded [c  te-(n6- 
nGtza), "to reproachlreprimand/scold/advise/counsel s.o."] 

(te-n6-n6tza-l)& = a reproachlreprimand [< @(no-natza). Although the stem tla-(n6- 
n6tza) exists, its meaning is given as "to relate s.th." and not as anything having to 
do with a reprimand.] 

Another reason for the contrast may be that one of the nounstems is an impersonal patien- 
tive from a single-object verbstem and the other a passive patientive from a double-object 
verbstem: 

(tla-mach-ti-l)-li- = a person who is taught; i.e., a pupilhtudent [c  te-(mach-ti-ii), "to 
teach s.o."; see 5 25.3.1 
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(te-mach-ti-l)-li- = a thing that is taught; i.e., a lesson [< te+tla-(mach-ti2) "to teach s.th. 
to so."; the derivation of the nounstem is according to 5 37.9.3.1 

6. At times an impersonal passive nounstem and an active-action nounstem can have the 
same translation value (which does not suggest that they mean the same thing): 

(ne-cuil-t6n-6-l)& - (ne-cuil-t6n-6-1iz)-tli- = wealth [< m-o(cui1-t6n-o-S), "to be 
wealthy"] 

(tla-pil-chihua-l)-li- - (tla-pil-chihua-liz)-tli- = misdeed/wrongdoing/offense [< tla- 
(pil-chihua), "to do s.th. like a child," i.e., "to errldo wrong"] 

38.2. Compound Patientive Nounstems. Passive and impersonal patientive nounstems may 
be compound in two ways. 

1. The source of the patientive nounstem may be a compound verbstem. When the source 
verbstem has an adverbial embed, the derived patientive nounstem ordinarily presents no dif- 
ficulty for translation into English. 

(cu2-zta-l)-li- = a person who has become white at the head; i.e., a white-haired person; 
also, a thing that has become white in the form of a head; i.e., a white head, a head of 
white hair [< (cu2-zta-ya), "to become white at the headlin the form of a head." There 
is a preterit-agentive nounstem of ownerhood with this nounstem as embed: (cu2- 
zta-l-eh-@)-U-, "one who has owned a white head," i.e., "a white-headed person."] 

(ah-huech)-tli- - (ah-huach)-tli- = a thing that has fallen in the form of water; i.e., dew 
[< (ah-huetzi), "to fall in the form of water"; i.e., "for dew to form." The nounstem 
(2)-tl-, "water," here has its variant glottalized shape (see 5 14.2.8.c).] 

(tequi-xqui)-tl- = a thing that has been thoroughly baked, i.e., a substance found in 
dried-up lake beds consisting mainly of soda and sodium cloride [A passive patien- 
tive nounstem from tla-(tequi-xca), "to bake s.th. with work/insistence." Compare 
the impersonal patientive nounstem (tla-xqui)-tl- in 8 38.1.3 .c. The embed noun- 
stem is (tequi)-tl-, "work," not (te)-tl-, "rock," as widely believed. The compound 
nounstem has nothing to do with Molina's entry (te-quiz-0)-qui-, a preterit agentive 
nounstem meaning "a thing that has come out in the form of a r o c k  and translatable 
as "s.th. petrifiedlsolidified." Apparently this was the basis for F. J. Santamaria's 
statement in his Diccionario de Mejicanismos that the components are (te)-tl- and 
(quizqui)-tl-, which he invented to mean "efflorescent."] 

(tla-quech-tec)-tli- = a person who has been decapitated [< t&(quech-tequi), "to cut s.0. 
at the neck"] 

(tla-pah-mic-ti-l)-li- = one who has been killed with (bad) medicine; i.e., one who has 
been poisoned to death [< te-(pah-mic-G), "to kill s.0. with (bad) medicine"; i.e., "to 
poison S.O. to death"] 

Compare the problem discussed in 5 41.2.1. 
When, however, the source of the patientive nounstem is a compound verbstem with an 

embedded object, translation into English is not so straightforward. English does not use 
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the past participle of a verb such as "bird-watch in a sentence such as "It is a bird-watched 
thing." 

At times these Nahuatl patientive nounstems can be translated by the formula "althe X that 
has been --ed" or %/the - e d  X (where X represents the embedded object). This translation 
reverses the governed-to-governing relationship of the Nahuatl constituents. 

(e-pa-hua-X)-tli- = beans that have been stewed; i.e., cooked beans [< (e-pa-hua-ci), 
"to stewlcook beans"] 

(cuauh-hug-tz-a-l)-li- = a wood that has been dried; i.e., dried-out wood [< (cuauh- 
hug-tz-a), "to cause wood to become dry, to dry out wood"] 

(tlill-pol-6-l)-li- = land that has been conqueredllaid waste [< (tliil-pol-o-a), "to con- 
querldestroy lands"] 

At times other ways of translating these nounstems are needed; for example: 

(tle-cui-l)-li- = a thing that can receive fire; i.e., a fireplace, a fire pit [ < (tle-cui), "to 
takelreceive fire"] 

Compare the problem discussed in 41.2.3. 

2. The deverbal nounstem, like any other nounstem, can be used as the matrix of a com- 
pound nounstem: 

(S-huic)-tli- = a thing that has been carried for use in water; or; by way of extension, 
digging stick for water; i.e., paddle, oar [< (g)-tl-, "water" + (huic)-tli-, "a thing that 
has been carried (with the specialized meaning of "digging stick); source tla- 
(huica), "to carry s.th."] 

(miqui-z-tla-cua-l)-li- = a deadly food [< (miqui-z)-tli-, "act of dying, death" + (tla- 
cua-l)-&, "a thing that can be eaten, i.e., food;  source, tla-(cuii), "to eat s.th."] 

(mic-0-cg-tla-tatac)-tli- = a thing that has been dug out for a person who has died; i.e., 
a grave, a burial pit [< (mic-0)-qui-, "one who has died, a dead person" + (tla-tatac)- 
tli-, "a thing that has been dug in the ground, i.e., a pit, a hole dug in the ground; 
source, tla-(tataca), "to dig s.th. in the ground] 

(hue-hueh-tla-ht-6-1)-li- = a thing said by old men; i.e., old men's sayings [< (hue-hueh-)-, 
"old man" (glottalized, embed-only stem; see 35.7.2.) + (tla-ht-6-l)-li-, "a thing that 
has been said, i.e., a word, a speech, a saying"; source (tla-ht-o-g), "to say s.th."] 

Note: For a discussion of the patientive nounstem as the embed in a compound stem, see 8 39.6. 
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Deverbal Nounstems (Part Three) 

39.1. The Pe$ective Patientive Nounstem. A perfective patientive nounstem has a perfective 
active verbstem as its source. The formation is possible when a perfective verbstem ends in /W/, 
/k/, /kW/, /S/, 151, 1111, /?l, /l/, or l@/. The derivation probably arose from a confusion of the 
replacive imperfective nonactive verbstem underlying the passive and impersonal patientive 
nounstems with theperfective active verbstem (see 20.4 and 20.5 for the formation of the 
nonactive verbstem using the o and o-hua suffixes). Supporting this probability is the fact that, 
although built on an active stem, the nounstem is modeled after either a passive or an imper- 
sonal formation. 

The perfective patientive nounstem belongs to the tli class. The stem formation makes the 
following distinctions. 

1. If the source verbstem is transitive, the perfective patientive nounstem may be formed 
on the analogy of a passive patientive nounstem (i.e., it has the object pronouns appropriate 
to a passive-voice VNC); compare 37.9. l .b. 

(quen)-tli- = a thing that is worn; i.e., clothing [< tla-(quemi), "to put s.th. on, to wear 
s.th."] 
quentli = it is clothing 
noquen = it is my clothing 

Another example of the formation is (tzauc)-tli-, "glue, paste," from the verbstem tla-(tzacu-a), 
"to close s.th." 

2. With a transitive or an intransitive verbstem as source, the perfective patientive noun- 
stem may be formed on the analogy of an impersonal-patientive nounstem; compare § 

33.1.3.b. 

(tla-pii-hua-z)-tli- = a thing that is cooked in a pot; e.g., a stew [< tla-(pii-hua-ci), "to 
cook s.th. in a pot." Compare this nounstem with the impersonal-patientive nounstem 
(tla-pii-hua-X)-tli- with the same meaning, formed according to 38.1.3.b.l 
tlapahuaztli = it is a stew 
notlapiihuaz = it is my stew 
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(tla-n6tz)-tli- = a person who is summoned; a guest [The source is t&(n6tza), "to call 
s.o."; the derivational sequence that sets up the use of tla instead of ti2 can only be 
explained as the result of the confusion with the nonactive stem mentioned above; 
that is, the derivational sequence is on the analogy of that described in 38.1.4.1 
nitlan6tztli = I am a guest 
nimotlan6tz = I am your guest 
titlan6tztin = we are guests 
timotlan6tzhuSn = we are your guests 

The following are further examples of the formation: 

(ne-xin)-tli- = one who is self-shaved [< m-o-(xim-a), "to shave o.s.1 
(tla-chjiuh)-tli- = a thing that is made, a work, a creation [< tla-(chihua), "to make S.&."] 
(tla-tzauc)-tli- = a thing that is closed [< tla-(tzacu-a), "to close s.th." Compare (tzauc)- 

tli- in section 1 above.] 
(tla-6-X)-tli- = a thing that is shelled; e.g., shelled maize [< tla-(6-ya), "to shell s.th. 

(e.g., maize, peas, etc.)"] 
(tla-quetz)-tli- = a thing that is stood upright; e.g., a column [< tla-(quetza), "to stand 

s.th. upright"] 
(tla-zo-h)-& = a thing that is cherished, a precious thing, a valuable thing [< *tla-(zo-S), 

"to value s.th., to cherish s.th." This verbstem is apparently no longer used except in 
derivations. Its existence is attested by the general-use preterit-agentive nounstem 
(tla-zo-h-0-CS)-I-. Compare t&(tla-zo-h-0-cg-mati), "to know S.O. in the manner of 
one who has valued s.th." with te-(tla-zo-h-mati), "to know S.O. as a valued one." 
The former has a nominalized embed, the latter a deverbal one. Both verbstems are 
translated as "to be grateful to s.o."] 

(y6l)-li- = a thing that results from living; i.e., life [< (ydi), "to live." The nounstem nor- 
mally occurs only as an embed as a stand-in for (y61-16)-tl-, "heart"; see § 39.9.1 

3. As in the case of the passive and impersonal patientive nounstems, the source verbstem 
may be compound: 

(tla-mii-tla-chiuh)-tli- = a thing made like a net [< tla-(m8-tla-chihua), "to make s.th. 
in the form of a net"; (m%-t1a)-tl-, "strips of cloth like a hand"; i.e., "a net"] 

(tla-61-cha-chap-a-tz)-tli- = a thing that has been splattered with liquid rubber [< 
tla-(61-cha-chap-a-tz-a), "to cause s.th. to become splattered with liquid rubber"; 
i.e., "to splatter s.th. with liquid rubber"] 

(tla-toca-0-ti-cal-ac)-tli- = one who has been pursued into a place where he has taken 
refuge [< ti5-(toca-04-cal-aqui), "to enter pursuing s.o." Notice the replacement of 
te by tla; see 38.1.4.1 

A limited number of perfective patientive nounstems are formed on compound verbstems of 
ownerhood whose matrix stem is *tla-(-hua) or "tla-(-yo-S). The latter has only one example: 

(y6l-10-h)-tli- = a thing with abundantly owned life, i.e., a heart [< *(y61-&S), "to own 
life abundantly." Compare (y6l-16)-tl-, "heart," in 39.3.3 .] 
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The patientive nounstems formed from compound verbstems with *tla-(-hua) in the matrix 
subposition are restricted to nominal embeds that refer to acquired family relations (includ- 
ing slaves); that is, *tla-(-hua) here usually means "to acquire s.th." (rather than "to own 
s.th."), so the matrix nounstem *(-huah)-tli- usually means "an acquired (family member)." 
Another point of interest about these patientive nounstems is that they are found almost exclu- 
sively either in honorific NNCs or in denominal verbstem formations (see 3 54.5. l .a and 5 
54.5.2). 

(oquich-huah)-tli- = an acquired man; i.e., a husband [E.g., noquichhuahtzin, #B-0+n- 
C](oquich-huah-tzin)0-0#, "he is my husband (H)." Compare noquichhui, "he is my 
madhusband; cf. 8 14.7. l .] 

(cihu2-huah)-tli- = an acquired woman; i.e., a wife [E.g., icihushuahtzin, #a-0+i- 
O(cihu2-huah-tzin)0-W, "she is his wife (H)." Compare icihuiiuh, "she is h s  woman/ 
wife"; cf. 8 14.7.2.1 

(pil-huah)-tli- = an acquired dependent; i.e., a child 
(huez-huah)-tli- = an acquired sister-in-law (of a woman); i.e., a sister-in-law (of a 

woman) [E.g., nohuezhuahtzin, "she is my sister-in-law (H)" (a woman is speak- 
ing). The nounstem (huez)-tli- is otherwise found only in possessive-state NNCs; 
e.g., nohuezhui, "she is my sister-in-law"; cf. 8 14.7. l.] 

(oquich-ti-huah)-tli- = an older brother (of a sister) [E.g., ioquichtihuahtzin, "he is her 
older brother (H)." From the nounstem (oquich-tiuh)-tli-, "older brother (of a sister)"; 
the stem-final /W/ disappears before the /W/ of *(-huah)-tli-.] 

(huel-ti-huah)-tli- = an older sister [E.g., nohuWihuahtzin, "she is my older sister 
(H) ." From the nounstem (huel-tiuh)-tli-, "older sister"; the stem-final /W/ disappears 
before the /W/ of *(-huah)-tli-.] 

(tlaca-huah)-tli- = an acquired person; i.e., a slave 

39.2. The Impe~ective Patientive Nounstem. The imperfective patientive nounstem has an 
imperfective active stem as its source. It probably arose from a confusion of the imperfective 
verbstem minus the nonactive suffx hua with the imperfective verbstem proper (see 8 20.6 
for the formation of nonactive verbstems using the hua suffix). As in 5 39.1, the nounstem is 
again modeled after either a passive or an impersonal formation. 

Class C verbs use the truncated imperfective verbstem with final long /o:/ or h:/. Class D 
verbs use the imperfective verbstem with final long /a:/. 

The derived nounstem belongs to the tl class. 

1. If the source verbstem is transitive, the imperfective patientive nounstem may be formed 
on the analogy of a passive patientive nounstem (i.e., the projective object pronoun te or tla 
is not present unless the passive source verb core contains it). 

(pa-tz-ca)-tl- = a thing that is squeezed out; i.e., juice [< tla-(PI-tz-ca), "to squeeze s.th. 
(i.e., a liquid) out"] 
pfitzcatl= it is juice 
nopiitzca = it is my juice 
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(toca)-tl- = a thing that is followed (by filament); i.e., a spider [< tla-(toca), "to follow s.th."] 
tocatl = it is a spider 
tocameh = they are spiders 

(e-hu-a)-& = a thing that can be or has been lifted, stripped, or peeled away; i.e., skin, 
pelt, (raw)hide; bark; rind [< tla-(@-hu-a), "to raise s.th., to lift s.th."] 

Occasionally, a patientive gloss-although conceivably possible-seems strained: 

(cd-6)-tl- = a thing that is bent; i.e., a scorpion [< tla-(c6l-o-l), "to cause s.th. to become 
bent," i.e., "to bend s.th."] 

(tzo-pil-6)-tl- = a thing that is hung over filth; i.e., a turkey vulture [< (tzo)-tl-, "filth 
+ tla-(pil-o-ii), "to cause s.th. to become pendent"; i.e., "to hang s.th. up"] 

The English speaker's worldview would prefer an agentive gloss in these instances ("a thing that 
bends," "a thing that hangslsoars over filth). In other instances an agentive gloss is unavoidable: 

(p%-pal-6)-tl- = a thing that sips and samples constantly; i.e., a butterfly [< tla-(pal-o-l), 
"to sip s.th."] 

2. With a transitive or an intransitive verbstem as source, the imperfective patientive noun- 
stem may be formed on the analogy of an impersonal patientive nounstem. 

(cuica)-tl- = a thing that is sung; i.e., a song [< (cuica), "to sing"] 
cuicatl = it is a song, they are songs 
nocuic = it is my song, they are my songs 

(tla-piica)-tl- = a thing that is washed; i.e., laundry [< tla-(piica), "to wash s.th."] 
tlapiicatl = it is laundry 
notlapiic = it is my laundry 

The following nounstems are further examples of the formation: 

(ly-a-hui)-tl- = fog, mist [< (ly-a-hui), "for there to be a mist, for there to be a fog, to 
be foggy"'; see 55.6.1 

(copi)-tl- = fuefly [< (copi), "to wink, to blink." As in some of nounstems in subsection 
1 above, an agentive gloss seems more appropriate than a patientive one. Molina lists 
only the verbstem (ih-copi), but Sahag6n gives (copi).] 

(eh-ca)-tl- = breeze [< (eh-ca), "for a breeze to blow." Because of the existence of this 
verbstem, (eh-ca)-tl- is seen as a deverbal nounstem rather than as an instance of a 
compound nounstem with (-ca)-tl- as matrix (see 3 1.6). The verbstem-forming suf- 
fix ca found here also occurs in other intransitive verbstems, such as (pil-ca), "to 
become pendent," (ih-ca), "to stand," etc. The glottal stop in (eh-ca) and (eh-ca)-tl- 
is abundantly attested in Sahagiin. See 14.3.1 

(te-c-i-hui)-tl- = hail [< (te-c-i-hui), "to hail"] 
(tla-cu3)-tl- = a thing that is eaten; i.e., an opossum [< tla-(cuii), "to eat s.th." The noun- 

stem is usually in the affective form, (tla-cul-tzin)-@-, "opossum."] 
(tla-t-hui)-tl- = a thing that results when everything becomes visiblelperceptible; i.e., 

dawn [< the impersonal tla verbstem (tla-t-hui), "for things in general to become 
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visible/perceptible," from the intransitive verbstem (it-hui), "to become visible/ 
perceptible"] 

39.3. The Impe$ective Patientive Nounstem of Characteristic Properties. The imperfec- 
tive patientive derivation is especially productive, since it is used to form deverbal noun- 
stems from compound verbstems of abundant ownerhood whose matrix is the verbstem 
*tla-(-yo-Ii) (see 35.10 regarding the preterit-agentive NNCs of abundant ownerhood). 
Since *tla-(-yo-Ii) means "to possess abundantly," and therefore "to possess characteristi- 
cally," the meaning of the imperfective patientive nounstem derived by means of it has to 
do, either directly or obliquely, with the idea of "that which pertains to" or "that which is 
characterized by." The /y/ of the matrix nounstem (-y6)-tl- is assimilated according to the 
rules set down in 2.10 (see 35.10). For example, the nounstem (tla-ix)-tli-, "a coating/ 
surface, slickloily surface" (which is created by downgrading the possessive-state predicate 
+tla(ix)- to the rank of a nounstem according to 15.1.6), is incorporated as an object into 
*tla-(-yo-Ii) to form the verbstem *(tla-ix-yo-Ii), and from this are derived the two follow- 
ing deverbal nounstems: 

pret. agen.: (tla-ix-xo-h-@)-D- = a thing that has owned an oily surface abundantly; i.e., a 
greasy thing 

imperf. patien.: (tla-ix-x6)-tl- = a thing that is characteristically an oily surface; i.e., grease 
(e.g., in a pot) 

Since (-y6)-tl- is a Subclass l-B tl nounstem, the subject pronoun of a possessive-state 
NNC formed on it has its number position filled by the morphic dyad 0-0. When followed by 
this dyad, the stem (-y6)-tl- loses length on the /o:/. 

1. The patientive nounstem may signify the state or quality inherent in the entity signified 
by the incorporated nounstem: 

(te6-y6)-tl- = a thing characteristic of a god; i.e., divinity, godhood 
te6ybtl= it is divinity 
ite6yo = it is his divinity 

The following nounstems are further examples of this derivation: 

(chichi-y6)-tl- = a thing characteristic of dogs, i.e., dogginess 
(oquich-ch6)-tl- = virility, manliness [/E/ + lyl > [EE]] 
(cua-l-16)-tl- = goodness [The embed is a passive patientive nounstem.] 
(hue-hueh-y6)-tl = a thing characteristic of old men; i.e., old agedness [The embed is 

the glottalized, embed-only stem (hue-hueh-)- (see 35.8).] 
(hue-hue-t-0-CS-y6)-tl- = a thing that is characteristic of one who has become an old 

man; i.e., old agedness [The embed is a preterit-agentive nounstem; see 35.8.1 
(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-y6)-tl- = kingliness, kingship [The embed is a preterit-agentive nounstem.] 
(t6pi1-eh-0-CS-y6)-tl- = officeship of a constable [The embed is a preterit-agentive noun- 

stem of ownerhood.] 
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The nounstems (pil-16)-tl-, "nobility," and (teuc-y6)-tl-, "lordship," serve as the possessive- 
state NNCs of (pi1)-li-, "noble," and (ti5uc)-tli-, "lord (see § 15.1.2). 

2. The patientive nounstem may signify a thing pertaining to the incorporated nounstem: 

(tici-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to doctors; i.e., medical art 
ticiy6tl= it is medical art 
inticiyo = it is their medical art 

The following nounstems are further examples of this derivation: 

(te6-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to God; i.e., doctrine, ritual 
(yab-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to enemies; i.e., enmity; war, battle 
(mahui-z-z6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to a man worthy of respect; i.e., honor 

[The stem is traditionally misspelled (mahuizo)-tl-, a spelling that misleads 
one into believing it is derived from tla-(mahui-z-o-S), "to be astonished at 
s.th."] 

(tla-ht-o-h-0-CS-y6)-tl- = a thmg that pertains to kings; i.e., dignity, grandeur 
(rnich-huah-0-CS-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to fish owners; i.e., the customs and 

mode of life of fish owners 
(tla-mati-ni-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to wise men; i.e., doctrine, teaching [The 

embed is a customary-present agentive nounstem.] 
(tla-maca-z-CS-y6)-tl- = a thing that pertains to priests; i.e., priestly privileges [The 

embed is a future-agentive nounstem.] 

3. The patientive nounstem may signify a thing intrinsic to the incorporated nounstem, an 
essential aspect of it: 

(cual-3-n-y6)-tl- = a thing that is intrinsic to anger; i.e., irritation [The embed is the 
impersonal patientive nounstem (cual-3-n)-tli-, "anger." Compare (cual-a-n-0-CS- 
y6)-tl-, "a thing characteristic of an angry person," i.e., "anger."] 
cual$ny6tl= it is irritation 
nocualanyo = it is my irritation 

Included in this category are such nounstems as the following: 

(y6l-16)-tl- = that which is essential to a living being; i.e., a heart [See 39.1.3 for the 
perfective patientive nounstem (y6l-lo-h)-tli-.] 

(te-mach-ti-liz-z6)-tl- = that which is essential to an act of teaching; i.e., a lesson 

Remark l: At times the incorporated nounstem no longer exists, since the derived nounstem has taken over its 
meaning: 

(pa-ti-y6)-tl- = pay, price, exchange value, exchange [c *(pa-ti)-tl-, "exchanged item, exchange value," a pas- 
sive patientive nounstem from tla-(pa-tla), "to exchange s.th." The compound nounstem is traditionally 
spelled (patio)-tl-.] 

(ih-i-y6)-tl- = breath; by extension, essence, influence [The embed is the reduplicative nounstem *(ih-i)-tl-, 
"breath." The compound nounstem is traditionally spelled (ihio)-tl-.] 

(machi-y6)-tl- = sign, symbol, example, model, pattern [The embed is derived from the verbstem (mati), 
"to be knowledgeable."] 
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Remark: Occasionally the possessive-state NNC is formed on the embed, not on the compound stem: 
(p%-y6)-tl- =joy 

piicy6tl= it is joy 
nopfic = it is my joy 

Remark 3: A possessive-state predicate that has been downgraded to the rank of a general-use stem (see 15.1 S) 
can be incorporated into (-y6)-tl-. 

(ti-yah-0-c%-uh-y6)-tl- = warriorhood [For tiyahcfiuh, see 35.6, note 3.1 

4. In a possessive-state NNC, if the entity referred to by the subject pronoun is part of a 
whole, the entity referred to by thepossessorpronoun may or may not be the whole to which 
the part inheres (or originally inhered). The NNC is therefore ambiguous. 

notlan = #0-0+n-o(tlan)0-0# = it is my tooth 

This may mean (1) "it is a tooth that idwas an integral, organic part of me," or (2) "it is a tooth 
that I acquired from a dead bear or from the hunter who killed the bear," etc. The plural trans- 
lation, "they are my teeth," has, of course, the same ambiguity. 

Nahuatl, like English, tolerates this ambiguity in the majority of instances of possessor- 
hood in a part-whole relationship, possibly because one of the two options ordinarily seems 
the obvious, intended meaning. 

When, however, a nounstem names a part that can be taken from a whole (e.g., a human 
body, an animal body, a plant, etc.), the language often, but not always, makes a distinction 
between acquired, adventitious possession and integral, organic possession. 

When the possessor pronoun refers to an entity that adventitiously possesses the partfseg- 
mentlappendage referred to by the subject pronoun, the possessive-state NNC is built on a 
"normal" nounstem: 

nomiuh = #0-0+n-m(omi)uh-0# = it is my bone, they are my bones [i.e., I came into 
possession of the bone(s) by discovery, purchase, etc.] 

The nounstem can occur in an absolutive-state NNC: 

omit1 = #0-0(omi)tl-0# = it is a bone, they are bones 

When, however, the possessor pronoun identifies the whole to which the part named by the 
stem belongs organically or integrally, the possessive-state NNC is built on a compound noun- 
stem in which (-y6)-tl- occupies the matrix subposition. 

nomiyo = M-0+n-(l(omi-yo)0-8# = it is my bone, they are my bones [i.e., I am the whole 
of which the bonehones idare an organic part] 

tomiyo = #0-0+t-n(omi-yo)0-0# = it is our organically possessed bone; i.e., it is a bone 
of one of us, it is a bone as an organic integral part of a body; they are our organically 
possessed bones [See 13.6 concerning the use of the possessive pronoun t-0.1 

The compound nounstem with thls meaning of "organically possessed part" occurs only in a 
possessive-state NNC. Of course, a compound-stem with (-y6)-tl- as matrix may have a dif- 
ferent meaning and, if it does, it can appear in an absolutive-state NNC: 

omiyMl= #B-0(omi-y6)tl-8# = it is boniness 

Nahuatl uses this adventitious-possessor-versus-organic-possessor contrast with part- 
items such as bones, flesh, blood, skin, fur, wings, feathers, down, leaves, flowers, etc. The 
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following are a few examples (Adv owshp = adventitious ownership; Org owshp = organic 
ownership): 

Adv owshp: nez = M-0+n-n(ez)0-0# = it is my blood (not part of my body) 
Org owshp: nezzo = #0-0+n-n(ez-zo)0-0# = it is my blood (part of my body or that has 

flowed from my body) 

Adv owshp: nonac = #0-0+n-o(nac)0-0# = it is my meat (not part of my body) 
Org owshp: nonacayo = #0-0+n-o(naca-yo)0-0# = it is my flesh (part of my body) 

Adv owshp: nahtlapal = #a-0+n-B(&-tla-pa-l)@-@# = it is my leaf, they are my leaves; 
it is my wing, they are my wings 

Org owshp: iahtlapallo = #0-0+i-0(ah-tla-pa-1-lo)0-0# = it is its leaf, they are its leaves, 
they are their leaves (part of the plant or plants); it is its wing, they are its wings (part 
of the bird) 

Adv owshp: nihhuiuh = #0-0+n-u(ihhui)uh-0 = it is my feather, they are my feathers 
Org owshp: iihhuiyo = #0-0+i-0(ihhui-yo)0-0# = it is its feather; they are its feathers 

(part of the bird) 

Adv owshp: nox6chiuh = #0-0+n-o(x6-chi)uh-0# = it is my flower, they are my flowers 
Org owshp: ix6chiyo = #0-0+i-0(~6-chi-yo)0-0# = it is its flower, they are its flowers; 

they are their flowers (part of the plant or plants) [When the possessor is an animate 
being, this nounstem means "(animal) fat, grease, suet," so this NNC would then be 
translated "it is its fat," "it is its grease," "it is its suet."] 

Other body parts, such as hair, eyes, fingers, fingernails, etc., do not merit the formal contrast 
of adventitious versus organic possession. Even a body part named by a compound nounstem 
with (-y6)-tl- as matrix need not imply the distinction: 

itzoyo = #0-0+i-0(tzo-yo)0-0# = it is his anus [< (tzo)-tl-, "body filth] 
- nxiiyo = #0-0+i-0(ix-9-yo)0-0# = it is his tear, they are his tears [< (ix-2-y6)-tl-, "eye- 

wateriness," i.e., "tear"] 

Furthermore, a compound stem with (-y6)-tl- as matrix and a body-part-naming stem as embed 
may not imply the distinction either: 

itgnyo = #0-0+i-@(ten-yo)0-0# = it is his fame [A possessive-state NNC from the stem 
(ten-y6)-tl-, "fame," it is formed with the nounstem (ten)-tli-, "lip," as embed. Com- 
pare the English expression "he is on everyone's lips."] 

Peculiar discrepancies may occur. For example, (tzon)-tli-, "hair," does not have an organic- 
possession form, but the compound stem (ah-CO-l-tzon)-tli-, "hair on the shoulder," does. 

notzon = it is my hair, they are my hairs 
nahcoltzonyo = #0-0+n-(ah-CO-l-tzon-yo)0-0# = it is my shoulder hair, they are my 

shoulder hairs 

Furthermore, when in the meaning of "upper part/end/tip," (tzon)-tli- does show organic 
possession. 
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itzonyo = #0-0+i-0(tzon-yo)0-0# = it is its toplpeak [As in itzonyo tepetl, "it is the 
mountain's peak."] 

The notion of organic versus adventitious possession is not limited to parts of living enti- 
ties; for example: 

Adv owshp: nocaltech = #0-0+n-o(ca1-tech)0-0# = it is my house-wall; they are my 
house-walls [< (cal-tech)-tli-, "house-wall" (see 8 47.3.1.b).] 

Org owshp: icaltechyo = #0-0+i-0(cal-tech-yo)0-0# = it is its house-wall; they are its 
house-walls; they are their house-walls (integral part or parts of a building or buildmgs) 

Adv owshp: notecol = #0-0+n-o(tecol)0-0# = it is my [< charcoal (teco1)-li-, "charcoal."] 
Org owshp: itecollo = #0-0+i-O(teco1-lo)0-0# = it is itsltheir charcoal [As in in nfihui 

ocotl itecollo, "it is the charcoal of the four pine torches."] 

5. The kind of compound stem in which *(-y6)-tl- fills the matrix subposition while a 
preterit-agentive nounstem fills the embed subposition has been presented in 35.6, note, and 
8 35.8. The following is another example: 

t6nacfiyGtl= #0-0(t6na10-c%-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of the thing that shines 
warmingly, it is a thing that is characteristic of sun-warmth; i.e., it is agricultural pro- 
duce, it is sustenance, it is maize [< (tGna), "for the sun to shine"; general-use preterit- 
agentive nounstem (t6na-@-c%)-(l-, "a thing that shines warmingly"] 

it6naciiyo = #0-0+i-0(tbna-0-cii-y0)0-0# = it is his agricultural produce, it is his maize 

Remark: There are those who misread t6nacSy6tl as if it were tonacayo (see subsection 4 above), that is, as 
if it were a possessive-state NNC with (naca)-tl- as embed. This obviously cannot be the case, since it is clearly 
an absolutive-state NNC; for example, t6nacPy6tl tomiyo (FC, XI, 279) is NOT "our flesh, our bones"; it is to be 
translated "Maize is our bones" or "Our bones are maize" (depending on which NNC is taken to be the principal 
clause). 

6. The kind of compound nounstem in which (-y6)-tl- fills the matrix subposition whle a 
nounstem formed from a distant-past predicate-based VNC fills the embed subposition has 
been presented in 8 36.10.2 (passive-action nounstem) and 5 36.1 1.2 (active-action nounstem, 
first type). The following examples recall the formations. 

a. The passive-action nounstem as embed: 

cual6ciiybtl = #0-8(cua-l6-cfi-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having been 
eaten; i.e., it is the act of being eaten, it is the state of having been eaten [< tla- 
(cuii), "to eat s.th."] 

icual6ca = #0-0+i-fl(cua-l6-ca)0-0# = it is its eclipse [As in the supplementary-pos- 
sessor construction mstztli icual6ca, "it is the moon's eclipse, it is the eclipse of 
the moon."] 

b. The active-action nounstem as embed: 

chiyfihuaciiy6tl= #0-0(chiy-2-hua-cfi-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of hav- 
ing become fatty or oily, it is the state of being fatty or oily [< (chiy-ii-hua), "to 
become fatty or oily"] 
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ichiyiihuaca = #0-0+i-0(chiy-ii-hua-ca)0-0# = it is its fattiness, it is its oiliness 
ichiyiihuaciiyo = #0-0+i-B(chiy-ii-hua-cii-yo)0-0# = it is its fattiness, it is its oiliness 

cuepbnciiyiitl= #Ib-l)(cuep-6-n-cii-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of having 
bloomed~blossomed, it is the state of having blossomed [< (cuep-6-ni), "to bloom, 
to blossom"] 

icuepihca = M-@+I-B(cuep-6-n-ca)0-0# = it is its state of having blossomed 

Note: There is a difficulty in that the absolutive-state NNCs of subsections 5 and 6 may be homophonous and 
therefore ambiguous (compare 8 36.12). For example, chiyShuacSy6tl: 

1. M-0(chiy-S-hua-CS-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of an act of having become fatty or oily 
2. #0-0(chiy-S-hua-0-CS-y6)tl-B# = it is what is characteristic of a thing that has become fatty or oily 

Also, cuep6ncSy6tl: 
1. M-B(cuep-8-n-cB-y6)tl-8# = it is what is characteristic of the state resulting from having blossomed 
2. #8-8(cuep-6-n-8-cS-y6)tl-8# = it is what is characteristic of a thing that has blossomed 

It is difficult for English to capture the fineness of the distinction between "what is characteristic of a resultant state" 
and "what is characteristic of a thing that has performed (or performs) an action." As a result the meaning intended 
in a given instance goes unrecognized. For example, the NNCs above are always translated summarily as "oiliness" 
(or "fattiness") and as "blossom." 

Remark: The derivational sequence that generates a compound nounstem with (-y6)-tl- in the matrix subposition 
may be complicated. For example, (tla-aqui-l-15)-tl-, "fruit," is created by the following sequence: 

1. (aqui) = to enter 
2. tla-(aqui-S) = causative, to cause s.th. to enter, to add s.th. on 
3. tlaaquilo = #0-0+tla(aqui-lo)0+0-0# = impersonal VNC, s.th. is added on 
4. (tla-aqui-l)-li- = impersonal patientive nounstem, an added-on thing 
5. *(tla-aqui-1-10-3) = incorporated-object compound verbstem, to own added-on things in every part, to be 

covered with added-on things (said, for example, of a tree) [The asterisk indicates that the verbstem is 
reconstructed; it is found only in a preterit-agentive NNC of abundant ownerhood: tlaaquilloh = #0- 
0(tla-aqui-l-10-h-0)O-0# = "it is an owner of added-on things"; i.e., "it is a tree covered with fruit."] 

6. (tla-aqui-l-16)-tl- = imperfective patientive nounstem, a thing characteristic of a thing (e.g., a tree) with 
added-on things (such as fruit); a thing characteristic of a tree with fruit on it; i.e., fruit. 

39.4. The Root- or Stock-Based Patientive Nounstem. A destockal verb may derive a patien- 
tive nounstem from its stock or from the root underlying that stock. 

l. Intransitive destockal verbstems of the ni kind (see 5 24.5) may have a stock patientive 
nounstem formed from the stock plus c, X, z, or ch, the choice depending on factors no longer 
evident in the surface grammar. The long vowel that serves as the stock formative is made 
short. 

(cud-a-X)-tli- = a thing that has resulted from becoming angry; i.e., anger, rage [< (cual- 
ii-ni), "to become angry"] 

(coy-o-c)-tli- = a thing that has become a hole; i.e., a hole, a cavity, a depression [< (coy- 
6-ni), "to become a hole"] 

(tlap-a-c)-& = a thing that has become broken [< (tlap-ii-ni), "to become broken." This 
nounstem should not be confused with the perfective patientive nounstem (tla-p&)-tli-, 
"a thing that has been washed," derived from tla-(piica), "to wash S-th.," according to 5 
39.1.2. Besides the di-fference in vowel length, the internal structure is different.] 
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(yam-a-z)-tli- = a thing that has become soft [< (yam-8-ni), "to become soft"] 
(chacu-a-ch)-tli- = a thing that is used for soaking; i.e., a tub [< (chacu-8-ni), "to 

become soaking wet, to soak (speaking of clothes, etc.)." Notice the instrumentive 
meaning of the nounstem.] 

The irregular destockal verbstems in which the root vowel and the stock-formative vowel 
have become fused into one (see 5 24.5.9) form stock-based patientive nounstems that keep 
the vowel length. 

(xi-c)-tli- = a thing that has caved in; i.e., a navel [< (xi-ni), "to cave idcollapse"; cf., 
(8-xi-c)-tli-, "a thing that has caved in in the form of water," i.e., "a whirlpool"] 

In the following examples of this derivation, the simple destockal verbstem is no longer used 
(see 5 24.5.9). 

(pb-c)-tli- = a thing that results from smoke emission; i.e., smoke [< *(pb-ni), "to emit 
smoke"] 

(pb-ch)-tli- = a thing that results from smoke emission; i.e., incense smoke [< *(pb-ni)] 
(tb-ch)-tli- = a thing that has run swiftly; i.e., a rabbit [< *(tb-ni), "to run fast." The 

nounstem can also belong to the in class: (tb-ch)-in-. With this nounstem an agentive 
gloss seems more appropriate than a patientive one.] 

It is possible that a similar derivation, using the destockal verbstem (mi-ni), "to become 
arrow-pierced (see 5 25.4, note), produced the nounstem (mi-ch)-in-, "a thing that has become 
arrow-pierced," i.e., "a fish," except that the vowel is short. 

The frequentative intransitive destockal verbstem can also generate a patientive nounstem 
by this procedure: 

(chi-chip-i-c)-% = drop [< (chi-chip-id), "to drip repeatedly"] 
(t6-tom-o-ch)-tli- = a thing that has become blistered; i.e., dried maize shucks [< (tb- 

tbm-6-ni), "to become blistered] 

The derived frequentative intransitive destockal verbstem in which ca replaces ni can serve as 
the source of a stock-based patientive nounstem, often adding ch to the stock but occasionally 
using c or a glottal stop. 

(po-pb-ch)-tli- = perfume, incense [< (po-pb-ca), "to emit smoke" (see 3 27.4.3). Notice 
that, as with (pb-c)-tli- and (pb-ch)-tli-, the length is kept on the root vowel.] 

(ca-cal-a-ch)-tli- = a clay rattle [< (ca-cal-a-ca), "to emit a quick succession of short, 
sharp sounds"] 

(pe-pey-o-c)-tli- = a thing that has scintillated, a pendent jewel [< (pe-pey-o-ca), "to 
scintillate"] 

(cha-chal-a-h)-tli- = a bird that cackles a lot [< (cha-chal-a-ca), "to chatter incessantly"] 
(cha-chap-a-h)-tli- = a wide-mouthed clay pot [< (cha-chap-a-ca), "for large drops to 

splatter"] 

Occasionally, an compound intransitive destockal verbstem formed with a ca stem as matrix 
and the nounstem *(ih-)-tli- as embed (see 5 30.13) may derive a patientive nounstem by 
adding c to its stock. 
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(ih-pot-o-c)-tli- = breath/exhalation/vapor/fumes [< (ih-pot-o-ca), "to give off fumesla 
vapor"] 

(ih-zahu-a-c)-tli- = hoarseness [< (ih-zahu-a-ca), "to become hoarse"] 

Note: Frequentative transitive destockal verbstems formed with tz-a can serve as the source for patientive noun- 
stems according to $39.1.2: 

(tla-chi-chin-a-tz)-tli- = one who has been cruelly tormented [< tG-(chi-chin-a-tz-a), "to cause S.O. pain, to 
make S.O. suffer." Concerning the tla in the nounstem, see 8 38.1.4.1 

2. Intransitive destockal verbstems of the hua kind (see 5 24.6) may have stock-based pati- 
entive nounstems formed by adding c to the stock. The long vowel that serves as the stock 
formative is made short. 

(pitz-a-c)-tli- = a thing that has become narrowed/thin [< (pitz-Q-hua), "to become nar- 
rowlthin] 

(cham-a-c)-tli- = a thing that has become thickllarger [< (charn-2-hua), "to become 
larger7'] 

(tom-a-c)-tli- = a thing that has become plump [< (tom-2-hua), "to become plump"] 

Intransitive destockal hua verbstems that have G as the stem formative frequently use this 
patientive formation to create nounstems meaning "a thing that has somewhat the character- 
istic (color, texture, etc.) of." 

(z6n-e-c)-tli- = a spongylsquashy thing [< (z6n-e-hua), "to become spongylsquashy"] 
(pin-e-c)-tli- = a palid thing [< (pin-e-hua), "to become palid] 

As mentioned in 24.6.2, the role of root may be filled by a downgraded nounstem. In the fol- 
lowing examples such a nounstem is referred to as a "root." 

(tic-e-c)&- = a chalkish-colored thing [< (tic-G-hua), "to become the color of chalk." 
The root is (tiza)-tl-, "white clay, chalk."] 

(p6-ch-e-c)-tli- = a smoky-colored thing, s.th. smoke-blackened [< (p6-ch-@-hua), "to 
become darkened by smoke." The root is (p6-ch)-tli-, "incense smoke, smoke."] 

(tlil-e-c)-tli- = an ink-colored thing, a blackish thing [< (tlil-G-hua), "to become like ink, 
to become black, to become blackish." The root is (tli1)-li-, "ink, black ink."] 

(nex-e-c)-tli- = an ash-colored thing [< (nex-G-hua), "to become the color of ashes." 
The root is (nex)-tli-, "ash, ashes."] 

(izta-l-e-c)-tli- = a pallid-colored thing [< (izta-l-G-hua), "to become pallid." The root 
is the impersonal patientive nounstem (izta-l)-&, "a thing that has become white, a 
whitish thing, a pallid thing," from the verbstem (izta-ya), "to become like salt, i.e., 
"to become white."] 

A destockal hua verbstem may occasionally form a patientive nounstem by adding ch to 
its stock. 

(patl-a-ch)-tli- = a thing that has become wide, i.e., a wide thing (such as a board, table, 
etc.) [< (patl-2-hua), "to become wide"] 

A destockal hua verbstem can also form a patientive nounstem by using the stock itself as 
a nounstem. 
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(tom-a)-& = a thing that has become plump; i.e., the green-husk tomato [< (tom-2-hua), 
"to become plump"] 

(cham-a)-& = one who claims (without reason) that he has become large; i.e., one who 
brags about himself, a braggart [< (cham-2-hua), "to become thick, dense"] 

(iy-e)-tl- = a thing that has become offered up in sacrifice; i.e., tobacco [< (iy-2-hua), 
"to become lifted up in a sacrificial offering to a deity." Notice the raising of /a/ to [e] 
(see 8 2.21.1 

(2-t6y-a)-& = a thing that has become flowing in the form of water; i.e., a river [< 

(%-tiiy-2-hua), "to become flowing in the form of water"; an incorporated-adverb 
compound verbstem: (2)-tl, "water" + (t6y-2-hua), "to flow forth] 

3. Intransitive destockal verbstems of the i-huila-hui kind (see 8 24.7) can occasionally 
form a stock-based patientive nounstem by adding X or c to the stock. 

(cuetl-a-X)-tli- = a thing that has become withered/shriveled; i.e., tanned hidelleather [< 

(cuetl-a-hui), "to become witheredlshriveled." The meaning of the related stem, 
(cuetl-2-ni), "(for wind, sickness, etc.) to abatehecome attenuated," is not close 
enough to justify taking it as the source for the nounstem.] 

(poy-a-c)-tli- = a thing that has become thin or has nearly faded away [< (poy-a-hui), 
"(for a cloud) to become thin or fade away"] 

Both the intransitive i-huila-hui destockal verbstems and their causative 0-2 derivative 
stems may form a patientive nounstem from their root. Since deverbal nounstems are formed 
on verbcores (see 8 37.8) and 0-3 verbstems are causatives, a nounstem derived from them 
includes the causative object pronoun tla. 

(yCc)-tli- = a thing that has become finished or completed; i.e., a consummate/good thing 
[< (yet-a-hui), "to become finished or completed] 

(tzo1)-li- = a thing that has become narrow toward the end; i.e., a tapering thing [< 

(tzol-i-hui), "to become narrow, to taper"] 
(tzic)-tli- = a thing that has become gummy; i.e., resin gum, chewing gum [< (tzic-a- 

hui), "to become gummy, to adhere"] 
(tla-z2l)-li- = a thing that has been made to be sticky (e.g., birdlime) [< tla-(z2l-o-S), 

"to cause s.th. to become sticky; to cause s.th. to stick, to glue s.th., to paste s.th., to 
solder S. th."] 

(tla-hui-td)-li- = a thing that has been bowed; i.e., a bow (for shooting arrows) [ < 
tla-(hui-tbl-o-S), "to bend s.th. in the shape of an arc"] 

Note: Since an intransitive destockal verbstem ending in i-hui or a-hui can be formed from a nounstem as root 
(see 54. l), it is possible that a nounstem such as (tzic)-tli- is the source of the verbstem (tzic-a-hui) rather than 
a derivative of it. No such possibility exists, of course, in the instance of a nounstem such as (tla-z81)-li-, since the 
presence of the verb object pronoun inside the nounstem is a clear indication that the nounstem is derived from a 
verbstem. 

4. The stock of certain intransitive destockal verbs is used as a nounstem with an agentive 
meaning (compare the imperfective patientives of 5 39.2.1). 
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(coy-6)-tl- = an entity that yipslhowls; i.e., a coyote [< (coy-6-ni), "to make a yippingl 
howling sound." This meaning of the verbstem is conjectural; dictionaries list only "to 
become a hole" (see 8 24.5.3). But that it also signifies the making of a sound is wit- 
nessed by its derived stem (ih-coy-o-ca), "(for flarneslrushing waterlwind or a hurri- 
cane) to make a noise; to buzzlhum"; see 8 30.13. Notice also that the nounstem 
(tocuil-coy-6)-tl- signifies "a sandhill crane" (i.e., a bird whose call is a loud trum- 
peting, rattling gar-00-oo), while (P-coy-6)-tl- signifies "an anhinga" (whose call is 
a low grunt). The verbstem Molina lists as meaning "to howl" is (te-coy-6-hua).] 

(pey-6)-tl- = an entity that glows; crysalis, cocoon; by extension, peyote [< (pey-6-ni), 
"to glow"] 

(m6y-6)-tl- = an entity that swarms; i.e., mosquitolgnat [< (m6y-6-ni), "to swarm"] 

Note: There are some nounsterns that are obviously derived from verbcores, but one cannot be sure what that source 
is. In the following two examples the tla and the ne are clearly verb-object pronouns, but the verbstem is unknown. 

(tla-ha)-tl- = sinew, tendon [Organic possession is expressed by a possessive-state NNC built on the stem 
(tla-ha-y6)-tl- (see 9 39.3.4).] 

(ne-1hua)-tl- = root [Organic possession is expressed by a possessive state NNC built on the stem 
(ne-lhua-y6)-tl-.l 

39.5. Multiple Derivation of Patientive Nounsterns. Some verbs allow the formation of pati- 
entive nounstems by means of more than one of the five procedures for deriving such stems. 

In the majority of instances the various patientive nounstems from a common source have 
synonymous translations (but perhaps not synonymous meanings): 

(tla-tliiza-l)-li- = (tla-t1iix)-tli- = (tla-t1iiz)-tli- = a thing that is thrown 
(tla-PP-tz-ca-l)-& = (PP-tz-ca)-tl- = (tla-PP-tz-qui)-tl- = a thing that is squeezed out; e.g., 

milk, juice 
(tla-quemi)-tl- = (qui?mi)-tl- = (tla-quen)-tli- = (quen)-tli- = a thing that is worn; i.e., 

clothing 
(cual-ii-n)-tli- = (cual-a-X)-tli- = anger 

In some instances, however, the difference in formation is accompanied by a difference in 
translation value, which is frequently due to an idiomatic restriction of the high-generality 
meaning of one or more of the derived nounstems: 

(tla-cua-l)-li- = a thng that can be eaten; i.e., food 
(tla-cuii)-tl- = an opossum 
(cua-l)-li- = a thing that is good, a good thing 

(tla-tzacu-a-l)-li- = a thing that is closed 
(tla-tzauc)-tli- = a thing that is closed 
(tla-tzacu-i-l)-li- = a thing that can be closed; i.e., a door 
(tzacu-a-l)-li- = a pyramid 
(tzauc)-tli- = glue, paste 

(tla-xca-l)-& = tortilla, bread 
(tla-xqui)-tl- = a thing cooked in hot coals 
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39.6. The Patientive Nounstem as Embed in Compound Stem Formations. The patientive 
nounstem may serve as the embed of both nominal and verbal compound stems. 

1. With a nominal matrix: 

(ce-hua-l-ca1)-li- = a shade-house; e.g., a canopy 
(tla-cua-l-ca1)-li- = a pantry, a larder 
(petz-taxi)-tl- = a highly glazed bowl [The embed (petz)-tli-, "a highly polished, 

slick-surfaced thing; e.g., pyrite," is a root patientive nounstem from (petz-i-hui), "to 
become very smooth and highly polished."] 

(yohua-l-ah-huach)-tli- - (yohua-l-ah-huech)-tli- = night dew [Both embed and the 
matrix are patientive nounstems (see 5 3 8.1.1 and 5 3 8.2.1) .] 

2. With a verbal matrix: 

(ce-c-miqui) = to die from cold [The embed (ce-c)-tli- is a variant of (ce-m)-tli-, "a 
thing that has taken ice," i.e., "coldness," a perfective patientive nounstem from 
(ce-cui), "to take ice," i.e., "to be cold  (see 5 11.3.1 concerning the irregularity of 
this stem).] 

(pii-tz-miqui) = to die like a bruised thing; i.e., to be deeply distressed, to suffer extreme 
anxiety [The embed (pii-tz)-tli- is a root patientive nounstem from (p8-tz-i-hui), "to 
become bruised, battered, deflated."] 

tla-(nel-hua-y6-toca) = to try to get to the root of s.th. (e.g., a problem) [See 5 39.9.1 

Note: As always, the derivational history behind the formation of compound nounstem or verbstem is important 
in the understanding of its final shape and its meaning. For example, the stem (tla-tatac-tzac-0-CS-y6)-tl-, "grave 
slab," does not result from embedding (tla-tat@-tli-, "hole/pit/grave," into (tla-tzac-0-CS-y6)-tl-, "cover/lid" (/U 
+ /k/ > [kk]). It originates in the incorporated-object compound verbstem (tla-tatac-tzacu-a), "to close uplcover 
graves7' (from (tla-tatac)-tli- + tla-(tzacu-a), "to close s.th."), which is the source for the preterit agentive nounstem 
(tla-tatac-tzauc-0)-qui-, "one that covers graves." It is then incorporated as a verb object into *tla-(-yo-S), creat- 
ing *(tla-tatac-tzac-0-CS-yo-S). This compound verbstem in turn becomes an imperfective patientive nounstem 
according to 3 39.3. 

39.7. The Patientive Nounstem as an Incorporated Complement. When a patientive noun- 
stem is incorporated as an object complement in a compound verbstem, the formation can use 
either an absolutive-state NNC (as in 5 30.15 and 5 35.12) or a possessive-state NNC as the 
source of the embed. 

1. When the source of the embed as object complement is an absolutive-state NNC, the 
(discarded) subject pronoun of that NNC has the same referent as the object pronoun of the 
matrix verbcore. 

a. The matrix verbstem can be a verb of perception: 

te- - tla-(cua-l-itt-a) = to see s.0. or s.th. as a good one; i.e., to like the appearance 
of s.0. or s.th. [< (cua-l)-li-, "a thing that can be eaten," i.e., "a good one" < tla- 
(cuii), "to eat s.th."] 

b. The matrix verbstem may be one of the five mentioned in 5 30.15.2: 
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m-o-(icn-el-i-l-mati) = to consider O.S. to be a favoredlprivileged one; i.e., to be grate- 
ful [< (icn-el-I-l)-li-, "one to whom a favor has been done" < t&(icn-Gl-i-s), "to 
do a favor to s.o."] 

m-1-(-2&mach-nequi) = to want O.S. to be considered a knownlrecognized person; 
i.e., to pretend to be knownlrecognized [< (ixi-mach)-tli-, "a knownlrecognized 
one" < te-(-&-mati), "to knowlrecognize s.o."] 

t8-(pol-&l-toca) = without foundation to believe S.O. to be a destroyedllost one [< 
(pol-6-l)-li-, "an entity that has been destroyedllost" < t&(pol-o-S), "to destroy 
s.o." Molina translates the compound verbstem as "to want S.O. to be destroyed or 
to perish."] 

m-o-(yec-tla-piqu-is) = to create the illusion of O.S. as a good person; i.e., to pretend 
to be good [< (yGc)-tli-, "a thing that has been finished," i.e., "a consummatelgood 
one" < (yet-a-hui), "to become finished." The embed is a complement to the 
applicative object pronoun.] 

As in 8 35.1.2 and 36.3, the embed can be a compound nounstem that has (ye)-&, "a being," 
as its matrix. 

m-0- - te-(cua-l-ye-toca) = to consider O.S. or S.O. to be a good person (without justi- 
fication); to boast baselessly about being good [< (cua-l-ye)-&, "a good being"] 

c. The matrix verbstem may be m-o- - te- - tla-(tlani), "to desirelwant o.s.ls.o./s.th. to 
becomehe regarded as. . . ." This verbstem is peculiar in that it can occur only in a matrix sub- 
position in a compound-stemmed VNC. It has a short /a/, which distinguishes it from tla- 
(tliini), "to win s.th. in a game" (the latter stem can appear in a simple-stemmed VNC ) . 

m-o-(mahui-z-ti-l-lani) = to want O.S. to be considered a person worthy of respect; i.e., 
to want to be honoredlrespected [< (mahui-z-ti-l)-& "a person who has become 
worthy of respect" < (mahui-z-ti), "to become a person worthy of fear (i.e., respect)"] 

tla-(chihua-l-lani) = to desire s.th. as a made thing; i.e., to want s.th. to be made [< 
(chihua-l)-li-, "a made thing" < tla-(chihua), "to make s.th."] 

m-o-(tliica-mat-tlani) = to want O.S. to be known as a lord; i.e., to want to be obeyed 
[< (tliica-mat)-tli-, "one known as a lord," i.e., "an obeyed one," the perfective 
patientive nounstem from te-(tliica-mati), "to know S.O. as a lord," i.e., "to obey 
s.o." There is a synonymous compound verbstem m-o-(tliica-mach-tlani) in which 
the embed is a passive patientive nounstem formed according to 8 37.9.1 .] 

m-o-(hue-i-1i-l-lani) = to desire O.S. to be an esteemed person; i.e., to want to be 
esteemed [< (hue-i-11-l)-li-, "a person caused to be big," i.e., "an esteemed one" < 
te-(hue-i-liii), "to cause S.O. to be big," i.e., "to esteem s.o."] 

m-o- - te-(miqui-tlani) = to desire O.S. or S.O. to be a dead person; i.e., to want to 
die, to want S.O. to die [< (rniqui)-tl-, "one who has d ied  < (rniqui), "to die"] 

tla-(M-tlani) = to want s.th. to be a thing that has approached, i.e., to permit S.&. to 
approach [< (ahxi)-tl-, "one that has arrivedlapproached" < (ahci), "to arrive1 
approach." The verbstem tla-(ahci-tlani), with an imperfective patientive nounstem 
as embed, is also possible.] 
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2. When the source of the embed as object complement is apossessive state NNC, its pos- 
sessor pronoun is transformed into a mainline object pronoun (the possessive case feature of 
the source pronoun is replaced by an objective case feature). This is reminiscent of the trans- 
formation described in 30.14, but it more closely resembles what happens in 54.5.2, 
because a verbstem (here the matrix stem) with a single-object valence is allowed to inflate to 
a double-object valence without adding a justifying suffix. This is another violation of the 
valence principle of 5 23.1 (see 24.2 and 26.1.3; see also 39.8). 

a. The matrix verbstem may be m-o- - t&(toca), "to consider O.S. or S.O. baselessly to 
be . . .," "to claim falsely that O.S. or S.O. is . . .": 

m-o+tla-(chihua-l-toca) = to consider falsely s.th. to be one's own made thing, i.e., 
to boastlbrag vainly about having madeldone s.th. [E.g., 6nicnochiualtocac, 
6#ni-0+c-0+n-o(chihua-l-toca)0+c-0#, "I boasted of having madeldone it.'' The 
possessor pronoun n-o of the source NW's  predicate. . . +n-~(chihua-l) . . ., "my 
made thing," has become the mainline (applicative) reflexive object pronoun n-0.1 

ti?+tla-(chihua-l-toca) = to consider baselessly s.th. to be s.o.'s made thing; i.e., to 
claim baselessly S.O. has madeldone s.th. [E.g., nimitzchihualtocaz, #ni-0+m- 
itz+[-0(chihua-l-toca)z+n-0#, "I shall claim you madeldid it." The possessor 
pronoun m-o of the source NNC's predicate. . . +m-~(chihua-l) . . ., "your made 
thing," has become the mainline (applicative) projective verb-object pronoun 
m-itz.] 

As in subsection 1 above, the embed can be a compound nounstem formed with (ye)-& as its 
matrix: 

m-o+tla-(chihua-l-ye-toca) = to boast vainly of having madeldone s.th. [E.g., ahnic- 
nochihualyetocac, ah#ni-@+c-0+n-~(chihua-l-ye-toca)0+c-0#, "I did not boast 
that it was my made thing," i.e., "I denied making/doing it."] 

b. The matrix verbstem may be tla-(tlani), "to desirelwant S. th. to be(come) one's own 
or s.o.'s . . .," but the meaning is usually more aggressive, ranging from the notion of request- 
ing to that of permitting or commanding, so the usual translation is "to request/permit/com- 
mand S.O. or s.th. to. . . ." The compound verbstem thus creates the third type of causative 
mentioned in 24.3. The mainline (causative) object pronoun results from the transformation 
of the possessor pronoun that was originally in the predicate of the NNC serving as the source 
of the embed. 

te+tla-(chihua-l-lani) = to want s.th. to be(come) s.o.'s made thing; i.e., to requesthell 
S.O. to makeldo s.th. [also, ti?+tla-(chiuh-tlam 

nimitzchihuallani = #ni-@+m-itz+O-0(chihua-l-lani)0+0-0# = I tell you to make1 
do it 

tichihuallano = #ti-0+n-0(chihua-l-lan-o)0+0-W = you are requestedtold to make/ 
do it [a passive formation] 

ti?tlachihuallano = #0-B+te+tla(chihua-l-lan-o)0+0-0# = S.O. requestsltells S.O. to 
makeldo s.th.; S.O. is requestedtold to makeldo S-th. [an impersonal formation] 
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Remark: In this type-three causative verbstem formation, the causative constituent inside the verbstem is obvi- 
ously a matrix verbstem and not a suffix (or what can be taken to be a suffix) as in type one and type two (see the 
comment in 9 24.9). At times type-two causative verbstems and type-three causative verbstems are synonymous: 

Type-2: ti2+ne-(n6tza-14% 
= to cause/make/get people to talk to one another 

Type-3: tCi+ne-(nBtza-l-lani) 
[The source of the embed is t-o-(nBtza), "to talk to one another." The mainline reciprocal pronoun of the 
source becomes shuntline in the causative formation, because the causative object must be mainline. Notice 
the placement of the ne after the E.] 

At other times there may be a slight difference in meaning: 
Type-2: ti2+tla-(il-niimic-tiii) = to make s.0. recallhemember s.th.; i.e., to remind s.0. of s.th. 
Type-3: te+tla-(il-niimic-tlani) = to urge s.0. to (try to) recallhemember s.th. 

39.8. The Patientive Nounstem as an Incorporated Object. There is another kind of com- 
pound-verbstem formation with a patientive nounstem as embed that also transforms a possessor 
pronoun of a source NNC's predicate into a verb object pronoun. Three stems, tla-(tlani), "to 
wantlrequest s.th.," tla-(ih-tlani), "to request S. th. ," and tla-(tern-o-a), "to seek s.th.," serve as 
the matrix. The stem tla-(ih-tlani) is itself a compound stem; it has the stem tla-(tlani) as matrix 
(see 5 30.13). With these three verbstems the embedded patientive nounstem functions as an incor- 
porated object. Unlike the formation in 5 30.3, however, the valence of the compound stem is here 
the same as that of the source verbstem, because the possessor pronoun of the source NNC 
becomes transformed into an applicative verb object in the transform without the addition of an 
applicative suffix. That is, the transitive force of the matrix verbstem is discharged upon two 
objects, one inside the verbstem (i.e., the incorporated nounstem) and one outside it (i.e., the 
ex-possessor-now-appficative-object pronoun) without explict acknowledgment by a suffix in the 
verbstem. This is another violation of the basic principle of valence in VNCs set out in 5 23.1. 

The use of tla-(tlani) in this formation is rare: 

t&(cuica-tlani) = to request s.o.'s song; i.e., to requestkornrnand s.0. to sing [< . . . 
+ti?(cuica) . . ., "s.o.'s sung thing," i.e., "s.o.'s song"] 

The following are examples of the other two matrix stems: 

t&(tla-ht-6-l-ih-tlani) = to request s.o.'s words; i.e., to request advice from s.0. [E.g., 
6niquintlaht6lihtlan, M-O+qu-in(tla-ht-6-l-ih-tlan)0+~-0#, "I asked them for advice." 
The possessor pronoun of the source NNC's predicate . . . +i-n(t1a-ht-6-1) . . ., "their 
words," has become the projective verb-object pronoun qu-in.] 

te-(n6-nGtza-l-tern-0-2) = to seek s.o.'s counsel; i.e., to seek advice from s.0. [E.g., 
technGn6tzaltern6zqueh, #0-0+t-~ch(n6-n6tza-l-t~m6)z+qu-eh#, "they will seek advice 
from us." The possessor pronoun of the source N W ' s  predicate . . . t-o(n6-n6tza-l) . . ., 
"our counsel," has become the projective verb-object pronoun t-&h.] 

39.9. The Imper$ective Patientive Nounstem of Characteristic Properties as Embed. Like the 
other patientive nounstems, the imperfective patientive nounstem of 39.3 may occur as the 
embed in a compound: 

tla-(ne-lhua-y6-toca) = to follow s.th. to the root; i.e., to go to the root of a matter [< 

(nel-hua-y6)-tl-, "root"] 
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m-o-(ybl-16-chic-3-hu-a) = to strengthen 0.s. in the heart; i.e., to encourage oneself, to bol- 
ster up one's own spirits [< (ybl-16)-tl-, "heart"] 

More often, however, only the embed of the derived nounstem is used, but with the meaning 
of the full derived stem: 

m-o-(ybl-chic-3-hu-a) = to strengthen 0.s. in the heart; i.e., to encourage oneself, to bol- 
ster up one's own spirits 

(ya6-ihtaca)-tl- = provisions for battle [< (y3b-yb)-tl-, "battle" + (ihtaca)-tl-, "provisions, 
victuals"] 

The same omission of (-yb)-tl- occurs when its embed is a general-use preterit agentive noun- 
stem; for example, (tbna-0-c%-tepC)-tl-, "hill (or mountain) of agricultural produce," "hill (or 
mountain) of maize," occurs much more frequently than the full form (tbna-0-c%-y6-tepC)-tl-. 
Incidentally, the NNC T6nacatepCtl is frequently mistranslated as "Hill of Our Sustenance" 
(as if the tb- were the possessor pronoun t-o, "our," when in fact it is part of the verbstem 
(t6na), "for the sun to shine," and as if the subject pronoun's numl subposition were not filled 
by the absolutive-state connector morph tl); see 5 39.3.5, remark. 
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Adjectival NNCs (Part One) 

40.1. The Adjectival Nuclear Clause. In Nahuatl grammar the term adjective labels a syn- 
tactical class, not a formal one. Consequently, an adjectival nuclear clause is merely a norni- 
nal nuclear clause in the adjectival function of modifying another NNC. It is vaguely analo- 
gous to the relative clause in English (e.g., "he is a priest who is a warrior," "it is a tree which 
is a tall one"). As a rule, an adjectival NNC occurs only in the absolutive state. 

40.2. Exceptional Adjectival NNCs. Certain adjectival NNCs have peculiarities that set them 
apart from the rest. 

1. One adjectival stem, (hue-i)-0-, "big person, big thing," has the same paradigm of NNCs 
as a pronominal stem. When the subject pronoun is plural, its number position is filled by 
either t-in or 0-0 and the stem is pluralized by a stem-final n (compare 8 16.3.2); but the stem 
also has a distributivelvarietal shape. 

nihuei = #ni-0(hu&i)0-0# = I am a big one; i.e., I am big 
tihuehhueintin = #ti-0(hueh-hue-i-n)t-in# l = we are big 
tihuehhuGin = #ti-0(hueh-hu&i-n)0-1# 
huei = #0-0(hu&i)0-0# = heishelit is big; it is big, they are big 

The distributivelvarietal stem can, of course, also be used when the subject pronoun has com- 
mon number. 

huehhuei = #0-0(hueh-hue-i)0-0# = they are each big 

Note: As pointed out in 5 35.8.2, the stem for "old man" is based on the same root as that in the adjectival stem 
(hue-i)-a-. Concerning the 4, see 8 54.2.3.a. 

2. One adjectival NNC, nepiipan, "they are various ones, they are diverse ones," is an 
affinity-stemmed form of the relational NNC nepan, consisting of the reciprocal possessive 
pronoun ne and the relational nounstem (pan)-&, "upper surface" (see 8 47.3.3). 

nepiipan = #0-0+ne(pS-pan)0-0# = they are on top of one another; i.e., they are of var- 
ious kinds, they are of diverse lunds; i.e., various, diverse 
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3. Two adjective stems are anomalous. The NNCs formed on them are translated into Eng- 
lish as if the possessor pronouns associated with them were acting in a subject function. Despite 
the presence of the possessor pronoun, the NNCs are obviously not in the possessive state 
since, when the subject pronoun is plural, the morphic dyad in its number position is t-in 
instead of hu-iin (compare the gross-count numerals in 5 34.6, note). The peculiarity here is 
that these NNCs have "possessor-included" stems; that is, the stem is a downgraded posses- 
sive-state predicate; consequently, the possessor pronoun is inside the stem. The NNC's sub- 
ject pronoun's person position is filled by the third-person dyad 0-0. 

a. The stem (ce-1)-0-, translated "alone," is related to the numeral NNC ce, "it is one in 
number" (see 5 34.3). It creates the equivalent of an English exclusive-pronoun construction 
(e.g., "I alone am responsible"): 

n o d  = #0-0(n-o-ce-l)0-0# = I am alone tocdtin = we are alone 
m o d  = you are alone amoceltin = you (pl) are alone 
ice1 = helshelit is alone; it is alone, inceltin = they are alone [Usually spelled 

they are alone izceltin as it is pronounced; 
/m/ + /S/ > [SS] .] 

The honorific NNC is formed on the matrix stem (tzin)-tli-: 

moceltzin = you (H) are alone 
amoceltzitzin = you (Hpl) are alone 

An NNC expressing the diminutive is formed on the matrix stem (t6n)-tli-: 

nocdt6n = I am alone 
toceltot6n = we are alone 

NNCs formed on the stem (n-o-ce-l)-0-, (m-o-ce-l)-0-, etc., are usually preceded by the adver- 
bial particle zan, "only": 

zan nocd = I am alone 

b. The stem (e1)-0- is translated by the English adjective "diligent/eager/active." Because 
the stem begins with a vowel it is only the NNCs with second-person singular or third-person 
possessor pronouns that make it clear that the personal pronoun used in the other forms is not 
filling the subject pronoun's person position, i.e., that the absolutive-state NNCs are being 
built on the possessor-included stems (n-0-e1)-0-, (m-0-e1)-a-, etc. When the subject pronoun 
is plural, its number position may be filled by t-in or 0-1: 

nel = #0-0(n-0-e1)0-0# = I am diligent teltin - tel = we are diligent 
me1 = you are diligent ameltin - amel = you (pl) are diligent 
iel = helshe is diligent imeltin - imel = they are diligent [One 

also sees the confusing form ieltin in 
this meaning.] 

The negative is translated as "lazy": 

ahnel = I am lazy 

See 5 51.3.3.b for usage. 
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40.3. NNCs and VNCs as Adjectives. Since an adjectivally functioning unit in Nahuatl is 
somewhat analogous to an English relative clause (see g 40. l), it should be obvious that almost 
any absolutive-state NNC or any VNC can function as an adjective. Structures of adjectival 
modification will be discussed in Lessons 42 and 43. For the present, the possibility of treat- 
ing absolutive-state NNCs and VNCs as adjectives can be shown by means of translation (as 
can be seen, it is only the predicate of an NNC or VNC that is translated as the equivalent of 
the English adjective). 

1. The predicates of NNCs translated as adjectives: 

cihuiitl = it is female [Literally, "it is a woman."] 
oquichtli = it is male [Literally, "it is a man."] 
cuahuitl = it is wooden; it is of wood [Literally, "it is a tree."] 

2. The predicates of VNCs translated as adjectives: 

nitlatta = I am attentive, I am observant [Literally, "I see things."] 
monequi = it is necessary [Literally, "it wants itself."] 
quiniimiqui = it is meetffittingljust [Literally, "it encounters it."] 
ahtemo = it is indigestible [Literally, "it does not descend."] 
mihmati = he is astute [Literally, "he manages himself."] 
teuhti = they are many/numerous [Literally, "they are like dust."] 

40.4. Derivationally-Generated Nounstems as Adjectives. Among the nounstems created by 
derivation, the potential-patient nounstem of 37.5.2 and the various kinds of patientive 
nounstems of 37.8 and Lessons 38 and 39 create NNCs that very often can be translated as 
adjectives. 

l. Patientive nounstems. Unlike English adjectives, which assign an abstract quality or 
property (a descriptive characteristic, such as color, size, condition, etc.) to the (explicit or 
implied) subject (e.g., "it is pure") in a subject-complement structure, an NNC built on a pati- 
entive nounstem links the NNC's (always explicit) subject pronoun to an entity-class identi- 
fied only in terms of processlactivity impact (e.g., "it is a thing that has become pure"; "it is 
a purij?ed thing"); i.e., an entity that is in a resultant state or condition. (In the examples, the 
adjectival NNCs are translated loosely. A stricter rendering would always show the substan- 
tive nature of the Nahuatl stems; i.e., "good would be spelled out as "good person," "good 
thing," "thing that is good," etc.) 

a. The patientive nounstem of the passive-stem type: 

nicualli = I am good 
ahticualtin = we are bad 
amimacaxtin = you (pl) are grave and authoritative, you (pl) are worthy of respect 

b. The patientive nounstem of the impersonal-stem type: 

tlalciihualli = #0-0(tla-l-ciihua-1)li-0# = it is forgotten (i.e., a forgotten thing) 
tlacuepalli = #0-0(tla-cuepa-1)li-0# = it is upside down 
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tlalniimictli = #0-0(tla-l-niimic)tli-0# = it is remembered (i.e., a remembered thing) 
tlapiictli = it is washed (i.e., a washed thing) 

c. The patientive nounstem of the perfective-stem type: 

tlalcauhtli = #g-0(tla-l-ciiuh)tli-0# = it is forgotten (i.e., a forgotten thing) 
tlacueptli = #0-0(tla-cuep)tli-0# = it is upside down 
tlazohtli = #0-0(tla-zo-h)tli-0# = it is precious 

d. The patientive nounstem of the root or stock type: 

yectli = it is good (i.e., a consummate thing) 
c6ztli = it is yellow 
tomactli = #B-0(tom-a-c)tli-0# = it is plump, it is thick 

2. Potential-patient nounstems. NNCs formed on a nounstem derived by means of the suf- 
fixes liz and z and signifying an entity that can be considered or dealt with in a certain way 
can be translated as adjectives (see 5 37.5.2). 

machiztli = it is worthy of being known, it is worth knowing 
ayehualiztli = #B-@(ay-e-hu-a-liz)tli-8# = it is unbearable [The negative particle ah# in 

its variant shape ay# has been included inside the stem. The analysis, however, could 
be ay#@-0(e-hu-a-1iz)tli-0#, with the translation "it is not bearable."] 

40.5. The Predicates of Nominalized VNCs as Adjectives. Nominalized VNCs are another 
group of NNCs whose predicates can frequently be translated as adjectives. Of these, the pred- 
icates of agentive NNCs appear with particular frequency. They simply assert that an entity 
(represented by the subject pronoun) has reached a certain condition, customarily does some- 
thing, or has done something. 

Note: Since, as was stated in 8 40.3, VNCs can occur in an adjectival function, it may seem somewhat arbitrary 
to maintain that these VNCs are nominalized (since in the absolutive state they are simply reanalyzed as NNCs). The 
analysis is justified, however, by the fact that they, unlike strictly classified VNCs, can be embedded in an affective 
matrix (see 3 41.1.4.a). 

40.6. The Predicate of a Customary-Present Agentive NNC as Adjective. The nominalized 
active-voice customary-present predicate (i.e., the customary-present agentive nounstem; see 
5 36.1) may be translated as an English adjective. 

nimiquini = I am mortal [Literally, "I am in the habit of dying."] 
ahmiquini = helshe is immortal [Literally, "helshe is in the habit of not dying"; the NNC 

can also be read "helshe is not in the habit of dying," i.e., "helshe is not mortal." I.e., the 
analysis can be either #0-0(ah-miqui-ni)0-0# or ah#0-0(miqui-ni)0-O#. A non-third 
person subject would remove the problem; e.g., either nahmiquini or ahnimiquini.] 

ticualiinini = you are irritable [Literally, "you are in the habit of becoming angry."] 
niihuatini = it is clear and good sounding [Literally, "it customarily sounds clear and good."] 

A VNC built on a connective-t compound verbstem can be reanalyzed as a customary- 
present agentive NNC with a predicate in an adjectival function. 
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tlarnattiini = M-0(tla-mat-0-t-ii-ni)0-0# = it (e.g., the sealthe weather) is calm and serene 
[The fuller version of this NNC is tlamattiyiini; concerning this syncope, see 28.6.3, 
note I .l 

40.7. The Predicate of a Customary-Present Patientive NNC as Adjective. The nominalized 
customary-present passive-voice predicate (i.e., the customary-present patientive nounstem; 
see 36.5) may be translated as an English adjective. 

netebtilbni = it is worthy of being considered a god, it is worthy of being adored [Literally, 
"it is customarily considered a god."] 

piyalbni = it is worthy of being guarded [Literally, "it is habitually guarded.] 
ittbni = it is visible [Literally, "it is customarily seen."] 
titlazohtlalbni = you are lovable [Literally, "you are customarily loved."] 
neltililbni = #0-0(nel-ti-1i-16-ni)0-B# = it is provable [Literally, "it is customarily caused to 

be the truth."] 

The predicate of a customary-present patientive NNC and that of the potential-patient NNC 
of 8 40.4.2 can have the same translation as adjectives. 

ahchihualbni = it is illicit, it is improper [Literally, "it is not customarily done."] 
ahchihualiztli = it is illicit, it is improper [Literally, "it is not worthy of being done."] 

neltocbni = it is believable [Literally, "it is customarily followed as the truth." From 
tla-(nel-toca), "to follow s.th. as the t ruth;  i.e.,"to believe s.th."] 

neltoquiztli = it is believable [Literally, "it is worthy of being followed as the truth."] 

At times there may be a difference in translation of the two formations. 

nec6ni = it is advantageous, it is necessary [Literally, "it is customarily wanted."] 
nequiztli = it is desirable [Literally, "it is worthy of being wanted.] 

40.8. The Predicate of a Preterit-Agentive NNC as Adjective. The nominalized preterit pred- 
icate (i.e., the preterit-agentive nounstem; see 35.2) may be translated as an adjective. The 
majority of these nominalized VNCs are built on intransitive verbstems. 

1. Class A verbstems (including passive stems): 

tihuintic = #t-0(ihuin-ti-0)c-0# = you are drunk piterally, "you have become intoxicated."] 
tichiciihuaqueh = #ti-0(chic-ii-hua-0)qu-eh# = we are strong [Literally, "we have 

become strong."] 
catziihuac = #0-0(catz-2-hua-0)c-0# = it is dlrty [Literally, "it has become duty."] 
cehuilbc = #0-0(ci2-hui-lb-O)c-0# = he is frozen, he is dead from the cold [Literally, "he 

has been chilled"; from t&(c&hui-S), "to cause s.0. to become chilled." See 35.3, 
note 2, for the preterit patientive.] 

Occasionally, the adjectival NNC shows an idiomatic or metaphorical shift in meaning: 

cemihcac = #0-0(cem-ihca-0)c-0# = it is eternal [Literally, "it is standing as one." This 
is a nominalized preterit-as-present tense VNC.] 
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tiinac = it is abundant [Literally, "it has become sun-warmed."] 
titlahu~lilbc = you are wicked [Literally, "you have been abhorred."] 

There are a vast number of adjectival NNCs derived from denominal verbstems ending in 
the verbstem-forming sufix ti (see 5 54.2). The adjectival NNC usually implies the notion of 
likeness. 

cihuiitic = M-0(cihuii-ti-@)c-@# = he is effeminate [Literally, "he has become (like) a 
woman."] 

mahuiztic = he is admirable/illustrious [Literally, "he has become (like) one worthy of 
fear, he has become (like) an honored person."] 

neltic = it is true, it is truthful [Literally, "it has become (like) truth."] 

One must be prepared to locate the quality associated with certain entities differently from the 
way in which one's English experience might suggest: 

cuauhtic = it has become like a tree; i.e., it is tall 
camohtic = it has become like a sweet potato; i.e., it is soft 
quiltic = it has become like a leafy vegetable; i.e., it is light green 
zoquitic = it has become like mud; i.e., it is wet 
etic = it has become like a bean; i.e., it is heavy 
itztic = it has become like obsidian; i.e., it is cold 

Occasionally, the predicate of a transitive VNC may be translated as an adjective in English: 

mahcic = #0-0(m-0-ahci-0)c-0# = it is whole, it is complete [Literally, "it has reached 
itself."] 

2. Class B verbstems. The singular/cornrnon subject pronoun's number position is fre- 
quently filled with qui-0: 

huiicqui = #0-@(hug-c-0)qui-0# = it is dry [Literally, "it has become dry."] 
ticualiinqueh = Hi-0(cual-2-n-0)qu-eh# = we are angry [Literally, "we have become 

awY."l 
tiuhqui = H-0(iuh-0)qui-0# = you are thus [Literally, "you have become thus."] 
cenquizqui = #0-0(cen-quiz-0)qui-0# = it is perfect, it is unblemished [Literally, "it has 

come out as one."] 
iztlacatqui = he is mendacious [Literally, "he has lied."] 

The singular/common subject pronoun of NNCs formed on certain Class B verbstems prefers 
to have its number position filled with 0-0 (see 5 35.4): 

huehciiuh = #0-O(hueh-ciiuh-0)n-0# = it is old [Literally, "it has remained for a big one 
(i.e., for a long time).] 

Occasionally, the preterit-tense predicate of a transitive verbstem may serve as the stem for an 
adjectival NNC : 

moy&xhihchiuhqui = M-@(m-o-y&xhih-chiuh-0)qui-B# = he is well decked out [Lit- 
erally, "he has decked himself out well."] 
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techiciiuh = #0-0(te-chic-ii-uh-0)0-0# = it is wholesome, it is beneficial [Literally, "it 
has strengthened s.o."] 

temiiuh = it is contagious [Literally, "it has infected s.o."] 

3. Class C verbstems. The singularlcommon subject pronoun's number position is usually 
filled with 1-0. The adjectival NNC is usually built on a transitive verbstem: 

tPch6ctih = #0-0(te-ch6c-tih-0)o-0# = it is lamentable [Literally, "it has caused s.0. to 
cry. "1 

tecehuih = it is soothing [Literally, "it has cooled s.0. off, it has rested s.o."] 

4. Class D verbstems. The singular/common subject pronoun's number position is usually 
filled with 0-0: 

tecuacuah = #B-0(te-cua-cuah-0)o-0# = it is rough, it is harsh (to the touch) [Literally, 
"it has chewed s.o."] 

5. The predicate of a compound-stemmed NNC can be translated as an adjective: 

ihchictihcac = #0-0(ihchic-0-t-ihca-0)~-0# = it is clean of debris [Literally, "it stands 
having become scraped clean." The tense morph here represents the preterit-as- 
present tense. The incorporated preterit predicate is from the intransitive verbstem 
(ihchiqui), "to become scraped/shaved."] 

6. Occasionally, the source VNC is no longer used: 

ohhuih = #g-@(oh-hui-h-0)o-0# = it is difficult/dangerous [See 5 54.2.4 for the verb- 
stem *(oh-hui-ii) .] 

The preterit predicate formed on the verbstem *(iyo-P) can be used in an NNC whose pred- 
icate is translated as an adjective with a value similar to that of the adjectival nounstem (n-o- 
ce-1)-0-, etc. (see 5 40.2.3). The particle zan ordinarily precedes the N W .  The verb *(iyo-ii) 
also occurs in an adverbial VNC (see 5 44.3.1 1); see also 5 44.8.1. 

zan niyoh = #n-0(iyo-h-0)o-0# = I am alone zan tiyohqueh = we are alone 
zan tiyoh = you are alone zan amiyohqueh = you (pl) are alone 
zan iyoh = helshe/it is alone zan iyohqueh = they are alone 

The predicates of preterit-agentive NNCs of ownerhood formed on the verbstems *tla-(-35) 
and *tla-(-yo-a) are frequently translated as adjectives: 

teniimeh = #0-0(te-niim-eh-8)o-0# = it is walled [Literally, "it has owned walls."] 
teneh = it is sharp [Literally, "it has owned an edge."] 
tenyoh = he is famous [Literally, "he has owned lips in abundance (because everyone 

is talking about him)."] 
tleyoh = he is renowned [Literally, "he has owned fire in abundance."] 
zoquiyoh = it is muddy [Literally, "it has owned mud in every part."] 
mahuizzohqueh = #0-0(mahui-z-zo-h-0)qu-eh# = they are honoredlrespected [Liter- 

ally, "they have owned in abundance that which is worthy of fear."] 
xiilloh = it is sandy [Literally, "it has owned sand in every part."] 
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The predicates of preterit-agentive NNCs of ownerhood formed on the verbstem *tla-(-hug) 
are occasionally translated as adjectives: 

icn6huah = #8-0(icn-6-huah-8)[1-8# = he is compassionate [Literally, "he has owned 
misery." The embed (icn-6)-tl- here represents the stem (icn-6-y6)-tl-, "misery, 
poverty, wretchedness" (see 8 39.8). The form (icn-6-y6-huah-B)-[- is also possible. 
The stem (icn-6-yo-h-B)-I- is also used with the same translation value.] 

40.9. fie Predicates of Nominalized Obsolete Preterit VNCS as Adjectives. Intransitive "root- 
plus-ya" verbstems permit a special adjectival formation; they nominalize obsolete preterit- 
tense VNCs formed on the root alone (see 836.11.1 for active-action NNCs formed on the obso- 
lete distant-past-tense VNCs formed on the roots of these root-plus-ya verbstems). The roots 
are treated as Class A verbstems, so the formation of the adjectival NNC is according to 5 40.8.1. 

ahhuiiic = #B-0(ahhuiii-0)c-0# = it is fragrant [< (ahhuiii-ya), "to emit a fragrant odor"] 
cecec = #0-0(ce-ce-0)c-0# = it is cold [< (ce-ce-ya), "for a thing to become cold"] 
poyec = #B-0(poye-0)c-0# = it is salty tasting [< (poye-ya), "to be salty, to have a salty taste"] 
celic = #a-0(cel-i-0)c-0# = it is fresh and tender [< (cel-i-ya), "to become freshly green"] 
huelic = #0-0(huel-i-li)c-0# = it is delicious [< (huel-i-ya), "to be delicious, to be tasty"] 
yancuic = #0-0(yancui-0)c-0# = it is new [< (yancui-ya), "to be new"] 
ihyiic = #0-0(ihyii-0)c-0# = it is foul-smelling [< (ihyii-ya), "to emit a foul small"] 
iztiic = #0-0(iztii-0)c-0# = it is white [< (izta-ya), "to become like salt," i.e., "to be white"] 

Denominal verbstems ending in ti-ya, formed according to 5 54.2, use this formation. Com- 
pare 5 40.8.1 concerning denominal verbstems ending in ti. 

c6ztic = #8-0(~6z-ti-B)c-8# = it is yellow [< (c6z-ti-ya), "to become yellow"] 
itztic = #g-B(itz-ti-0)c-0# =it is cold [< (itz-ti-ya), "to become like obsidian," i.e., "to 

become cold"] 

Some of these "root-plus-yam verbs also use their full Class B stems to form adjectival 
NNCs according to 8 40.8.2; e.g., cocoxqui, "he is sick," "it is withered [< (coco-ya), "to 
be(come) sick"] 

A few of these "root-plus-ya" verbs do not use the nominalized obsolete preterit formation. 

1. The verbstem (hue-i-ya), "to become big, to grow," uses its base, the pronoun-like stem 
(hue-i)-0-, "a big one" (see 8 40.2.1). The verb's Class B stem is also used according to 8 
40.8.2 to form the metaphorical preterit-agentive nounstem (hue-i-X-0)-qui-, "one who is big 
in honor." The preterit-agentive nounstem built on the verb's Class A stem expresses a differ- 
ent dimension of size, that of length: (hue-i-ya-@)-c-, "one that is long." The form (hui-ya-@-c- 
is a frequently found variant. The general-use form of this Class-A type preterit-agentive stem 
serves as an embed in the following nounstems: (hue-i-ya-0-cii-t6n)-tli-, "a somewhat long 
thing"; (hue-i-ya-0-cii-PM)-I-, "a very long thing"; (hue-i-ya-0-cii-y6)-tl-, "length." While the 
obsolete preterit-agentive nounstem *(hue-i-@)-c- is not used, its general-use stem (hue-i-0- 
CS)-[- is used in an adverbial NNC and as an embed (adverb or complement); see 8 44.7. 
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nichueiciimati = I esteem him [The stem te-(hue-i-mati) has the same meaning of "to 
consider s.0. big, to esteem s.o."] 

huEiciiy6lloh = he is a big-hearted person 

See $ 54.2.3 for the formation of the verbstem (hue-i-ya). 

2. The verbstem (tla6colya), "to be sad," uses only its Class B stem according to $ 40.8.2 
to form tla6coxqui, "he is sad." 

40.10. Synonymous Pairs of Adjectival NNCs. Some adjectival NNCs exist in synonymous 
pairs. Their source verbstems are synonymous formations from a single root. 

1. Intransitive destockal verbstems with the suffix ni and, rarely, those with the suffix hui 
(see $ 24.5) have synonyms that end in c-ti-ya. (These are denominal verbstems derived from 
the deverbal nounstems presented in $ 39.4.1 .) The preterit-agentive nounstems formed from 
these synonymous verbstems can be translated as adjectives according to $40.8.2 and $ 40.9 
respectively. 

a. "it is green": 

xox6uhqui = #0-0(xo-x6-uh-0)qui-0# [< (xo-xb-hui)] 
xoxoctic = #0-0(xo-xo-c-ti-@)c-0# [< (xo-xo-c-ti-ya)] 

b. "it is diminished": 

cot6nqui = #8-0(cot-6-n-fl)qui-0# [< (cot-6-ni)] 
cotoctic = #0-@(cot-o-c-ti-0)c-PI# [< (cot-o-c-ti-ya)] 

2. Intransitive destockal verbstems ending in hua (see $ 24.6) also have synonyms ending 
in c-ti-ya. (These are denominal verbstems derived from the deverbal nounstem presented in 

39.4.2.) The preterit-agentive nounstems formed from these synonymous verbstems can be 
translated as adjectives according to $40.8.1 and 8 40.9 respectively. 

a. "it is dirty'': 

catziihuac = M-0(catz-3-hua-0)c-0# [< (catz-ii-hua)] 
catzactic = #0-0(catz-a-c-ti-0)c-0# [< (catz-a-c-ti-ya)] 

b. "it is ashen": 

nexehuac = #0-0(nex-e-hua-@)c-0# [< (nex-e-hua)] 
nexectic = M-0(nex-e-c-ti-@)c-@# [< (nex-e-c-ti-ya)] 

c. "it is faded": 

ticehuac = M-0(tic-i+hua-0)c-0# [< (tic-e-hua)] 
ticectic = M-@(tic-e-c-ti-0)c-0# [< (tic-e-c-ti-ya)] 

There are occasions when translation can express something of the difference in meaning 
between the members of a pair. 

tlilehuac = M-0(tliI-~-hua-0)c-0# = it is black [< (tlil-e-hua)] 
tlilectic = #0-0(tlil-e-c-ti-@)c-0# = it is blaclush [< (tlil-e-c-ti-ya)] 
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3. Intransitive destockal verbstems ending in i-hui and a-hui (see 24.7) have synony- 
mous intransitive verbstems ending in ti-ya. These are denorninal verbstems derived from 
the deverbal nounstems presented in 39.4.3. The preterit-agentive nounstems from these 
synonymous verbstems can be translated as adjectives according to 40.8.2 and 40.9 
respectively. 

a.  "it is black": 

tliliuhqui = M-0(tll-i-uh-0)qui-0# [< (tlil-i-hui)] 
tlltic = #0-0(tIi1-ti-0)c-0# [< (tlil-ti-ya)] 

b. "it is wrinkled": 

xolochauhqui = #0-0(xol-o-ch-a-uh-0)qui-0# [< (xol-o-ch-a-hui)] 
xolochtic = #0-0(xol-o-ch-ti-@)c-0# [< (xol-o-ch-ti-ya)] 

[The source verbstems are both formed on the stock-patientive nounstem (xol-o-ch)-tli- (see 
8 39.4), from the intransitive destockal verbstem (xol-6-ni), "for a wound to fester."] 

40.11. Synonymous Triplets of Adjectival NNCs. Some adjectival NNCs exist in synonymous 
triplets. Their source verbstems are synonymous formations from a single root. Two of the 
preterit-agentive nounstems are like those described in 40.10. The other is derived accord- 
ing to § 40.9 from a verbstem ending in z-ti-ya. (These are denorninal verbstems derived from 
the deverbal nounstems presented in 8 39.4.1 .) 

a.  "it is slippery (like a fish or soap): 

aliihuac = #0-0(al-ii-hua-@)c-@# 
alactic = #0-0(al-a-c-ti-@)c-0# 
alaztic = M-0(al-a-z-ti-@)c-@# 

[The source verbstems are (al-8-hua), (al-a-c-ti-ya), and (al-a-z-ti-ya) .] 

b. "it is soft": 

yamiinqui = #0-@(yam-ii-n-0)qui-W 
yamactic = #0-@(yam-a-c-ti-0)c-0# 
yamaztic = #0-@(yam-a-z-ti-0)c-0# 

[The source verbstems are (yam-3-ni), (yam-a-c-ti-ya), and (yam-a-z-ti-ya).l 

Occasionally, there may be a translatable difference in the meaning of the forms: 

mel8huac = #0-0(mel-ii-hua-@)c-W = it is true, it is correct 
melactic = #0-0(mel-a-c-ti-0)c-0# } = it is straight (and long) 
melaztic = #0-0(mel-a-z-ti-@)c-0# 

[The source verbstems are (mel-ii-hua), (mel-a-c-ti-ya), and (mel-a-z-ti-ya).] 

Remark: Along with the synonymous preterit-agentive NNCs discussed in both this and the preceding section, 
there may be a deverbal nounstem with a synonymous translation value: yamactli = it is soft. [Compare yamsnqui, 
yamactic, and yamaztic.] 
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40.12. The Predicate-Adjective Sentence. An NNC whose stem is translatable as an adjec- 
tive creates the Nahuatl equivalent of an English predicate-adjective sentence (i.e., a sentence 
in which an adjective functions as a subject complement). 

N6 cualli. = It is also good. They are also good. 
Zan quen tel cualli. = It is somewhat good. They are somewhat good. 
Ahmiquini. = HeIShelIt is immortal. 
Cuix cualnezqui? = Is it beautiful? Are they beautiful? 

When an adjectival subject-complement sentence in Nahuatl consists of a multiple-nucleus 
construction, an NNC whose predicate is translatable as an adjective serves as the principal 
clause. 

Ticualli in tehhuiitl. = You-are-good adjr you-are-that-one; i.e., You are good. [The NNC 
tehhuiitl is an adjunct functioning as a supplementary subject, used here for emphasis.] 

Ezzoh noxiiyac. = It-is-blood-covered it-is-my-face; i.e., My face is covered with blood. 
fchimal hueipM. = It-is-his-shield it-is-quite-big; i.e., His shield is really big. 
ftztic in Stl. = It-is-cold adjr it is water; i.e., The water is cold. 
N6nGtzalGni motelpsch. = He-is-worthy-of-reprimand he-is-your-youngman; i.e., Your 

son is worthy of reprimand. 
Cococ in amochil. = They-are-stinging/piquant/pungent adjr they-are-your (p1)-chili-pep- 

pers; i.e., Your (pl) chili peppers are hot. 
Yehhuiintin hue1 neltic in intlahtd. = They-are-those successfu2ly it-is-truthful adjr it-is- 

their-word; i.e., Their word is very truthful. [Yehhuiintin is the sentence topic and func- 
tions as the supplementary possessor of intlahtijl, which is the supplementary subject 
of the principal clause neltic. Hue1 is an adverb (see 44.9, here functioning as an 
intensifier.] 

Ca cualli in tichuicazqueh in tlacualli = Indeed it-is-good adjr we-shall carry-it adjr it-is- 
food; i.e., Our carrying the food is good. It is good that we are going to carry food. It is 
good for us to carry food. [The multiple-clause unit tichuicazqueh in tlacualli is the 
supplementary subject for the principal clause cualli.] 
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Adjectival NNCs (Part Two) 

41.1. IntensiJied Adjectival NNCs. Some adjectival NNCs are built on intensified stems. These 
may be created in several different ways. 

1. When, as a result of either nominalization or deverbalizatior , the adjectival stem has a ver- 
bal source, it can be intensified by the long-vowelled reduplication of 8 27.2.2 (not that of 8 14.3). 

cuiicualli = M-0(cuii-cua-1)li-PI# = it is very good, it is excellent [< (cua-l)-&, "a good 
thing"] 

ciicamohtic = #0-0(ca-camoh-ti-0)c-0# = it is very soft [< (camoh-ti-@)-c-, "a thing 
that has become like a sweet-potato," i.e., "a soft thing"] 

tetepit6n = #8-0(te-tepi-t6n)0-0# = it is a very tiny thing, it is an insignificant thing [< 

(tepi-t6n)-I-, "a tiny thing"] 
tzitziqui = #g-0(tzi-tziqui)B-0# = it is a very small thing [< (tziqui)-0-, "a small thing"] 

Remark: Although reduplication with vowel length is different in adjectival and strictly nominal stems, redupli- 
cation with a glottal stop is the same in the two, expressing the notions of distribution and variety. This formation 
is possible any time the NNCYs subject pronoun (usually showing common number) refers to at least two entities dif- 
ferentiated by location or shape. 

huihhuitztic = M-0(huih-huitz-ti-0)c-W = they are each one pointed, each is pointed; they are pointed [< 
(huitz-ti-0)-c-, "a thing that has become like a thorn," i.e., "a sharp-pointed thing"] 

huehhuei = M-0(hueh-hue-i)0-W = they are each big, each is big; they are big [< (hue-i)-a-, "a big one"] 

2. An intensified adjectival stem may be created by means of a compound nounstem in 
which the preterit-agentive stem (pah-&@)-c-, "a thing that has got medicine," i.e., "a thing 
that has become potent," occupies the matrix subposition. The nounstem in the embed sub- 
position carries the implication of "in the form of' or "with regard to." 

a .  The embed may be a nounstem from which an adjective stem of the . . . ti-@)-c- kind 
can be made: 

celpahtic = #0-O(ce1-pah-ti-@)c-@# = it is very freshly green [See (cel-&@)-c-, "a 
freshly green thing."] 

cuechpahtic = M-0(cuech-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very finely ground up [See (cuech- 
ti-0)-c-, "a finely ground-up thing."] 
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Included in this type of embed are the patientive nounstems from a destockal verb stock formed 
according to 39.4 (see 40.11): 

yamazpahtic = #0-0(yam-a-z-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very soft [See (yam-a-z-ti-0)-c-, 
"a thing that has become soft"] 

b. The embed may be the root of an adjectival preterit-agentive NNC formed from a 
"root-plus-ya" verbstem: 

iztiipahtic = M-0(iztS-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very white, it is very salty [See (izt&0)-c-, 
"a thing that has become like salt," i.e., "a thlng that has become white"; from 
(izta-ya).] 

poyepahtic = #B-0(poye-pah-ti-@)c-0# = it is very salty (to the taste) [See (poye-@)-c-, 
"a thing that has become salty (to the taste)"; from (poye-ya).] 

chichipahtic = #0-0(chichi-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very bitter [See (chichi-@)-c-, "a 
thing that has become bitter"; from (chichi-ya).] 

cecepahtic = #0-0(ce-ce-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very cold [See (ce-ce-@)-c-, "a thing 
that has become cold"; from (ce-ce-ya).] 

yancuipahtic = #B-0(yancui-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very new [See (yancui-0)-c-, "a 
thing that has become new"; from (yancui-ya).] 

cocopahtic = #I-0(coco-pah-ti-0)c-0# = it is very pungent to the taste, it is very pep- 
pery [See (coco-0)-c-, "a pungent thing, a peppery thing, a thing that stings the 
mouth"; from (coco-ya) .] 

c. The embed may be the general-use form of the adjectival preterit-agentive nounstem 
(see 9 35.5): 

iztiiciipahtic = #0-0(iztii-8-cii-pah-ti-0)~-0# = it is very white [< (iztii-@)-c-.] 
yancuiciipahtic = M-0Qancui-0-CS-p&-ti-0)c-W = it is very new [< (yancui-0)-c-] 

d. The embed may be intensified by reduplication according to subsection 1 above: 

cPcelpahtic = #0-0(ci5cel-pah-ti-B)c-0# = it is very very freshly green [See celpahtic 
in subsection a above.] 

e. The matrix stem can be augmented by an internal expansion, an instance of sound 
symbolism (increase in phonological "weight" suggesting an increase in semantic "weight"): 
(pah-ti-0)-c- becomes (palalah-ti-@)-c-. 

cecepalalahtic = M-0(ce-ce-palalah-ti-0)c-0# = it is extremely cold [See cecepahtic 
in subsection b above.] 

3. Other less frequent compound-stemmed NNCs that express intensification of adjectival 
meaning can be built on other preterit-agentive nounstems as matrix. 

One of these is (cal-ti-@)-c-, which translated literally is "a thing that has become like a 
house," but the translation is highly unsatisfactory. 
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chipaccaltic = M-@(chip-a-c-cal-ti-0)c-PI# = it is very clean [See (chip-a-c-ti-@)-c-, "a 
thing that has become clean"; from (chip-a-c-ti-ya), which presupposes (chip-a-c)-tli-, 
"a clean thing," from (chip-3-hua), "to become clean."] 

itzcaltic = #0-0(itz-cal-ti-0)c-0# = it is very cold [See (itz-ti-0)-c-, "a thing that has 
become like obsidian," i.e., "a cold thing," from (itz-ti-ya).] 

This matrix stem may be expanded internally to signify a greater intensity: (cal-&@)-c- 
becomes (calalah-ti-0)-c-. 

itzcalalahtic = #0-0(itz-calalah-ti-0)c-0# = it is extremely cold 

Another preterit-agentive nounstem that can occupy the matrix subposition is (tzon-ti-0)-c-, 
which can be translated as "a thing that has become the end," and therefore, "a thing that goes 
all the way." 

chichipahtzontic = #0-0(chichi-pah-tzon-ti-0)c-0# = it is exceedinglylutterly bitter 
[The embed here is (chichi-pah)-tli-, "a potently bitter thing," formed from (chichi- 
@)-c-, "a thing that has become bitter."] 

4. Another type of intensified adjectival nounstem is created by the use of the affective 
matrix nounstems (p6l)-0-, (pi1)-0-, (t6n)-tli-, and (tzin)-tli- (see Lesson 32). When serving 
as an embed, a preterit-agentive nounstem must, of course, have the general-use shape. 

a. The matrix stem (p61)-0- implies an increase in intensity in the quality named by the 
embed. 

hui?ip61= #0-0(hu&i-p61)O-0# = it is very big [< (hue-i)-0-, "a big one"] 
cbzp61= #8-0(cbz-p61)0-0# = it is very yellow [< (c6z)-tli-, "a yellow one"] 
tomacp61= #PI-@(tom-a-c-p61)0-0# = it is very plump [< (tom-a-c)-&, "a plump thing"] 
tlahui?lil6~3p61= #8-0(tlahu-~l-i-l6-0-~3-p61)0-~ = he is very wicked [< (tlahu-el-i- 

16-0)-c-, "one who has been abhorred] 

Stems with (p6l)-0- as matrix may have the reduplicative prefix of 41.1.1. 

hui?hu5ipbl= #0-@(hue-hue-i-p6l)O-0# = it is very very big 
tbtomacp61= #0-0(t6-tom-a-c-pb1)0-0# = it is very very plump 

b. The matrix stems (pi1)-0-, (ton)-tli-, and (tzin)-tli- imply a decrease in intensity in the 
quality named by the embed. 

huitzpil = #0-0(huitz-pil)0 = it is slightly pointed [< (huitz)-tli-, "a thorn," i.e., 
"a pointed thing"] 

hueit6ntli = #0-O(huWt6n)tli-0# = it is somewhat large [< (hue-i)-0-, "a big thing." 
Notice the unexpected presence of tli on the affective stem (see 32.3).] 

celtic3t6ntli = #0-0(cel-ti-0-~3-t6n)tli-0# = it is slightly tender (fresh and green) [< 

(cel-ti-0)-c-, "a thing that has become freshly green"] 
iztaciitzintli = #0-0(iztii-0-c3-tzin)tli-0# = it is delicately white [< (izt3-@)-c-, "a 

thing that has become white"] 

5. Another means of expressing intensity with regard to a quality is metaphor or simile. 
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iiztapiltic = #8-0(ii-zta-pil-ti-0)~-0# = it is a thing that has become like the child of a 
snowy egret; i.e., it is extremely white [The nounstem (2-zta-pi1)-in-, "child of a 
snowy egret," is the name of the very white base of a t6lmimilli (a type of reed).] 

Note: In addition to the intensification of adjectival stems by the various morphological means presented in this 
section, adjectival NNCs can be intensified by syntactical means through the use of intensifiers (see 5 49.6). 

41.2. Adjectival Nounstems from Compound Verbstems with a Nominal Embed. The matrix 
verbstem in the various types of compound verbstems with a nominal embed (see Lesson 30) 
may be converted into a matrix nounstem by reanalysis or derivation. The NNC built on the 
resultant compound nounstem can function as an adjective. 

1. Incorporated-adverb compound verbstems as source. This kind of compound verbstem 
is the most frequent of the compound verbstems to serve as the source for an adjectival NNC. 
There are two possible constructions. 

a. The adverb may be incorporated according to 55 30.7-12, with the modification 
being one of means, instrument, place, time, duration, cause, purpose, manner, or compared 
manner. 

ocuilcual6c = #0-0(ocuil-cua-16-@)c-@# = it is a thing that has been eaten by means 
of worms; i.e., it is worm-eaten 

tleihyiic = #0-0(tle-ihyii-0)c-0# = it is a thing that has become foul-smelling because 
of fire; i.e., it is burnt-smelling [< (ihyii-ya), "to stink] 

p6cc6ztic = #8-0(p6-c-c6z-ti-0)c-W = it is a thing that has become yellow like smoke; 
i.e., it is smoky yellow 

nicochmiquini = #ni-0(coch-miqui-ni)0-0# = I am one who habitually dies from 
(lack of) sleep; i.e., I am heavyldull for want of sleep 

titequihuetzcac = #ti-0(tequi-hue-tz-ca-0)c-0# = you are one who has laughed with 
work; i.e., you are cheerfulleasily moved to laughter 

tlacochtliizalli = #0-0(tla-coch-tliiza-1)li-0# = helshe is one who has been thrown 
into sleep; i.e., helshe is hypnotizedlin a spell-induced trance 

b. The adverb may be incorporated according to 5 30.14; that is, the source of the com- 
pound stem is a structure of supplementation in which the supplementary subject is a posses- 
sive-state NNC. There are two subtypes of the formation. 

i. In one subtype the embed signifies a kind of entity different from that referred to 
by the subject pronoun of the NNC. The English translational formula or the compound noun- 
stem is "adjective + noun + -ed" (e.g., "brown-eyed"). 

The NNC's subject pronoun may be animate or nonanimate. 

cuiipetliinqui = #0-0(cuii-petl-2-n-0)qui-0# = he is one who is polished at the 
head; i.e., he is bald headed 

titlaht6lhui5lic = #ti-0(tla-ht-b-l-hui51-i-~)c-0# = you are one who is sweet with 
words; i.e., you are pleasant speaking [< (huel-i-ya), "to be delicious, to taste 
good"] 
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nitzoniztalli = hi-0(tzon-izta-l)li-0# = I am one who has become white at the 
hair; i.e., I am white haired [< (izta-ya), "to become like salt," i.e., "to become 
white"] 

tepiimpitziihuac = #0-0(te-piim-pitz-2-hua-0)c-0# = it is a thing that has become 
thin at the walls; i.e., it is thin walled [Also tepiimpitzactli.] 

The matrix stem may have a reduplicative prefix to indicate distribution or variety with 
regard to the entity named by the adverbial embed. 

nacazhuihhuitztic = M-0(nacaz-huih-huitz-ti-0)c-0# = it is a thing that is pointed 
at the ears; i.e., it is pointy eared; its ears are pointed [< (huitz-ti-ya), "to 
become like a thorn"; i.e., "to come to a point"] 

izticohcbltic = M-0(izti-coh-c6l-ti-0)c-0# = it is a thing that is curved at the claws; 
i.e., it is curve clawed; its claws are curved 

ii. In the other subtype, the embed signifies the same kind of entity as that referred 
to by the subject pronoun. The English translational formula for the compound stem is "adjec- 
tive + noun" (e.g., "brown eye(s)"). This kind of compound nounstem is similar to the struc- 
ture and translational formula of (e-xb)-tl-, "a green thing in the form of a bean," i.e., "a green 
bean," the compound nounstem mentioned in $ 3 1.4. Here as there, English reverses the gov- 
erned-and-governor relationship of the Nahuatl constituents, translating the matrix as an adjec- 
tival modifier and the embed as the noun head. 

Unlike the subtype in subsection 1 above, the NNC's subject pronoun is nonanimate. 

tepiimpitziihuac = it (i.e., a wall) is a thing that has become thin in the form of a 
wall; i.e., it is a thin wall [Also tepiimpitzactli. As in this instance, at times 
NNCs of the two subtypes can be ambiguous; both of these NNCs are identical 
in shape to the two in subsection l.] 

ohpitzactli = M-0(oh-pitz-a-c)tli-W = it (i.e., a road) is a thing that has become 
narrow in the form of a road; i.e., it is a narrow roadlpath 

iichipactli = #0-0(ii-chip-a-c)tli-0# = it (i.e., water) is a thing that has become 
clean in the form of water; i.e., it is cleanlpure water 

tliilhuiictli = #0-0(tliil-huii-c)tli-0# = it (i.e., land) is a thing that has become dry 
in the form of land; i.e., it is dry land; it is an island 

tliilcocoxqui = M-0(tliil-coco-X-0)qui-0# = it (i.e., land) is a thing that has become 
sick in the form of land; i.e., it is sicklexhausted land 

Instead of conveying the notion of "in the form of," the embed might be conveying that of 
"in comparison with (other)." Since a sentence such as "It (i.e., a wall) is a thin wall" can be 
reworded in English as "The wall is thin," a linguistically naive person might be tempted to 
think of the embedded stem as the subject in these compound-stemmed NNCs (see $ 1.13 
concerning the mistaken belief that a translation reflects the structure of the source; remem- 
ber that Nahuatl does not permit an embedded nounstem to function as subject of the com- 
pound; see $ 30.1 8; see also $ 58.7). The temptation is probably all the stronger here, since 
English has nothing similar to this formation. In the choice of matrix Nahuatl focuses on 
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qualitative notions (e.g., narrowness, whiteness), while English focuses on substantive notions 
(e.g., road, wall, land). One should train oneself to accept such perspectival differences in 
order to gain not only a firmer grasp of the language but also a better understanding of the 
culture. 

2. Incorporated-complement compound verbstem as source. Only a few NNCs manifest 
the formation. 

xox6uhc3cual6ni = #PI-0(xo-x6-uh-0-~3-cua-l6-ni)0-PHf = it is edible greedraw [< (xo- 
x6-uh-0)-qui-, "a thing that is greedraw"] 

cececiiihuani = #0-0(ce-ce-0-cii-i-hua-ni)0-0# = it is potable cold [< (ce-ce-@c-, "a 
thing that has become cold] 

3. Incorporated-object compound verbstem as source. The compound verbstem can occur 
in a preterit-agentive NNC. 

cualiincuic = #0-0(cual-2-n-cui-@)c-0# = he is one who has taken anger; i.e., he is angry 
[< (cual-3-n)-tli-, "anger"] 

yblizmatqui = #0-0(y6li-z-mat-@)qui-O# = he is one who has known the act of living; 
i.e., he is cunninglclever [< (ybli-z)-tli-, "the act of living"] 

When the adjectival NNC has a patientive structure, it is not easy for English to capture the 
difference between the impersonal-patientive NNC built on an incorporated-object compound 
verbstem and the passive-patientive NNC built on an incorporated-adverb compound verb- 
stem. A morphological analysis of the two is unable to distinguish between them; only a knowl- 
edge of the underlying source compound verbstem can do so. The following NNCs exemplify 
the problem. Compare the first two with the second two. 

tliilc6hualli = #0-0(tl3l-cbhua-1)li-W = it is a land-bought thmg; it is bought land [an 
impersonal patientive NNC from the incorporated object compound verbstem (tliil- 
cGhua), "to buy land] 

tliilchiuhtli = #0-fl(tlii1-chiuh)tli-0# = it is a land-made thing; it is worked land, it is cul- 
tivated land [an impersonal patientive NNC from the incorporated-object compound 
verbstem (tliil-chihua), "to make land," i.e., "to work land] 

tliilmanalli = #0-B(tlii1-man-a-1)li-0# = it is a thing that has been set down on land; i.e., 
it is an area of packed-down, leveled land, it is packed-down, leveled land [a passive 
patientive from the incorporated-adverb compound verbstem tla-(tl3l-mama), "to 
set s.th. down on land," i.e., "to level-off land by tamping or pounding it down (for 
laying the foundation of a wall, etc.) "1 

tliilrnantli = #0-a(tlii1-man)tli-B# = it is a thing that has been set down on land; i.e., it 
is an area of packed-down, leveled land, it is packed-down, leveled land [The source 
is the same as the preceding one.] 

The adjectival use of the compound-stemmed patientive NNCs in this subsection and in sub- 
section 1.a is not as obvious or as frequent as that of those in subsection l.b, but Nahuatl has 
the option of using any patientive NNC as an adjectival NNC, and these are no exception. 
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4 1.3. Adjectival NNCs from Denominal Verbstems from Compound Nounstems. A compound 
nounstem can be the source for a derived verbstem created by means of the verbstem-forming 
suffix ti (see 54.2). The most frequent use of these verbstems is in adjectival preterit-agen- 
tive NNCs (formed according to 40.8.1). 

cbmacaztic = #0-0(cbn-nacaz-ti-@)c-@# = it has become (like) a jar ear; i.e., it is like a jar 
handle [The underlying compound nounstem (cbn-nacaz)-tli-, "jar ear," i.e., "jar han- 
dle," consists of the embed (c6m.i)-tl-, "jar, pot" and (nacaz)-tli-, "ear."] 

xilbtzontic = #8-0(xilb-tzon-ti-0)~-8# = it has become (like) maize-ear hair; i.e., it is like 
maize silk [< (xilb-tzon)-tli-, "maize silk"] 

41.4. Adjectival Nounstems as Embeds in Compound-Stemmed NNCs. While adjectival 
NNCs frequently occur in double- or multiple-nucleus structures of modification (see Lessons 
42 and 43), an adjectival nounstem can be incorporated as the modifier of a matrix nounstem 
(see 5 3 1.4). 

tlazohtilmahtli = #0-0(tla-zo-h-ti1mah)tli-0# = it is a costly blanket; it is an expensive 
blanket 

nohuPimahpi1 = #0-0+n-o(huP-i-mah-pil)0-0# = it is my big finger; i.e. it is my thumb 
ichcahuipilli = #0-0(ich-ca-huipi1)li-0# = it is a cotton blouse 
ninPntlScat1 = #ni-0(nPn-t1Sca)tl-0# = I am a useless person [The nounstem (ni2n)-tli-, 

"vain thing, useless thing," can serve as a stem on its own in an NNC only if the NNC 
is adverbialized; see 8 44.5.3.1 

ilihuizcihuiitl = #0-B(i1ihui-z-cihuii)tl-0# = she is a worthless woman [The nounstem 
(ilihui-z)-tli-, "worthless thing, useless thing," can serve as a stem on its own in an NNC 
only if the NNC is adverbialized; see 44.6.1 

When the adjectivally functioning embed is a preterit-agentive nounsteni, the general-use shape 
of the stem must be used. This is simply the compound-nounstem construction of 35.7. 

mococoxcStahtzin = #0-0+m-o(coco-X-0-cii-tah-tzin)0-0# = he is your sick father (H) 
yamiinciicuicatl = #B-@(yam-S-n-0-CS-cuica)tl-0# = it is a soft song; i.e., it is a pleasant 

song 

As is evident in Lesson 34, a numeral stem can be embedded adjectivally in the formation 
of a compound stem. 

niiuhquimilli = #0-0(niiuh-quimi1)li-0# = it is four bundles, they are four bundles; i.e., it 
is eighty blankets, they are eighty blankets 

bnxihuitl = #g-0(bn-xihui)tl-0# = it is two years [Frequently spelled bxxihuitl, as it is 
pronounced.] 
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Adjectival Modification (Part One) 

42.1. Modification. In Nahuatl, modification can occur in a single nucleus construction (as, 
for example, in Q 30.5 or 8 41.4) or in multiple nucleus constructions. In the latter as in the for- 
mer, the modification may be adjectival (i.e., an adjectival NNC modifies a substantival N W )  
or adverbial (i.e., an adverbial NNC modifies a VNC). Adverbial modification involving two 
or more nuclear clauses is discussed in Lessons 49 and 50. Multiple-nucleus adjectival mod- 
ification is taken up in this lesson and Lesson 43. 

42.2. Multiple-Nucleus Adjectival Modification. In Nahuatl, except for those embedded in 
compound nounstems, all adjectival modifiers are clauses. The language has no modifier-word 
plus head-word structures such as English "a tall tree" or "my two children"; instead it relies 
on a structure that is vaguely similar to an English relative clause (e.g., "a tree that is tall" or 
"my children who are two in number"), except that it has no relative pronoun (such as "that," 
"who/whom," or "which) to act as the link between the modifier clause and its head clause 
(see Q 16.2). This kind of device is not needed, since in Nahuatl a multiple-clause structure of 
adjectival modification (a head plus a modifier) results from a transformation carried out upon 
a structure of shared-referent supplementation (a head plus a supplement) in such a way that 
the rank of the constituent clauses is reversed. That is, the principal clause of the source becomes 
the adjunct clause of the transform, and the adjunct clause of the source becomes the princi- 
pal clause of the transform. In both, the link between the principal and the adjunct is established 
by shared-referent affixal personal pronouns. The difference between the two structures can 
be summarized as follows. 

1. Structure of supplementation (see Lesson 17): 

head = affixal personal pronoun in the principal clause 
supplement = the adjunct clause (whose core identifies the head) 

2. Structure of modification: 

head = core in an NNC functioning as the principal clause 
modifier = the adjunct clause (whose core describes, qualifies, or limits the head) 
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Compare the following two sentences (the principal clause is italicized): 

Source: Caniihuac in cueitl. = The skirt is thin. The skirts are thin. [The adjunct, cueitl, 
is the supplementary subject standing in cross-reference to the subject pronoun 0- 
O(. . .)c-0 of the principal, caniihuac.] 

Transform: CuZitl caniihuac. = It is a skirt that is thin. They are skirts that are thin. It is 
a thin skirt. They are thin skirts. [The stem of the principal, cueitl, is being described 
by the stem of the adjunct, caniihuac. The subject pronouns of the two clauses, 0- 
O(. . .)tl-0 and 0-O(. . .)c-0, have the same referent.] 

The following is another example, again using a substantival NNC and an adjectival NNC but 
with first-person plural subject pronouns: 

Source: Ticualtin in timocnihuiin. = We, your friends, are good. 
Transform: Timocnihuiin ticualtin. = We are yourfriends who are good; i.e., We are 

your good friends. 

The modifier may be marked by the adjunctor in: 

CuZitl in caniihuac. = It is a thin skirt. They are thin skirts. 
Timocnihuiin in ticualtin. = We are your goodfriends. 

42.3. The Preposed ModiJier. The unmarked adjectival modifier may be shifted to a position 
in front of its head. This proposing transformation does not create a topic (see 5 17.5); that is, 
the preposed adjunct in a structure of modification does not announce what is going to be 
talked about as one does in a structure of supplementation. In a transform created by prepos- 
ing an adjectival modifier, the adjunct clause is joined more tightly to the principal clause than 
in one resulting from topicalization; in the former, no hiatus is heard between modifier and 
head (contrast 17.5). 

Caniihuac cueit1 = It is a thin skirt. They are thin skirts. 
Ticualtin timocnihuiin. = We are your good friends. 

42.4. The Structure of Adjectival Modij-kation as Adjoined Unit. A structure of modification 
as a unit may be adjoined to a principal clause in a larger concatenate structure: 

Quinamaca cueitl canauac. = He sells skirts that are thin. 
Quinamaca cueitl in caniihuac. = He sells skirts that are thin. 
Quinamaca caniihuac cueitl. = He sells thin skirts. 

The multiple-nucleus adjoined unit may be introduced by the adjunctor in: 

Quinamaca in cueit1 caniihuac. = He sells skirts that are thin. 
Quinamaca in cueitl in caniihuac. = He sells skirts that are thin. 
Quinamaca in caniihuac cueitl. = He sells thin slurts. 

The adjunctor in placed before the preposed adjectival modifier always subordinates the entire 
structure of modification and not just the modifier. In the last example, in caniihuac cueitl is 
incomplete and must be an adjoined unit. Similarly, in the following example in ticualtin ti- 
mocnihuiin functions as an adjoined unit: 
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Tirnitzpali5huizqueh in ticualtin timocnihu8n. = We, your good friends, shall help you. 

42.5. The Structure of Adjectival Modijication as Principal Unit. A structure of modification 
as a unit may serve as the principal of a larger concatenate structure: 

In quinamaca cue'itl caniihuac = That which he is selling is a skirt that is thin. That which 
he sells is skirts that are thin. 

In quinamaca cue'itl in caniihuac.= That which he is selling is a skirt that is thin. That 
which he sells is skirts that are thin. 

In quinamaca caniihuac cue'itl. = That which he is selling is a thin skirt. That which he 
sells is thin skirts. 

42.6. Ambiguity: Supplementation and Adjectival Modijication. There are two reasons for 
ambiguity between a structure of supplementation and one of adjectival modification. First, 
both are structures of apposition. In supplementation, the adjunct-as-supplement stands in 
apposition to an affixalpersonal pronoun in the principal clause (see 8 17.2). In modifica- 
tion, the adjunct-as-modifier stands in apposition to the core in the principal clause. Second, 
a structure of adjectival modification is generated from a structure of shared-referent supple- 
mentation and has no special adjunctor that distinguishes it as modification. 

The probability that this potential for ambiguity will be realized becomes obvious when 
one surveys the patterns theoretically possible to structures of supplementation and adjectival 
modification. In the following chart, a topi-transform is a transform created by topicalization; 
aprepo-transform is a transform created by a preposing transformation. 

I Unmarked Adjunct I Marked Adjunct 

PRINCIPAL + in + adjunct 
in + adjunct + PRINCIPAL 

Supplementation: 
Transform 
Topi-transform 

PRINCIPAL + adjunct 
adjunct + PRINCIPAL 

I Prepo-transform I adjunct + PRINCIPAL 1 . . . in + adjunct + PRINCIPAL 

Modification: 
Transform 

The prepo-transform with a marked adjunct is not a complete sentence (the suspension points 
indicate this); it can function only as an adjoined unit (see 5 42.4). This disambiguates the in 
+ adjunct + PRINCIPAL pattern: when standing alone, it is a structure of supplementation; 
when adjoined as a unit, it is a structure of modification. 

Even though all the theoretically possible patterns may not actually occur (the meaning of 
the concatenated items enters as an important factor in eliminating the possibilities), the poten- 
tiality for ambiguity is still high, especially since the majority of concatenated items may serve 
either as adjunct or as principal. Meaning depends upon which nucleus is understood to be the 

PRINCIPAL + adjunct PRINCIPAL + in + adjunct 
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principal clause. The following examples illustrate the problem. (The principal clause of each 
sentence is italicized.) 

Caniihuac cueitl. = (suppl) The skirts are thin. 
Caniihuac cueitl. = (modif) They are thin things that are skirts. 
Caniihuac cue'itl. = (modif) They are thin skirts. 
Cueitl caniihuac. = (suppl) The skirts are thin. 
Cue'itl caniihuac. = (modif) They are skirts that are thin. 
Caniihuac in cueitl. = (suppl) The skirts are thin 
Caniihuac in cueitl. = (modif) They are thin things that are skirts. 
In caniihuac cuZit1. = (suppl) The thin ones are skirts. [not ambiguous] 
In cueit1 caniihuac. = (suppl) The skirts are thin. [not ambiguous] 
Cue'itl in caniihuac. (suppl) The thin ones are skirts. 
Cue'itl in caniihuac. = (modif) They are skirts that are thin. 

Since either nuclear clause can serve as principal, ambiguity also appears in structures of 
modification when such a structure serves as an adjoined unit. The following examples illus- 
trate the problem. (The principal clause of each structure is italicized.) 

. . . cue'itl caniihuac = . . . skirts that are thin [not ambiguous] 

. . . in cue'itl caniihuac = . . . skirts that are thin [not ambiguous] 

. . . cue'itl in caniihuac = . . . skirts that are thin [not ambiguous] 

. . . in cue'itl in caniihuac = . . . skirts that are thin [not ambiguous] 

. . . caniihuac cue'itl = . . . thin skirts 

. . . caniihuac cueitl = . . . thin ones that are slurts 

. . . in caniihuac cue'itl = . . . thin skirts 

. . . in caniihuac cueit1 = . . . thin ones that are skirts 

. . . canfihuac in cueit1 = . . . thin ones that are skirts 

. . . in caniihuac in cueit1 = . . . thin ones that are skirts 

Note: Head + modifier constructions such as in cuifitl caniihuac and in cuZitl in caniihuac may also be converted 
into modifier + head constructions in which the adjunctor remains immediately before the head: . . . caniihuac in 
cuifitl and. . . in caniihuac in cuZit1. Consequently, the last two examples given above are ambiguous and can also 
mean "thin skirts'' and "skirts that are thin," respectively. Consider as a further example Cencah miec in quitquiqueh 
in teiicuitlatl. While this may represent "That which they carried, which was gold, was quite a lot" (with in tebcuit- 
latl modifying in quitquiqueh), context may easily demand that it represent "The gold that they carried was quite 
a lot" (with in quitquiqueh modifying in tebcuitlatl); concerning cencah see 44.3.1. 

42.7. Adjectival Modijier with a Compound-Stemmed NNC as Head. The head of a structure 
of modification may be a simple-stemmed NNC or a compound-stemmed NNC. The modifier 
in the latter structure-whde modifying the compound as a whole-actually tends to relate to 
the matrix, since it is the governing center of the compound stem. Compare: 

in tlazohtli ihhuitl = expensive feathers 
in tlazohtli xiuhtGtGihhuit1 = expensive turquoise-bird feathers; i.e., expensive lovely- 

cotinga feathers [The embed stem is itself compound: (xiuh-t6t6)-tl-, "turquoise bird," 
i.e., "lovely cotinga."] 
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Of course, if the compound nounstem's meaning is metaphorically distanced from the mean- 
ing of the matrix stem, the modification will seem to relate to the compound stem as a whole. 

in tomiihuac iihui?huetl= the thick upright drum in water (see 35.7.2); i.e., the thick 
cypress 

This "normal" structure of modification should be compared to that presented in 42.10. 

42.8. Various Kinds of Sentences in the Modijier Function. The prototype of adjectival mod- 
ification has a substantival NNC as principal and an adjectival NNC as modifier. This is not 
the only structure possible, however, as is obvious from 42.6, where the roles are shown 
reversed. There is, in fact, a wide variety of nuclear clause types that can serve as adjectival 
adjuncts. For the sake of economy, only the marked prepo-transforms will be shown in the 
following descriptions. 

1. An intransitive VNC. This has already been implied in the examples with caniihuac in 
42.6, since it is a preterit-agentive NNC, i.e., a reanalyzed VNC. But the VNC need not 

undergo nominalization: 

. . . in nechca cah cihuiitl = . . . the woman who is there, . . . the woman there, . . . that 
woman there [E.g., In nechca cah cihuiitl t~chtlaxcalchihuiliz. "That woman there 
will make tortillas for us." For nechca, "there," see 46.9.1 

. . . in ixmantiuh iitl= . . . the smoothly flowing water [E.g., Niquitta in ixmantiuh iitl. 
"I look at the smoothly flowing water." The adjectival adjunct is a connective-t com- 
pound-stemmed VNC: #0-0(ix-man-0-ti-uh)0+0-0#, "it goes spreading out on the 
surface. "1 

2. A transitive VNC. If the transitive clause contains only a reflexive object pronoun or a 
nonspecific projective object pronoun, the syntactical possibilities are the same as with the 
intransitive clause: 

. . . in 6moteneuhqueh miicuiltin = . . . the five who have been mentioned [E.g., In 
6moteneuhqueh miicuiltin quinniihuatia in Moteucz6ma. "Moteuczoma gives 
commands to the five who have been mentioned."] 

. . . in t&xiini cGiitl= . . . the people-eating snake; i.e., . . . the poisonous snake [E.g., 
dquicuah in tecuiini c6iitl. "The poisonous snake bit him."] 

If, however, a transitive clause has a specific projective object pronoun, the syntactical possi- 
bilities are more complicated. For one thing, the point of shared-referent contact between the 
concatenated nuclear clauses may be either in a subject pronoun (as in the adjectival intransi- 
tive VNC) or in an object pronoun. For another, the construction may or may not show sup- 
plementation/modification ambiguity, depending on several factors: the animate or nonani- 
mate nature of the referents of the pronouns, contrasts in person or number, and meaning of 
the stems involved. The following examples illustrate the problem. 

a. Unambiguous concatenation: modification only. 

i. Concatenation by means of the NNC's subject pronoun: 
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. . . in bnechittac cihuiitl= . . . the woman who saw me [E.g., AhGniquittac in 
bnechittac cihuiitl. “I did not see the woman who saw me.”] 

ii. Concatenation by means of the VNC’s object pronoun: 

. . . in bniquittac cihuiitl = . . . the woman whom I saw [E.g., AhGnechittac in 
bniquittac cihuiitl. “The woman whom I saw did not see me.”] 

b. Ambiguous concatenation: either supplementation or modification. 

i. Concatenation by means of the VNC’s subject pronoun: 

. . . in quichiuhqueh Tbltecah = suppl, . . . what the Toltecs built, . . . the one(s) 
that the Toltecs built [E.g., Mahuiztic in quichiuhqueh TbltGcah. “What the 
Toltecs built was marvelous. The one that the Toltecs built was marvelous. The 
ones that the Toltecs built were marvelous.” For Tbltecah, see 8 48.9.4.b.iii.l 
. in quichiuhqueh Tbltecah = modif, . . . the Toltecs who built idthem E.g., Tla- 
matinimeh in quichiuhqueh Tiiltecah. “The Toltecs who built idthem were 
clever.”] 

ii. Concatenation by means of the VNC’s object pronoun: 

. . in quichiuhqueh calli = suppl, . . . the ones who built the house(s) [E.g., Ca 
Tbltecah in quichiuhqueh calli. “The ones who built the house(s) were 
Toltecs.”] 

. . . in quichiuhqueh calli = modif, . . . the houses(s) that they built [E.g., 
Mahuiztic in quichiuhqueh calli. “The house that they built was marvelous. 
The houses that they built were marvelous.”] 

The ambiguity is even more complicated when the transitive VNC permits the ambiguity 
pointed out in 8 17.4.4: 

. . . in bquittac cihuiitl= suppl, . . . the one whom the woman saw, . . . the one who 

. . . in bquittac cihuiitl = modif, . . . the woman who saw him, . . . the woman who 
saw the woman 

saw her, . . . the woman whom he saw, . . . the woman whom she saw 

When the concatenate structures are adjoined to a larger concatenate structure, all of these 
ambiguities may be present: 

Otzahtzic in bquittac cihuiitl. = The one whom the woman saw shouted. The one 
who saw the woman shouted. The woman who saw him shouted. The woman 
who saw her shouted. The woman whom he saw shouted. The woman whom 
she saw shouted. 

In the special instance where the nounstem of the principal clause involves a sex property and 
the concatenate structure is adjoined as a constituent in a larger concatenate structure whose 
head also involves a sex property, the ambiguity may be reduced but not completely dissolved: 

Notahtzin in bquittac cihuiitl. = The one whom the woman saw was my father. 
The one who saw the woman was my father. 
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Noniintzin in 6quittac cihuiitl. = The woman who saw him was my mother. The 
woman who saw her was my mother. The woman whom he saw was my mother. 
The woman whom she saw was my mother, 

3. An adverbialized NNC (see Lesson 44): 

. . . in niciin tliilli = . . . the land here [E.g., Atoctli in niciin tliilli. "The land here is fer- 
tile and moist."] 

4. A cardinal-numeral NNC: 
. . . in ce tliicatl = . . . one person, . . . a (certain) person [E.g., Ahonnezticatca in ce 

tliicatl. "One person did not come forward; i.e., "Not a single person came forward."] 
in Gntetl iicalli = . . . (the) two boats [E.g., In 6ntetl iicalli zan onotihuitz. "The two 
boats just come floating along."] 
in yein ipilhuiin = . . . his three children [E.g., ~quimpiyaya in yein ipilhuiin. "He 
guarded his three children." I.e., "He had three children."] 

The numeral NNC may be the head in the structure of modification. The construction is 
obvious when an adjunctor is present (but, of course, the in is optional). English translation 
prefers to ignore the construction by rendering the numeral NNC as the modifier. 

6e cihuiitl = she is one (in number) who is a woman; i.e., she is one woman 
niiuhtetl in calli = they are four that are houses; i.e., they are four houses 
6nquimilli in cuiichtli = they are two bundles that are large capes; i.e., they are forty 

large capes [E.g., In ipatiuh 6nquimilli in cuiichtli. "His price is forty large capes."] 

A structure of modification containing a cardinal numeral NNC as modifier may be a dou- 
ble-nucleus counterpart of a compound-stemmed NNC with an incorporated numeral stem: 

Niihui metztli. 
= They are four moons; i.e., They are four months. 

Niiuhetztli. 

Note: A common use of the cardinal numeral NNC as modifier is found in dates. (For the day and year names, 
see Appendix E): 

In xiuhttinalli Ei Calli. l = The year name is Three House. 
In xiuhttinalli Ecalli. 

5. A quantitive pronominal NNC: 

. . . in ixquichtin tlan6tzaltin = . . . all the guests [E.g., Calaquiyah in ixquichtin 
tlan6tzaltin. "All the guests were entering."] 

In structures of modification containing a quantitive NNC, the construction is frequently put 
in the singular even though the subject pronoun is referring to more than one animate entity: 

In ixquich miicehualli cenhuetzi. = All the commoners sit down together. 
Mochi tliicatl conchihcha. =All the people spit at her. Every person spits at her. [Notice 

the formally unjustified applicative object.] 

In relation to this, when a structure of modification serves as a supplement, the subject pro- 
nouns in its NNCs may not agree in number with their head in the principal clause (see § 18.5). 
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In ye ixquich tliicatl momauhtihqueh. = As for all the people, they were afraid. All 
the people were afraid. Everyone was afraid. [Although it has a singular-number sub- 
ject pronoun, the plural meaning of tliicatl is made evident by its modifier ixquich. 
The plural-number subject pronoun on momauhtihqueh acts as if its VNC were in 
a sentence of its own.] 

The quantitive pronominal NNC may be the head in the structure of modification. English 
translation ignores the internal relationships of the Nahuatl construction by reversing head and 
modifier. 

ixquich in ihhuitl = they are all that are feathers; i.e., they are all the feathers 
mochi in necuilt6n8lli = it is everything that is wealthlriches; i.e., it is all the wealth/ 

riches 

6. An NNC: 

. . . tliitlacohtin oquichtin = . . . slaves who are males; i.e., . . . male slaves 

. . . in oquichtli maziitl = . . . male deer, . . . buck [E.g., Cuiicuahueh in oquichtli 
maziitl. "The male deer has antlers."] 

Note: A structure of modification containing an NNC as modifier may be a double-nucleus counterpart of a com- 
pound-stemmed NNC: 

Oquichtli mazstl. l = It is a male deer. It is a buck. 
Oquichrnaziitl. 

7. A structure of supplementation: 

. . . in cualli iydlo ichpiichtli = . . . the maiden whose heart is good, . . . the virtuous 
maiden [E.g., In cualli iy6llo ichptichtli ydlohchipiihuac. "The virtuous maiden is 
pure of heart."] 

8. Contrary to what translation suggests, when a personal pronominal NNC (see 16.3) or 
a demonstrative pronominal NNC (see 8 16.5 and 19.2.1) cooperates with an NNC in a struc- 
ture of -adjectival modification, the NNC is the appositive and, therefore, the modifier. 

. . . in yehhuiintin ozomahtin = they are the ones who are monkeys; i.e., these monkeys, 
those monkeys, . . . the monkeys [E.g., In yehhuiintin ozomahtin quihuiilihnecuih. 
"These monkeys come to smell it."] 

. . . in in tlahtoiini = he is this one who is a ruler; i.e., this ruler [E.g., In in tlahtosni 
miequintin in quipiyah Otomih. "The Otomis who guard this ruler are numerous." 
The structure of modification in in tlahtoiini is the topic functioning as the supple- 
mentary object standing in cross-reference to the object pronoun qui-0 of quipiyah. 
The structure of modification in quipiyah Otomih (in which Otomih is modified by 
quipiyah) functions as the supplementary subject in cross-reference to the subject 
pronoun 0-O(. . .)bin of the principal clause miequintin.] 

in ihqueh in Otomih = they are these who are Otomis; i.e., these Otomis [E.g., In ihqueh 
in Otomih milehqueh. "These Otomis are garden owners."] 
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9. As explained in 5 34.16, a measure NNC serves as the head, and the NNC reporting the 
thing measured serves as the adjectival modifier. 

centlaxijchtli ichcatl = it is one tuft/flock that is of cotton; it is a tuftfflock of cotton 
n3uhtlayahualijlli centli = they are four bunches that are of dried ears of maize; i.e., 

they are four bunches of dried ears of maize 

42.9. Recursion in Adjectival Modification. The modification transformation is recursive; 
that is, a structure of adjectival modification may participate as head in a larger structure of 
modification: 

Miyec in mahuiztic quichiuhqueh calli. = The marvelous houses that they built were 
many. [The structure of modification quichiuhqueh calli is modified by mahuiztic.] 

Cuix ticcualitta in in yancuic noch-mal? = Do you lrke this one whch is my new shield 
(i.e., this new shield of mine)? [Yancuic nochimal is modifying the demonstrative pro- 
noun in.] 

~quimacac ce tlazohtli tetl. = He gave her one which was a precious stone (i.e., one pre- 
cious stone). [Tlazohtli tetl is modifying c&] 

42.10. Incorporated Structures of Adjectival Modification. Compounding has already been 
shown to be a very powerful device in Nahuatl. Not only can the language incorporate the 
predicate of an NNC into the embed subposition to create compound-stemmed VNCs (see 
Lesson 30) and compound-stemmed NNCs (see Lesson 3 l), but, as has been shown, it also has 
the power to incorporate entire structures, such as a structure of conjunction (see 5 34.8) or a 
structure of supplementation (see 5 35.14). It should come as no surprise, then, that a struc- 
ture of adjectival modification has the same privilege. That is, an entire structure consisting of 
adjectival modifier plus substantival head can fill the embed subposition in a compound stem. 
As in the other instances of incorporation of concatenated clauses, the constituent NNCs of the 
structure keep their subject pronouns intact inside the compound stem, except that the num- 
ber dyad of the head NNC of the incorporated structure is deleted. 

A structure of adjectival modification that participates in this kind of compounding is one 
that has a more or less strong degree of lexicalization; that is, the structure consists of a set, or 
"frozen," concatenate sequence; for example, huPi iitl, "it is the big water," i.e., "it is the 
ocean." The following are a few examples of this kind of compound. (A plus sign inside the 
compound stem marks the boundary between the constituents-modifier and head--of the 
structure that is filling the embed subposition.) 

Source of embed: huei 2tl= #0-0(huP-i)0-0# #B-0(ii)tl-0# = it is the big water, i.e., it is the 
ocean 

Absolutive-state compound NNC: huPi-iitentli = #0-0(0-0-hue-i-0-0+0-0-3-tPn)tli-0# = 
it is the shore of the big water, i.e., it is the ocean shore 

Source of embed: cijztic teijcuitlatl = #8-0(cijz-ti-0)c-8# #0-0(teij-cuit1a)tl-0# = it is yel- 
low god-excrement, i.e., it is gold 
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Absolutive-state compound NNC: cbztic-tebcuitlabztbtl = #8-8(8-8-cbz-ti-fl-c-0+0-0-teb- 
cuitla-6ztb)tl-0# = it is a cave of yellow god-excrement, i.e., it is a gold mine 

Possessive-state compound W C :  noc6ztic-te6cuitla6zt6uh = #B-0+n-o(0-8-c6z-ti-B-c- 
0+0-8-teb-cuitla-bzt6)uh-0# = it is my cave of yellow god-excrement, i.e., it is my gold 
mine 

Source of embed: iztiic tebcuitlatl = #8-8(iztii-fl)c-8# #8-8(teb-cuit1a)tl-B# = it is white 
god-excrement, i.e., it is silver 

Compound VNC: niztiic-tebcuitlachipiihua = #n-8(8-fl-izt~-8-~-0+0-0-teb-~uitla-chip- 
ii-hu-a)@+@-0# = I cause white god-excrement to become clean, i.e., I purify silver [The 
incorporated structure of modification is functioning as an incorporated causative object.] 

Source of embed: iztiic cactli = M-0(iztii-0)c-0# M-O(cac)tli-0# = it is a white sandal, they 
are white sandals 

Compound preterit-agentive NNC: iztiic-caqueh = #B-0(0-0-izta-0-c-0+0-B-caqu-eh- 
0)n-0# = helshe is a white-sandal owner; i.e., helshe has white sandals 

Note: There are certain modifier-NNC-plus-head-NNC sequences that have become lexicalized as a compound 
even without serving as an embed in a compound. 

chichiciitl = #0-0(0-0-chichi-0-~-0+0-0-H)tl-0# = it is bitter water; i.e., it is bile [< (chichi-0)-c-, "a thing 
that has become bitter"] 

nochichiciiuh = #0-0+n-0(0-0-chichi-0-~+0-0-ii)uh-0# = it is my bitter water; i.e., it is my bile 

tlazohchayiihuacc6zcatl = #0-0(0-0-tla-zo-h-chay~-hua-0-c-0+0-0-cGz-)tl-0# = it is a precious radiat- 
ing (lit., scattering) bead necklace [c (tla-zo-h)-tli-, "a precious thing," and (chay-ii-hua-0)-c-, "a thing 
that has become scattered"] 

itlazohchayiihuaccGzqui = #0-0+i-0(0-0-tla-zo-h-chay-~-hua-0-c-0+0-0-c~z-qui)0-W = it is hisher pre- 
cious radiating bead necklace 

iztiicmichin = #8-0(0-0-iztii-0-~-0+0-0-mich)in-~ = it is a whitefish 
iztiicmichtin = #0-0(0-0-iztii-0-~-0+0-0-mich)t-in# = they are whitefish [The iztiic does not become 

iztiiqueh, and the normal reduplication found in mimichtin does not occur.] 
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Adjectival Modification (Part Two) 

43.1. Constructions Involving the Nonpreposed Adjectival Modij-ier. The adjectival modifier 
that follows its head has several peculiarities. 

1. A nonpreposed adjectival adjunct may contain supplementary elements not permitted 
in a preposed modifier (compare the relative clause in English): 

Tlamatinimeh in T6ltecah in quichiuhqueh in calli. = The Toltecs who built the 
house(s) were clever. [Compare Tlamatinimeh in quichiuhqueh in Taltecah in 8 
42.8.2.b.l 

Mahuiztic in calli in quichiuhqueh in Toltecah. = The house that the Toltecs built is 
marvelous. The houses that the Toltecs built are marvelous. [Compare Mahuiztic in 
quichiuhqueh calli in 42.8.2. b.] 

2. A supplementary element in the adjectival adjunct may be at a distance: 

In oquichtin, cuiicualli in cactli quichihuah. = The sandals that the men make are 
excellent. [Oquichtin is the topic. It functions as the supplementary subject of 
quichihuah, which modifies cactli, whch is the supplementary subject of the prin- 
cipal clause cuiicualli.] 

3. A favorite construction combines a nonpreposed adjectival modifier with a personal 
pronominal NNC whose stem is the head. Since English is not fond of this arrangement, trans- 
lation usually falsifies the Nahuatl structure. 

Yehhuiitl in notahtzin. = He is the one who is my father. [Preferred translation: "He is 
my father." Yehhuiitl is the principal clause; notahtzin is an adjectival modifier. This 
is the more likely way to understand this sentence, but see 18.3 for a translation that 
treats notahtzin as the supplementary subject.] 

In pahtli quimacac, yehhuiitl in iztiic octli. = The potion that he gave him was that 
which is white pulque. [Preferred translation: "The potion he gave him was white 
pulque." Yehhuiitl is the principal clause. In pahtli quirnacac is its supplementary 
subject. In iztiic octli is an adjectival adjunct.] 
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In quinamaca yeh in cualli. = That which he sells is that which is good. [Preferred 
translation: "That which he sells is good." Yeh is the principal clause. In quinamaca 
is its supplementary subject. In cualli is an adjectival modifier.] 

Ac yeh in oc cencah cualli? = Who is that one who is the best? [Preferred translation: 
"Which is the best?Yeh is the principal clause. Ac is its supplementary subject. In 
oc cencah cualli is an adjectival adjunct (concerning cencah, see 5 44.3. l).] 

Xinechitta; ca nehhuiitl in nimoniin. = Look at me; indeed, I am the one who is your 
mother. [Preferred translation: "Look at me; I indeed am your mother." As the ca 
indicates, nehhuiitl is the principal clause of ca nehhuiitl in nimoniin. The clause 
nim6niin modifies it adjectivally.] 

Hue1 yehhuiitl in coniina. = He is the very one who takes it. [Preferred translation: "He 
himself takes it." Concerning huel, see 5 44.5.2.1 

4. Nahuatl frequently uses the nonpreposed adjectival adjunct as the modifier of a 
numeral NNC or quantitive NNC (contrast 5 42.8.4 and 42.8.5, where the numeral NNC 
or the quantitive NNC is the adjunct). English prefers to disregard the weighting in the Na- 
huatl structure. 

Ohuiillahqueh eintin in tliicatecoloh. = Three who were wizards came; i.e., Three wiz- 
ards came. 

Ocenquiz in ixquich in telp6chtli. = All who were youths came together; i.e., All the 
youths came together. [an example of generalization] 

43.2. Cooperation of Preposed and Nonpreposed 1Wodz3ers. There may be both preposed and 
nonpreposed adjectival modifiers adjoined to the same head: 

Huiillah in ce tliicatl in it6cii Cuauhc6iitl. = There came a man whose name was 
Cuauhcoatl. 

Ixquich tliicatl in miicehualli mohu~uhquiltamalhuia. = All the people who are com- 
mon folk make themselves tamales with amaranth greens. 

Yehhuantin quinextihqueh in ye ixquich nepiipan tlazohtli tetl in mahuiztic. = They 
discovered all kinds of precious stones that were marvelous. 

43.3. The Discontinuous Adjectival Modifier. In addition to permitting the modifier to be in 
either the preposed or the nonpreposed position, the structure of modification may also be dis- 
continuous; that is, the head and the modifier may be placed at a distance from one another. 
This split results from a transformation that topicalizes the head whle leaving the modifier 
untouched. It is an extremely frequent construction in Nahuatl (cf. 18.4). 

Source: Neucyoh in nanacatl in quicuiiyah. = The mushrooms that they used to eat were 
covered with honey. The mushrooms that they used to eat were honeyed. 

Transform: In nanacatl neucyoh in quicuiiyah. = The mushrooms that they used to eat 
were honeyed. 

The following are further examples of this peculiar construction: 
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Ahzo acah quiquixtih in miicehualli. = Perhaps someone who is a commoner made it 
leave; i.e., Perhaps some commoner took it. 

Ct5 huitz in iicalli. = One that is a boat comes; i.e., One boat comes. 
Q . d  miyec yiitimiquiz in cuiiuhtli. = It is said that many who are eagles will die in battle; 

i.e., It is said that many eagle warriors will die in battle. 
Mochi quichiuhqueh in itetiniihuatil tetipixqui. = They carried out all the divine com- 

mands of the priest. 

At times the modifier is not introduced by an adjunctor: 

Centetl cahciqueh ttittitl nextic. = They captured one that was an ashen-colored bird; i.e., 
They captured an ashen-colored bird. 

Ahtleh huetztoc cP tlahzolli. = Nothing that is a piece of rubbish lies fallen; i.e., Not a 
particle of rubbish lies about. 

A less frequent means of creating discontinuity within the structure of adjectival modifica- 
tion leaves the head in place and shifts the modifier to a distant position: 

In cihuah yancuic omrnaquiah in incue. = The women cause themselves to enter into 
their new skirts; i.e., The women dress in their new skirts. The women put on their new 
skirts. [Yancuic . . . in incue is functioning here as an adverbial adjunct; see 5 49.2.1 

Nti yancuic nequentilo in tilrnahtli. =Also, new capes are put on. [Yancuic . . . in tilrnahtli 
functions as the supplementary subject of nequi3ntilo.l 

43.4. Interrogative Pronominal NNCs as Head in Structures of Modification. As stated in 
16.2, Nahuatl has no relative pronouns. This is clearly evident in the example sentences pre- 
sented in Lesson 42 and in previous sections in this lesson (the relative pronouns in the Eng- 
lish translations reflect no corresponding pronominal NNC in Nahuatl but are dictated by Eng- 
lish requirements). There are, however, sentences in which the interrogative pronominal NNCs 
iic and tleh seem to act as relative pronouns, since they occur as the principal clause in a struc- 
ture of adjectival modification. But this is merely a translational mirage. In 5 17.6 and 19.1.1, 
examples were presented in which iic and tleh perform the role of principal clause in structures 
of supplementation. As pointed out in 5 42.2, the essential difference between a structure of 
supplementation and a structure of adjectival modification is that the head for a supplement is 
some nuclear pronoun (subject, object, possessor) in the principal clause, while the head for 
an adjectival modifier is the core (i.e. the nominal predicate) in an NNC functioning as the 
principal clause. Consequently, sentences in which iic and tleh occur as principal clauses are 
inherently ambiguous, as can be seen in the following examples. Notice that the adjunctor in 
is normally present to indicate the beginning of the adjoined clause. Traditionally, the 
sequences iic in . . . and tleh in . . . are written solid (i.e., aquin and tlein), a practice that dis- 
guises the fact that in forms a unit with what follows, and it is this unit as a whole that coop- 
erates (as either supplement or modifier) with the iic or the tleh. (Remember that tleh in is 
normally pronounced tle in (i.e., 19/ changes to [y] ; see g 2.13.1 and 5 16.4.1). Between /e/ and 
/i/ the [y] is not heard.) In translating both structures (supplementation and modification), Eng- 
lish imposes a relative pronoun to perform the role of adjunctor. 
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Supplementation: Ac in Gquichiuh? = Who-is-he/she adjr helshe-made-it? Le., The one 
who made it is who? I.e., Who is the one who made it? Who made it? [The adjoined 
clause in 6quichiuh is the supplementary subject for the basic subject 0-0 . . . c-0 in the 
NNC %C.] 

Modification: Ac in bquichiuh? = Who-is-he/she adjr helshe-made-it? Le., Is helshe some- 
one who made it? I.e., Is there someone who made it? [The adjoined clause in 6quichiuh 
is the adjectival modifier of the nominal predicate (3-0)- in the NNC iic.] 

Supplementation: Tleh in ticnequi? = What-is-it adjr you-want-it? I.e., The thing you want 
is what? I.e., What is the thing that you want? What do you want? [The adjoined clause 
in ticnequi is the supplementary subject for the basic subject 0-0 . . .@-B in the NNC 
tleh.] 

Modification: Tleh in ticnequi? = What-is-it adjr you-want-it? I.e., Is it something that you 
want? I.e., Is there something that you want? [The adjoined clause, in ticnequi, is the 
adjectival modifier of the nominal predicate (tl-eh)- in the NNC tleh.] 

Both the structure of supplementation and the structure of modification can serve as an 
adjoined unit in a larger sentence, this adjoined unit functioning as a supplement there. The 
adjunctor in normally appears before the subordinated principal clauses Pc and tleh. The 
important point here is that in the adjoined unit, as in its source, %c and tleh are not function- 
ing as relative pronouns. It is the adjunctor (or lack of one) after them that is translated as such 
(which is to be expected, since a relative pronoun is one type of English adjunctor). 

1. Adjoined structure of supplementation. 

a. Ac is translated "the one(s)" or "the person(s)," and the adjunctor (or the lack of one) 
following it is translated "who" or "whom." 

Oquittac in Pc in bquimacaqueh. = He saw the one to whom they gave it. 
Oittbqueh in iic ihqueh 6huiillahqueh. = The ones who came were seen. [Tradi- 

tionally written aquique.] 

b. Tleh is translated "the thing@)," and the adjunctor (or the absence of one) following 
it is translated "that" or "which"; often, "the thing(s) that" is rendered as "what." 

Xiccaqui in tleh in nimitzilhuia. = Listen to what I am saying to you. 
Monequi ticnemilizqueh in tleh in ticchihuaznequih. = It is necessary that we con- 

sider that which we want to do. We must consider what we want to do. 
In tleh in 6quichiuhqueh ye 6pol616c. = What they built has been destroyed. 
Tictolhuilizqueh in tleh in Gtiquittaqueh. = We shall tell him (H) what we have 

seen. 

2. Adjoined structure of adjectival modification. 

a. Ac is translated "someone" or "anyone," and the adjunctor (or the absence of one) fol- 
lowing it is translated "who" or "whom." The sequence iic in can also be translated "who- 
ever." When zii zo modifies Pc, the sequence zii zo iic in is translated "anyone so ever who" 
or "whoever." 
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In iic in quitemiqui in, miquiz. = Anyone who dreams this will die. 
Mihtoa in iic in ihciuhcP quinextia tlatquitl, ca ipiltzin in Quetzalc6Ptl. = It is 

said that anyone who quickly acquires property is Quetzalcoatl's chld. [For ih- 
ciuhcii, "quickly," see 5 44.7.1 

In zP zo Pc in acah cihuiitl 6quitPcac ihciuhcii quimictiah. = Whoever has lain with 
some woman they quickly kill. [lit., "someone who is a woman"] 

b. Tleh is translated "something" or "anything," and the adjunctor (or the absence of 
one) following it is translated "that." The sequence tleh in can also be translated "whatever." 
When zii zo modifies tleh, the sequence zii zo tleh in is translated "anything so ever that" or 
' 'whatever." 

Nimitzmacaz in tleh in ticnequiz. = I shall give you anything that you may want. 
MP xicmopiihuili in tleh in ticmop6huiliz. = Predestine (H) for her whatever you (H) 

will predestine for her. Predestine (H) for her whatever you (H) will. [The stem 
underlying the honorific one is te+tla-(piihu-is), "to count s.th. for s.o.," i.e., "to 
read s.o.'s fortune (in the way tossed maize kernels fall)." A god is being addressed 
in the sentence.] 

Quimocemmacac in zP zo tleh in quittaz. = He fullylwholly gave himself whatever 
he might see. 

Necoc ciimpa cuico; quehuah in zii zo tleh in quilniimiquih. = There is singing on 
both sides; they give voice to whatever they remember. [For necoc, "on both 
sides," see 5 44.6; for cPmpa, "at a place," see 5 46.10.1 

Remark: Other interrogative NNCs may be used in structures of modification: 
Quimatiz c3tlehhuiitl in cualli quichihuaz. = He will know which it is that it is good that he will do; i.e., 

He will know what he should do. 
Ommotectiuh in ihhuitl in qui$namih monequi. = Feathers of whatever kind that is needed go along being 

cut. Feathers of whatever kind needed are cut. 

43 S. The oc cB Collocation Modijied. The oc ci2 collocation mentioned in 5 34.15 as equiv- 
alent to "who else," "someone/anyone else," and "no one else" can serve as the head in a struc- 
ture of adjectival modification. 

Ac in oc ci2 in quimati? = Who is he who is another one who knows it? Le., Who else is 
there who knows it? 

Ayiic oc cP onciin miiltiPya. = Another one who bathed there was no one; i.e., No one else 
bathed there. [For onciin, see 5 46. 3.2.b.l 

Ahoc iic oc ci2 quiquPmi. = Another one who wears it is no longer anyone; i.e., No longer 
does anyone else wear it. No one else may wear it now. 

43.6. Violations of the Shared-Referent Restriction. There are several idiomatic structures of 
modification that violate the general restriction concerning shared referents. One of these 
involves the nounstem (cem)-0-, "one," when it is used to single an individual out of a group 
(e.g., "one of the men," "one of us," etc.). 
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1. The group may be designated by a pronominal NNC. A plural subject pronoun on an 
NNC containing (cem)-0- is preferable. (The meaning of the NNC seems strangely reversed; 
e.g., ticemeh seems to shift from "we are one" to "helshe is one of us.") 

Cemeh tehhuiintin 6mpa yiiz. = He is one of those who are we who is to go there; i.e., 
One of us will go there. [None of the subject pronouns of the concatenated clauses 
agree in person and number; yiiz has a third-person singular subject, reflecting the 
number of the nonlinguistic referent; cemeh has a third-person plural subject; 
tehhuiintin has a first-person plural subject.] 

Cemeh tehhuiintin 6mpa tiyiizqueh. = He is one of those who are we who are to go 
there; i.e., One of us will go there. [Only two of the subject pronouns of the concate- 
nated clauses agree. This is the preferred construction.] 

Ticemeh tehhuiintin 6mpa tiyiizqueh. = He is one of us who are we who are to go 
there; i.e., One of us will go there. [All the subject pronouns of the concatenated 
clauses agree on the first-person plural; the membership of the individual in the group 
is emphasized.] 

A third-person singular subject pronoun on an NNC containing (cem)-0- is also possible: 

Ce tehhuiintin 6mpa yiiz. = He is one who are we who is to go there; i.e., One of us will 
go there. 

Ahm6 cP yehhuiintin nech-kimati. = He is not one of those who (he) knows me; i.e., 
None of them knows me. [Concerning ahrn6, see 5 44.5.4.1 

2. The group may be designated by an NNC. A plural subject pronoun on the NNC con- 
taining (cem)-0- is preferable: 

Cemeh azcihuah cuicaz. = She is one of those who are you women who is to sing; i.e., 
One of you women will sing. [None of the subject pronouns of the concatenated 
clauses agree.] 

Cemeh azcihuah ancuicazqueh. = She is one of those who are you women who are to 
sing; i.e., One of you women will sing. [Only two of the subject pronouns of the con- 
catenated clauses agree. This is the preferred construction.] 

Azcemeh azcihuah ancuicazqueh. = She is one of you who are women who are to sing; 
i.e., One of you women will sing. [All of the subject pronouns of the concatenated 
clauses agree.] 

Again, the third-person singular subject pronoun on the NNC containing (cem)-0- is also 
possible: 

Ce azcihuah cuicaz. = She is one who are you women who is to sing; i.e., One of you 
women will sing. 

43.7. Further Ways of Expressing "One o f '  or "None oJ: " The "singling-out" notion may be 
expressed by other means. 
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1. An NNC built on the pronominal stem (a-c-ah)-0-, "someone," and using a third-per- 
son singular subject pronoun may replace the NNC cemeh in the construction presented in 
43.6 or may be used in cooperation with it: 

Ahzo acah in amehhuiintin quittazqueh. = Perhaps he is someone who are you (pl) 
who are (3rd pl) to see it; i.e., Perhaps one of you will see it. [None of the subject 
pronouns of the concatenated clauses agree.] 

Ahzo acah cemeh in arnehhuiintin quittazqueh. = Perhaps he is someone who is one 
of them who are you (pl) and who are to see it; i.e., Perhaps one of you will see it. 
[Only the subject pronouns of cemeh and quittazqueh agree.] 

2. The negative pronominal NNC ayiic, "he/she is no one," may be used: 

Ayiic huic6c in cihuiitzitzintin. = She is no one who were the beloved women who was 
carried away; i.e., None of the beloved women was carried away. [Instead of mean- 
ing "they are beloved women," cihuiitzitzintin seems to mean "she is one of the 
beloved women." The subject pronouns of ayac and cihuiitzitzintin do not agree.] 

Ayac cemeh huic6c. = She is no one who were the ones who was carried away; i.e., 
None of them was taken away. 

43.8. The "Male-Bonding " Modifier. Another idiomatic structure of modification involves 
the nounstem (oquich)-tli-, "man." As stated in 18.7, a male speaker having some social or 
familial tie with a group of men mentioned uses a first-person plural subject pronoun to form 
an NNC on this stem: toquichtin = #t-O(oquich)t-in#, "we are men." In a structure of modi- 
fication there is no agreement between this subject pronoun and that of a cooperating NNC. 

Ce toquichtin 6mpa yiiz. = One man will go there. [The third-person plural subject pro- 
noun may be used according to § 43.6: cemeh toquichtin ("one of us men").] 

N6 cequintin pehpenahqueh in toquichtin. = Also, a number of men were selected. 

If a woman, or a man not associated with the man or men referred to, had spoken these sen- 
tences, they would have been as follows: 

CG oquichtli 6mpa yiiz. = One man will go there. 
N6 cequintin pehpenal6queh in oquichtin. = Also, a number of men were selected. 

43.9. The "Named-Partner" Modifier. When the makeup of a group includes a known entity 
and a third-person entity newly identified in the utterance by an NNC (e.g., "he and the man," 
"the woman and I"), as a rule only the named third-person entity is mentioned in a modifier 
(compare 18.6): 

Mozauhqueh Gmextin in TeucciztGcatl. = The total two who were he and Teucciztecatl 
fasted; i.e., Both he and Teucciztecatl fasted. 



LESSON 44 

Adverbial Nuclear Clauses 

44.1. The Adverbial Nuclear Clauses. Except for the adverbial particles presented in Lesson 
3, adverbial modifiers in Nahuatl are either nuclear clauses (i.e., VNCs, NNCs) or adjoined 
concatenate-clause units with an adverbial function. The latter will be dealt with in Lessons 
49 and 50. 

Adverbial VNCs and NNCs are the result of a transformation that assigns an adverbialized 
subject pronoun to a predicate whose potential for adverbial meaning thereby becomes real- 
ized. This means that the possibility for adverbialization is constrained entirely by the mean- 
ing of the nounstem or verbstem, a meaning that necessarily falls into certain semantic 
domains: location, direction, time, duration, manner, degree, etc. 

Remark: English has nothing equivalent to Nahuatl adverbialized subject pronouns. Perhaps the pronoun in 
expressions such as "It's now or never" (i.e., "The time for action is now or never") gropes in that direction. At any 
rate, in the "literal" translations of Nahuatl adverbialized NNCs and VNCs that follow, "it," inadequate though it is, 
represents the Nahuatl subject pronoun. This "it" should not be thought of as referring to a thing; it communicates 
a pronominally mirrored image of the adverbial domain (place, time, manner, etc.) dealt with in the stem of the VNC 
or NNC. 

44.2. Degrees ofAdverbialization. Adverbialization in Nahuatl can occur in two degrees. The 
first degree is merely semantic; that is, there is nothing in the shape of the subject pronoun to 
indicate its adverbialization. In second-degree adverbialization, however, the semantic change 
is made evident by the fact that the sounded filler of the subject pronoun's numl subposition 
is replaced by a silent one, the morphic variant (compare the flawed-subject pronoun of 32.8 
and the personal-pronoun subject of one type of personal-name NNCs in 8 56.2.2.a). 

VNCs and possessive-state NNCs permit only first-degree adverbialization. In these for- 
mations, therefore, the nuclear clause may be (1) ambiguously adverbial or nonadverbial, (2) 
nonambiguously adverbial because of the peculiarity of the stem, or (3) nonambiguously 
adverbial because the VNC or NNC has become lexicalized (i.e., fixed by usage) in an adver- 
bial meaning. 

Absolutive-state NNCs react idiosyncratically to adverbialization: some accept only the 
first degree, some accept only the second degree, and some permit either. Those that manifest 
first-degree adverbialization have the same problem with ambiguity as those mentioned above. 
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44.3. Adverbialized VNCs. Only a small number of VNCs permit adverbialization. Most of 
those that do are lexicalized in an adverbial meaning. The following are some of the most com- 
mon. The use of these formations is so alien to English that it takes an extraordinary leap of 
imagination to understand what is happening. 

1. cencah = #0-0(cen-ca-h)0+n-0# = it is as one; i.e., it is to a wholelentire/complete 
degree; i.e., wholly, entirely, completely; much; very [a preterit-as-present tense VNC]: 

Cencah nimahui. = I am much afraid. I am very afraid. 
Cencah ihciuh? = Did he hurry much? Was he in a big hurry? 

2. huiilcah = #0-0+huiil(ca-h)0+0-0# = it is here, it is in this direction, it is hither; i.e., 
much more [a preterit-as-present tense VNC]: 

Oc huiilcah chiciihuaqueh. = They are much more strong. 

This adverbialized VNC itself is almost always adverbially modified by the adverbial particle 
oc, "still," as in the example. 

3 .  cemihcac = #0-0(cem-ihca)B+c-0# = it stands as one; i.e., it stands during a whole1 
entirelcomplete time; i.e., eternally, forever [a preterit-as-present tense VNC]: 

Cemihcac ninemiz. = I shall live forever. 

4. ihui = M-0(ihui)0+0-0# = it becomes thus and so, it becomes in a certain manner; i.e., 
thus, in this manner, in that manner [a present-tense VNC]: 

Zan ihui ticchihuaz. = You will do it just this way. 

5. iuh = #0-0(iuh)0+[-0# = it has become thus and so; i.e., thus, in this manner, in that 
manner [a preterit tense VNC as alternant to the present-tense VNC in subsection 41 : 

Ye iuh ninemi. = Already in this way do I live; i.e., Such is my custom. The VNC iuh 
(pronounced [iy], with the final Iwl voiceless) is frequently written yuh. This y is not 
a consonant here but merely a variant spelling of the vowel li/ (see Appendix F). 

The preterit-agentive NNC iuhqui, #0-0(iuh-0)qui-W, "it is such a one," is very frequent, 
but its use is substantival or adjectival rather than adverbial (compare it with the adverbialized 
preterit-agentive NNCs in 5 44.7). The subject pronoun can therefore be other than third-person 
singular: 

Ye niuhqui. = I am one who has already become thus; i.e., That is my nature. 
In Otomih ca ahmb iuhqueh in Msxihcah. = The Otomis are indeed unlike the 

Mexihcas. 
In tehhuiin ca zan tiuhqueh. = We are all the same. 

6. ihuihuih = #0-0(ihuihu-i-h)0+n-0# = it has become accepted with reluctance; it has 
become onerous; i.e., under coercion, at a high cost [the verbstem "(ihuihu-i-ii), from which 
this preterit-tensed VNC is formed, is not attested]: 

Ihuihuih bnicciiuh. = I abandoned it at a high cost. I abandoned it because I was forced 
to. I abandoned it reluctantly. 
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7. ici = #0-0(ici)0+0-0# = it becomes present; i.e., here, to here, from here, through here 
[a present-tense VNC]: 

Ici Gonquiz. = He passed through here. 

8. iz = #0-0(iz)0+1-0# = it has become present; i.e., here, to here, from here, through here 
[a preterit-tense VNC alternant to the VNC in subsection 71: 

Iz Gnehuac. = I left from here. 
Iz catqui in monequi. = Here is what is needed. [Usually written solid as izcatqui. The 

collocation iz cah is also found.] 
Aiz cah. = It is not here. [Ahiz > ayiz > aiz. See 2.13.1.1 
Quin iz Ghuiilahcic. = He arrived a short whle ago. [Here quin iz is equivalent to "not 

long ago."] 
Zan ye iz tihuitz. = You are just already coming here; i.e., Come here immediately. 

[Also, Zan ye tihuitz. Since the verb (hui-tz) has no optative, the preterit-as-present 
indicative is used in a command sentence.] 

The preterit-agentive NNC izqui, #0-0(iz-0)qui-0#, "it is one that has become present," is also 
found, but its use is substantival or adjectival rather than adverbial (compare it with the adver- 
bialized preterit-agentive NNCs in 44.7). 

Quin izqui in. = This is a recent thing. 
Zan izqui in. = This was a thing that occurred soon afterward. 

9. nohrnah = #B-0(noh-mah)0+1-0# = it remainedlhas remained as previously; i.e., still 
[The analysis of the stem of this VNC is conjectural. The matrix is presumably tla-(mati) or 
tla-(ih-mati); the embed is unknown (possibly it is the particle nG, "also"). This adverbial- 
ized VNC is synonymous with the adverbial particle oc, and their combination in the collo- 
cation oc nohmah, "still," is frequent. Contrast the VNC nohmah with the possessive-state 
NNCs in 44.8.1 

Oc nohmah cochih? = Are they still sleeping? 

10. yehua = #0-@(ye-hua)0+0-0# = it is already; i.e., it has happened a little while ago; i.e., 
a little while ago, just now [< (ye-i5-hua) < ye, "already"; for ths  kind of verbstem formation, 
see 24.6.21: 

Cuix yehua Gtihuiillah? = Did you get here just now? 

l l. iyoh = #B-0(iyo-h)0+O-0# = it became single/solitary; i.e., only, singly, exclusively; 
except, except for [See 40.8.6 for the adjectival use of a preterit-agentive NNC formed on 
the stem (iyo-2). The adverbial VNC is preceded by either zan or zii.] 

Zan iyoh x6pan in nerni. = It is only in summer that it lives. [English prefers "It lives 
only in the summer." For xGpan, see 47.3.3. b.] 

Ahm6 moni5xtia zan iyoh in  xicalli icuitlapan mani. = It does not show itself 
except for the bowl that rests on its back. [For icuitlapan, "on its back," see 
47.3.33.1 
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12. motquiticah = #0-0+m-o(tqui-0-ti-ca-h)0+0-0# = it is carrying itself; i.e., entirely1 
completelylintegrally [The stem is a connective-t compound verbstem. This adverbialized VNC 
is synonymous with the one below.] 

Xihuitztzilli motquiticah texohtic. = The turquoise hummingbird is completely light 
blue. [< (xihui)-tl-, "grasslturquoise" + (huitz-tzi1)-li-, "thorn-hum," i.e., "hum- 
mingbird." Again, /W/ + /W/ > [W] .] 

13. mahciticah = #0-@+m-0(ahci-0-ti-ca-h)O+OOO# = it is reaching itself; i.e., completely1 
totallylentirely [The stem is a connective-t compound verbstem. This adverbialized VNC is 
synonymous with the one above.] 

Xihuitztzilli mahciticah texohtic. = The turquoise hummingbird is completely light 
blue. 

44.4. Adverbialized NNCs. The vast majority of adverbialized nuclear clauses are NNCs. 
Depending on the nounstem, the adverbialization of the NNC may be of the first or the sec- 
ond degree. 

1. First-degree adverbialization. If an NNC permits first-degree adverbialization, its 
third-person singular subject pronoun is ambiguous, being either adverbialized or not. The dif- 
ference between a "normal" subject pronoun and an adverbialized one permits the NNC to 
have two quite different translations, one as an equative-predicate sentence, the other as an 
adverbial-predicate sentence (see 15.3). A limited number of English nounwords permit 
something vaguely similar to the same-form-different-function contrast found in this type of 
Nahuatl formation; compare, for example, "Monday is the first day of the week" (substantive) 
and "I'll see you Monday" (adverb), or "Home is where the heart is" (substantive) and "I'm 
going home" (adverb). 

cemilhuitl = #0-0(cem-i1hui)tl-0# 
a. equative: "it is an entire daylfestival day" 
b. adverbial: "it is forlduring one daylfestival day" 

tequitl = #0-0(tequi)tl-0# 
a. equative: "it is worldtribute" 
b. adverbial: "it is with worldeffort" [The adverbial NNC always occurs in the col- 

location zan tequitl, which is translated as "only," "just," "exclusively," "not to do 
anything else but"; e.g., Zan tequitl Gnitlacuah, niman Gniyah, "I just ate and 
(doing nothing else) immediately left."] 

Those possessive-state NNCs that can, because of their meaning, undergo first-degree 
adverbialization are also susceptible to ambiguity: 

inchgn = #0-@+I-n(ch3n)B-0# 
a. equative: "it is their home, they are their homes" 
b. adverbial: "it is at/to/from their home/homes" 

Context, of course, usually clarifies the usage. For example: 
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Huei in inchiin. = Their home is large. Their homes are large. 
fl6tih in inchW. = They return to their homehomes. 

2. Second-degree adverbialization. Those NNCs (always in the absolutive state) that 
undergo second-degree adverbialization are not ambiguous, because the shape of the subject 
pronoun is distinctive. 

(cen-yohua-l)-li- = one night 
a. equative: cenyohualli = #0-0(cen-yohua-1)li-0# = it is one night 
b. adverbial: cenyohual = M-0(cen-yohua-1)n-0# = it is for one night, it is during one 

night 

Note: Adverbialized NNCs can be built on distributivelvarieta1 and affinity stems if their meaning permits. 
c&emilhuitl= it is on one day after another; i.e., on one day after another, day after day 
c&enyohual = it is on one night after another; i.e., on one night after another, night after night 
inchahchPn = it is tolin their (separate) homes; i.e., tolin the homes of each of them 

44.5. Particle-Looking NNCs. When second-degree adverbialization creates a single-sylla- 
bled NNC, the nuclear clause can look like a particle. The following are a few examples. 

1. nel = #B-0(nel)0-0# = it is in truth; i.e., in truth, truly, really [< (ne1)-li-, "truth"] 

2. hue1 = M-0(huel)n-0# = it is with abilitylpower; i.e., in a successful manner, success- 
fully, properly, well; (to be) possible, (to be) able [From the nounstem (hue1i)-tl-; see the verb- 
stem (hueli-ti), "to have abilitylpower," i.e., "to be able," and also the nounstem (hueli-y6)-tl-, 
"power, might."] 

ahhuel = ahM-0(huel)n-0# = it is without abilitylpower; i.e., unsuccessfully, badly; (to 
be) impossible, (to be) unable 

Huel nicchihuaz. = I shall do it well. I shall be able to do it. 
Ahhuel nicuicaz. = I cannot sing (later). I shall not be able to sing. 
Huel nehhuiitl. = I am quite the one; i.e., It is I in person. 

Huel can also be translated "to a considerable extent or degree." 

Huel monequi. = It is greatly needed. It is very necessary. 

Remark: There is also a flawed-subject NNC formed on the nounstem (hue1i)-tl- that occurs only with a 
negative: 

ahhueli = it is not possible 
ahoc hueli = it is no longer possible 
aya hueli = it is still not possible 

Notice also the possessive-state NNC: 
ixquich ihueli = his power is all, i.e., he is all-powerful 

3. nen = #0-0(nen)[l-0# = it is in vain, it is to no effect; i.e., in vain, to no avail, uselessly, 
worthlessly, inadequately [The nounstem (nen)-1- occurs either (1) in an obligatorily adver- 
bialized simple-stemmed NNC or (2) as the embed in a compound nounstem (where it func- 
tions adjectivally) or in a compound verbstem (where it functions adverbially).] 

Zan nen huetzi. = It falls to no avail; i.e., It is unfortunate. 
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Zan nen cah. = It is just in vain. It is useless. 
Nicnenciihua. = I abandon it without effect; i.e., I fail to do it through negligence. 
Nicnempoloa in cernilhuitl. = I lose the entire day uselessly; i.e., I waste the whole day. 
NinPncihuiitl. = I am a worthless woman (born on one of the five days of Nem-Ontemi, 

"They (i.e., the days) go in order to become full fruitlessly"). 

4. m6 = #0-0(m6)0-0# = it is probablelquite likely; i.e., probably, in all likelihood [The 
nounstem (m6)-0- has an even more restricted use than (nen)-I-, since it never occurs as an 
embed. It may well be merely an adverbial particle, since it meets the criteria for particles in 
3.1. It has been analyzed here as a nounstem in an adverbialized NNC in view of its meaning.] 

Contrary to what Carochi (p. 526) states, m6 is not an interrogative. The proof of this is 
that, unlike a true interrogative, it can still participate (like most noninterrogative adverbs) in 
a question even when not in the sentence-initial position. 

When used affirmatively in a question, m6 has the ironic import of a rhetorical question 
that in English might begin with "Can there be any doubt that . . . ?'so the question implies 
an answer in the affirmative. 

M6ztla huiptla m6 tlamahuiz6lli ticchiuhtiyiiz? = (Can there be any doubt that) one 
of these days you will in all lrkelihood go performing miracles? [The question is spo- 
ken with a sarcastic or mocking tone; its implied answer is a sarcastic "Of course you 
will." The example comes from Carochi. Concerning m6ztla huiptla, "tomorrow or 
the day after," i.e., "one of these days," see 44.6 and 52.2.2.1 

M6 tiquittaz? = (Can there be any doubt that) you will probably see it? [I.e., Just wait; 
you will.] 

When preceded by the interrogative particle cuix, the implied answer to the rhetorical ques- 
tion is in the negative (notice that cuix precedes m6; if m6 were inherently interrogative, it 
would follow it; for example, contrast Ciin cuix, "Where perchance?" (with an interrogative 
NNC in initial position), and Cuix canah, "Perchance somewhere?" (with a noninterrogative 
NNC following cuix, which now occupies the initial position). 

Cuix m6 hue1 nicchihuaz? = Is it perchance at all likely that I shall be able to do it? [I.e., 
I doubt that I can.] 

Like other NNCs, m6 can be negativized by the prefixal negative particles ah# and ca# 
(see 8 3.3). 

ahm6 = ah#0-0(m6)0-0# = it is not at all likely; i.e., not at all [Ahm6 is also used alone 
to express refusal, denial, or disagreement and is therefore equivalent to "No."] 

ca ahm6 = it is indeed not at all likely; i.e., not at all [Frequently written camo.] 
Ahm6 nicnequi. = I do not at all want it. I do not want it.[This is ordinarily accepted as 

being identical in meaning to Ahnicnequi, "I do not want it," but is in fact more 
intensely negative.] 

Mii cam6 xicchihua. = Do not at all do it. Do not do it. [Again, this is ordinarily accepted 
as being synonymous with Mii caxicchihua, "Don't do it," but the negativity of the 
sentence with cam6 is stronger than that with only ca#.] 
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Cuix ahm6 tiyiiz? = Will you not at all go? Won't you go? [Compare Cuix ahtiyiiz? 
"Won't you go?"] 

Ahm6tzin. = No Sir. [Honorific; see 8 32.3. l.] 

The m6 can also follow certain negativized adverbial adjuncts (particles or nuclear clauses). 

Ahoc m6 huel tlahtoa. = He cannot even still speak; i.e., He still cannot speak. [The 
sequence hue1 tlahtoa is sometimes written huellahtoa, as it is pronounced. Ahoc m6 
has the variants ayoc m6 and aoc m6 (see 3.3); it is usually written solid as aocmo 
and ayocmo.] 

Ahn6 m6 niceya. = I am also not willing. I am not willing either. [This could also be 
expressed by Ahm6 n6 niceya.] 

Aya m6 cuica. = It is not yet at all singing; i.e., It is not yet singing. [Ayii m6 is usually 
written solid as ayamo. This sentence can also be expressed as Ahmb ye cuica. See 
aya in 3.3.1 

In certain subordinate clauses, m6 alone (i.e., without the negative prefix) can take on a neg- 
ative meaning. 

Quil mach m6 yahqueh. = It is said that they did not go. [See 19.5.1 

In Nahuatl a negative (ah#, ca#, ahm6, cam6) immediately preceding a VNC denies the 
action. Consequently, negativity in a sentence in which the action is not denied must be 
attached to an adjunct. Compare: 

Ahm6 nicuica. = I am not at all singing. I am not singing. 
Ahm6 huel nicuica. = I do not sing well at all. I am unable to sing. [Compare these sen- 

tences with English "I don't sing" and "I don't sing well"; in the second there is (from 
the Nahuatl point of view) an apparent logical contradiction.] 

This rule for negative adjunct explains the position of ah# or ca# (or ahmb or camb) before 
rather than after the antecessive-order particle S. The 6# is always the negativized element, 
not the VNC. 

5. c u d  = #0-0(cuel)[-0# = it is in the manner of a crease; i.e., briefly, suddenly, quickly; 
already [The nounstem *(cuSl)-li- is not attested, but its existence (as a root patientive noun- 
stem) is presupposed by the intransitive verbstem (cuel-i-hui), "to become bent/folded."] 

Cue1 6tihuiillah. = Already you have come. You have arrived. 
Zan n6 c u d  ahcico. = He just also quickly came in order to arrive; i.e., He arrived 

quickly also. 
Zan cue1 6mic. = Just in a brief time he died; i.e., He died shortly thereafter. 
M3 cue1 eh nitlap6hua. = If only right now I may read! I.e., I wish I could read. [Also, 

M2 c u d  yeh; these are traditionally spelled macuele and macuelle. See 9.5 and 
16.3.1.1 

6. mach = M-0(mach)n-0# = it is in the manner of a known thing; i.e., positively, evidently, 
assuredly, especially, notably, namely [This adverbialized NNC is formed on a passive patien- 
tive nounstem from the verbstem tla-(mati), "to know s.th." Compare tlamach in 44.6.1 
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Nelli mach temahrnauhtih. = It is true that it is positively very frightening; i.e., It is 
truly extremely frightening. 

Mach occurs in a number of idiomatic usages. The collocation mach eh (traditionally writ- 
ten mache) is translated "especially, above all." After an interrogative, mach is translated as 
an exasperated or perplexed "ever": quen mach?, "how ever? how the devil? how in God's 
name?" The mach translated negatively in 5 16.6.2 (Mach itlah, "It is nothing at all7'-as a 
reply) is probably an ironic usage. In the meaning "notably," mach also occurs after i# before 
a preterit-tense VNC that describes a condition: 

Omach nihuintic. = I have become notably drunk; i.e., I am very drunk. 
0mach noten huahhuiic. = My lips have become notably dry; i.e., I am very thirsty 

and hungry. 

Note: The homophonous nounstem (mach)-tli-, "nephewlniece (of a man)," can never be confused with the 
adverbialized mach, since it can never be adverbialized and normally appears in a possessive-state NNC; e.g., ti- 
nomach, #ti-B+n-o(mach)B-B#, "you are my nephewlniece." 

7. quen? = #0-0(qu~-n)n-0# = in what manner is it that . . . ?; how is it that . . . ? [This is 
a special formation because, although the existence of the nounstem *(que)-0-, "what man- 
ner? what degree?" is vouched for by its role as embed in the compound pronominal stem 
(que-X-qui-eh)-0- (see 3 16.8.2) and (que-z-qui)-0- (see 16.9.4), it never occurs in a free- 
standing NNC without the final n. This morph is here assumed to be the adjunctor in that has 
become fused to *que in the same way as in tlein and its colloquial form tlen (see 5 16.4.1); 
the same fusion can occur in canin (see 5 46.3.2.a) and iquin (see 5 46.3.2.a). But while tleh, 
can, and ic have retained the power to appear in freestanding NNCs, *que has not. The fusion 
of *que and in has been so complete that another in can follow it (the collocation is frequently 
written solid as quenin).] 

Quen tlazohti? = In what manner is it that it is valuable? I.e., What is it worth? 
Quen in in? = How is it that it is this one? I.e., What is going on here? How is this pos- 

sible? [Usually mistakenly written quenin in?] 

When not sentence initial, like all inherent interrogatives, it loses its interrogative force. 

za zo quen in.  . . = in whatever manner. . . , however it may be that. . . 
Ahquen nicmati. = It is in no manner that I know it; i.e., I have nothing to do with it. It 

does not concern me. It is no concern of mine. 

In certain collocations qusn and a following VNC or NNC have become so thoroughly 
lexicalized that they can become fused into a single unit. 

tiquenamih = you are in some manner [See 5 11.4.6.1 
quemman? = at what time is it? [See 5 44.6.1 

44.6. Examples of Other Adverbialized Absolutive-State NNCs. While in 5 44.5 second- 
degree adverbialization creates NNCs whose nuclear-clause structure is not always easy to 
recognize, its effect in the following NNCs is obvious. The examples are ordered according 
to subcategories of meaning (primarily time, place, manner). 
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teiitliic = #8-0(tebtliic)U-0# = it is during the god's torso; i.e., it is at the hour when the 
god's upper body is at the zenith; i.e., in the afternoon [< (teii-t1iic)-tli-, "the god's 
torsolupper body." The image captured by the NNC is that if the Sun-god's upper body 
is at the highest point in the sky, his head, the sun itself, has to have passed beyond into 
an afternoon position.] 

miiztla = it is on the morrow; i.e., tomorrow [The reduplicated form is mGmiiztla, "it is on 
one tomorrow after another," i.e., "every day, daily."] 

huiptla = it is on the day after tomorrow; i.e., day after tomorrow [The reduplicated form, 
huihuiptla, means "it is on every other day," i.e., "every other day."] 

yiilhua = it is on the day before today; i.e., yesterday 
ticatla = it is at midnight; i.e., at midnight 
tlahcah = it is during the day; i.e., during the day, in the daytime [The NNC tlahcahtli with 

a "normal" subject pronoun is translated "it is daytimeldaylight."] 
niman = it is at this very time; i.e., immediately, right then [The nounstem is compound: 

(ni-man)-I-, "this very time"; compare the use of (ni-)- in (ni-cii-&I-, "this very place" 
(see $ 46.3.2.b). The matrix stem (man)-tli-, whose basic meaning is probably some- 
thing like "occupied space," is the impersonal patientive nounstem from the nonactive 
verbstem (man-o), from (mani), "for s.th. to restfsit on a flat surface." ] 

imman = it is at this timehour; i.e., at the appropriatelright time [Here apparently the 
adjunctor in has become fused to the stem (man)-tli-; the NNC occurs frequently in the 
collocation irnman in, "this is the time/the hour."] 

quemman? = at what time (today) is it? [The stem has the interrogative quPn (see $ 44.5.7) 
incorporated into the adverbialized NNC formed on (man)-tli-.] 

ihcuiic = it was at that time; i.e., at that time, then 
yectel = it was days ago; i.e., days ago, the other day [This NNC is formed on a compound 

stem whose embed is the root patientive nounstem (ye-c)-tli-, which is from the destockal 
verbstem (ye-hua); see $ 44.3.10. The shortening of the /e:/ to [e] in (ye-c)-& is accord- 
ing to the rule of § 39.4.1. The meaning of the matrix stem *(tel)-0- is uncertain; see $ 
30.13.1 

huehciiuh = it has been for a long time; i.e., for a long time [The nounstem is (hueh- 
ciihui)-tl-, "big period of time, a long time." The collocation ye huehciiuh is translated 
"a long time ago," "in olden times."] 

ixquichciiuh = it has been for a total amount of time; i.e., up to the present, in the mean- 
while [The first-degree adverbialized NNC is used in the same meaning: ixquichciihuitl, 
"down to the present."] 

achtzan = it is often; i.e., often, frequently [Also spelled achtza, atzan, and atza. Compare 
achca in $ 46.9.1 

achto = it is in the forefront; i.e., first [Also acachto, yacachto, acatto, and yacatto. Of 
these yacatto and yacachto obviously contain the nounstem (yaca)-tl-, "nose, point," 
and the t (with its variant [E]) is from the verbstem-forming suffix ti; therefore, the source 
verbstem is (yaca-ti), "to become like a nose, to become out in front," i.e., "to be first"; 
compare the progressive verbstem (yaca-t-0-ti-uh), "to go in the vanguard."] 
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cerni = it is by means of a single one; i.e., in one stroke, once and for all 
cen = it is in the manner of a single one; i.e., completely, entirely; together as one; forever 

[This is the numeral NNC used adverbially; see 34.3.1 
cecen = it is in the manner of one after another; i.e., one after another 
cehcen = it is in the manner of one apiece; i.e., one apiece 
necoc = it is atltolfrom both sides; i.e., atltolfrom both sides [The reduplicated form, 

nenecoc, is used when more than one entity is involved.] 
n6ncuah = it is off in a separate place; i.e., to one side, separately, apart [The reduplicated 

form nGnGncuah, "severally apartheparately apart," is used when more than one entity 
is involved.] 

chico = it is to one side; i.e., to one side; irregularly, falsely, badly, perversely, tactlessly [See 
34.5.2.1 

pani = it is at the top; i.e., at the toplon top, abovelupstairs 
tlani = it is at the bottom; i.e., at the botton, below, downstairs 
ixtlapal = it is with the side as the face; i.e., crosswiselacrosslathwart; sideways [The noun- 

stem is (ix-tla-pa-l)-li-, a compound nounstem whose embed is (ix)-tli-, "face," and 
whose matrix is (tla-pa-l)-li-, "a dyed thing, a colored thing," and by extension, "side" 
(because each of the four cardinal points was associated with a color).] 

centlapal = it is to one side; i.e., to one side, atlon one side [There is a variant adverbial- 
ized NNC cectlapal; for the embed (ce-c)-0-, see § 16.9.2.1 

quexquich? = what distance is it at? [This is the pronominal NNC in 16.8.2 used 
adverbially.] 

ixquich = it is at an equal distance [This is the pronominal NNC in 16.8.1 used adverbially.] 
achi = it is to a small extent; i.e., slightly [This is the pronominal NNC in 16.9.6 used 

adverbially.] 
tlacuiiuh = it is in the manner of a hardened thing; i.e., strongly, positively; especially [The 

nounstem is (tlacu-2-uh)-tli-, "a thing that has become hard," i.e., "a hardened thing," 
an impersonal patientive nounstem from the verbstem (tlacu-S-hua), "to become hard."] 

tlapic = it is in the manner of an imagined thing; i.e., falsely, in vain, futilely [The noun- 
stem is (tla-plc)-tli-, "an imagined thing, a fabricated thing, an invented thing," a per- 
fective patientive nounstem from the verbstem tla-(piqui), "to imagine s.th., to invent 
s.th."] 

ilhuiz = it is in a thoughtless manner; i.e., thoughtlessly, helter-skelter; also, much more, 
especially [A passive patientive nounstem?] 

tlalhuiz = it is in a thoughtless manner; i.e., thoughtlessly, inconsiderately; without reason 
[An impersonal patientive nounstem?] 

ilihuiz = it is in a thoughtless manner; i.e., thoughtlessly, carelessly 
tlamach = it is in the manner of a known thing; i.e., quietly, calmly, gently [The nounstem 

is (tla-mach)-tli-, an impersonal patientive nounstem from the verbstem tla-(mati), "to 
know s.th." Compare mach in 44.5.6.1 

quemah = yes [Also quemahca, which is more polite; the honorific form is quemah- 
catzin; see 58.4.1 
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As in 5 44.5.5 and $ 44.5.6, some of these adverbialized NNCs can f o m  a stress group 
with the personal pronominal NNC yeh or eh; see 16.3.1. 

mGm6ztla yeh - mGm6ztla eh = it is on every day, it is day in and day out [MGmGztla eh 
is traditionally written momoztlae.] 

ilhuiz eh = it is much more; i.e., much more, especially [Traditionally written ilhuice.] 

There are two adverbial collocations with eh that are always written solid but whose cooper- 
ating constituents are unknown. The length markings are according to Carochi, though it is 
not impossible that he was wrong. 

yequeneh = likewise, furthermore; finally [*yequen = ? The length on ye- prevents it from 
being the particle ye, and the lack of length on quen prevents it from being the adver- 
bial NNC quen. Notice the collocations quen yequeneh . . . ? "how much more . . . ?" 
and zP yequeneh. . . ? "is it possible that . . . ?"l 

yeceh = however, on the other hand [*yez = ? The Is1 might represent an elided version of 
the particle zo (see $ 3.2.4), but the length on ye- prevents it from being the particle ye. 
The length also prevents the yez- from being a future-tense VNC formed on the verb- 
stem (ca-h). See § 52.4.3.a for a contrast of yeceh with the particle tel of $3.2.4. Yeceh 
is also spelled Gceh (or in traditional spelling yece and ece).] 

44.7. The Adverbialized Preterit-Agentive NNC. The general-use stem of a preterit-agentive 
nounstem (see $ 35.5) is one of the richest sources for adverbialized NNCs. By adverbializ- 
ing the subject pronoun, Nahuatl creates adverbs of manner meaning "it is in the manner of 
one who has . . . -ed." English usually translates these adverbialized NNCs by means of an 
adjective stem plus "-ly." 

piiccii = #0-0(piic-0-cii)O-0# = it is in the manner of one who has become happy; i.e., hap- 
pily [< (piic-0)-qui-, "one who has become happy, a happy one"] 

The source for these adverbialized preterit-agentive NNCs is usually an intransitive verbstem. 

chicPhuac2 = #0-0(chic-ii-hua-0-cm-0# = it is in the manner of one who has become 
strong; i.e., strongly, firmly 

chipiihuacii = #0-0(chip-ii-hua-0-cii)o-0# = it is in the manner of one that has become 
clean; i.e., cleanly, chastely 

ihuintics = #0-0(ihuin-ti-0-cP)0-0# = drunkenly 
t6nacP = #0-0(tbna-0-cii)O-0# = abundantly [See the adjectival preterit-agentive NNC 

ttinac in 40.8. l.] 
cualiincii = #8-0(cual-ii-n-0-cP)U-0# = it is in the manner of one who has become angry; 

i.e., angrily 
ihciuhcii = #0-0(ihc-i-uh-0-cii)0-0# = hurriedly, quickly 
cenquizca = #0-0(cen-quiz-0-cP)0-0# = it is in the manner of one that has come out as one; 

i.e., entirely, perfectly 
cCcenyahcii = #0-0(ce-cen-yah-0-cm-0# = it is in the manner of one that has gone one 

by one; i.e., each one by himselflitself, separately, individually [Traditionally written 
ceceyaca.] 
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In certain instances, the source verbstem is obsolete (i.e., it no longer permits a VNC to be 
built on it). 

ohhuihcii = #a-0(oh-hui-h-fl-cii)0-0# = it is in the manner of a thing that has become dan- 
gerous/difficult; i.e., with difficulty, with danger [Compare the preterit-agentive NNC 
ohhuih, "it is a difficult/hazardous thing" (see 40.8.6).] 

nehneuhcii = #8-0(neh-ne-uh-0-~~)0-8# = it is in the manner of things that have become 
equal; i.e., equally [< (neh-ne-uh-0)-qui-,"an equal one"] 

All of the adjectival preterit-agentive NNCs formed on the obsolete preterit predicate of 
root-plus-ya verbstems (see 40.9) can have corresponding adverbialized NNCs. For 
example: 

ahhuiiicii = #0-0(ahhuiii-0-cii)O-B# = fragrantly [Cf. (ahhuiii-ya).] 
cececii = #0-0(ce-ce-0-cii)O-0# = coldly [Cf. (ce-ce-ya).] 
cococii = #0-@(coco-0-cii)O-0# = painfully [Cf. (coco-ya).] 
celicii = #0-B(ce1-i-0-cii)O-B# = freshly [Cf. (cel-i-ya).] 
itzticii = #0-0(itz-ti-0-~8)0-0# = coldly [Cf. (itz-ti-ya).] 
yancuicii = #0-0(yancui-0-cii)~-B# = recently [Cf. (yancui-ya).] 
huPicii = #0-O(huP-i-0-cii)O-0# = highly, exceedingly [Cf. (hue-i-ya), "to become large, 

to grow."] 

Other root-plus-ya verbs use the full stem: 

y6coxcii = #0-0(yiko-X-0-cii)n-0# = calmly, peacefully [The intransitive source verbstem 
(y6co-ya) is not attested, but its preterit-agentive nounstem (y6co-X-0)-qui- is translated 
"one who has become well formed."] 

At times the adverbialized preterit-agentive NNC is irregular: 

ichtacii = #0-B(ich-ta-0-cii)O-0# = it is in the manner of one who steals; i.e., secretly [The 
preterit-agentive nounstem is (ich-tec-0)-qui-, "one who steals, a thief," from the verb- 
stem (ich-tequi), "to cut maguey fiber," i.e., "to steal."] 

Occasionally, a transitive verbstem may serve as the source of the adverbialized preterit- 
agentive NNC. 

tlacemiincii = #0-0(tla-cem-iin-0-cm-0# = it is in the manner of one who has taken things 
as one (i.e., as a whole); i.e., continually, constantly [< tla-(cem-iina), "to take s.th. as 
one single thing"] 

tPcocohcii = #0-0(te-coco-h-0-c$)[-B# = it is in the manner of one that has caused S.O. to 
be sick; i.e., painfully [< te-(coco-S), "to hurt s.o."] 

tlamatcii = #0-0(tla-mat-0-cii)O-0# = it is in the manner of one who has known things; i.e., 
prudently, calmly [< tla-(mati), "to know S. th."] 

Adverbialized preterit-agentive NNCs with a reflexive object pronoun are rare. As pointed 
out in 35.5, the shuntline form of the reflexive pronoun is the one used in the general-use 
stem: 

nehmatcii = #0-0(ne-h-mat-0-cii)0-0# = it is in the manner of one who has become an 
expert; i.e., wisely, calmly, patiently 
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However, if the preterit-agentive nounstem has become strongly lexicalized in a certain mean- 
ing, the mainline form m-o- is used: 

mihmatcii = #0-@(m-0-ih-mat-0-cii)O-0# = it is in the manner of one who has become an 
expert; i.e., skillfully [< m-0-(ih-mati), "to know how to do s.th. skillfully, to be an 
expert"] 

mahcicii = #0-0(m-o-ahci-0-cii)0-0# = it is in the manner of one that has overtaken itself; 
i.e., perfectly, entirely, completely [< m-0-(ahci), "to overtake itself." The preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem is (m-0-ahci-B)+, "a thing that has overtaken itself (like one end of a bight 
of a rope touching the other end to form a circle)," i.e., "a perfect/entire/complete thing."] 

Note: The incorporation of the preterit-agentive nounstem as an adverb of compared manner has been presented 
in 6 35.12 (see, for example, the compound VNCs with (m-[l-ahci-0-c~)-u- given there). 

44.8. Possessive-State Adverbialized NNCs. As pointed out in 5 44.2, an adverbialized NNC 
can occur in the possessive state. The majority of instances of such formations are dealt with 
in Lessons 45,46, and 47. There are, however, a few rare instances of a patientive nounstem 
or an active-action nounstem (of the type in 36.11.1) occurring in a possessive-state NNC 
that has an adverbial function. 

1. From the verbstem (iyo-2) (see 44.3.1 l), possessive-state NNCs can be built on the 
active-action nounstem (iyo-h-ca)-B-; the initial [i] is a supportive vowel. 

iyohca = #0-0+i-0(yo-h-ca)0-0# = it is in his statelcondition of being alone; i.e., by 
himself 

Iyohca yacattihuitz. = He comes in the lead by himself. 
Noyohca ninotliilia. = I establish myself in my individuality; i.e., I rebel against 

authority. 
Moyohca tiquetzalo. = You are erected in your aloneness; i.e., You are shunned. 

2. From the verbstem *(noh-mati), the analysis of which is conjectural, come two 
formations. 

a. NNCs can be built on the perfective patientive nounstem (noh-mat)-tli-, the gen- 
eral-use stem of which, (noh-mah)-B-, shows the It/ to [h] shift; see 11.3.2). While this stem 
is evidently related to the adverbialized VNC nohmah of 3 44.3.9, the translation value is 
quite different. 

nonohmah = #0-8+n-o(noh-mah)0-0# = it is of my own free will; i.e., I of my own 
free will, I personally, I in person, I myself alone 

tonohmah = it is by our own free will; i.e., we of our own free will, we personally, 
we in person, we ourselves alone 

Hue1 inohmah quihcuiloh. = He wrote it quite on his own. He wrote it by his very 
own hand. He himself strictly alone wrote it. 

b. NNCs can be built on the active-action nounstem (noh-mat-ca)-0-. The formation is 
more common than that in subsection a. 
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nonohmatca = #0-0+n-o(noh-mat-ca)0-0# = it is by my act of being personally 
involved; i.e., I on my own, I personally, I in person, I myself alone 

tonohmatca = it is by our act of being personally involved; i.e., we on our own, we 
personally, we in person, we ourselves alone 

Ca inohmatca quimoquechilia in atGyatl in tepehxitl. = Indeed, of his own free 
will he erects for himself a river and a precipice; i.e., He willingly creates his own 
destruction. [Concerning 2tGyatl tepehxitl, see 52.6.2.1 

Note: The descriptions given in subsections 2.a and 2.b are at variance with Carochi (pp. 410-11). For one thing, 
he shows a final glottal stop on the forms ending in -ca (e.g., nonohmatcah, tonohmatcah) that, if correct, invali- 
dates the analysis of these NNCs as active-action forms and makes them unexplainable. For another thing, he says 
that the honorific forms for both inohmah and his inohmatcah are inohmahtzinco (with a glottal stop instead of a 
/t/ as would be expected) and inohmatcatzinco (with the /a/ of -ca unmarked for either length or a glottal stop). 
This use of tzinco and not tzin as the honorific ending is totally unexpected and seems to claim that these NNCs are 
(in some unknown way) relational NNCs (see 3 45.1, note). 

Incidentally, the failure of the [h] to revert to It/ when no longer vocable-final in inohmahtzinco is found in 
other compound stems in which (noh-mat)-tli- occurs in an embed subposition. (All of the following verbstems are 
formed according to 3 30.14.2, by which the possessor pronoun of the NNC serving as the source for the embed is 
converted into an object pronoun in the compound-stemmed VNC.) 

m-o-(noh-mah-ixi-mati) = to know O.S. with regard to one's will 
m-o-(noh-mah-tel-chihua) = to dispise O.S. with regard to one's will 
m-o-(noh-mah-huiii) = to act of one's own free will [See 8 55.4.1 

Perhaps the explanation is that the shape has become lexicalized. 

44.9. Another Look at Incorporated Adverbial ModiJiers. As explained in 30.5, the predi- 
cate of absolutive-state NNCs can be brought into a compound VNC as the filler of the embed 
subposition inside the stem of a VNC formula. Obviously, since the subject pronoun is dis- 
carded in the incorporating transformation, the matter of the two degrees of adverbialization 
disappears. 

When an adverbially functioning NNC stands outside the VNC that it modifies, the NNC 
modifies the VNC as a whole; when it is incorporated into the VNC, it modifies only the matrix 
verbstem. This does not mean that there is necessarily a translatable difference between the two 
constructions. For example, there is no way for English to capture the difference between the 
following three sentences, all of which are translated "I had fallen down": 

~nitlanihuetzca. 
Otlani nihuetzca. 
Tlani Gnihuetzca. 

On occasion, however, the compound verbstem takes on an unexpected, idiomatic translation 
value. The following are a few examples: 

Tinenquiza. = You are coming out without profit; i.e., You are working in vain. 
~anchicohuetzcaqueh. = You (pl) laughed on the side; i.e., You laughed tactlessly. 
TiccenquizcPittah. = We see it perfectly; i.e., We understand it thoroughly. 

While the stem (t1ani)-[I- occurs without change when serving as an incorporated adverb (see 
example above), the stem (pani)-0- ordinarily loses its final /i/: 

Onipancholoh. = I jumped. 
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Cuix panhuetziz? = Will he fall on top? I.e., Will he obtain honor? Will he top the hill? 
~huiilpanhuetz. = He fell in this direction onto the surface; i.e., He rose to the surface (of 

the water). [See 5 8.1.1, remark.] 

Certain adverbial NNCs tend not to occur or do not occur except in a compound stem; for 
example, (nii1)-li-, "the far side; throughout, beyond" (see also 5 46.12) and (ne-pan)& 
"mutually." 

Niilquiz. = It came out on the far side. It came out beyond. It went all the way through. 
Titonepantlahpaloah. = #ti-0+t-o(ne-pan-tlahpal-o-a)0+0-h# = We mutually causelurge 

one another to be healthy; i.e., We mutually greet one another. 

Others can occur either in compound stems or in possessive-state NNCs (see 5 47.1). 
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Relational NNCs (Part One) 

45.1. The Lack of Prepositions and Postpositions. As should be obvious from the discussion 
of adverbialization in Lesson 44, Nahuatl does not need prepositions to express adverbial mod- 
ification. It has none. The relational notions expressed in English by prepositions ("on," "in," 
Uat," Uto," " from," "by," "with," etc.) are merely inherent in a Nahuatl adverbialized NNC or 
VNC. 

Early grammarians of Nahuatl, fully in the grip of translational mirage, spoke of "preposi- 
tions." Recent grammarians, realizing that Nahuatl in fact places no such device before an 
item to relate it to another, speak of "postpositions," that is, adverbializing devices placed afer 
nouns or pronouns for relational purposes (as Latin -turn, "with," in tecum, "with you," or 
Hindi -ko, "to," in Rama ko, "to Rama"). This desire to impose either prepositions or post- 
positions on Nahuatl is merely an ethnocentric (or "linguicentric") response. Just because Eng- 
lish (or Spanish, etc.) must have a special kind of function word to explain how one word is 
linked to another (e.g., "go to town," not *"go town"), one need not encumber Nahuatl with 
this alien device. The language copes excellently with the problem of adverbial modification 
by using its own resources: (1) adverbialization and, if need be, (2) supplementation (namely, 
the use of a supplementary possessor in cooperation with an adverbialized possessive-state 
W C ) .  

The problem of "postpositions" arises for grammarians because of a small number of noun- 
stems that have relational meanings (i.e., location, direction, comparison, means, purpose, 
accompaniment, etc.). These relational nounstems do possess certain peculiarities, but they 
are, after all, merely nounstems that are used to form adverbialized NNCs. In acknowledge- 
ment of their special character they are called relational NNCs. Like most other adverbialized 
NNCs, they are usually translated by the help of prepositions, and in the case of some the stem 
is even translated as a preposition (e.g., nohuiin, "it is in my company," i.e., "in my company," 
is normally translated "with me"). In such circumstances the pressures of translational mirage 
are difficult to resist, and they are impossible to resist if one gives any credence to the falla- 
cious belief that translation is a trustworthy reflection of the source language. 

Relational nounstems are a different kind of device from prepositions (or postpositions). 
They are another instance of Nahuatl's high-generality naming (see 36.6, remark, 8 37.8, 
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and 39.5). For example, a given locative relational nounstem, depending on its context, can 
refer to either a locale (place at/in which), a source (place from which), a goal (place to which), 
or a path (place through which). Similarly, a given directional relational nounstem can refer 
to either a source (movement from) or a goal (movement toward). This means that in trans- 
lating a relational NNC one must assess its context in order to choose the preposition that Eng- 
lish needs to impose on the text in order to capture the notion implicitly expressed in the Nahu- 
atl. (Warning: The major deterrent to understanding Nahuatl grammar here as elsewhere occurs 
when one succumbs to linguicentrism and naively demands that Indo-European rules apply. 
One should not be duped by translational mirage. Any preposition that appears in an English 
or Spanish translation of Nahuatl has NO morphological or syntactical counterpart in the 
source.) 

Note: The formation of affective stems for a relational nounstem is slightly more complicated than for a nonre- 
lational one. First, the relational stem follows the normal procedure of being embedded in (-tzin)-tli- (affection- 
atethonorific) or (-t6n)-tli- (deprecatorylpejorative), but then the adverbial nature of the resultant compound stem 
has to be validated by being further embedded in the relational nounstem (-CO)-[I- (see 8 46.7). For example, ipan, 
"on its surface," becomes not *ipantzin but ipantzinco, "on its (H) surface." 

45.2. Relational Nounsterns and Their Options for Usage. There are four options for usage 
open to relational nounstems, which are listed below. Except for the third, there is nothing dis- 
tinctive about these options. What is perhaps peculiar about relational stems, however, is the 
fact that some are limited to only one of the first three options and others are open to two; only 
three of these stems are open to all three. (When reading the translations given below in the 
examples of adverbialized NNCs, one should remember that "it" is a very inadequate render- 
ing of the Nahuatl adverbialized subject pronoun. This "it" does not point to a particular non- 
linguistic entity.) 

Option 1. A relational nounstem may occur in a simple-stemmed NNC. The NNC is in the 
possessive state. For example: 

nopan = it is on my surface; i.e., on me, above me, over me; in my time 

Option 2. A relational nounstem may occur as the matrix of an integrated-structure com- 
pound nounstem. The NNC built on this compound stem can be used in either the absolutive 
or the possessive state. Very frequently the NNC has an embed-orientation (see 8 3 1.3). For 
example: 

caltzalan = #g-B(ca1-tz3lan)n-0# = it is in the intervening space between the houses; 
i.e., between the houses 

tocaltzalan = #a-0+t-o(ca1-tzalan)0-0# = it is in the intervening space between our 
houses; i.e., between our houses 

Option 3. A relational nounstem may occur as the matrix of a linked-structure compound 
nounstem. The NNC built on this compound stem can be used in either the absolutive or the 
possessive state. The stem-formation is analogous to that of the connective-t compound verb- 
stem in that the connective morph t here also has a separating function as much as a linking 
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one; it makes absolutely clear the fact that the compound-stemmed NNC is embed-oriented 
(i.e., the state position, while serving the predicate as a whole, relates semantically only to the 
embed; this is exactly analogous to what happens with the valence position in the connective- 
t compound verbstem in 8 28.6). For example: 

caltitlan = #B-B(cal-ti-tlan)n-B# = it is in the vicinity of the house(s); i.e., near the 
house(s) 

nocaltitlan = #0-0+n-o(ca1-ti-tlan)0-0# = it is in the vicinity of my house; i.e., near my 
house 

Option 4. As is the case with nounstems in general, a relational nounstem may fill the 
embed subposition in a compound stem. The following are examples of simple relational noun- 
stems in this function: 

nohuiimpoh = #0-0+n-~(huiim-poh)0-0# = he is my companion [See 45.4.1 .] 
tloqueh = #0-0(tloqu-eh-0)n-0# = he is one who has owned proximity [See 45.4.2.1 
tlancuiiitl = #g-0(tlan-cuiii)tl-0# = it is a nether head; i.e., it is a knee 

The following are examples of compound relational-nounstems (created by either option 2 or 
option 3) in the embed subposition of a compound stem: 

tliillancalli = #0-0(tliil-lan-cal)li0# = it is an underground house; i.e., it is a cellar 
nictliillanaquia = hi-@+c-B(tlii1-lan-aqui-a)0+0-0# = I put it under the ground, I hide 

it under the ground, I hide it in the ground 
6titliilticpacquizqueh = ~#ti-0(tlii1-t-icpa-c-quiz)0+qu-eh# = we came out onto the 

world, we were born. 

Remark: As the above options make clear, relational nounstems are merely nounstems. Consequently, although 
the compound stems created by options 2 and 3 occur predominantly in adverbialized NNCs, it is not surprising (if 
the meaning is amenable) for them to occur in NNCs with a normal (i.e., nonadverbialized) personal-pronoun sub- 
ject. For example: 

caltziilantli = M-0(cal-tziilan)tli-0# = it is a passageway between houses, it is an alley; they are passageways 
between houses, they are alleys 

tlalticpactli = #0-a(tlii1-t-icpa-c)tli-0# = it is the world, they are worlds 
Only a few examples of this usage will be mentioned in the following discussion. 

45.3. The Relational Nounstern Groupings. The presentation of the relational-stemmed NNCs 
that follows divides them into five groups, established by the manner in which the relational 
stem accepts the first three options of 45.2. The relational nounstems in the first group per- 
mit only option 1 (see § 45.4); those in the second group permit only option 2 (see Lesson 46; 
those in the third group permit both option 1 and option 2 (see $j 47.1); those in the fourth 
group permit both option 1 and option 3 (see 47.2); and those in the fifth group permit options 
1,2, and 3 (see 47.3). 

Warning: Any preposition in the English translations of the relational NNCs in the follow- 
ing sections comes in answer to English requirements in expressing the adverbial notion inher- 
ent in the Nahuatl. Since Nahuatl has no prepositions, the English preposition shown in the 
examples may not be the one English needs in a particular sentence context (e.g., "on" may 
need to be replaced by "at," "to," "from," etc.). 
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45.4. Relational Nounsterns that Permit Only Option One. The four following relational noun- 
stems occur only in single-stemmed possessive-state NNCs. A second NNC may be combined 
with one of these NNCs only by appearing in a supplementary-possessor construction. (From 
this point on, the translations of the examples ignore the clausal structure of the Nahuatl NNC.) 

1. (huiin)-0- = company 

tehuiin = in s.o.'s company, with s.0. 
nohuiin = in my company, with me 
ihuiin = in hislherlits company, with himherlit; with itlthem; therewith 
nehuiin = in one another's company, both together [The reciprocal possessive-state pred- 

icate -ne(huiin)- can be downgraded to the rank of a nounstem: (ne-huiin)-0-. This 
derived stem may occur in an absolutive-state NNC with a plural subject pronoun: 
nehuiintin, "they are both together." It may also occur in a possessive-state NNC but 
only with a plural possessor pronoun: tonehuiin, "both of us"; amonehuiin, "both of 
you"; imehuiin, "both of them." The honorific nounstem is formed on the redupli- 
cated matrix stem (-tzi-tzin)-U-& e.g., innehuiintzitzin, "both of them (H)"; that is, 
the stem (ne-huiin)-0- is not treated as a relational stem.] 

The NNC ihuan can be used to add a lower numeral NNC to a higher one. Remember that 
the creation of a numeral-NNC group is accomplished by means of an unmarked (i.e., con- 
junctorless) structure of conjunction (see $34.8). Great care must be taken NOT to look upon 
ihuiin as a conjunctor. Anyone who agrees with Molina (whose entry reads "y. y tambien. 
Conjunction," i.e., "and; and also; conjunctor") is, along with him, a victim of translational 
mirage. ghuiin is not a conjunctor. It is an NNC showing first-degree adverbialization, mean- 
ing "it is in its companylwith it," "added onto it" (see § 52.4.1.a for further comment). When 
participating in a numeral group, it performs exactly the same function as ipan (see 
47.3.3.a). 

6mp6hualxihuitl ommahtliictli ihuiin 6nxihuitl= they are 40 years (and) they are an 
additional 10 (and) with them they are 2 years; i.e., they are 52 years 

Usage in sentences: 

Nehhuiitl nohuiin yah. = He went with me. [The supplementary possessor nehhuiitl is 
used for emphasis here.] 

Nehuiin nemih. = They live with one another. They live together. 
Nicnehuiinilpia. = I tie them one with another. [The downgraded-predicate-as-stem can 

fill an embed subposition as incorporated adverb.] 
Mii caic inhuiin xinemi in tliihuiinqueh. = Never live in the company of drunkards. 

Never associate with drunkards. [The adjoined preterit-agentive NNC tliihuiinqueh, 
#0-0(tliihu-iin-0)qu-eh#, "they are ones who have taken red ochre," i.e., "they are 
drunkards" (see $ 30.3), functions as supplementary possessor in cross-reference to 
its head, the possessor pronoun i-n in inhuiin. For the ic of caic, see subsection 4 
below.] 

A possessive-state NNC formed on (huiin)-0- may be used as a modifier of an NNC formed 
from the preterit-agentive nounstem (yd-0)-qui-, "one who has lived," i.e., "one who lives," 
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to create the equivalent of "relative/kinsman." The two NNCs are usually written solid and 
the In/ of (hu8n)-0- is usually not spelled, since it precedes a /y/ (see Q 2.12.4). 

nohuiin yblqui = he is one who lives with me; i.e., he is my relative 
ihuiin tiyblqueh = we are ones who live with him; i.e., we are his relatives 
mohuiin y6lqueh cihuah = they are women who live with you; i.e., they are your 

kinswomen [Here mohusn ybIqueh constitutes the modifier in a structure of adjec- 
tival modification.] 

Because of the frequent juxtaposition of (huiin)-0- and (y6l-0)-qui-, a new stem has been cre- 
ated that may even occur in an absolutive-state NNC whose subject pronoun's number dyad 
is filled by t-in (in violation of all expectations). 

in amehhuiintin annohuiinybltin. = You are my relatives. 

The strangeness of the collocation is also seen in stems such as the following: 

(cihuii-te-huiin-ybl-0)-qui- = a female relative by marriage 
(cihuii-huiin-ybl-0-c%)-tl- = a female relative by marriage 
(cihuii-huiin-ybl-0-c%-yb)-tl- = female kinship by marriage 

The honorific stem of (huiin)-0- is (huiin-tzin-CO)-& (for (-CO)-@-, see Q 46.7). 

ihuiintzinco = in hisher (H) company, with himher (H) 

2. (t1oc)-0- = side; proximity 

tetloc = at the side of s.0.; along with s.0. 
notloc = at my side, with me; on my side, for me 
netloc = at each other's side, together 

Usage in sentences: 

Notloc xirnonemiti. = Live (H) with me. 
Ayiic itloc. = There is no one at his sideheside him; i.e., He is peerless; also, He has a 

high opinion of himself. 
kloc quiza. = It comes out beside it; i.e., It resembles it. 

The nounstem (t1oc)-0- may appear as the embed in the preterit-agentive-NNC-of-owner- 
hood formation: 

tloqueh = #0-0(tloqu-eh-0)n-0# = he is one who has possessed proximity; i.e., he is a 
possessor of proximity [See Q 46.8.1 .] 

The honorific form of (t1oc)-0- is (tloc-tzin-CO)-@- (for (-CO)-0-, see 46.7). 

ftloctzinco ninoquetza. = I stand beside him (H). I belong to his (H) faction. 

3. (pal)-0- = grace; favor, sake, help [See Q 26.2.1 

tepal = by s.0. '~ grace 
amopal= on your (pl) account, on account of you (pl) 

Usage in sentences: 

Mopal nitlacua. = I eat because of you. I eat by your grace. I eat thanks to you. 
impal Gtlamah. = With their help he took a captive. 
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The honorific nounstem of (pal)-@ is (pal-tzin-CO)-@- (for (-CO)-@, see 46.7). 

Ipaltzinco in Dios, ca niman ahtleh bnimitzichtequilih. = (I swear) by God I have not 
stolen anything from you. [Niman (see $44.6) placed in front of a negative unit inten- 
sifies its negative meaning; therefore, niman ahtleh is equivalent to "it is absolutely 
nothing."] 

4. (C)-0- = means, purpose, reason, cause; time. Unlike the other relational nounstems dis- 
cussed in this Lesson, an NNC formed on (c)-& can take only the third-person common-num- 
ber possessor pronoun i-0. 

ic = M-0+i-0(c)0-0# = by means of it, with it, by it, from it, for the purpose of it, because 
of it; by means of this, with this, by this, from this, for the purpose of this, because of 
this; by this means, for this purpose, for this reason, in this manner, in this fashion, to 
this extent, to this degree; by means of which, whence, for the purpose of which, 
because of which, by reason of which, hence, thus, so; by which, for which, from 
which, with which; thereby, therefor, thereupon, therefrom, therewith; whereby, 
wherefor, wherefrom, wherewith, whereupon; etc. 

The NNC ic is one of the most frequent NNCs in the language. Its basic meaning is instru- 
mental, but, as can be seen from the above glosses, it is frequently used with other meanings. 
The following examples suggest some of these. (The adjunctor in frequently introduces ic. 
The collocation in ic is traditionally written solid as inic.) 

a. Means: 

Tilmahtli ic titlapohpbhuaz. = You will clean things with a clothlblanket. [Tilmahtli 
is the supplementary possessor in cross-reference to the possessor pronoun 1-0 in ic.] 

Ahmb ic miqui in mitl = It does not die from the arrow. [Mitl is the supplementary 
possessor for the i-0 of ic.] 

Onyez tlablli ic niquintlacualtiz in nbpilhuiin. = There will be shelled maize with 
which to feed my children. [Literally, "There will be shelled maize, with it I will 
feed them . . ."l 

Yehhuiitl in, in ic quinmahuiztiliiiya in tlahtohqueh. = The things with which he 
paid honor to the rulers were these; i.e., These were the things with which he paid 
honor to the rulers. [Yehhuiitl in is the antecedent of the possessor pronoun 1-0 
in ic.] 

Miyequintin in ic micqueh mitl. = Those who died from the arrows were many. 
[English prefers "Many died from the arrows."] 

b. Purpose: 

Tleh ic ticchihuaznequi in? = For what purpose do you want to do this? Why do 
you want to do this? [Tleh is the supplementary possessor in cross-reference to 
the possessor pronoun i-0 in ic.] 

Nirnitzilhuia in ic ticmatiz. = I am telling it to you so that you will know it. [The pos- 
sessor pronoun i-0 in ic has the clause ticmatiz as its supplementary possessor.] 
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In Moti2uczbmatzin ahmb tlaniihuatiiiya in ic acah quinyiibchihuaz. = Moteuc- 
zoma didn't give commands in order that anyone make war upon them. [The i-0 
in ic refers to the act of commanding. Compare this sentence with the one in 
50.6.1, in which the same notion of purpose is expressed without ic.] 

Zan ic ninemi nitlacua. = 1 live only for the purpose of eating. I live only for eating. 
I don't do anything but eat. [The i-0 of ic refers to my act of eating; that is, the 
clause nitlacua is the supplementary possessor whose head is the i-0 in ic.] 

c. Reason: 

fc, cencah mauhciiitttiyah. = Because of it, they were regarded with much fear. 
In ic niciin bnihuiillah, hue1 yehhuiitl in ic nami5chmachtiz. = The reason I have 

come here is to instruct you. [For niciin, see 46.4.2.1 
fc ahm6 mochiuh. = Because of this it was not done. 

d. Time: 
Among the many translations of the NNC ic is the important one "thereupon," or, more specif- 
ically, "at that time." 

When appearing at the beginning of a question sentence, ic in its temporal meaning serves 
as an interrogative adverbial NNC of time translatable as "at what time?" or "when?'The 
interrogative particle cuix can appear after it. 

ic yiiz? = When will he go? 
fc cuix btihuitza? = When perchance did you come? I.e., When did you come? 

When ic serves as the principal clause in a question sentence, the adjoined clause may be intro- 
duced by the adjunctor in, producing ic in . . . ?, "when islwas it that . . . ?" 

fc in tequiti? = When is it that he works? [English prefers "When does he work?"] 
fc in bquichiuh in? = When was it that he did this? [English prefers "When did he 

do this?"] 

This sequence of ic in is traditionally written solid as iquin, an unfortunate representation that 
obscures the fact that ic is functioning here as the principal clause. But the collocation ic in is 
used so frequently that when the clause that in should introduce is left unsaid, the in is fused 
to the ic. This fusion, brought about by the absence of a following adjunct, should be spelled 
iquin. 

Ach iquin. = I don't know when. [as a reply] 

When an adjunct does follow, the ic and the in should always be written separately. 
Llke all interrogatives, when ic does not occur in the sentence-initial position, it loses its 

interrogative force and is translated "at which time, "at the time," etc. 

Iz bhuiillahqueh in ic in bn. = They came here in past times. [It should be obvious that 
the traditional spelling iquin is erroneous, since the adjunctor in relates syntacti- 
cally to the bn and not to the ic. The demonstrative pronoun bn is functioning as the 
supplementary possessor of the pronoun i-0 in ic: "at that one'slthing's time."] 

Zan ic niyauh. = I go at just any time. I go frequently. I am in the habit of going. 
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Mii cam6 xitlahto in oc ic nitlahtoa. = Do not speak at the time that I am still speak- 
ing; i.e., Don't talk while I am talking. [The collocation oc ic, "still at that time, 
while, meanwhile," is traditionally written solid as oquic.] 

Ahoc tleh ipahyo in ic tecua; micohuani. = Its cure when it bites one is no longer 
anything; it is fatal; i.e., There is no cure for it when it bites one; it is fatal. 

Ye ic onyah in nimitztemoa. = It has gone already duringlfor a time that I am look- 
ing for you; i.e., I have been looking for you for quite a while. 

The collocation niman ic is translated "immediately thereupon," "immediately following 
that," "immediately thereafter": 

Niman ic quihtoh in Huehmac, "Mii huiillauh ihciuhcii." = Immediately there- 
upon Huemac said, "Let him come at once." [For Huehmac, see 5 56.2.2.a.l 

The construction is frequently further intensified by the adverbial particle ye, "already": 

In 6mach6c, niman ye ic tzahtzihua. = When it became known, then immediately 
thereupon people shouted. [Notice the use of the present tense to express past time; 
see 57.1.1 

The collocation ic cen means "at a time which islwas only once," i.e., "once and for all" or 
"forever," "finally." [See the adverbialized NNC cen in 5 44.6.1 The two NNCs are usually 
written solid: iccen. That the two do not form a fused unit is clearly seen in that the anteces- 
sive-order particle 6# can be prefixed to the cen. 

In 6iuh yahqueh in Espaiioles, iuh nemach6c in ca ic 6cen yahqueh. = When the 
Spaniards had thus gone, it was thought that they had departed forever. 

fc also ceases to be interrogative when made negative; ayic is translated "at no time," 
"never" (ahic = ayic; but this is always written aic, as it is pronounced). 

Aic miquini. = He is one who customarily never dies; i.e., He is immortal. 
Aic cemeleh. = He is at no time one who has owned a whole liver (i.e., heart); i.e., 

He is never at peace. He is always irascible. [Cemeleh, i.e., M-0(cem-el-eh-0)n-W, 
is a preterit-agentive-of-ownerhood NNC (see 5 35.9. la). Traditional texts almost 
always write the N incorrectly as 11 (see 5 2.10).] 

Aic ciihui. = It never ceases. [This can be used as an adverbial collocation meaning 
"always, perpetually, unceasingly."] 

Mii caic nimiqui. = May I never die. [caM-0+i-@(c)@-B#.] 
Ayoc ic nimitzittaz. = I shall never see you again. [The collocation ayoc ic, "never 

again," is traditionally written solid as ayoquic.] 
Aya ic 6mochiuh. = It never happened before. It never happened until now. [The col- 

location aya ic, "never before," is traditionally written solid as ayaic.] 

The NNC ic can be downgraded to the rank of a stem, serving as an embed in a compound 
nounstem with (-ah)-0-, "undetermined, unspecified, or unknown entity," as matrix. The 
vowel length on the embed is lost, as with acah (see 5 16.6.1) and canah (see 5 46.3.2.a): 

icah = #0-0(i-c-ah)[-0# = at some time, sometimes 
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e. Special uses. Among the various special uses of ic, the following four call for 
attention. 

i. When preceding a numeral or quantitive NNC, ic creates the equivalent of an Eng- 
lish ordinal numeral: 

k CP. - k centetl. - tc centlamantli. = With this, it is one in number; i.e., It is the 
first. 

fc Pyi iimoxtli. = With this, the books are three in number; i.e., It is the third book. 
In ic mahtliictlonci2 tlahtoiini, it6cii Cuitlahuahtzin. = The name of the eleventh 

ruler was Cuitlahuatzin (i.e., Honorable Excrement-Owner). - 
Ic quexquich? = With this, how many are there? 

ii. When following an adjectival NNC that functions as its supplementary possessor, 
ic creates a collocation that is the translational equivalent of an English adverb: 

In cualli ic mihtGtia, in ipatiuh 6nquimilli in cuiichtli. = If he dances well, his 
price is forty large capes. [Cualli, "it is a good thing," is the supplementary pos- 
sessor of the pronoun i-0 in ic.] 

iii. In cooperation with an adjectival (or descriptive) NNC, ic can appear in several 
constructions expressing the notion of degree: 

Yeh ic cualli? = How good is it? 
Yeh in ic cualli! = Oh how good it is! 
In ic ticocdeh! = What an anger owner you are! I.e., How angry you are! 
Mii nicmiima, in tlii cam6 ixquich ic etic. = I would carry it, if it were not so 

heavy. 

iv. When preceding an adjectival NNC of size, length, shape, etc., ic produces expres- 
sions of measurement: 

In Xocotl in ic huiyac catca cemp6hualmiitl ommiicuilli. = The Xocotl was 
twenty-five fathoms long. [The Xocotl was a tall ceremonial pole.] 

In intlaxcal cemmolicpitl catca in ic yahualtic. = Their tortillas were an ell round 
(i.e., in circumference). 
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Relational NNCs (Part Two) 

46.1. Relational Nounstems That Permit Only Option Two. There are eleven relational noun- 
stems that occur only as the matrix in integrated-structure compound nounstems. Despite their 
inability to form simple-stemmed NNCs, they should not be considered suffixes. They func- 
tion as the matrix of their compound-stemmed NNC in exactly the same way as the relational 
nounstems in 8 47.1, which can form simple-stemmed NNCs. 

46.2. The Locative Nounstem (-n)-tli-. The matrix-only nounstem (-n)-tli-, "place," is used 
to create compound nounstems with a locative meaning. On occasion, however, the meaning 
can give way to a temporal one. There are two possible formations: the embed may end (1) in 
(c%)-tl- or (2) in the imperfect-tense suffix y%. The compound nounstems formed on (-n)-tli- 
belong to the tli class, but since they appear almost exclusively in second-degree adverbial- 
ized NNCs, they are listed with 0 as the numl filler. 

Note: On the rare occasions when (-n)-tli- comes after a consonant, it becomes (-ni)-tl- (with [i] as a supportive 
vowel). 

(ce-c-ni)-0- = in one place [For the embed stem (ce-c)-@-, see 8 16.9.2.1 
(CP-ce-c-@-U- = in one place after another, in a number of places 
Cecni mani. = It standslrests in one place; i.e., It standslrests in a separate place. 
Cecni quizqui. = It is a thing that has come out in one place; i.e., It is a thing that is different from others. 

[As can be seen, cecni frequently means "in only one placelin one particular place."] 
The stem can also serve as an incorporated adverb. 

tla-(ceh-ce-c-ni-tla-i-2) = to put things each in its own place 

46.3. The Matrix Nounstem (-n)-tli- with Embeds Containing (c&)-tl-. The combination of 
(c%)-tl- and (-n)-tli- occurs in two varieties, one in which (c@-tl- is tightly tied to a preceding 
stem, the other in which it is tightly tied to the (-n)-tli-. In terms of formulas, the first may be 
represented as "(X + -CB) + (-n)-tli-" and the second as "(X) + (c%- + -n)-tli-." 

1. In the "(X + -CS) + (-n)-tli-" formula, the filler in the embed subposition represented by 
"(X + -c%)" is either the general-use stem of a preterit-agentive nounstem (see 5 35.5) or, if the 
NNC manifests the possessive state, the active-action nounstem (see 8 36.11). 
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a. Preterit-agentive embed. The resultant locative compound nounstem means "place 
of a person who (or a thing that) has done the action named by the source VNC's core," i.e., 
"place of a person who (or a thing that) does that action." The compound nounstem is used in 
an absolutive-state NNC. [In the following examples both the restricted-use and the gen- 
eral-use stems of the embed are shown, although only the latter is of importance here. The 
numl filler tl is included with the general-use stem only to indicate its nounstem class.] 

(mich-namaca-0-cii-n)-0- = place of one who sells fish; fish market [< (mich- 
namaca-0)-c- > (mich-namaca-0-c%)-tl-, "one who has sold fish," i.e., "fish 
seller"; from a Class A verbstem.] 

(tla-chiuh-0-cii-n)-0- = place of one who makes things; a craftsman's shop [< 

(tla-chiuh-0)-qui- > (tla-chiuh-0-cl)-tl-, "one who has made things," i.e., "a 
craftsman"; from a Class B verbstem.] 

(tiza-yo-h-0-cii-n)-a- = place of one who has owned white clay in abundance; place 
containing much white clay [< (tiza-yo-h-0)-0- > (tiza-yo-h-0-CB)-tl-, "one who 
has owned white clay in abundance"; a preterit-agentive nounstem of abundant 
ownerhood from a Class C verbstem.] 

(6zt6-huah-B-cii-n)-0- = place of one that has owned a cave; place of foxes [< 

(6zt6-huah-@)-U- > (6zt6-huah-O-cii)-tl-, "one that has owned a cave," i.e., "a 
fox"; a preterit-agentive nounstem of ownerhood from a Class D verbstem.] 

(yancui-0-c%-n)-0- = time of that which has occurred recently, i.e., a recent time (in 
its adverbial meaning, "recently, for the first time") [Here (-n)-tli- has a temporal 
meaning. From (yancui-@)-c- > (yancui-0-c%)-tl-, "a thing that has become new; 
a new thing"; a preterit-agentive nounstem from the "root-plus-ya" verbstem (yan- 
cui-ya), "to become new."] 

It is possible for this kind of compound nounstem to be used to form an NNC with a "nor- 
mal" (nonadverbialized) subject pronoun: for example: 

calohhuihciintli = #0-0(cal-oh-hui-h-0-cii-n)tli-0# = it is a house with many twists 
and turns, it is a labyrinth [< (cal-oh-hui-h-g)-[- > (cal-oh-hui-h-0-CS)-tl-, "a 
thing that has become difficult/hazardous in the form of a house"; concerning the 
preterit-agentive nounstem (oh-hui-h-@)& see 5 54.2.4.1 

Much more frequently, however, these compound locative nounstems occur in an NNC with 
an adverbialized subject pronoun. 

calohhuihciin = #0-0(cal-oh-hu-i-h-0-cii-n)W# = in a labyrinth 
tlahtohciin = #0-0(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-n)O-0# = idat althe place of a speakerlruler; i.e., 

idat afthe council halVpalace 
iuhciin = #0-0(iuh-0-cii-n)O-0# = in such a place, in that kind of place 
quenamihciin? = #0-0(qW-n-am-i-h-0-CB-n)0-0# = in what kind of place? in what 

manner of place? [See 5 1 1.4.6.1 
iixciin = #0-@(%X-0-CB-n)0-B# = at the time of one who does a thing; i.e., now, today 

[The source verbstem is tla-(ayi) > tla-(iix), "to do s.th." The lack of an object 
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pronoun in the locative nounstem suggests that the doer is doing a specific thing; 
see 18.8.1 

ayacHn = ay#0-0(iix-0-CH-n)[-0# = hardly, barely, slowly, with difficulty [The col- 
location ayoc iixciin has the same translation value. Contrary to appearances, this 
is not the negative of the preceding example (notice the wide difference in mean- 
ing). In this instance the source verbstem is *(iiya) > ( a ) ,  which presumably is 
equivalent to "to be fluent/easy/effortless." There is an adverbialized VNC with a 
present-tense predicate (as in 8 44.3) with the same meaning: ayiiya, i.e., ay#@- 
0(iiya)0+0-g#, "hardly, slowly, difficultly," as well as the collocation ayoc iiya.] 

iyohcHn = #0-0(iyo-h-0-cH-n)[-0# = in a single place [Compare iyoh in 44.3.11 .] 

b. Active-action embed. The resultant locative compound nounstem means "place of an 
action." It is used in apossessive-state NNC, with the agent of the action represented by a pos- 
sessor pronoun (see 36.11); the nounstem therefore has a strong embed orientation. Since the 
NNC is in the possessive state, the subject personal pronoun is ambiguously either normal or 
adverbialized (see 44.2). Since the matrix stem (-n)-tli- is protecting it, the distant-past tense 
morph has its regular shape cii (the morpheme is /ka:/; see 8 5.5.2). 

ipeuhciin = #0-0+i-B(pi5uh-cH-n)0-0# = it is the place of its action of beginning; i.e., 
it is the place of its beginning - at/in the place of its action of beginning; i.e., athn 
its beginning [< ipeuhca, "it is its action of beginning, it is its beginning"] 

ionociin = #0-0+i-0(on-o-cii-n)0-0# = it is the place of its lying down; i.e., it is 
where it lies down - at/in the place of its lying down; i.e., atlin the place where 
it lies down [< ionoca, "it is its action of lying down, it is its action of being 
recumbent"] 

nocaniihuaciin = #0-0+n-o(can-3-hua-CS-n)0-0# = it is the place of my action of 
becoming thin and flat; i.e., it is my temple, they are my temples - at/on my tem- 
ple, at/on my temples [< nocaniihuaca, "it is my action of becoming thin and flat"; 
as is obvious, the source active-action NNC has an extremely low likelihood of 
occurrence.] 

icetciin in bme iitbyatl = #0-fl+i-0(ce-t-cii-n)0-0# = it is the place of two rivers' 
action of becoming one; i.e., it is the place where two rivers converge - at the place 
where two rivers converge [< icetca in bme iitbyatl, "it is the action of two rivers 
converging, it is the convergence1confluence of two rivers."] 

imahrniiciiuhciin in tlaximalli = #0-0+i-O(mah-mii-ciiuh-cii-n)0-0# = it is the place 
of various beams becoming separated; i.e., it is the place of the interstices between 
the beams (of a wooden structure) - at/in the interstices between the beams [< 
imiiciiuhca, "it is its action of becoming split/cleaved/cleft"; (tla-xim-a-l)&, "a 
thing that has been hewn," i.e., "a beam, a board] 

Among the verbstems used in this formation are the compound verbstems of ownerhood 
formed on *tla-(-e), *tla-(-huii), and *tla-(-yo-ii) (see 35.8-35.9). As has been pointed out, 
these stems are used only in preterit-agentive NNCs and occasionally as the embed in connec- 
tive-t compound verbstems. This means that they do not participate in VNCs that manifest the 
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distant-past tense morph. Consequently, the active-action NNC that serves as the source for the 
locative compound nounstem is not attested. This suggests that the locative nounstem is a relic 
of an archaic formation. 

itzinehciin = M-0+i-0(tzin-eh-cii-n)0-0# = it is the place of its action of owning a 
base, i.e., it is the place of its beginning, it is where it began - at the place of its 
action of owning a base; i.e., at its beginning, at its start 

totechuahciin = #0-0+t-o(tec-huah-cii-n)0-0# = it is the place of our action of own- 
ing lords; i.e., it is our main citylour metropolis - at/in the place of our action of 
owning lords; i.e., at/in our main city, athn our metropolis [The stem (ti5c)-tli- is 
a variant of (tGuc)-tli-, "lord."] 

incuauhyohciin = #0-0+i-n(cuauh-yo-h-c%-n)0-0# = it is the place of their action of 
owning abundant trees; i.e., it is the place where they own abundant trees - idat 
their place of owning abundant trees, idat the place where they own abundant trees 
[Do not confuse this formation with that involving (-y6)-tl- in subsection 2.b below.] 

2. The "(X) + (cii- + -n)-tli-" locative stem formation also has two possible types. 

a. The X component may be absent. This results in the compound stem (CS-n)-U-, in 
which the embed is the nounstem (CB)-t1-, "entity, person, thing" (see 8 35.5). The compound 
stem therefore means literally "an entity's/a person'sla thing's place," but the NNC built on it 
serves as an interrogative adverb of place. The interrogative particle cuix can follow it. 

ciin? = at what place? where? tolfrom what place? 
Ciin Gtihuiillah? = From what place have you come? Where have you come from? 
Can cuix Gtliicat? = At what place was he born? Where was he born? 

When c2n serves as the principal clause, the adjoined clause may be introduced by the 
adjunctor in. The collocation ciin in, which is equivalent to "at what place is it that . . . ?," is 
unfortunately usually written solid as canin. Obviously, the adjunctor in is not directly asso- 
ciated with the ciin but with what it adjoins on its right. 

Ciin in titequiti? = At what place is it that you work? [English prefers "Where do you 
work?'] 

The collocation c2n in was used so frequently that the adjunctor in could become fused to the 
can, as can be seen in instances such as the following, where the adjunct does not follow but 
is understood: 

Ach ciinin. = I don't know where. [as a reply] 

When not occurring in a sentence-initial position, can loses its interrogative force: 

zii zo ciin = at any place whatsoever, at just any place, anywhere 
Ahm6 nimitzilhuia in ciin niygznequi. = I am not telling you where I want to go. 

It also ceases to be interrogative when negativized: 

ahciin = at no place, nowhere 
aya ciin = no place yet, nowhere yet [Traditionally written solid: ayacan.] 
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The NNC cSn can be downgraded to the rank of a stem, serving as an embed in a com- 
pound nounstem with (-ah)-0-, "undetermined, unspecified, or unknown entity," as matrix. 
The vowel length on the embed is lost, as with icah in 45.4.4.d: 

canah = #B-0(ca-n-ah)0-0# = at some place, somewhere 

b. When the X component is present, it is represented by a nounstem functioning as an 
incorporated modifier. It may be a pronominal stem: 

(on-CS-n)-0- = at that place, there 
(ni-CS-n)-0- = at this place, here [The embedded stem (ni-)- also occurs in (&man)- 

0- in § 44.6.1 

The embed may be a quantitive pronominal stem or a numeral nounstem: 

(rniye-c-CS-n)-0- = in many places 
(que-z-qui-CS-n)-0- = in how many places? 
(que-c-iz-qui-CS-n)-0- = in a number of different places 
(ce-c-CS-n)-a- = in one place [For the embed (ce-c)-@-, see 16.9.2.1 
(6-c-CS-@-U- = in two places [The stem (6-c)- is a variant of (Gm-)-, "two in number."] 
(yPx-CS-n)-0- = in three places [Also (ex-CS-n)-U-; see 34.4.2.1 
(6m-p6hua-l-CS-@-U- = in forty placeslparts 
(cem-p6hua-l-CH-n)-0- (om-mah-tlSc-CS-n)-0- = in thirty placeslparts 

The embed may be a patientive nounstem: 

(cua-l-CS-n)-0- = in a good place [Also used with a temporal meaning: "at an oppor- 
tune time."] 

(y~c-CS-n)-0- = at a good place [Also used with a temporal meaning: "at an oppor- 
tune time."] 

When the embed is an imperfective patientive nounstem formed on (-y6)-tl- as matrix (see 
39.3), the resultant locative nounstem with (cii-n)-n- as matrix occurs in an absolutive-state 
NNC or a possessive-state NNC depending on the absolutive or possessive state of the NNC 
that serves as the source for the embed. 

tPny6cSn = #@-0(tPn-y6-c~-n)O-8# = in a place of fame [Also spelled teyocan.] 
mauhcSy6cSn = #0-0(mauh-cS-y6-cS-n)0-8# = in a place of dread, in a fearful place 

[See 36.10.2.1 
inelhuay6cSn = it is the place of its rootlroots - atjtolin the place of its rootlroots 
tonacay6cSn = #0-0+t-o(naca-yb-CS-n)0-0# = it is the place of our fleshiness, i.e., it 

is the place of our buttocks, they are the buttocks of one of us, they are buttocks - 
atlon the place of our buttocks, atlon our buttocks, adon the buttocks 

imalacay6cSn in cuahuitl = #0-fl+i-0(malaca-y6-cS-n)0-0# = it is the place of the 
tree's spindleness; i.e., it is the tree's crown (branches and foliage), they are tree 
crowns, etc., in the place of the tree's spindleness; i.e., in the tree's crown, in the 
crown of the tree, in the trees' crowns, in the crowns of the trees 

A locative NNC can serve as the supplementary object whose head is the nonspecific object 
pronoun tla: 
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Onahcic in onciin 6quitlat~n6ihuilihqueh. = He reached the place that they had men- 
tioned to him. [Onciin serves as the supplementary object of tla.] 

Onciin tlat6ciiy6tih Cochtociin. = He named the place Cochtocan. [Onciin serves as 
the supplementary object of tla. The place-name NNC functions as an object com- 
plement (see 5 1.2.3).] 

46.4. The Matrix Nounstem (-n)-tli- and the Nominalized Imperj4ect-Tense Predicate as 
Embed. The imperfect-tense predicate of a VNC can be norninalized to fill the embed sub- 
position in a compound nounstem whose matrix is (-n)-tli-. Since the imperfect-tense morph 
ya is protected by the In/, it has length on its vowel (the tense morpheme is /ya:/; see 5.5.2). 

The compound nounstem has the meaning of "place of customary activity." There are three 
possible stem formations, according to whether the source is a VNC manifesting the active, 
the passive, or the impersonal voice. 

l .  When the source is an active-voice VNC, the resultant locative nounstem normally 
occurs in a possessive-state NNC. The possessor pronoun on the NNC results from the trans- 
formation of the subject pronoun on the source VNC; see 36.6. (Remember that with Class 
C and D verbs, the final /a:/ of the verbstem is long before the imperfect-tense morph.) 

nocochiyiin = #0-0+n-~(cochi-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of my customary sleeping; it 
is my bedroom - in my customary sleeping place, in my bedroom [< nicochiya, "I 
customarily slept"] 

noyeyiin = #0-0+n-o(ye-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of my customary being; i.e., it is my 
place, it is my seat - in my place, in my seat [< niyeya, "I customarily was." An abso- 
lutive-state NNC is also possible: yeyiintli, "it is a place, it is a seat."] 

monoyiin = #0-0+m-a(on-o-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of your customary lying down, 
it is your bed - in your customary lying-down place, in your bed [< tonoya, "you 
used to lie down"] 

totlacuiiyiin = #0-0+t-o(t1a-cuii-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of our customary eating; i.e., 
it is our dining room - in our dining room [< titlacuiiyah "we customarily ate"] 

nonetliiliiiyln = #a-B+n-o(ne-tliil-i-8-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of my customary seat- 
ing myself; i.e., it is my seat - in my customary sitting-down place; i.e., in my seat 
[< ninotliiliiiya, "I customarily sat down"] 

t6chtli inetecayiin = #0-0+i-0(ne-teca-yii-n)0-0# = it is a rabbit's customary stretch- 
ing-out place, i.e., it is a rabbit's warren - in a rabbit's warren [< motecaya, "it cus- 
tomarily stretched itself out"] 

When the active-voice VNC that serves as the source for the nounstem has a reflexive object 
pronoun under the control of a nonanimate subject pronoun, the locative nounstem contains 
the reflexive pronoun m-o instead of ne as in the two preceding examples. Obviously, the pos- 
sessor pronoun of the NNC must be third-person common number. 

-hnomanayiin iitGyatl= #B-@+I-0(m-o-man-a-yii-n)0-0# = it is a river's lying-flat place, 
i.e., it is a pool of still water of a river - in a pool of still water of a river [< 
momanaya, "it used to set itself down flat."] 
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-mochihuayiin = M-0+i-0(m-o-chihua-yii-n)0-0## = it is the time of its customary mak- 
ing itself; i.e., it is its growing tirne/season - in its growing tirne/season [< mochihuaya, 
"it customarily made itself"; i.e., "it customarily grew.] 

lmonequiyiin nicnequi in tlatquitl = #a-0+i-0(m-o-nequi-yii-n)0-g# = I want the 
equipment at the time of its customarily wanting itself, i.e., I want the equipment at 
the time it is needed. [< monequiya, "it customarily wanted itself," i.e., "it was cus- 
tomarily wantedheeded (see 21.4).] 

The temporal meaning shown in the two previous examples occurs in many other NNCs; for 
example: 

totlacuiiyiin = it is our customary eating time, it is our mealtime - at our mealtime [The 
same NNC is shown above with a locative meaning.] 

notPlp6chtiysn = #0-8+n-o(ti?l-p6ch-ti-yii-n)0-0# = it was the time of my process of 
becoming a young man; i.e., it was the time of my youth - in my youth [< nitelp6chtiya, 
"I was becoming a young man."] 

This formation also creates NNCs that are translated by manner adverbs in English: 

ihuiyiin = #0-0+i-0(hui-yii-n)0-0# = it is its manner of being thus and so - by its man- 
ner of being thus and so; i.e., slowly, moderately, cautiously; gently, quietly, calmly 
[< ihuiya, "it used to be thus and so." The possessor pronoun on the NNC is always 
third-person singular. The verbstem's initial [i] is omitted after 1-0 in the NNC.] 

tonehhuiyiin = M-0+t-o(neh-hui-yg-n)0-0## = it is our manner of acting on our own ini- 
tiative - on our personal initiative, of our personal choosing, by our own free will, of 
our own accord, by our own doing [The source verbstem *(neh-hui), or improbably 
*m-o-(zl-hui), is unattested. When modifying an NNC, this adverbial NNC is trans- 
lated into English by an adjective; e.g., nonehhuiyiin notlahtlac61, "it is my own fault."] 

nixcohtiysn = #0-0+n-[(h-CO-h-ti-y3-n)0-0# = it is my manner of acting on my own 
initiative - on my personal initiativelof my personal choosinghy my own free willlof 
my own accord/by my own doing [The verbstem *(ix-CO-h-ti) is unattested. It is obvi- 
ously created by attaching the verbstem-forming suffix -ti (see 54.2.1) to the imper- 
sonal patientive nounstem *(ix-CO-h)-tli-; see -the nounstem (ix-CO-h-y8-n)-0- in 
46.5.1 

Note: At times an active-voice imperfect-tense predicate embedded in (-n)-tli- has an incorporated adverbial par- 
ticle or nounstem. The NNC built on this kind of stem is in the absolutive state. 

nijhuiyiin = #0-0(nij-hui-yii-n)n- = everywhere, from everywhere, to everywhere [The particle n6, "also" 
(see 3.2.4), fills the embed subposition. The verbstem's initial supportive [i] is not needed.] 

quemmaniyPn = #0-0(qu~-m-mani-yii-n)n-0# = from time to time, at times, occasionally, sometimes [The 
stem (que-n)-I-, "how, in what manner" (see 3 44.5.7), fills the embed subposition.] 

nemmaniyiin = M-0(n~m-mani-yii-n)O-0# = during uselessly existing days, i.e., during nonfestival time, dur- 
ing ordinary days [The nounstem (n~n)-U-, "useless thing," ffis the embed subposition. See also nemmanyiin 
in 8 46.5, note.] 

cemmaniyiin = #0-0(cem-man-yii-n)n-0# = during an entire stretching-out time, i.e., for all time, throughout 
all time, forever [The nounstem (cem)-U-, "one," fills the embed subposition. See also cemmanyiin in 46.5, 
note.] 

See also the place-name Quinehuayiin in 8 48.2. l .a. 
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2. When the source is a passive-voice VNC, the resultant locative nounstem occurs in a 
possessive-state NNC only. The possessor pronoun on the NNC results from the transforma- 
tion of the subject pronoun on the source VNC. 

inniimic6yHn = #fi-fl+i-n(niimic-6-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of their being met - in the 
place where they are met [< niirnic6yah, "they were customarily met"] 

amochiyel6yiin = #0-0+am-~(chiye-16-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of your (pl) being 
awaited - in the place where you (pl) are awaited [< anchiyelayah, "you (pl) were 
customarily awaited"] 

imalacach616yln = #0-0+I-0(malaca-ch-6-16-yii-n)0-0# = it is the place of its being 
revolved - in the place where it is revolved; i.e., in all directions around it, in a cir- 
cle around it; around it [< malacach616ya, "it was customarily revolved] 

3. When the source is an impersonal-voice VNC, the resultant locative nounstem occurs 
in an absolutive-state NNC only; the impersonality of the source prevents the place of action 
from being associated with any specific individual. 

tlacual6yiin = #0-0(tla-cua-16-yii-n)n-B# = in a place where people customarily eat; 
i.e., in a dining room [< tlacualijya, "people customarily ate things"] 

tlanamacijyiin = #0-0(tla-namacd-yii-n)n-0# = in a place where people customarily 
sell things; i.e., in a market [< tlanamacijya, "people customarily sold things"] 

tlacac6yiin = #8-0(tla-cac-6-yii-n)n-8# = in a place where people customarily hear things; 
i.e., in a court where cases are heard [< tlacacGya, "people customarily heard things"] 

onohuayiin = #g-0(on-o-hua-yii-n)n-0# = in a place where people customarily are 
recumbent; i.e., in a populated place, in a town [< onohuaya, "people customarily 
were recumbent"] 

yelohuaysn = #0-0(ye-10-hua-yii-n)n-0# = in a place where people customarily are; i.e., 
in an inhabited place [< yelohuaya, "people customarily were"] 

miquizcalacohuay~n = #0-0(miqui-z-cal-ac-o-hua-yii-n)0-0# = at the placeltime 
wherelwhen people enter by the act of dying; i.e., at the door of death [< miquiz- 
calacohuaya, "people customarily entered by dying"] 

netliilil6yiin = #0-0(ne-tliil-i-16-yH-n)O-0# = in a place where people customarily seat 
themselves; i.e., in a seat [< netliililGya, "people customarily seated themselves"] 

When a source VNC is built on a tla-impersonal verbstem (see 22.6), the (-n)-tli- embeds 
the imperfect predicate formed on that stem: 

tlaceliyayiin = #0-0(tla-cel-i-ya-yii-n)O-0# = in a place where everything becomes 
freshly green; i.e., in a pleasant meadow [< tlaceliyaya, "everything customarily 
became freshly green"] 

A VNC built on an inherently impersonal verbstem simply embeds the norninalized active- 
voice imperfect-tense predicate into the matrix (-n)-tli-. (Contrast this with the formation in 
subsection 1 above.) 

t6nayHn = #0-B(t6na-yii-n)n-0# = in a place where it is warm; i.e., in the hot country, 
in the east 
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Note l: In the instance of (yohua), "to become night," the matrix stem (-n)-tli- embeds the present-tense 
active-voice predicate: 

yohuan = #0-0(yohua-0-n)0-0# = at a time when it is night; i.e., at nighttime [The stem (yohua-yii-n)-0- is 
also used.] 

Note 2: Any of the above locative nounstems can have a varietal formation; for example: 
m6lchihchihual6yiin = #0-0(mbl-chih-chihua-16-y2-n)0-B# = in a place where various kinds of sauces are 

made; i.e., in a kitchen [c (m61-chih-chihua), "to make a veriety of sauces"] 
nehnehnemohuayiin = M-0(neh-neh-nem-o-hua-y8-n)0-0# = in a place where people continually walk; i.e., 

in a public walk, in a promenade [c  (neh-nemi), "to walk." The locative NNC built on the simple verb- 
stem (nemi), "to live," is nemohuayiin, "in a place where people live"; i.e., "in an inhabited place."] 

Note 3: The honorific form of (-n)-tli- is (-n-tzin-CO)-U- (concerning the matrix stem (-CO)-U-, see 8 46.7): 
tlacac6yiintzinco = M-0(tla-cac-6-y8-n-tzin-co)0-8# = in a court (H) 

46.5. The Locative Matrix (-yi-n)-tli-. The sequence (-yl-n)-tli- can serve as a matrix for a 
locative nounstem. It was possibly created in view of the formation in 46.4.1 in analogy with 
the (-n)-tli- formation in 46.3.1.b. The active-voice perfective core is nominalized to serve 
as embed. The NNC built on the compound stem is in thepossessive state, with the possessor 
pronoun resulting from the transformation of the subject pronoun of the source VNC. In a 
number of instances, NNCs formed on this kind of stem are variants of those formed accord- 
ing to § 46.4.1. Perfective stems ending in /W/, /k/, It/, /?/, and I d  are prime candidates for the 
embed subposition (compare this with what happens in the formation of the perfective pati- 
entive nounstem in 39.1). 

nocatyln = #0-0+n-o(ca-t-yl-n)0-0# = it is my place of being; i.e., it is my placelseat - in 
my placelseat 

imochiuhyiin = #0-0+i-@(m-o-chiuh-yl-n)0-0# = it is the time of its making itself; i.e., it 
is its growing timelseason - in its growing timelseason [See imochihuayiin in 46.4.1 
concerning the m-o of the stem.] 

nixcohyln = #0-0+n-O(ix-c6-h-yii-n)0-# = it is my manner of acting on my own initiative 
- on my personal initiative, by my own free will, of my own accord, by my own doing 
[< *(ix-co-3). According to Carochi, NNCs built on (ix-co-h-yii-n)-0- are more com- 
mon than those built on (ix-co-h-ti-yii-n)-0- in 46.4.1. When modifying an NNC, 
adverbs built on the stem can be translated into English as adjectives; e.g., nixcohyiin 
notlanextil, "it is my personal invention."] 

imonlmicyiin ilhuicaltl = #0-@+I-0(m-o-niimic-yl-n)0-0# = it is a place of the meeting 
of the seas, i.e., it is a strait - in a strait 

imoniimicyiin in tliilli = it is the place of the meeting of lands, i.e., it is an isthmus - on an 
isthmus 

nozlliuhyln = #0-0+n-o(zii1-i-uh-yii-n)0-0# = it is my becoming glued place; i.e., it is my 
joint, they are my joints - idat  my jointljoints 

Note l :  At times a perfective core embedded in (-yii-n)-tli- has an incorporated adverbial particle or nounstem. 
The NNC built on this kind of stem is in the absolutive state (compare 8 46.4.1, note). 

nemiuhyiin = #0-0(nem-i-uh-y8-n)0-0# = in an empty place, in a vacant place, in an uninhabited place, in 
a deserted place 
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cemmanyiin = M-0(cem-man-yii-n)U-0# = for all time, forever [This is a variant of cernmaniyiin in 5 46.4.1, 
note.] 

nPmmany2n = M-0(nPm-man-yii-n)0-8# = during nonfestival time, during ordinary days [This is a vari- 
ant of nPmmaniyiin in Q 46.4.1, note.] 

Note 2: The NNC nenyiin, #8-0(nen-y8-n)U-W, "in vain, to no avail," is exceptional in that it is not in the pos- 
sessive state. It presupposes the unattested verbstem *(nPmi), "to become useless/futile/ineffectual,~~ which may lie 
behind the unattested imperfective patientive nounstem *(n&ni)-tl-, from which would come the adverbialized NNC 
nGn, "in vain, to no avail, uselessly," (see 44.5.3). The two NNCs, nenyiin and nPn, are synonymous. 

Note 3: An impersonal tla verbstem embedded in (-yP-n)-tli- occurs in an absolutive-state W C :  
tlanPzyiin = #B-B(tla-nPz-y2-n)[I-8# = in althe place of brightness [ < (tla-nPci), "(for things in general) to 

appear," i.e., " for dawn to come" < (nPci), "to appear"] 

46.6. The Matrix Nounstern (-t1ah)-tli-. The nounstem (-t1ah)-tli- serves as the matrix in a 
compound locative nounstem signifying "place where there is an abundance o f .  . ." or "place 
characterized by. . . ." The compound stem may form either an absolutive- or a possessive-state 
NNC. The subject pronoun of this NNC may be either "normal" or adverbialized. [In the fol- 
lowing examples, when the subject pronoun is adverbialized, the translation ignores the true 
dimensions of the NNC.] 

x6chitlah = #0-0(x6-chi-tlah)[-0# = it is a place of abundant flowers; i.e., it is a garden 
[The numl morph may also be sounded: xijchitlahtli, #0-0(x6-chi-tlah)tlilB#, "it is a 
garden. "1 

x6chitlah = #0-0(x6-chi-tlah)~-0# = in a place of abundant flowers; i.e., in a garden 
noxtichitlah = #0-0+n-o(x6-chi-tlah)0-0# = it is my place of abundant flowers; it is my 

garden - in my place of abundant flowers; in my garden 
cuauhtlah = it is a place of abundant trees; i.e., it is a forestlgrove - in a place of abundant 

trees; i.e., in a forestlgrove 
xallah = it is a place of abundant sand; i.e., it is a sand pit, it is sandy ground - in a sand 

pit, on sandy ground [N + /W = [ll]] 

The NNC may be formed on a varietal stem. 

xohx6chitlah = it is a place of diverse kinds of flowers, it is a garden - in a place of diverse 
kinds of flowers, in a garden [Also possible, xohx6chitlahtli, "it is a garden."] 

huihhuitztlah = it is a place characterized by different kinds of thorns - in a very thorny 
place 

oh6zt6tlah = it is a place of many various caves - in a place of many various caves 

The affective form of (-t1ah)-tli- is (-tlah-tzin-CO)-1- or (-tlah-t6n-CO)& 
cuauhtlaht6nco = in a small grove 

46.7. The Matrix Nounstem (-CO)-a - (-c)-tli-. A highly frequent lund of locative NNC is 
built on a compound stem that has (-CO)-1- or its variant (-c)-tli- as its matrix. Although they 
are variants of the same morpheme, (-CO)-[- apparently cannot appear in an absolutive-state 
NNC that has a nonadverbialized subject pronoun, while (-c)- tli- can. Like (-n)-tli-, this 
(-CO)-1- (-c)-tli- means "place" but refers to a more restricted area, a specific location. Pairs 
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taking (cii-n)-tli- and (-c)-tli- exist, however, with a synonymous translation value. [The trans- 
lation of the following examples ignores their NNC construction.] 

inelhuaybciin = #0-0+i-0(nel-hua-yb-cl-n)0-0# 
= at the place of its root 

inelhuaybc = #0-0+i-0(nel-hua-yb-c)0-0# 

ipanociin = #0-0+i-0(panb-cii-n)0-PI# 
= everywhere; usually, generally 

ipanoc = #0-g+i(panb-c)&@# 

The choice between the shapes (-CO)- and (-c)- depends upon the preceding sound: (-CO)-[- 
embeds a nounstem ending in a consonant; (-c)-tli- embeds one ending in a vowel. There is 
only one exception to this rule: the nounstem (t1e)-tl-, "fie," although ending in a vowel, is 
embedded in (-CO)-[-: 

(tle-CO)-0- = in the place of dthe fire; i.e., in dthe fire 

The following are a few examples of compound nounstems formed with (-CO)-[- and (-c)-tli- 
in the matrix subposition: 

(3-m~ya-l-CO)-[- = at a place of a thing that has welled up in the form of water; i.e., at a 
spring, at a fountain 

(3-l-tepe-ybl-10-h-CO)-0- = a t h  a place of the heart of a town; i.e., a t h  the center of a 
townlcity 

(te-coma-c)-[- = in the place of a jar; i.e., in a jar 
(cbmi-c)-[- = in the place of a bowl; i.e., in a bowl 
(te-pan-cama-c)-[- = in the place of a wall-mouth; i.e., in an opening in a wall, in a hole 

in a wall 
(cal-me-ca-c)-[- = in the place of a rope of houseslrooms; i.e., in thela school [This was a 

monastery-like school where the sons of nobles and outstandingly qualified sons of com- 
moners led austere, rigorously disciplined lives throughout most of their childhood and 
youth, being trained in religion, astrology, calendar reckoning, dream interpretation, his- 
tory, literature, rhetoric, and correct social behavior.] 

An NNC built on a compound stem having (-CO)-[- or (-c)-tli- as matrix may be in either the 
absolutive or the possessive state. 

imiic = #0-0+i-0(mii-c)0-0# = at/in the place of his hand; i.e., in his hand 
tbpco = in a sheathlike case 
tiinahco = in a basket 
tzonhuazco = in a snare [See 5 5 8.1 .] 
tlatzonco = at s.th.'s end, at the end 
iyblic = slowly, little by little, calmly, carefully, cautiously [This NNC is the equivalent of 

an English adverb of manner. The other possessor pronouns, although not common, may 
be used: noyblic, moyblic, etc. Also, the absolutive-state form yblic can be found. The 
embed subposition is filled by the impersonal patientive nounstem (yb1i)-tl-, "life," 
from (ybli-hua) (compare iyblipan in 5 47.3.3). Incidentally, Molina renders moyblic 
as "aha (said on finding S.O. doing s.th. evil)," but a better translation might be "Easy 
there! "1 
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yohuac = in the night, at night [Notice the temporal meaning. Compare yohuan in 9 46.4.3, 
note. The embed here is the imperfective patientive nounstem (yohua)-tl-, "night."] 

ahco = #0-0(ah-co)n-# = at a nonplace, at no specific place; i.e., above, up, upward [The 
negative particle ah# serves as an "embed" here. Since a possessive-state formation is 
not possible, another potential candidate for embed, the nounstem (ah)-, an embedding 
form of (3)-tl-, "crown of the head," is not acceptable. Compare this NNC with ahhuic, 
"in no specific direction," in 9 47.1.4. Also, contrast it with ahciin, "at no place," in 8 
46.3.2.a; that is, the notion of "nonplace" differs from that of "no place."] 

The matrix stem (-c)-% is used to form temporal nounstems that occur in a possessive-state 
NNC. The stem in the embed subposition is itself a compound stem, being built on the matrix 
stem (-y6)-tl- which has as its embed a stem with a temporal meaning. The possessor pronoun 
on the NNC refers to the event from whose perspective the time relation is seen. The follow- 
ing NNCs offer a few examples: 

iyillhuay6c = #0-0+i-0(yill-hua-yb-c)0-0# = on the previous day 
im6ztlay6c = on the next day [But the collocation oc -m6ztlay6c is translated "on the day 

before."] 
ihuiptlay6c = two days later 
iyi3lhuiy6c = three days later 
zan iquezquilhuiy6c = only a few days later 
icenxiuhybc = one year later [Traditionally spelled icexiuhyoc.] 
iyihiuhy6c = three years later 

A compound stem formed on (-y6)-tl- and expressing a nontemporal notion can serve as 
embed to (-c)-& as matrix: 

itzony6c = at its top, on its summit [< (tzon-y6)-tl-, "upper end. As in tepetl itzony6c or 
itzonybc in tepstl, "on the mountain's summit." See itzonyo in 8 39.3.4.1 

imecay6c = at the place of his lineage; i.e., along with his blood kin [< (me-ca-y6)-tl-, "lin- 
eage, consanguinity"] 

incalp6llbc = in the place of their (shared) clanhood; i.e., along with their clan members 
[< (cal-pbl-16)-tl-, "relationship that pertains to a clan or to a town division/ward/ 
barrio"] 

icall6c = in the place of his household; i.e., along with his household [< (cal-16)-tl-, 
"household"] 

icalaquiyiiny6c = at its entryway [The compound locative nounstem formed on (-n)-tli- as 
matrix is embedded in (-y6)-tl-, and the resultant stem becomes the embed of (-c)-tli-. 
The sequence -n-yb-c- expresses the idea of "the place of the inherently owned place 
of. . . ."l 

A compound stem formed on the matrix stem (-c)-tli- can occur in a nonadverbialized NNC; 
for example: 

miixactli = #0-0(miixa-c)tli-0# = it is a place of bifurcation [The adverbialized NNC 
is, of course, miixac, "at althe place of bifurcation"; possessive-state example, 
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nomiixac, "it is my crotch - at my crotch." Notice also iimiixactli, "it is dthe place 
where the streadriver divides"; iimiixac, "at althe place where the streadriver 
divides ."l 

A compound stem formed on the matrix stem (-c)-tli- can occupy the embed subposition 
in a larger compound stem: 

imiiccuauh = #0-0+i-0(mii-c-cuauh)0-0# = it is his in-the-hand staff; i.e., it is his obsid- 
ian-bladed sword [< (mii-c-cuahui)-tl-; there is a variant stem, (mii-cuahui)-tl-, "a for- 
the-hand clublstick."] 

niciiciina = #ni-@+c-@(S-c-iina)0+0-0# = I take it from in the water [As in niciiciina in 
iicalli, "I take the dugout from in the water."] 

If compound nounstems have a relational stem as matrix, an affective morph can either pre- 
cede or follow the relational stem. When one precedes, nothing unusual happens (e.g., 
(xiil-te-t6n-t1ah)-U-, "at dthe place of abundant small pebbles"), but when one follows, the 
construction presented in 5 45.1, note, goes into effect (e.g., (cuauh-tlah-t6n-CO)-[-, "in dthe 
small place of abundant trees," i.e., "in dthe small grove"). 

As in the case of other relational nounstems, when (-CO)-[- or (-c)-tli- serves as the matrix 
stem there is nothing unusual about a compound stem with an affective morph before the rela- 
tional-stem matrix. 

yohuatzinco = #g-0(yohua-tzin-CO)[-@# = at the time of the little night; i.e., in the small of 
the nighdjust before dawnlat early daybreak [< (yohua-tzin)-tli-, "the small of the night"] 

noxahcalt6nco = #B-0+n-o(xah-cal-tbn-co)0-0# = at my little/lowly grass hut [< (xah- 
cal-t6n)-tli-, "little/humble grass hut"] 

tepiinzolco = #g-@(te-piin-zol-CO)[-@# = at the dilapidated wall(s) [< (te-piin-zo1)-li-, 
"dilapidated wall"] 

calp6lco = #0-0(cal-p61-~0)[-0# = at/in the town quarter, at/in the barrio [< (cal-p61)-li-, 
"town quarterlbarrio"] 

Also, when an affective morph follows (-c)-tli-, the procedure of 5 45.1, note, remains in effect; 
i.e., -c-tzin-CO remains -c-tzin-CO. 

momiictzinco = #0-@+m-o(mii-c-tzin-co)0-0# = at/in the place of your (H) hand(s); i.e., 
in your (H) hand(s) [< momiic, M-0+m-o(mii-c)@-0# = "adin the place of your hand(s)"; 
i.e., "in your hand(s)"] 

But when an affective morph follows (-CO)-[-, the situation is different. The (-CO)-[- must be 
replaced with -0- before being embedded in the affective stem; i.e., *-CO-tzin-CO becomes 
-0-tzin-CO. The resultant stem therefore has only one (-CO)-[-, the final one. 

teohcaltzinco = #0-0(teoh-cal-0-tzin-CO)[-0# = at/in the place of the temple (H) [< (teoh- 
cal-CO)-[-, "adin the place of the temple"] 

As can be seen, this is unfortunate, because often there is no way to know whether the embed 
is an affective stem or a nonaffective one (for instance, the above example could just as eas- 
ily have come from (teoh-cal-tzin)-tli-, "small temple"). 
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46.8. The Seeming "Compound-Matrix" Relational Nounstems. Like two other relational 
nounstems that will be mentioned later (see 47.2.2 and 47.3.2), the nounstem (-CO)-0- - 
(-c)-tli- can occur in cooperation with a few stems to form what seems to be a compound 
matrix stem somewhat similar in structure to (cii-n)-0- in 8 46.3.2.b. The list of stems that 
seem to embed so tightly with (-CQ)-~- - (-C)-tli- includes (n8hua)-tl-, "clearly audible 
sound," and a few simple stems naming body parts (primarily, (ihti)-tl- - (ihte)-tl-, "stom- 
ach," (ix)-tli-, "face, eye," (tepotz)-tli-, "back," (tzon)-tli-, "hair," (cuiii)-tl-, "head," 
(ten)-tli-, "lip," (tzin)-tli-, "fundament," (nacaz)-tli-, "ear," (yaca)-tl-, "nose") as well as a 
few compound stems (such as (ix-cuSi)-tl-, "forehead," and (yiil-10-h)-tli-, "heart"). 

Although grammarians (from Olmos and Molina down to the present) have consistently 
taken sequences such as -nShuac and -ixco as unified items (calling them "compound 
prepositions" or "compound postpositions"), the embed-plus-matrix combination they 
display is structurally the same as that found in the compound stems in 46.7; that is, the 
compound stem consisting of (-CO)-D- - (-c)-tli- as matrix can have either a simple stem 
or a compound stem in the embed subposition. The following three NNCs illustrate the 
point. 
Simple-stemmed embed: 

nonacazco = M-0+n-~(nacaz-co)0-0# = atlin the place of my earlears; i.e., at/in my earlears 
[< (nacaz)-tli-, "ear"] 

Compound-stemmed embed: 

calnacazco = #0-0(cal-nacaz-co)[1-8# = idat  the place of the house corner/corners [< 

(cal-nacaz)-tli-, "house ear," i.e., "(exterior) comer of a house"] 
nocalnacazco = M-0+n-o(ca1-nacaz-CO)@-@# = idat the place of my house cornerlcorners; 

i.e., idat my house comer/corners 

The structure of such stems is, then, not at all similar to that of (CS-n)-0- in 8 46.3.2.b. No 
"compound matrix" is involved. Nevertheless, in view of the fact that these embed-and-matrix 
combinations have been somewhat lexicalized (although this may merely be a matter of trans- 
lational mirage), it is convenient to list them by means of a simple-stemmed-embed format. 
The following are among the most common. 

1. (nghua-c)-& = place of an audible sound; i.e., an audible distance; i.e., proximity, vicin- 
ity [< (niihua)-tl-, "clear, audible sound."] 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

toniihuac = idat a place of our audible sound; i.e., in earshot of us, in our vicinity, 
near us 

tlaniihuac = in the vicinity of s.th.; i.e., nearby 
cuahuitl iniihuac = near the treeltrees [Cuahuitl is a supplementary possessor in 

cross-reference to its head, the nuclear possessor i-0 of iniihuac.] 

The compound nounstem (nshua-c)-tli- may be used as an incorporated object in a preterit- 
agentive NNC of ownerhood: 
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niihuaqueh = M-0(niihua-qu-eh-0)o-0# = he is a possessor of vicinity [Compare 5 
45.4.2.1 

b. With a compound-stemmed embed: 

cuauhniihuac = in the vicinity of trees, near the trees 
nocalniihuac = in the vicinity of my house, near my house 
n-miihuac = in the vicinity of my eyes; i.e., within my sight 

The compound stem can occur in a nonadverbialized NNC; for example: 

cemaniihuactli imachiyo = it is an imagelrepresentation of the world; i.e., it is a 
maplglobe of the world [c (cem-a-niihua-c)-tli-, "world." The meaning of the 
embed is uncertain since the first (a)- has no length and therefore is not (8)-tl-, 
"water," as is usually assumed. Notice also the curious formation cematoniihuac, 
"all around our vicinity," which has the possessor pronoun t-o, "of us," "our," 
included inside it .] 

The honorific form of (niihua-c)-tli- is (niihua-c-tzin-CO)-[-. 

2. (ihti-c)-tli- - (ihte-c)-tli- = stomach location, i.e., the interior part, the inner place, 
the inside [< (ihti)-tl- - (ihte)-tl-, "stomach." The initial supportive [i] can also appear as a 
real h/.] 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

teihtic = on the inside of s.o., inside S.O. 
tlahtic = on the inside of s.th., inside s.th. 
nihtic = inside me [Notice n-[ instead of n-o, despite the fact that a supportive [i] is 

in stem-initial position.] 
Itlah tihtic ticnemitiah. = We cause s.th. to dwell in our insides; i.e., We mull s.th. 

over to ourselves. 

b. With compound-stemmed embed: 

calihtic = on the inside of dthe house, inside dthe house 
nocalihtic = on the inside of my house, inside my house 
iiihtic = out in the water, out in dthe gulf 
iiihtictli - iiihtectli = it is dthe gulf 

The honorific stem of (ihti-c)-tli- is (ihti-c-tzin-CO)-[-. 

3. (h-CO)-[- = face location, eyes location; i.e., the visual presence, the presence, position 
in front of; surface location [< (ix)-tli-, "face, eyes"] 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

teixco = at the place of s.o.'s faceleyes; i.e., in s.o.'s presence, before S.O. 
tlaixco = on the surface of s.th. ; in front of s.th. ; on the surface; up front 
iixco = in hislherlits presence; before himherlit [Traditionally written ixco.] 
t6natiuh i i c o  = in the presence of the sun; facing the sun; i.e., in the east 
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b. With compound-stemmed embed: 

calixco = in front of the house 
nocalixco = in front of my house 
iitlixco = # B - B ( i i - t l - i x c )  = on the surface of the water, above the water; facing 

the water [The fonnation is irregular because of the retention of the numz morph 
tl; compare the verbstem (ii-tl-I), "to drink water," in 5 30.3.1, note.] 

The honorific form of (ix-CO)-0- is (ix-0-tzin-CO)-0- (see 46.7). 

4. (tepotz-CO)-0- = back location; i.e., back, rear [< (tepotz)-tli-, "back"] 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

ti!tepotzco = at s.o.'s back, behind S.O. 
tlatepotzco = at the rear of s.th., behind s.th., out back 
notepotzco = at my back, behind me 

b. With compound-stemmed embed: 

caltepotzco = at the rear of the house, behind the house 
nocaltepotzco = at the rear of my house, behind my house 

The honorific form of (tepotz-CO)-[l- is (tepotz-0-tzin-CO)-0- (see 5 46.7). 

5. (tzon-CO)-0- = hair location; i.e., dthe upper part; top; end 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

tlatzonco = at the endltip of S-th.; at/on the upper part; at the tip 
itzonco in cuahuitl = at the top of a/the tree, in the highest part of dthe tree 

b. With compound-stemmed embed: 

cuauhhu~tzaltzonco = at the end of althe dried stake [Also spelled cuahu~tzaltzonco.] 
nocuauhhuiitzaltzonco = at/on the upper part of my dried stake [Also spelled 

nocuahuiitzaltzonco.] 

The honorific form of (tzon-CO)-0- is (tzon-0-tzin-CO)-[l- (see 46.7). 

6. (yM-10-h-CO)-[- = heart location; i.e., middle part, middle 

a. With simple-stemmed embed: 

iydlohco = in its middle 

b. With compound-stemmed embed: 

iiydlohco = in the middle of the water; in dthe gulf; on the open ocean 
nomiicpaly6llohco = in the middle of the palm of my hand, in the palm of my 

hand 

The honorific form of (y61-10-h-CO)-[l- is (y61-10-h-[l-tzin-co)[l- (see 46.7). 

46.9. The Relational Nounstem (-ca)-a. The matrix-only relational nounstem (-ca)-0- means 
"interval, intervening space or time; distance." It embeds the quantitive pronominal stems of 
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5 16.8 and 5 16.9, the stem *(hue)-tl-, "big" (in the glottalized shape (hueh-)- (see 5 35.8.2)), 
and a few unique stems. 

(a-chi-ca)-0- = for a short time; often, frequently; at a short distance [Notice the following 
collocations: zan achica, "very often"; zan cue1 achica, "for a very brief time still." 
Also, achica ciihuitl, "for a short time." The NNC is frequently written achchica.] 

(a-ch-ca)-0- = often, frequently [A variant of the above.] 
(a-chih-t6n-ca)-0- = in a very short time, soon 
(a-chih-tzin-ca)-0- = in a very short time, soon [The same notion is expressed by achih- 

tzin ciihuitl.] 
(ix-qui-ch-ca)-0- = at the full interval; i.e., up to a given place 
(que-X-qui-ch-ca)-0- = at how much intervening space or time? I.e., how far? at what dis- 

tance? at how great a distance? for how long? until when? [Notice the collocation: oc 
quexquichca? "for how long yet? how much longer? how far still? how much farther?'] 

(ne-ch-ca)-0- = at a small interval; i.e., there near here (pointing to a place that can be seen). 
[Notice the collocation oc 6n ye nechca, "in the recent past, in days gone by."] 

(na-ch-ca)-0- = at an unspecifiable interval; i.e., over there, off in the distance; in the 
beyond, off in the hereafter 

(hueh-ca)-0- = at a big intervening space (between two things) [The affinity stem (hue- 
hueh-ca)-0- and the distributive stem (hueh-hueh-ca)-0- are both translated "at big 
intervening spaces (between more than two things)," but they differ in meaning accord- 
ing to the difference implicit in affinity and variety.] 

Note l: There is also a stem (a-chi-c)-0- that means "in a short time, soon," with collocations such as oc achic, 
"for a short time yet," oc cue1 achic, "for a very brief time still." Apparently, this matrix stem (-c)-0- is a variant of 
the (-ca)-0- stem and is not the locative stem (-c)-tli- of 3 46.8.1 

Note 2: The achic given in Note 1 should not be confused with the collocation achi ic, which is always written 
with elision as achic. It serves as a principal clause (normally followed by the adjunctor in), translatable as "it makes 
(or would make) sense (forlabout/that/if) . . ." or "it is (or would be) reasonablelright (for/about/if). . . ." The fol- 
lowing example is one given by Carochi: a person bumps into something, knocking it over and breaking it, and then 
claims he is not to blame. A bystander retorts, Achi ic in tlB tixpopoyljtl, "That would make sense if you were 
blind." It also serves in sentences of contrast, such as this one given by Carochi: Achi ic in tehhustl, ca 6titPmic- 
tih; ca motlahtlacbl in tictzacua; auh in nehhuiitl aic m8 nel zan cP pinacatl nomac miqui, "It makes sense for 
you [to be in prison], you have killed someone; it is your crime for which you are paying, but as for me, never has 
even a single beetle died by my hand." 

46.10. The Directional Nounstem (-pa)-a. The relational nounstem (-pa)-I-, meaning 
"place" or, more frequently, "direction," can embed particles or nounstems. The stem is often 
translated "at/in/to/from the place of'  or "to/in/from the direction of." 

(ni-pa)-0- = at this place; nearby, near at hand [See (ni-CS-@-U-, "at this placelhere," in 5 
46.3.2.b, where (ni-)- also has the meaning of proximity.] 

(ne-pa)-0- = in that place, there (pointing to a place that cannot be seen); formerly, in past 
times [Contrast this with (ne-ch-ca)-0- in 5 46.9.1 

(6m-pa)-0- = at that place, there; tolfrom there [Compare (on-CH-n)-U-, "at that place, 
there," in 5 46.3.2.b. Notice the difference in length on the 101 in the two stems; (Gm)- 
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is the stem of the demonstrative pronoun of 8 16.5 and on is the directionaVlocative 
prefix of 8 8.1.1. (Its unexpected use here is apparently due to its adverbial nature; i.e., 
as an adverb, it is allowed to modify an adverb.)] 

(pani-pa)-[l- = in a surface direction; i.e., toward the surface; toward the outside, outside 
(tlani-pa)-0- = in a lower direction; i.e., downward 
(ix-qui-ch-ca-pa)-0- = up to/from a given point [See 8 46.9.1 
(ilhui-ca-pa)-0- = frodto the sky; frodto heaven [< (ilhui-ca)-tl-, "sky, heaven"] 
(ye-p-pa)-[l- = before now, previously [This is a pronunciational variant of (ye-uh-pa)-U-, 

since /W/ + /p/ > [pp]; (ys-uh)-tli- is the perfective patientive nounstem of (ye-hua) (see 
44.3.10). Notice the temporal meaning of (-pa)-U-.] 

The nounstem (ican)-tli-, "back, rear," is special in that it can occur only (1) as an embed 
for (-pa)-0- in a possessive-state NNC or (2) as an incorporated adverb in a compound verb- 
stem. In the first usage only option 1 is possible. As can be seen in the following examples, 
the locational sense of (-pa)-[l- is stronger than the directional one: 

teicampa = at s.0. 'S rear, behind s.o.'s back, behind s.0. 
tlaicampa = at s.th.'s rear, behind s.th.; beyond the mountains 
micampa = #0-@+m-[l(icam-pa)0-0# = at your rear, behind you 
ilcampa = at hiskerlits back, behind himherfit [Traditionally spelled icampa.] 
zan iicampa in = immediately after this [The pronominal NNC in serves as the supple- 

mentary possessor to the nuclear possessor pronoun i-0.1 

The following is an example of (ican)-tli- incorporated as an adverb in a compound verbstem: 

niquicanihtoa = #ni-0+qu-0(ican-iht-o-a)0+0-0# = I speak (ill) of him behind his back 

The matrix nounstem (-pa)-0- can also embed compound nounstems formed on other rela- 
tional nounstems: 

(CS-m-pa)-0- = where? frodto where? [One would expect this compound stem to have 
only a directional meaning, but it is frequently used with merely a locative one.] 

(ne-ch-ca-pa)-1- = to/frodthrough a place nearby [pointing to a place that can be seen] 
(hueh-ca-pa)-0- = from afar, from far away 
(ah-CO-pa)-0- = upward 
(tliiuh-CO-pa)-0- = from the place of red ochre, i.e., from the east [This is the form given 

in Molina. In the FC the form of the stem is (tlap-CO-pa)-U-. Olmos says the tlapco 
means "in the coffer."] 

(iix-fl-cii-m-pa)-[l- = thenlafterward/from then on, with time [Zan iixcgmpa, "immediately, 
right away"] 

(tlac6-eh-cal-CO-pa)-[l- = in the direction of the armory 
(quiy-9-hua-c-pa)-[l- = from out of the doorway, toward the outside of the house [< 

(quiy-S-hua)-tl-, "entrance, doorway"] 
(cal-ihti-c-pa)-[l- = toward the interior of althe house 
tomacpa = #B-0+t-o(m9-c-pa)0-0# = from in our hands, from between our hands 

A numeral stem may be embedded in (c%-m-pa)-U-; for example: 
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(6-c-cii-m-pa)-0- = from two places, toward two places 
(ex-ca-m-pa)-0- = from three places, toward three places 
(necoc-CH-m-pa)-0- = from both sides 

A gross-count formation (see 3 1.1) can be used: 

niiuhciimpaixtin = M-0(niiuh-cii-m-pa-ix)ti-n# = in all four directions 
necocciimpaixtin = from both sides 

At times the sequence (-CO-pa)-0- seems to be different from the combination of (-CO)-0- 
plus (-pa)-a-, since it is found after vowels (where only (-c-pa)-0- would be expected). One 
finds, for example, both the expected ilhuicacpa and the unexpected ilhuicacopa (both trans- 
latable by "heavenward or "from heaven"). The sequence (-CO-pa)-0- is even found embed- 
ding a compound stem formed on (-c)-tli- as matrix (as, for example, ilhuicaccopa, "heaven- 
wardlfrom heaven"). Frequently, (-CO-pa)-0- is equivalent to "by means of," "because of," or 
"with" (although these may be construed as merely translational versions of the notion of 
"from within," that is, of (-CO)-[- plus (-pa)-U-). 

ahtlacopa = by means of a spear thrower, with a spear thrower [< (ah-t1a)-tl-, "spear 
throwerlthrowing slat"] 

nopiniihuilizcopa = because of my shame [< (pin-ii-hui-1iz)-tli-, "action of becoming 
ashamed"] 

noy6llohcopa = with all my heart, gladly, willingly [< (y6l-10-h)-tli-, "heart"] 
nocualiinciicopa = with anger, in anger, because of my anger [< (cual-ii-n-ca-y6)-tl-, "the 

state of having become angry." Concerning the loss of (-y6)-tl-, see 5 39.9.1 
y6lceuhciicopa = with patience, with kindheartedness [< (ybl-ce-uh-0-cii-y6)-tl-, "the state 

of one who has become cool at the heart." Again, for the loss of (-yb)-tl-, see 5 39.9.1 

In certain collocations the (-pa)-0- can have a variable position. 

ciimpa nel - ciin nelpa = where in truth? f rodto  where in truth? 

The honorific form of (-pa)-0- is (-pa-tzin-CO)-a-: 

mihticpatzinco = #0-@+m-n(ihti-c-pa-tzin-co)0-0# = from in your (H) belly/womb 
iy6llohcopatzinco = #0-0+i-0(ybl-10-h-CO-pa-tzin-co)0-0# = with all hisher (H) heart 

46.1 1. The Frequency Nounstem (-pa)-a. The matrix-only nounstem of 5 46.10 has a hom- 
onym, (-pa)-a-, translated "occasion, occasions, times." The two nounstems can never be con- 
fused, however, since this one embeds only a quantitive or numeral nounstem. The resultant 
compound stem appears in an adverbialized NNC of frequency. 

ceppa = on one occasion, one time, once [Note the exceptional assimilation: /m/ + /p/ > 
[PP] .l 

6ppa = on two occasions, two times, twice [Again, /m/ + /p/ > [pp].] 
expa = three times [Concerning /y/ > [g], see 5 2.13.3.1 
niippa = four times [/W/+ /p/ > [pp.].] 
mahtliicpa once = eleven times 
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miicuilpa ixquich = five times as much 
miecpa = on many occasions, many times 
izquipa = on as many occasions, as many times 
mochipa = on all occasions, every time, always 
quezquipa = on how many occasions? how many times? 
ahm6 zan quezquipa = no few times 
ahm6 tlap6hualpa - ahm6 zan tlap6hualpa = innumerable times 
ceceppa = every time 
oh6ppa = on each two occasions, each two times; two times each 
mahtlahtliicpa omehexpa = thirteen times each, each thirteen times 
oc ceppa = on one more occasion, another time, once more 
achtopa = on the first occasion, the first time [Also, acachtopa, yacachtopa, acattopa, 

and yacattopa. See 5 44.6.1 
iyohpa = on a single occasion [The embed is the perfective impatientive nounstem 

*(iyo-h)-tli-; compare iyoh in 8 44.3.11. The NNC is always preceded by either zan, zii, 
or quin; e.g., zan iyohpa, "only once," zii iyohpa, "only this one time and no more," 
quin iyohpa, "for the first and only time."] 

46.12. The Relational Nounstems (nil)-& and (chi)-a. Two relational nounstems are pecu- 
liar in that they each embed a "favorite" nounstem and are rarely or never found with any 
other. 

l. The nounstem (nii1)-li-, "the far bank, the other side," embeds only the stem (8)-tl-, 
"water." It is frequently translated "beyond or "across": 

iiniil= on the other side of the water, beyond the water, on the far shore 

The compound nounstem can also occur in a nonadverbialized NNC: 

iinQlli = it is the far shore 

The compound stem can also be embedded in a locative compound with (-CO)-0- as matrix: 

iiniilco = #0-g(%-n%l-co)n-0# = at a place on the far shore 
iiniilcopa = tolfrom the far shore 

While (nQ1)-li- cannot appear in a simple-stemmed NNC, it easily occurs as an incorporated 
adverb in compound verbstems; for example: 

(niil-quiza) = to come out on the other side, to pass completely through 
tla-(nal-quiz-0-cii-caqui) = to hear s.th. through and through, i.e., to understand s.th. 

perfectly 
(niil-tbna) = to be clear and bright throughout, to be transparent 

2. The relational nounstem (chi)-U-, "direction toward," has the stem (tlii1)-li-, "ground," 
as its favorite embed: 

tliilchi = toward the ground; groundward, downward 
tliilchipa = M-0(tliil-chi-pa)[l-B# = toward the ground 
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Only on rare occasions does one find (chi)-0- with another stem as embed: 

iitenchi = #0-0(ii-ten-chi)0-0# = down toward the shore, down toward the beach 

46.13. Another Directional Nounstem. A few nounstems referring to body parts can be 
embedded in the matrix-only stem (-ic)-I-, which is translated "downward direction of." The 
resultant compound nounstem can occur in absolutive-state NNCs: 

tzonic = #B-0(tzon-ic)u-0# = with the hair in a downward direction, headfirst, upside 
down [-c (tzon)-tli-, "hair."] 

nacacic = #PI-0(nacic-ic)O-PI# = with one ear in a downward direction, with a side of the 
head turned downward [< (nacaz)-tli-, "ear"] 

-&c = M-8(ix-ic)0-0# = with the face turned downward, face down [< (a)-tli-, "face, eye"] 

The following examples show the compound stems of these NNCs used as embeds in com- 
pound verbstems: 

tla-(tzon-ic-cuepa) = to turn s.th. upside down 
m-o-(nacac-ic-teca) = to lie down on one side 
(nacac-ic-on-o) = to be lying on one's side 
te-(ix-ic-quetza) = to push s.0. making him fall on his face 

46.14. The Relational Nounstem (teuh)-a. The matrix-only relational nounstem (teuh)-U-, 
"similarity, resemblance," is translated "in the manner of," or "like." It is used to create adver- 
bialized NNCs of manner. 

teteuh = #0-0(te-teuh)O-0# = like a rock, like stone [< (te)-tl-, "rock, stone"] 
cihuiiteuh = like a woman, effeminately [< (cihuii)-tl-, "woman"] 

The compound stem can be embedded as an incorporated adverb in a compound verbstem. 

nicuauhteuhihcac = #ni-0(cuauh-teuh-ihca)0+c-0# = I stand like a tree, i.e., I stand 
erect 

nicteteuhtzitzquia = #ni-@+c-0(te-teuh-tzitzquia)0+0-0# = I grasp/grip it firmly 

46.15. Example Sentences Involving NNCs Built on Relational Nounstems. The following 
are a few examples showing how NNCs involving matrix-only compound nounstems are used 
in sentences. Although it should be amply evident at this point, it is important that one remem- 
ber that any preposition required by the English translation must by supplied by inference from 
the context in the Nahuatl sentence. 

In maziitl cuauhtlah chiineh. = The deer is a homeowner in a forest; i.e., The deer is a 
forest dweller. 

Tlahuiiqui nocamac. = Everythmg is dry in my mouth; i.e., My mouth is dry. 
In nextli imixco calaqui. = The ashes get into their eyes. 
Onahcotlachixtihuih in tlapanco. = They keep looking up at the roof/roofs. [For the struc- 

ture of (tla-pan)-tli-, "flat roof," see 47.3.3.1 
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Notenco nicmati. = I know it at my lips; i.e., I know it by heart. 
Onciin contemayah in tlex6chtli in tlemahco. = Then they laid live coals in the incense 

ladle. [Onciin has a temporal meaning here. The stem (tle-x6-ch)-tli- is "a thing that has 
blossomed in the form of fire," i.e., "a burning coal." The stem (tle-miii)-tI- is "a hand 
for fire," i.e., "a fire ladle"; for the embedding glottalized variant (mah-)- of (miii)-tl-; 
see 5 14.2.8.c.l 

Centetl imiic yetiuh. = One goes being in his hand; i.e., He has one in h s  hand. 
Onyahqueh in y26c. = They went off to war. [The stem (yii6)-tl- is here used with the 

meaning of the stem (yii6-y6)-tl-; see 39.9.1 
Yeppa mochaliinihticatcah. = Previously they were quarreling with one another. 
Achtopa niihuilhuitl mozahuayah. = At first they used to fast for four days. 
hrniic mohuihhuitlatinemi in tlamacazqueh. = He goes plucking himself from the hands 

of the priests. He manages to get free from the priests. 
In cequintin canahpa itztihuiah. = A few of them went elsewhere. 
Cuix notlacaquiyiimpa nimitzcaquiz? = Will I not hear you from my hearing place? [A 

sarcastic rhetorical question.] I.e., I am not deaf. I can hear you. 
Niiuhciimpaixtin coniyiihua in itlemii. = To all four directions he lifts up in sacrificial 

offering his fire ladle. 
Quihuiilcuilia in chimalli i6pbchcopa. = He takes the shield from him with his left hand. 

When an NNC built on a numeral nounstem modifies an adverbialized NNC formed with 
(-CO)-[- - (-c)-tli-, it must itself have an adverbialized formation; e.g., cecni or cecciin instead 
of ce must be used; 6cc2n instead of 6me must be used, etc. 

Cecni xahcalco 6tlacat. 
= He was born in a grass hut. 

Cecciin xahcalco 6tliicat. 

Contrast these sentences with one such as Ce xahcalli Gxihxin, "A grass hut collapsed." 
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Relational NNCs (Part Three) 

47.1 Relational Nounsterns That Permit Both Option One and Option Two. There are two 
relational nounstems that have the options of occurring both in simple-stemmed posses- 
sive-state NNCs and as the matrix of integrated-structure compound nounstems. 

l .  (tzii1an)-tli- = area between; place amonglarnidst 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

tetziilan = between people, among people 
itziilan = in their midst, among them [The common-number possessor pronoun has 

a plural referent.] 
totziilan = in our midst, among us, between us 

b. Compound-stemmed NNC (absolutive and possessive states): 

cuauhtziilan = in the midst of the trees, among the trees 
nocuauhtziilan = in the midst of my trees, among my trees 
tepetziilan = in a gap between mountains, in a mountain pass 

The nounstem (tzii1an)-tli- and compound stems built on it can be used in absolutive-state 
NNCs with a nonadverbialized subject pronoun. 

tziilantli = it is a trail between mountains 
caltziilantli = it is a street between buildings/houses 
tepetziilantli = it is a gorge, it is a ravine 
cuauhtziilantli = it is a path between trees 

The following are a few example sentences: 

Zan iicatziilan in nemi. = It is only among reeds that it lives. [English prefers "It 
lives only among the reeds."] 

Totziilan ihcatinemi. = It goes standing in our midst. It continues to stand between us. 
htzahtziilan mantihuih in mihtijtiah. = They go spreading out in among the 

dancers. [The varietal stem on the relational NNC indicates that a variety of dancers 
are involved. The translation takes rnihtijhtiah to be the supplementary possessor 
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in cross-reference to the possessor pronoun i-n of intzahtziilan. Another possibil- 
ity is to take it as the supplementary subject in cross-reference to the subject pronoun 
of mantihuih, in which case the translation would be "The dancers go spreading out 
in among them." Context must decide which translation should be used.] 

Amotzahtzglan actihuitzeh. = They come getting in among you. 
Zan quicuauhtziilanaquia in itlahtd. = #0-0+qui-0(cuauh-tziilan-aqui-a)0+0-0# 

= He just causes his words to enter among trees, i.e., He is a dissembler. 

The honorific form of (tzii1an)-tli- is (tziilan-tzin-CO)-[-. 

Tetziilantzinco motliilia. = He sits down among people (H). 

2. (huic)-D- = direction 

tehuic = in s.o.'s direction, toward S.O. 
nohuic = in my direction, toward me 

b. Compound-stemmed NNC (absolutive and possessive states): 

tlanihuic = in a downward direction 
icuitlahuic = in a direction toward his rear 

There is also the negativized NNC ahhuic, #0-g(&-huic)D-0#, "in no specific direction, back 
and forth, here and there, on all sides"; compare ahco in 46.7. 

The following are a few example sentences: 

Oc ceppa icuitlahuic yauh. = Once more he goes to his rear. Once more he backs 
away. Once more he retreats. 

0nohuic ehuac in tlacualli. = Food rose up against me; i.e., I felt repelled by food. 
hhuic 6nehuac in noyiiijhuiin. = I rose up against my enemies. 
Ihuic itztiyah. = It went going toward him; i.e., It fell to his lot. 

The relational nounstem (huic)-1- may serve as the matrix for compound stems built on 
other locative or directional relational nounstems. 

ahcohuic = in an upward direction 
quiyiihuacpahuic = toward outdoors 
ilhuicachuic = towardlfrom heaven 

The reverse arrangement is also possible: 

tlanihuicpa = in a downward direction 
tehuicpa = toward s.o., against S.O. 
ahhuicpa = from no specific direction, from here and there; to no specific direction, 

to here and there 

Example sentences: 

Tehuicpa nicholoa. = I jumphound toward S.O. 
hhuiccopa 6nehuac in noyii6huiin. = I rose up against my enemies. 
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The honorific stem of (huic)-0- is (huic-tzin-CO)-I-: 

Ihuictzinco nitlachiya. = I look toward him (H). 

47.2. Relational Nounsterns That Permit Both Option One and Option Three. There are two 
relational nounstems that can serve as the stem of a simple-stemmed NNC and as the matrix 
for a connective-t compound nounstem. 

1. (ca)-0- = means 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

teca = with the help of s.o., by means of s.0. 
inca = thanks to them, by means of them 
ica cuahuitl = by means of a stick, with a stick, with sticks 

b. Connective-t compound-stemmed NNC (absolutive and possessive states): 

tetica = by means of rocks, with rocks, with a rock 
iti2toliniliztica = by means of his action of abusing people, by means of his abuse (of 

people) 
tlamahuiztiliztica = with honor, by dint of honor, honorably 
ctiztic-ihhuitica = #0-O(0-0-ctiz-ti-0-c-0+0-0-ihhui-ti-ca)0 = by means of yellow 

feathers [The embed is a structure of adjectival modification; see 42.10. In a text 
with traditional spelling, this may be found written solid: coztiquihuitica.] 

In colonial times a structure of adjectival modification consisting of an NNC formed on a 
nounstem Nahuatlized from a Spanish noun naming a monetary unit plus a numeral NNC as 
modifier could serve as the embed in a connective-t compound stem with (ca)-0- as matrix. 

ci2-tomintica = #8-0(0-0-~~-0-0+0-0-tomin-ti-ca)~-8# = by means ouwith one tomin; 
i.e., one tomin's worth [From #8-0(ci2)8-8# #0-@(tomin)@-g#, "it is one tomin." 
The noun "tornin" is an obsolete Spanish name for a small coin.] 

time-tomintica = two tomins' worth 

The formation could be collapsed by omitting the name of the monetary unit. The resulting 
compound NNC keeps the stem of the numeral NNC in the same shape that it has in the full 
form. The type of coin is unspecified, however, so context of usage is needed to clarify what 
is meant. 

ci2tica = #0-0(0-0-ci2-ti-ca)~-~ = by means oflwith one (coin); i.e., one coin's worth 
timetica = two coins' worth 
yeitica = three coins' worth 
niihuitica = four coins' worth 

The matrix stem (ca)-0- is used to form certain connective-t compound nounstems having 
a temporal meaning: 

yi2ilhuitica = on the third day 
ci2cemilhuitica = every day, day after day 
niiniihuilhuitica = every four days, one four-day period after another 
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nahniihuilhuitica = each four-day period 
miicuilxiuhtica = for a period of five years 
huiptlatica = on the third day 
huihuiptlatica = every third day 
cecernrni2tztica = every month, month after month 
yohualtica = at night 
huehciiuhtica = afterifor a long time [< (hueh-ciihui)-tl-, "a long time"] 
hui5huehciiuhtica = every once in a long while 

The following are a few example sentences: 

Noca huetzca. = He is laughing at me. 
Ayiic noca mochihua. = No one bestirs himself/makes any effort on my behalf. 
Moca nitlabcoya. = I am sad for you. I am sad about your troubles. 
Noca piiqui. = He is happy about my troubles. 
Inca titocayiihuah. = We are making fun of them. We are scoffing at them. 
Toca timonohnbtza. = You gossip about us. 
Tleh ica in ahmb anhuiilliiznequih? = By reason of what is it that you (pl) don't 

wish to come? Why don't you wish to come? [The collocation tleh ica is tradi- 
tionally written tleica.] 

Yeh ica tinechnbtza, ic niyiiz mochiin. = Since you invite me, therefore I shall 
go to your home. [The collocation yeh ica is traditionally written solid: yehica.] 

Itztli ica in contequiyah in innacazco. = It was with an obsidian blade that they cut 
a place on their ears. They cut a place on their ears with an obsidian blade. [The 
principal clause is ica; the NNC itztli serves as a supplementary possessor for its 
possessor pronoun i-0. Notice that the relational NNC innacazco is functioning 
not as an adverb but as a supplementary object; the object pronoun in the VNC is 
c-0, not qu-in.] 

Quintocah iicaltica. = They chase them in boats. 
In motlaloah quitihuih in ohtlica. = Those who run drink it while on the road. [The 

NNC ohtlica, #0-0(oh-tli-ca)O-0#, "by means of the road, on the road," is irregu- 
lar; *ohtica does not occur.] 

Cecernilhuitica nitliihuiina. = I get drunk every day. 
In ihcuiic niippbhualtica, ihcuiic tlatlah. = When eighty days (have passed), then 

they burn. [/W/ + /p/ > [pp.]] 
0me-ilhuitica bmocuep. = On the second day he returned. 
0niccbuh cetica xbchihcualli. = I bought fruit with one (coin); i.e., I bought one 

coin's worth of fruit. [Also ce-tomintica, "with one tomin."] 

The honorific stem of (ca)-0- is (ca-tzin-CO)-U-. 

Mii icatzinco in Dios xin~chmocnbittili. = For the love of God have pity (H) on me. 

2. (icpa-c)-tli- = top location; i.e., top, head [Obviously this stem does not really belong 
in this section, since it is not simple but compound. It is formed on the matrix stem (-c)-tli- 
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like the compound stems in 46.8. Unlike them, however, it does indeed constitute a com- 
pound matrix and it cannot embed another nounstem in an integrated structure. It acts, in 
other words, exactly like (ca)-1- in subsection 1 above. Its embed (icpa)-tl-, "top, upper 
part, summit," also occurs as a morph in (icpa-l)-li-, "seat with a back (or upper part)"; con- 
cerning the stem-final N, see § 55.7. Do not confuse the stem (icpa)-tl- with (icpa)-tl-, 
"thread."] 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

teicpac = over s.o.'s head, above s.o., on s.o.'s head 
icpac = #0-0+i-0(cpa-c)0-0# = over hisherlits head; above him/her/it 
nocpac = over my head, above me, on my head 
tlacpac = over s.th., up above 
hue1 tlacpac = in the highest part vsually written solid, huellacpac, as it is pronounced.] 

b. Connective-t compound-stemmed NNC (absolutive and possessive states): 

tliilticpac = #0-g(tlii1-t-icpa-c)[]-B# = on the top of the land, on the upper part of the 
ground, over the land; i.e., on the earth, in the world [The stem of this adverbial- 
ized NNC can also be used with a nonadverbialized subject pronoun: tliilticpactli, 
"it is the world." This compound nounstem can also function as the incorporated 
object of a preterit-agentive NNC of ownerhood: tliilticpaqueh; #0-0(tliil-t-icpa- 
qu-eh-0)U-0#, "he is one who has owned the world," i.e., "he is the world owner," 
i.e., "he is God." See also tliilticpacaytitl in 47.5.2.1 

itliilticpac = in hisher world [Or with a nonadverbialized subject pronoun, "it is 
hisher world."] 

tepeticpac = on top of the mountain, on the tops of the mountains, on the mountain's 
summit 

The following are a few example sentences. 

k p a c  contecah Htl. = They pour water on his head. 
Cuix ticpacx6chichihua? = #t-0(icpa-c-xti-chi-chihua)0+0-B# = Are you making a 

garland? 
Ninotolinia in tliilticpac. = I suffer in the world. 
Omtitlapoltiltihqueh in tliilticpac tliicah. = The men on earth became confused. 
Quimacah in itliilticpactbcii. = They give him his earthly name. 
Quintinbtzah in imman titliilticpacquiz. = They tell him the instant it has been born. 

The compound stem (icpa-c)-tli- can be embedded in a compound with the directional stem 
(pa)-0- as matrix. 

tlacpacpa = from above 
tepeticpacpa = from the top of the mountain 

The affective forms of (icpa-c)-tli- are (icpa-c-tzin-CO)-0- and (icpa-c-ttin-CO)-U-. 

itliilticpactzinco = in his (H) world 
tlacpacttinco = on a small elevation (of s.th.); on a rise 
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47.3. Relational Nounstems That Permit Options One, Two, and Three. There are three rela- 
tional nounstems that can serve as the stem in a simple-stemmed NNC, as the matrix of a com- 
pound stem manifesting integrated structure, and as the matrix of a connective-t compound 
nounstem. 

1. (tech)-tli- = side surface; contact 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

notech = in contact with me, i.e., concerning me, about me 
netech = in contact with one another, contiguous to one another [Instead of redupli- 

cating the stem as nepan does with nepSpan (see 5 47.3.3), this NNC expresses 
affinity by reduplicating the possessor pronoun: nenetech, "in contact with one 
another (when more than two entities are involved), close to one another."] 

The stem (tech)-tli- can serve as an embed in a compound stem with (-pa)-D- or (-CO-pa)-[I- 
as matrix. 

htechpa tlahtoa in itlah intequiuh cah. = It speaks about those whose work is 
something; i.e., It discusses those who work. [The possessor pronoun i-n of 
intechpa, "from in contact with them," i.e., "about them," and that of intequiuh 
have the same referent. It is by means of this identity that the adjoined clause itlah 
intequiuh is brought under the control of intechpa.] 

In itechcopa nitlaht6z in nehcaliztli. = I shall speak about fighting. 

The honorific nounstem for (tech)-tli- is (tech-tzin-CO)-U-. [Because of the assimilation of 
/ E /  + l#/ > [$$l, this is usually written (te-tzin-CO)-@-, with a single digraph tz instead of the 
double one tztz.] 

Motechtzinco hue1 cah in noy6llo. = My heart is successfully in contact with you 
(H); i.e., I have confidence in you (H). I am fond of you (H). 

The following are a few example sentences: 

Notech yetinemi. = It goes along being on me; i.e., I have it with me [This expres- 
sion is more explicit than the one in 8 28.8.1 

Notech monequi. = It is necessary for me. I need it. 
In nonSntzin itech 6cualiin in notahtzin. = My mother became angry with my father. 

[Also possible: "My father became angry with my mother." Context must indicate 
which NNC is in which of the two supplementary functions.] 

In Scachapolin, in it6cii itech quiza in "iicatl." = As for the reed grasshopper, its 
name comes from "reed"; i.e., The reed grasshopper's name comes from "reed." 

In ixquich miicehualli netech quirnomacayah in -hhuiiuhquiltamal. = All the com- 
moners used to give their tamales of amaranth greens to one another. [Concerning 
the discrepancy of number between the subject pronoun on the supplement 
miicehualli and that on its head quimomacayah, see 5 19.5. Netech intensifies the 
reciprocal object pronoun m-0.1 

Ninocxinetechm6tla. = I strike my feet against one another when I walk. 
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Tini3Aunilnetechiina. = You take me by the mutual contiguity with regard to fields; 
i.e., My field and yours are contiguous. Our fields border on one another. 

b. NNC on an integrated-structure compound stem (absolutive or possessive state): 

caltech = against the side of the house, touching the side of the house [The stem of this 
adverbialized NNC can also appear in an NNC with a nonadverbialized subject 
pronoun: caltechtli, "it is the facing of a wall, it is a house wall." There is also an 
integrally possessed NNC icaltechyo, "it is its house wall" (see 39.3.4). See also 
the connective-t compound-stemmed NNC caltitech in subsection c below.] 

tlacaltech = against a wall (of s.th.), in contact with a wall 

c. NNC on a connective-t compound nounstem (absolutive and possessive state): 

tepiintitech = in contact with dthe wall, on dthe wall 
notepiintitech = in contact with my wall, on my wall 
caltitech = in contact with dthe house 
nocaltitechtihco = #0-0+n-o(ca1-ti-tech-t6n-co)0-H# = in contact with my hut [The 

NNC is built on an affective nounstem.] 

The following are a few example sentences: 

In telpGp6chtin cuauhtitech quimilpiiiyah in t6t6meh. = The youths used to tie 
birds to sticks. 

hacaztitech ninopiloa. = I hang myself in contact with his ears; i.e., I adviseladmon- 
ish him. 

Mii motilmahtitech quittahtin tlahzolt8ntli. = Beware lest they see a small bit of 
trash on your capelblanket. 

Zan mochipa cuauhtitech in nemi. = It is always in the trees that it lives. [English 
prefers "It always lives in trees."] 

2. (t1an)-0- = bottom surface, under surface; low-down location; an adjacent location, a 
location overshadowed by s.th. nearby, a location in the shelter of s.th. [See (t1ani)-0- in 
44.6.1 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

tetlan = at s.o.'s side, next to s.o., with s.0. 
notlan = at my side, next to me, with me 

Example sentences: 

In ehehcatl itlan calaqui. = The wind penetrates it. 
Ointlan nicalac. = I slipped in among them. 
Notlan Gniquihcuanih. = I have moved it away from me. 

b. NNC on an integrated-structure compound stem (absolutive and possessive state): 

callan = near the house, outside the house, beneath the house 
toquechtlan = near our necks, near the neck of one of us, near the neck 
xiillan = beneath the sand 
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huehcatlan = in a deep place, s.th. deep [See (hueh-ca)-0- in 46.9. This com- 
pound-stemmed NNC can be used as an adjective: c@ huehcatlan huei Stezcatl, 
"it is a deep big pond (i.e., a deep lake)."] 

ixachicatlan = in an abyss, s.th. very deep [< (ix-a-chi-ca)-U-, "at a great distance."] 

The matrix stem (t1an)-0- can embed certain "body part" nounstems to create expres- 
sions of more precise locative notions in the same way as (-CO)-0- - (-c)-tli- in s 46.8; for 
example: 

i. (ix-t1an)-0- = eyes adjacency, place under (the gaze of) the eyes; i.e., presence, front 

tsixtlan = in front of s.o., in s.o.'s presence 
tixtlan = #0-0+t-[(ix-tlan)0-B# = in front of us, in our presence 

ii. (tzin-t1an)-[l- = place beneath the fundament, fundament adjacency; i.e., base 

itzintlan = at the base of it, at its base [This can also be a nonadverbialized NNC: 
"it is his buttock, they are his buttocks." There is also an absolutive-state NNC: 
tzintlantli, "it is a buttock, they are buttocks."] 

tlatzintlan = at the base of s.th.; down below, downstairs 

The (t1an)-0- can also embed a compound stem that has (ix)-tli- or (tzin)-tli- as matrix (com- 
pare the formations in 46.8): 

cuauhtzintlan = at the base of the tree, in the shelter of the treeltrees 
nocuauhtzintlan = at the base of my tree, in the shelter of my treeltrees 

The stem (t1an)-0- may serve as an embed to the relational nounstem (pa)-U-: 

itlampa = towardslfrom beneath it 
callampa = towardlfrom outside the house 

The following are a few example sentences: 

Atlan nicalaqui. = I dive beneath the water. I dive into the water. 
Mocxitlan ninotlancuiiquetza. = I kneel at your feet. [See 31.4.1 
Tliillan in ichiin. = It is underground that its home is. [English prefers "Its home 

is underground."] 
Nictliillantbca. = I bury it beneath the ground. - 
Iixtlan rnotetgca in iwiiyo. = His tears roll down his face. 
Niyauh tlatzintlan. = I'm going downstairs. I'm going below. [The adverbialized 

NNC tlani is not used with a VNC built on the stem (ya-uh), "to go." ] 
ftzintlan tiquimittaqueh in tepetl. = We saw them at the base of the mountain. 
Yehhuiitl in tliillampa yahticah cuauhhuiitzalli. = It is (the part of) the dried- 

out stake that enters the ground. It is the buried part of the stake. 

The honorific form of (t1an)-[l- is (tlan-tzin-CO)-U-: 

Nitlacuahticatca itlantzinco in nocsltzin. = I was eating with my grandfather. 

Note: The matrix stem (t1an)-U- embeds the unattested nounstem *(xi-l)-li- to create a compound nounstem 
(xi-l-1an)-tli-, "belly; womb." The stem "(xi-l)-li- is related to (xi-c)-tli-, "a depressed thing," i.e., "a navel" (see 5 
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39.4; concerning the stem-final N, see 57.7). The stem (xi-l-1an)-tli- therefore means "place beneath the area of 
the navel." 

noxillan = it is my belly - on my belly 
ixillantzinco = on hisker (H) belly 
tepetl ixillan = it is the flank of the mountains on the flank of the mountain 

c. NNC on a connective-t compound nounstem (absolutive and possessive state): 

cuauhtitlan = underbeneath the trees, near the trees 
nocaltitlan = near my house 
teniintitlan = near the wall 
ihhuititlan = among the feathers 

The following are a few example sentences: 

~ n t e t l  ichimaltitlan yetiuh. = Two are going being on the lower part of his shield; 
i.e., He has two on the lower part of his shield. 

Iztiiciititlan nactinerni. = I go having entered under white things; i.e., I am dressed 
in white. [The embed of iztiiciititlan is the general-use stem of the preterit- 
agentive nounstem (iztii-0)-c-, "a thing that has become white, a white thing": 
#0-B(iztii-0-c%-ti-tlan)[-a#.] 

Oniciititlanaquih. = W-0+~-0(ii-ti-tlan-aqui-h)0+~-0# = I caused it to enter under 
water; i.e., I submerged it in water. 

Mii no zo oc monacaztitlampatzinco xicmottili in miicCihualli. = May you also for 
a moment look (H) toward your ear (H) at the common people. May you (H) also 
cast a kind glance at the common people. [This double-nucleus construction is 
related to the compound verbstem t&(nacaz-itt-a), "to ear-see s.o.," i.e., "to look 
at s.0. affectionately."] 

3. (pan)-[- = upper surfacelsurface appearancelsuperior location; placelarea; time [See 
(pani)-0- in 5 446.1 

a. Possessive-state NNC: 

@pan = on s.o., above s.o., at s.o.'s time [This NNC includes among its usages the 
adverbial collocations zii tepan, "only at s.o.'s time," and quin tepan, "afterward 
in s.0.'~ time," both translated as "afterward, later, finally, at last." They are usu- 
ally written solid as ziitepan and quintepan. Quin zii tepan expresses the same 
notion.] 

tlapan = on s.th., above s.th. 
*nepan = on one another, over one another [This NNC, whose possessor pronoun 

shows reciprocal possession, occurs only as an embed and as the source for the 
adjectival NNC nepiipan (see 5 40.2.2).] 

nopan = on me, above me, over me 
ipan = on himherlit; at his/her/its time; at that time; thereupon 
ipan in ohtli = on the road, in the road [Ohtli is a supplementary possessor in cross- 

reference to the possessor pronoun i-0 of ipan.] 
ipan CuiiuhtemGc = in the time of Cuauhtemoc 
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ipan noniirnictiliz = at the time of my marriage; from the time of my marriage, after 
my marriage 

The possessive-state predicates +tla(pan)- and +ne(pan)- may be downgraded to the rank of 
stems: (tla-pan)-&, "roof '; (ne-pan)-tli-, "a crisscross." 

tlapantli = #0-0(tla-pan)tli-W = it is a roofla flat roof 
tlapanco = M-0(tla-pan-co)[l-0# = on a flat roof, on a roof terrace 
ohnepanco = M-@(oh-ne-pan-co)[l-8# = at a place where roads are upon one another; 

i.e., at a crossroads 

When (ne-pan)-tli- is embedded in (t1ah)-U-, "place of abundant . . . ," it creates the com- 
pound nounstem (ne-pan-t1ah)-U-, "place of abundant mutual overcrossings," i.e., "the point 
of intersecting lines," i.e., "middle point, the middle." 

tonepantlah = M-0+t-o(ne-pan-tlah)0-0# = in our middle ground, i.e., between us; 
on our mutual ground, i.e., among us 

cuauhnepantlah = M-0(cuauh-ne-pan-t1ah)O-0# = in the middle of the forest 
yohualnepantlah = #0-0(yohua-l-ne-pan-tlah)[l-0# = in the middle of the night, at 

midnight 
tocuiinepantlah = #0-0+t-o(cu8-ne-pan-tlah)0-0# = in the middle of our heads, in 

the middle of the head of one of us, in the middle of one's head 
nepantlah tbnatiuh = when the sun is in the middle; i.e., at midday 
tla-(ne-pan-tlah-tequi) = to cut s.th. down the middle [Here (ne-pan-t1ah)-[l- is act- 

ing as an incorporated adverb.] 

The stem (ne-pan)-tli- also serves as the source of the verbstem tla-(ne-pan-o-S), "to place 
s.th. on top of another, to stack s.th." This serves as the source for the imperfective patientive 
nounstem (ne-pan-6)-tl-, "mutuality, reciprocality" (see 39.2. l), which is used in the adver- 
bialized NNC nepanbtl, "mutually, reciprocally": nepanbtl titotlahpaloah, "we orderlurge 
one another reciprocally to be healthy," i.e., "we greet one another." In the compound-stemmed 
VNC version of this, titonepantlahpaloah, #ti-0+t-o(ne-pan-tlahpal-o-a)0+0-h#, only (ne- 
pan)-tli- is incorporated. 

The stem (pan)-0- can serve as an embed for the matrix stem (pa)-[l- "direction." 

topampa = #0-0+t-o(pam-pa)0-0# = in the direction of our surface; i.e., toward 
US 

ipampa = toward himherlit 

In addition to the usage of (pam-pa)-0- in this literal meaning, there is its usage in a metaphor- 
ical meaning, which ranges from "support, benefit, favor" to "reason." 

tepampa = on s.o.'s behalf 
nopampa = on my behalf, in my favor 
yeh ipampa = because of it [Yeh is the supplementary possessor in cross reference 

with the possessor pronoun i-0 of ipampa.] 
ipampa in = because of this [ h  is the supplementary possessor.] 
tleh ipampa? = because of what? why? [Tleh is the supplementary possessor.] 
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The honorific stem of (pm-pa)-0- is (pam-pa-tzin-CO)& 
The following sentences illustrate some of the usages of NNCs built on (pan)-0- in the pos- 

sessive-state option. 

Nopan bcholoh. = He jumped upon me. He ran after me. 
Itlah ohhuih ipan mochihuaz. = Something dangerous will happen to him. 
Onhuetzi in mitl in impan Espaiioles. = Arrows fell upon the Spaniards. [The 

adjunct Espaiioles is the supplementary possessor in cross-reference to the pos- 
sessive pronoun i-m in impan. Notice that the construction forces the Spanish 
word Espaiioles to be structured as a Nahuatl NNC; that is, as M-O(Espaiio1es)O-a#. 
A more obviously Nahuatlized form of this NNC is Espaiiolesmeh, i.e., #0- 
0(Espafioles)m-eh#.] 

Ipan bnihuetz in iitl. = I fell into the water. [At1 is the supplementary possessor.] 
Yehhuiitl in calli ipan mani tliilli. = It is that which is land upon which a house rests. 

[English prefers "It is the land upon whch a house rests." Yehhuiitl is the princi- 
pal clause and in calli ipan mani tliilli is an adjectival adjunct, which in turn con- 
sists of the principal clause tliilli and the preposed adjectival adjunct calli ipan 
mani, which is adjoined to tliilli by means of the 1-0 of ipan.] 

Ti2pan mahmiizbuhtihuetzi in onciin cochihua. = He falls with outspread arms upon 
people who are sleeping there. [The adjoined clause oncPn cochihua is function- 
ing as the supplementary possessor in cross-reference to the possessor pronoun ti? 
of tepan, a situation made possible by the shared reference between the imper- 
sonal subject pronoun of cochihua and the nonspecific possessor pronoun ti2.1 

]pan mihtbtihtihuitz. = At this time he comes dancing. 
Ca niciin catca ipan mochiuh in yiiGyGt1. = Verily he was here at the time the war 

was waged. [The adjunct mochiuh in yiibybtl is the supplementary possessor in 
cross-reference to the i-0 of ipan.] 

Tebtl ipan machbya. = He used to be known for a god; i.e., He used to be considered 
a god. 

Nipiltbntli ipan ninomati. = I know myself in the form of my being a child; i.e., I 
pretend I am younger than I am. 

Ahtleh ipan tinechitta. = You look at me as upon nothing; i.e., You have no regard 
for me. 

Quil mach hui?huentbn ipan mocuep. = It is said that he turned himself into a lit- 
tle old man. 

Cacahuacuahuitl ipan quicueptia mizquitl. = He changes the cacao trees into 
mesquite. [Or: "He changes the mesquite into cacao trees." Context must decide 
which NNC functions as supplementary object and which as supplementary pos- 
sessor.] 

fpan moquixtih tohuenyo. = He took the form of a stranger. 
fpan mixeuh tohuenyo. = He played the part of a stranger. 
Mopampa nicchihuaz in. = I will do this for you. 
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Yeh ipampa, rniec tetolinih mihiybhuia. = Because of it, many afflictions are suf- 
fered. Because of this, there are many difficulties. 

Ahmb tliicateuctli onciin quiza, ipampa in ahmb cencah cualli in imemiliz telpb- 
pbchtin. = No lord comes out of there, because the way of the life of the youths is 
not very good. [The adjoined sentence ahmb cencah cualli innemiliz telpb- 
pbchtin functions as supplementary possessor in cross-reference to the possessor 
pronoun i-0 of ipampa.] 

Tleh ipampa ahmb 6tocontlahpalbto in cocoxqui?-fpampa ca nb nehhuiitl 
ninococoiiya. = Why didn't you visit the sick person?-Because I myself was also 
sick. [In the answer, the adjoined sentence ca nb nehhuiitl ninococoiiya is the sup- 
plementary possessor of the i-0 of ipampa.] 

Tleh in mach ipampa tiquizaznequi? = Why ever do you want to leave? Why in 
the world do you want to leave? 

The NNC ipan is used as a connective to add the higher-order number NNCs (the four hun- 
dreds and the eight thousands) to one another and to the lower orders. The resultant numeral- 
NNC group is an unmarked (i.e., conjunctorless) structure of conjunction (see $ 34.8); com- 
pare ihuiin in 8 45.4.1. 

centzontli ipan mahtliicp6hualli = they are 400 in number (and) on top of it they 
are 200 in number; i.e., they are 600 in number 

cenxiquipilli ipan centzontli ipan mahtliicpbhualli = they are 8,000 in number (and) 
on top of it they are 400 in number (and) on top of it they are 200 in number; i.e., 
they are 8,600 in number 

ixquich ipan centlahcolli = it is a full amount (and) on top of it it is one half; i.e., it 
is a full amount and one half 

b. NNC (absolutive or possessive state) on an integrated-structure compound stem. 

petlapan = on a mat, on mats 
ahtenemachpan = ah#0-0+ti!(ne-mach-pan)0-0# = not on s.o.'s awareness; i.e., 

without anyone realizing it; suddenly, unexpectedly [< (ne-mach)-tli-, "aware- 
ness, rnindfulness"] 

amotlahtijlpan = in your (pl) language 
tliihuilizpan = in candlelight 
tliihuizcalpan = at the time of early dawn, at dawn [< (tliihui-z-ca1)-li-, "house of 

light emission, house of light," i.e., "daybreak, early dawn, dawn." In this analy- 
sis, the embed stem is taken to be (tliihui-z)-tli-, an active-action nounstem mean- 
ing "anlthe action of giving off light," from the verbstem (tliihui-ii), "to emit light" 
(see 8 54.2.4). Since this action nounstem is frequently used in the metaphorical 
meaning of "military insignia," (tliihui-z-ca1)-li- could possibly mean "house for 
insignias" (compare (tlacb-ch-ca1)-li-, "house for dartslarrows").] 

notliicatilizpan = at the time of my birth 
xbpan = at the time of green things; i.e., in the summer [Note also (xb-pan-i-z)-tli-, 

"summer," which is used in a nonadverbialized NNC, as well as (x6pan-t1ah)-U-, 
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"summer," which is used in an adverbialized NNC with the same translation value 
as xbpan. Notice that it presupposes the stem (xb-pan)-tli-.] 

quiyappan = at the time of rain, during the rainy season [< (quiy-a-hui)-tl-, "rain"; 
notice the assimilation: /W/ + /p/ > [pp].] 

iztapan = in a place with a salty surface; i.e., on a salt flat [With a nonadverbialized 
subject pronoun: "it is a salt flat."] 

tecpan = in an area of a lord; i.e., in a palace [With a nonadverbialized subject pro- 
noun: "it is a palace." The embedded stem (tee)-tli- is a variant of (teuc)-tli-; the 
/W has been delabialized to M; see 5 2.13.4. The compound stem (tec-pan-ca1)- 
li-, "lordly manor; palace," is more explicit with regard to the building.] 

huehcapan = in a high place; s.th. high [See (hueh-ca)-0- in 5 46.9. This com- 
pound-stemmed NNC can be used as an adjective: ce huehcapan cuahuitl, "it is 
a tall tree."] 

iyblipan = slowly, calmly [See iyblic in 5 46.7.1 
cticentlalpilpan = one bunchbundle after another, bunch by bunch, bundle by bun- 

dle [< (cen-tla-lpi-l)-&, "one tied thing," i.e., "one bunch/bundle"] 
iipan = on the surface of the water, on the water, in the water 
huei-apan = #0-B(0-0-hue-i-0-B+@-0-ii-pan)[-0# = the surface of the big water, i.e., 

on the ocean, in the ocean [The embed is a structure of adjectival modification; 
see 5 42.10.1 

A few compound stems built on (pan)-[- occur in an absolutive-state NNC with a "nor- 
mal" subject pronoun that has tli in its numz subposition. For example: 

tliilpantli = it is the surface of the land; i.e., it is the ground [Notice tetliilpan, "it is 
s.o.'s homeland." The adverbialized NNC is tliilpan, "onlabove the land," as in 
Tliilpan nitlachiya, "I look at the ground."] 

tebpantli = it is an area of a god, it is an area consecrated to a god; i.e., it is a temple 

The matrix stem (pan)-[- frequently embeds body-part stems, but the resultant compound 
stems, unlike those created with (-CO)-0- - (-c)-tli-, do not invite further embedding. 

(quech-pan)-[- = neck surface; shoulder(s) 
noquechpan = on my neck, on my shoulders [Understood as having a nonadver- 

bialized subject pronoun: "it is my shoulder; they are my shoulders."] 
(tern-pan)-0- = lip surface 

motempan = upon your lips; on your word [Notice Tetempan nitlahtoa, "I speak 
about things on people's lips," i.e., "I speak from hearsay evidence."] 

@l-pan)-tli- = place above the liver; i.e., breast/chest/bosom 
elpantli = it is a breadchest 
nelpan = it is my breast - on my breast 

(tzom-pan)-tli- = hair surface; i.e., end [Do not confuse this stem with (tzom- 
piin)-tli-, "hair row(s)," i.e., "skull rack."] 
tlatzompan = at the end of s.th., at the end [Synonymous with tlatzonco.] 
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(k-pan)-D- = face surface; i.e., front, presence 
tekpan = in the presence of s.o., publicly, in public 
tlakpan = in the front of s.th., up front 
- mpan = in front of him, in his presence [Traditionally written ixpan.] 

(cuitla-pan)-tli- = area above the rump; i.e., the lower back, the back 
cuitlapantli = it is a back [The NNC with a flawed subject pronoun (see 32.9) 

shows a shift in meaning: ticuitlapan, "you are a back," i.e., "you are always 
on your back," i.e., "you are a lazy, slovenly person."] 

nocuitlapan = it is my back - atfon my back 
tlacuitlapan = it is the rear of s.th. - at the rear of S-th., behind s.th. 

Since (cuit1a)-tl- also has the meaning "excrement," the NNC cuitlapan can also mean ''atlon 
a dung heaplrubbish heap." 

The following examples illustrate a few uses of (pan)-1- in sentences. 

In in mochiuh ye tlacualizpan. = This happened during the hour of eating. 
&pan 6mic in noteiichciiuh. = My older brother died in the water; i.e., My older 

brother drowned. 
Miipantliiza. = He hurls himself into the water. 
Tlglpan Gnitlachix. = I looked down at the ground. 
0mpa quiciihuatoh yii6pan. = They went in order to abandon him in battle there. 
Tecpan in oncalacqueh.= It was into the palace that they entered. [English prefers 

"They entered the palace."] 
Ahzo tlepantliixo. = Perhaps one was cast into the fire. 
Zoquipan oncahcalac in imiicpal. = His palms sank into the mud (leaving an 

impression). 
In onciin onoca in ite6pan. = There was his temple. 
Ahm6 inemachpan in ic6tzco choloa. = It is not at the time of his awareness that it 

springs at the calf of h s  leg; i.e., Suddenly (i.e., before he was aware), it sprang at the 
calf of his leg. motice the use of the present tense to report a past event; see 5 57.1 .] 

c. NNC on a connective-t compound nounstem: 

xiiltipan = in an area of sand, at a sandy place 
xiiltetipan = in an area of pebbles, in a pebbly place 
tzacualtipan = in the area of a pyramid 
6ntlamanixtipan = #0-0(6n-tla-man-ix-ti-pan)0-8# = in all two partslthings, in both 

partslthngs [The embed is built on the matrix stem (ix)-, "total number" (see 
34. l).] 

achtotipan = in the first position; first [Traditionally written achtotipa.] 

47.4. Associated-Entity NNCs. A compound nounstem whose matrix is a relational nounstem 
can enter into a larger compound stem as an embed to the matrix-only nounstem (-ca)-tl-, 
"entitylbeing ." The meaning of the resultant compound stem is "entity (human or nonhuman) 
associated with. . . ." (see 31.6). The stem occurs in an "associated-entity" NNC. 
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cuauhtlahcatl = #0-0(cuauh-tlah-ca)tl-0# = he is a person associated with a forest, he is 
a forest dweller [< (cuauh-t1ah)-U-, "a place of abundant trees"] 

niitlahcatl = #n-@(g-tlah-ca)tl-0# = I am a person associated with a place of abundant 
water; i.e., I am a lake dweller 

timillahcah = #ti-0(mil-lah-ca)0-h# = we are people associated with abundant cultivated 
fields; i.e., we are farmers 

huehcapancatl = #0-0(hueh-ca-pan-ca)tl-0# = it is a thing associated with high things1 
heights [< (hueh-ca-pan)& "a high thing."] 

huehcatlancatl = #0-0(hueh-ca-tlan-ca)tl-0# = it is a thing associated with low things1 
depths [< (hueh-ca-t1an)-I-, "a low thing."] 

h&-iipancatl = #0-0(0-0-hue-i-0-0+0-0-2-pan-ca)tl-0# = it is a thing associated with the 
ocean's surface [The embed inside the embed is a structure of adjectival modification; 
see huei-iipan in 8 47.3.3. b.] 

huei-iitlancatl = it is a thing associated with the ocean's depth [The structure here is the 
same as in the foregoing example.] 

tiinatiuh-iquizayiincatl = #0-0(0-0-tiina-0-ti-uh-0-0-0+0-0-i-0+quiza-yii-n-ca)t1-0# = it 
is a thing associated with the sun's emerging place, it is a thing associated with the east 
[The matrix stem (-ca)-tl- is exercising its power to embed a structure of possessor sup- 
plementation (see $35.14); inside the embed tiinatiuh iquizayln, "it is the place of the 
sun's customary coming out/emergence," tiinatiuh is functioning as a supplementary 
possessor.] 

tiinatiuh-icalaquiyiincatl = it is a thing associated with the sun's entering place, it is a thing 
associated with the west [The structure here is the same as in the foregoing example.] 

ilhuicaiitl-ipitziihuayiincatl = #0-@(B-0-ilhui-ca-2-tl-0+0-0-i-0-pitz-H- 
= it is a thing associated with the place of the sky-water's narrowing, i.e., it is a thing 
associated with althe strait (or straits) [The matrix stem (-ca)-tl- embeds the structure of 
possessor supplementation ilhuicaiitl-ipitziihuayiin, "it is the place of the ocean's act of 
customarily becoming narrow," in which ilhuicaiitl, "it is sky-water, it is the ocean," is 
functioning as the supplementary possessor.] 

When a compound locative stem formed on the relational nounstem (-CO)-0- - (-c)-tli- as 
matrix is embedded in a compound nounstem formed on the matrix stem (-ca)-tl-, the (-CO)-0- 
- (-c)-& is replaced by a silent variant. (Contrast 5 46.7, where only (-CO)-0- reacts in this way.) 

cuauhtencatl = #0-0(cuauh-ten-0-ca)tl-0# = he is a person associated with a place at the 
edge of trees, i.e., he is a forest-edge dweller [< (cuauh-ten-CO)& "a place at the edge 
of trees"] 

iitiiyatencah = #0-0(ii-tiiy-a-ten-0-ca)B-h# = they are people associated with a place at 
the edge of a river, i.e., they are riverbank dwellers [< (ii-t6y-a-ten-co)-O-, "a place of 
an edge of a river, place on a riverbank."] 

nixiichitepiincalcatl = #ni-0(xii-chi-te-piin-cal-0-ca)tl-0# = I am a person associated with 
a place of flowers enclosed by a wall; i.e., I am a (flower) gardener [< (x6-chi-te-piin- 
cal-CO)-[-, "in a walled enclosure for flowers"] 
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tepehxicatl = #0-0(tepe-hxi-0-ca)tl-B# = it is a thing associated with the place of a 
precipicetcliff [< (tepe-hxi-c)-U-, "at the place of a precipiceIclifE"] 

tliilticpacatl = #0-0(tliil-t-icpa-0-ca)tl-0# = it is a thing associated with the world [< (t151- 
t-icpa-c)& "at a place on top of the land," "at a place in the world"] 

47 S. NNCs of Pertinency. Certain compound nounstems with a relational nounstem as matrix 
can be embedded in a larger compound stem with (-y6)-tl- as matrix (see 3 1.6.2 and 39.3). 
The resultant compound stem has a meaning of pertinency. There are two formations. 

l. The (-y6)-tl- can embed the stem of an adverbialized NNC directly. The meaning of the 
compound stem is "a thinglstate/condition/quality pertaining tolcharacteristic of. . . ." 

huehcapany6tl = #0-0(hueh-ca-pan-y6)tl-0# = it is a quality of higMofty things; it is 
heighwtitude [< (hueh-ca-pan)& "a high thing"] 

huehcatlany6tl = #0-0(hui?h-ca-tlan-y6)tl-0# = it is a quality of deep things; it is 
depthldeepness [< (hueh-ca-t1an)-U-, "a deepnow thing"] 

ihuiyiinybtl = #0-0(i-0-hui-y5-n-y6)tl-0# = it is the quality of acting rnildlylpeaceably/ 
with restraint; it is modesty 

tlaicampay6tl= #l#-0(tla-icam-pa-y6)tl-B# = it is something characteristic of what lies 
beyond the mountains; it is a transmontane quality 

tlacpacy6tl= #0-0(tla-cpa-c-y6)tl-0# = it is what is characteristic of what is at the top 
[The stem of this NNC also functions in a structure of integral possession (see 
39.3.4); e.g., itlacpacyo tepetl, "it is dthe mountain's summit"; this is also expressed 
by tepi2tlacpacy6tl.l 

In the last three examples above, the possessor pronoun is inside the stem and therefore has 
no effect on the absolutive state of the NNC. 

t6natiuh-icalaquiyiiny6tl = #0-0(0-0-tbna-0-ti-uh-0-0-0+0-0-i-0-cal-aqui-yii-n- 
y6)tl-0# = it is a thing pertaining to the sun's entering place, it is a thing characteris- 
tic of the west [The matrix stem (-y6)-tl- here includes the structure of possessor sup- 
plementation t6natiuh-icalaquiysn as its embed.] 

huelipany6tl= #0-0(8-0-huel-~-0+8-0-i-0-pan-y6)t1-8# = it is a thing pertaining to 
precisely its time; i.e., it is a thing characteristic of a propertopportune time [The 
matrix stem (-y6)-tl- here exercises its power to embed a structure of adverbial mod- 
ification, huel ipan, "it is precisely at its time," i.e., "it is at a propertopportune time." 
Compare the same structure in the compound-stemmed NNC huel-immany6t1, #g- 
0(~-0-huel-~-0+0-0-im-man-y6)tl-0#, "it is a thing pertaining to a properlopportune 
moment," from huel imman, "at the properlopportune moment."] 

2. The matrix stem (-y6)-tl- can embed an associated-entity compound stem formed with 
(-ca)-tl- (see 47.4). The meaning is "a thing pertaining totcharacteristic of an entity associ- 
ated with. . . ." Translation usually has ignored the morphological complexity of ths  forma- 
tion and renders it in the same way as that in subsection l above. 
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cuauhtlahcaybtl = #0-0(cuauh-tlah-ca-y6)tl-0# = it is a thing pertaining tolcharacter- 
istic of a person associated with forests 

xbpantlahcay6tl= #0-g(x8-pan-tlah-ca-y6)tl-8# = it is a thing pertaining tolcharacter- 
istic of a thng that is associated with summer, it is a thing characteristic of things that 
grow in the summer [< (xb-pan-tlah-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated with summer"] 

tliilticpacaybtl = #(tliil-t-icpa-0-ca-y6)tl-8# = it is a thing pertaining tolcharacteristic of 
things that are in the world, it is a thing characteristic of worldly things [< (tliil-t- 
icpa-0-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated with the world"] 

huehcacaybtl = #B-B(hueh-ca-ca-yb)t1-0# = it is a thing pertaining to a thing associ- 
ated with a distant place, it is a thing pertaining to long-distance transportation/con- 
veyance [< (hueh-ca-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated with a distant place"] 

huehcapancaybtl = #0-0(hueh-ca-pan-ca-yb)tl-0# = it is a thing pertaining tolcharac- 
teristic of a thing associated with height [< (hueh-ca-pan-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated 
with height"] 

huehcatlancaybtl = #0-0(hueh-ca-tlan-ca-yb)tl-0# = it is a thing pertaining tolcharac- 
teristic of a thing associated with depth [< (hueh-ca-tlan-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated 
with depth."] 

huei-Bpancaybtl = M-0(0-0-hue-i-0-0+0-B-ii-pan-ca-yb)-# = it is a thing pertaining 
tolcharacteristic of a thing associated with the ocean surface [< (0-0-hue-i-0-0+0-0- 
B-pan-ca)-tl-, "a thing associated with the ocean surface"] 

t6natiuh-iquizayBncaybtl = #8-0(0-0-tbna-0-ti-uh-0-0-0+0-0-i-quiza-yB-n-ca-yb)tl-8# 
= it is a thing pertaining tolcharacteristic of a thing associated with the sun's emerg- 
ing place, i.e., it is a thing pertaining tolcharacteristic of an eastern thing [< (0-0-tbna- 
0-ti-uh-0-0-0+0-0-i-0-quiza-yB-n-ca) "a thing associated with the east"] 
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Place-Name NNCs. Gentilic NNCs 

48.1. Place-Name NNCs. Nahuatl place-names are peculiar in that they are adverbial; that 
is, they are NNCs with an adverbialized subject pronoun. The vast majority are built on com- 
pound nounstems whose matrix subposition is filled with one of six relational nounstems hav- 
ing a locative meaning: (-n)-tli-, (pan)-tli-, (-CO)-[l- - (-c)-tli-, (-t1ah)-tli-, (tz8lan)-tli-, and 
(-ti-t1an)-I-. In addition there are a few place-names involving a possessive-state NNC built 
on the nounstem (chSn)-tli-, "home," used in a structure of possessor supplementation. These 
permit the establishment of seven groups, which split up into various stem-formation types. 
Except for two of these and the (chiin)-tli- construction, all are simply the formations pre- 
sented in Lessons 46 and 47. T h s  means that at times a place-name NNC will be identical to 
an adverbialized locative NNC, the only difference being in the nature of the subject pronoun. 
In a place-name NNC the subject pronoun refers to a unique socially designated relation; in 
an adverbialized locative NNC it refers to a particular relation contextually chosen from a 
class. For example, the place-name NNC Atenco, "It is At the Place on the Beach," has a sub- 
ject pronoun with a socially recognized unique reference, while the ordinary adverbialized 
NNC iitPnco, "it is at althe place on dthe beach," has a subject pronoun with a reference 
assigned by the context of its use. Of course the meaning limitations introduced by the embed 
of a place-name stem may help in the unique reference of the W C ' s  subject pronoun; e.g., 
Quimichiitenco, "It is At the Place on the Bank of Mouse River." But theoretically, even an 
NNC like this really has a stem with a class meaning and allows a subject pronoun that points 
to a particular context-chosen instance: "it is at dthe place on dthe bank of Mouse River" 
(i.e., any given place on either bank). 

In addition to naming settlements of any size (cities, towns, villages), a Nahuatl place-name 
can name a region, territory, or province, a nation or state, or, on the other hand, a district or 
quarter of a town, a building, temple, oratory, altar, shnne, or any other socially significant 
site. The place so named may be real, fictional, mythical, or transcendental. 

A place-name NNC can be used in the following three ways. 

1. As an ordinary NNC: 
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Aoc ic yez in Mexihco = No longer at that time will Mexihco be; i.e., Mexihco will then 
no longer be. [Mexihco functions as a supplementary subject.] 

Ca iiltepetl in iniihuac TBlliin. = It is a city in the vicinity of Tollan. [TMliin functions 
as a supplementary possessor.] 

XBlBc ic Bniquiz. = I passed by way of Xoloc. [XBlBc functions as the supplementary 
possessor of the 1-0 of ic.] 

2. As an adverbial NNC (this is the most common usage): 

Teticpac ichiin = Hisher home islwas at Teticpac. [Adverb of place serving as princi- 
pal clause, since cah or catca has been deleted; see 18.9.1 

CBchqueh iimaquemehciin. = They slept idat Amaquemehcan. [adverb of place] 
Ontlehcoh Teohcalhueiyaciin. = They climb up to Teohcalhueiyacan. [adverb of goal] 
Caxtilliin huitz in puercoh. = The pig comes from Castile. [Adverb of source; notice 

the glottal stop added to the Nahuatlized Spanish word puerco.] 
XBlBc Bniquiz. = I passed through Xoloc. [Adverb of path; another way to say this is 

with ic (see example in subsection 1 above).] 

3. As an adjectival NNC: 

Caxtilliin tBtolin. = It is a hen from Castile; i.e., It is a Castilian chicken. [The context 
forces tBtolin, "it is a turkey hen," to be translated as "hen" or "chicken."] 

Ixquich Mexihco calli. = They are all the houses in Mexihco. 
TlacBpan tlahtoiini. = He is the ruler in Tlacopan [This is usually translated ". . . ruler 

of Tlacopan," but there is no idea of possession in the Nahuatl.] 
. . . in iiltepetl Mexihco. = . . . which is the city that islwas Mexihco, i.e., . . . the city of 

Mexihco 

The translations given above (1) disregard the fact that Nahuatl place-names are always struc- 
tured as NNCs and (2) impose whatever preposition is required by English. 

The translation of many Nahuatl place-name NNCs is conjectural; some are open to vari- 
ous interpretations; some are opaque. The problem is often due to inadequate spelling practices 
(failure to indicate vowel length and glottal stops; failure to indicate In/ in certain positions; 
etc.). Or the problem may be due to sound changes, ignorance of writers, distortions due to 
scribal error, etc. Moreover, even when place-name glyphs exist, one cannot rely on them for 
help, since they are usually not concerned with meaning (generally being mere promptings 
for recognition by way of hints at sound). Furthermore, the circumstances and rationale behind 
a naming are almost never available any longer, so that those aids to decipherment are denied 
us. At times, even when a translation is obvious, the sense of the name may be beyond our 
reach. For example, what exactly motivated the name Iztiiqu-f miixtitlan, "At the Place Near 
White Pubic Hairs"? Native speakers of the area at the time would probably have had little dif- 
ficulty explaining the situation that justified the naming. 

The following paragraphs present a display of the important place-name formation types. (In 

the examples, the translation ignores the NNC structure of the place-name. Furthermore, for "At" 
one should read "From," "To," or "Through," depending on English translational requirements.) 
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Note: Nahuatl makes a clear distinction between a topographical-feature name (such as "Long Mountain" or 
"Butterfly River") and a place-name (such as "Place at/on Long Mountain" or "Place at/on Butterfly River"), so it 
has nothing similar to English topographical-feature-names-as-place-names such as " W m  Springs," "One Hun- 
dred Oaks," "Long Beach," 'Mountain Brook," "Buffalo Gap," etc. A Nahuatl topographical-feature name frequently 
serves as the embed in a place-name nounstem. The following sentence illustrates the distinction between a river 
name and a place-name: Companahuihqueh in TepzblPtl (cP Ptbyatbntli). Ompanbqueh in oncPn TepzblPc., 
"They crossed the Tepzolatl (which is a small river). They forded there at (the place called) Tepzolac." 

48.2. The (-n)-tli- Group. The formation types of this group are based on the adverbial NNCs 
of ss46.3-46.5. 

1. The (-n)-tli- embeds a nominalized imperfect-tense predicate (see 46.4). 

a. Active-voice source: 

Atl-Ihuetziyiin = #0-B(0-B-A-t1-0+0-0-I-8-huetzi-yii-n)0-0# = At the Place of the 
Water's Fall; i.e., At the Fall, At the Falls [The embed of (-n)-tli- is a structure of 
possessor supplementation.] 

~uextecatl-khGcayiin = #B-0(0-8-Cuex-t~-ca-t1-0+0-0-~-0-chGca--n)0-0# = At 
the Place of the Cuextec's (i.e., Huaxtec's) Weeping [The embed is a structure of 
possessor supplementation.] 

The formation may be according to 9 46.4.1, note: 

Quinehuayiin = #0-B(Quin-i5-hua-yii-n)n-0# = At the Place of Afterward Departing 
Itztapalnanatzcayiin = #B-0(Itz-tapal-na-na-tz-ca-yii-n)n-0# = At the Place of 

Stridulation by Means of Large Flat Stones (- Like that Made by Large Flat 
Stones) [The embed stem (itz-tapa1)-li-, "large flat stone," is, of course, not the 
agent producing the sound but an adverbial modifier (of means or similarity); 
the verbstem (na-na-tz-ca) means "to emit a stridulous sound, to creak; see 
27.5.2.1 

b. Nonactive source: 

TepanGhuayiin = #0-0(Te-panG-hua-yii-n)O-0# = At the Place Where People Cross 
Over on Stones 

Atlacuihuayiin = #0-0(~-t la-cui-h~a-~~-n)~-0# = At the Place Where People Fetch 
Water [See 30.4 for the irregular verbstem.] 

Atlihuayiin = #B-B(A-tl-i-h~a-~ii-n)O-B# = At the Place Where People Drink Water 
[The embed is formed on the impersonal stem of the verbstem (3-tl-I), "to drink 
water"; see 30.3.1, note.] 

2. The formation may use (-yii-n)-tli- as the matrix (see 46.5): 

Xolochauhyiin = M-B(Xo1-o-ch-a-uh-yii-n)n-0# = At the Place of Becoming Wrinkled 
[< (xol-o-ch-a-hui), "to become wrinkled"; see 55.6.1 

Atl-Itliilacy&n = #0-~(0-0-A-t1-0+0-0-I-8-tlii1-a~-~~-n)~-~# = At the Place of the 
Water's Entering the Ground; At the Sink Hole [The embed of (-yii-n)-tli- is a struc- 
ture of possessor supplementation.] 
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3. The formation may use (-mii-n)-a-, "place of the area of," a compound matrix stem used 
only in place-name NNCs: 

Olmiin = #0-0(0l-mii-n)~-0# = At the Place of the Area of Latex 
Chichimiin = M-0(Chichi-mii-n)O-0# = At the Place of the Area of Milk [This place- 

name has nothing to do with dogs as most assume; the embedded stem is not 
(chichi)-0-, "dog," but (chichi)-tl-, "a sucked-in liquid," i.e., "milk."] 

~ c ~ m i i n  = M-B(A-c6l-mii-n)u-0# = At the Place of the Area of Water Bends 
Ozt6miin = #0-0(0zt6-mii-n)~-0# = At the Place of the Area of Caves 

4. The formation may use (-tlii-@-U-, "place in the vicinity of," a compound matrix stem 
used only in place-name NNCs. It should not be confused with the relational nounstem (t1an)-0- 
in 5 47.3.2.b and 5 47.3.2.c (the connective-t construction; see 5 48.7). The compound matrix 
stem (tlii-n)-0- has length on the /a:/. The integrated-structure compound stem built on 
(t1an)-[l- (as in 5 47.3.2.b) cannot create a place-name NNC. One must, therefore, carefully 
distinguish the adverbialized locative NNC tliillan, "beneath the ground," from the place-name 
NNC Tliilliin, "At the Place Close to the Ground." 

~z ta t l i in  = #0-0(A-zta-tlii-n)O-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of Snowy Egrets [< 
(2-zta)-tl-, "white in the water," i.e., "snowy egret"] 

Aztliin = #0-0(Az-tlii-n)n-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of Tools [This translation is 
conjectural. Nahuatl speakers (at least during colonial times) were themselves con- 
fused about the meaning. In the Cro'nica Mexihcdyotl we find the explanation "Az- 
tlan, or Aztatlan, the resting place of herons," an instance of folk etymology; Aztatliin 
(see above) and Aztliin name two different places (the nounstem (2-zta)-tl-, "snowy 
egret," is not involved in Aztliin). Some have suggested that Aztliin means "The 
Country of Whiteness," possibly misled by the preterit agentive stem (ii-zta-pil-ti- 
0)-c-, "an extremely white thing," but this is a metaphor that means "a thing that has 
become like an iiztapilin (i.e., the very white base of the type of reed called 
t6lmimilli); see 5 41.1 S .  Turning from blind guesses to facts, it is clear that the embed 
subposition is filled by (iiz)-tli-, "tool, implement," a nounstem that occurs mainly 
as the matrix in a large number of instrumental nounstems (see 5 58.1). The stem also 
occurs in the embed subposition of the compound nounstem (iiz-ca)-tl- (see 5 3 1.6) 
and in a reduplicated form in the nounstem (ah-iiz)-tli-, "a thing like a tool," i.e., "a 
wing" (see 5 53.1 concerning this kind of reduplication).] 

T611iin = #0-0(T61-18-n)0-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of Rushes 
Tepoztliin = #0-0(Te-poz-tlii-n)U-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of Copper [< (te- 

poz)-tli-, "copper"; in Colonial times, "iron/hard metal"] 
Hu&M611iin = #0-0(0-0-Hu~-i-0-0+0-0-M61-lii-n)0-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity 

of the Big Sauce [A structure of adjectival modification serves as the embed to the 
matrix nounstem (-tlii-n)-I-.] 

The stem (Mic-tlii-n)-tli-, "Place in the Vicinity of Dead Ones," "the Region of the Dead 
(embed: the perfective patientive nounstem (mic)-tli-, "a thing that has resulted from dying," 
i.e.,"dead one, dead body"), is peculiar in that it forms both an NNC with a nonadverbialized 
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subject personal pronoun as well as the expected NNC with an adverbialized one. The NNC 
with the nonadverbialized subject pronoun was probably not a native usage but a Christian 
one, the result of Catholic friars and priests usurping the stem in order to assign it the mean- 
ing of "Hell." In native usage Mictliin had nothing to do with punishment of the wicked after 
death. 

Mictlgntli = #0-0(Mic-tlH-n)tli-0# = it is Hell 
Mictliin = #0-@(MC-tlH-n)u-0# = In the Region of the Dead; also, in colonial times, 

"in/to/from Hell" 

One also finds place-names formed on the conjoined-NNC lexical unit (i.e., biclausalism) 
construction described in 5 52.6. An example using (tlH-n)-1- is: 

Tlilliin TlapallHn = In the Vicinity of Black Ink and In the Vicinity of Color; i.e., In the 
Vicinity of Writing (i.e., the Maya lands) [See tlilli tlapalli in 5 52.6.2.1 

5. The formation can use the compound matrix stem (CH-n)-0- of 8 46.3.2.b. The embed is 
any nounstem that is not formed from a nominalized VNC. 

X6chiiicHn = #8-0(X6-chi-~-cii-n)0-0# = At the Place of Flower Waters 
C63ixtlHhuacHn = #0-0(CbH-ix-tl~-hua-c~-n)[l-8# = At the Place of the Snake Plain 
HuPiyac-IxtlHhuaciin = ~-0(0-0-H~~-i-ya-0-~-0+0-0-~-tlH-hua-c-n)- = At the 

Place of the Long Plain [The embed is the structure of adjectival modification hueiyac 
ixtliihuatl, "it is althe long plain."] 

Among the place-name NNCs having this formation are a few whose embed is a compound 
nounstem in which the matrix-only stem *(to)-tl-, "site, setting," serves as matrix (this *(to)-tl- 
presumably also occurs in the adverbialized NNCs achto, acatto, etc., "first"). The following 
are all the commonly found place-names with this formation. 

XHltocHn =At the Place of the Sand Site [< *(xiil-to)-tl- < (xii1)-li-, "sand] 
Atociin = At the Place of the Water Site [< *(H-to)-& < (3)-tl-, "water"] 
Tepetociin =At the Place of the Hill Site [< *(tepe-to)-tl- < (tepi5)-tl-, "hilVmountain"] 
Huehuetociin = At the Place of the Drum Site [< *(hue-hu&to)-tl- < (hue-hue)-tl-, 

"upright drum." Some believe that the internal embed is the embed-only glottalized 
nounstem (hue-hueh-)-, "old man" (see 8 35.7.2). This would entail the translation 
"At the Place of the Old-Man Site" (with a reference to the fire god).] 

Cochtociin = At the Place of the Sleep Site [< *(coch-to)-& < (coch)-tli-, "the state of 
sleep." This is the name given by Quetzalcoatl to the place where he fell asleep in a 
drunken stupor. Contrary to what might seem to be the case, the connective-t com- 
pound verbstem (coch-0-t-o), "to lie sleeping," is not involved here. The (coch)- is 
not the perfective verbstem but the perfective patientive nounstem (coch)-tli-, "sleep," 
a nounstem also found in the same context as the place-name (FC IlI, 36) as an embed 
in the compound verbstem (coch-huetzi), "to fall into sleep."] 

6. The formation can use the (-n)-tli- of 5 46.3.1, in which the embed is the general-use 
form of a preterit-agentive nounstem. 
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Cohcoy6nciin = #0-0(coh-coy-6-n-0-cii-n)O-8# = At the Place of the Holes 
Tlail6tlaciin = #0-0(Tla-i16-tla-0-cii-n)n-0# = At the Place of Those Who Retrieved 

Things 
C6iitl-Xox6uhcln = #0-0(0-0-C6ii-tl-0+0-0-Xo-x6-uh-0-c~ = At the Place of 

the Green Snakes [The matrix stem (-n)-tli- has embedded the structure of adjectival 
modification c6iitl xox6uhqui, "it is a green snake."] 

TepWHui?iyacBn = #B-B(0-0-Tepe-tl-0+0-0-Hue-i-ya-0-cii-n) = At the Place of 
the Long Mountain [The matrix stem (-n)-tli- has embedded the topographcal-fea- 
ture name Tepetl-Hueiyac, "It is Long Mountain," which manifests a structure of 
adjectival modification.] 

The embed is frequently the general-use stem of a preterit-agentive nounstem of owner- 
hood (see $ 35.8 and $ 35.9): 

haquemehciin = #0-0(ha-q~em-eh-0-cii-n)0-8# = At the Place-of Those Who Own 
Paper Clothing 

C6lhuahciin = #0-0(C61-huah-0-cii-n)[-0# = At the Place of Those Who Own Grand- 
fathers; i.e., At the Place of Venerable Tradition 

Te6huahciin = #0-0(Te6-huah-0-cii-n)0-0# = At the Place of Those Who Own Gods 
Te6tihuahciin = #0-0(Te6-ti-huah-0-cii-n)~-0# = At the Place of the Owners of the 

Elder Gods [The embed of the internal matrix *tla-(-hug) is (te6-tiuh)-tli-, "elder 
god"; since /W/ + /W/ > [W], the . . . tiuhhuah . . . becomes . . . tihuah. . . . This place- 
name has been translated in a number of ways; for example, "Place where they made 
lords" (FC X, 19 1, n. 84), "Place of the Gods," "Abode of the Gods," "Birthplace of 
the Gods," "Place Where Men became Gods." None of these translations is based on 
a knowledge of the morphological makeup of the stem. The fifth one apparently 
assumes the source to be the impersonal verbstem (te6-ti-hua), "for people in gen- 
eral to become gods," but a place-name nounstem involving an impersonal verbstem 
does not end in -cii-n but in -yii-n. Another translation, "Place of Those Who Have 
Gods" (given in Nornbres Geogrbficos Indigenas del Estado de Mkxico, l%), while 
correctly recognizing the presence of the notion of ownerhood, fails to distinguish 
Te6tihuahcln from Te6huahciin (see above). The failure is due to the belief that the 
-ti- is the connective ti, although the compiler immediately acknowledges that this is 
improper (he proposes to solve the problem by getting rid of the -ti- and, in order to 
force the Nahuatl to conform with his preconceived interpretation, emending the name 
to Teteohuahcan).] 

Teniinyohcln = #0-0(Te-nln-yoh-0-CB-n)O-0# = At the Place of Those Who Own Walls 
in Abundance [< (te-niimi)-tl-, "wall"] 

Tizayohciin = #0-B(Tiza-yo-h-0-cii-n)O-8# = At the Place of Those Who Own White 
Clay in Abundance [< (tiza)-tl-, "white clay"] 

7. The formation can use the matrix stem (-n)-tli- with an action-noun nounstem as embed 
(see $ 46.3.1.b). The -c%- before the (-n)-tli- is the distant-past tense morph: 
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~ztiic-Cbiitl-lonociin = #~-~(~-~-Iztii-~-c-0+~-0-~b3-tl-0+~-~-~-~-on-o-cii-n)~-0# = 
At the Place of the White Snake's Action of Being Recumbent [The matrix stem 
(-n)-tli- has embedded a structure of possessor supplementation whose supplement, 
iztiic cbiitl, is a structure of adjectival modification.] 

Izmc-Huexbtl-Ihcaciin = #0-~(~-~-Iz~-~-c-0+0-0-Hue-xb-tl-~+0-~-1-0-hca-cii-n)~-~ 
= At the Place of the White Willows' Action of Standing [The /i:l of the possessor 
pronoun has lost its length because of the following glottal stop.] 

~tl-xoxbuhqui-Imanciin = #0-0(0-0-~-tl-0+0-0-~o-xb-uh-0-~ui-0+0-0-~-0-man-c%- 
n)u-B# = At the Place of the Green Water's Action of Lying Flat 

~oz~al%tl-Ionociin = #0-0(0-0-Toz-pal-ii-t]1-0+0-0-~-0-~n-o-c3-n)~-0# = At the Place 
of the Yellow Water's Action of Resting [< (toz-pa-l)&, "color of a yellow-headed 
parrot"] 

48.3. The (pan)-D- Group. The formation types in this group are based on the adverbial NNCs 
of 8 47.3.3. 

1. The formation may be built according to the integrated structure (see 5 47.3.3.b): 

Iztapan = #0-0(Izta-pan)O-0# = At the Surface of Salt; At the Salt Flats 
Tepan = #0-0(Te-pan)O-0# = At the Surface of Rock, At the Place onlover Rock 
Tlacbtempan = #0-0(Tlaeb-ti?m-pan)~-0# = At the Area at the Edge of Sticks 
TGcuSnipan = #0-0(TP-CUB-ni-pan)[-0# = At the Area of the Man-eaters [< (tG-cuii- 

ni)-tl-, "man-eater"] 
Huei Milpan = M-0(0-0-Hue-i-0-0+0-0-Mil-pan)O-0# = In the Area of the Big Culti- 

vated Field(s) [The matrix stem (pan@ embeds the structure of adjectival modifi- 
cation huei milli, "it is a big cultivated field."] 

The matrix stem (pan)-0- seems to have an affinity for embedding watercourse names (names 
of rivers, streams, etc.). 

Piipal62pan = #8-0(P%-pal-b-ii-pan)u-0# =At the Place on Butterfly River [< (P%-pal- 
6-2)-tl-, "Butterfly River"] 

Ahuiliziipan = #0-0(Ahui-liz-8-pan)[3-8# = At the Place on Enjoyment River [c ( ~ h u i -  
liz-3)-tl-, "Enjoyment River"] 

Xiiliipan = #0-B(Xii1-P-pan)n-0# = At the Place on Sand River [< (X31-2)-tl-, "Sand 
River, Sandy River"] 

TizaHpan = #0-B(Tiza-H-pan)O-0# =At the Place on White Clay River [< (Tiza-2)-tl-, 
"White Clay River."] 

Since (pan)-a- is related to the verbstem (panb), "to cross over to the other side," in place- 
names like the four above it may express the notion of passageway (i.e., "fording place," 
"crossing place"), so the translation for the above NNCs might be better represented by "At 
the CrossingIFording Place on. . . ." 

A place-name nounstem formed on (pan)-0- can involve a compound stem with a body-part 
embed, such as (ix-pan)-U-: 
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Xa-kpan = M-B(Xiil-ix-pan)O-O# = At the Face-Surface of Sand; i.e., At the Place Over- 
looking Sand 

~ e p e t l - h p a n  = #B-@(B-0-Tepe-t1-B+@-0-1-0-ix-pan)0-0# = At the Surface of the Moun- 
tain's Face [This is traditionally written Tepetlixpan. The embed is the structure of 
possessor supplementation tepetl ii, "it is the mountain's face."] 

2. The formation may be built on a connective-t compound stem (see 5 47.3.3.c): 

XSltipan = #g-O(Xii1-ti-pan)[-0# = At the Place above Sand 
Ohxitipan = #g-0(0hxi-ti-pan)0-0# = At the Place above Turpentine Ointment [< 

(ohxi)-& "ointment/salve" < t&(ohza), "to rub ointmenthalve on S .  o. "1 

48.4. The I-CO)-a - (-c)& Group. The formation types in this group are based on the adver- 
bial NNCs of $5  46.7-8 and 5 47.2.2. 

1. The formation may use (-CO)-0- - (-c)-tli- according to 5 46.7. 

a. The following examples exhibit the formation with (-CO)-U-: 

Mexihco = #0-@(MP-xi-h-co)o-0# = At the Place of the Moon's Navel [Presumably 
the embed is the compound stem (mPtz-xi-c)-tli-, "navel of the moon," in which 
the embed is (rnetz)-tli-, "moon," and the matrix is (xi-c)-%, "navel." The /$/ 

assimilates to the /S/ and the resulting [SS] degeminates to [S] (Rinc6n in his Arte 
has Mexxico); the /k/ of (xi-c)-% and the /k/ of (-CO)-0- form /W, which dissim- 
ilates to [hk] (see 5 2.11, note), which automatically entails the shortening of the 
/i:/ to [i]. There is much disagreement about the meaning of this place-name. Even 
Nahuatl speakers (at least of the colonial period) had difficulty with it. The inform- 
ant in the Florentine Codex (X, 199) says it comes from the personal name Mecih- 
tli, i.e., (me)-&, "maguey," plus (cih)-tli-, "jackrabbit/hare," and tells a myth to 
justify this folk etymology. The explanation is not viable for two reasons: (1) 
(me)-& has a short vowel and, furthermore, /S/ does not change to [S] in this envi- 
ronment and (2) the only personal-name nounstems used as an embed in a 
place-name NNC are those of gods and only in the meaning given in 5 56.5, note 
2. In the Crcinica Mexihcdyotl we are told it comes from the tribal name Mexihtin 
(which comes from the personal name Mexih, for which no translation or expla- 
nation is given), but the later description of the change of Mexihtin to MPxihcah 
again suggests folk etymology (for the formation of Mexihcah, see 5 48.9.4.b.i).] 

Chiilco = #0-B(Chii1-co)n-0# = At the Place of the Start [< (ch81)-li-, "start; starting 
point." This translation is based primarily on the verbstem tla-(chiil-i-S) "to inau- 
gurate s.th."] 

Tlachco = #0-0(Tlach-co)C]-0# = At the Place of the Ball Game, At the Ball Court 
Huei-Teniinco = #0-0(0-0-Hue-i-0-0+0-0-Te-nSn-co)0-0# = At the Place of the Big 

Wall(s) [The matrix nounstem (-CO)-0- embeds the structure of modification huPi 
teniimitl, "it is a big wall."] 

Affective nounstems can serve as an embed to (-CO)-[- (see 8 46.7): 
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Acapblco = #0-B(&-ca-pbl-co)O-0# = At the Place of the Big Reeds 
Chimalzolco = #0-O(Chima1-zol-co)O-0# - At the Place of the Frayed Shield(s) 

A place-name nounstem can serve as an embed to the affective nounstems (tzin)-tli- and 
(t6n)-tli-, with the resultant compound stem being embedded in (-CO)-0- (see 8 46.7). The 
notion expressed in such a formation is similar to that in English place-names such as New 
York or Little Miami. 

Tblliintzinco = At the Place of New Tollan 
Xiilpantzinco = At the Place of New Xalpan 
Iztapantbnco = At the Place of Little Iztapan 

Due to the replacement of (-CO)-D- with the silent variant before -tzin-CO and 4611-co in 
place-name stems (compare 8 47.4), it is not always clear which of the two above formations 
is being used. 

~tbyatzinco = (1) #0-0(A-tby-a-tzin-co)0-0# = At the Place on the Little River [< 
(2-tby-a-tzin)-tli-, "little river"]; (2) #0-B(&-tby-a-0-tzin-co)0-0# = At the Place 
of Little Atoyac [< (A-t6y-a-c)-0-, "The Place on the River"] 

Azcapbtzaltbnco = (1) #0-0(Az-ca-pbtza-l-tbn-co)0-0# = At the Place of the Small 
Anthill(s) [< (iiz-ca-pbtz-a-l-tbn)-tli-, "small anthill"]; (2) #g-0(Az-ca-pbtz-a- 
1-0-tbn-co)0-0# = At the Place of Little Azcapotzalco [< (A~-ca-~~tz-a- l -co)-~- ,  
"The Place of AnthIlls"] 

Historical information, if available, must decide whch formation is being used. 

b. The following examples exhibit the formation with (-c)-tli-: 

Tecbiic = #0-0(Te-c6ii-c)O-0# = At the Place of the Stone Snake 
TepPyacac = #0-O(TepP-yaca-c)n-0# = At the Place of the Mountain's Nose, i.e., At 

the Place of the Mountain Spur 
TCcuiintepPc = #0-~(TP-CUB-n-tepP-c)O-0# = At the Place of Man-Eater Mountain 

[The embed is the topographical-feature name nounstem (TS-CUB-n-tepP)-tl-, 
"Man-Eater Mountain"; the embed of the stem is (tP-cuii-ni)-tl-, "man-eater; fierce 
beast; cannibal."] 

Tliliuhqui-TepPc = #0-0(0-0-Tlil-i-uh-0-qui-0+0-0-TepP-c)~-0# = At the Place on 
Black Mountain [The matrix nounstem (-c)-tli- embeds the topographical-feature 
name Tliliuhqui-Tepetl, "It is Black Mountain," based on the structure of adjec- 
tival modification tliliuhqui tepetl, "it is althe black mountain."] 

~bi i t l -kamac = #0-0(0-0-~69-tl-0+0-0-l-O-cama-c)[l-8# = At the Place in the 
Snake's Mouth [The matrix nounstem (-c)-tli- embeds the structure of possessor 
supplementation c6iitl ican, "it is the snake's mouth," but uses the restricted-use 
stem (cama)- instead of the general-use stem (can)-, in keeping with 8 30.1 .] 

2. The formation may be built on a so-called "compound matrix" stem: 

Cuauhnilhuac = #0-0(Cuauh-niihua-c)O-0# = At the Place within Hearing Distance of 
the Trees; i.e., At a Place Near the Trees 
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Aniihuac = #0-@(A-niihua-c)O-0# = At the Place within Hearing Distance of Water; 
i.e., At the Place Near Water [Aniihuac traditionally names two areas, one around 
the lakes in the Valley of Mexico and the other bordering the sea coasts of southern 
Mexico, with the Pacific Coast being identified as h h u a c  Ay~tliin and the Gulf 
Coast as h h u a c  Xicalanco.] 

XPlixco = #0-0(XPl-ix-co)n-0# = At the Place in Front of Sand 
Atlixco = #0-0(A-tl-ix-co)~-0# = At the Place in Front of Water [The embed stem is 

irregular in that it includes the numl morph tl, which belongs to the source NNC's 
subject pronoun's number dyad.] 

Tepeticpac = #0-0(Tepe-t-icpa-c)0-0# = At the Place on the Top of the Mountain 
Ozti%icpac = #g-0(0zt6-t-icpa-c)0-0# = At the Place over the Cave 

48.5. The (&h)-a Group. The formation types in this group are based on the adverbial NNCs 
of 46.6 and 47.3.3.a. 

l .  The embed may be a "normal" kind of nounstem: 

Huex6tlah = #0-0(Huex~i-tlah)[-0# = At the Place of Abundant Willows 
Millah = #0-B(Mi1-1ah)n-0# = At the Place of Abundant Cultivated Fields 
Ay6t6chcuitlatlah = #0-B(A-y6-t6ch-cuitla-tlah)~-0# = At the Place of Abundant 

Armadillo Excrement [< (P-y6-t6-ch)-tli-, "rabbit in the form of a turtle," i.e., 
"armadillo"] 

2. The embed may be formed on the relational nounstem (pan)-[-: 

Nepantlah = #0-0(Ne-pan-t1ah)O-0# = At the Place of Multiple Layerings; i.e., At the 
Center 

TlPlnepantlah = #0-B(TlP1-ne-pan-tlah)W# = At the Place of Multiple Crisscrossing 
on the Land; i.e., At the Center of the Land 

48.6. The (tzikizn)-tli- Group. The formation type here is based on the adverbial NNCs of 
47.1.1: 

C6iitzBlan = #0-0(CiZi-tziilan)&0# = At the Place in the Midst of Snakes 
Cuauhtziilan = #0-0(Cuauh-tzii1an)U-0# = At the Place in the Midst of Trees 

48.7. The (-ti-tZan)-a Group. The formation type here is based on the adverbial NNCs of 5 
47.3.2.c: 

Ten6chtitlan = #0-0(Te-n6ch-ti-t1an)O-0# = At the Place Near Rock-cactus-Fruit 
Atitlan = M-0(b-ti-t1an)O-0# = At the Place Near Water 
Acatzintitlan = #B-@(A-ca-tzin-ti-tlan)[-8# = At the Place Near Small Reeds 

48.8. The (chin)-tli- Group. The formation type created by means of this stem is that of a 
structure of possessor supplementation. Being a place-name, the construction is typically 
adverbialized. 

C6ltl-khan = #0-~(0-0-C6ii-tl-0+0-0-~-0-chPn)0-0# = At the Place of the Snake's Home 
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Cu~uht-fnchiin = #0-0(0-0-~uiiuh-t-~+0-0-~-n-ch8n)0-0# = At the Place of the Eagles' 
Home [The expected form of the supplementary possessor is Cuiiuhtin. For another 
instance of t-0 for t-in, see $ 18.11 .] 

Note: There is another place-name NNC that apparently involves the stem (ch8n)-tli-, the enigmatic Tamoan- 
chan, the name of a terrestrial paradise. Sahagiin's informant says it means temooa tocha, i.e., tem6hua tochiin (or 
better, in order to account for the Id: tembhua in tochgn), i.e., "everyone descends at our home," which Dibble and 
Anderson translate, "We seek our home," as if it were TictPmoah toch8n. It is probable that the informant was as 
ignorant about the meaning of this name as he was about the term MPxihcatl earlier in the same paragraph (see FC 
X, 190). There are those who say that Tamoanchan is Huaxtec or Maya. 

48.9. Gentilic NNCs. In grammatical terminology "gentilic" (from Latin gens, "clan") refers 
to lexical items that denote nationality or place of origin. Here the word is used in a wider 
sense as a cover term for any lexical item naming a human being intimately associated with 
any kind of place named by a Nahuatl place-name NNC; therefore, it covers such things as 
regional-inhabitant names, tribal-member names, clan-member names, dweller names, build- 
ing-steward names, etc. (Compare the associated-entity NNCs in $47.4.) 

There are four principal ways of forming gentilic NNCs. The first one is limited to 
tribal-member names, but the others permit all gentilic-name meanings. 

l. A gentilic NNC may be created by means of absolutive-state NNCs built on nonlocative 
nounstems: 

(0tomi)-tl- = Otomi; e.g., notornit1 = I am an Otomi; tOtornih = we are Otomis 
(Niihua)-tl- = Nahua; e.g., niN8huatl = I am a Nahua; tiNiihuah = we are Nahuas 
(Yopih)-0- = Yopi; e.g., niYopih = I am a Yopi; tiyopihmeh = we are Yopis 
(Cu8-ta)-tl- = Cuata ["Rock-at-the-Head," i.e., "Hard-Head (?)l; niCuatatl= I am a 

Cuata; tiCu8tah = we are Cuatas 

2. A gentilic-name unit may be created by means of a two-clause concatenate structure. 
The adjoined clause is a place-name NNC functioning as an adjectival modifier. The 
place-name NNC is one of the formation types presented in $ 48.2.1.a, 48.2.2,s 48.4.2 (that 
of (-t-icpa-+[l=), $ 48.7, and $ 48.8. The principal clause is an absolutive-state NNC built on 
one of the following four nounstems (the two NNCs are frequently written solid). 

(tl8ca)-tl- = person 
(cal-ca)-tl- = one associated with a house; i.e., inhabitant, dweller 
(cal-0)-qui- = one who has dwelled; i.e., inhabitant, dweller [From the unattested verb- 

stem *(cal-i), "to occupy a house, to dwell."] 
(chiin-eh-0)-0- = one who has owned a home; i.e., a home owner, a dweller 

a. With the place-name type in $ 48.2. l .a: 

Atlacuihuayiin nitl8catl/nicalcatl/nicalq~i/nich8neh = I am a dweller in Atlacui- 
huay an 

Atlacuihuay~n titl8cah/ticalcah/ticalqueh/tichiinehqueh = we are dwellers in 
Atlacuihuay an 
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b. With the place-name type in $j 48.2.2: 

Xolochauhyiin nitliicatl, etc. = I am a dweller in Xolochauhyan 
Xolochauhyiin titliicah, etc. = we are dwellers in Xolochauhyan 

c. With the place-name formed with (-t-icpa-c)-0- in $j 48.4.2. 

Aticpac nicalcatl, etc. = I am a dweller in Aticpac 
Aticpac ticalcah, etc. = we are dwellers in Aticpac 

d. With the place-name type in 48.7. 

Cuauhtitlan nicalqui, etc. = I am a dweller in Cuauhtitlan 
Cuauhtitlan ticalqueh, = we are dwellers in Cuauhtitlan 

e. With the place-name type in $j 48.8. 

~6ii t l-khiin nichiineh, etc. = I am a dweller in Coatl-Ichan 
C62tl-khiin tichiinehqueh, etc. = we are dwellers in Coatl-Ichan 

Note: There may be exceptional formations. For example, the gentilic nounstem associated with Ten6chtitlan 
is (Te-nijch-0-ca)-tl-, although this stem properly belongs to Tenijchco (a town near Tetzcohco); see subsection 
4.b.i below for this kind of formation. Another example, the gentilic nounstem (Xoco-tP-0-ca)-tl- (see subsection 
4.b.iii below), which properly belongs to XocotlBn, is associated with Xocotitlan. At times (MPtz-0-ca)-tl-, which 
properly belongs to MPtzco, is used as the gentilic nounstem for MPtztitlan. 

3. Certain place-names are formed on a preterit-agentive nounstem (see 48.2.6) as gen- 
tilic. This gentilic serves as the embed of a relational nounstem acting as matrix, usually (-n)- 
tli- but occasionally (-pan)-U-. Although the place-name is derived from the gentilic, the pres- 
entation here follows that of the other subsections. 

a. When the embed is a preterit-agentive nounstem of ownerhood (see subsection 4.b.ii 
below for an alternative formation): 

(Ama-quem-eh-0-CH-n)-0- = Amaquemehcan, At the Place of Paper-Clothes Own- 
ers; e.g., n~maquemeh  = I am a Paper-Clothes Owner; i.e., a dweller in Arnaque- 
mehcan; tAmaqWmehqueh = we are dwellers in Amaquemehcan 

(C61-huah-0-CB-n)-0- = Colhuahcan, At the Place of Grandfather-Owners; e.g., 
niC6lhuah = I am a Grandfather Owner; i.e., a dweller in Colhuahcan; tiC6l- 
huahqueh = we are dwellers in Colhuahcan 

(Te-niin-yo-h-0-cii-n)-0- = Tenanyohcan, At the Place of Owners of Abundant Walls; 
niTeniinyoh = I am an Owner of Abundant Walls; i.e., a dweller in Tenanyohcan; 
tiTeniinyohqueh = we are dwellers in Tenanyohcan 

b. When the embed is a preterit-agentive nounstem that does not signify ownerhood: 

(Tla-i16-tla-O-cii-n)-0- = Tlailotlacan, At the Place of the Retrievers; niTlail6tlac = 
I am a Retriever; i.e., a dweller in Tlailotlacan; tiTlail6tlaqueh = we are dwellers 
in Tlailotlacan 

(T6l-o-h-0-cii-n)-0- = Tolohcan, At the Place of the Head Bowers; niT6loh = I am 
a Head Bower; i.e., a dweller in Tolohcan; tiT6lohqueh = we are dwellers in 
Tolohcan 
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(To-t6n-a-B-cii-pan)-0- = Totonacapan, In the Area of the Continually Sun-Warmed 
Ones; niTot6nac = I am a Continually Sun-Warmed One, i.e., a dweller in 
Totonacapan, I am a Totonac; tiTot6naqueh = we are dwellers in Totonacapan; 
we are Totonacs 

4. A gentilic NNC can be created on a compound stem formed by embedding one of the 
remaining types of place-name nounstems into the matrix nounstem (-ca)-tl-, "entitylbeing 
associated with. . . ." (Compare and contrast these gentilic NNCs with the associated-entity 
NNCs, of 5 47.5.) There are five types of stem formations, falling into two groups: (1) stems 
in which the full place-name nounstem serves as embed to (-ca)-tl- and (2) stems that replace 
the relational-nounstem matrix of the place-name with a silent morph before being embedded 
in (-ca)-tl-. 

a. Group l has two subtypes. 

i. Place-name nounstems with (t1ah)-0- (see 5 46.6) or (tzs1an)-0- (see 5 47.1) as 
matrix are simply embedded in (-ca)-tl-. The resulting gentilic nounstem is identical to the 
associated-entity stem of 5 47.4: 

(Huex6-t1ah)-0- > (Huexb-tlah-ca)-tl- = dweller in Huexotlah; e.g., niHuex6tlah- 
cat1 = I am a dweller in Huexotlah; tiHuex6tlahcah = we are dwellers in Huex- 
otlah 

(CbP-tzii1an)-0- > (C6ii-tziilan-ca)-tl- = a dweller in Coatzalan; e.g., niC68- 
tziilancatl = I am a dweller in Coatzalan; tiC62tziilancah = we are dwellers 
in Coatzalan 

ii. Place-name nounstems formed on (pan)-0- (see 5 48.3) and those formed on the 
(CS-n)-0- of 5 48.2.5 add P to the full place-name nounstem before embedding it into (-ca)-tl-. 
Those with (CS-n)-1- also change the matrix nounstem (-n)-0- to (-m)-U-. 

(a) The following examples illustrate the formation from (pan)-U-: 

(Izta-pan)-0- > (Izta-pan-P-ca)-tl- = dweller in Iztapan; e.g., nIztapanecat1 = I 
am a dweller in Iztapan; tIztapanecah = we are dwellers in Iztapan 

(Tlac6-tem-pan)-[- > (Tlacbtem-pan-e-ca)-tl- = dweller in Tlacotempan; e.g., 
niTlac6tempanecatl= I am a dweller in Tlacotempan; tiTlac6tempanecah = 

we are dwellers in Tlacotempan 
(X81-ix-pan)-0- > (Xiil-ix-pan-&ca)-tl- = dweller in Xalixpan; e.g., niXBllx- 

panecatl = I am a dweller in Xalixpan; tiXiilixpanecah = we are dwellers in 
Xalixpan 

(chi-niim-pan)-0- > (chi-niim-pan-P-ca)-t1- = a dweller in the wetlands; e.g., 
nichiniimpanPcat1 = I am a dweller in the wetlands; tichinsmpanecah = we 
are dwellers in the wetlands 

(tl81-huiic-pan)-0- > (tliil-huiic-pan-P-ca)-tl- = a dweller in the drylands; e.g., 
nitliilhuiicpanGcatl= I am a dweller in the drylands; titlPlhuiicpanPcah = we 
are dwellers in the drylands 
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Notice how different the above gentilic nounstems with (. . . -pan-e-ca)-tl- are from the asso- 
ciated-entity nounstems with (. . . -pan-ca)-tl- in 47.4. 

(b) The following examples illustrate the formation from (cii-n)-U-: 

(Xiil-to-CH-n)-0- > (Xiil-to-cii-m-e-ca)-t1- = dweller in Xaltocan; e.g., niXH1- 
tociimecatl= I am a dweller in Xaltocan; tiXiiltociimecah = we are dwellers 
in Xaltocan 

(C6ii-ix-tlii-hua-cii-n)-0- > (Cbii-ix-tlii-hua-cii-m-e-ca)-tl- = dweller in Coaix- 
tlahuacan; e.g., niC6iiixtliihuaciim~catl= I am a dweller in Coaixtlahuacan; 
tiC6iiixtliihuaciimecah = we are dwellers in Coaixtlahuacan. [There are writ- 
ers who erroneously think that the embed in the place-name is a preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem of ownerhood (i.e., they mistake the -hua- for -huah-0-) and use, 
for example, Coaixtlahuaque (i.e., C6iiixtliihuahqueh) as a gentilic NNC. The 
embed in the place-name nounstem,however, is (~6%-ix-tl2-hua)-tl-, "snake 
plain" (see 48.2.5).] 

Notice how different the above gentilic nounstems are from those formed from place-name 
nounstems with a preterit-agentive nounstem as embed (see 48.9.3). 

b. Group 2 has three subtypes. In all of them the relational nounstem that serves as 
matrix for the place-name nounstem is replaced by the silent morph [ before being embedded 
in (-ca)-tl-. 

i. The silent variant [ replaces both (-CO)-[- and (-c)-tli- (compare the affective for- 
mations in § 48.4. l .a) in a place-name nounstem before being embedded in the matrix stem 
(-ca)-tl- to form the gentilic nounstem (the only exception is a place-name stem built on 
(-t-icpa-c)-tli-; see 48.9.2). 

(Me-xi-h-CO)-[- > (Me-xi-h-U-ca)-tl- = dweller in Mexihco; e.g., niMPxihcat1 = 
I am a dweller in Mexihco; tiMexihcah = we are dwellers in Mexihco 

(Mii-tla-tzin-CO)-[- > (Mii-tla-tzin-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Matlatzinco; e.g., niMii- 
tlatzincatl = I am a dweller in Matlatzinco; tiM4tlatzincah = we are dwellers 
in Matlatzinco 

(A-~a-~6l-co)-[- > (A-ca-p61-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Acapolco; e.g., n&ap61catl 
= I am a dweller in Acapolco; tAcap61cah = we are dwellers in Acapolco 

(A-tl-ix-CO)-[- > (A-tl-ix-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Atlixco; e.g., nAtlixcatl= I am a 
dweller in Atlixco; tAtlixcah = we are dwellers in Atlixco 

(Te-c69-c)-[- > (Te-c6ii-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Tecoac; e.g., niTecGiicatl= I am a 
dweller in Tecoac; tiTec6iicah = we are dwellers in Tecoac 

(0-0-nil-i-uh-0-qui-0+0-0-Tep~-c)-[- > (0-0-T111-i-uh-0-qui-0+0-0-Tep~-[-ca)-tl- 
= dweller in Tliliuhqui-Tepec; e.g., niT1iliuhqui-Tepecatl= I am a dweller in 
Tliliuhqui-Tepec; tiT1iliuhqui-Tepecah = we are dwellers in Tliliuhqui-Tepec 

(Cuauh-niihua-c)-[- > (Cuauh-niihua-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Cuauhnahuac; e.g., 
nicuauhniihuacatl = I am a dweller in Cuauhnahuac; ticuauhniihuacah = 
we are dwellers in Cuauhnahuac 
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ii. In addition to the formation of its gentilic nounstem by means of the procedure of 
48.9.3.a, a place-name nounstem formed on the matrix stem (-n)-[I- having a preterit-agentive 
nounstem of ownerhood as embed can replace the (@[I- with its silent variant (-O)-[I- in order 
to embed it into (-ca)-tl-. When (-@-D- becomes silent, the (CH)-tl- preceding it is no longer 
needed and disappears. 

(Ama-quem-eh-0-c3-n)-u- > (Ama-quem-eh-0-[I-ca)-tl- = dweller in Amaque- 
mehcan; e.g., nhaquemehcatl = I am a dweller in Amaquemehcan; tAma- 
quemehcah = we are dwellers in Amaquemehcan 

(C61-huah-O-c3-n)-O- > (C61-huah-0-0-ca)-tl- = dweller in Colhuahcan; e.g., 
niC6lhuahcatl = I am a dweller in Colhuahcan; tiC6lhuahcah = we are 
dwellers in Colhuahcan 

(Te-nin-yo-h-0-c2-@-[I- > (Te-nw-yo-h-0-0-ca)-tl- dweller in Tenanyohcan; e.g., 
niTengnyahcatl= I am a dweller in Tenanyohcan; tiTen3nyohcah = we are 
dwellers in Tenanyohcan 

Remark: The /a/ of (-ca)-tl- is short, so there is a contrast between these gentilic nounstems and the general-use 
form of the preterit-agentive nounstem (see 3 35.5). One should take care not to confuse the two kinds of stems. 

iii. Place-name nounstems that have (mH-n)-[I- (see 5 48.2.3) and (tlH-n)-[I- (see 
48.2.4) as matrix form their gentilic nounstems by replacing the @)-[I- with its silent variant 
(-[I)-[- and changing the /a:/ to /e:/ before embedding the stem into (-ca)-tl-. In (tl8-n)-0- and 
its variant (13-n)-[I- the [h] and the [l], furthermore, are changed to [t]. 

(01-mH-n)-[I- > (01-m&[I-ca)-tl- = a dweller in Olrnan, an Olmec; e.g., nolmecatl 
= I am a dweller in Olman, I am an Olmec; tolm~cah = we are dwellers in 
Olman, we are Olmecs 

(Chichi-m3-n)-[I- > (Chichi-me-[I-ca)-tl- = dweller in Chichiman, a Chchimec; 
e.g., niChichimecat1 = I am a dweller in Chichiman, I am a Chichimec; 
tichichimecah = we are dwellers in Chichman, we are Chchmecs 

(AZ-tl3-@-[I- > (AZ-te-[I-ca)-tl- = dweller in Aztlan, an Aztec; e.g., nAztecatl= 
I am a dweller in Aztlan, I am an Aztec; tAzt~cah = we are dwellers in Aztlan, 
we are Aztecs 

(Chol-6-l-13-+[I- > (Chol-6-l-te-[I-ca)-tl- = dweller in Cholollan, a Chololtec; 
e.g., niChol6ltecatl = I am a dweller in Cholollan, I am a Chololtec; 
tiChol6ltecah = we are dwellers in Cholollan, we are Chololtecs 

Notice how different these gentilic nounstems with (-te-[I-ca)-tl- are from the associated-entity 
nounstems with (-tlan-ca)-tl- in 47.4. 

Note l :  A place-name that normally forms a gentilic nounstem according to subsection 3 or 4 above can form an 
alternative by the procedure in subsection 2; for example: 

(Tlach-mal-aca-c)-0- = Place of the Ball-Game Spindle; e.g., niTlachmalacacat1- Tlachmalacac nitlacat1 
= I am a dweller in Tlachrnalacac 

(TzinBcan-tla-n)-0- = Place in the Vicinity of Bats; e.g., niTzinScantecat1- TzinBcantlSn nitlacat1 = I am 
a dweller in Tzinacantlan 

Similarly, a place-name that normally forms a gentilic-name unit according to subsection 2 can form an alternative 
by the procedure in subsection 4. 
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(0-0-A-tl-0+0-0-~-0-~~uh-~~-n)-0- = Place of the Water's Rest; e.g., Atl-Ic~uhyiin nitliicatl - 
&l-keuhcatl= #n-0(0-0-~-tl-0+0-0-~-0-c~uh-~-ca)tl-0# = I am a dweller in Atl-Iceuhyan 

Note 2: Due to the defective spelling of Nahuatl in traditional texts (vowel length never represented, a final glot- 
tal stop almost never represented, and a final In1 often not represented), it is frequently impossible to know whether 
a place-name NNC contains (tlii-n)-0- or (t1ah)-U-. Only a knowledge of the gentilic nounstem will resolve the dif- 
ficulty. For example, the defectively written Ayotla will be revealed as either Ay6tlSn, "At a Place in the Vicinity 
of Turtles," or Ay6tlah, "In a Place of Abundant Turtles," by the gentilic NNCs Ay6ti3cat1 and &yiitlahcat~ respec- 
tively. Of course, there is nothing to resolve the other ambiguity here; namely, the possibility that the defectively 
spelled NNC may also be AyohtlSn, "At the Place in the Vicinity of Squashes," or Ayohtlah, "At the Place of Abun- 
dant Squashes." 

48.10. Incorporation ofGentilic Nounstems into Compound Stems. Like any other nounstem, 
a gentilic nounstem may be incorporated into a compound stem. 

Hue1 mot6ltCicatlamachtih. = He made much sport of the Toltecs. 
QuinonohualcatliiliByah in innexin. = They wore their haircut like the Nonohualcas. They 

cut their hair according to the Nonohualca fashion. 
Mochiilcachihchiuh. Mochiilcanehnequi. = He arrayed himself as a person from Chalco. 

He pretended to be an inhabitant of Chalco. [Notice the use of the present tense with a 
past time meaning; see $ 57.1 .] 

Occasionally, a gentilic nounstem can serve as the embed in a place-name nounstem. 

Otompan = #B-B(0tom-pan)u-0# = At the Area of the Otornis 
Mixtecapan = #0-0(Mix-tP-0-ca-pan)O-0# = At the Area of the Mixtecs [< (Mix-te-0- 

ca)-tl-, "a person from Mixtlan, a Mixtec"] 
TepanPcapan = #0-0(Te-pan-P-ca-pan)[-0# = At the Area of the Tepanecs [< (Te-pan- 

i5-ca)-tl-, "a person from Tepan, a Tepanec"] 
Te6huahcatlSn = #0-0(Te6-huah-0-0-ca-tlii-n)0-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of Teo- 

h a s  [< (Te6-huah-0-n-ca)-tl-, "a person from Teohuahcan"] 

The gentilic nounstem can also be more deeply embedded; for example: 

ChichimPcatliilpan = M-@(Chichi-me-0-ca-tliil-pan)[-0# = At the Area of the Chichimec 
Land(s) [< (Chichi-me-0-ca-tlii1)-li-, "Chichimec land"] 

Care must be taken, however, in analyzing compound nounstems. For example, in the place- 
name NNC Atlancatepec, the embed is not a gentilic nounstem from the place-name A t h ,  
"At the Place Near Water" (since it is not &ecatepPc); the embed is the associated-entity 
nounstem (S-tlan-ca)-tl-, "thing associated with water's depth," from the locative nounstem 
(H-t1an)-U-, "under waterlwater side" (see 47.4). AtlancatepPc can therefore be translated 
"At the Place of Fossilized Seashell Mountainw(?). 

Occasionally, the gentilic nounstem serving as the source for a place-name NNC has an 
affective formation: 

Mexihcatzinco = M-B(Me-xi-h-0-ca-tzin-CO)[-0# = At the Place of Honorable Mexihcas 
[< (Me-xi-h-0-ca-tzin)-tli-, "'honorable Mexihca"] 
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C6lhuahtzinco = #0-0(C6l-huah-0-tzin-c0)~-8# = At the Place of Honorable Colhuas [< 
(C61-huah-0-tzin)-tli-, "honorable Colhua" < (Cd-huah-@)-U-, "a person from Col- 
huahcan"; see § 48.9.3.a.l 

C6lhuahcat6nco = #0-0(C6l-huah-0-~-ca-t6n-c0)~-0# = At the Place of Lesser Colhuas 
[< (Col-huah-0-0-ca-t6n)-tli-, "lesser Colhua" < (C6l-huah-0-n-ca)-tl-, "a person from 
Colhuahcan"; see 48.9.4.b.ii.l 

48.11. Adjectival Use of Gentilic NNCs. Like other NNCs, a gentilic NNC may be used 
adjectivally. 

Cuextecatl in ichimal. = His shield is Cuextec (= Huaxtec); i.e., His shield is in the Huax- 
tec style. 

Onaqui tliihuiztli Cuextecatl. = He puts on the Huaxtec insignia. [Compare Onaqui 
tliihuiztli cuiiuhtl6ci96tl. = "He puts on the eagle-jaguar insignia." The structure of 
adjectival modification with tl2huiztli as its head is functioning as an adverbial modi- 
fier to the intransitive VNC onaqui, "he enters thither," so tliihuiztli is a first-degree 
adverb meaning "into the insignia."] 

Quimomacah Cuextecatl tliihuiztli. = They give one another Huaxtec insignias. 

48.12. Gentilic-Collectivity NNCs. Gentilic nounstems can be embedded in the matrix noun- 
stem (-y6)-tl- to create a gentilic-collectivity nounstem; that is, a nounstem that signifies the 
collective body of people identified by the gentilic nounstem. It can signify what is typical or 
characteristic of that people (compare the NNCs of pertinency in 47.5). 

Mexihcay6tl= #0-@(Me-xi-h-1-ca-y6)tl-0# = it is the Mexihca natiodthe Mexihca peo- 
plelwhat is typical of the Mexihca peoplelwhat is (typically) Mexihcalwhat is charac- 
teristic of the Mexihcas 

T6lt&ay6tl= #0-0(T61-ti?-O-ca-y6)t1-0# = it is the Toltec natiodthe Toltec peoplelwhat is 
typical of the Toltecslwhat is characteristic of the Toltecs 

Cuauhtitlancayiitl = #0-0(Cuauh-ti-tlan-ca-y6)tl-0# = it is the Cuauhtitlan citizenry; it 
is what is typical of the inhabitants of Cuauhtitlan [Built on the gentilic stem (Cuauh- 
ti-tlan-ca)-tl-.] 

~ui iuht-hchi inca~6t l= #0-0(~-0-Cu~uh-t-~+0-0-~-n-~hiin-ca-~6)tl-0# = it is the gen- 
eral public of Cuauht-Inchan; it is what is typical of the people of Cuauht-Inchan [Built 
on the gentilic stem (0-0-Cuiiuh-t-O+0-0-1-n-chiin-ca)-tl-.l 

Aniihuacay6tl= #B-0(A-niihua-O-~a-~6)t1-0# = it is the populace of the region of Anahuac; 
it is what is typical of the people around the lakes of the Valley of Mexico; it is what is 
characteristic of the people in the territories along the southern seacoasts; it is what is 
brought in from the territories along the southern seacoasts 

Amilpan~cay6tl = #0-B(%-mil-pan-i?-ca-y6)tl-0# = it is the Amilpan populacelthe people 
of Arnilpadwhat is typical of the inhabitants of Amilpan 

If an NNC such as iimilpan is functioning not as a place-name but merely as a locative adver- 
bial NNC, to be translated as "above adthe irrigated field, in the area of irrigated fields," it can 
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have an NNC of pertinency (see 5 47.5) that is identical to the NNC of gentilic collectivity: 
Smilpani5cay6t1, "it is a thing characteristic of irrigated fields, it is the variety (of a kind of 
plant) that grows in irrigated fields," etc. 

The possessive-state NNC built on a gentilic-collectivity nounstem may have the subject 
pronoun's numl subposition filled by either 0 or uh: 

noMi5xihcayo it is my Mexihcaness, it is a thing that belongs 
noMi5xihcay6uh 1 = { to me that is typically Mexihca 

The gentilic-collectivity NNC can function as an adjectival NNC; for example: 

cuicatl Chichimi5cay6tl= it is a song that is a thing characteristic of the Chichimecs; it 
is a typically Chichimec song; it is a Chichmec song, it is a song in the Chichimec 
style 

48.13. Nounstems of Profession. Certain places were famed for certain trades or professions. 
As a consequence, their gentilic nounstems took on an extended meaning as nounstems of 
profession: 

(t6l-ti5-0-ca)- tl- = craftsmanlmaster craftsman [< Tbllfn.] 
(2-man-te-0-ca)-tl- = feather worker [< f mantlfn] 
(pb-ch-te-0-ca)-tl- = merchant [< P6chtliinI 
(6zt6-me-0-ca)-tl- = vanguard merchant [< 0 z t 6 m ~ n l  

These nounstems can occur in absolutive-state or possessive-state NNCs: 

tit6lti5cah = we are craftsmen 
amitMti5cahu8n = #am-0+i-0(t6l-t~-n-ca)hu-fn# = you are his craftsmen 

Nounstems of profession can form a nounstem of pertinency with (-y6)-tl- as matrix (see 
5 47.5). 

fmantecay6tl= #8-0(f-man-te-1-ca-y6)t110# = it is a thing that pertains to feather work- 
ers; it is the art/skill of feather working 

In an extension of meaning somewhat similar to that resulting in nounstems of profession, 
gentilic nounstems also came to be lexicalized as titles for people occupying certain hlgh-rank- 
ing administrative or military positions. By official order the person was formally lnked to a 
place (building, district, etc.) in a way vaguely analogous to titling among European nobility 
(e.g., "Prince of Wales"). The following are a few examples of titles: 

tlac6chcalcatl= #0-0(tlacb-ch-cal-0-ca)tl-0# = he is one associated with (or in charge of) 
the tlacochcalco; i.e., he is a commanding general [< (tlac6-ch-cal-CO)& "place of the 
house of darts, place of the arsenal"] 

tlPcati5ccatl= #0-0(tlfca-t~c-0-ca)tl-0# = he is one accociated with (or in charge of) the 
tlacatecco; i.e., he is a general [< (tlfca-ti5c-c0)-0- = (tl~ca-teuc-CO)& "place of the 
lord of lords." The tlfcati5cco was a temple dedicated to Huitztzilopochtli.] 

Tlilliin-calqui = he is a dweller in the Tlillan; i.e., he is one of the four principal officials 
in the supreme council [< (Tlil-12-&U-, "Place in the Vicinity of Black Ink"] 
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tocuiltecatl = #0-0(tocuil-te-0-ca)tl-0# = he is a dweller in the Tocuillan; i.e., he is 
one of the members of the ruler's council [< (Tocuil-18-@-U-, "Place in the Vicin- 
ity of ?"l 

iit&?mpanecatl= #0-B(%-tern-pan-P-ca)tl-W = he is a dweller in Atempan; i.e., he is one 
of the members of the ruler's council [< (A-tern-pan)-U-, "Place upon the Water's 
Edge."] 

tezcaciEicatl= M-0(tez-ca-~6%-U-ca)tl-W = he is a dweller in the Tezcacoac; i.e., he is one 
of the members of the ruler's council [ < (Tez-ca-~6%-c)& "Place of the Mirror- 
Snake"] 
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Adverbial Modification (Part One) 

49.1. The Simple Structure of Adverbial Modification. A structure of adverbial modifi- 
cation is simple if neither the modifier (the adjoined clause) nor the head (the principal 
clause) is itself a structure of adverbial modification. While the modifier normally pre- 
cedes the head, it is possible for it to follow. Examples of simple structures of adverbial 
modification have already been given in Lessons 44-48. The following are a few further 
examples: 

1. Sentences using NNCs with first-degree adverbialization. 

a. Place: 

Nehhuiitl in iiltep&tl niyah. = I went to the town. 
Tochiin ticateh. = We are at home. 
Onaqui tliihuiztli. = He enters into the insignia; i.e., He puts on the insignia. 
Onactinenca ehuatl. = He had gone about having entered into the skin; i.e., He had 

gone about wearing the skin. 

b. Duration: 

Mozauhqueh niihuilhuitl. = They fasted for four days. 

c. Manner: 

Nepanbtl ammotlahpalohqueh? = Did you urge each other with mutuality to be 
healthy? I.e., Did you greet each other mutually? Did you greet one another? 
[Nepanbtl strengthens the reciprocity expressed by a VNC.] 

Monohmah timotolinia. = You are doing harm to yourself. [(nohrnah)-0- strength- 
ens the reflexivity expressed by a VNC.] 

d. Compared manner: 

Xbchitl ancuepbnqueh. = You (pl) have budded like flowers. 
Cuicatl anyblqueh. = You (pl) have lived like songs. 
Quetzaltbtbtl nipatliini. = I fly like a quetzal. 
Chiilchihuitl nimamalihuaz. = I shall be perforated like jade. 
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These constructions should be distinguished from the following, which are simply metaphor- 
ical expressions in which the adjunct is functioning as a supplementary subject: 

Niquetzaltbtbtl nipatliini. = I, who am a quetzal, am flying. [The adjunct nique- 
tzaltbtbtl is the supplementary subject standing in cross-reference to the subject 
pronoun of nipatliini.] 

Nichiilchihuitl nimamalihuaz. = I, who am jade, shall be perforated. 

These metaphorical expressions do not have single-nucleus counterparts. Sentences such as 
Niquetzaltbtbpatliini and Nichiilchiuhrnamalihuaz are only incorporated-adverb construc- 
tions, the single-nucleus versions of the double-nucleus compared-manner constructions 
(Quetzaltbtbtl nipatliini; Chiilchihuitl nimamalihuaz). Notice that if the principal clause 
has a third-person singular subject pronoun, a sentence with such an adjunct is ambiguous; 
for example, Quetzaltbtbtl patliini may be either a supplementary-subject construction (trans- 
lated as "A quetzal is flying"), a metaphorical construction (translated as "He, a quetzal, is fly- 
ing"), or a compared-manner construction (translated as "He is flying Like a quetzal"). The 
single-nucleus counterpart is not ambiguous, being only a compared-manner-adverb com- 
pound: Quetzaltbtiipatliini, "He is flying like a quetzal." 

e. Means: 

Tlii cehuilbz arnahahpiliil! = Let it be extinguished by means of your (pl) water jars! 
0huetz in inniihuatil in tlaquiquiztli. = The fire-trumpet fell by means of their com- 

mand; i.e., The gun discharged/fired athpon their command. 
Tlaihua caxitl. = All drink by means of (i.e., from) a bowl. 
M5 itlahtzin xictlaiicoli in nochpbchtzin. = Take pity on my daughter by means of 

a little s.th.; i.e., Provide my daughter with a little s.th. 

2. Sentences using NNCs with second-degree adverbialization. 

a. Place: 

Onciin nenquiztinemih. = There they go along wasting their time. 
Ocozacatl tlani quihuicah. = They carry long-bladed straw in the bottom. [The noun- 

stem (oco-zaca)-tl- is literally "pine strawlgrass," but Molina translates it as "spe- 
cial straw for making huts or straw houses."] 

Tliltic in pani. = It is black on the surface. 
Centlapal quiza. = It comes out at one side. 
Quezquiciin btinenca? = In how many places had you lived? 
Ciimpa brnicqueh? = Where did they die? 
Quexquichca catca? = At what distance was it? 
In octli niciin miya itbca miitliiloctli. = The pulque that was drunk here was called 

dark-green pulque. [The adjectival modifier niciin miya, "it used to drink itself 
here" is a structure of adverbial modification with niciin modifying miya.] 

b. Time: 

hnihmiquini in tlahcah. = It is blind during the day. 
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Huiptla niyiiz. = I shall go the day after tomorrow. 
Quemman ticuicazqueh? = At what time (today) shall we sing? 

c. Manner: 

Ilihuiz btitlahtoh. = You spoke rashly. 

d. Compared manner: 

Nehmatca tinemih. = We are living like a prudent person; i.e., We are are living 
prudently. 

49.2. Multiple-Nucleus Simple Structures of Adverbial Mod@cation. A simple structure of 
adverbial modification need not be limited to the single-nucleus constructions illustrated in 
49.1. It may contain a structure of adjectival modification, a structure of supplementation, or 
a combination of these. 

a. Place: 

In cihuah yancuic onaquiyah in incue. = The women used to enter into their new 
skirts; i.e., The women used to put on their new skirts. [The adjectival modifier 
yancuic stands at a distance from its head in the NNC incue. Yancuic . . . in incue 
is the adverbial modifier of onaquiyah.] 

In Miitlatzincah itech quiza in intbcii in intlatequipanbliz. = As for the Matla- 
tzincas, their name comes from their livelihood. [The NNC Miitlatzincah is a topic 
for the rest of the sentence (which serves as the comment on it). It functions as the 
supplementary possessor of both intbcii and intlatequipanbliz. The NNC intbcii 
is the supplementary subject for the subject pronoun in quiza. The NNC intlate- 
quipanbliz is the supplementary possessor for the possessor pronoun of itech. The 
unit itech . . . in intlatequipanbliz is the adverbial modifier with quiza as its head.] 

Nehhuiitl in huei iiltepetl niyiiz. = I shall go to the city. 
Onaqui tliihuiztli cuiiuhtlbc~lbtl. = He enters into the eagle-jaguar insignia; i.e., He 

puts on the eagle-jaguar insignia. 
ipan mantinencah in tiyahciihuiin in teniimitl. = The braves had continued to lie 

on top of the wall. [The NNC teniimitl is the supplementary possessor of i-0, in 
ipan.] 

b. Time: 

Quilhuih in ahzo quiyahuiz ce xihuitl. = He asked him whether it would rain dur- 
ing a (certain) year. [Literally, "He said to him perhaps it will rain. . . ."l 

Yehhuiitl bmic c&! xihuitl. = He died after one year. 
0mpa mochihua in camohtli in ixquich in metztli. = The sweet potato grows there 

every month. 
Ixquich ahuitl quimpixtinemizqueh. = All the time they will continue to guard them. 

c. Manner: 

Ximotiliniciin ixquich amotlahpal! = Pull with all your might! 
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Ce tliicatl mochihchihuaya in iixxiptla in Huitztzilbpbchtli. = A person arrayed 
himself as Huitzilopochtli's impersonator. [The NNC iixxiptla is traditionally 
spelled iixiptla or, more usually, ixiptla.] 

49.3. The Complex Structures of Adverbial Modification. A structure of adverbial modifica- 
tion can be recursive. This means that either the adverbial modifier or the head or both can 
themselves be patterned as structures of adverbial modification. The result is a complex struc- 
ture of adverbial modification. 

49.4. The Head as the Locus forAdverbia1 Recursion. When the head of a structure of adver- 
bial modification is itself a structure of adverbial modification, the pattern is "modifier + (head 
( = modifier + head))." The following are a few examples: 

Yohuac mauhcii btzahtzic. = She shouted frightenedly during the night. [The NNC yohuac 
modifies the structure of adverbial modification mauhcii Gtzahtzic.] 

Ompa ontlamahceuhtinencah niiuhyohual. = They were there doing penance for four 
nights. [Niiuhyohual modifies bmpa ontlamahc~uhtinencah.] 

Ca nel totech ihtauhqui. = It is truly a thing that has been promised to us. [Nel modifies 
totech ihtauhqui.] 

In tiyahciihuiin cencah mopachoah teniintitlan. = The braves crouch low beside the wall. 
[Teniintitlan modifies cencah mopachoah.] 

Niman ihciuhcii tlaihuah. = Immediately, he quickly sent out messengers. [Niman mod- 
ifies ihciuhcii tlaihuah.] 

Acaltica quimonhuicaqueh in Xicaliinco. = They carried them by boat to Xicalanco. 
[Xicaliinco modifies iicaltica quimonhuicaqueh.] 

Since the structure of adverbial modification is recursive, a complex structure can itself be 
modified. 

Ahciin huel tepan calaqui. = Nowhere can he enter among people. [Ahciin modifies huel 
tepan calaqui; huel modifies tepan calaqui; and tepan modifies calaqui.] 

The interrogative particle cuix, "perchance?" can participate in this "adverbial-modifier-plus- 
structure-of-adverbial-modification" construction. When the modifier is an inherently interrog- 
ative NNC, it must come fist. 

Quen cuix Gquiz? = In what manner did she leave? [Cf., Cuix bquiz? "Did she leave?"] 
QuGzquipa cuix bquirnihcalqueh? = How many times did they fight them? [Cf., Cuix 

bquimihcalqueh? "Did they fight them?"] 
fc cuix tiyiiz? = When will you go? [Cf., Cuix tiyiiz? "Will you go?"] 
Ciimpa cuix Gmicqueh? = Where did they die? [Cf., Cuix bmicqueh? "Did they die?" 

Notice also Ciin cuixpa bmicqueh? "Where did they die?"] 

In such question sentences, the cuix is, of course, optional; for example: 

QuGn bquiz? = In what manner did she leave? 

If there is no inherently interrogative modifier, cuix comes first: 
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Cuix ahm6 iitiquittac? = Didn't you see ie? 
Cuix tlaiicoxcii bquiz? = Did she leave sadly? 

Inherently interrogative NNCs can also modify a structure of adverbial modification con- 
taining mach. The result is a question that is tinged with exasperation or amazement. 

Ciin mach cochi? = Wherever does he sleep? Where the devil does he sleep? [Usually 
spelled canrnach. Cf., Mach cochi? "Does it seem that he is sleeping?"] 

Quen mach tiihuiya? = How in the world can you be content? [Usually spelled quem- 
mach. Cf., Mach tiihuiya? "Does it seem you are content?"] 

The adverbialized NNC nel, "in truth (either alone or with no zo: i.e., no zo nel or nel no 
zo) is used after an interrogative adverbial NNC to express a rhetorical question containing a 
note of surrender (acceptance of the lack of alternatives): 

Quen nel pan6z? = How else will he cross? How will he cross otherwise? [The implica- 
tion is that there is no other possible manner for him to cross. Traditionally written Quen- 
nel. Cf., Nel pan6z? "Will he really cross?'] 

Ciin no zo nel pan6z? - Ciin nel no zo pan6z? = Where else will he cross? Where else 
can he cross? [Usually written cannozonel and cannelnozo.] 

Ciimpa nel pan6z? = Where will he cross otherwise? [Traditionally written campanel. 
Notice also Ciin nelpa pan6z? which has the same translation. Traditionally written 
cannelpa.] 

49.5. The Mod$er as the Locus for Adverbial Recursion. When the adverbial modifier is 
itself a structure of adverbial modification, the pattern is "(modifier (= modifier + head)) + 
head." 

Mii cam6 yii6y6tica ticniimiquiciin in Te6tl. = Let's not meet the God with war. [The neg- 
ative adverbialized NNC cam6 modifies yiiiiyGtica, then the unit formed therewith mod- 
ifies ticniimiquiciin. Te6tl here refers to Cort6s.I 

There are many lexicalized collocations in which a particle modifies an adverbialized nuclear 
clause. As in the particle-plus-particle collocations in 8 3.4, the translation of the combination 
often seems unjustified by the translation of the constituent parts. The following are a few 
examples: 

oc achi = a little more; oc achto = first of all; oc cencah = especially/much more; oc ceppa 
= one more time, again; oc huiilcah = very, exceedingly; oc nohmah = still; oc iuh = 
still; oc ic = meanwhile; still at that time (traditionally written oquic); oc yehua = at a 
prior time, in past times; 

quin iixciin = recently, a little whle ago; quin ihcuiic = at that time, then; quin yehua = 
recently, a little while ago; quin iz = recently, a little while ago; quin @pan = later, 
finally (lit., "afterwards in the time of s.0."); quin iuh =just recently 

ye iixciin = at this time, around this time; ye cen = lastly; ye cue1 = already; ye nspa = fur- 
ther on; ye nechca = days ago; ye tlahcah = it is late (referring to time between dawn 
and noon); ye te6tliic = it is late (referring to time between noon and dusk); ye yehua = 
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a while ago; ye cue1 yPhua =just a while ago; ye huel yPhua = quite some time ago; 
ye bn huiptla = the day before yesterday (always written ye ohuiptla; concerning In/ + 
/W/, see 5 2.12.5); ye bn Pybpan = three days ago; ye bn niiuhy6pan = four days ago; 
etc. (For the matrix nounstem (pan)-0- in such collocations, see 5 47.3.3.) 

zan achtzan = many times, quite frequently; zan icah = seldom; zan iz = nearby, right 
here; zan niman = immediately; zan onciin = right there, in that very place; zan cue1 = 
soon, in a short time; zan iy6lic = little by little; zan ihuiyiin = little by little; zan 
quPmman = now and then, once in a while, occasionally; zan tlapic = without reason, 
without purpose; zan nPn = in vain; zan cen = together, at one and the same time; zan 
quen mach = little by little (usually written zan quemmach) 

zii nPn = by chance; zii @pan = afterward, finally, lastly (lit., "only in the time of s.o."); 
zii cemi = once and for all, only once; zii cen = once and for all, only once; zii achi = 
almost, nearly; to come near (to doing s.th.) 

zii zo canah = anywhere; zii zo canahpa = from anywhere; zii zo ciimpa = anywhere, no 
matter where; zii zo ic in = anytime, no matter when (traditionally written za zo iquin, 
or with elision zaciquin; see 2.13); zii zo quPmman = anytime (today), no matter 
when (today); zii zo quPn = no matter how; zii zo eh = at last (usually written zaceh, with 
elision. For eh, see 16.3.) 

Included among these collocation are the many negative adverbial expressions involving 
ah#, ca#, ahmb, and camb. Many examples have already been given. Here are a few more: 

ayoc ic = nevermore, never again (traditionally written ayoquic); aya quPmman = early; 
aya m6 = not yet; aya ic = never until now; aic = never (for ay# + ic); ahquPn = at no 
place; ahoc m6 = no longer (traditionally written aocmo); etc. 

In addition to the collocations already indicated, many others of this type are written solid 
in traditional texts; for example, zatepan, ocachi, yecuel, zaniz, zacemi, etc. 

49.6. Zntensijiers. Among the most frequent adverbial modifiers of adverbial modifiers is a 
group of adverbialized NNCs and VNCs known as "intensifiers" (also called "qualifiers"). In 
addition to being able to perform normal adverbial functions, the members of this group have 
the special capability of intensifying the meaning of their head (compare English "terribly" in 
"terribly slowly"). In this function the adverbial modifier always precedes its head. When func- 
tioning as an intensifier, an adverbial nuclear clause may have a special translation value. The 
following are a few of the most common intensifiers: 

achi = almost, somewhat, slightly 
cencah = very 
huiilcah = much more; more, most 
cenquizcii = entirely, perfectly 
huel = quite, very, more 
nel = truly, really 
neneuhcii = equally 
tlacuiiuh = strongly, especially 
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The adverbialized NNC niman, "at this very moment, now," takes on an intensifier function 
when appearing before negatives, where it is translated "absolutely." For example: niman 
ahciin = absolutely nowhere, nowhere at all; niman aic = absolutely never, at no time what- 
soever; niman ahrnb = absolutely not, not at all; nimiin ahhuel = absolutely unable to. Notice 
also its translation value in the collocation niman iixciin, "immediately afterward." 

There are also a few adverbial particles that can perform as intensifiers: 

ahzo = perhaps 
zan = only, merely, just 
zii = only, merely 

There are a number of lexicalized collocations of intensifier plus adverbial. The following 
are a few examples: 

achi iuh = almost thus (frequently written achiuh); cencah zan achihtbnca = in an exceed- 
ingly short space of time; cencah zan canah = in exceedingly few places 

huel iixciin = at this very moment; huel achto = first of all; huel miecpa = very many 
times, frequently; huel cenyohual = for the entire night, during the entire night; huel 
ipan = moderately, fairly; at a good time; huel ihcuiic = right at that time, right then; huel 
imrnan = right at this moment, right then 

ayoc iixciin = with difficulty, hardly [Traditionally written ayocaxcan. See ayiixciin in 
46.3.1 .a.] 

The following are a few examples of sentences containing intensifiers: 

Zan tequitl bnitlacuah. = I just ate. I only ate. I didn't do anything but eat. [Tequitl occurs 
here in first-degree adverbialization: "with work, by means of work; diligently"; see 
44.4.1 .] 

Huel itech peuhticah in Quetzalcbiitl in ixquich in tblti5caybtl. = All craftsmanship is 
beginning right in connection with Quetzalcoatl. 

Huel miyecciin ihcaca in cacahuatl catca. = What was cacao stood in quite a number of 
places. 

Zan ipaltzinco tit-&aticoh in toTecuiyo. = Only by the grace of our Lord have we come 
to know ourselves. [or "one another"] 

Ahzo achihtzin quimotoctiliz in yehhuiitzin toTeucyo. = Perhaps for a little while he 
who is our Lord will prop him up. 

Note: As an adverbial modifier of a modifier, the intensifier can also function as the modifier of an adjectival 
NNC. 

In cencah huehhueintin intetihuiin Otomih bmentin. = The very big gods of the Otornis are two in num- 
ber. [Cencah modifies huehhueintin, and the unit cencah huehhueintin modifies intebhuiin.] 

Quichihuah in huel cuiicualli cactli = They make very excellent sandals. [Cuiicualli (which is an intensive 
form of cualli, "it is a good thing") is modified by huel, and the unit huel cuiicualli modifies cactli.] 

In ihqueh in quititlanih in mitl in achi pitziihuac. = These use the arrow that is slightly slender. These use 
slightly slender arrows. [Achi modifies pitziihuac, and the unit achi pitziihuac modifies mitl.] 

49.7. Recursion within the Adverbial Modifier. A modifier of an adverbial modifier can 
exhibit recursion. The following are a few collocations that show this: 
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ye nb ceppa = once again [Traditionally written yenoceppa.] 
huel zan icah = quite seldom [Frequently written huel zanicah.] 
ahzo zan nbhuiyiin = perhaps everywhere [Traditionally written azozan nohuian.] 
quin zii tPpan =just afterward [Traditionally written quin zatepan.] 
zan niman ahm6 = absolutely not 
quin huel iixciin =just at this very moment 
niman ye ic = immediately thereupon, immediately after that 

49.8. Collocations of Adverbial Adjunct Plus "Appositive." Another very frequent kind of 
recursion inside the modifier in a structure of adverbial modification that is found in place and 
time adverbials. A unit is formed by combining an adverbial adjunct (nuclear clause or parti- 
cle) having a general place or time meaning with an adverbialized NNC that has a more spe- 
cific place or time meaning (compare English "there in the corner" or "last night at ten o'clock," 
where the prepositional phrases "in the corner" and "at ten o'clock" identify more precisely the 
place and time respectively of the adverbial expressions "there" and "last night"). In this stnzc- 
ture of adverbial apposition, the modifier follows the head. 

iixciin tebtliic = this afternoon [lit., today in the afternoon] 
mbztla tebtliic = tomorrow afternoon 
huiptla tebtliic = day-after-tomorrow afternoon 
yalhua tebtliic = yesterday afternoon 
iixciin yohualtica = tonight, during tonight, for tonight 
iixciin xihuitl = this year, during the present year 
yiilhua imman in = yesterday at this time 
niciin pani = up here on top 
niciin moniihuac = here beside you 
bmpa MPxihco = there in Mexihco 

The following are a few sentences showing the construction: 

Mochintin onciin onhuetzqueh in iitl. = All fell there into the water. [The NNC iitl is here 
functioning as an instance of first-degree adverbialization.] 

Ca bmpa tihuiillahqueh in Mexihco. = We have come from there in Mexihco. 
Quicalaquihqueh -miical in bmpa Xbcbtitlan. = They caused their boat(s) to enter there 

at Xocotitlan. 
Mii onciin pani tlanPzyiin huiilmotl8li in quenamih inemac. = May his gifts of what- 

ever kind be placed there above in the place where everything is bright. [I.e., "place of 
brightness"; see 5 46.5, note 3.1 

Onciin iniihuac niyeznequi. = I want to be there beside her. 
Mii tlapiyelo in n6huiyiin iitenco. = Let guard be kept everywhere along the coast. 
Nirnan iqui?zquilhuiybc iintetl in gcalli quizaco. = Then several days later two boats came 

forth. [Literally, "two that were boats came to exit."] 

Note: Adverbial collocations created by modification must be distinguished from those created by conjunction. 
For example, in the phrase Pxciin mochipa, "now and always," i.e., "from now on," SxcPn does not stand in a 
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structure of modification with mochipa but is coordinately linked with it (see 52.2). Another example is mijztla 
huiptla, "tomorrow and the day after," i.e., "in the future," "from now on." 

49.9. Recursion in Both the Modij?er and the Head in Structures of Adverbial Modij?cation. 
When both the modifier and the head in a structure of adverbial modification are themselves 
structures of adverbial modification, the pattern is "( modifier ( = modifier + head)) + (head ( 
= modifier + head))." 

Niman ic 6mpa yahqueh. = Immediately thereupon, they went there. [The structure of 
adverbial modification niman ic modifies the structure of adverbial modification 6mpa 
yahqueh.] 

The possibility of recursion means that such structures can be increasingly complex. 

Niman ye ic 6mpa yahqueh in Chol6lliin. = Immediately after that they went there to 
Cholollan. 

49.10. The Adverbialized Nuclear Clause as Principal Clause. There is another construction 
involving adverbial nuclear clauses (or constructions centered on them) that, while not a mat- 
ter of adverbial modification, can be conveniently discussed here, since the structure is the 
reverse of that described in the foregoing paragraphs. The adverbial unit is functioning not as 
the adjunct but as the principal. A number of examples showing this usage have already been 
given. The following are a few more. 

1. Time. The construction is more frequent in Nahuatl than its counterpart in English. 

Ca ahoc m6 huehca; ahzo zii eilhuitl ahxihual6z. = It is indeed not far now; perhaps 
it is in only three days that it will be reached. [English prefers "perhaps it will be 
reached in only three days."] 

Niippa in poziihua. = It is four times that she swells up. [English prefers "She swells up 
four times."] 

Ca ye imonequiyiin in ic titequitizqueh. = Indeed already it is its needed time when 
thereupon we shall work; i.e., Now is the time when we shall work; i.e., Now is the 
time for us to work. It is time for us to get to work. 

Cenyohual in cuicah. = It is all night that they sing. [English prefers "They sing all 
night."] 

Cikenyohual in nitgmiqui. = It is every night that I dream. [English prefers "I dream 
every night."] 

Ca ye ixquich ciihuitl in cencah tiquittaznequih. = It is indeed already for a long time 
that we much wish to see him. [English prefers "For a long time we have greatly 
wished to see him."] 

Hue1 cemilhuitl in manca yii6y6tl. = It was for one full day that the battle lasted. [Eng- 
lish prefers "The battle lasted for one full day."] 

Ca ye imman in ticcentliizazqueh in toy6llo. = It is already time that we shall make up 
our minds; i.e., It is time for us to make up our minds. 

Oc hue1 yohuan in calaquih. = It is still very dark when they enter. 
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0milhuitl in huiiqui. = It is in two days that it becomes dry. [English prefers "In two 
days it becomes dry." "It is dry after two days."] 

Huehciiuhtica in nehcalihuac in tiiinquizco. = It was for a long time that people 
fought in the marketplace. [English prefers "Fighting went on for a long time in the 
marketplace."] 

2. Place. The construction is not as frequent as the time construction described above. 

Zan cectlapal in huiilonotiyah in iicalli. = It was at one side only that the boat(s) came 
floating along. [English prefers "The boat(s) came floating along at one side only."] 

Ca 6mpa in quizaquiuh. = Verily it is there that he will come in order to leave. Verily 
there is where he will come out. 

ZS tepan monohmahnextih zan ye n6 onciin in motliilico. = Afterwards he appeared 
of his own free will in the very same place where he had come in order to sit. 

Ca nel ahm6 niciin tocenchiin in tliilticpac. = Our eternal home is truly not here on 
earth. [Niciin . . . in tliilticpac is a structure of adverbial apposition (see $ 49.8). 
Tocenchiin is the supplementary subject of the missing VNC cah (see 18.9).] 

Texcalco in tliicati. = It is among the crags that it is born. [English prefers "It is born 
among the crags."] 

Zan cuauhtlah in mochihua. = It is just in the forest that it makes itself; i.e., It is just 
in the forest that it grows. [English prefers "It grows just in the forest."] 

3. Manner: 

Cencah ihuiyiin in yahtihuih. = It is very softly that they keep going. [English prefers 
"They keep going very softly."] 

Ca zii zan quen in ticualani. = It is indeed in a senseless manner that you become angry; 
i.e., You are getting angry for no reason. 

Ahmb zan quen in tichiciihua. = It is not in some vague manner that you are strong; 
i.e., You are really strong. 

Zan hue1 ihciuhcii in huiilahxihuaya = It was very swiftly that people were reaching 
here. [English prefers "People were reaching here very swiftly."] 

4. To maintain their interrogative status, interrogative adverbial NNCs must appear in sen- 
tence-initial position. This obligatory position tends to upgrade the adverbial adjunct to the 
rank of a principal clause and thereby downgrade the original principal clause to the rank of 
an adjunct, which explains the frequency of occurrence of the adjunctor in after an interroga- 
tive adverbial NNC (compare what happens with the interrogative pronominal NNCs tleh and 
Pc in 43.4). Traditionally, the adjunctor in is written solid with the interrogative NNC, thereby 
falsifying the syntactical relationships. Here the in is written separately whenever an adjoined 
clause is present. Quen is, of course, an exception (que in is never found). 

Ciin in tiyiiznequi? = To where is it that you want to go? I.e., Where do you want to go? 
Ciin in mach tinehnentinemi? = To where is it that notably you go along walking? I.e., 

Where the blazes have you wandered off to? 
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fc in Ghuiillahqueh? = When was it that they came? Le., When did they come? 
Ic in mach timozcaliz? = When is it that notably you will revive? Le., When the devil 

are you going to wake up (i.e., become aware of how things are)? When the devil will 
you come to your senses? 

Quemman in titlacuiizqueh? = When is it (today) that we shall eat? I.e., When shall we 
eat? At what time are we going to eat? 

Quen in Gmic? = In what manner was it that he died? I.e., How did he die? 

When one of these sentences is included as part of a larger sentence, the interrogative adver- 
bial NNC ceases to be interrogative but the principal-to-adjunct relationship within the 
included sentence remains the same. 

AhmG nimitzilhuiz in ciin in niyiiznequi. = I shall not tell you where it is that I want 
to go. I shall not tell you where I want to go. 

oquicac in quen in huetzi in inniihuatil in tlequiquixtli. = He heard how the fire- 
trumpet fell at their order; i.e., He heard how the gun discharged at their order. 
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Adverbial Modification (Part Two) 

50.1. Nonadverbialized Clauses or Clause Units Adjoined as Adverbial Modijiers. Structures 
of adverbial modification can be more complicated than those presented in Lesson 49. There 
the adverbial modifier was an adverbialized nuclear clause (i.e., a nuclear clause with an adver- 
bialized subject pronoun) or an adverbial unit with such a clause as its head. In the structures 
of adverbial modification presented in this lesson, the adverbial modifier is not adverbialized; 
it is merely an adjoined clause (or clause unit) that may or may not contain an explicit indi- 
cation (i.e., an adjoined adverbialized NNC) of the nature of the adverbial modification. There 
are ten meaning types, which will be taken up in the following paragraphs. 

50.2. Erne. The principal clause unit is modified by an adverbial clause unit that has a tem- 
poral meaning. 

1. The temporal meaning may be implicit, with the adjoined clause unit containing no 
time-indicating NNC: 

Ye Gnitlacuah in Gahcico. = Already I-ate-s.th. adjr he-came-to-arrive; i.e., I had already 
eaten when he arrived. [Notice that the preterit tense in the principal clause is trans- 
lated as an English past perfect tense.] 

In tihuiill2z, ye Gnitlacuah. = Adjr you-will-come, already I-ate-xth.; i.e., When you 
come, I shall already have eaten. [The future tense in the adjunct is translated as an 
English present tense, and the preterit tense in the principal is translated as a future 
perfect tense.] 

Ye Gcuel nitlacuah in hu2lhzqueh. =Already quickly I-have-eaten adjr they-will-come; 
i.e., I shall already have eaten when they come. 

Ye Gcuel mic in tahciquiuh. = Already quickly he-has-died adjr you-will-come-in-order- 
to-arrive; i.e., He will already have died when you get here. 

In Gcetica micqueh, mochipa tlaGcoxtinerni in centetl. = Adjr by-means-of-one they- 
have-died, always it-goes-along-being-sad adjr it-is-one-rock; i.e., When one of them 
has died, the other always lives in mourning. 
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In 6quicac in iuh tlan6n6tzqueh in titlantin, cencah momauhtih. = Adjr he-heard-it 
adjr thus they-reported-things adjr they-are-messengers, very he-became-afraid; i.e., 
When he heard the messengers report in this manner, he became very afraid. [The 
unit iuh tlan6n6tzqueh in titlantin functions as the supplementary object in cross- 
reference to the object pronoun qui-0 in 6quicac.I 

In titlathuic, ye n6 ceppa hue1 quicentliiz in toyii6uh. = Adjr it-dawned, already one- 
more-time sucessfully he-threw-it-as-one adjr he-is-our-enemy; i.e., When it had 
dawned, our foes once again made an assault. [The singular subject pronoun in qui- 
centliiz and in its supplementary subject toyii6uh may be an example of nonanima- 
tion or of generality. It should be noticed that the preterit tense in the adjunct is trans- 
lated as a pluperfect tense in English.] 

In 6iuh quicac in, MotWcz6ma cencah nomauhtih. = Adjr thus he-heard-this, he-is- 
Moteuczoma very he-allowed-himself-to-become-afraid; i.e., When he had thus heard 
this, Moteuczoma became very afraid. 

In the preceding example iuh is an adverbialized VNC; in the following examples it is a non- 
adverbialized VNC. 

In ye iuh, 6mic. = Adjr already it-became-thus, he-died; i.e., When this had become the 
state of affairs, he died. [In old texts in ye iuh is frequently written iyeiuh; In/ + /y/ > [y] .] 

In 6iuh 6nxihuit1, 6mpa 6ahcico. = Adjr it-became-thus for-two-years, he-came-in- 
order-to-arrive there; i.e., When things had been in tlvs state of affairs for two years, 
he reached there. After two years, he reached there. [This could also be expressed as 
In ye iuh Gnxihuitl, 6mpa 6ahcico. The particles ye and are synonymous.] 

The preterit agentive NNC iuhqui, "it is a thing that has become thus," can also be used in this 
construction: 

In ye iuhqui, 6yahqueh. = Adjr already it-was-such-a-condition, they-went; i.e., When 
this had come to pass, they left. 

In ye iuhqui in, niman quimilhuih in capitan, "Tlii xiccaquiciin!" = Adjr-already- 
this-was-the-way-it-was, immediately adjr he-is-captain he-said-it-to-them, "lf-only 
you-(p1)-may-listen"; i.e., When this was the way things stood, the captain said to 
them, "Listen!" 

The construction may be elliptical (i.e., without the iuhqui): 

Auh in in, mii xiquihto in izquitlamantli ic tinechniihuatiz. = And adjr it-is-this-one, 
$-only you-may-say adjr they-are-all-the-things wherewith you-will-command-me; 
i.e., And since this is the case, tell me everything you will command of me. 

Nahuatl also extends the use of this temporal construction to express the equivalent of Eng- 
lish expressions such as "one out of ten," etc.: 

In mahtliictli, ce. - In mahtliictetl, centetl. - In mahtliictlamantli, centlamantli. = 
When they are ten in number, it-is-one-in-number; i.e., It is one out of ten. 

In caxt6lli once, 6me. = They are two out of sixteen. 
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2. The temporal meaning may be explicitly expressed by an adverbialized NNC in the 
adjoined clause unit: 

In ihcuiic tihuiilliiz, ye 6nitlacuah. = Adjr at-the-time you-will-come, already I-have- 
eaten-s.th.; i.e., By the time you come, I shall have already eaten. When you come, I 
shall have already eaten. 

Ye 6cuGl nitlacuah, in ihcu2c huiilliizqueh. =Already quickly I-have-eaten, adjr at that 
time they-will-come; i.e., I shall already have eaten by the time they come. 

Ihcuiic patliini, zan cen quiquinacatiuh. = At the time it-flies, just forever it-goes- 
buzzing; i.e., When it flies, it always makes a buzzing sound. 

Instead of ihcugc, the synonymous possessive-state adverbialized NNC ic can be used. 

Hue1 tecocoh in ic tecua. = It-causes-S.O. quite-a-lot-ofpain adjr at-the-time it-bites-s.o.; 
i.e., It is quite painful when it bites one. 

Ch6ca in ic mote6chihua. = He-cries adjr at-the-time he-prays; i.e., He cries when 
he prays. He cries while praying. [This is synonymous with Ch6ca ihcu2c 
mote6chihua.l 

Ca ye imman in ic titequitizqueh. = Indeed already this it-is-the-moment at which we 
shall work; i.e., Now is the time when we shall work. Now is the time for us to work. 
[This could also be expressed by Ca ye irnrnan in titequitizqueh.] 

The adverbial particle oc frequently modifies ic in this usage. Traditionally the two are writ- 
ten solid as oquic. 

Mii cam6 xicochi in oc ic temachtilo. = Do not sleep adjr still at the time people teach 
people; i.e., Do not sleep while teaching is going on. 

Other temporal adverbial expressions besides ihcuiic and ic may appear in the embed of ths  
construction: 

In aya m6 t6na, mocentl2lihqueh in teteoh. = Adjr not-yet at-all it-is-sunshming, they- 
are-the-gods they sat-down-as-one; i.e., Before there was sunlight, the gods sat down 
together. [Notice that the present tense in the adjunct is translated as the past tense in 
English.] 

In aya m6 miqui, mihtatiiiya. = Adjr not-yet at-all she-dies, she-used-to-dance; i.e., 
Before she died, she danced. Before she was sacrificed, she danced. [Again, notice the 
translation of the present tense.] 

In oc titletliiliah, xitlachpiinaciin. = Adjr still we-lay-fires, may-you-(p1)-sweep; i.e., 
While we are laying fires, do (pl) the sweeping. 

Ye miicuilli, 6niquittac. = Already it-is-five-in-number, I-saw-him; i.e., I saw him five 
days ago. [Mscuilli = miicuililhuitl, "it is five days."] 

3. The principal clause unit may contain a corroborating adverbial element. 

In ihcuiic 6may2nal6c, zan n6 ihcuiic 6necoc616c. = Adjr at-the-time people-became- 
hungry, only also at-the-time people-became-sick; i.e., When there was a famine, then 
sickness also spread. 
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In bconittac, mec tzahtzi. = Adjr he-saw-him, then he-shouts; i.e., When he has seen 
him, then he shouts. After he has seen him, then he shouts. [The adjoined clause con- 
tains no adverbial element; see subsection 1 above.] 

Ihcuiic mic in Moteuczbma, niman quinhuiilrniimaltihqueh. = At the time Moteuc- 
zoma died, immediately they had them carry him hither; i.e., When Moteuczoma died, 
they immediately had them bring him here. 

Note: At times the principal clause within the adverbial clause unit is an adverbialized NNC as predicate with a 
demonstrative pronominal NNC as its subject. The tense of the VNC in the higher principal clause determines the 
past, present, or future time reference of the adverbialized NNC. 

In ihcuac in, huiilcalacqueh. = Adjr this was at that time, they-came-in; i.e., When this was occurring, they 
came in. While this was occurring, they came in. Meanwhile, they came in. 

The construction can, however, be downgraded to become merely an instance of 5 49.2. 
Quil mach in niciin in ic in 6n 6huiillahqueh. = It-is-said namely adjr to-this-place adjr at-its-time adjr it- 

is-that-one they-came; i.e., It is said that they came here in past times. [The in 6n is the supplementary 
possessor of the possessor pronoun I-0 in the NNC ic. The collocation in ic in 6n is traditionally written 
in iquin on.] 

Ahm6 yPppa iz chanehqueh in MPxihcah. Quil can in huehca 6huiillahqueh in ic in 6n. = Not formerly 
here were homeowners adjr Mexihcas. It-is-said it-was-a-place adjr far-away they-came adjr at-its-time 
adjr it-is-that-one; i.e., The Mexihcas did not dwell here previously. It is said they came from a distant 
place in past times. 

Quil mach in niciin in ic in 6n hualliizqueh. = It-is-said namely adjr to-this-place adjr at-its-time adjr it-is- 
that-one they-will-come; i.e., It is said that they will come here in times to come. 

Tleh in quinPzciiy6tia in in tPmictli? At itlah ye huitz. At itlah topan mochihuaz in ic in 6n. = What-is-it 
adjr it-means adjr it-is-this-one it-is-a-dream? Perhaps s.th. already comes. Perhaps it-is-s.th. upon-us it- 
will-make-itselfadjr at-its-time adjr it-is-that-one; i.e., What does this dream mean? Perhaps something 
will soon come [upon us]. Perhaps something will happen to us at some future time. 

50.3. Place. The principal clause unit is modified by an adverbial clause unit that has a loca- 
tive meaning. 

Oconah~itih~ueh onci in  miquiz. = They-caused-her-to-arrive to-that- place she-will-die; 
i.e., They carried hdr  to the place where she would die. They carried her to where she 
would be sacrificed. [Notice the use of the future tense to signify future time from a past 
moment.] 

Hue1 ihciuhcii ahcitihuetziyah in ciimpa huiah. = They-used-to-abruptly-arrive very 

quickly adjr to-the-place they-were-going; i.e., They would arrive very swiftly to where 
they were going. 

Xiquitta in nochpbchtzin, in bmpa piyalo. = See-her adjr she-is-my-daughter,  adjr 
at-that-place she-is-guarded; i.e., Look upon my daughter there where she is guarded. 
[Nochpbchtz in  is usually spelled nochpotzin.] 

Note: At times the principal clause within the adverbial clause unit is an adverbialized NNC with a subject 
because of the omission of cah or catca. 

In 6mpa in, cencah t6na. = Adjr at-that-place it-is-this-one, the-sun-shinesfully; i.e., There it is very hot. 
This construction affords another interpretation for sentences such as the following that can also be seen as struc- 
tured according to 5 49.8. 

Quimonciihuayah in -inpilhu3n in 6mpa telpikhcalli. = They-left-them adjr they-were-their-sons adjr at-that- 
place the-young-men's-house; i.e., They used to leave their sons there in the young-men's house. [This 
interpretation assumes that 6mpa telpikhcalli is a reduced version of 6mpa catca tPlpikhcalli, "the young- 
men's house was there." Either way the structure is understood, there is only one English translation.] 
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Huiilmauhciiquizqueh in onciin imiiltepeuh. = They-came-frightenedly-out adjr at-that-place it-was- 
their-city; i.e., They frightenedly left from their city there. [This interpretation assumes that onciin imiil- 
tepeuh is a reduced version of onciin catca -hniiltepGuh, "their city was there." As in the preceding exarn- 
ple, the English translation does not distinguish between this interpretation and the appositive one 
described in 49.8.1 

50.4. Manner. The principal clause unit is modified by an adverbial clause unit that indicates 
the manner in which the action, event, etc., occurs. 

QuinnahnPmicqueh, in iuh mochihuaya ye huehcguh. = They-received-them severally, 
adjr thus it-used-to-make-itself already at-a-long-time; i.e., They received each of them, 
as was done in the old days. 

In biuh mihtoh itlaht6lo Xipe, zan ye n6 iuh mochihuaya. = Adjr thus it-said-itself it- 
was-his-description he-was-Xipe, only already also thus it-used-to-do-itseg i.e., As has 
been told in the description of Xipe, just so was it done. 

MP nemohua in quen in nemohuaz. = If-only people-may-live adjr in-the-manner adjr 
people-will-live; i.e., Let people live as they will live. 

50.5. Consideration. The principal clause unit is modified by an adverbial clause unit that 
expresses such notions as "concerning," "regarding," "with regard to," "in relation to," "with 
reference to," etc. The construction should be especially noted, since it might be confused with 
the included-referent supplementation of 5 19.3. That the adjoined clause is adverbial, not sub- 
stantival (i.e., not a supplementary object), can best be seen in a sentence that has an intransi- 
tive VNC in the principal clause unit. 

Hue1 xinacazbciin, tleh in quihtbz. = Use-your-ears well what-it-is adjr he-will-say; i.e., 
Listen carefully to what he will say. 

The adverbial nature of the adjunct is again clear when the principal contains a reflexive VNC. 
The verb m-o-(mati), "to know oneself," in this construction is translated "to think," "to 
assume," "to conjecture," "to hold an opinion," "to believe," "to be convinced." 

Ninomati ca in notlah ihciuhcii quipoloa in iPxcP. = I-know-myself indeed adjr he-is-my- 
uncle swiftly he-destroys-it adjr it-is-his-property; i.e., I know myself with regard to my 
uncle's consuming his possessions quickly; i.e., I think that my uncle is consuming his 
possessions quickly. 

Cequintin momatqueh ca bmpa in quizaquiuh. = They-were-some they-knew-them- 
selves indeed it-is-from-there adjr he comes-in-order-to-exit; i.e., Some knew them- 
selves with regard to his coming out there; i.e., Some thought he would come out there. 
[Notice the use of the future tense of the purposive VNC to signify a future from a 
past moment.] 

Ninomatiya ahca zo ayPc nechpalehuiz. = I-used-to-know-myself perhaps he-is-no-one 
he-will-help-me; i.e., I thought that perhaps no one would help me. [The future tense is 
used to express a future time in the past. The collocation ahca zo ayiic, "perhaps no 
one," is usually spelled solid and with elision (and no glottal stop) as acazayac. This 
could also have been expressed by ahzo ayPc (or in the traditional spelling azayac).] 
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The adverbial nature of the adjunct may not be so immediately obvious when the principal 
contains a transitive VNC with a projective object pronoun. If, however, that object pronoun 
is nonspecific, the construction cannot be included-referent supplementation (see 19.3). 

Titlamatizqueh, %c yeh tlani huetziz. = We-will-know-s.th., who is he who will-fall down- 
ward; i.e., We will know s.th. regarding who is the one who will fall downward; i.e., We 
will know which one will fall down. 

Ahoc iic ontlamati in quen in 6mpa ahcito. = No-longer he-is-anyone he-knows-s.th. adjr 
what-was-the-manner adjr he-went-in-order-to-arrive at-that-place; i.e., No longer does 
anyone know s.th. regarding how he went in order to arrive there; i.e., No longer does any- 
one know how he arrived there. [Compare this adverbial construction with that of included 
reference in 0quimah in quen in zan huiilmocuepqueh, "He knew how they had 
returned," where the adjoined clause quen in zan huiilmocuepqueh is a supplementary 
object in cross-reference to its head, the nuclear object pronoun qui-0 of 6quimah.l 

Huel xontlachiye a n  ye huitzeh. = Well watch through-what-place already they-are-coming; 
i.e., Watch well with regard to where they come; i.e., Watch well to see where they come. 

In iic in tec6huaz cencah huel motlahtlattiliiiya in iic yehhuatl ciinaz. = Adjr he-is-some- 
one adjr he-will-buy-s.0. very well he-used-to-see-various-thi~gs-for-himseladjr who- 
is-he he-is-the-one he-will-take-him; i.e., Whoever was going to buy s.0. considered (H) 
things very carefully with regard to who was to be the one he would take; i.e., Whoever 
was going to buy a slave considered very carefully which one he was going to take. 

When VNCs in both the principal and the adjunct clauses have personal pronouns with shared 
reference, care must be taken not to confuse the structure of adverbial modification with a 
structure of supplementation. 

Namechittaznequi in quen in antlahpalihuih. = I-wish-to-see-you-(pl) adjr in-what-man- 
ner-it-is adjr you-(p1)-are-stalwart; i.e., I wish to see you with regard to how stalwart you 
are. I wish to see you to know how stalwart you are; i.e., I wish to see how stalwart you 
are. 

Namechyehyec6znequi in quen in anchiciihuaqueh. = I-want-to-test-you-(pl) adjr 
in-what-manner-it-is adjr you-(p1)-are-strong; i.e., I want to test you with reference to 
how strong you are. I want to test you to see how strong you are; i.e., I want to test how 
strong you (pl) are. 

Huel quimemiliah in quen in huel quinchihuazqueh. = Well they-dwell-on-them adjr 
in-what-manner adjr successully they-will-make-them; i.e., They study them carefully 
concerning how they will perform well against them; i.e., They study them carefully to 
find out how well they will perform against them. 

50.6. Purpose. The adverbial clause may express the purpose of the action, event, etc., in the 
principal clause. The VNCs in the two clauses frequently have personal pronouns that share 
the same referent. 

1. The adjoined clause may contain no explicit expression of purpose. Its NNC is usually 
in the future tense. 
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Calaquih in temictizqueh. = They-enter adjr they-will-kill-people; i.e., They enter in 
order to kill people. 

Quihuicah in tlahtoiini in teniimiquizqueh. = They-accompany-him adjr he-is-the- 
chief adjr they-will-meet-s.0; i.e., They accompany the chief in order to meet 
someone. 

Huih in quiciihuazqueh in m6ntli. = They-go adjr they-will-abandon-him adjr he-is- 
the-son-in-law; i.e., They go so that they can abandon the son-in-law. 

In MotPuczbmatzin ahmb tlaniihuatiiiya in acah quinyiibchihuaz. = Adjr he-is- 
Moteuczoma not he-was-giving-commands adjr he-is-someone he-will-make-war-on- 
them; i.e., Moteuczoma did not give commands in order that anyone make war on 
them. Moteuczoma did not command anyone to make war on them. [Compare the 
sentence in 5 45.4.4.b.l 

The adjunctor in need not appear in front of the adjoined adverbial clause. 

Ticciihuah telpbchtiz. = We-leave-him he-will-become-a-youth; i.e., We leave him so 
that he will become a youth. 

Huitzeh quinbnbtzazqueh in tlahtoiini. = They-come they-will-inform-him adjr he-is- 
the-chief; i.e., They come in order to inform the chief. 

MS tihuiiin tiitatacazqueh. = Let's-go we-shall-dig-for-water; i.e., Let's go in order to 
dig for water. 

The tense of the VNC in the adjoined clause unit can be other than the future tense. 

Zii tlapehpentli in quinbtza in iitli. = Only he-is- the-chosen-one adjr he-summons-him 
adjr he-drinks-water; i.e., Only the chosen one is the one whom he summons in order 
to drink. 

Hue1 ixquich tliicatl by& in quittazquiya. = Quite he-is-everyone he-is-a-person he- 
went adjr he-would-see-him; i.e., Every single person went in order to see him. 

The purposive VNCs of Lesson 29 may be combined with a VNC built on the verbstems 
(ya-uh) and (huiil-la-uh) to express more emphatically the notion of purposive action. 

Oniyah nicuicato. 
= I went in order to sing. 

Oniyah bnicuicato. 
Niyauh nicuicatiuh. = I am going in order to sing. 
Niyiiz nicuicatiuh. = I shall go in order to sing. 
~nihuiillah nicuicaco. l = I came in order to sing. 
~nihuiillah bnicuicaco. 
Nihuiillauh nicuicaco. = I am coming in order to sing. 
Nihuiilliiz nicuicaquiuh. = I shall come in order to sing. 

The purposive VNCs may be used in the more usual type of adverbial clause of purpose. 

Moteuczbma quihuah ce tliicatl in quinniirniquito Espaiioles. = He-was-Moteuczoma 
he-sent-him he-was-one he-was-a-person adjr he-went-in-order-to-meet-them they- 
were-Spaniards; i.e., Moteuczoma sent a person in order that he go to meet the 
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Spaniards. [Occasionally, as in this instance, the construction is ambiguous: in quin- 
niimiquito Espadoles might be construed as an adjectival clause, "who went to meet 
the Spaniards."] 

Remarks: When the adjunctor in is not present, the construction expressing purpose resembles certain conjunc- 
tive constructions (see 52.2.1); compare English "go (in order to) buy it" and "go and buy it." 

In tlenamacac yauh quinnacaztecpahuia. = The fire priest goes in order to cut their ears with a flint knife. The 
fire priest goes and cuts their ears with a flint knife. 

Mbmbztla eh niyauh niquitta nomil. = Every day I go to see my field. Every day I go and see my field. [The 
collocation mbmbztla eh is usually written solid: momoztlaeh.] 

The construction does not always contain a strong notion of purpose. 
Ye yauh bnxiuhtiz in mochiuh. = Already it goes in order to become two years that it happened; i.e., It will 

soon be two years since it happened. 

2. The adjoined clause may suggest the purposive notion by means of the particle rnii (or 
in m%) plus a VNC in the optative mood. 

In ahzo itlah 6quilciiuhtiyah, in rnii oc concui, aoc m6 hueliti. = Adjr perhaps he- 
went-away-having-forgotten sometlung, adjr if only still he-may-go-get-it, not-any- 
longer he-is-able; i.e., If perhaps he went away forgetting something, in order to go get 
it, he is no longer able; i.e., If he forgot something, he could not go back and get it. 

Pohpolihuiz in Mexihcatl, mii cam6 ami2chy6lihtlaciiciin. = The Mexihca-man will 
become thoroughly destroyed, if-only they not harm you (pl); i.e., The Mexihcas will 
be destroyed so that they will not harm you. [Notice the shift from singular number 
in the principal to plural number in the adjunct. This is possible because Mi2xihcatl 
is used in a collective sense (see 12.6).] 

The notion of "lest" is expressed by an adjoined clause unit introduced by rnii or in mii 
plus a VNC in the admonitive mood. 

Xitequitlanel6ciin, rnii itlah niciin tiixtin. = Row-with-diligence, let's-beware-of-doing 
something here; i.e., Row diligently lest something happen to us here. 

Mii zan tehhuiintin tihuign, mii tonmictin. = Let's-just-go, let's-beware-of-dying; i.e., 
Let's just go, lest we die. 

Ticchimalcaltiah in rnii quimintin. = We-shelter-him-under-our-shield adjr let-them- 
beware-of-shooting-him-with-arrows; i.e., We shelter him under our shield, lest they 
shoot him with arrows. 

50.7. Condition. The adjoined clause unit may indicate the condition under which the action, 
event, etc., of the principal clause unit occurs or might occur. The particle tlii, "if," introduces 
the adverbial clause unit. If the adjunctor in is present, it and the tlii are traditionally written 
solid as intla. The principal clause can be any type of sentence: statement, question, wish, 
command, admonition. The adjoined clause may precede or follow the principal clause. 

The condition set up in the adverbial clause may be either open (i.e., its fulfillment is pos- 
sible) or hypothetical (i.e., its fulfillment is impossible; this is frequently called a "contrary- 
to-fact" condition). Notice the similarity with the wish sentences in § 9.5 (a wish sentence 
with tlii is simply an adjoined clause of a conditional sentence upgraded from adjunct clause 
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to principal clause rank by the omission of the original principal clause and the deletion of the 
adjunctor). 

1. Open-condition sentences 

a. The center of the adjunct may be an NNC. The time referred to by the condition set 
up in the NNC is future, present, or past, depending on the tense of the VNC governing the 
principal clause. 

In tlii ciii Mexihcatl, hue1 quintocaz in mii nel mahtliictin in iyii6huiin. = If the 
Mexihca is one in number, he will be able to chase his enemies even though they 
are ten in number. [Mexihcatl is the supplementary subject of the nuclear subject 
contained in cc. For in mii nel, see 8 50.8.1 

In tlii oc itlah tomahciiihual, ca tihuiilmocuepaz. = If our merit is still something, 
you will return; i.e., If the Lord still looks favorably on us, you will come back. 
[TomahcChual is the supplementary subject of the nuclear subject contained in 
itlah.] 

In tlii iic in niiichtiiimijz, tiquiht6z ahm6 iz nicah. = If there is someone who will 
seek me, you will say that I am not here; i.e., If someone comes looking for me, 
tell him I'm not here. [In niiichti5mGz is the supplementary subject for the nuclear 
subject contained in iic.] 

In tlP oquichtli, niman quimacah in tlahuit6lli. = If it is a male (child), they imme- 
diately give him a bow. 

In tlii nelli 6mpa 6anhuiillahqueh, iz catqui anquimacazqueh in tlahtoiini. = If it 
is the truth that you (pl) have come from there, here is what you will give the ruler. 
[ ~ m p a  6anhuiillahqueh is the supplementary subject of the nuclear subject in 
nelli. Anquimacazqueh in tlahtoiini is the supplementary subject of the nuclear 
subject in catqui.] 

In tlii p6chtecah in impan 6huehuetzcac huiictli, quihtoiiyah ahzo ye itlah com- 
moniimictizqueh. = If they were merchants at whom the white-hooded hawk 
laughed, they used to say that perhaps soon they would encounter something (bane- 
ful). [The clause in impan bhuehuetzcac in huiictli is modifying p6chtecah 
adjectivally.] 

In tlii tlahtoiini ipiltzin, ic6zqui 6mpa conciihuayah. = If he was a ruler's son, they 
left his jewel there. 

The collocation in tlii ca#, or the slightly more emphatic variant in tlii cam6, expresses the 
negative "if. . . not." 

In tlii catlaxcalli, ahm6 nitlacuaz. = If it is not bread [i.e., if there is no bread], I 
shall not eat. 

In tlii catleh miixcii, ahhuel ticalaquiz. = If your property is nothing, you cannot 
enter; i.e., If you have nothing, you cannot enter. 

In tlii cam6 cualli, in conitta tecolli. = If it [i.e., his luck] is not good, what he sees 
is charcoal. 
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In tlii caoc tleh icuach in ic quiquixtiz, 6mpa pohpolihuiya in inacayo. = If his 
large cotton cape with which he will ransom him were nothing, there his [i.e., the 
slave's] flesh became eradicated; i.e., If he had no large cotton capes with which 
to ransom him, he [i.e., the slave] was eaten there (or at that time). [The future 
tense of quiquixtiz is equivalent to a future-in-the-past tense, "he would ransom 
him."] 

b. The center of the adjunct may be a VNC. The VNC may manifest the nonpast opta- 
tive, in which case the condition is put forth with a degree of uncertainty. 

Itlah nimitzmacaz in tlii catleh xiquihto. = I shall give you something if you say 
nothing. 

In tlii xihuiillauh, nimitztlacualtiz. = If you would come, I'll feed you. 
In tlii itlah yoy6litbn motliili, achto moxima in equimitl ic momiy6tia. = If some 

little animal would be made, first one trims coral-bean wood with which the skele- 
ton is made. [< tla-(omi-yb-ti-ii), "to cause s.th. to have boniness"] 

In tlii tiquimpalehuiciin, cuix t~chtlacuepciiy6tilizqueh? = If we should help them, 
will they do something for us in return? 

In tlii iuh ye moy6ll0, tleh ipampa ahticchihuatiuh? = If your heart be thus, why 
don't you go in order to do it? I.e., If that is the way you feel, why don't you go 
and do it? 

It is also possible to use the future optative or the preterit optative (see 9 9.2). 

In tlii hue1 itech tahciz in iiltepetl in bmpa titlamattiuh, mii xoconcuitihuetzi in 
ixquich in tlamahcehualiztli. = If you succeed in reaching the city where you are 
heading, be quick to take up all the acts of penance. 

In tlii cam6 iuh ticchihuaz, tihuiilixpopoy6tiz. = If you don't do thus, you will 
become blind. Unless you do this, you will become blind. 

In tlii canah 6impan yohuac, canah cuahuitl itzintlan ommololoah. = If some- 
where night fell on them, somewhere at the base of a tree they huddle [i.e., hud- 
dled] together. [The present tense of ommololoah, M-0+om+m-[(olol-o-a)0+0-h#, 
has a past-tense meaning (see 957. l).] 

In tlii bmic in teiiltiiini, ipan quitlatiiiyah. = If the bather of people [i.e., of sacrifi- 
cial victims] died, they burned it [i.e., his property] on him [i.e., along with him]. 

It is also possible for the VNC in the adverbial adjunct to manifest the present indicative tense, 
in which case the condition is put forth as purely neutral. Remember that at times a present 
indicative VNC and a nonpast optative VNC are identical in shape (see 9.4); in these 
instances the conditional clause is ambiguous. 

In tlii ye itlah ticpiyelia, mP mitznacaztlachiyeltih. = If you guard something for 
him, beware lest it seduce you. [Molina lists nechnacaztlachiyaltia with the trans- 
lation "it causes me to look at it with affection." It can be rendered literally as "it- 
causes-me-to-ear-look." Compare te-(nacaz-itt-a), "to ear-see s .~ . , "  i.e., "to look 
at S.O. affectionately."] 
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In tlii ye 6mpa itztiuh Mictliimpa, ic quimati ca ye miquiz in Bquimottitih. = If 
already it goes there toward the North [lit., toward Dead-man Land], thereby the 
one who has seen it knows that he will soon die. 

At times the present indicative is standing for a past tense (see 57.1): 

In tlii ye acah mococoa in ipan tzahtzitiquiza, quihtoiiyah, "Ca ticciihuazqueh." = 
If the one at whom it lets [i.e., let] out a screech is [i.e., was] someone already sick, 
they used to say, "We shall let go of him [i.e., he will soon die]." 

In tlii GittGqueh, niman onciin quimrnictiah. = If they were seen, immediately they 
kill [i.e., killed] them. [Here it is the VNC governing the main clause that has a 
present tense with a past-tense meaning.] 

The collocation in tlii cam6 ihcuiic, "if not at that time," is equivalent to "until." 

Ahm6 nimitzciihuaz in tlii cam6 ihcuiic 6tinikhmacac in tin&Ahuiquilia. = I shall 
not leave you if at that time you have not given me what you owe me; i.e., I shall 
not leave you until you have given me what you owe me. [Literally, tini33huiquilia 
is "you carry it for me."] 

2. Hypothetical-condition sentences. 

a. When the supposition refers to present orfiture time, the VNC governing the adver- 
bial clause manifests the past optative. The antecessive-order prefix is obligatorily absent. The 
principal clause has a VNC built on a future-embed compound stem with *tla-(qui) as the 
matrix (see 5 28.1 1.2). 

In tlii mocniuh yeni, mitzpali2huizquiya. = If he were your friend, he would help you. 
In t14 oc neminih, cuix ahpiniihuiztlamatizquiyah? = If they were still alive, would 

they not be ashamed? 
In tlii cam6 quiyauhtiyeni, huel toconittazquiyah in miihui. = If it were not rain- 

ing, we should be able to go see your aunt. 

b. When the supposition refers to apast time, the VNC governing the adverbial clause 
manifests the past optative; the antecessive-order prefix is optionally present. The VNC gov- 
erning the principal clause is built on a future-embed compound stem with *tla-(qui) as the 
matrix (see 5 28.11.2). If the antecessive-order prefix is used in the adverbial clause, it is also 
used in the principal clause. Without the prefix, the conditional sentence is the same as that in 
subsection 2.a above, but context makes the meaning clear. With the prefix, the conditional sen- 
tence refers strictly to the past. 

In tlii huel ninemini, ahquen ninochihuazquiya. = If I had lived well, I would not 
be troubled. 

Quil mach ihcuiic t&nictizquiyah, in tlii miec tliicatl cenquizanih toquichtin. = It 
is said namely at that time they would have slain people, if many people who were 
we men had come out as one; i.e., It is said that at that time they would have slain 
people, if many warriors had been assembled. 

Nipiiquizquiya, in tlii cam6 yiinih. = I would have been happy, if they had not gone. 
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In tlii bquimatini, ca bquimemachtizquiya. = If he had known it, he would have 
advised them. 

In tlii btiyeni tiiinquizco, ca bnimitzittazquiya. = If you had been at the market- 
place, I would have seen you. 

In tlii bmoyehyecoiinih, ca huel iiyizquiyah. = If they had tried, they could have 
done it. 

In tlii yehua btihuiilliini, ye bnimitzmacazquiya. = If you had come earlier, I would 
have given ithhem to you. 

Remark: The particle tlii may be omitted if some other element suggesting a condition is present. 
At canah anquittah, xichu8lhuicaciin. = (If) perchance you (pl) see him somewhere, bring him here. 
Ahzo ticnextiz, xin~chhu2lhuiquili. = (If) perchance you find it, bring it to me. 
Ahzo canah tontenepanoa tocbiipan, huel ximotlahtdti; cualli ic ximotGnBchili. = (If) perhaps some- 

where you mingle with people during one of our social affairs, speak (H) well; address people (H) nicely. 

50.8. Concession. The adjoined clause unit may concede a hypothetical or real situation for 
the occurrence of the action, event, etc., named in the principal clause unit. The introductory 
collocation in tlii nel, "if in truth," may be translated "even if," "even if it were the case that," 
or "even supposing that." It is traditionally written solid as intlanel. The collocation is made 
more intense by adding the pronominal NNC yeh or eh: in tlii nel yeh/eh. Traditionally, these 
are often spelled intlanelle and intlanele respectively. 

In tlii nel bticmomictilih in motahtzin, ca huel titlahtlacblpohpolhuilbz. = If in truth 
you killed your father (H), indeed you will be able to be pardoned for your crime; i.e., 
Even if you killed your father (H), you will be able to be pardoned for your crime. [The 
example is from Carochi. The VNC titlahtlacblpohpolhuilbz is the passive-voice form 
of an active-voice VNC built on the applicative verbstem te-(tla-htlac-6-l-poh-pol-huia), 
"to destroy misdoings for s.o.," i.e., "to pardon S.O. for a crime, defect, etc. ," "to absolve 
s.0. of a sin." The incorporated-object, (tla-htlac-6-l)-li-, "damage, misdeed, defect, 
etc.," is an impersonal patientive nounstem from the verbstem tla-(ihtlac-o-ii), "to spoil 
s.th., to damage s.th."] 

In tlii nel cencah iic tehhuiitl, ahmb huel ticchihuaz = If in truth you are fully who it is, 
you will not be able to do it; i.e., Even if you are in fact who you are, you will not be able 
to do it. Even if you are of high esteem, you will not be able to do it. 

The negative is in tlii canel or in tlii canel mb, "even i f .  . . not in truth," "even i f .  . . not in 
fact." This is usually written solid as intlacanel or intlacanelmo. 

In tlii canel m6 etic, ahmb nicmiimiiznequi. = Even if it is not in fact heavy, I do not want 
to carry it on my back. 

The concessive notion may also be expressed by introducing the adjoined clause unit by mii. 
The adverbialized NNC nel, "in truth, in fact, really," almost invariably follows mii, and the 
adjunctor in is usually present. The collocation in mii nel may be translated "although," 
"although in fact," "although given the fact that," "even though it is a fact that." The colloca- 
tion is traditionally written solid: inmanel, or immanel. It is made more expressive by the 
addition of the pronominal NNC yeh or eh: mii nel yeldeh and in mii nel yeldeh. 
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In rnii nel nipiniihua, tleh in mach nicchihuaz? = Even if in truth I am ashamed, what is 
it that notably I shall do? I.e., Although I am ashamed, what ever am I to do? 

Ca niman ahmb huelitiz in niquiz, in rnii nel achihtbn noconpalbz. = It will be absolutely 
impossible for me to drink it, although I shall taste a very small amount. 

Ahmb huel centetl in mi, in mii nel tihuehhusin. = It is not quite one-in-number adjr 
it-drinks-itself, adjr if-only in-truth we-are-big-ones; i.e., Not a single one is imbibed, 
even though we are elderly. 

One may also express concession by the collocation mii zo (traditionally written solid: 
mazo). This can also be rnii zo eh (traditionally written solid and with liaison as mace). Mii 
zo may be combined with nel or with ihui (or iuh) or with both: mii zo nel, rnii zo ihui (usu- 
ally written solid and with liaison as macihui), rnii zo nel ihui, rnii zo nel iuh (usually writ- 
ten mazonelihui and mazoneliuh). These collocations may be introduced by the adjunctor 
in. The combinations are usually written immazo, immacihui (with liaison), immazonel, 
immazonelihui, immazoneliuh. 

Ahmb tlai, rnii zo iimiqui. = He does not drink, even though he is thirsty. 
Mochintin quimblinih, m2 zo ihui in huellamahuizblli in teohcalli. = He caused them 

all to move, even though the temple was [or the temples were] very marvellous. [The dis- 
tance of the translation from the Nahuatl is evident in the fact that ihui is the governing 
center of the adjoined clause unit, as is indicated by the adjunctor preceding both huel- 
lamahuizblli and teohcalli. In the source text m2 zo ihui in is written macihuin, a 
spelling that might also represent m3 zo iuh in. The huellamahuizblli is a pronuncia- 
tional spelling of the collocation hue1 tlamahuizblli.] 

In Otornih tlatziuhqueh, rnii zo ihui in ichtiqueh. = The Otomis are lazy, although they 
are wiry. [Again, ihui is the governing center of the adjoined clause unit. The source text 
has maqihui in.] 

The particle tel, "nevertheless," "nonetheless," can be added to m% zo, creating the collo- 
cation mii zo tgl, "even if," "supposing that. . . . 

Mii zo tel bniccuic, cuix motequiuh? = Supposing that I took it, is it your business? I.e., 
Supposing I did take it, what business is it of yours? 

The negative of these collocations is expressed by ca#: e.g., mii canel, rnii cazo, rnii cazo 
mb, rnii cazo tel. 

In tleh in cualtotbn quinehnequih, in m2 canel cencah monequi. = They hanker after 
things that are fairly good, even though they are not really necessary. 

The collocations rnii nel zan (- rnii zan nel), rnii nel zii (- mii zii nel), and rnii tel zii (- 
mii tel zii yeh) express the notion of "although it may be only" and can be translated "at least." 
It should remembered that zii expresses the notion of "only" as a diminution in view of the past 
(i.e., "formerly more, now only"), while zan expresses "only" unconditioned by the past (see 
5 3.2.4). 

Mii zii nel ipan xinikhrnomachilti in csmeh monenciitzitzinhuiin. = [Since I have lost the 
right to be your son,] consider (H) me at least as one of your (H) servants. [The example 
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comes from Carochi, who explains that if the speaker had used zan, he would have 
implied that he was worthy of being a son, companion, etc., but would be satisfied with 
being accepted as a servant.] 

M% nel zan centlapactzin tlaxcalli xin~chmomaquili. = Give (H) me at least a small piece 
that is a tortilla; i.e., Give (H) me at least a small piece of a tortilla. 

50.9. Consequence. The adjoined clause unit may express a consequence, in which case it 
contains the adverbialized VNC iuh, "so as a result." 

Zan ahhuachquiyahuiya, in iuh ti3ziirnmach6c. = It was only sprinkling, so that it (i.e., 
the lightning) was considered a bad omen. [/W/+ I d  > [mm]] 

50.10. Proviso. The adjoined clause unit may express a proviso, in which case it contains the 
negativized particle ahzo, "perhaps." 

N6huiyBn ontlahxiltihuih in tlatemoah, in ahzo acah 6mpa miniiya. = The searchers go 
making thrusts everywhere, in case someone is hiding there. [The sequence ahzo acah 
may be found written solid and with liaison as ahzacah, or, if glottal stops are not rep- 
resented, azaca.] 

50.1 1. Reason. The adjoined clause unit may express a reason or explanation. The reason-stat- 
ing clause is introduced by ca, "indeed," which is a principal-clause introducer. This means that 
the Nahuatl construction simply juxtaposes two separate sentences, with the one containing ca 
merely implying an explanation, clarification, or justification for the statement made in the 
other. The particle ca does not mean "because, for, since." In his dictionary Molina is incor- 
rect in h s  translation: "porque. Conjunction para dar razon de algo" (i.e., "because. Conjunc- 
tion to give a reason for something"). Not only is the translation wrong, the grammatical expla- 
nation is also wrong (ca is NOT a conjunction). Molina's mistake is a result of translational 
mirage. Notice that in the following examples the "for," "since," and "because" come in 
because of the requirements of English and have no counterpart in the Nahuatl. 

Zii tepan huel tlaxtliiuh in coy6t1, ca miyec in quimacac t6tolin in yehhuiitl tiyahciiuh 
in quimomiiquixtilih. = Later the coyote paid its debt well; indeed it gave many turkeys 
to this warrior who saved it; i.e., Later the coyote paid its debt well, because indeed it 
gave many turkeys to this warrior who saved it; i.e., Later the coyote paid its debt well, 
because it gave many turkeys to this warrior who saved it. 

Ca nel tliicamiiyeh, huel cuauhtlehco. = Indeed it has truly human hands; it can climb 
trees; i.e., Since indeed it has truly human hands, it can climb trees; i.e., Since it has truly 
human hands, it can climb trees. [The source text has nellacamaye, since N + /h/> [ll].] 

Hue1 quineltiliah, ca yehhuiintin cahciqueh. = They can confirm it; indeed they captured 
him; i.e., They can confirm it, for indeed they captured him; i.e., They can confirm it, for 
they captured him. 

The negative is ca ah# or ca ahrnb. The latter is frequently written solid as cam0 (with only 
one /a/ and with the glottal stop not represented). 
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Complementation 

5 1.1. Double-Nucleus Structures of Complementation. In addition to the incorporated-com- 
plement compound verbstems presented in 30.15, there are also structures of complementation 
in which the complement is an adjoined NNC. As stated in 30.15, the complement can be one 
of three kinds: an object complement, a subject complement, or an adverbial complement. 

5 1.2. The Object Complement. An NNC as an object complement has an object pronoun as 
its head, with the grammatical relation between the two established by a reference shared by 
the object pronoun and the subject pronoun of the NNC serving as complement. Although this 
sounds like what happens in shared-referent supplementation (see 17.3), there is quite a dif- 
ference between the two structures. 

Only VNCs built on certain verbstems permit their object pronouns to be complemented. 
These fall into several meaning categories. 

1. Change. The complement names a role that the entity referred to by the object pronoun 
is made to assume. 

Tlahtoiini quichiuhqueh. = He is a chief they made him; i.e., They made him chief. 
Titlahtoiini mitzchiuhqueh. = You are a chief they made you; i.e., They made you chief. 

The object pronoun being complemented can be reflexive. 

Oc ceppa tipilthtli timochihuaz. = Still one time you are a child you will make your- 
self; i.e., You will become a child again. 

Zii tepan im6n mochiuh in tlahtoiini. = Later he became the chief's son-in-law. 
In nixolopihtli ninocuepa. = I am turning into a fool. [Compare the incorporated-com- 

plement formation: ninoxolopihcuepa.] 
Moch temeh mocuepqueh. =All turned into rocks. [On the lack of agreement between 

the subject pronouns on the supplementary subject NNC and the principal VNC, see 
18.5.1 

The preceding examples show substantival NNCs in the complement function. This function 
can also be performed by adjectival NNCs. 
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Quil in tiinaciiyiitl chichipahtic mochiuh. = It is said that the food became very bitter. 

2. Material composition. The object complement NNC is built on a nounstem that signi- 
fies a material from which the entity referred to by the object pronoun is made. 

Cuezalin in inenepil mochihua. = It is of red-macaw feathers that its tongue is made; 
i.e., Its tongue is made of red-macaw feathers. 

In ipetl mochihua iiceliii2huatl. = His mat is made of jaguar skin. 

This object-complement construction serves as the source for such transformed sentences as 
the following: 

Teiicuitlatl in tlachiuhtli. = It is of gold that it is a made thing; i.e., The thing made is 
of gold; i.e., It is made of gold. 

khimal yeticah, otlatl in tlachihualli. = His shield is being, it is of bamboo that it is a 
made thing (i.e., the thing made is of bamboo); i.e., He has his shield made of bam- 
boo with him. 

Ca onciin catca in i i ipt la  Pyiitl, tetl in tlaxihxintli. = An image of a turtle was there, 
it was of stone that it was a carved thing; i.e., An image of a turtle was there, carved 
out of stone. 

Mochihuaya tlenarnaquiliztli in ica tlemiiitl, zoquitl tlachihchihualli, cacalachyoh. = 
The act of offering fire used to be performed with a fire ladle made of clay, filled with 
rattle pellets. [< (ca-cal-a-ch)-tli-, "rattle pellet(s)," a patientive nounstem from (ca- 
cal-a-ca), "to make a rattling sound," a frequentative verbstem from the destockal 
verb (cal-ii-ni), "to rattle."] 

3. Designation. The object complement can indicate the name of the entity referred to by 
the object pronoun. 

Yehhuiintin intlaiximach in mihtoa peyiitl. = They-are-the-ones it-was-their-dis- 
covery adjr it calls itself it-is-peyote; i.e., That which is called peyote was their 

discovery. 
Ac mitztiiciiyiitih in totomitl? = Who caused you to have the name you are an Otomi? 

I.e., Who called you an Otorni? 
Quitbciiyiitihqueh ilhuicaiitl. = They caused it to have the name it is sky water; i.e., 

They named it "sky water." 
Cuiitatl motbciiyiitia. = He causes himself to have the name he is a Cuata; i.e., He calls 

himself a Cuata. 
In Mexihcah mihtoah Chichimecah. = The Mexihcas call themselves Chichimecas. 

[Compare the incorporated-complement construction: MWhichim&aihtoah Mehcah, 
"The Mexihcas call themselves Chichimecas."] 

Notice the following variants of this construction in which there is a lack of agreement between 
the complement and the object pronoun that is its head. 

Iz nicah in rnihtoa niticitl. = Here am I, who am called a midwife. [The speaker gets 
herself into grammatical difficulty, because she does not want to imply that she is the 
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only one to call herself a midwife (with ninihtoa niticitl, "I call myself a midwife") 
but to say that people in general call her that.] 

Ac titechrnati? = Who do you know us to be? Who do you take us to be? 

There is an interesting structure of complementation in which the nonspecific object pro- 
noun tla can have a locative NNC as a supplementary object and a place-name NNC as an 
object complement. 

Oncan tlatGciiy6tih Huehuehcuauhtitlan. = He named that place "At the Place Beside 
the Old-Man Tree." [The adverbial subject pronoun of the place-name NNC and that 
of the adverbial NNC oncan are in harmony with the causative object pronoun tla 
(see 5 46.3.2.b).] 

When, however, a possessive-state NNC takes the place of the "designating" VNC the specific 
possessor pronoun i-0 is used. The object complement changes to a possessor complement. 

Onahcico cecni itijciiyaciin Cochtociin. = He came in order to reach thither to a certain 
place whose name was Cochtocan. 

Ahcico it6cay6ciin Tepanohuayiin. = He came to arrive at a place whose name was 
Tepanohuayan. [In this instance only the place-name complement is used.] 

4. State. The object complement is an adjectival NNC that indicates the state of the entity 
referred to by the object pronoun. 

In yehhuiitl xoxsuhqui moteci. = This is ground raw. This is ground while raw. 
Niman ihciuhcii quitihuetzi itztic. = Then he quickly drinks it cold. Then he quickly 

drinks it while it is cold. 
Niman ihciuhcii quitihuetzi itztic in c6Wuitl. = Then he quickly drinks the snake-leaf 

(tea) cold. 
In yehhuiitl xoxauhqui rni. = This is drunk uncooked. [Compare the incorporated-com- 

plement formation Moxox6uhc3i, "It is drunk uncooked."'] 
Chipacpd moquetz ohtli. = The road stood quite clear. [Compare the connective-t com- 

pound formation in Chipahuatimoquetz in ohtli, "The road stood having become 
clean."] 

5 1.3. The Subject Complement. The subject pronoun of the NNC that functions as the sub- 
ject complement shares its referent with the subject pronoun that is its head in the VNC func- 
tioning as the principal. The stem of the subject-complement NNC may be substantival or 
adjectival. 

There are several meaning categories into which these constructions fall. 

1. Identity. The subject complement indicates the nature of the entity referred to by the 
subject pronoun that is its head. 

Tinocniuh tiyez. = You will be my friend. 
Zan titi9pGchtli tineci. = You seem to be only a youth. [Compare Tit~lptichn~ci, "You 

seem a youth."] 
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2. Composition. The subject complement indicates the material of which the entity referred 
to by the subject pronoun that is its head is made. 

In panBhuani tetl catca. = The bridge was of stone. 
In calli zacatl neci. = The house seems to be of straw. 

3. State. The subject complement indicates the state of the entity referred to by the subject 
pronoun that is its head. 

ChipacpBl ihcac in ochpiintli. = The wide road stands empty. [Compare Chipiihuati- 
hcac in ochpiintli, "The wide road stands having become clean."] 

Xoquihyiic ehuatoc in eztli. = The blood lies rising foul; i.e., The blood gives off a foul 
odor. 

This construction frequently resembles that of the adjoined adverbial of manner (see 50.4), 
except that the adjunct-to-head relationship centers upon the subject pronoun of the principal 
clause rather than upon its predicate. NNCs formed on the following three nounstems are fre- 
quent in the construction. 

a. (ce-1)-0- (see 40.2.3). When an NNC built on this nounstem acts as a subject com- 
plement, it is its possessor pronoun (which, it should be remembered, is included inside the 
stem) that shares entity reference with the subject pronoun of the principal clause. 

Zan n o d  Bnihuiillah. = I alone came. Only I came. 
Zan toceltin Btihuiillahqueh. = We alone came. Only we came. 
Ayiic hue1 ice1 ciimpa huia. = No one could go anywhere alone. 

b. (e1)-0- (see 40.2.3). Again, when an NNC built on this nounstem acts as a subject 
complement, it is its possessive pronoun that shares entity reference with the subject pronoun 
of the principal clause. 

Nel nicchihua. = I do it willingly. 
Ahnel nicchihua. = I do it unwillingly. 
Ahmel tiquirnitta. = You look at them unwillingly. 

c. (iyo-h-0)-0- (see 40.8.6). The subject pronoun of an NNC built on this-preterit-agen- 
tive nounstem shares entity reference with the subject pronoun of the principal clause to which 
it is adjoined as subject complement. 

Zan niyoh ninocuep. = Only I returned. 
Zan iyohqueh tliihuiinah in huehuetqueh. = Only the old men get drunk. 
Zan iyoh neci in inxiiyac cencah iztiic. = Only their very white faces show. [The 

zan is frequently written solid with iyoh: zaniyoh.] 

4. A subject-complement construction may also be generated as a passive transformation 
of the object-complement construction of 5 1.2. 

Active source: MitztBciiyBtiah in totomitl. = They call you an Otomi. 
Passive transform: TitBciiyBtilo in totomitl. = You are caused to have the name you are 

an Otomi; i.e., You are called an Otomi. 



The following are other examples of the construction. 

In tlii icniiyoh iyiillo, niman tiiciiyiitilo Tiiichcauh. = If he is of a compassionate heart, 
then he is named "(Someone's) Elder Brother." 

Tlahtoiini chihualo. = He is made chief. 
In iyiillo cualiini rnihcecqui.= Its center is customarily eaten roasted. Its center is edi- 

ble roasted. 

51.4. The Adverbial Complement. An adverbial complement is a complement with adverb- 
like capabilities. The following are a few of the possible constructions. 

l .  As a complement to an NNC built on the stem (mo-ca), "to looklseem full.". [The morph 
(mo-)-, "full," is also found in the quantitive pronominal stem (mo-chi)-0-, "full amount"; see 
5 16.9.7. The verbstem is apparently limited to present-tense VNCs.] 

Nimoca zoquitl. = I am covered with mud. 
Moca tzontli. = It is covered with hair. It is hairy. 
In moxiiyac moca eztli. = Your face is covered with blood. Your face is bloody. 
Timoca zahuatl. = You are covered with a rash. 

The complement may also be a preterit-agentive NNC of abundant ownerhood. 

Moca teyoh. = It is a thing covered with rocks. 

Normally, the NNC acting as complement has a singular subject pronoun even when built on 
an animate stem. 

Moca tecpin. = It is full of fleas. It is covered with fleas. 

2. As a complement to a VNC formed on the verbstem (pehua), "to begin." When a VNC 
built on (pPhua) occurs as the principal clause, a construction results that at times resembles 
an adverb-of-purpose construction (see 5 50.6) and at times a conjunctive construction (see 5 
52.2) but cannot be fully assigned to either. The subject of the adjoined clause and that of the 
principal clause refer to the same entity. As a rule, the adjoined clause manifests the present 
tense regardless of the tense of the VNC that is acting as principal. 

PPhua in cuica in tliicatecoliitl. = The demon begins to sing. 
Pehua in quiyahui. = It is beginning to rain. 
Nipehua nitlacua. = I start eating. I start to eat. I begin eating. 
Tipehuaya titlacua. = You were starting to eat. 
TipPhuazqueh titlacuah. = We shall begin to eat. 

One occasionally finds the future tense in a clause adjoined as complement: 

In ye Mhuazqueh miht6tizqueh cuicanimeh, achtopa ontlamanayah. = When the singers 
were about to start dancing, first they used to make oblations. [Notice the translation of 
the future tense of pehuazqueh due to the pressure of the past tense of ontlamanayah.] 

The construction may be impersonal. 

Niman peiihua in tlatlaxo. = Then all begin throwing things. 
Niman pehualo in neciic6liilo. = Then the serpent dance is begun. 
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Contrast the above constructions with the following supplementary-object construction: 

Oc achiht6n t6natiuh in quipehualtiah in cuicah, = There is still a little sunlight when 
they cause their singing to begin. There is still a little sunlight when they begin to 
sing. 

Compi2hualtizqueh cuicanimeh miht6tizqueh. = The singers will cause their dancing 
to begin. The singers will begin to dance. 

3. As a complement to a VNC formed on the verbstem (pach-i-hui), "to become satis- 
fied." The construction is the. same as with (pehua); as a rule, the VNC in the adjoined clause 
manifests the present tense. 

~pachiuhqueh iitlih. = They got their fill of drinking. They finished drinking. 

4. As a complement to a VNC formed on the verbstem (tlahpal-i-hui), "to become healthy1 
vigorouslcourageous," or m-o-(tlahpal-o-ii), "to dare." The tense of the VNC in the adjoined 
clause unit is determined by that of the VNC in the principal clause, ordinarily being subse- 
quent to it. 

~ c a h  tlahpalihui ciinaznequiz. = Someone dares to want to take it. 
Huiilrnotlahpaloh huiilcentlami. = He dared to finish here. 
Zan niman ahoc m6 motlahpaloiiyah in mii onhuiiin. = They no longer dared to go 

there. [Notice the use of the optative mood in the adjoined clause to indicate the 
heightened sense of insecurity involved: "if only they may go there."] 

5. As a complement to a VNC formed on the verbstem m-o-(ciihua), "to stop." 

Zan cue1 in timociihuaz timeya. = Soon you will cease to flow. 

6. As a complement to a VNC formed on the verbstem (hueh-ciihua), "to tarry." 

Ahm6 tihuehciihuazqueh tahcitihuih in 6mpa. = We shall not be long in arriving there. 

7. Another kind of adverbial complement involves an NNC formed on a relational noun- 
stem (see Lessons 45-47) in cooperation with a meaning-compatible verbstem to create a lex- 
ical unit. The verbstem and the relational nounstem become idiomatically associated in a man- 
ner vaguely similar to the idiomatic association of certain verbs and prepositions in English 
(e.g., "to ask for s.th.," "to see to s.th."). Such combinations in both languages must be learned 
as vocabulary items. 

+te(ca) m-o-(cah-cay-ii-hu-a) = to make fun of s.o., to ridiculelderidelmock S.O. [As 
in: h c a  ninocahcayiihua. "I make fun of them."] 

+te(pan) te-(teca) = to slander S.O. [As in: Tepan tinechteca. "You slander me." Lit- 
erally, "you stretch me out before people"; Tepan niteco. "I am slandered."] 

+te(tech) (chico-tla-mati) = to be suspicious of s.o., to suspect S.O. [As in: Motech 
tichicotlamatiyah. "We were suspicious of you."] 

+te(tech-pa) (tla6co-ya) = to feel sorry for s.o., to have compassion for s.o., to pity S.O. 
[As in: Cuix ahmb itechpa antlaijcoyah? "Don't you (pl) feel sorry for her?'] 
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The lexicalized association between the two constituents is so strong that in the active-action 
derivation the adverbialized NNC becomes incorporated into the verbstem to form a com- 
pound nounstem. 

(0-0-ti2-ca-0-0+0-0-ne-cah-cay-S-hu-a-l- = the act of malung fun of people; the act 
of ridiculing/deriding/mocking people 

The presence of the person dyad at the beginning of the compound stem prevents the subject 
pronoun of the absolutive-state compound-stemmed NNC or the possessor pronoun of the pos- 
sessive-state NNC from having direct commerce with the possessor pronoun of the incorpo- 
rated NNC. 

tikanecahcayiihualiztli = #0-0(0-0-t~-ca-0-0+0-0-ne-cah-cay-~-hu-a-Kz)tli-0# = it is 
ridicule/derision/mockery 

itikanecahcayiihualiz = #8-0+i-0(0-0-t~-ea-0-0+0-0-ne-cah-cay-S-hu-a-~)0-~ = it is 
his act of ridicule/derision/mockery 
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Conjunction 

52.1. Conjunction. As mentioned in 5 1.12, a conjunctive structure is a special kind of con- 
catenate structure. It is created by a transformational process that joins two items in a balanced 
relationship. Since neither of the conjuncts (conjoined items) in a structure of conjunction is 
subordinate to the other, there is no head, only two constituents cooperating at the same level 
of syntactic rank. 

Because of the nature of Nahuatl syntax, conjuncts are almost always nuclear clauses or 
nuclear-clause groups (one earlier mentioned exception is the conjoined particle unit zii zan). 
A structure of conjunction may exist at the level of principal clauses (i.e., may have principal 
clauses as conjuncts) or at the level of adjoined clauses (i.e., may have adjoined clauses as 
conjuncts). 

Conjunction may be either additive (English and), alternative (English or), or adversative 
(English but). Any of these may be either marked or unmarked. In marked conjunction, there 
is an explicit conjunctor linking the conjuncts. In unmarked conjunction, the linkage is merely 
implicit [technically, this is called "asyndeton"]. 

Be alert to the fact that Nahuatl by far prefers unmarked conjunction. 

52.2. Unmarked Conjunction. Since unmarked conjunction is achieved by simply juxtapos- 
ing two or more nuclear clauses or nuclear clause groups, one must infer not only the existence 
of conjunction but also the nature of the conjoining. That is, the content of the combined 
clauses is sufficient to establish the conjunction. 

1. Additive conjunction. The conjuncts may be a pair or a series. The conjunction may be 
positive ("and") or negative ("nor"). 

The following sentences show conjunction at the level of principal clause units. (The 
marked conjunctor required by English is italicized in the translation.) 

In 6temSiitequil6c, niman ye ic tetlamaco, tlacualo. = When hands have been washed, 
then immediately thereupon food is served and people eat. [The spelling given of the 
VNC 6ti?miiiitequilbc here contradicts Carochi (see Karttunen, 131.). The VNC is 
traditionally spelled otematequiloc, since traditionally double long vowels were 
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spelled with a single macronless letter. The source verbstem is te-(mii-ii-tequ-iii), 
"to spread water on S.O. at the hands," i.e., "to wash s.o.'s hands." The formation is 
exactly parallel to t&?-(cuii-iilti5qu-iii), "to wash s.o.'s head; also, in colonial times, 
"to baptize s.o." (traditionally spelled not quaa but qua). The source of both stems 
is the applicative stem te- - tla-(3-tequ-is), "to spread water on s.o./s.th., to pour 
water on s.o./s.th., to get s.o./s.th. wet" < (2-teca), "to spread/pour water (on a sur- 
face)." The embed of one is (miii)-tl-, "hand," and of the other (cu8i)-tl-, "head."] 

Mirniltic, achihtzin huitztic, achi tzimpitziihuac. = It is cylindrical, somewhat pointed, 
and slightly narrow at its base. 

Ahmb mahm6lhuia ahmb mixamia. = He does not use soap, nor does he wash his face. 

Very frequently conjoined principal clauses share a supplement. Nahuatl normally puts the 
supplement after the last conjunct, while the English translation shifts a subject or possessor 
to a position in front of the first conjunct but often leaves an object after the last one. 

Ahmb quicelia, ahm6 quihuelitta in y6llohchiciihuac. = The strong-heated one does 
not accept it and does not like it. [A supplementary subject construction. The sen- 
tence is an example of hysteron proteron, since the not liking would normally pre- 
cede the refusal to accept.] 

Ca iniihual inecuepaliz in Tezcatl-Ihp6ca. = It is Tezcatl-Ihpoca's disguise and trans- 
figuration. [a supplementary possessor construction] 

Ye quichihuah, ye quitliiliah in ical in Huitztzilbp6chtli. = Already they make and 
establish Huittzilopochtli's house. [a supplementary object construction] 

fmpan huiilihcatiyah, quinhuiilyaciintiyah in Mexihcah. = He came standing over 
the Mexihcas and came guiding them hther. [The supplement is first a supplemen- 
tary possessor and then a supplementary object.] 

The following sentences show additive conjunction at the level of adjoined clause units: 

Mii ticcbhuaciin in tetl in cuahuitl. = Let's buy the stone and the wood. [The structure 
of conjunction in tetl in cuahuitl functions as a supplementary object for the nuclear 
object c-0 contained in ticc6huaciin.l 

In  cihuah cualli in incue in inhuipil. = The women's skirts and blouses are good. [The 
structure of conjunction in incue in inhuipil functions as the supplementary subject 
in cross-reference to the subject pronoun of cualli (the principal clause). In cihuah 
(the sentence topic) functions as the supplementary possessor of the possessor pro- 
nouns in the conjoined NNCs.] 

Tdtziilan, iicatziilan onmotliilicoh. = They come to settle among the rushes and reeds. 
[The structure of conjunction t6ltzSlan, iicatziilan functions as the adverbial adjunct.] 

Ocenquiz in ixquich in telp6chtli in ichp6chtli. = All the youths and maidens gathered 
together. [An example of generalization. The structure of conjunction in telpbchtli in 
ichp6chtli functions as the adjectival modifier of ixquich (i.e., "all who were youths 
and maidens"), and ixquich is the supplementary subject in cross-reference to the 
subject pronoun of bcenquiz, the principal clause.] 

The adjunct group may consist of a series or list: 
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Quicua in tGnaciiy6t1, in cintli, in etl, in chilli, in iztatl, in tomatl. = It eats maize, 
dried-maize ears, beans, chili peppers, salt, and tomatoes. [The adjunct group func- 
tions as a supplementary object.] 

The following sentence shows conjunction at both the principal and adjunct levels: 

Atlauhtli, tepetl quitemohuiah, quitlehcahuiah. = They climb down and up gorges and 
mountains. [The structure of conjunction iitlauhtli tepetl functions as the supplemen- 
tary object of the object pronouns in both quitemohuiah and quitlehcahuiah, which 
also constitute a structure of conjunction.] 

The structure of conjunction may be so tightly bound together that a modifier that affects 
each conjunct may appear only before the first one. 

Ahmixco mocpac tonrnati. = Not to the place of your face and (not) to the place of your head 
top do you h o w  the way; i.e., You don't how to find your face or the top of your head; 
i.e., You are a fool. [The ah# negates both locative NNCs. For om-(mati), see 8.1).] 

Aic cemeleh, y6coxci.i mon6tztinernih. = They never communicate harmoniously and 
peacefully. [Cemeleh, #0-0(cem-~l-eh-0)n-0#, "he is the owner of a whole liver," 
i.e., "he is a person with a good disposition," is a preterit-agentive NNC that has been 
frozen in a third-person singular form in order to function as an adverb: "as a har- 
monious person." Both conjuncts are modified by aic. The conjunction could also be 
understood as alternative: "harmoniously or peacefully."] 

2. Alternative conjunction: 

~ p p a ,  expa in coniz. = It is two or three times that he will drink it. [English prefers 
"He will drink it two or three times."] 

Ahzo nican n~chmopohpolhuiz m6ztlatiz huiptlatiz. = Perhaps here he (H) will 
destroy me tomorrow or the next day [literally, "it will be tomorrow or it will be the 
day after"]; i.e., Perhaps here he (H) will destroy me one of these days. 

In miicehualtin ahm6 zan tlap6hualtin tliihuiintinemih, rnii telpocameh, rnii ich- 
pocameh, rnii huehuetqueh, rnii ilamatqueh, rnii niimiquehqueh. = The com- 
moners who go around drunk are innumerable, be they youths, be they maidens, be 
they old men, be they old women, or be they married people. 

3. Adversative conjunction. Often, the expression of antithesis or opposition involves the 
counterbalancing of negative and positive clauses. Unlike additive and alternative conjunc- 
tion, only two conjuncts can participate in adversative conjunction. 

Ahm6 zan quexquichtin, hue1 ixachintin in ixpoliuhqueh. = The ones who were 
destroyed were not just a few but a great number. 

~ntetzontecomeh~ueh, zan ce in intliic. = They have two heads, but only one in num- 
ber is their body; i.e., They have two heads but only one body. 

52.3. Marked Conjunction. Marked conjunction is achieved by inserting the conjunctor auh 
between the conjoined principal clauses or sentences. Auh has a somewhat restricted use, not 
joining, as a rule, the conjuncts on an adjunct level (although it can be found so used). 
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1. Additive conjunction: 

Piciyetl, pahpatliihuac, achi huiyac in iquillo, auh in ix6chiyo c6ztic. = As for a 
tobacco plant, its leaves are wide and somewhat long, and its blossoms are yellow. 
[Piciyetl is the sentence topic for the marked structure of conjunction that serves as 
its comment. It functions as the supplementary possessor for both iquilllo and 
ixikhiyo, which in turn function as the supplementary subjects in their respective 
conjuncts.] 

Quin GtirnGuh, auh ye cud tonquiza! = You just now got up, and you are leaving 
already so soon! 

Zan ic in auh zan ciin in itto. = It is seldom and in few places that it is seen. [Unfortu- 
nately, the ic and the ciin are always written solid with the adjunctor in in such con- 
structions, creating iquin and canin. This practice totally obscures the Nahuatl struc- 
ture, since ic and ciin areprincipal clauses. To avoid the inelegant repetition of Zan 
ic in itto auh zan ciin in itto, "It is only at times that it is seen and it is only in places 
that it is seen," the clause adjoined by the first adjunctor is deleted (silenced), because 
it is identical to the clause adjoined by the second one. It is precisely because the pres- 
ence of the silent adjunct is so strongly felt that the first in is kept.] 

A sentence can begin with Auh, thereby claiming that it is the rightward conjunct in a struc- 
ture of conjunction whose leftward conjunct is also a sentence (the leftward conjunct can even 
be absent). 

Auh in in, mii ixquich motlahpaltzin xicmochihuili. = And since this is the way 
things are, put (H) forth all your (H) effort. [Concerning in in in this context, see 
50.1 .] 

2. Alternative conjunction: 

Zii tehhuiin in, auh zii tiuhqueh in, in titlahtlacohciihuiin toti%cyo. = We are (now) 
only these, or we are (now) only such as these, who are we sinners of our lord. 

3. Adversative conjunction: 

Momati ayiic quimachilia, auh ca ye bmachilil6c. = He thinks no one knows about it, 
but in fact it is already known. 

Cualli in quihtoa pani, auh in ihtic ahm6 cualli in quihtoa tehuicpa. = What he says 
on the surface is good, but in his insides what he says about people is bad; i.e., What 
he says outwardly about people is good, but what he says inwardly about them is bad. 
[The possessor pronoun i-0 on ihtic is short because of the glottal stop.] 

52.4. Adverbial ModzBers and Conjunction. There are a number of adverbial modifiers (par- 
ticles or adverbialized NNCs) that frequently occur where one might expect a conjunctor. 
These items are not in fact conjunctors, however. They may accompany either marked or 
unmarked structures of conjunction. 

1. Additive conjunction 
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a. Unmarked. The adverbial particles nb ("also"), oc ("still"), and the combination oc 
nb ("still also") may occur at the beginning of a rightward conjunct. As is customary in trans- 
lating unmarked additive conjunction, English normally supplies the word "and" (giving the 
translation: "and also," "and still," "and yet also"). 

ompiintih in Tenbchcah, nb bmpiintih in Tlatelblcah. = The Tenochcas form two 
rows, also the Tlatelolcas form two rows; i.e., The Tenochcas form two rows, and 
also the Tlatelolcas form two. 

Centlapal incalmii in pikhtecah, nb centlapal incalmii in iimantecah. = The mer- 
chants' neighborhood is on one side, also the feather-workers' neighborhood is on 
one side; i.e., The merchants' neighborhood is on one side, and also the feather- 
workers' neighborhood is on the other. [After inserting the "and," English style 
would prefer to eliminate the "also."] 

The possessive-state relational NNC ihuiin, "it is in its company" (see 45.4. l), frequently 
occurs as an adverbial modifier at the beginning of a rightward conjunct. Everyone looks upon 
this ihuiin as a conjunctor meaning "and," but this perception is only the result of translational 
mirage. Ihuan is an adverbialized NNC, the correct translation of which in this context is 
"therewith," "herewith," "thereby," "hereby," "moreover," "furthermore," "along with that," 
or "in addition to that." As with any of these adverbial modifiers that stand at the beginning 
of a rightward conjunct, a translator can impose an English conjunctor and either omit the 
Nahuatl adverbial modifier or translate it, depending on hisher feeling for English style. But, 
of course, if the adverbial modifier is not translated, it is illogical to think of the inserted Eng- 
lish conjunctor as its translation. Those who see ihuiin as a conjunctor (starting with Olmos 
and Molina) have succumbed to linguicentrism, which here insists on forcing a foreign pref- 
erence for marked conjunction upon a Nahuatl preference for unmarked conjunction. 

The antecedent of the possessor pronoun i-0 of ihuiin is the state of affairs, or some aspect 
of it, reported in the leftward conjunct. 

The head that ihuiin modifies adverbially in the rightward conjunct may be either explic- 
itly mentioned or (for the sake of linguistic economy) merely understood. In the following 
examples, the head is mentioned. 

In oc centetl in -1~acal in Espaiioles hdcalac, ih& miyec in -miical in XWhimilcah 
in quihuiilhuicaticalac. = Another of the Spaniards' boats entered, and therewith 
many were the boats of the Xochimilcas that entered accompanying it. [~huiin is an 
adverbial modifier of the principal clause miyec in the rightward conjunct. The pos- 
sessor pronoun i-0 of ihuiin refers to the entrance of the Spanish boat.] 

~motliilih, ihuiin btlacuah. = He sat down, therewith he ate; i.e., He sat down and 
ate. [Ihuiin is an adverbial modifier of btlacuah. The i-0 of ihuiin refers to the act 
of sitting down.] 

Cencah tomiihuac in cuahuitl, ihuiin cencah huiyac. = The tree is very thick; more- 
over, it is very tall; i.e., The tree is very thick and very tall. [Ihuiin is an adverbial 
modifier of cencah huiyac. The possessor pronoun i-0 of ihuiin refers to the state 
of being thick.] 
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In the following examples the head, modified by ihuiin, is only understood. In this case the 
ihuiin can be said to be promoted to the rank of a proxy principal clause in the rightward con- 
junct (with the adjoined clause being introduced by in). 

Xichuiilcuiciin in tlacualli, in chipiihuac iitl, ihuiin in ixquich monequi. = Bring 
food and fresh water, and therewith (bring) everything that is needed. 

f ntechpa tlahtoa in xbchihcualnamacaqueh ihuiin in tlacualnamacaqueh. = It 
speaks about the fruit venders and therewith (it speaks about) the food sellers; i.e., 
It speaks about the fruit venders and the food sellers. 

In this construction the adverbial modifier ihuiin can itself be adverbially modified by oc, nb, 
or oc nb, producing the collocations oc ihuiin, "still therewith," "furthermore" (traditionally 
written oquihuan); nb ihuiin, "also therewith (sometimes written solid as noihuan); and oc 
nb ihuiin, "still also therewith." All of these collocations can be translated "and also," "and 
besides," "and furthermore" (translations that disregard the ihuiin). 

Onciin bquinnbtz in Huitztzilbpbchtli in yehhuiintin in Aztecah in motenehuah 
tebmiimahqueh . . ., nb ihuiin bquinnbtz in yehhuiitl in inteyaciinciiuh, in 
intlahtociiuh in yehhuiintin Aztecah Mexihtin. = There Huittzilopochtli sum- 
moned the Aztecs who were called god-carriers. . . . also therewith he summoned 
the leader and ruler of the Aztecs or Mexihs; i.e., There Huittzilopochtli summoned 
the Aztecs called god-carriers . . . , and also he summoned the leader and ruler of 
the Aztecs or Mexihs. 

The adverbial modifiers ahnb, ahmb nb, no zo, and no zo eh (traditionally written solid 
and with liaison as noce) as well as the expressions mii no zo (traditionally written solid as 
manozo) and mii no zo eh (traditionally written solid and with liaison as manoce) are found 
where an English speaker might expect a negative additive conjunctor ("and not," "nor"). [The 
eh in no ceh and mii no ceh is the pronominal NNC eh.] 

Ca ahmb quimati, no ceh quimatiznequi. - Ca ahmb quimati, mii no ceh quima- 
tiznequi. = He does not know it, nor does he want to know it. 

Zan ice1 in nehnemi ; ahmb bntemantinemi, ahmb nb yeheteyetinemi. = It goes 
about only alone; it does not go about in pairs nor in threes. 

b. Marked: 

Ahciin hue1 itto in can in onoc, auh nb tleh in quicua. = Where it lies and also what 
it is that it eats can nowhere be seen; i.e., One can see neither where it dwells nor 
what it eats. 

Achi coniz in cbztomatl, auh ihuiin ic moyacapiicaz in cbztomatl. = He is to drink 
a little yellow-tomato (juice), and therewith he is to wash his nostrils with yel- 
low-tomato (juice). [The possessor pronoun i-0 of ihuiin refers to the drinking of 
the juice. The sequence auh ihuiin confirms that ihuiin is not a conjunctor.] 

2. Alternative conjunction 

a. Unmarked. The adverbial particles and collocations ahzo, ahzo eh (written solid and 
with liaison as ahceh), no zo, no zo eh (written solid and with liaison as noceh), mii no zo 
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(or manozo), mik no zo eh (or manoceh), ahno zo (written solid as ahnozo) , and ahno zo eh 
(written solid and with liaison as ahnoceh) occur where an English speaker would expect an 
alternative conjunctor ("or"). They are frequently preceded by the adjunctor in (in ahno zo, 
in ahno ceh). 

Cuix btitliihuiin, cuix no zo ijtiti?tliihuiknaltih? = Did you get drunk or did 
you get someone else drunk? [There is no translatable difference between 
this and the slightly more intense expression Cuix btitliihuiin, cuix no ceh 

In tlii nipa xiyauh, in tlik no ceh nipa xiyauh, bmpa tonhuetziz. = If you go over 
here or if on the other hand you go over there, you will fall in; i.e., If you go over 
here or go over there, you will fall in. 

Zan xoxbuhqui in quicua ahno zo qui = It is only an uncooked thing that he eats or 
he otherwise drinks; i.e., He eats or drinks it only uncooked. 

In ihcuikc btliicat piltbntli, niman caquiah in calmecac, in ahno zo ti2lpbchcalli. = 
When a boy was born, then they entered him in the calmecac or otherwise in the 
telpochcalli; i.e., When a boy was born they entered him in the calmecac or in the 
telpochcalli. [The calmecac ("it is at the place of a rope of rooms") was a religious 
preparatory seminary where boys and young men were disciplined in religion, 
astrology, history, and rhetoric. The telpochcalli ("it is a house for youths") was a 
military school attended primarily by the sons of commoners.] 

Ceppa tlahtlamiiyah mii no zo tlamiktlahuiiiyah. = Once they were fishng or pos- 
sibly they were seining; i.e., Once they were fishing or seining. 

b. Marked: 

Cuix hue1 canah tetech tirnahxitiz in yiibc? Auh cuix no zo tla6coyaz in iyolloh- 
tzin toTi?ucyo? = Will you somewhere cause yourself to approach someone in 
war? Or will our Lord's heart otherwise be compassionate? Le., Will you fall vic- 
tim in battle? Or will our Lord's heart be compassionate? 

Cm ti?camacpa motzilihtoz? Auh quen no ceh arnih mopohpolihuitiz? = From what 
rock cranny will he (H) lie looking? Or in what other manner will he (H) perish? 

3. Adversative conjunction 

a. Unmarked. The adverbial particle zan, "only," may be used in an unmarked adver- 
sative construction (compare English "He said he would go; only he didn't."). 

Ahmb cernilhuitl, zan yohualtica in iicaltica huiilcalactihuetziyah. = It was not by 
day, but only by night that they used to swiftly enter by boat. 

The adversative notion can be supported by the adverbial particle tel, "nevertheless," and by 
the adverbial expression yeceh, "even so." 

Tzoncbztiqueh, tel cequin tliltic in intzon. = They have yellow hair, but neverthe- 
less the hair of some is black. 

Hue1 tetl, yCceh ahmb cencah tepitztic. = It is really a rock, but even so it is not 
very hard. 
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The adversative notion can be supported by yeh or neh (i.e., ye + eh and no + eh), meaning 
"on the other hand." They may be introduced by the adjunctor in. Again, they function as 
adverbial modifiers, not as conjunctors. 

Nehhuiitl aic bnimitzcocolih, yeh tehhuiitl mochipa tinechcocolia. = I have never 
hated you, but on the other hand you always hate me. 

b. Marked: 

Cencah nechmoxictia, in ic ahm6 huel nitlaniinquilia. Auh yeceh huel nicnemilia 
in ic ninopalehuiz. = He disrespects me a great deal so that I cannot answer. But 
even so, I can think about how to help myself. [See 54.5.2.b for the structure of 
the double-object verbstem m-o+te-(xi-c-ti-ii), "to disrespect/offend s.o."] 

Tlamattimomana in iiltepetl, auh tEl inchiin tlahtohqueh cuic6ya. = The city lies 
[i.e., lay] silent, but nevertheless there was singing in the ruler's home. 

Nehhuiitl aic 6nimitzcocolih, auh in neh tehhuiitl mochipa tinechcocolia. = I have 
never hated you, but on the other hand you always hate me. 

52.5. Correlative Conjunction. To express the notion of correlative conjunction (in English 
expressed by "either . . . or . . ."), Nahuatl does not use a conjunctor. 

1. The standard type of correlation is expressed by paired conjuncts introduced by the 
adverbial particles ahzo . . . ahzo, ahzo eh. . . ahzo eh (written solid and with liaison as ahceh 
. . . ahceh), ahzo . . . ahzo n6, etc., "perhaps . . . perhaps (also)," all translationally equivalent 
to "either . . . or." For negative correlation, the paired adverbial particles ahm6 n6 . . . ahm6 
n6 express the equivalent of "neither . . . nor." 

Quiquhtia in ahzo aliihuac, in ahzo temalli. = It causes either phlegm or pus to come 
out. 

Ihcuiic quinGtza, in ahzo eh ipan tlathuiznequi, in ahzo eh quitlathuiltia. = Then it 
calls to him, either when it is about to dawn or when morning is breaking. [Literally, 
"it causes him to have dawn."] 

Ahm6 n6 huei, ahm6 n6 hueiyac in incue catca. = Their skirts were neither full nor 
long. 

2. A looser kind of correlation is expressed by the pairing of adverbial NNCs or pronom- 
inal NNCs, so that one conjunct is set in contrast with another. 

QuPrnmanifin hueli, quemrnaniyiin ahhueli = Sometimes it is possible, and some- 
times it is impossible. 

Nipa centlani, nipa centlani. = Over here there is an abyss, and over there there is an 
abyss. 

Centlapal quiza, centlapal calaqui in inacazco. = It comes out of his ear at one side 
and enters at one side; i.e., It goes in one ear and comes out the other. [Notice the 
hysteron proteron in which coming out is mentioned before going in.] 

Cequi chamiihuac, cequi piciltic. = Some are thick, and some are thin. 
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52.6. Conjunction in the Service of Lexical Innovation. Nahuatl fuses two (at times three) 
NNCs by means of unmarked conjunction to create new lexical items, called biclausalisms. 
Unlike a compound nounstem or verbstem, in which a new lexical item results from the com- 
bination of stems, here it is a matter of combining nuclear clauses. Making due allowance for 
the difference between Nahuatl nuclear clauses and English words, one may compare this with 
such English constructions as "hammer and tongs" (= "energetically," as in "He went at it 
hammer and tongs"), "tooth and nail" (= "with great ferocity," as in "They fought tooth and 
nail"), "hook, line, and sinker" (= "unquestioningly," as in "He accepted the explanation hook, 
line, and sinker"), and "lock, stock, and barrel" (= "completely," as in "They moved out lock, 
stock, and barrel"). While this type of construction (which always involves metaphorical dis- 
placement) is fairly rare in English, it is very common in Nahuatl. 

It should be obvious that in order to create a new lexical item the subject pronouns of all such 
conjoined nuclear clauses must refer to one and the same entity or group of entities. As a result 
a Nahuatl conjoined unit on the pattern of "X = a and X = b" is to be translated into English as "X 

= a and b ;  e.g., "it is my bread and it is my butter" is translated "it is my bread and butter," (i.e., 
"it is my means of support"). The difference between the source and the translation is another con- 
sequence of the ever-important fact that Nahuatl is built on nuclear clauses and not on words. 

The lexical item created by the conjoined NNCs can at times be transformed into a con- 
junctive compound nounstem, examples of which have already been presented in $ 3  1.7; thus, 
the compound nounstem (2-l-tepe)-tl-, "a water-and-hill," i.e., "a towdcity," is formed from 
the conjoined-NNC lexical unit iitl tepetl, "it is water and it is a hill," i.e., "it is a towdcity." 
The possessive state may be formed on the compound nounstem (e.g., niiltepeuh, "it is my 
water-and-hill," i.e., "it is my towdcity") or on the stems of the conjoined NNCs (e.g., nauh 
notepeuh, "it is my water and it is my hill," i.e., "it is my towdcity"). 

The notion expressed by a conjoined-NNC lexical item may be merely synonymous with 
one already expressed by a single-stemmed NNC, but on the other hand the conjoined unit 
may be the only way to express the notion; for example, Nahuatl has no other means of 
expressing the notion of "towdcity" than by (a)-tl- + (tepP)-tl- or (2-l-tepe)-tl-. 

The lexical unit composed of the stems of the conjoined NNCs remains valid even when 
incorporated into compound stems. 

Apiyaz tepepiyaz. = It will guard the water and it will guard the hill; i.e., It will guard the 
townlcity. 

Ahuahqueh6 tepehuahquehk! = 0 owners of water, 0 owners of a hill! Le., 0 lords of the 
towdcity ! 

Nbhuiyiin iihuahciin tepehuahciin micohua. = People are dying everywhere in the place 
of the owners of water and in the place of the owners of a hill; i.e., People are dying 
everywhere in towdcity sites. 

The lexical unit can survive when its members are used to derive verbstems. 

mbztlatiz huiptlatiz = it will be tomorrow or it will be the day after; i.e., it will be one of 
these days, it will be for yet a little while [< mbztla huiptla, "it is tomorrow or it is the 
day after," i.e.,"tomorrow or the day after, soon"] 
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If the conjoined-NNC unit functions as supplement or as a modifier, the adjunctor in (if 
used) normally appears before each NNC: e.g., in iitl in tepPtl; in niiuh in notepeuh. It can, 
however, also appear only in front of the leftward conjunct: in iitl tepPtl. 

Because of the already mentioned requirement that the subject pronouns of a conjoined- 
NNC lexical unit must have the same referent, a situation that is peculiar (from the English 
viewpoint) arises when the constituent stems refer to human beings differing in sex. For exam- 
ple, (niin)-tli-, "mother," and (tah)-tli-, "father," combine to create a lexical item that is trans- 
lated "parenthregiver." 

niintli tahtli = he is a mother and he is a father, i.e., he is a parent [not "she is a mother"]; 
she is a mother and she is a father, i.e., she is a parent [not "he is a father"] 

nimoniin nimotah = I am your mother and I am your father, i.e., I am your parent [As in 
Ca nelli in nirnitzilhuih in nimoniin in nimotah, "That which I, your parent, said to you 
is indeed true." The first-person singular subject pronouns on the conjoined NNCs that, 
as a unit, function as the supplementary subject match their head, the first-person singular 
subject pronoun on the VNC.] 

timoniinhuan timotahhuiin = we (two) are your mothers and we (two) are your fathers," 
i.e., we are your parents [As in Mixco mocpac tititlachixqueh in timoniinhuiin in timo- 
tahhuiin, "We who are your parents look at your face and at your head top," i.e., "We 
who are your parents behold you in person." [The unit meaning of the lexeme created 
by the combined stems forces a seeming illogic on the person-number of the subject pro- 
nouns of the individual NNCs.] 

Since Nahuatl syntax is based on nuclear clauses and not on words, the only way of creat- 
ing what in English are conjoined predicate nouns such as "We are your mother and father" 
would be by means of compounding (which it does not do in this two-sex situation). 

Two types of conjoined-NNC lexical units should be recognized. 

1. The "lord-and-master" type. The two conjoined NNCs are synonymous or nearly so. 
Usually, the meaning of the combination is simply that of one of the conjuncts, but it may also 
idiomatically have to do with some implication behind the combined NNCs. This type is not 
as numerous as the type in subsection 2 below. 

motloc moniihuac = beside you and near you; i.e., near you 
ttipco petlacalco = in a sheathlike case and in a wickerwork chest; i.e., undercover, secretly 
rnixtitlan iiyauhtitlan = among clouds and among mists; i.e., mysteriously 
iytilca inenca tonacayo = it is our body's means of living and its means of existing; i.e., 

it is our body's sustenance 
miimaltini itciini = it is a thing that can be carried on the back and it is a thing that can 

be carried; i.e., he is a vassaVa commoner [The NNCs are built on customary-pres- 
ent passive patientive nounstems (see 36.5).] 

tlatctini tlarniimaltini = it is the carrying means and it is the on-the-back carrying means; 
i.e., it is the paraphernalia for carrying things; metaphorically, it is the means of gov- 
erning, it is government [The NNCs are built on instrumentive nounstems (see 8 36.6).] 

ttiltziilan iicatziilan = amid rushes and amid reeds; i.e., in althe marsh 
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2. The "bread-and-butter" type. The two conjoined NNCs are situationally associated. The 
meaning of the combination is different from that of either of the NNCs and is a sort of 
metaphorical amalgam of the two (for example, "bread and butter" means "subsistence" or 
"livelihood"). 

tlilli tlapalli = it is black ink and it is color; i.e., it is (indigenous) writing 
mitl chimalli = it is an arrow and it is a shield; i.e., it is a battlelwar 
xbchitl cuicatl = it is a flower and it is a song; i.e., it is a poem 
cbzcatl quetzalli = helshe is a beadla necklace and helshe is a valuable long green 

feather; i.e., helshe is (one's) child 
iztlactli tencualactli = it is saliva and it is slobber; i.e., it is a lie [(iztlac)-tli-, "saliva," 

also "venom," and hence "poison," as in (iztlac-mi)-tl-, "poisoned arrow." The com- 
pound stem (ten-cud-a-c)-tli-, "anger on the lips," i.e., "frothy saliva, slobber, slaver," 
has as its matrix stem (cual-a-c)-tli-, "a thing that results from becoming angry," a 
root-patientive nounstem from the destockal verbstem (cud-2-ni), "to become angry" 
(see 5 39.4. l).] 

iitbyatl tepehxitl = it is a river and it is a precipice; i.e., it is destructionla disaster 
teohpbuhqui cocbc = it is a sad thing and it is a painful thng; i.e., it is afflictiodanguish 
iitl tlahchinblli = it is water and it is a burnt-over field; i.e., it is a warla battle [This also 

occurs as teiiiitl tlahchinblli, "it is god-water and it is a burnt-over field."] 
in tebMmpan in tlahchinbltempan = at dthe place overlooking the edge of althe battle 
cochciiybtl ne&hciiybtl= it is what is characteristic of going to sleep and it is what is 

characteristic of getting up; i.e., it is supper and it is breakfast; i.e., it is sustenance [See 
36.1 1.2; nei5uhciiybtl is frequently spelled neuhcayotl.] 

cuitlapilli ahtlapalli = they are a tail and they are wings; i.e., they are cornrnonerslsub- 
jectslvassals 

nacaceh ixeh = he has ears and he has eyes; i.e., he is prudent 

Although a conjoined NNC lexical unit usually consists of only two conjuncts (i.e., a 
biclausalism), a three-conjunct construction (i.e., a triclausalism) is possible. 

ihhuitl tlapalli tizatl = it is a feather and it is a dye and it is a white clay; i.e., it is a good 
examplelgood advice 

cuexiineh tepotzeh miicocheh = he is a lap owner and he is a back owner and he is an 
arm-crook owner; i.e., he is an administrator 

Just as with certain simple or compound nounstems, certain conjoined-lexical-unit stems 
tend to or must appear in possessive-state NNCs. 

nomii nocxi = it is my hand and it is my foot; i.e., it is my body 
itlahtbl iihiyo = it is his word and it is his breath; i.e., it is his discourse/utterance/oral 

communication 
itentzon iicuahmbl = he is his beard and he is his eyebrows; i.e., he is his grandson1 

great grandson 
teix tenacaz = he is s.o.'s eyes and he is s.0. '~ ears; i.e., he is s.o.'s ambassador 
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ihuic imecapal = he is his digging stick and he is his tumpline; i.e., he is his slave 
teezzo tetlapallo = he is s.o.'s blood and he is s.o.'s redness; i.e., he is a person of good 

breeding 
nocotGnca nohuiltecca = it is my means of becoming cut off and it is my means of 

becoming severed at the joints; i.e., it is my body part, they are my body parts; also, 
he is my fellow being 

The stems of a biclausalism (or a triclausalism) may have an affective formation. All stems 
involved must show the formation. 

miitzin motepetzin = it is your (H) water and it is your (H) hill; i.e., it is your (H) 
towdcity 

The following are a few example sentences illustrating the idiomatic nature of biclausalisms. 

Amix amonacaz xiccuiciin. = Take (pl) your eyes and your ears; i.e., Use (pl) your eyes 
and your ears; i.e., Be (pl) prudent. 

Aoc m6 miicuil mahtliic onquizaquiuh, onmoquetzaquiuh. = No more after five or 
after ten will he come in order to emerge forth or come in order to stand forth; i.e., 
No more in the future will he be present among us. [Miicuil and mahtliic are abbre- 
viated forms for mscuililhuitl, "it is idafterlfor five days," and mahtl2quilhuit1, "it 
is inlafterlfor ten days." Concerning the presence of on in an inbound purposive VNC, 
see 5 29.7.1 

Yohuatzinco tliihuizcalpan nitechiyaz. = I shall guard people at the time of the small 
night and in the time of the house of light; i.e., I shall guard people in the early dawn. 
[Concerning tlshuizcalpan, see 47.3.3. b.] 

Mii mGztla, mii huiptla n~chonmotlaGcolili in toTi5ucyo. = May it be tomorrow or 
may it be on the day after that our Lord shows me mercy; i.e., May our Lord show 
me mercy for yet a little while. 

Tizatl ihhuitl tictliilia. = You set down white clay and a feather; i.e., You set a good 
example. You give good advice. 

Itztic at1 tzitziciiztli notech Gquipachoh. = He pressed cold water and nettles into con- 
tact with me; i.e., He infhcted punishment on me. [Itztic iitl tzitziciiztli, "it is cold 
water and it is nettles," i.e., "it is physical punishment."] 

Nocuitlapan notepotzco yelohuac. = People are on my lower back and on my upper 
back; i.e., I have the task of governing. 

Nocuexiinco nom~malhuiizco yelohuatiuh. = People go being in my lap and on my 
carrying frame; i.e., I have the task of governing people. 

Anquimotequimacah in mixitl in tlap2tl. = You (pl) diligently give yourselves jimson- 
weed and jirnsonweed; i.e., You drink to excess. You are addicts. 

XiyGtl cuahtzontli nicteca. = I lay down a heddle and a warp; i.e., I set a good example. 
Ca ahmG ihuiyiin yecciin in petlapan in icpalpan. = Upon the mat and upon the seat (of 

authority) is indeed not in a calm place or in a good place; i.e., Rulership is not easy. 
Iz tehhuiitl in ticueitl in tihuipilli. = You who are the one who is a skirt and who is a 

blouse are here; i.e., You who are a woman are here. You, a woman, are here. 
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Cuix huel cententli cencamatl? = Is he perhaps able with one lip and with one mouth? 
Le., Is he skillful with few words? Can he speak succinctly? 

Note: Occasionally, what looks like a biclausalism may be an instance of simple (nonmetaphorical) conjunction. 
Contrast: 

Teti cuahuit1 nimitztoctiz. = I shall cause stones-and-sticks to pursue you; i.e., I shall punish you. ~iclausalism] 
Ciimpa nel quicuizqueh in tetl in cuahuitl? = From where in truth would [lit., will] they get stones and 

wood? [i.e., as building materials] 

52.7. Parallel Structure. Conjunction is the means by which Nahuatl's favorite stylistic 
device, parallel structure, is created. There are many varieties of parallel structure, but they 
may be satisfactorily covered by presenting the two extremes: the rephrasive and the pro- 
gressive types. 

1. Rephrasive parallelism. This is a static type of parallel structure in which what has 
been said is repeated in a slightly different form. The speaker keeps to a similar (or syn- 
onymous) content while either keeping or changing the grammatical structure. The result is 
a linguistic marching-in-place. There are a number of varieties; for example, a sentence with 
a nonspecific object is recast with a specific one (or vice versa), a sentence in the active 
voice is recast in the passive voice (or vice versa), a sentence in one tense is recast in another 
tense, a sentence containing an incorporated object is recast as one containing a supple- 
mentary object (or vice versa), a sentence containing an intransitive VNC is recast as a sen- 
tence containing a reflexive transitive VNC (or vice versa), etc. The following are a few 
examples: 

Ye huel bmpa motlanequiliiiya, motlanequilih in Cincalco. = Now he (H) was wish- 
ing, and he (H) wished (to go) there to Cincalco. 

Niman oc ceppa tzinquiza, tzinnehnemi, tzinilbti; oc ceppa icuitlahuic yauh. = Then 
once again he retreats, he steps back, and he turns back; once again he goes to his rear. 

Quil in tbnaciiybtl chichix; chichipahtic, chichipahtzontic mochiuh. = It is said that 
the food turned bitter; it became very bitter, exceedingly bitter. 

Huih in tlatliicaiinazqueh in Tbltecah, in quintliicaiinazqueh in inyiibhuiin. = The 
Toltecs go to enslave (people), to enslave their foes. 

Tlatzotzona, quitzotzona in ihuehueuh. = He drums; he beats his upright drum. 
Ahcopa conitztinencah; conahcopaitztinencah. = They continually looked upward at 

it; they continually looked up at it. 
Ca nihuiilnbtzalo; ni2chiiln6tza in tbnatiuh. = I am called hither; the sun calls me 

hither. [/E/ + /W/ > [E]; nechhuiilnbtza is here written as it is pronounced.] 
In tliihuiztli cencah tebcuitlayoh, moca tebcuitlatl. = The insignias are fully covered 

with gold; they are covered with gold. 
Auh in in xbchitl, ipan yohuac, ipan oncalac in tbnatiuh, in icuepbnca. = And as for 

this flower, it is at night, it is when the sun has set, that it is its opening; i.e., Thls 
flower opens at night, when the sun has set. 

Related to rephrasive parallelism is the appositive or parenthetical construction. There are 
several types; the following discussion is limited to only two. 
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a. The clarifying appositive: 

Iz catqui anquimacazqueh in tlahtoiini Moti!uczbma. = Behold what you (pl) will 
give to the ruler Moteuczoma. 

Miquiyah cequintin cihuah, imixxiptlahuiin Tetepeh. = Some women, imperson- 
ators of the Mountains, died (i.e., used to be sacrificed). 

Tlii xoconi in, in octli in bnichuiilcuic. = Drink this, the pulque that I have brought. 
In eztli, imezzo in miquiyah, huel, bmpa huiilahciya. = The blood, the vital blood 

of those who died, reached all the way to there. 
In yehhuiitl, in motenehua Titliicahuiin, quihtoiiyah ca yehhuiitl ilhuicahuah, 

tliilticpaqueh. = Of this one, the aforementioned Titlacahuan, they used to say that 
he was the owner of heaven and earth. [Concerning the personal-name NNC Titlii- 
cahuiin, see 5 56.2.2.b.l 

b. The summarizing appositive: 

Auh in ixquich in intlacuiiya, mblcaxtotbntin, cuauhcaxtotbntin, zoquitecon- 
totbntin-mochi bmpa conciihuayah Tepetzinco. = And all their eating utensils, 
the little sauce bowls, the little wooden bowls, the little clay cups-all these they 
left at Tepetzinco. [Notice the plural (i.e., animate) subject pronouns on these 
NNCs. See 5 32.7.1 

In in bmoteneuh iiltepetl, moch huehhuei. = As for these aforementioned cities, 
all were large; i.e., All these aforementioned cities were large. These aforemen- 
tioned cities were all large. 

2. Progressive parallelism. This is a type of parallel structure in which, while keeping to a 
similar grammatical makeup, the speaker changes the content (talks about a different entity or 
event). The result is a listlike collection of statements. The concept has already been intro- 
duced and exemplified in previous paragraphs (for example, see 52.2.1 concerning serial 
conjunction and 5 52.5 concerning correlative conjunction). 

In ihcusc cuacualaca quiyahuitl, ihcuiic ihza, ihcuiic mohblinia, ihcuiic mozcalia. = 
When the rain rumbles, at that time it awakens, at that time it moves, at that time it 
revives. 

Tebhuahqueh. Quinbtzqueh, quitliitlauhtihqueh, quimoteijtihqueh in tebtl in 
quitbciiybtihqueh Yohualli-Ehehcatl. = They had a god. They addressed him, they 
prayed to him, and they worshipped as a god the god whom they called Night-and- 
Wind. [See 5 56.4.1 

Quinequi rnii cue1 yeh ihiybtl onquiza, mii cue1 yeh conihiybhui, rnii cue1 yeh 
ompolihui, rnii cue1 yeh conmotliixili in imiquiztequiuh. = He wishes that quickly 
breath may end, that quickly he may endure his task of dying, that quickly it may per- 
ish, that quickly he may cast it off from himself. [Notice how -hniquiztequiuh reaches 
back to serve as supplementary object, supplementary subject, and again supple- 
mentary object.] 
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3. More complicated parallel structures are achieved by combining the rephrasive type 
with the progressive type. 

In zbzbltin in bquechcotbnalbqueh, tlapapatlatztinernih, papatlacatinemih, tliilli ic 
mohuihhuitequih, tliilli ic momohmbtlah. = The quail, when their necks were 
wrung, went floundering and fluttering, thrashing against the earth, hurling them- 
selves against the earth. 

Cholbzquiya, cholbznequiya; mocholbltiznequiya, mocholbltizquiya; motliitizquiya, 
motliitiznequiya; quinnetliitilizquiya, quinneiniiyiliznequiya in teteoh. = He 
would flee, he wished to flee; he wished to escape, he would escape; he would hide 
himself, he wished to hide himself; he would hide from the gods, he wished to con- 
ceal himself from them. 

Quimoybllbtihca, quimoybllbtiiiya; quimopictihca, quimopictiiiya; quiybcoxca, 
quiybcoyaya; ic moyblnbnbtzca, ic moyblnbnbtzaya; ihtic quimolhuihca, ihtic 
quimo1huiiiya:canah bztbc calaquiz? = He had thought to himself and was think- 
ing to himself; he had imagined and was imagining; he had conceived the idea and 
was conceiving the idea; he had asked himself and was asking himself; within him- 
self he had said to himself, within himself he was saying to himself: would he enter 
some cave? [The possessor pronoun 1-0 of ihtic has a short vowel because of the fol- 
lowing glottal stop.] 
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The Notion of Similarity. Comparison 

53.1. The Notion ofsimilarity. There are a number of ways of expressing the notion of sim- 
ilarity in Nahuatl. Among them are the following. 

1. A reduplicative prefix: 

(na-naca)-tl- = quasi meat; i.e., mushroom [< (naca)-tl-, "meat"] 
(ca-ca1)-li- = quasi house; i.e., shell, eggshell [< (ca1)-li-,"house." Used as the matrix in 

compound nounstems: (tbt6-te-ca-ca1)-li-, "bird-egg-shell"; (t6tol-te-ca-ca1)-li-, 
"turkey-egg-shell." It occurs as the embed in the compound nounstem (ca-cal-16)-tl-, 
which can mean "shell of a nut (acorn, hazelnut, etc.)" or can serve in a possessive- 
state NNC to indicate an organically possessed shell: icacallo in tijtoltetl, "it is the 
turkey egg's shell" (see 39.3.4).] 

(xo-xbuh-0)-qui- = a thing that has become like a green thing, i.e., a green-colored thing 
[< (xo-x6-hui), "to become like a green thing; < (x6)-tl-, "a green thing"] 

(tla-tl2-uh-0)-qui- = a thing that has become like red ochre, i.e., a red-ochre-colored 
thing, a red-colored thing [< (tla-tlii-hui), "to become like red ochre"; for (tla-tliiuh- 
hui), since /W/ + /W/ > [W]; from (tl2hui)-tl-, "red ochre."] 

(ya-yii-uh-0)-qui- = a thing that has become like dark maize kernels, i.e., a purplish- 
brown-colored thing [< (ya-yii-hui), "to become like dark maize kernels"; for (ya- 
yiiuh-hui), since /W/ + /W/ > [W]; from (yiihui)-tl-, "dark maize kernel, maize with 
dark-colored kernels"] 

(chi-chil-&@)-c- = a thing that has become like chili pepper, i.e., a chili-red-colored 
thing [< (chi1)-li-, "chili pepper"] 

(cue-cuetlax-&@)-c- = a thing that has become like leather, i.e., a leathery thing [< (cue- 
t1ax)-tli-, "leather"] 

(CO-coy-6-neh-nerni) = to walk like a coyote, i.e., to walk on all fours [< (coy-6)-tl-, 
"coyote"; (neh-nemi), "to walk] 

(cih-cihuii-tla-ht-0-2) = to talk like a woman [< (cihuii)-tl-, "woman"; (tla-ht-o-g), 
"to talk"] 
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2. A nounstem created by downgrading a possessive-state predicate containing the non- 
specific possessor pronoun tla, "something's" (see § 15.1.6): 

(tla-m%)-tl- = something's arm, i.e., a quasi arm; i.e., a sleeve [c  (miii)-tl-, "hand, arm"] 
(tla-nacaz)-tli- = something's ear, i.e., a quasi ear; i.e., a corner of a building [c (nacaz)-tli-, 

"ear"] 

3. A possessive-state NNC formed on the relational nounstem (t1oc)-B-, "vicinity, near- 
ness; side." The NNC serves as the principal clause. 

Tzicatl itloc in cuitlaiizcatl. = The tzicatl is similar to the dung ant. [For (tzi-ca)-tl-, 
see 3 1.6.1 

Chianpiipal6tl achi itloc in xicalpiipal6tl. = The chia butterfly is somewhat similar to 
the gourd-bowl butterfly. 

4. A nonpreposed-adjectival modifier construction using as the principal clause zan n6 
yehhuiitl, zan ye yehhuiitl, or zan ye n6 yehhuiitl (or zan n6 yeh, zan ye yeh, or zan ye n6 
yeh); see 43.1.3. 

Chiilchiuhx6chit1, zan n6 yehhuiitl in cuauhiyex6chitl. = The chalchiuhxochitl (jade 
flower) is only also the one that is the cuauhiyexochitl (wild tobacco flower); i.e., The 
chalchiuhxochitl is the same as the cuauhiyexochitl 

In in ahm6 zan ye nb yeh in teh? = As for this one, is he not only already also the one 
who you are? I.e., Is not this one the same as you? 

Tzohyiic iyex6chitl zan ye yehhuiitl in iyex6chit1, yeceh tzohyiic. = The tzohyac iye- 
xochitl (stinlung tobacco flower) is just already the one that is the iyexochitl (tobacco 
flower), but even so it is fetid; i.e., The tzohyac iyexochitl is the same as the iyexochitl, 
but it is fetid. [The stem (tzo-hyii-0)-c-, "a thing that has stunk like body filth," i.e., 
"a foul-smelling thing," is a compound agentive nounstem whose embed is (tzo)-tl-, 
"body filth, sweat," and whose matrix is (ihya-@)-c-, "a thing that has stunk," i.e., "a 
stinking thing," from the verbstem (ihyii-ya), "to stink."] 

"fmiimox, intlahcuil61" zan ye n6 yehhuiitl quiht6znequi ''intlil, intlapal." = "It is 
their books and it is their paintings" is just already also that which "it is their ink and 
it is their dyed thing" means; i.e., "Their books and their paintings" means the same 
as "their ink and their color." 

In iomiyo, in inacayo, ahm6 zan ye n6 yeh in mitzomiyijtih, in mitznacay6tih 
toTeucyo? = His bones and his flesh, are they not even already also the ones with 
which our Lord boned and fleshed you? I.e., Are not his bones and flesh the same as 
those with which our Lord provided you? 

5. An incorporated-complement compound verbstem with m-o-(neh-nequi) as matrix (see 
5 30.15). 

Moxonacanehnequi. = It resembles the onion. [< (xo-naca)-tl-, "meat-at-the-foot," i.e., 
"onion"] 

Xox6uhqui tecpatl, achi mochiilchiuhnehnequi. = Green flint resembles jadeite a little. 
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6. An NNC built on a verbstem meaning "to resemble," "to be equal to," etc., serves as the 
principal clause of a sentence. 

Cocho quinenehuilia in toznene. = The white-fronted parrot resembles the immature 
yellow-headed parrot. 

Ahmb quinehuihuilia in puercoh in Caxtilliin huitz. = It is not like the pig that comes 
from Castile. 

7. A construction involving a VNC built on the verbstem (ihui), "to be thus," or an NNC 
built on its preterit-agentive nounstem (iuh-0)-qui-, "one that has become thus," i.e., "such a 
one," "one of such a nature," etc.: 

Tehhuiintin, ca zan tiuhqueh. = As for us, we are indeed just thus. We are just alike. 
Ahciin iuhqui niccaqui. = Nowhere have I heard such a thing (- such things). [Iuhqui 

is the supplementary object of niccaqui.] 
Quittitihqueh in iuhqui intlacual. = They showed him what their food was like. [The 

group in iuhqui intlacual functions as the supplementary object to its head, the 
silently-present shuntline object pronoun 0-0.1 

In iuhqueh pipiltin, zan nb iuhqueh in pbchtecah. = If the noblemen were such, just 
also such were the merchants; i.e., The merchants were like the noblemen. 

Iuhqueh in oquichtin, iuhqueh in cihuah. = If such were the men, such were the 
women; i.e., The women were like the men. 

The NNC built on (iuh-0)-qui- can serve as the principal clause in regard to an NNC in the 
function of an adverbial modifier serving as the measure of the similarity. 

Ca ye tiuhqui in. = Already you are such a one as this. 
Iuhqui yez in. = He will be such a one as this. 
&c iuhqui bn? = Who is the one such as that? Who is like that? 
In angelohmeh, ca ahmb iuhqueh in tliilticpactliicah. = Angels are not like worldlings. 
0mpa nemih in Tliiloqueh, iuhqueh in tlamacazqueh, piipapahhuahqueh; iuhqueh 

in tlenamacaqueh catcah. = There dwelt the Tlalocs, (celebrants/acolytes/priests of 
Tlaloc) who were like priests, the tangled-haired ones; they were like the fire priests. 
[Notice that nemih is in the present tense but is translated as past because of catcah.] 

Hue1 iuhqui in itohmiyo maziitl itohmiyo. = Its fur is quite like deer fur. 
In iuhqui in xiniichtli ontbco, ahmb zan nb iuhqui in huiilixhua? = When such and 

such a seed is sown, is it not just also such a one that sprouts? [When iuhqui is fol- 
lowed by the adjunctor in, as here, the two are traditionally written solid: iuhquin.] 

Frequently, the NNC formed on (iuh-0)-qui- has an impersonal subject pronoun.The NNC 
functions as the principal clause. 

Iuhqui ahtitlehmeh. = The case is such that we are nothing; i.e., It is as if we are noth- 
ing. We are as nothing. 

Iuhqui titbtbtzintli. = The case is such that you are a little bird; i.e., You are like a little 
bird. 

The adjoined clause may be, and frequently is, introduced by the adjunctor in. 
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Iuhqui in tit6tbtzintli. = You are like a little bird. 
Zan achi hue1 iuhqui in tetzmetl. = It is just about as if it were tetzmetl; i.e., It is just 

about like tetzmetl (a plant of the Sedum genus). 

The adjoined clause need not be an NNC. 

Iuhqui in tipatlani. = It is as if you are flying. 
Iuhqui in nehcatoco. = It is as if I am pursued by means of the wind; i.e., I run swiftly. 
Iuhqui in ic ihuintih. = It is as if they become drunk by means of it. 

If the clause adjoined to iuhqui has a supplementary NNC, the favorite position of the latter 
is that of a sentence topic. 

In iybllo iuhqui in xiilli. =As for its heart, it is as if it were sand. It is as if its heart were 
of sand; i.e., Its center is like sand. 

In iy6ll0, ahmb zan nb iuhqui in moybllo? = His heart, is it not only also like your 
heart? I.e., Isn't his heart just like your heart? 

The concatenate structure containing iuhqui may be adjoined to a larger concatenate structure. 

Ahmb iuhqui tichichi ticcuahtihuetziz. = You will not gulp it down like a dog. 
Iuhqui in titecuani ipan nimitzmati. = I consider you a beast. 
Iuhqui in anchichimeh amrnocuepah. = It is as if you become dogs; i.e., You become 

like dogs. 
Mii nen iuhqui in titecuiini tirnochiuh. = Beware of becoming like a man-eater beast. 
Iuhqui in te6tl quim6tzaya. = He used to address them as if he were a god. [This could 

also be "It was as if he were a god when he addressed them."] 
Zii iuhqui in chipacpbl ihcac in ochpiintli. = The wide road stood as if quite clean. 

The relationship may be established by means of ic. 

Hue1 iuhqui in icuitlapil ic cah. = It (e.g., a deer's tail) is quite similar to its (i.e., some 
other animal's) tail. 

Iuhqui in moquequetztihuih in ic huih. = They go along as if they go trampling one 
another. 

Iuhqui in tliicatl ic tlachiye. = It looks like a human being. It resembles a human being. 
In -mezzo in tiyahcahuiin iuhqui iitl ic totocac. = The blood of the braves ran like water. 
Iuhqui in cepayahuitl ic iztac. = It is white as snow. 

53.2. Comparison. Comparison may be with regard to sameness (English "like" or "as ... as") 
or with regard to difference (English "more . . . than" or "less . . . than"). 

53.3. Comparison of Equality. A comparison of equality that involves a quality or manner 
may be expressed in several ways. 

l. With an iuhqui construction: 

In inchichihuiin tomiihuaqueh, iuhqui in tichcahuiin. = Their dogs are as fat as our 
sheep. 
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In Chol6ltecatl iuhqui in Mexihcatl ic chiciihuac. = A Chololtec is as strong as a 
Mexihca. 

Ahoc tleh iuhqui, in ic temauhtih, in miquiztli. = Nothing is as terrifying as death. 
Ahciin iuhqui 6niquittac c@ cuiicuahueh, in mii iuhqui in ic huei. = Nowhere have I 

seen a bull that is as big as it (i.e., as big as this one; as big as that one). 

2. With an ihuiin ("it is in the company of it") construction: 

In inchichihwn tomiihuaqueh, ihuiin in tichcahuiin. = Their dogs are as fat as our sheep. 
Ahoc tleh ihuiin, in ic temauhtih in miquiztli. = There is nothing as terrifying as death. 

53.4. Comparison of Equality with Regard to Size. A comparison of equality with regard to 
size is expressed in the following ways. 

1. With an NNC built on the quantitive pronominal stem (ix-qui-ch)-0-: 

Ixquich in. = It is as large as this. [Speaker indicating size.] 
Huiictli ixquich in cuiinaca. = The black-crowned night heron is the size of the roos- 

ter. A black-crowned night heron is as large as a rooster. 
In ic tomiihuac, mecac6iitl ixquich in tohueimahpil, auh ahm6 huel macho in 

qusxquich hueiyac. = The rope snake is as thick as a thumb, but it is not well known 
how long it is. 

MixcZicuiiuhtli ahm6 cencah huei; zan cualtGn, zan achi ixquich in niciin nemi 
cihuiitbtolin. = The crab hawk is not very large; it is average in size, somewhat as 
large as the turkey hen living here. 

2. With a correlative structure containing quezqui . . . no izqui: 

In quezquipa cuic6yiin616ya, no izquipa micohuaya. = As many times as there was 
song and dance, so many times was there dying. [The impersonal verbstem (cuic-6- 
yii-n-6-16) is from the intransitive verbstem (cuic-6-yii-n-o-ii), "to use the cuic6yiin 
(i.e., the place where people sing)," but is usually extended to mean "to perform song 
and dance."] 

Another correlative structure expresses the notion of "the more . . . the more . . .": 

In ic cencah mahuiztililbya, oc cencah quiteohp6huayah. = The more he was honored, 
the more they tormented him. 

53.5. The Comparative Degree. A comparison of inequality may occur in two degrees, the 
comparative degree (English "more . . . than" or "less . . . than") and the superlative degree 
(English "most" or "least"). The comparative degree may be expressed in several ways. The 
constructions frequently involve conjunction (with only two conjuncts permitted). 

1. The simplest construction contrasts two affirmative statements by means of a structure 
of adversative conjunction. One of the conjoined clause units contains the adverbialized VNC 
cencah or a collocation containing it: oc cencah, huel oc cencah, etc. 
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In Petoloh cualli, zan oc cencah cualli in Xoan. = Peter is good, only still very good 
is John; i.e., Peter is good, but John is better. John is better than Peter. 

In Petoloh cualli, yeceh oc cencah cualli in Xoan. = Peter is good, even so still very 
good is John; i.e., Peter is good, but John is better. John is better than Peter. 

Nitlamatini, ygceh oc cencah titlamatini. = I am learned, even so still very (i.e., espe- 
cially) you are learned; i.e., I am learned, but you are more learned. You are more 
learned than I. 

2. Another construction contrasts an affirmative statement with a negative one. There are 
several varieties of the construction, but in all of them the negative statement is introduced by 
any one of the following expressions (the adjunctor in is optional). 

in ahmb 
in ahm6 iuldiuhqui 
in ahm6 mach iuhliuhqui 

All five are translated "while not thus"; i.e., "than." [Traditionally these collocations are some- 
times written solid; e.g., amomachiuhqui.] 

The variety of the affirmative-plus-negative construction is due to the nature of the affir- 
mative statement. 

a. The affirmative statement may contain one of the following adverbial collocations, 

oc achi = a bit more 
oc cencah - oc cencah yehlyehhuiitl - oc yeh - oc yeh cencah = morelespeciallyl 

particularly 

Traditionally these collocations are sometimes written solid; e.g., ocachi, ocyecenca. They 
may be intensified by placing huel before them (e.g., huel oc cencah, "much more."). 

Nehhuiitl oc achi nitlamatini, in ahm6 iuhqui tehhuiitl. = I am still somewhat 
learned, when it is not thus that you are; i.e., I am somewhat more learned than 
you. [The NNC titlamatini has been deleted from the adjoined clause unit. This 
comparison could also have been expressed as Nehhuiitl oc achi nitlamatini, in 
ahm6 mach iuhqui tehhuiitl; etc.] 

Nehhuiitl huel oc achi nitlamatini, in ahmb iuhqui tehhuiitl. = I am quite still 
somewhat learned, when it is not thus that you are; i.e., I am quite a bit more 
learned than you. 

In c6ztic tebcuitlatl oc cencah huellazohtli, ahm6 mach iuh tlazohtli in iztiic 
te6cuitlatl. = Gold is more precious than silver. [huellazohtli = huel tlazohtli] 

Ca oc yeh cencah cualli in tichuicazqueh in tlacualli, in ahm6 iuhqui in tilrnahtli. = 

It is better for us to carry the food than the clothing. 

b. The affirmative statement may consist of a concatenate structure whose principal 
clause unit contains either tiichciiuh, "it is a superiorlmore excellent thing," "it is a greater 
thing" (from tiiichciiuh, which in turn represents teiichciiuh, "he is s.o.'s older brother," so the 
nonspecific possessor pronoun te has been reduced to ti and finally to t) or huiilcah,"it is in this 
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direction." These two nuclear clauses are modified by oc, oc achi, oc cencah, huel oc, huel 
oc achi, or huel oc cencah. The point of the comparison is presented in an adverbial adjunct 
introduced by ic (with the adjunctor in optionally present), while the supplementary subject 
of this adjoined adverbial clause unit is frequently placed as a topic before the principal clause. 

Nehhuiitl ca oc tiichciiuh, ic nitlamatini, in ahm6 iuh tehhuiitl. = As for me, indeed 
still it is a superior thing, whereby I am learned, when not thus you are; i.e., I am 
more learned than you. [The topic nehhuiitl is functioning as the supplementary 
subject for nitlamatini. This comparison could also have been expressed as 
Nehhuiitl ca oc huiilcah, ic nitlamatini, in ahm6 iuh tehhuiitl; etc.] 

c. A somewhat similar construction of the affirmative statement has a principal clause 
that contains a VNC built on the verbstem tla-(pan-a-huiii), "to pass beyond with regard to 
s.th., to surpass s.th., to excel s.th." or its derivative tla-(cem-pan-a-huiii), "to pass completely 
beyond with regard to s.th., to outstrip s.th., to transcend s.th." These stems are applicative 
derivations of (pan@, "to cross a river." In the comparison construction, their verb object pro- 
noun is not specified. The VNC formed on these stems is optionally modified by achi, cencah, 
oc, oc achi, oc cencah, huel oc, huel oc achi, or huel oc cencah. 

The adjoined clause unit containing the point of the comparison is introduced by ic or in ic: 

Nehhuiitl nitlapanahuia in ic nitlamatini, in ahm6 iuhqui tehhuiitl. = As for me I 
excel by the fact that I am learned, when it is not thus that you are; i.e., I am more 
learned than you. [This could have also been expressed as Nehhuiitl nitlacem- 
panahuia in ic nitlamatini, in ahm6 iuhqui tehhuiitl; etc.] 

In c6ztic te6cuitlatl huel tlapanahuia in ic tlazohtli, ahm6 mach iuh tlazohtli in 
iztiic te6cuitlatl. = Gold is more precious than silver. [The source text has huel- 
lapanahuia, with the two clauses written solid in imitation of the pronunciation: 
N + /W > [Ill .] 

The VNC tlapanahuia can also be used like huiilcah and tiichciiuh: 

Tlapanahuia ic nichiciihuac, in ahm6 tehhuiitl. = It surpasses things whereby I am 
strong, when you are not; i.e., I am stronger than you. 

In tlii iixciin in oc tipiltbntli titlatziuhqui, cencah tlapanhuia in ic titlatziuhqui 
in ihcuiic tihueiyaz! = If now while you are still young you are lazy, it much 
surpasses things whereby you are lazy at the time that you will become big! 
I.e., If you are lazy now while you are young, you will be much more so when 
you grow up! 

d. A VNC with a personal subject pronoun formed on the verbstem te- - tla-(pan-a-huiii) 
may also be used in a construction that has a specified applicative object pronoun: 

Nimitzpanahuia in ic nitlamatini. = I surpass you by the fact that I am learned; i.e., 
I am more learned than you. 

Cohuixin zan tepit6n; achi quipanahuia in palomah. = The black-bellied plover is 
quite small; a pigeon slightly surpasses it; i.e., The black-bellied plover is quite 
small; it is a little smaller than a pigeon. 
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Mexihco quipanahuia in Tetzcohco in ic huei iiltepetl. = Mexihco exceeds Tetz- 
cohco as a large city; i.e., Mexihco is a larger city than Tetzcohco. 

53.6. The Question "How Much More . . . ?" A comparison containing the question "how 
much more . . .?" may be created by inserting quen before oc yeh, oc eh (traditionally writ- 
ten solid as oque), zan yeh, oc yeh cencah huiilcah, or oc yeh cencah tlapanahuia. 

In tla 3xciin tiimiqui, quen oc yeh mbztla t a q u i z ?  = If you are thirsty today, how much 
more thirsty will you be tomorrow? [This could also have been expressed as In tla iixciin 
tiimiqui, quen oc yeh cencah huiilcah in ic mbztla tiimiquiz? etc.] 

53.7. The Superlative Degree. General superiority is expressed by deleting the contrasting 
negative statement of the comparative construction. In addition to the adverbial expressions 
cencah and huel and the adverbial collocations cencah huel, zii cencah, and zii cencah huel 
(all translationally equivalent to "very" or "exceedingly"; i.e., "most"), one may also use cem 
(incorporated as an adverb) or cenquizcii. Alternatively, one may use ahcic, "it is a thing that 
has arrived," cemahcic, "it is a thing that has arrived as one" (both of these as equivalents to 
"complete," "perfect"), or the VNCs tlapanahuia and tlacempanahuia, in cooperation with 
an adjoined clause unit introduced by ic or in ic. 

The following sentences exemplify variant ways of expressing the superlative. All may be 
translated "The maiden is most beautiful" or "The maiden is exceedingly beautiful." 

In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 
In ichpbcht 

l i  ca cencah cualnezqui. 
li ca cencah huel cualnezqui. 
li ca zii cencah huel cualnezqui. 
li cencualni2zqui. 
li cenquizciicualn~zqui. 
li cemahciciicualn~zqui. 
li ahcic in ic cualnezqui. 
li cemahcic in ic cualnezqui. 
li tlapanahuia in ic cualnezqui. 

The following examples show the honorific construction. They may all be translated "The 
eagle warrior is most valiant" or "The eagle warrior is exceedingly valiant." 

In cuiiuhtli cencah yblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli ca cencah huel yblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli zii cencah huel yblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli cenyblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli cenquizciiyblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli mahcitzinohticah in ic yblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli mocemahcitzinohticah in ic yblchiciihuaciitzintli. 
In cuiiuhtli motlacempanahuilia in ic yblchipiihuaciitzintli. 



LESSON 54 

Denominal Verbstems (Part One) 

54.1. Denominal Verbstems. Verbstems may be derived from nounstems by means of verb- 
stem-forming suffixes. This is an area of strong creative power for Nahuatl, and the following 
presentation exhibits only a selection of the formation types and resources. 

Note: It is possible, as mentioned in relation to causatives and applicatives, that at least some of the items here 
being called suffixes are in fact verbstems and that, instead of derivational suffixation, the stem-forming process 
involved is that of compounding. Since, however, one would never find a VNC such as *niti, hi-0(ti)0+0-0#, "I 
become," the suffixation approach has been accepted in the following discussion. 

54.2. The Inceptive/Stative Suflxes ti, hui, ya, 4 and hue. The five verbstem-forming suf- 
fixes ti, hui, ya, 2, and huii express the notion of the inception (or beginning) of, entry into, 
or being in a state or condition. Of these, the suffixes ti, hui, and ya may operate individually 
or be combined into the sequences ti-ya and hui-ya for a slightly more emphatic expression. 
The combinations ti-ya and hui-ya are traditionally spelled tia and huia, which is unfortu- 
nate because of the possible confusion with the causative suffix ti2 described in Lesson 25 
and the applicative suffix hui2 described in Lesson 26 whenever the latter are spelled tradi- 
tionally (i.e., without vowel length indicated). 

These five suffixes create intransitive verbstems having the translation value of "to become1 
become like (the entity signified by the source nounstem)." Since Nahuatl (like Arabic) does 
not normally distinguish being from becoming, a translation of "to be" or "to be like" may at 
times be more appropriate in English. 

The verbstems derived by these suffixes are much more common than the constructions 
described in 5 1.2.1 for expressing the notion of becoming. One of the most common uses 
of these verbstems is that of forming preterit-agentive NNCs having an adjectival function 
(see Lesson 40). 

The following subsections survey the principal points important to verbstem formation by 
means of these five suffixes. 

l .  The inceptivelstative suffix ti is attached directly to an NNC's absolutive-state predi- 
cate to form an intransitive verbstem. 
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(3-ti) = to become water; i.e., to melt [< (2)-tl-, "water"] 
(tliica-ti) = to become a person; i.e., to be born [< (t1iica)-tl-, "person." The verbstem is 

used of animals as well as of humans.] 
(tliicoh-ti) = to become like a slave; to work hard [< (t1iicoh)-tli-, "slave"] 

A derived or compound nounstem may serve as the source: 

(ma-l-ti) = to become a captive [< (ma-l)&, "a captured one"] 
(mahui-z-ti) = to become respected [< (mahui-z)-tli-, "a person worthy of fear; i.e., a 

person worthy of respect and honor"] 
(tla-zo-h-ti) = to be expensive [< (tla-zo-h)-tli-, "s.th. precious and dear or expensive"] 
(te6-xiuh-ti) = to become like turquoise; figurative, to become generous/excellent 

[< (te6-xihui)-tl-, "turquoise."] 

A numeral nounstem may serve as the source: 

(6-6me-ti) = to be by twos [< (6-6me)-0-, "by twos"] 
(oh-bme-ti) = to be two apiece [< (oh-6me)-0-, "two apiece"] 

Certain pronominal stems may serve as the source: 

(itl-ah-ti) = to become s.th. [< (itl-ah)-0-, "something"] 
(ah-tl-eh-ti) = to become nothing [< (ah-tl-eh)-0-, "nothing"] 

A customary-present agentive nounstem may serve as the source; the nounstem is, of course, 
that of the fully nominal customary-present agentive NNC of 8 36.3. 

(iihui-ya-ni-ti) = to become a prostitute [< (iihui-ya-ni)-tl-, "a prostitute," < (iihui-ya), 
"to be happylcontent"] 

(te-mach-tiii-ni-ti) = to become a teacher [< (te-mach-tiii-ni)-tl-, "a teacher"] 

A preterit-agentive nounstem may serve as the source. The verbstem-forming suffix is attached 
to the general-use stem of 35.5. 

(tlahpal-i-uh-0-cii-ti) = (for a young man) to become of marriageable age; also, to 
become s.th. that has become robust (e.g., the full moon) [< (tlahpal-i-uh-0)-qui-, 
"one who has become a vigorous, healthy young man"] 

(te6-pix-0-cii-ti) = to become a priest [< (te6-pix-0)-qui-, "one who has guarded a god," 
i.e., "a priest"] 

(te-mach-tih-0-cii-ti) = to become a teacher [< (te-mach-tih-0)-qui-, "one who has 
taught s.o.," i.e., "a teacher"] 

(tlahu-el-i-16-0-cii-ti) = to become a rogue [< (tlahu-i5l-i-l6-0)-~-, "one who has been 
dispised," i.e., "a rogue"] 

(icn-6-pil-lahu-el-i-16-0-cii-ti) = to become a rogue in the manner of an orphan, i.e., to 
become an ingrate [< (icn-6-pil-lahu-el-i-l6-0)-~-, "a rogue in the form of an orphan," 
i.e., "an ingrate"] 

(mic-0-cii-huah-0-cii-ti) = to become the owner of a dead person, i.e., to become a 
bereaved person [< (mic-0-CH-huah-0)-I-, "one who has owned one who has died," 
i.e., "a bereaved person"] 
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(Sxcii-huah-0-CS-ti) = to become an owner of possessions, i.e., to become rich [C 
(iixcii-huah-0)& "one who has owned possessions"] 

The nounstem of an adverbialized NNC may serve as the source: 

(tlahcah-ti) = to be late (said of the time from dawn to noon); to be(come) late in the 
morning [c (t1ahcah)-tli-, " daytime, day (from sunrise to sunset"] 

(te6-tlSc-ti) = to be late (said of the time from noon to dusk); to be(come) late in the 
afternoon [< (te6-t1Sc)-tli-, "afternoon"] 

(nen-ti) = to fail [< (ni2n)-I-, "an emptyluseless thing"] 
(m6z-tla-ti) = impers, to become tomorrow; pers, to live until tomorrow [c (m6z-t1a)-tl-, 

"the day after today"] 
(im-man-ti) = to be the (opportune) moment [< (im-man)-I-, "the very moment, this 

very moment"] 

An adverbialized nounstem formed on a relational nounstem may serve as the source: 

(cem-p6-c-tlan-ti) = to become totally under smoke, i.e., to become totally disori- 
entedlconfused [< (p6-c-t1an)-U-, "beneath (a cloud of) smoke"; (cem)-I-, "as one," 
i.e., "completely"] 

The resultant verbstem frequently prefixes the impersonal t1a (see 5 22.6) if the notion of time 
or weather is involved. 

(tla-cua-l-CS-n-ti) = to become good weather; to become an opportune time [< (cua-l- 
cii-n)-tli-, "good weather; opportune time"] 

(tla-x6-pan-tlah-ti) = to become the time of the rainy season [< (x6-pan-t1ah)-U-, "time 
of the rainy season"] 

At times the source nounstem is not attested: 

(i16-ti) = to return to the point of departure; (for an illness) to abate 
(ihuin-ti) = to become tipsyldrunk 

In certain exceptional instances the ti suffix can be added to a nounstem plus the numl morph 
found in possessive-state NNCs appropriate to the nounstem: 

(ti-yah-0-c%-uh-ti) = to become a brave warrior [< +ti(yah-0-cii)uh-, "s.o.'s goer," 
i.e., "a brave warrior." In this instance not only is the numl morph included but also 
the possessor pronoun ti2, which has been lexicalized in the form ti (see 5 35.6, 
note 3).] 

Denominal ti verbstems belong to Class A when their nounstem source ends in a con- 
sonant: (ihuin-ti) > pe$, (ihuin-ti). If the nounstem source ends in a vowel, the verbstem 
can either belong to Class A (which is especially the case when the preterit-agentive NNC 
formed on it has an adjectival function): ( 3 4 )  > p e d  (2-ti); or to Class B: (tliica-ti) > p e d  
(tliica-t). 

An intransitive inceptivelstative verbstem formed with ti may be converted into a single- 
object causative stem by adding the suffix liii (see § 25.5). Do not confuse this liii with the 
applicative suffix discussed in 5 26.6. 
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tla-(cua-l-ti-liii) = to cause s.th. to become good, i.e., to restore s.th., to repair s.th. [< 

(cua-l-ti), "to become good"] 
te- - tla-(ah-tl-eh-ti-liii) = to reduce so.- s.th. to nothing; to annihilate s.0.- s.th. [< 

(ah-tl-eh-ti), "to become nothing"] 

2. The suffix hui is not as prolific as ti in creating inceptivelstative verbstems. Like ti, it 
is attached directly to the absolutive-state predicate of a source NNC. 

(ix-tlii-hui) = nonan, to become given back [< (ix-t1iihui)-tl-, "red ochre to the full 
amount," from (ix)-, "total amount" (see 5 16.7), and (t1iihui)-tl-, "red ochre," the 
general-use stem of which is (t1iiuh)-0- (its final /W/ is assimilated to the /W/ of hui: 
/W/ + /W/ > [W]). The verbstem thus means "to become red ochre to the full amount," 
an idiomatic way of saying "to become a full recompense." The causative stem is 
formed according to 5 24.3. l .a: tla-fix-tlii-hu-a), "to pay S.&." The initial [i] is a sup- 
portive vowel; e.g., nitlaxtliihua.] 

(ix-hui) = to become fulllsatiated [See (ix)- in 5 16.7. The causative verbstem is formed 
by tiii: t&(ix-hui-tiii), " to cause s.0. to become satiated."] 

(xo-x6-hui) = to become green [< (x6)-tl-, "a green thing"] 
(tla-tlii-hui) = to become like red ochre; i.e., to become red [< (t1iihui)-tl-, "red ochre." 

The general-use stem is (t1iiuh)-0-; /W/ + /W/ > [W].] 
(ya-yii-hui) = to become dark colored [< (yiihui)-tl-, "dark-colored maize." The gen- 

eral-use stem is (yiiuh)-B-; /W/ + /W/ > [W].] 

If the source stem ends in a consonant, denorninal hui verbstems belong to Class A: (ix-hui) 
> (ix-hui). If it ends in a vowel, the verbstem belongs to Class B: (xo-x6-hui) > (xo-x6-uh). 

Many of the hui verbstems form a causative counterpart by adding liii (see 5 25.5; compare 
the causative formation from ti verbstems in subsection 1 above). 

tla-(xo-x6-hui-li8) = to cause s.th. to become green-colored 

3. The inceptivelstative suffix ya may form either denominal verbstems or deverbal ones. 

a. To form a denominal verbstem, ya is attached directly to a nounroot or to a nounstem 
downgraded to the root rank. The result is a "root-plus-ya" verbstem (see, for example, 5 25.4.8). 

(izta-ya) = to become like salt; i.e., to become white [< (izta)-tl-, "salt"] 
(xoco-ya) = to become like fruit; to become tarusour; to turn to vinegar [< (xoco)-tl-, 

"fruit; plum"] 

The source root (or stem-as-root) may be unattested. 

(poye-ya) = to become salty to the taste [< *(poye-)-l 
(chichi-ya) = to become bitter [< *(chichi-)-] 
(ce-ya) = to be willing [< *(ce-)-. There is a variant stem (ci-ya).] 
(coco-ya) = to become sick [< *(coco-)-l 

Occasionally, the base to which the ya is added has an i that does not belong to the root (i.e., 
the ya seems to be added to a stock; compare 5 24.4). 
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(hue-i-ya) = to become big [< (hue+@-, "a big one" < (hue)-tl-, see 5 40.2.1. The 
variant verbstem (hui-ya) also exists.] 

(cel-i-ya) = (for a plant) to sprout/take root/put forth shoots [< *(cel-i)-tl-; the root 
without the i occurs in the nearly synonymous derivation (cel-ti), "(for a plant) to 
become freshly green."] 

(te6-tliiqu-i-ya) = to become late in the day, to become afternoon [< (te6-t1iic)-tli-, 
"god-torso," i.e.,"afternoon"] 

(tzopel-i-ya) = to be(come) sweet [Neither *(tzopel-i)-tl- nor *(tzopa)-li- is attested.] 
(hue]-i-ya) = to be(come) delicious [Neither *(huel-i)-tl- nor *(hue])-li- is attested.] 

A curious use of this formation is exemplified in the following two stems: 

(miye-qu-i-ya) = to become muchlmany; to multiply/become increased [The source 
is the quantitive pronominal nounstem (miye-c)-@-, "many/much; see 16.9.1 .] 

(hue-i-ya-0-qu-i-ya) = to become long [The formation is quite strange in that the /M 
does not lie inside the source stem (as in the preceding example) but outside it, since 
it is the numl morph of the preterit-agentive nounstem (hue-i-ya-0)-c-, "a long 
thing" (see 40.9), which comes from the i-ya verbstem (hue-i-ya) listed above.] 

A denominal verbstem ending in ya belongs to Class A, to Class B, or to either. When it 
belongs to Class B, the perfective stem normally ends in X (/y/> [S]; see 5 7.4.2): (chichi-ya) 
>per$ (chichi-X) [also Class A: pe& (chichi-ya)]; but it can end in z if the source contains an 
/S/ sound (/y/> [S]; see 5 7.4.2): (cel-i-ya) > p e ~  (cel-i-z) [also Class A: pe$ (cel-i-ya)]; 
(ce-ya) > per$ (ce-z). 

As pointed out in 37.3.4, the active action nounstems of verbstems ending in ya normally 
drop the ya before adding liz; for example: 

(xoco-1iz)-tli- = adthe action of becoming tarthour; tartness/sourness 
(tzopel-i-1iz)-tli- = anlthe action of becoming sweet; sweetness 
(hue]-i-1iz)-tli- = adthe action of becoming delicious; deliciousness 
(hue-i-ya-0-qu-i-liz)-tli- = adthe act of becoming longllengthening 

But the following are among the exceptions: 

(hue-i-ya-1iz)-tli- = adthe action of becoming biggerlgrowing 
(ce-ya-1iz)-tli- = adthe act of wanting s.th.; an act of will; will 

The causative stem of the denominal ya verbstems is created by deleting the ya before adding 
the liii suffix (see 25.5.2). 

tla-(izta-liii) = to make s.th. become white; to paint s.th. white [The initial [i] of this 
stem is a supportive vowel; e.g., nitlaztalia.] 

tla-(poye-liii) = to add salt to s.th. (during food preparation) 
tla-(hue-i-liii) = to make s.th. bigger; to increase s.th. (e.g., a bet in gambhg) [This 

causative formation proves that the often-found hueiac or hueyac in tradition- 
ally spelled texts is a misspelling of hueiyac; i.e., not only is the i present, but 
stress falls on it (in traditional spelling ia and ya are notoriously untrustworthy, 
representing /id, Iyd, or /iya/; see Appendix F). Incidentally, in the variant stem 
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(hui-ya-0)-c-, the /e:/ has become raised to /i:/ and the following /i/ has become 
absorbed into it.] 

tla-(hue-i-ya-0-qu-i-E) = to lengthen s.th. 

Occasionally, the intransitive source is not attested: 

tla-@me-liii) = to cause s.th. to become two, to double s.th., to twist s.th. [< *@me- 
ya), "to become two"] 

There are occasions when the liii suffix creates an applicative verbstem: 

tla-(ce-15) = to be willing in relation to s.th.; i.e., to receive s.th. [< (ce-ya), "to be 
willing"] 

b. The ya is used to form deverbal verbstems from the denominal verbstems formed by 
ti and hui in subsections 1 and 2 above as well as from certain destockal dhui  verbstems. The 
source and derived verbstems normally have the same translation value. 

i. With a ti verbstem as source: 

(tlil-ti-ya) = to be(come) like black ink; i.e., to be(come) black [< (tlil-ti), "to 
be(come) black"] 

(camoh-pa-l-ti-ya) = to become sweet-potato colored; i.e., to become dark purple 
[< (camoh-pa-l-ti), "to become sweet-potato colored < (camoh-pa-l)-li-, "s.th. 
colored like a sweet potato" < tla-(camoh-pa), "to dye s.th. like a sweet potato"] 

(cP-ti-ya) = to become one, to mergelunite [< (CC)-0-, "one in number"] 

Certain verbstem formations prefer to use only ti, others prefer ti-ya, and others are indifferent. 
A deverbal verbstem ending in ti-ya belongs to either Class A or Class B. When it belongs 

to Class B, the perfective stem ends in X (see 7.4.2): (yet-ti-ya), "to become finished," i.e., 
"to become good > p e d  (yec-ti-ya) > (yet-ti-X). 

Just like denorninal ya verbstems, deverbal verbstems ending in ti-ya form a causative stem 
by deleting ya and adding liii. 

tla-(tle-x6-ch-ti-liii) = to cause s.th. to become a live coal, to build up live coals 
[< (tle-x6-ch-ti-ya), "to become a live coal"] 

tP-(tliica-ti-liii) = to engender S.O. 

There are, however, occasions when the liii suffix has an applicative meaning: 

t&(tliica-ti-liii) = to become a person toward s.o., i.e., to treat S.O. well/decently/ 
humanely 

ii. With a hui verbstem as source: 

(xo-x6-hui-ya) = to become green [< (xo-x6-hui), "to become green"] 
(tla-tlii-hui-ya) = to become red [< (tla-tlii-hui), "to become red"] 

A deverbal verbstem ending in hui-ya belongs to Class B: (xo-x6-hui-ya) > pe$, 
(xo-x6-hui-X). 

A causative verbstem is derived from a hui-ya stem by deleting the ya and adding liii. 

tla-(xo-x6-hui-lig) = to cause s.th. to become green colored [< (xo-x6-hui-ya), "to 
become green colored"] 
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iii. With certain destockal verbstems of the nikui type (see 5 24.5): 

(tlap-I-hui-ya) = to increase in numberlmultiply [c (tlap-I-hui), "to increase in 
numberlmultiply."] 

(cuetl-2-hui-ya) = "(for a plant) to wildwither [c (cuetl-2-hui), "to wildwither"] 
(c6z-2-hui-ya) = to becomelturn yellow [< (c6z-%-hi), "to becomelturn yellow"] 
(yam-2-ni-ya) = (for a body) to be at a normal temperature; (for the weather) to 

be calm and serene; (for a hide/wax/etc.) to become soft [c (yam-2-ni), "to 
become soft." Compare (yam-a-z-ti-ya), "to become soft," derived from the 
stock-based patientive nounstem (yam-a-z)-tli- (see 5 39.4. l).] 

(to-t6-ni-ya) = to be(come) hot (because of fire, sun, etc.) [c (to-t6-ni), "to become 
hot." This apparently destockal stem is irregular according to 5 24.5 and, in addi- 
tion, has a reduplicative prefm. The stem *(t6-ni) does not occur, and furthermore 
its associated stem (t6-n-a), "(for the sun) to shine; (for the day or weather) to 
be hot," is intransitive (the stem is Class A, so the a suffix is not causative).] 

A ya verbstem derived from a destockal hui or ni stem is preferred over its source stem in 
forming VNCs, although the source stem is the one that serves as the source for nounstem for- 
mations; for example: 

(cuetl-2-uh-0)-qui- = a wiltedlwithered thing 
(cuetl-2-hui-ni)-0- = a thing that wiltslwithers easily 
(cuetl-a-X)-tli- = tanned hide 
(c6z-S-uh-O)-qui- = a yellow thing 
(yam-2-n-0)-qui- = a soft thing 
(yam-2-ni-1iz)-tli- = softness 
(to-t6-n-0)-qui- = a hot thing; fever 
(to-t6-ni-1iz)-tli- = warmth, heat 

The derived ya stems belong to Class B: (c6z-2-hui-ya) >pe& (c6z-2-hui-X) - (c6z-2-hui-z). 
The preference of the source stem over the ya stem for derivation is again evident in the for- 

mation of the causative stem. It is created by adding the type-one causative suffix 2 to the hui 
or ni stem as in 8 24.5.7. In traditional spelling no distinction is made between hui-ya and 
hui-a or ni-ya and ni-2. The ya stem is, however, always intransitive and the 2 stem is always 
transitive. 

tla-(yam-24-2) = to tan s.th. (i.e., hides); to cool off s.th. (e.g., soup that is very 
hot); to soften s.th. (e.g., wax) with heat 

tla-(tlap-I-hui-2) = to cause s.th. to increase in number 
m-o-(to-t6-ni-a) = to warm 0.s. (by the fire or in the sun) 

4. The inceptivelstative suffix 2 is of limited use and has a meaning similar to that of ya. 
It is, of course, not to be confused with the causative 2. The verbstem it creates belongs to 
Class C (and therefore the stem looks as if it should be transitive). 

(tlghui-2) = to be like red ochre; i.e., to glow; (for a candle, etc.) to cast a lightkadiate 
light; (for a person with a torch, etc.) to light the way [c (tl2hui)-tl-, "red ochre." 
Contrast the transitive stem tla-(tl2-huis) in 5 55.7, note l .] 
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*(oh-hui-a) = nonan., to be like a road; i.e., to pose a danger; to be dangerousldifficult 
[The 2 is here added to a nounstem that keeps the m m 1  morph found in a posses- 
sive-state NNC built on the stem (oh)-tli-, "road, path, trail." The structure is the same 
as that of (oh-hui-ti) in 54.4 (compare the equally special formation in the noun- 
stem (oh-hui-y6)-tl-, "what is characteristic of roadslwhat concerns roads"). Carochi 
does not show a glottal stop closing the first syllable, although in some texts there is 
the spelling hu, a traditional spelling of I7w/, which in standardized spelling is hhu 
(see Appendix F). The asterisk indicates that *(oh-hui-2) has only a limited use. It is 
found in adjectival NNCs built on the preterit-agentive stem (oh-hui-h-0)-I-, "a dan- 
gerousldifficult thing" (see 40.8.6); also, its general-use shape, (oh-hui-h-0-cii)-n-, 
is found in adverbialized NNCs and as an adverbial embed in compound stems. On 
the other hand, (oh-hui-ti) permits a full range of VNCs. The former stem means 
"(for s.th.) to pose a dangerldifficulty; to be dangerousldifficult"; the latter means 
"(for s.0.) to face a dangerldifficulty; to be in dangerldifficulty." The two verbstems 
attest to the danger and difficulties (wild beast, robbers, etc.) associated with travel 
along roads and trails, looking at the problem from two different perspectives.] 

5. The inceptivelstative suffix hua is added to deverbal nounstems ending in (-y6)-tl- (see 
39.3) to form intransitive verbstems having the meaning of "to become/become like (the 

entity signified by the source nounstem)." Since the stem has (-y6)-tl- as its matrix, however, 
the translation into English is usually "to become filledlcovered with (whatever is signified by 
the nounstem embedded in (-y6)-tl-)." Unfortunately, the suffix hua is almost always mis- 
spelled a (because of the preceding /o:/); as a result, this verbstem is susceptible to confusion 
with the stem formations in 8 55.3, but the latter verbstems belong to Class C and these hua 
stems belong to Class A. 

(2-y6-hua) = to become s.th. filled with water; i.e., to become waterylthin (applied to liq- 
uids); to become diluted with water [< (2-y6)-tl-, "s.th. diluted with water"] 

(ez-z6-hua) = to become s.th. covered with blood; i.e., to become bloodied [< (ez-z6)-tl-, 
'kth. covered with blood"] 

(tern-a-l-16-hua) = to become s.th. filled with pus; i.e., (for a wound) to fester [Also 
(tim-a-l-16-hua); see 37.9.1 .a. From (tern-a-l-16)-tl-, "s.th. filled with pus"; the ulti- 
mate verbstem source is tla-(tern-a), "to cause s.th. to become full; to pour s.th. by 
means of a container."] 

(mahui-z-z6-hua) = to become s.0. covered with honor; i.e., to become honored, to 
receive honor [< (mahui-z-z6)-tl-, "honor, dignity of the high and mightly." The verb- 
stem is usually misspelled (mahuizoa), i.e., not only with a instead of hua but with 
a single z as well.] 

(t6c2-y6-hua) = to become s.0. covered with a name; i.e., to become famous [< 
(t6cP-y6)-tl-, "name"] 

(h-xip-tla-y6-hua) = to become s.th. covered with substitutes; i.e., (for a debt) to become 
satisfiedlpaid off; (for demands) to be met [ < (ix-xip-tla-y6)-tl-, "a representative1 
substitute"] 
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54.3. The Inceptive/Stative Su& ti and the Included-Possessor Verbstems. There is still 
another derivational process involving the inceptivelstative suffix ti, but the resultant intran- 
sitive stem created by it is so different from the intransitive stem described in 5 54.2.1 that it 
deserves special attention. 

All of the intransitive ti verbstems of 5 54.2.1 are derived by attaching the ti to the predi- 
cate of an absolutive-state NNC; in effect, this means that only the nounstem shows up in the 
derived verbstem. It is, however, also possible for the predicate of apossessive-state NNC to 
attach the ti. This means that a possessor pronoun (n-o, m-o, 1-0; t-o, am-o, i-m; tG, tla) is 
included inside the derived verbstem; i.e., the possessive-case feature of the pronoun is NOT 

transformed into an objective-case feature. As a consequence, a given nounstem can serve as 
the source for as many as eight diferent verbstems. 

If this inclusion of a possessor pronoun inside a verbstem is strange, stranger still is the fact 
that this basic possessor pronoun inside the verbstem can serve as the head for a supplemen- 
tary possessor, just as if it were still on the original NNC. 

Only four types of these verbstems are presented here. In all of them the verbstem belongs 
to Class A. (In the citation forms, the possessor pronoun tG can be replaced by any of the other 
possessor pronouns.) 

1. In the first type, the source nounstem expresses the notion of "proxy," "stand-in," "sub- 
stitute," or "representative." 

a. (tG-ix-xip-tla-ti) = to be s.0. '~ substitute, to be in the role of s.o., to act the part of 
s.0. [ < (ix-xip-t1a)-tl-, "image, portrait"] : 

Ihcuiic miqui cG tliicatl in 6ti%miptlatic cG xihuitl. = #0-0(tG-ix-xip-tla-ti)0+c-0# 
= At that time one man who has been an impersonator (lit, someone's imperson- 
ator) for one year dies (i.e., is sacrificed). 

~iixxiptlatic in Huitztzil6p6chtli. = 6#0-0(i-0-ix-xip-tla-ti)O+ccO# = He was Huit- 
tzilopochtli's impersonator. [The NNC Huitztzil6p6chtli is a supplementary pos- 
sessor whose head is the possessor pronoun i-0 inside the verbstem.] 

b. (tG-hui-hhui-ti) = to be s.o.'s impersonator/surrogate/stand-in [< (hui-hhui)-tl-, "sur- 
rogatelresemblance" < (ihhui)-tl-, "feather" (compare the English "birds of a feather")]: 

Tihuihhuitiz in Titliicahuiin. = #t-0(i-0-hui-hhui-ti)z+n-0# = You (sg) will be the 
impersonator of We-Are-His-Slaves. [Thanks to its third-person singular subject 
pronoun (see 5 56.2.2.b), the personal name NNC Titliicahuiin is the supplemen- 
tary possessor of i-0 inside the verbstem.] 

c. (tG-pa-ti-l-16-ti) = to be s.o.'s proxylrepresentativelrepresenter [< (pa-ti-l-16)-tl-, 
"replacement/stand-inlproxy" < (pa-ti-l)-& "a thing that can be exchanged; see the verb- 
stem tla-(pa-tla), "to exchange s.th."] : 

Ca ipatill6ti in Tloqueh Niihuaqueh. = #0-0(i-0-pa-ti-l-16-ti)0+0-0# = Indeed he is 
the representer of Ever-Nigh. [The personal-name unit formed by the conjoined 
NNCs Tloqueh Niihuaqueh has a cloned thud-person singular subject pronoun 
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(see $ 56.4), which allows it to be the supplementary possessor of i-0 inside the verb- 
stem. Compare the verbstem te-(pa-ti-l-16-ti-2) formed according to $ 54.5.1. b.] 

2. In the second type, the source nounstem expresses the notion of "merit," "recompense," 
or "deserved reward." The English translation of a possessive-state NNC formed on these 
source nounstems renders the possessor pronoun as subject (e.g., "I deserve," "you deserve," 
or "I am worthy," etc.). The derived verbstems normally participate in a VNC that has a nonan- 
imate (3rd-person common number) subject pronoun. The only expected tenses are the pres- 
ent, the preterit, and the future. 

a. (ti5-icn-6-pil-ti) = to be s.o.'s recompense [< (icn-6-pi1)-li-,"child deserving com- 
passion, orphan"] : 

nocn6pilti = #0-0(n-o-cn-6-pil-ti)0+0-0# = it is my recompense; i.e., I deserve it, I 
merit it 

tocn6piltiz = #B-0(t-o-cn-6-pil-ti)z+[-0# = it will be our recompense; i.e., we shall 
deserve it, we shall merit it 

0imicn6piltic = 6#0-0(i-m-icn-6-pil-ti)0+c-0# = it became their recompense; i.e., 
they deserved it, they merited it 

The preterit-tense VNC built on these verbstems is frequently used in exclamations in an 
idiomatic meaning: 

0mocn6~iltic! = How fortunate you (sg) are! 
0arnocn6~iltic! = How fortunate you (pl) are! 

The following example shows the rare occurrence of a VNC with an animate subject pronoun: 

titocn6piltiz = #ti-0(t-o-cn-6-pil-ti)z+O-0# = you (sg) will be our recompense 

b. (ti5-il-hui-l-ti) = to be S. o. 'S recompense [< (il-hui-l)&, "merit, recompense"] : 

molhuilti = #a-0(m-o-l-hui-l-ti)0+0-0# = it becomes your recompense; i.e., you (sg) 
deserve it 

tolhuiltiz = #0-0(t-o-l-hui-l-ti)z+u-0# = it will be our recompense; i.e., we shall 
deserve it 

The preterit-tense VNC built on these verbstems is used in exclamations in an idiomatic 
meaning: 

oirnilhuiltic! = cS#B-0(i-m-il-hui-l-ti)0+c-O# = How fortunate they are! 

c. (te-mah-cc-hua-l-ti) = to be s.o.'s recompense [< (mah-ce-hua-l)&, "merit, 
recompense"] : 

-hnahcehualti = #0-0(i-0-mah-ce-hua-l-ti)0+0-0# = it becomes his recompense; i.e., 
he deserves it 

amomahci5hualtiz = #0-0(arn-o-mah-ci5-hua-l-ti)z+[-0# = it will become your (pl) 
recompense; i.e., you (pl) will deserve it 

The preterit-tense VNC built on these verbstems is used in exclamations in an idiomatic 
meaning: 

~nomahcehualtic! = 6+0-0(n-o-mah-ce-hua-l-ti)0+c-0# = How fortunate I am! 
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The predicate of a VNC built on one of these verbstems can be incorporated into a compound 
verbstem; for example: 

tomahcGhualtiznequi = #0-0(t-o-mah-ce-hua-l-ti-z-nequi)0+0-0 = it wants to 
be(come) our recompense; i.e., we are about to deserve it 

The following example shows the rare occurrence of a VNC with an animate subject pronoun: 

titomahcehualtiz = #ti-0(t-bmah-ci5-hua-I-ti)z+~# = you (sg) will be our 
recompense 

3. In the third type, the various verbstems are formed from only one nounstem. The result- 
ant verbstems are unhke those in subsection 2 above in that these can occur only in VNCs show- 
ing a preterit-tense morph. Such a VNC, furthermore, is used only in an exclamation sentence. 

(te-tlahu-el-i-l-ti) = to be(come) s.o.'s misfortune [< (tlahu-el-i-l)-%, "one against 
whom rage is felt"] 

~notlahu~liltic! = 6#0-0(n-o-tlahuW-i-l-ti)0+c-0# = How unfortunate I am! 
~totlahueliltic! = How unfortunate we are! 

To emphasize the misfortune, the nounstem (ce-1)-0- (see 40.2.3.a) is incorporated as an adverb. 
Since the possessor pronoun is part of the verbstem, (CC-l)-0- must be placed in front of it. 

~c~lnotlahu~liltic! = 6#0-0(~~-1-n-o-tlahu-Mi-l-ti)0+c-0# = How uniquely unfortu- 
nate I am! 

Another emphatic expression is created by using the possessive-state predicate built on the 
compound nounstem (cen-tzon-tlahu-el-i-l)-li-, "four hundred misfortunes," as the source for 
the various derived verbstems. 

~amocentzontlahu~liltic! = 6#0-@(am-o-cen-tzon-tlahu-P1-i-l-ti)0+c# = It has 
become your (pl) four-hundredfold misfortune! ; i.e., How thoroughly unfortunate you 
(pl) are! 

4. In the fourth type, the various verbstems are derived from a possessive-state predicate 
built on the relational nounstem (pan)-I-, "upper surface; time" (see 47.3.3). 

nopanti = #0-0(n-o-pan-ti)0+0-0# = it is happening in my time 
6impantic = 6#0-0(i-m-pan-ti)0+c-0# = it happened in their time 
ipanti = #0-0(i-0-pan-ti)0+0-0# = it is happening in hisker time 
topantiz = #0-0(t-o-pan-ti)z+I-0# = it will happen in our time 

When the possessor pronoun is third-person common number and refers, for example, to a tar- 
get, the VNC has a different meaning: 

ipantiz = #0-0(i-0-pan-ti)z+[l-0# = idthey will hit idthem (i.e., the target/s) 

The causative suffix S may be added to the derived verbstem containing this nonanimate 
possessor pronoun I-0: 

nitlaipantia = #ni-0+tla(i-0-pan-ti-a)0+0-0# = I cause s.th. to hit it; i.e., I am right in 
what I say 

Gtitlaipantihqueh = t#ti-B+tla(i-0-pan-ti-h)0+q~-eh# = we were right in what we said 
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54.4. The Intransitive Sufix ti of Possession. The inceptivelstative suffix ti of 5 54.2.1 has a 
homophonous verbstem-forming suffix ti that creates a denominal intransitive verbstem with 
the meaning of "to havelbe in possession of (what is signified by the source nounstem)." This 
ti of possession is unlike the inceptivelstative ti in that the verbstem it creates cannot form a 
deverbal verbstem with ya. 

Another difference between the two suffixes has to do with focus. A VNC formed on the 
inceptivelstative ti is oriented toward the subject pronoun (i.e., the predicate identifies or clar- 
ifies the nature of the subject entity just as a subject complement does in English-the ti suf- 
fix is similar to an English copular verbword), but a VNC formed on the ti-of-possession is 
oriented toward the nounstem source (i.e., it names what in English would be a direct object- 
the ti suffix is similar to an English transitive verbword of having). 

(pah-ti) = to have (good) medicine; i.e., to get welllrecuperate [< (pah)-tli-, "medicine"] 
(tzin-ti) = to have a beginning, to commence [< (tzin)-tli-, "anus, fundament, buttocks; 

foundation, base"] 
(tequi-ti) = to have work; i.e., to work; (for a vassal) to have tribute; i.e., to make a tribute 

payment, to pay tribute [< (tequi)-tl-, "work; tribute." In this verbstem the meaning of 
ti seems to shift from having to rendering.] 

(xi-y6-ti) = to have skm sores [< (xi-y6)-tl-, "skin sore (such as ringworm or mange)"] 
(niihua-ti) = to have a good, clear sound, to be clearly audible [< (n2hua)-tl-, "a good, 

clear sound] 
(caqui-z-ti) = to have a sound, to resound; to have a good voice; to make 0.s. understood 

[< (caqui-z)-tli-, "a thing capable of being heard," i.e., "a sound] 
(iztlaca-ti) = to have venom; metaphorical, to lie [< (izt1aca)-tl-, "saliva, venom; poison; 

by extension, lie, falsehood." This nounstem, which belongs to the tl-Class 2B (see 5 
14.7.2.b.ii), is now used only as an embed. Its truncated general-use stem (izt1ac)- has 
taken over all of the other functions; thus, along with an expected possessive-state NNC 
such as noztlac, "it is my saliva," one finds the unexpected absolutive-state NNC izt- 
lactli, "it is saliva/venom."] 

In certain exceptional instances the ti of possession can be added to a nounstem plus the 
numl morph found in possessive-state NNCs appropriate to the nounstem (cf. 5 54.2.1). 

(oh-hui-ti) = to have a road; i.e., to be idface danger [< (oh)-tli- > (oh)-hui-, "road." 
Carochi does not show a glottal stop (see 5 54.5.1 .a, note l). See 5 54.2.4 for comments 
on (oh-hui-ti) and (oh-hui-S).] 

A ti verbstem of possession belongs to the same classes (A or B) as the inceptivelstative ti 
verbstems in 5 54.2.1 : (pah-ti) > per3', pah-ti); (xi-y6-ti) > pe& (xi-y6-t). 

A single-object causative verbstem can be derived from a ti-of-possession verbstem by 
means of liii (compare 5 54.2.1). 

t&(pah-ti-liii) = to cause s.0. to have (good) medicine; i.e., to cure S.O. 
tla-(0=0-iztii-0-~-0+0-0-ii-ti-liii) = to cause s.th. to have white water; i.e., to apply white 

paint to s.th., to paint s.th. white, to whiten s.th. [The source of the ti verbstem is the 
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structure of adjectival modification iztiic iitl, "it is white water," i.e., "it is white paint"; 
see 5 42.10.1 

54.5. First-Type Causative Derivations from Intransitive ti Verbstems. Second-type causative 
verbstems formed by means of the suffix liii have been pointed out for inceptivelstative ti 
verbstems (see 8 54.2.1) and ti-of-possession verbstems (see 5 54.4). There are also first-type 
causative verbstems formed with the suffix ii for both kinds of ti stems. The resultant causative 
stems end in ti-ii (obviously, in certain instances this will give rise to a possible confusion with 
the second-type causative stem ending in tiii; see 5 54.5.3). The NNC underlying the ti verb- 
stem may be in the absolutive or the possessive state. 

1. When the source NNC is in the absolutive state, there are two possible single-object 
formations. 

a. The ti-of-possession verbstem as source. A type-one causative stem from a ti-of- 
possession source has the meaning "to cause s.o.ls.th.1o.s. to have (what is signified by the 
nounstem)" and is frequently translated as "to provide s.o.ls.th.1o.s. with (what is signified by 
the nounstem)." The intransitive verbstem source may not be attested. 

tla-(tzin-ti-ii) = to cause s.th. to have a beginning; i.e., to begidoriginate s.th. 
te-(pah-ti-a) = to cause s.0. to have (good) medicine; i.e., to cure s .o. 
t&(tliiuh-ti-2) = to cause s.0. to have red ochre; i.e., to give a giftlboon to s.0. [< 

(t1iihui)- tl-, "red ochre"] 
t&(tequi-ti-2) = to cause s.0. to have work; i.e., to give s.0. a job, to put s.0. to work 
m-o-(chimal-ti-ii) = to cause 0.s. to have a shield; i.e., to get a shield; also, to make 

use of o.s.'s shield (for protection against sudrain/hail/etc.) 
t&(cem-d-ti-ii) = to cause S.O. to have a whole liver; i.e., to amuselentertain s.o., to 

give S.O. pleasure [< (cem-Cl)-li-, "a whole liver," i.e., "a pleased heart"] 

The causative stem can have an incorporated causative object. 

(2-l-tepe-tzin-ti-ii) = to cause a towdcity to have a beginning; i.e., to found a 
towdcity [< (3-l-tepi5)-tl-, "towdcity"] 

The meaning of "to cause s.o./s.th./o.s. to have" is at times translated as "to make (the entity 
signified by the nounstem) for s.o.1~. th.1o.s."; that is, the translation gives the false appearance 
of the verbstem's being applicative. 

m-o-(ta-pah-zol-ti-ii) = to cause 0.s. to have a nest; i.e., (for a bird) to build a nest for 
itself [< (ta-pah-zo1)-li-, "nest"; the matrix nounstem (pah-zo1)-li- means "tangle, 
tangled mass, snarl" and the embed stem (ta)- is a variant of (te)-tl-, "egg," so 
(ta-pah-zo1)-li- means "a tangled mass for eggs."] 

m-o-(me-ca-ti-2) = to cause 0.s. to have ropelcord; i.e., to provide 0.s. with ropelcord; 
metaph, (for a man) to live in concubinage [< (me-ca)-tl-, "rope/cord/twine"] 

m-o-(me-ca-pal-ti-ii) = to cause 0.s. to have a tumpline; i.e., to make OS. a tumpline 
[< (me-ca-pal)-li-, "tumpline, a strap passing across the forehead and helping sup- 
port a load on the back"] 
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m-o- - t&(cal-ti-2) = to cause o.s.1s.o to have a house; i.e., to build a house for o.s.1s.o. 
[< (ca1)-li-, "house"] 

Among these type-one causative stems are a few whose intransitive source stem is built on 
a compound nounstem having *(-huah)-tli-, "an acquired entity," as its matrix (see 5 39.1.3). 

m-o-(cihug-huah-ti-2) = to cause O.S. to have an acquired woman; i.e., (for a man) 
to manylget married [< *(cihu2-huah)-tli-, "an acquired thing that is a woman"] 

m-0-(oquich-huah-ti-2) = to cause 0,s. to have an acquired male; i.e., (for a woman) 
to manylget married [< "(oquich-huah)-tli-, "an acquired thing that is a man"] 

m-o-(pil-huah-ti-2) = to cause O.S. to have an acquired child; i.e., to beget a child [< 

*(pil-huah)-tli-, "an acquired thing that is a child] 

The source of a type-one causative stem is frequently a compound nounstem built on the 
matrix stem (-y6)-tl- (see 5 39.3). 

m-o- - tG-(ten-yd-ti-2) = to cause o.s.1s.o. to have fame; i.e., to become famous, to 
make S.O. famous [< (ten-y6)-tl-, "fame"] 

tla-(machLy6-ti-2) = to sketch s.th., to put a mark on s.th., to put lines on paper [< 
(machi-yG)-tl-, "sign, symbol, example, model"] 

tla-(0-0-iz~-0-~-0+0-0-te6-cuitla-y6-ti-ii) = to cause s.th. to have silveriness; i.e., to 
apply silver to s.th., to silver-plate s.th. [The embed of the (-y6)-tl- is the structure of 
adjectival modification *c teikuitlatl, "it is white god excrement," i.e., "it is silver."] 

tla-(nez-c%-y6-ti-a) = to signify s.th., to denote s.th. [< (nez-CS-y6)-tl-, "mark, sign." 
The embed of the (-y6)-tl- is a first-type active action nounstem (see 36.1 l).] 

At times not only is the source intransitive verbstem unattested, but its source nounstem is also: 

tla- - te-(tl2-ti-2) = to cause s.th.1s.o. to have a covering; i.e., to hide s.th.; to hide s.o.; 
metaphorically, to kill S.O. [< *(tl2)-tl-, "covering"; see (tl2-ca)-tl-, "person," in 

3 1.6.1 ; see also tS-(t12-pach-o-g), "to put a covering (e.g., a blanket) over s.o.," 
in 5 30.6. Contrast tla-(tla-ti-g), "to burn s.th.," in 54.8, note, in which the (t1a)- 
is a variant of (t1e)-tl-, "fire."] 

Note l :  In the Teteltzingo dialect one finds the first-type causative formation qui_ojfitia (i.e., quiohhuitia), "he 
causes him to have a (good) road," i.e., "he puts him on the right road or "he guides him." The intransitive source 
stem (oh-hui-ti) is the ti-of-possession verbstem of 5 54.4. Although Molina does not list the first-type causative for- 
mation, it probably existed. The presence of the glottal stop (represented by "f') in the Teteltzingo form gives cre- 
dence to its presence in the Classical source stem. 

Note 2: A few exceptional causative stems presuppose an 0-3 verbstem as their ultimate source, but a [ E ]  in the 
resultant stem presupposes a patientive nounstem derived from a ti verbstem as an intermediate step in their deriva- 
tional history. For example: 

(il-0-3) = to return > *(i1-6)-tl- > (il-64) = to return > (il-6-ch-6) > *(i1-6-ch)-tli- > tP-(il-6-ch-ti-S) = to 
make s.0. return; to bringltake s.0. back to the point of origin; tla-(il-6-ch-ti-3) = to return s.th. to the 
sender; to changelrevoke s.th. (i.e., a sentencelverdict); to turn back the clock; to make S-th. smaller, to 
reduceldiminish S-th., to sell s.th. at a loss [The step before the ti stem, i.e., *(il-8)-tl-, and the one after 
the nonactive stem, i.e., *(i1-6-ch)-tli-, are unattested.] 

tla-(c6l-0-3) = to make a detour around s.th. > tP+tla-(c61-6-ch-ti-3) = to cause s.0. to make a detour around 
s.th. [None of the intervening steps is attested, but the step with the hypothesized passive patientive noun- 
stem, i.e., *(c61b-eh)-tli-, is supported by the existence of the impersonal patientive nounstem (tla-c6ld- 
ch)-tli-, "a detour7' (see 8 38.1. l .b).] 
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tS-(tlal-0-2) = to make S.O. hastenlrun > ti5(tlal-8-ch-ti-P) = to grab hold of S.O. and make himher run, to 
grip S.O. by the arm and pull himlher speedily along; tiS+tla-(tlal-6-ch-ti-2) = to seize s.th. belonging to 
S.O. and run away with it [None of the intervening steps between the 0-2 source and the resultant causative 
stems is attested.] 

b. The inceptivelstative ti verbstem as source. The formation of a first-type causative 
stem from an inceptivelstative source is not as frequent as that from a ti-of-possession 
stem. Only the stems formed according to 5 54.2.1 can be used in the derivation. The 
meaning of the resultant verbstem is "to cause s.o.1o.s. to be(come) (what is signified by 
the nounstem)." 

te-(pa-ti-l-16-&S) = to cause s.0. to be a stand-in; i.e., to assign S.O. as deputylsub- 
stitute [< (pa-ti-l-16)-tl-, "replacementlstand-in/proxylrepresentative." Compare 
(te-pa-ti-l-16-ti) in 5 54.3.1 .] 

At times this first-type causative stem is synonymous with a second-type one: 

te-(hueli-ti-ii) = te-(hueli-ti-l-tiS) = to cause S.O. to be capable; i.e., to give s.0. 
powerlauthority 

t&(pah-ti-2) = t&(pah-ti-liS) = to cause s.0. to have (good) medicine; i.e., to cure 
S.O. 

Single-object causative verbstems of both subsection a and subsection b belong to Class C: 
tla-(tzin-ti-2) > pe& tla-(tzin-ti-h); te-(pa-ti-l-16-&S) >, pe& te-(pa-ti-l-16-ti-h). 

2. When the source NNC is in thepossessive state, there are again two possible causative 
formations by the addition of the causative 9; in this case, the result is a double-object verb- 
stem. The source ti verbstem is not attested for either of these formations. Unlike the stems in 
5 54.3, the possessor pronoun of the source NNC is not kept as such INSIDE the resultant verb- 
stem. The suffix ti and the causative suffix ii combine to work directly on the possessive-state 
NNC in such a way that they force the subject pronoun to replace its nominative-case feature 
with an objective-case feature and the possessor pronoun to replace its possessive-case feature 
with another objective-case feature. The former fills the causative-object function and the lat- 
ter the applicative-object function. The result is a violation of the valence principle of 5 23.1, 
since two object pronouns occur in the VNC's predicate although the verbstem has a justifi- 
cation for only one of them. As a consequence of this, in many instances there are two 
homophonous verbstems, one with single-object valence (derived according in subsection 1 
above) and the other with double-object valence. 

a. The inceptivelstative ti as source. The inceptivelstative ti is by far the more frequent 
source for a type-one causative stem. The meaning of the double-object stem is "to cause 
s.th.1s.o. to be(come) o.s.'s/s.o.'s (entity signified by the nounstem)." 

NNC: antopohhuiin = #an-0+t-o(poh)hu-Sn# = you are our equalslpeers [For (poh)- 
tli-, see 5 15.2.2.1 

VNC: tamechtopohtiah = #t-0+am-ech+t-o(poh-ti-a)0+0-h# = we cause you to 
become equals to ourselves, i.e., we make you equal tollike us. 

The following are further examples. 
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m-o+tla-(iixcii-ti-ii) = to cause s.th. to become oneself's property; i.e., to appropri- 
ate s.th. for O.S. [For example, nicniixciitia, "I appropriate it," has its source in 
niixcii, "it is my property"; quimiixciitia, "helshe appropriates it," has its source 
in iiixcii, "it is hisher property." From the nounstem (iixciii)-tl-, "property."] 

te+tla-(iixcii-ti-2) = to cause s.th. to become s.o.'s property; i.e., to appropriate s.th. 
for S.O. [For example, n&hiixciitia, #0-0+n-ech+O-Pl(iixcii-ti-a)0+0-0#, "hefshe 
appropriates it for me."] 

m-o+tla-(cal-ti-3) = to cause s.th. to be(come) oneself's house; i.e., to take over s.th. 
as oneself 'S house [For example, nicnocaltia in mocal, "I take over your house as 
my own." Compare the single object stem m-o-(cal-ti-ii), "to cause O.S. to have a 
house," i.e., "to build O.S. a house," formed according to subsection 1.a above.] 

m-o+tla-(miqui-yii-n-ti-3) = to cause s.th. to become oneself's time of dying; i.e., to 
attempt s.th. arduous [< (miqui-yii-@-U-, "time of dying"] 

m-o+tla-(nemi-liz-ti-ii) = to cause s.th. to be oneself's manner of living; i.e., to have s.th. 
as a way of living [E.g., itlah nicnonemiliztia, "I have a particular way of living."] 

m-o+t&(pil-tzin-ti-3) = (for a man or a woman) to cause S.O. to become histher child; 
i.e., (for a man or a woman) to adopt S.O. 

m-o+t&(con&ti-2) = (for a woman) to cause S.O. to be her child; i.e., (for a woman) 
to adopt a child 

m-o+t&(te6-ti-2) = to cause S.O. to become oneself's god; i.e., to worslup S.O. as a god 
m-o+t&(chimal-ti-2) = to cause S.O. to be o.s.'s shield; i.e., to use S.O. as a shield 
m-o+te-(tla-ht-o-h-0-cii-ti-ii) = to cause S.O. to be oneself's king; i.e., to takelconsider 

S.O. as oneself's king [The nounstem source is the preterit-agentive nounstem 
(tla-ht-o-h-0)-qui-, "ruler/king ."l 

A double-object type-one causative verbstem can contain a compound nounstem whose 
matrix is the perfective patientive nounstem (-huah)-tli-, "an acquired thing" (see 39.1.3 
and subsection l .a above). 

m-o+t&(pil-huah-ti-a) = to cause S.O. to be oneself's acquired child; i.e., to adopt 
S.O. [Contrast m-o-(pil-huah-ti-ii), "to beget a child," in subsection l .a above.] 

m-o+t&(tliica-huah-ti-2) = to cause S.O. to be oneself's acquired person; i.e., to make 
S.O. oneself 'S slave 

Certain double-object type-one causative verbstems reveal their source in a possessive-state 
NNC by including its numl morph. 

m-o+t&(tliica-uh-ti-3) = to cause S.O. to become one's slave; i.e., to enslave S.O. 
m-o+tla-(tequi-uh-ti-2) = to cause s.th. to become oneself's work; i.e., to apply O.S. 

to s.th. (i.e., a task); to undertake s.th. (i.e., a task) [Also, m-o+tla-(tequi-ti-2). 
Compare t&(tequi-ti-ii), "to give S.O. a job, " in subsection l .a above.] 

It is possible that the possessive-state NNC that serves as the source for the verb root orig- 
inally served as the supplementary subject of an adjectival NNC. After the formation of the 
verbstem, the adjectival NNC can be retained as an NNC but transformed into the modifier of 
the root. 
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Source: not121 huei = my land is big 
Transform: hui5 nicnotlaltia = I cause it to be my big land; i.e., I take up a lot of space 

b. The ti-of-possession stem as source. When a ti-of-possession verbstem is the source 
for a type-one causative stem, the resultant double-object stem has the meaning "to cause 0.s. 
to have s.o.'s (what is signified by the nounstem)." 

m-o+tP-(xi-c-ti-3) = to cause 0.s. to have (i.e., to grab) s.o.'s navel; to cause 0.s. to 
attempt to have (i.e., make a grab for) s.o.'s navel; i.e., to disesteeddisrespect s.o., 
to offenaaffront s.0." [For example, nicnoxictia, "I cause myself to have his 
navel," i.e., "I am disrespectful to him/' am insolent to him," has as its source ixic, 
"it is h s  navel," from the nounstem (xi-c)-tli-, "navel." In Nahua culture, to grab 
or attempt to grab s.o.'s navel was an insult.] 

m-o+t&(cal-ti-2) = to cause 0.s. to have s.o.'s house; i.e., to appropriate s.o.'s house 
for 0.s. [For example, nimitznocaltiz, "I shall cause myself to have your house," 
i.e., I shall take over your house as my own."] 

Double-object type-one causative verbstems formed according to a or b belong to Class 
C: m-o+t&(teti-ti-2) > per$ m-o+t&(teG-ti-h); m-o+t&(xi-c-ti-2) > peg, m-o+tG-(xi-c- 
ti-h). 

3. The phonological sequence /tia:/ at the end of a verbstem is a source of difficulty. One 
must not only decide whether the ti means "to be" or "to have" but also distinguish homopho- 
nous type-one causative stems (meaningful ti plus causative 2) and type-two causative stems 
(connective ti plus causative 2; see ti2 in 25.1). Knowing the options in morphological struc- 
turing is essential. 

a. When the* source nounstem is not a patientive nounstem, only class-one causative 
verbstems are possible and only subsections l and 2 above are involved. 

caus-l: m-o-(icn-iuh-ti-3) = to cause 0.s. to have a friend; i.e., to win a friend/friends 
[< (icn-iuh)-tli-, "friend] 

caus- l : t&(icn-iuh-ti-2) = to cause people to become friends 
caus-l: m-o+t&(icn-iuh-ti-2) = to cause S.O. to become one's friend; to win S.O. as a 

friend 

b. When a patientive nounstem is involved, both type-one and type-two causative stems 
may exist. 

i. If the source verbstem is intransitive, the translation value of type-one and type-two 
causatives is usually synonymous. 

caus-l: t&(cu21-2-n-ti-2) = to cause s.0. to have anger; i.e., to anger S.O. [< (cusl- 
2-n)-tli-, "anger"] 

caus-2: ti2-(cu21-2-n-tiii) = to cause s.0. to become angry; i.e., to anger s.0. [< 

(cual-2-ni), "to become angry"] 

ii. If the source verbstem is transitive, the translation value of type-one and type-two 
causative stems is open to variation. 
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caus-l: te-(tla-cua-l-ti-ii) = to cause s.0. to have food; i.e., to provide s.0. with 
food [< (tla-cua-l)&, "food." The tla is not specifiable.] 

caus-2: te+tla-(cua-l-tiii) = to cause s.0. to eat s.th.; to have S.O. eat s.th. [< 
tla-(cuii), "to eat s.th."] 

caus-l: te-(ma-l-ti-ii) = to cause s.0. to have a captive; i.e., to provide s.0. with a 
captive [< (ma-l)-&, "captive"] 

caus-l: E-(tla-ma-l-ti-3) = to cause s.0. to have a captive; i.e., to provide s.0. with 
a captive [< (tla-ma-l)-&, "a captive"] 

caus-l: m-o+t&(ma-l-ti-2) = (1) to cause s.0. to become one's captive; i.e., to 
make s.0. one's captive; (2) to cause OS. to have s.o.'s captive; i.e., to let it be 
known that someone else's captive is one's own [< (ma-l)&, "a captive"] 

caus-2: te+tla-(ma-l-tia) = to have s.0. capture s.th. [< tla-(m@, "to capture s.th."] 

caus-l: m-o- - t&(qui%-ti-3) = to cause 0.s1s.o. to have clothing; i.e., to provide 
o.s.1s.o. with clothing [< (quen)-tli-, "clothing"] 

caus-l: m-o- - t&(tla-qu&-ti-ii) = to cause o.s.1s.o. to have clothing; i.e., to pro- 
vide o.s.1s.o. with clothing [ < (tla-quen)-tli-, "clothing"] 

caus-2: te+tla-(quen-ti8) = to cause s.0. to put onlwear s.th.; i.e., to dress s.0. in 
s.th. [< tla-(quemi), "to put onlwear s.th."] 

caus-l: m-o-(niimic-ti-ii) = to cause 0.s. to have a mate; i.e., to get married [ < 
(niimic)-tli-, "matelspouse"] 

caus- l : te-(niimic-ti-ii) = to cause S.O. to have a mate; i.e., to marry S.O. off 
caus-l: tla-(niimic-ti-2) = to bring togetherlmatch s.th. with s.th. else; also, (when 

speaking of dreams) to interpret s.th. 
caus-l: te-(tla-namic-ti-a) = to cause s.0. to have a matched thing; i.e., to make an 

exchange with S.O. ; to recompense s.0. [< (tla-niimic)-tli-, "a matched thing"] 
caus-2: m-o+te-(niimic-tiii) = to cause 0.s. to have an encounterlfight with s.0.; to 

contendlfight with s.0. [< t&(namiqui), "to go out to meet s.o./to encounter 
s.o./to contend with s.o.1 

54.6. First-Type Applicative Derivations from Intransitive ti Verbstems. A few intransitive ti 
verbstems of either the inceptivelstative or the ti-of-possession kind can form an applicative stem 
by adding iii to the stem (see 26.2). The ia suffix is attached to a replacive stem that lacks the 
final Iil. A new problem now presents itself: one must distinguish between t-is and ti-Ytiii. 

t&(cuica-t-iii) = to have a song for s.0.; i.e., to sing to s.0. [It is possible that this is a 
first-type causative ti-ii stem formation according to 54.5.1 .a, but the applicative inter- 
pretation seems preferable.] 

tla-(niihua-t-iii) = to be clearly audible with regard to s.th.; i.e., to give orders about s.th., 
to give a command 

This applicative stem belongs to Class C: te-(cuica-t-ia) > pe& t&(cuica-t-ih). 
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Denominal Verbstems (Part Two) 

55.1. The Temporal Intransitive SuBx tic. There is another verbstem-forming suffix tiii that 
looks like it should be transitive but is in fact intransitive. It is therefore entirely different from 
any of the /tia:/ stem formations mentioned previously. The tiii apparently has a unitary struc- 
ture (although the ti could conceivably be a connective morph with an intransitive S). The 
NNC source is formed on a compound nounstem whose matrix is a nounstem signifying a 
time-segment such as (i1hui)- tl-, "day," (yohua-l)-li-, "night," (mi5tz)-tli-, "month," or (xihui)- 
tl-, "year," and whose embed is a numeral nounstem. The meaning of the verbstem is "to spend 
(the named number of time periods) in a place" or "to be (the named number of time periods) 
old," although this latter meaning usually has to do with years. 

(cem-ilhui-tia) = to spend one day in a place; to be one day old [< (cem-ilhui)-tl-, "one day"] 
(niiuh-yohua-l-ti3) = to spend four nights in a place [< (niiuh-yohua-l)&, "four nights"] 
(bn-xiuh-tiii) = to spend two years in a place; to be two years old [< (bn-xihui)-tl-, "two 

years." Since In51 assimilates to [G],which is traditionally miswritten with a single X, 
the VNC bnxiuhtia is usually spelled oxiuhtia.] 

55.2. The Causative Sufix tla. Although not very productive, the suffix tla may be attached 
to a nounstem to create a causative verbstem with the translation of "to cause s.0. or s.th. to 
belbe treated aslbe considered aslbe characterized as (the entity signified by the source noun- 
stem)." The derived verbstem belongs to Class A. 

t&(mahui-z-tla) = to honor s.0. [< (mahui-z)-tli-, "a person worthy of fear and respect"] 
tla-(p3-tla) = to cause s.th. to become water; i.e., to dissolvelmelt s.th. [The nounstem (p3)- 

tl- is an archaic stem meaning "water/liquid."] 
tla-(pa-tla) = to exchange s.th. [< (pa)-tl-, "exchange item" (?)I 
t&(xapo-tla) = to deflower S.O. (i.e., a virgin) [< *(xapo)-tl-, "a cavitylaperture/hollow/ 

cleft/breach"] 
tla-(xapo-tla) = to break through s.th. (e.g., a wall, a hedge) 
t&(icn-iuh-tla) = to introduce people so that they become friends; to make people who are 

enemies be friends [< (icn-iuh)-tli-, "friend, companion"] 
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t-o-(icn-iuh-tla) = to cause one another to be friends, to become friends with one another 
[The object pronoun is a reciprocative.] 

m-o- - t&(tla-zo-h-tla) = to cause o.s.1s.o. to be considered as valued/precious/dear; to 
consider o.s.1s.o. precious; i.e., to love o.s.1s.o. [< (tla-zo-h)-tli-, "s.th.1s.o. precious1 
dearlvalued"] 

t&(ygb-tla) = to cause S.O. to be an enemy; to consider s.0. an enemy; i.e., to make war on 
S.O. 

m-0-(ih-zbtla) = to vomit [ < (ih-zb)-tl-, "vomit" (?).l 

The applicative formation for such verbstems changes the tla to ti before adding li2 (see 5 
26.7). 

tP+te-(tla-zo-h-ti-li2) = to love s.0. belonging to s.0. (- for the sake of s.0.) 

Note: There is another verbstem-forming tla that is unlike the one above in that it creates intransitive verbstems 
and means "to be(come)." It is even less productive than the causative tla. 

(ilhui-tla) = to be(come) a holiday [c (i1hui)-tl-, "holiday"] 
(x6-tla) = (for the land) to swelter; (for coals) to catch fire; (for flowers) to bloom; (for a person) to be fever- 

ish [< (x6)-tl-, "a green thing." The verbstem is the source for both the nounstem (x6-chi)-tl-, "flower," 
and the matrix stem of (tle-x6-ch)-tli-, "live coal."] 

(tla-tla) = to become a fire; i.e., to burn [The source nounstem (tla-)- is a variant of (t1e)-tl-, "fire." The 
causative stem derived from this intransitive stem changes the verbstem-forming tla to ti before the 
causative suffix H: tla-(tla-ti-a), "to cause s.th. to become fire," i.e., "to burn s.th." The applicative of this 
is te+tla-(tla-ti-liH), "to burn s.th. for s.o."] 

55.3. The Intransitive Sufix o-ii and Its Applicative Counterpart huiii There are several types 
of denorninal verbstems created by means of the suffixal cluster 0-2. The one treated in this 
section is, surprisingly, intransitive; that is, the 2 suffix added to the stock formative 101 is not 
a causative suffix. Furthermore, the intransitive verbstem has a single-object counterpart 
formed with the applicative suffix cluster hu-iii (here spelled solid: hui2). Both the intransi- 
tive 0-2 stem and its corresponding huia stem belong to Class C. The 0-2 stem and the hui2 
stem both have two meanings. 

1. The 0-2 intransitive verbstem may mean: 

a. "To use or apply (the thing signified by the source nounstem)": 

(2yacach-0-2) = to use a gourd rattle [< (2yacach)-tli-, "gourd rattle"] 
(qui-quiz-0-2) = to blow a conch-shell horn [< (qui-quiz)-tli-, "conch horn"] 
(nacaz-0-2) = to use one's ears; i.e., to listen [< (nacaz)-tli-, "ear"] 
(chol-0-2) = to use hooves; i.e., to bound away, to flee [< (cho1)-li-, "hoof '1 
(cama-ch2l-0-2) = to open the mouth wide [< (cama-ch2l)-li-, "start of the mouth," 

i.e., "jawljawbone"] 
(cuicb-y2-n-0-2) = to use the placehuilding where people sing; by extension, "to 

sing and dance" [< (cuic-b-y~-n)-o-, "placehuilding where people sing." See 5 
53.4. In the verbstem the y is frequently left unrepresented; see 5 2.13. l.] 

(tih-tisnquiz-0-2) = to stroll repeatedly through markets [From a reduplicative stem 
built on (ti2nquiz)-tli-, "market." As can be seen here, the notion of "use" can 
have a somewhat extended meaning.] 
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At times the expected meaning is replaced by "to act like": 

(t6l-0-2) = to bow the head, to bend the head down [< (t6l)-in-, "rush."] 
(t6z-0-2) = to keep vigil at night, to spend the night awake [(t6z)-tli-, "yellow-headed 

parrot"] 

In some instances the source nounstem is unattested: 

(eucx-0-2) = to sneeze [This is probably based on an onomatopoeic stem. There are 
two variants: (aucx-o-ii) and (iucx-0-3) .] 

(11-o-ii) = to return 
(pa-t-0-2) = to gamble, to play patolli [The source nounstem *(pa-t)-tli- probably 

means "a thing offered for exchange, a bet, a stake." Its root is also found in the 
verbstem tla-(pa-tla), "to exchange s.th." (see 55.2). The 0-2 verbstem's imper- 
sonal patientive nounstem, (pa-t-6-l)-li-, designates a game of chance, originally 
played with bean dice.] 

b. "To produce (the thing signified by the source nounstem)": 

(tamal-0-2) = to make tamales [< (tama1)-li-, "tamale"] 
(tla-xca-1-0-3) = to make tortillas [< (tla-xca-l)-&, "tortilla"] 

The formation is not very productive. For its applicative stem, see subsection 2.b below. 

2. The derivational suffix huiii creates a single-object denominal verbstem with two pos- 
sible meanings, both of which are applicative. The resultant verbstem belongs to Class C. 

a. "To use or apply (the thing signified by the source nounstem) in relation to s.th.Is.o.1 
o.s.": 

tla-(izta-huiii) = to salt s.th. [< (izta)-tl-, "salt"] 
tla-(xical-huiii) = to use a gourd vessel in relation to s.th. (e.g., a liquid); i.e., to ladle 

s.th. (e.g., a liquid) with a gourd vessel [< (xica1)-li-, "a gourd vessel"] 
tla-(tla-chpiin-hu-iiz-huiii) = to use a broom on s.th.; i.e., to sweep s.th. [< (tla- 

chpiin-hu-iiz)-tli-, "broom7'; see 5 58.1 .] 
t& - tla-(mah-pil-huiii) = to point to s.o./s.th. with the finger [< (mah-pi])-li-, 

"finger"] 
tla-(icxi-huiii) = to walk s.th. (road, etc.) on foot; to go on foot [< (icxi)-tl-, "foot." 

The initial [i] on the stem is a supportive vowel; for example, nitlacxihuia, "I go 
on foot."] 

m-0-(oc-huiii) = to apply pulque to o.s.; i.e., to overindulge in drinking pulque to the 
point of being sick [< (oc)-tli-, "pulque"] 

tla-(0-0-iztii-0-~-0+0-0-te6-cuitla-huiii) = to apply silver to s.th., to silver-plate s.th. 
[The source is the structure of adjectival modification i zac  te6cuitlat1, "it is white 
god excrement," i.e., "it is silver."] 

The notion of use or application can be quite broad; for example: 

m-o-(metz-huiii) = to use the moon (or a month) in relation to oneself; i.e., to men- 
struate [< (mi3z)-tli-, "moon/month] 
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m-1- - t& - tla-(246~-a-huiii) = to throw o.s.ls.o./s.th. in a river [< (246~-a)-& "river"] 
m-o-(tla-xapo-ch-huiii) = to fall into a shallow hole [< (tla-xapo-ch)-tli-, "a shal- 

low hole" < tla-(xapo-tla); see 5 55.2.1 
m-o-(~-0-CP-0-0+~-0-T6-ch-hui2) = to be apprehensive of a year called One Rabbit 

[The source is the calendrical name Ce TGchtli, "it is (the year of) One-Rabbit," a 
year-name associated with disaster (see Appendix E.II.3).] 

The source may be a compound nounstem built on the matrix stem (-y6)-tl- (see 5 39.3): 

tla-(ih-i-y6-hui8) = to use breath for s.th., i.e., to suffer hardshiplwants/needs; to 
acquire s.th. needed by means of effort [< (ih-i-y6)-tl-, "breath] 

tla-(y6l-16-huiii) = to use the heart on s.th.; i.e., (for one skilled in his craft) to make 
s.th. without a patteddiagram/blueprint/plan/standard (compare English, "to make 
s.th. by heart") [< (y6l-16)-tl-, "heart"] 

At times the hui8 is added to a nounstem whose meaning presupposes the deletion of the 
matrix stem (-y6)-tl-; see 39.9. 

tla-(tGuc-huiii) = to apply lordliness to s.th.; i.e., to officiate at s.th. [The source stem 
(tGuc)-tli-, "lord," is standing in for (teuc-y6)-tl-, "lordliness."] 

tla-(oquich-huiii) = to use maleness (i.e., manly strength) in relation to s.th.; i.e., to 
acquire s.th. by exerting an effort [< (oquich-y6)-tl-, "maleness/manliness"] 

tla-(tlahpal-i-uh-0-cii-huiii) = to obtain s.th. by means of vigorousness; i.e., to obtain 
s.th. by means of hard work [< (tlahpal-i-uh-0-c%-y6)-tl-, "vigorousness" < (tlah- 
pal-i-uh-0)-qui-, "a vigorous young man" < (tlahpal-i-hui), "to be vigorouslener- 
getichealthy"] 

tG-(tlahpal-i-uh-0-c8-huiii) = to use vigorousness against s.0. ; i.e., to rape s.0. 
tla-(t61-t&1-ca-hui8) = to use craftsmanship on s.th.; to createlmake s.th. with the 

skill of a craftsman [The source is (t6l-tG-1-ca-y6)-tl-, "craftsmanship," not (tM- 
te-1-ca)-tl-, "craftsman" (see 5 48.13).] 

Note l: A very limited number of denominal huia verbstems permit two object pronouns. Apparently the source 
is a possessive-state NNC, as in the causative ti-2 verbstems of 5 54.5.2. 

m-o+tla-(cuitla-hui8) = to use oneself's excrement on s.th.; i.e., to take cardcharge of s.th. [Compare the one- 
object verbstem tla-(cuitla-huiii), "to use excrement on s.th."; i.e., "to fertilize s.th. (e.g., land)." There 
is also the metaphorical m-o-(cuitla-huig), "to use excrement on o.s.," i.e., "to be a freeloader."] 

m-o+t&(cuitla-huia) = to take care/charge of S.O. 

Note 2: Instead of using the o-S > hui3 formation, certain intransitive denominal verbstems in 0-3 imitate the 
huiii formation of 5 55.6 and invent a hypothetical i-huila-hui stem that lacks a transitive 0-3 step but goes straight 
to a single-object applicative stem ending in i-l-huiga-l-hui3 (see 5 26.9.2). For example: 

(tepon-Pz-0-3) = to beat a horizontal, two-toned drum > t&(tepon-%c-i-l-huia) = to beat a horizontal drum 
for S.O. [< (tepon-3z)-tli-, "a hollow-log, horizontal drum whose top was slotted to form two tongues"] 

b. "To produce (the thing signified by the source nounstem) for so.": 

t&(c&hua-l-huiii) = to make shade for s.0.; to shade s.0. [< (ce-hua-l)&, "shade" 
< (cG-hua), "to become cold ;  see 24.6.1 

tG-(tla-xca-l-huiii) = to make tortillas for s.0. [ < (tla-xca-l)-%, "a baked thing," 
i.e., "tortilla"] 
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55.4. Verbstems Formed from Adverbial Nounstems by Means of huiii. Some of the noun- 
stems that occur in the adverbialized NNCs of Lesson 44 may be used to form single-object 
applicative verbstems by means of the suffix hui2. The derived verbstem can be translated as 
"to act upon S.O. or s.th. in a manner (indicated by the nounstem)." 

tla-(Ilihuiz-huiii) = to act upon s.th. thoughtlessly/inconsiderately; to do s.th. thoughtlessly 
[< (ilihuiz)-m-, "thoughtlesslylinconsiderately~'] 

m-o-(no-h-mah-huiii) = to act of one's own free will [< (no-h-mah)-U-, "spontaneously"] 
tla-(n6ncuah-hui2) = to do s.th. for oneself alone; to do s.th. alone [< (n6ncuah)-m-, 

"alonelby oneself '1 
tla-(m-1-ahci-0-cii-huiii) = to be thorough with regard to s.th. [< (m-m-ahci-0-~2)-[-, 

"completely." The adverbial stem is so completely lexicalized that the reflexive object 
pronoun retains its mainline shape despite being included inside the verbstem. Example 
sentence: Nicmahciciihui2 in nitlahtlacoiini, "I am thorough with regard to my being 
a spoiler1 sinner," i.e., "I am consumate in evil."] 

55.5. Verbstems Formed with 0-5 and huifi from Compound Nounstems That Have a Rela- 
tional Nounstem as Matrix. Certain compound nounstems whose matrix is a relational noun- 
stem can derive verbstems by means of 0-2 and hui2. The 0-2 verbstems are usually transi- 
tive but in exceptional instances may be intransitive. The huiii stems are single-object 
applicative stems. 

tla-(quech-pan-0-3) = tla-(quech-pan-huiii) = to carry s.th. on the shoulders [< (quech- 
pan)-I-, "neck upper surface"; i.e., "on the shoulders"] 

At times the source of the verbstem is simply a possessive-state predicate built on a relational 
stem: 

tla-(ne-tech-0-2) = to connect things one to another [The source is the possessive-state 
predicate -ne(tech)-, "in one another's contact."] 

t-o-(ne-tech-hui3) = to quarrel with one another (referring to members of a family) [The 
t-o indicates a reciprocative object pronoun (so the subject pronoun of a VNC must be 
plural) .l 

At times only one of the derived verbstems is attested: 

tP-(cal-pan-0-2) = to go from house to house [< (cal-pan)-[-, "house surface"] 
(tequi-pan-0-2) = to work [< (tequi-pan)-m-, "work time"] 
tla-(tequi-pan-0-2) = to work on s.th. [applicative] 
tP-(tequi-pan-0-2) = to work for S.O. [applicative] 
tla-(icxi-pan-huia) = to walk on s.th. (road, path, etc.) on foot; to go on foot [< (icxi-pan)- 

U-, "foot surface," i.e., "on foot"] 
tP-(icxi-tlan-huiii) = to trip S.O. [< (icxi-t1iin)-m-, "underfoot"] 
m-o-(icxi-ne-tech-huiii) = to strike one's ankles against one another while wallung [This 

is a compound stem built on m-o-(ne-tech-huiii), presented above. The initial [i] is a 
supportive vowel: ninocxinetechhuia, "I walk striking one ankle against another."] 
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tla-(ach-to-pa-huiii) = to be the first to do s.th. [< (ach-to-pa)-I-, "for the first time, on the 
first occasion"] 

tP-(cuauh-t-icpa-c-huiii) = to knock S.O. down out of a tree [< (cuauh-t-icpa-c)-[-, "in the 
top of a tree"] 

55.6. The Causative 0-5 Verbstem and its i-hui/a-hui Source. Another type of denominal 
verbstem formed with 0-8 is transitive and is obtained from a deverbal intransitive source 
formed with i-hui or a-hui. These intransitive and transitive pairs of verbstems therefore 
belong to the i-huila-hui > o-ii destockal verbstem of 24.7. Here, however, the focus is on 
these destockal verbstems as the result of denominal verbstem formation; that is, instead of a 
root, a nounstem is to be used as the base to whch the stock-formative-plus-stem-formative 
sequences i-hui and a-hui are added. The meaning of the resultant verbstem is "to become1 
become like (the entity signified by the source nounstem)." This means that the i-huila-hui suf- 
fixal sequence is synonymous with the inceptivelstative suffix ti of 54.2.1. On occasion one 
even finds synonymous denominal verbstems formed on the two. 

(tlil-ti) = (tlil-i-hui) = to become like ink; to become black [< (tli1)-li-, "inklblack paint"] 
(xi-pe-tz-ti) = (xi-pe-tz-i-hui) = to become smooth [< (xi-pe-tz)-tli-, "a smooth thing"] 
(camil-ti) = (camil-i-hui) = to become ripeningly brown [(camil)-li-, "ripe fruit" (?)l 
(xol-o-ch-ti) = (xol-o-ch-a-hui) = to become wrinkled [The nounstem (xol-o-ch)-tli-, "a 

wrinkle," is derived from the destockal verbstem (xol-b-ni), "(for a wound) to fester."] 

The causative 0-2 verbstems corresponding to the i-hui/a-hui stems have the meaning of 
"to make S.O. or s.th. become like (the entity signified by the source nounstem)." 

tla-(tamal-0-8) = to make s.th. become shaped like a tamale; to make s.th. into a loaf [< 

(tamal-i-hui), "to become shaped like a tarnale" < (tama1)-li-, "tamale"] 
m-o- - te-(cuetl-a-x-0-3) = to cause 0.s.- S.O. to become dispirited/depressed/apathetic [< 

(cuetl-a-x-i-hui), "to become slackllimplweakldispirited~depressed < (cuetl-a-X)-tli-, 
"tanned hide" < (cuetl-8-ni), "(for an illness or a wind) to abate; (for a flame) to flicker1 
tremble"] 

tla-(pil-i-ch-o-ii) = to cause s.th. to become wrinkled; to crease s.th. [< (pil-i-ch-a-hui), "to 
become wrinkled/shnveled" < (pil-i-ch)-tli-, "a wrinkle" < (pil-i-ni), "to become withered"] 

tla-(tepi-tbn-0-3) = to make s.th. small [< (tepi-tbn-i-hui), "to become small" < (tepi-tbn)- 
I- ,  "s.th. small"] 

te-(hueh-ca-pan-0-2) = to exalt/extol S.O. [< (hueh-ca-pan-i-hui), "to rise in honorldig- 
nitylstatus." See (hueh-ca-pan)-0- in 5 47.3.3.b.l 

An i-hui/a-hui verbstem belongs to Class B: (tlil-i-hui) >per$ (tlil-i-uh). An o-ii verbstem 
belongs to Class C: tla-(tlil-0-3) > per$ tla-(tlil-o-h). 

Note: At times an i-huila-hui stem has no causative counterpart. 
(3y-a-hui) = to become foggy, to mist [< (3y-)- < (ah-)- < (3)-tl-, "water." See 8 2.13.1 for the shift of [h] to 

[y]; the (ah-)- is an glottalized embed form of (3)-tl-; see 9 14.2.8.1 
(ce-p3y-a-hu-i) = to snow [< (ce-p3y-)- < (ce-pah-)- < *(ce-p%)-tl-, "ice water." The embed stem (ce)-tl- 

means "ice/icicle." The matrix stem *(p@-tl- is an archaic stem for "water"; in its glottalized shape, 
(pah)-tli-, it means "medicine."] 
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The verbstem (quiy-a-hui), "to rain," is probably best thought of as formed on a root, since neither (quiy-)-, 
(quih-)-, nor (qui)-tl- is attested as a stem. 

55.7. The Transitive Denominal i-ii Verbstem. There are a few denominal verbstems that are 
created by adding the causative suffix 3 to a stocklike base that consists of a nounstem plus i. 
There is no intransitive counterpart. The meaning of the resultant stem is "to cause s.th.ls.o.1o.s. 
to havehe (the entity signified by the nounstem)," but the actual translation value is frequently 
quite different due to metaphorical deflection. The majority of the nounstems used in this for- 
mation end in [E] or [l]. 

1. Examples with nounstem-final [E]: 

tla-(tern-mach-i-3) = to hope forhave confidence in getting s.th. [< (tern-mach)-tli-, 
"hope1 expectation." Traditionally, the stem is almost always written with a single m.] 

tla-(tla-h-mach-i-3) = to do s.th. with skill/know-how; to illuminate s.th. (i.e., books) 
[< (tla-h-mach)-tli-, "skilVknow-how; also, embroidery"] 

tla-(tle-quech-i-3) = to set fire to s.th. [< (tle-quech)-tli-, "a fire that has been set." From 
(tle-quetza), "to start a fire."] 

tla-(3-l-pich-i-3) = to spray s.th. with water [< (2-l-pich)-tli-, "water that has been 
sprayed forth." From (3)-tl-, "water," plus tla-(il-pitza), "to blow on s.th."] 

m-o-(tla-quech-i-3) = to support 0.s. (e.g., on crutches or a staff) [< (tla-quech)-tli-, "a 
support/crutch." From tla-(quetza) "to erect s.th."] 

tla-(ah-huach-i-3) = to sprinkle s.th. with water [< (ah-huach)-tli-, "a thing fallen in the 
form of water," i.e., "dew." From (3)-tl- + (huetzi) "to fall."] 

t&(peh-pech-i-2) = to fix a bed for s.0. [< (peh-pech)-tli-, "mattress/bedding." Cf. 
(pet1a)-tl-, "mat"; remember that [C] can be an irregular phone for lhl; see 2.3.4.1 

2. Examples with nounstem-final /I/: 

tla-(chal-i-3) = to uselwear s.th. for the first time [< (chill)-li-, "starting point"] 
tla-(tl3l-i-S) = to set s.th. down on the ground; to establish s.th. (e.g., lawslstatutes) [< 

(tl3l)-li-, "ground"] 
te-(icn-el-i-3) = to do a favor for s.0. [< (icn-El)-li-, "a compassionate liver," i.e., "a 

compassionate heart"] 
t&(tlahu-4514-2) = to be enraged at s.0.; to hate and despise s.0.; to abhor s.0. [< (tlahu- 

el)-li-, "indignatiodragelfury"] 
m-o-(izcal-i-3) = to revivelcome to [< (izca1)-li-, "sproutlnew growth." The initial [i] is 

a supportive vowel; e.g., ninozcalia, "I come tolrevive."] 
m-0-(ocuil-i-3) = to turn into a worm [< (ocui1)-in-, "worm"] 

3. Examples with nounstem-final /k/ and Id: 

tla-(toqu-i-3) = to add fuel tolstoke s.th. (i.e., a fire) [ < (toc)-tli-, "a prop"] 
m-0-(i-t6-n-i-2) = to sweatfperspire [< (i-t6-n)-tli-, "sweat"] 

Note l: When the nounstem ends in /W/, it may be that a verbstem seemingly ending in i-2 actually ends in huia 
according to 8 55.3.2, with the stem-final /W/ being lost because of the rule /W/ + /W/ > [W]; for example: 
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tla-(tlS-huiii) = to use red ochre on s.th.; to redden s.th. [ < (t1Shui)-tl-, "red ochre"; general-use stem, (t1iiuh)-. 
Compare the intransitive verbstem (tlShui-S) in 8 54.2.4.1 

tP-(cua-huiii) = to use a stick on s.o.; i.e., to beat S.O. with a stick; to switch S.O. [< (cuahui)-tl-, 
"tree/wood/stick"; general-use stem, (cuauh)-] 

m-o-(tPtzii-huiii) = to apply omens to o.s.; i.e., to see an omen; to be astonishedlshockedlastounded [< 
(tC4zShui)-tl-, "s.th. terrifyinglastonishing; s.th. ominous; an omen"] 

tP-(tPtzii-huiii) = to apply omens to s.o.; i.e., to shock S.O. 

Note 2: At times the i of an i-ii transitive verbstem is merely part of the source nounstem: 
tla-(pani-S) = to put s.th. (e.g., chili saucehoney sauce) over pap/atole/pinole [< (pani)-I-, "on top, above"; 

see 44.6.1 
m-0- - tC-(atemi-S) = to delouse o.s.1s.o. [< (atemi)-tl-, "louse"] 

Note 3: It is possible for a causative stem that seems to be formed with i-S to have an intransitive source in an 
i-hui verbstem: 

(n6qu-i-hui) = (for a liquid) to become poured out,spilled 
tla-(n6qu-i-S) = to pour out/spill s.th. (i.e., a liquid) [The i-hui stem here does not serve as the source for 

an 0-2 stem according to 5 55.6; contrast (nol-i-hui), "to become bent" > tla-(nol-o-S), "to cause s.th. 
to become bent."] 
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Personal-Name NNCs 

56.1. Personal-Name NNCs. The meaning of Nahuatl personal names is often indecipher- 
able. Sometimes one or more of the constituent stems is not known (either because of not being 
listed in dictionaries or because of faulty spelling, due to inadequate spelling practices, a 
recorder's ignorance of the language, etc.). Sometimes, even if the stems are understood, the 
meaning relationships between them may be opaque or uncertain. Often, the names have been 
mistranslated because of inadequate knowledge of Nahuatl morphology; unfortunately, these 
mistranslations have entered the mainstream of scholarly writings and continue to be uncriti- 
cally repeated by ignorant authors in work after work (a few examples of these mistransla- 
tions are mentioned in the following presentation). 

Another source of misunderstanding is linguicentrism. Nahuatl personal names (which 
always appear in historical studies only in their third-person singular form, so that the silently 
present subject pronoun goes unnoticed) are perceived as words, as if they were European 
names-such as flower names (e.g., "shooting star," "Dutchman's-breeches"), nicknames (e.g., 
"Kid," "Blondy"), etc. Thinking of Nahuatl personal names in this way (i.e., as if they were 
words) sets up a barrier to a real understanding of them. Like any other nominal expression in 
the language, they are structured on NNC formulas. But it must be immediately pointed out 
that Nahuatl personal names are very strange formations. They use a two-tiered construction: 
an entire statement (consisting of one or more nuclear clauses) is downgraded to the rank of 
a nounstem that serves as the predicate in an absolutive-state NNC. The subject pronoun of 
this personal-name NNC is almost always in the singular. In every personal-name NNC there 
are then two predicates, an inner one and an outer one, and two subject pronouns, one (the 
inner subject) cooperating with the inner predicate and one (the outer subject) serving as the 
subject of the personal-name NNC. The outer and inner subject pronouns need have nothing 
in common. The number position of the outer subject pronoun always has the morphic dyad 
0-0 as its filler (if a number dyad with tl-0, c-0, etc., occurs at the end of a personal-name 
NNC, it belongs to the inner subject pronoun). The inner subject pronoun has an important 
function: it acts as a barrier that prevents the outer subject pronoun from having direct com- 
merce with the inner predicate. 
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Since an entire downgraded statement serves as a stem, the predicate of a personal-name 
NNC has a quoted quality that gives it a different feeling from what it originally had as a 
statement. 

Nahuatl personal-name NNCs are translated by the formula "I am (you are) (helshe is) 
calledlnamed '[clause]."' This formula can obviously be reduced to "I am (you are, etc.) 
'[clause].'" Since this strict translation is so odd and unwieldly from the English point of view 
(which prefers a format such as "Sitting Bull" or "Black E l k  for American Indian names), 
the examples given below are accompanied by a translation in brackets that caters to these 
English expectations. It must, however, be strenuously kept in mind that these bracketed trans- 
lations are totally foreign to Nahuatl. 

The following sections present a survey of the typical formations. 

56.2. Personal-Name NNCs from a Single-Clause Construction. The source for the personal 
name can be a VNC or an NNC. 

1. Personal-name NNCS whose stem is a nominalized VNC. 

a. A preterit-agentive NNC serves as the stem: 

Source VNC: tem6c = #0-0(tem6)0+c-0# = helit has descended 
Preterit-agentive NNC: tem6c = #0-0(tem6-0)c-0# = helit is one who has descended; 

i.e., helit is a descender 
Personal-name NNC: tiTem6c = #hi-0(0-0-Tem6-0-c-0)0-B# = you are calledlnamed 

"HeIIt is a Descender" ["you are Descender"; the entire preterit-agentive NNC has 
been downgraded to the rank of stem, keeping intact its third-person singular sub- 
ject pronoun as an inner subject.] 

This analysis, as bizarre as it may seem from a non-native perspective, is confirmed by a num- 
ber of facts. One of these is the shape of the honorific nounstem. The entire downgraded 
preterit-agentive NNC becomes the embed to the honorific matrix stem (tzin)-tli- (in the ana- 
lyzed version a plus sign is placed before the matrix). 

tiTem6ctzin = #hi-8(0-0-Tem6-0-~-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are calledlnamed "HeIIt is 
a Descender" ["you (H) are Descender"] 

In the honorific form the affective matrix stem (tzin)-tli- is prevented from having direct con- 
tact with the inner predicate (the nominalized VNC) because of the intervening presence of the 
inner subject pronoun's number dyad filler c-0. As pointed out in 35.7.2, an honorific ver- 
sion of a preterit-agentive NNC must be formed on the general-use stem, which is a compound 
nounstem built on the matrix nounstem (CS)-tl-. Such a formation is possible for an honorific 
personal-name NNC, but it has a different translation value from the one shown above and is 
not as common (see below). The following are other examples of personal-name NNCs formed 
on a preterit-agentive NNC source: 

CuSuhtem6c = #0-0(0-0-CuSuh-tem6-0-c-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is One That Has 
Descended Like an Eagle" ["he is Eagle-like-Descender"; the name has been gen- 
erally accepted as meaning "Falling Eagle" or "Eagle Which Fell," an obvious 
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mistranslation because the inner stem (cuiiuh)-tli-, "eagle," is not a matrix but an 
embed that adverbially modifies the matrix stem. The eagle therefore cannot per- 
form the alleged action of "falling" (also, the verbstem (tem6) does not mean "to 
fall," but "to descend).] 

niCuiicuauhpitziihuac = #ni-0(0-0-Cuii-cuauh-pitz-ii-hua-0-c-010-0 = I am called 
"It Is One That Has Become Thm at the Horns" ["I am Slender-Horn."] 

niChiilchiuhtepi5huah = #ni-0(0-0-Chiil-chiuh-tep~-huah-0-~-0)0-PHI = I am called 
"He Is One Who Has Owned Greenstone Mountain"; i.e., I am called "He Is One 
Who Dwells in Greenstone Mountain Place" ["I am Greenstone-Mountain-Place- 
Dweller"; the example illustrates the rather frequent use of a gentilic NNC (here, 
one formed from Chiilchiuhtepehuahciin according to 48.2.6) as the stem of a 
personal-name NNC.] 

Tliiltehtecuin = M-0(0-0-Tliil-teh-tecu-i-n-0-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is One That 
Has Repeatedly Flared Up on the Land" [The underlying source is a reduplicated 
stem of the intransitive destockal verbstem (tecu-id), "to flare up (said of a f i e  
upon starting)." The nounstem (tlii1)-li-, "land," serves as an incorporated adverb.] 

ChimalpPin = M-0(0-0-Ch-mal-piiin-0-0-0)0-0# = he is called "He Is One Who Has 
Run Swiftly with a Sheld" ["he is Runs-Swiftly-with-a-Sheld."; this personal 
name NNC is frequently written Chimalpahin, a spelling that unjustifiably uses 
the Spanish spelling convention of inserting h as a syllable divider (as in ahi', 
"there"); it is not a glottal stop.] 

tipetliiuhtzin = #ti-0(0-0-Petl-2-uh-0-1-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called "He Is One 
Who Has Become Naked"; you (H) are called "He is One Who Is Naked" ["you 
(H) are Naked"] 

TPhuetzquitihtzin = #0-0(0-0-Te-huetzqui-tih-0-0-0+tzin)0-0# = he (H) is "He Is 
One Who Has Made People Laugh" ["he is Laughter-Maker"] 

While the last two examples above and the earlier tiTembctzin illustrate the normal honorific 
personal-name NNC formed on a preterit-agentive source, it is possible on occasion to find an 
honorific formed on the general-use preterit-agentive stem (built on (c@-tl- as matrix); for 
example: 

tiTem6ciitzin = #ti-0(0-0-Tem6-0-c~-tzin-0-0)0-0# = you are called "He (H) Is One 
Who Has Descended"; you are called "He (H) Is a Descender " ["you are Descen- 
der (H)"; compare the translation of this NNC with the translation of the earlier one.] 

tiTeniimminciitzin = #ti-0(0-0-Te-niim-mi-n-0-c%-tzin-0-@)B-0 = you are called 
"He (H) Is One Who Has Pierced a Wall with an Arrow" ["you are Pierces-Walls- 
with-Arrows (H)"] 

Tizoquiciitzin = #0-0(0-8-Tiz-oqu-i-0-CS-tzin-0-0)B-0# = he is called "He (H) Is 
Chalk-Pulque Drinker" ["he is Chalk-Pulque-Drinker (H)"; some early writer mis- 
spelled this name (that of the seventh Aztec ruler) as Tigocicatzin (it is spelled 
Tigogicatzin in FC, VIII, 2), and the spelling has been repeated in its meaning- 
lessness ever since (concerning the misspelling of /ki/ as ci instead of qui, see 
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Appendix F). The same fate has befallen the nonhonorific form which is always 
misspelled Tizocic (it is spelled Tigocic in FC VI, 22, and FC XII, 44), instead of 
Tizoquic, #B-B(#-0-Tiz-oqu-i-0-c-0)0-0#, "he is called 'He Is Chalk-Pulque 
Drinker' ." The personal-name stem is a preterit-agentive NNC (with a third-person 
singular subject) built on the verbstem (tiz-oqu-i), "to drink chalk pulque," whose 
embed is the compound nounstem (tiz-oc)-tli-, "chalk pulque," as an incorporated 
object and whose matrix is tla-(i), "to drink s.th." Tizoquiciitzin/T.izoquic is more 
commonly known as Tizoc (notice the final /k/ sound; see subsection 2.a below).] 

Since the preterit-as-present agentive NNC has the same form as a preterit-agentive NNC, 
a personal-name NNC containing one as its stem has the same formation as one containing a 
preterit-agentive NNC: 

tiTliiloc = #ti-0(0-0-Tliil-o-0-c-0)0-0# = you are called "It Is One That Lies on the 
Land" ["you are Land-Lier"; the matrix of the stem of the downgraded preterit- 
as-present agentive NNC is the verbstem (o), "to liehe recumbent," with (tlii1)-1.- 
serving as an incorporated adverb (replacing the normally fused adverbial particle 
on). The name identifies the rain god as a cloud resting on the mountaintops.] 

tiMilintoc = #ti-0(0-0-Mil-i-n-0-t-o-0-c-0)0-0# = you are called "It Is One That Lies 
Throwing Off Sparks" ["you are Lies-Throwing-Off-Sparks"; the name stem is an 
NNC formed from the preterit-as-present VNC milintoc, "it (i.e., a fire) lies throw- 
ing off sparks," built on a connective-t stem whose matrix stem is (o), "to liehe 
recumbent," and whose embed is the preterit predicate of the destockal verbstem 
(mil-I-ni), "(for a fue) to throw off sparkslflare up." As in several earlier examples, 
the inner subject is nonanimate while the outer one is animate. The discrepancy is 
another confirmation of the two-tiered structure of personal-name NNCs.] 

tiMilintoctzin = #ti-0(0-0-Mil-i-n-0-t-0-0-~-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called "It Is 
One That Lies Throwing Off Sparks" ["you (H) are Lies-Throwing-Off-Sparks"] 

The honorific preterit-agentive nounstem formed on (CS)-tl- is also possible: 

Ixhuetzcatociitzin = #0-@(B-0-fx-huetzca-0-t-o-0-cii-tzin-0-0) = he is called 
"He (H) Is One Who Lies Smiling" ["he (H) is Lies-Recumbent-Smiling"] 

b. A present-agentive NNC serves as the stem: 

Source VNC: cuiiuhtlahtoa = #B-B(cuiiuh-tla-ht-o-a)0+0-0# = he speakslcallsl 
shrieks like an eagle [Also, he speaks (i.e., ruleslgoverns) by virtue of being a famed 
warrior.] 

Present-agentive NNC: cuiiuhtlahtoa = #0-0(cuiiuh-tla-ht-o-a-0)0-0# = he is one 
who speakslcallslshrieks like an eagle [As a title this can be translated as "he is an 
appointed governor (- vice-ruler)" (an office bestowed in recognition of military 
prowess).] 

Personal-name NNC: tiCuiiuhtlahtoa= #ti-B(0-0-Cusuh-tla-ht-o-a-0-0-B)@-@# = 
you are called "He Is One Who Shrieks Like an Eagle" ryou are Shrieks-like-an- 
Eagle"] 
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Honorific version: ticuiiuhtlahtoiitzin = #ti-0(0-0-Cuiiuh-tla-ht-o-4-0-0-0+tzin)0- 
g# = you (H) are called "He Is One Who Shrieks Like an Eagle" ["you (H) are 
Shrieks-like-an-Eagle"] 

The following are further examples of this formation: 

tichimalpopbca = #ti-O(Chima1-po-pb-ca-0-0-0)0-0# = you are called "He Is One 
That Emits an Aura from a Shield" ["you are Emits-an-Aura-from-a-Slueld" There 
are a number of personal-name NNCs whose stem is a nominalized VNC the com- 
pound stem of which has as an adverbial embed such nounstems as (cuiiuh)-tli-, 
"eagle," (huitz-tzi1)-in-, "hummingbird," (quetza-l)-li-, "quetzal plume," (citla1)- 
in-, "star," (yohua-l)-%, "night," (tzihuac)-tli-, "tzihuactli plant," or (xihui)-tl-, 
"grasslturquoise," and whose matrix is the frequentative destockal verbstem (po- 
pb-ca), "to emit smoke." This verbstem has the extended sense of "to give off an 
aura or shimmering waves of heat"; for instance, in FC X, 168, one reads that the 
Toltecs could discover precious stones by observing the pbctbntli, iiyauhtbntli, 
"the little smoke, the slight mist," that arose from where they lay buried; iuhqui 
in popbcaticah tetl, "it is as if the rock were emitting smoke." In his Psalmodia 
Christiana, Sahag6n mentions a bracelet that tebxiuhpopbca, "it emits an aura 
like turquoise." It is a short step from these images to the metaphor of "an aura of 
famelglory," as in the conjoined lexical unit ipbcyo, iiiyauhyo, "it is his fame1 
glory." Therefore, with the adverbial embed equivalent to "by means of," "in the 
manner of," etc., the inner stem of these personal-name NNCs seems to imply 
something like "gains fame by means oflin the manner of. . . ." What is absolutely 
certain is that the entity named in the embed is NOT emitting the exhalation or ema- 
nation; thus, for example, the compound verbstem (xiuh-po-pb-ca) is not a direct 
transformation of xihuitl popbca, "the turquoise emits an aura," and (citlal-po- 
pb-ca) is not a direct transformation of citlalin popbca, "it is a star that smokes," 
i.e., "it is a comet." The nounstem filling the embed subposition of a compound 
stem can never function as subject (see 58.7). It should be obvious, then, that the 
generally accepted translation of Chimalpopbca, "Smoking Shield" or "Shield 
that Smokes" (as in Simeon's dictionary: "Bouclier qui fume," Spanish version 
"Escudo que humea") is mistaken. The inner embed stem (chimal)-li-, "shield," is 
functioning as an adverbial modifier; therefore, what is "smoking" is not a shield.] 

tiNentlamatitzin = #ti-0(0-0-Nen-tla-mati-0-0-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called 
"He Is One Who Becomes Grumpy" ["You (H) are Grumpy."] 

tiTetlepanquetzatzin = #ti-@(B-0-Te-tle-pan-quetza-0-0-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are 
called "He Is One Who Casts Spells on People" ["you (H) are Spellbinder"] 

c. A customary-present agentive NNC serves as the stem: 

Source VNC: tetlacuiliiini = #0-0+te+tla(cui-li4)ni+0-0# = he customarily takes 
things from people 

Cut.-pres. agentive NNC: tetlacuiliiini = M-0(te-tla-cui-liii-ni)0-8# = he is one who 
customarily takes things from people 
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Personal-name NNC: Tlacuiliiini = #0-0(0-0-Tla-cui-liii-ni-0-0)0-B# = he is called 
"He Is One Who Customarily Takes Things" [Notice the lack of the applicative 
object pronoun.] 

Honorific version: Tlacuiliiintzin = M-0(0-0-Tla-cui-liii-n-0-0+tzin)0-0# = he (H) 
is called "He Is One Who Customarily Takes Things" ["he (H) is Taker"; the loss 
of the /i/ of the customary-present tense morph ni is optional; see $ 36.3.1 

The following are further examples: 

tiN6chcuiini = #ti-0(0-0-Nbch-cuii-ni-0-0# = you are called "He Is One Who 
Customarily Eats Prickly Pears" ["you are Prickly-Pear-Eater"] 

Tlahyelcuiini = M-0(0-0-Tla-hye-l-cuii-ni-0-0)0-0# = she is called "She Is One Who 
Customarily Eats Filth"; she is called "She Is a Filth Eater" ["She is Filth-Eater"; 
ths  personal-name NNC (which names the goddess of love in her aspect of the 
receiver of confessions of lust and sexual excess) is traditionally spelled Tlaelquani. 
The embed of the inner stem is (tla-hye-l)-li-, "s.th. fouVbloody diarrhea" (see 
$38.1. l .a).] 

Tec6huanitzin = #0-0(0-0-T~-c6hua-ni-0-0+tzin)0-0# = he (H) is called "He Is One 
Who Customarily Buys People" ["he (H) is People-Buyer"] 

tiChimalpiiquinitzin = M-0(0-0-Ch-mal-piiqui-ni-0-B+tzin)B-B# = you (H) are called 
"He Is One Who Is Customarily Happy with a Shield ["you (H) are Shield-Happy"] 

d. A purposive VNC can serve as the stem of a personal-name NNC: 

Source VNC: chiintico = #0-0(chiin-ti-[l-c-o)0+0-0# = helshe has come to have a 
home [< (chiin-ti), "to have a home"; formed according to $ 54.4.1 

Past-agentive NNC: chiintico = #0-B(chiin-ti-0-c-o-0)0-B# = he/she is one who has 
come in order to have a home 

Personal-name NNC: Chiintico = #0-0(Chiin-ti-[l-c-o-0-8-0)0-0 = she is called "She 
Is One Who Has Come in Order to Have a Home" ["she is Has-Come-to-Have-a- 
Home"] 

e. The stem of the personal-name NNC contains a reflexive-object pronoun. If the NNC 
serving as the stem of a personal-name NNC has a reflexive-object pronoun, this pronoun can- 
not respond to the outer subject pronoun because of the preemptive control of the inner sub- 
ject pronoun (which in this instance is always third person). This constitutes another confir- 
mation of the two-tiered structure of personal-name NNCs. 

Source VNC: motelchiuh = #0-0+m-o(te1-chiuh)0+[l-0# = he has scorneddespised 
himself 

Preterit-agentive NNC: motelchiuh = M-0(m-o-tel-chiuh-0)O-0# = he is one who has 
scorneddespised himself 

Personal-name NNC: niMotelchiuh = #ni-0(0-0-M-o-tel-chiuh-0-0-010-0# = I am 
called "He Is One Who Has Despised Himself' ["I am Self-Despiser"; contrast 
this personal-name NNC with the preterit-agentive NNC ninotelchiuh, "I am one 
who has despised myself."] 
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The following are further examples: 

niM6teucz6ma = #ni-0(0-0-M-o-teuc-z6ma-0-0-0)0-B# = I am called "He Is One 
Who Frowns Like a Lord" ["I am Frowns-Like-a-Lord"; this personal-name NNC 
was defectively spelled Motecuzoma, Motecuhzoma, Moteuhczoma, and even 
Motecuczoma (concerning the early perplexity over the spelling of syllable-final 
/W, see Appendix F). Modern writers favor Motecuhzoma, unaware that the cuh 
is not a syllable but a trigraph, a clumsy use of three letters to spell a single 
phoneme. Its continued use is a measure of ignorance (uhc is the better trigraph, 
since it does not entail a knee-jerk syllable-creating reaction.)] 

tiMoteni5huatzin = #ti-0(0-0-M-o-t~n-i2-hu-a-0-0-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called 
"He Is One Who Mentions Himself' ["you (H) Are Self-Famer"] 

f. The stem involves a passive-voice source. When the stem of the personal-name NNC 
has its inner predicate formed on the passive voice, that stem is a preterit-patientive NNC (see 
35.3, note 2) and the personal-name NNC is not too different from the NNCs already discussed, 
since the inner and outer subject pronouns at least refer to specific entities; for example: 

tiTepotziht616c = #ti-O(0-0-Tepotz-iht-6-la-8-~-0)0-0# = you are called "He Is One 
Who Has Been Talked About Behind his Back" ["you are Talked-About-Behind- 
the-Back"] 

Ahhuelitt6ctzin = #0-0(0-0-Ah-huel-itt-6-0-c-0-tzin)0-0# = he (H) called "He Is 
One Who Has Been Seen with Displeasure" ["'he (H) is Ugly"] 

g. The stem involves an impersonal source. When the stem of a personal-name NNC is 
a nominalized version of an impersonal VNC the result seems strange, since the inner subject 
pronoun is nonspecific while the outer one is specific, but the situation is really not funda- 
mentally different from that of those personal-name NNCs with a nonanimate inner subject and 
an animate outer one. The formation offers still another confirmation of the two-tiered struc- 
ture of personal-name NNCs. This kind of name has a stem that is a preterit agentive NNC. 

Tla-impersonal VNC source: citlallat6nac = #0-0(citlal-la-t6na)0+~-0# = there has 
been a general shining by means of stars [See 5 22.6.1 

Personal-name NNC: ticitlallatbnac = #ti-0(0-0-Citlal-la-t6na-~-c-0)~-0# = you 
are called "There Has Been a General Shining by Means of Stars" ["you Are 
Broad-Scale-Shining-from-Stars"; the name has been rnistranslated as "Glowing 
Star," with embed and matrix reversed and no recognition of the tla-impersonal.] 

The following are other examples: 

tiCh8lchiuhtlat6nac = #ti-0(0-0-ChZil-chiuh-tla-t6na-0-~-0)0-0# = you are called 
"There Has Been a General Shining by Means of Greenstones" ["You are called 
Large-scale-Shining-from-Greenstones."] 

nftztlac6liuhqui = #n-0(0-0-ftz-tla-cd-i-uh-0-qui-0)0-0# = I am called "Everything 
has Become Bent by Means of Obsidian," i.e., I am called "Everything Has 
Become Bent by Means of Coldness" ["I am called Plant-Killer-Frost"; the (itz)-tli-, 
"obsidian," is an incorporated adverb that modifies the tla-impersonal verbstem 
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(tla-c6l-i-hui), "(for things in general) to become bent." Obsidian is a metaphor for 
coldness or, as here, frost. The name has been mistranslated as "Curved Obsidian 
Blade," which is another instance of the reversal of embed and matrix and the fail- 
ure to recognize the presence of the tla-impersonal.] 

2. Personal-name NNCs whose stem is an NNC that does not result from the nominaliza- 
tion of a VNC. The stem of this kind of personal-name NNC can be an NNC in either the abso- 
lutive or the possessive state. 

a .  The stem is a downgraded absolutive-state NNC. 

Abs-state NNC source: t6chin = #0-O(t6-ch)in-0# = it is a rabbit 
Personal-name NNC: tiT6chin = ##ti-0(0-0-T6-ch-in-0)0-0# = you are called "It Is a 

Rabbit" ["you are Rabbit"] 

The following are further examples: 

niTliliitl= hi-0(0-0-Tlil-3-t1-0)0-0# = I am called "It Is Black Water" ["I am Black 
Water"] 

tAhuitz6tl= M-0(A-huitz-6-tl-0)0-B# = you are called "It Is an Otter" [Literally, the 
nounstem (g-huitz-6)-tl- is equivalent to "water porcupine"; the patientive noun- 
stem (huitz-6)-tl-, "one that has used thorns," i.e., "porcupine," is derived from 
(huitz-o-g), "to use thorns," a denominal verbstem formed according to 55.3.1 .a.] 

M3cuilx6chitl= #0-0(0-0-M%-cu-i-l-x6-chi-tl-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is (the date) 
Five-Flower" ["he is Five-Flower"; this is a calendrical name (see Appendix E) 
that serves as the stem in the personal-name NNC of a god.] 

tiTepoztecat1 = #ti-0(0-0-Te-poz-te-0-ca-tl-0)0-0# = you are "He Is a Dweller in 
Tepoztlan ["you are Tepoztec"; as pointed out earlier, gentilic NNCs (with a third- 
person singular subject pronoun), here #0-B(Te-poz-te-[-ca)tl-0#, can serve as the 
stem of a personal-name NNC. In the present instance the name is that of a god.] 

HuitztzilZipbchtli = M-@(B-0-Huitz-tzil-6p6ch-tli-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Left 
Foot/Hand Like a Hummingbird (i.e., swift in aggression)" ["he is Left Foot/Hand 
Like a Hummingbird"; traditionally, the /G/ is reduced in spelling from tztz to tz (i.e., 
HuitzilGp6chtli). More rarely, the pronunciational spelling ttz (i.e., Huittzil6p6chtli) 
is found. The name is constantly mistranslated, commonly as "Hummingbird from/ 
on the Left" and "Southern Hummingbird," mistranslations that reverse embed and 
matrix. The matrix of the inner stem is (6p6ch)-tli-, "left side/foot/hand," and the 
embed is (huitz-tzil)-in-, "a thing that hums in the form of a thorn (because of the 
thornlike beak)," i.e., "hummingbird." There are depictions that show the god with 
his left foot in the shape of a bird's foot, and in FC HI, 4, one finds the description 
Auh ci? pitzghuac in icxi i6p6chcopa quipot6nih in ixocpal, "And one of his legs, 
the one on the left side, was thin, and he had pasted feathers on the sole of its foot." 
Chimalpahin, at a greater colonial distance, says 0quit6ciiY6tihqueh HuitztzilC 
p6chtli iparnpa 6p6chmiiyeh catca, "They called him Huitzilopochtli because he 
was left-handed," which shows he did not understand.] 
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The singular-number dyad of the inner subject pronoun is frequently filled with 0-0. The 
result seems to have an informal quality (vaguely like the short form Ed for Edward). Some 
personal-name NNCs appear only in this truncated-inner-subject formation; others use it 
optionally. 

tiPiiinal= #ei-0(8-fl-Piiina-l-n-0)0-0# = you are called "He is One who has been 
Swift in Running" ["he is Swift-in-Running"; the inner predicate is formed on an 
impersonal patientive nounstem (see 5 38.1. l .a) from the intransitive verbstem 
(piiina), "to run swiftly."] 

Ehca = #0-0(0-0-Eh-ca-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Breeze" ["he is Breeze"] 
k i iyaca  = #0-@(B-0-A-X%-yaca-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Water-Mask" ["he is 

Water-Mask"; the inner stem (2-X%-yaca)-tl-, literally "water mask," is the name 
of an insect, the water boatman, whose eggs are eaten as a delicacy.] 

tiTentlil= #ti-0(0-0-Ten-tlil-0-0)0-0# = you are called "There Is Black-Ink on the 
Lips" ["you are Black-on-the-Lips"] 

Tizoc = #0-0(0-0Tiz-oc-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is Chalk Pulque" ["he is Chalk- 
Pulque"; the stem of the inner NNC is an elided version of (tiza-oc)-tli-, with the 
embed (tiza)- tl-, "chalklwhite clay," and the matrix (oc)-tli-, "pulque." Chalk 
pulque was a white ceremonial pulque. Tizoc is a short form for Tizoquic/Tizo- 
quicatzin (see subsection l .a above). The name of this seventh Aztec ruler has 
been grossly mistranslated as "Bloodletter" due to a misguided interpretation of 
his name glyph.] 

Xipe = #0-a(@-0-Xip-e-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Thing That Has Become 
Flayed," i.e., he is called "It Is a Flayed Skin" ["he is Flayed-Skin"; the stem of the 
inner NNC is the stock patientive nounstem (xip-e)-tl-, "a flayed skin," from the 
intransitive destockal verbstem (xip-P-hua), "to become deprived of an outer layer 
(e.g., skinlshell). "1 

Huehmac = #a-0(0-0-Hueh-mac-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Big Gift" ["he is 
Big-Gift"; the inner matrix stem is the passive patientive nounstem (mac)-tli-, "a 
gift," from the verbstem tP-tla-(maca), "to give s.th. to s.o.." Compare the pas- 
sive patientive nounstems (&mac)-tli-, "s.th. given to s .~ . ,"  and (ne-mac)-tli-, "a 
gift received"; there is also the impersonal patientive nounstem (te-tla-mac)-tli-, 
"a handed-over thing" (see 5 38.1.3.b). The inner embed stem is an embed-only 
glottalized form of (hue)-tl-, "a big thing" (see 35.8.2). Traditionally, the name 
has been translated as "Big Hand," as if the name NNC were Huehmii, ignoring 
the presence of the final c. If the stem (miii)-tl-, 'hand," were involved, the c would 
have to be the locative relational nounstem (-c)-&, "place" (compare -m%c, "in his 
hand(s)," in 46.7); furthermore, the inner subject would have to be an adverbial 
pronoun. Consequently, the name NNC would have to be translated "he is called 
'It is In a Big Hand"' (or "he is called 'It is In Big Hands"'). While it is not irnpos- 
sible for a personal-name NNC to be formed with a relational nounstem as the 
inner predicate and an adverbial pronoun as the inner subject (e.g., Chtziilan, 
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"she is called 'It Is Among the Pots"'), it is rare. (It should be remembered that in 
Chiintico the CO, which some have taken to be the locative relational nounstem 
*(-CO)-I-, is in fact the ending of a nonfuture inbound purposive verbstem; see 
subsection l .d above.) Some writers (including the early seventeenth-century his- 
torian Chimalpahin) spell Wuehmac as Hueymac (i.e., HuPimac).] 

The inner stem may have an affective formation: 

tixocotzin = #ti-0(0-0-Xoco-tzin-0-0)0-0# = you are called "She Is Beloved Fruit" 
["you are Beloved-Fruit"; this is the name of the youngest sister of the four sister 
goddesses of sensual pleasure.] 

The formation can be ambiguous, however. The affective matrix has the option of embedding 
either the inner stem (as in the foregoing example) or the outer stem. The latter is exemplified 
in the following NNCs (in the analyzed version, the affective matrix stem is separated from 
the embed by a plus sign). The affective matrix stem always forces the inner subject pronoun's 
number dyad to become 0-0. 

tiYii6tzin = #ti-B(fil-O-Yii6-1-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called "He Is The Enemy" 
["you are the Enemy"; compare the nonhonorific version tiyiibtl, #ti-0(0-0-Y16- 
tl-8)0-B#, "you are called "He is The Enemy." This is one of the names of the god 
Tezcatl-Ihpoca.] 

tiChiimp6chtzin = #ti-O(O-O-Chiim-p6-ch-0-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) are called "It Is 
a Drop-Earring" ["you are Drop-Earring"; this is a woman's name.] 

Itzcuiiuhtzin = #0-@(B-0-Itz-cuiiuh-W+tzin)0-0# = he is called "It is a Golden 
Eagle" ["he is Golden Eagle"; the inner stem (itz-cuiiuh)-tli- is translated literally 
as "obsidian eagle."] 

tfxtlilt6n = #t-0(0-0-fx-tlil-O-0+t6n)0-0# = you are called little ''There Is Black-Ink 
on the Face." ["you are Little Black-on-the-Face"] 

b. The stem of the personal-name NNC is a downgraded possessive-state NNC: 

Poss-state NNC source: titlscahuiin = #t-@+I-O(tliica)huiin# = we are his slaves [See 
15.1.2.1 

Personal-name NNC: niTitliicahuiin = #ni-0(T-PI-i-0-tliica-hu-iin)0-0# = I am called 
"We Are His Slaves" [The clear distinction between the inner subject pronoun and 
the outer one in personal names of this type is another confirmation of the two- 
tiered structure of personal-name NNCs.] 

The following are further examples: 

niTocih = #ni-0(0-0-T-o-cih-0-0)0-B# = I am called "She Is Our Grandmother" ["I 
am Our-Grandmother"; just as in the example above, the presence of the inner sub- 
ject pronoun prevents the outer subject pronoun from having duect commerce with 
the possessor pronoun of the stem of the personal-name NNC.] 

niToti2c = #ni-B(0-0-T-o-tee-0-B)@-0# = I am called "He Is Our Lord  YI am called 
Our-Lord"; the inner stem has the delabialized form of (ti5uc)-tli-, "lord." The 
NNC totPc is a title of address that becomes a personal-name stem on being 
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downgraded and placed inside an outer NNC. The personal-name NNC is another 
name for Xipe, and the two are frequently used together, e.g., Xipe Tot&.] 

The inner stem may have an affective formation: 

niTopiltzin = #ni-0(0-0-T-o-pil-tzin-0-0)0-0# = I am called "He Is Our Beloved/ 
Honored Child" ["I am Our-Child] 

tiToniintzin = #ti-0(0-0-T-o-niin-tzin-0-0)0-PI# = you are called "She Is Our Beloved/ 
Honored Mother" ["you are Our-Beloved/Honored-Mother"] 

56.3. Personal-Name NNCs from a Multiple-Clause Unit Created by Adjunction. When a 
multiple-clause structure created by adjunction serves as the source for a personal name, the 
entire structure is downgraded to the role of predicate in a personal-name NNC. All of these 
formations confirm the two-tiered structure of personal-name NNCs. [In the analyzed ver- 
sions, a plus sign marks the boundary between constituent clauses.] 

1. A structure of subject supplementation serves as the stem: 

Double-nucleus source: c6iitl icue = #0-0(cbii)tl-0# #0-B+i-0(cui?)0-0# = her skirt is of 
snake [The adjunct clause icuS functions as a supplementary subject.] 

Personal-name NNC: nic6iitl-Icue = #ni-0(0-0-~6ii-t1-0+0-0-~-0-cuG-0-0)0-0# = I am 
called "Her Skirt Is of Snake" ["I am Snake-Skirt"; the outer subject personal pro- 
noun ni-O(. . .)0-0 has no direct relation to either Ciiiitl or ]cue, because it is isolated 
from both NNCs by the presence of the inner subject pronouns on each of them. There 
is a variant of this name from a single-clause source: niCGiicue, #ni-B(B-O-C6ii-cu& 
0-0)0-0#, "I am called 'It Is a Snake Skirt."'] 

The following are further examples: 

tiCoy6tl-f niihuiil= Mi-0(0-0-Coyd-tl-0+0-0-f-0-niihua-l-0-0)0-0# = you are called 
"His Disguise/Spirit-animal Is a Coyote" 

ticitlalli-ICUP = #ti-0(0-0-citlal-li-0+0-0-g-0-cu&0-0)0-0 = you are called "Her Skirt 
Is of Stars" ryou are Star-Skirt"] 

tfcxi-C6iitl= M-0(0-0-~-0-cxi-0-0+0-0-~6ii-t1-0)0-0# = you are called "His Foot Is a 
Snake" ["you are Snake-Foot"] 

niC6zahuic-hechihual = #ni-0(0-0-~6z-a-hui-0-~-0+0-0-~-0-ne-chihua-l-0-0)0- = 
I am called "His Accoutennents Are Yellow" ["I am Yellow-Accouterments"] 

2. A structure of possessor supplementation serves as the stem: 

Double-nucleus source: miztli imii = #0-0(miz)tli-0# #0-0-i-0(mii)0-0# = it is a puma's 

Paw 
Personal-name NNC: ti~iztli-Imii = #ti-0(0-0-~iz-tli-0+0-0-f-0-mii-0-0)0-0# = you 

are called "It Is a Puma's Paw" ["you are Puma's-Paw"] 

The following is another example: 

~lohtli-iix = #0-0(0-0-~loh-tli-0+0-0-]i-0-ix-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is a Hawk's 
FaceEye" ["he is Hawk's-FaceEye"] 
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Note: Occasionally, an expression that seems to be a personal name is not one structurally because it lacks the 
two-tiered structure of personal-name NNCs, having merely a statement structure instead. An example of such an 
identification is one built on possessor supplementation whose adjunct is tPteoh, "they are gods," and whose prin- 
cipal is a possessive-state NNC built on the stem (n2n)-tli-, "mother." 

teteoh nimiin = #B-B(tP-teo)B-h# #n-0+i-n(nPn)B-0# = I am the mother of the gods 
teteoh timPn = you are the mother of the gods 
tPteoh inn2n = she is the mother of the gods 

3. A structure of adjectival modification serves as the stem: 

Double-nucleus source: huei ozomahtli = M-0(hue-i)0-0# #0-0(ozomah)tli-0# = it is 
a big monkey [This could also be understood as "the monkey is big," a structure of 
supplementation.] 

Personal-name N W :  tiHuei-Ozomahtli = #ti-0(0-0-Hu~-i-0-0+0-0-0zomah-tli-0)0-0#/ 
= you are called "It Is a Big Monkey." ["you are Big-Monkey"] 

Honorific version: tiHuei-Ozomahtzin = #ti-0(0-0-Hu~-i-0-0+0-0-Ozomah-0-0+t~)0- 
0# = you (H) are called "It Is a Big Monkey" [The entire structure of modification is 
embedded in the affective matrix nounstem (tzin)-tli-.] 

The following are further examples: 

nIzGc-Coyiitl = #n-0(0-0-IzG-~-c-0+~-0-Coy-6-tl-0)0-0# = I am called "It Is a White 
Coyote." ["I am White-Coyote."] 

t i ~ u ~ u h t l - ~ h u a n i t l =  #ti-0(0-0-Cui3uh-tl-0-0+0-0-~-hua-ni-tl-0)0-0# = you are called 
"It Is the Rising Eagle" ["you are Rising-Eagle"; the supportive [i] at the end of 
CuIiuhtli is not needed.] 

ti~ui3uhtL~huanitzin = #ti-0(0-0-Cu~uh-tl-0+0-0-~-hua-ni-0-0+tzin)0-0# = you (H) 
are called "It Is the Rising Eagle." ["you (H) are Rising Eagle"] 

t i ~ e u c t l - h u a c  = #ti-0(0-0-T~uc-tl-0+0-0-~-hua-0-~-0)0-0# = you are called "He Is 
the Lord Who Has Departed ["you are Departed-Lord; the source can also be taken 
to be a structure of subject supplementation meaning "the lord has departed."] 

t i~euct l -huacstz in  = #ti-0(~-~-T~uc-tl-0+0-0-~-hua-0-cIi-tzin-0-0)0-0# = you are 
called "He (H) Is the Lord Who Has Departed [Here the honorific is formed from 
the general-use stem of the preterit-agentive NW.]  

niTezcat1-Ihp6ca = #ni-0(0-0-Tez-ca-tl-0+0-0-Ih-p6-ca-0-0-0)0-0# = I am called "It 
Is a Mirror That Emits Fumes" ["I am Fuming-Mirror"; for the verbstem (ih-p6-ca), 
"to emit fumes," see 30.13. The usual translation of Tezcatl-Ihp6ca is "Smoking 
Mirror," but the name is not Tezcatl-Pop6ca. Other mistranslations are "Fiery Mir- 
ror" and "Brilliant Mirror," which are obviously defective.] 

4. A structure of adverbial modification serves as the stem of the personal-name NNC: 

Double-nucleus source: ipal nemohuani = #0-0+i-0(pa1)0-0# #0-0(nem-o-hua)ni+0- 
0# = everyone customarily lives by his grace [The adverbial NNC ipal modifies the 
principal clause nemohuani, a customary-present impersonal-voiced VNC.] 

Personal-name NNC: tlpal-~emohuani = #t-0(0-0-~-0-pal-0-0+0-0-~em-o-hua-ni-8- 
B)@-B# = you are called "Everyone Customarily Lives by His Grace" 
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The following is another example: 

niTopan-Tembc = #ni-B(0-0-T-o-pan-0-0+0-B-Tem-6-c-0) = I am called "He Has 
Descended Upon Us" ["I am Descended-Upon-Us"; the adverbial NNC topan can 
also be translated "from above us," i.e., "from the heavens."] 

5. A calendrical name taken from the divinatory calendar (see Appendix E) can serve as the 
stem of a personal name. The name suggests some special relation of the person to the date 
(for example, it might correspond to the day on which a newborn's horoscope was cast). It 
often serves as an alternate name, especially if it names a god. The following examples are of 
god names. 

The name may be a double-nucleus construction: 

ti~iihui-0lin = #ni-0(0-0-N~hui-0-0+0-0-01-i-n-0-~-0)0-0# = you are (called) "It Is 
[on the day] Four Quake"[Alternate name of the sun god, TBnatiuh] 

nichicbme-Cbiitl = #ni-0(0-0-Chic-bme-0-0+0-0-Cbii-tl-0)0 = I am (called) "It Is 
[on the day] Seven Snake" [alternate name of the maize goddess, Centebtl] 

The name may be a single-nucleus construction: 

Miicuilxbchitl = #0-0(0-0-MP-cu-i-l-xb-chi-tl-0)0-0# = he is called "It Is [on the day] 
Five Flower" [alternate name of Xbchipilli] 

n0miicatl= #n-0(0-0-0m-~-ca-tl-0)0-0# = I am called "It is [on the day] Two Reed" 
[alternate name of Tezcatl-Ihpoca] 

At times only the day-sign NNC serves as the stem: 

Cipactli = #0-0(0-0-Cipac-tli-0)0-0# = he is called "It is a Caiman [Day Sign]" [Cipac 
is also used.] 

Notice the even more specific form: 

Cipactbnal = #0-0(0-0-Cipac-tbn-a-1-0-0)0-0# = he is called "It is a Caiman Day Sign" 

Calendrical names were also used as personalizing names for certain things. 

Xbchitbnal = # ~ - ~ ( ~ - ~ - X b - c h i - t b n - a - 1 - 0 - ~ ) ~ - 0 #  = it is called "It Is a Flower Day 
Sign" [This was a mythological caimanlike creature that guarded the approach to 
Mictlan.] 

Cc-Cbiitl = #0-0(0-0-Cc-0-0+0-0-Cbii-tl-0)0-0# = it is called "It Is [on the day] One 
Snake" [This was the metaphorical name merchants gave to a straight pathlroad.] 

56.4. Personal-Name NNCs from a Multiple-Clause Unit Created by Conjunction. When a 
multiple-clause structure created by conjunctorless conjunction serves as a source for a per- 
sonal name, the resultant personal-name unit acts exactly like the conjoined-NNC lexical items 
(i.e., biclausalisms) of 52.6 (i.e., the subject pronouns on the conjuncts refer to one and the 
same entity and the two conjuncts fuse into one single meaning), except that each conjunct 
has the two-tiered structure characteristic of personal-name NNCs. This means that the two (or 
more) inner subject pronouns constitute what amounts to one single subject, and the two outer 
subject pronouns constitute what amounts to another single subject. 
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Double-nucleus source: yohualli ehehcatl = #0-0(yohua-1)li-0# M-0(eh-eh-ca)tl-0# = it 
is the night and it is the wind; i.e., it is an invisible power [This is the "bread-and-but- 
ter" type of conjunctive lexical unit described in 5 52.6.2.1 

Personal-name unit: tiYohuaUi tEhehcatl = #ti-0(0-0-Yohua-l-li-0)0-0# #t-0(0-0-Eh-eh- 
ca-tl-0)0-0# = you are called "It Is the Night" and you are called "It Is the Wind; i.e., 
you are called "It Is an Invisible Power" ["you are Night-and-Wind," i.e., "you are Invis- 
ible-Power." One occasionally finds Yohualehehcatl, which contains as its predicate a 
conjunctive compound NNC formed according to 5 3 1.7: M-0(0-0-Yohua-l-eh-eh-ca- 
tl-0)0-0#, "he is called 'It Is Night-And-Wind."' This has been erroneously translated 
"Wind of the Night" and "Night-Wind." The English-catering translation is "he is Night- 
and-Wind."] 

Another frequently encountered example of this type of personal-name unit is: 

tiTloqueh twiihuaqueh = #ti-0(0-0-Tloqu-eh-0-D-0)0-B# #ti-0(0-0-Niihua-qu-eh-0-0- 
0)0-0# = you are called "He Is the Owner of Proximity" and you are called "He Is the 
Owner of Vicinity"; i.e., you are called "He Is the Owner of Omnipresence" ["you are 
Ever-Nigh"; the conjoined lexical unit formed by the source belongs to the "lord-and- 
master" type described in 5 52.6.1 .] 

56.5. Personal-Name NNCs in Sentences. The following are a few examples showing the use 
of personal-name NNCs in sentences: 

NiTi5ucxbch nicihuiitl. = I, Teucxoch, am a woman. I am the woman Teucxoch. [The per- 
sonal-name NNC is analyzed hi-0(0-0-TGuc-xiich-0-0)0-0#, "I am called 'It Is a Lord- 
Flower. ' "] 

Quilhuihqueh, "Cuix ye teh in tiMoti?ucziima?" Conihtoh, "Ca nehhuiitl in namote- 
chiuhciiuh, in niMoteucziima. = They said to him, "Are you Moteuczoma?" He said, 
"Indeed I am the one who is your governor, Moteuczoma." [I.e., "the one who is gov- 
erning for you, as your agent."] 

In Moteucziimatzin ipiltiicii, auh Tliicateuctli in itlahtohciitiicii. = Moteuczoma (H) was 
his name as a noble and his title as ruler was Tlacateuctli. [Here Tliicateuctli is not a per- 
sonal-name NNC but a title NNC; it is analyzed as a "normal" NNC: M-0(tliica-teuc)tli- 
0#, "he is the lord in the form of a lord/person/human being" or "he is the lord of lords1 
human beings."] 

Tlii xihuiillauh, Chiilchiuhtlat6nactzC!. = Come, 0 Chalchiuhtlatonac (H). [The vocative 
collocation is analyzed #0-B(0-0-Chiil-chiuh-tla-t~na-0-c-0+tz)[l-. Concerning the 
affective matrix nounstem (tz)-a-, see 5 32.3.1. The name is translated "she is called 
'Things in General Have Shone like Jadeite.'"] 

Tlii xiccaqui, CuiiuhtlequetzquC. = Listen, 0 Cuauhtlequetzqui. [The vocative collo- 
cation is analyzed #0-0(0-0-Cuiiuh-tle-quetz-0-qu-0)0-@#C. Concerning the absence 
of the supportive [i] in the number dyad qui-0, see 5 35.13.2. The name is translated 
"he is called 'He is One Who Has Set Fires in the Form of an Eagle"' (i.e., an Eagle- 
Warrior) .] 
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The following three sentences illustrate the use of the adjunctor in conjoined-NNC personal- 
name units: 

Mii oc xoconmotla6coln6chili toteucyo, in Tloqueh in Niihuaqueh. = For yet a while 
call out (H) in sadness to our lord, the Ever-Nigh. [An adjunctor appears before each 
conjunct.] 

Mitzonmopolhuiz, mitzonmotliililiz, rnitzonmocxipachilhuiz in Tloqueh Niihuaqueh. 
= The Ever-Nigh will destroy you, he will hide (i.e., kill) you, he will press down on you 
with his foot (i.e., he will crush you underfoot). [An adjunctor appears before the name 
as a whole.] 

Ca aya tleh in icualiin Tloqueh Niihuaqueh; ca oc oncah in nomahcehual. = The Ever- 
Nigh's anger is nothing yet; indeed my reward is still there; i.e., The Ever-Nigh is not 
angry yet; I shall still prosper. [No adjunctor is associated with the personal-name unit.] 

Note l :  In certain instances personal-name NNCs that refer to gods can be downgraded to the rank of "normal" 
NNCs, taking on a special meaning and acquiring the right to have a plural personal pronoun as subject. 

tliiloc = #0-0(tlii1-0-0)c-0# = he is a priest/servant/retainer/etc. of Tlaloc [Plural-subject NNC: tliiloqueh, 
#0-0(tliil-o-0)qu-eh#, "they are priestsletc. of Tlaloc."] 

niquetzalc63tl= #ni-0(quetza-l-c6S)t1-8# = I am a priest/servant/retainer/etc. of Quetzalcoatl [Plural-sub- 
ject NNC: tiquequetzalc6ah, #ti-0(quP-quetza-l-c6a)0-h#, "we are priestsletc. of Quetzalcoatl." The 
form tiquetzalc6c6ah is also found.] 

xipe = M-0(xip-e)U-8# = he is a priest/servant/devotee/etc. of Xipe [Plural-subject NNC: xhipemeh, #0-@(xi- 
xip-e)m-eh#, "they are priestsletc. of Xipe." Also, xipemeh.] 

totec = #0-0(t-o-tGc)0-8# = he is a devotee/followerletc. of Totec [Plural-subject NNC: t6totectin, #0-0(t6- 
t-o-tik)t-in#, "they are devoteesletc. of Totec." Also, totectin.] 

Note 2:  The name of a god can appear as an embed in a place-name NNC that signifies a place consecrated to 
the god (temple, shrine, home, etc.). The personal-name nounstem (i.e., the predicate of the personal-name NNC) 
is embedded in the locative relational nounstem that serves as the matrix for the stem of the place-name NNC. (In 
the analyzed versions a plus sign marks the point of juncture between the embed and the matrix.) 

Tlalocan = #8-0(0-0-Tl~l-o-0-cii-0-0+n)0-0# = it is At the Place of Tlaloc; i.e., At the Home of Tlaloc 
Miicuilx6chic = #8-0(0-0-MP-cu-i-l-x6-chi-0-0+~)0-8# = At the Place (of the temple) of Macuilxochitl 
Huitztzil6p6chco = M-0(0-0-Huitz-tzil-~piich-U-0+co)U-8# =At the Place (of the temple) of Huitzilopochtli 
Y6pihco = #8-0(0-8-Y6-pih-U-0+~0)~-8# = At the Place (of the temple) of Yopih 
Totecco = #0-0(0-0-T-o-tGc-0-0+~0)0-8# = At the Place (to the temple) of Totec 
Tocihtitlan = M-0(0-0-T-o-cih-0-0+ti-tlan)~-8# = At the Place Near (the temple of) Tocih 
Xipetlan = M-B(B-PI-Xip-e-U-0+tlii-n)O-0# = At the Place in the Vicinity of (the temple of) Xipe 
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Miscellany (Part One) 

57.1. Nonsystemic Use of Tense. In 5 5.5.2, remark, it was pointed out that tense (a grammat- 
ical category) is not the same as time (an existential category). This is made evident in Nahu- 
at1 in the frequent use of a tense morph to refer to a time other than that strictly and narrowly 
associated with it. Such nonsystemic usage occurs primarily in situations where a tense morph 
in one VNC exerts an influence upon that in another (as when, for example, a present-tense 
VNC is attracted to a past-time meaning under the influence of a neighboring past-tense VNC). 
Consequently, such shifts are most frequent in concatenate constructions, although they may 
occur across sentence boundaries. Many instances of the nonsystemic use of tense have already 
been pointed out. The tenses most frequently affected are the present, the preterit, and the future. 

1. A present-tense VNC may refer to: 

a. An event in past time (the so-called historical present; equivalent to an English past 
tense): 

Onhuetzi in mitl in tetl in impan Espaiioles. = Arrows and rocks fell upon the 
Spaniards. 

b. An event prior to another event in past time when the latter is in the "historical pres- 
ent" (equivalent to English pluperfect tense): 

Auh in iic in ye rniyecpa iZSti, ye miyecpa mocuepa in ye onitzticah in iuhciin, zii 
qugxquich in quilhuiah. = And to one who already many times had returned 
from and already many times had come back from and had already gone to such 
places it was only a few things that they said. [Notice that the translation of 
iuhcan requires the insertion first of the preposition "from" and then of the prepo- 
sition "to."] 

c. An event subsequent to another event in past time (equivalent to English future-in- 
the-past tense): 

In aya m6 huiilahcih Espaiioles oc mahtliicxihuitl, centlamantli tetziihuitl achto 
nez ilhuicatitech. = When the Spaniards would not yet arrive for ten years (i.e., 
Ten years before the Spaniards arrived), an omen first appeared in the sky. 
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d. An event in past time concomitant with another event in the past (equivalent to Eng- 
lish past progressive tense): 

oquitemic in ical tlatla. = He dreamed that his house was burning. 
QuitSmiquiyapatla'ni. = He used to dream that he wasflying. 

2. A preterit-tense VNC may refer to: 

a. An event prior to another event in the present (equivalent to English present perfect 
tense): 

In 8conahxitih, nirnan ye quiteci Quiliiztli. = When he has brought it, then Quilaztli 
grinds it. 

If the present-tense VNC is representing the "historical present" described above, the preterit 
is translated as the English pluperfect. The foregoing example might, therefore, need to be 
translated "When he had brought it, then Quilaztli ground it," as in the following example: 

Ye Gmotla'lih in cencah huei tletl, xox6huic copalxicalli iixpan mani. = Already a 
very large fire had been laid, before which rested a green gourd vessel for incense. 

b. An event prior to another event in the past (equivalent to English pluperfect): 

Auh in yehhuiitl cihuiitl, in 8iuh mozcalih, niman quinohnbtzato, quilhuito in 
Moti3ucz6ma in tleh in quittac. = And this woman, after she had thus revived, 
then went to converse with Moteuczoma and tell him what she had seen. 

c. An event prior to another event in the future (equivalent to English future perfect). 

In tihuiilliizqueh, ye Gmic. = When we arrive, he will have already died. 

Note: In a more technical treatment of Nahuatl tense, the usages discussed here would probably not be consid- 
ered nonsystemic, since they are merely insisting on the notion of priority inherent in the tense's basic meaning. 

3. Afuture-tense VNC may refer to: 

a. An event subsequent to another event in the past (equivalent to English future-in-the- 
past tense): 

Zii iuh niiuhxihuitl hua'lahcizqueh in Caxtiltecah, bmochiuh in. = Four years 
before the Spaniards would arrive (i.e., Four years before the Spaniards arrived), 
this happened. 

Auh in iic in onciin tliicatiya, moch quinemactiiiya in pahpiiquini yez. = And to 
him who was born at that time she gave all things as gifts so that he would be 
happy. [< tla-(ne-mac-ti-ii), "to cause s.th. to be a gift"; cf., 8 54.1.5.b.l 

Note: In a more technical treatment of Nahuatl tense, the usage discussed here would probably not be consid- 
ered nonsysternic, since it is merely insisting on the notion of posteriority inherent in the tense's basic meaning. 

b. An event immediately prior to another event (equivalent to English "just about to"). 
The adverbial particle ye, "already," is usually present. 

Auh in ye oncalaquiz t6natiuh, in oc achihtbn tbnatiuh, niman ye ic huiiltzahtzi 
in itzcuiiuhtzin. = And when the sun was about to set, when there was still a lit- 
tle sun, thereupon Itzcuauhtzin cried out. 
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57.2. Irregularities in Valence. While rules governing valence are remarkably strict and clear- 
cut in Nahuatl, there are exceptional situations. A few of these have been presented; for exam- 
ple, tla-(iiyi), (ich-tequi), te-(mach-ti2), and instances of variable valence such as (tequi-pan- 
0-2) - tla-(tequi-pan-0-2) or (2-l-ti-2) - m-0-(2-l-ti-g), as well as instances of a morphologically 
unjustified applicative such as tla-(temiqui). There are other instances in which, for no appar- 
ent reason, a verbstem appears in a VNC with a valence different from that normal to it. In the 
following two sentences, for example, verbstems that expectedly require transitive valence occur 
in intransitive VNCs. 

In tlachixqui in ihittac, in Gconittac in ye huitz Psinal, mec tzahtzi. = The lookout who 
has watched, when he has seen that Painal is already coming, then shouts. 

Zan iuhqui in ichtac2cu2yah. = It was just thus that they used to eat in secret. 

Care must be taken in this regard when assessing compound verbstems. For example, a 
VNC such as ilmantecatliiliiiyah should not be mistaken as an instance of valence irregular- 
ity. At first sight, 2manteca- here seems to be an incorporated adverb: "they used to set (s.th.) 
down in the manner of feather workers" (since the translation "they used to set down feather 
workers" makes no sense). This first impression must be rejected: the embed stem (2-man-te- 
0-ca-)- is here standing for the compound nounstem (P-man-te-0-ca-y6)-tl-, "art of feather 
workers," and is functioning as an incorporated object (see 39.9). The VNC is thus translated 
"They used to practice the art of feather working." 

57.3. Absolute Topic. There is a construction that may be called the absolute-topic construc- 
tion ("absolute" here means "free from the usual grammatical relations"). In this construction 
the topic is not a supplement to anything in the comment. 

In ijitlahyo, nehzGtlalGz. = With regard to its cure, there is to be vomiting. As its cure, there 
is to be vomiting; i.e., Vomiting will bring about its cure. 

TzonteconcocGlli ijitlahyo, mihnecui xihuitl ittic2 "eucxoh." = As a cure for headache, an 
herb whose name is "eucxo" is inhaled; i.e., To cure a headache, one inhales an herb 
called "eucxo." 

Remark: In a sentence such as In ixiiyac, chiilchihuitl in tlachihualli ("Its mask is made of jadeite"), one might 
be tempted to see In ixiiyac as an absolute topic ("As for its mask, the made thing is of jadeite"). Instead, it is the 
topicalized head of a structure of modification with in tlachihualli as its modifier (see 43.3) and therefore simply 
the supplementary subject of chiilchihuitl ("Its mask, which is a made thing, is of jadeite"). Compare 51.2.2. 

57.4. Lack of Agreement between Supplement and Head. Ordinarily, a supplement agrees 
with its head in person, number, and specificity (see Lessons 17 and 18). In certain instances, 
however, agreement is disregarded. 

1. Special instances of the lack of agreement in person have been pointed out in 18.6 and 
5 43.6-9 43.8. The following sentence is an example of such a construction: 

Auh in toquichtin nGhuiy2n nemi in teGcuitlat1 in immiixtlatitlan ihuiin incarnac. = 
And as for the men, the gold was everywhere in their breechcloths and in their mouths. 
[The first-person plural subject pronoun of toquichtin is standing in cross-reference 
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to its heads, the third-person plural possessive pronouns I-m and i-n of immiixtlati- 
tlan and incamac.] 

2. Special instances of the lack of agreement in number have been pointed out in 42.8.5 
and $ 43.6-43.7. The following examples further illustrate this type of lack of agreement (i.e., 
reference wins out over grammar): 

In yohualtica huellachiya; quimitta in tleh in quintemoa, in quincua. = At night 
it watches carefully; it sees what it seeks, what it eats. [Although grammatically its 
subject pronoun shows common number, tleh in this instance refers to a plurality 
of animate entities, and it is this plurality that the object pronouns qu-im and qu-in 
recognize.] 

In iik in maziitl bcahcic ahno zo coybtl, quintliiuhtia in Moteuczbma tenihhui- 
huahuiinqui in tilmahtli. = And those who caught a deer or a coyote Moteuczoma 
favored with capes whose edges were striped with feathers. [Although the pronoun 
NNC 3c has a singular subject pronoun, as is made evident by the third-person sin- 
gular pronoun subject 0-O+. . .+c-0 of bcahcic, it contains a reference to a possible plu- 
rality, and it is this plurality that the object pronoun qu-in recognizes.] 

Nb ihcuiic yancuic nequentilo, nelpililo in tilmahtli; in cihuiitl yancuic ornrnaquiah 
in incue in inhuipil. =Also at this time the capes that are put on, girded on, are new; 
the women dress in their skirts and blouses that are new. [Although the subject pro- 
noun of cihuiitl is third-person singular in form, it refers to a plurality.] 

In ikencuiz in ixquich in tdpikhtli in ichpijchtli, ahmb zan tlapbhualtin. Hue1 
ixachintin. = When all the youths and maidens had gathered together, they could not 
be counted. They were very numerous. [The verbstem (cen-quiza) unavoidably 
implies an action by more than one entity ("(for many) to come out as one," i.e., 
"together"); here the VNC built on it shows common number, as do also the subject 
pronouns of the NNCs ixquich, tSlpbchtli, and ichpbchtli, all instances of generic 
reference. They stand in contrast to their head, the plural-number subject of tlapb- 
hualtin in the principal clause, a plurality confirmed by ixachintin in the following 
sentence.] 

The following example illustrates lack of agreement to express the notion of "one of'  (corn- 
pare $43.7): 

Quimacaqueh in itlahtbl in Zah Moteuczbma. = One of Moteuczoma's fathers (i.e., 
elders) gave his (i.e., Moteuczoma's) words to him (i.e. Cortks). [Literally, "his father 
and they gave" (a "named partner" construction; see $ 18.6). The source context 
rejects the other possible versions, "They gave Moteuczoma's father's words to him" 
and "Moteuczoma's father and he (or they) gave him his words."] 

3. Lack of agreement in specijkity occurs when an adjunct with a specific pronoun is 
placed in grammatical relationship with a nonspecific pronominal head. In such a construction 
the adjunct delineates an area to which the generality of the head is applicable (i.e., the notion 
of "all in general" is reduced to that of "all of a specific group"). 
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a. A nonspecific subject pronoun in the principal clause may take a specific supple- 
mentary subject. The principal VNC is in the impersonal voice. (Remember that the pronoun 
subject of an impersonal VNC is nonspecific; see 8 22.3.) 

Onciin iitlacuihua, onciin iitlihua Mexihcah = There all Mexihcas fetch water and 
drink. 

Tlacotbnalo ixquich tliicatl, in cihuiitl, in toquichtin. = All pinch off things-every- 
one, women and men; i.e., Everyone, women and men, wrings quails by the neck. 
[The notion of "all" found in the nonspecific subject pronoun of the impersonal 
VNC is reiterated in ixquich tliicatl, which is then more closely defined by the 
appositive group in cihuiitl, in toquichtin.] 

b. A nonspecific object pronoun in the principal clause may take a specific supplemen- 
tary object: 

In mliinaltin teluihhuiliino. = All the captives are dragged along. [The W C  tehuih- 
huiliino is in the impersonal voice. The supplementary object miimaltin stands in 
cross-reference to the nonspecific object pronoun ti5.1 

Niman ye ic tgziizaco in cihuiitzitzintin, in ilamatzitzin ihuiin in ye tlahpalihuih. 
Mochintin mimictlili5queh. Ahoc iic mociiuhqueh. = Then after that all the 
beloved women, the old women and therewith those already mature were brought 
out. All were slain. None remained. 

Tetlan tlaiino in ppiltzitzintin. = All the little children were taken from among the 
people. [The tla object pronoun on the impersonal VNC tlaiino is an example of 
nonanimation; its supplementary object pipiltzitzintin disagrees with it in both 
specificity and humanness.] 

Necenmanalo in tepi5pan in tlat&mblo in ixquich xcchitl. = All scatter over the 
mountains so that every flower may be sought. [Literally, "so that all may seek all 
flowers." The adjunct ixquich xbchitl, presenting in specific terms the notion of 
"allness" as well as the nature of the referent, stands as a supplementary object in 
cross-reference to the nonspecific object pronoun tla.] 

c. The constructions described in paragraphs a and b underlie, or are implicit in, such 
constructions as the following: 

Teluica in bmpa miquizqueh. = All are taken there where they will die. [The non- 
specific object pronoun t8 (i.e., "people in general"), which serves as the object 
of the impersonal construction, is particularized in the specific subject pronoun 
0-O(. . . +qu-eh, "they" (i.e., specific individuals) of miquizqueh in the adverbial 
adjunct .] 

Auh in ihcuiic tlacotbnalo, ihuic contliizah, ihuic conmiiyahuih in Huitz- 
tzilbp6chtli. = And when the beheading (of quails) has taken place, they throw 
them and cast them toward Huitzilopochtli. [The object pronoun tla refers to the 
referent as a totality; the object pronoun c-0 refers to it as a group of specific 
entities.] 
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Huihhuilohua in tlahtlamanazqueh inte6pan = All go in order that they may lay 
offerings in their temples. [The impersonal agent in the principal clause is replaced 
by a specific, personal plurality of agents in the adjunct clause; the people involved 
are the same in both instances.] 

Remark: The constructions mentioned in the various divisions of this section should be handled with care. The 
referent of each of the pertinent personal pronouns must be the same group of extralinguistic entities, seen, however, 
from different perspectives of specificity. If a difference in referents exists, the construction is not the one described 
here. Contrast the above examples with the following sentence: 

Mochintin onan onhuetzqueh in Btl oncBn panohua. =All fell there into water where people ford. [Even 
though the people who do the falling are a totality, they are only a portion of the wider totality of those 
who do the fording.] 

At times it is difficult to decide which construction is being used: 
Auh in 6panhuechohuat0, niman quitleminah, quitlecahuiah in cuezcomatl in tlamacazqueh. = And 

when all reached the summit, then the priests set fire to and burned the maize bin. [The VNC 6pan- 
huechohuato is a purposive VNC in the impersonal voice built on the verbstem (pan-huetzi), "to rise 
to the top surface," but here "to top a hill." As can be seen, the problem of the identity of referents 
behind the subject pronouns of 6panhuechohuato and quitleminah continues to be present in the Eng- 
lish translation of those VNCs.] 

57.5. Adverbial NNCs as Supplements. In 5 51.2.3 mention was made of a "designating" 
construction in which the object pronoun tla serves as the head of a supplementary object 
manifested by an adverbial NNC. The following is another example: 

N6huiyiin n6huiyiin tlatohtGciiy2itihtiyah in niciin. = He went along naming everywhere 
everywhere here. [The reduplicative prefix on the VNC points up the variety of the places 
named, an idea that is echoed in the repetition of the supplementary-object adverbial 
NNC n6huiyiin.I 

Care must be taken in this matter. There is another construction in which the syntax seems 
similar to that of the foregoing example but in fact is quite different, since the adjunct has an 
adverbial function. This other structure has been presented in 5 50.5. It is further illustrated, 
for the purpose of contrast, in the following examples: 

Ahoc iic ontlamati in quen ahcito in 6mpa Tlapalliin. = No one knows now anything 
concerning how he came to arrive there at Tlapallan. [The adjunct has no direct gram- 
matical relationship to the object pronoun tla of ontlamati; it is not a supplement but an 
adverbial modifier.] 

Tlii xontlachiyaciin in Mexihco, tleh in ye mochihua. = Look at what is already hap- 
pening in Mexihco. [The adjunct clause has no relation with the object pronoun tla of 
xontlachiyaciin.] 

Note: A lack of agreement between head and adjunct may in fact point to neither the former nor the latter con- 
struction; it may result from the deletion transformation described in § 19.6. In the following sentences, for exam- 
ple, the principal clause that should contain the adjoined clause has been deleted: 

XitlanShuaticPn, "M5 tlapiyelo in n6huiyBn Stibco." = Give orders (saying), "Let guard be kept every- 
where on the shores." [The clause xiquiht6can, or perhaps xictPilhuicBn, which contains the specific 
object pronoun that serves as the head for the quotation, has been deleted.] 

Tlaniiuquilia TlBcohtzin, "Th quimocaquiti in Capitan!" = Tlacotzin answers (saying to him), 'May the Cap 
tain hear it!" I.e., Tlacotzin answers, "May the Captain hear it!" [The clause quilhuia, which contains the 
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object pronoun that serves as head for the quotation, has been deleted. Compare this sentence containing tla- 
(nPn-qui-liP) with the sentence given in 3 19.6 that contains te-(niin-qui-liii), i.e., niquinniinquilia.] 

The deletion also occurs in the indirect speech construction of 3 19.6. For instance, the first example above can be 
repunctuated as follows: 

XitlanPhuaticiin mP tlapiyelo in n6huiyiin Ptenco. = Give order (saying) that guard be kept everywhere on 
the shores. 

57.6. The Irregular Silent Molph as Filler in the Subject Pronoun's Persl Subposition. In a 
sequence of concatenated VNCs all of which have subject pronouns referring to the same first- 
person entity or entities, stylistic license permits the subject pronoun's persl subposition to be 
filled by after a sounded version has occurred on the first VNC. It is as if thepersl subposition 
in the first VNC has been raised from the status of prefix to that of a particle. The sentences may 
be juxtaposed either by adjunction (creating a seeming lack of agreement) or by conjunction. 

Tinehuihuican tlamatizqueh, 2c yeh tlani huetziz. = Let's become equal (so that) (we) 
will know s.th. concerning who is he that will fall down; Le., Let's have a contest to see 
which one will lose. [The subject pronoun on the second VNC seems to be third person 
but is actually first person: #I-0+tla(mati)z+qu-eh#. The ordinary form of this sentence 
would be Tinehuihuican titlamatizqueh. . . .] 

Nixocohcihui, noztlacmeya, noxocolia. = My teeth are set on edge; I salivate and become 
acid (i.e., get a tart taste in my mouth). [The subject pronoun in #I-0+n-o(zt1ac- 
meya)0+0-0# and #U-0+n-o(xoco-lia)0+0-0# has to be first singular because the first- 
person singular reflexive object pronoun n-o requires it. The sentence could also have 
been Nixocohcihui, ninoztlacmi2ya, ninoxocolia.] 

Otimit~ahci~ueh tlamacazqueh, ca 6titlarnimiloh. = (We) priests have arrested you, for 
indeed you have upset things. [In this instance it is the supplement that has the irregu- 
larity: #I-0(tla-maca-z)qu-eh#. Of course this sentence could be an example of the 
"named partner" construction of 5 18.5 (to be translated "the priests and I"), but the con- 
text suggests that this is not the case. The text could have read ~timitzahci~ueh titla- 
macazqueh.. . .] 

Note: There is one other situation in which the 0 morph may occur in thepersl subposition. Since the reflexive 
object pronouns for the first person have such distinctive shapes, stylistic consideration may rely on them to signal 
the information regarding the person of the subject even without the presence of a forelying VNC that spells out 
that information. 

Nomati aoc tleh oc itlah in tictehti9nictoc. = (I) think you don't dream of anything else. [Here #O-0+n- 
o(mati)0+0-0## so obviously implies a first-person singular subject that it need not be spelled out. The sen- 
tence can be expressed more formally with the VNC in its ordinary shape, ninomati.] 

57.7. The Nounstern-Forming Sufix A/. There are a number of nounstems that end in a suf- 
fix that looks like the remnant of the nonactive suffix l6 found in so many patientive noun- 
stems. There seems, however, in these instances to be no nonactive verbstem source. The 
source is apparently a nounstem. The following are a few examples: 

(te-l)-li- = stone moundlrock pilelmound [< (te)-tl-, "rock." The synonymous, or nearly 
synonymous, stem (tla-te-l)&, "large rock mound/hillock," seems to be formed in 
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imitation of the impersonal patientive nounstem formation of 38.1.3. It has the vari- 
ant shape (tla-ti-l)-li-; see 5 2.2.1 

(ca-l)-li- = houselwalled-in enclosure [< *(ca)-tl-, "beinglentity"; see 3 1.6.1 .] 
(tle-l)-li- = fiery sensation [< (t1e)-tl-, "fire"; see 3 1.6.1 
(c@-l)-li- = a lonelsingle thing [< (c@-&, "one."] 
(icpa-l)-li- = high-backed seat [< (icpa)-tl-, "toplupper part"] 
(c%-CS-l)-li- = crow [onomatopoeic source imitating a crow's call] 
(ah-CO-l)-li- = shoulder [< (ah-CO)-[-, "place abovelupward."] 
(X%-l)-li- = sand [< (X%)-tl-, "surface/surface residue (?)"; see also (X%-y6)-tl-, sediment1 

dregsllees," in 3 1 6 2 ,  and (x3-yaca)-tl-, "a nose on a surface," i.e., "a mask; face."] 
(xi-l)-li- = navel area [Compare (xi-c)-tli-, "navel; umbilical depression." The stem serves 

as the embed in (xi-l-1an)-tli-, "place beneath the area of the navel"; see 47.3.2, note.] 
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Miscellany (Part Two) 

58.1. Instrumental Nounstems Formed on (iZ.2)-tli-. A number of instrumental nounstems are 
formed as compounds with the nounstem (iiz)-tli-, "a made thing, a h n g  with which to do 
s.th.," i.e., "tool, implement, device, apparatus," in the matrix subposition. T h s  matrix stem 
is strange in that its use is restricted almost entirely to this function. Apparently, it is a passive 
patientive nounstem derived from the verbstem tla-(iiyi), "to makeldo s.th.," in which the /y/ 
has the variant [S] rather than the expected [g], which occurs in the impersonal patientive noun- 
stem (tla-a)-tli-, "a worked thing," i.e., "tilled land." The stem (iiz)-tli- also occurs in (iiz-ca)- 
tl-, "ant," literally "entity associated with implements (i.e., the mandibles which the ant uses 
as tools)" (see 5 3 1.6), and it occurs with reduplication in (ah-3z)-tli-, "a thing like a tool," i.e., 
"a wing" (see 5 53.1 on this kind of reduplication). 

The following are a few compound nounstems illustrating the instumentive formation: 

(te-niim-iiz)-tli- = one of the three rocks used for supporting cooking vessels in a firepit; 
metaph, triplet [< (te-niimi)-tl-, "wall." Molina lists teniimiiztin, i.e., with a plural sub- 
ject as if the rocks are animate, or perhaps the plurality applies only to the metaphori- 
cal meaning.] 

(tepon-iiz)-tli- = horizontal two-toned log drum [< (tepon)-tli-, "stump/log"] 
(tzii-tzop-az)-tli- = weaver's reed [Cf. (tzopi), "(for s.th. woven) to become finished."] 
(mii-tzb-tzop-2z)-tli- = forearm 
(tzi-tzic-iiz)-tli- = nettle 
(tle-hcu-3z)-tli- = fire basin/brazier 
(pi-3z)-tli- = long, slender gourd used as a drinking tube 
(3-pi-iiz)-tli- = pipe, tube 
(te-ii-pi-3z)-tli- = stone pipe, stone tube 

There is another formation in which a /W/ appears before the (iiz)-tli-. This connective /W/ is 
also found in the matrix verbstem of ownerhood *tla-(-hu-a) (see 35.9) and in the applica- 
tive sufix /W-ia:/ (see 5 26.3 and 5 5 26.9-26.10). Here, in the majority of instances, the /W/ 
follows an /l/, as in the following examples: 

(mamal-hu-iiz)-tli- = fire drill, fire stick [< (mama1)-li-, "a drilled thing," from tla- 
(marnali), "to drill s.th., to bore a hole in s.th."] 
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(m2ma-l-hu-2z)-tli- = pack frame [< (mama-l)-&, "a thing carried on the back," from tla- 
(mSmP), "to carry s.th. on the back"] 

(tla-pi-pi-l-hu-2z)-tli- = yoke 
(cuauh-tla-pi-pi-l-hu-2z)-tli- = perch 
(2-pi-pi-l-hu-2z)-tPi- = conduit 
(te-2-pi-l-hu-iiz)-tli- = stone pipe, tube [Same translation value as (te-2-pi-2z)-tli- above.] 
(a-y8l-hu-az)-tli- = well [Also (2-81-hu-2z)-tli-; on the omission of lyl as here, see 8 

2.13.1.1 
(tla-tze-tzel-hu-2z)-tli- = sieve, sifter [Cf. tla-(tze-tzel-o-S), "to sift s.th."] 
(tla-ht-8-l-hu-2z)-tli- = gullet, windpipe [< (tla-ht-8-l)-li-, "uttered thing; utterance, word, 

speech"] 
(tla-hcal-hu-2z)-tli- = blowgun [Cf. tla-(ihcali), "to fight against s.o."] 
(te-hcuil-hu-2z)-tli- = stamp (the implement) 
(neh-ne-hcuil-hu-az)-tli- = stamp (the implement) [Although Molina does not indicate it, 

there must have been a difference in meaning between this and the preceding stem.] 

In a few instances the lwl follows an In/: 

(tzon-hu-2z)-tli- = snare (for game) [< (tzon)-tli-, "hair"] 
(tla-chp2n-hu-2z)-tli- = broom [Cf. tla-(ichpsna), "to sweep s.th."] 

And in a few instances /W/ follows the vowel [a] (usually a replacement for /o:/): 

(ehca-hu-2z)-tli- = ladder [< (ehcb), "to arrive"] 
(cuauh-ehca-hu-2z)-tli- = wooden ladder 
(me-ca-ehca-hu-2z)-tli- = rope ladder 
(cuauh-pana-hu-2z)-tli- = wooden bridge [Cf. (panb), "to cross to the other side." Also 

spelled (cuap-pana-hu-az)-tli-, as it is pronounced when assimilation is allowed to come 
into play.] 

(tzicua-hu-2z)-tli- = comb [The /F/ is frequently delabialized: (tzica-hu-2z)-tli-.] 

Nounstems formed with the matrix stem (2z)-tli- (preceded or not by /W/) can serve as the 
source for a verbstem formed with hui2 (see 5 55.3.2.a): 

tla-(pi-2z-hui2) = to use a tube on s.th., to drink s.th. through a tube 
m-o-(tzicua-hu-2z-hui2) = to use a comb on oneself, to comb oneself's hair 

Less frequently, nounstems formed with (2z)-tli- can serve as the source for an intransitive 
verbstem using the o-a of 8 55.3.1 .a. 

(tepon-2z-0-2) = to use a horizontal log drum; i.e., to play a horizontal drum [< (tepon- 
2z)-tli-, "a horizontal log drum (see 8 55.3.2.a, note 2).] 

(tla-pi-gz-0-2) = to use a quasi-pipe; i.e., (for a man) to urinate [< (tla-pi-2z)-tli-, "a thing 
resembling a pipe," i.e., "a penis"; for the tla, see 8 53.1.2; (pi-2z)-tli-, "pipe, tube."] 

58.2. Problematic Constructions. The descriptions of stem formations and nuclear-clause 
formations already presented by no means exhaust the possibilities of the language. There are 
numerous unaccounted-for constructions that affect only a small number of items. The fol- 
lowing are a few examples. 
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1. Certain incorporated-noun compound verbstems with (C-hua) or tla-(C-hu-a) as matrix 
continue to manifest the subject pronoun's numl subposition filler associated with the source 
absolutive-state NNC. 

MatzahtziztlChuah = #0-0+tla(tzahtzi-z-tl-C-hu-a)0+0-h# = they cause s.th. to rise in 
the form of (or by means of) a shouting; i.e., they shout loudly [< (tzahtzi-z)-tli-, 
"action of shouting"] 

tlach6quiztlli5huah = #Ib-0+tla(ch6qui-z-tl-C-hu-a)0+0-h# = they weep aloud [< (ch6qui- 
z)-tli-, "action of weeping"] 

nicochihtlChua = #ni-0(cochi-h-tl-C-hua)0+0-0# = I start up from sleep, I spring out of 
bed; also, "I dream" (since one's soul was thought to rise from bed during sleep and 
traveling about) [< (cochi-h)-tli-, "sleep." The expected form would be (cochi-z)-tli-.] 

tlatlathuill6tlChuaz = #0-0(tla-tla-t-hui-1-16-tl-C-hua)z+~-0# = dawn will break [< (tla- 
t-hui-l-16)-tl-, "a thing characteristic of dawn." The initial tla in the VNC is the imper- 
sonal tla (see 5 22.6.1 

There are other constructions that result merely from spelling that imitates pronunciation and 
should not be confused with the above examples. 

P6ctlChuatoc; pbctli mantoc. = Smoke lies rising; smoke lies spreading out. [PGctlChua- 
toc is simply pbctli Chuatoc spelled solid. Instead of incorporation there is supple- 
mentation, with p6ctl- standing in cross-reference to the subject pronoun of Chuatoc.] 

~huell%llimictimotCcac. = The earth lay quite dead; i.e., It was very late at night. [Writ- 
ten in a standard format, this would be 6huel tliilli mictimotCcac. It is an example of 
an "integrated supplement" (see 5 18.1); the supplementary subject tliilli is forced into 
tight alliance with the principal clause by the placement of 6huel (the antecessive 
order particle 6# plus the adverbialized NNC huel), which is thus made to modify 
not just the VNC rnictimotikac but the syntactical unit tliilli mictimotCcac. The inte- 
grated supplement construction can be dissolved by either Tliilli 6huel rnictimotCcac 
or Tliilli huel 6mictimotCcac. The English translation would remain the same.] 

2. Occasionally, one finds a connective-t compound verbstem in which the embed is a 
nounstem rather than a verbstem. 

xoniiuhtiuh = #0-0(xo-niiuh-ti-uh)0+0-0# = he goes on all fours 

3. Occasionally, the restricted-use preterit-as-present agentive nounstem formed on a con- 
nective-t compound is embedded as an object complement in a compound verbstem. Even 
more surprising is the fact that the subject pronoun's numl filler c is kept on the embed. The 
implied subject on this embedded NNC has the same referent as the object pronoun of the 
matrix VNC. 

quimrnictocciihuah = #8-0+qu-im(mic-0-t-o-0-c-cahua)0+0-h# = they leave them as 
ones who lie having died; i.e., They leave them lying dead. 

quipetztocciiuhqueh = #0-0+qui-0(petz-0-t-o-0-c-ciiuh)0+qu-eh# = they left him as 
one who lies have become naked; i.e., They left him lying naked. [The preterit tense 
embed of the connective-t stem (petz-04-0) bears witness to the existence of the 
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unattested verbstem *(petzi), "to become smooth/shiny/polished" (see (petz-i-hui), 
"(for s.th. polished) to become smootWshiny," and (petz)-tli-, "pyrite."] 

4. One occasionally finds a connective-t compound verbstem that violates the rules for 
normal formation; for example: 

tP-(pol-i-uh-0-ti-tliiza) = to confound S.O. with words [As in: niquimpoliuhtitliizaz = 
#ni-0+qu-im(pol-i-uh-0-ti-tliiza)z+~-0#, "I shall confound them with words."] 

Not only does the verb object pronoun respond to the matrix instead of to the embed (the 
verb (pol-i-hui) is intransitive), at the same time it apparently represents the deleted subject 
of the VNC that has provided the preterit predicate that serves as embed. Notice the derived 
nounstems: 

(te-pol-i-uh-0-ti-tliiza-1iz)-tli- = the act of confounding people with words 
(tla-pol-i-uh-0-ti-t1iix)-tli- = one who has been confounded with words, one who has 

been confused [an impersonal patientive nounstem] 

The following are further examples of this kind of verbstem, all translatable as "to empty s.th. 
(such as a grain bin, maize crib, or box)": 

tla-(iuh-0-ti-ciihua) 
tla-(iuh-0-ti-quetza) 
tla-(iuh-0- ti-teca) 

5. It is possible to find a connective-t between the embed and the matrix of a compound 
nounstem when the matrix is not a relational nounstem: 

titlazohtitliicatl = #ti-0(tla-zo-h-ti-t1iica)tl-PI# = you are a valued person [< (t1a-zo-h)- 
tli-, "a valued thing"] 

6. There is a strange formation in which a reflexive-object pronoun is frozen in a third- 
person form inside a verbstem because of the incorporation of an adverbial nounstem in front 
of it; for instance: 

(tliil-m-0-iihui-l-ti-9) = (for a child) to amuse himselfherself by playing with dirt (cre- 
ating piles with it, etc.) [As in: nitliilmiihuiltia, "I have fun playing with dirt." From 
the causative verbstem m-0-(ghui-l-ti-ii), "to amuse o.s."; as in: ninshuiltia, "I amuse 
myself."] 

58.3. Exclamatory Expressions. Utterances that express vehement or excited feeling in an 
abrupt manner may be particles (see 8 3.2.5), NNCs, VNCs, or combinations of any of these. 
The following are a few examples: 

Quen mach tamih in ticihuiitl! = What a fortunate woman you are! [Traditionally writ- 
ten Quemmachtami. . . . See $ 1 1.4.6.1 

0-dcn6piltic! = How lucky they are! [A VNC formed on an included-possessor verbstem; 
see 8 54.3.2.1 

Onomahcehualtic! = How fortunate I am! [Again, see $ 54.3.2.1 
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~itlahudiltic! = Alas for him! [See 5 54.3 -3 .] 
Titelchitl! = You got what you deserve! It serves you right! [< (tel-chi)-tl-, "a person who 

gets his just deserts"] 
Telchitl! = He got what he deserves! It serves him right! 
Itepahyo! = It is what he had coming! It is his just punishment! [< (te-pah-y6)-U-, "what 

is characteristic of rock medicine," i.e., "deserved punishment"] 
Motepahyo! = It's your just punishment! You had it coming! 
Tlacah zo . . .! = By George, . . . ! Holy smoke, . . . ! 
Tlacah zo eh! = Wow! How about that! Well, I'll be! How the devil . . .! [Traditionally 

written Tlacace!] 
Nicca! - NiltzC! - NopohtzC! - NetlC! - Hui! - Tahui! - Ayo! - YeccuC! - AnC! - TocnC! 

- NocnC! = Hello! Hi! Hey there! Hey, you! [The accented lel is the vocative particle #C.] 
Tlacuah! = Come here! 

The following are exclamatory urgings for haste. They mean something like "Let it forth- 
with be!" and are translated as "Come!" "Come on!" "Let's get at it!" "Let's get to work!" 
"Let's get it done!" "Let's get it over with!" "Let's get out of here!" "Onward!" "Up and at 
'em!" or similar expressions. 

Oc eh! [Traditionally written Oque.] 
Tlii oc eh! [Traditionally written Tlaoque or Tlaque (with elision of the Iol).] 
Mii oc eh! [Traditionally written Maoque or Maque (with elision of the /o/).] 
Tlii cuel! - Tlii cue1 eh! - Tla cue1 ehhuiitl! [Traditionally written Tlacuel, Tlacuele, and 

Tlacuelehuatl.] 
Mii cuel! - Mii cue1 eh! - Mii cue1 ehhuiitl! [Traditionally written Macuel, Macuele, and 

Macuelehuatl.] 
Mii ye cuel! - Mii ye cud eh! [Traditionally written Mayecuel and Mayecuele.] 
Tlii ye cuel! - Tlii ye cud eh! [Traditionally written Tlayecuel and Tlayecuele.] 

The personal pronoun NNCs eh and ehhuiitl can be replaced by yeh and yehhuiitl. 
The following are a few examples showing exclamatory expressions in sentences: 

Tleh in ic topan mochihuaz? I(c nel ihcac? Ah! Yeppa nehhuiitl. = What will happen to 
us? Who, in truth, stands? Alas! Until now, I am the one. 

Hue! nopilhuiintzitzinC! Quen hue1 amehhuiintin in bamopan mochiuh in tleh in ye 
mochihuaz? = Alas, my children! How is it that you are the ones upon whom will have 
happened what will soon happen? 

Tlacah ceh! Ye cud miyiihuatiznequi in tbctli! = How about that! The young maize plant 
is already ready to form a tassle! 

Ihyo 6motlahueliltic! = Woe and alas for you! 
Mi%ihcahC, m2 ye cud yehhuiitl! = 0 Mexicans, onward! 
Tlii cud! Tlii xihuiillauh, noniin, Chiilchiuhcui5yeh. = Let it be soon! Come, my mother, 

Chalchiuhcueyeh. [I.e., "she is called 'She is One Who Has Owned a Jadeite Skirt."' 
This personal-name NNC is a variant of chiilchihuitl-he, "she is called 'Her Skirt Is 
of Jadeite. '"l 
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58.4. The rnah Construction. The particle mah, "such that," and its negative counterpart rnah 
ca# (or rnah cam6), "such that . . . not," are used to adjoin a clause or clausal unit to a prin- 
cipal clause consisting of the interrogative NNCs Pc, tleh, c4n, or ic. The adjunctor in is 
optional. (Do not confuse these particles with the wish markers m4, m4 ca#, and mP cam&) 

AC in rnah mitz'vrimati? = Who is the one such that he knows you? Is there someone such 
that he knows you? Who is there that knows you? 

Ac in rnah camitziximati? = Who is the one such that he does not know you? Is there 
someone such that he does not know you? Who is there who does not know you? 

&c in mah ijquittaqueh? = Who are the ones such that they saw him? Are there people such 
that they saw him? Did anyone see hm? 

Ac in rnah caquimati in? = Who is the one such that he does not know this? Is there any- 
one such that he does not know ths? Who is ignorant of ths? 

Tleh in rnah 6tini!chmihtlaniiilih in rnah cam6 niman 6nirnitznotlPcamachitih? = What 
is the thing such that you (H) have asked of me such that I have not immediately obeyed 
you (H)? What is there that you (H) have asked of me that I have not done immediately? 
Is there anything that you (H) have asked of me that I have not done immediately? 

Ciin in rnah Gtiquittac? = Was there a place such that you saw it? Where was it that you 
saw it? 

fc in rnah Gticcac? = Was there a time such that you heard it? When was it that you 
heard it? 

The combination of a negative principal clause plus rnah expresses a strong negative, while 
that of a negative principal clause plus rnah ca# expresses a strong affirmative: 

AyPc rnah quimati in. = There is no one such that he knows it. No one at all knows it. 
AyPc rnah caquimati in. = There is no one such that he does not know it. Everyone 

knows it. 
Ca ayiic nicquixtia in rnah cam6 nicmaca in octli. Tl4 xoconi. = I cause no one to leave 

such that I do not give him pulque (i.e., I permit no one to leave to whom I have not 
given pulque). Drink. [Note the translation of the present-tense VNC by means of the 
English present perfect.] 

Ahoc tlein, in rnah itlah. = No longer is there anything such that it is something; i.e., There 
is no longer anything at all. 

Ahtleh in rnah cabnicchiuh. = There is nothing such that I did not do it; i.e., I did every- 
thng. 

Ahc4n rnah 6niquittac. = There is no place such that I have seen it; i.e., Nowhere have I 
seen it. 

Aic rnah caiiticmah. = There was no time such that you did not know it; i.e., You have 
always known it. 

Note: The expressions quPmah and quemahca listed in 9 44.6 with the translation value of "yes" are simply 
frozen collocations of the question NNC quP, "how?' (see 9 16.8.2 and 9 445.7)' plus rnah or rnah ca# used in a 
elliptical construction (since the negative prefix ca# is left by this ellipsis without a head to the right, it is written 
solid with the rnah): 

quemah = how is it such that (it is otherwise)? 
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quemahca = how is it such that (it is) not (as you say)? [Compare Spanish cdmo no, "how not," as the equiv- 
alent of "yes."] 

58.5. Cuix, ahzo, or ahm6 as the Principal Clause in the rnah Construction. The adjoined 
clause introduced by the particles mah and mah ca# may also have mix, ahzo, or &m6 as 
its principal clause. 

Ahzo rnah titah? = Is it perhaps the case that you are his father? Are you his father? 
Ahzo in rnah catitah? = Is it perhaps the case that you are not his father? Aren't you his 

father? 
Cuix in rnah nitemiqui? = Is it perchance the case that I am dreaming? Am I perchance 

dreaming? 
Cuix rnah canitemiqui? = It is perchance the case that I am not dreaming? Am I perchance 

not dreaming? 

The combination of ahm6 rnah (or ahm6 in mah) is equivalent to a strong negative and that 
of ahm6 rnah ca# (or ahm6 in rnah ca#) to a strong affirmative. 

Ahm6 in rnah nicneltoca. = It is not the case that I believe it; i.e., I certainly do not 
believe it. 

Ahm6 in rnah canicneltoca. = It is not the case that I do not believe it; i.e., I certainly do 
believe it. 

Ca ahm6 rnah canicnequi. = Indeed it is not the case that I do not want it; i.e., I do indeed 
want it. 

58.6. Iuhqui as Principal Clause in the rnah Construction. The adjoined clause introduced 
by rnah and rnah ca# may also have the preterit-agentive NNC iuhqui or the preterit-tense 
VNC iuh as its principal clause (compare 5 53.1.7): 

Iuhqui in rnah amichcameh. = It is of such a nature that it is the case that you are sheep. 
It is as though you were sheep. You are like sheep. 

In immalhuiin iuhqui in rnah intliicahuiin catcah.= It was as if their captives were their 
slaves. Their captives were like their slaves. 

Iuhqui in rnah cailhuitl. = It is as if it were not a holiday. 
In itlachiyeliz iuhqui in rnah centzontli icpitl. = Its appearance is like four hundred (i.e., 

many) fireflies. 

The construction can also involve ic (compare 5 53.1.7). 

Iuh in rnah miequintin t6t6meh ic tlahtoa. = It sings as if there were many birds. 
Hue1 iuhqui in rnah tliicatl ic mihmati in ic motlapachihuiiini. = It is quite as cunning 

as a human being when it is a stalker. 

Remark: In texts with traditional spelling, collocations involving iuhqui, in, and rnah are frequently written 
solid as iuhquirnma and iuhquimmaca. 

58.7. The Incorporated Noun and the Subject Function. The possible functions of a noun- 
stem incorporated into a verbstem were discussed in Lesson 30. The subject function was not 
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included in those possibilities. In Nahuatl the nuclear subject (the subject in the VNC) is oblig- 
atorily manifested by a personal-pronoun subject (i.e., by a circumfixal pronoun expressed by 
a person dyad cooperating with a number dyad). There is no way the positions filled by the sub- 
ject personal pronoun can be usurped by an incorporated nounstem. 

Since, however, the third-person subject pronoun has its person position filled by silently 
present morphs (i.e., 0-0), many (enticed by translational mirage) are tempted to believe that 
the incorporated nounstem is functioning as subject. There are two situations in which this 
temptation is strongest. 

1. The active verbstem formation: 

quimichpatliin = it is a bat 
tliildin = it is an earthquake 
ehehcapolihui = the wind disperses it 
monezahualhuitequi = the fast is broken 

The translations are misleading. They cater to the false impression that the entity named by the 
embed is performing the action. But these VNCs are not at all saying what the following sup- 
plementary-subject constructions are saying: 

~ p a t l i i n  in quimichin. = The mouse flew. 
06lin in tliilli. = The earth moved. 
Polihui in ehehcatl. = The wind subsides. 
Mohuitequi in nezahualli. = The fast is broken. 

The VNCs do not result from a simple transformation performed on the double-nucleus sen- 
tences. In every one of the VNCs, the incorporated nounstem is functioning as an adverb and 
in no way represents the entity performing the action. This is most obvious in moneza- 
hualhuitequi, where (ne-zahua-l)-li- is clearly not in a subject position since this position 
must precede a verb-object position, here occupied by m-o. In spite of the fact that the trans- 
lations of monezahualhuitequi and mohuitequi in nezahualli are the same, the former is 
saying something like "an impersonal 'it' is breaking 'itself' with regard to the fast," while 
the latter is saying "the fast is breaking itself." Neither of these literal translations means any- 
thing to English speakers, but the difference between the two Nahuatl sentences is obvious to 
a Nahuatl speaker. The other examples are equally distinctive to a Nahuatl speaker. For exam- 
ple, quimichpatliin, i.e., #0-0(quimich-patl-~-n-0)0-0#, is a preterit-agentive NNC meaning 
"it is a thing that has flown having a resemblance to a mouse," i.e., "it is a bat." Similarly, 
tliildin, i.e., #0-0(tliil-M-i-n-0)O-0#, is also a preterit-agentive NNC and means "it is a thing 
that has moved in the form of the land," i.e., "it is an earthquake." The translation given above 
for ehehcapolihui is especially misleading, because not only is ehehca- not the subject, but 
the Nahuatl predicate is not transitive. Yet the translation is a possible one, as is clear when the 
VNC is used in a sentence such as Ehehcapolihui in mixtli, "The wind disperses the clouds." 
This is an excellent example of how one should not trust a translation to reveal anything about 
the structure of the source. A better translation of this sentence would be "The clouds become 
wind-destroyed," because mixtli is the supplementary subject of the pronominal subject in 
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ehehcapolihui, i.e., #0-0(eh-eh-ca-pol-i-hui)0+0-0#, an intransitive VNC that means "it 
becomes lost/destroyed because of (or by meanslforce of) wind," with (eh-eh-ca)-tl- func- 
tioning as an incorporated adverb. 

Constructions such as izticohc6ltic, "its claws are curved," have already been discussed 
in 8 30.14. The incorporated nounstem, contrary to the illusion created by the translation, 
is not the subject but an incorporated adverb of place resulting from a drastic transforma- 
tion performed on the double-nucleus construction cohc6ltic in izti, "its claws are curved," 
where the NNC izti is functioning as a supplementary subject. The possessor pronoun of 
izti is transformed into the subject pronoun of the incorporated-adverb compound VNC 
izticohc6ltic. 

2. The nonactive verbstem formation: 

c6iicualo = he is snake bitten [a passive-voiced VNC] 
ocuilcual6c = it has been worm-eaten [a passive-voiced VNC] 
onti!cuiincual6zqueh = they will end up wild animal eaten [a passive-voiced VNC] 

The incorporated nounstem in the passive-voice formations is obviously not the subject; for 
example, one can easily find nic6iicualo ("I am snake bitten") or tont~cuiincual6zqueh ("we 
shall end up wild animal eaten"). But when the subject pronoun is third person, its silently 
present person dyad seems to confuse students into thinking an incorporated nounstem names 
the agent. After all, in the active source of these nonactive formations it functions as a sup- 
plementary subject. 

Quicua in c6iitl. = The snake bites him. 
0quicuah in ocuilin. = The worm ate it. 
Quincuiizqueh in tikuiinimeh. = The wild animals will eat them. 

As has been pointed out in 8 21.1, however, the passive-voiced VNC does not permit the men- 
tion of an agent. Consequently, we must recognize that the transformation in this instance (as 
in subsection 1 above) is not a simple process. What was a subject-as-agent in the double- 
nucleus source becomes an adverb of means or instrument in the single-nucleus transform: 
ehehcatoco, "he is pursued by means of the wind" (as if the source were, for example, que- 
hehcatocah, "they pursue him by means of the wind"). From the viewpoint of English, this 
description may seem mere quibbling or a gambit to preserve the integrity of certain rules. 
But, as has already been suggested, English is not the best door to understanding Nahuatl. In 
the present instance, a speaker of Arabic, for example, would not find the "active-agent-to- 
passive-instrument" transformation esoteric or artificial, since, like Nahuatl and unlike Eng- 
lish, Arabic has a prohibition against mentioning an agent in a passive construction. 

58.8. Textual Problems. In dealing with Nahuatl texts one should always be prepared to cope 
with textual problems due to mistakes. These may be the result of a lack of understanding on 
the part of the copyist, a slip of the pen, or an error of the typesetter. The following are a few 
examples : 
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Tenechmocnelilliz. This item illustrates two mistakes: te- should read ti-, and the -11- should 
be -I-. The item, therefore, is Tinii!chmocni51iliz, "You (H) will do me a favor." 

Notlacihuiliztica. The item should include -tz- instead of -c-; thus, Notlatzihuiliztica, "It 
is by means of my laziness." 

Tle nellaiz? The item nellaiz illustrates two mistakes; the -11- should read -I-, and there 
should be a separation between nel and aiz. The corrected version, Tleh nel iiyiz?, is 
translated "What, in truth, will he do?" 

With regard to the problem of spelling, the conventions used in older texts are presented in 
Appendix F. In addition to these usages and the problems they involve (such as the unfortu- 
nate failure to represent essential distinctions, including vowel length and the glottal stop), 
there are more idiosyncratic uses that can perplex the reader. The following are a few exam- 
ples taken from various texts: 

ohuiya-This should read bhuia, "he had gone." [The -a is not part of the imperfect-tense 
morph ya but is a variant of the distant-past-tense morph ca (see Lesson l l).] 

tehuatl-This should read tebiitl, "it is divine water," i.e., "it is blood." [Elsewhere tehu- 
at1 might stand for tehhuiitl.] 

xiqualhuica-This should read xichuiilhuica, "bring it here." The failure to recognize the 
difference between I. . . kwd and I. . . kwa/ is common. 

niquitohua-This should read niquihtoa, "I say it." 
nicytta-This should read niquitta, "I see it." 
amechmotillia-This should read amechmottilia, "he (H) sees you." 
noyan-This should read nbhuiyiin, "everywhere." 
Anmoxochihuehueuh-This should read amoxbchihuehueuh, "it is your (pl) flowery 

drum." 

Related to the problem of faulty spelling is that of faulty recognition of graphological-voca- 
ble boundaries. Several common instances, such as noihuan (i.e., n6 ihuiin) and mayecuele 
(i.e., mii ye cue1 eh), have already been pointed out. The following are other examples: 

Zan iztihuitz.-This should read Zan iz tihuitz, "Come here immediately." 
Cuix nonechilnamiquiz?-This should read Cuix nb nechilniimiquiz? "Will he also 

remember me?" 
Otlac nelli yn notlachihual yn nechcuicatia.--The translator of this item rendered it: "Ya 

ha hablado. De veras mi criatura me canta." ("It has already spoken. My creature really 
sings for me."). But the text should read Otlacnelih in notlachihual in nechcuicatia, 
which is to be translated "My creature, which is singing for me, has done a favor." 

icei-This should read ic ei, "it is thirdlthe third one." 
neptiilaycac-This should read nepantlah ihcac, "it stands in the middle." Besides the 

joining of the two graphological vocables, there is a misprint in the first one. The prob- 
lem is further complicated by the usual failure to indicate glottal stops. 

Ca iquac timomana in tlalli. . . . -This should read Ca ic huiictimomana in tlalli. . . . 
"When the land lies (i.e., lay) spread out dry. . . ." 
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There is another problem in traditional texts-the disregard for sentence division, accom- 
panied by a nonsystematic use of punctuation. Consequently, one must try to figure out where 
the periods should be placed. This requires a careful analysis of the text. I shall give only one 
example. In FC I, 11, we read of Cihuacoatl: "Auh ynjc moteittitiaia, motenextiliaia: 
iuhqujn tecpan cioatl, nanacoche, iitznacoche." Anderson and Dibble translated this as two 
sentences: "And as she appeared before men, she was covered with chalk, like a court lady. 
She wore ear plugs, obsidian ear plugs." This arrangement was forced upon them because they 
read motenextiliaya as M-0+m-o(te-nex-ti-liii)ya+0-0#, "she used to cause herself to have 
lime" (which they rendered as "she was covered with chalk"). This required a period after 
cioatl. But their analysis is incorrect (how many people have been misled by this erroneous 
translation into believing that Aztec court ladies covered themselves in chalk?). The correct 
analysis of motenextiliaia is #0-@+m-o+te(nex-ti-liii)ya+0-0#, "she used to cause herself to 
appear in relation to people," i.e., "she used to appear in public" (see 26.16.1 regarding the 
use of the mainline reflexive object here). That is, the collocation moteittitiiiya motenexti- 
liiiya is an instance of rephrasive parallelism (see 52.7.1), and consequently there is only 
one sentence: Auh in ic moti%ttitiiiya, moti?ni3xtiliiiya, iuhqui in tecpan cihuiitl nahna- 
cocheh, ihitznacocheh. "And when she appeared before people and manifested herself to 
them, like a court lady she wore ear plugs, obsidian ear plugs." 



APPENDIX A 

VNC Paradigms 

The following paradigms add the (circumfixal) subject pronouns (prefixal person dyads and suffixal number 
dyads) to the verbal predicates (core and tense constituents) displayed in 7.7 to create the full array of illus- 
trative examples of VNCs formed on each of the four stem classes (with Class A showing two subclasses). The 
fore and aft nuclear-clause boundary symbols (# . . . #) have been omitted, since only obligatory VNC-form- 
ing morphs are shown. 

I. VNCs on the ImperjLective Active Stem. The imperfective stem is used in four indicative tenses and three 
optative tenses. In VNCs showing the imperfective aspect of the active voice, Class A-l and Class B stems 
use one stem shape, Class A-2 and Class D stems two stem shapes, and Class C stems four shapes. 

1 .  The indicative tenses on the imperfective active stem: 

Class A- l Class A-2 Class B Class C 

Present Indicative 

ni-0(temo)0+0-0 ni-0(y6li)0+0-0 ni-0(chol-o-a)0+0-0 
ti-0(temo)0+0-0 ti-0(y6li)0+0-0 ti-0(chol-o-a)0+0-0 
0-0(temo)0+0-0 0-0(ydi)0+0-0 0-0(chol-o-a)0+0-0 
ti-0(temo)0+0-h ti-O(y6li)0+0-h ti-0(chol-o-a)0+0-h 
an-0(temo)0+0-h an-0(ybli)0+0-h an-0(chol-o-a)0+0-h 
0-0(temo)0+0-h 0-0(y6li)0+0-h 0-0(chol-o-a)@+@-h 

Customary Present Indicative 

ni-0(ydi)ni+0-0 ni-0(chol-o-%)ni+0-0 
ti-0(ydi)ni+0-0 ti-0(chol-o-%)ni+0-0 
0-B(ybli)ni+B-8 0-O(ch01-O-%)ni+O-O 
ti-0(yali)ni+0-h ti-0(chol-o-%)ni+0-h 
an-0(ybli)ni+0-h an-0(chol-o-%)ni+0-h 
0-0(yali)ni+0-h 0-0(chol-o-%)ni+0-h 

Imperfect Indicative 

ni-0(yiili)ya+0-0 ni-0(chol-o-5)ya+0-0 
ti-0(ybli)ya+0-0 ti-0(chol-o-%)ya+0-0 
0-0(y6li)ya+0-0 0-g(cho1-o-5)ya+0-0 
ti-0(ybli)ya+0-h ti-0(chol-o-%)ya+0-h 
an-0(ybli)ya+0-h an-0(chol-o-g)ya+0-h 
0-0(yali)ya+Bh 0-0(chol-o-%)ya+0-h 

Class D 
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Future Indicative [The D0in  the singular number dyad represents the obsolescent qui-0.1 

ni-0(ch6ca)z+0-0 ni-0(ternO)z+O-0 ni-0(y6li)z+O-0 ni-0(chol-6)z+U-0 ni-0+tla(cuii)z+U-0 

ti-0(ch6ca)z+0-0 ti-0(tem6)z+u-0 ti-0(ydi)z+U-0 ti-g(cho1-6)z+U-0 ti-0+tla(cuFi)z+U-0 

0-0(ch6ca)z+0-0 0-O(temb)z+O-0 0-O(ybli)z+O-0 0-O(cho1-6)z+U-0 0-0+tla(cuQz+O-0 

ti-0(ch6ca)z+qu-eh ti-0(temb)z+qu-eh ti-0(ybli)z+qu-eh ti-0(chol-6)z+qu-eh ti-0+tla(cu5)z+qu-eh 

an-0(chbca)z+qu-eh an-0(tem6)z+qu-eh an-0(y6li)z+qu-eh an-0(chol-6)z+qu-eh an-0+tla(cuii)z+qu-eh 

0-0(ch6ca)z+qu-eh 0-0(temo)z+qu-eh 0-O(ybli)z+qu-eh 0-0(chol-6)z+qu-eh 0-0+tla(cuS)z+qu-eh 

2. The optative tenses on the imperfective active stem: 

Class A- l Class A-2 Class B Class C Class D 

Nonpast Optative [The 0-0 in the singular number dyad represents the hypothetical c-@.] 

ni-0(y61i)0+0-0 
xi-0(yali)0+0-0 

0-0(ydi)0+0-0 
ti-0(ybli)0+c-iin 
xi-0(~6li)0+c-iin 

0-0 (ydi)0+c-iin 

Past Optative 

ni-@(y6li)ni+0-0 
xi-@(y6li)ni+0-@ 
0-0(y6li)ni+0-0 
ti-0(y6li)ni+0-h 

xi-0(yali)ni+0-h 

0-0(ybli)ni+0-h 

Future Optative 

(The VNCs are identical to those of the future indicative in every respect.) 

11. VNCs on the Perjiective Active Stem. The perfective active stem is used in two indicative tenses as well as 
in the preterit optative and the present admonitive tense. In VNCs showing the perfective aspect of the active 
voice, only Class A-2 stems have two shapes; all other stem classes use only one. 

l .  The indicative tenses on the perfective active stem: 

Class A- l Class A-2 Class B Class C Class D 

Preterit Indicative [The D0in  the singular number dyad represents the obsolescent qui-0.1 

ni-0(yol)0+O-0 ni-0(chol-o-h)0+0-0 

ti-@(y61)0+0-0 ti-0(chol-o-h)0+0-0 

0-0(~61)0+O-0 0-O(chol-o-h)O+O-0 

ti-0(y61)0+qu-eh ti-0(chol-o-h)0+qu-eh 

an-0(ybl)0+qu-eh an-0(chol-o-h)0+qu-eh 
0-0(y61)0+qu-eh 0-O(cho1-o-h)0+qu-eh 

Distant-Past Indicative 

ni-0(yd)ca+0-0 ni-0(chol-o-h)ca+0-0 

ti-0(yGl)ca+0-0 ti-0(chol-o-h)ca+0-0 

0-0(ybl)ca+0-0 0-0(chol-o-h)ca+0-0 

ti-0(y6l)ca+0-h ti-0(chol-o-h)ca+0-h 

an-0(ybl)ca+0-h an-0(chol-o-h)ca+0-h 
0-0(y61)ca+0-h 0-B(cho1-o-h)ca+0-h 
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2. The optative tense on the perfective active stem: 

Preterit Optative 

(The VNCs are identical to those of the preterit indicative in every respect except that the antecessive order prefix is 

obligatory.) 

3.  The admonitive tense on the perfective active stem: 

Present Admonitive [The D0in the singular number dyad represents a hypothetical t-0.1 

m. VNCs on the Imperfective Nonactive Stem. The nonactive stem in -hua forms VNCs that belong to Class 
A-l. The nonactive stems in -16 and -6 form VNCs that belong to Class A-2 (long stem-final vowel except 
when followed by silent morphs or a glottal stop). The following list shows nonactive stems in passive voice 
VNCs. 

1. The indicative tenses on the imperfective nonactive stem: 

-hua Suffix -16 Suffix -6 Suffix 

Present Indicative 

Customary Present Indicative 

Imperfect Indicative 

Future Indicative 
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2. The optative tenses on the imperfective nonactive stem: 

-hua Suffix -16 Suffur 

Nonpast Optative 

Past Optative 

-6 Suffix 

Future Optative 

(The VNCs are identical to those of the future indicative in every respect.) 

TV. VNCs on the Pelfective Nonactive Stem. The perfective nonactive stems in -16 and -6 have two variant 
shapes: the stem-final vowel is long unless followed by silence or a glottal stop. The perfective nonactive 
stem in -hua has only one shape. 

1. The indicative tenses on the perfective nonactive stem: 

-hua Suffix -16 Suffix -6 Suffix 

Preterit Indicative 

Distant-Past Indicative 

2. The optative tense on the perfective nonactive stem: 

The VNCs are identical to those of the preterit indicative in every respect except that the antecessive order 
prefix is obligatory. 
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3 .  The admonitive tense on the perfective nonactive stem: 

-hua Suffix -16 Suffix -6 Suffix 
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NNC Paradigms 

The number of forms in an NNC paradigm depends on whether the subject pronoun is animate or nonani- 
mate, and if animate whether it is human or nonhuman. A nonanimate paradigm has eight possible NNCs, a 
nonhuman animate paradigm sixteen, and a human animate paradigm forty. 

The subclasses of nounstems are determined by what happens in the stem and numl morph of a singular- 
subject possessive-state NNC: 

TLI Subclass 1: sg poss-state = base stem + 0- 
TLI Subclass 2: sg poss-state = base stem + hui- 
IN Class: sg poss-state = base stem + 0- 
0 Class: sg poss-state = base stem + 0- 
TL Subclass 1A: sg poss-state = base stem + uh- 
TL Subclass 1B: sg poss-state = base stem + 0- 
TL Subclass 2A: sg poss-state = final-vowel truncated stem + 0- 
TL Subclass 2B: sg poss-state = final-one-consonant truncated stem + 0- 
TL Subclass 2C: sg poss-state = final-two-consonant truncated stem + 0- 

No attempt has been made here to give a full exemplification of plural formations for plural-subject (i.e., ani- 
mate) absolutive-state NNCs (plain stem, affinity stem; t-in, m-eh, 0-h). 

In the following illustrative examples of NNCs formed on the four nounstem classes (TLI - L1 I IN I 0 / 
TL) the fore and aft nuclear-clause boundary symbols (# . . . #) have been omitted. The glosses are of stems, 
not of NNCs. 

I. TLI Stems: 

l .  Nonanimate NNCs: 

a. TLI Subclass 1: 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

0-0(amox)tli-0 0-0+te(amox)0-0 
[= "book"] 0-0+n-0(amox)0-0 

0-@+m-O(Bmox)0-0 
0-0+i-0(Bmox)0-0 
0-0+t-O(Bmox)0-0 
0-@+am-O(iimox)0-0 
0-0+i-m(%mox)0-0 
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b. TLI Subclass 2: 

0-0(oh)tli-0 0-0+te(oh)hui-0 
[= "pathlroad"] 0-0+n-O(oh)hui-0 

0-@+m-R(oh)hui-0 
0-0+i-0(oh)hui-0 
0-0+t-O(oh)hui-0 
0-@+am-U(oh)hui-0 
0-0+i-m(oh)hui-0 

2. Nonhuman Animate NNCs: 

a. TLI Subclass 1 : 

Absolutive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject 

0-0(cih)tli-0 0-0(ci-cih)t-in 0-0+tE(cih)O-0 
[= ''jackrabbit1 0-0+n-o(cih)0-0 

hare"] 0-@+m-o(cih)0-0 
0-0+i-0(cih)0-0 
0-0+t-o(cih)0-0 
0-@+am-o(cih)0-0 
0-0+i-n(cih)0-0 

3. Human Animate NNCs: 

a. TLI Subclass 1 : 

Absolutive State 

Sg. Subject PI. Subject 

ni-@(c61)li-0 ti-g(c61)t-in 

[= "grandfather"] 

Possessive State 

P1. Subject 

0-0+tE(cih)hu-an 
0-0+n-o(cih)hu-Tin 
0-@+m-o(cih)hu-an 
0-0+i-0(cih)hu-Zn 
0-0+t-o(cih)hu-an 
0-@+am-o(cih)hu-iin 
0-0+i-n(cih)hu-iin 

Possessive State 

Sg. Subject 

ni-@+t~(c61)0-0 

ni-0+m-o(cbl)0-0 
n-0+i-O(c61)0-0 
n-0+am-o(c61)0-0 

n-0+i-n(c61)0-0 

an-0(cd)t-in ti-@+te(c61)0-0 
ti-0+n-o(cd)0-0 
t-0+i-0(c61)0-0 

ti-0+t-o(c61)0-0 
t-@+i-n(cbl)8-0 

0-0+tE(c61)0-0 
0-0+n-o(c6l)O-0 
0-0+m-o(cbl)0-0 
0-0+i-O(c6l)O-0 
o-o+~-o(c~~)o-o 
0-0+am-0(~61)0-0 

0-0+i-n(c61)0-0 

b. TLI Subclass 2: 

n-0(oquich)tli-0 t-0(oquich)t-in ni-0+tE(oquich)hui-0 
[= "manhusband." ni-0+m-O(oquich)hui-0 
(This can also n-0+i-0(oquich)hui-0 
belong to n-0+am-U(oquich)hui-0 
subclass l).] nB+i-m(oquich)hui-0 

P1. Subject 

ti-0+tEi(c6l)hu-%n 
ti-@+m-o(c6l)hu-%I 
t-0+i-0(cal)hu-%I 
t-@+am-o(c6l)hu-iin 

t-0+i-n(c6l)hu-Fin 

an-0+te(cbl)hu-Tin 
an-0+n-o(c6l)hu-an 
am-0+i-0(cbl)hu-i?in 
an-0+t-o(c6l)hu-i?in 

am-0+i-n(c6l)hu-i?in 

(dB+t~(c61)hu-an 

0-0+n-o(c6l)hu-iin 
0-0+m-o(c6l)hu-Sn 
0-0+i-0(cbl)hu-i?in 
0-0+t-o(c6l)hu-an 
0-@+am-o(c6l)hu-%I 
0-0+i-n(c6l)hu-%I 
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11. IN Stems: 

1. IN Nonanimate NNCs: 

Absolutive State 

0-O(t6l)in-0 
[= "rush] 

Possessive State 

2. IN Nonhuman Animate NNCs: 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

0-0(mich)in-0 0-0(mi-mich)t-in 0-0+tE(mich)0-0 0-0+tC(mich)hu-2n 

[= "fish"] 0-0+n-o(mich)O-0 0-0+n-o(mich)hu-an 
0-@+m-o(mich)0-0 0-@+m-o(mich)hu-2n 

0-0+i-0(mich)0-0 0-0+i-0(mich)hu-& 
0-0+t-o(mich)O-0 0-0+t-o(mich)hu-?in 

0-@+am-o(mich)0-0 0-0+am-o(mich)hu-Fin 
0-0+i-m(mich)0-0 0-0+i-m(mich)hu-iin 

1. 0 Nonanimate NNCs: 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

0-0(chiyan)0-0 0-O+tC(chiyan)O-0 
[= "chia plant/ 0-0+n-o(chiyan)0-0 

seed"] 0-@+m-o(chiyan)0-0 

0-0+i-0(chiyan)0-0 
0-0+t-o(chiyan)0-0 
0-0+am-o(chiyan)0-0 

0-0+i-n(chiyan)0-0 
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2. 0 Nonhuman Animate NNCs: 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

0-@(chichi)@-0 0-0(chichi)m-eh 0-0+tE(chichi)0-0 0-0+tE(chichi)hu-5n 
[= "dog"] 0-0+n-o(chichi)O-0 0-0+n-o(chichi)hu-%I 

0-0+m-o(chichi)0-0 0-@+m-o(chichi)hu-iin 
0-0+i-O(chichi)O-0 0-0+i-0(chichi)hu-iin 
0-0+t-o(chichi)O-0 0-0+t-o(chichi)hu-%I 
0-0+am-o(chichi)0-0 0-0+am-o(chichi)hu-Fm 
0-0+i-n(chichi)@-0 0-0+i-n(chichi)hu-Zn 

N. TL Stems 

1. Nonanimate NNCs: 

a. TL Subclass 1A: 

Absolutive State 

b. TL Subclass 1B: 

0-0(izte)tl-0 
[= "fingernail/ 
toenail"] 

c. TL Subclass 2A: 

d. TL Subclass 2B: 

0-O(pet1a)tl-0 
[= "mat"] 

Possessive State 

0-0+tE(izte)0-0 
0-0+n-o(zte)0-0 [Also: 

0-0+n-O(izte)0-0.1 
0-0+m-o(zte)0-0 
0-@+I-0(zte)0-0 
0-0+t-o(zte)0-0 
0-@+am-o(zte)0-0 
0-0+i-m(izte)0-0 
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e. TL Subclass 2C: 

0-0(m%x-t1a)tl-0 0-0+tE(m%x-tli)0-0 
[= "breechcloth] 0-0+n-o(m2x-tli)0-0 

0-@+m-o(ma-tli)0-0 
0-0+i-O(m8x-tli)0-0 
0-0+t-o(m2x-tli)0-0 
0-0+am-o(m8x-tli)0-0 
0-0+i-m(m%-tli)0-0 

2. Nonhuman Animate NNCs: 

a. TL Subclass 1A: 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject PI. Subject Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

3. Human Animate NNCs: 

a. TL Subclass 1A: 

Absolutive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

ni-0(cihua)tl-0 ti-0(cihua)0-h 
[= ''woman/ 
wife"] 

b. TL Subclass 1B: 

n-0(&ui)tl-0 t-0(Zihui)m-eh 
[= "aunt"] 

Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

ni-0+tE(cihu%)uh-0 ti-0+tE(cihu5)hu-iin 
niB+m-o(cihu8)uh-0 tiB+m-o(cihu8)hu-%n 
n-0+i-0(cihua)uh-0 t-0+i-0(cihuFi)hu-8n 
n-0+am-o(cihu8)uh-0 t-@+am-o(cihu8)hu-8n 
n-0+i-n(cihu8)uh-0 t-0+i-n(cihu8)hu-%n 

ti-0+tE(cihu8)uh-0 an-0+tE(cihu%)hu-Zn 
ti-0+n-o(cihu8)uh-0 an-0+n-o(cihua)hu-8n 
t-0+i-0(cihu8)uhB am-0+i-0(cihu8)hu-%n 
ti-0+t-o(cihu8)uh-0 an-0+t-o(cihu8)hu-%n 
t-0+i-n(cihu5)uh-0 am-0+i-n(cihuS)hu-8n 

0-O+tE(cihuQuh-0 0-0+tE(cihu8)hu-8n 
0-0+n-o(cihu5)uh-0 0-0+n-o(cihu8)hu-Bn 
0-0+m-o(cihu8)uh-0 0-0+m-o(cihu8)hu-iin 
0-0+i-(d(cihu8)uh-0 0-0+i-0(cihuS)hu-gn 
0-0+t-o(cihu8)uh-0 0-0+t-o(cihu8)hu-iin 
0-@+am-o(cihu8)uh-0 0-0+am-o(cihu8)hu-h 
0-0+i-n(cihu%)uh-0 0-0+i-n(cihu8)hu-Fin 
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V. Preterit Agentive NNCs. Preterit agentive NNCs, like several of the other nominalized VNCs, have sep- 
arate stems for the absolutive- and possessive-state formations. They may be nonanimate or animate. The fol- 
lowing examples are all animate. 

1. With c-0 as singular-number-of-subject dyad in absolutive-state NNCs (projective object, Class A verb- 
stem source illustrated): 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

ni-0(t~-z6-0)c-0 ti-0(tE-z6-0)qu-eh ni-0+tE(tE-z6-0-c@uh-8 ti-fl+t~(t~-z6-0-cghu-m 
[= "blood letter"] ni-0+m-o(tE-z6-0-cS)uh-0 ti-0+m-o(tE-z6-0-cS)hu-Tin 

n-0+i-0(tE-z6-0-cS)uh-0 t-0+i-0(tE-z6-0-c@hu-i%-I 
n-@+am-o(tE-z6-0-c8)uh-O t-0+am-o(tE-z6-0-cS)hu-i%-I 
n-0+i-n(tE-z6-0-cS)uh-0 t-0+i-n(tE-z6-0-cS)hu-Fin 

(Etc. for the second and third person dyads of the subject pronoun of the absolutive-state NNCs; since the 
possessive-state NNCs belong to the TL Subclass lA the remaining forms are the same as those in section IV.3 
above.) 

2. With qui-0 as singular-number-of-subject dyad in absolutive-state NNCs (projective object, Class B 
verbstem source illustrated): 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject P1. Subject 

ni-0(tla-%X-0)qui-0 ti-0(tla-%X-0)qu-eh ni-0+tE(tla-i?ix-0-cS)uh-O ti-0+tE(tla-Sx-0-c2)hu-Fin 
[= "worker"] ni-0+m-o(tla-B-0-cS)uh-O ti-0+m-o(t1a-Sx-0-cS)hu-i%-I 

n-0+i-0(tla-Sx-0-cS)uh-O t-0+i-0(tla-Sx-0-cS)hu-Sn 
n-0+am-o(t1a-%X-0-cS)uh-0 t-0+am-o(tla-B-0-cS)hu-Fin 
n-0+i-n(tla-B-0-c2)uh-0 t-0+i-n(tla-Sx-0-cS)hu-iin 

(Etc. for the second- and third-person dyads of the subject pronoun of the absolutive-state NNCs; since the 
possessive-state NNCs belong to the TL Subclass lA, the remaining forms are the same as those in section 
N.3 above.) 

3. With 0-0 (irregular variant of qui-0) as singular-number-of-subject dyad in absolutive-state NNCs 
(reflexive object, Class B verbstem source illustrated): 

Absolutive State Possessive State 

Sg. Subject P1. Subject Sg. Subject PI. Subject 

ni-0(n-0-ihxil-0)O-0 ti-0(t-O-W-0)qu-eh ni-0+tE(ne-ihxil-0-cS)uh-0 ti-0+tE(ne-ihxil-0-~2)hu-Fin 
[= "One who has ni-0+m-o(ne-ihxil-0-cS)uh-0 ti-0+m-o(ne-ihxil-0-cS)hu-i%-I 
wounded 0.s.wit.h a n-0+i-0(ne-ihxil-0-cS)uh-O t-0+i-0(ne-ihxil-0-cS)hu-m 
sharp-pointed object"] n-0+am-~(neihxil-0-cS)uh-0 t-0+am-o(ne-ihxil-0cH)hu-i%-I 

n-0+i-n(ne-ihxil-0-cS)uh-0 t-0+i-n(ne-W-0-cS)hu-Fin 
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Object Pronoun Combinations 

I. Object Pronoun combination Classes. With regard to their combinatorial potentials, verb object pronouns 
can be divided into five classes: (a) the nonspecific projective objects tP and tla; (b) the mainline reflexive 
objects m-o, n-o, and t-o; (c) the third-person plural object pronoun qu-h; (d) the third-person singular object 
pronoun c-0 - qui-0; and (e) the first- and second-person object pronouns n-Pch, m-itz, t-Pch, and am-Pch. 
The transformational process introduces the shuntline projective-object pronoun replacements 0-0 and 0-0 
and the shuntline reflexive-object pronoun replacement ne. 

When cooperating with double- and triple-object transitive verbstems, these object pronoun classes may 
occur in the combinations listed below, some of them extremely rare and others possibly merely theoretical. 
Some may be possible in the causative and not in the applicative and vice versa. The nature and meaning of 
the verbstem determine what combination is possible in each instance. 

The listing does not claim to be exhaustive; for example, it does not include the shift of a source projec- 
tive-object pronoun into a reflexive-object pronoun. It does not take into consideration the possibility of the 
semantic criterion of human over nonhuman that some writers use in choosing which of two incompatible 
specific objects to represent phonologically (instead of the structural one of shuntline over mainline and of sec- 
ondary shuntline over primary shuntline). The applicative or causative nature of the verbstem drastically 
changes the translation value of each of these sets; consequently, no attempt has been made to give the Eng- 
lish equivalents. To simplify the listing, m-o represents any member of object pronoun class b, and n-Pch or 
m-itz any member of class e. In instances where an added object pronoun from class b, c, or d is identical to 
a source object, a superscript number identifies the added object. Superscript 2 indicates the second identical 
object (regardless of whether this object enters as a first or a second addition), and superscript 3 indicates the 
third identical object. 

11. Double-Object Combinations. When the transformational process introduces a new mainline object into 
a single-object source, the original object is downgraded to shuntline status. The following double-object com- 
binations result. Since the order of the elements is fixed, the added object (i.e., the new mainline object) is ital- 
icized to facilitate its recognition in the transform. To a certain extent the italics also help distinguish between 
ambiguous combinations; for example, tZ+tla has as one of its possible applicative meanings "s.th. to so," 
while tP+tla has "s.o. to s.th." 

Single-Object Source Added Object Transform 

a.  te - tla tP - tla tP+tE - tP+tla - tE+tla - tla+tla 
m-o m-o+tE - m-o+tla 
qu-im qu-in+tE - qu-in+tla 
qui-0 qui-htE - qui-htla 
n-Pch n-Pch+tE - n-Fch+tla 
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b. m-o 

c. qu-im 

tF - tZa 
m-02 
qu-im 
qui-0 
n-Fch 

tC - tla 
m-o 
qu-im2 
qui-0 
n-Fch 

tt? - tZa 
m-o 
qu-im 
qui-f12 
n-Cch 

tC - tla 
m-o 
qu-im 
qui-0 
m-itz 

tC+ne - tla+ne (Variant: ne+tt? - ne+tla.) 
m-02+ne 
qu-in+ne 
qui-&ne 
n-Cch+ne 

qu-in+tF - qu-in+tla 
qu-im+m-o 
qu-im2+0-0 
qui-M-D 
n-Cch+O-im 

m. Triple-Object Combinations. When the transformational process introduces a new mainline object into 
a double-object source, the following triple-object combinations result. Since the order of the elements is fixed, 
the second-level shuntline object (which, in the double-object source, was the mainline object) is italicized and 
the new mainline object (the final added object) is italicized and underlined to make evident the history of each 
combination. 

When the double-object source is from II.a: 

Double-Object Source Added Object 

aa. tF+tC - tC+tla - 
tE+tla - tla+tla 

ab. m-o+tE - m-o+tla 

ac. qu-in+tE - 
qu-in+tla 

ad. qui-&tE - 
qui-lktla 

m-o 
gu-im 

tC- tlQ - 
m2 
au-im 
gui-0 
& 

tF- tlQ - 

m-o - 
gu-im2 
gui-0 
& 

te; & - 

Transform 
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ae. n-Ech+tE - 
n-Cch+tla 

m 
au-im 

gui-0 

& 

2. When the double-object source is from 1I.b: 

Double-Object Source Added Object 

bb. m-02+ne 

bd. qui-0+ne 

be. n-Ech+ne 

ba. E+ne - &+ne - tF- & 
m-02 
gu-im 

gul-0 
n-Ech 

tE - &l - 
m-$ 

gu-im 
gui-0 

n-Ech 

tE- & 
m2 
au-im2 
gui-0 

& 

tE- &l - 

m-02 

p- im 
g u l - 0 2  

n-Ech 

tF - & - 
m-o 
au-im 

gui-0 

3. When the double-object source is from II.c: 

Double-Object Source Added Object 

ca. qu-in+tF - qu-in+tla - tF- &l 

cb. qu-im+m-o tF - &l - 

m-o 

au-im2 

Transform 

Transform 
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cc. qu-im2+0-0 
[R-0 = qu-im] 

cd. qui-&U-0 
[DO= qu-im] 

tf?-&l - 

m-o 
gu-im2 

gUi_f12 

ce. n-f?ch+0-im 

4. When the double-object source is from II.d: 

Double-Object Source Added Object Transform 

da. qui-0+tf? - qui-0+tla tf?- & 

m-o 
gu-im 
&02 

M 

db. qui-@+m-o tf? - & - 
m2 
gu-im 
gUi_O2 
& 

dc. qu-im+U-0 

[U-0 = qui-01 

dd. qui-02+0-0 
[U-0 = qui-01 

tf? - & 
m 
gu-im 
&03 

M 

de. n-f?ch+0-0 

[U-0 = qui-01 

tf? - & - 
m 
au-im 
g u i - 0 2  

& 

5. When the double-object source is from II.e: 

Double-Object Source Added Object Transform 

n-Ech+E+tf? - n-Ech+E+tla - n-Ech+tP+& - 
n-Ech+&+tla 

ea. n-Ech+tf? - n-Ech+tla - tf? - & 



Object Pronoun Combinations 

eb. n-ech+m-o 

ec. n-ech+U-im 

ed. qui-&U-0 
[U-0 = n-ech] 

ee. m-itz+0-0 
[U-0 = n-Ech] 

tE-& - 
m-02 - 
gu-im 
&0 
& 

tF- &z 

m-o - 
au-im2 
&0 
m& 

tE - & - 
W 

gu-im 
&0 



APPENDIX D 

Numeral NNCs and Numbers 

I. Abbreviations. In this appendix the following abbreviations are used: 

m. = mahtlactli 
c. = caxtblli 
p. = pbhualli 
tz. = tzontli 
X. = xiquipilli 

II. The Four-Stage Organization. The following presentation highlights the four-stage organization in Nahuatl 
numeral NNCs. In each section, the first line represents one hand; the second line, the addition of the second 
hand; the third line, the addition of one foot; and the fourth line, the addition of a second foot, thereby creat- 
ing a full count of twenty (or a score). 

Warning: All examples of numeral NNCs are shown with a third-person common-number subject. Remem- 
ber that the other affixal subjects are possible (see Lesson 34). 

1. Digits (1-19) 

ce 
1 

chicuace 
5 + 1  

m. once 
10+ 1 

c. once 
1 5 + 1  

2. Scores (20-380) 

cempbhualli 
1 X 20 

chicuacemp. 
(5 + l )  X 20 

m. oncemp. 
(10 + l )  X 20 

bme 
2 

chicbme 
5 + 2  

m. ombme 
10 + 2 

c. ombme 
1 5 + 2  

bmp. 
2 X 20 

chicbmp. 
(5 + 2) X 20 

m. ombmp. 
(10 + 2) X 20 

ei 
3 

chicuei 
5 + 3 

m. omEi 
10 + 3 

c. omei 
1 5 + 3  

ep. 
3 X 20 

chimp.  
(5 + 3) X 20 

m. omep. 
(10 + 3) X 20 

macuilli 
5 

mahtlactli 
10 

caxtblli 
15 

m3cuilp. 
5 X 20 

mahtlacp. 
10 X 20 

caxtblp. 
15 X 20 
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c. oncemp. c. ombmp. 
(15 + l )  X 20 (15 + 2) X 20 

3. Four Hundreds (400-7600) 

centzontli bntz. 
1 X 400 2 X 400 

chicuacentz. chicbntz. 
(5 + 1) X 400 (5 + 2) X 400 

m. oncentz. m. ombntz. 
(10 + 1) X 400 (10 + 2) X 400 

c. oncentz. c. ombntz. 
(15 + 1) X 400 (15 + 2) X 400 

4. Eight Thousands (8000-1 52,000) 

cenxiquipilli 6nx. 
1 X 8000 2 X 8000 

chicuacenx. chicbnx. 
(5 + l )  X 8000 (5 + 2) X 8000 

m. oncenx. m. ombnx. 
(10 + 1) X 8000 (10 + 2) X 8000 

C. oncenx c. ombnx. 
(15 + 1) X 8000 (15 + 2) X 8000 

chiucnauhx. 
(5 + 4) X 8000 

m. onnauhx. 
(10 + 4) X 8000 

c. onn3uhx. 
(15 + 4) X 8000 

mgcuiltz. 
5 X 400 

mahtl2ctz. 
10 X 400 

caxt6ltz. 
15 X 400 

m2cuilx. 
5 X 8000 

mahtlacx. 
10 X 8000 

caxtblx. 
15 X 8000 

III. Combinations of the Orders. Scores are combined with digits by means of the embed stem (om-)- - 
(on-)-. Four hundreds are combined with scores and with digits by the NNC ipan, "on top of it," or the NNC 
ihuiin, "in addition to it." Also, eight thousands are combined with four hundreds, with scores, and with digits 
by means of either ipan or ihuiin. 

1. Scores Combined with Digits 

cempbhualli once, i.e., epbhualli onchicuacE, i.e., 
(1 X 20) + 1 = 21 (3 X 20) + (5 + l )  = 66 
bmpbhualli oncaxtblli omEi, i.e., caxt6lli omepbhualli oncaxtblli onnshui i.e., 
(2 X 20) + (15 + 3) = 58 ((15 + 3) X 20) + (15 + 4) = 379 

2. Four Hundreds Combined with Digits 

nguhtzontli ipan chicbme, i.e., mahtlactli oncentzontli ipan caxtblli 
(4 X 400) + (5 + 2) = 1607 ((10 + 1) X 400) + 15 = 4415 

3. Four Hundreds Combined with Scores 

centzontli ipam mahtlacpbhualli, i.e., bntzontli ipan caxtblpbhualli 
(1 X 400) + (10 X 20) = 600 (2 x400) + (15 x20) = 1100 

4. Eight Thousands Combined with Digits 

cenxiquipilli ipam miicuilli, i.e. exiquipilli ipan chiucnahui, i.e., 
(1 X 8000) + 5 = 8005 (3 X 8000) + (5 + 4) = 24,009 

5. Eight Thousands Combined with Scores 

chicuacenxiquipilli ipan cempbhualli, i.e., cenxiquipilli ipan chicuEpbhualli, i.e., 
((5 + 1) X 8000) + (1 X 20) = 48,020 ( l  X 8000 + ((5 + 3) X 20) = 8,160 
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6. Eight Thousands Combined with Four Hundreds 

cenxiquipilli ipan centzontli ,i.e., 
(1 X 8000) + (1 X 400) = 8400 

n2uhxiquipilli ipan caxtbltzontli, i.e., 
(4 X 8000) + (15 X 400) = 38,000 

7. Eight Thousands Combined with Four Hundreds Combined with Scores Combined with Digits 

cenxiquipilli ipan centzontli ipam mahtlacpbhualli oncaxtblli ombme, i.e., 
(1 X 8000) + (1 X 400) + (10 X 20) + (15 + 2) = 8617 

W. The Symbol Problem. A large problem in learning Nahuatl numbers lies in the incongruence of decimal 
symbols and vigesimal names. The following presentation seeks to illustrate this problem with symbols appro- 
priate to a twenty-base system. The number symbols are arbitrary inventions but attempt to be faithful to the 
four-stage organization presented in II: 

Eight Thousands Four Hundreds Scores Digits 

0 0 0 0 

cenxiquipilli 
1 

centzontli 
1 

cempbhualli ce 
1 1 

bmpbhualli bme bntzontli 
2 

Etzontli 
3 

nauhxiquipilli 
4 

nauhtzontli 
4 

nauhpbhualli nahui 
4 4 

macuilxiquipilli m2cuiltzontli macuilpbhualli macuilli 
5 5 5 5 

chicuacenx. 
3 

chicuacentz. 
3 

chicuacemp. 
3 

chicbntz. 
2 

chicbmp. 
5 

chicbme 
5 

chicuetz. 

5 
chicuep. 

5 
chicuei 

5 
chiucnauhtz. 

5 
chiucnauhx. 

P 
mahtlactli 

QD 

m. oncenx. 

v 
m. oncentz. 

v 
m. oncemp. 

v 
m. once 

v 
m. ombnx. 

PP 
m. ombntz. 

PP 
m. ombmp. 

P 
m. ombme 

PP 
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- - 

caxtblp. 
Y 

caxtblli 
Y 

C. oncenx. c. oncentz. c. oncemp. 

9 9 9 
c. once 

9 
c. ombnx. c. ombntz. c. ombmp. c. ombme 

Just as in the decimal system, the figures in the last column indicate the number of digits (or units); those in 
the next-to-last column indicate the number of times the base is taken; those in the third-from-last column 
indicate the number of times the square of the base is taken; and those in the fourth-from-last column indi- 
cate the number of times the cube of the base is taken. In a twenty-base system, the symbol 10 represents 
"twenty," 100 represents "four hundred," and 1000 represents "eight thousand." (In the examples that follow, 
the figures in boxes are ten-base symbols.) 

Twenty-base symbols translated into ten-base symbols: 

cempbhualli once bmpbhualli onchicbme 

macuilpbhualli omrnahtl2ctli 

5 " -  
1 o x  l = -  

caxtblli ombmpbhualli ommahtl2ctli onniihui 

etzontli ipan mahtlactli onn2uhpbhualli 
ornrnahtliictli om6me 

n2uhtzontli ipan chicuepbhualli onchicuace 

mahtlactli oncenxiquipilli ipan mahtl2ctli 
ometzontli ipan caxtblpbhualli 

caxtblli onn%uhxiquipilli ipan chiucnauhtzontli ipan 
caxtblli oncempbhualli oncaxtblli omei 
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Day, Month, and Year Names 

I .  The Two Calendars. The Aztecs used two calendars that ran concurrently but differed in the period of time 
with which they dealt. One was a divinatory calendar counting out a divinatory year (using the term "year," 
as in "school year," to designate a period of time devoted to some special activity). This divinatory calendar 
was consulted and interpreted by priests primarily for casting a newborn's horoscope. It was called a 
tBnalpBhualli, "it is a day-sign-counted thing," a passive-patientive NNC from the verbstem (tiina-l-pBhua), 
"to read day-signs," and therefore "to cast a nativity, to prognosticate.") A tBnalpBhualli was to be found in 
a manual called a tBnalSmat1, "it is the day-sign papers." 

The other calendar was a solar-year calendar. 

I.. The T&zalp8hualli. The period dealt with by the tbnalp6hualli was 260 days long. Each of these divina- 
tory days was given a distinctive day name by combining a sequence of thirteen numeral NNCs with a 
sequence of twenty day-sign NNCs. 

1. The thirteen numeral NNCs. A sequence of thirteen numeral NNCs can be called a trezen (on the pat- 
tern of "dozen"; cf. Spanish trecena, "a set of thirteen"). The 260 days of the tBnalpBhualli can be arranged 
in four groups of sixty-five members each, and these groups can be subdivided into five trezens (13 X 5 = 65). 
Each of these subdivisions can be presented in a format using five line formulas in the following order: (5 + 
5) + 3, (2 + (5 + 5)) + 1,4 + (5 + 4), (1 + (5 + 5))  + 2, and 3 + (5 + 5). Therefore, a group of sixty-five numeral 
NNCs will have the following configuration [Mah. = mahtlktli, "ten"]: 

ce 1 

chicuace 6 

mah. once 11 

I CC I  me l ei I niihui I 

bme 2 

chicbme 7 

mah. ombme 12 

ei 

chicuei 

I mahtl~ctli I mah. once I mah. om6me I mah. omei I 

ei 3 

chicuei 8 

mah. omei 13 

mah. omei 

CE 

chicuace 

mah. once 

mgcuilli 

bme 

chic6me 

mah. ombme 

nghui 

chiucnghui 

niihui 4 

chiucniihui 9 

mgcuilli 

mahtlgctli 

chicuace 

macuilli 5 

mahtl2ctli 10 

chicbme chicuei chiucn2hui 
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ce bme ei 1 

ce 

chicuace 

mah. once 

This group of five trezens is followed by three more identically arranged groups (4 X 65 = 260). 
The arrangement of trezens presented here, in which the fmt and last lines of a sixty-five-day block of five 

trezens contain five numeral-bearing "slots," is merely an attempt to find a potential for orderliness in the 
260-day cycle. The advantage of this five-slot format is that the Aztecs had a functional "week" of five days 
(it was not, however, linguistically recognized; there is no Nahuatl nounstem equivalent to "week"), since it 
was the occasion of a public fair or market. Also, the Nen Ontemi is a five-day period (see section III below). 

There are other possible arrangements. In one of these the first and last lines of afifty-two-day block of 
four trezens contain four numeral-bearing "slots," with each of the four slots assigned to a cardinal point. In 
this four-slot arrangement there are four groups subdivided into four trezens (1 3 X 4 = 52). Each of these sub- 
divisions can be presented in a format using the following line formulas: (4 + 4 + 4) + 1, (3 + (4 + 4)) + 2, 
(2 + (4 + 4)) + 3, and 1 + (4 + 4 + 4). A group of fifty-two numeral NNCs will therefore have the following 
arrangement: 

bme 

chic6me 

nahui 

chiucnahui 

East North West South 

ei 

chicuei 

mah. om6me 

niihui 

chiucniihui 

ce / bme 1 ei 1 niihui 

mah. omei 

macuilli 

mahtlactli 

miicuilli 

mahtlactli 

I macuilli T chic6ce 1 chicbme I chicuei I 

chicuace 

mah. once 

I mah. omei I 
chiucnilhui 

chicbme 

mah. ombme 

I mah. ombrne I mah. omei I 

chicuei 

mah. omei 

mahtlactli 

nahui 

chicuei 

I ei I nahui I macuilli 1 chicuace I 
I chic6me I chicuei I chiucnahui 1 mahtlactli I 

mah. once 

m2cuilli 

chiucnahui 

I mah. once I mah. ombme I mah. omei I 

mah. ombme 

I bme 1 ~i I nahui I m~cuilli I 

chicuace 

mahtl2ctli 

I chicuace I chicbme I chicuei I chiucniihui I 

chic6me 

mah. once 

1 mahtlactli I mah. once I mah. ombme 1 mah. omei 1 
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For those who believe that the four year bearers (see section IV below) had cardinal-point assignments, the 
advantage of the four numeral-slot format would be that in it a year-bearer name NNC is automatically 
assigned correctly to a given direction. There may also be possible significance concerning the block of 52 
days and the cycle of 52 solar years (at which point the solar-year count began again; see section TV below). 
The disadvantage of the four numeral-slot format is that the Aztec culture gave no recognition to a four-day 
period. 

Another arrangement of the trezens is that given by Sahagdn (FC IVN, illustrations 103 and 104), in which 
the day names are simply presented in twenty lines of thirteen slots each, so neither 65-day blocks nor 52-day 
blocks of trezens are given recognition (earlier, in the Primeros Memoriales, Sahagdn listed the day names 
by trezens in a vertical-column format). 

In the extant manuscripts of the t6naliimatl manuals, the trezens were each allotted a page and the day 
names were given in square cartouches along the bottom and one side or along both sides; thus again, no 
recognition is given to any principle of grouping of trezens. 

2. The twenty day-sign NNCs. The following is a listing of the twenty nounstems from which the day- 
sign NNCs are formed. The listing is given in the conventional sequence (for example, Sahagdn uses it in 
the Florentine Codex, but in the Primeros Memoriales he begins the sequence in a nonstandard way with 
itzcuintli): 

(cipac)-tli-, "caiman"; (eh-ehca)-tl-, "wind; (ca1)-li-, "house"; (cuetz-pal)-in-, "lizard"; (~69)-tl-, 
"snake"; (miqui-z)-tli-, "death; (maz3)-tl-, "deer"; (t6-ch)-tli-, "rabbit"; (3)-tl-, "water"; (itz- 
cuin)-tfi-, "dog"; (0zomah)-tli-, "monkey"; (mali-n-a-l)-&, "grass"; (S-ca)-tl-, "reed; (6d6)-tl-, 

"jaguar"; (cu8uh)-tli-, "eagle"; (c6z-ca-cuiiuh)-tli- "vulture"; (01-i-n-g)-& "quake"; (tecpa)-tl-, 
"flint"; (quiy-a-hui)-tl-, "rain"; (xb-chi)-tl-, "flower." 

In a calendar these nounstems (whether animate or nonanimate) always form absolutive-state NNCs with 
third-person singular subjects. 

Note: The day-sign NNC Olin is almost always misspelled Ollin (see 8 2.10), a mistake possibly due to a 
confusion with the NNC dli, "it is rubber." Olin is, moreover, always mistranslated "movement," an impossible 
rendering, since this is not an action NNC but a preterit-agentive NNC, coming from the destockal verbstem (61- 
i-ni), "to move/quake." Therefore, it means "it is a thing that has moved/quaked," i.e., "one that moves/quakes" 
(since it means "a moving one," it is one of the names of the Sun). The compound nounstem (t181-61-i-n-@-U-, "a 
moving/quaking thing in the form of land," is equivalent to "earthquake," and the simple nounstem also permits 
this translation. 

3. The day names. As already stated, a day name results from the combination of a numeral NNC and a 
day-sign NNC. The result can be either a double-nucleus or a single-nucleus construction (e.g., Ome Acatl 
or Omiicatl); see 42.8.4. In these constructions the numeral modifier does not indicate quantity, which 
becomes obvious when an animate stem is involved (e.g., one says Miicuilli Cbiitl or Miicuilc6iit1, not 
Miicuiltin C6iimeh or MBcuilc6iimeh). Therefore, translation does not allow, for example, "they are two 
reeds" or "they are five snakes," because the numeral functions like an ordinal specifying the position of a con- 
comitant day-sign advanced by the day-sign series. Instead of "It Is Reed (number) TWO" or "It Is Snake (num- 
ber) Five," however, the English translation is "It Is Two Reed or "It Is Five Snake." Once again, translation 
obscures meaning. 

The combination of the thirteen numeral NNCs and the twenty day-sign NNCs permits every single day 
of the 260-day cycle to have it own distinctive name. The following example illustrates the first two trezens 
and the last two of a complete 260-day count. The presentation is based on the Cipactli-initial sequence given 
in the extant manuscripts of t6naliimatl manuals: 
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l Cipactli 

6 Miquiztli 

l l Ozomahtli 

4 Cuetzpalin 

I 12 Miquiztli 1 13 Mazatl I 

5 ~ b a t l  2 Ehehcatl 

7 Mazatl 

12 Malinalli 

3 Cbzcacuiiuhtli 

8 Cipactli 

I l Tbchtli I 2 At1 I 3 Itzcuintli 1 

3 Calli 

13 Miquiztli 

l Ocelbtl 

6 Quiyahuitl 

11 Cuetzpalin 

6 Xbchitl 

11 ~ m t l  

2 Cbzcacuiiuhtli 

7 Cipactli 

8 Tbchtli 

13 &at1 

2 Cusuhtli 

7 Xbchitl 

12 Cbatl 

4 Olin 

9 Ehehcatl 

After the mention of twenty day names, the day-sign NNCs return to the beginning of the set of twenty, to be 
repeated over and over again (thirteen times) throughout the entire 260-day count. 

5 Tecpatl 

10 Calli 

3 Olin 

8 Ehehcatl 

Note: Nahuatl day names are frequently written as, for example, "2 Acatl." It is incorrect to read this as "Two 
Acatl." It represents "Ome ~catl ."  The alternative is to translate and say "Two Reed." 

9 &l 

4 Ozomahtli 

9 Cbzcacuiiuhtli 

m. The Solar Calendar. The other calendar, the solar one, consisted of 365 days. This period, called a xihuitl 
("it is a year"), was divided into eighteen months, called mPtztli ("it is a moon"), of twenty days each. While 
the t6nalp6hualli emphasizes numerals, the solar calendar emphasizes month names. The eighteen months 
resulted in a count of 60 days (18 X 20 = 360). In order to raise the day count to 365, a five-day period, the 
NPn OntPmi, was added at the end. 

The following is the list of month names given by Sahag6n (FC II; where the emphasis is on the festival 
associated with each month and therefore no attention is given to the NPn OntPmi, since those five days are 
godless and hence without festivals in the xihuitl round): 

10 Itzcuintli 

4 Tecpatl 

9 Calli 

6 Acatl 

11 Tecpatl 

5 Malinalli 

10 Olin 

At1 Cahualo = Water Is Abandoned 
TliicaxipPhualiztli = It Is the Man-Flaying Action 
Toz6ztbntli = It Is the Short Vigil 
HuPi Toz6ztli = It Is the Long Vigil 
Toxcatl = It Is a Dry Spell (?) 
Etzalcuiiliztli = It Is the Eating of Maize-Bean Porridge 
TPcuilhuitiintli = It Is the Little Festival of the Lords 
HuPi TPcuilhuitl= It Is the Great Festival of the Lords 
Tlax6chirnaco = A11 Give Flowers to Things 
Xocotl Huetzi = Fruit Falls 
Ochpaniztli = It Is the Road Sweeping Action 
Te6tl Ehco = The God Arrives 

5 Quiyahuitl 

10 Cuetzpalin 

7 0c~lb t l  

12 Quiyahuitl 

8 Cuguhtli 

13 Xbchitl 
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Tepi2ilhuitl= It Is the Mountain Festival 

Quech6lli = It Is the Roseate Spoonbill 
Piinquetzaliztli = It Is the Flagmanner Raising Action 
Atem6ztli = It Is the Descent in the Form of Water 
Tititl = It Is Severe Weather (?) 
Izcalli = It Is a SproutfSprouts 

Next came the five so-called profitless days: 

Nen Onterni = It Becomes Full in Vain 

The solar calendar and the t6nalpbhualli ran concurrently. After beginning together on their respective ini- 
tial days, the solar year ran through fifty-two repetitions and the t6nalpbhualli through seventy-three repeti- 
tions, at which point their original first days once again coincided (52 X 365 = 73 X 260 = 18,980 days). 

Note l: NEn OntGmi is always written solid as Nemontemi (as it is pronounced; for nGn, see 44.5.3). It was 
considered to be a time of bad luck. While it was a part of the solar calendar, the NGn OntGmi had a dire impact on 
the concurrently running days of the t6nalpbhualli, since it foretold that a person born then was doomed. In Sahagdn 
we find: ". . . the one who was born then they named Nemo. They said, 'It is said that the day is nothing [i.e., the 
day does not really exist (since it is not validated by a god either as supervisor or as patron)]; (therefore,) his merit 
becomes nothing [i.e., he will never attain anythmg]. He will live in misery; he will go living in extreme poverty there 
on earth"' (FC 11, 162). 

Note 2: As indicated in the listing, some of the translations are in doubt, while others present problems. The fol- 
lowing are a few examples: 

Other translations suggested for QuEch6lli (literally, "It Is Rubber at the Neck") are "Flamingo," "Macaw," and 
"Precious Feather." 

Izcalli has been translated as "Here Is the House" (i.e., reading it as Iz Calli) but also, more reasonably, as 
"Resuscitation," "Resurrection," "Rebirth," "The Growing," and "Growth (translations that presuppose a relation- 
ship with the verb tla-(izcal-i-a), "to cause s.th. to revive." My translation is based on the entry in Molina's Vocab- 
ulario that reads izcallo inquauitl (i.e., izcalloh in cuahuitl),which Molina translates as "arbor que tiene guia o 
pimp0110 [tree that has a sprout or shoot]" but which is more correctly translated as "dthe tree is covered with 
sprouts" (literally, "dthe tree is one that has owned abundant sprouts"). The preterit-agentive NNC of abundant 
ownerhood izcalloh presupposes the nounstem (izca1)-li-, "sprout," which Molina does not list. (Incidentally, this 
nounstem is the source of the verbstem m-o-(izcal-i-a), "to revivelcome to," literally, "to cause oneself to sprout"; 
see 5 55.7.2.) By serving in the name of the month, the notion of "sprout" is a metaphor for the promise of, or poten- 
tial for, growth. It is occasionally misspelled Itzcalli. 

Tititl has been translated "Shrunk or wrinkled," "Contraction," and "Stretching"; the justification for the last 
has been sought in the transitive destockal verbstem m-o-(ti-ti-tz-a), "to stretch one's limbs," but there is absolutely 
no possible relation between this verbstem and the month name. 

Toxcatl has no satisfactory translation. It has been read as Tozcatl, "It Is a Throat" (with the presumed implica- 
tion of "parched throat"). It has also been read as Tezcatl, "It Is a Mirror" (since Tezcatl-Ihp6ca was one of the 
gods honored in the festival of Toxcatl). The name has also been translated as "Our dryness, our drought" (which 
is impossible, since the to- is not a possessive pronoun) as well as "drought," "a dry thing." Clavigero (Historia 
antigua ItI, 402, mentioned by Anderson and Dibble, FC II,66, n. 1) suggested the translation "it is a necklace of 
toasted maize kernels" because of a glyph of a head with a chain beneath it, apparently representing that kind of 
necklace. The nounstem (tox-ca)-tl- is formed on the matrix stem (ca)-tl- (see 5 31.6.1), so that its formation is anal- 
ogous with that of (cijz-ca)-tl-, "jewel, bead; necklace." But only if (tox)-tli- means "toasted maize kernel" could 
Clavigero's suggestion be valid. 

Note 3: Some of the months have other names depending on different localities. For example, At1 CShualo was 
also called Cuahuitl Ehua, "The Treepole Rises." 

In Tlaxcallan Tlax6chimaco was called Micciiilhuitiintli, "The Little Festival of the Dead," and Xocotl Huetzi 
was called HuGi Miccailhuitl, "The Great Festival of the Dead." 

Note 4: Sahagdn points out that there was much disagreement in differing localities regarding the beginning of 
the year. He says, "In Tlatilolco I assembled many old men, the wisest I could find, and, together with the most capa- 
ble students, they argued this question for many days, and all of them concluded that the year used to begin on the 
second day of February" (FC VII, illustration 20). The problem is that we can only speculate as to what day of what 
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month that was in Aztec terms (Sahag6n apparently understood it to be the first day of At1 CBhualo). Sources con- 
flict, and modem reconstructions disagree. No one knows for certain. 

N. Naming the Year. Every solar year had a name, but the names were taken from the divinatory calendar. 
Consequently a year name had the the same structure as a day name in the tBnalpBhualli, i.e., the combina- 
tion of a numeral NNC and a day-sign NNC (with the latter serving as a year-bearer NNC). As in the 
t6nalp6hualli, there are thirteen numeral NNCs, but there can be only four year-bearer NNCs. Sahagdn 
assigned each year bearer to a cardinal point (FC VII, illustration 20): 

East 

Sahagdn says the count begins in the East with CC? Acatl, "One Reed," but then adds that others start it in the 
South with Ce TBchtli, "One Rabbit." Earlier (in FC VIII, 21), we find that CP T6chtli is presented as the 
first year in the count. Taking this to be the case, the first block of thirteen years would be: 

Acatl 

North 

Tec pat1 

South 

I Macuilli Tbchtli I Chicuac~ Acatl I Chicbme Tecpatl I ChicuCi Calli I 

West 

Ce Tbchtli 

I Chiucnahui Tbchtli I Mahtliictli Acatl I Mah. once Tecpatl I Mah. ombme Calli I 

South 

Calli 

East 

I Mah. omei Tbchtli I 

Tbchtli 

Ome Acatl 

Each such thirteen-year block is called a tlalpilli, "it is a tiedhotted thing." The fourth block would be: 

North West 

Ei Tecpatl 

At this point-that is, at the end of 52 years (4 X 13 = 52)-there occurred a very important ritual ceremony 
called toxiuh molpih or toxiuh molpilih, "our years have become tied to one another," and also nexiuh- 
ilpiliztli, "it is the act of becoming tied to one another in the form of years" (usually translated as "the bind- 
ing of the years"). It was the point at which the solar calendar cycle coincided with the 73 year cycle of the 
t6nalp6hualli (see section III above). It was an occasion of great apprehension, since all of life hung in the 
balance; life could cease totally or be given a reprieve for another 52 years. The moment of the recognition 
of a reprieve and the start of a new tandem of calendar cycles was marked by a priest rekindling fire in the 
heart cavity of a sacrificial victim in what was called the New Fire ceremony (the last one took place in Ome 
Acatl, i.e., in 1507). 

Unfortunately, the Aztecs did not number their 52-year periods as we number our centuries, so a date such 
as CP &at1 is as vague as if we were to say "92" without specifying whether we mean 1492, 1592, etc. 

The longest period named in Aztec chronology was 104 years, two 52-year periods. This was called a 
huPhuPtiliztli, "it is an action of becoming o l d ;  thus cP huPhuC?tiliztli, "it is one period of 104 years." 

Nau i  Calli 

Note: One constantly finds xiuhmolpilli in the literature (for example, see Primeros Memoriales, 158, n. 1). 
Writers and scholars who use this term apparently think it is formed on the nounstem (xiuh-m-o-lpi-l)-li-, but there 

Ce Calli 

Macuilli Calli 

Chiucnahui Calli 

Mah. omei Calli 

Ome Tbchtli 

Chicuace Tbchtli 

Mahtlactli Tbchtli 

Bi ~ c a t l  

Chicbme Acatl 

Mah. once Acatl 

NBhui Tecpatl 

Chicuei Tecpatl 

Mah. ombme Tecpatl 
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is no such stem. The lli is a misspelling of the applicative suffix (perfective aspect); it should be spelled with a sin- 
gle 1 (see Appendix F concerning the frequent misspelling of N as 11). The proper form has the xiuh in the posses- 
sive state as toxiuh, "they are our years" (or inxiuh, "they are their years"), functioning as a supplementary subject 
to the basic subject contained in molpilih. The supplementary subject can also be in the absolutive state: xihuitl 
molpia (or molpilia), "the years become tied to one another." The nounstem (ne-xiuh-ilp-i-liz)-tli- presupposes the 
verbstem m-o-(xiuh-ilp-is), "to become tied to one another in the form of years." 

V. Example Sentences Using Dates: 
Moquetza CP Malinalli. In in, mihtoa, niman ahm6 cualli t6nalli = One Grass comes next [literally, 

"stands up"]. This, it is said, is absolutely not a good day sign. 
- 
Ipan Mahtliictli om6me Calli in pPuh. = It was in the time of Twelve House that it began; i.e., It began 

in the year of Twelve House. [The context must clarify whether this is a day name or a year name.] 
Ye itzonquizayZin in xihuitl Mahtliictli omPi T6chtli in quizacoh. = It was already the end of the year 

Thirteen Rabbit when they came to arrive. 
Auh in ye ixquich ciihuitl &ciin, ipan in xihuitl ticateh, in ye ic mocemp6hua in mopiya tlahtohciiybtl 

Huex6tliin, ye centzonxihuitl ilwiin chicuPp6hualxihuitl ihuiin 6nxihuitl in ixquichca ipan iixciin 
xiuht6nalli, Omiicatl. =And all the time until now, the year we are in, during which kingship has been 
kept in Huexotla adds up to 562 years up to the present year sign, Two Reed. 

In momanaco, Te6tl Ehco. = When it came to be prevalent, it was the month of Teotl Ehco. 
Auh in 6moman chimalli, in ic tixitinqueh, in xiuht6nalli ~i Calli. Auh in cemilhuitlap6hualli CP 

C6iitl. =And when the shields were laid down, when we collapsed, the year date was Three House. And 
the day count was One Snake. 

Quin ihcuac huiillauh in Atem6ztli. = It comes later at the time when it is [the month of] Atemoztli. 
Auh in in quichihuayah, ixquichica onahci in Piinquetzaliztli. = And they used to do this until [the 

month ofl Panquetzaliztli arrived. 
[Chiucniihui iicatl xihuitl.] In ipan iicatl in, cemp6hualxiuhtihqueh in onciin T611iin in Mexihcah. = 

[It was the year Nine Reed.] In this Reed the Mexihcas had spent twenty years there in Tollan. 
Oncan ceppa impan molpih in xihuitl in ~6iitl-kamac. C6iitepetl icpac huetz in tlecuahuitl ipan in 

0me &at1 xihuitl. = There for the first time for them [lit., upon them] the years became tied to one 
another at Coatl-Icamac [i.e., "it is at the Place of the Snake's Mouth]. On top of Coatepetl [i.e., "it is 
Snake Mountain"] the fire stick fell [i.e., drilled fire] in the year Two Reed. 

Ca 6ncBn mocentliilia, monepanoa, moniimiqui in ic 6tlayahualoh niiuhclmpa mahtlahtliicxihuitl 
omehPi. . . . !c mihtoa "Onciin molpia, molpilia in toxiuh." =At that time they [i.e., the years] pile 
themselves up, stack themselves up, encounter one another when the various thirteen year [cycles] have 
circled four times. . . . Thereby one says "At that time our years become tied to one another or become 
bound to one another." 

Mihtoa CCcenhu~huPtiliztli" in 6ppa tlayahualoa, in 6ppa moniimiqui imolpilihca in xihuitl. = It is 
called "it is one action of becoming old" when twice it [i.e., the 52-year cycle] circles around, when 
twice the years' action of becoming tied to one another occurs. [Literally, "it encounters itself." Notice 
the possessive-state active-action NNC: #0-0+i-0(m-o-lpi-lih-ca)0-0#, "it is their action of becoming 
tied to one another."] 



APPENDIX F 

Spelling Conventions in Older Texts 

I. Variety in Spelling Devices. When the Spanish missionaries of the sixteenth century faced the problem of 
assigning graphic symbols to Nahuatl sounds, they used the spelling conventions of the Spanish alphabet. 
This was not an altogether happy solution. The Spanish alphabet of the time was neither economical nor 
stable. Furthermore, some of the Nahuatl sounds had no Spanish counterparts, while others occurred in 
environments different from the corresponding Spanish ones, creating difficulties in regard to how they 
should be represented. 

Although generally there was agreement among writers on the choice of letters to represent sounds, there 
was no authoritative decision regarding the problem cases. Consequently, a certain lack of uniformity arose 
in the use of various letters-a lack found not only in the works of different writers but also within a single 
work (some writers were simply bad spellers). Furthermore, as time has passed and Spanish conventions have 
changed, the graphic representation of Nahuatl has, with certain notable exceptions, also tended to change. Due 
to the early irresolution and the later changes, a student of Nahuatl must accustom himherself to a variety of 
orthographic devices. 

11. The Vowels. In older texts vowel length was rarely marked; consequently, forms differentiated by vowel 
length were written ambiguously (see 5 2.2, Spelling). 

quitlatia = (1) [luhatia], "he burns it"; (2) [kiha:tia], "he hides it" 
quipoloa = (1) [kipoloa], "he destroys it"; (2) [kipo:loa], "he mixes it with water" 
texirna = (1) /teSi:ma/, "he works stone"; (2) /te:Si:ma/, "he shaves people" 
tepetl = (1) /tepe:h/, "it is a mountain"; (2) /te:peW, "it is s.o.'s mat" 
in = (1) /in/ (adjunctor); (2) /i:d (demonstrative pronoun) 

Except for the problem of length, only the vowels 101 - /o:/ and /il - /i:/ had aberrant spellings. 
101 - /o:/: When the vowels 101 and /o:l had the [U] sound, they were frequently spelled U: /o:mpa/ > umpa; 

/Somo:h/ > xumutl; ImoEil > muchi; [hao:koyalishi] > tlaocuializtli. An /o/ or /o:/, especially in an initial 
position, could be spelled v: /o:mpa/ > vmpa; /onka:n/> vncan; /ki7toa/ > qujtva. 

/i/ - /i:/: The vowels /il and /i:/ were frequently spelled y: /in/ > yn; /iw/> yuh; /i:teE/ > ytech; /ilama7/ > 
ylama. They were also frequently spelled j: /in i:W > injc; /ma:kwi:llil > macujlli; /miki/> mjqui. An initial 
/i/ followed by /y/ and a vowel was frequently spelled y, while the /y/ was not represented: IiyeW > yet1 (also 
spelled yietl, with the /it spelled y and the /y/ spelled i; see the discussion of /y/ below). The sequence /i:i:/ 
was always spelled i: /i:i:W > ix; /i:i:kampa/ > icampa. 

The supportive [i] (see ( 2.6, note l) was frequently not written: /ye?wa: in teo:h/ > yehuan teotl. 

m. The Consonants. 
/k/: The /k/ between a vowel and an /e/ or /if was occasionally spelled c plus an artificial space before the 

/e/ or /U: [nike:le:wia] > nic eleuia; [tikitta] > tic itta. One even finds an otiose h inserted after the space: 
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[tiki:SimaEilia] > tic hiximachilia (this may be another instance of h used as a syllable divider (see 13/ below). 
Later copyists, not understanding the practice, wrote the vocable solid: niceleuia, ticitta. While ordinary items 
showing this error were later written correctly with qu instead of c, the personal name Tizoquiciitzin unfor- 
tunately has remained with the erroneous c (see $56.2.1.~). 

In the sequence /kw/ (where M ends one syllable and /W/ begins another), the M was occasionally spelled 
q: [gikwa:lwi:ka] > xiqualhuica (as if /kw/ were /W; see below); /wa:lmo$onikwe$/ > valmotzoniquetz (a 
spelling that invites one to think that the verbstem tla-(quetza) rather than (huetzi) is involved). 

The combination /kil was occasionally abbreviated q: [kiEi:wa] > ;lchiua; /iSkiEtin/ > ixqchtin; /senki:ska:l 
> cGzca; /mild> miq. 

The combination /ke?/ was occasionally written p: /anyeske3/ > ayezp; [ankimikti:skeh] > 5&ctizp. 
/W: The /k"/ sound was usually spelled with the digraph qu before /a/ or 101: /te:kwa/ > tequa. The sequence 

/Fa/ was also occasionally spelled coa: /i3kwa:M > icoac; /ame:Ekwa:ske3/ > amechcoazq. At times it was 
abbreviated r: /k"awiA/ ruitl;  [Ho:Eihkwalli] > xuchirlli. 

Since /kW/ never occurs in a syllable-final position in Spanish, it caused Spaniards a great deal of trouble 
when dealing with Nahuatl. While the digraph uc (see $ 2.3.3, Spelling) was occasionally used, the digraph 
cu was favored: /ikwsi/ > icuci, /ekwSoa/ > ecuxoa; /te:kwhi/ > tecutli; /o:ha$akw/ > otlatzacu. This spelling 
creates problems, however, since the vowel 101 was frequently represented by the letter u (see I1 above), and 
consequently cu can represent /ko/. To avoid this, some writers occasionally used the trigraph cuh: /nikw/ > 
nicuh; /te:kwhi/ > tecuhtli. Besides being uneconomical (one sound > three letters), this spelling is also trou- 
blesome since u can be read as 101 and, in addition, the letter h was sometimes used to represent a glottal stop 
after a vowel (see 13/ below). Unfortunately, modems who write on Aztec topics have preferred this cuh mis- 
spelling of /l?/, since they mistakenly believe that the Nahuatl sound represented is /ku/. G. C. Vaillant, for 
example, says that the spelling Tonacatecuhtli is pronounced "to-na-ca-tay-coo'-tli" (The Aztecs of Mexico 
[Penguin Books, 19661, 361). This is a complete misstatement; it not only invents the syllable "-coo-" but 
places an accent on it. The acceptance of cuh in a modern text is a clear indication that its writer does not 
know Nahuatl phonology and morphology. 

Another solution to the spelling of syllable-final /kW/ was the trigraph uhc: /mote:kwso:ma/ > Moteuhc- 
zoma; /te:kwhi/> teuhctli; /Eikwna:wi/ > chiuhcnahui. This was better than cuh since it did not lure one into 
converting a consonant into a nonexistent syllable. 

131: Since Spanish does not have a glottal stop, Spaniards seldom acknowledged its presence when writ- 
ing Nahuatl. Native writers followed their lead. As a result forms differentiated only by its presence or absence 
were written ambiguously: 

quiqua = (1) /kikwa/ "he eats it"; (2) /kikwa3/ "he ate it"; "they eat it" 
tleco = (1) /heko/ "in a fire"; (2) /he3ko/ "he ascends" 
nochichi = (1) /noEiEi/ "it is my dog"; (2) /noEPEi/ "it is my saliva7' 
tlapalli = (1) /hapalli/ "it is color"; (2) /ha3palli/ "it is an effort" 
ye = (1) /ye/ "already"; (2) /ye3/ "he is the one" 

In texts that do not represent the glottal stop, a vowel letter followed by the numl morphic carrier tli is to be 
read with a glottal stop; for tlotli, read /ho3hi/. (Care must be taken in such cases if the vowel is spelled U, since 
it may be part of the digraph cu, as in the misspelling tecutli for /te:kwhi/; see /W above). Similarly, the num- 
ber-connector morphic carrier qui following a vowel letter automatically signals the presence of an interven- 
ing glottal stop; for tetlahueliqui, read /te:hawe:li31u/. 

At times the letter h was used to spell a glottal stop between vowels: /e3e3kaA/ > ehecatl; /ye7 i:ka/ > 
yehica. At times the letter h was used before the letters u or o to represent the sequence /3w/: /ye3wa:A/ > 
yehuatl - yehoatl (in this text the sequence /?W/ is spelled hhu: yehhuatl). In some texts the letter h appears 
before a vowel letter followed by 13/: /a30:mpa/ > haompa; la?hamati/> hatlamati; /e3katepe:k/ > hecatepec; 
/i3nekwo/ > hynequo; /i3wih/> hivitl; /i3takah/ > hytacatl; /a3sito/ > hadto; /ho3hi/ > tlhotli; /te:i3po:$a/ 
> tehipotza; /e3e3kah/ > heecatl; /i3tiko:sawki/ > hiticoqauhqui; /i:mo:nta3/ > ymontha; /i:ta3$in/ 
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> ithatzin; /o:e3ko:ke3/ > ohecoq; /wi3/ > hvi. Care must be taken with this, however, since an otiose h may 
appear before a vowel where no glottal stop is present: leU > hetl; / i d  > hi; /in i : d >  inhin; hpampa -d > 
ipampahi: /at/ > hat. It is possible that in these instances the h represents a nonphonemic glottal onset (see 
(2.3.3). 

Some writers occasionally represented a glottal stop by means of a circumflex accent written over the pre- 
ceding vowel letter: /ye3/ > ye; /mi3mati/ > mimati; /e3katepe:c/> Ccatepec; /i:ma3se:wal/ > jmPceoal. 
Carochi used the circumflex to represent an utterance-final glottal stop and a grave accent to represent a glot- 
tal stop when it was utterance internal. 

There are times when a scribe ignores the presence of a glottal stop far beyond simply not writing it; e.g., 
ma moxicon aquin should read mP moxicoh in Pquin. By dropping the supportive [i] of in and fusing the n 
to the admonitive VNC, the scribe shows that he is not aware of the glottal stop at the end of /moSiko?/ (the 
context in which this example occurs does not allow reading it as the optative moxico). Similarly, a spelling 
such as totlaqoane shows that the writer is unaware of the glottal stop after the second o, since the oa spelling 
would represent */tohasowa:n6/, not /tohaso3wa:n6/ as it should. 

Spanish at times used (and uses) its silent h as a syllable divider between two vowels that would otherwise 
form a diphthong (e.g., arnohinar; mahizal-modern rnaizal; sahuco-modern sazico; also notice h as a syl- 
lable divider in ahi-modern ahi. Certain writers of Nahuatl adopted this use of a silent h to indicate a sylla- 
ble division (although Nahuatl lacks diphthongs and the usage is vacuous): /Ei:malpa:in/ > Chimalpahin; 
/ha3toa:ni/> tlatohani; 1ya:o:yo:U > yahuyotl; /i: e:lpan/ > ihelpan (also spelled hielpan!); /te:teo3/ > tetehu; 
/te:itto/ > tehitto. 

In some texts, besides being used erratically to represent /?l, the letter h occasionally appeared in combi- 
nation with U and c to represent /W (see above), and it was also used occasionally to represent voicelessness 
in a syllable final N (see the discussion of N below). The letter h was also combined with U to spell /W/ (see 
the discussion of /W/ below). 

/S/: The sound /S/ before /a/ and 101 was sometimes spelled q /sokiU > qoquitl; /salcall > qacatl. Occa- 
sionally, was also used before /el and /if: /a3sito/ > haqito. 

/$l: The sound /$l before /e/ and /i/ was sometimes spelled tc: [yehwa:gin] > yeuhatcin. Before I d  or 
101 it was sometimes spelled tq: /$onki:sd > tqonquiqa; /ankinno:$aya/ > anquinnotqaya. Occasionally, 
one finds l$/ spelled z or q: /o:we$ke3/ > ouezij; /o:wa:lwe$ke7/ > oualuezque; lo:moha$ontekili3/ > 
omotlaqontequili. 

/S/: The sound /S/ was sometimes spelled S: /So:ciW > suchitl; /haki:Stia/ > tlaquistia. 
In/: The sound In/ after vowels was sometimes written as a tilde (-) over the vowel letter: /i:pan/ > ipii; 

/$onki:sas/ > tqtiquiqaz. Frequently, a vocable final In/ was simply not represented: /hano:$altin/ > tlanotzalti; 
/in i:n/ > hi. 

N: Occasionally, the voicelessness of a syllable final N was represented by an h written after the 1: /te:V 
> telh; InohaSkaY > notlaxcalh; /pil$inhi/ > pilhtzintli; IilwiW > ilhuitl (in these lessons IilwiW is spelled 
with the same letters, but the h is part of the digraph hu). 

/W/: The sound /W/ was sometimes spelled U when syllable initial: /we:we3/ > ueue; /na:wati/ > nauati; 
Iye3wa:W > yeuatl; /yowd > yuua; li3wiU > iuitl. It was sometimes spelled v: /we:we?/ > veue; /weV > vel; 
/moka:waya/ > mocavaya; /mote:ne:wa/ > moteneva; /e:waW > evatl. The /W/ could also be spelled hv (where 
the h has no function): litwalk01 > ithvalco. Before /a/ ,  a /W/ was sometimes spelled o: /siwa:W > cioatl; 
/13ka:wak/ > chicaoac; /i:wa:n/ > ioan; /ye3wa:W > yeoatl; /ma:Eko3ko:lwa:n/ > machcocoloan; /moma:mal- 
wa:sko/ > momamaloazco. The sequence Iowa/ was often spelled with no representation of the /W/: /hapo:wa/ 
> tlapoa; /i:ya:o:wa:n/ > yiauii (here the 101 is represented by U and the /W/ has no representation). Conversely, 
the sequence /oa/ was often spelled as if it contained a /W/: /ha'?oa/> tlatohua; /o:a3siko/ > ohuacico. A final 
(i.e., voiceless) /W/ was often spelled hu (instead of uh): law/ > ahu; /in towe:iha3t03ka:w/ > into uey tla- 
tocahu (concerning the faulty recognition of vocable boundaries here, see section W). On the other hand, an 
intervocalic /W/ was often spelled uh (instead of hu): /amoha:kawa:n/ > amotlacauhii; /ye3wa:ntin/ > 
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yeuhanti. The spelling uh for /W/ was also used even after a consonant: /in i:haEi:walwa:n/ > ini tlachi- 
hualuhs (again, the problem of vocable boundaries). Occasionally, a syllable-final /W/ was spelled U: 

/noSwi:w$ine/ > noxuyutzine. 
/y/: The sound /y/ was sometimes spelled i: 1ye:khil > iectli; /$onhao:koya/ > xontlaocuia; /i:yo:llo/ > 

yiollo; /in ye3wa:3c/ > yiehuatl. The last two examples show the lil spelled with y and the /y/ with i; see the 
discussion of /il above. Occasionally, /y/ was spelled j; /Siyo:3c/> xijutl. A/y/ after an /il before another vowel 
was usually not spelled: lpisiyeW> picietl; IhaEiyd > tlachia; Itetiyal > tetia. The opposite fault also occurred; 
for example, the sequence / id was spelled as if it were Iiyd: Iwid > uiya. An initial /y/ plus a vowel was fre- 
quently spelled yi: Iyowallil > yioalli; /ya3ke31 > yiaque; /ye3wa:ntin/ > yiehoantin. 

Double consonants: In older texts a double consonant was frequently not spelled as such: /ye:kka:n/ > 
yecan; /arnrnoma:ki:Sti:ske3/ > amomaquixtizque; [kite:mmati] > quitemati; /nezzo/> neqo. Conversely, a 
single consonant was frequently spelled as if it were double (intervocalic N was particularly susceptible to this 
fault): /a3kwala:nhi/ > acoallantli; /wa:lmoskali9/ > hualmozcalli; /ilamato:n/ > illamato; /o:li:n/ > ollin; 
/sen$onha3to:le3/ > centzuntlatolle; /o:kiha:li3ke3/ oquitlallique; /to:li3tik/ > tollitic; /o:kalakiko3/ > 
ocallaquico; /amoha'%o:l/ > anrnotlatol (here /m/ is spelled nrn, but ammotlatol is also found). The two 
errors (one letter for two sounds and two letters for one sound) can occur in the same item: /a:mo~ha3kwilo:lli/ 
> amoxtlacuilloli. 

N. Vocable boundaries. The problem of spelling also involves the frequent failure to respect vocable bound- 
aries. For example, collocations that form a stress group were usually written solid: /ma: ne:n/ > manen; /ok 
iha3/> ocitla; /in i:W > inic; /in i:n/ > inin; /no: i:wa:n/ > noioP; /in i:nEa9Ea:n/ > ininchacha; /in teo3kallil 
> inteocalli; ImoEi ha:kaA/ > muchitlacatl; /i:k $a3$il > ictzatzi; /o:mi3t03 hakpak/ > omitotlacpac; /in i:teE 
o:moha:lia:yd > initechomotlaliaya; k a  sa: san ok tepito:n/ > cazazanoctepiton; /ma: ok tiwia:n/ > maoc- 
tihuian; /ka nikte:mo:ti:w/ > canic temotiuh; k a  nikinpo3polo:ti:w/ > cani quinpopollotiuh; /ok iSkiC ka:wih 
i:n/ > oquixquichcauitly (notice /k/ spelled qu). 

Just as constantly, one finds the opposite fault: a single vocable is split into two (or more) segments: 
1a:moEhil > am uxtli; /i:nemak/ > in emac; /in ok/ > y noc; /in we:we~neno:no:~alisa:moSha3kwilo:lli/ > inhue- 
hue nenonotzaliz amoxtla cuiloli; /in o:n/ > y non; /amoha:kamekayo:wa:n/ > amo tlacamecayo huan; 
1i:kalakiya:npd > ycallaqui yampa. 
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Index 

-a (causative suffix, type l), 183-94,577 
-a (inceptive suffix), 567 
"-able," 344 
Abnormal or defective entity, 297 
Absolutive state, 46 

NNC formula, 100-1 04 
NNC with (-n)-tli- as matrix, 454,455 
NNC with plural subject, 112-15 
NNC with singular/cornrnon subject, 11 2, 

115-18 
position, 320 

ac, 130; 2c in, 425,426 
acah, 429 
Activation of stem-included nonspecific object 

pronoun, 323 
Active action NNC (type l), 350,352-54 

created by norninalization, 349 
as embed, 384,45657,498-99 
possessive state compared with possessive state 

preterit agentive NNC, 354-55 
Active action NNC (type 2), 356-62 

contrasted with passive action NNCs, 362 
as embed, 361 
in multiple-nucleus constructions, 362 

Active-to-passive transformation, 165-69 
Active voice customary present VNC, 339 
Addressee role, 49 
Adjectival adjunct, 486 
Adjectival modifier with compound-stemmed NNC 

as head, 416 
Adjectival NNC, 395405,406-12 

from denominal verbstems from compound 
nounstems, 412 

intensified by morphological means, 406 
intensified by syntactical means, 409 
modification by means of, 413-22,423-29, 

488 
as principal clause, 405 

Adjectival nuclear clause, 395 
Adjectival stem, 395 

from compound verbstems with nominal embed, 
409-1 1 

Adjective, 395 
Adjoined demonstrative pronoun NNC, 144 
Adjunct clause, 129,236,413 
Adjunct group consisting of conjunctive series or 

list, 54546 
Adjunction, 285,451; marked, 415 
Adjunctive compound, 235-36 
Adjunctor, 17,40-41, 144, 149, 154,414,416,425, 

426 
Admonitive mood, 84-89 

in applicative VNC, 224 
in impersonal VNC, 173 
in passive voice, 168 

Admonitive VNC, incorrect translation of as 
"don't," 84 

Adverb complement, 274 
Adverb distinguished from conjunctor, 547 
Adverb as principal, 159 
Adverb of purpose construction, 541 
Adverbial adjunct upgraded to principal clause 

rank, 521 
Adverbial collocations involving modification 

versus those involving conjunction, 5 19-20 
Adverbial complement, 54 1 

exceptional, 395 Adverbial embed, 374 



Index 

Adverbialization, 430 
degrees of, 430 
first degree of, 433-34,5 12 
second degree of ,  430,433,434,513 
of supplementary subject on passivization of the 

active-voice VNC, 273-74 
Adverbialized absolutive-state NNCs, list of, 

43740 
Adverbialized NNCs, 324,430,433-34,445 

as embed, 491 
of frequency, 472 
locative, 493 
locative versus place name NNC, 493,496 

Adverbialized nuclear clause as principal clause, 
520-22 

Adverbialized preterit-agentive NNC, 44042 
Adverbialized subject pronoun, 430,446 
Adverbial modification, 413,512-22,523-36 
Adverbial modifier in the presence of tla fusion, 

263 
Adverbial NNC, 430,43 1-44 

to incorporated-adverb transform, 273 
as supplement, 6 1 3-14 

Adverbial particle or nounstem embedded in 
perfective core, 462 

Adverb as principal, 159 
Affective embed versus affective relational NNC, 466 
Affective formations with biclausalisms, 555 
Affective forms of relational stems, 446,466 
Affective-matrix nounstems, 289; (-zo1)-li-, 291-92 
Affective NNCs, 289-97 
Affective nounstems, 327 

compound, 289 
in place-name nounstems, 500-50 1 

Affinity nounstems, 110, 111, 112, 113,114,121, 
229,295,296,321,434 

adjectival, 395 
in compound formations, 287-88,292-93 
numeral, 3 17 

Affixal personal pronouons, 137 
Affixal subject as "real" subject, 137 
Agent, 3 19 
Agentive NNCs as adjectives, 398 
Agentive nounstem, 367 
Agreement, 17; lack of between supplement and 

head, 145 
ah# (negative prefixal particle), 4243,  75,76, 

81-82,83,86-87,336,621-22; inside stem, 
398 

ahmb as principal clause, 622 
ahzo as principal clause, 622 

(-ah)-0- (as matrix stem), l 3  1 
Alternative absolutive-state NNC plural subject, 

1 l 4  
Alternative gentilic nounstem formations, 507 
Ambiguity, 51, 148,213,263,294,295, 296,360, 

385,415,425,430,433,47677,530,583, 
932,501,513 

avoidance or lessening of, 144 
because of defective spelling, 508 
in supplementation, 140, 141 

Anaphora, 49, 136; and cataphora, sentence- 
internal, l36 

Animacy, 48, 103 
Animate,lOl, 103, 110, 344 

subject, 323 
Antecessive order prefixal particle, 41,74-75, 88, 

143,153,156,249,254,271,320,436,533 
Applicative derivation, 176; exceptions in, 217-1 8 
Applicative object pronoun, 176, 177 
Applicative suffix plus applicative object, unit of, 

226-27 
Applicative transform, 220-23 

ambiguity in, 223-25 
Applicative verbstem, 176,211-27 

class membership, 219 
honorific, 342 
type-l, 212 
type-2,214 
type-l and type-2 from same source, 219 

Apposition, 136, 556-57 
"Approximately," 3 17 
Archaic formation, 457 
Archaic texts, 324 
Archaic two-syllabled destockal verbstem with 

(ih-)- as adverbialized embed, 269 
Aspect, 54 

imperfective, 54 
perfective, 54 

Assimilation, 33-35, 51, 101, 102, 308,312, 315, 
332,333,342 

Associated entity compound nounstem as embed of 
(-ca)-tl-, 49 1 

Associated entity NNC, 489-90,503,505 
Asyndeton, 544 
auh (conjunctor), 546-47 
Auxiliary verb, rejection of term, 238 
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(22)-tli-, "instrument," 616-17 
k t l s n ,  496,507 

Base stem, 252 
Basic sentence, 75 
Biclausalisms, 552-56, 605-606 

bread-and-butter, 554 
lord-and-master, 553 
in place-name formations, 497 

Binary arrangement of compounded elements, 235 
Body part nounstems, 264,270-71,382,467,483, 

488,499 

c and qu (spelling variants of number1 morph for 
preterit tense), 52 

c and qu (spelling variants of 3rd singular object 
pronoun), 58 

c and qu (spelling variants of directional prefix on 
purposive matrix stem), 25 1,256-57 

(-c)-tli- (matrix stem of locative relational 
nounstem), 463-67 

with temporal meaning, 465 
*(-c-ca)-tl- > (-0-ca)-tl- (in gentilic nounstem), 506 
*(-c-tzin-CO)-0- > (-0-tzin-CO)-0- (in place 

name), 501 
ca (emphatic particlelprincipal clause introducer), 

40,141,536 
cam0 (defective spelling of ca ahm8), 536 

-ca (intransitive frequentative verbstem formative), 
231-34,379 

ca# (negative prefixal particle), 42, 8 l-83,621-22 
(-ca)-0- (matrix-only relational nounstem of inter- 

vening space or time), 470 
(-ca)-tl-, "associated entity" (matrix nounstem), 

284,289,454,489,505 
(cac-)- (perfective verbstem used only as embed of 

verbal compound), 243 
(ca-h), deletion of, 521 
Calendar, 648-54 

divinatory, 648-50 
solar, 651-53 

Calendrical name as personal name stem, 605 
(cal-&@)-c- (as intensifying matrix for adjectives), 

408 
(c2-n)-U-, 457,506 
csn, 457 

can downgraded to the rank of stem, 458 
can in, 457,521 

Cardinal numeral NNC, 307 
Carrier system, 6, 8 
Carrier units, 50 
Case, 17,48 
Cataphora, 49, 136 
Categorial features, 50 
Category of number and nounstems, 110 
Causative derivation, 176 
Causative object, 176, 177,272, 392 

incorporated, 422 
Causative tranformation, 201-208 

ambiguity in resultant transforms, 208 
Causative verbstems, l76 

of denorninal ya verbstems, 571-72 
type-l, 182-94,191,573,577,579-80 
type-2,195-210,233,299,579,583-84 
type-l and type-2 from same source, 201 
type-3, 392 

Causative VNC, generation of, 192-94 
in admonitive mood, 208-209 
in impersonal voice, 209 
in optative mood, 208-209 
in passive voice, 209 

(cem)-H-, 427 
cemeleh as adverb, 546 
"Changing," notion of, 537-38 
Chiilco, 500 
Chantico, 598 
(-chi)-0- (relational nounstem), 473 
Chimalpsin, 595 
Chimalpop6ca, 597 
Circumfix, 46 
Citation form, 160 

of nounstems, 109 
of verbstems, 160 

Citlallat6nac, 599 
Clause introducer, 4 0 4 1  
(-CO)-0- (relational nounstem), 463-67 

*(-CO-ca)-tl- > (-0-ca)-tl- (matrix of associated 
entity or gentilic nounstem), 490, 560 

*(-co-t6n-co)-n- > (-O-t6n-co)-C]-, 501 
*(-CO-tzin-CO)-[- > (-0-tzin-CO)& 466,501 

Coalesced vowel, 188-89 
Cohesiveness between embed and matrix, 237 
Collocations of adverbial adjunct plus appositive, 

5 l9-20,52 1 
Comment, 140, 141 
Common number, 48,52,103,121,296,356 
Communication, as main function of language, 6 
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Comparative degree, 563-65 
Comparison, 559,562-66 

of equality, 562-63 
of equality with regard to size, 563 
of inequality, 563-65 

Complement, incorporated, 236,366 
Complementation, 53743 
"Composition," notion of, 540 
Compound embedded object, 374 
Compounding, 235,421 
Compound matrix formation, 479-80 

nonexistence of with (-CO)-0- - (-c)-tli-, 467 
relational nounstems, seeming, 467 

Compound NNC as adverbial embed, 272 
Compound NNC with double-nucleus embed, 337 
Compound nounstems, 129, l 3  1,279-88,324 

meaning of the embed in, 279 
types of, 279 

Compound verbstem, 92,219,224,230,235 
nominal embed in, 260-78 
obsolete formaton of, 92,241 
verbal embed in, 235-50 

Conative meaning, 77,157 
Concatenate structure, 136 
Concatenation, 16 
Concession clause, 534 
Condition clause, 530-34 
Conditional sentence, 250 

contrary-to-fact condition, 530 
open condition, 530,531-33 

"Conditional tense" forms, so-called, 249 
Conjectural analysis, 432 
Conjoined NNCs, 286 

to create lexical unit, 552-56 
when NNCs are numerals, 3 12 

Conjunction, 285,544 
additive, 544-46,547-49 
adversative, 544,546,547,550-51 
alternative, 544,546,547,549-50 
correlative, 55 1 
marked, 544,54647,549 
in the service of lexical innovation, 552-56 
unmarked, 544-46,548-50 

Conjunctive compound, 235,552 
Conjunctive construction, 16, 17,530,541 
Conjunctor, 17,41 
Conjunctorless structure of conjunction, 3 12 
Conjuncts, 17,235, 314,315,544 
Connectiveless compound, 237,251 

Connective morpheme /W/, 329 
Connective-t compound nounstems, 478-79,480, 

482,484,489 
Connective-t compound verbstem, 23748,25 1, 

299,329,332,360,417,433,446-47,456,539 
with abnormal verb object, 619 
special formations, 24345 
with nounstem as embed, 616 
three patterns of, 238 

Consequence clause, 536 
Consideration clause, 527-28 
"Considering," notion of, 274-75 
Consonant, 27-30 

length, 33 
loss, 35-36 
phone shift other than assimilation, 36-37 

Content system, 6 
Content units, 50 
Contrast of gentilic nounstem and associated-entity 

nounstem, 507 
Contrast of purposive optative and admonitive 

indicative, 255 
Contrast of purposive and progressive, 253-54 
Conversion, 319, 320, 339 
Copy morph, 4 
Core (state + stem; valence + stem), 46,47 
Core + tense = VNC predicate, 65-67 
Coreferential subject pronouns, 274 
Corroborating adverbial included in principal 

clause, 525-26 
Count versus mass distinction in nouns, lack of, 103 
(COY-6)-tl-, 389 
CuBuhtem6c, 594 
cuix (interrogative particle), 40,77,435, 515-16; as 

principal clause, 622 
Customary present agentive NNC, 320,321, 

33943,34445 
contrast with preterit agentive NNC, 34243 
formation of, 339,34042,344,345 
only exceptionally as embed in affective 

nounstem, 341 
as personal name nounstem, 597-98 

Day names, 648,650-51 
Day-sign NNCs, 650-5 1 
Definiteness, 125 

lack of in Nahuatl, 144 
Degree, notion of, 453 
Deictic, deixis, 49, 136 
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Deletion transformation, 6 13 
deletion of (ca-h), 147 
deletion of possessor pronoun in compounding 

transformation, 264,265 
deletion of principal, 147 
deletion of principal of saying, 159 

Demonstrative pronominal NNCs, 130, 140 
Denominal verbstems, 218,403, 567-84, 585-92; 

plus ya, 359 
Derivation, 14, 15,71, 160, 183, 185, 188, 190, 

211,214,35646,376 
Derivational history, 179, 180,390 
Derivational sequence, 385 
Derivational z versus inflectional z, 356 
Derived nounstems, 110; as adjectives, 397 
Designation, notion of, 538-39 
Destockal i-hui/a-hui as ultimate source for type-2 

causative, 195 
Destockal verbstem, 182, 185-92,212, 218,219, 

389,403 
formative, 232 
obsolete, 189,232, 386 
two-syllabled (with root vowel fused with stock 

formative), 188-89, 190, 269-70, 386 
Determiner, lack of in Nahuatl, 40 
Deverbal nounstems, 190,356-66, 367-75, 

37694,403; as matrix, 375 
Diagrammatic format, 46,47 
Dictionaries, 20-23 

inadequacy of, 20 
untrustworthiness of, 22,23 

DirectionaVrelational prefixes, 72-74 
fused to matrix, 25 1 
and the purposive notion, 258 

Directive object, 342 
Directive verbstems, 176 
Direct object pronoun, 176-77 
Direct speech, 154 
Disagreement in number, 48 1 
Discontinuous constituents, 12,46,423,424 
Disparaging attitude, 297 
Distant past tense, obsolete, 353 
Distant past tense in the passive voice, 350 
Distributivelvarietal nounstems, 110, 11 1, 112, 114, 

121,134,228,294,317,395,410,434 
Double articulation, 6 
Double-nucleus construction, 274,286, 328 
Downgrading, 15, 153,313 

of clause to stem rank, 338,452 

of entire statement to nounstem rank to serve as 
predicate of an NNC, 593,603 

of nounstem to root rank, 122, 190 
of predicate to nounstem rank, 350,352, 353 

Duality, 6, 9 
Duplication of object pronoun, 230 
Dyadldyadic, 47, 101 
Dyadic state position, 105 
Dyadic valence position, 57-58 

(-P):tla- as matrix, 329,332,333-34 
embed of, 329-30 

eh (personal pronoun with 3rd sglcom subject) in 
adverbial collocations, 127 

Elision, 32, 37,41, 127, 131,517, 527 
Ellipsis, 524 
Embed, 98,129,131,264 

caveats concerning as incorporated-NNC 
compound VNCs, 277-78 

clause, 236 
exceptional formation, 262 
multiple-stemmed in compound nounstem, 286 
never functions as subject, 236,263,410,597 
never represents agent of action, 277-78 
orientation, 446,447 
orientation of possessor in compound NNCs, 

279-80 
protected by presence of its own dyad, 337-38 
subposition, 37, 235, 236,251,258,260, 324 

"-erne," 7 
English "expletive it," 136 
English relative pronouns have no Nahuatl 

equivalent, 425 
English speaker's world view, 379 
English translation requirements, 447,448,494 
English words correspond to Nahuatl stems, 367 
Entitive functions, 45 
Entitive pronominal NNCs, 126-3 1 
Ephemeral vowel, 25, 37, 110, 117-18, 123,260, 

282,330 
Equative-predicate sentence, 433 
Erroneous grammatical analysis, 506, 536 
Etlmocentrism, 445 
Exclamatory expressions, 6 13-20 

"Favorite" embed, 473 
Fellowship, notion of, 287 
Female-gender nounstem, 295 
"Flawed subject" NNC, 286,296,329,434,489 
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Foreignness, 18-20 
of Nahuatl to English, 226 

Form classes, 17 
Formulas for nuclear clauses, 46-48,50-55, 57-60, 

6849,101-104,105-108, 192-94 
Frequentative verbstems, 228-34 

destockal verbstems, 231-33, 353, 357, 358; as 
source for patientive nounstems, 386, 387 

nonactive, 234 
of uncertain derivation, 233-34 

Frequentative-like (ca - tz-a) compound verbstems 
with (h-)- as adverbial embed, 269 

Functional nominalization, 3 19 
Functions of embed subpositiion, 236 
Function units, 16, 17 
Future-agentive NNC, 52,348 
Future-embed compound, 248-50,25 1,302 

with *tla-(qui) as matrix, 533-34 

General action nounstem, 36 1 
General-use nounstem, 109,283,391,327,350 

as embed, 260 
of future-agentive NNCs, 348,349 
of preterit-agentive NNCs, 324, 330, 331, 332, 

402,441,484; embedded in (-n)-tli, 497,498 
secondary, 121-22,236; as matrix, 349 
shapes (base; truncated, glottalized), 11 0, 1 1 1, 

112,115, 116, 117 
of type-l active-action NNCs, 352 

Generic reference, 103 
Gentilic-collectivity nounstem, 285,509,5 10 
Gentilic-collectivity NNC in adjectival function, 

510 
Gentilic name formed with two-clause concatenate 

structure, 503-504 
Gentilic name nounstem, 112,493,503-1 1 

in compound stems, 508 
in place-name nounstems, 508-509 

Gentilic NNCs, adjectival use of, 509 
Glottalized embed stem, 261,264,283,328,330, 

374,375,375,475,497 
Glottal stop, 21,22,25-26 
Glottocentrism, 4 
Goal, 446 
Governance, 16 
Grammarians' misconceptions, 329,332 
Graph, 10 
Grapheme, 7 ,8 ,9  
Graphological subsystem, 6, 8,9 

Graphological-vocable boundaries, need to 
recognize, 625 

Gross-count nounstems, 307, 311,314 

/h/ > [y], 330,479 
"Having," notion of, 125, 138 
Head, 17,136,413 

and supplement, 4 13 
Hierarchic structure, 47 
Hierarchy, 14, 15, 16 
High-generality naming, 347,363,44546 
Homonym, 322,371,372,373,472 
Homophony, 51,385,583 
Honorific, 44,155,159,215,290,396,448,462, 

468,469,470,472,477,481,483 
Honorific VNCs, 195,298-303 

for applicative VNCs, 301-302 
via applicative, 300, 301 
for causative VNCs, 301-302 
via causative, 298, 302 
involving compound verbstems, 305 
from reflexive object verbstems, 302 

Honorificized particles, 44 
"How much more?', 566 
-hua (nonactive suffix), 160, 163, 195 
-hua (inceptivelstative suffix), 567,574-75 
(-huii):tla- (as matrix), 329,330-32,333-34,377, 

378 
-hua-10 (nonactive suffix), 160, l64 
huiilcah, 564-65 
(hue-hueh-)- (glottalized embed-only nounstem), 

328 
(hueh-ciihua), "to tarry," 542 
Huehrnac, 601-602 
-hui (inceptivelstative suffix), 567,570 
1huia:I (type-2 applicative suffix), 214 

single-object verbstem forming suffix, 586,587-90 
Huitztzilopochtli, 600 
Humanness, 48 
Hysteron proteron, 244,545,551 

/if (stock-like formative), 57 1 
*(I)-tl- (archaic nounstem, and glottalized embed 

variant (ih-)-, 269 
-iii (type-l applicative suffix), 176,212 
4-8 (transitive verbstem forming suffix), 591 
ic (possessive state relational NNC), 450-53 

ic in, 45 1 
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(-ic)-I-, "downward direction" (relational 
nounstem), 474 

Identity, notion of, 539 
Idiomatic expressions using irregular VNCs, 98-99 
Idiom of "accompanying possession," 245 
*@h-)- as embed in frequentative-like compound 

verbstems, 269 
ihuHn (adverbialized NNC, never a conjunctor), 

44849,563 
as link in numeral collocation, 3 13,448 
as proxy principal clause, 549 

i-huila-hui (intransitive verbstem forming suffix), 
590-9 1 

(il-huiH):t@+tla-, 21 8 
Imperfective patientive nounstem, 465 

of characteristic properties, 380 
Imperfective verbstem shape, 63 
Impersonalized passive, 37 1 
Impersonal patientive nounstem, 342, 367-74, 376, 

378,379,439 
Impersonal tla, 155, 174-75,229,240,245, 247, 

266,270,368,369,379,641,463,618 
animate generality in, 175 
included in verbstem of timelweather, 569 

Impersonal voice, 17 1 
in applicative VNCs, 224-25 
doubled, 36748,369 
in irregular verbstems, 172-73 
in purposive VNCs, 257-58 
transformation, 17 1-73 
tripled, 368 
verbcore, 361, 363 

Impersonal voice VNC, 170-75,363,367,369, 
370 

in adverbial complement construction, 541 
frequentative, 23 1-32 
inherently, 46 1 
source of embed in absolutive-state NNC with 

(-n)-tli- as matrix, 461 
in, 131,290 
Inceptivelstative suffix -9, 573-74 
Included possessor verbstems, 575-78 
Incompatibility of sounded object morphs, 179 
Incorporation, 236 
Incorporated adverb constructions, 7 1,260,263, 

274,44344,454,573 
of cause or purpose, 266-67 
of compared manner, 26748,442 
of means or instrument, 263 

of place, 265 
with supplement as source for incorporated 

adverb, 270-74 
of time or duration, 266 

Incorporated adverb verbstem with adverbial NNC 
as adjunct as source, 263-69 

Incorporated clause, 236 
Incorporated complement construction, 260,274, 

342,348,411,537,538,539 
Incorporated-NNC compound VNCs in the imper- 

sonal voice, 270-77 
Incorporated-NNC compound VNCs in the passive 

voice, 276 
Incorporated nonanimate object pronoun activated, 

336 
Incorporated noun cannot be in subject function, 

622-24 
Incorporated object, 236,26043,329, 334,411; 

contrasted with nuclear object, 261 
Incorporated structures of adjectival modification, 

42 1-22 
Indefinite determiner laclung in Nahuatl, 125, 144 
Indefinite pronominal NNCs, 57, l 3  1 ; as 

supplement, 140 
Indirect speech, 154, 158 
Inflection, 14-16 
Inflectional affixes, 45 
Inflectional z versus derivational z, 356 
Information questions by means of supplementation, 

141-42 
Inner predicate, 593-606 
Inner subject, 593-606 
Instance level, 6,7, 11, 12 
Instrumental nounstem with (2~)-tli- as matrix 

stem, 616-17 
Instrumentive NNC, 344,345 
Integrally-possessed NNC, 482 
Integrated structure compounds, 237,248,260,446, 

476,48 1,487 
Integrated supplement construction 27 1 ,6  18 
Intensifier, 5 17-1 8 
Interaction, 16-17 
Interjections, 4142,  619-20 
Internal expansion, 407,408 
Interrogative adverb of place, 457 
Interrogative pronominal NNCs, l29-30,425-27; 

obligatorily in sentence-initial position, 521 
Interrogative quality, loss of, 129, 131,457 
Intransitive-matrix compound, 23846 
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Intransitivized-reflexive-matrix compound, 238, 
246-47 

Intransitive valence, 46 
Intransitive VNC formula, 50-5 1 
ipan in numeral collocations, 313,448,487 
iquin, 451 
Irregularity in Nahuatl VNCs, 90; in form-meaning 

alignments, 91 
(&-a):@ ii tla-, 211-12 
iuhqui, 56143,564; in principal clause, 622 
@X)-, "total number," 489 

"Just about to," 609 

/kw/ > [k], 349, 6 17 

N (connective morpheme), 160,214 
-1- (nounstem-forming suffix), 484,614-15 
N + /h/ > [ll], 34, 536,565 
Language change, 3 
Language difference, 3, 19 
Language learning, 3 
Language transfer in learning process, 3 ,4  
Last added object = privileged object, 179 
Length, notion of, 453 
Lex, 15 
Lexeme, 15,553 
Lexicalization, 335, 337, 347,348, 349,363,364, 

421,430,431,442,443,467,543 
Lexicalized collocations, 5 16, 5 18 
Lexicalized structure of adjectival modification, 

422 
Lexical unit created by relational nounstem plus 

verbstem, 54243 
Lexicon, 15 
/lid (type-2 applicative suffix), 214 
/lid ((type-2 causative suffix), 195,200,295 
Liaison, 549 
Lifeways, incompatibility of, 84 
Linear format, 46,47 
Linguicentrism, 4,74,445,446,548,593 
Linguistic economy, 10,5 1, 176 
Linked structure, 446,237,251 
-E-z (active-action compound suffix), 356,357-59 
-1i-z, "the way of -ing," 359 
-16 (nonactive suffix), 160, 198-200 
Locale, 446 
Locative clauses, 526-27 
Locative relational nounstems, 446 

10-hua (nonactive suffix), 160-61 
Long vowel > short vowel + glottal stop, 37 

/m/ + /p/ > [pp], 472 
mB, "if-only," 40, 8043,534-36 
(maca):tE+tla-, 21 1 
mach, 436-37 
Macron not written on reduced-long vowel, 161 
mah construction, 621-22 
Mainline object pronoun, 167,178, 193,220, 335, 

342; reflexive, 59-60,3 19 
"Maize cob" set of numeral stems, 3 15 
"Male-bonding" modifier, 429 
"Male bonding" supplement, 146 
(-mB-n)-0- > (-me-0-ca)-tl- (in gentilic nounstem), 

507 
Manner clause, 527 
Material composition, notion of, 538 
Matrix-only verbstem, 391 
Matrix orientation of possessor in compound 

NNCS, 279-80 
Matrix stem, 92, 11 1, 13 1,230,280-82 

multiple-stemmed in compound nounstem, 286 
syncopated, 240 

Matrix subposition, 235,25 1,260, 3 14, 3 15, 3 16, 
322,324 

Meaning, 9-10, 11, 13, 15 
of NNC can be determined by subject type, 323 
not the same as translation, 74, 84 
unascertainable for certain morphs, 61-62 

Measures, 3 18; of amount, 3 18; of length, 3 18 
"Meriting," 576-77 
Metaphor, 103,347, 352, 399,402,408,417,487, 

513,552,553,554,578,591,597,600,616 
Meteorological VNCs, 170 
Mexihco, 500 
Mictlan, 496-97 
m6,39,435-36 
(mo-ca), "to looldseem full," 541 
Modification, 17,413 
Modifier, 17,413 

adverbial in the form of nonadverbialized clauses 
or clause units, 523 

cooperation of preposed and nonpreposed, 424 
of two or more conjuncts, 546 
various kinds of sentences functioning as, 417 

Monadic, 47 
state position, 105 
valence position, 57 
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Mood, 54 
"More," 3 l7 ,3  l 8  
Morph, 10, 11, 13, 14 
Morpheme, 9-10,12,13,14 

mute, 9 
silently present, 9 

Morphemic structure of verbstems, 61 
Morphic repertory, 5 1 
Morphic variants, 5 1 
Morphological conditioning, 11 0 
Morphology, 23, 186 

derivational, 14, 15 
inflectional, 14, 15, 16 

Morphosyntax, 16, 17,23 
multiple use of devices of, 297 

Multiple dervation of patientive nounstems, 389 
Multiple-nucleus combinations, l36 
Multiple-nucleus construction, 413 

in simple structures of adverbial modification, 
5 14-15 

Multiple valence positions, 177, 179-80 
Mutual incompatibility of specific projective 

objects, 167 

(-n)-tli- (locative nounstem), 454-63, 465 
*(-n-ca)-tl- > (-1-ca)-tl- (in gentilic nounstems), 

506-507 
compound verbstems of ownerhood as embed in, 

456-57 
nominalized imperfect tense predicate embedded 

in, 460 
temporal meaning of, 454 

Nahuatl, 3 
classification of items of experience, 347 
language built on nuclear clauses, not on words, 

552,553 
number system (vigesimal), 307 
power of compounding resources in, 3 13 
speaker's world view, 236,281,365,400,411 
stem = English word, 397 

Nahuatlized Spanish word, 485,494 
(nS1)-li- (relational nounstem), 473 
"Named partner" modifier, 429 
"Named partner7' supplement, 145 
ne (reflexive pronoun), 57, 167, 173, 180, 181,214, 

215,324,352,358,344,345,395 
*nepan, 484,485 
reciprocative use, 107 

Negative prefixal particle ah#, 42-43,75, 283, 436 

Negativity, 436. See also ah# and ca# 
Nernontemi, 652 
nen, 463 
-ni (customary-present tense morph), 55,339 
NNC, 46 

as adjective, 397 
analysis, difficulties in, 11 8-19 
of measure, 421 
+ NNC = compound NNC, 235 
paradigms, 632-38 
of pertinency, 491-92,509; identical to NNC of 

gentilic collectivity, 5 10 
in sentence structure, 124 
as supplement, 136 
+ VNC = compound VNC, 235,260 

Nominalization, 3 19 
by reanalysis, 356 
structural, 3 19 
of VNCS, 319-38,339-55 

Nominalized imperfect-tense predicate as embed in 
nounstem (-n)-tli, 459-62 

Nominalized obsolete preterit tense VNCs, 402 
Nominalized VNC as adjective, 398 
Nominal nuclear clause, 46 
Nominative case, 48,51; transformed to objective 

case ( = causative object), 58 1 
Nonactive verbstem, 160-64; class membership of, 

l64 
Nonadverbialized NNC, 426,476,487; with 

(-n)-tli- as matrix, 455 
Nonadverbialized subject, 48 1 
Nonadverbialized use of relational NNCs, 447 
Nonanimate, 103, 110, 128 

compound affective nounstems and affinity, 296 
nounstems, 344 
reflexive object in locative nounstem with 

(-n)-tli- as matrix, 459-60 
subject, 323 
VNCs differenciated from impersonal VNCs, 

170-7 1 
whole, parts of, 384 

"None of," 428-29 
Nonparadigmatic, 15 
Nonpersonal, l7  1 
Nonspecific object pronoun, 57 

nonanimate tla supplemented by adverbial NNC, 
458-59 

shifted from inside position to outside and made 
specific, 342 
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Nonsystemic use of tense, 608-10 
Nouncore, possessive-state as embed, 285 
Nounstem classes, 109-19 

alternate membership, 110 
membership unpredictable, 109 
of characteristic properties, 285 
of pertinency from nounstem of profession, 510 

Nounstem downgraded to root rank, 387,570 
Nounstem as embed in compound nounstems, 282 
Nuclear clause, 5,6, 14,40,4549; not to be 

thought of as a word, 103-104, 148,593 
Nuclear possessor, 123 
Number category, 46,48,52,103 

possible lack of agreement, 419 
singular subject, 52 

Number-connector morph, 5 1-52, 101, 105-106 
Number dyad, 47,55,319 

qui-0,320,322-23 
t-in > t-U-, 148, 503 
0-0,322-23 

Number1 morph as identifier of nounstem class, 
109 

Number position, 103,329; in absolutive-state 
preterit-agentive NNC, 322 

Number1 subposition, 5 1-52, 84, 101, 103, 
105-106 

filler tl > 0, 341 
not deleted on embed stem, 502,618 

Number2 subposition, 52, 84-85, 101, 103, 106 
Numeral NNCs, 644-47 
Numeral nounstems, 307,472 

basic set, 307 
special sets for counting by twenties, 316 

Numeral symbols (for vigesimal system), 646-47 

-6 (nonactive suffix), 160, 162; nonactive source for 
causative verbstem, 157 

-0-8 (causative verbstem-forming suffix), 590 
-0-8 (intransitive verbstem-forming suffix), 586-87 
Object complement, 274,537-39 
Objective-case, 56,59,98, 106; feature, 59 
Object pronouns, 56-60 

alternative, 225-26 
combinations of, 63943 
coreferential, 247 
as head, 137 

Obsolete source stem, 441 
oc cc collocation modified, 427 
Official titles, 5 10 

-0-hua (nonactive suffix), 160-62; source for 
causative verbstem, 197-98 

Olin (not "movement" and not ollin), 650 
Ordinal numeral, 453 
Ordinary -count numeral nounstem, 3 14 
Organic (integral) ownership, 382-84 
Organizational layers, 47 
"Old man," 326, 327-28 
"Old woman," 32627 
6n, 131,200 
on- (in an inbound purposive VNC, 555 
"One," 308 
"One of," 427-29 
Optative mood, 78-83, 168, 173,224 

lack of for (hui-tz), 432 
lack made up for by indicatve, 300 
in purposive adjunct, 530 

Options for usage of relational nounstems, 446, 

448,454,47680,481-89 
Outbound purposive movement, 352-56 
Outer predicate, 593-606 
Outer subject, 593-606 
Ownerhood, preterit-agentive NNC of, 329,322 

(abundant), 449,468 
Ownership, 382-84 

(-pa)-0- (matrix-only relational nounstem of 
direction), 470 

(-pa)-0- (matrix-only relational nounstem of 
frequency), 472 

(pach-i-hui), "to become satisfied," 542 
(pah-ti-0)- (as matrix with intensifying meaning), 

406 
(pan)-0- (matrix-only relational nounstem), 

484-89 
Paradigm, 14, 15 
Parallel structure, 556-58 

progressive, 556,557,559 
rephrasive, 55657,558 

Parenthetical construction, 556-57 
Paricipant roles, 17 
Particle, 5,6, 15, 39-44 

collocations, 43 
function classes of, 39-42 
prefixal negative (ah#, ca#), 435 

Particle-looking NNCs, 434 
Particularity of a language, 282 
Passive-action NNC, 350-5 1; as embed in (-y6)-tl-, 

384 
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Passive voice, 344 
manifested in embed of future-embed compound, 

249-50 
notion expressed by reflexive active-voice VNC, 

169 
preterit-patientive NNC, 322 
in purposive VNCs, 258 
verbstem as embed in possessive-state NNC with 

(-n)-tli as matrix, 461 
W C ,  16549,224-25,363,367; with 

connective-t compound, 245 
Patientive NNC as adjective NNC, 397 
Patientive nounstems, 36246, 367 

compound, 374 
as embed, 390 
imperfective, 363; of characteristic properties as 

embed, 393 
as incorporated complement, 390 
as incorporated object, 393 
kinds of, 363 
passive, 363-66, 377, 378 
perfective, 376,439,497 

(pehua), "to begin," 541 
Pejorative VNCs, 298, 304-305 
Perfective verbstems, 62-63 

irregular, 90-9 1 
Person, 46,47,48 

dyad filled by 0-0,58 
person1 morphs, 94,95,96, 100 
person1 subposition, 51; irregular silent morph in, 

614 
person2 subposition, 5 1, 100 
positions, 105 

Personal name NNCs, 593-607 
downgraded, 607 
from multiple-clause unit created by adjunction, 

603-605 
from multiple-clause unit created by conjunction, 

605-606 
from single-clause construction, 594-603 
two-tiered structure of, 593-606 

Personal-name nounstem, possessive-state NNC as, 
602 

Personal pronominal NNCs, 126-29,423 
as supplements, 128 
short forms and supplementation, 143 

Personal pronoun, affixal, 4,5,48,53; projective 
object, 58 

Pertinency, nounstems of, 285 

Phone, 10 
irregular, 24 
regular, 24 

Phoneme, 7-8,24 
Phonic repertory, 24 
Phonic variants, 51 
Phonological conditioning, 1 10 
Phonological subsystem, 6 
Physical defect, nounstem of, 297 
(-pi1)-0- (affective suffix), 289 
(pi1)-li-, 293-96 
Place-name NNCs, 493-5 1 1 

as adjectival NNC, 494 
as adverbial modifier, 494 
god-name as embed in, 607 
as supplement, 494 
use of, 493-94 

Place-name nounstem, matrix subposition in, 493, 
495-503 

Plain stem, 111, 112-13 
Pluralized stem derivation, l26 
Plural number, 52, 103 
@oh)-tli-, 287 
(-~81)-li-, 289-90 
Polyadic, 47 
Positions (or slots), 47 
Possession, 124 
Possessive case, 48, 106 

supplementary object as source of incorporated 
adverb verbstem, 27 1 

transformed into objective case (= applicative 
object), 581 

Possessive state, 46 
adverbialized NNC, 442 
of conjoined NNC unit, 552-53,554-55 
as embed, 392 
NNC, 100-104,105-108,109-19,120-25; as 

embed, 392; peculiarities in, 120 
predicate downgraded to stem rank, 325,382, 

396,485,560 
Possessorhood in a part-whole relationship, 302 
Possessor-included stem, 396 
Possessor pronouns, 105 

basic, 123; as head, 135 
incorporated, 236 
nonspecific, l07 
orientation, 279-80,44&47 
tla, 285 
transformed into object pronoun, 392,393,443 
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Potential-patient nounstem, 344,360, 397,398, 399 
Predicate, 17,45, 106-107 

of customary-present patientive NNC as 
adjective, 398-99 

position, 54, 100, 102 
of preterit-agentive NNC as adjective, 399-402 

Predicator, 17 
Prepositions, lack of in Nahuatl, 445,474,494 
Preposed modifier, 414 
Preposing, 4 15 
Prepo-transform, 41 5 
Present-agentive NNC, 347 
Preterit-agentive NNCs, 52, 3 19-3 8 

adverbialized, 44042 
compound affective, 326 
contrast with customary-present agentive NNCs, 

34243 
as embed, 412 
of ownerhood, 401,467,507 
as personal-name nounstem, 594-96 

Preterit-agentive nounstem, 185 
as embed, 268,325,334,335,336,407,454-56 
as gentilic, 504 
of ownerhood, 374 
as verbstem source, 568 

Preterit-as-present agentive NNC, 321-22 
Preterit-as-present tense VNC, 321 
Preterit embed compound stem, 302 
Preterit tense morph, 329 
Principal clause, 236,413 

downgraded to adjunct rank, 521-22 
subordinate, 154 

Problematic construstions, 6 17-1 9 
Pro-drop (i.e., pronoun deletion), not applicable in 

Nahuatl, 5 
Profession, nounstem of, 112,510 
Prominence, 56 
Pronominal affixes, lack of agreement in, 427-28,429 
Pronominal NNCs, 126-35 
Pronominal stem, 395 
Pronoun, indefinite, 56,57 
Prosodic contours, 38 
Proviso clause, 536 
Proxy principal, 147 
Punctuation, lack of in traditional texts, 626 
Purpose clauses, 528-30 
Purposive verbstem, 25 1-52 

purposive movement of, inbound, 252-56,257; 
outbound, 252-56 

Purposive VNCs, 25 1-59 
with compound-stemmed embed, 258 
passive and impersonal voice in, 258 
variant meaning possible to, 259 

Qualifier, 5 17 
Quantitive nounstem, 472 
Quantitive pronominal NNCs, 13 1,469 
(que)-tl- as matrix (raised version of (c@-tl-), 324 
quemah, 621-22 
(quP-n)-U-, 437 
*(qui):tla-, 249-50 
quil, 158 
Quoted quality of personal-name predicate, 594 

Raising, 324 
Rank, 14 
Reanalysis, 339, 344 
Reason clause, 536 
Reciprocal possessive-state predicate downgraded 

to rank of stem, 448 
Recursion, 148,331,421 

within the adverbial modifier, 5 1 8-1 9 
in both the modifier and the head in structures of 

adverbial modification, 520 
in compounding, 250,286 
head as the locus for adverbial recursion, 5 15 
modifier as the locus for adverbial, 516 

Recursive, 139,230,231,3 12,5 15 
Reduplicated mainline reflexive object, 230 
Reduplication, 287-88, 328,348,406,407, 408, 

439,481 
in the embed of compound VNCs, 275 
multiple, 230 
in numeral stems, 3 17 
for similarity, 6 16 

Reduplicative prefix, 110,111, 127, 134, 159, 
228-34,243,244,272 

to express similarity, 559 
Reference, 49, 103,236 
Referentially-empty subject, 170 
Reflexive active voice to express passive voice 

notion, 153, 156 
Relational NNCs, 395,443,445-53,454-75, 

476-92; in supplementary function, 479 
Relational notions, 445 
Relational nounstem as embed, 447 
Relative clause, 395; in English, 423 
Relative pronoun, lack of in Nahuatl, 413,425-27 
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Replacive stem, 162, 163,201,215,216,219,358 
Restricted-use nounstem, 109, 11 1, 3 19, 329,350, 

35 1 
in absolutive-state active action NNC, 353-54 
of future-agentive NNC, 34849 
of preterit-agentive nounstem, 324 

Reverential VNCs, 303-304 
Rhetorical question, 159,435,475 
Rock set of numral stems, 3 14 
Root, 14, 185,353 

patientive nounstem, 438 
plus ya verbstem, 217,219,353,359,368,385, 

402,407,441,455, 
Row set of numeral stems, 3 14 
Rumored report, l58 

/S/ > [U] (future morph), 25 1 
Semantically empty morpheme, 21 4 
Seme, 10 
Sememe, 7,8-9 
Sentence, 75 

admonition, 8685,  86-87, 171-72 
adverbial, 124,433 
assertion, 75-76, 124 
attributive, 124 
boundary divisions of, in old texts, 626 
comrnand/exhortation, 82, 83, 17 1 
constituent order in, 148 
direct command, 82 
emphatic assertion, 76 
equative, 124, 137,433 
exclamation, 577 
future command, 83 
hypothetical condition, 530,533-34 
indirect command, 82 
predicate-adjectival, 405 
simple affirmative assertion, 75-76 
simple negative-assertion, 76 
ungracous command, 82,83,155 
wish, 78-82, 124-25, 155, 156,171,530 
yeslno question, 76-77, 124 

Sequence of object pronouns, 180 
Set-defined entities, 347 
Sex distinctions, 286, 287,418 
Shared object compound, 238,247-48 
Shared reference, 274 
Shuntline object pronouns, 167, 178,220 

first level, 178,220 
reflexive object, 335 

second level, 220 
silently present, 262, 342 

Sig, 10 
Sigeme, 7, 8,9, 10, 24 
Sigological subsystem, 6 
Silence, 11 
Silently present morph, 10, 146,159, 164, 179,296 
Silently-present subject pronoun confusing to 

foreigners, 624 
Simile, 408 
Single-count stem, 307 
Single-nucleus construction, 328,413 
Singular, 103 
Sound symbolism, 407 
Source, 446 
Spanish corruption of Nahuatl lexical items, 497 
Spanish words borrowed into Nahuatl as stems, 486 
Speaker role, 49 
Specificity, 56; specific, 56, nonspecific, 56,611 
Spelling, 24,27,28,29,30 

changes, 30-3 1 
conventions, 655-58 
defective, 108, 119, 240,253,255,264, 330,332, 

361,449,457,451,494,508,521,544,545, 
547,554,567,571-72,573,593,625 

pronunciational, 535,600,618 
variants, 5 1 

State, 100, 104 
and valence contrasted, 104 

Stem, 14,15,45 
boundaries, 46 
formative, 160, 185-92 
nonactive source for causative, 195 
in VNC formula, 54 

Stemal morpheme, l83 
Stock, 14, 185 

formative, l85-92,23 1,232 
upgraded to nounstem, 387-88 

Stock-based patientive nounstem, 385, 387,388 
Stress group, 32, 33 
Structural units, 12; meaningful, 13; meaningless, 

12-13 
Structure, 12-17 

of adjectival modification, 3 18,413-22,423-29, 
514-15; as embed, 421-22,490,579; as prin- 
cipal clause, 415; as adjoined unit, 414-15 

of adverbial modification, 136, 512; as embed, 
491 ; complex, 5 15-22 

of adversative conjunction, 563-64 



of apposition, 415 
of complementation, 537; double-nucleus, 274 
concatenation, 16 
of conjunction, 313,314,315,317,342,544; 

conjunctorless (or unmarked), 3 12,448 
interaction, 16 
of modification, 4 13 
of possessor supplementation, 139; as embed, 

337,338,490,495,500,501 
of shared-referent supplementation, 415 
of supplementation, 136,413-14,425,426, 

5 14-15; discontinuous, 145 
Subject, 17,45,46,47 

basic as head, 137 
complement, 17,274,539-4 1 ; construction 

resulting from passive transformation, 
540-4 1 

positions, 50-54, 100-102, 105 
pronouns, 100-102, 105, 

Subordinate clause, 129 
Suffixal morpheme, 183 
Summary of specific possessor pronouns in 

possessive-state NNC, 107-1 08 
Summary of subject personal pronouns in 

possessive-state NNCs, 106 
Summary of VNC contrasts (indicative preterit; 

admonitive, optative nonpast; indicative 
present), 87-89 

Superlative degree, 566 
Supplementary elements, 423; for emphasis, 

contrast, clarification, added information, 137 
integrated supplement, 143 
lack of agreement between supplement and head, 

610-13 
object,l37, 138-39; contrasted with the adverbial 

complement construction, 542 
possessor, 123,137-139; of t', 486 
subject, 137-38 

Supplementary-NNC-to-incorporated-adverb 
transformation, 372 

Supplementation, 17, 136-42, 14348, 149-59, 
319,415 

included-referent, 137, 152-59,527-28 
marked, 14344 
shared-referent, 137-52,413,537 
of silently-present verb-object pronoun, 209-10 
in the variant plural of in, bn, BC, 15 1-52 

Suppletion, 94, 101 
Suppletive stem, 160, 195,252,300 

Supportive [i], 32,37, 51,52,70, 101, 102, 105, 
111, 119,230, 237,245,270, 330, 337,342, 
454,468,604,606 

Syllable structure, 3 1-32 
Synonymous pairs of adjectival NNCs, 403 
Synonymous triplets of adjectival NNCs, 403 
Synonymy, possible, of type-2 and type-3 causative 

verbstems, 393 
Syntax, 16,23 

t (directional prefix on purposive matrix stem), 251, 
252-56 

tachcauh, 564-65 
Tamoanchan, 503 
tP > ti, 325 
tP > tla in impersonal patientive nounstems, 371 
Temporal clauses, 523-26 
Temporal meaning, 523-24,525 
"Ten," 3 10-1 l 
Tense, 4647,54-55 

morph, 55 
position, 100 
translation of, 55, 541 

(tequi-xqui)-tl-, 374 
Te6tihuahcBn, 498 
tPteoh innan, 604 
(teuh)-0- (relational nounstem), 474 
Textual mistakes, 624 
Textual problems, 624 
Tezcatl-Ihpbca, 604 
Theme, 185-86 
Thing set of numeral stems, 3 15 
"Three," 308-309 
/ti/ (semantically empty connective morpheme), 

195 
/ti/, "to become" (denominal verbstem-forming 

suffix), 195,213,400,412,567-70,581, 
584 

/tit, "to have" (denominal verbstem-forming suffix), 
195,406,578-84 

Time difference between embed and matrix, 238 
TitlBcahuBn, 602 
Tizoc, 601 
Tizocic (erroneous traditional spelling), 596 
Tizocicatzin (erroneous traditional spelling), 

595-96,656 
TizoquicBtzin, 595-96 
ha:/ (applicative formative), 219 
/tia:/ (type-2 causative suffix), 195-200 
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/tia:l (temporal intansitive verbstem forming suffix), 
585 

hi-a:/ (/tit + type- l causative), 2 13 
tl-class, subclass l -A, 324 
tl-class, subclass l-B, 350 
tla- as head of a locative NNC supplement, 539 
-tla (causative verbstem forming suffix), 585-86 
tla- (nonspecific nonhuman projective object mor- 

phic carrier), 57 
tla- ("quasi"), 6 17 
tla-fusion, 71, 180, 184,212,215,217,220,227, 

229,230,233, 263,264,267,268,321, 324, 
325,339,348 

tla, "if," 40, 530-34 
(-tl8-n)-0- > (-te-0-ca)-tl- (in gentilic nounstem), 

507 
tleh in, 425,426 
tlein (for tleh in), 36 
Tloqueh, Niihuaqueh, 606 
t-o ("our" as "someone's"), 108 
Token level, 6,7, 10-1 1, 12 
*(to)-tl-, 497 
(-t6n)-tli-, 290-9 1 
(t6-n-a), 573 
Tbnacstepetl, 394 
t6nacSybt1,384 
t6nalpbhualli, 648-50 
tBnatiuh, 348 
Topic, 140, 141, 144, 145 

absolute, 610 
Topicalization transformation, 140,415 
Topi-transform, 41 5 
Topographical-feature name nounstem, 495 

as embed, 495,498,501 
totecuiyo (spurious usage resulting from 

misreading), 12 1 
Trajectory (projective, reflexive, reciprocative), 56 
Transform sentence, 75 
Transformation (single-base, double-base), 75 
Transition, internal open, 3 1 
Translation, 17-20,40,472 

distorts Nahuatl meaning, 148, 189, 190,342, 
396,410,423,535 

erroneous of personal names, 604 
faulty, 384, 394,597; due to preconception, 

498 
grammar of is not grammar of source, 84,277, 

623 
inadequacy of, 17-20,193,208,298,435,526 

and mistranslation, 498; traditional, 491; 
accepted as valid by ignorant scholars, 593 

not to be confused with meaning, 18,20,74, 84, 
202,335,374,389,445,548 

subservience of to target-language needs, 41, 
147,410-11,44546,447,494 

of tenses, 55,523,524,525,527,532,533 
Translational difficulty, 225,442,367,375,411 
Translational equivalence, inadequacy of, 20, 

28 1-82 
Translationalist grammar, 4-5, 84 
Translational mirage, 17-20,40,73,74, 162,238, 

425,445,446,467,448, 536,548,623; as 
source of grammarian's misconceptions, 249 

Translation-induced grammatical explanation, 467 
Translation value of members of a paradigm can 

differ, 340 
Truncated nounstem, 110,117-18,578 
Truncation of nonactive verbstems (in the formation 

of patientive nounstems), 363, 378 
"TWO," 308-309 
Type level, 6,7-10, 12 
-tz-a (transitive frequentative destockal stem 

formative), 233-34 
-tz-ca (ending on intransitive frequentative 

verbstem), 234 
(-tzin)-tli-, 290-9 1 
*(-tzin-o-5):tla-, 302 
(-tz)-tli-, 295 

uh/hu (first member of number dyad, NOT 

"possessive-state suffix"), 11 8 
Unique embed nounstems in compound verbstems, 

268-70 
Unique formation, 294 
Unique nounstems as ember or matrix fillers, 

283-84 
Unmarked adjunct, 4 15 
Unsounded morph as fully real as sounded morph, 

179 
Upgrading, 13, 15, 185 
"Use" stem kinds, 109, 11 1 

Valence, 46, 171,274, 335 
irregularities in, 6 10 
position, 56,57,58, 100, 320, 339; rules 

governing, 178-79 
principle of, 177, 182; violation of, 147,2 11, 

336,392,393,581 
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transitive, 46 
and verbstem-final vowel, 182 

Valence-neutral verbstem, 182-83, 197,211,212, 
217; pairs, 183 

Varietal nounstem 476 
Verbal embed and verbal matrix, kinds of combina~ 

tion of, 237 
Verbal nuclear clause, 46-47 
Verbal-plus-nominal NNC hybrid, 323, 326, 342 
Verb base, 177 
Verbcore, 44, 177, 36243,367; as matrix, 236 
Verb objects, kinds of, 176 
Verbstem classes, 52,61-71; membership in 64-65 
Verbstem kinds, 54 
Verbstems of affect, 157, verbstems of causing, 155 
Verbstems of knowing, remembering, forgetting, 

etc, 156 
Verbstems of ownerhood, 337, 377-78 
Verbstems of perception, 157 
Verbstems of saying, questioning, etc., 154 
Verbstems of wanting, desiring, needing, 155 
"Vetative" (term rejected as a translationalist 

misnomer), 84 
Violations of the shared-referent restriction, 427 
VNC, 46 

analysis and translation of, 68-70 
deceptive, 226 
expanded, 72-75 
formula, 56-60 
functioning as adjective, 397 
irregular, 90-99 
and NNC contrasted, 100 
paradigm, 14,627-13 
plus VNC = compound VNC, 235 
as supplement, 149-5 1 

Vocable boundaries, 658 
Vocative construction, real 147-48; soxalled, 147 
Vocative particle #C, 32, 38,4142,  147-148, 291, 

295,337 
Voice, 54; active, 54; nonactive, 54 
Vowel, 25-26 

elision, 37 
length, not represented in traditional spelling, 2 1, 

22,655 
lowering, 26 
raising, 26 

/W/ (connective morpheme), 160,214,616-17 
/W/ + /m/ > [mm], 536 
/W/+ /p/ > [pp], 471,472,479,488 
/W/ + /W/ > [W], 349,498,570,591 
/wa/ > [wi], 358 
/W-ia:/ (type-2 causative suffix), 195,200-201 
Word (sentence fragment), 5,6, 14, 15, 148 
Wordal, 5; pronoun (English kind, nonexistent in 

Nahuatl), 136, 137 
"Worthy of," 344, 398,399 

X- - xi- (2nd person person1 morph for optative 
mood), 5 1 

Xipe, 601 
xiuhrnolpilli (error for xiuhmolpilih), 653-54 

/y/ > [S], 571,616 
/y/ > [S], 472, 571 
-ya (verbstem-forming suffix), 185, 186,567,570 
(-yii-n)-tli- (locative relational nounstem), 462 
Year names, 653-54 
(-ye)-tl- (matrix stem), 336, 341, 342, 391, 392 
Year names, 648-54 
(-y8)-tl- (matrix stem), 120, 121, 123,265,267, 

2b9,285,289,325, 327, 334,351, 353, 
380-85,393-94,457,465,472,475,490-92, 
509,510,618 

omission of, 394,610 
preterit-agentive nounstem as embed, 384 
with type-l active action nounstem as embed of, 

384 
*(-yo-3):tla- > *tla-(yo-h) ("to possess s.th. in 

abundance"), 332-34,377,380 

-z (future tense morph), 55,66-67 
-z - li-z (active action suffix), 35659 
-z - li-z ("entity capable of being --ed), 360 
zii versus zan, 535 
zii ZO, 426-27 
(-zo1)-li- (affective-matrix nounstem), 291-92 
Zero morph, irregular (i.e., square; [U]), 10 
Zero morph, regular (i.e., round; [0]), 8 
Zero morpheme, 8 




